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Motor-Driven Machine Tools (see Machine
Tool ).

Motor-Driven Machine Tools, Development

of 238*

Motor-Driven Machine Tools. Planers....

69», 101*

Motor-Driven Machine Tools, Special Ma-
chinery 190*

Motor-Driven Milling Machine, Cincin-

nati 26*. 192*

Motor-Driven Planer Test 308*
Motor-Driven Shaper, Cincinnati Shaper
Co 74*

Motor-Driven Slotter 191*
Motor-Driven Wheel Borer 193*

Motor Drives for Old Tools (see Machine
Tools).

Motor Driving 256
Motor-Driving, Individual, Applied to Old

Tools. R. V. Wright 14*, 54*. 88*.

129*. 193*, 214*. 261*.

Motors New Steel-Frame, Triumph Elec-

tric Co 114*

Motors in Railroad Shops 392
Motors for Railroad Shops, Steen 426
Motors, Single Phase 337
Motors, Variable Speed 324
Multiple Drill. Foote, Bent & Co 317*
Multiple Drill 423*

National Machine Tool Co., New Speed
Changer 67*

National Machine Tool Builders Associa-

tion 244
Nettleton, W. A., Personal 225
New York C. & H. R., 2-8-0 Locomotive . . 16*

N. Y. C, Cole's Compound Locomotive. . .
24''*

New Y'ork Central, 4-4-2 Locomotive. . . . 166*
New York Central. 4-C-2 Locomotive.... 87*
N. Y. C. Electric locomotive 462*
New York, C. & II. R. R., Beading Tool.. 9*
New York Central Power Hou e 414*
New York, u, i II. R. R., Rapid Boring.. 61
X.w York. N. II. & H. Balanced Com-
pound Locomotive 466*

New York Subway, Steel Fireproof Cars.. 106*
New Specifications for Car Wheels 226
Norfolk & Western, Rapid Tire Boring. 21, 107
Norfolk & Western Railway, Increased Ca-

pacity of Locomotives 225
Numbering Shop Men, Objection to 108

Obert, C. W., Personal 226
Observations on Foreign Railroad Prac-

tice (see Ba^ford).
Oil Burning on the Santa Fe 175
Oil Fuel. Long Sea Trip with 179
Oil Fuel Test, Navy Department 276
Ollhon ti of, R. H. Soule 41*
Oil House. I'u I'.ois Shops. B. R. & P 32*
Old Machine Tools. Motor Driving 187
Operation. Railroad. Economy in 101
Otto Gas Engine Exhibit 44fi*

Outlook. Machine Tool, for 1904 73

Packing, Chucks for 314*
Packing Cups. Rod. Reamers for 110*
Packing. Metallic Chucks for 314*
Paints. Test of 309
Paint for Steel Cars 290
Paint Shop, McKees Rocks Shops, P. &

L. E 92*
Painting Steel Cars
Paris-Orleans Locomotive, De Glehn Loco-

motive 203*
Parl-h on Piecework

neer Car Ventilation
-nger Cars. Draft Gear of

Passenger Car, 80-feet, 1st Class, G. N... Ill*



Passenger Cars, Side-Door Suburban, I. C. 108
Passenger Locomotive, Cole's Balanced
Compound 240*

Passenger Locomotive, C. & A. R. R 133*
Passenger Locomotive, C. B. & Q. Railway 356*
Passenger Locomotive, M. C. R. R 347*
Passenger Locomotives, 4-6-2, N, Y. C... 87*
Passenger Locomotive, Vandalia 153*
Passenger Locomotive 381* 411*
Passenger Locomotives, Table of 347
Passenger Locomotives, Tabular Compari-

son of 274
Pattison, J. H., Rapid Tire Boring, N. &
W 21, 107

Pennsylvania R. R., Development of Steel
Cars on 3*

Pennsylvania . R. R., Locomotive Testing
Plant at St. Louis Exposition 29*

Pennsylvania R. R., De Glenn Compound
Locomotive 203*

»60Z sjbq laais 'H 'H BiuEAiXsnudj
Personal—H. H. Vaughan 109
Personals. .. .19, 28, 68, 100, 109, 111,

156, 198, 267, 298, 345. 385, 442, 483
Philadelphia & Reading, Fast Train.... 337
Phillips, M. J., Tests on, Stay-bolts 252*
Piece Work, First Law of 350
Piece Work, by Fari-h 331
Piece Work, Good Testimony for 183
Pins, Pressure on Crosshead, Compound

Locomotives 61
Pipe Hangers for Heating System 224*
Piston Rods, Manufacture of 335*
Piston Rods, Cost of Turning 291
Piston Speed of Locomotives 258*
Piston Valves, Remarkable Service 261
Piston Valves, P. R. R 384*
Piston Valve for Superheater 456*
Pittsburgh & L. E., McKees Rocks Loco-

motive Shops 22*. 92*, 169*, 221* 382-
Pittsburgh & L. E.. Motor-Driving for Old

Tools, 14*, 54*, 88*, 129*, 193*. 214*, 261*,
303*

Pittsburgh & L. E., Water-Softening Sys-
tem, Extensive 16*. 62*, 105*

Planers Chandler 397*
Planer Driving, Power Required 185
Planers, Examples, Motor-Driven .... 69*, 101*
Planers Improved 397*
Planers, Motor-Driven, R. V. Wright.... 214*
Planers, Power Cross Rail Elevator 194*
Planers, Records of 337*
Planer Test, Steen 355*
Planers, Test of 308*
Planer-Type Milling Machines, R. R. Shops 73*
Planing, High Speed 264
Planing Machine, Greaves, Klusman & Co. 119*
Pneumatic Stay bolt. Breaker 407*
Pooling Locomotives 313, 387
Power House Aguascalientes Shops 183
Power House, McKees Rocks Shops 169*
Power House West Albany 414*
Power & Lighting Plant, West Shore R.

R„ Weehawken 44*. 90*. 124*. 188*
Power Plant, Design, R. H. Soule
Power Room. Power House McKees Rock 171*
Power Required in Planer Driving 185
Power Required for Machine Tools 458*
Prentiss Bros. Boring Machine 152*
Pressed Steel Car Co.'s Exhibit 199*
Prices & Rates for Electric Power 83
Progress in Railroads 306
Progress, Machine Tools, Feeds and Drives

27*, 67*

Power Plant. Railway Shops 251
Power Plant, Weehawken. .44*, 90*, 124*. 188*
"Pull-Cut" Shaper, Cincinnati 244*
Push Car Crossing Jack, Pneumatic 114*

Queen City Shaper 445*

Radial Drill. Bickford 243*
Radial Drill Variable-Speed Mechanism.. 27S*
Railroad Mileage of World 309
Railroad Operation, Economy in 101
Railroad Shops, Fire Risks 467
Railroad Shop Management, Cozad

ID. 56*, 96*. 299
Railway Shops, Design of, R. H. Soule, 1. 41*.

81*. 121*. 161*, 227, 251
Rates & Prices, for Electric Power S3
Raymers Boiler Water Changer 4.TJ*

Reamers for Rod Packing CMps 110*
Reciprocating Parts, Light } . 399
Record-Breaking Tire-Boring Operation, 21, 61,

107
Repairs of Locomotives, Cost of 349
Repair Records for Locomotives 141
Repair Shops, Ry. (see Shops) 251
Repairs. Ton Mile Basis For 141

Reese. A. H., Rapid Tire Boring, N. Y. C.

& H. R 61
Rivet Furnace, Gas, and Generator 9*
Rod Packing, Chucks 314*
Rod Packing Cups, Reamers for 110*
Roller Bearings 313
Roundhouses, R. H. Soule 121*
Roundhouse Cranes 441*
Roundhouse Cranes, Jacks and Ventilation 199
Roundhouse Equipment 430
Roundhouses, Drop Pits 390
Roundhouse Smoke Jacks 441*
Roundhouse, Railway 252
Roundhouses, Rectangular 144
Roundhouse Ventilation 1S1

Sand Jacks for Moving 1,000-Ton Draw-
bridge 112*

Saw Bench, Universal, Greaves-Klusman. 35*
Scaffold, Adjustable, McKees Rocks Paint

Shop. P. & L. E 94*
Scaife Water-Softening System for Roek-

Tsland 117*

292*,
382*

162

58*

Schenectady Superheater 338*. 456*
Scrap Bins 163
Seley, Variable Speed Motors 324
Seley, C. A., Shop Track Arrangements... 236
Serve Tubes, Surface of 311
Shafts, Roller Bearing for 313
Shaper, Back Geared 135*
Shaper Crank 445*
Shapers, Motive Driven 261*. 437*
Shaper "Pull Cut," Cincinnati

'

244*
Shaper, Traverse, Motor-Driven, Cin.

Shaper Company 74*
Shops, Aguascalientes M. C. Ry. ...182*. 360*
Shops, A. T. & Sante Fe R. R 163*
Shops, Arrangement of Buildings in 161*
Shops of J. G. Brill Co 153*
Shops, Collinwood 231*
Shops, Cost of 326
Shop Cranes, A Suggestion 144*
Shops, Design of Railway Repair, R. H.

Soule 1, 41*. 81*, 121*, 161*, 227, 251
Shops, Elizabethport, C. R. R. of N. J 162*
Shop Equipment, Cozad 299
Shop Facilities, Lack of ISO
Shops, Fire Risks in 467
Shop Heating System, McKees Rocks 221*
Shops, High-Speed Steel in 333*
Shop Improvements, Jacobs 333*
Shops. Locomotive, Collinwood 231*
Shops, Locomotive & Car, McKees Rocks. 221*
Shop Locomotive Track Arrangement 236
Shops, Locomotive and Car, Montreal. . . . 451*
Shops of Locomotive Machine Company of

Montreal 490*
Shops, McKees Rocks, 22*, 92*, 164*, 169*.

221*. 292*, -339*, 382*
Shop Management, Railroad. Cozad, 10, 56*, 96*
Shop Management, Railroad, Cozad

10. 56*, 96*, 299
Shop Manufacturing, Railroad, A. T. & S.

F : 11
Shop Men, Objection to Numbering of, 108, 144
Shops, New Locomotive, McKees Rocks, P.

& L. E., 22*, 92*. 164*, 169*, 221*
339*

Shops, Railway (See Soule).
Shops, Sayre, L. V. R. R
Shop Schedule. Locomotive Repairs, C.

N. W
Shops (See Soule).
Shop Superintendents 390, 430
Shop Temperature in Winter, McKees
Rocks 223*

Shovel, Steam, Kilgore Direct-Acting 37*
Side Bearings and Center Plates 424*
Side-Door Suburban Passenger Cars, I. C. 108
Slotter, Draw Cut 316*
Smith Countershaft 152*
Smoke Jacks 441*
Soule, R. H., Railway Shop Design. 1, 41*. 81*.

121*. 161*. 227, 251
Southern Pacific, Oil Fuel for Locomotives 263*
Specifications for Car Wheels, Dudley.... 229
Specifications for Locomotive Cylinders... 136
Specifications for Malleable Iron 136
Spirally Corrugated Boiler Tubes 461
Spery Cyl. Emery Wheel Face Grinder... 36*
Springfield Machine Tool Co. Shaper 135*
Springs, Test of Elliptic. S. A. Bullock... 219*
Springs, Weight of Plate 437
Starbuck on Locomotive Trueks 257*
Standardizing Machine Tool Parts, Lodge 8
Stationary Engines, Power House 126*
Star Brass Co., Indicator 156*
Star Brass Mfg. Co., Locomotive Relief

Valve 200*
Staybolt Breaker, Pneumatic 407*
Stay Bolt Flexible, Tate 196*
Staybolts 311
Staybolts. Formulae for ! 354
Stay Bolts, Tests on Effect of Pressure. . . 252*
Steam Piping in Power House 124*
Steam Shovel, Atlantic 367*
Steam Shovel. Kilgore Direct-Acting.,... 37*
Steam Turbine in Power Plant 184*
Steam Wastes 403
Steaming Capacity of Locomotives 258*
Steel Car Development, Pennsylvania R.
R 3*, 209*

Steel Cars Painting 427
Steel Flat Car, 50 Ton 168*
Steel Frame Caboose Car 211*
Steel Frame Car, 45 Ton 301 *

Steel Frame Coal Car. ." 342*
Steel. High Speed 33*
Steel Passenger Cars, Fireproof 375*
Steel Passenger Cars 390
Steen on Driving Old Machine Tools 187
Steen, Motors for Machine Shops 392, 426
Steen, Test of Planers 308*, 355*
Stockbridge Shaper 437*
Stokers, Automatic for Locomotives 156
Store House & Ry. Shops 251
Storehouse, Design of. R. H. Soule 41*
Sturtevant Economizer 315*
Sturtevant Portable Forge 481*
Sturtevant Hand Blower 246*
Suburban Side-Door Passenger Cars, I. C.

.

108
Suburban Train Stops 385
Subway, New York, Fireproof Steel Cars. 106*
Summers Dump Car 428*
Success, Suggestions Concerning 255
Superheater, Schenectady 338*
Superheater Locomotives. C. P. R....... 454*
Superheater Locomotive. Performance Rec-

ord 457
Superheating, a Preface in 469
Switchboard Power Plant, McKees Rocks. 173*
Switch Board, Power House 294*
Switch Board. Weehawken Power Plant ..18S*
Switching Locomotive, P R. R 385*
Switching Locomotive, Heavy, C. & O.... 184*
Svmington Journal Box & Dust Guard... 119*

Tate Flexible Stay Bolt 196*
Teachers. Machinists as '

'

no
Technical Men Leave R. R. Service...'.'..'. 255
Technical School Graduates 284 386
Technolexicon. The '

i3g
Tee Bolt Heads for Chucking ....'.'.....' 448*
Terminals for Locomotives 314
Terminal Yard Power Plant, Weehawken, 44*.

90* 124*
Tester, Portable Injector, for Boilers. . . . 33*
Test of Planers. Steen 355*
Test of Balanced Locomotive 460
Test of Electric Locomotives, N. Y. C'. . .

.' 462*
Testing Machine Riehle 368*
Testing Plant for Locomotives, St. Louis, 29*.

365
Testing Plant Locomotive 400
Tests, Locomotive 39*, 391* 460
Tests, Comparative, of Brake Beams.....' 84*
Tests, Indicator, Compound Locomotive. A

T. & S. F 52.
Tests on Locomotive Stay-Bolts. .......

'

252*
Ties Cost of 427
Time to Sit and Think

. . 227
Tire-Boring Operations. Rapid, Economy of 20
Tires, Cost of Turning 291
Tire Turning Records 436
Tools for Boiler Shops, List of 145
Tools, Necessity for Good Grinding 468
Tool Holder 335*
Tools, Machine. Motors Applied to, R. V.
Wright 214*

Tool and Cutter Grinders 472*
Tool Steel at Exposition 447
Tool Steel, Improved 333* 395
Tool Steel in R. R. Shops 350
Tool, Steel, High Speed 480
Ton Mileage in Locomotive Repairs 141
Tonnage Rating of Locomotives 254', 351
Track Arrangement in Locomotive Shops

by Seley 2?"
Tracks for Material in Shops 264*
Traction by Gas Power 480
Tractive Power of American Locomotives,

Aggregate 480
Train Costs, Henderson .... 350. 371* 411 453*
Trains. Fast in England and France....' 389
Train, Fast, on Reading 377
Trains, Heavy Freight 389
Trains, High Speed German 405
Train, Long Distance 337
Train Operation, Henderson 350, 371*, 411, 453*
Train Pipe Pressure Increasing 240
Train, Stops Minimum 385
Traveling- Engineers Convention 384
Trepanning Machine, Bickford, Altoona

Shops 34*
Triple Grinding Machine 320*
Triple Valve Busing Roller 195*
Triumph Elec. Co., Steel-Frame Motors.. 114*
Trucks. Locomotive, Starbuck 257*
Trucks, Bettendorf 319*
Trucks, Motor N. Y. Subway 379*
Truck Springs, Elliptic, Test of. By S. A.

Bullock 219*
Tubes as Spark Retarders 435
Tubes. Spirally Corrugated 461
Turbine Air Compressor 391
Turret Lathe, Powerful 357*

Union Pacific R. R.. Water-Softening. ... 72
Universal Saw Bench, Greaves-Klusman.. 35*

Valve Gear, Alfree-Hubbell 320*
Valve, Piston, for Superheater 456*
Vandalia Passenger Locomotive 152*
Valves Piston P. R. R 384*
Variable Speed Motors 324
Vaughan, H. H. Tonnage Rating 254*
Vaughan, H. H.. Personal 109
Ventilation of Cars 430
Ventilation of Roundhouses 181

Walschaert Valve Gear de Glehn 204*
Warner Instrument Co., Cut Meter 245*
Water Purification, Effect of 468, 469
Water Purification 291, 351
Water Purification & Boiler Repairs 175
Water Softening. Advantages of. 20
Water-Softening Installation, Extensive,

P. & L. E. R.R 16*. 62*, 105*
Water-Softening System; C, R. I. & P.

Ry 117*
Water Softening, Union Pacific R. R 72
Watt Meters on Tools 468
Weehawken, Lighting and Power Plant,
West Shore R. R 44*. 90*, 124*, 188*

Weir Frog Co. Shops 409*
West Albany Power House 414*
Westinghouse Air Brakes in Russia 77
Westinghouse, George 298
Westinghouse, High Speed Brakes 444
Westinghouse Hose Coupler 407*
Westinghouse Motor Formula? 458*
West Shore R. R., Power and Lighting

Plant, Weehawken 44*. 90*, 124*, 188
West Virginia C. & T.. Loco. Front Ends 53*
"What Are the New Mach. Tools to Be."- 33
Wheel Lathe 439*
Wheel Lathe, Motor Driven 129*
Wheel Lathe Record 151
Wheels, Cast Iron 287*
Wheels, Car. Specifications. Dudley 229
Window Area and Floor Space 447
Wood Planing Machine, Greaves-Klusman 117*
Wood Working Machines 434*
Wood-Working Machinery, Collinwood

Shops 231*
Worthington Plant, New, Henry R 79
Wright R V., Application of Motor-Driv-

ing to Old Tools. 14*. 54*. 88*. 129*. 193*.
' 214*. 261*. 303*. 393*

Wright. R. V., Appointment 226
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IX.

THE 1'ONi EK t-LANT.

The electric power plant as a feature of railway shop prac-

tice is a product of tne last ten years, but there are now a

sufficient number of such plants to indicate the general trend

of design, and to emphasize those conditions and requirements

which are peculiar to the service. Electric power is usually

needed lor transfer tables, traveling cranes, tools, fans, light-

ing; in addition to the steam being required as motive power

for these purposes, it is also required for air compressors,

pumps, hammers and heating; the latter of course only when

tne supply of exhaust steam is insufficient for the purpose.

The size and capacity of the plant are determined by total

iziug the demands lor power both internal and external to the

building. Beginning with the electric generators, their capa-

city is ascertained by adding the total fan load and total light-

ing load, and then a percentage of the total rated capacity of

motors used for other purposes; this added percentage may

range from 30 to GO according to whether there are few or

many traveling cranes, and the kind and frequency of service

they are likely to be called on to perform. To the total so

arrived at may be added a percentage to cover distribution

losses, growth, and contingencies, this latter percentage of

course being largely influenced by local conditions.

Taking the total generator capacity in kilowatts, but ex-

pressing it in horse power, it is divided by 0.85 (assumed factor

of efficiency for direct connected sets) to determine the neces-

sary equivalent engine horse power, to which is commonly

added 25 per cent, in order to have power available for at

least a portion of the overload capacity of the generators.

Many railway shop power plants hitherto built have provided

a very large excess of power over what has actually been

required in service; with the experience now accumulated,

this is not so likely to recur in the future.

The boiler capacity may be worked out by assuming a rate

of steam consumption suitable to the size and type of engine

to be used; under present conditions it is probable that the

steam consumption per horse power per hour should be taken

somewhere between 15 lbs. and 20 lbs. according to the degree

of refinement in the engine design. Fifteen lbs. seems far in

excess of the 9 lbs. minimum which has been recorded in a few
cases in exceptional plants, where triple expansion was used

with superheaters and reheaters; but 15 lbs. is a fair minimum
for purposes of estimate for every day service under com-
mercial conditions, as compound non-condensing engines are

what we now generally find. It is probable that the future has
something better in store for us, but we are dealing with
present conditions.

Unfortunately boiler horse power and engine horse power are
not synonymous terms, as a boiler horse power is simply the

capacity to evaporate 30 lbs. of water into steam from temper-
ature 100 (degrees Fahrenheit) to a pressure of 70 lbs. (per
square inch,) and this fact has to be borne in mind when esti-

mating boiler capacity corresponding to any given engine capa-
city. To the boiler horse power thus obtained must be added
the necessary excess to furnish steam for hammers and pos-
sibly for heating, also to drive air compressors, pumps, or
other auxiliaries; the steam consumption rate for auxiliaries
will often be two, three, or even four times as great as for the

main engines, even under what passes for good practice. The

lighting load of a railway shop power plant is usually assumed

on the basis of one horse power to each arc light, and one horse

power to each ten incandescent lights.

Tne subdivision of generating units and boiler units can

. complished by charting the expected total load

through a period of 24 hours, and then so selecting tne units

us to permit of such combinations as will secure full loads, or

as nearly so as possible at all times. Engines and generators

are not here assumed to be disabled and unfit for service

except in emergencies, but boilers will be out of service period-

ically for cleaning and repairs, and excess capacity must be

provided to cover.

In providing means to drive electric generators we have the

opportunity of choosing between the steam engine, the steam

turbine, and the gas engine, with increasing thermal efficiency

In the series. With conditions as already outlined a unit

larger than 750 horse power is seldom required in railway

shop power plant practice; this is a little small for best results

in steam turbine practice, and a little large for comfort under

present conditions of gas engine practice. Steam turbines are

actually installed in one plant (Aguas Calientes, Mexico, see

page 466, Dec, 1903), while gas engines were contemplated

(but not actually used) in a Western plant; meantime current

practice has gravitated to the use of compound non-condensing

engines, usually horizontal (because floor space is seldom

limited), and always automatic, that is, with governor regu-

lated cut off; condensing apparatus is found in one case only,

at the West Milwaukee shop of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway. Gas engine predictions are risky, but a con-

stantly increasing use of the steam turbine may be expected,

with condensers as an economii al adjuntt. When this comes

about, power plant buildings can be made of reduced propor-

tions.

Water tube boilers will usually be preferred to Are tube

boilers for several reasons: They are much safer to operate

(an explosion being limited to a single tube) ; they take up

less space for a given capacity; they are quicker steamers;

scale can be removed from interior of tubes by power devices

and cheap labor, whereas Are tube boilers must have tubes

removed by high priced labor in order to remove scale; and

also the boiler will be much longer out of service. These ad-

vantages outweigh the greater cost, and the fact that the

ratio of water capacity to steaming capacity is small, which

moans that water tube boilfers do not always respond as well

as fire tube boilers when there is a suduen and excessive

demand tor steam; but the net results are in favor of the

water tuDe boiler which is now generally used.

There being several makes of water tube boilers all of high

efficiency, the choice will usually be determined by commercial

considerations. For a given steam consumption in unit time

the water level will fluctuate more rapidly in a vertical than in

a horizontal boiler, and the feed regulation will require closer

attention; on the other hand a boiler room fitted with vertical

boilers will be cooler than one fitted with horizontal boilers,

and therefore more comfortable to work in—quite an advan-

tage in hot countries. It is one of the anomalies of power

plant practice that the thermal efficiency of steam boilers often

approximates to 75 per cent., while that of steam engines seldom

exceeus 15 per cent.

Mechanical stokers will be a source of economy in fire room
labor in boiler plants of from 1,000 horse power up, and will

minimize boiler repairs in a plant of any size, even if consider-

ably less than that; fuel will be used to the best advantage,

and smoke reduced to the lowest limit. Feed water heaters

are of proved value as a means of rescuing waste heat from
exhaust steam, but in winter must usually divide honors with

the heating system.

Mechanical draft systems have been perfected so as to be

thoroughly practicable and reliable. The fans are usually

provided in duplicate and fitted with water cooled bearings ;

and when the system includes the automatic draft regulator,

the amount of draft corresponds to the steam pressure. The
whole makes a very flexible arrangement, increases the rate

of combustion and evaporation, and reduces the size and cost
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of boiler plant required to produce a given horse power; saves

first cost, and therefore, interest, insurance and taxes; greatly

reduces size and cost of stack; these several savings much

more than offset the corresponding items for the mechanical

draft plant together with its cost of operation and mainten-

ance, and result in a net saving. Four tests have been re-

corded where mechanical draft produced boiler horse power

(on basis of 34.5 lbs. of water from and at 212°) 55 per cent,

in excess of rated capacity; this illustrates the flexibility of

the system; the draft produced by a chimney without mechan-

ical auxiliaries is proportional to the square root of its height,

which means that the same result produced by natural draft

would require a chimney nearly two and a half times as high

as the original chimney (provided its diameter was not also

increased).

Economizers do not alway3 economize under railway shop

conditions, where coal is always cheap as compared with its

cost under usual manufacturing conditions, and they are re-

garded as a refinement a little beyond our immediate needs.

The use of power devices for handling coal and ashes de-

pends largely on local conditions. If a trestle can be arranged

alongside the boiler room without interfering with, or sacri-

ficing other yard arrangements, it will usually be found that

expensive and complicated apparatus aro not warranted, and

the very simplest home made mechanical appliances will yield

the desired measure of economy; this is true even when me-

chanical stokers are used, when it of course becomes necessary

to elevate the fuel to the level of their hoppers.

The piping of a modern power plant is a critical feature.

Boiler pressures have advanced from SO lbs. to 150 lbs. in the

past twenty years, and now all pipes, fittings, pumps and en-

gines are required to stand 200 lbs. Copper pipe has disap-

peared from practice as treacherous and unsafe material.

Steam pipes of to-day are of wrought iron or wrought steel,

and often with cast or forged steel flanges, which may be

either screwed, riveted or welded on, and sometimes with

faced joints. Expansion is taken care of by long bends or by

TABLE 15.

RELATIVE MERITS OF DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT FOR ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION FOR RAILWAY SHOP POWER PLANTS.

Item. Direct. Alternating.

Generators Commutator, with at- No commutator.
tendant troubles.

Engines Recipro eating (the Turbines may be used,
speed of generators as generators can be
being limited). successfully run at

turbine speeds.

Motors Must have commutat- Induction type, with-
ers, but may be made out commutators, but
to yield variable constant speed,
speed by either of
several methods.

Lighting (arc and in-
candescent) May be accomplished with either current, but

direct current is simpler and preferred.

Conversion (to otherBy machine (rotary By machine at present,

kind of current) .... converter or motor but probably by stat-

generator). ic apparatus in fu-
ture.

T r a n s f o rmation (to
higher or lower volt-
age, but same kind of
current) By machine (seldom By static apparatus.

done)

.

Transmission Feasible for moderate Feasible for moderate
distances, but (volt- distances, and the
age being limited) only commercially
cost becomes prohib- practicable syst«m
itive for long dis- for long distances,
tances.

The facts that our shop problems are constantly growing

larger, that power plants are supplying electrical energy

(whether for power or light) for increasing areas, that the

steam turbine has great advantages (particularly for high

speed work) over the reciprocating engine, and that there is

somewhat of a reaction from the excessive use of complex and

costly variable speed apparatus, all point to the conclusion

that alternating current generating apparatus will be the pre-

vailing practice in large installations in the future, with

auxiliary apparatus for converting a portion of the primary

alternating current into direct current for those applications

where it is to be preferred. The Reading shop power plant of

the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad is a notable example, and

Place.

Concord, N. H
Dubois, Pa

Elizabethport. N. J. . . .

Oelwein, la
Bloomington, 111

Chicago, 111

Hannibal, Mo
Danville, 111

Collinwood. O
Jackson, Mich
Baring Cross, Ark. . . .

Oak Grove, Pa
McKees Rocks, Pa. . . .

Reading, Pa

Ft. Wayne, Ind
Columbus.
Omaha, Neb
Topeka, Kan

TABLE
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believed that future practice in railway shop power plants will

be limited to these two systems.

The power plant building being the nerve center of the

modern shop, and representing with its contents, an invest

ment of from $75,000.00 to $150,000.00, should be Are proof and

isolated, the change from mechanical to electrical transmission

having made such isolation practicable. A rectangular build-

ing approximating to a square easily subdivides into engine

room and boiler room of nearly equal floor area, as required.

It generally happens that the floor of the boiler room can be

depressed below general ground level to good advantage (where

sewerage conditions permit) in connection with handling the

coal supply: on the other hand the floor of the engine room

can be established several feet above the ground level, with a

basement for piping and accessories, such as pumps, heaters,

condensers, air reservoirs, etc. In many plants too little head

room has been allowed in the engine room basement, which

should preferably be roomy, airy and well lighted. In the

power plant of the Baring Cross, Ark., shop of the Missouri

Pacific Railway, all the auxiliary apparatus has been assem-

bled in what is termed a pump room, which is 16 ft. x 75 ft.,

open to the roof and interposed between the engine room and

the boiler room; this arrangement screens these rather un-

sightly accessories from the more ship shape and tidy engine

room, and also protects the wearing surfaces of pumps, etc
,

from the dust of the boiler room.

Table lti embodies the principal data for eighteen shop power

plants, and fairly indicates their size and capacity:

Reading, Pa., is seen to be the mo6t

extensive plant so far put up. It will be

noted also that alternating current is used

to some extent in six places. The reason

that the kilowatt capacity of generators

and the horse power capacity of engines

vary so much in plants which, judging

from the size of buildings, appear to be

intended to provide approximately equal

amounts of power, is that the individual

opinions of the designers vary so much
on the question of what spare units should

be provided. There is a noticeable ten-

dency to fully double the voltage when
alternating current is used, as compared
with that used with the direct current;

this is probably due to the fact that, as

alternating current induction motors do

not have commutators, brushes, slip-rings

or collectors, employees have no occasion

to handle them, and the risk of shock is

therefore minimized.

Switchboard design has become a spe-

cialty, in which it is well to let the spe-

cialists take the responsibility, and it is a poor place to curtail.

The fundamental requirements are, complete isolation of cir-

cuits, automatic circuit breakers for overloads, separate panels

and recording instruments for each principal circuit, etc.

(To be Continued.)

STEEL CAR DEVELOPMENT.

I'i NN8YLYAJUA Railroad.

IV.

(For I'm a, us Article, See Page 435, December, 1903.)

BOX AND UEFHh.ERATOB CABS.

After the appearance of the Gl car, which was a double hop-

per gondola, the next step was the Fl design, an 80,000 lb. flat

car which was considered as experimental and from which

valuable information with respect to the action of pressed

steel sills under heavy loads was obtained. It did not become

a standard, but was afterward redesigned and adopted under

another class which will be referred to later.

At this time. November, 1901, attention was directed toward

the box car with steel underframing. After a careful study

of the question of capacity and the decision to build large

capacity box cars was reached the American Railway Associa-

tion adopted its standard interior dimensions for 40-ton cars.

The fact that this road could handle 110,000 lbs. of grain in

box cars settled the question in favor of cars of 100,000 lbs.

normal capacity and the standard dimensions of 36 ft. in

length. S ft. clear height and 8 ft. 6 in. width were adopted,

thp standard door opening of ft. being also used. Since the

underframe was to be of steel the additional cost of making

'v

With the bad waters in the Southwest and under the neces-

sity of providing engines enough for the trains, an effort is be-

ing made to extend the life of firebox sheets by removing in

every possible way all unnecessary thicknesses of metal be-

tween the fire and the water. In this connection crown bolts

with large heads are giving place to crown stays resembling
stay bolts, having taper threads in the crown sheet and riveted

over like stay bolts. On a number of roads opinion favors wider
mud rings with 5-in. water spaces at the bottom of the water
leg. There is also a tendency toward widening the spaces be-

tween tubes, making 1-in. bridges instead of the narrower
spaces now prevalent. Several roads are now experimenting in

this direction. They are prepared to sacrifice some tube heat-

ing surface for the sake of securing more water space around
each tube, in the hope of reducing the amount of tube leakage-

DETAILS OF ATTACHMENT OF DRAFT GEAB.

CLASS XL BOX CABS. — PENNSYLVANIA BAILBOAD.

it sufficient for the load of 50 tons was considered as negligible

in view of the importance of being able to carry an occasional

full load.

In order to use the standard interior dimensions, a low floor

was necessary, and the draft gear was passed through the end
sills. The top of the floor is 3 ft. 6% in. above the top of the

rail and the upper faces of the sills are 3 ft. 4%in. above the

rails. From the excellent and very complete drawings of this

car, which is known as the Xl design, selections have been
made to clearly present the principles of its construction. This
is an important design which has led to the introduction of

similar construction on a number of large roads. This is

essentially a steel underframe car, as distinguished from a

car with a steel frame throughout. The box structure is of

wood and serves merely to house the load. At this time no
attempt was made to embody the frame of the superstructure
in the truss structure in actually carrying the load.

While the description is confined to the Xl car, the same
underframe applies to the refrigerator or Rf design. As a
backbone, two pressed steel center sills are used. These have
4 in. flanges and are 17 in. deep at the center of the car for a

length of 10 ft. At the ends, the sills taper to a depth of 10
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in. The side sills are 20 in. deep at the center. The neutral

axis' of the center sills is raised by using a cover plate 33 ft. fi

ins. long extending almost the full length of the car (which is

the first appearance of this construction) and of the use of

4 by 4 by Vi in. flange angles riveted to the lower part of the

webs of the center sills. These angles virtually change the

center sills into built-up I beams. With center sills extending

the full length of the car the bolsters are necessarily cut. They

take the form of pressed trough diaphragms with an 18 in.

top cover plate extending across the car. This puts the

bolsters into the shape of box girders. The transverse floor

supports are pressed steel channels extending between the

center and side sills, with short pieces between the center sills.

The portions between the center sills are 10 in. deep and those

between the center and side sills are 7 in. deep. Upon the

latter, the 3 in. wooden floor stringers rest. At the upper
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STEEL CAB DEVELOPMENT. — PENNSYLVANIA BAILBOAD.

and outer edges of the side sills Z bars are riveted, and these

form the supports for the wooden side structure. This car

has corner braces and pressed steel end sills. The draft gear

is secured to the center sills, as indicated, and a special pair

of diagonal braces serve to support the draft portions of the

center sills. The body bolster, draft gear and end sill con-

struction are clearly indicated in the drawing of the draft gear,

(see page 3), which is of the Westinghouse type.

The wooden floor rests upon the 4 by 3 in. wooden floor

stringers and these are supported on the diaphragms and on

pressed steel brackets, at the ends, riveted to the bolsters, as

indicated in the plan drawing. The weigut cf this car, empty,

is 45,300 lbs. It is designed for distributed loads. This is

the present standard box car of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The design has been modified in some of the details for the

Pennsylvania Lines west of Pittsburg. The drawings and this

description apply to the standard construction on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad proper.

The Rf, or refrigerator car, has identically the same under-

frame as the Xl car. The upper frames are also similar, except

as to end and side plates, intermediate car lines, door posts

and belting boards. Of course the floors and walls, also the

roofs for the air chambers and the tanks for ice are special

features of cars used for provisions and diary products. The

great weight of the body of the refrigerator car reduces the

nominal capacity to 90,000 lbs. In the drawings, the construc-

tion of the superstructure and the insulation are indicated in a

way which renders a description in detail unnecessary. Both

of these cars are carried on the standard trucks of this road

which will be illustrated in another article.

CBOSS SECTION OF CLASS Rf BEFBIGEBATOB CAB,

THBOTJOH THE ICE BOX.

Bad water continues to be the worst problem the Western

roads have to deal with. It is now becoming understood that

purifying plants are economical, reliable and satisfactory, and

they are being installed—but very slowly. The worst result of

poor water is not the scaling alone but a combination of scal-

ing and leaking of tubes and seams. This becomes so trouble-

some that locomotives in some districts need retubing as often

as every two months and they require boiler work after every

trip over a division of ordinary length. On one road having

only a few purifying plants this term of service has already

been extended to six months. The requirements which loco-

motives must meet in the West will necessitate the installa-

tion of water purifying plants on a large scale. Water puri-

fication has come to stay. It is to be a necessity on all roads

having bad waters and it is highly important to install the

apparatus with a view of low cost of operation and absolute

reliability. First cost is a mountain to most managers and
several are experimenting with "cheap" devices. One thing

is now demonstrated—water purification is appreciated as an
operating necessity.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Impressions of Fokeic-n Raiusoau Practice.

(LONDON, DECEMBER 5, 1903.)

In forming judgment upon the practice of a foreign country

in transportation methods it is necessary to look rather deeply

into the principles for superficial indications may not be under-

stood. While the equipment and its operation seems strange

to an American, nothing is done here without a reason. Noth-

ing is slipshod here and it is generally easy to trace the

causes for the practices which appear to be strange. One of

the characteristics of English people is conservatism. It must

be remembered that these islands were densely populated

when the railroads first came up for consideration. Large

estates and busy cities were conceived in the location of the

roads. Much opposition was met from the very first and it

became necessary to satisfy demands for the public safety

which we have never known and which we are only now be-

ginning to appreciate. This led to construction of such heavy

and permanent character, with respect to the roadbed, terminals

and overhead bridges, as to influence the entire development

of the roads in other respects. The rolling stock is affected by

this to a great extent and also by the fact that it is a logical

descendent of the stage coach. We must remember that we

took our rolling stock "ready made" and could begin with

a clean sheet. The result is that Europe has bunt thoroughly

upon lines which are now found to be too narrow. Among the

progressive English railroad men the large train unit and

small dead weight of our freight equipment are greatly de-

sired, but they cannot increase the length of sidings, or en-

large the cross section of their numerous tunnels. They have,

however, devoted themselves to economical operation with

respect to locomotives in a way which is worthy of most care-

ful study.

European permanent construction is both a blessing and

the opposite, in its effects upon practice and progress. As our

railroads preceeded the people, and our rails went West in

advance of the population we know nothing about this, ex-

cept in the case of a few large terminals. When so much
money is put into English roadway and terminals, when so

much is spent to avoid curves and grades and so much sunk

in tunnels, it becomes most important to see far into the

future, in order to provide for growth and improvement. Our

own roads are approaching the important problems of per-

manent construction. We need to look further into the

future than the foreign roads have done or we shall be handi-

capped as they are with structures, whicn are too expensive

to tear down and are yet too small for growth. This strikes

the writer as being an exceedingly important lesson. That

part of permanent construction, however, which permits of

the statement that there is no grade crossing of two railways

in Great Britain is to be most emphatically commended.
Human life is held in high regard in Europe and specially

this impresses one in England. Grade crossings with streets

are entirely absent and eYery possible precaution is taken to

guard against accidents. At stations, even at small ones, pas-

sengers pass from one side of the roadway to the other by

subways or overhead bridges and this applies to outlying

stations where little business is done, as well as to the larger

and even most important ones. The writer came very near

getting into trouble on a well known English road because

he wandered off into the yard while waiting for a train. It

was very pleasant to meet shunters (corresponding to our

switching crews) who politely touch the cap in answering a

question. It is rather impressive to be firmly, but politely and
promptly ejected from the yard by the station police.

No trespassing is allowed on tracks here. The people are

brought up to respect authority and they do so. The police of

London do not carry arms or clubs, yet they conduct the

street traffic so well as to bring the number of fatalities in the

city streets for last year down to 158, against 538 for the same
time in New York City. This shows a difference which ex-

plains the small number of accidents here. The people do not

do as they like, but as they are told. Good discipline obtains

with the public as well as with railroad train and engine men.

English signaling is a revelation even to one who reads and

thinks he knows all about it. These railroads have very

small wreck accounts. They pay dearly for an injured pas-

senger and prefer to put their money into preventives. When
an engineer comes to a signal in the "on" position he stops,

for it means something. It means that if he passes it when

he should not, he loses his job. Therefore a stop signal means

"stop." These men learn to respect signals, because they

have them, not as we have them—for perhaps a few miles of

road and none on the rest of it, but they run by them all the

way. They are not. expected to take any chances as to col-

lisions, but to obey the signals, and they certainly do it.

Furthermore, English signals are beautifully placed. They are

most carefully "sighted," and there is not the slightest in-

dication of efforts to save money at the expense of perfect

signaling. In this matter our railroads suffer severely in

comparison. It is true that English block signaling is un-

necessarily expensive, and this may be due to the cheap

labor, but its completeness and the skill applied in its installa-

tion is gratifying. The same results would be possible with

automatic signals—if we had the discipline of English roads

with respect to this branch of the service. As an English

gentleman who has spent a long time in the United States

puts it—-"In England we have signals all the way. We do not

run as you do, 40 miles by signals and the next 1,000 miles by

instinct and judgment." The Board of Trade sees to it that a

piece of road is properly signaled before it can be put into

service.

No better idea of the difference in operating conditions be-

tween England and the United States can be given than by

comparing freight business in the two countries. In England

the "goods" traffic seems very much like our express business.

This influences the entire business of English railways. Mr.

Edwin A. Pratt says: "At the Great Northern meeting (Feb-

ruary, 1903) Lord Allerton presented a statement showing the

results of a day's work at one of the freight stations on that

line, the figure being as follows:—Total number of consign-

ments, 985; total number of packets, 4,427; total weight, 123

tons, 2 cwt; average weight per consignment, 2 cwt; average

weight per package, 62 lbs.; total number of trucks used, 53;

average load per truck, 34 cwt.

As representing the other extreme the contract taken by a

Western road in the United States should be mentioned,

namely, that for hauling 6,000,000 tons of ore over a certain

section of road in 180 days. In Europe there is nothing like

this and it seems impossible to handle business on such a

scale over here. Our heavy freight work is entirely unknown
here and the conditions of operation are absolutely different.

English roads are far ahead of us in small dead weight of

passenger cars per passenger carried and we are far ahead

of thern in handling freight. They, however, do not have our

conditions and our large quantities of freight to deal with.

Our ore, coal and grain business would swamp English roads.

English methods are developed on widely different lines,

those of small packages, rapid transit and immediate delivery.

An official of Sir Thomas Lipton's company told the writer

that most of their patrons in the United Kingdom keep com-

paratively little stock on hand, but depend upon the quick

delivery of the railroads to keep them supplied. A dealer in

Manchester often telegraphs in the afternoon for some needed

supplies. They are "fetched" from the Lipton stores by a

railroad delivery wagon in time for a 6 p. m. train and go by
passenger train, to be delivered by the railroad delivery wagon
system before 9 a. m. the next day in Manchester. This is a

distance of 183 miles and the service is equivalent to our ex-

press business. When sent by goods trains, however, de-

livery within 24 hours is customary at such distances. This

rapid service and the small parcels of freight throw a strong

side light upon methods of handling freight traffic in England.

This explains the small car and the very light load per wheel.

These small cars are almost amusing. They are scarcely
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larger than wheel barrows and It is incomprehensible that

they should be seriously considered as a limit to the capacity

of freight equipment. As a rule they have only hand brakes

and nere is where the foreign railroad is lame. These trains,

light as they are, break in two and the cars pile up over the

opposite track. There Is nothing to prevent breaking in two,

except the screw threads on the couplings In the use of passen-

ger equipment and light chains on the freight cars. In the

absence of automatic brakes freight cars are bound to pile up

if the train breaks in two. In couplers and brakes we can con-

gratulate ourselves in being years and even generations ahead

of our foreign friends. It is necessary to see conditions on this

side of the water, in order to fully appreciate what our Master

Car Builder's Association has accomplished in the matter

of couplers and also in brakes. A series of brake trials here,

such as the Burlington tests of that association, would revolu-

tionize English practice, borne of the "joint stock" used on

the lines from Loudon to Scotland is equipped with both the

Westinghouse and vacuum systems. Imagine the complica-

tions of brake gear under one of these small cars having both

systems. Even the perfection of signaling cannot indefinitely

postpone a serious lesson in braking of freight "trucks" and in

the proper braking of passenger equipment. When the need

is once appreciated the remedy will probably be applied with

characteristic thoroughness. A fair view of the present brake

and coupler situation here must be a very unfavorable one.

If it were not for the fact that a grade of 1 in 40, three miles

In length, is considered a heavy pull in England this would
have been fixed long ago.

The English locomotive superintendents are busy men with
large responsibilities, yet they seem to have time for all they

have to do and are generally very comfortable. "The English

do not live for the sake of working, but work for the sake of

living." They work hard but are not devotees of the "strenuous

life" to the exclusion of proper amounts of rest and pleasure.

They are as a rule inaccessible before eleven o'clock in the

morning and it is necessary to arrange appointments in ad-

vance in order to be sure of seeing them. The writer has been
everywhere very cordially received and has been impressed in

the case of every one of these officers whom he has met, with

the fact that they are big men, keen students, careful thinkers

and responsible railroad officials. They all talk as if the entire

responsibility of their departments rested entirely upon them,
and as a matter of fact it does. In a large sense, they have au-

tocratic powers and as a rule, while subordinate to their general
managers, they deal with the directors themselves, and thus
play an important part in the policy of the railroad; usually

the large motive power questions are dealt with by a committee

of the directors, who hold fortnightly meetings, with the high-

est official of the road, the chairman presiding. The general

manager of the road may or may not attend. I am told that he

usually does not, unless questions of operation are involved.

This brings the motive power department into a prominence

which it has not attained with us. In fact, it seems that Eng-

lish stockholders look upon this as the most important depart-

ment and the one from which most is expected. The officer in

charge of it is therefore much in the public eye and is high in

the councils of railroad men. Occasionally a motive power

officer is selected for the head of the operating department,

but, as a rule, he is content to spend his life in his special

line of work, because it is made worth his while to do so. Re-

tirement comes usually at the age of 60, and after arriving at

that attainment the locomotive superintendent may be re-

quested by the directors to retain his position. Some have thus

been requested to remain for ten additional years. These

officers seldom leave railroad service for any other work,

simply because they are appreciated and are able to do better

in it than they can elsewhere. They occupy high social posi-

tions and this means much in England. Their opinions are

respected. They are encouraged to build up most excellent

discipline and to consider safety first, celerity second and

economy third, in the order of their efforts. There is much In

this which should be seriously considered in the United States.

where the situation with respect to motive power officials is

not what it should be. It Is very rare in England for a road

to take a high motive power officer from another road. In

fact, this is almost unheard of. How is it with us? Salaries

here are higher than on our railroads; that is, those of the

locomotive superintendents; and a works manager finds it well

worth his while to wait for his turn.

In England there seems to be no connection whatever be-

tween the condition of locomotive and car equipment and the

stock market The authority of the locomotive superintendent

seems to be far beyond the reach of the stockholders when

questions of safety and proper working condition of equip-

ment are concerned. No president or general manager here

buys locomotives or cars without consulting the head of the

mechanical department. He would not dare take such re-

sponsibility.

American railroads might wisely place superintendents of

motive power upon the basis of the unlimited authority of the

English mechanical superintendents, combined with the un-

limited responsibility of the American general managers.

The locomotive superintendent's position here carries with

its authority a danger in the temptation to fohow fads in me-

chanical matters. Most of them are too broad-minded to

go very deep, but the differences In the practice of roads in the

same territory is frequently very marked. The greatest dif-

ferences in locomotive practice are seen on parallel and even

on connecting lines using joint passenger "carriages." Further-

more, the jealousy among the mechanical officers is quite an

expensive luxury which an organization like our Master Me-

chanics' Association would very quickly overcome.

It is the opinion of the writer that the money saved by im-

proved fuel economy of locomotives is lost over and over again

in other ways. In the operation of light trains, in the shops

and in the lack of labor-saving appliances.

Our Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' associa-

tions are held in high esteem among English mechanical rail-

road men. They are even looked up to in admiration because

of their influence in improving practice and extending the

tendency toward uniformity. There is nothing of this kind

here and there is no centralized authority or concerted effort

to accomplish anything whatever for the good of the railroads

as a whole. The rule is for each superintendent of motive

power to individualize his efforts and stamp his practice with

his personal views and opinions. Almost all of the mechani-

cal men have carried this to the point of reflecting their own
personalties in their practice. The successful use of an im-

portant principle on one road, instead of being an example for

others to follow, is exactly the opposite, and is practically a

thing which the others consider something for them not to

do. For example, the writer was told that one road adopted and

successfully used track tanks and water scoops, obtaining

great advantages in light tenders and long runs, for twenty-five

years before the example was followed by other lines.

In England, however, the government controls many matters

of construction and operation through the "Board of Trade."

By its power—which is far greater than that of our Interstate

Commerce Commission—its influence is in a sense restrictive,

and it does not always tend toward smooth and unfettered

operation, but it is a centralized authority, and it seems likely

to act a very prominent and important part in such matters

as have been standardized in the United States by the American

Railway Association and the mechanical associations. Eng-

lish roads need a Master Car Builders' Association, but in its

absence the Board of Trade may, by asserting itself, effect the

results which have been accomplished by American railroads

by voluntary co-operation in these associations. English rail-

road men regard with wonder the adoption of a standard

coupler contour. They cannot "get together" on anything,

whether of that or any other form, and we should therefore

not fail to appreciate the achievement of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association in this great work. It is far better to volun-

tarily agree than to be compelled by government authority to

adopt an Improvement, because of the failure to come to such

agreement! G. M. B.

(To be Continued.)
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LOCOMOTIVE FRAME DEFLECTIONS.

UNDEB SERVICE CONDITIONS.

During the past few years locomotive frame breakages have
become very troublesome. On some roads the difficulty has

caused great anxiety. It seems to be prevalent with all of the

heavier types of engines and is not confined to this country

alone. It is argued that vertical deformation or deflection

cannot be avoided and that if the structure is made rigid

against such deflections the only relief is in fracture. Another

opinion is that the lateral movements cause the breakage, as

It has also occurred in engines which are flexible at each end,

such as the 2-6-2 and 4-4-2 types. Another theory has just

been developed with the support of experimental evidence.

The consolidation locomotive of the Lake Shore & Michigan

I»-J4-H V*- 1 lro»

I

SKETCH OF INDICATORS USED TO MEASURE LOCOMOTIVE-FBAME

DEFLECTIONS IN SERVICE.

Southern Railway (American Enqineer, February, 1900, page

37) recently developed many frame breakages, the defect

occurring almost always on the right-hand side and generally

in the top bar over the leading driving axle. In an attempt
to discover the causes some experiments were made to ascer-

tain the extent of the movements of the frames in service on
the road, it being reasonable to suppose that the movements in

the frames would indicate the stresses to which they were
subjected.

Metallic indicators were applied to one of these engines so

made as to multiply the movements of the points of attach-

ment in the ratio of 1 to 24, the pointers being read from a

scale attached to the indicator. Mr. G. H. Case, special ap-

prentice, who carried on the experiments, rode on a seat

placed over the front axle, in a position from which the move-
ments of the pointers could be watched and recorded. The
perspective sketch shows the locations of the five indicators.

Rod No. 1 connected the cylinder saddle, on the left side, with
the top of the right-hand frame back of the first pedestal. No.
2 connected the bottom of the left-hand frame in front of the
first pedestal with the bottom of the right-hand frame back of

the first pedestal. No. 3 connected the bottom of the left-hand

frame with the top of the right-hand frame in front of the first

pedestal. No. 4 connected the top of the right-hand frame
with the boiler and No. 5 ran between the bottom sides of the
frames just back of the first pedestal.

With these indicators attached, runs were made with the
engine In actual service, never pulling less than 40 loaded
cars. Indicator No. 1 was 6 ft. 10 in. long and showed a
motion of 1-32 in. The vibrations occurred with every revo-
lution and were little affected by roughness in the track. No.
2 was 5 ft. 4 in. long and revealed a maximum deflection of
3-64 in. The vibrations were noted at every revolution and
also were affected by the roughness of the track, the latter

producing the greatest deflections. No. 3 was 3 ft. 8 Ins. long
and showed practically no deflection. No. 4, 3 ft. 4 in. long,

showed 1-32 in. rise of the frame corresponding to each revo-

lution and was influenced by roughness of the track and roll-

ing of the engine. No. 5, length 3 ft. 7 in., showed a movement

of 3-64 in. of the frames with reference to each other. The

minimum vibrations occurred when the engine was running

smoothly and they corresponded with the revolutions of the

drivers. The maximum occurred when the drivers slipped

and at rough spots in the track.

In the test the engine was in good condition, being but

recently out of the shop. The tests were made on the Lake

Shore road where the track was in good condition. In order

to determine the effect of rough track and an engine not in the

best condition the tests were carried out on another engine of

the same class on the Franklin division with the following

results:

Indicator. Movement.
No. 1 3/32 in.

No. 2 % in.

No. 3 Very slight.

No. 4 Very slight.

No. 5 3/32 in.

The motions of Nos. 1 and 2 were in unison and occurred

with each revolution. No. 5 was affected most by the rough

track and the blows of the flanges of the wheels upon the

rails. The severest vibrations were found in working the

engine down grade at high speed, and also on up grades.

These tests show that there is a lateral movement of the
' tops of the frames back of the pedestals, but that there is very

.little vertical movement between the frames and the boiler.

There is also an inward movement of the lower jaw and this

would appear to indicate that the movement is largely induced
: by the lateral forces imparted to the frames from the driving
• wheels. In engines, as usually braced, there is nothing to

prevent the lower bars from swinging sidewise together. As a

result of these tests it has been decided to provide for this on

future engines, as it is possible that the twisting shown in

these experiments, which is not provided for at present, may
have considerable influence upon the frame breakages. The
movements of the frames also indicate that the leading

drivers exert a considerably greater guiding force than is

advisable. This is probably due to insufficient initial lateral

resistance on the truck used, which was the single point

suspension type. This is to be overcome by the use of three-

point hangers, having pivots at 3%-in. centers, and swinging

links 12 ins. long, which will increase the amount of guiding

done by the truck and reduce the stresses on the drivers to a

considerable extent, especially when it is considered that the

dYivers are very close to the center of gravity (or, more cor-

rectly, the center of oscillation), whereas the truck is much
farther away and consequently acts with more favorable lever-

age.

"We are indebted to Mr. H. F. Ball and Mr. H. H. Vaughan
for this information.

STANDARDIZING MACHINE TOOL PARTS.

Mr. William Lodge, in his paper recently read before the

November meeting of the National Machine Tool Builders'

Association in New York, suggested the advisibility and the

advantages to the association, if it could possibly be brought

about, that some standard be adopted. He questioned why
all manufacturers of machine tools might not have the same
size of general bearings, the same size of nose for the lathe

spindles for the different sizes of lathes, so that customers may
find it easy to transfer faceplates, chucks, and tools from one
machine to another, irrespective of who may have been the

manufacturer. This would be a most important matter, not
only to the builders, but to the customers, and it would,
at least, have the effect in foreign countries of securing

preference for American tools, because of their interchange-

ability at certain points and because of their uniformity in

weight and power. He did not advocate uniformity in the
design of the machines throughout, and referred to the utter

impossibility to secure uniformity in the quality of the work
put into the machines, but he thinks it will be of great as-

sistance to incorporate the features mentioned wherever pos-

sible.
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GASOLINE GAS RIVET FURNACE.

CnicAco, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railwat.

For use in connection with the hydraulic riveter in the

boiler shop of this road at St. Paul, Mr. R. B. Moore, mechan-

ical engineer, has gotten up an effective and convenient rivet

furnace. It is heated by gas generated from gasoline in a

tank placed outside of the building. The tank was made from

the cylindrical portion of an old pump boiler and holds about

a barrel of gasoline. Between the gasoline and the filter is a

space for the gas, which passes upward through the nettings

and filter of excelsior before passing to the furnace. Air is

supplied through a 1-ln, pipe to the bottom of the tank at a

pressure of 5 lbs. per square inch. A 1%-ln. relief valve

guards against excessive pressure. A l'/i-in. pipe leads the gas

to the furnace, which has two compartments and two burners.

Low-pressure air is brought to the burners through a 1-in.

pipe. The burners are simply perforated plates, screwed Into

the fittings shown in the engraving.

The forge is made with two compartments in order to heat

in nils OF THE Fl RNACF. FOR HEATING BIVETS.

platform is operated by a wheel at the side. This arrangement
saves labor and is very convenient for the workmen. We are
Indebted to Mr. Moore for the drawings.

STANDARD BEADING TOOL AND GAUGE.

Nf.w Yukk Central Railroad.

In order to secure good flue work In locomotive boilers It

is necessary to Rive close attention to the beading tools. In
discussing this subject before the Master Mechanics' Associa-
tion lasl June, Mr. R. H. Soule said of his experience on the
Norfolk and Western.

"It had been suggested that the beading tools used over the
road in different roundhouses were not uniform as regards

Sectioi

I 1
1

l I \\ NT \ N HARD BEADING TOOL AND GAUGE. NEW TORK CENTRAL
RAILROAD.

the contour of the curve on the shoulder. Samples of these
tools were sent to Roanoke and compared- It was a curious
object lesson. They found the most battered-up lot of tools

you ever saw; there was no uniformity In them. Some would
give flat beads and some circular beads, and there were all

the intermediate forms. The conclusion was that what was
needed was to establish a standard contour line for the edge
of the horn on the beading tool; to provide the necessary
number of templates, distribute them over the road, and
require that the shoulders should all be ground to these
templates."

This has been done on the New York Central, the practice
dating from about a year ago. In the accompanying engrav-

DETArLS OP THE GAS GENERATOR.

A NEW GASOLINE-GAS RIVET FURNACE.—CHICAGO, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & OMAHA RAILWAY.

two sizes of rivets at the same time. They may be heated

faster than they can be used. Rivets are put into the top of

the forge and they bank up at the back end, where they are

kept warm, so that but a short time is required to heat them
ready for use. It is stated that they are not liable to burn.

This forge is located on a platform which has a sliding por-

tion on each side of the riveter jaws, so that the operators need

not lean out or use long bars. This sliding portion of the

ing the standard beading tool of this road is illustrated, and

in dotted lines the outline of the template is indicated. This

template supplies a standard gauge for the angle of the heel,

and the curved face of the tool must fit a radius of 9-64 in.,

as well as follow the established contour which is cut in the

end of the gauge, as seen in this engraving at the right.

These gauges are Issued to the various shops and the tools

are required to be kept in condition to fit them.
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RAILROAD SHOP MANAGEMENT. 3. Plates delivered to storehouse.

Br William S. Cozad, Norfolk & Western Railway.

II.

Having referred, in the first article of this series, to the har-

mony and good will which always exists in every well organized

shop, and offered some suggestions as to how this end may be

attained, it will be the purpose of this paper to examine some

of the underlying principles upon which must rest the adoption

of such piece-rates as will insure a largely increased output

of the shop and also increase the earnings and better the

condition of the workmen. The foundation upon which must

rest any successful piecework structure is this: that no rail-

road company or corporation is justified in demanding of its

employees an increase in the amount of work turned out, with-

out offering a corresponding increase in the earnings for the

extra effort required. It is, in almost every instance, a com-

paratively easy matter to calculate the capacity of a machine,

but long experience has proven that the capacity of men is a

variable quantity, and, on a very large part of repair work,

much skill would be required to determine the amount of labor

which should be performed in any given time. To insure

satisfactory results in this respect, the first step which should

be taken by the management of any railroad contemplating the

introduction of piece-rates is to place the entire problem of

rate fixing in the hands of a competent, trained, piece-work

expert, who will make a careful study of local conditions, proper

organization, pass on each individual price, before it is put

into effect, cut out all obselete practices, require strict ad-

herence to all scheduled rates, study methods of increasing

output and decreasing cost, and place himself in such close

relation to both foremen and men as to make them feel per-

fectly free to appeal to him in any difference of opinion that

may arise in fixing prices. Following this must come absolute

and unqualified support of the piece-work principle from the

management, and no railroad of any consequence should at-

tempt this work until these preliminaries can be carried out.

It is said there is a standing advertisement iK over this

country for the man that can do the thing that nobcdy else can

do, or that can do a thing in a way that nobody else can do it

—

the man that is always looking out for new ideas, improved

methods and up-to-date ways of doing things; and without

wishing to in any way magnify the responsibility attached to

such a position, I believe that road which employs the man
who comes nearest the above standard will not only make rapid

progress in the introduction of piece-work, but will in the

end find that a set of rates have been established which are

eminently satisfactory, both to the men and the management.

Occasionally it is argued by men of note in railroad circles that

the adoption of piece-work prices that will be fair to the men and

the company is largely a matter of guesswork; that adjustments

on account of mistakes in fixing original rates are often neces-

sary. From whence come these impressions? Would any com-

petent man be willing to admit that after going into a shop and

studying the conditions covering a single item, he could not

make a fair and equitable price? And if this can be done on

one item, why not on another, and another? Piece-work is a

matter of the systematic study of individual operations and

as an illustration of the source from which these mistaken

ideas are derived let me cite one or two cases. In two different

blacksmith shops, the conditions in both of which are perfectly

familiar to me, common freight draw-bar follower plates are

made as follows:

Shop No. 1.

1. Bar Iron brought into shop, cut
to length and put into high
class oil furnace.

2. Plates heated, taken from fur-
nace, put on bulldozer, 2-in.

hole punched through to within
%-ln. leaving dowel on oppo-
site side of plate, and loaded
on truck.

Shop No. 2.

1. Bar iron delivered to shears.

2. Plates cut to length and 1%-
in. hole punched.

3. Plates delivered to smith on
open fire.

4. Round bar Iron, 1%-ln. diam-
eter, delivered to shears.

5. Iron cut into 6-£t. lengths.

6. Iron delivered to upsetting
machine.

7. Dowels upset to 2 ins. and cut
off.

8. Dowels delivered to black-
smith.

9. Dowels heated in ordinary
open fire, two pr three at a
time, put into plate and riv-

eted over on anvil with ham-
mer and sledge.

10. Plates delivered to storehouse.
(The above number of opera-

tions are shown because they are
either performed by different men
or by the same men at different

times.)

This is a piece-work job in both shops. In shop No. 1 the

work was divided into the elements best suiting the conditions

and prices fixed after careful stmly of the time required to do

the work; while in the other case they conform exactly to the

guesswork idea mentioned above. In shop No. 1 the rates will

remain satisfactory. In shop No. 2 methods and prices are

unsatisfactory, both to the men and the management, and will

have to be changed.

In the same shops the method of making freight car brake

levers is as follows:

Shop No. 1. Shop No. 2.

1. Bar iron brought in, levers cut 1. Bar iron delivered to shears.
off and put into first class oil

furnace. 2. Levers cut off.

2. Levers heated, drawn out under 3. Levers put into coke fired fur-
power hammer, cut to length nace.
and loaded on truck.

4. Levers heated and drawn out
3. Levers delivered to drill press under power hammer.

in machine shop.
5. Levers delivered back to shears.

6. Levers cut to exact length.

7. Levers loaded on truck and de-
livered to drill press in ma-
chine shop.

In fixing prices on work, such as described above, the follow-

ing elements, which are not mentioned in these comparisons,

must be considered: The location of the iron with reference to

the shears; the condition and speed of the shears and punch;

the class and condition of furnace; the kind and condition of

hammer. With work of this class outlined as indicated above

and the time element for each operation carefully considered,

no excuse should be accepted for a mistake in fixing an equita-

ble piece-rate.

In the machine department, upon which rests the output of

about seventy-five per cent, of the railway repair shops of the

country, we have to deal almost exclusively with the capacity

of the tools in use, the quality of material used in repairs being

a matter of secondary importance. In many cases a large

part of the tools are emanations of the forgotten past, nobody

remembering when they were put into the shop or where they

came from. Usually any request for better facilities is worse

than futile, because to the ordinary stockholder all machines
look alike as a means of declaring a dividend. The only al-

ternative, then, is to improve on past records. To do this

special attention must be given each individual machine to see

that it is in the best possible condition. If it is a driving

wheel lathe that has been in constant service twenty-five or

thirty years, it will, no doubt, need a little touching up in the

way of new feed screws, tool post heads planed off and covered

with quarter inch plates of rasp-shaped, hardened steel to pre-

vent tools from slipping, new studs and nuts, countershaft put

in perfect alignment, machine drawn down to foundation, all

boxes closed and bearings examined, and most important of all,

a new double belt as wide as the cone will take. A double belt is

one of the greatest improvements that can be applied to an
old machine. It is a never-failing remedy for the man who
has a special tenderness for his lathe, because it at once re-

futes his argument that the machine will not carry a heavier

feed or cut.

As an illustration of the point I wish to make, we have in one

of the shops on the road, with which I am connected, a driving

wheel lathe which has been in constant service more than
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th illy years. A short time ago this machine was OVi

aboul as detailed above and at present the average Unn

quired to turn a pair of driving wheel tires on this lathe is

nun, four to Ave hours, To be exact, this machine I

the Urea on twelve pair of driving wheela every all d

An in
i

urn ui every tool in the shop, from the smallest

drill press to the large frame planer, must be made and all

aary repairs attended to before rates can !» properly es-

tabllshed, With the machine in good dltlon, Hi" amount of

feed and speed will depend largely on the grade of the tool steel

and the shape of the tool used I'm- an} particular work.

It is not the purpose of this article to examine into the de-

tails of feeds and speeds, but it may he remarked that recent

have demonstrated very clearly that on medium steel

a speed of 35 to 45 (eel per minute, with a feed of 10 turns to

the Inch and a :: 16 in. cut, can i" .maintained. On wrought iron

free from slag. 50 to 60 it. per mln. may be maintained; on

cast iron about 40 ft. per min.

In the ideal scheme of production, antiquated cutting tools,

slow speeds and fine, hairsplitting feeds can have no part

whatever. With machines in good condition, tools that will

remove the maximum amount of material in a given time

with the least ftictional resistance and retain their rutting

cilno, form a necessary part of a perfect combination. The

man who runs his machine, instead of letting his machine run

him, will soon discover the proper shape of tool for a given

operation, and on all forgings that have been roughed out, the

amount of feed and depth of cut will then be limited only by

the pulling power of the belt.

For every operation there is a best form of tool, (not a half

dozen different shapes, one as good as another), and as rnar.y

of the operations in a repair shop are repeated every day, too

much care cannot be exercised in determining that shape.

Having adopted a series of standard sizes and shapes, tools

should then be forged in dies to within 1-16 in. of actual size

and delivered to the grinding room.

Whenever a machinist is kept waiting for a tool, the time

so spent is lost beyond recovery, and to insure the maximum
output of any shop, such waste of time must 1"' eliminated. To

accomplish this, a number of tools of various kinds must be kept

ready for immediate use to supply all requirements.

There are three distinct methods of fixing piece-work prices,

which may be briefly illustrated as follows:

1st. Mike Maloney faces and rough turns a driving axle,

diameter S\<2 ins. Day rate, 30 cents per hour. He reports to

his foreman that it took five hours to do the job, cost $1.50.

Foreman figures that if a piece-work price is put on the job

Maloney will do it in less time, so he deducts 25 cents, making

the piece-rate $1.26.

2nd. Bill Jones, in another shop, performs the same work

outlined above, same rate per hour, requiring the same time.

The foreman knows that Jones is a good, honest whole-souled

fellow, and, after adjusting his spectacles a few times, he

concludes that a man working at a fixed rate for his product

must apply himself more diligently to his work and should,

therefore, earn more than his day rate, and on this reasoning

the price is fixed at $1.75.

3rd. In still another shop Wm. Smith performs the same
work. Day rate the same. In this shop, however, an entirely

different course is pursued. The lathe and belting are care-

fully examined and put in good condition. The tool used is

made of the best known grade of air-hardening steel and
ground on a universal grinder to what is considered the best

shape for the work. Carrying out the instructions of a man
who has made a careful study of the work and knows what is

necessary, the axle is put in the machine and the following

time elements recorded:

Time required to change machine.

Time to chuck.

Time to face ends, each end separately.

Time to take rough cut.

Speed, feed and depth of cut.

Time lost, if any, on account of unavoidable delays.

Summing up, the inspector finds that it took two hours to

complete the work. A detailed report is made to the foreman,

iic is now in a po Ition to recommend a fair and Intelligent

on this work, ami n 3 once fixed, nothing but

a panic, requiring a general reduction in wages, or improved

ods will ever require a change, and a change for either

of these reasons cannot be charged as an element of unfairness

in the piece-work principle.

Space forbids the extension of this article to the erecting

and boiler shops, in both of which piece-work may be so ap-

plied as to be very profitable to both the men and the company.

I can only add that in these departments the work must be

thoroughly systematized and each individual operation care-

fully studied by a competent man before any rates can be

permanently fixed. Any attempt to work the same gang all

over an engine or on different parts of a number of engines

will fall far short of securing the maximum output of the

shop. Shoes and wedges may be assigned to certain men,
guides and pistons to others, motion work to others, and so

on. Similar divisions should be made of the work in the

boiler shop, assigning all flue work to one gang of men, flang-

ing to another, stay bolt work to another, etc. Here, as in all

other departments, sound judgment must be used in wording
the schedule in such a plain way that there will be no chance
for a misunderstanding as to what any particular price is in-

tended to cover.

(To be continued.)

RAILROAD SHOP MANUFACTURING.

Whether or not manufacturing locomotive parts in railroad

shops pays, depends upon circumstances, upon machinery, men
and specially upon the competency of the foreman. A de-

cidedly important factor are the prices which can be obtained

by the purchasing agent. At the Topeka shops of the Santa
Fe, the brass department is fitted up to manufacture repair

parts under the direction of an energetic foreman. A certain

piece of work, consisting of 8 parts is made complete for

$2.12, of which 73 cents is for labor, whereas the makers
charge $18.00. This work is done on orders of perhaps 225

in one week. The work goes through in systematic order,

each process being completed by itself and the parts passed

on for the next step. By use of special undercut tools the

work is done both rapidly and accurately and all such work
for the entire road is concentrated here. This permits of

keeping the department full of work and the machinery
operates to good advantage.

One machine is occupied in making metallic rod packing at

a labor cost of 6% cents per set of 6 rings. Three-quarter-

Inch globe valves are made at a labor charge of 14 cents

' These figures are taken from the statements of the

foreman and are understood to cover the actual cost of labor

at the machines. Drain cocks are made in lots of 1,800 with

a labor cost of 9 cents each, including grinding in on a special

automatic machine. Allowing 23 cents for material, the cost

is 34 cents each, against $1.19, the manufacturer's price.

Hose nuts are made in lots of 200, with a charge of less than

2'G cents each, for labor. This department has the following

machinery equipment:

2 20-in. and 1 24-in. American Fox lathes.

1 24-in. Lodge & Shipley brass lathe.

3 American and 2'Warnerand Swasey 18 in. turret lathes.

1 15-in. Warner & Swasey Fox lathe.

1 2 spindle Warner & Swasey milling machine.

1 Large Becker-Brair.ard hand milling machine.

1 15-in. Pratt & Whitney plug lathe.

1 15-in. American engine lathe.

2 Jones & Lamson's turret stud lathes.

3 Niles and 2 Burden & Oliver turret stud lathes.

1 Special drain cock grinder.

1 Tool grinder.

2 Emery wheels.

The department employs 22 men and is located in the gal-

lery of the Topeka locomotive shop.
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HEAVY FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES.
K-

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway. 4L i»
<"-//l

2-8-0 Type.

FRAMES, LEADING TRUCK AND ASH PAN.

The previous articles on this locomotive appeared in this

journal in November and December of last year. The frames

constitute a radical departure from ordinary construction and

for that reason are presented in detail, and at the same time

an account of some experiments to determine the deflection

3t locomotive frames in service is given in this number. This

investigation, conducted by Mr. Vaughan led to the conclusion

that diagonal bracing of the frames is necessary and con-

sequently such bracing has been applied on these engines,

such bracing has been sometimes provided at the mud ring,

but this is the first application we have seen of this prin-

ciple between the cylinders and the back end.

These frames are of cast steel and made in a single piece

with a total length of 34 ft. 4 in. They are § in. wide and the

42± >j
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HORIZONTAL FRAME BRACE, OF CAST STEEL, OVER MAIN DRIVING AXLE.
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.a. Horizontal Frame
.--.Vr'-'JUr' Brace
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ELEVATION AND PLAN OF CAST STEEL FRAME, MADE ALL IN ONE

(Showing location of horizontal frame brace.)

PIECE.

sections were selected with a view of securing good castings.

For example the fillets are large and I sections are used pretty

nearly the full length of the frames. It is not a new plan for

these builders to make frames in one piece, but they have

never before, and it is believed that no one else has used a

width of 6 in. In the recessed portions which are not machined

the width is ZVi in. This unusual width is given in order to

increase the lateral stiffness of the frames and in this respect

current practice seems to be deficient. For example, no one

would think of raising a full length locomotive frame by a

crane with a single sling in the middle of its length. If the

LM<4

DETAILS OF THE "PONY"' LEADING TRUCK, WITHOUT EQUALIZERS.

CONSOLIDATION (2-8-0) FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE. — LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

H, F. Baix, Superintendent Motive Power. American Locomotive Company, Brooks Works, Builders.
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frame did mil break It would bucl le and spring under such

treatment; >>'t the same fram upi o withstand the

side thrusts at a beavj locomotivi with no diagonal bracing.

While framei and are tied to the boiler

ai frequent in1 ad are also tied across thi engine at

i in- bottom rails, there lis b in no , to prevent both bottom

rails from moving laterally together and setting up torsional

stresses on tins acci t. Tl a Includes a rigid fronl

decs cs ting embodying the spindle guide and bumper brackets

to which the frames are secured; it, provides a wide cast steel

iiiiss tii- over the main driving axle, another over the tb

driving axle, a plate brace and cross tie to support the front end
hi the firebox, giving diagonal bracing at that point, and a

i '. deep transversed brace in a vertical plane across the

frames at the forward driving axle, Thus transverse, diagonal

in ;u in; i provided at the firebox end of the frames, and also

:it the forward driving axle.

This construction will be watched with great interest. If

Mr. Vaughan is correct in the opinion of the importance of

sucb diagonal bracing, as is given to bridge trusses, in the

i

i
nf locomotive frames this design will mark a new de-

-J/,'k-

-

INSIDE-'

riiNTIM VIln.N HI FRAME, SHOWING LOCATION OF VERTICAL DIAQOHAL Ml: m I

parture in locomotive frame construction. On another page in

this issue is printed an account of the experiments which led

up to this form of bracing. (See page 8.)

In a two-wheel or "pony" truck, equalizers are useless as far

as performing the equalizing function, as in a four wheel

i ruck, is concerned. They serve to transfer the weight of the

front end of the engine to points where it may be provided

for. As usually applied they necessitate cutting away vital

pans of the lateral ribs of the frame and they necessarily

complicate the construction. This truck does not use equaliz-

ers and double springs, but substitutes single springs over the

K

K 1

COAX DIAGONAL FRAME
BRACE OF OAST STEEL, AT
REAR OF LEADING AXLE.

boxes after the method

used in Fox trucks. This

permits of securing ample

strength in the frame cast-

ing, and it does away with

a large number of parts.

This truck has three point

hangers 12 ins. long, calcu-

lated to offer an initial lat-

eral resistance ratio of

0.14G of the weight on the

truck. The design of this

truck seems admirable.

About a year ago this road experimented with a new ash

pan in order to avoid the serious trouble of cast iron hoppers

cracking under the heat. The result was So satisfactory as to

lead to the adoption of the new plan. This construction em-

bodies a cast steel frame, with plate steel side sheets. The
frame, being on the outside, is protected from the heat caused

by accumulations of ashes inside the pan. All sheets are

punched to templets, and if one burns out, it is easily replaced,

involving no further injury to the ash pan. With this con-

struction the Brooks hopper slides are applied as indicated in

the engraving.

THE NEW ASH PAN CONSTRUCTION, OF PLATE STEEL SHEETS UPON A CAST STEEL FRAME.
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

McKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsbubgh & Lake Ewe Railroad.

ET K. V. WRIGHT, MECHANICAL ENGINEER.

VI.

SLOTTING MACHINES.

The individual motor drive can usually be applied to an old

slotter very easily and with very little expense, outside of the

cost of the electrical apparatus. The question to be considered.

placed near the outer end of ihe sleeve thus allowing the

motor to be brought quite close to the machine, and making the

use of a very short chain possible; the vibration caused by

the pull on the chain which varies at different parts of the

stroke, due to reversal of the cutter head, was so great that

it became necessary to move the sprocket and flywheel inward

and as close to the frame of the machine as possible. The

distance between chain sprocket centers could be reduced some

what, however, from that shown on the drawing, by allow

ing the corner of the motor to lap over the base of the tool

But the chain, as now in use, runs very smoothly and there is

no whipping action caused by shocks due to reversal.

The range of speeds required on this tool is not very great,

so that, on account of the complication which would be intro-

FIG. 26.—VIEW OF THE 19-IN. PUTNAM SLOTTER, SHOWING ARRANGE-

MENT OF CONTROLLER, TABLET BOARD, ETC.

FIG. 27.—VIEW SHOWING DETAILS OF THE MOTOR-DRIVE

ARRANGEMENT.—13-H.P. CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR.

on an old tool of this type, is not so much as to what speed the

cutting tool will stand, but rattier as to how many strokes

per minute the tool itself can stand without excessive vibra-

tion.

Figs. 26, 27 and 28 illustrate the application of a motor drive

to a 19 in. slotter, built by the Putnam Machine Co., Fitch-

burg, Mass., which was long in use at the old shops at McKees

Rocks. In the case of this tool, the belt cone, which was for-

merly used for the drive, and to the end of which was keyed the

small pinion to mesh with the large gear wheel, was simply

replaced by a sleeve which .had the small gear cut into its end

to serve the purpose of the small pinion. The details of this

sleeve, representing the only change in the machine, are shown

in Fig. 29. On the sleeve is placed the Morse silent chain

sprocket and a 24-in. fly wheel, as shown in the accompanying

drawings.

The motor is placed en a railbase, so that slack in the silent

chain can readily be taken up whenever necessary, and this

base is in turn placed on oak blocking which is fastened to the

floor. This raises the motor high enough above the floor to

protect it from sweepings, etc., and since it is at the rear

of the tool there will be no danger of cuttings falling upon it.

The large chain sprocket and the fly wheel were at first

/2
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in.. 28.—PARTIAL VIEW "I THE PUTNAM BLOTTE&, SHOWING DETAILS 0] MOTOB-DEIVE EQUIPMENT.

r-i* i

•niCT)

i IG. 29.—DETAILS OF

THE NEW SLEK\ I .

duced by adding another run of gears and a clutch, it was d€-

I
to merely use a larger motor—one of sufficient size to

cover the entire range of speeds necessary. A multiple-voltage

motor of the 10-1, M.S., C.G.M.-type, built by the Crocker-

win < ler Company is used, which will develop 13 h.p. at the

full voltage of 240 volts (the term C. C. M. refers to the com-

pound-wound type of motor). Fig. 30 shows diagrammatically

the power available at, and also the number of strokes which

the machine will make with each controller point. The con-

troller is fastened to the side of the tool, as shown in Fig. 26,

at a convenient point for the operator.

A few rough experiments have been made on this slotter,

j ii u.is objectionable, since it had been thought best to

keep all motor parts standard.

Fig. 31 shows the details of a motor-drive application to a
12-in. slotter, built by the Betts Machine Company, Wilmington,
Del., which had also been in use at the old shops. The belt

cone which received the drive, was in this case also, simply
removed and replaced by the large Morse chain sprocket, as
shown.

It was necessary here to place the motor directly under the

arm which supported the old cone-shaft, so that the silent

chain leading to this sprocket would not interfere with the

arm-

.

FIG. 31.—DETAILS OF THE MOTOR-DRIVE APPLICATION TO THE 12-IN. DETTS SLOTTER.

with the flywheel on the drive removed and with it in place,

in order to determine its effect in assisting the motor at re-

versals. On account of the use of the elliptical gears which
regulate the ratio of the speed of the return stroke to that of

the cutting stroke, the speed of the head as it begins to reverse,

accelerates gradually, instead of suddenly, as with the Whit-
worth motion. For this reason the increase of load on the
motor due to the reversal of the head is not as great as it

would be with the more sudden change. It amounts to con-
siderable, however, and at long strokes the flywheel reduces
the extra load on the motor to some extent.

The effect of the flywheel would be very much greater if it

could be placed on an extension of the armature shaft of the
motor, but this would lecessitate a special armature shaft

The maximum number of strokes which this slotter can

make with its new driving equipment is 35 per minute. The
other details of this application are shown in the drawing,
Fig. 31. No flywheel was used upon this drive.

The Crocker-Wheeler Companies type M. F.-21 controller is

used for both of these slotter equipments. It had, at first, been
thought advisable to use, for this class of tools, the type M. A.-

Ji' controller, which will be remembered from the second article

of this series to be the controller using resistance in the arma-
ture circuit to obtain the intermediate speeds. But after a

series of tests it was decided to use the type M. F.-21 controller,

which obtains the intermediate speeds by field control, although

the latter type furnishes a somewhat greater speed range than

is necessary for these tools.
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HEAVY NEW FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

2—8—0 TYPE.

With considerable interest conies the announcement that the

New York Central is receiving an order of 23 new consolidation

locomotives, which aie similar to the tandem-compound con-

solidation locomotives of the class "G-4," described on page 174

of the May (1903) issue of this journal, except that these are

simple engines. These are known as class "G-5" in the loco-

motive classification of this road, and are somewhat lighter

than the tandem-compounds. Their tractive effort, which is

45,700 lbs., is relatively high for their weight and heating sur-

face. This gives them a rating of 45.7 on the 100 per cent,

basis of 100,000 lbs., which is used on the New York Central.

The other interesting details of these locomotives are indi-

Boiler.

Style Straight top, radial stay
Insid i diameter of first ring 80 ins.
Working pressure 200 lbs.
Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box :

13-16 ins., 9-16 ins., 1 in. % ins., % Ins.
Horizontal seams Butt joint sextuple riveted
Circumferential seams Double
Firebox, length 105 1-16 ins.
Firebox, width 75% ins.
Firebox, depth front, 79% ins. ; back, 63% ins.
Firebox plates Sides, back and crown, % in.; tube sheet. 9-16 in.

Firebox water space :

I': and 5% ins. front, 4% and 6% ins. sides. 4'^ and 6 ins. back
Firebox crown staying Radial
Firebox stay bolts Taylor iron, 1 in. diameter W. S.
Tubes, material Worth charcoal iron. No. 11 B. W. G.
Tubes, number of 458
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.
Tubes, length over tube sheets 15 ft. 6 ins.
Fire brick, supported on Water tubes
Heating surface, tubes 3,693.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 26.15 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 182.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.901.95 sq. ft.

Grate surface 56.43 sq. ft.

Ash pan Sectional and hopper
Exhaust pipes Single N. Y. C. standard
Exhaust Nozzles 6 14 and G'i ins. diameter
Smoke stack, inside diameter 20 ins.
Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 9% ins.

NEW SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE. 2-8-0 TYPE.

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.

, -
:

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, SCHENECTADY WORKS, fiuildfrs.

cated in the following specifications. It will be noticed that a

considerably larger and longer boiler is used on these engines

than on the tandem-compounds, and still the heating surface is

somewhat less. In the tandem-compounds 507 2-in. tubes are

carried in a 77-in. boiler, while in these engines there are only

458 2-in. tubes in an 80-in. boiler; this cannot help but favor

the steaming qualities of the boiler, and is commendable prac-

tice.

The following ratios and dimensions furnish a basis for com-
parison with other engines:

Ratios.

Heating surface to volume of cylinders = 256.8
Tractive weight to heating surface = 50.2
Tractive weight to tractive effort = 4.29
Tractive effort to heating surface r= 11.7
Heating surface to grate area ;= 69.2
Tractive effort X diameter of drivers, to heating surface. . . . s 737.8
Heating surface to tractive effort = 8.55%
Total weight to heating surface . . , = 66.1

General Dimensions.
gauge 4 ft. sy2 ins.
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 219,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers 196,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 17 ft. ins.
Wheel base, rigid 17 ft. ins.
Wheel base, total 25 ft. 11 ins.

Cylinders.
Diameter of cylinders and stroke of piston 23 ins. x 32 ins.
Horizontal thickness of piston 6% ins and 7 ins
Diameter of piston rod 4 ins
Kind of piston packing Cast iron
Kind of piston rod packing U. S. Metallic with Gihh^ Vibrating Cup

Valves.

Kind of slide valves Piston
Greatest travel of slide valves 6 i lls
Outside lap of slide valves .".!.'!!." .1 ins.
Inside lap of slide valves Line and line
Lead of valves In full gear. Line and line at front : 1; in. lead at U cutoff
Kind of valve- stem packing U. S. Metallic

Wheels, Etc.
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 63 ins
Material of driving wheels, centers Cast steeiTi" held by ...'.'.'.'.'. '.Shrinkage
Thickness of tires 314 |,fs
Driving box material '.'.'.'.'.'.Cast steel
Section of rods • Maini I; side, I

Tender.
Tender style Water bottom
Weight, empty 54.10U lbs.

Wheels, number of 8
Wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5% ins. diameter x 10 ins.

Wheel base 20 ft. 6 ins.

Tender frame 10-in. steel channels
Tender trucks Two 4-wheel center bearing Fox pressed steel
Water capacity 7,000 U. S. gals.
Coal capacity 12 tons
Total wheel base of engine and tender 60 ft. 6% ins.

Weight, engine and tender, working order 355,450 lbs.

AN EXTENSIVE WATER-SOFTENING INSTALLATION.

Total Capacity, 348,000 Gallons Per Hour

PITTSBURGH A- LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

III.

THE MCKEES ROCKS WATER-SOFTEN Eli.

As stated in the first article of this series, the largest and

most important of the ten installations upon the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie for locomotive water supply is the softener located

at McKees Rocks, adjacent to the roundhouses and new locomo-

tive shops, this being the most important division point and

point of heaviest water consumption upon the system. At

this time, however, nearly all of the other locomotive water

supply stations of the road are equipped with water softeners,

of similar design, but smaller, ranging from 21,000 to 42.000

gallons capacity each, for treating the water before entering

the storage tanks. In this article will be considered the de-

tails of the type of water-softeners used, which were all built

and installed by the Kennicott Water Softener Company, Chi-

cago, 111., special reference being had to the McKees Rocks

installation.

One of the water-softeners, built by the Kennicott Company,
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Installed at Butla, III., on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,

was tullj I
"ii page le November, 1901, Issue

of this Journal and impr< that have

been made upon thi mechanical features of the Kennicott

softener since thai time make it necessary to completely re-

view its construction. The accompanying engravings present

a comprehensive idea of the McKees Rocks water-softener; the

drawings illustrate its construction, both a diagrammatic view

and a detail construction drawing being presented.

As before stated in this series, nearly all systems of soften-

ing water consist in the addition of soda and lime solutions of

such strength as a I

rj by the quality of the "raw"

water, and this i followed by the sedimentation of the treated

water. In tins system, the water is delivered from

DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW To SHOW THE METHOD Of OPBBATTON OT THE MOKEES BOCK WATER

Mram

of supply through pipe. A, into the hard-water box. B, above the

top of the settling tank, from which it passes through a slot in

the bottom, the size of the slot being adjusted accordingto the

amount of water to be treated. Within this box is a float, y,

with chains passing over pulleys and con tted to hinged inlet

pipes in the two boxes or small tanks, N and T, which contain

soft water, and the soda solution, respectively. The object of

this arrangement Is to vary the supply of the chemical solu-

tions from these tanks, in accordance with the rate of supply

Of raw water, for the proper treatment.

The hard or raw water passing through the slot in the bot-

tom of the tank, B, falls upon a water wheel, C, and thence

through trough, D, Into the mixing chamber, E, at which
point the lime and soda solutions are added. The water and
reagents then flowing through the revolving deflector plates

F, are thoroughly mixed and agitated; next, it enters the top of

the settling cone, H, in which the velocity of flow continually

decreases, causing the particles held in suspension to fall to

the bottom of the cone, the larger particles serving to carry

the smaller ones with them. On
reaching the bottom of the tank, the

current is n and the water

then rises through a series of per-

forated conical baffle plates, I, as

shows ; at the same time the velocity

still decreases, owing to the increas-

ing diameter of the water space.

These baffle plates catch and hold

any remaining precipitate; the pre-

cijitate slides from these plates so

that they never need cleaning. On
reaching the top, the water passes

upward through a filter compart-

ment, filed with wood fiber, and en-

ters a shallow soft-water tank, J,

from which it flows through pipe,

K, to the storage tank for supplying
the boilers. The bottom of the large

settling tank is of a conical hopper
shape with discharge outlets for

blowing out the sediment.

The lime solution is, in this soft-

ener, prepared in the vertical satu-

rator or tank, G, which is located

within the settling tank to prevent

freezing, instead of outside, as was
formerly the practice of the Kenni-

cott Company. The lime is slaked

in the box, X. at the top, soft water
from the tank. J, being used for the

purpose. The water is raised by a

wheel, L, having hollow curved
arms, open at the ends, which dip

into the water, the water flowing

through the arms into the hollow

shaft, M, and thence into the tank,

N. from which its flow to the satu-

rator is regulated by the hinged in-

let pipe already mentioned. The
soft water is piped through pipe,

O-O, to the lime box and thence to

the bottom of the saturator, where
it is stirred by an agitator or paddle,

P, to thoroughly mix it, after which
it rises in the cylinder until it

enters into the mixing chamber. E,

where it is thoroughly agitated with

the raw water and the soda solution.

The delivery, being by overflow, is

always equal to the amount of soft

water delivered to the saturator.

The soda is placed in wire baskets

in two tanks, R, R, from which the

soda solution tank, T, is filled by
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gravity; the supply of water to these tanks, R, is controlled

in the usual manner by ball cocks and floats.

The very important features of this type of softeners are

easily recognizable in the drawings. The thorough mixture of

the chemicals and the raw water are provided for in the re-

volving mixing pot and deflector plates, F, in the mixing cham-

ber, and after mixing, a very large storage is provided for the

treated water to permit the chemical reactions to take place.

'he sedimentation chamber is of great size to allow plenty of

«ime to the passing water to precipitate the scale-forming im-

pur'Mes. The cone system of arrangement of tank causes the

water to flow with constantly decreasing velocity, so that, in

Another of the important features of the Kennicott water-

softener is that, while a filter of the most approved type is

provided to cleanse the water of the impurities as it
t
is being

delivered, it has little to do; the thorough and complete sedi-

mentation process takes care of the greater part of the pre-

cipitation, or sludge, by favoring its gradual settling to the

bottom of the tank, from which it may be drawn off periodically

through the sewer connections. It is interesting to note in

this connection that the main sludge-valve is opened twice a

day, at each of which times over a ton of scale-forming matter

is discharged in the form of a soft sludge. The filter is easily

cleaned and practically no water is wasted in cleaning it; it is

GENERAL VIEW OF THE LARUE KENNICOTT WATEK SOFTENER.- -CAPACITT 60,000 GALS. PES HOUR. ON EITHER SIDE IS A 500,000 GAL.

STORAGE TANK FOR THE TREATED WATER SUPPLY FOB THE LOCOMOTIVES.

WATER SOFTENING INSTALLATION AT McKEES ROCKS.—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

addition to passing through the same in the presence of pre-

viously precipitated old sediment and sludge (which is a very

important factor, as it favors the precipitation of the impuri-

ties), it is comparatively at rest and free from agitation; this

condition of precipitation is favored by the deflector plates, F,

and also the perforated cone arrangement at I, all of which
also tends to prevent any of the raw water from "by-passing, ; '

or getting ahead of any of the treated water which has already

passed to the settling chamber.

only necessary to draw off the sludge, which drops the water
level in the tank down below the filter, which causes the water

to flow backwards through the filtering material, thoroughly

cleaning it. This material is usually wood fiber, or excelsior.

A most important feature of the Kennicott softener is the

apparatus for regulating the flow of the chemical solutions

into the mixing chamber for action upon the raw water. The
chemicals used, which are lime (for the removal of carbonates

of lime and magnesia) and soda ash (for the removal of sul-

AN INTERESTING VIEW < IF THE TOP OF THE MCKEES ROCKS WATER SOFTENER (TAKEN FROM ROOF OF THE ERECTING SHOP), SHOWING
ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS. LARGE SQUARE SODA TANKS AND HOISTING APPARATUS IN FOREGROUND,
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phates of lime and magnesia), are autom-
atically mixed and agitated, and are fed into

the raw water at a rate depending upon the

flow of raw water into the apparatus. If the

water is entering rapidly, the flow of the

chemical solutions increases, and vice versa.

The details of the apparatus for accomplish-

ing this end will be fully illustrated and de-

scribed in the next article of this series.

A few of the interesting features of con-

struction of this large softener at McKees
Rocks should be here referred to. As may
be noted from the detail construction draw-
ing, the main tank is 32 ft. 7 ins. in diameter
and 43 ft. high. An idea of the size of this

tank may be gained from the view of the

plant on page 18. The large storage tanks
for treated water, one of which is located on
each side of the softener, are each 50 ft. in

diameter and 40 ft. high, each having a capa-
city of 500,000 gals, of water.

The lime saturator tank, which Is located

within the main tank to prevent freezing, Is

placed concentric with the outer tank and is

9 ft. in diameter. The upper end of this tank
Is utilized for the mixing chamber and the

deflecting and mixing vanes, F. Then around
this tank is the cone which forms the settling

chamber; this cone, which Is 35 ft. high, Is

11 ft. in diameter at the top and 23 ft. In

diameter at the opening at the bottom.

The bottom of the main tank Is filled in

with a concrete filling, surrounding the lime

saturator tank, to provide sloping conical

surfaces directed toward the large sludge-

discharge outlets. These outlets are of large

pipe with projecting nipples pointing down
to the lowest portions of the slude pit, so

that In discharging all the sludge will tend

to be removed first

The Interesting details of the automatic

features of this apparatus will appear in full

In our next Issue. The entire Installation of

water softeners upon the Pittsburgh ft Lake
Erie was designed and bult by the Kennlcott

Water Softener Company, Chicago, 111.

(To be continued.)

PERSONALS.

Mr. P. H. McGulre has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic on the Great Northern. He
will have charge of the Superior ft Mesabl

divisions, with office at Superior, Wis., vice

Mr. G. A. Bruce, promoted.

Mr. T. M Ramsdell. who was recently ap-

pointed master car builder of the Chesapeake

ft Ohio, will have his headquarters for the

present at Richmond. Va. He will look after

matters pertaining to car building and re-

pairs, and will report to the superintendent

of motive power.

AMD ELEVATION VIEWS OF llil MCKEE8 ItllCKS WATEB sol II..NEB, SHOWING DETAILS

OF CO.\STUL'CTION.

Mr. Thomas Roope has been appointed to

the position of assistant superintendent of

motive power on the Chicago. Rock Island

ft Pacific, with headquarters at Topeka, Kan.

TMs office has lust been created. He was

formerly general master mechanic on the

Great Northern.
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On page 6, of this issue, appears an account of some of the

interesting experiences which Mr. Bastard is meeting on his

trip through England, where he is at present. From there he

will go to France. Further selections from his correspondence

will appear in the next issue.

THE ECONOMY OF THE RAPID DRIVER-TIRE
BORING OPERATIONS.

On another page of this issue appears an interesting com-

munication from Mr. J. H. Pattison referring to the article on

page 420 of our November issue, relative to the remarkably

rapid tire-boring performance in daily practice at the Albany

shops of the New York Central. Mr. Pattison discusses the

economy of this practice, in relation to the number of helpers

required, in a very interesting way; the tabular comparison

showing the actual cost of this work per tire is valuable and

will prove a revelation to a great many who have previously

been satisfied with the old methods of performing this work.

The striking feature of this comparison is, however, that

at the Roanoke shops one helper only is required for placing

tires on two boring mills, with the aid of adequate crane

facilities. This seems to be a decisive argument, backed up

by the convincing proof of actual saving, in favor of liberally

providing railroad repair shops with crane facilities. It u»

seldom that we are enabled to present the result upon a

particular machining operation, in dollars and cents, of furnish-

ing crane service for tne tools.

We hope that these articles will prove of sufficient interest

to bring forth further comments from those who have had ex-

perience along these lines. In the two articles referred to,

most excellent results have been obtained from the machin-

ing processes, but, as shown by Mr. Pattison, there is another

question to be decided in this connection, and that is, as to

whether the conditions under which the machines are being

operated are favorable to the greatest economy, or not.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE WATER SOFTENING
PROCESS FOR LOCOMOTIVE WATER SUPPLY.

Criticisms have been offered to the statements, made in our

recent article relative to the Extensive Water Softening In-

stallation upon the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad (page 44ti,

December. 1903), as to the loss of fuel due to the effect of

scale in the boilers. The statement is sometimes made, and is

believed by some, that a crust of scale covering the heating

surfaces of a boiler does not retard the transfer of heat from

the fire to the water; this belief has its origin in a single set of

experiments, crudely conducted some years ago to determine

the relative heat conductivity of boiler tubes when clean and

when covered with scale. These experiments were, unfortu-

nately, limited by the gross error of having been conducted at

a low temperature, so that a true comparison could not be made
with the conditions that exist in boiler practice.

In the tests referred to, the above-mentioned, and rather odd,

conclusion was arrived at from the length of time which was

required by two bodies of water, one surrounding a clean tube

and the other a scaled tube, to be raised from cold to the

temperature of boiling; inasmuch as the times required were

in both cases about the same, it was concluded that no retard-

ing effect was offered by the scale to the transfer of heat. That

this is erroneous is evident from the fact that a high tem-

perature was used in heating the cold water, so that a great

difference of thermal potential was offered; furthermore, no

quantitative test was made. The conditions in a locomotive

boiler are far different from the simple conditions offered in

such a test, in that the thermal potential difference is much
less—particularly so with the high steam pressures that are

now being used—and also in that heat is transferred into the

water in immense quantities per unit area of the heating

surface.

We are not aware that any such experiments have been per-

formed under the true conditions of modern boiler practice,
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h will Indicate anything bul the tad iliat scale on heating

surfaces baa a . effect upon ihe transfer ol beat;

i aa certainly lieen proved beyond all possibility of doubt

bj ih. experie of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad

Company. The ;il»' i

lusimis from a

Bingle set of laboratory experiments have been quoted and re-

.1 by various authorities without thought of questioning

their validity.

The statement in the above-mentioned artiele that %-in. of

i the heating surfaces of locomotive boilers may be

taken as I
ttive of average conditions in this country,

may be affirmed
1 by the following remarks of a prominent

motive power official Of one Of our Western railroads, which

uses waters comparatively free from scale-forming impurities.

He states: "The scale conditions which we meet in operating

our locomotives vary according to the waters used. In some

districts where we have proportionately very large quantities of

carbonate of lime in the water, we are running up as high as

3-16-in. scale on our flues, and on other roads where the water

conditions are worse, the scale thickness -will go even higher

than that. On some other division we will not have, at the

ol of a year, more than probably the thickness of an egg

shell. Of course Ys-in. of certain kinds of scale is worse than

3-ltl-in. of some other kinds of scale; where it may happen to

be straight carbonate of lime, a scale of 3-16-in. on the flue,

will, with the water boiling around it, soften, and the heat pene-

trates, while with some other scale, where we have sulphate

of lime, it is so hard that hot water has no effect on it, and it

causes a complete insulation of the tube, to which the water

does not get very easily. In the case of crown sheets, where the

old crown bars were used, we would sometimes find y2-in.
scale there and in cases of excess, 34-in.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS..

The forty-eighth meeting of the American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers was held from December 1st to 4th, last, at

the society's headquarters, 12 West 31st street,- New York. It

i with an informal reception on Tuesday evening, Decem-
ber 1. at which time the president delivered the annual address.

The various sessions between this opening and the most in-

structive closing were full of interest, and were attended by the

usual features of a pleasant and enjoyable nature. Many in-

teresting papers were presented, and the discussions were in-

teresting and instructive. An interesting feature of the meet-

ing on December 3d, which was held at Steven's Institute, at

Hoboken, N. J., was an illustrated lecture upon "Thermit."

Further reference will be made to the papers presented at

this meeting. The paper, entitled: "What are the New Ma-
chine Tools to Be?" by John E. Sweet, is reproduced In abstract

on page 33 of this issue.

The feature of the closing day was the trip to the De Laval

Steam Turbine Co., at Trenton, N. X, who placed a special

train at the disposal of the society. The most interesting ex-

hibit there was a test under way of one of the new De Laval

two-stage . series centrifugal pumps which was pumping 400

gallons of water per minute against a delivery pressure of 200

lbs. per sq. in., requiring 58 horsepower to do so.

COMMUNICATIONS.

THE RECORD-BREAKING TIRE-BORING OPERATION

To the Editor:

On page 420 of the November, 1903. issue of your journal,

there appeared an article from Mr. Albert H. Reese, of the New
York Central Railroad shops at West Albany, N. Y.. relative

to a remarkable record in boring driving-wheel tires. This
work, we have since been informed, was performed on an e*

tremely large and heavy boring mill, built by the Beits Mil

chine Company, Wilmington. Del., having a bed about 11 ins

thick and other parts built in proportion. This is surely a

ery extraordinary machinery record for this class of worn

and Mr. Reese is entitled to much credit for his efforts in run-

ning this tool up to i i ^ maximum capacity,

Since reading the article referred to above, however, we have

given this subject some little and the following table

shows in detail some of the results we have been able to accom-

plish on 56-in. Latrobe steel driving tires:

ECONOMICAL TIUK II..,. loI.K 1 WI.S1I.UN HAII.WAY

v — 3g 3g to • ^' i: > - — i. e

la go go §» II s- |J ~ = a

« g
S i& |S °5 <c 9| s5 .3 p_

a = ~ -a* on g- g- 2= it =2-
B SJE So So £ = £3 c-. =—_ —"--
7, o fcfa t- <- E- E- t- *-

1 28 % % 7 8 :' 4 3t

2 22 Z % 10 6 I 2 31

3 33 % % 6 8723 2b

4 28 £ % 7 8 7 4 2 27

5 22 % < 9 10 G 3 2 30

6 22 % 9 7 3 2 28

7 28 5 11-16 7 4 6 3 3 23

S 37% 1-6 1-6 15
|

3 4 30

9 37% 1-6 1-6 14 .. • 2 2 24

10 37% 1-6 9-16 7 3-1 23

The first seven tires, referred to in the above statement,

were bored on a Niles boring mill which has been in constant

use for more than 20 years. The bed on this machine is now-

less than 3 ins. thick at the edge. The feed gear, with which it

is equipped, is so arranged that the tools will not follow each

other, but meet in the center of the work, one feeding upward

while the other feeds down. This, however, is no objection for

this particular class of work, as any machine operator can

soon demonstrate to his entire satisfaction that the quickest

way to bore a tire is to rough out with both tools and then

finish with a wide tool and a feed of %-in. to 1-in. per revolu-

tion. The finish cut on the tires in tests. Nos. 6 and 7, was

fed by hand, as a %-in. feed is all that we can get on this tool

by means of the feed gear. It will be noted that the rough cut-

ting speed on the tire in No. 3 was 33 ft. per minute and while

the tool will do good work at this speed, on account of the age

and worn condition of the machine, we were not able to main-

tain it.

The last three tires referred to in the table were bored on a

Niles boring mill that has been in service at the Roanoke shops

about three years. On this machine we were able to run at a

rough cutting speed of 37 1-3 ft. per minute—a safe speed for

the Allen tool steel which we are using on these machines; but

on account of the countershaft being located very close to the

main shaft we were not able to take the proper amount of feed

in roughing out on account of the belt slipping.

There remains one element to be considered, however, which

is not mentioned in the above table, and that Is the time neces-

sary to bring the tires into the shop and remove them again.

As our tires are unloaded from the cars at some distance from

the shop, it requires about five minutes per tire on an average,

for each of two men to bring them into the shop, and about two

minutes per tire to take them out. as they are dropped just

outside the shop where they are afterward put on the wheels.

It requires but one helper in our shop to assist in setting and

removing tires on the two machines referred to above, his time

being about equally divided between the two, as all lifting is

done by pneumatic hoist and walking crane.

Assuming, then, that the mechanics in both the Roanoke

and the West Albany shops are paid $5.00 per day, and helpers

$1.25 per day, a comparison of the actual cost per tire in the

two shops would, on a basis of finishing 10 tires, be as follows:

Roanoke Shops.—Norfolk & Western Railway.

Time of m. lirs.. at 50c. per hr $2.33
Total time of one helper. 4% hrs., at 12%c. per hr 58

Total $2.91
Average cost per tire 29

West Albany Shops.—New York Central.

Time of mechanic. 3% hrs.. at 50c. per hr $1.83
Total time of the four helpers, 14% hrs.. at 12'ic. per hr 1.83

Total > S3.66
Aver;. r tire 37

J. H. Pattison. Foreman Machine Shop.

Roanoke Shops, Norfolk & Western Railway.

Roanol e, Va.
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NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

McKEES ROCKS, PA.

PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

III.

THE BOILER AND THE BLACKSMITH SHOP BUILDINGS.

In the preceding article the steel work and constructional

details of the erecting and machine shop building were illus-

trated. In this article will be presented the interesting features

of the boiler and tank shop building and the blacksmith shop

building. We are fortunate in being able to procure, through

the courtesy of the engineering department of the system, ex-

cellent photographs of the various buildings, which were taken

by Mr. R. T. McMasters of that department, the views were

well selected to illustrate the interesting features of the shop

buildings. VIEW OF THE BOILER SHOP BUILDING FROM THE EAST.

PART ELEVATION AND PART LONGITUDINAL SECTION, AND PLAN OF THE BOILER AND TANK SHOP BUILDING.

NEW McKEES ROCKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

CONSTRUCTION VIEW OF THE BOILEE SHOP BUILDING.

These buildings are both of the steel skeleton construction,

similar to that used in the main shop building, with the brick

work merely tied to the frames for stability. They are of

unusually strong and heavy construction and yet, like the erect-

ing and machine shop building, are designed to present sym-

metrical lines and a pleasing appearance. The design of

cornice used is the same on both buildings as upon the main
shop building, which serves to unify the appearance and add

the neatness of exterior which offsets the extremely plain and

business-like design of these structures. Excellent provision

for daylight lighting also characterizes these buildings, as may
be seen in the exterior views.

The steel work for these two buildings was also designed by

Mr. Albert Lucius, consulting engineer of New York, and it

was erected by the McClintic-Marshall Construction Company,
Pittsburg, Pa., who erected the machine and erecting shop

building.
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THE BOILER AND TANK SHOP.

This building is conveniently located to the north and ex-

tendlng at right angles to the main shop. It clears the main

shop by 24 ft. between exteriors, thus leaving an ample passage-

way and yet reducing the distance for carrying material to a

minimum. Direct communication is afforded between the two

buildings by a track running lengthwise of the boiler shop

just to the east of the center line of columns, which extends

through and connects with engine pit No. 5 (from the east

li /fbof Boart/s

.4 ',«'.£

14'Head

7 Channels,

fBolts

iKFIaGr

eojb.fkiiili±
s-'n^h<~^ '^ftS'Ptonlr'amV^ih

/fa/re in sections about 6f£/onq
£re/y $th. sec +ion to hare Srearv

Sump or Trof>)*"--2**^
Pit B* W^t- *i_

Bell Trap a&our 13 sauare
a- irith t' Outlet fCasflronJ

Box made of 3x tf

pieces nailed togemer

Be/I Trap af F/oor.

CROSS-SECTION OB THE PIPE TBNNEL, SHOWING. DETAILS OF CON-

STKIVTION AND THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM.

21', 4-*i*fc

PART VERTICAL LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH THE BOILER SHOP

ROOF, SHOWING DETAILS OF SAW-TOOTH CONSTRUCTION.

JMiM

fcajgni CCb inn icmi irxa
2,10 Ton Cranes
-fenr

Machine
Bay

CROSS-SECTION VIEW OF BOILER AND TANK SHOP BUILDING, SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF TRAWLING CRANES.

NEW McKEES ROCKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

end) in the erecting shop, so that boilers may be transferred to

and from the boiler shop with the greatest possible facility.

A considerable space is left open at the east side of this build-

ing, for a wheel unloading platform and an entrance track to

the main shop; on the west is a space of 50 ft. which separates

this shop from the blacksmith shop (see layout plan of the

shops, November, 1903, issue, page 396).

The boiler shop is 275 ft. 9 ins. long and 100 ft. 9 ins. wide,

outside, and 272 ft. x 97 ft. inside the walls. The building is

divided into two bays by a line of columns extending length-

wise through the shop; the bay on the west side, which is used

for the boiler machine tools and plate machinery, is 46 ft. 4

ins. wide, and the erecting bay on the east side, which contains

the longitudinal entering track, is 50 ft. 8 ins. wide. The center

columns, which are symmetrically located in relation to the

side wall columns, are placed 22 ft. 8 ins. between centers, and

as shown in the longitudinal elevation view, each span between

columns carries one of the saw-tooth sections of the roof. The

longitudinal track through the building is located close to the

center row of columns, the nearest rail clearing them by 6 ft.

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE BOILER AND TANK SHOP, IN BOILER MACHINE 5 inS.

bat. (looking north.) The general plan of the steel work in this building does not
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differ greatly from that of the main shop buildings. The
weight of the roof and of the. cranes, is here also provided for

solely in the columns, and construction was simplified hy

making all columns similar, in detail, as far as possible.

Longitudinal bracing is provided for in this structure in the

two end spans between center columns, and alternately there-

after in groups of two spans each, as indicated in the longi-

tudinal section. An excellent idea of the character of the steel

work is to be had from the interior view of the boiler shop, and
also the construction views which were furnished by the

courtesy of the engineering department.

The floor in this building is made up of 1%-in. yellow pine

plank, dressed and matched, laid on 4 x 4-in. sleepers, which
are bedded in sand on earth filling. In this building, how-
ever, the electrical distribution system is carried overhead
along the side wall, reference to which arrangement will lie

made in a later article. In the north end of the boiler machine
bay the floor is interrupted for a space of 3G x 45 ft. A dirt

floor is here provided to accommodate the flue work furnaces

and other furnaces required in this shop: this dirt floor is

faced with IS ins. of clay, both the filling underneath and the

clay surface having been thoroughly tamped in place.

The roof on this building is one of the most important fea-

tures. The saw-tooth arrangement of skylighting is used, and
in this case it was necessary to locate the windows crosswise

of the roof in order to obtain the desired north light. The
saw-tooth construction is carried by longitudinal lattice girders

built in between the roof trusses in the rigid spans, being
omitted in the expansion spans, as shown in the longitudinal

of this construction are shown in the building cross section and

also in the detail drawing. This tunnel is located beneath the

longitudinal track and extends the entire length of the build-

ing. The details of the concrete construction, together with

the arrangement of the sumps, or trap pits, for drainage, is

clearly indicated in the detail sketch. At five points cross

pipe box connections are made to the pipe pits, as shown, which

serve as outlets for all pipe connections from the tunnel, and

also for drainage for the erecting bay floor. At seven other

intermediate points along the floor, bell-trap boxes are also

provided for additional drainage; one of these bell-traps is

also shown in sectional detail. Besides making an excellent

outlet system for steam, water and air supply pipes, this

arrangement provides a most complete and convenient drain-

age system, which is so 'necessary in this shop.

Tin-: BLACKSMITH SIKH' BUILDING.

This building is located to the west of the boiler shop and

north of the erecting and machine shop, clearing the same by

the same distance, of 24 ft., as the boiler shop. It also has

direct communication with the main shop by a track extending

longitudinally through it and connecting with the track on pit

VIEW OF THE BLACKSMITH SHCII- BUILDING FROM THE WEST, BEFORE

COMPLETION OF STOREHOUSE BUILDING.

INTERIOR VIEW IN THE BLACKSMITH SHOP, SHOWING PROVISION IN

THE ROOF STEEL-WORK FOR THE JIB CRANE SUPPORTS.

NEW McKEES ROCKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

elevation. The remaining interesting details are made clear

in the detail cross section of one of the saw-tooth skylights.

Liberal provision for platforms and connecting walkways has

been made, each set of windows having a platform and railing

for cleaning, etc. Inside rain conductors are provided for the

roof drainage, to eliminate troubles from freezing in cold

weather, and the roof covering used is identical with that on

the machine shop.

Liberal crane facilities have also been provided for in the

boiler shop, the erecting bay being covered by a 30 ton crane,

with tracks 24 ft. 2 ins. above the floor, and the boiler machine
bay by two 10 ton cranes, with tracks 20 ft. above the floor.

The runways for the 30 ton crane are 3 ft. plate girders located

for a crane span of 47 ft. 10V4 ins. between centers, and for the

10 ton cranes 2 ft. plate girder runways are used, located 43 ft.

luVi ins. between centers and supported by structural bracket

construction. For the 30 ton crane rails weighing 80 lbs. to the

yard are used, and for the 10 ton crane rails weighing 60 lbs.

to the yard. The cranes were built by the Shaw Electric

Crane Company, Muskegon, Mich., who also supplied the cranes

used in the erecting and machine shop building. In general,

all the cranes used at the shops, except those in power house,

were built by the Shaw Electric Crane Company, and furnished

by Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New York.

Another interesting feature of this building is the pipe

lunnel and drainage system in the erecting bay. The details

No. 12 in the erecting shop; this affords a convenient means
of transferring forgings to the machine shop and also facilitates

the handling of frames to and from the smith shop.

The blacksmith shop building is 201 ft. 9 ins. long and 77 ft.

9 ins. wide outside, and 189 by 74 ft. inside the walls. The
longitudinal track is not located in the center of the building,

being set 8 ft. to the west of the center line; this arrangement
permits a better division of the work. The forge fires, of which

there are ten double forges of a new and novel design, are

located on the east side of the building, as indicated by the

inclined rectangles; this inclined arrangement provides much
more room for the handling of pieces in the fires and is much
more convenient for the workmen.
The steel work of this building was rendered simple by the

use of the single span permitted by the width of 74 ft. The
roof, which is of the monitor type, is carried by simple trusses,

which are spaced at intervals of 22 ft. throughout the length

of the building. The details of the steel construction, as well

as of the monitor, are made clear in the cross section and eleva-

tion views. The roof construction and covering is similar to

that used upon the boiler shop. Liberal provision for ventila-

tion is provided by this monitor arrangement, the side windows
of which can be operated from the floor, so that, with the side

windows, any desired combination of openings for draft may
be made to clear the shop of smoke; walkways are provided

on either side of the monitor for access to the windows for
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cleaning, etc. Inside roof drainage is provided in this building

also.

The floor in the blacksmith shop is a clay iloor throughout.

It is composed of a lining well tamped, and a covering of 18

Ins. 01 clay, which la also tamped solid, thus making a very

Ual floor. Ample drainage is provided. The pipe tunnel

supplying this building docs not extend through; it enters

from the machine shop beneath the connecting track ami end

just inside the south wall of the building. From that point the

piping is carried overhead. The arrangement of apparatus

upon the Hour is Indicated upon the plan drawing. The forge

tires extend along I lit- cast side of the building, while in the

center, and within the radii of the jib cranes, ar«j the steam

hammers for heavy Forging. Ai the north end is located the

blast fan equipment and the bulldozers and forging machines,

on one side, and the stock racks on the other side of the track;

in i be southwest corner is located the foreman's office. The
curved dotted line near the middle indicates the location of a

trolley hoist thai will be installed for handling material and

heavy pieces. CONSTRUCTION VIEW O] PHI Bl u i.smitii Mine Bl ILDINO.

PAST ELEVATION AND I'ART LONGITUDINAL SECTION, AND CROSS-SECTI ON OF THE BLACKSMITH SHOP Bl II B]

PLAS "i I III iii.m KsMllII SHOP Bl ILIUM.. SHOWING akrangEMEXT OF THE FORGES, MIA.M HAMMERS. ETC.

NEW MiKEES ROCKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

The crane facilities provided in this building are jib cranes,

the locations of which are shown on the plan at Nos. 1 to 5,

crane No. 5 being a double jib crane. The hammers are thus
served in a most complete manner and crane No. 5 serves two
of the forge flies for heavy work. Especial provision was made
for the jib cranes in the roof steel work; each crane has a
heavy concrete foundation and has its top bearing in a heavy
gusset specially arranged on the lower side of the roof trusses,

in line above the foundation bearing. These cranes are all

operated by hand, having been supplied by the Whiting
Foundry Equipment Company of Harvey, 111. Other interest-

ing features of this shop will be presented in a later article.

[To be Continued.)

A subscriber writes us as follows in renewing his sub-

scription: "I am much pleased with the American- Engineer

and Railroad Journal. It fills the bill completely. I dp

sire to say that I agree with your estimate of Mr. \V. O.

Thompson's paper on The Apprentice Question' on page 43P

of the December issue. He takes a very common sense view,

especially is the point of contact between the foreman and the

apprentice well taken."

Germany desires to enter four locomotives for testing on the

Pennsylvania Railroad testing plant at the St. Louis Exposition

next year. Three of those which are offered are equipped with

superheaters.
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A NOVEL DESIGN OF ELECTRICALLY-DRIVEN MILL-
ING MACHINE.

With Detachable Clutch Drive.

That a satisfactory solution has been made of the difficulties

met with in the problem of designing a successful arrangement

for motor driving on a milling machine is evident from a study

of the accompanying engravings. This problem has been found

quite complex because of the peculiar service to which milling

machines are put. The principal points to be considered in the

design of such an arrangement are:

(a) the wide range and great number of speeds that are now

a necessity for economical milling;

(b) the large amount of power consumed, which requires a

motor that is very large as compared to the size of the machine;

(c) the fact of the large number of times a milling machine

must be started and stopped in a day.

notch, as may happen when the street car type of controller is

used.

Reference to Fig. 2 shows the manner in which the motor is

mounted on an extension which is cast to, and forms part of,

the base of the machine. This brings it near the floor, thereby

adding to the stability of the machine, and as the entire motor

arrangement is at the rear, it occupies space which would not

be available for other purposes because it much be kept free to

accommodate the table travel.

Any one of several well known makes of motor can be used

with this arrangement, providing it is shunt-wound and is

capable of a speed variation of 2% to 1. This range is multi-

plied by the double back gears, giving at the spindle a range of

speeds suitable for cutters of 5-16-in. to 6 ins. in diameter at a

surface speed of 20 ft. per minute, and for cutters from %-in.

to 12 ins. in diameter at a surface speed of 40 ft. per minute,
for use with cast iron. It is, of course, evident that such a

machine fitted with a shunt-wound motor is thoroughly adapt-

FIG. 1. FEONT VIEW OF TOOL, SHOWING CONVENIENT ARRANGE-
MENT FOR OPERATING HANDLES.

FIG. 2.—REAR VIEW OF TOOL, SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF MOTOR
AND FRICTION CLUTCH FOR THE DRIVE.

NEW DESIGN OF MOTOR DRIVING.—CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE COMPANY.

That these conditions have been thoroughly provided for in

this design may be seen from the illustrations, which show a

No. 4 plain Cincinnati miller, with motor drive, which was re-

cently brought out by the Cincinnati Milling Machine Com-

pany, Cincinnati, O. This is by no means an experiment, but is

the result of over four years of careful study of the problem of

electric driving as applied to millers. A number of this com-

pany's smaller machines on which a similar arrangement is

used, are now in successful operation in this country and in

Europe.

The design of this machine is based on the conclusion, which

is now very general, that the only satisfactory arrangement of

a direct connected electric drive for machine tools is obtained

by the use of some type of variable speed motor; and in this

particular case the builders strongly advocate the use of a

shunt-wound direct-current motor arranged for variable speeds

by field control. The variation in speeds being obtained from

the motor, obviates the use of the usual mass of gearing; and

the field rheostat has the advantage that when once set to give

the desired speed for a particular job, it need not be disturbed
when again starting the machine or motor, and thus eliminates

the trouble that arises from setting the lever to the wrong

able for installation in shops employing the multiple voltage

system, in which case the motor need only be arranged for that

system.

Power is transmitted from the motor to the spindle through,

first, a friction clutch, and then by a Morse silent chain. This

interposition of the friction clutch between the motor and

spindle, is the moct novel feature of the design. By means of

it the machine may be started and stopped quickly without

stopping the motor, thereby saving that considerable amount
of time that would otherwise be lost in waiting for the motor
to come to a stop, and, when starting, in waiting for the motor
to come up to speed. This is an item that is usually over-

looked. It amounts to a great deal as compared tc the cost of

running the motor alone while the machine is making short

stops for chucking work. The motor can, of course, be stopped

at any time by cutting off the current in the usual way.

Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of the automatic no-load-re-

lease starting box, the field rheostat, the friction clutch lever,

the back gear lever, and the double back gear, as well as all

feed-changing and adjusting levers at the front of the machine,

within easy reach of the operator, who need never go to the

rear of the machine except for oiling.
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Fig. 3, a sectional plan through the spindle, shows the

arrangement of the double back gears and the details of con-

struction of the clutch drive. The chain from the motor drives

the wheel A, which transmits power through the friction

clutch to shaft B; shaft B drives through a chain, and chain

wheels C and D, to the main spindle, E.

The back gears F and H are both keyed onto a sleeve I,

which is arranged to revolve with and slide on back gear quill

.1; when used in the position shown in Fig. 3, back gear, F,

is driven by the smaller gear, P, on the main driving quill, K,

on i he spindle, which gives the first series, or slow, back gear

speeds. When it is desired to use the second back gear, or

faster speeds, the gears are thrown out of mesh in the usual

way. the sleeve is merely pulled along the back gear quill to

MACHINE TOOL PROGRESS.

1 I EDS A.NU DmVEH.

XII.

UY 0. W. OBERT.

Frlctiu.*cCluu.'li Lever

He. o.—HORIZONTAL SECTION THROUGH SPINDLE OF THE NEW MOTOR-DRIVEN CINCINNATI

MILLER, SHOWING DETAILS OF CLUTCH, DOUBLE BACK-GEARS, ETC.

bring gears, H and G, in line, and then the back gear again
thrown in. The gear, H, is provided with a flange, so that there
is no possibility of this gear sliding into mesh with gear G
when the other pair are in mesh.
The friction clutch lever gives the operator as complete, and

a very much more convenient control of the spindle, than he
has when driving from a countershaft in the usual way, and
it is also convenient for throwing partially In to make a
partial revolution of the spindle, the advantage of which is at
once apparent to one used to operating machine tools.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company who are prepared
to supply any of their back geared machines with this arrange-
ment of driving, are to be congratulated upon this excellent
design. It will mark an important advance in motor driving
and its success seems to be assured.

The directors of the Midland Railway of England have ap-
pointed Mr. Richard Mountford Deeley, locomotive works man-
ager at Derby, to be chief locomotive superintendent to suc-
ceed MrSff. Johnson, who is retiring. Mr. Deeley recently gears commences'to driTO gear, H, l7 releLeT automaU^JUy
visited the United States to inquire into the engineering meth- from shaft, I. This is accomplished by a special design of auto-
ods on American railways. matic clutch contained witnin gear _ D ^ D i3

A novel and interesting design of variable-speed geared

driving mechanism has recently been developed by the Fosdick

Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, which is a departure

from former practice along this line and which embraces im-

portant improvements. It was designed for use as the main

drive of the Fosdick radial drill, in place of the cone pulley

and belt drive, in order to give the wide range of driving speeds

which are so necessary for the best results with drilling ma-

chinery. An important feature of this driving mechanism,

which is of the gear-tumbler type, is the, especially strong con-

struction, which is embraced in the design to provide for the

inevitable improvements in the tool steel; the desire has been

to place the weakest point in the main driving belt, rather than

in any part of the gear mechanism.

The general appearance of this mechanism, as it is applied

to the Fosdick radial drill, is shown in Fig. 54, while the

details of the device are made clear in Fig. 55. The most

noticeable feature is its compactness; it requires even less room

than did the cone pulley which it

has replaced, and no change of de-

sign of other portions of the drill

have been made necessary. The

most important feature of this speed

mechanism is that it is so arranged

that, no matter what speed the ma-

chine is to be run at, the driving

gear is always started up at a slow

speed at first, a special Initial-speed

attachment being arranged to per-

mit the inertia of the gears and

shaft to be overcome and to pre-

vent the strain that might be caused

by throwing in the shifting gears

suddenly on a high-speed.

The drive for the mechanism is

received on belt pulley, M, (see Fig.

55) which is located on shaft, A,

the main driving shaft of the

mechanism. Upon this shaft is

keyed a gear, E, within the box,

which drives two cones of gears

with which it meshes, each of which
gear cones is carried at one of the

forked ends of the rocker frame,

S; this construction Is made clear

in the end view, with pulley M, removed (Fig. 55) which shows
the rocker set with cone, G, in mesh with the driven gear, H.
In this way, cones of gears, F and G, always revolve with shaft,

A, and it is only necessary to shift rocker frame, S, by handle,
N, after having moved gear, H, along to the proper position by
handle, J.

The gear, H, which operates the drive to the drill directly, is

splined to the shaft, I, and is moved along by fork, K, which is

operated by handle, J. To prevent accident from careless

handling, the movements of handle J are interlocked with
those of handle N, so that J can not be moved unless N is in a
central position and thus both cones, F and G, are lifted out
of mesh with gear H.

In starting up the mechanism, however, the rocker, or tum-
bler, frame is merely thrown to the proper position and the
gears mesh accurately at once; no shock is given the drill by
abruptly throwing over the handle, as the initial self-acting
speed clutch, previously referred to, has already brought shaft,

I, into motion, but nevertheless, as soon as one of the cone
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driven through pinions, B and C, from the driving shaft, so

that whenever the gear cones are thrown out of action and
shaft, I, slows down, the clutch in D acts and keeps it moving Clamping

at a slow speed. This is an important and very effective

feature, and it is a scheme that works excellently in practice.

Shaft, A, is driven from pulley, M, through an interesting L

clamping clutch which permits the drive to be started and

stopped with the utmost facility. This clutch is located within

the hub of the pulley and is operated by merely turning hand
wheel, L. When shaft A is at rest it is merely necessary to

turn wheel. L, to the right and the drive starts instantly; when

End view, with

Pulley, M, removed to

indicate arrangement of

Tuinblev Shafts

3i§j§3

FIG. 55. DETAIL DRAWINGS OF THE VARIABLE-SPEED DRIVING MECHANISM UPON THE FOSDICK RADIAL DRILL.

combinations of which there are six. These combinations are

indicated on an engraved index plate which is attached to the

box. The changes are easily made and require no thought

or effort. These six speeds available at the speed box, taken

in conjunction with the three additional speeds provided by

the back gear on the arm, make 18 changes of speed possible at

the drill spindle, all of which are calculated for the best re-

sults with the various sizes of drills.

PERSONALS.
Mr. B. R. Moore, the mechanical en-

gineer of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minnea-

polis & Omaha Railway, has been ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of

motive power and machinery, with

headquarters at Sioux City, vice F. M.

Dean, resigned.

Joseph Stehlin has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the New York

Central & Hudson River, with head-

quarters at New York, succeeding A. J.

Slade, resigned. Mr. Stehlin will re-

port to E. B. Katte, electrical engineer,

on designing and construction of power

stations except those in the electric

traction system, and to Olaf Hoff, en-

gineer of structures, on designing and

installation of heating and lighting

plants, water and coaling stations.

54.—VIEW OF THE 6-FT. FOSDICK RADIAL DRILL AS EQUIPPED WITH THE NEW VARIABLE

SPEED GEARED DRIVING MECHANISM—FOSDICK MACHINE TOOL COMPANY.

the drive is in motion, it is only necessary to slightly retard

wheel L and the clutch releases at once. This is another im-

portant factor of the drive, as it not only eliminates the nec-

essity of the belt shifter, but also is infinitely quicker and

easier to operate.

Both handles, J and N, have index plates with numbered

positions in which they may be set for the different speed

Mr. H. F. J. Porter who has been as-

sociated with Westinghouse interests

since the first of the year and has held

the position of assistant manager of the Publishing Department,

has been made second vice-president of the Nernst Lamp Com-

pany, of which enterprise Mr. George Westinghouse is presi-

dent. His duties will be that of general manager and his head-

quarters will be at Pittsburg. He assumed charge on Decem-

ber 1. This appointment does not, however, affect Mr. Porter's

present relations with the Publishing Department at this time.
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THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVE TEST-
ING PLANT FOR THE ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

FIKST Hi in lis <IF ANNOUNCEMENT.

In our July, 1903, issue, brief mention was made of the loco-

motive testing laboratory of the Pennsylvania Railroad, which

is being constructed for permanent installation at Altoona,

Pa., but which will be temporarily erected at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition as a part of t lie exhibit of the road. The

Pennsylvania Railroad has now issued a bulletin which de-

scribes very fully the work that will be carried out, referring

to the organization and to the plan and scope of the work.

The history of the organization of the Advisory Committee

is given in detail in the introduction, together with copies of

the letter addressed to the Master Mechanics' Association and

to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and also the

resolutions passed by both of these bodies in accepting the

invitation to participate in the tests.

The organization of the work is as follows:

For the Pennsylvania Railroad System:

J. J. Turner, third vice-president, Pennsylvania lines west of

Pittsburg.

Theo. N. Ely, chief of motive power, Pennsylvania Railroad

System.

F. D. Casanave, special agent, Pennsylvania Railroad System.

E. D. Nelson, engineer of tests, Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, Altoona, Pa.

For the Louisiana Purchase Exposition:

Williard A. Smith, chief of the Department of Transporta-

tion Exhibits, Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

Advisory Committee: On Behalf of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers:

W. F. M. Goss, dean of the Schools of Engineering, Purdue
University.

Edwin M. Herr, general manager, Westinghouse Air Brake
Company.

J. E. Sague, mechanical engineer, American Locomotive
Company.
On Behalf of the American Railway Master Mechanics Asso-

ciation :

F. H. Clark, superintendent of motive power, Chicago, Burl-

ington & Quincy Railroad.

C. H. Quereau, superintendent of shops, New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad.

H. H. Vaughan, assistant superintendent of motive power,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.

Officers

:

F. D. Casanave, special agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad

System.

(W. F. M. Goss, chairman of the Advisory Committee.)
(H. H. Vaughan, secretary of the Advisory Committee.)
These officers were elected at a formal meeting of the joint

committees at the annual conventions of both societies at Sara-

toga in June. The committee has held a number of meetings
and formulated complete plans for carrying out the tests.

This first bulletin gives the plan and scope of the work in such
an accurate and complete manner that it is printed in full

below, further bulletins issued from time to time will give
the results of the work as it is being carried on.

PLAN AND SCOPE.
The Pennsylvania Railroad will design and cause to be con-

structed a suitable plant for testing locomotives, and, in co-opera-
tion with the Department of Transportation Exhibits, will install

the same at St. Louis. The plant will be ready for perliminary
running by the first of March next, and in perfect running condition
by the first of May, at which time formal work will commence.
The purpose of the whole work is to be comprehensive, and the en-
deavor will be to determine by the use of locomotives presenting
different characteristics, the effect of the latter upon the economic
performance, and the limits of the tractive power and boiler
capacities.

The Pennsylvania Railroad system will organize and maintain,
under the direction of its Engineer of Tests, a staff of laboratory
attendants and computors, to the end that the plant and the loco-

motives thereon may be safely and properly operated and the ex-

perimental data promptly handled. It will also provide supplies of

fuel and oil, and will meet all other fixed' charges incident to the

progress of the work.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, having called to its aid an Advisor;

Committee to assist in all matters of scientific interest, will in

consultation with this Committee make selection of locomotives to

ted, determine conditions under which tests are to be run,

specify as to the observations to be taken and the methods to be

employed, and determine the manner in which the data shall be

handled and the form in which the final results shall be presented.

Tin: Advisory Committee. While the communication of the

Pennsylvania Railroad, in response to which the members of this

committee were appointed, clearly contemplates additions to the

membership of the committee, those already appointed have or-

•d, and have been required to act in formulating the provisions

of this program. To avoid confusion, therefore, those already ap-

pointed will be regarded as "Members" of the Advisory Committee.

Foreign representatives and others who may be hereafter appointed

will be designated as "Affiliated Members." Members and Affiliated

Members of the Advisory Committee shall have voice and vote alike.

The Advisory Committee will devote such time as may be nec-

essary to the general plan of the work, and may be called together

at any time by the Chairman, or by an authorized representative

of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

The Testing Plant. The details of this plant are now being

worked up by the Pennsylvania Railroad. It is to consist of sup-

porting wheels upon which will be carried the drivers of the loco-

motives to be tested, with friction brakes on the shafts of the same,

a registering dynamometer of 80,000 lbs. capacity, to which the

drawbar of the locomotive will be attached, together with all neces-

sarj accessory apparatus for operating the plant and obtaining the-

desired data therefrom. As soon as practicable it is intended to

issue a bulletin which shall completely describe and illustrate the

details of the plant.

Locomotives To Be Tested. In selecting locomotives for te6t,

an endeavor will be made to secure variety in the essential prin-

ciples of design. Since the time is necessarily limited, no consider-

able attention will be given in attempts to analyze the action of

minor details. On the contrary, the effort will be to establish the

economic performance of a number of typical locomotives when oper-

ating under a wide range of conditions.

No locomotive or type of locomotives will be acceptable, the

value of which has not been proven by successful service on the

road.

Locomotives to be acceptable must have weight and power which

will make them comparable in these respects with the modern

American machine. It is proposed to test no locomotive which has

less than 2,000 ft. of heating surface Sn its boiler, excepting that

in case of locomotives having superheaters the superheating sur-

face may be regarded as heating surface, and in the case of loco-

motives having Serve tubes, credit for the surface of the ribbing

will be allowed.

The gauge of the supporting wheels will be 4 ft. 8% in., or the

same as the standard gauge of American railroads, and the gauge

of the locomotive offered for test must be such as to run safely

thereon.

It is planned to test twelve different locomotives, and it is hoped

that a portion of this number can be of foreign design and con-

struction. The time to be allowed to each locomotive will vary

from 20 to 14 working days, the longer time being allowed those

which are tested early in the season when both men and equipment

will be new to the work. The intervals proposed are as follows

:

1904.

1. May 2 to May 23, inclusive.

2. May 24 to June 13, inclusive.

3. June 14 to July 1, inclusive.

4. July 2 to July 19, inclusive.

5. July 20 to August 5, inclusive.

6. August 6 to August 22, inclusive.

7. August 23 to September 7, inclusive.

8. September 8 to September 23, inclusive.

9. September 24 to October 10, inclusive.

10. October 11 to October 26, inclusive.

11. October 27 to November 11, inclusive.

12. November 12 to November 30. inclusive.

It is not possible at this time to present a complete list of the

locomotives which will be tested, but this is now under careful

consideration, and will be announced in a later bulletin.

It is considered advisable that the owner of each locomotive pre-

sented for test should furnish a man thoroughly familiar with its

working to look after the lubrication, and in general, render such
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assistance as will insure the tests being run without interruption.

The owner .should also, if found necessary, provide a man thoroughly

familiar with the mechanical details of the locomotive, who can

advise in regard to any repairs that may be necessary during the

scries of tests.

Fuel. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company will supply for all

participants, two grades of coa.1 of high quality, one an anthracite

and the other a bituminous. The quality of each of these grades

will remain unchanged throughout the progress of the work. This

composition will be approximately as follows

:

Anthracite, Bituminous,

per cent. per cent.

Volatile matter, including water 8 20 to 22

Fixed carbon 86 69 to 74
Ash 6 9 to 6

Firemen. The Pennsylvania Railway will supply men whose
experience on the road will have been supplemented by special train-

ing for their work upon the testing plan. Unless otherwise ar-

ranged, these men will fire all locomotives under test. Exhibitors

may, however, furnish one of their own men to give necessary in-

structions to the regular firemen.

The Tests. It is proposed to make from 16 to 20 formal tests

of each locomotive put upon the plant, these to be preceded by one

or more preliminary runs for the purpose of checking the valve

setting, and of proving all accessory apparatus.

Each formal test will involve a run of approximately 100 miles,

and throughout its duration the speed, load, steam pressure and other

conditions of running will be maintained as nearly as possible,

constant. The conditions represented by the several tests upon
each locomotive will be so chosen that the results will fall into sets,

and when so plotted will serve to disclose the performance of the

locomotive under the full range of speed and cut-off for which it

can be properly worked. The conditions which have been chosen
for the formal tests are set forth diagrammatically by Figs. 1 and 2.

Q = Tests Unoer Full Throttle.

~\ = Tests at Maximum Adhesion

/\ = Throttle Tests.
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disclose the performance of the locomotives under a similar range

of action. The conditions to be specified for each compound loco-

motive will have due regard for peculiarities in its design, to the

end that the power and efficiency of each machine may be demon-

strated under all conditions of running which may have been con-

templated in its design.

METHODS To He Followed in Running a Test. In preparation

for .1 test, the locomotive will be started and gradually brought to

the conditions of running which are to prevail throughout the test.

When these conditions have been secured the preliminary running

of the locomotive will be continued until the rate of firing becomes

uniform and until all portions of the locomotive have become warmed

to their work. When these conditions have been secured two strokes

of a bell will give a preparatory signal. Thirty seconds later a

single stroke of the bell will mark the beginning of the test. Upon
this stroke all water levels will be observed, the ash pan cleaned and

all observations taken, and thereafter all water and fuel used will

be taken from a weighed supply. Throughout the test all con-

ditions of running will be maintained as nearly constant as possible,

observations being taken on the stroke of the gong at ten minute

intervals. The duration of the test will vary from two to six hours,

depending upon the rate of speed and load. The element of control

in fixing the length of the heavy power test will be the amount of

water evaporated, no test beiDg ended until the evaporation equals

30 lbs. for each square foot of heating surface. The lighter power

tests may end after from four to six hours.

A test will be ended as it began. The fire which, throughout the

test will have not changed greatly in its condition, will be brought

as nearly as possible to the condition it had in the beginning, the

ash pan will be cleaned, the water level in the boiler will be made
to agree with that of the beginning of the test, and upon signal the

final observations will be taken, and the use of water and fuel from

a weighed supply will cease. As soon as practicable after this the

locomotive will be stopped, the front end cleaned, and the data of

the test collected and made of record.

A test will be started not earlier than 8 o'clock on each day,

and when the conditions are such as will permit them to be of short

duration, two tests may be run on the same day.

To avoid chances for error all important observations will be

taken in duplicate by the use of independent instruments and ob-

servers. For example, the feed water will be metered and after-

wards weighed, the weighings constituting the real record, and the

readings of the meter the check record. The speed will be indicated

by a Boyer or other speed indicator, and also by a counter which

will register the revolutions, the latter supplying the real record,

and the former the check record. Pressures will be observed from
dial gauges, and registered by a Bristol recording gauge, the ob-

served pressures constituting the real record ; the recorded pressures

the check. An indicator will be used on each end of each cylinder.

The smoke discharge above the locomotive will be so arranged as

to entrap all solid matter or "sparks" passing out of the top of the

stack. A chemical analysis will be made of the coal employed for

each test, and of the smoke-box gases.

In the case of locomotives designed with special reference to the

balancing of reciprocating parts, and in the case of others, the per-

formance of which may contrast with them, an effort will be made
to study the motion (rocking, nosing, etc.) of the locomotive as a
whole while running at speed, in the hope that a definite relation

will be found between the motion of the locomotive and its condi-

tion of balance.

In the case, also, of certain locomotives which will be selected

with reference to their type of boiler, an effort will be made to

secure a record of the direction and activity of the water currents
circulating within several portions of the boiler when the latter is

delivering steam, and especially of the cooler currents discharged
from the injectors.

There will be obtained for each test, by direct observation, the
following facts

:

Position of reverse lever.

Position of throttle.

Revolutions per minute.

Total revolutions.

Pounds of coal fired.

Pounds of non-combustible material collected is ash pan.
Pounds of sparks passing out of the top of the stack.
Time when one or both injectors are in action.

Pounds of water weighed to injectors.

Pounds of water lost by injector overflow.

Record of calorimeter giving quality of steam in dome of boiler.

Indicator cards from each end of each cylinder, and from the
valve box on one side.

Drawbar stress as shown by dynamometer.

Pressures as follows:

( >f steam in boiler.

i if steam in branch pipe leading to cylinder,

of air in the laboratory (barometric pressure).

Of air in asli pan.

Of gases in furnace.

Of gases in front-end.

Temperatures as follows :

Of the laboratory.

Of the feed water.

Of steam in branch pipe' (for throttling tests only).

of smoke-box gases.

i (f water within the lower portions of the boiler at points syste-

maticall] a

Calculated oh Obsebved Reoi lts. The organization win he

such as will allow the work of the computing room to keep pace
with the development of observed data in the laboratory. The
data will be presented in such form as will show the facta in three

different relations.

1. The performance of the locomotive as a whole, under which
relation general comparisons will he based upon tie' work developed
at the drawbar.

2. The performance of the boiler.

3. The performam. of the engines.

By having a separate presentation of the engine and of the boiler

performance it will be possible to trace the effect of each modifica-

tion in design, whether in the boiler or engine; that is, chang
boiler performance resulting from changes in proportions or forms,
will readily be traced, and changes in engine performances result-

ing from difference in design can be accredited to their proper cause.
Moreover, it will be possible in the final analysis of results to inter-

change the boilers and engines of different locomotives, and to pre-

dict with certainty the general results which would have been ob-

tained from a locomotive made up of any such combination.
Locomotive Accessories. Locomotives submitted for test must

be equipped with such accessory apparatus as may be necessary for
the attachments of all instruments of observation, so that there
need be no delay in getting the locomotive into operation after it is

received at St. Louis. Such accessory apparatus will consist chiefly

of indicator plugs for cylinders and valve box, a water gauge glass

for locating the height of water in the boiler, reducing motions for
indicators, plugged openings into the boiler front-end, pipe connec-
tions which will serve in the attachments of gauges, thermometers
and gas samplers, a light return crank for the attachment of a
Boyer speed recorder and a registering counter, a drilled coupling
pin hole in the footplate, with a pin turned to lit. and provision for
lubricating all journals when the locomotive is in motion. The
exact character of each of these details will be made the subject
of a later announcement.

Publication of Results. In order that the results may serve
the largest purpose possible it is proposed to issue publications as
follows

:

1. Bulletins of Announcement. These will constitute the com-
munications of the Pennsylvania Railroad and its Advisory Com-
mittee to the public, with reference to their plans and purposes.
They will give information to those who may exhibit locomotives for
test, and it is hoped that they will draw from those who are in-

terested, such suggestions or criticisms as will assist in furthering
its work.

2. Bulletins of Results. These will be issued from time to

time, and will constitute formal reports of the performance of in-

dividual locomotives. It is expected that when tests upon a given
locomotive have been completed, the results obtained, and such
analysis of performance as may be based thereon, will be entirely

set forth in a bulletin.

3. A formal publication to be issued at the conclusion of the
whole work, presenting in such form as may be hereafter deter-
mined, the facts and conclusions developed by the whole study.

[Copies of this first Bulletin, and other information pertaining
to the tests may be had upon application to F. D. Casanave, Special
Agent, No. 910 Penn Square BuildiDg, Philadelphia, Pa.]

A contract for forty-eight 625-horse power water tube boilers

has been awarded the Babcock & Wilcox Company by the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad, for installation in

their new power stations, which will be used for generating
power for the electric locomotive service, as noted in our last

issue. The boilers will be of the Babcock & Wilcox forged-

steel construction, designed to carry 200 lbs. working pressure,

and will be equipped with the new patent superheaters of

this company, proportioned to give a superheat of 200 degrees
above the temperature of saturated steam at that pressure.
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THE OIL HOUSE AT THE DU BOIS SHOPS.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway.

The plans for the oil house at the Du Bois shops of the

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway, as indicated in these

engravings, are the result of an extensive study of the practice

of other railroads in the disposal of this important factor of

the service. The description of these shops will be found in

the April and May numbers of this journal for 1902.

The arrangement here shown permits of unloading oil and

placing it in the storage tanks by gravity. The storage is in

the basement of the building, the tanks having a capacity of

15 barrels each. Compressed air is used to raise the lubricat-

ing oils, while because of the possibility of some, if even

slight, mixture with water from the air pipes, the coach, kero-

sene and signal oils are raised by pumps which are operated

by hand at the delivery stand. In order to avoid placing the

large tanks under air pressure, the oils which are raised by
air are delivered by gravity into small reservoirs made of 8-ln.

wrought iron pipe, 2 ft. long. Check valves opening inward

allow these small reservoirs to -fill. When full, air pressure la

admitted to them and the oil is forced to the outlet, the check

valve in the pipe from the large tank closing against a

return of the oil. Another check valve in the delivery pipe

prevents the oil from running backward from this pipe and

Plan of Ground Floor .
Plan of Basement

OIL HOUSE AT THE DU BOIS SHOPS. BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH RAILWAY.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF OIL HOUSE. DU BOIS SHOPS.

Section at X-Y,

n. Y> St»p and Waste Cocka

'€ ffi fi ft $% (rS rfV Hand PumpB

"^rSMS^SSilSi % ft #

K'B'KilftlJIn !! ! »
1
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Cane for Soaking Wast*
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filling the small reservoir, which can be filled only by gravity

from the large storage tank, when the pressure is off.

The tanks have 8-ln. filling holes piped to openings In th«

floor above and each tank also has an 18-in. manhole. This

building also furnishes storage for waste and lamp chimneys

and contains lockers for the tools of the engine men. The
size of the building Is 60 by 30 ft, outside.

CROSS SECTION OF OIL HOUSE.

The extending use of aluminum for electrical purposes and

the wide prospective use for it in the manufacture of thermit,

makes the report that a St. Louis man has discovered a pyro-

chemical process of manufacturing aluminum from clay of con-

siderable interest, especially so as he claims the metal will be

greatly cheapened by the new process. The process, discov-

ered by Mr. Schwahn, is claimed to effect the reduction in

much shorter time than now required and to reduce the cost

from |500 to $100 per ton.—Machinery.
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WHAT ARE THE NEW MACHINE TOOLS TO BE?

UY JOHN E. SWEET.

(A Paper Read Before the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers. -Veto York Meeting, December 2, 1903.)

It is a fact quite apparent to users of machine tools (and first

among them are Che machine-tool builders themselves) that 'the

new lii^-li sj 1 tool gteel culls for a re-designing of our machines

if we are to get even a fair share of the ultimate possibilities

which the new steel offers. I think the machine-tool builders will

admit that their machines must !" re-designed; but to the most of

them »iii this mean anything but jusl t ake the driving elements

more powerful and the machines stronger, which is as much as to

say thai everything has been all right, and all that we need to do

is to change the strength and power. But have they been all

right, or even half right?

It can be shown by figures, I suppose (I know it to be a fact by

a trial with models i , that a complete box is thirteen times more

ri^icl a«:i inst torsion and four times more rigid against bending

than the same amount of material is in the form of side plates and

thin cross girts. It is probably from four to eight times more

rigid than the cross-girt plan in any form, and yet in the case of

lathes, the whole business of whose beds is to resist torsion, only

one or two builders have had the courage or audacity to adopt the

box form.

All planer beds can just as well be box beds with half the cost

in patterns and foundry work, and so, too, the tables which are

Bprung l>.\ bolting down work, can just as well be box tables four

times as strong with the same material, and with a saving of half

the cost in patterns and something in the foundry. The whole

tendency of the cut is to slide the work endwise of the planer bed

;

but who has ever tried putting the slots crosswise in a way to offer

the greater resistance and prevent the bending of the bed by the

peening of the upper surface, as now occurs, which, with the

springing by bolting down the work, are the primary causes of cut

ways ?

Some planer and boring mill cross rails are of box section in

the center, but are thinned down at the ends when fastened to the

housings. The most of them are three sides of a box only, or one-

tenth the strength of a box, where a plain square box straight

through is infinitely better and cheaper. Of course, the boxes are

not to be proportioned from what is in use now, but from what is

to be made to meet the new conditions. To select enough material

to meet the new demands, and then put the material in so that it

will be four times more rigid, will be something like it. Housings
of box sections will be just as rigid fore and aft, and much more
rigid against side strain.

Milling machines of the planer style are constructed like planing

machines, seemingly without a thought but that the conditions are

identical, while they are not. If the bed of a planing machine and
the table were of the same length, the weight of the table and the

load over-running the end of the bed would soon wear the top of

the bed crowning and the under side of the table concave to fit,

and it is to counteract this tendency of gravity to wear them out

of true that the beds are made longer than the tables. With the

milling machine the load is less, more of it in the middle of the

table because there is less gained by putting on small pieces end
to end, and the down pressure of the big cutter always in the

middle partially, if not wholly, neutralizes the tendency to wear
out of true by gravity. When such a machine has side cutters or

a vertical spindle the pressure is always in the middle, first in one
direction and then in the other, exactly the reverse from the gravity

action, and instead of the side-guide of the bed being longer than
the table it should be shorter, by just about the same amount as the

bed of a planer needs to be longer.

Many times the sliding piece and its guides can be the same
length and keep straight The things which do not tend to wear out
of true do not wear much, and the things which do wear out of

true and have to be refitted arc never just right but when new and
when so refitted. Where a short block slides on a long guide, if the

scraper marks wear out sooner along the middle than at the ends,

the ends of the guide need cutting off, however much over-run it

gives to the sliding block.

The draughtsman dare not make a drawing of an engine cross-

head over-running the guide one-third of its length at each end

;

the builder would hardly dare to build it if he did, and no user
has the courage to take out the guides and cut them off or cut away
the surface, even when he knows it would be money in his pocket,

but it is the thing to do. We find that in the case of a slipper

guide, owing to the effect of inertia and momentum giving a twist-

ing action to the crosshead, it is necessary to cut away the guide so
that the crosshead will over-run very nearly one-half its length

before the scraper marks will show uniform wear. This, of course,

is subject to modification according as the center of gravity is

higher or lower, or the speed of the engine is greater or less. \V>-

are building engines with the crossheads over-running that way,
and people buy them.

To get the best out of machines, they not only want to be rigid

and true, but the drive needs to be powerful. In this respect a

worm gear is about as perfect as can be, or cutting spur gear teeth

spiral accomplishes about the same result. What appears as an

objection to spiral teeth is end thrust against the shoulders—this

does not amount to much, and when the shaft runs in reverse

directions and end play in the journals is permissible, the journals

keep in much better condition. The mention of a worm gear is

like the flaunting of a red rag to some people, but it has its place

and a good many more places than it has been used in. The
claimed objection is excessive friction and lass of power, but the

results do not seem to justify the claim.

The most perfect worm gear we have (theoretically) is a screw
and nut, and they do waste enormously in friction, and in propor-

tion to what they do they wear out the most of any piece of

mechanism. The most imperfect worm gear we have (theoretically)

is the Sellers planing machine drive, and yet they never wear out,

and hence cannot lo6e much in friction.

In the writer's opinion, two of the things which never need to

have been invented are the Hindley worm gear and a machine for

hobbing worm gear. Experience convinces the writer that a
liberal pitch worm skewed around so as to properly mesh with
a plain spur gear, or one with the teeth at such an angle as to skew
the worm a little more, will run more easily and last longer than
the other sort A machine driven with the worm is positive, and if

there is any chatter it comes from elasticity in the spindle or the

work itself.

If the designer will analyze every detail, he will find that many
of the old features were not right to meet the old conditions and not

half right for the new. While manufacturing is going to call for

many more simple machines—that is, machines to do one thing

rapidly and well—the machines which will do a variety of work
will be still in demand for the sparsely settled sections of the

country, and the colonies will call for the country machine shop
as of old. It is the hope of the writer that this tirade will bring

out an interesting discussion on machine-tool design and the capa-
bilities of the high-speed steel, for that is the object of its pres-

entation.

A CONVENIENT BOILER TESTER.

During a visit to the Du Bois shops of the Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburg Railway, which were described in the April and
May, 1902, issues of this journal, a convenient boiler test-

ing Injector was noticed In the shop. It consisted of .-.n
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A NEW 3-FT. TREPANNING MACHINE.

The Bickford Drill and Tool Company.

We are pleased to learn that the Bickford Drill and Tool

Company, Cincinnati, O., have recently completed another large

trepanning machine for the Pennsylvania Railroad, which will

be installed at the Altoona shops for service similar to that

performed by its predecessor. This machine has been im-

proved somewhat over the former trepanning machine which

they built for the Altoona shops, but does not differ in prin-

cipal details and dimensions; the more important change is

THE NEW BICKFORD TREPANNING MACHINE FOR THE ALTOONA

SHOPS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

that of a larger number of feeds provided, giving double the

number available in the former machine.

This tool is illustrated in the accompanying engraving. The

particular advantage of this type of machine is that it per-

forms the various operations of drilling, boring, facing, tap-

ping and trepanning, under conditions as nearly ideal as it is

possible to attain; the very heaviest operations can be handled

in this tool with no fear of springing, or lack of rigidity. The

head and cross rail are, as shown, made in one piece, so that

the usual overhang of the spindle (which is the limitation of

other forms of drilling machinery), is entirely eliminated.

The table of the tool is adjustable both transversely and

longitudinally, and may be slid back out of the way when not

needed, for which purpose an extension is cast on the base.

The spindle has sixteen changes of speed, ranging in geomet-

rical progression from 6 to 60 revolutions per minute, each of

which is instantly available without having to shift a belt. It

is also provided with both hand and power feed and quick

advance and return. The driving mechanism is located on

the back of the head and is operated by levers which project

to the front of the machine, and, by being made to receive

its power from a constant speed pulley, gives the greatest at-

tainable economy of power. To obtain any one of the sixteen

speeds with which the machine is provided, the operator has

but to manipulate the levers, the proper position to give the

correct speed for different metals and diameters of tools being

shown by a table attached to the head.

The new feed mechanism provides sixteen feeds, ranging in

geometrical progression from .01-in. to .25-in., instead of the

eight provided on the former machine. The design of this

mechanism does not differ however from that of the other, any
feed being instantly obtainable by merely shifting two feed

levers, which are conveniently placed on the front of the tool.

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS I

Diameter of spindle, least section 6 ins.
Spindle bored to fit P. R. R. taper No. 8
Traverse of spindle 3 ft.

Maximum distance under spindle over base 4 ft.

Size of table, working surface 24 x 36 ins.
Height of table 18 ins.
Transverse movement of table 6 ins.
Longitudinal movement of table 12 ins.
Distance between housings 3 ft.

Minimum revolutions of driving pulley to one rev. of spindle. . .6.6 revs.
Maximum revolutions of driving pulley to one rev. of spindle. . . .66 revs.
Distance from floor to highest point of machine 14 ft.

Floor space required 6 ft. x 5 ft.

Weight, net 18,300 lbs.

What is said to be the most dangerous railway in the world

is that recently completed up the side of Mount Vesuvius for

the benefit of the many tourists that annually visit this famous
volcano. It is a cable railway of the mono-rail type, the one

car comprising the active rolling stock being supported by

two wheels, one at each end of the car. The center of gravity

of the car is below the top of the supporting rail, so that it

balances without the aid of supporting wheels at the sides.

The railway line runs to within nominally 1,000 feet of the

crater mouth, but the distance changes from day to day on

account of the rapid changes that take place; accretions to

the sides of the crater may materially increase the distance

one day, and the fall of a huge slice into the seething gulf

500 feet below may considerably lessen the distance the next

day. The maintenance of the line in proper alignment is a

difficult matter. Fissures opening, the flow of lava,, falling

cinders, and sliding of the roadbed require constant watchful-

ness and labor by gangs of laborers who constantly patrol it

during the periods of operation. The "train" has no fixed

time-table, the trips depending on the activity of the volcano

and direction of the wind; some days they are entirely aban-

doned.

—

Railway Machinery.

A GEAR SHAPER WITH AN INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVE).

In the few years that the Fellows gear shaper has been

before the public it has achieved widespread recognition for

its merits as evidenced most convincingly by the large number

now in use. To-day nearly all shops that engage in gear cut-

ting to any extent, have one or more of these machines and it

is thus hardly necessary to enter here into a description of its

details; for that the reader is referred to the builders, the

Fellows Gear Shaper Company, Springfield, Vt., for informa-

tion relative to the construction and operation of the machine.

However, it may be briefly stated that the gear shaper differs

from the other forms of gear-cutting machinery in that it

replaces the rotating milling cutter usually employed by a recip-

rocating tool having the form of a spur gear. This planes the

teeth and at the same time is caused to revolve with the blank

intermeshing precisely as its finished mate is intended to. In

degree of accuracy this scheme compares with the nobbing

method of forming worm wheels, and also corresponds very

closely to the latter in principle. The cutters for both may be

produced with extreme precision, especially for involute gear-

ing, the only type now in common use, as both then depend1

on generation by straight lines. For instance, a hob is cut as

a perfect V thread, and the Fellows cutter is finished by being

caused to roll against the carefully trued face of an emery
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wheel with a motion simulating that of a pinion tooth against

:i in. k tOOth.

It is the present desire to call particular attention to the

machine as now provided with an individual motor drive. The

only special work necessary was the casting of a plate to span

the pillow blocks of the regular driving gear to afford a sup-

port for the motor, and tln> substitution of a sprocket wheel

for the com1 pulley used with bell drive. With these changes

a standard form has been evolved as shown in the accompany-

Ing illustration.

A 5-horse power i 'rocker-Wheeler semi-inclosed motor sup-

A SERVICEABLE DESIGN OF UNIVERSAL SAW BENCH.

Wnu Tilting Table.

f. REAVES, KLUSMAN & COMPANY.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a particularly valu-

able design of universal saw bench, with tilting table, which

will be found a most desirable and useful tool for any wood-

working establishment. It has several special advantages as

follows: The great variety and the accuracy of the work it

will do; the ease and quickness with which it can be changed

from one class of work to another, and particularly the length

of the belt, which is longer than on any other machine of this

class that we know of.

An important feature of the design of this tool is that the

frame proper and the extension carrying the countershaft are

cast in one piece, which greatly simplifies the machine and
also keeps the countershaft and saw mandrel always in line

with each other; the distance from countershaft to mandrel
is thus such that all belt slipping is avoided, even when doing
very heavy work. By means of the improved belt tightener,

any slack can be instantly taken up by simply turning the

lower hand-wheel, which is shown at the front of the machine.

The table is of iron, 38 x 48 ins., ribbed and braced and
planed perfectly true. The whole table tilts for bevel sawing,
and it can be clamped firmly at any angle up to 45 degrees.

The opening in the table, which is 4>4 ins. wide and 21% ins.

long, is filled in with a wooden piece, so that more than one
saw, or any style of cutter head, up to 3% ins. wide, can be
used. The mandrel, together with pulley in the center between
boxes, is accurately balanced and the bearings are long and
lined with the best babbitt. The mandrel is l 1

/* in. in diam-

eter between the collars and is raised and lowered by the hand-

wheel conveniently placed just below and in front of the table.

A NOVEL ARRANGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR-DRIVING FOR

A FELLOWS GEAB SHAl-ER.

plies the power, transmitting it

with a reduction in speed through

a Renold silent chain to the spindle

which usually carries the cone-pul-

ley. The speed is further reduced

through either of the two regular

gear combinations which may be

used alternately, making two speeds

possible mechanically. In addition,

the motor is supplied with current

on the Crocker-Wheeler four-wire

multiple voltage system giving it

six independent speeds, and with

the use of resistance twelve inter-

mediate ones. The upper ten of the

motor's eighteen speeds constitute its working range, within

which, through the faster gear combination it drives the ram

at from 94 to 45 strokes per minute, or with the slower gear

combination, 43 to 20 strokes per minute. The lower eight

available motor speeds may be used to extend the range down

to six strokes per minute, though 20 is the minimum in ordi-

nary practice.

The machine is capable of cutting external gears up to 36

Ina. in pitch diameter by 5 ins. face and internal gears 28

ins. in pitch diameter by 3 ins. face, allowing any diametral

pitch up to four.

/ifiREAVES,KLUSMAN&E0j
CINCINNATI, 0.

THE UNIVERSAL SAW BENCH, WITH TILTING IBOH TABLE. is. KLUSMAN A CO.

The ripping gauge is thoroughly adjustable, and can be set

at any angle up to 45 deg. This gauge can be set on either side

of the saw, the table being provided with slotted ways on

both sides, for ripping stock up to 10 ins. wide on the left of

the saw and 20 ins. wide on the right side of Hie saw.

The countershaft is placed on a movable frame which is

dove-tailed into the main frame, as shown, for longitudinal

movement, and adjusted by the lower hand-wheel shown in

front of the machine. This makes a most convenient and

easily maintained arrangement of driving.

The extended experience of Greaves, Klusman k Company
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in the manufacture of iron-working tools has placed them in

an enviable position to make the most valuable applications

of the laws governing machine tool design to the various

types of woodworking machinery, which they build. One of

the most noticeable features of this machine is its rigidity—this

together with its simplicity and compactness make it a most

desirable tool. The application of these sensible principles to

the design of woodworking machinery appears to be a step in

the right direction, and will render them invaluable to users

who desire the maximum output and freedom from repairs.

NEW STANDARD REYNOLDS-CORLISS ENGINE.

Allis-Chalmehs Company.

AN IMPROVED CYLINDER EMERY-WHEEL FACE
GRINDER.

With Hand and Automatic Feed and Travel.

The accompanying engraving presents a comprehensive il-

lustration of the improved cylinder face grinder, designed

for either flat or concave face grinding, which is built by

Chas. F. Spery, Rockford, 111. This tool is a very substantial

and well built machine and is adapted to the heaviest grinding

where absolute rigidity is a requirement.

This tool will handle work 30 ins. long and 6 ins. wide, and

is adapted for grinding surfaces on steel or iron, whether

soft or hardened. The table has three tee slots to facilitate

fastening jigs, for the rapid setting and clamping of dupli-

In the accompanying engraving we illustrate a new type of

Corliss engine which is being brought out by the Allis-Chal-

mers Company from the designs of Mr. Irving H. Reynolds.

The field of the Corliss engine design has been so fully worked

over in the past, and the accepted designs have become so

simple, that no strikingly novel designs are to be expected;

this new engine, however, represents the experience of twenty-

six years in building of Corliss engines, and combines all of the

more desirable elements of the best designs.

Engines of the type illustrated are being built in seven sizes,

ranging from 50 to 500 horse-power, and are designed for

steam pressures up to 150 lbs. A novelty is introduced in that

they are built of somewhat shorter strokes than have hereto-

fore been customary in Corliss engines, with the idea of

economizing in space and making the construction more rigid.

The speeds are also somewhat higher than usual, ranging from

110 to 150 revolutions per minute, although these speeds are

not higher than those at which the Reynolds-Corliss engines of

older design are frequently operated.

The frame is cast in one piece with the slide, the construc-

tion being of the box type, resting on the foundation for its

entire length. The main bearing shells are bored into the

frame, thus insuring a solid bearing and also permitting the

easy removal of the shells by rolling them out around the

THE SPERY CYLINDER EMERY-WHEEL FACE GRINDER.

cate pieces of work. As shown in the engraving, the tool is

equipped for grinding small castings of a special shape, being

provided with a special clamp operated by an adjustable toggle

lever so that the work may be clamped absolutely rigid and

with the utmost rapidity.

The grinding wheels used upon the Spery grinder are of

the cylindrical type, the range of sizes being from 12 to 20

inches, so that all classes of work may be accommodated. The

chuck is of cast steel, of a special design and with a screw

flange to set the wheel out when worn down even with its

face. The arbor is of hardened steel, 2 7-16 ins. in diameter

and runs in journals of extra length. A phosphor-bronze

end thrust bearing is provided at the outer bearing to take

care of the thrust imposed by the grinding operations

The table is provided with adjustments in either direction,

the hand wheels for the same being shown at the front of the

machine. The adjustment is thus universal to permit of

concave grinding, tut can be easily arranged for flat grind-

ing. In addition to the hand adjustment an automatic feed is

provided for both motions of the carriage. The rigidity made
possible by the design of this tool may be estimated from the

fact that its total weight complete is 2,800 lbs.

THE NEW DESIGN OF HORIZONTAL REYNOLDS-CORLISS ENGINE.

shaft. The slide is of the barrel type with bored guides. The
cross head is fitted with babbitt-faced shoes with wedge adjust-

ment. The piston rod is screwed into the crosshead and held

firmly with a steel lock nut. The cylinder is of the round

cornered type, lagged with planished steel, and is fitted with

double ported steam and exhaust valves. The cylinder is set

on a cast iron base plate, which extends under the valve gear,

serving as a drip pan.

The valve gear is of the usual Reynolds-Corliss type, the

wrist plate being of skeleton pattern and fitted with a new type

of disconnecting device which, while clamping the hook rod

firmly, is very easily detached by hand. The dash pots are of

a differential plunger type without leathers or packing of any
kind. The regulator is of the high-speed weighted type, de-

signed to control the engine within narrow limits of speed

variation.

The connecting rod is of steel with solid forged ends, and is

fitted wit'i bronze boxes, adjustable by means of screw actuated

wedges. The box on the crank pin end is babbit-lined. The
crank is of a plain type, polished on the face, and is protected

by a planished steel oil guard, which, however, is not shown
in position in this view. The crank and crosshead pins and
main journals are of the liberal size ordinarily used with the

heavy duty Reynolds-Corliss engines.

In brief, the engine is strong, simple and compact, and while

nothing has been added for ornamentation, nothing contribut-

ing to economy or durability has been omitted, and the machine
should find a large sale among power users who appreciate

quality.
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THE KILGORE DIRECT-ACTING STEAM SHOVEL.

The new Kllgore direct-acting Bteam Bhovel, herewith lllus-

I rated, possesses sonic I cat n r< s that arc distinctly in advance

Hi the practice for machines of this character. The record

made by tins type of machine is now attracting considerable

attention to Its way of doing business, which is peculiarly its

own.

These shovels are direct acting, all movements of the dipper

arc controlled by four powerful steam cylinders, operated by

Bteam used for one motion of the dipper is that to fill each

cylinder once only. All motions of the dipper can be reversed

instantly and with equal power.

This shovel is self-propelling, and can be taken to and
operated in places where it is impossible to use large shovels.

It has all means within itself to accomplish results that are

usually obtained by extraneous aids. If the front trucks are

derailed, the dipper can be lowered to the ground, and by using
the lifting and swinging cylinders, the front end of the car can

be easily and quickly raised and swung on the track.

GENERAL VIEW OF THE NEW KILGORE DIRECT-ACTING RAILROAD STEAM SHOVEL.

only two levers, which gives a range of action not possessed

by any other shovel, responding to every move of the levers

and always in the direction of the motion of the hand.

A distinct advance in the operative construction of these

machines is in the absence of all chains, chain sheaves, wind-

The dipper is arranged to be moved forward or back by

means of the forcing cylinder, thus giving a chance to with

draw the dipper from the bank when full, and dump without

going clear through to top of the bank. This movement may
also be used to spot cars when dumping. The dipper may be

~
t~ •— —- -199-

DETAILS OF THE 2%-TABD KILGORE DIRECT-ACTING SHOVEL.

ing drums, friction clutches, gears or cables. All small details

seen on other machines of the kind are eliminated, and all the

machinery is direct connected and direct acting. In fact, this

machine stands alone in the application of first principles of

mechanics to rapid and effective work in its field.

The construction is almost entirely of steel, and therefore

up-to-date from the designers' standpoint. The steam consump-
tion is low, since the steam is used expansively and in accord-

ance with the amount of work done, the point of cutoff always
being under control of the operator. The maximum amount of

shaken violently to toss off sod or any large objects too large

to pass through dipper opening. By working the two pistons

at once, the dipper can be moved in a direct line to any point

desired, it will also dig in any material, or nose around a root

or rock. These features are a recounting of only a few of the

favorable things that may be said about the machine, which

is set up to conform to standard railroad clearances and can

be used in any place where rails are laid. The capacity of the

shovel is from 1V4 to 2 t
.<2 yards. This machine is built by the

Kilgore Machine Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
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ACME GAS, A NEW FUEL.

Fok Forging and Heating Purposes in Railroad Shops.

The most modern development in the engineering world in

the direction of fuel application to furnaces for the heating of

iron and steel for forging purposes and general furnace work,

is in the conversion of crude fuels into gas. Fuel experts have

always agreed that gas is the most efficient as well as the ideal

fuel, both because in gasifying crude materials a far greater

percentage of the heat units are made available, and because

fuel when gasified is converted into a form which can be

applied to furnaces to the greatest advantage, and the most

perfectly controlled.

The problem before the engineering world has been to de-

velop a system with which gas could be manufactured at a

matic in its action, requiring but little attention and only a

small amount of floor space. The plant is so constructed that

it manufactures gas as fast as required and no faster, so that

no gasometer or holder is required. Another point that adds

greatly to the efficiency of Acme gas is that the process of

generation is such that any required pressure can be secured

from 7 lbs. down to 2 ozs.

Acme gas is particularly adapted to forging and welding, and

general furnace work. It has been used to the exclusion of all

other fuels in the Government Navy Yard at Washington, D. C,

for the past four years, in large ingot furnaces, open black-

smith forges, etc., and since the plant was Installed at Wash-

ington, this system has been adopted by the Government in

the yards at Charleston, Brooklyn, Portsmouth and Mare Isl-

and. It is particularly serviceable and economical for anneal-

ing, tempering and hardening, galvanizing, crucible work,

VIEW OF A LAR(iF. ACME-GAS GENERATING PLANT. ACME GAS COMPANY.

Capacity—25,000 cubic feet per hour.

sufficiently low cost to make its use as fuel in furnaces prac-

ticable and economical, and to discover a process of generation

which would produce gas from an apparatus of simple and

compact enough construction to enable the individual manu-

facturer and railroad shop to install a gas plant inside their

own premises. The advent on the market of Acme gas and

Acme gas plants, which are manufactured by the Acme Gas

Company, Monadnock Building, Chicago, has offered a solution

to these problems which is altogether feasible and extremely

simple.

Acme gas is made from crude distillate of petroleum at a

cost of from 8 to 12 cents per thousand cubic feet. It is a gas

of high calorific efficiency, and more similar in character to

natural gas than any other product. It is made by forcing air

under pressure through crude distillate of petroleum. No heat

or retorts are required in its generation and it is entirely free

from impurities. The plant is of simple construction, auto-

japanning, brazing, etc. It is now being used by many of the

largest manufacturers of tools, railway equipment, implements

and machinery of all kinds, in place of coke, coal and fuel oil.

This gas is used as fuel in the car shops of Armour & Com-

pany and Swift & Company at Fort Worth, Texas; also by the

Buda Foundry and Manufacturing Company, Harvey, 111., for

forging car axles, arch bars, construction work in connection

with the manufacture of hand cars, switches, frogs, crossings,

etc. The accompanying illustrations show an Acme gas fur-

nace for heating car axles and a large Acme gas plant.

The economy of Acme gas above the use of coke and coal is

very great, not only on account of the cheapness of the gas as

fuel, but on account of largely increased output over coal and

coke furnaces and forges. The increase in output ranges from

50 to 300 per cent, and is brought about by the fact that the

fire in Acme furnaces and forges is continuous and perfectly

uniform, that the men's time is wholly given to their work and
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view of aw acme gas fttbnace SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HEATING OAK AXLES.

(In this furnace two 6-inch axles are brought to a dripping heat in 20 minutes.)

not to tending their fires, that the delays of building and re-

building coal and coke fires are entirely eliminated, and that

the degree of heat can be absolutely regulated by simply turn-

ing on more or less gas.

Other advantages not possible with the use of coal are, the

absence of the fire box; the freedom from the expense of the

firemen; the freedom from the annoyance and cost of remov-

ing ashes. Gas is also desirable because of its cleanness, there

being, with its use, an entire absence of smoke, fumes and the

unsightly hoods and uptake pipes, so common in shops in

which coal is used as fuel.

Acme gas furnaces are very much smaller than those neces-

sary for coke and coal, or even fuel oil furnaces, and conse-

quently a great saving of floor space is secured. They are

ready for work ten minutes after they are lighted. When
they are not being used, the gas is turned off and there is no

waste. They are constructed with a slot opening, to enable a

number of pieces to be put in at once. When one piece is taken

out to be forged or bent, a cold piece Is put in in its place, so

that there is no waiting for heats.

The method of producing Acme gas is by forcing air under

pressure through a series of generators containing crude dis-

tillate of petroleum. The oil which is stored in an under-

ground tank is admitted into the generators by means of a
pump which delivers the oil as fast as it is being used. The
air supply is furnished by either a rotary positive blower or

an air compressor. Thus this gas consists entirely of a combi-

nation of air and oil; the two being so admixed as to form a
fixed gas, of great heating power, in character very similar to

natural gas. The crude distillate of petroleum from which the

gas is made, having been run through a still, all impurities are

removed from it, as well as the heavier portion of the petro-

leum, so that the gas contains no sulphur or other substances
which have a destructive effect upon metals. Because of its

purity Acme gas forms less scale in heating iron and steel

than other fuels. This fact, together with the intensity of the
heat and its peculiar soaking quality, makes the gas particu-
larly adapted to perfect welding.

The method of application used in connection with the Acme
furnaces makes it possible to obtain either a long, yellow flame
or a short blue, intense Bunsen flame, as an air blast under the
same pressure as the gas, is piped to each furnace, and the air

and gas pipes are brought together at the burner with a valve

on each. The character of the gas is such that no special

burners are required, it being usually burned from an open

pipe. The Acme gas producing plants are so simple in their

operation as to require very little attention. In order to start

the plant producing gas. it is only necessary to start the blower

and oil pump. After that only casual attention is required,

until night, when the blower and pump are stopped and the

oil drained back from the generators into the storage tank.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Machine Design. Part I. Fastenings. By William Ledyard Cath-
cart, Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Columbia
University : Member American Society Mechanical Engineers,
American Society Naval Engineers and of Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers. 290 8vo pages. Illustrated.
Published by D. Van Nostrand Company, 23 Murray Street.
New York. Price, $3.00.

This work is of particular interest as being a most comprehensive
treatise on the subject of machine design, covering the ground so

thoroughlj as to be comparable with the famous English work 1 >

v

Cnwin. This new boob by Prof. Cathcart should receive most
favorable notice and, although not a pioneer in its field, is none the

less interesting, and is of great value, since it is only the begin-

ning of what will eventually be a most extanded and complete
treatment of the subject. The thoroughness with which Prof.

Cathcart has gone into the matter, is evident from the fact that

ti is whole volume is devoted entirely to machine fastenings. The
lirst chapter presents a must careful and satsifactory treatment of
shrinkage and pressure joints. The treatment is theoretical,

and many tables are given. Following this come screw
fastenings, riveted joints, keyed and pin joints. Through-
out the work there are theoretical mathematical discussions

and tabulated sizes, for convenient reference. The book abounds
in tables, not only of dimensions, but of strength of materials, the

properties of matter, etc. Considerable attention is given to U. S.

Government specifications for screws, riveted joints, etc. To illus-

trate what is done in the way of theory, may be mentioned the

stresses in screws, torsion due to thread friction, stresses in nuts,

efficiency of the screw. Altogether the volume is to be recommended
as an advanced and practical reference work on such parts of
machine design as its pages treat. The printing and illustrations

in the work are excellent. The later volumes of this very prom-
ising series will be anxiously awaited.
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Locomotive Breakdowns. Emergencies and Their Remedies. By

George L. Fowler, M. E. Published by Norman W. Henley
Publishing Company, 132 Nassau Street, New York. 1903.

This is a catechism treating of accidents and breakdowns of loeo-

taotives on the road and gives instructions for emergency repairs.

It is the most complete work devoted to this subject and is a book
which will be valuable to those who have to deal with the operation

of locomotives. It is evidently intended for locomotive engineers

and firemen and is admirably adapted to their needs.

The Gas Engine. A treatise on the Interual-Combustion Engine.
By F. R. Hutton, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Colum-
bia University. 483 8vo pages. Illustrated, 243 figures. Pub-
lished by John Wiley & Sons, New York. Price, $5.00.

Up to the time of the appearance of this volume there has been

no comprehensive American treatise on the gas engine, such as have
appeared being either of a popular nature or else dealing specifically

with gas engine design. The present volume is intended to be a

comprehensive American treatment, unsparing in its theoretical

deductions, with due consideration of the application of theory to

practice—it is of such character as to place the reader in touch
with the wonderful gas engine development in this country in the

past few years. The most exhaustive chapter, and one which will

be appreciated by the investigator, is one on the theoretical analysis of

the gas engine. This chapter discusses the different gas engine cycles

more complete than any previous work. The volume presents what
is latest in connection with the blast furnace and producer gas
apparatus. The first three chapters are introductory, reviewing the

physical properties of hydrocarbon for power purposes, touching

upon the various gases available, for use in an internal combustion
engine. Following this is a discussion of a heat engine cycle

;

chapters on gas, gasoline, kerosene, and alcohol engines ; carbu-

reters ; methods of ignition
; governing, etc. There is a chapter on

experiments with explosive mixtures, one on the performance of gas
engines by tests, and one on the manipulation of gas engines which
considers the ills that such machines are heir to. While many of

the chapters are easily read and free from mathematics, the work
on the whole is an advanced treatise and one to interest the mechan-
ical engineer or designer.

American Railways, By Edwin A. Pratt, Reprinted with Additions
From "The Times" (London). Published by MacMillan & Co.,
Limited, 66 Fifth Ave., New York, 1903. Price $1.25.

The author of this book spent four months in a study of American
Railways, as a special correspondent of The Times and presented
his observations in a series of thirteen articles in that newspaper.
These have been elaborated and extended for permanent record in

this book. The author is a close observer and an interesting and
impartial writer. While he writes from the standpoint of an ex-
perienced traveler, rather than a railroad man, his ideas of the
business questions involved in American railways are remarkably
clear. His conclusions, like those of others who have studied both
English and American railway methods, are that each system is

specially well adapted to the conditions under which it developed
and that there is little to be gained by introducing the methods of
one into the other. This is rather a non-committal statement and
it may be challenged. There must be much in each system, which
may be profitably considered in the other, else such a book as this

would be valueless. One thing which stands out prominently is

the author's astonishment at the cheapness with which human life

is held in this country. He stands aghast at the way our main lines
of well known and prominently advertised railways run through
streets of populous cities and he has something to say as to our ac-
cident reports. The author is a competent critic, who is evidently
very fond of English methods. He does not tear our methods to
pieces, but simply says that they will not answer in England. His
views may be read with interest by American travelers, and with
profit by American railroad officers.

Coal-Washing Machinery.—The Jeffrey Manufacturing Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio, have recently issued an interesting and very
comprehensive catalogue in the interests of their improved coal-
washing machinery. Many of the prominent plants installed by
them for coal-washing are carefully illustrated and described.
Plants of their build are to be found in all parts of the country,
and they are operating with absolute success. Much interesting
data upon this subject is also presented in this book. It should be
in the hands of all who are interested.

impression that graphite is indispensable in many lines of the

mechanical arts, particularly for lubrication. Copies may be had
from the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J.

EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., has established

headquarters at 425 Empire Building, Atlanta, Ga.. for the South-
ern representative of its Washington office, Mr. S. M. Conant.

The Houston, Texas, office of the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply
Company of St. Louis, manufacturers and dealers in railway, mill

and factory supplies, has been removed to No. 603 Binz Building.

Mr. H. E. Miller, who for many years has been in charge of this

office, will continue as manager.

We are pleased to learn that the Homestead Valve Manufactur-
ing Company of Pittsburg, Pa., have installed a complete iron

foundry, which was started December 7, in conjunction with their

well equipped brass foundry. Both brass and iron castings are pro-

duced through the use of the improved converting furnaces, in which
a heavy blast is used, the process resulting in purer and better

metal in every way than crucible or cupola furnaces produce ; this

enables them to make the superior semi-steel for the valves for

which they are so favorably known.

The Diamond Machine Company, Providence, R. I., announce
that they have purchased the disc grinder business, good-will,

patents, etc., of the George Gorton Machine Company, Racine,
Wis., and are now manufacturing the machines at their works in

Providence. The Gorton machines have enjoyed, in every respect,

the highest reputation. They will be furnished with grooved or
flat discs ; in all there are 23 varieties of the machines, including
those which are electrically driven. A new catalogue is being pre-

pared and the Diamond Company will be pleased to send a copy to

anyone desiring one.

Continued activity in trade and recent large orders are reported

by the A. Leschen & Sons Rope Company, 920-932 North First

street, St. Louis, Mo., for their wire rope and supplies, the aerial

wire-rope tramways which they manufacture and erect, and likewise

their underground and surface haulage plants. "We Pull for

Leschens" is what reads on the large leather collars of the horses

attached to the wagons of the A. Leschen. & Sons Rope Company in

St. Louis, New York, Chicago and Denver. These are the wagons
in which they deliver their reels and coils of Hercules and patent

flattened strand and all other kinds of wire rope.

The American Steam Gauge and Valve Manufacturing Company
have again been compelled to seek new quarters, owing to the in-

crease of their business, and are at present removing their entire

plant and offices from Bismarck street, Roxbury district, to the

large buildings, 208-220 Camden street, Boston, Mass. The build-

ings have floor space of 85,000 sq. ft. The Mowry & Phillips foun-

dry department will also be removed from South Boston and every
branch of the business consolidated at the Camden street factory.

The new plant will afford them more than double the present ca-

pacity, and will be employed in producing their valves, gauges and
indicators ; also special metals and foundry work in the Mowry &
Phillips department.

Dixon's Graphite Suggestions.—This is the title of a 24-page
illustrated pamphlet devoted to the interests of the Dixon graphite
products. It is an excellent piece of catalogue work and gives the

The Michigan Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich., have recently

brought out an important improvement in their well known loco-

motive sight-feed lubricators, in the form of an automatic safety

device over the sight-feed glasses, which has been thoroughly tried

and tested, and has been found absolutely effective. This improve-

ment prevents injury to engineers and firemen in charge of loco-

motives, from the escape of steam and oil caused by the blowing

out of sight-feed glasses. Check balls are used in the top

sight-feed arms, and in the water tube, and by the use of a valve

and check ball in the top arm, any broken sight-feed glass can be

renewed without shutting off the other sight-feeds, or other connec-

tions, or the throttle, and this may be done while the balance of the

sight-feeds are in operation. The check ball in the water tube

also prevents the syphoning of oil or water out of the reservoir of

the lubricator at all times.
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RAILWAY SHOPS.

BY B. H. SOULE.

X.

The Storehouse.

(iNCLHI)IN(i T 1 1 !: Oil. HOUSE.)

The storehouse is a vital part of the shop establishment, and

closely identified with its current operations; it is not only a

warehouse for keeping material in, but is the agency through

which all receipts and shipments are handled, whether for

storehouse account or not.

Its operating force is sometimes under the direction of the

master mechanic and the motive power department; some-

times under the general storekeeper and supply department, and

power, maintenance of way, and transportation supplies. It

is therefore evident that as regards size and floor space the
j

storehouse is not likely to bear any very definite relation to the
i

other buildings in a shop group, but its proportions will have
j

to depend on local conditions for each road.

As it must be served by at least one track it will be long and
j

relatively narrow, and may be of any number of floors and

with or without a basement; it may have balconies or gal-

leries; may have tracks on one side or botb-sldes or on the
j

inside; and should be fire proof or of slow burning construction. ;

The location should theoretically be as nearly central as

possible, but practically this is determined largely by track

connections, surrounding storage space, fire risk, etc. Store-

house tracks are apt to be blocked with cars at times and thus

impede transit across them—this should be studied and
avoided in the layout. The stationery storehouse is usually

embodied in the general storehouse, but as its shipments are

almost invariably in small packages and by passenger train,

the passenger station would be an ideal location for it.

The interior of the storehouse should be arranged on certain

general principles: Alleyways between racks to run at right

angles to main gangways and to length of building; racks to

be adjustable, so that spaces between shelves can be varied;

space near track side and wagon platform to be fitted urrrfor

packing and shipping; main floor arranged for supplies cur-

rently handled and other floors for surplus stock; office to be

preferably near shipping end or side.

TABLE 17.

STOREHOUSES. ARRANGED IN ORDER OF GROUND AREA. r " '

INCLUDING STOREKEEPER'S OFFICES, BUT EXCLUDING PLATFORMS AND MASTER MECHANIC'S OFFICES.

Location. Railroad.

Oelweln. la C. G. W.
Concord, N. H B. & M.
Reading. Pa. P. & R.
Dubois, Pa. B. R. & P.
Chicago, 111 Armour
McKees Rocks, Pa. P. & L. E.
Baring Cross, Ark M. P.
Koanoke, Va. N. & W.
Omaha. Neb U. P.
Ellzabetbport. N. J C. R. R. of N. J.
Depew, N. Y N. Y. C.
Topeka, Kan A., T. & St. F.
Colllnwood, O L. S. & M. S.
Oak Grove, Pa. N. Y. C.
Burnside, 111 I. C.
Readville. Mass N. Y., N. H. & II.

Sayre, Pa. L. V.
Moline, 111 C, R. I. & P.

a a .

O— 03

2,820
4,000
7,000
7.200
7.500
7,500
7,500

11,550
14.400
15,000
15,216
17,000
IS. linn

18 900
l;i ,000
22.500
37,400
50.000

No. of Floors.

4 & basement
2

1 & balcony
2

1 & balcony
2

2 & basement
2

2 & balcony
1
2

2 & basement
3

1 & balcony
L' .V basement

1
1
2

33

18.

3—m

10,080
6,400

12.080
13.200
9.180

15,000
18,750
14,700
31,016
15,000
20,520
51.000
54,000
17,875
61,600
22.500
37,400

100,000

.

i
i

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes-

,

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Vl'S

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

a
High*
High

h!| d
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

Track Arrangements.
-

One side only.
Both sides.
Center only.
Both sides.
One side only.
Both sides.
One side only
One side only
Both sides.
Both sides.
One side only.
Both sides.

Both -I't'-s

One side only.
Both sides.
Both sides.
Both sides and center.
Both sides.

•High = 4 ft. elevation (box car floor level) ; low = on ground level.

in a few cases directly under the general manager or other exe-

cutive officer having jurisdiction over all operating departments.

The materials under storehouse control are seldom confined to

the building itself, or to its immediate vicinity; but almost in-

variably include bar iron supplies for and at the smith shop,

plates and sheets for and at the boiler shop, lumber for and
near the planing mill, and often pig iron for the foun4*y. The
foremen of these departments are virtually deputy storekeepers

for these supplies, and their laboring gangs ordinarily load

and unload them; therefore, although the storehouse control

is, under some systems, vested in departments other lhan the

motive power, its operations never can be isolated from cur-

rent shop operations and must always be closely identified

with them. Unless shop officers have a considerable voice in

deciding what kinds and quantities of materials shall be car-

ried in stock, good output results are not to be expected.

The oil house is always under storehouse control, and the

stationery stock is usually so. The storehouse is sometimes
purely local, sometimes serves a district, and sometimes a whole
road or system. The department idea is seldom observed, and
but few roads maintain separate establishments for motive

Table 17 gives the ground area3 and total floor areas for

eighteen storehouses, sixteen of which have been built within

the last five years; in this, the following points. may be noted:

The Oelwein storehouse is the only one having four stories

and basement. This storehouse is not isolated, but is in one
end of the main shop building. It is also peculiar in that the .

main floor of the storehouse is on the same level as the gallery

floor of the shop,, and the main floor of the shop is on the same
level as the basement floor of the storehouse; this is due to

the difference in level between shop yard and transportation

yard. What seems like an inconvenient wOUtlng arrangement
here is redeemed by good crane service between the "pulpit"

(extension of the storehouse main floor) and the main floor of

the shop below, and by good electric derrick service between
the storehouse platform and the shop yard and transfer table

below.

The Concord storehouse is small for the size of the shop,

!

and has been supplemented by a castings shed placed somel
distance away from it, but adjacent to the machine and erect-

j

ing shop. j

The Reading storehouse Is not isolated but Is Introduced
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between the boiler shop and the smith shop having common

walls with both; this makes it impossible to have track

approaches on either side of the building, and one is brought

directly through the center. The floor level being high com-

pared with the track level, the track way forms a pit in the

floor which presumably has to be spanned by plank bridges for

working purposes.

The Armour storehouse, at Chicago, though not a regular

railway storehouse, is mentioned as illustrating the possi-

bility of placing the building on the ground level with a

depressed track alongside; it is also notable because it has

easy access on three sides, without obstructions (tracks, plat-

forms, etc.). The McKees Rocks storehouse is similarly lo-

cated on the ground level, but has two depressed tracks, one

on either side, and is the only railroad storehouse, here listed,

which is so arranged; it is therefore worthy of careful con-

sideration. The end of the storehouse building is quite close

to the face of the main shop building, and all of the condi-

tions are favorable to a free interchange between the two.

The Baring Cross, Topeka, Collinwood and Burnside store-

houses form a group by themselves, as each has three working

floors. Collinwood has three floors above the ground level,

the others having two above the ground level with basements

below.

The Omaha storehouse has two working floors and an inter-

mediate balcony, and in this respect stands alone. Those at

Baring Cross, Roanoke, Depew and Oak Grove have a track on

one side only, and when the track is on the side of the store-

house building away from the other adjacent shop buildings,

it makes a good working arrangement.

The Elizabethport, Readville and Sayre storehouses are all

one story structures, Elizabethport and Readville having two

tracks, one on either side, and Sayre having three, the addi-

tional one running through the center of the building (as at

Reading), and thus giving four working platforms. The
Moline storehouse leads all in both ground area and floor area,

and, being 100 ft. wide with tracks at the sides only, much
tmcking will be required in its operation. The Sayre store-

house is also 100 ft. wide, but has three tracks, as above stated.

It will be noted that the storehouses of largest total floor

area are generally in the west, a fact largely due to their

several locations being remote from the base of manufactured

supplies; but this is also influenced to a considerable extent

by the system of handling supplies which prevails on the indi-

vidual roads. Collinwood appears to have an exceptionally

large storehouse for an eastern road, but it embodies the gen-

eral stationery storehouse of the system.

With electric power generally available it is probable that the

traveling crane -will be regarded as an essential adjunct to

every large storehouse of the future. This is foreshadowed at

Moline, where a rectangle of 80 ft. by 400 ft. on the storehouse

platform is covered by a 5-ton electric traveling crane, and
similar installations, though on a smaller scale, are creeping in

elsewhere.

Accessibility to the storehouse by track connections is some-

times favored to such an extent in the original layout that

accessibility by foot and by hand truck are sacrificed. Fig. 5.

illustrating several storehouse track arrangements, is intro-

duced in this connection; it gives six examples from actual

practice, three (A, B, C,) are presented to illustrate arrange-

ments providing facility of access, and the other three (D, E.

F,) to illustrate difficulty of access (from other shop build-

ings).

Sometimes the storehouse is not centrally located, but
oftener there are physical obstructions, such as transfer pits

or tracks to be crossed. Transfer pits are absolutely prohibi-

tive of easy interchange and tracks are apt to be blocked with
cars—even when not so blocked they can be crossed with a
hand truck or barrow only where planked over. It will always
contribute to good results if the side of the storehouse nearest
to the principal shop buildings has no track alongside of it.

An Ideal arrangement (not yet found in actual practice) would

be to have the storehouse building on ground level -with its

track on one side only, its opposite broad side being open to

access from the adjacent principal shop buildings; this is

usually difficult to accomplish, however, on account of the

connections to the depressed track, and would generally re-

quire that the storehouse track be along one edge of the

property.

Iron racks for the storage of bar iron for smith shop use

are susceptible of a great variety of design. The essentials are

a firm foundation to sustain the heavy load, and that the

horizontal members, at least, should be made of round bars or

pipe to facilitate the handling of the contents. Boiler plates

are stored most compactly and handled most easily if stood on

edge, except when a lifting magnet is used, which requires

that the plates be laid horizontal, but the use of the magnet
has not yet extended largely to railway shops. At Elizabeth-

port, and in a few other shops, the boiler plates are stored

inside the Bhop, so as to come under the traveling crane. At

the Juniata (Altoona) shops of the Pennsylvania R. R. the

plates are stored in the yard to the westward of the boiler shop

building, the traveling crane serving both shop and yard by

passing through an opening In the gable end of the building.

The oil house Is almost invariably a separate establishment

from the storehouse, although under the same control. Its

location is determined by such a variety of Influences that no

uniformity results; if the shop plant includes a large round-

house the oil house is usually near it, to facilitate the delivery

of oil, in cans, to locomotives, while if there Is no roundhouse

the location will ordinarily be conveniently close to the store-

house, with only enough intervening distance to minimize the

fire risk. Any variation from this practice Is usually due to

purely local conditions, such as available track connections,

etc. At the shop points listed in Table 17 the distances from
storehouse to oil house range from a minimum of 25 ft, at

Topeka, to about 1,125 ft. at Elizabethport, the oil house loca-

tion in the latter case being determined by that of the round-

house. In a very few instances, paint stores are kept in the

oil house, and the location of the paint shop then has an influ-

ence in determining the oil house location.

As to the type of building for oil house purposes, three

varieties prevail : The gravity type, with three different levels

for supply, storage, and service; the gravity and lift type, with

a minimum of two levels, one for supply and one for storage,

the service level being either one of these or possibly a third;

and the lift and gravity type, with two levels, one for storage

and one for service. The lifting process may be accomplished

by pumping or by compressed air, but It has been found by
experience that compressed air under average shop conditions

is apt to infuse suspended water into the oils with which it

comes in contact, and therefore the illuminating oils are now
seldom handled by this means but rather by pumps. The
lubricating oils continue to be successfully handled by air,

however. At outlying and Isolated points where land is

plenty, and compressed air not to be had, a gravity system is

usually preferred, and by using horizontal tanks the necessary

three levels can be obtained without going below ground
level; at central points where conditions are different, opera-

tions conducted on a large scale, and the expense Is justi-

fied, vertical tanks will be found preferable, as a given storage

capacity can thus be concentrated Into a smaller ground area.

Heating coils should be under or alongside of tanks rather than
in them, as repairs of internal colls would be burdensome and
the leakage disastrous.

The oils for which separate storage is usually provided in

the average railway oil house are: engine oil, cylinder oil,

carbon oil of low fire test, carbon oil of high flre test, car oil,

fuel oil, etc. Where power is available mixing tanks can easily

be arranged and with proper pipe connections can easily be

operated and the staple mixed oils produced at low cost.

The service taps in a large oil house should all be piped to a
common point with oil cocks ranged over a drip pan, and in a

lift 6ystem the lifting agency, whether compressed air or pumn,
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maybe controlled from the same point. The most conspicuous

examples of the lift gravity system are the recent installations

at Omaha (Union Pacific) and Pocatello (Oregon Short Line);

these being practically duplicate plants. Their underlying

principle is that the oil, received from the manufacturer

(whether in tank cars or barrels), is pumped (by steam pumps

in this case) into, the storage tanks, and the oil used for

service is drawn by gravity; under this system the storage

tanks may be kept above ground and have to be elevated from

floor level only enough to give the necessary head room for

filling barrels, cans, etc. But where conditions permit making

the necessary excavation it, is believed that the gravity-lift

system is,superior to the lift-gravity system, as in the former,

tank cars can be more quickly emptied and released, while

the process of lifting can be dpne in detail installments to suit

the requirements of service.

At Houston, Tex., on the Houston, East and West Texas

Railway, there is an oil house fitted with vertical storage

tanks, each of which has a false bottom forming a steam drum
below for heating purposes. It is evident, of course, that either

this steam drum must be strongly braced or else the steam fed

to it must be passed through a reducing valve and brought

down to a low pressure, unless, possibly, exhaust steam is

used.

The Baltimore & Ohio have a standard arrangement of oi!

house for outlying roundhouse points, where the storage tanks

are below ground level and under a steel and concrete plat-

form which is about 30 ft. by 50 ft. At one end is the serving

house of two floors. The lower one (depressed below ground

level) being the place where supplies are drawn, and the upper

one being for waste storage; these oil houses are operated on

the gravity system throughout.

The Galena-Signal Oil Company issue a book of diagrams

showing five alternative oil house plans, the estimated costs

of which range from $1,000 up to $18,000.

(To be Continued.)

ERRATA:—We regret an unfortunate omission in the pre-

ceding article of this series. In the first column of the article,

on page 1 (January issue), the 9th line from the bottom should

read as follows: "capacity to evaporate 30-lbs. of water per

hour into steam."

AN IMPORTANT NEW TERMINAL-YARD LIGHTING
AND POWER PLANT.

Weehawken, N. J.

WEST 'SHORE RAILROAD.

The installation of the large new power plant which is now

in process of construction at the Weehawken, N. J. terminal of

the West "Shore Railroad, is a remarkable example of the ap-

plicability of electricity to the auxiliary service of a large

Steam railroad. There are many uses for power in a large

tide-water terminal of this nature, where besides the usual

division repair-shop, yard and station lighting, etc., there are

large export grain elevators and transfer bridges for the car

flbats, Which require large amounts of power. It becomes a

difficult and involved problem to supply the amount of power

required under the old conditions of individual steam power

plants, with the large amount of attendance required, as well

as the ensuing uneconomical'operation. Also the lighting of a

fcjj

yard of this size, with the older methods, is a problem of con-

siderable magnitude, and one that became very expensive and

complicated, if carried out to any degree of completeness.

With the introduction of the private central power station

for the lighting of large railroad properties of this nature,

however, comes naturally the suggestion of relief, in carrying

the design of the plant to a further degree and embracing in

its scope the generation of all the power required for electrical

distribution to the various points of consumption. This is, in

fact, the direction in which progress is tending; electric il-

lumination for outdoor, as well as inside lighting, is by far the

most practicable and satisfactory, and is practically the only

lighting system that is given serious consideration for large

installations of this character. With the initial expenditure

for a lighting plant and its attendant expense of maintenance

approved of, it is only a small step and one of comparatively

little additional expense to add the necessary equipment for

generating large quantities of power for electrical distribu-

tion.

The problem that was presented in the equipment of the

West Shore terminal at Weehawken was that of lighting the

NAK OF THE TIDE-WATER TERMINAL AN|I VAlfD 0? THE WEijT SHORE miLROAp A.T WEEH4WKEN, Jf, J,
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FRONT AMI NORTH END ELEVATIONS OF THE TOWER HOUSE, SHOWING CHARACTER OF CONSTRUCTION AND ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL.

NEW TERMINAL YARD LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT.—WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

large car storage and classification yard, and also the large

number of depot and shop buildings, as well as the grain ele-

vaiors and dock buildings and facilities; also power was used

in quantities at a large grain elevator and a much larger

elevator was to be built and. In addition to this, power was re-

quired al a small repair shop, at the roundhouse, at the marine

equipment repair shop, at the transfer bridge where car floats

are loaded, and elsewhere. When the problem of providing a

power plant for the large new elevator was taken up, it was
seen to be only a step further, and moreover—one in the direc-

tion of progress, to erect a central power plant which should

not only supply the power for the new and the old elevators,

but also for the other power service and also for the entire

lighting of the yards and all the buildings.

The result of careful consideration of the question from all

points of view led to the decision in favor of the central power
plant, and in consequence a magnificent plant is being erected,

with a total generating capacity of over 3,mio rated horsepower.

Many radical improvements are embodied in its design, which
will render it particularly interesting as exemplifying the ap-

plication of the latest principles to the designs of a power plant

for mixed power and lighting service. Also interest is added
on account of the severe limiting conditions imposed which gov-

erned the location and which materially affected the design.

Boffa

LAYOUT OF THE YARD.

As may be seen from the accompanying engraving, showing

the yard layout at Weehawken, the power is to be used at

widely scattered points, the depot buildings and roundhousa

being at one extreme end of the yard, the marine shops at th«

other end and the elevators at the middle. The total length

of the yard is 6,700 ft., so that it at once became evident that

the distribution problems would have to be carefully con-

sidered.

In this connection the location of the power plant was of ths

greatest importance. A central location was, of course, pre-

ferred, and in this instance, it became a necessity for the

reason that the points of greatest power consumption wer«
found to be at the elevators, which are located almost exactly

at the middle of the yard. It was thought inadvisable to place

the power plant close to the elevators on account of the poor

foundation facilities near the dock, and yet on the other side

of the yard the steep ascent of solid rock, known as the "Pali-

sades." limited very much extension in that direction. A sort

of recess in the foot of the Palisades, at a point opposite the

elevator on Pier No. 8, however, seemed to lend itself natur-

ally to the accommodation of the power plant building and
presented the most desirable features for its location that

could be found. Inasmuch as this site was inaccessible for

yard track purposes, and was of sufficient size to provide for

the power house and also allow considerable extension, it was
chosen as being the most desirable location.

Even at this point the transmission distance to the elevators

was over a thousand feet; this was, however, not at all pro-

hibitive as a voltage of 600 volts alternating had been decided

upon for the power distribution. The transmission distance

to the marine repair shop at the north end of the yard Is Just

CONTINUATION OF PLAN OF WEEHAWKEN TERMINAL YARD. SHOWING LOCATION (IF CENTRAL POW1B PLANT.
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one-half mile, while that to the old power plant in the depot

at the south end of the yard, is over 3,500 ft. This old power

station in the depot is the source of power for the present depot

and yard lighting equipment, but will later be charged to

serve as a substation, operated from the new power plant, for

the local distribution of power and lighting at that point, and

will supply power to the roundhouse and also to the motors

for operating the aprons of the transfer bridges.

The export grain elevators will require the largest amounts

of power. The new elevator, No. 7, will be equipped for

motor driving in the latest and most up-to-date manner, and

will have 3.3ihi horsepower in total motor capacity installed.

The old elevator. No. 8, which is now driven by an old steam

power plant nearby, will be driven by motors on the group

system. The power feeders leading to the elevators will be

carried through an underground conduit, while the other power

transmission and lighting circuit wires will be carried on

overhead pole lines.

POWER PLANT BUILDING.

The power house is a well designed building of steel and brick

construction, with a particularly substantial steel frame. It is

140 ft. 4 ins. long and 105 ft. 8 ins. wide, outside, and is-

divided by a division wall into two sections, one—the engine

room—located on the east side (toward the river) and the

other—the boiler room—at the rear, or west side. The engine

room is 143 ft. by 52 ft. inside the walls and has a free height

of 28 ft. under the roof trusses; the boiler room is 143 ft. by

49 ft. 4 ins. inside and has a free height of 32 ft. beneath roof

trusses, the boiler room floor being located 4 ft. lower than the

engine room floor. Under the engine room there is a 12 ft.

basement for steam piping, auxiliary equipment, etc., and

under the operating flr~r of the boiler room there is a 10 ft.

basement for access to ie ash conveyor system.

The exterior appearwe of the building is presented in the

accompanying engraving. The architectural result is very

pleasing and the design ••vmmetrical. While no extraordinary

efforts have been directs toward the exterior appearance, still

the result indicates tbr- ^are was taken to harmonize the de-

tails, and without saer.Jce of the usefulness of any part.

Ample daylight lighting is provided in both boiler and engine

rooms, the window arrangement being of a most pleasing de-

sign. Both sections of the building have monitors in the roof

which provide both lighting and ventilation.

Concrete construction entered largely into the construction

of this building, the wd.ll and engine foundations and the

floors being of concrete. The composition of the concrete used

in the footings of walls, foundations, etc., was one part of

Portland cement to two of clean sharp sand and four of broken

stone. The floors are laid with a first course of concrete com-

posed of one part Portland cement to three parts of sand and

six of broken stone, and this is covered with a top course, 1 in.

thick of a stiff mortar consisting of equal parts of Portland

cement and sand. The steel work will be referred to in a

later article.

The entire main roof and roof of monitors is to be con-

structed of 3 in. concrete slabs, made of the first mentioned

stone concrete, with No. 16 gauge galvanized iron wire. The

upper surface of the roof slabs is made smooth with a course of

mortar of equal parts of Portland cement and sand, laid dur-

ing construction. The outside of this is covered with pitch

and a coating of slag, graduated and bolted, for sizes % to %
in. The monitors are covered on sides and ends with 16 oz.

sheet copper, crimped and moulded to conform to the details

of construction, and extended within the window construction

for weatherproofing. Inside roof drainage is provided to pre-

vent freezing.

Other interesting details of the building will be presented in

our next issue, in connection with sectional detail views of the

building showing its equipment. We are greatly indebted for

this information to Mr, Edwin B. Katte, the designer of the

plant and electrical engineer of the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad Company. ».

(To be continued.)

A NEW 50-TON BOX CAR.

With Structural Steei Underframe.

MI1WLETOWN CAR WORKS.

The accompanying engravings illustrate a new box car that

has been designed by and of which five were built by the Mid-

dletown Car Works to meet special requirements of the Illinois

River Packet Company (the Turner-Hudnut Company, Pekin,

111.) for handling grain shipments in their home territory, and

also to seaboard cities. Features of particular interest have

been introduced into the design of this car; the underlying

idea has been:

First—To secure sufficient cubical contents for 50 tons of

grain; _

Second—To use a structural steel underframe of simple type,

that would facilitate repairs;

Third—To have ample strength in the underframe and super-

structure to support the load and withstand service shocks;

Fourth—To follow the general lines for a standard box car

as proposed by the M. C. B. Committee at the last Saratoga

Convention.

With respect to cubical contents, it was thought desirable to

base this on a length inside of 40 ft., for the reason that to

HALF END ELEVATION AND CROSS SECTION OF THE
STEEL UNDERFRAME BOX CAR.

load 50 tons of wheat into a 36-ft. car is a difficult matter at

most elevators. A car 40 ft. long gives considerably more
head room when loaded, and from this point of view seems

more desirable than the American Railway Association stand-

ard length. The inside clear width is S ft. ins.; height from

floor to underside of carlins 8 ft. in., and cubic contents to

these dimensions 2,720 cu. ft., or 54.5 cu. ft., per ton of rated

capacity.

In selecting the type of underframe, the designer, Mr. George

I. King, has worked out a design which, in many respects, fol-

lows the general lines of wooden car construction, at least to

the extent of employing sills of a uniform depth throughout,

which are assisted in carrying the load by the use of truss rods.

There are four steel sills extending from end sill to end sill,

each longitudinal member being' a 15-in. channel, 33 lbs. per

foot. These sills are supported at each bolster by a bent plate

construction consisting of a top bolster bar 12 ins: x % in,, and

a bottom bolster bar 12 ins. x 1 in., the latter reinforced by
3 x 2% x %-in. angles to prevent buckling. Each side sill is

secured to the ends of the body bolster by four 1-in. rivets at

each joint. Suitable malleable iron fillers are used between the

center sills at the body bolsters to resist the upward thrust

due to the load at the center plates; to serve the double pur-

pose of stiffening the center sills and to firmly fasten the top
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holster membl I
'< these sills, a gusset plate 36 x 5-16 i 60 Ins.

is interposed between Hi'' lop surface of the center sills and

the under surface of the upper bolster member. Each side

(tearing is a malleable casting riveted to the lower bolster mem-
ber, and to prevent distortion of the bolster by side bearing

shocks, a 6 x %-in. brace has one end riveted to the bolster

over the side bearing and the other end secured to the top

flange of the center Bill.

The two truss rods which extend from bolster to bolster,

with turnbuckles at the center of car, are 2 ins. in diameter,

with ends upset to 2% ins., and at the bolsters each rod is

pinned between two heavy forged straps. These snaps are

anchored up at their outer ends, the anchors passing through
slots in the large gusset plates above mentioned and fitting

tightly against the outer edges of the top bolster bars. Since

the horizontal component of the stress In the truss rods is

transmitted largely to the top flanges of the center sills, they

are latticed together by a double ByStem of 2\/2 x Via. lattice

T*

-&&
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bars, thus forming a very stiff column. Truss rod struts of

cast iron bear against two 10-in. I-beam cross ties, as shown;

to avoid punching holes in the bottom flanges of the center

and side sills, these cross ties are secured to the center sills

by 9 x y2 -m. steel plate brackets, the ends of which are bent

up and riveted to the webs of the center sills; similar brackets

% in. thick are secured to the webs of the side sills and sup-

port the ends of the cross ties.

The end sill arrangement has been designed to leave this

feature of the car as free as possible from connection with

parts that would be difficult to remove in case of damage. It

will be noted that each end sill is made of ^-in. plate, bent to

a Z shape, the top flange projecting outwardly from the car,

and the bottom flange extending inwardly. Neither end sill

has any connection with any frame members of the car except

the side and center sills, and there is a space of % in. between

the back of each end sill and the outer face of the end sheath-

ing—this to permit moisture to drain away and prevent rotting

of the end of the wooden superstructure. Each end sill is

faced by a heavy cast-steel striking bracket, to the underside

of which is bolted a 4 x 1-in. carry-iron for the drawbar. As
the center sills are spaced 18 ins. apart with a view to using

double connection angles at their ends, where they are riveted

to the end sills, a twin spring draft gear was determined upon.

This is of the usual type and employs the M. C. B. standard

tail strap. There are four malleable-iron draft castings per

car, each secured to center sills by 20 %-in. rivets. This un-

outside dimensions of the car conform with the height of 12 ft.

6% ins. from rail and width of 9 ft. 7 ins. at eaves, recom-

mended by the last M. C. B. Committee. This arrangement

has brought the center of the draft gear almost at the neutral

axis of the center sills, which is highly desirable. In order to

accomplish this result a low truck is essential; the arch bar

type of truck has beerf used, the top and bottom bars being

5x1% ins., with 5 x %-in. tie bars. The wheel base is 5 ft.

ci ins. The spring plank is 13-in. channel, 35 lbs. per foot.

The truck bolster, which is shown in detail in one of the en-

gravings, is notable for its simplicity of design, which is ob-

tained without sacrifice of strength. As shown, it is built up

of two 8-in. I-beams, 25.5 lbs. per foot, with two top covers and

two bottom covers, each 14 x y2 in., riveted as closely as pos-

sible to the flanges of the beams. Malleable-iron center-plates

are used and the brakes are hung to projecting arms on the

truck columns. Tne springs used are P. R. R. standard Class

H-59. One of the strongest claims for this truck, as well as

for the interesting new design of underframe, is the absence

of special or complicated features of construction which are

-2'4- -*f--ll'-M gi£"

1 Mr

HALF CROSS SECTIONS AT DIFFERENT POINTS IN FLOOR OF THE CAR.

SHOWING BENT PLATE CONSTRUCTION AT BOLSTER

TO SUPPORT THE SIDE SILLS.

STEEL UNDERFRAME BOX CARS.— II

derframe cannot be excelled for simplicity, durability and

ease of repairs.

Particular attention should be given to the method of secur-

ing the wooden side sills to the steel underframe. Instead of

using angles projecting outwardly from the steel sills, upon
which to place the wooden sills, as is frequently done, Mr. King
has used a series of bent plate Z bars, one flange of each of

which is riveted to the channel side sills. The web forms a

support for the wooden sill, and the other flange turns up and
practically encloses it, securely locking it in position and pre-

venting displacement sidewise even in case of failure of the

frame rods, which also pass through this series of Z bar plates.

Each wooden side sill is 3% x 8 ins. Between the side and

each center sill are two 4 x 4-in. yellow-pine nailing strips, ex-

tending from bolster to bolster, and supported at intermediate

points by a series of floor beams, consisting of 9-in. chan-

nels, 13.25-lbs. per foot, the ends of which are securely riveted

to the side and center sills. It will here be observed that the

center sills have been dropped 2 ins. lower than the side sills

—

this was done to avoid any cutting of the under surface of the

floor to clear rivet heads.

The superstructure of this car is unusually heavy. The side

posts and braces are 3x6 ins. throughout; the door posts are

6x6 ins.; the corner posts 5x8 ins.; the end posts as well as

the end braces are 5x6 ins., while the sub-sills are 6x8 ins.,

rabbeted out to form a bearing for the floor. All post and
brace pockets are provided with lips to bear against the side

sills and side plates, as well as the end sub-sills and end plates.

The end plates are 5 x 13 in. oak. This construction would
seem to preclude any possibility of bulging at the sides, even
if the car is loaded to the roof.

It will be noticed in this design that Mr. King has found it

possible to use 15-in. channel center-sills extending from end
to end sill, with the top of floor 4 ft. above the rail, while the

—71
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DETAILS OF THE TRUCK BOLSTERS. SHOWING SIMPLE AND

STRONG CONSTRUCTION.

.LINOIS RIVER PACKET COMPANY.

costly to repair; we see no reason why this car cannot be re-

paired throughout by any ordinary repair shop.

Concerning the light weight of this car, which is 48,000 lbs.,

it should be noted that this compares favorably with the light

weight of the Pennsylvania Railroad standard pressed steel

underframe cars, 36 ft. long inside, as these Pennsylvania cars

weigh 45,000 lbs. light. It is not believed that a thoroughly

substantial steel-underframe car of 50-ton capacity, 40 ft. long,

can be constructed with much less material than has been

used in this design. It is a question whether a car of this size

and weight would pay for general traffic where the average

load might not exceed the light weight of the car.

\/e are greatly indebted for this information to the designer,

Mr. George I. King, vice-president and general manager of the

Middletown Car Works, to whom patents have been granted

covering the design of the novel underframe construction.

Overloading of engines has been carried to an extreme on

some roads. Recently the writer saw a heavy train hauled

over a long division by one engine which was not powerful

enough to make a speed of over eight miles an hour. This

train was immediately followed by a light engine which kept

in sight of the heavily loaded one but did not help. This

road keeps a record only of loaded trains and the superintend-

ent has the record of his road for heavy tonnage per train.

The light engine did not appear on the reports as a train. If

this superintendent could have charge of a roundhouse for a

short time he would know what such methods mean to the

owners of the road. Officers who can not see beyond the limits

of their own departments have no legitimate place in modern
railroad operation. One of the best preventives of this sort of

practice is a regular conference of the heads of all depart-

ments.
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Impressions 01 Fobeigh Raii.kuah Pbaotiok
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Labor, particularly unskilled, la cheap In England. In going

ih of London on one of the leading railroads the writer

s,iu a rail about 75 lbs. per yard, which was being carried at a

speed of aboul one-eighth of a mile per hour on the shoulders

of as many men as could crowd together under it. There were

probably L6 men under Its 30 ft. of length and they walked

lockstep, being so nose together. It was carried in this way per-

haps 200 feet along the track. The camera was not out in time

or the picture would be recorded for the benefit of the reader.

Imagine the adjectives which an American manager would

select to express his views of such economy as this, if he

should see it from the observation window of his car while on

an inspection lrii>! Perhaps the same sort of thing will be

found on i lie continent, bul that remains to be seen.

It is not at all unusual to find a large number of men—20

.11 30 handling coal at a locomotive coaling station whereas

with our best appliances two men would do it alt. in the

hand work about the fine finish of locomotives, much labor is

uneftectively employed. The locomotive supplies no legitimate

opportunity foi the art of draw filing, but lots of it is done

lore 'nevertheless.

Labor questions here are as important as they are at home,

and this is one of the subjects most worthy of attention. Labor

unions are strong and they have exerted a powerful leveling

influence, which is an exceedingly important factor to be dealt

with. 1 am told not by one but by many—and am absolutely

aure of the correctness of the statement—that the lack of

leadership talent here is due to the attitude of the men them-

selves, who do everything they can to discourage unusual

efforts on the part of their fellows and prevent the discovery

of those who are capable of advancement to positions of re-

sponsibility. A good man and a "duffer" works side by side

and for the same wages. There is no inducement for the good

man to forge ahead and get more than a "duffer's" wages.

The influence is toward a very dead level and this level is that

of the lazy workman. The effect is everywhere apparent in

passing through the shops. This general statement is war-

ranted, because it is confirmed by conversations with the

workmen themselves. Several, with whom the writer talked

openly admitted it. The least tendency toward any effort

which makes a man favorably conspicuous before his supe-

riors is frowned upon by his fellows, in the name of labor

unionism. This is a grave mistake on the part of the men.

A work's manager in charge of five thousand men, told the

writer of cases in which good men had been disciplined in one

way and another for doing more than their mates wished them
to do. This condition seems to be general and not at all con-

lineil to a single road or any particular section of the country.

In this respect labor unionism is a positive detriment to the

advancement of the best interests of the workingmen, and it

works them an injury. It does more than that—it hurts the

business of Great Britain and greatly increases the cost of

work, thus reflecting directly upon the best interests of the

men.

With this condition combined with very high freight rates,

the English railroad stockholder is in a bad way. I am told

that it costs more to send certain commodities from London
to Manchester, than from New York to London—3,200 miles
in one case as against 180 in the other. The economical opera-

tion of locomotives here does not result in cheap freight trans-

portation. There are other factors in the cost of transporta-

tion which must be attended to here without delay. The loco-

motive superintendent cannot do it all.

But with regard to the labor situation it should be said
that one can see his own faults very easily when exhibited by
others. It is just possible that we also are drifting very far
toward the "dead level" referred to above. Workingmen can-
not afford to cut off their own chances for promotion and their

employers, whether In England cr America, cannot afford to

have them do so, as it has certainly been done here. It is

exceedingly difficult to find good foremen over here and this is

one reason why the railroads are so earnestly trying to improve
their apprentices.

Improved methods with respect to apprenticeships constitute

a subject upon which it is easy to get English motive power
men to talk. They are far ahead of us in this, for they have
not merely talked for a number of years about what should be

done, they have really done something, and it is very inter-

esting to find that the appreciation of this question is univer-

sal. There is not the slightest difficulty here in securing

apprentices, either the so-called "workmen apprentices,"

"premium apprentices," or "pupils." Premium apprentices are

usually sons of men outside the railroad circle, who desire

shop experience and are able to pay for the privilege. They
are more or less independent and are in a sense privileged

characters about the shop. "Pupils" are usually cpllege grad-

uates who also pay premiums for the opportunity to work in

the shops. They must necessarily lu.ve considerable means in

order to do this. These two classes of young men have sup-

plied some very successful railroad officers, but it may be said,

speaking generally, that these forms of apprenticeship have
not met the need for able managers of departments better

than special apprenticeship has done on our side of the ocean.

Special attention is now being given on several English rail-

ways to the workman apprentices who are sons of employees
of the shops. An effort is being made to improve all of this

class of apprentices by means of technical education and to

develop every apprentice so that he will reveal his capabilities

and enable his employers to discover the direction in which
his individual ability will be most satisfactorily developed

Mr. D. Drummond. locomotive superintendent of the London
& South Western Railway, is a leader in this movement. He
does not consider our special apprenticeship at all satisfactory

as a means for recruiting the service with leaders of men, and
while he does not disapprove of giving college men an oppor-
tunity in the shops, he considers it necessary to provide a
system which will give the poor man's son an equal chance
with the rich man's. He believes that the thorough shop train-

ing given the ordinary apprentice, combined with as much
technical education as he can take, will supply many good
men from the ranks. Considering the fact that many of the
successful leaders of the past and present have come from the
ranks, he has put into effect a plan whereby trie apprentices
attend a technical school at regular periods during working
hours and at the expense of the railroad company. Last March
Mr. Drummond issued the following bulletin:

LONDON & SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY.
Locomotive Engineer's Office, Nine Elms Works,

London, S. W., March. 1903,

NOTICE TO APPRENTICES.

I nm anxious that the apprentices in the L. & S. \V. Ry. Works
at Nine Elms should have every possible opportunity afforded them
of having a scientific education, arranged to go hand in hand with
their practical evcry-day work, and so enable them to prepare, at

the end of three years, to take up the higher scientific training to

be obtained at the technical colleges during the last two years of

their apprenticeship. The course will commence in October and
end in. February.

This has been arranged to enable you to have proper time for

study in the evenings, and to compare the scientific teaching you
receive at the classes with the practical work going on in the

workshops, so as to cultivate the habit of thinking independently

for yourselves.

I have arranged for a competent teacher to give one>hour. from

S A. M. to A. M.. on three mornings of the week for juniors, and

one hour two mornings of the week for seniors, which will form
part of the day's work.

You will be expected to pass a preliminary examination in pro-

portion, fractions, cubic and square root and mensuration, before

being allowed to join the classes.

At the end of three months in each term an examination will take

place to enable me to ascertain what progress has been made ; the

final examination to take place at the end of each term.
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Those who pass the final examination will enter the higher class

for the second year, and so on to the third.

Those who fail to pass the first examination, but receive from

their teacher a recommendation, will have the privilege of continu-

ing in the same class another year to give them the opportunity of

passing into the higher classes.

Those who do not receive a certificate from the teacher, or who

fail,- at the second opportunity of passing, will have to retire from

the classes.

I will arrange for those who fail not to work overtime during the

winter months so as to enable them to attend evening classes if

they so desire.

The apprentices who pass all their examinations satisfactorily

will be allowed to attend the engineering colleges during the winter

months to secure a higher education, and the time so occupied will

I"' counted as part of their apprenticeship, and those who success-

fully pass the college examinations will have the privilege of enter-

ing the drawing office or the chemical laboratory during the sum-

mer months.

This privilege will continue for the last two years of their

apprenticeship.

Those whose conduct is satisfactory and who have shown ability

both in workshops and in technical work shall have the first call

for promotion. I therefore hope that every apprentice will do his

utmost to improve his knowledge and so become eligible for pro-

motion.

Any lad whose parents have not had the means to keep him

sufficiently long at school to give him an education such as would

qualify him to pass the preliminary examination will call upon me,

and I shall endeavor to make such arrangements as will enable

him to acquire the necessary knowledge to do so.

The three subjects for the session will be "applied mechanics."

"heat." and "ele'ctricity." Only one subject will be dealt with

until the class is thoroughly callable of understanding it before the

next is entered upon.

The directors have kindly agreed to pay the teacher's fees for the

first three years !>• Dbummond.

It will be impossible to discuss all of the principles involved

in this plan, but the most important ones may be touched

upon. This is so nearly the idea which has developed in the

minds of the editor of this journal as to give him great pleasure

in presenting it to those who will read these paragraphs.

Mr. Drummond wishes first to offer the boys an educational

opportunity which they need; second to afford means for

thoroughly sifting and sorting their capabilities in the shop and

in the school; third, to encourage them to become thinkers

and independent personal units in the works; fourth, to de-

velop all as far as they can be developed, some to be merely

better workmen, others to be organizers and foremen, others

to go into the engineering work of the department and every

one to be something that he would not be under the prevailing

methods with respect to apprenticeship. He has at Nine Elma

about 300 regular apprentices and 1.500 workmen in

the locomotive shops. About 100 of the boys have

taken advantage of his generous offer. The boys are

not expected to educate themselves, after working hours,

but to go when fresh from a good night's rest into the

class rooms for a short time at the beginning of the day. He
believes in education in direct connection with their work and

he outlines the class room work to suit their needs. The in-

struction is given at Battersen Polytechnic School, near the

works, and is under the direction of Professor Wells. Mr.

Drummond watches the whole movement personally, and gives

it a great deal of attention. He also considers it important

that clerical positions should be filled by young men who fully

understand the work of the department and expects to recruit

the clerical force from apprentices. In this way he hopes to

make the office more valuable in watching and checking costs

and expenditures, thus rendering the office more important as

a means for cheapening the cost of work. He has had years of

experience with apprentices and has reached the conclusion

that this plan is the very best which can be evolved.

Putting ones judgment against that of Mr. Drummond does

not seem exactly modest, but nevertheless, the writer wishes
to say that he hopes to see a railroad undertake this work
somewhat differently. Mr. Drummond is unquestionably cor-

rect, except as to sending the boys out of the works to a school

which is not specially and specifically devoted to the instruc-

tion of railroad shop apprentices. The school work is so

vitally important and the apprentice is in himself such a speci-

alty as to render it positively necessary to build up a school

to fit his needs. But Mr. Drummond is actually putting his

plan into effect.

Other railroads in England are occupied with this problem

and further mention will be made of it in these letters.

G. M. B.

Glasgow, December 12, 1903.

It is decidedly shortsighted to dismiss foreign railroad prac-

tice with the remark that we have nothing to learn from it.

In every department there is something to be learned and a

proper study of British, German and French methods would

require at least a month in each country, in addition to time

spent in sight-seeing. The sight-seeing itself is good for an

American, because here may be seen many works of art and

many relics of by-gone ages which indicate that human nature

is ever the same. The people of 3,000 B. C. had very much the

same troubles that we have, and, when visiting museums and

ruins and old buildings which are now in use, the questions

naturally arise—Are we nowadays constructing, as a whole,

anything nearly as permanent as these works of 600 to 1,000

years ago? Are our efforts of to-day as worthy of preservation

in stone and steel as are these which we cross the ocean to

see? Many of these remarkable works were built when wages

were "a penny a day" and when engineering methods were not

understood. Men in those days must have loved their work,

they were so thorough. Do we love ours as well? Do we
work as honestly?

These questions are strictly appropriate to a study of British

railroad methods, because here people work steadily and faith-

fully, with but little prospect of advancement and compara-

tively small wages. The working people on these railroads

have scarcely enough to live on, yet their faithfulness and
precision of service is worthy of wide notice. In the train

service this is specially apparent. These men must love their

work. "We could not get people to do as well as they do for

any such wages, if we could get it done at all.

Competition in every direction has given Great Britain a

railroad service which has no parallel elsewhere. The rail-

roads serve the people with passenger and "goods" trains

which are not equaled. No other country attempts to provide

so many fast trains running long distances without inter-

mediate stops and none provides freight service which should

be classed with secondary passenger service as to celerity and
certainty. Between Manchester and Liverpool, 34 miles, the

Lancashire & Yorkshire runs a practically hourly passenger

service with trains making the run in 40 minutes. These
trains are not held out anywhere by freights and are punctual.

How these people manage to do this in the midst of a con-

gested freight district is difficult to understand until one sees

the book of train schedules, which is as large, for this one
small road, as our "Official Guide." Every freight is scheduled

and every one is expected to run on time. The Lancashire &
Yorkshire has 571 miles of line and to operate it in this way,
over 800 signal towers are required. This little road runs
across Great Britain and is not a trunk line. Its efficiency is.

remarkable. It hauls two and a half times as many passengers

and nearly five times as much freight tonnage as the 3,027

miles of railroads in Ireland. Last year the Lancashire &
Yorkshire handled 22,200,000 tons of freight and the Irish

roads handled 5,100,000 tons. The gross earnings of this 571

miles of road last year were $45,000 per mile.

English roads were very expensively built because of the

permanent character of their original construction. These
comparative figures, as far as the United States is concerned,

cannot be verified at the time of writing, but the comparison
is something like this: The total capital of American roads
is about $60,000 per mile of single track, as against $140,000

per mile in England. The comparison of expense per mile of
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I is about |
mile in the 1

States and $2,080 per mile in England

Passenger business in England yields a proportion ol revi Que

receipts In nearly as great as freight. On the

re 4 1 "i kshlre, In I he halt year ending June 30

the total were 1,082,889 pi

rod ' he fi elpi were i.,508,647 pounds

e .in ele' I Important British

10 pei cenl of the total ml

English railroad efflclencj Is very great The Bmall and

pooi Ij pa Id I a ii of a large stat Ion Is a a h ondi

the work done and the quirt way In which It I accomplished.

a to i"' worked to their ultimat

befoi e bangi made. Because ol nsive

changes are sometimes delayed perhaps toi loni

The railroadi > rated tor the convenience of the people

and service which we would consider extravagant is expi

as a matter of rums.', because, through compel tion, the pei pli

come i" rely upon h in their business. For example,

Quick freight methods enable London manufacturers to com-

pete In point of time of delivery with those of Liverpool and

Manchester In goods, macjbin I
i to be used in

pool and Manchester. The floods traffic manager of one

roads told the writer that between these points

and London competition had compelled the establishment of

;i freight service which would permit a shipper in London to

have goods .ailed for at his warehouse at 6 P. M. to be deliv-

ered by the railroad delivery wagons in .Manchester or Liver-

pool at 10 \. \l. on the next day. This is an ordinary "goods"

n these and points of similar importance and

al equivalent distances. No extra charge is made for such

rapid deliveries and the London merchant now depends upon
lie railroads to put him In position to put his goods down in

any pari of Greal Britain as quickly as they can he obtained

from the nearest storehouse sto.k. while very convenient for

the people, this is a serious problem for the railroads, and it

explains many things which are not generally understood in

English practice. As long as this sort of thing continues, good
trains cannot be heavily loaded; they must always be fast

and. to keep out of the way, they must, even be accelerated

above present speeds ol from 30 to 40 miles per hour. It s.

Impossible tor English railroads to delay very long in adopting
. lect ric power tor everything.

In efficiency, as a whole. British railroads stand out promi-
i ntly. These people get most surprising results from their

inadequate facilities, but they have a difficult future to face.

The way the English people as a whole interest themselves
• in railroad achievements is a source of encouragement and
hi Ip to those who are working out the problems. Every new
locomotivi design is talked about by the traveling public, and
the men who produce them are looked up to. In fact, railroad

i!s in Europe have a high social position because of their

Interest, it means a lot to he a railroad officer, and it should

be so.

.Mention has already been made of the high standing of the

superintendents over here. Almost invariably

in speaking of those whom they serve they mentioned the

and nm the general manager. One only referred to

. that officer is recognized gener-
is the ahlest railroad man in Great Britain. One of our

in Vmerican railroads is a revision of the opin-

ion in which the superintendent of motive power is held. It

will come In lime. Inn the uplifting of (he American motive
offi.ial nee, is to be accelerated. He needs to be recog-

' as the most Important of the subordinates of the presi-

He needs to be given standing and authority which will

place him In positii rolisb a policy for his department
rerything pertaining to it. and then he should be held re-

fer the results. It may take some years for the
•iiy for this chang ce itself upon our railroad

holders, but it will come, it must come. The necessity
for this is a striking result of my study abroad. Not that we
have everything to learn from foreign methods, but it is per-

- apparent that the motive power departments over here

are to furnish most of the advances in economy in the future.

Kurtlu i in motive power officers are in position to

out till the economies which their abilities place them In

Under such circumstances a man may
make a record and has i all t he asslstai i eds to mal

and with no bin follow placing the super

iiiiend.nl of moil. ii'T an operating official

who knows nothing about motive power mailers and is not

sufficiently broad-minded to let the motive power superin-

tendent havi lull swing In handling bis work. American rail-

require the emani I Ive power

ifter the manner which is general In England.

We ni i treat Men' of tl rt ments as

will make it pay the best mechanii to enter and remain

in tin I wish it were possible for me to state this in

terms a rod is is mj con\ let Ion on the subject

If American superintendents of motive power had the

authority of their English brothers they would save millions

of dollars to their employe) .ar.

The writer did not pass over tiny road In final Britain

tig a: good 1
1
ari, as ib tit of the Lale shore and othei

American lines. The purpose of the trip was not to study

track and the itinerary did not cover till oi Britain, but

it covered enough to show that we are not backward in this

matter. On the leading British in track is usually uni-

Ij good, but on some lines it is worse than I ever rode

upon before. The spring suspension ol the light English cars

rj good and the track is usually in excellent sui

Whatevei the ting's may he as to surface the Spring

hanging may be good enough to conceal them, but Inequalities

in alignment cannot be concealed by springs, and the align-

ment is not as good as it has been said to be. There is no

hesitation whatever in making the statement, that English

track dues not "ride" as wadi as i
i \merican track, but

the general average in England is better than ours. What
this track would do If respectable wheel weights were used is

only a matter for conjecture, and it was found that English

officials in charge of track are quite willing to keep down the

weights in order to maintain the track. An examination of

this matter in a casual way leads to great admiration for

American maintenance of way departments for what they

accomplish in the face of heavy locomotives and heavy cars.

It. is astonishing that with the steel-tired wheels in freight

equipment, as is universal practice here, the wheel loads of

"wagons" should be so low. An American manager would find

some way in which to increase the efficiency of these toy cars.

The only way to give water purification a fair trial is to

equip an entire division, so that certain engines may always

use the treated water and not mix the good with the had.

Four roads are now preparing to do this and it is important

that the necessity of this should be appreciated. Attention

was directed to a case of a switch engine which with bad

water required retubing every sjx months. This engine is

now using only treated water which has been reduced from

72 to 6 grains of incrusting solids per gallon; it has been

operated this way long enough to warrant the expectation of

more than doubling the life of the flues. This is an excellent

test but the best comparison can only be made when entire

divisions are equipped. This is expensive, but it will, unq

tionably, pay.

After certain tests of abrasive wheels made at Sibley Col

the metal removed was micro-photographed. The photographs,

it is said, show that the metal removed by emery wheels is in

the form of minute globules; that from carborundum wh

is in the shape of chips or shavings. This seems to show that

an emery wheel "grinds" or wears the metal off while the

carborundum wheel cuts it off in a manner much the same as a

milling cutter. This is an important distinction. It not only

indicates that the carborundum wheel should be the most

efficient in metal removed for the same power, but that heating

should be much less since it is cut off instead of being abraded

by friction. The wheel that heats the least, other things being

equal, should give the most accurate work.

—

Machinery.
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INDICATOR TESTS OF A LARGE TANDEM COMPOUND

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Records froin actual service showing the net tractive effort

of large locomotives are rare, and, because these are shown and

the distribution of effort from both high and low-pressure cyl-

inders of a tandem compound, as well as the tractive effort

wh«n operating with live steam in the low-pressure cylinders,

averages 41,000 lbs. At 11 miles per hour—card No. 10—the •

effort was 31,315 lbs. In the work done by the high and low-

pressure cylinders there is a rather large difference, but with the

'

tp.ndem arrangement this should not cause any difficulty. The'

figure"? show the proportion of work done in each cylinder and

the additional effort made possible by simple working. For

convenience a diagram of the engine and some of the principal

dimensions are presented. We are indebted to Mr. R. S. Wick-

crshara, assistant engineer of tests, and- Mr. G. R. Joughins.

_£:

22 3 Iiwi<l<?

ft) CO CO ffl
-62-'*j
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DIAGRAM OF THE TANDEM-COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.— ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.

th« accompanying indicator cards and data are worth pre-

serving. These results were obtained from one of the tandem
consolidation engines of the Santa Fe, built by the American
Locomotive Company, and illustrated on page 179 of our

June number, 1902. In order to ascertain the actual capacity

cf these engines, one of them was indicated on the Albuquerque

division in February last, and from the cards taken four are

elected for reproduction.

By applying the usual formulae, a tractive effort of 41,024 lbs.

would be expected. By actual test, allowing 8 per cent, for

•nternal friction, the tractive effort, operating as a compound,

mechanical superintendent, of the Santa Fe Coast Lines, for

this interesting record.

TANDEM COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.
2-8-0 Type Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Cylinders 16 and 28 x 32 Ins.
Driving wheels, diameter 57 ins.
Boiler pressure 210 lbs'
Weight on drivers '..'.. .'.176'000 lbs!
Weight, total 201.000 lbs.
Heating surface 2,965 sq. ft.
Grate area 50 sq. ft.

(For other dimensions see American Engineer, June, 1902. page 179)
The summary of results and data for the indicator cards are

given in the accompanying tables.

tandem compound CONSOLIDATION engine NO. 861.—February 28. 1903.—Tonnage — 1,020.

*
o

Z
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Engine
Conditions.

M.E.P. Tractice Force.

I
o.

4
6

10
12
18
5
6
5

11
4
6
3
4

w £1

200
200
205
205
205
198
198
195
205
205
200
205
200
200
203

All cards taken

3 O)

S
8.669

120.00
87.95

125.00
96.39

125.41
77.21

119.90
103.13
89.21

120.70
7475

123.00
83.72

121.91
with full

Power Devoloped on
One Side.

[/. <u

ISO

71.92
56.96
67.50
59.80
39.32
60.20
94.73
62.27
43.66
94.95
64.44

102.70
67.07
96.30

. 66.91
throttle and

- -5

*&

w
6.229
8.623
6,320
8,983
6,927
9,012
5,548
8.606
7.411
6,411
8.674
5.336
8.839
6,016
8,760
reverse

HI

is- 3
o >» ojo §

15,827 22,056
12,535 21,158
14.855 21,175
13,160 22,143
8,653 15.580

13.248 22.260
20,847 26,395
13,704 22,310
9,608 17.019

20.896 27.307
14,181 22,855
22.601 27,937
14,760 23,599
21,193 27,209
14,725 23,485

lever In corner, except

Net. T. F. at rim of

wheel, allowing 8 per

cent, reduction for Remarks.
""*

Grand internal friction.etc.

Total.
'

Engine Working.

Compound. Simple.
44.112 40,583
42,316 38,931
42,350 38,962
44,286 40,743

5HSS 5S"S2X Second notch below one-half stroke
44.520 40.958
52.790 48,567
44,620 41.050

f;}' ,?!
31,315 F.ifth notch below one-half stroke-

54,614 50,225
45,710 42,053
55,874 51.404
47,198 43,422
54,418 50,065
46.970 43,212

four, which were half throttle, with cut-off as shown under "Remarks."

High Pressure Cyl. Low Pressure Cyl

No. B—Speed, 18 m. p. h. ; throttle, half open ; cut-off, second notch No. 8—Speed. 5 m. p. h. ; throttle, full

:

below half stroke ; boiler pressure, 205 lbs. ; engine working com- 195 lbs. Engine working compound
pound.

cut-off, full ; boiler pressure,

Area = LlSu -J1.E.P. - 00.30

No. 13

No. 12

—

8peed, 6 m. p. h. ; throttle, full; cut-off, full; boiler pressure, No. 15—Speed, 6 m. p. h. ; throttle, full; cut-off, full; boiler pressure
200 lb* Engine working compeand. 200 lbs. Engine working simple.

*
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TRACTIVE roRCE SUMMARY.

Approxlm»te Average Tractive Force Developed. Engln.-

High Pre-, ur.- Low Pressure Net
Cyllnd. r Cylinder. Total.

Engine working Simple 6.828 LH.384 ! JO
Bnglni working Compound 8.870 13.688 41.607

Percentage of Total Tractive Forco !'• D Each Cylinder.

High Low
ure Pressure

Cylinder. Cylinder.

Engine working Simple 21.4%
In'ra

Engine working Compound 39.3% 60. i ,

Comparison of Tractive Force Developed In High and Low Pressure
Cylinders Using High Pressure Cylinder as a Basis.

High Low
Pressure Pressure
Cylinder. Cylinder.

Engine working Simple 100% 366.9%
working Compound 100% 154.3%

frames of the engine. To these the woodwork and framing

are secured.

By bringing the front of the cab low with respect to the

track Mi' 1 inspecting officer is enabled to closely observe

thi condition of the track when running slowly. Seating

capacity for seven is provided in the observation space In

front, while five more are comfortably accommodated in the

uppei i.irt, through which tin stack passes. By lagging the

entire front <-nd and stack with magnesia and leaving air space

Insulation, the entire observation space is made quite com-

fortable for summer use; in the winter it is heated by means

of steam coils.

longitudinal seats are provided in the upper room and also a

folding seat for the conductor, for use when necessary. In the

\itu or ink .\t\i Uhsiu.N or i^si'tciio.N ui;j jioi'iI t.—ui.ltLi.M.TO .\ i. AilssoLKl itiYUs Kailuuau.

NEW INSPECTION LOCOMOTIVE.

BUKLINQTON & MISSOURI RlVEB RAILROAD.

A photograph of this unique inspection locomotive is repro-

duced by the courtesy of Mr. R. D. Smith, superintendent of

motive power of this road. The locomotive is an old one of

the 4-4-0 type with the observation cab built over the front

end and extending back of tha stack sufficiently to secure good

anchorage and satisfactory balance. The observation cab is

built upon steel plates which are securely fastened to the front

observation room the seats arc very conveniently and advan-

tageously arranged in two tiers.

This locomotive is controlled, except as to the reverse lever, by

the person sitting in the front seat. He has the throttle, air brake

valve, whistle and bell at his command, so that the inspecting

officer may himself run the engine. The fireman tends the

reverse lever, the fire and water. The engine has an electric

headlight and incandescent lamps in the cabs. The observa-

tion cab is provided with hot and cold water in overhead

tanks and a folding wash basin as well as a clothes cupboard.

Mr. Smith reports the engine to be very satisfactory. The

details are very nicely worked out.

KALBAUGH'S ARRANGEMENT OF
FRONT ENDS.

LOCOMOTIVE

Through the courtesy of Air. I. N. Kalbaugh. superintendent

of motive power of the West Virginia Central & Pittsburgh

Railway, the drawing of a new front end arrangement, de-

vised and patented by him, has been received. While some of

the elements of this construction have been used before, the

combination is new, and it has given excellent results in

service. The stack is tapered and the spark netting is in

the form of a very long truncated cone reaching from the

nozzle tip to the choke of the stack. Instead of the usual dia-

phragm plate a conical hood is employed, which surrounds

the netting and the draft effect is adjusted by means of

the sliding plate in front of this hood.

The perforations in the cone are 3-16 by 1% in. The en-

gines fitted with this device emit quite .a number of small

sparks, but because of their small size they are not object-

ionable and a smaller opening in the netting does not seem
to be necessary. This locomotive has 22 by 28 in. cylinders

and a 5 in. exhaust nozzle. With very poor, small vein coal

the locomotives steam freely, and this is very difficult with
the usual construction of front ends with this fuel. Mr.
Kalbaugh has found a marked saving in fuel as a result of

the application of this arrangement in the smoke box, and is

applying it to a number of locomotives.

KALBAI^H'g ARRANGEMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE FBONT »rT»S.
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES

TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

McKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsburgh * Lake Bbdc Railboad.

BY B. V. W1IOHT, MECHANICAL BNGINEEB.

VII.

RADIAL DRILL PRESS.

Figures 32, 33, and 34 illustrate an interesting motor applica-

tion to an old Niles radial drill, with a 6-ft. arm which had

been in service at the old locomotive shops of this system at

McKees Rocks. Its condition seemed to warrant the change in

the diagram, which can be thrown in mesh with a gear keyed

to the same shaft as gear, 3, at will.

The bracket which carried the two speed cones was not suit-

able for supporting the motor. However, in order to use a

single motor for driving the tool and for raising and lowering

the arm, and, in order to use two runs of gearing and thus

allow the use of a comparatively small motor, a new bracket

to replace the old one would have had to be of a rather intricate

design. Since there was only one tool of this design to be

changed, it was thought best to attach the motor to the bracket

by means of wrought iron braces and to strengthen the bracket

with a wrought iron strap, in the manner indicated in the

accompanying drawings.

Referring now to Figs. 34 and 35, and comparing them, it

BIO. 32.—GENERAL VIEW OF THE NILES RADIAL DRILL AS EQUIPPED WITH Till: INDIVIDUAL

MOTOR DRIVE. CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR AND CONTROLLER.

MCKEES RUCKS SHOPS.—PITTSBURGH i LAKE ERIE.

33.—BEAR VIEW OF THE DRILL, SHOWING
METHOD OF MOUNTING THE MOTOR

' UPON THE BRACKET.

its equipment for individual driving, which was carried out as

here indicated.

In order to more fully understand this application, and to

get some idea of the comparatively small amount of work and

material which were required in this case to change over from

the belt drive, reference may be made to Fig. 35, which is a

diagram showing how the tool was driven originally with the

belt drive.

This drill is of the usual style with the arm, which carries the

drill spindle, arranged to swing about the column, and on the

opposite side of this column from the arm, and bolted to the

arm casting where it embraces the column, is a bracket which

previously carried the two speed cones and the gears as desig-

nated on the diagram. Clears 4 and 5 and the spline shaft,

(see Fig. 35), were arranged to swing with the arm, and as

gear 3, which is carried on top of the column, is concentric

with the column, gear 4 keeps in mesh with it as the arm is

revolved. As the arm is raised or lowered, gear 5, slides on

the spline shaft and keeps in mesh with gear 6. A separate

shaft which operates the mechanism for moving the arm up or

down on the column has at its upper end a gear, not shown on

will be seen that in order to apply the motor the lower speed

cone, 8, was removed and replaced by a double clutch and gears

A and D. Gear A, is cast solid on a sleeve which projects

through the bearing in the bracket and far enough beyond it

to carry the large sprocket, F, which is connected to the pinion

on the motor by means of a 1%-in. Morse silent chain. A cast

iron gear sleeve, C, was placed on the back shaft to which the

gear, B, is keyed, this sleeve being rotated by gear, B, meshing
with driving gear A. The two runs of gearing for the spindle

drive are here provided, one. by throwing clutch, K, directly in

clutch with A, and the other by clutching with gear D, D being

driven from A through the large speed reduction. The clutch,

K, is splined on the lower shaft which extends out on the arm
and drives the spindle. The drawing of details, Fig. 36, shows
the details of the above-mentioned sleeve carrying gear, A, and

to which sprocket, F, is keyed, and also the gear sleeve, C,

which rotates on the back shaft. The details of the lever and
latch plate for use in operating clutch, K, are also made clear

in this view.

On the back shaft sleeve, C, the silent chain sprocket, G, is

also keyed. The upper speed cone, 7, was replaced by the
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BRACKET AT THK REAR OB THE ARM.

sprocket, 11. which is keyed to the upper shaft, and is driven

from the sprocket, <;. by a 13-16-in. Morse silent chain and' which

in (urn drives gears 5, 5, I. 3 and t Me gears which control the

mechanism for raising ami lowering the arm. By running the

motor at a high speed the arm can, in this way, be moved up

or down al fair rate.

This tool has been running with this arrangement of motor

driving [or seme Lime and except when the drill is rotating at

a very high speed and cutting, there is practically no vibration

of the motor and bracket, and even then the vibration is hardly

not Iceable.

As will be seen by referring to Fig. 32, the controller is at-

tached to the arm casting at the column within easy reach of

the operator, and as it revolves with the arm, it is always in

the same relative position as regards the work. The panel which
(attics the switches, circuit breaker, etc., is attached to the

motor braces at the rear, and while out of the wav. is easilv

Lj *

r~

.—
*.„i'-
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1 si. Ml.TUon OS MOUNTING THE MOTOR UPON THE BRACKET
BY MEANS OF THE WHOUGHT-IRON PLATE AND STRAPS.

accessible. The wires are carried from the wire box underneath

the floor by means of flexible tubing conduit as shown in the

views. This tool is equipped with a type Aft. F.-21 multiple-volt-

age system controller and the type 3 F., M S., C. M. variable

speed motor, to develop 4 horsepower at 240 volts, built by the

Crocker-Wheeler Company.
The range of spindle speeds and the power provided through-

out are the same as for the vertical drill presses described in

the fifth article of this series (see pages 441-2, December, 1903,

issue), and the diagram shown on Fig. 25 of that issue shows

the variations of power at the various speeds. Because of

the large number of speed steps provided and because of the

ease with which speed can be changed, the efficiency of this

tool has been considerably increased by the application of the

variable speed motor.

NOTE.—Inadvertantly the last sentence of the preceding

article of this series (see page 15, January, 1904, issue) was
made to read somewhat indefinite. The concluding statement:

"although the latter typo furnishes a somewhat greater speed

range than is necessary for these tools," would tend to indicate

that the type M. F.-21 controller of the Crocker-Wheeler Com-
pany was more elaborate than was necessary in this case. The
fact, is, however, that the drive for this machine had been

designed for a M. A.-12 controller (the type using armature

resistance for the intermediate speeds) and all the materials,

sprockets, chain, etc., ordered before it was decided to use the

M. F.-21 type of controller. Since the M. F.-21 allows a higher

motor speed than the M. A.-12, it was found necessary to

cut out the three highest steps so as not to run the ram of the

slotter too fast. If it had been decided to use the M. F.-21 con

t roller in the first place, a greater speed reduction from the

motor to the tool would have been made, and by being able to use

the highest points on the M. F.-21 controller, a higher average

power would have been available throughout the working

speed range of the tool, than with the M. A.-12, or, in other

words, a higher voltage could be used to obtain the same speed

with the M. F.-21 than with the M. A.-12 type of controller.

IIII. NEW II

B1 '.I Mil \'..

Mr. T. S. Reilly, associate editor of the Railway and En-

gineering Review, has been appointed superintendent of the

railway division of the department of Transportation Exhibits

at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, and has assumed the

duties of the position. Mr. Reilly learned the machinist's

trade before going to college, where he graduated in civil en-

gineering, after which he spent some time on various railways

as machinist, fireman and draughtsman. Recently he has been

mechanical editor of the Railway Review; in charge of dyna-

mometer car tests W. A. B. Co.; master mechanic C. C. C. Co.;

road foreman of equipment and then master mechanic of the

Frisco system.
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RAILROAD SHOP MANAGEMENT.

BT WILLIAM 8. COZAD, NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY.

III.

It is the purpose of this article to present, in detail, a sys-

tematic method of time keeping and accounting for railway

repair shops in which a part of the labor performed is paid

for on the basis of piece rates.

In every piece-work shop, no matter how extensively the

system may be introduced, there is a certain portion of the

labor that must be performed on a shop time basis and any

system of time keeping introduced into such a shop must be

sufficiently broad to properly account for both classes of time.

It should also be emphasized here that methods of accounting

for labor performed should be applied with special reference to

the way in which the work is carried on in the shop, instead

of requiring shop methods to conform to any system of time-

keeping.

The system described in this paper is handled entirely, with

the single exception of the time book, by the use of cards made
of a very cheap grade of thin cardboard, and in point of first

cost of stationery will be found much less expensive than many
of the methods now in use. The size of these cards is 4Vi by

9 ins. and with slight modifications, they can be applied equally

as well to shops run entirely on a day work basis as in shops

where part of the labor is performed on piece-work.

Fig. 1 represents what is termed the Employee's Daily Check

card, and is intended to form a record of the time when each

workman enters the shop, both in the morning and after the

A. B. C. RAILWAY COMPANY.
EMPLOYEE'S DAILY CHECK CAED.

Shop. Date Ulk

Number.
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A B. '' R \il.\\ \\ COMPANY.
AHli.

OfT Frank Carper.

Card N.i /

NO.JUL

Ibarge.
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hours worked and money earned by each man entered in the

time book (Fig. 7). Fig. 5 is the opposite side of the card

shown in Fig. 4, and is desiged to keep the time of the men
whose names appear thereon while working on piece-work only.

If a workman is changed from piece-work to shop time at

any time within the day, the time at which the change is made
must be authorized by the foreman or piece-work inspector,

and the inspector will then make a note of the number of hours

worked shop time and insert the proper charge on the Daily

Shop Time Service card (Fig. 2), and send that card to the

foreman's desk, who will note and, if correct, place the same
in the case.

Fig. 7 represents a sample page of the time book and is plain

enough to require but little explanation. It should be under-

stood, however, that all piece-work cards bear a local number
at the upper right hand corner (see Fig. 4), which has no re-

lation whatever to the number of the workman, but serves to

designate the card after it is placed in the case in one of the
pockets marked 100, 200, etc. When piece-work cards are en-

tered in the time book they should be entered under their card
number and with no reference to the number of the workman.
a-.id where two or more men are working together and are
shown on the same card, each should be entered under the
same card number. Then if it becomes necessary to refer back
to the card, it can be easily located.

At the end of the month all cards should be closed, the time

entered in the timebook, after which they should go to the

distribution clerk; after the distribution has been made, the

cards should be returned to the time-keeper's office. When
payment has been made tor the time covered by the cards for

any one month and the errors, if any, corrected, they can then

be placed in permanent file in the card record case.

Fig. 8 is a sample leaf of the Machine Shop Piece-Work

Schedule, and is submitted so that the illustrations of the cards

will be complete.

A. B. C. RAILWAY COMPANY.

PIECE-WORK SCHEDULE, MACHINE SHOP.

EFFKCT1VK. HKI'KMEKR 1. 1903.

Schedule
number.

Operation.

M500 Driving axle centered, faced on ends and
rough cut, all work, job complete, each.

Mr.nl Driving wheel tire, 60-in., bored to fit

wheel center, each ,

M502 Driving wheels, old. put in lathe and tires

turned complete, includes all work from
I start to finish, per pair

FIG. 8

{To be continued.)

A SHOP SCHEDULE FOR LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

Chicago & Northwestebn Railway.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Robert Quayle, the schedule for

locomotive repairs at the Chicago shops of the Chicago &
Northwestern is presented. This plan was developed by Mr.
G. R. Henderson when assistant superintendent of motive
power cf that road, assisted by Mr. O. Otto, general foreman
at Chicago. It is part of a plan which has been found very
beneficial, and has introduced an element of commercial spirit

Into the work which is not too often seen in railroad shops.
In order to provide repair material without delay, each di-

vision master mechanic keeps a card record for each engine,
with a statement of the kind of service and mileage made
since the previous shopping. Ninety days before an engine la

to go to the Chicago shops (where all heavy repairs are made)
Its card is sent to Chicago and the repair material is ordered.
The engine is ordered to the shop at the expiration of this

period, and this occurs usually after having made from 150,000
to 200,000 miles. These cards contain a concise record of each
engine and Its location and service after leaving the shops.
Nearly all repair work, except on wrecked engines, may be

covered by three classes: 1. General repairs, including a new
firebox or half side sheets, combined with a back flue sheet or
a new crown sheet. This requires 24 shop days. 2. General
repairs, with half side sheets, requiring 21 days; and 3. Light
repairs, involving easy boiler work, and requiring but 8 days.

The 21 and 8-day schedules are presented here to Indicate

the business-like way of handling the work in the various de-

partments. Each line of the schedule has a date, and the

entries under each department heading indicate the dates upon

which each part of the work must be ready for the work of the

next department. For example, the boiler goes to the erecting

shop on the fourteenth day. At that time the brakes, valves,

frames, driving wheels, driving boxes, springs, etc., are all

ready for the erecting shop. The other parts are brought in,

the tender completed, and a day is allowed for finishing up

after the valves are set. The work on the 21 pits is handled by

4 gangs.

Each foreman has these schedules mounted in permanent

form, and a slip is provided for each engine in the shop. These

6lips are dated and held upon the schedule by a spring clip.

They are ruled in columns, for the different grades of repairs.

In this way each foreman knows exactly when each part of

each engine must be ready.

The weekly record contains the information required by the

general foreman, giving at a glance all of the work in the shop

and the engines turned out during the current month. Thus

the report for the last week of the month gives the output for

the entire month. A part of the plan is to hold a meeting of

the foremen every week to discuss the subject of the work In

hand and the reasons for such delays as may occur. In such a

scheme as this, wrecked engines present a difficulty which

cannot be provided for by any schedule. Smooth working of

schedules is also upset by discovering defects which are not

revealed until an engine is stripped. These cases, however,

ENGINES IN SHOP

.

WEEK COMMENCING .19(1.

GANG I. GANG II. GANG III. GANG IV.

a
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SCHEDULE OF WORK FOR ENGINE NO GENERAL REPAIRS AND HALF SIDE SHEETS OR FIREBOX.

Date.
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This journal is pleased to announce that it has secured the

services of Mr. Willard C. Tyler, who assumes charge of its

Eastern Business Department on the first of this month. Dur-

ing the last four or five years Mr. Tyler has made several trips

to Japan, China, and the Far East in the interests of certain

locomotive and railway material manufacturers, with the result

of a considerable increase in the use of the American locomo-

tive in that part of the world. Mr. Tyler is well and favorably

known to the railway supply and machinery trades through
his long connection with the Railway and Engineering Review,
and also Engineering of London.

BETTER INSTRUCTION OF APPRENTICES.

(Brtabllaba* 18SS.)

-AMERICAN—
Engineer
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From time to time for many years apprentice systems have
FEBRUARY, 1904. been started under auspices which appeared to be favorable, and

for one reason or another they have been dropped, some-
Subscription.-$2.oo a year for the Untied stales and Canada; $2.50 a year to times gradually and sometimes suddenly. Just now a revival

Foreign Countries embraced in Hie Universal Postal Union. . . . . . .- ,. , ,,...
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boys. It would be well to include In the apprentice course a

certain number of talks every year by the foremen upon sub-

jects connected with the shop work, and perhaps an annual

talk from the head of the department to all the boys. An occa-

sional Btereoptlcon talk on carefully selected subjects would

awaken dormant interest. The officer preparing such a talk

to good live boys will himself receive not the least benefit

from the operation.

After going thus far a school will be demanded, or the

writer is mistaken in his conceptions of human nature.

Then comes the question of how to provide the school. In

these days of the Y. M. C. A. the means are usually at hand.

A bit of encouragement from the local officers of the railroad

will probably meet a ready response from the local secretary

of the association, oi pi rhapa the local public Bchool provides

night instruction. If not, the railroad should provide for the

deficiency, and for instructors the drafting room force ie

always available, and the work should be well paid for. The
officers should not fail to see that the instruction for the shop

boys meets their special needs. For example, arithmetic

should be presented in such a way as to include the problems

found in the shop and in the laying out of work.

With a good apprentice system faithfully fulfilled and the

6Chool establishment within or outside of the railroad, It will

be easy to select the earnest boys. A very proper and profit-

able step after this would be to offer as a prize for earnest

effort a few special two years' courses at the best technical

school, with all expenses paid by the company.

Has anyone thought of establishing a "question box" for ap-

prentice boys—or for men in the shop—to be discussed and

answered by the foremen? This whole subject is a fascinat-

ing one and is full of interesting possibilities, and it will pay

to think of it seriously. Some definite and practical common-
sense plan that will interest and encourage self-improvement

will in a short time surely develop enough material and to

spare for recruiting all the offices of the department.

This journal wishes to enter a vigorous protest against fur-

ther neglect of regular apprenticeship. Many of the ablest

motive power officers of the present time have risen from

this starting point. The door has been allowed to almost

close. It must be opened again.

show bag conclusively thai »<

in. > hi a "in ii I
li is cosl thai Roanoke.

irging him with three help lould be done, we have the

following :

Itoanoko Shops. Norfolk >v Western Railway.

Ti of One Mechanic, 12-3 hrs. al SO eta per br $2.33

Time of Three Helpers, I --:: brs. al 12% eta per hour 1.74

Total cosl for boring 10 tires $4.07

Average cosl for !> r i ii; I tire 1'

Wcsi Albany Shops. New Xbrk Central.

Time of One Mechanic, 42-3 brs al 50 cts. per lir $2.33

Tim ! Four Helpers, 12-3 hrs. al 12% cts. per hr 2.32

Total cosl "f boring l I i ires $4.65

Average cosl of boring 1 fire 88

This shows that, with more help than Mr. Pattison used, we

bore tires 8 c< nts cheaper than be d

Ai.ia.ui li. Reese,

19 N. Lexington Ave, Albany, N. V.

Operating officers are becoming alarmed by the increasing

frequency of bre&k-in-twos, because of failures of couplers

through wear and breakage. On several large railroad systems

it has been decided to be necessary to stretch all trains on

arrival at division terminals in order to inspect the couplers

properly by gauges indicating the amount of wear of the

coupler and knuckles. This requires considerable delay, but

these officers are glad to provide time for the purpose of r

ing the number of break-in-two accidents. The matter is be-

coming so serious as to warrant, general adoption of this

method of inspection.

COMMUNICATIONS.

THE RECORD-BREAKING TIRE-BORING OPERATION.

Tii tin Bditor:

Having read Mr, Pattison's letter on the tire-boring operation in

the January issue Of your paper, page 21, I take the liberty of

differing with him as to the relative costs of boring tires at West
Albany and at Roanoke, lie has charged tip the time of four

helpers al West Albany and for but one at Roanoke. I think he'

has forgotten to charge the time of the two men which he states

are required to roll tires for him, which should be accounted for.

He also says this work is done on a boring-mill which has been
in ,-•> for 30 years. We did th work at West Albany on a mill,

which lias been in use for an equal length of time, before getting

the new mill a year ago, which we now use. Since sending

yci the article, published in your November issue, we have done
vei much better, bul do noi think it necessary to publish it.

A l that I wish to do is to prove to Mr. Pattison that he does

n. bore tires cheaper than is done at the N. Y. C. & H. R. shops

at Y\.«t Albany. Taking the same Ggures which Mr. Pattison has

used, we have the following results; proving that Mr. Pattison

MAXIMUM PRESSURE ON CROSS-HEAD PINS OF
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

To the Editor:

The interesting article entitled "Limits of Wear of Croeshead

Pins," which appears age W2 of the December, 1908, issue

ol the American Engineer, i tains the unqualified state

iihiii thai for compound I ives, the maximum normal load on

the main crank-pins is obtained "by multiplying the low-pressure

piston area by the boiler pressure and dividing this product by the

cylinder ratio plus 1." Since this rule is totally unsuitable for

determining the limits of pin wear of both Vauclain and tandem

compound engines, and would probably result in very serious con-

s Bees ii toyed for this purpose. I beg to present the follow-

ing explanation of the derivation of this rule, together with the

modification necessary to render it applicable to the above men-

tioned types of locomotives.

The foregoing rule is based on the assumption that the engine is

correctlj designed, so that a practically equal division of total

work is obtained between the high and low-pressure cylinders.

Thus, if we consider a two-cylinder compound locomotive having

a cylinder ratio of, saj 1 to 3 (r=3), it is evident that it will re-

quire three times as great an effective initial pressure in the high-

pressure as in the low-pressure cylinder in order to equalize the

work between them. With a boiler pressure. P=220 lbs. per sq.

in., we would, neglecting low-pressure, hack-pressure and other

less,-,, require 55 lbs. per s.p in. initial pressure in the low-pressure

cylinder, and 220 lbs. per sq. in. initial pressure in the high-pres-

sure cylinder, because this latter pressure is opposed by the 56 lbs.

back-pressure offered by the receiver pressure (which is also the

low-pressure initial pressure), thus leaving 220-55=105 lbs. per sq.

in. effective initial pressure in the high-pressure cylinder, or three

times the low-pressure initial-pressure. Consequently, the proper

ih -clival maximum low-pressure, initial-pressure is

220 220 P

4 3+1 r + l'

and letting A = the area in sq. ins. of the low-pressure piston, it

follows that for any correctly designed two-cylinder compound loco-

motive, the maximum normal load (neglecting friction) on the

P A
head pins, and on the main crank-pins = .

r + l

In the case of Vauclain and tandem compound engines, since both

the high and low-pressure pistons act upon the same cross-head, the

total effective initial pressure on the high-pressure pistons must be

added to that on the low-pressure piston in order to obtain the

maximum thrust on the cross head pin. If we assume, as before, an

equality in the work performed by each cylinder, it is obviously

necessary to multiply the preceding expression by 2; and therefore,

for Vauclain and tandem compound locomotives, the maximum
normal pressure on the cross-head pins and main crank-pins

2 P A

r+ 1

It is evident that neither of these formula; take account of the

enormous loads to which the main and cross-head pins are occasion-

ally subjected, due to the presence of considerable quantities of

water in the cylinders, since these augmented pressures result from

abnormal conditions, and are consequently impossible to estimate.

Edwabo L. Costeb,

Assoc Am. Soc. M. E.

25 Broad Street, New York, December 9, 1903.
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AN EXTENSIVE WATER-SOFTENING INSTALLATION.

Total Capacity, 348,000 Gallons peb Houb.

PITTSBUBG & LAKE EBIE EAILROAD.

IV.

(Continued from page 19.)

In the preceding article of this series a general description

of the large and interesting Kennicott water softener, which is

in use at the McKees Rocks locomotive water-supply station,

was presented. The details of the automatic regulating appar-

atus for controlling the supplies of chemicals to the water to be

treated were referred to only in a cursory manner on account

of lack of room; the importance of these factors of the system
are so great that they will be referred to in this article in con-

siderable detail.

In the first place, attention should be called to the method of

graduating the supplies of water to the chemical tanks, includ-

ing soft water for the lime saturator and soda solution for the

mixing chamber. As stated in the previous article, the amount
of raw water flowing into the softener governs the rate of flow

of the chemical solutions for chemical action; the method of ac-

complishing this is by an interesting system of a float and head-
varying devices in each of the solution tanks. The float, Y, is

located in the raw water tank, B, and chains passing over

pulleys from this float regulate the positions of these head-

varying devices in tanks. T and N.

This arrangement is very nicely shown diagrammatically in

the first view below. The float is shown within a guiding

cylinder in the raw water tank, above the water wheel, and the

DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF THE FLOAT MECHANISM FOB VARYING THE
HEIGHT OF THE ORIFICE IN THE TANK OUTLET PIPE, AS USED TO

CONTROL THE RATE OF FLOW OF THE CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS.

chain runs from it, over two pulleys, and down to a swinging
pipe in the tank below. The principle upon which the slotted

orifice is made to work is as follows: This orifice is smaller in

cross-sectional area than the pipe into which it admits the

water, and, therefore, the flow through it is dependent upon the

hydraulic head acting upon it, which, in turn, depends upon its

distance below the surface of the water. Thus, when it is de-

sired to have the flow through the pipe the greatest, it is only
necessary to drop this orifice to its lowest position, and for the

least flow, to raise the orifice as high as possible.

It is evident that the flow of the chemical solution from the

tank through the orifice should be in proportion to the amount
of raw water entering the softener. Inasmuch as the raw water

enters the machine through the slot in the lower side of tank
B, which directs it upon the water wheel, C, the amount of

flow of this raw water depends upon the hydraulic head in the

tank, B, or the height of the water in that tank; as the water

rises in tank, B, the flow into the softener increases, and vice

versa. In this way may be seen the principle which is made
use of in the float operating the slotted pipe; As the head in

tanK, B, increases, the flow of the solution from the lower tank

is also increased by the rising of the float and the resultant

dropping of the slotted pipe and increase of flow through it.

This principle is made use of both for controlling the supply

m ^RLJ
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ihat the effect caused by anj precipitation from the raw water

in tli.-- soda tanks is nm troublesome.

The method of lifting the soft water up Into the tank, N, Is

Interesting, it is accomplished by means of the wheel. I..

having hollow curved anus, open at the ends, which dip Into

the water and lift 11 up; the water flows through its arms Into

the large hollow shaft, M, and thence Into tank, N. This wheel

is revolved bj nuans of a chain-drive connection from the

BO -in of water wheel, C. The passage »f Hie entering raw water

u\ ii water wind, c. which Is of the over-shol type, generates

sufficient power to easily operate (his lining wheel for this and

Other service An excellent idea of this wheel may lie obtained

from tin accompanying view of the same, which is from an

Instantaneous photograph of the wheel when in operation:

the closed portions Of the curved arms are easily recognized

and the dripping of water from the arms was realistically

caught by the camera. The important feature of this method

of raising the son water Into the supply tank, N, is that It

eliminatis the necessity of providing a mechanically operated

pump at the top Of the softener; the water is thus lifted en-

tirely by the action of the raw water passing over water wheel.

('. in entering the softener. This feature of the mechanism

requires practically no attention.

The soda solution is prepared in the two tanks. R-R. each of

which contains a wire basket at one side for holding the soda.

This greatly facilitates the dissolving of the soda into the

water, as it drops down from the basket into the water gradu-

ally as it dissolves away. These tanks are constructed of sheet

steel, square in shape, and are elevated upon a structural

stand, bringing their bases 30 ins. above the top of the softener.

They are each 3V4 ft. high and of sufficient size each to supply

soda solution to the softener for a 12 hour run.

They are supplied with water directly from tank. B, as before

stated. These tanks are used alternately, the solution in one

being prepared while that in the other is being used. They are

filled through the pipe, Z, and deliver through pipe, S, to the

soda solution tank, T. A constant level is maintained in tank,

T, by means of hall cocks and floats, as indicated in the plan

drawing of the top of the softener, page ti4. From tank, T.

the soda solution is delivered into trough. D, to enter the mix-

ing chamber, E, by means of the slotted pipe arrangement of

orifice, as above described.

On account of the groat size and capacity of the McKees
Rocks softener, relatively large proportions of soda are re-

quired, which must be dissolved as quickly and with as little

labor as possible. In this connection an important and unique

feature has been introduced to accomplish the rapid solution of

the soda ash In the tanks. A small air compressor was installed

to be driven from the shaft of water wheel. C, which drives the

lifting wheel, and its discharge was pipe.
i
to a perforated delh

ery pipe, extending around the sides of the soda tanks at the bol

torn. The passage of the numerous streams of air through the

solution thoroughly agitates the water in these tanks and on

DIA.nBAMMA.TIC VIKW OF lilt: HOISTING M KCII ANISM. FOB LUTING
WEIGHTS, BARBELS "I I in MHAI.s. ETC., TO TIIF, Tor of Tilt:

SOFTENER (AS USED DTON THE SMAT.T.EB SJZKS OF THE
ki NNICOTT WATEB SOFTENER.).

VIEW OF THE TOP OF TH1 MuKEES BOCKS SOFTENEB WHILE l\ OPERA-

TION. HAW WATEB ENTERING MIXING CHAMBER si l: CLEAR

SOBT WATEB ABOVE FILTER PLATES IS IMMI.niw LEGBO! Mi.

tirely eliminates the possibility of caking of the soda. The

effect of this agitation process is to cause the water to circu-

late in the tanks violently and has been found to greatly facili-

tate the solution of the soda ash.

On this page is presented another very interesting view upon

the top of the McKees Rocks softener. This view is taken

from a point on the platform opposite the stairway side of the

softener and looking directly at soft water tank, N, and into

trough, D. In the upper part of the view is shown raw water

tank, B, which rests upon the top of the case surrounding

water wheel, C. Beneath tank. X, the raw water appears en-

tering the mixing chamber. E, from trough, D. Also enter-

ing mixing chamber, E, may be seen the vertical shaft, which

is driven through bevel gearing from the water wheel sbatt;

this is the shaft which drives the mechanical agitators at the

bottom of the lime-saturator. In front of the mixing chamber,

E, may be seen the water rising, milk-white, from the revolv-

ing deflector plate chamber. F. and flowing over the edge of

tank, G, into the space within the settling cone. H; this is

very clearly shown. In the extreme foreground the soft water

is clearly shown between cone, H, and the edge of the softener,

where it has just risen up through the filter. This view

presents an excellent idea of the operation of the softener.

The hoisting device which forms a part of the mechanism of

the Kennicott softener is an interesting and economical feature

of its operation. The accompanying view of one of

hoists explains clearly its mode of operation. The ho

drum, V. consists of a loose sliding sleeve upon the

wheel shaft, which may be slid over into clutch wirh a collar

revolving with the shaft, or released, by nuans of the handle

shown in the plan drawing. When thrown into clutch it takes
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power from the water wheel snat't and winds up the rope over

the pulleys and lifts the barrel of chemicals, or the can, U, as

desired. On the McKees Rocks softener there is an elevated track,

W, extending across the softener and running under the hoist;

as the barrel is lifted to the top of the hoist, the little car is

run under the same, after which it may be run across to either

side of the tank. For lowering a weight to the ground there

is provided a friction brake at the end of the drum, V, opposite

from the clutch; by moving the drum over against this brake

shoulder, weights can be dropped to the ground as slowly as

desired.

The view of the hoist mechanism on page 63 shows the

tilting platform method of receiving the weight after it has
reached the top of the tank. After it has been lifted above this

swinging platform, the platform drops back into place and
acts as a floor to receive the weight. This is the construc-

portant characteristic details of the Kennicott water softener

are comprehensively shown in this view.

Some of the features of the operation of the large softener

at McKees Rocks may be of interest: This softener is run to

its full capacity for 12 hours per day. The only attention re-

quired is at starting up time and at noon, at each of which

times 3% bbls. of lime and 750 lbs. of soda are added to the

lime-saturator and to the soda tanks respectively. The main
sludge valve at the bottom of th,e settling cone is opened twice

a day also, at each of which times nearly half a ton of scale-

forming material—
which, otherwise, would
go into the locomotive

boilers — i s discharged

into the sewer. When
this softener is operated

PLAN OF THE TOP OF THE MCKEES ROCKS WATER SOFTENER TO SHOW THE ARRANGEMENT OF
THE APPARATUS.

tion used on the smaller sizes of softeners; upon the larger

sizes of softeners, of capacities of 40,000 gals, per hour and
over, the elevated track and larry-car method of receiving

the weight is used, as shown upon the top of the McKees Rocks
softener. Another important feature of this lift is the spacer
for separating the ropes used for hoisting; by thus separating
these two ropes the inconvenient swinging of the weight is

eliminated and no time is lost in this way.
At the right, on this page, there is an interesting view, which

presents a sectional diagramatic view of one of the Kennicott
softeners to illustrate the method of operation. The construc-

tion shown in this view is that used in the smaller softeners of

the installation on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie, although it does

not differ in principle from the large softener at McKees Rocks.
The arrangement of the baffle plates outside of the settling cone

and of the lime-saturator tank within, as well as the other im-

SECTIONAL VIEW OF A TYPICAL KENNICOTT WATER
SOFTENER, SHOWING CLEARLY ITS INTERNAL

CONSTRUCTION.

1
10 hours per day I

with the present

modeof treatment,

1,974 lbs. of solid

matter are precip-

itated.

Water is supplied to this softener from a well 45 ft. deep by
two direct-connected motor-driven centrifugal pumps, which
are operated at speeds of from 840 to 1,200 rev. per min. Each
pump has a capacity of 1,000 gals, per min., one pump only

being worked at one time. They lift the water about 85 ft. at

a cost Of about f0.006 (6-10 cent) per 1,000 gals.—for power
and labor. At the present time the amount of scale-forming

impurities in the water is reduced from the raw water condi-

tion of about 24 grains per gallon to less than 5 grains per gal-

lon after treatment.
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COAL CHUTES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

A New 1di:a In MSABUBING Coal.

UALTIMOKE & OHIO RAILROAD.

Railroad offlcera having charge of coaling stations for loco-

motives have in many cases of lale, indicated their unfavorable

opinion of weighing devices by omitting them entirely and go-

iiiK bach lo the old method of dumping coal on tenders with

no attempt at obtaining an even approximate record of the

amount delivered to each engine. They have been building

chutes which have no provision for measuring coal given to

each engine.

In such cases the coal record standing of the engine crews

must necessarily be given up and efforts to save coal must be

confined to those which are put forth by the traveling engineers

and firemen. This appears to be a serious mistake which can

DOl bo considered as an advance step, or as one leading to the

beat use of fuel. This journal holds the opinion that coal must
be weighed or accurately measured in order to form the basis

for Its economical use.

locking the shutoff gates with the delivery valves, which
is provided, makes it possible i () deliver coal to a tender

while the main shutoff gates are open. With this arrange-

ment the average delay to locomotives at these chutes Is

reduced to 2V4 minutes. Coal comes to the chutes in 60-ton

cars and is unloaded directly Into the storage pockets, each of

which takes the full load of a car. There is no manual hand-

ling of the coal, and the total cost of the operation of the chute

with 10 pockets is the maintenance and the labor of two men.

Thus far the two sizes of delivery pockets have met all re-

quirements. The pneumatic cylinders for operating the gates

appear to be entirely satisfactory and the idea of the construc-

tion promises to .provide a way to retain individual coal records,

combined with a very inexpensive method of handling coal.

We are indebted to Mr. V. Z. Caracristi for the information

and to Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld, general superintendent of motive

power for the drawings. These are selected with a view of

self explanation.

In regard to the operation of this system, Mr. Muhlfeld

states:

"The storage and delivery trestles of this type that we have
in use at the above points are giving very good results. We

half rnoNT r/err. mlf LomiTuoiML sect/uv. cross secr/ow.

DETAILS OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MEASUBINO DELIVERY POCKETS TO STORAGE TRESTLES AT COALING STATIONS.-—BALTIMORE & OHIO
RAILROAD.

The Baltimore & Ohio chutes at Bruns-

wick, Md., at Keyser and Fairmont, W. Va.,

and at Newcastle Junction, Pa., are inter-

esting in this connection. They provide de-

livery pockets in pairs, each pair containing

4 and 2 tons of coal, which are made to meas-

ure the coal as accurately as it can be meas-

ured by volume. These pockets project over

the track as indicated in the accompanying
engravings, which show clearly the details of

construction.

Two sizes are provided, in order to adjust

the amount delivered without gauging or par-

tially emptying a pocket. When 4 tons are

wanted the large pocket is emptied. Both
pockets used together give six tons, and for

8 tons the 4-ton pocket is used twice. The
small pockets are filled from a 60-ton storage

pocket overhead.

By using pneumatic, vertically moving
gates between the storage and delivery pock-

ets the latter may be emptied and filled in

lets than one minute. A method »t iater-

te^
DETAILS OF THE STEEL GATE FOB SEPARATING THE STORAGE AND DELIVERY POCKETS,

AND Of THE PNBT7MATI0 OTUNDEB USED IN OPERATING SAME.
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find thai at the present, time, the two-ton unit of coal to be

delivered to locomotive tenders is about as small as necessary;

in fact, our records show that there is less than one-fifth of

the coal that is delivered from the two-ton pockets, the four-ton

being used to the greatest extent. The coal supplied to tenders

is always in two or four-ton lots, or in multiples thereof.

"With the fifty-ton storage pockets filled with coal, to each

one of which is attached a two and a four-ton measuring pocket,

it is possible to dump the coal from both of these pockets, refill

them and again dump, supplying in all twelve tons to the

tender, in less than one minute. We handle the coal from

steel-hopper self-dumping cars to the locomotive tenders from

these coaling trestles at a cost ranging between Vz cent and 1

cent per ton, depending on the effect that weather conditions.

operates the gate, controlling the flow from the large storage,

from the measuring pocket platform; the coal can then be

dumped from the measuring pockets to the tenders either from
the measuring pocket platform, or from the engine cab. The
amount of coal received and disbursed on each coaling trestle

is balanced each day, and what slight adjustments may be

necessary, can be promptly taken care of.

"There is very little difficulty or expense experienced on

account of spilled coal from the tenders having to be picked

up from the ground, and we think that the labor expense in

connection with handling the coal around the trestle is reduced

to the' minimum."
It should be stated that the air cylinders were made of such

diameters as to insure closing the gates through the streams

FRONT ELEVATION OF THE 2 AND 4-TON MEASURING POCKETS AS APPLIED TO A STORAGE TRESTLE, AND CROSS SECTION SHOWING
CLEARANCES OF ROLLING STOCK.

daily delivery from the chutes and other items have in connec-
tion with the work. We have one man on duty during the
twelve-hour day shift, and one during the twelve-hour night
shift, and where in the neighborhood of 500 tons of coal are
disbursed during the twenty-four hours, this man has also

considerable time to spend in the drying of sand.

"When the storage is practically empty, the practice is to

have a switch engine place five cars on the trestle, which are

immediately dumped; the empty cars are then taken down, and
five additional cars run up and dumped; these latter empty
cars are then taken down and another lot of five cars placed
on the trestle, and the hopper doors opened. This makes a
storage of 750 tons, 500 tons of which will be in the storage
pockets in the trestle, and 250 tons in the cars. In addition to

this, t;0 tons can be stored in the measuring pockets at the
same time, making a total storage of 810 tons, which, at the
average coaling station, will make it unnecessary to switch the
trestle more than once during the twenty-four hour period.

"We find that the measuring out of the coal by this gravity
method is close enough for all ordinary purposes. The coal is

dumped Into the self-measuring pockets by the tipple man who

of coal when using 50 lbs. air pressure. This construction is

likely to be used in other locomotive terminals on this road and

it now promises to prove to be a turning point in coal chute

practice.

GRAB IRONS ON LOCOMOTIVES.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, after full investiga-

tion and consideration of the matter involved in the above

title, rendered opinion and filed its report, ordering: That the

time of common carriers by railroad in the United States to

comply with so much of Section 1 of the Act of Congress of

March 2, 1903, as requires the application of grab irons to the

front ends of locomotives and sides of locomotives near the

front ends, be further extended to the first day of March, 1904.

Mr. Charles A. Hino, who for many years has been connected

with the mechanical department of the Lake Shore & Lacka-

wanna in Buffalo, has been appointed general foreman in the

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western shops at Elmira.
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MACHINE TOOL PROGRESS.

I'l l D8 UTO I nilVEB,

XIII

BY C. W. OUKKT.

For some time a need has been generally felt for a mechani-

oal speed changing device of small size and simple, which may
i. used in connection with variable-speed motor drives of lim-

ited speed-range (Such as those using Held control) and in

oilier cases for driving machinery, where a lew speed changes

are necessary ami desirable. The use of a device designed to

fulfill these requirements would do much to afford simplicity

lor methods of motor driving and would make possible the use

of Individual drives In man] places where it would be pro-

hibitive otherwise.

In the accompanying engravings is illustrated a new and in-

ure length on i side., these are drilled and tapped, to

receive a form of banger which can be attached to the top for

bolting it i 'ing; to the sides for bolting it to the wall,

and to the bottom for mounting it directly upon the floor. The
planing pads are also a great convenience in attaching the gear
casing directly to the side of a machine tool.

In using the device as a regular countershaft, it is only neces-

sary to have the gear casing and necessary hanger for attaching
it. The usual cone-pulley countershaft may be cut off at the

cone and attached to shaft "A" of the speed changer by a coup-

ling thus avoiding the extra expense of the pulleys otherwise
necessary. The operating handle may be extended up or down
to within easy reach of the operator of the machine to be
driven.

This device is well illustrated in the engravings, Figs. 56,

57 and 58. Fig. 56 is an interesting and comprehensive view;

it illustrates the device with a part of the case cut away to

show the interior. Fig. 57 is an end elevation of the exterior

and Fig. 58 presents a longitudinal and a cross section of the

i \n:\l. VIEW oi Mil M w SPEED CHANGER, SHOWING
PADS FOB \ I I'M III m. TO II Wen: OB MAi 1I1M

FIC. 57.—EM) ELEVATION SHOWING OPERATING HAN-
DLE MECHANISM, AND I'll G vn II HMENT, S.

teresting form ol positive-drive variable-speed mechanism,

recently perfected and placed upon the market by the National

Machine Tool Company. Cincinnati. O., which fullflls these re-

quirements. This device was designed by Mr. W. L. Schellen-

liach. President of the company, and is similar in general prin-

ple to the larger variable-speed countershaft, built by this

i ompany which was described in article VI. of this series (page

229, June, 1903). The new mechanism differs from the for-

mer, however, in 'hat it provides a smaller number of steps,

although the speed range is fully as large. The most notice-

able feature of this new device is its compactness in relation to

the capacity.

The principle of operation is essentially that of the Schellen-

back method of raising loose gears into mesh with the revolv-

ing gears of a gear-cone, and clutching them on the splined

shall in the manner t hat was described in Article VI. of this

series. But the arrangement of parts and adaptation of the

principle of this device, as well as its form of case, present

many changes and improvements that will be of interest.

The main frame, or casing, is built oil tight, making it pos-

sible for the gears to be run in an oil bath. It is designed to

be separated on a horizontal plane directly between the two
shaft s; the upper and lower half being doweled and held to-

gether by screws. The gear casing has planing pads running

device. As may be seen from these the upper shaft, A, is the

driving shaft, while the lower shaft. R. delivers to the driven

machine. Shaft A, carries the solid cone, C, of five gears, run-

ning loosly upon it, and at its left end has a small pinion, G,

cut on it to mesh with large gear, H, on the lower shaft.

The important feature of this device is that it is so arranged

that while a change of speed is being made the slowest speed of

the series is always in action; that is, in changing from one

speed to any other of the series the friction clutch, K, on the

upper shaft is released and the speed will diminish until the

slowest speed is reached, continuing at that speed until the

desired speed is selected, which speed will become operative the

instant the friction is re-engaged. The changing is performed

as follows:

The lower shaft which is of tool steel, is made with an en-

largement at about the center, which enlargement is beveled

at both edges and is provided with tool-steel spring keys to

clutch into the seats cut into the bores of the loose gears. The

lateral motion of the enlargement, N, of the lower shaft imparts

vertical motion to the gears meshing and unmeshing them from

their mates above as it passes through their bores. This lateral

motion is imparted to the lower shaft through a rack sleeve

cut on it at the right-hand end, and a gear meshing therewith,

which receives the ball seated lever, L. This lever carries a
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hand wheel, which can be arranged either above or below the

i-asings as is shown by the clotted lines.

The gears on the upper shaft, with the exception of the small

pinion, G, turned on shaft "A" is controlled by the friction

clutch, K. which as operated by lever, L, on shaft, A. The

SECTION X-Y

FIG. 5S.—CBOfeS ami L0NGTT1 lilNAI. SECTIONS OP Till NEW SCHEIAENBACH SPEED-CHANGING MECHANISM, SHOWTNG MODE OF OPERATION,
AND DETAIL OF CAM, M.

largest gear of the lower cone is always in mesh with gear, G,

and transmits the slowest speed to the lower shaft by a ratchet

device, the pawls of which are carried by it. The ratchet, which

is really a part of the lower shaft, will always revolve faster

than the pawls, when any speed higher thin the slowest is used

and will thus be running idly at those times, but the moment
that friction clutch, K, is released by lever, L, however, the

lower shaft will slow down until it reaches a speed equal to

that of the pawls. The pawls are automatically reversible so

that they will be effective when running in either direction.

"When friction, K, is engaged the lower portion of the yoke

Y, which operates the cone, rests directly on the top of plug,

"P", the lower end of which is beveled to fit into the notches of

the sliding rack sleeve which operates the lateral motion of

the lower shaft. This makes an effective locking device, which
compeis the releasing of the friction and thus taking all load

off the gears while a change of speed is, being made; it also

prevents the locking of the friction if the change is only par-

tially completed. A spring seated plug secured to the rack gear

and carrying a roller which engages cam M, determines the

proper lateral adjustment of the lower shaft.

This device may be connected directly to an electric motor
to give mechanical speed changes of ratios arranged in geo-

metrical progression, of from 8 to 1 down to 2 to 1. The ratios

and number speeds may be arranged to suit almost any condi-

tion, with this construction, and the hand wheel then indexed

to correspond with the speeds.

This speed changer is built in six sizps to transmit from
one-half to ten horsepower running at 375 revolutions per
minute. An idea may be gained of its sizes for the different

capacities by reference to the following dimensions:

DIMENSIONS Or THE VARIOUS SIZES OF SPEED CHANGERS,
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MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

Planes Driving by EJleotbk Motors,

The conditlona under which the metal planing machine is

operated are BUCh that the problem of motor driving presents

some features quite different from most other machine tools.

Anyone who has opportunity to compare the planing machine

of today with one built twenty years iirii. will In- struck with

llic fad that, while it has in some ways been considerably im-

proved, in other ways the rate of advance has not kept pace

with some other machine tools. The planing machine has

been and is yet considered, by some, a mechanical absurdity,

in that a heavy piece of work must be moved to and fro under

a cutting tool, which with its holder is comparatively light.

The ciitics say: Why not move the tool and its holder over

I he work?

It is often said that the link motion of a locomotive is one

of the most imperfect devices ever put upon a machine, but it

must be considered that if any device existed that would fulfill

ZOH.*- ficrcrjt - from cut to return

/8H.P

J/H

fttrerre» /ro*t returrr to cuf

Zerrft/i of cut - -J

ii.i 1. 11 us. The diagram shown represents the power required

by a certain planer and is given only as an example.

The power required to move the platen forward with no cut

was 2>£-h.p. To move the platen through return motion at

three times the cutting speed, 5-h.p, were used. At the moment
of reverse from forward to return the power used increased

suddenly to 20-h.p.; at the reversal from return to forward

motion the power increased to 18-h.p. With this particular

machine the gross power required to take the cut during a test

was 11-h.p. The motor used was rated at 10-h.p.

While this diagram is not an accurate representation, it

serves to show graphically the varying power demands upon

the motor. It will be noticed that twice during one cycle of

the platen's movement, the motor musl furnish about double

its power capacity. The motor may stand this all right, but

if it does not then additional power must be furnished mo-

mentarily from some other source. Again, if the motor does

stand the extra load all right, the excess amount of erergy

suddenly demanded by the motor may produce detrimental

effect elsewhere in the power circuit) In either case, the extra

power needed may be most easily provided by a fly-wheel

placed upon the motor shaft or upon some part that is driven

by the motor.

Most planer builders recognize the need of such a device

rfttur/l sfroAt

forirartf stroA-e, f//o/>tj

\

t-» Lxr7ft/r of' tai/e trare/. :_H
FIG. 1.—DIAGRAM INDICATING THE DEMANDS FOB POWER OCCURRING

is \ PLANES DRIVE DURING A CYCLE OK ITS OPERATION.

in a better manner all of the requirements of the link motion,

it would have been generally adopted long ago. So it is with

the planing machine, the faults of which are generally ad-

mitted, but until some better method of handling such work
is devised it will continue pulling and pushing the work under

the tool.

The conditions to be considered when arranging for a planing

machine drive are as follows: A heavy platen or table with

i be work secured to it is first to be moved under the cutting

I. then the forward motion must cease and the direction of

motion be reversed; and then the platen and all of its driving

parts must be moved in the opposite direction, at as high a

rate of speed as possible. The older type of planing machines
usually were operated with cutting speeds of anywhere from
H> to 24 ft. per minute, and return speed's of about double the

cutting speeds. Within recent years, however, much higher

cut ling speeds have come into use, until, for cast iron. 30 or

40 ft. for roughing, and from 40 to 60 ft. per minute for finish-

ing cuts are not uncommon. The reverse speed also has in

many instances been very much increased. The amount of in-

creased speed and the successful operation of the same varies

greatly with the different types and makes of planing machines.

It is the intention at the present time, however, to go into a

study of the merits of the various types of driving of this

class of machine tools by electric motors. The conditions to

be met are, as above stated, a platen and its load to be moved
under the cutting tool, then reversed and returned. This
cycle of operations may be very comprehensively illustrated,

in a general way. by a diagram, the diagram to be laid out
with horizontal lines at heights which will represent propor-

tionally to a scale the amount of power required for each opera-

tion of the cycle. Such a diagram is presented in Fig. 1. The
curves of change from one line to the other are drawn approx-
imately only; to get a correct curve from such an action it

would be necessary to have an elaborate form of recording ap-

l%i*
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FIG. 3.—1HRK

TOOL

tice. Obviously the practical objections to this desirable plan

are very great.

The general practice at the present time is to retain the

usual design of planer with belt driving and shifting mechan-

ism, with the belts driven from a motor-drive countershaft.

The question is, as to what is the best plan to follow; no uni-

versal method can be suggested that will suit all cases or meet

all requirements.

There are various ways by which this arrangement can be

effected: First, by making the connection between the motor

and countershaft direct; this usually requires a motor of

special design which will run at the required

countershaft sliced. This is the simplest method,

as by its use all belts, chains or gears can be

done away with. The second method is for the

motor to drive the countershaft by means of

chain or gears; this allows the motor and

countershaft to be brought close together. A
third method becomes desirable if the motor is

to be placed at. some distance from the counter-

shaft, when the connection may be by belt,

With either of these three plans a standard

motor can be adopted, and run at. its rated speed,

the speed reduction between motor and counter-

shaft being provided for in the chain, gear or

pulley-drive. Whether the lower cost of stand-

ard motor, with connecting attachments, renders

its selection advisable as against a motor of special design is

a question ; if the cost were anywhere near equal it would in

most cases be best to use the slower speed motor and direct at-

tachment.

The most, suitable location for a motor in planer driving will

depend upon existing conditions. Where a machine already in

use is to be changed from belt to motor drive, the motor can be

placed upon the ceiling, or upon the floor and belted to the

countershaft. Frequently, however, it i» desirable to have the

head room free for cranes, etc., in which case the motor can be

set upon brackets secured to the housings of the planer. Many
of the points above noted are illustrated by the accompanying

views of motor-drive applications to planers.

Fig. 2 shows a spur-gear driven planer, built by the G. A.

Gray Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, as arranged for motor driv-

ing. This machine has the motor, a Bullock motor operating;

at a constant-speed, located upon a platform which is carried

by brackets that are cast integral with the housings. The
usual form of countershaft is here replaced by one that is

coupled directly to the motor. This shaft carries the pulley

for operating the crossrail elevating mechanism, as well as

those for driving the machine. In this case the motor is of a

special design to run at a speed to suit the countershaft.

One advantage of placing the motor in the position shown

is that it is out of the way. and there is no danger of dirt and

chips being swept into it. From a critical standpoint it might

be said that the overhang of the driving pulleys outside of the

bearing was objectionable, but this can be met by use of a suffi-

ciently long bearing and a shaft of sufficient diameter, as is

evidently done in this case. The use of one of the driving

pulleys as a balance wheel to assist, the motor is the notice-

able feature of this drive. Taken altogether the entire design

of this drive forms a very neat and compact arrangement.

In Fig. 3 is presented an illustration of a motor driving ap-

plication to a planer built by the American Tool Works Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio. In this drive also the motor is direct-

connected to the countershaft, so that the above considerations

referring to the planer in Fit;. 2 are applicable here also. The
motor used in this case is likewise a Bullock constant-speed

direct-current motor, and the pulley forms a heavy flywheel to

assist the motor at revet

With this machine (he switch, starting box . and circuit

breaker are mounted upon a stand placed in the rear of the

driving pulleys. It would seem to be more convenient if, with

any of these drives, the switch and starting box could be

placed upon the side of bed near the reverse l< ver and properly

protected from dirt. In this position they would be within

easy reach of the operator.

fTEHfi

CT CONNECTED MOTOR HKJVK ITON A PLANEB 111 III I'.V THI \

WORKS COMPANY, SHOWING OSE OF FLY WHEEL. BUtlOCK
CONSTANT-SPEED MOT0B.

Pig. 4 shows a drive upon a Gray planer in which a silent

chain is used as the connection between the motor and coun-

tershaft. As before mentioned, this arrangement allows the

use of a standard motor of high or moderate speed, the reduc-

tion in speed being provided for by making the sprocket wheels

of the proper ratio. The difference in cost between a standard

motor, with the extra cost of chain, or gears, etc, may be

enough less than a special motor to justify the use of the

standard type; but all other things being equal or near y B \

the direct connection from the special motor seems to be the

better plan.

In this case a General Electric direct-current motor is used.

The countershaft is carried by inverted hangers upon a plat-

form supported by the housings.

With a spiral geared planer the driving pulleys are set with

their axis parallel to the bed and platen, and the arrangement

of motor must be somewhat different from that of the above

FIG. 4. A MOTOB APPLICATION TO A GBAY PLANEB, USING THE

CHAIN-DBIVE. ' GENEBAL ELECTRIC MOTOR.
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1
Hi. 5.—BELTED DRIVE UPON A GRAY PLANER—FLYWHEELS STILL

Rl PAINED. JANTZ & LEIST CONSTANT-SPEED motor.

types. Fig. 5 shows a planer of this class, also built by the
G. A. Gray Company, with the motor belted to the countershaft.
["he motor, in this ease a Jantz & Leist constant-speed motor.

1 upon a subbase and ran be adjusted for taking up the
i of I ie belt. With this arrangement the belt can be ce-
ed instead of laced, so that it will run smoother than

otherwise.' While the belt drive is. probably cheaper than the

,li:li "
'"'

than either of

" "''" ;

° ,li:" with described

upporting
eta can b ts for th

h.-ads aTi11
led up to ig. The latter style

01 ''
'' "" in Fig. 2,

however, the different ,,.,„.,.

in design of the I

K " r ,M
' 6 is urn itedly more

desirable. In this application, wh
, buill by

11
' a him Company, Wilmington i for is

set, upon the door and belted up to the countershaft. The
1 " M " 1,

'
'

: by inverted ha
i arried

upon brackets i asl u] on I ngs. It will b ben

"I:,u: rl '"-v 4 PLANES BUILT BY THE BETTS MACHINE
COMPANY. SHOWING USE of FLYWHEEL.

FIG. 7.—GEARED DRI\-E UPON A PLANER BUILT BY THE (l ,i

PLANER COMPANY. I sin,, ,,,. vk ,illX FURNISHING VABIABLE
CUTTING SPEEDS AND CONSTANT KETUBN. .J.w IV. £

LKIST CONSTANT-SPEED MOTOR.

thai a pulley with a heavy rim is used to obtain the fly-
Whei to assist the motor ai reversals.
one feature in connection with planer driving is not usually

given the attention it det hat is a variabh speed
to the platen. Usually when thii led fo the
speed is affected also, but it should not be the ease, as too high
a return speed frequently makes trouble. There are devices
upon the market by use o! tting speed can be made
variable, while the returi constant; this is the proper
method. With the motor drive this result may be obtained in
several ways.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate a motor-driven planer of the Cincin-
nati Planer Company. Cincinnati, Ohio, whit

I wj th
the di ice for giving a variable cutting speed and a constani
rate of return speed. The device consists essentially
box containing a set of driving and driven gears ol

ratios, which are used in connection with the
driving the platen forward and back.

The connections between the gears are changed by means of
the two levers shown at the side ,,f the machine in Fig. 7.
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The advantage which comes from thus being able to change the

cutting speed to suit a varying class of work should be readily

apparent. While many planers used upon a regular line of

work are all right with but one speed, there are many cases

where a variable speed machine can be used with profit.

The motor in this case can be of standard design and runs

FIG 8 —BEAR VIEW OF THE GEARED DRIVE UPON THE CINCINNATI

PLANER, SHOWING GEAR BOX, AND ALSO THE HEAVY FLYWHEEL.

at a constant speed, and is connected to the rear or constant-

speed shaft by gears that are proportioned to give the desired

rate of return speed to the platen. Besides the return driving

pulley, an unusually heavy fly-wheel is also located upon this

shaft.

The subject of motor driving is comparatively a new one,

and, while both the users and the builders are doing all they

ran to arrive at the best results, we must look to the future

for a satisfactory solution of the problem.

WATER SOFTENING-UNION PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Important records, obtained in the use of eleven Kennicott

water softeners on the Union Pacific, were placed before the

Associations of Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings at

their recent convention in the following report, showing the

actual results. This report is signed by Mr. J. B. Berry, chief

engineer of the road. A noteworthy feature is the plain state-

ment of cost as presented in the accompanying table.

magnesia and the non-incrusting solid sodium sulphate. The

water from each station to be treated is analyzed and solu-

tions are prepared of the proper strength for treating these

waters. These solutions are introduced automatically into the

untreated water in the proper proportion for the volume of

water passing through the softener. As time is an important

feature in chemical reaction, the water towers are constructed,

of a size to allow ample time for reaction in passing through

the tower. The treated water flows off through a pipe at the

top of the tower to the regular railway storage plant.

"The cost of chemicals for treating waters will vary with the

analysis. By referring to the table, you will note that this cost

varies from 0.3 to 3.6 cents. In the ten plants we are treating

1,441,000 gallons per day at an average cost of 1% cents per

thousand. By referring to the table you will note that the

waters containing the larger quantities of sulphates of lime

and magnesia are the most expensive to treat. At the same

time it is worth more to remove these sulphates of lime and

magnesia, as they form the hardest scale and are the most

difficult to remove from boilers. The additional cost for

labor is but little, one man being added to the rolls as an

assistant to the chemist and whose duty it is to keep on the

road visiting the various softeners and seeing that they are

" properly attended to. The preparation of solutions is attended

to by the regular pumpers at all except gravity supplies and

where city water is used. At such places some other employee

is delegated to attend to this matter, as it does not take more

than half an hour daily at the largest plants.

"The saving in boiler repairs certainly warrants the expendi-

ture of the amount necessary to treat the waters at all points

•where we either have or are erecting water softeners. Another

saving is in locomotive fuel, which will be no small item as the

evaporative power of boilers will be increased or, as loco-

motive firemen express it, "she steams easier."

"The value of treating will depend on the quantity of water

used daily and the character of such water. While we have

been unable to state in exact figures the saving to the company,

we are satisfied that at any point where 75 pounds or more of

incrusting solids can be removed from the water daily, it is an

economy to treat such water.

"Referring to the table again, in the ten plants we are remov-

ing 2,790 pounds of solids per day. Cost of chemicals for this

work is 58Vi cents per hundred pounds of incrusting solids re-

moved. Even though this figure were doubled it would still

be an economy, as any experienced man knows that 100 pounds

UNION PACIFIC BAILKOAD.

Statement Showing Results Obtained In Treating Waters for Boilers, Giving Analyses Before and After Treating. In Grains per Gallon, and
btatemem onowmB ™

Pounds Incrusting Solids Removed Dally at Each Plant.

Council
Bluffs, la.

Valley,
Neb.

Columbus,
Neb.

Grand
Island, Neb.

Kearney,
Neb.

North
Platte, Neb.

Julesburg.
Colo.

Sidney,
Neb.

Cheyenne,
Wyo.

Point of
Rocks,Wyo.

S <m < a < n < m < a < m <i a < a < m <

glllca L97 1.57 1.73 1.81 2.54 1.84 1.49 1.52 2.42 2.00 2.86 2.01 2.83 2.27 3.17 2.92 2.42 2.19 1.92 .63

°X '?eS ;„°,L
lr0D an%^ 36 13 06 44 47 .44 .21 .20 .15 .26 .26 .11 .35 .44 .12 .14 .15 .39 .20 •

Ca?cru
m
m
nU
carbonate-.::i

2
4il 1.48 8.B2 liSI M.22 1.20 5.42 2.50 10.01 1.33 7.94 1.98 7.40 1.28 6.68 1.45 9.29 1.31 8.19 2.55

Stgn^unt^c^onate *% 1.50 til M |."fl
1.43 .79 M 2.24 1.26 gg 1.08 sie M 2.16 .44 2.34 ii 4.08 .88

Magnesium sulphate. 10.35 ... .95 ... 2.81 ... 1.41 ... .38 ... 2.43 ... 1.74 ... .44 6.11 ...

TO
solids

inCrUSUnS
38 00 4 91 11 98 4 34 24.62 4.94 11.41 4.77 16.35 4.74 19.37 5.33 17.74 4.86 15.03 4.93 14.19 4.56 18.05 4.26

.. „ , „ cnn^ Vnildq 900 29 37 3 74 5 38 6 12 15.61 2.10 7.88 5.33 10.28 9.12 19.89 7.52 13.93 1.78 10.47 2.46 3.9123.74 27.26
Non-inc^usUng^.solids^g.OO 29.37 ^.74 5.d» £1* xa.gx ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^M 25 g6 lg 79 16 gl 15 4Q 16 „5 8 47 41 79 3 1 52

C
°!!o0O

C
ga™

1Cal

.

S

.

P"
3.6 cts. 0.4 cts. 1.8 eta. 0.9 eta. 1.1 eta. 1.2 cts. 1.3 cts. 0.9 cts. 0.3 cts. 1.0 cts.

Ga
per

n
daT

ater
.

treatea
130.000 89.000 140.000 180,000 56.000 170,000 122.000 140,000 270,000 144.000

In
m
r

ov
S

edpe? day..
re

: 615 lbs. 96 lbs. 393 lb s. 171 lbs. 93 lbs. 340 lbs. 224 lbs. 202 lbs. 372 lbs. 284 lbs.

"We haviTin operation on the Union Pacific Railroad eleven of scale cannot be removed from boilers for any such figure.

Kepnicott water softeners, varying in size from a capacity of "The analyses of water shown in the table were made in the

8 000 gallons per hour to 20,000 gallons, and are erecting twenty- laboratory of the Union Pacific Railroad and show the average

five more softeners at the rate of about three per month. I results we are obtaining when plants are properly looked after,

enclose herewith a table showing the results obtained at ten Weekly analyses are made in order to keep check on the em-

of the plants that have been established for some time. ployees and see that they are properly attending to their

"The water is treated by the cheapest of chemicals, common duties. Besides this check, the traveling assistant to the

lime being used to precipitate the carbonates of lime and mag- chemist is liable to visit the plants at any time without giv-

nesia, which are held in solution because of carbonic acid in ing notice and, as he is provided with a simple outfit for

the water; soda ash is used to react on the sulphates of lime making tests, the character of the work is kept up to a good

.and magnesia, producing the insoluble carbonates of lime and standard.
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THE PLANER-TYPE MILLING MACHINE IN RAIL-
ROAD SHOPS.

Topeka Shop8. -Atchison, Topeka & s*mi Fb Railboad,

The recent Increasing use of the slab milling machine In thi

railroad shops of this country is worthy of note as attesting

the interest that is being taken In Improving machine s-tiop per

formances and Becurlng increased outputs. For many classes

ul work such as the surfacing of side rod and other large forg-

ings of steel. I his horizontal type of milling machine is most

efficient and rapid; with the Inserted tooth milling cutter, re-

sulis are being obtained with (bis class of tool which cannot

even be paralleled by the planer.

In the accompanying engraving we present a view of a por-

each end. It travels on flat ways with heavy gibs, and has a

quick return motion operated by power from a separate coun-

tershaft; it can also be moved by the usual hand wheel.

The feed motion of the table is operated directly through a
positive gearing drive from the main driving cone, giving a
range of feed through eight changes from 3 ii4 to 3-8 ins. These
changes of feed can be mad. d tantlj bj means of a lever

without stopping the machine.
'the principal dimensions of this Interesting type of tool are

presented below:

ions :

Working surface of platen 120 Ins x 26 ins
Length of bed

, ,.

Longitudinal feed, automatic In bi 120
Greatest distance from center of spladie to table

~-

Least distance from center of spin lie .,
Greatest distance from end of spindle to center of table..

MI.W Of THE TWO 2fi RY 32 I^S. BECKER-RRAINARD PLANER-TYPE MILLINC MACHINES AT THE TOPEKA
SHOPS.—ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY.

tion of the heavy tool section Of the new Topeka Shops of Least distance from end of spindle to center of table I ;

;!

j_

in

,, _ , , , .... , . Greatest distance from end of spindle to tail stock spindle '.'' Ins.
the banta Fe. showing two large planer type milling machines Least distance from end of spindle to tail stock spindle....

which were built by the Becker-Brainard Milling Machine Net weight... z

Company, Hyde Park, Mass. Owing to the importance of the

classes of work to which these tools are applicable, a descrip- THE MACHINE TOOL OUTLOOK FOR 1904.
tion of them will be of interest. .

These two machines are both the standard 32 ins. by 26 ins. With the large number of improvements that are planned for
by 10-ft. bed horizontal milling machines of the Becker-Brain- this year by the railroads, little apprehension need be felt 1

ard Company, which are especially designed for the extremely continued activity of the machinery trade among railroad shops
severe work that is encountered in railroad shops. This design A large number of shops are now either in process of erection
of tool is intended to fulfill the most exacting requirements of or rebuilding, and will be completed ready for the mac-hit.

the new high-speed tool steels and withstand the heaviest mod- in the early part of this year; on the other hand, in several
ern machining operations. It is of very heavy construction, instances, large appropriations for shop expenditures and fOi

strength, rigidity and power being aimed at. The bed is extra large renewals of machine tools, which have been deferred
deep, extending to the floor for a solid foundation, and is se- until 1904, will soon be acted upon,
curely braced by heavy cross girders inside, evenly spaced. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company have extensive im-
The spindle is 5 ins. in diameter, of hammered crucible steel, provements under way and are planning for still more,

has a threaded nose and runs in self-centering bronze boxes Extensive repair shops are under construction at Fairview.
with an adjustment to compensate for wear. The spindle car- opposite Harrisburg, Pa.; it is estimated that the buildings
rier is very heavy and is held firmly to the upright by long alone for this installation will cost about 1500,000. A new
gibs. It is elevated by a screw with adjustable dials graduated wheel shop and a large foundry are being built at Burket'J
to thousandths of an inch and has counterbalance for ease of Station, near Altoona, Pa., the principal building to be over
operation. The spindle is driven by a 5-in. belt on a five-step GOO feet 16ng.

cone, giving gear ratios of 13% and 27 to 1. By means of a Extensive repair shops are also planned for the New York
hand lever and quick change gearing the speed is easily ad- division of the Pennsylvania, at Trenton, N. J., where a large
justed, 20 changes of speed being thus available. site was purchased last year. At Wilmington', Del., the new
The table is of a very heavy design, and Is built with five shops in connection with the Philadelphia, Baltimore and

T slots lengthwise and an oil channsl the full length and at Washington system are nearing completion and need a larjre
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amount of machinery. These are the more prominent points

connected with the shop extension plan of this system which

will require immediate action as to equipment this spring.

Very little machinery has been purchased during the last six

months in relation to the extent of the shop improvements that

have been instituted on this system.

The purchases which the Erie Railroad Company have made
during the latter half of last year are said to have been but

a small portion of what is planned in the way of the improve-

ment of the shop system of this road. As will be remembered,

$10,000,000 was appropriated last year for improvements on the

Erie. A similar amount was likewise appropriated by the

Union Pacific, which road is said to be considering an elaborate

scheme for shop extensions.

Tne large new shops in process of construction at Sayre, Pa.,

for the Lehigh Valley Railroad have not been provided for as

to machine tools, although the traveling cranes, the power

plant equipment and other important features were purchased a

short time ago. The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road will also be in the market for an elaborate machinery

equipment for their new car shops; the buildings are being

erected at a cost of some $750,000.

Only a small portion of the equipment needed for shop im-

provements now under way has been purchased by the South-

ern Railway; this company is erecting new shops at Knoxville

and Spencer, but the appropriations for the necessary ma-

chinery have so far been deferred. Specifications were issued

several months ago for machine tools to cover the equipment

of five large shops. The Seaboard Air Line have plans for a

large shop which was deferred until this year. Their plan is to

establish a system of repair, and car and locomotive-building

shops at Atlanta, fia., of a size sufficient to take care of their

entire line.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad Company have pur-

chased a portion of the necessary machine tool equipment for

their large shops which are now in process of construction at

Louisville, Ky. This is a very large shop involving the most

modern construction and will require an immense equipment.

The steel work of several of the more important shop build-

ings is now completed and work will be pushed to completion

early this year. This will be one of the most important rail-

road shops in this country.

It is expected that the New York Central and its allied lines

will require a large amount of machine tool equipment as a

result of their desision to

modernize all of their re-

pair shops and standard-

ize all of their equipment,

track materials, etc. Mr.

J. F. Deems, general su-

perintendent of motive

power, rolling stock and

machinery, is carrying

out this plan. He has

spent a great deal of his

time visiting the various

shops along the system

and, while small changes

have been made at various

points, the work has only

faily begun.

The Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad system

are planning to enlarge

their shops at Salt Lake

City. Utah, and it is re-

ported that they will ex-

pend some $200,000. It is

also stated that "Wm. O.

Herin, superintendent of

machinery and equipment

of the Missouri, Kansas &

Texas Railway system, lo-

cated at Parsons, Kan., has prepared extensive plans for the

enlargement of the shops at Parsons. This matter is scheduled

to come up for decision early this year. The rebuilding of the

large shops of the Pere Marquette Railroad Company, at Sagi-

naw, Mich., was deferred until next spring, when it will prob-

ably be taken up and carried through to completion.

It is said that a large shop will be erected at Allendale,

Ontario, by the Grand Trunk System, which will require a

large amount of new equipment. The Wabash Railroad are

also to build shops in Canada, and J. B. Barnes, superintendent

of motive power and machinery, Springfield, 111., is preparing

the plans. The Chesapeake & Ohio have a project for the

establishment of new shops at Clifton Forge, Va., which is

said to be another case of holding back for a 1904 appropriation.

The large new car building plant, which has been under con-

sideration by the Armour Car Lines of Chicago, is now under

way. This embraces the installation of a complete shop sys-

tem for the building of cars. Another car plant for which a

great deal of machinery will be purchased in the near future

will be built at Henderson, Ky., by the newly formed Hender-

son Car Works Company of that city. It is also said that the

Central Car & Foundry Company will expend $200,000 on a car

building plant at Vincennes, Ind., to have a large capacity for

building and repairing cars.

MULTIPLE VOLTAGE DRIVING FOR A SINGLE-HEAD
TRAVERSE SHAPER.

McKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsburg & Lake Eeie.

In view of the very interesting series of' articles by Mr. R. V.

Wright, which are appearing in this journal, descriptive of the

methods used for equipping the old tools at the McKees Rocks

shops of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, these two accompanying

illustrations will be of interest. These views present an inter-

esting special design of motor driving for a single-head tra-

verse shaper, which was built fo"r the new McKees Rocks shops

by the Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati, O., who ap-

plied to the same a convenient and neat arrangement of motor

driving as shown. . \

Particular attention should be given to the compact arrange-

ment of the motor and driving connections, as well as also to

the arrangement of the controller for varying the speed of the

n^otor; this arrangement of the controller upon the head is

admirable for not only its convenience to the operator, hut also
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24 is. n; vVEKM: 8HAPER, WITH CROCK ER-WHEELEB MULTIPLE-VOLTAGE DRIVE, FOB nil Sl'KEES ROl KS SlIOl'S

HE l-rilMil i;mi i LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.—CINCINNATI SHAPES COMPANY.

lor iis unubtrnsiveness in that position. This feature con-

tributes greatly to the rapid and economical handling of the

This is undoubted! the neatest motor drives that

ipplied in a shaper.

The motor used on this tool is a Crocker-Wheeler 7 horse-

power variable speed motor operating upon the 4-wire multiple

It is attached to the base at the rear of the

i ue as shown in the photograph. The pinion on the motor
shaft meshes with a gear on an intermediate shaft, carrying

a positive clutch, which may be thrown into one or the other

of the two sets of gears, connecting with the driving shaft of

the shaper, thus furnishing two runs of speeds. This is very

clearly shown In the photograph

controller for the motor is mounted on a bracket attached

to the saddle, as shown in the front view of the machine. With

ibis method of attaching the controller the operator has full

control of the machine when standing In position in front of it,

as on this shaper all the feeds are operated directly from the

saddle.

This tool, which is iard J4-in. by S-ft. traverse shaper,

with single head, built l ncinnati Shaper Company, is

of a very heavy and ri^ The principal features of

the traverse shapers built by this companj were referred to in

an article on page 425 of our Novi issue. The ram
is operated by a Wnitworth motion, giving a quick return, and
is easily and quickly adjusted for length of stroke and position

over work. The aprons are rigid, having a full bearing on the

face of the bed, and the two tables have vertical adjustments
upon the apron. One of the tables is arranged to swivel through

an arc of 90 degrei Eo circular shaping and has a worm feed.

HEW SAPID i hoi BLE-1 Mi AXLE LATHE FOR THE BEADING SHOPS OF THE PHILADELPHIA & BEADHTO B.UI.W \V.

* SHIPLET MACH1NB TOOL COMPANY (SEE NEXT PAGE).
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A NEW RAPID REDUCTION DOUBLE -END AXLE
LATHE.

The Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company.

The accompanying engravings illustrate a double end axle

lathe of an entirely new design, which has recently been built

by the Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, 0.,

for the Philadelphia & Reading Railway. It involves many in-

teresting features, departing from usual practice in this class

of tools, to which we desire to call attention in detail.

The massive construction of this new tool, which is made
apparent in the accompanying engravings, gives evidence of

sufficient strength provided to withstand any strain that may
be placed upon the machine through the employment of the

highest grade tool steels. The rapid reduction idea was also

evidently kept in view throughout the entire design.

•It may be noted from the illustrations that the bed is of a

distinctly new and unique design, providing unusual massive-

ness and rigidity. Special ways set on an angle of 45 degrees

are used for the tail stocks; in this way the upward pull or

stress on the tail stock is received directly by the bed and not

on clamping bolts. The tail stock spindle or slide is dovetailed

directly into the tail stock, and to increase its rigidity is gibbed

at both top and bottom.

driving gear are 6.1 to 1 and 20.9 to 1, which, with the three

changes on the cone pulley, gives six cutting speeds.

The carriages are arranged to take one or more tools, which

can be placed anywhere along their length and at varying dis-

tances apart. The feed, instead of being obtained through a

rack and pinion, is provided by a bronze nut 14 ins. long, which

completely encircles a stationary lead screw, with double thread

of 1-in. lead. By revolving the nut on this screw a more power-

ful feed is obtained, and greater wearing qualities are obtained,

than by the rack and pinion movement. The nut is revolved

for the regular feed by a feed rod driven by gears from the cone

pulley shaft. Another feed rod directly under this runs con-

stantly at a high speed, being driven by an independent belt,

and affords a means of moving the carriage rapidly in either

direction by power instead of the slow and laborious method of

the hand wheel.

At the front of the apron are three levers; the one at the left

starts or stops the feed; the lever at the bottom is for revers-

ing, and that at the right applies the quick movement to the'

carriage. A safety device is provided in the apron to prevent

both the feed for turning, and that for the quick movement,
being engaged at the same time. Automatic stops are provided

in both directions for each carriage, and calipering stops can be
applied to each tool for duplicating diameters; this combination

does away with considerable measuring and calipering.

REAR VIEW OF THE LODGE '& SHIPLEY DOUBLE-END AXLE LATHE, SHOWING THE UNUSUALLY HEAVY CONSTRUCTION OF THE

BED AND BEACING FOE THE INCLINED TAIL STOCK WAYS.

The carriages are provided with separate ways from those

used for the tail stocks, and are calculated to properly take

care of the heavy stresses in cutting directly.

Throughout the entire length of the bed are four vertical

beams, or webs, so placed that the thrusts on the tail stock act

up through the two rear webs, while the two front webs come
directly under the carriage and receive the entire downward
pressure of the cutting tool.

The driving mechanism of this tool is particularly of interest.

It consists of a three-step cone, having diameters of 20, 25 and

30-ins. by 6%-in. face, and the inner end of its shaft is con-

nected through two changes of gearing directly to a short driv-

ing shaft at the rear of the lathe as shown. This driving shaft

is geared into the central driving headgear, 30 inches in diam.

by 4-in. face, mounted between bearings at the center of the

bed. A special equalizing driving plate, having for an extreme

a 15-in. opening through the center greatly facilitating the in-

sertion and removal of axles, transfers the power to the axle.

The ratios of gearing between the cone pulley shaft and central

The tail stocks are shaped so as to allow the carriages to

pass them when starting a cut at the end of the axle; in using

more than one tool this feature is of the greatest importance.

A rack and pinion movement facilitates the movement of both

tail stocks to accommodate different lengths of axles, and a pawl

at the rear of each engaging in this rack, forms a positive lock

against outward movement. The tail stock spindle, instead of

being round, is made in the form of a dovetail, and a gib is pro-

vided at the bottom for taking up wear.

The feeds obtainable on this lathe are six in number, as fol-

lows: 3, 5, 8, 11, 16 and 32 to 1 inch, anyone of which can be

obtained by a simple movement of a lever at the head of the

lathe while the machine is running. All gears, with the excep-

tion of the large central driving gear, are cut from steel. Gear

covers are provided for the exposed gears and add greatly to

the handsome appearance of the machine. This tool is fitted

with an oil pump, piping and pan, and a crane for handling the

axles. The weight of this lathe, complete with regular counter

shaft, oil pump and pan, is about 19,000 pounds.
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A NEW DESIGN OF AIR COMPRESSOR.

Chicaoo Pneumatic Tool Company.

The air compressor shown In the accompanying engraving is

a new type of compressor which was recently brought out by

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company and is being built at

their air compressor works at Franklin, Pa. This hew com-

pressor is designed to meel rowing demand for an
efficient, simple and compact compressor furnished at a

moderate price, and represents the highest development in this

class of machinery. They are building this form of compressor
in a variety of sizes and styles, starting with a minimum
capacity "t 30 cu. ft. of free air per minute, single, duplex or

genuine babbitt metal. The compressor has two balance

wheels, one on each side, of sufficient weight to insure smooth

operation.

A pressure regulating governor is provided, to automatically

• ontrol Hie operation of the compressor in accordance with the

demand for air, working in connection with a speed governor

tor regulating the speed of the engine. An unloading device is

provided to n i" •' the compressor of all load when the desired

air pressure is obtained, and automatically cause it to resume
deliver] when tl e pressure becomes reduced.

These compressors are submitted to a working test before

Shipment and although designed primarily to supply com-

pressed air power for operating pneumatic tools in railroad

shops, machine shops, foundries, shipyards, and stone yards

\ iiw in l'lIK NEW TYPE OF All! COMPRESSOR.—THE CHICAGO PNEUMATIC COOL COMPANY.

compound, actuated by steam, belted, chain driven, or geared

to an electric motor.

The frame is of box section design, with large factor of

safety to withstand the strains when working at maximum
load; it is withal graceful in outline, with the style of bored

cross-head guide, and enclosed provisions for catching and re-

moving drip from bearings and stuffing boxes. When furnished

complete with base, as shown, the compressor is entirely self-

contained, obviating the necessity of expert services in erect-

ing, and also reducing the cost of foundations.

The type of steam valves used on cylinders under 12 ins.

diameter is the plain slide type, and they are accurately

scraped to seat and securely fastened to the rod. When the

cylinders are 12 ins. in diameter and larger, the Meyer system
of adjustable cut-off valves and gear is provided.

The air valves are of the poppet type, made from high grade

steel, having removable seats and guides, easily renewed or

repaired and thoroughly guarded from entering cylinder in

case of breakage. They are placed radially in cylinder, making
them readily accessible, ensuring accurate seating, and reduc-

ing wear to a minimum. The air cylinder and its heads are

completely water jacketed, with thorough circulation of water,

affording equal cooling at all points.

The pistons are of the solid type with east iron spring rings

accurately fitted. The shaft is of the center crank type, with
exceptionally heavy crank arms, and is made very heavy of the

best open hearth steel. The cross-head is of east iron with ad-

justable shoes at top and bottom and the connecting rod is

fitted with bronze cross-head pin boxes, having the wedge ad-

justment; the prank pin end is of the marine type, lined with

t bey are equally suitable for actuating rock drills, coal cutters

and other machinery in mines, tunnels, and quarries, pumping
water by the air lift system and for every other purpose to

which compressed air is applied.

AMERICAN BRAKES LN RUSSIA.

The manner in which the equipment of the Russian railways
with American air-braises received its greatest impetus has not
been widely known, and may be of interest. A very serious acci-

dent occurred on one of the Russian state railways about the year
1895, when a hand-braked train ran into and telescoped a train

that wax standing on the track ahead of it, thereby killing several

people and doing a greac deal of damage. At that time it was the

custom of the Government Railway Department to equip only its

passenger trains with the air-brake, leaving the freight brakes to

be applied by hand. In the course of the inquiry that followed

this freight-train disaster, the Emperor asked the Minister of Ways
and Communications to explan how it had happened, and that

official stated that if the freight service also had been equipped
with American automatic air-brakes, the accident would not have
occurred. To this the Emperor replied, "Why were they not so

equipped?"

Such a reply from that monarch was equivalent to a command

;

all the previous trouble* in the way of lack of funds were speedily

put to the vanishing tost, and a commission was formed from the

Ministry of Ways and Communications to study up and recom-

tnend the best automatic air-brake. After some time this com-
mission decided to put to the test five companies who were com-
peting for the 6ve-year contract for $7,000,000 worth of brakes

which the Government needed at that time, They consequently

invited each company to send equipments for a 50-car train, which
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was to be equipped with each type of brake in turn, and put

through the same series of tests. As a result, the Westinghouse

air-brake was chosen, and as the Government contract stated that

the brakes should be made in Russia, a Westinghouse factory was

at once started in St. Petersburg. From the day that the report

of the commission was accepted to this the Westinghouse Com-

pany has supplied all the railway brakes for the Russian Govern-

ment. A statement was recently made that a large order for loco-

motive brakes had been given to a competing American concern,

but this is erroneous. The order was for 1,000 sets of Westing-

house locomotive brakes. The policy of the Russian Government

demands that all material which is to be used in connection with

Government contracts must be made in Russia by a Russian com-

pany. There is no other Russian brake company in existence at

the present time than the Westinghouse; none other has received

a charter.

THE "HANDY" JOURNAL BOX JACK BLOCK.

Fob the Removal and Renewal of Journal Brasses and

Wedges.

While the removal of journal bearing and wedges and the

insertion of fresh ones is in a way a very simple operation, it

often becomes very troublesome because of the lifting of the

car-wheel, when the load is rifted by the jack under the journal

box. The result of this lifting of the wheel is that the bearing

and wedge are not freed so that they can be taken out; the

usual procedure under such circumstances is to gather from

two to four men to assist the man with the jack-block, bars

and levers being required to hold the wheel down so as to free

the hot or worn bearings, from all load and permit them to be

lifted out, without loss of time, for the insertion of the new

bearings. Trains are often delayed and blockades caused by

the time consumed in changing bearings on the road. There is

—

,
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dyuumas. New mutter has been introduced reluling to alteruating-

curreut tranamiaelOB and induction motors. The directory of elec-

tric light, power and traction .stations of the United Kingdom, which

i.s a feature of this book, has been revised and brought up to date,

and the particulars of over 500 installations are given. The success

..I this little work is to a large extent duo In the continuous mid pains

taking effort! that have been made to improve its usefulness and keep it

abreast of the times, and its favorable r pt ion Is a Warm be Si imoiual

of its value. While the book is primarily adapted to the use of British

engineers, it is also of value t« those who may have frequent need Ol I

rooily referei to subjects ami principles pertaining to electrical en

gineeriug.

Machines and Tools Employed In Working Sheet Metals, By K.

B. Hodgson, Published by the Technical Publishing Co.,

Limited. D. Van Nostrand Co., Warren St., New York, 1903
Trice Four Shillings and Six Pence.

This book is by the author of Emery Grinding Machinery, and

the work tirst appeared serially in the pages of The Practical En-

ginuvr, being now put into book form at the request of many
readers of the articles. This subject is generally understood only

by the press-tool makers, because of the fact that many points of

technical detail surround the processes of pressing work from

flat sheets. The author has had a wide experience in this line of

development and presents the work in the hope of aiding engineers

and manufacturers in overcoming Borne of the difficulties met in

technical schools and workshops. While this sort of machinery

is a distinct specialty, it is well to know where to look for such

thorough treatment of the subject, as this work presents. Tne
book deals with materials and measurement, gauges, presses, dies,

metal spinning, drawing, stamping, tools, blank dimensions and
pressures for cutting blanks. It is a valuable book for those who
work in sheet metal.

Suplee's Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book. A Hand-Book of
Tables, Formulas and Methods for Engineers, Students and
Draughtsmen. By Henry 11. Suplee, B. Sc, M. E., Member
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Pocket Size, 834
pages. Bound in Bed Leather. Published by J. B. Lippin-
cott Co., Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. Price, $5;
with patent thumb index, $5.50.

This excellent hand-book has been in preparation for several

years by Mr. Suplee, being intended as a successor to the formerly

well-known reference book edited by John Nystrom and also pub-

lished by the J. B. Lippincott Co. It is, however, an entirely new
work, and nothing of the old hand-hook has been retained except

with the necessary complete revision to bring it up to date. This

work is particularly well equipped with tables, and has an un-

usually large amount of reference matter. It is divided up into

departments, according to the various engineering subjects, each of

which is treated very fully, and the entire work is carefully indexed.

The metric system has received careful attention, and full con-

version tables have been incorporated in the work. This work will

take an important place with the other modern hand-books for

engineering practice, and will be highly appreciated by those desir-

ing a modern mechanical engineering hand-book. The book is well

printed on a fine quality of paper, and is beautifully bound in red

leather, with gilt edges. An innovation has been introduced in the

patent thumb index, on the dictionary plan, which gives marginal

indexes to the various engineering subjects treated in the volume

;

this will prove a great convenience for quick reference work.

We beg to acknowledge receipt of calendars from the following

firms: Morgan Engineering Company, Alliance, Ohio; Cleveland
Pneumatic Tool Company, Cleveland, Ohio ; Ashton Valve Com-
pany, Boston, Mass. ; National Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

;

Kennicott Water Softener Company, Chicago, 111. ; Ingersoll-

Sergeant Drill Company, New York ; the G. Drouve Co., Bridge-

port, Conn. ; H. B. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia ; American
Steam Gauge and Valve Company, Boston, Mass. ; Springfield

Machine Tool Company, Springfield, O. ; Brady Brass Company, New-
York ; Photo Engraving Company, New York.

and heavy cuts, and will also turn the hardest materials in either

tast iron or steel. Their long experience enables them to guarantee

uniformity in every bar supplied.

B. M. Jones & Co.—We are in receipt of a beautiful little vest-

pocket diary and memorandum book entitled "A Daily Reminder of

Important Matters," which has been issued by B. M. Jones & Co.,

Boston, Mass. It is artistically bound in a pretty mottled leather,

and includes, besides interesting tables and formula?, several com-
prehensive maps of portions of the United States and its island

possessions. This little volume calls attention to the fact that their

R. Mushet's special high-speed tool steel has been adapted to recent

requirements and is capable of cutting at high speeds, coarse feeds

NEW WORTHINGTON PLANT.

An extensive pump manufacturing plant, the largest in this

country and probably in the world, is now under construction at

Harris N. .1. It is to be occupied by the firm of Henry R.

Worthlngton, who employ about 3,000 men in their present works

at South Brooklyn, L. I, and Elizabetbport, N. J. The new plant

at Harrison will accomodate from 4,000 to 5,000 men and will cost

in the neighborhood of ¥2,000,000-. It consists of a main machine

shop wiih aide galleries over 1,000 ft. long, an erecting shop 592 ft.

long aud of the same section as the machine shop and a high erect-

ing shop 210 ft. in length and four galleries in height in the side

bays connecting the two shops. The main foundry is GOO ft. in

length and there is also a special foundry for small work, 410 ft.

in length, with a building 200 x 00 ft. in size for cleaning castings

connecting the two. The pattern building is four stories high and

.
r
>r>() ft. long, and is divided by lire walls into four sections. The

north section will be used for offices and drafting rooms; the ad-

joining section for the pattern shop and the balance of the structure

for pattern storage. The power house, which will be equipped

with the most modern boilers, engines and generators, is a building

172 x 102 ft. Electric power distribution is to be employed

throughout, and the grounds will be illuminated by electric arc

lights. There are many other buildings which will be used for

packing, storing and shipping goods, etc. The buildings are so ar-

ranged that additions can be built when the work demands it. All

will be connected by a complete system of railroad tracks entering

the ends of the buildings and placing the works in direct com-

munication with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Erie

and the Pennsylvania Railroad systems. The new plant will be

devoted entirely to the manufacture of water works machinery,

water meters, cooling towers, condensers, feed-water heaters, cen-

trifugal pumps and steam pumps of all kinds.

EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.—In an opinion rendered

December 21, 1903, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

(now the court of last resort in patent litigation) sustained the

validity of the Boyer patent No. 537,029 of the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company, issued April 10, 1895, and declared the pneu-

matic hammers manufactured by the Keller Tool Company and

sold by the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Company to be an in-

fringement of claims 42, 45, 40, 47 and 48, awarding a decree for

an accounting and a perpetual injunction against the further manu-

facture, sale or use of infringing tools. Injunctions will therefore

issue against the Keller Tool Company and the Philadelphia Pneu-

matic Tool Company and all other manufacturers, dealers in and

users of infringing tools.

In the lower court the bill was dismissed on the ground of non-

infringement, and it was in the Circuit Court of Appeals approached

from that side. The patent in suit, issued to Joseph Boyer in 1895,

expressed the features of the invention in a large number of claims,

but only two groups were the subject of consideration in the court

below. These cover the means for controlling the supply pressure

to the mechanism by valves and ducts incorporated in the handle

of the tool and used in connection with passages leading to the

air cylinders through portions of the handle which is grasped in

operating it ; these claims were shown to be infringed. The de-

fendant was found to be making use of a throttle valve similarly

located in the handle as described in the Boyer patent ; it operated

equivalents to control the admission of fluid pressure into and

through the duct. So far as the Boyer claims 42 to 45 are con-

cerned, no particular form of construction or mode of operation was

specified in them, and none is, therefore, to be imposed ; the com-

bination is simply that of a throttle valve in the handle in eon-

junction with a supply duct running through it, and that is all that

is required to fulfill their terms.

The utility of the invention was assailed on the ground that no

tools are now constructed in accordance with the patent, and have

not been, as it is said, from almost the time it was granted ; but this

did not fairly present the evidence. The plaintiff testified that

some 200 tools of the exact construction there described were made

and sold in 1S94 and 1895, but were recalled on account of improve-

ments which were added to make the machine more durable; these

were embodied in two subsequent patents, one the same year, in

November, 1S°"), and the other iu January, 1S97, but were for
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changes in other parts o£ the instruments, the combination which is

here involved being strictly maintained and followed. It is, of

course, true that the flexible rubber tube method of closing the

valve chamber was given up and a valve of somewhat different

character substituted. But the combination in issue does not

depend, as we have seen, on the particular kind of valve employed,
and the change was therefore no abandonment of its essential

features, which still obtain, and in accordance with which thou-

sands of tools have been manufactured and disposed of. Their
extended use in the shipyards, railroad shops, boiler works and
other similar industrial establishments throughout the country
testifies unanswerably to their utility and value.

This unanimous decision of the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals in favor of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company gives

them the exclusive right to manufacture, sell and permit others to

use the modern pneumatic hammer, as every other pneumatic ham-
mer on the market infringes their sustained claims. They state most
plainly that all makes of pneumatic hammers are declared infringe-

ments by this decision, and that pneumatic tools can be purchased
only from them without liability to injunction and heavy damages.

O. C. Gayley, manager of the New York office of the Pressed Stee^

Car Co. , has been elected a director of the Safety Car Heating & Light-

ning Co., succeeding Edward Lauterbaeh, recently resigned.

The many friends of the Coffin-Megeath Supply Company vVill be

interested to learn that upon January 1 the firm name was changed
to the Franklin Railway Supply Company. The headquarters of

the company will remain at Franklin, Pa., as before. It is ex-

pressly stated that the change in title does not in any way affect

the personnel of the company, and no change has been made in the

officials.

Mr. Willis C. Squire, mechanical engineer, has been elected vice-presi-

dent of the Locomotive Appliance Company, with offices at 1014, 1015 and
1616 Chemical Building, St. Louis, Mo. Mr. Squire is^well known as

mechanical engineer for the 'Frisco system, and previous to that as engi-

neer of tests for the Sante Fe system. Mr. Squire's large experience in

railroad and locomotive work especially fits him for the business in which
he is now engaged.

We are pleased to learn that the Ajax Metal Company, of Phila-

delphia, Pa., have purchased the business, plant, good-will and
fixtures of the late Bates Metal Company, of Birmingham, Ala.,

and will continue the metal business in all its branches, under the

name and title of the Ajax Metal Company of the South, at Birm-
ingham, Ala. This new departure will materially assist the Ajax
Metal Company in caring for its extensive business in the South,
and will be welcomed by their many friends in that territory. The
Ajax Company has the best wishes of this journal for a prosperous
year to come.

At a recent meeting of the board of directors of the Consolidated
Railway Electric Lighting and Equipment Company, held January
13, Colonel John T. Dickinson, heretofore their general agent, was
"elected second vice-president, in charge of negotiations with the
railway companies for the use of the Consolidated "Axle Light"
system of electric car lighting. It will also be remembered that
the company's general offices were recently moved from 100 Broad-
way to the Hanover Bank building, corner Pine and Nassau streets,

New York City.

The Loomis-Pettibone Gas Machinery Company has, after their

recent increase in capital, been merged with the Holthoff Machinery
Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., under the new corporate name of

Power and Mining Machinery Company. Extensive improvements
and additions are now being made to their Milwaukee plant to

meet the increasing demand for the American Crossley Gas En-
gines, the Loomis-Pettibone Gas Apparatus, and Holthoff Mining
Machinery. The Loomis-Pettibone gas producers have established
for themselves a world-wide reputation as the only gas producers
successfully generating a fixed gas for power and metallurgical
work from either anthracite or bituminous coals, coke or wood.
The Crossley gas engine, of which there are over 50,000 in opera-
tion, and which this company are now building as the American
licensees, effects remarkable economies ; .it is assured by their guar-
antee to produce power with a consumption of 1 lb. of good bitum-
inous coal per brake horsepower hour. The manufacture of min-
ing, smelting and milling plants and machinery will be continued
under Mr. Holthoff's personal supervision.

Owing to a large increase in their business throughout the West,
Manning, Maxwell & Moore have, for the benefit of their customers,
arranged to establish a Western branch office and salesroom at
Nos. 22, 24 and 26 South Canal street, Chicago, where they will

carry a full and complete line of the goods manufactured by them,
thus enabling them to fill orders from the Western territory with
promptness. The Western office will be in charge of Mr. H. S.

Whitney and Mr. M. A. Hudson, who have been connected with
this firm for a number of years. All of the friends and customers
are invited to call at the new office, where they will find a most
complete assortment of goods manufactured by the Hayden &
Derby Manufacturing Company, the Ashcroft Manufacturing Com-
pany, the Consolidated Safety Valve Company, and the Hancock
Inspirator Company, in stock ready for immediate delivery.

One of the features of the new plant of the B. F. Sturtevant Co.
at Hyde Park, Mass., peculiarly indicative of the permanent char-
acter of the new works now under construction, is the steam tunnel,

4y2 ft. in width and 6% ft. high, extending from the power plant to

the most remote part of the manufacturing buildings, a total dis-

tance of about 800 ft. This tunnel, which is of concrete construc-
tion, will not only accommodate all of the steam piping, but also

the electric wires for power, light, telephone, standard-time clock,

and other service, together with oil, hot-water and other pipes for

general distribution to the various buildings of the plant. None of

these features of the equipment will be carried above ground at any
outdoor point. While the expense of such an installation is neces-
sarily large, the convenience of access for changes and repairs will

in the future much more than offset any fixed charges thereon.

The new mechanical system for operating window sashes and

shutters, recently placed on the market by the G. Drouve Company,
of Bridgeport, Conn., and known as the Lovell apparatus, is

destined to revolutionize business in this important line. The
extent of the approval which this apparatus has met from mill

owners, railway companies, factories, etc., has been such that

equipment for operating over 60,000 feet of window sash has ,been

sold in the past year. With the Lovell system a line of sash

500 feet long can be operated from one station if desired. It

makes no difference what kind of sash is to be opened ; the appar-

atus works equally well with sash hung from the top, pivoted at

the sides or at the top and bottom, or hinged at the bottom; it can

also be applied to sliding or ordinary lifting windows. As the

operating station for an entire building is, unless otherwise ordered,

always placed on the wall at the end or side of a building, in case

of fire the windows can be quickly closed, while the people are

leaving the building—this is a feature which will appeal at once

to owners for use in large factories and mills, railway shop build-

ings, etc. Owners of factories and shops have long been looking for

a system which would give perfect ventilation and permit of being

operated easily and quickly in case of storm or emergency. This

aparatus is strong, durable and practical, and the Drouve Company
justly feel that they have at last succeeded in producing a perfect

opening device, and they will cheerfully submit estimates for erect-

ing the apparatus in any part of the country. Their skylights and

sheet-metal work are favorably known everywhere.

That veteran but gay and graceful minstrel, George H. Primrose,

who has been nearly thirty-five years on the stage, and still gives

the impression of perennial youth, had something to say recently

about the Proctor playhouses, in which he is at present playing a

somewhat extended engagement at a joyful salary of something very

close to $1,000 per week. "I have never passed a more pleasant

engagement," said Mr. Primrose, "than I am now enjoying on the

stages of Mr. Proctor's various theaters. They show most con-

clusively the high degree of perfection attained by the modern

vaudeville playhouse. Twenty, yes, even ten, years ago, I would

not have believed it possible that the patrons of what we were then

wont to call a variety show would ever be enabled to enjoy their

favorite form of entertainment amid luxurious surroundings, man-

aged with such rare skill, and affording so much delight to the

thousands of people gathered within the four walls. Not alone

does the beauty of the theaters themselves compel attention, but in

the careful detail of the handling of the stage there is much to

wonder at and praise." An advantage of the Proctor theaters is

that they are safe and protected from fire.

Wanted.—Copies of the Ambeican Engineer and Railroad

Journal for the months of February, March, April and May of

1899. Address replies to this office.
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RAILWAY SHOPS.

BY R. H. SOII.K.

XI.

UK hot MIRY.

Although but few of the present railway shop plants actually

Include an iron foundry, yet the importance of promptly secur-

ing castings is so obvious that the foundry becomes an im-

portant factor In the output results of any large shop; and.

l . i- S ' INGHOUSE FOUNDRY CO.

tttftJt

chine Co., at Montreal, Canada, the foundry forms a wing to

the machine shop—an unusual arrangement, but one making a

very convenient working combination, and particularly justified

by Canadian weather condtions.

The foundry floor plan does not necessarily conform to any
very definite type, as practice furnishes examples of many
different shapes and proportions, but the desire to use traveling

cranes instead of depending entirely on swing cranes leads to

the use of buntings with one or more main longitudinal bays,

and with side bays for auxiliary purposes. Beyond this gener-

alization it can be said that there is no such thing as a foundry
plan for universal use, but that each plant should be adapted to

its special conditions. The cupolas are always at one side of

one of the crane-served bays, but not always at the middle of

its length, as it saves time and steps to have the cupolai

located near the light work, which is hand poured, leaving the

heavy work to be reached by the crane ladle; this feature of

cupola location is to be found, for instance, at Schenectady,

N. Y. (General Electric Co.), Chicago Heights, 111. (The Sar-

gent Co.), and Reading, Pa. (Philadelphia & Reading Railroad).

In the side bays are found all such subsidiary features as

light moulding, machine moulding, core ovens, flask-makers
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FIG. 6.—PLANS OF FOI'I! REPRESENTATIVE IRON FOUNDRIES.

now that output is recognized as the criterion by which both
the design and the operation of a plant are to be judged, it is

probable that a greater proposition of railway shop foundries
will be built in the future than have been in the past. Nearly
every railway has its own brass foundry; while none, in this

country at least, undertrkes the manufacture of either malle-
able iron or steel cast .gs. There are so few thoroughly
modern foundries to be found in connection with railway
shops that it will be necessary to include outside foundries in

a consideration of the question.

Assuming that there is but one foundry on a system it should
preferably be a component part of the principal shop, and the
foundry building should be located as closely and conveniently
as possible to both the machine shop and the storehouse—the
machine shop as the point of greatest local consumption, and
the storehouse as the shipping point for forwarding castings to
outlying points; for it will be found that no other department
of a shop ships away so great a quantity and weight of mate-
rials as the foundry does. The location of the foundry build-
ing having been determined by these considerations, the pat-
tern shop and pattern storehouse should be kept in close
proximity to It. At the new shops of the Locomotive and Ma-

room, blower room, lavatories, cleaning and shipping facilities,

and in a few instances, the brass foundry. The operation of

cleaning castings, while in general done somewhere within the

main building, is often provided for (especially in the treat-

ment of light castings) by special rooms or wings. Sand
storage is always provided for in modern foundries, generally

in separate sheds, but, in a few cases, within the main building

itself; one authority advocates providing for sand storage in

the original design by brick walled sheds on the outside of the

main walls of the building, the moderate amount of heat trans-

mitted to the sand through the main wall serving to keep the

sand in workable condition throughout the winter.

The section of the three bay type of foundry is influenced

by several factors, the principal one of which is the crane span
of the central bay; the over all width, in' five recent examples,
is as follows: Trafford City, Pa. (Westinghouse), 184 ft..

Schenectady, N. Y. (American Locomotive Co.), 175 ft.; Burn-
ham, Pa. (Standard Steel Works, owned by the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works), 158 ft.; Harrison, N. J. (Henry R. Worthing-
ton), 143 ft., and Reading, Pa. (Philadelphia & Reading Rail-

road), 130 ft. The height from floor to lower chord of roof

trusses In the central bay would be influenced largely by the
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size of the castings to be handled. In the case of the Reading

Foundry—the only railroad foundry of the five—this height is

35 ft. The new foundry of the Montreal Locomotive & Machine

Co. is of the two-bay type and the height is only 29 ft., but as

an active foundry develops gas, smoke and steam, good light

and ventilation are desirable, and a height of 35 ft. is prefer-

able. The spacing of the columns (longitudinally) varies

greatly; for instance, at Schenectary, N. Y. (General Electric

Co.) it is 40 ft.; at Trafford City, Pa. (Westinghouse), 32 ft.;

at Reading (Philadelphia & Reading Railroad), 20 ft.; and at

Harrison, N. J. (Worthington's Light Casting Foundry), 12 ft.

The wider spacing makes the use of the floor more flexible, and

permits post cranes (whether fixed or portable) to sweep wider

areas of central and side bays. The 12 ft. spacing at Harrison

is a special case, as the light castings foundry floor was to be

divided into transverse working strips 12 ft. wide, each having

its own overhead crane; this required that the roof trusses

should be placed on 12 ft. centers.

Traveling cranes are a feature of all the newer foundries, and

their capacities will be found to range from 150 tons (Trafford

City) down to 1 ton. The main crane at Reading is of 10 tons

capacity, and at Montreal, 15 tons, which latter size is more

likely to be taken as a precedent in railway practice. These

traveling cranes are liberally provided; at Hamilton, 0. (Niles

Tool Works), there are 8, at Schenectady, N. Y. (General Elec-

tric Co.), 7; at Burnham, Pa. (Standard Steel Works), 5, and

few good foundries have less than 3. Traveling or portable

jib cranes are also a notable feature; in a few such cases the

traveling is done by power, but in more cases by hand, while

the hoisting is always electric. The portable jib crane is

moved from column to column by the main traveling crane,

and takes its hoisting current by means of plugs and local

sockets; there are six such portable jib cranes in the foundry

of the General Electric Co. at Schenectady, and four at Read-

ing (P. & R.).

It will be found a great convenience to have two trolley

hoists on the main crane, and this is getting to also be a feature

of modern practice in foundries. An auxiliary light hoist will

also be found to facilitate many floor operations. At Roanoke,

Va., (N. & W.) a traveling crane has been introduced in the

foundry, which had been built 20 years.

Standard gauge tracks are required for bringing in supplies

and making shipments. Every foundry has at least one such

track; the Trafford City foundry has four, one inside (trans-

verse) at each end, and one outside (longitudinal; at each side;

the Reading foundry has a similar equipment, except that the

inside end tracks are longitudinal instead of transverse.

Narrow gauge tracks (varying from 18 ins. to 30 ins.) are

found in eleven foundries out of those under consideration;

some use turntables and no curves, others use curves and no

turntables, the majority use some of each, on the general plan

of using turntables in the buildings and curves outside. At
the new Hyde Park, Mass., foundry of the B. F. Sturtevant

Co., nothing but turntables are used; there are 20 in the

foundry, 14 in other buildings, and 30 in the yards, 64 In all.

At Reading (P. & R.) it is evident that curves were considered

preferable, as they are used both inside and outside wherever
possible, the only two turntables to be found being located

with restricted clearances where curves were not practicable.

Cupolas are of pretty well defined types, with numerous
variations of the details such as the height and section of

tuyeres, arrangement of spout, slag hole, drop bottom, etc.

Cupolas of 72 ins. diameter are common in railway foundries,

and will yield from 15 to 20 tons per hour each. Few railway

foundries have more than two cupolas, while at Schenectady
the American Locomotive Co. have six; at Trafford City there

are three cupolas' and two air furnaces, which can produce a
combined melt of 114 tons, so that a 100 ton casting can readily

be poured, and a 150 ton crane is provided, as previously

stated. In the air furnace, the fuel is not mixed with the iron

(as in a cupola), but It is fired separately, the heat being
passed over the surface of the metal as in a reverberatory
furnace. A much larger single melt may be obtained from an
air furnace than from any cupola, and the quality of the cast-

ing is finer—two advantages which are of benefit in heavy

electrical work.

The charging platform for use with cupolas should be about

fifteen feet above general floor level, and should be served by

a hydraulic lift of about 3,000 lbs. capacity; a few electric lifts

have been installed for this service; but are not found to meet
the peculiar conditions as well as the hydraulic lift. At Hyde
Park (the Sturtevant Co.), there is a semi-automatic arrange-

ment; a car which has been sent up loaded to the charging

platform, is, after being emptied, pushed on to an inclined

chute, runs down it some 125 ft. by gravity until stopped by a

hydraulic buffer on an elevator platform, causes the elevator

to descend by its own weight, and is then pushed off on the

general floor level, the elevator returning automatically to its

upper position, ready for the next car. At Reading there is a

transfer table on the charging platform with several spur

tracks leading from it, and on which several loaded cars can be

kept, and in such a way that anyone of them can be taken out

individually. The charging platform should also have a nar-

row gauge track scale for weighing each charge before it goes

into the cupola.

The core ovens are generally found at one side of the build-

ing, but occasionally at one end. It will be found convenient to

locate the larger ovens near to the loam and dry sand floors,

and it will pay to have the small ovens close to the core makers'

benches. The mason work of large ovens should be well and
carefully done and all the proper flues, dampers, etc., provided

so as to secure the desired uniform temperature and thorough

drying effects; the firing for core ovens is usually done from
the outside of the building.

At Schenectady (General Electric Company) are to be seen

core oven carriages formed with shelves, and fitted with large

rectangular end plates which form the door to the oven, thus

confining the heat, whether the car is in or out; in this

case the car is moved by a horizontal compressed air cylinder.

At Hyde Park (the Sturtevant Company) there are six ovens;

three are vertical cylinders, 7 ft. diameter, of the "reel" type,

the other three being 4x9 ft., 5x9 ft., and 7x9 ft., and each

having a car for heavy cores. At Schenectady (American Loco-

motive Company) there are 27 tracks leading into cylinder core

ovens.

The work of cleaning the heavier castings is naturally done
in one end of the main crane bay, but several modern foundries

have separate cleaning departments—sometimes simply a space

in a side bay, but not infrequently a special room equipped

with facilities, such as tumbling barrels, emery wheels, sand
blast, hydro-fluoric pickling baths, etc., where the medium sized

and smaller castings are handled. Emery wheels and tumbling
barrels are now often fitted with suction connections by which
the dust is drawn away.

The shipping facilities of a railway foundry ought always
to include a spur track (standard gauge) extending at least a
car length into the main crane bay. At Altoona (P. R. R.)
there is a very handy hydraulic platform lift adjacent to the
shipping room, by which loaded handbarrows or trucks can be
lifted from foundry floor level to car floor level, when a car is

being loaded for shipment.

The storage of pig iron, coke, sand and general foundry sup-
plies is being provided for in modern plants, whereas formerly
the open space adjacent to the foundry was used without the
provision of any special structures. At Hyde Park (the Stur-

tevant Company) all supply materials are kept inside the
foundry walls, the bins being accessible from the adjacent out-

side track. At Reading (P. & R.), a special stock house is pro-

vided, with two tracks (on general ground level) on trestles

rising up from a basement floor; the idea was that supplies
could be dumped direct from hopper bottom cars into the bins
below, whence they would be taken by narrow gauge track,
through a tunnel, to an elevator, and thence either to the main
floor, or the charging platform, as wanted. This stock house
has been used just as intended for sand, coke, etc., but has
been found inconvenient for pig iron, which is stacked in the
open yard, nearby. At Harrison, N. J. (the Worthlngton foun-
dry for light castings), the entire building has a basement. Into
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one end of which sand is unloaded (through trap doors) from

a track entering one end of the building on ground level;

similarly, when the molds are shaken out the sand from them

falls through floor gratings into the basement, where it is

mixed and tempered, and from whence it is again raised by

special elevators to overhead hoppers, to be drawn by the

molders. as needed.

Similarly, pattern storage Is being better provided for than

formerly, and Are proof or slow burning structures are found

in several places. At Hyde I'ark and Harrison there are four-

story buildings, and at Trafford City and Heading three-story

buildings. At the new Readville, Mass , car shops of the N. Y.,

N. II. & H. there is an excellent one-story pattern storage build-

ing with solid side and end walls and with top light only.

Flasks may be a source of great expense and therefore af-

Tabie 18 gives the output of six well known iron foundries,

the unit adopted being the tons of castings produced per month

per each 10,000 sq. ft. (100 ft. sq.) of ground area covered by

the building, and including not only the floor space used for

molding, but also that used for core making, cleaning, etc.

The output of a foundry will vary with the character of the

work done, and, in general, coreless castings of medium size

and simple outlines will permit maximum output. The average

unit output for the six foundries listed is 281 tons (per month

per 10 000 sq. ft. of ground area), and it would seem that in

designing new iron foundries to be used in connection with rail-

way shops a unit output of 250 Ions could safely be assumed.

The brass foundry admits of wide variation of design, from

the simple one or two pot furnace plant up to the highly de-

veloped modern large plant, such as that of the Siemens and

TABLE 18.

i)t TPUT OF IRON FOUNDRIES.

Place

Trafford City. Pa
Hyde Park. Mass,

Roanoke, Va.
nurnham. Pa.
Altoona. Pa.

Schenectady, N. Y.

The Westinghouse Companie>
The II F. Sturtevant Co.
The N. * W. R. R. Co.

The Standard Steel Works.
The Pennsylvania R. R.
The Am. Locomotive Co.

Kind of Castlng.-

produced.

Heavy Machinery
Light Machinery
Loco, and Car

Locomotive
Loco, and Car

Locomotive

Average Unit Output

Output
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COMPARATIVE TESTS OF BRAKE BEAMS.

Steel vs. Wooden Beams.

Tests were recently made by a prominent road of all of

the makes of metal brake beams used on that road in freight

service, and comparisons were drawn with a trussed wooden

beam with respect to deflection and permanent set. The in-

formation thus obtained will doubtless lead to a test of all

of the well known metal beams in order to ascertain whether

any of the others will make a better showing against the

wooden beams. These tests proved that the trussed wooden

beam met the Master Car Builders' specification for deflec-

tion, while none of the four metal beams satisfied this require-

ment. It has been generally accepted as a fact that a trussed

wooden beam would not stand the M. C. B. test. This is

probably true of wooden beams tested in the past, and is due

to the fact that the construction and design were defective.

These tests prove conclusively that a wooden beam properly

trussed will meet all requirements for freight service. There

is no question of the fact that the wooden beam is superior

to any of these steel beams, and they are all very well known

makes. For obvious reasons the names are not given. It is

not easy to use trussed wooden beams for inside hung brakes.

35000
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EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

Imi-ressions of Foreign Railroad Practice.

(Continued from Page 61.)

The English railway carriages of the old, but most numerous
type, with closed compartments, are veritable chambers of

horror. How such an intelligent class of people can endure

them is an Impenetrable mystery. These vehicles are de-

scended from the stage coach of our ancestors. The lineage is

too direct. It is sometimes a good thing for new blood to

come into a family to improve the stock. An occasional mar-

riage of the leading daughter to the coachman does no harm.

This carriage is simply ridiculous, barbarous, dangerous and

absurd. English railroad men know better, as they have shown

by building corridor cars, which are very comfortable. But the

older type of carriages (without toilet arrangements) stands

as a blot upon foreign railroad practice which is not confined

to England. Rather usual absence of steam heat and other in-

conveniences may be forgiven but the practice of shutting

people up in a closed cell with absolutely no opportunity for

communication with the surrounding humanity is not to be

admitted to have any place in modern facilities for traveling.

Of course, one may, to a certain extent, select his traveling

companions by searching jevery compartment of a train at a

station and that is what is done. Seclusion seems to be the

object of English travelers and it often leads to what we would

call
—"plain hog." A sixpence to the guard will tend to "se-

clude" a compartment to the knowing traveler, and you may
look long and far for the guard to let you into one of these.

On the other hand, the seclusion is not always what it ap-

pears to be. A lady traveling alone, need never be embar-

rassed, if she knows the ropes and fees a guard to put her

into a compartment reserved for ladies, but there is positive

danger in omitting this precaution. A sad case was brought

to the writer's notice, in which it is to be hoped, for charity's

sake, that the man concerned was an escaped lunatic. People

sometimes pay dearly for this fad of exclusiveness and after

all on a crowded train one is in closer contact with his neigh-

bors than in our cars.

It is, on the other hand a pleasant surprise to find such com-

fortable cars in the specially good trains; The improvement of

the last ten years has been very great, and it is to be hoped

that further progress will be made. These criticisms apply to

the older type of "carriages" without corridors and other im-

provements of the later part of the nineteenth and the present

centuries. English railroads lay themselves open to criticism

because they do not retire this old equipment at a more rapid

rate. The situation requires heroic treatment.

Coal is hauled in boxes with two axles, the capacity being

from 6 to 8 tons and the dead weight about the same as the

load. There are notable exceptions, but many coal cars of

this sort are now in service. The maximum total width of

passenger cars is 9 ft. 3 ins., and I found no goods wagons
wider than 8 ft. It is worthy of note that the capacities of the

freight equipment which is being discarded at home, are larger

than that in use here. Instead of increasing the capacities of

cars and locomotives, the English roads have merely increased

the number of trains, and this has led to increasing the number
of tracks on which to handle the heaviest traffic. Perhaps this

was the best thing they could do, because of the vast expense
of increasing clearances, but it merely puts off the evil day
because roads with small clearances cannot haul heavy trains.

As business increases more tracks will need to be built, and
probably the cost of this will be more than that of enlarging

the clearances. But this question is a difficult one, which the
writer is glad he is not called upon to decide.

Some of the roads are building larger coal cars. The Cale-

donian has some excellent large steel cars (see American Engi-
neer October, 1899, page 320) and is taking up self-clearing

cars. I am told that the Clearing House has taken official

action to prevent the use of large hopper cars by the owners of

private cars, though I cannot imagine a satisfactory reason
for such a position.

There are good reasons to believe that the best relief of the

transportation problem in England will be the use of electric

traction. This will solve the locomotive difficulty and the cars

may then be attended to at leisure. The traffic is dense and

the only obstacle is the fact that the roads are likely to find

it very difficult to provide the capital necessary for the change.

The sleeping cars of the east and west coast trains are very

comfortable. A passenger has a small space all to himself,

with separate toilet facilities and it is not necessary for him

to go out of his compartment until fully dressed. The hot

coffee brought in by the attendant begins the morning in good

order and renders the traveler good natured all day. Ladies

have something better than a curtain as a shelter. In several

eta these sleeping cars are in advance of ours.

While American coaches are more comfortable than the Eng-

lish, they weigh far more per passenger. On the Caledonian

Railway, for example, an ordinary first-class carriage with 7

compartments seating 50 people, weighs 22 tons or about 0.4 ton

per passenger. An ordinary third-class carriage, 48 ft. in

length, seats 80 passengers ana weighs 21 tons—0.2C ton per

passenger. English cars are of frail construction, compared

with ours, and they lack platforms, but there is something very

attractive in their light weight. They ride well and also run

easily. It was interesting and amusing to see on the London

& Northwestern, at Crewe, a so-called heavy baggage van placed

on the main line for loading, by a horse. He was an able-

bodied animal and gave the car a sudden short pull, after

which he hustled along to keep out of its way, while it coasted

perhaps 40 feet. Now. what impression would a horse make

on one of our modern baggage cars? This goes to show that

tnese trains pull easily.

Premiums to locomotive engineers are the rule in England.

Various methods for alloting them are followed on the different

roads. On the London & Southwestern, Mr. Drummond very

carefully figured the coal consumption of all important runs,

taking an average for a .number of years and after adding to

this average about 15 per cent., he established an allowance

for each. The enginemen are paid a cash premium of 20 per

cent, of the value of the coal they save, that is to say, that

proportion of the amount they use, deducted rrom the allow-

ance. On this road cash prizes are paid also for meritorious

service of any kind which leads to a saving of expense to the

company. The discovery of a broken rail or anything of that

kind is thus rewarded. Premiums are paid to the engineers

on the Midland and are based upon all around service, consider-

ing the consumption of coal and engine supplies, punctuality

and the general standing of the men in their efforts to save

their employer's money and improve the service. This road

pays out a large sum annually in this way. Punctuality is

a very important factor in judging the premiums and for this

reason the engineers do their utmost to have their engines

kept up in good condition all of the time. They are supported

and encouraged by the officials, to refuse to take out an en-

gine which is in bad condition or not ready in every way for

the best work. Other roads also pay cash premiums and it

may be said to be a feature of English practice, which contri-

butes toward getting excellent work out of locomotives.

"It is an unpardonable sin to have a train delayed by a loco-

motive failure." this remark was made in answer to a ques-

tion which the writer has asked pretty generally all over Eu-

rope. It wras made by the general manager of an English road.

His standing in motive power matters is secured by over ten

years as locomotive superintendent of the road and by the fact

that he had the American Engineer in bound volumes in his

book case and the latest issue was open upon his desk, when

the writer called. He has read this journal for many years

and several years ago was invited to preside over the entire

operation of the road. (Let the young reader at home take

special note of this ) He said, "We cannot afford to have loco-

motive failures, for they would tie us up tight as a drum.

'

This is a fact. Passenger service has become so exacting here

as to compel great attention to the conditions of locomotives.

O. M. B.
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SIX COUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES. COMPARISON WITH OTHBB I.Alti.L 1'ASSKNUKR LOCOMOTIVES.

4-6-2 (pacific) type.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

Road.

C. & A...
N. Y. •

El I'uhj &

KliKlliC

Number.

(JU1

2,794

Until now the heaviest passenger locomotives on this road

were those of the 4-4-2 type illustrated in this journal Feb-

ruary, lyoi, page 35, which have given excellent service. We
now illustrate one of two new designs, from which very heavy

six-coupled engines have been built by the American Locomo-

tive Company at Schenectady. The heavier and larger design

is shown, and by referring to the description of the Chicago &

Alton engine of the Baldwin Works (March, 1903, page 87) it

will be seen that the new New York Central engine is a close

second for the honor of being the largest and heaviest passen-

ger locomotive in the world. It has a boiler 72 1-1G ins. in

diameter at the smallest ring, which, with the exception of the

2-8-0 type engine of the Colorado Midland (February, 1902,

page 49), is the largest boiler ever put on a passenger engine.

As the Colorado Midland engine is for special mountain service,

it is not exactly in the class of this new design, which indicates

a tendency toward securing improved circulation by providing

the maximum possible amount of room for water in the boiler.

This boiler has 303, 2%-ln. tubes, with 9i-in. spaces. The total

heating surface is 3757.7 sq. ft., which indicates the apprecia-

tion ot the necessity for space for circulation. It is further

indicated in the 4V2-in. water spaces all around the firebox at

the mud ring. With the six-coupled driving wheels and a wide

firebox, long tubes are necessary. Their length in this case is

20 ft., the same as those of the Chicago & Alton engine already

referred to.

These engines have inside admission, piston valves with

direct valve motion, cast steel frames with slab (or plate) rear

sections and no joints in the frames, except at the rear of the

rear diving axles. They have a new design of radial trailer

trucks with radius bars and outside journals, and among the

detail parts cast steel is liberally used. The pedestal binders

are of cast steel, of a modified form of the old strap type,

having slots 2 ins. deep for projections extending that depth

into the binders. This road has given up the bolt form of

binder because on engines of recent design, they would be

too large to be properly tightened up in the roundhouse.

It will be remembered that the 4-4-2 type locomotive of this

road are equipped with trailing trucks having outside journals.

The new engines, having a very long wheel base, required a

radius bar truck and a new one was designed for them. It

has a frame of triangular form turning about a radius 75 ins.

long when measured from the center of the axle to the center

of the bearing. The form of the truck is indicated in the en-

gravings. It was the intention to show a detail drawing of

this truck, but it is omitted from this description, because a

change is contemplated, which will facilitate changing the

trailer wheels. The outside journal construction was used

because it provides room for a good ash pan.

The frames of these engines are secured to a front deck
casting in front of the cylinder, they are braced laterally by
another similar casting over the front driving axle and by a
third heavy casting at the back ends of the frames. The
engine has self-cleaning front ends, which have now become
usual practice on this road.

These heavy engines are used on the Mohawk and the

Western divisions. Other engines of the same type and gener-

ally similar dimensions, by the same builders, are giving
excellent service on the Boston & Albany division. In the
accompanying tables the chief dimensions of the latest design,

(which is known as "Class K") ratios, and some comparative
figures are given.

SIX-COl'PLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES 4—6— 2 TYPENEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.
RATI08.

Heating surface to cylinder volume = 328.4
Tractive weight to heating surface = 37.4
Tractive weight to tractive effort = 4.92
Tractive effort to heating surface = 7.58
Heating surface to grate area — 74.8
Heating surface percentage of tractive effort = 13.2
Total weight to heating surface = 68.2

So Western J

No Pacific 284
A. T. & S. F 1,000
C. & 147
L. S . & M. S

Total
Weight.

219.000
218.000

209.500

202.000
190,000
187,000
174.500

Total
Heating
Surface

4.UTS
3,757

3,818

3,402
3,738
3,533
3.343

Total Weight
divided by
healing
surface.

53.7
58.2

54.8

58.3
50.1
52.9
52.2

. KHAL DIMENSIONS OF NEW YORK CENTRAL 4 C 2 TYPE.

Gauge 4 ft. 8V4 Ins.

Kuei lilt mntnous
Weight In working order 218.000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 140.500 lbs.

Weight Engine and Tender In working order 340,400 lbs.

Wheel Base; Driving : 18 ft. in

Wheel Base, Rigid 13 CI Q

Wheel Base, Total 33 ft. 7 V4 Ins.

Wheel Base. Total. Engine and Tender 67 ft. 6% Ins.

CYLINDERS.

Diameter of Cylinders 22 Ins.

Stroke of Piston 2G Ins.

Horizontal thickness of Piston 6Va Ins.

Diameter of Piston Rod 3% Ins.

Kind of Piston Rod Packing U. S. Metallic

valves.

Kind of Slide Valves Piston type
Greatest Travel of Slide Valves 6 Ins.

Outside Lap of Slide Valves 1 in.

Inside Clear of Slide Valves Vs in.

Lead of Valves in full gear line and line full forward motion V4 in. lead

at Vi stroke cut oil

Kind of Valve Stem Packing U. S. Metallic

WHEELS. ETC.

No. of Driving Wheels 6
Diameter of Driving Wheels outside of Tire 75 Ins.

Thickness of Tire 3% Ins.

Driving Box Material Cast Steel

Diameter and Length of Driving Journals 9Vi ins. diameter by 12
Diameter and Length of Main Crank Pin Journals (Main Side 7V4 bjr

1 <, ) 7 ins. diameter by 6Vi
Diameter and Length of Side Rod Crank Pin Journals, F. & B.

5 In. diameter by 4%
Engine Truck, journals 6Vi ins. diameter by 10 ins.

Diameter of Engine Truck Wheels 36 Ins.

Kind of Engine Truck Wheels . . . . Krupp No. 3 Cast Iron spoke center

Trailing Wheels, diameter 50 Ins.

Trailing Truck journals 8 by 14 ins.

boiler.

Style Straight top radial stayed
Outside diameter of first ring 72 1-16 ins.

Working Pressure 200 lb >.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of fire box.
i

. in., 9-16 in., 23-32 in., % in., and 1 in.

Fire Box length 96% Ins.

Fire Box, width 75% ins.

Fire Box, depth Front 79 Vi ins., back 64% ins.

Fire Box plates, thickness,
Sides. % in., back. % in., crown, % in., tube sheet, Vi In.

Fire Box Water Space. . . Front. 4 V» Ins., sides, 4V4 ins., back 4Vi Ins.

Fire Box. Stay Bolts Taylor Iron 1 in. diameter
-Tubes, number • -303
Tubes, diameter 2 Vi ins.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 20 ft. iu.

Fire Brick, Supported on Water tubes

Heating surface, tubes 3,553.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 23-6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 180.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.757.7 sq. ft.

Grate surface ; •••• -50 .23 sq. ft.

Exhaust Nozzles 5% ins., 5% Ins. and 5% ins. diameter
Smoke Stack, inside diameter 20 Ins.

Smoke Stack, top above rail 14 ft. 6 Ins.

TENDER.

sty ]e Water bottom

Weight.' empty '.'.' 52.400 lb^

Wheels, number ••• :•*
Wheels, diameter •; • • • • •

•J®
ns -

Journals, diameter and length 5% ins. dia. by 10 ins.

Wheel Base 16 ft. 9VS In?.

Tender Trucks -Vox Pressed Steel

Water Capacity 6.000 U. S. gallons

Coal Capacity 10 ton

s

Brake Westinghouse American combined

We take pleasure in announcing that we have turned over

the management of our book department to the well known

publishers, the Norman B. Henley Publishing Company, 132

Nassau street, New York, who will hereafter handle all book

orders placed with us and answer any inquiries regarding

prices or the choice of books on technical subjects or devoted

to the trades. The Henley Publishing Company have published

a large number of valuable books upon railroad, as well as

other technical subjects, which they are prepared to supply

promptly, and they are furthermore prepared to obtain any

technical book, whether published in this country or abroad.

Their varied and extensive experience in this line places them

in position to be of great service to those in need of technical

publications.
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

McKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

BY R. V. WRIGHT, MECHANICAL ENGINEER.

VIII.

TURRET LATHES.

FIG. 37.—THE APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE-VOLTAGE INDIVIDUAL DRIV-

ING TO THE OLD 18-INCH BRASS TURRET LATHE.

—

CROCKER-WHEELER SYSTEM.

Crocker-Wheeler
Type 3-1- L.S.C.M.

S H.P.Motor.

H"Morse-Chain %'P

Reference was made in considerable detail to the methods
employed in equipping the various types of lathes for Indi-

vidual motor driving at the McKees Rocks shops, in the second,

third and fourth articles of this series (pages 1G5, 219 and 410

of the preceding volume, 1903), but it has been impossible

heretofore to discuss the details of the changes which were
made upon the turret lathes. In this article the application of

the individual motor driving to two of the old turret lathes,

which were used at the old shops, will be described.

Figs. 37 and 38 illustrate the motor application to an old

18-in. turret lathe, which is used for brass work. Fig. 40 shows
details of the cast iron bracket that was used to carry the

motor above the head stock, as shown; while Fig. 39 presents

a detail of the combination latch-plate and sleeve, which wu
the only other change required upon this machine.

As this lathe is used exclusively for turning brass, and, as

ordinarily only small work is handled upon it, it was seen that

the slow run of gears would seldom be used, and it was thus

18 Teeth

Silent Chain

_i 39 Teoth

C Back-Gear Shaft

Diagram of Drive

GearsAaml B = New.
Oears,C and r - Original^ —

|ft
-

Note: Slack of Chain to be

Adjusted by Shuns uuilc]

Motor Feet

FIG. 38.—DETAILS OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF MOTOR DRIVING FOB THE 18-INCH

TURRET LATHE FOR BRASS WORK.

FIG. 39.—DIAGRAM OF THE NEW ARRANGEMENT OF

DRIVE, AND DETAILS OF THE NEW SPECIAL SLEEVE.

4 M

--c}—J4i"

:

i 8
1 | 7) 1

Bracket Tle-Z.

FIO. 40.—DETAILS OF THE MOTOR SUPPORT BRACKET FOB THE
J.8-LNOH TUBBXT LATHE.

decided to retain the original method of throwing the back

gear in and out, in place of adding a more elaborate system of

gear changes, using clutches. In order to adjust the back gear

ratio to suit the speed range of the motor, only two new gears,

A and B (see diagram of the drive, Fig. 38), had to be pro-

vided. Thus it was only necessary to replace the four-step belt

cone by a combination latch plate and sleeve (shown in Fig.

39), upon which sleeve was keyed the new gear, A, and the

large sprocket for the Morse silent-chain drive from the motor.

The motor, which is a Crocker-Wheeler type 3 I-L-S.-C.M

multiple-voltage motor, developing 3 h.p. at 240 volts, is sup-

ported by the set of simple cast iron brackets, shown in Fig.

40. The controller is the type M.F.-21, Crocker-Wheeler multi-

ple-voltage controller, and is attached to the bed of the lathe

in front of the head stock, as shown in Fig. 37. With this ar-

rangement, the operator can easily manipulate it with his left

hand while watching the work.

The range of speeds thus available at the spindles and also

the power available at each of the various speeds is indicated

upon the diagram, Fig. 41. It will be noted that the minimum
horse-power provided by the motor with this arrangement of
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driving, between spindle speeds of 28 and G14-rev. per mln. Is

1.09, while it Is much greater than this at most points.

It is no uncommon sight to see the operator of this tool

change the speed for each operation provided upon the turret

head, where pieces of work requiring several different opera-

tions are handled. With the belt drive, more time would
usually be lost in similarly changing the speeds than would
be gained by the changes, when made, and ordinarily the sev-

eral different operations would be done at the same speed,

3.0
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AN IMPORTANT NEW TERMINAL-YARD LIGHTING
AND POWER PLANT.

Weehawken, N. J.

WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

IT.

With an Inset.

(Continued from page 46.)

The details of construction of the power plant building,

which were briefly referred to in the preceding article, are

herewith shown in the engravings presented in the accompany-

ing inset. By reference to the cross section drawings, the

important features of building construction, as well as the

arrangement of apparatus within, may be seen. A longitudinal

elevation of the boiler room is also presented in addition to

the plan drawing; the longitudinal elevation of the engine

room will appear in the following issue.

One of the most noticeable features of the power house is

that the basement is located above ground level, the basement

floor being on a level with the base of rail level of the adjoining

terminal yard tracks; the ground level is just below the water

table of the building, and but a few inches above maximum
high tide. This brings the basement high enough to make it

not only light and conveniently accessible, but also to permit

of its being kept well ventilated and dry—this is important in

power plant conditions. Ample head room of nearly 12 ft. is

provided in the engine room basement; under the boiler room
8 ft. between floor levels is provided.

An important feature of the arrangement of the building is

the provision for bringing machinery into the engine room.

At the south end of the basement there is a large double door,

with an opening 9 ft. 8 ins. wide by 8 ft. 6 ins. high, through

which large pieces of machinery may be delivered onto the

basement floor. In the engine room floor over the space imme-

diately in front of this wide double door, there is a large hatch

opening, 12 ft. square, through which the hoisting hook of the

engine room traveling crane may be lowered to hoist the

weight. This makes a most convenient method of bringing the

heaviest pieces into the engine room. The hatch opening is

protected by a 3 ft. railing of pipe construction, which may be

removed when desired.

The massive character of the foundations for the engines

and stacks is well shown in these drawings. All the heavier

foundations rest on piling, the piles having been driven down
to rest on solid rock. The footing courses of the walls are laid

upon scrap rails to spread the weight, and is carried upon piles

driven to solid rock. As before stated the foundations are all

of concrete, composed of one part of Portland cement to two

parts of jclear, sharp sand and four of broken stone, and they

were laid very carefully without joints so as to form a solid

monolithic structure in each case. The foundation for the

brick stack was built extra heavy to provide for possible exten-

sion; the original height of the stack is to be 225 ft., but the

foundation is proportioned for an increase of its height by 50

ft., should the property on the Palisades above, become a resi-

dence district. This foundation is square at the base, but

changes in section to octagonal a short distance below the

boiler room floor, and the shaft to a circular section just below

the roof.

The steel work of the building is particularly heavy and

substantial. The general design of the roof trusses may be

seen from the cross sections. In the engine room they have a

clear span of 52 ft. from wall to wall. The boiler room trusses

extend only to the columns at the face of the boilers, the

columns are connected longitudinally and to the face of the

exterior wall by plate girders, which support the coal and ash

storage bins, thus leaving the space above clear for the con-

veying apparatus, as shown.

The craneways in the engine room, which consist of 42-in.

steel plate girders, located 50 ft. between centers, are carried on

the tops of the heavy steel columns in the side walls, which are

spaced 35 ft. between centers. The stairways, to the galleries,

between floors, etc., are built up of 10-in. channels with cast

iron treads, and are provided with 3-ft. railings of pipe and

fittings, which are also used to protect the gallery, the wheel

pits around the engines and the hatchway opening in the

engine room.

COAL AND ASH HANDLING SYSTEM.

A very complete system of conveyors and elevated storage

hoppers has been provided for the handling and storage of

coal and ashes. The arrangements of this system, which com-

prises a transverse belt conveyor to carry the coal from the

receiving hopper and a longitudinal bucket conveyor to elevate

the coal or ashes to the storage bins above, are well shown in

the accompanying drawings in the inset. This, in conjunction

with a coal trestle at the rear of the building by means of

which car loads of coal are dumped directly into a receiving

hopper and crusher, provides a perfectly automatic system of

coal and ash handling, the capacity of which is for handling 30

tons of "run-of-mine" coal, either anthjacite or bituminous,

per hour.

The elevated pockets for coal, of which there are four, are

of steel construction, as shown. They are large, 13% by 15

ft. square at the top; the chute opening at the bottom is 19 ft.

above the boiler room floor. The two ash pockets are of

similar construction, but slant toward the outside'wall, instead

of toward the boilers, in order to deliver into cars on the coal

trestle outside. These hoppers are carried partly on the side

wall construction and partly by steel columns rising at the

boiler fronts, which extend up to the roof trusses. Each hopper

has a capacity of 35 tons of coal, making a total storage

capacity of 140 tons of coal in all; the ash hoppers are calcu-

lated to take care of a three days' accumulation of ashes.

Coal is delivered to the power plant by hopper cars on the

coal trestle shown alongside the rear wall of the building. From

this track the cars dump direct into the receiving hopper

underneath in an extension of the boiler room basement, the

details of which are well shown in section D-D. From the

receiving hopper the coal is directed into a large coal crusher

which is capable of taking care of 30 tons per hour; it is of

heavy construction and capable of reducing lumps in either

anthracite or bituminous, to sizes suitable for the Rony

stokers.

From the crusher the coal is delivered into the conveyor

system, which consists of a belt conveyor, leading transversely

a distance of 18 ft., and a bucket conveyor, receiving the coal

from the belt conveyor and carrying it to the storage pockets,

without manual labor. The belt conveyor is of the usual

type, 18 ins. wide, and is designed for a belt speed of 400

ft. per minute. The main bucket conveyor is of the usual

link type, with pressed steel buckets, 18 by 26 ins. in size

at the top and spaced 28 ins. between centers in the driv-

ing chain. Automatic trips are located over the storage

pockets to dump the buckets in any desired location. This

conveyor is driven by a reversible, variable-speed three-phase

alternating-current motor, the transverse belt conveyor and

the coal crusher being driven through a countershaft by a

similar but non-reversible motor.

Ashes are discharged into the main bucket conveyor directly

from the ash pits under the boilers, as shown, an apron being

provided to permit their being scraped into the passing

buckets. After accumulating in the ash hoppers above, they

are dumped into cars standing upon the trestle track at the

rear and drawn away. The details of the discharge chute

leading through the wall and cut-off gate outside, are well

shown in section D-D. This entire conveyor equipment, in-

cluding the crusher, will be furnished and installed by the

Exeter Machine Works, Pittston, Pa., under a rigid guarantee

for efficient and satisfactory operation.

BOILERS, STOKERS AND SUPERHEATERS.

The boiler equipment consists of four 500-h.p. horizontal

iwater-tube boilers, set in two batteries of two each, one on

either side of the stack. The boilers were built by the Ault-

man & Taylor Machinery Company, Mansfield, Ohio, and each
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Is equipped with a Foster superheater supplied by the Power

Specialty Company. New York. The rating of the boilers is

based upon 111 sq. ft. of heating surface per boiler horse-power.

and also upon the A. S. M D. Standard of 30 lbs. of water evap-

orated per hour from feed water at 100 (legs. F.. to steam at

711 lbs. pressure, and they are designed for 50 per cent, over-

load rapacity.

The boilers are carried upon wrought iron supports, entirely

independent of the brick work, and expansion is carefully pro-

vided for to insure air-tight settings. The details of the set-

tings, and the provision for the superheater tubes, are shown,

nections for by-passing, so that the boilers may deliver satu-

rated steam, if desired. The superheater fittings are of extra

heavy cast iron, of special mixture for this service. The super-

heaters are designed to raise the temperature of steam de-

livered from each boiler, at its rated pree " lbs. per

sq. in., to 550 degs. F.; this provides that the temperature be

measured at points in the main steam header 5 ft. beyond the

boiler, and with the turns e gases leaving the boiler at not

over 600 degs. F.

The stokers are the we\l known Roney stokers, installed by

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., and are arranged for easy

scct/ow a-a.

DETAILS OF nil FLUE CONBTBUOTIOS AND KCONOM IZK» SETTING, SHiiwum. BY-PASS TO SUCK.

in general, in the drawings. All brickwork showing at the

fronts is of white enameled brick. Further interesting details

of the boiler equipment are given in the following table:

BOILERS.
Nominal Horse Power 500 H. P.

Heating Surface 5,000 sq. ft.

. Working Pressure 150 lbs.

Test Pressure after erection 200 lbs.

No. of Sections 21
No. of Tubes 252
Kind of Tubes "Knobbled." Hammered Charcoal Iron
Diameter of Tubes 4 inches
Length of Tubes 18 ft.

No. of Steam Drums 3
Length of Steam Drum 23 ft. 3 % ins.

Diameter of Steam Drum 36 ins.

Thickness of Steam Drum Plate % in.

No. of Mud Drums 1
Diameter of Mud Drum 12 ins.

Length of Mud Drum 12 ft. 6 ins.

Thickness of Mud Drum Plate Hi ins.

Size of Steam Opening >. 10 ins.

Number and Diameter of Dry Pipes 3—5 in.

Outside Dimensions of Setting 23 ft. 3 ins. by 15 ft.

Maximum Height of Boiler Above Floor Level 18 ft. 3 ins.

Shipping Weight per Battery 196.000 lbs.

SUPERHEATERS.
Type Flue Fired
Square Feet of Superheating Surface 1.250 sq. ft.

No. of Tubes 24
Diameter of Tubes 4 Inches
Shape of Tubes 3
No. of Sections 3
Diameter of Connections to and from Superheater 3—5-ln. pipes

STOKERS.
Type Roney Overfeed
Width, Over All 12 ft. 6 ins.

Length. Over All 8 ft. 2 ins.

Grate Area 112 sq. ft.

Weight, Each 21 600 lbs.

Size of Stoker Engine. . , .4% In. cylinder diameter, and 4-inch stroke
Horsepower of Stoker Engine, at 80 lbs. steam pressure 5 H.P.
Horsepower Required to Operate Each Stoker 1 HP.
Draff Required by Stoker, inches of Water %
Draft Required at 150 per cent. Overload. Inches of Water %
Rating,

s
Coal per sq. ft. of Grate per Hour 15 lbs.

150 per cent. Overload Rating. Coal per sq. ft. Grate per Hour. . .22 lbs.

The boilers are equipped with safety high and low water

alarms, which, together with the other boiler fittings, are fin-

ished in polished brass. The feed and other auxiliary pipe

connections are of heavy brass and the blow-off piping is fitted

with flange connections. A special feature of the boiler and
superheater construction is that all joints are made, metal to

metal, without packing of any kind. The tubes of the boiler

are expanded into "flowed" steel headers.

The superheaters, as shown in cross-section E-E. are located

in the setting above the water tubes and form an integral part

of each boiler. They are, however, provided with proper con-

renewal of grate bars and sections. Each battery of two

stokers is operated by a Westinghouse special stoker engine,

each of which engines is large enough to operate all the stokers

in case of accident. With coal supplied in proper size and

proper firing, the stokers are guaranteed to consume the coal

completely and smokelessly. A special feature of the furnace

design is that they are proportioned for burning refuse dust

and clippings from the grain elevators—an important economic

feature under these conditions.

ECONOMIZEBS.

Two fuel economizers will be installed in the smoke flues

at the rear of the boilers by the Green Fuel Economizer Com-

pany, which are utilized for heating the boiler feed water.

Their location is shown in the plan and on cross section E-E,

and the details of the setting, together with the flue connec-

tions to the boiler, and the by-pass to the stack, are shown in

the accompanying drawing on this page. Each unit consists

of eight vertical cast-iron tubes, connected to headers at top

and bottom, each row forming a section. All joints are

metal to metal with machined contact faces. The feed water

enters at the cooler end of the flue and leaves at the end

nearest the boiler. The usual scraping devices are employed

for removing soot from the tubes, which are driven by three-

phase alternate-current induction motors. The principal fea-

tures of the economizers are indicated in the following table:

I ' nOMIZERS.
No. of Tubes in Each Section 8
No', of Sections in Each Economizer 44
Length and Diameter of Tubes 10 ft. by 3"» ins. diameter
Total Heating Surface of Each Economizer 4,576 sq. ft.

Power Required to Operate Scrapers 2 HP.
Size of Scraper Driving Motors 2 H-. P.
Test Pressure for Economizer and Fitting- 350 lbs. Hydrostatic

The economizers are guaranteed to raise the temperature of

the feed water passing through them, according to the condi-

tions of load, as given below:««£ « a

CO J? ® . ® 0» oj
Load on Boiler. «| 3" f-1S fe «

EH <~% 9S "2

600—B. H. P. 450° F. 210° F. 100° F. 210° F>.

1,000—B. H. P. 550° F. 342° F. 100° F. 200° F.
1.500— B. H. P. 650° F. 460° P. 100° F. 185° F.
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FLUES AND STACK.

The stack is of the radial brick type and is of ample size to

easily handle normal and 50 per cent, overloads on the present

boiler equipment and the two additional boilers for which

space is reserved. It is 225 ft. high, with an internal diameter

of 10 ft., but is proportioned for an increase of 50 ft., or 275 ft.

future height. The stack foundation is of concrete on piles,

and ends at 8 ft. below the boiler room floor level. The base

of the stack is square, but changes to half octagonal above the

boiler room floor; the base ends and the chimney, which is

round in section, begins just above the economizers. The

chimney was built to a special design by the Alphons Custodis

Chimney Construction Company. Its principal dimensions are

as follows:

BTACK.

Height Above Foundation 233 ft.

Height Above Boiler Room Floor 225 ft.

Height of Base Above Foundation 33 ft.

Side of Base, Outsidel 22 ft. 2 ins.

Diameter of Base. Inside, At Top 13 exposed ft. 10 ins.

Diameter of Base, Inside, At Bottom 13 ft. 2 ins.

Height of Round Shell 200 ft.

No. of Sections of Shell of Different Thicknesses 13
Weight per Cu. ft. of Radial Brick 120 lbs.

Thickness of Fire-Brick Lining in Base 4V4 ins.

Width of Air Space Between Lining and Shell 2 ins.

No. of Flue Openings 5
Wind Pressure Designed for 50 lbs. per sq. ft. . of exposed surface

There are five flue openings, two on each side above the

boiler room floor, as shown, and one below, on the side oppo-

site from the office, which was installed to provide connection

for the two future boilers. The details of the connections at

the rear of the boilers leading to the economizer settings and

to the by-passes, are made clear in the accompanying drawing.

The main boiler flue, below, has a row-lock fire-brick arch

over it; this is covered with a similar arch of common brick

and then bedded over deeply with a strong cinder concrete for

the floor of the economizer chamber. The economizer space

is roofed at the sloping ends with courses of brick laid on

cast-iron tees, spaced 9 ins. apart, and covered with a cement

mortar. The arrangement of dampers for diverting the flue

gases through the economizer, or by-passing, is clearly shown.

The base of the stack is provided with a 12-in. baffle wall of

fire brick, built diagonally across between the flue openings,

to take the impact of the entering hot gases. This wall is

spaced, as shown in the plan, to one side of the center to pro-

vide for the future boiler capacity.

(To be continued.)

NET LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

McKEES ROCKS, PA.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

IV.

the paint shop.

As may be noted by referring to the layout plan of the Mc-

Kees Rocks shops, which was presented on page 396 of the

November, 1903, issue, the paint and color shops are peculiarly

located with respect to the remainder of the shop plant, being

situated in a convenient Y-shaped corner formed in the west

side of the shop grounds by existing track locations outside;

they are not far removed from the main buildings, but are

still far enough, being located nearly 200 ft. from the nearest

corner of the main locomotive shop building, to protect them
in case of a dangerous fire in the paint stores. Convenient

access is had to both paint and color shops by tracks leading

from the west side of the shops.

The paint shop involves some interesting features, both as to

construction and as to facilities. It is a steel frame building,

with saw-tooth roof construction to provide ample daylight

lighting, as shown in the accompanying half-tone engravings.

The general features of the building construction are well

shown in the accompany sectional drawings and in the detail

of roof construction, which shows also the details of the steel

column construction. The outside appearance of the paint

shop is greatly modified, however, and the usual peculiar ex-

terior so noticeable in most saw tooth roofs, is avoided, by

carrying the side walls above the ridges of the saw teeth; this

permitted harmonizing the general exterior appearance with

that of the other buildings of the shop group.

The paint shop, as shown in the plan drawing, is 204 x 85

SECTION A-B.

PLAN OF HEATING SYSTEM: ARRANGEMENT OF DELIVERY AND RETURN HEATING DUCTS FOR RECIRCULATING SYSTEM IN PAINT. SHOP.
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ft. inside, with a clear distance of 19 ft. 3 ins. under the lowest

portions of the roof trusses. The roof is supported between

walls by three rows of steel columns, of five columns each,

dividing the building into six sections. The section at the south

end, 34 ft., is partitioned off to provide accommodations for the

washing and varnishing departments, office, etc., which are

arranged across this end of the building, as shown; the parti-

tions are built of concrete, 3 ins. thick, on expanded metal,

all of which are carried up to the roof trusses or roof. A most
light and convenient shop has been secured; the character of

\he daylight lighting, which is northern exposure, may be

judged from the interior view of this building looking toward
the saw-tooth skylights. The convenience of the workmen is

provided for in aj) excellent arrangement of lavatories and
water closets in one corner of the washing room; the water

closets are located on an elevated platform or gallery, 9 ft.

above floor level, beneath which are the lavatories.

Four longitudinal tracks lead into the paint shop, spaced 20

ft. ins. between centers, as shown on the plan. These tracks

extend 165 ft. into the building, or within 15 ft. of the parti-

tion across the south end, and are provided with pits which are

of concrete construction, as is the floor throughout the build-

ing. The construction of these pits is shown in the detail cross

sections, one at the drainage point at the middle and the other

at different points of depth; each pit is 140 ft. long and 34 ins.

deep at the ends, dropping to 38 ins. deep at the drainage points

at the middle. The drain connections are shown in the cross-

section view of the buildings; each drain is covered at the pit

by a cast-iron grating. A feature of this building is also, to

be found in the system of inside roof drainage and the pro-

vision of steam heating pipes (see detail of roof construction)

beneath the gutters to thaw out ice that may form there in

winter.

HEATING AND VENTILATING STSTEM.

One of the most important features of this shop is the heat-

ing and ventilating system, which was designed with great

care to properly fulfill the special requirements. The require-

ments of the modern paint shop in this particular were very
concisely stated by Mr. W. O. Quest, master painter of the
P. & L. K. R. R., in a recent paper before the Railway Club of

Pittsburgh, as follows:

"The essentials of heating and ventilating a railway paint
shop according to requirements, should be so mathematically
adjusted as to conform to interior shop space in such a manner
as to prevent these opposite elements from conflicting with
shop cleanliness. A controlled volume of circulated air should
be secured through a series of easily manipulated ventilator
openings located in the ceiling, or other similar mechanical
appliance that will insure a fresh air supply, and at the same
time prevent the generated heat from being carried away from
work line of shop. Without question, all heat should be either
generated or discharged at a low floor line, in order that all
moisture resulting from car washing, etc., will quickly dry up.
According to the available practical authority, the installation
of the recirculating system of hot air heating and ventilating,
the shop should be so constructed as to insure a fifty to sixty
per cent foul air displacement in a given time, as it is claimed
that the constant churning over of foul air of a paint shop,
without taking in at least fifty per cent of fresh air hourly from
outside, will be productive of bad results in the form of both
moisture and a poisonous gaseous air, which are extremely
injurious to both fresh applied paint ana varnish and to the
health of the men compelled to work under such conditions.
There is an inevitable law that all heat ascends and never
descends only when in such volume as to entirely displace the
pure air, showing conclusively that all heat should be generated
as near floor line as possible, which will, with necessary top
ventilation, produce an ideal shop atmosphere on an old estab-
lished law which, when put to the test, usually shows that it is
the most practical, and not the most scientific of heating and
ventilating system that is wanted in the railway car paint
shop."
On account of the importance of this subject, as well as the

excellent manner in which these requirements were provided
for at this shop, we illustrate the heating system in detail. It

consists of a motor-driven ventilating blower equipment, lo-

cated in the varnish room, and connected up with return suc-
tion and delivery pipes for recirculating the air in the shop.
The main delivery ducts <xtend unc»r ne roof around the out-
side walls of the building ia b>3t-c ; 'he ventilating system

plan; the delivery outlets, which are spaced 17 ft. apart, ex-

tend down the side walls to within 6 ft. of the floor, and are pro-

vided with double-ported deflector openings to divert and scat-

ter the hot blast. The return ducts are carried under the roof

along the three lines of roof-supporting columns and the suc-

tion openings extend down at every column with large screen-

covered openings at the floor. These delivery and return maina,

as well as the outlets, are all of galvanized iron ducts of sizes

shown on the plan.

The motor and fan are mounted, at an elevation of 12 ft.,

above the floor, upon a structural iron platform, along the west

side of the varnish room, which forms a gallery with a clear

height underneath of 11 ft. This platform also carries the

heating coils for adjusting the temperature of the air delivered

through the shop. The return suction mains lead to the casing

of this heater and the fan takes its suction from the delivery

side of the heater; a connection is provided on the intake side

of the heater with the roof so that fresh air may be added to

the air circulation, as desired, to effect the desired displace-

ment of foul air. Dampers are liberally provided in all intake

and delivery outlets and connections, so that the flow of air,

and the general temperature effect can be adjusted in a most

flexible manner. The low delivery points for the hot blast, and

the arrangement of intake openings at the floor to remove the

lower strata of cold air, are the important and remarkable fea-

tures of this system.

NEW DESIGN OF ADJUSTABLE SCAFFOLDING.

A scaffold system of an entirely new and original design has

been installed in the paint shop, which is worthy of particular

notice. The details of the notched supporting posts and method

of bracing them from the main columns of the building, as well

i as of the malleable iron adjustable brackets used on the posts,

are shown in the accompanying detail sketch; the arrangement

of the scaffold posts »»4 trussed bracing structure, between

the pit tracks, is shown la the plan view of the building.

The method of operation ia as follows: Each notched post

has on it one of the adjustame brackets, which will rest at

any notch along its length, as shown on the end elevation. To
raise these brackets, which carry the sectionalized scaffold, it

is only necessary to pull down on hoisting rope, H, which acts

over the pulleys and lifts the brackets up until they catch in

higher notches; in lowering the scaffold, the lowering rope, L,

is pulled down sufficiently to unlatch the bracket from the

notch it is resting in, after which it may be allowed to descend

by paying out on the hoisting rope. Inasmuch as the weight

of the scaffold comes on the outer edge of the bracket, it will

very quickly seek a notch and settle in it. The details of con-

struction of these brackets are very clearly shown in the ac-

companying detail drawing; it will be noted that pipe rollers

are provided in the handle, on the inside, so as to prevent

binding in raising and lowering.

An interesting feature of this scaffolding is that the painters

can very easily raise or lower the platform while they are on

it. By placing one foot on the handle at the rear of the notched

post and. pulling down on rope, H, they bring the bracket to an
unlatched position, after which the platform may be moved up
or down; this is made possible by the act of stepping over onto

the handle at the rear, which takes part of their weight off the

platform. The very interesting and remarkable feature of the

scheme is that the constant tendency of the bracket is to seek

a supporting notch, so that there is no possibility of dropping;

the bracket is tilted into the lowering position only by pulling

rope, L, very forcibly, as the scaffold must be lifted; and if

rope, L, is quickly slackened the bracket will instantly seek
the next lower notch and thus not fall any distance. It is prac-

tically impossible to move the scaffold while anyone is on it,

as their weight acts so strongly in holding the bracket in the

notch.

The platforms are built in 14-ft. lengths, and are flexibly

connected at the joints; this permits of one section being
raised a notch higher or lower than those next to it at either

end. A detail of the joint in the platform is shown on the
scaffold drawing. By this means the sections of the platforms
are held tightly together lengthwise, but art very flexible for
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raising and lowering. This interesting and valuable system of

adjustable scaffolding is the Invention of Mr. \V. O. Quest, the

master painter of (bis road.

tiif. coi.ob SHOP.

The eolor shop is a neat brick building, 30 x 60 ft. In size,

which is ro be used for storing paints, oils, supplies, etc., and is
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located about 40 ft. to the east of the paint shop. A spur track
runs along its west 6ide which is equipped with an unloading
platform for direct handling of barrels, etc. Besides the use
for storage, the basement of this building is to be fitted up for a
modern glass etching, mirroring and embossing plant, and to
accommodate sign work and the cutting of standard freight car
stencils—a very convenient and useful equipment for the mod-
ern railway paint shop.

Power hoist devices for handling ash pit refuse do not ap-

pear to increase in popularity. The old fashioned pit with

i n. lined tracks for the cinder cars seem now to be decidedly

ired. Power devices depend upon the power and this

part of the plant is tied up by a burst pipe or a leaky gasket,

inout packing leather or a broken cable. At one large

roundhouse it has been found necessary to discard an elaborate

air hoist device in favor of an ordinary pit. The number of

men required to clean fires is sufficient to clean the pit at

when the other work is not pressing. The officer re-

sponsible for this change says he would rather put the cost of

the air hoist into another pit and pit tracks in order to clean

fires quicker. Of course air hoists can be made to work; but

unless great capacity in storage of ashes is provided, i li'-

device is likely to be "snowed under" in a time of stress and

then the whole thing must be shoveled out—a most incon-

ut job. The ideal arrangement seems to be a pit track

raised on stilts above an incline of concrete with a cinder car

track at a lower level and beside the pit track, so placed as

to render the shoveling easy. All that then remains is to put

in enough tracks to permit of passing the engines quickly and

to make the tracks long enough so that they will not quickly

clog up with ash and cinder.

High cutting speeds are specially interesting when accom-

plished on old machines. In an out of the way corner of a

locomotive shop, our representative found an old Niles 3G-in.

axle lathe which was speeded up to a cutting speed of 51% ft.

per minute in axle turning. With one of the new tool steels it

was taking a V4-in. cut at %-in. feed at this speed. In the

same shop is a ten-year-old, 42-in boring mill. It is too feeble

to carry' a heavy cut on large works and is used to bore out

driving boxes. A large box is set, faced and bored in 30 min-

utes and the machine does this work very well. The boring

al me is often done in eight minutes.

SECTION A-A.

DETAILS OF THE BBACKET I BEB OB THE NOTCHES POSTS f
CABBY THE ADJUSTABLE PLATFOBM.

Large compound locomotives must be provided with devices

to facilitate drifting without overheating the cylinders. They
are usually liberally provided with relief bypass and water

valves and these, with the piston rod and valve stem pack-

ings, frequently leak and sometimes enough steam escapes

to obscure the view of the engineer. It is strange but true

that this difficulty is made the basis of an argument against

the compound locomotive in general. Such a complaint is a

surprising confession of helplessness, but it is often heard and
is not confined to any particular type of compound. The
circulating pipe used so successfully on the Southern Pacific

meets this difficulty perfectly, except as to the leakage of piston

rod and valve stem packing. With piston valves a circulating

device is necessary for all cylinders and specially is it neces-

sary for large low pressure cylinders where much drifting is

done. The time is past for saying that "compounds are all

right for level roads, but on mountain roads the fuel saved
on up grades is lost again in drifting."
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RAILROAD SHOP MANAGEMENT.

By William S. Cozad, Norfolk & Westeen Railway.

IV.

(Concluded from page 58.)

The filing case is divided into small sections, the number of

each section corresponding to the number of the man whose

card is placed in it. On the right will be noticed boxes num-
bered 100, 200, etc.; these boxes serve as a temporary file.

Piece-work cards from 1 to 100, after being entered in the time

book, should be placed in box 100, cards from 101 to 200 in box

200, and so on. In small shops these boxes may be numbered

from 1 to 50, etc., if desired. Fig. 9 represents a front view of

this Card Record case. This case should be made with doors

and of sufficient size to accommodate the shop, or department,

each man's number to correspond to one number in the case.

1
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i ions change. Wages have doubled, and in many Instances, are

three times what they were a few years ago. Men have ad-

vanced in knowledge, are more capable, and the boys who are

now put on their time are more intelligent and better qualified

tor the work before them. They are required to produce more

and better work than ever before and there can be nothing

more unreasonable than to expect a sober, honest, industrious

young man 22 or 23 years of age (24 is the limit) to go into a

inn lor shop and perform the hardest kind of manual labor for

10 long hours for the very small sum of 50 cents.

A young man. perhaps 18 years of age, is placed in the black-

smith shop as an apprentice. After he has run the steam

hammer or a bolt machine tor a few months he is put on some

heavy work, where he is expected to swing a 10-pound sledge

six days in the week, and when Saturday night comes he is

obliged to send home for a dollar to make enough to pay his

hoard bill for the week. This furnishes ample reason for the

fact that the number of young men applying for positions in

the boiler and blacksmith shops are comparatively few.

The helper enters the shop and is paid from the first at the

i of about $1.50 per day for his services; and, while there is

no special course laid out for him, if he is intelligent, "keeps

bis eye on the gun" and attends strictly to his business, he

can, at the end of the first two or three years, resign his posi-

tion, go to some other shop where he is not known and hire

out as a full-fledged mechanic—and after working three or six

months, return to his home shop, and, from that time on, he Is

a finished mechanic and receives all the recognition and wages

Which belong to his profession. The apprentice whom he left

six months ago may now be put with him under instruction

and has a year to serve at $1.50 per day or less before he can

• considered as well qualified in the profession as his present

Instructor, who was advanced from sweeper to helper a month
after he (the apprentice) was put on his time.

A question is suggested here which ought to receive the

sober consideration of all laboring men as well as employers

of labor who operate the shops in question: that is. when the

foreman finds that he has a young man in his shop who is

in every way qualified to do certain lines of mechanical work
it ought to be in full accord with the natural order of things

to recognize his ability. It doesn't make half so much differ-

ence who a man's father was as who his son is, or where a

man came from as which way he is going; and after all, the

most essential requirement is not a certain number of years

apprenticeship, but ability to perform the service required.

Having character and a good reputation, then, the standard by
which human usefulness must be measured is capacity to meet
the practical requirements of the department in which we are

employed.

Next in order, is apprentices working with mechanics on
piece-work jobs. It has been recommended by a committee of

the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association that

"Apprentices who are working with mechanics on piece-work

jobs will be paid their regular hourly rates. Mechanics thus
assisted by apprentices on piece-work jobs will be paid only the

proper proportion of the piece-work rate."

If a sweeper is taken from the floor to assist in handling a
set of steam pipes where piece-work prices prevail, he is usually

put on the ea~d with the mechanic and the total amount of the

job is divided in proportion to the day rate and the number of

hours worked. If a handy man strips an engine, rods, ash
pan, boiler mounting, motion work, etc.. he receives the pre-

vailing piece-work price of the shop for his service. If a
helper assists a mechanic in putting in a set of pistons or
hanging a set of guides, he is paid either his proportion as
based on day rate or a certainjixed per cent of the total amount
earned. This is all right. If, however, an apprentice performs
any of the work outlined above—no matter how quickly and
how well—he is to be paid according to the above ruling—not
what he earns, but "his regular hourly rate."

Why this difference? Why is not the product of the appren-
tice worth as much to the company as the product of the
sweeper or the helper? The only argument in favor of this

policy is that piece-work encourages poor work and a desire on

the part of the workman to get through as quickly as possible,

regardless of the quality of the work. This condition, if it

exist at all, is due entirely to. improper shop supervision. Such
a method is not only wrong in principle, but discouraging to

the average young man who would like to make a record, but
whose mind is continually absorbed In trying to solve the im-

possible problem of making a $1 bill pay a $2 debt. It places

a premium on Indolence! It leads to killing time, working
without energy, lounging, hiding when the foreman passes
through the shop, talking nonsense, half doing things, and a
hundred other things, all of which instead of stimulating the
worker to more earnest efforts, lead him to believe that his

principal duty lies in putting in 8 or 10 hours a day, no matter
how it is done!

It has also been recommended that "The charge of appren-
tices should be given to one particular and well qualified per-

son, to be known as the foreman of apprentices. This practice

is followed in other countries and is undoubtedly satisfactory.

We know of no other way of insuring the proper attention
being given apprentices without great waste of somebody's
time. One person should be distinctly charged with the care
of apprentices and should be responsible for them, and much
pains should be taken in the selection of the man."
This is the keynote to the entire situation. It will solve the

problem in any shop, either large or small, not only from the
standpoint of economy on the side of the company, but also in

satisfying the desire of the ambitious boy to find the quickest
and best way to do things. It will also insure a much higher
grade of mechanics in the future. Whether there should be a
man assigned to each department to instruct apprentices, or
whether one man for the entire shop, to be known as foreman
of all apprentices, is a question which could probably best be
settled by each individual shop, depending somewhat on the
size of the plant. But the recommendation that "much pains
should be taken in the selection of the man" is strictly to the
point. We believe that the man selected should not only have
some technical ability, but should be a mechanic who has had
a wide experience in his profession and knows his business.
He should be a reader and an investigator, as well as a worker
in the shop. He should go from one machine to another, study
his young men individually, find out their weak points and
build them up.

A book account ought to be opened with each apprentice th.e

first day he enters the shop. He should know that he begins
work with nothing in his favor and nothing against him, and
that his future record with the company is going to be couched
in an impartial double entry account. If he comes in late in
the mornings, wastes time, is negligent, careless in the use of
his tools, spoils work, or is continually complaining about
"everything bein' out o' fix." it will be recorded against him,
and if, after he has been employed a sufficient time, it is the
judgment of the management that he is not fitted for the work
before him, he will be dropped from the service. If, on the
other hand, he is always on time, attentive, energetic, devotes
his spare time to study, and is always making a special effort
to improve on his past record, all these facts will be recorded
in his favor. The old way of the foreman going up to an ap-
prentice and saying: "Well. Mike, you did fair work on
that last job. except it's a little rough, now see if you can't

do better next time"; or. if Mike has gone wrong, of flaying
him with language more forcible than elegant and threatening
to discharge him right on the spot if it ever happens again,
ought to be abolished and a record in fact kept; and on that
record should hang the young man's future success with the
company.

Now as to apprentices working piece-work: It can be demon-
strated beyond any possible question, as the following illustra-

tions will show, that by giving apprentices a piece-rating, their
interests in the work will be quickened, their energy aroused
in the work, and they will very materially increase their earn-
ings over the day rate, while at the same time the cost of out-

put will be very largely decreased to the company.
In the code of rules covering the time of apprentices in the

blacksmith shop as laid down by the American Railway Master
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Mechanics' Association, the first six months shall be spent on

the bolt heading machine or steam hammer. Very good—let

us consider an example:

Let A represent a foreman of a shop in which piece-work

has been reduced to an exact science. Everything is alive with

energy, the foreman being always in the lead. His piece-work

rate for heading bolts is $1 per thousand. He has an appren-

tice working on the bolt heading machine, who was formerly

rated at 75 cents per day on day work, the helper having been

rated at $1.25 per day on day work. The average output of an

ordinary Ajax or Acme bolt machine, run in connection with

proper heating facilities, is about 4,000 bolts, %-in. diameter

and under, per day. The machine in this shop being run up to

its normal capacity, the apprentice and helper on the work

make $2 each per day and the bolts cost the company $1 per

thousand, as stated above.

B is a foreman running another shop. He believes in stand-

ards. He pays his apprentices 50 cents per day and helpers

$1.25. He has no foreman of apprentices; never could see the

use of so much supervision. They tried piece-work one time,

but found it to be a failure. The foreman allows that two men
attending strictly to business ought to head about 1,800 bolts

in 10 hours. Here he is a little ahead of the procession, for

this is a high average in day work shops, although there are

some exceptions. At this rate it would take 22 hours to make

4,000 bolts, and they would cost for labor $3.85. The cost of

the machine for the extra 12 hours, which is required by this

method to make the bolts, being figured at 35 cents per hour,

is $4.20; this makes the total cost of the 4,000 bolts, $8.05, or

$2.01 per thousand. Hence it will be readily seen that A, by

the systematic organization of his work and proper apprecia-

tion of the service of his employees, has not only doubled the

wages of his men, but reduced by one-half the cost of the

product to the company.

Let us take another example: A is foreman of a machine

shop. His apprentices are rated at 50 cents per day, first year,

but everything is on a piece-work basis. His machines are

all in good repair, and on the bolt lathes he has a special chuck

which takes the bolt without stopping the machine. He has an

apprentice running one of these bolt lathes who just com-

menced a week ago and pays him % cent each for roughing

out bolts 8 to 12 ins. long, 1-in. diameter. He has been thor-

oughly instructed in the work by the foreman of apprentices.

The lathe is run at the rate of about 175 revs, per min., or at a

cutting speed of about 50 ft. per min., easily rough-turning 30

bolts of the above dimensions per hour, or 200 per day, which,

at % cent each, makes the day's earnings $1.50.

B is foreman of another shop, all on day work. Apprentices

are paid 50 cents per day, first year. No particular attention is

paid to them. John Smith, a boy 17 years of age, commenced
work a week ago, was taken over and introduced to an old

rickety lathe, and has not spoken to the foreman since. He
found the belt in a certain position on the cone, and has been

afraid to attempt to change it. The lathe is running about

75 revs, per min., but it looks to him as though it is running

500 revs. He tried the first two or three days to do something

but did not make much headway. Nobody seemed to pay much
attention to anything but the clock and the whistle, and he

concludes that he is doing well enough and settles down to

that pace. An inventory of his stock at the end of the day dis-

closes the remarkable fact that he has rough-turned 00 bolls

of 1-in. diameter and 12 ins. long.

To turn 200 bolts at this rate would require four days at 50

cents per day or $2 cost. Now, figuring that the machine is

worth $1 a day to the company, we would get the use of it

three days more by the first method, which would amount to $3,

making the total cost of 200 bolts by the day-work standard,

$5, or $2.50 per 100, as against 50 cents per hundred under the

piece-rate plan. In the first instance, the boy increased his day
rate 200 per cent, and the company saved even more, while in

the last example both lost in the end.

The above illustrations are not visionary, but will be recog-

nized as plain, common sense facts by all who have had an

opportunity to study the practical effect of both methods.

Many other similar cases might be cited, but these two are

sufficient to show the general trend of the apprentice who is

given little or no attention, and the consequent loss to the

company.

To the young man serving his time who, perchance, may
read this article, I beg to add a parting word. Don't he afraid

of earning' a dollar more than you get! If you are paid $1 per

day, and earn no more, you are a dead weight on the com-

pany's hands. Business institutions are not run for amuse-

ment, but for profit; and the man who does not add his mite to

the sum total of the profits is in the wrong business. Remem-
ber, too, you are in business for yourself and cannot afford to

waste a minute.

If you do not receive such attention as you may wish for,

work out your own salvation. Think! investigate! experi-

ment! If you don't succeed by one means, try another. There

is no such thing as failure before the man with an iron will.

Once in the service of the company on your time, with your

name on the pay-roll, no matter what kind of a shop, you have

the advantage of a thousand less fortunate boys and you ought

to succeed. But no matter where you go, nor in what shop you

work, if you are quick, active, earnest and energetic, you will

find men eager to advise you: not to hurry, to take lots of

time, that the world wasn't built in a day, not to spoil the job

by doing so much, that the company will cut the price, that

the next man will have to do more than you, etc., etc., and this

from genuine "knockers" full of whimsical inconsistency and

perverse unreason—"knockers" who were born wrong, and are

"knockers" because they were born wrong. They seem to have

wheels in their head that are continually running in the wrong
direction. But let me insist for your own good, that you:

"Go ahead and make your play.

Never mind the knocker.

He's in every worker's way,

Never mind the knocker."

"he strikes only those who climb;

Never mind the knocker.

'Tis success he deems a crime,

Never mind the knocker."

"When the knocker's course is run,

When his jeers and scoffs are done,

He'll be cursed by every one;

Never mind the knocker."

(The above lines are quoted from the Machinists' Journal.)

A little while ago a motive power superintendent sat up
nights preparing a lecture to be delivered' to the apprentices

of one of his shops. The shop men heard of this and asked to

be allowed to come in. When the apprentices assembled, two
hundred shop men came with them, and all listened with

interested attention to a most admirable address from a man
who had worn overalls for years and knew what he was talk-

ing about when he revealed to his audience a view of the

ground upon wTiich the mechanic of to-day stands, as they

could not possibly have seen it before. He traced the develop-

ment of machine tools and the men who created them, and
showed the effect of the progress of the times upon the demand
for highly skillful workmen. The shops of this country are

full of men who are ready with instant and generous response

to official superiors who fully understand the relations between
those who direct and- those who do the work—next day the

life of the tool dresser in that shop was made miserable and
he quit to give place to a better one who could give the men
the tools they wanted.

Mr. George W. Wildin has resigned as mechanical engineer

of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, to accept the appoint-

ment of assistant mechanical superintendent of the Erie Rail-

road, with headquarters at Meadville, pa.
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CONVERSION OF LOCOMOTIVES.

11V 0. K. JM.M'I

Most large railroai i" i al da) osed of an

aggregation of small roads, having a heterogeneous assort-

mi lit Of equipment of various ages and capabilities. The selec-

tion of these engines may not In all cases have been wisely

made, and the changing conditions of traffic will in a few

years :><inetimes demand an enti rent class of power.

The principal weakness of the older engines lies in their

meager healing surface, as this feature has been given the

greatest attention in recent years; and the strenuous manner
in which engines are operated at the present time calls for

all the heating surface which can be provided, even in modern

locomotives. Under these conditions the superintendent of

motive power is at times put to his wits' end in an effort to

obtain some kind of satisfactory service from the old power.

As switch engines seldom arc required to generate large quan-

tities of steam continuously, if the size of the drivers and

other parts permit, the engines may be used in switching ser-

vice. Generally, however, the wheel base is excessive and

changes are desirable in order to make a satisfactory loco-

motive for this purpose.

One of our large Western roads owns a number of consoli-

dation locomotives with 17 x 26-in. cylinders, drivers from

45 to 48 ins. over the tire, and boilers carrying from 130 to

150 lbs. steam. The adhesive weight is only about 70,000 lbs.

and the heating surface from 1,000 to 1,100 sq. ft., the engines

being over twenty years old. It is evident that these are not

fit for economical road service, but will answer fairly well

for switching. Unfortunately, the cylinders of these engines

have so much overhang and the back of the engines so little

that it is hardly practicable to remove the truck, and besides

the limited tractive force of these engines, about 18,000 lbs.,

renders them inadequate to handle trains brought in by the

new heavy road engines. The great need for switch engines

of suitable power was partly met by changing some much
larger consolidation engines, as explained below. These were
originally tandem compounds, having 15 and 25 x 28-in. cyl-

inders, 57-in. wheels, and carrying 180 lbs. boiler pressure,

with 150,000 lbs. adhesive weight. The beating surface, 1,900

sq. ft., was rather small for road service, but ample for yard

use. In converting these engines, the front truck was re-

moved, as were also the high-pressure cylinders, and the

smokebox and front frames were shortened, the low-pressure

cylinders being bushed to 22 ins., thereby converting them to

simple engines. The removal of the truck reduced the wheel

base from 23 ft 9% ins. to 15 ft. 2 ins., the distribution of

weight showing 42,500, 42,800, 35,800 and 33,800 on the first,

second, third and rear pair of drivers respectively, the tractive

force amounting to 31,100 lbs. When fitted with the West-
inghouse straight-air cock in connection with the ordinary

automatic fixtures, these engines gave the best of service, as

they were able to handle complete trains brought in by the

road locomotives, and the boiler was amply large for this ser-

vice. As the engines are only four years old, they will be
il for many years to come.

The same road owned in its equipment ten passenger loco-

motives of the ten-wheel type. These engines have 20 x 26-in.

cylinders, 73-in. drivers. 180 lbs steam pressure, with 123,000

lbs. adhesive weight. The heating surface, however, amounted
to but 2,150 sq. ft. and the grate area to 28% sq. ft. These
engines were only three years old, but, as may be imagined
from the grate and heating surface quoted, they were always
regarded as poor steamers. Modern locomotives of this size

would have at least 45 sq. ft. of grate and 3,000 sq. ft. of heat-

ing surface. As these machines were comparatively new, it

would not be wise to retire them, and a study was made to

determine what could best be done with them. The tractive

force being only about 20,000 lbs. and the adhesive weight
more than six times as much, it was decided that the engines

to the Atlantic or 4—4—2 type,

which would permit the use of wide firebox boilers. A boiler

ins. diameter was therefore designed in place of the

o-in. shell. It had 49 sq. ft. of grate and 3,100 sq. ft.

of heating surface, the working pressure being 200 lbs., as

examination it wa ed that the machinery would

safely stand this 20-lb. h and that the larger and heav-

ier boiler would still prevent slipping with two pairs of drivers

instead of three pairs. The main frames were cut back of

the main pedestals and a low trailing pedestal welded on, the

trailers being 42 ins. in diameter. The rear section of the

rods were omitted and the knuckle-pin ends cut from

the front sections. No changes were made in the cylinders or

valve motion, the front of the engine remaining as originally

dieted, except the smokebox, which was enlarged to suit

the boiler. The expected weight on drivers after this change

was figured at 93,000 lbs. and the tractive force at 22,000 lbs.

The old boilers, being comparatively new, were to be used in

stationary work and were to be credited to the engines. It

was thought that the cost of making the change would amount
to $4,000 per engine. None of these engines has yet been

put into service after being altered, but the work on the first

one is well under way.

Of course, it does not follow that every ten-wheel engine

could be so converted, but in the case quoted the engine was

under-cylindered for the adhesive weight, and "under-boil-

i
i for the cylinders. Ordinarily the removal of one pair

of drivers would produce too slippery an engine; but in the

present case there was an excess of adhesive weight. This

machine as changed will be a very close counterpart of the

Class D engines of the Chicago & Northwestern, which have

a tractive force of 20,800 lbs., with 91,000 lbs. on drivers,

20 x 26-in. cylinders, 80-in. wheels and 46 sq. ft. grate area,

with 3,015 sq. ft. of heating surface. (See Amebican Engineer,

August, 1900.)

The welfare of the ordinary shop apprentice is engaging the

attention of an increasing number of able mechanical railroad

officers. They see the necessity for returning to the degree

of care with which boys used to be educated in shops years

ago and are insisting that the foremen interest themselves in

the boys and see that they have an opportunity to properly

learn shop work. They are personally supervising apprentice-

ship, by meeting the hoys occasionally and questioning them

to find out what they have learned. In every way these officers

are endeavoring to be honest with the apprentices and secure

for them that for which they enter apprenticeship. Four of

these officers brought up the subject, on a recent trip of one

of our staff, and spoke of apprenticeship as the only means

for securing high grade men for shop forces in the future.

They all mentioned the desirability of providing night schools

or i neouraging the boys to attend schools already available, in

order to start them in elementary mechanics and mechanical

drawing. Two of them are actually supporting night drawing

Is out of their own pockets and are enthusiastic as to

the results. They are somewhat discouraged by the fact that

they are educating boys for service on other roads and are

hopeful that such efforts will soon become sufficiently general

to overcome this difficulty. This journal heartily commends
such efforts and would exert its influence in every possible

way to show the vital need of uplifting apprenticeship against

all indifference and opposition on the part of those who do not

appreciate it and selfishly desire to continue, as at present.

Labor organizations are, as a rule, not helpful in their attitude

toward apprenticeship or toward the boy who has completed

his term and is ready to enter the ranks of journeymen. This,

however, is believed to be but a temporary obstacle. On a

large railroad system it ought to be easy to send a young
journeyman to another shop—starting him in new surround

ings. not those in which he lived as a student—and thus retain

his services,
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After a most profitable and thoroughly enjoyable trip to

Great Britain and Continental Europe, I return greatly im-

proved in health and with a heart full of gratitude for the

friends who made the journey possible. Observations and im-

pressions resulting from meeting many men who are carrying

the burden of transportation problems abroad are being pre-

sented in a series of letters, appearing in these pages, in the

hope of suggesting some new ways of viewing our own prob-

lems which may perhaps prove helpful in their solution.

I wish that all of the friends could have been with me to

share the universally cordial receptions, enjoy the pleasures

of the journey and to aid in drawing conclusions from it. My
conclusions are matters of individual opinion, but they are

carefully presented. Of one thing I am more than ever sure:

That of all problems vitally touching human interests, there

are none more important than those concerning transportation.

What I have seen and learned abroad increases my respect and
admiration for the accomplishments of American railroad

motive power men, who are confronted by difficulties which are

unknown elsewhere.

I take this occasion to express my hearty thanks to the

European railroad officials for the courteous, cordial and kind
reception which they gave me everywhere on this trip. To
my friends who sent me abroad, I add another word of heart-

felt gratitude for their kindness to me. G. M. Basford.
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"Engine failures" are the bane of transportation as well as

mechanical departments. They are increasing rather than de-

creasing. This is because of the heavy work locomotives are

called upon to do which they never faced before "large train

tonnage" became a watchword. Operating officers complain

that they cannot get the service from locomotives which they

used to get, and they are likely to criticise modern tendencies

in design, thinking that these are responsible for failures and
for the delays in turning engines at terminals. They forget

that locomotives cannot be forced without paying the price,

particularly with respect to firebox repairs. An "engine

failure" is nowadays usually a firebox failure, from leaky tubes

or seams, caused by the forcing of the fire. The fires should

and must be forced, but there is a point where it becomes more
economical to lighten the load rather than put the locomotive

in the hands of the boilermaker after every trip in order that

it may be put in shape for the next one.

The writer recently took a photograph of a gang of thirteen

men engaged, with the help of a rope tackle, in moving a plate

of firebox steel from the storehouse to the boiler shop of a

well-known railroad. Now, "13" is an unlucky number, and
therefore the picture will not be printed. It is also an unlucky

number for that railroad. Even if facilities for handling such

material are not provided, there are ways of moving it which

are quicker and less expensive than this. It is strange that

the value of investments in appliances for handling material

is so often overlooked. Overhead trolleys and air hoists are

cheap and may be made at home. In the absence of power
cranes they may be made exceedingly useful.

Nowhere are hoisting facilities more needed than in round-

houses, where large or small engines are cared for. In a

certain trip of over 7,000 miles, recently made by the writer,

not one roundhouse was found which had anything of this kind.

Draft gear of passenger equipment needs immediate atten-

tion. The construction of 10 or 15 years ago, when locomotives

and cars were light, and trains had comparatively few cars,

will hot answer now, when passenger locomotives .of 30,000 lbs.

tractive effort and Pullman cars weighing 125,000 lbs are in

common use. When they start heavy trains these big loco-

motives "bottom" the present draft gears, and a sudden pull of

moderate severity may, and often does, pull out the draft gear,

break a coupler or a knuckle. The draft springs should have a

greater capacity than from 12,000 to 10,000 lbs., and the attach-

ments should be made correspondingly stronger. It is claimed
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that many of the break In twos of the present time are in the

couplers and knuckles, and that these should not be laid to the

draft gear itself. This is not fair to the coupler, because when

a spi i iik bottoms" something must yield, and the weakest part

way. Passenger draft gear needs to be brought up to the

capacity of present big locomotives, and the best way to accom-

plish this BSems to be the adoption of the friction principle.

This is now being applied to a number of officers' cars. A
r test would be had on baggage cars, which are always at

the head end of a train

MOTOR DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

Ash-pit work is the slowest process about most roundhouses.

Boiler washing causes considerable delay, but II dins not stand

out as prominently as work which must be done at each end of

run, It is evident that more ash-pit tracks should be

provided, and many complaints are heard because of the failure

to provide more than one pit track for terminals where from

25 to 75 locomotives per day must be dealt with. In one in-

stance eight locomotives were found, by a representative of

this journal, awaiting their turn for attention from the fire

cleaners. Passenger and freight engines were mixed as they

came, and in the midst of the rush the ash pit was found to be

full from the accumulation of the morning, and all progress

stopped until it was cleaned out enough to provide for these

engines. The superintendent of motive power expressed the

serious need of two things: three or four ash-pit tracks with

pits long enough to take a full day's accumulation, and im-

proved locomotive grate construction which would permit of

cleaning fires quickly. These would greatly facilitate move-

ment of locomotives, and they would also aid in reducing the

troubles with leaky tubes This is found to be a more serious

and general difficulty than ever before.

ECONOMY IN RAILROAD OPERATION.

•Railroads operate over wide expanses of territory, are

directly administered by men who have no personal interest In

the question of economies and who have all they can do to

keep things moving. One great reason why no personal inter-

est is felt, is, that the official in charge has no financial inter-

ests at stake, and being on a salary, may be looking for

another position to-morrow. A change of management nearly

always makes more or less changes in minor officials, and
often a complete one in heads of departments. Such changes

are occurring monthly, and but a few days ago I overheard a

remark to the effect that "if Mr. X. gets to be general manager
of a certain road Mr. A. would not last fifteen minutes." So it

is not reasonable to expect men, under such circumstances, to

lay awake nights or work overtime, trying to save dollars. If

one can make a record as an active man and a hustler he is

doing all that he feels is necessary, both for himself and the

company."

This paragraph, quoted from a paper read by Mr. W. B.

Waggoner before the Western Railway Club, represents a situa-

tion which exists too generally in the United States. Very
few railroads in this country appreciate the necessity for a
definite policy of operation and a steadiness of such a policy

which will permit the most important officials to devote their

time to the real interests of their employers. Men who are
most deeply concerned in efforts to hold their jobs cannot do
good work, and cannot frame long term policies with a view of

attaining true economy of operation. What can be expected of
an official who by frequent changes in management is kept in

a continual fever of excitement for fear of losing his position?
With all due respect to the advantages of occasional "new
blood," the cases of taking officers frcm other roads to fill

vacancies is becoming a serious menace, and it is time for
managements to begin to think this over. One thing stands out
prominently in European practice—the officials are free from
these wild-eyed anxieties and are therefore in position to do
their best work.

Planes Driving bt BUctoc Motors.—II.

Continuing the subject of planer driving by electric motors,

we are enabled to show herewith a number of interesting

arrangements of motor-application. In the previous article

(pages 69 to 72 of the February issue), reference was made to

an arrangement for varying the cutting speed of the machine

while the return speed remained constant The question may

be asked: Why is this a desirable feature? Why cannot the

return speed be varied as well as the cutting speed?

The answer is that most planers are so designed as to give a

fixed cutting speed which is supposed to be suitable to about

the slowest rate needed under average conditions. This mini-

mum cutting speed is usually fixed at about 20 or 24 ft. per

minute, and is accompanied by a corresponding reverse speed

of from three, to three and a half times this speed, or, say,

from 60 to 84 ft. per minute. These speeds will vary some-

what with the size of the planer, but they represent average

practice for the majority of planers. In some cases, it has

been found desirable and possible to run roughing cuts on

cast iron at 30 to 40 ft., and finishing cuts at from 50 to 60 ft.

per minute; also, with the use of improved steel for cutting

tools, these higher cutting speeds can be used for steel as well.

Assuming a possible cutting speed of 60 ft. per minute, and

a return speed of 80 or 90 ft. per minute as the limit which

can be placed upon the driving mechanism, it will be evidently

impracticable, if not impossible, to further increase the return

speed, with the usual planer design. The variation of work

upon some planers will require a range of cutting speed of

from 20 to 60 ft. per minute, but it will now be seen to be quite

out of the question to have a return-speed range with the same

ratio; hence, the usual practice is to vary the speed only on

the cutting stroke, and to make the return speed constant at as

high a rate as the mechanism will stand. This is not so much

due to the fact that the platen cannot be moved at a high rate

of speed, if once started, but owing to the severe work at the

moment of reversal and the time required to bring up the

speed from the reversal point, causing a heavy strain to be

thrown upon the belts and driving mechanism; there is a

limit to speed, commercially as well as mechanically.

As relating to this phase of the subject of speed changing,

we beg to call attention to the illustration, Fig. 9, which shows

a special method of planer driving, as built by the Cincinnati

Planer Company, Cincinnati, O. This machine is driven by a

Northern Eleftric constant-speed motor, which is connected to

the constant speed shaft by a chain; driving by means of a

chain seems to be preferred to gears by some users. This con-

stant speed shaft, upon which is mounted the return driving

pulley, is connected through a gear box to the variable speed

shaft which carries the pulley for the cutting stroke. The
change gears of this mechanism are so proportioned as to give

the desired rates of cutting speeds, and the changes from one

speed to another is effected by means of the shaft and hand

wheel shown alongside the housing of the machine.

Another method of obtaining a variable cutting speed, with

constant-speed table return, is illustrated by Fig. 10. which

shows a planer built by the Betts Machine Company. Wilming-

ton, Del., with a motor drive using a Crocker-Wheeler motor.

It will be seen that in this case the motor is set low, partially

below the floor line. The countershaft for this machine is

carried upon brackets which are attached to the housings of

the planer. Upon this countershaft are placed three pulleys.

The inner pulley, or the one next to the machine housing, is

a cone, and has three steps; this pulley is attached to the

countershaft and is driven from a similar three stepped pulley

on the motor shaft.

By means of these stepped pulleys, the cutting speed can be

varied to suit the work in hand. The outside pulley is also

attached to the countershaft and drives the platen in the for-

ward or cutting stroke in the usual manner. To obtain the

constant return speed of the platen, a two step pulley is
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motor application used by the Detrich fc Harvej Machine

Company upon their smaller sizes of open side planers, the

flexibility of tliis arrangement may be seen; here the motor, a

General Electric constant-sped motor, is mounted upon a small

bracket on the end of the frame of the tool. Upon the larger

tool a very heavy flywheel is shown on the countershaft; the

flywheel is used on the smaller size of the petricfc & Harvey

planers, but this tool la shown without the same In pli

So far. the machines described above have been examples of

motor drive wherein the necessary changes from the standard

form of belt drive have been made at the works where the

machines were built When Buch changes can be thus made

upon Dew machines, the whole design can be made to present a

more or less harmonious design as to appearance and utility.

When, however, an existing machine must be changed from

bell to motor drive, the conditions are different, and call for

different treatment.

Pig. 11 is an illustration of such a case. The cut shows a

planer built by the Putnam Machine Company, Fitchburg,

Mass. The arrangement here used for carrying the motor is

hiiiii up of structural shapes; the construction of which will be

readily understood by reference to che view. A pair of

brackets are bolted to the housings which support the I beams

upon which the motor rests. The motor shaft is extended and

the effect that upon motor driven planers it has been their

practice to provide stored energy by means of flywheels to an

amount equal to about one-half pf the work required by the ma-

chine, allowing the balance to come upon the motor. Experiment-

ally, they had gone through the problem, beginning with a

very heavy wheel and cutting down until the right result was

reached. It was found that a too heavy wheel caused undue

slippage of the belts between the countershaft and the machine.

When the proper porportion was found the operation became

satisfactory and vexatious troubles disappeared.

The experience of another builder is given to show the oppo-

site method of procedure. Their first motor driven machine

was sent out with a balance wheel that proved to be too light.

The operation of the machine was not at all satisfactory, and

the light wheel was replaced with a heavier one, and later by

\ still heavier one, which proved to be about what was needed.

in.. 13.- AM INTERESTING "APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOB DIUY-

[NO, WITH FLYWHEEL, TO A PUTNAM PLANER.

i lc. 14.—BEAR VIEW OF THE MOTOR-DRIVEN PUTNAM PLANES, SHOW-

ING STRUCTURAL SUPPORT FOB DRIVE.—MILWAUKEE MOTOR.

MOTOR-DRIVEN PLANERS.—WEST MILWAUKEE SHOPS, C. M. & ST. P. RY.

carries the pulleys for operating the machine. The bearing for

the outer end of the motor shaft is carried also by an I beam
which is supported by similar construction extending to the

floor. This arrangement, while not as pleasing in appearance

as some others perhaps, is well adapted to the existing condi-

tions. The fact that the machine had a right angle drive, also,

made it difficult to design a more compact arrangement.

In our previous article upon this subject, mention was made
of some of the conditions of planer operation which required at

certain times an accession of power for a brief period, and that

this additional power was usually furnished by a balance wheel

placed upon the motor shaft, or upon the countershaft of the

machine. While there seems to be an opinion held by some
that a balance wheel is superfluous, and while it may be con-

ceded that in some cases, where the driving mechanism is of

the slow-moving type, that a sufficient amount of energy is

furnished by heavy countershaft pulleys, there .are, bowever,
many cases where this demand for extra power is quite urgent.

A comparison of observations from a machine without a bal-

ance wheel, and one with it, will convince any one of this fact.

An examination of the illustrations of the machines de-

scribed in these articles will show that the various builders

have made provision for this stored energy either by extra

heavy pulleys, or by separate balance wheels, as seemed most
advisable. The testimony of the Betts Machine Company is to

In many cases a motor driven planer, if equipped with a prop-

erly proportioned balance wheel, will require a somewhat

smaller motor than one not so equipped, and will do more work

—this is the testimony of a successful builder.

In the large majority of cases a balance wheel in connection

with a planer driving mechanism, is a benefit and especially

so when the machine is motor driven. Just what amount of

extra power is required, and the best way of applying it must

be determined by existing conditions. So much difference in

details of design exists between different builders, that what

would apply to one will not apply to another. Numerous

schemes and devices have been suggested, to improve the

action of a planer as to its driving mechanism, but as yet no

arrangement has been sufficiently successful to replace the

ordinary countershaft, with shifting belts, with a properly

arranged balance wheel effect.

Because of a rather large number of cracked cylinders In

large locomotives recently built, a great hue and cry is raised

on several railroads against large engines. Of course cylinders

should be designed and made so that they will not break, but

the very large number of old and small engines with their

cylinders banded seem to have been forgotten. The trouble

may be remedied without going backward as to the size Of

locomotives,
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THE 42,000-GALLON PLANTS AT (1) STOBO, PA.; (2) NEW CASTLE JUNCTION, PA.; (3) HAZLETON, O.; (4) BOCK POINT, PA., AND (5) GROVETON, PA.

THE 21,000-GALLON PLANTS AT (6) WILLIAMSBUBG, PA.
J (7) WHITSETT JUNCTION, PA., AND (8) BUENA VISTA, PA.

IEWS OP REPRESENTATIVE INSTALLATIONS OF THE WATER-SOFTENING SYSTEM.—PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.
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AN EXTENSIVE WATER SOFTENING INSTALLATION.

Total Capacity, 348,000 Gals. Per Horm.

I'I'ITsnfWill & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

V.

As stated in the first article of this series, ten water-softening

plants were provided for upon the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, all

i>i which are now completed and have been placed in operation.

We are fortunate in being able to secure photographs of several

no. 9.- RECENT VIEW OF THE M KEES BOCKS SOFTENER, SHOWING
PROTECTING HOI sl\i; l,\ PLACE.

of the other more important installations, which are herewith

presented.

The accompanying views present representative types of the

Kennicott water-softener which are in use upon this road. The
softeners here shown are of smaller sizes than the McKees
Rocks softener, which was described in the previous article;

the capacities embraced in these installations are 21,000 and

42,000 gals, per hour. These softeners are located at the impor-

tant water supply stations along the road where water Is taken

in sufficient quantities to warrant their installation.

All of the softeners illustrated in the accompanying engrav-

the elevated wooden tanks, of the usual type, have been con-

tinued in use, although in several other places steel storage

tanks are to be found The different types of storage

tanks which are used may be seen by reference to the accom-

panying views. In Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 steel tanks will be no-

ticed, while in Figs. & to 8 wooden tanks are to be found.

In the installation shown in Fig. 1, which is the one at Stobo,

Pa., both the softener and the storage tank are located on the

hill side, which brings their foundations at 21 ft. above the

rail level. This gives an ample head for the delivery of water

into the locomotive tenders, and no water is uselessly pocketed

in the bottom of the storage tank, as is the case when the

storage tank extends down to the rail level. The above ar-

rangement is practically duplicated at the Rock Point (Pa.)

installation, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. In the latter case

also the tank foundations are located at a height of 21 ft. above

the rail level. Both of the softeners above referred to have

capacities of 42,000 gals, per hour, and are provided with

storage tanks of 250,000 gals, capacity. Each receives its water

supply from pumps driven by gasoline engines, thus minimiz-

ing the amount of attendance required; at each of these plants,

one man does all the work of pumping and attending to the

water purifying process, and no extra help is required on ac-

count of purifying the water.

The softener illustrated in Fig. 2, which is located at New
Castle Junction, Pa., is interesting on account of its unusual

height. The tops of the tanks are 77 ft. above the foundations.

This was occasioned by the fact that the softener and storage

tank are located at a much lower level than the track, it being

necessary, of course, to have the storage tank of sufficient

height to produce ample head for delivery of water into th«

locomotive tenders; the softener was, necessarily, made of simi-

lar height in order to deliver into the storage tank. It it

obvious that all of the water in this storage tank below the

level of the water plug is unavailable for delivery by gravity

into tenders; but piping connections are arranged so that, for

cases of emergency, all of this water, otherwise uselessly locked

up, may be delivered by the supply pump through the stand-

pipe into the tenders, thus making this large quantity of treated

water a reserve for use in emergency. This storage tank has

a capacity of 250,000 gals, above the height of 21 ft. above rail

level. The softener at this point, as well as that shown in

Fig. 3, which is at Hazleton, Ohio, is of a capacity of 42,000

gals, per hour. It will be noticed in the latter installation

(Fig. 3) that special types of elevated storage tanks are used;

these tanks, however, were in use at this point before the

water-softener was installed.
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DETAILS "i in BPECIAJ DESIGN O] FRAME STORE HOU8B USED AT I11E WATJSB-SOFTENING PLANTS OF 12,000 GALLONS PER

HOUB CAPACITY FOR PROTECTION OF THE CHEMICALS.

Ings are of the same design, differing only from that used at

McKees Rocks in size. Reference was made in the last article

to the smaller sizes of softeners, which are referred- to in this

article. In some instances mechanical details of construction

will be found to differ slightly, but the principle of operation

is identical in all of the softeners in use upon this road.

The storage tanks for the treated water, however, differ

widely in construction at different points. At some stations

The remaining four illustrations, on page 104. illustrate the

use of the more usual form of elevated wooden storage tanks.

In these cases it was not thought advisable to replace the old

storage tanks with new ones of steel. The installation shown
in Fig. 5 is that in use at Groveton. Pa., this softener being

of a capacity of 42,000 gals, per hour. The remaining three

softeners are each of a capacity of 21,000 gals, per hour, that

shown in Fig. 6 being located at Williamsburg, Pa.; that in
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Fig. 7 at Whitsett Junction, Pa., and that in Fig. 8 at Buena

Vista, Pa.

As may be noted, several of these softeners are provided

with housings at the top for protection to the working parts

and to the attendants. All of the softeners are, however, now

provided with similar housings, which were erected before

cold weather last fall. In Fig. 9 is presented another view of

the McKees Rocks softener, which shows it with the housing

applied. These housings are built so as to provide plenty of

room for convenience of access, and are very comfortably ar-

ranged.

CHEMICAL STOREHOUSES.

It is interesting to note also that careful provision has been

made at each water softening plant for the proper storage of

the chemicals. Storehouses have been installed at each point,

of a special design, designed to protect the chemicals from the

deterioration that would be inevitable under more unfavor-

able conditions. An accompanying drawing shows the essen-

tial features of the building that has been installed at the

purifying plants of 42,000-gals.-per-hour-capacity; it is of

frame construction, of the sizes and type shown, but is re-

markable for the care taken to make it both air-tight and dry.

The exterioi appearance of one of these buildings is shown

alongside of the water-softener at New Castle Junction, at the

right, in Fig. 2, page 104.

In all cases it has been designed to have the "chemical

houses" large enough to hold a month's supply of chemicals

—

the lime in barrels, and the soda ash in bags. The store-

houses used at the smaller softening plants (of 21,000-gals.-

capacity per hour) are, of course, somewhat smaller than the

one shown in the accompanying drawing, while that used at

the McKees Rocks plant is much iarger and of heavy brick

construction. The important feature of the designs of these

buildings has been to make them as nearly air-tight as possi-

ble to prevent the lime from "air-slacking," and also to provide

against dampness; this purpose has been successfully ful-

filled.

These houses are placed conveniently to the purifying plants,

and where possible, conveniently to the tracks also; but the

former has been given the preference. In most cases the chem-

icals can be handled directly from car to house; in some cases,

however, it is necessary to haul the supplies by team from the

car, but in all cases the pumper can handle the chemicals from

the house to the purifying plant alone.

FIREPROOF CARS FOR NEW YORK SUBWAY.

The officers of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company of

New York City have the credit of the first fireproof passenger

car and of inaugurating a new principle which is sure to

effect radical changes and introduce important improvements

into the construction of passenger equipment.

Mr. George Gibbs, consulting engineer of the Interborough

Rapid Transit Railway, began the designs of the new equip-

ment of this road in 1902, and in this journal for March, 1903,

the construction of the first installment of the cars was illus-

trated. These cars were of wood, with steel platforms and

steel members incorporated in the frames, for additional

strength. At the outset the necessity for perfectly fireproof

carefully considered and were believed to be insufficient and

unsatisfactory.

The all-metal car problem was then attacked. This in-

volved radical departures from existing practice and presented

many questions, such as weight, strength, insulation from

extreme heat and cold, the prevention of noise in operation,

and other difficulties. The co-operation of Mr. A. J. Cassatt,

president of the Pennsylvania Railroad, was obtained, and the

assistance of the mechanical department of that road at

Altoona, was offered. The Pennsylvania people were interested

in the problem because of the necessity for fireproof equipment

for the new tunnel across New York City. The design for a

sample steel car was developed, and the car was completed at

Altoona in about 14 months after beginning the design. It is

SAMPLE STEEL FIREPROOF PASSENGER CAR.

INTERBOROUGH SUBWAY, NEW YORK.

construction was appreciated, but there was no precedent in

the matter of design, and furthermore the market conditions

rendered it impossible to place orders for steel construction at

that time, even if the design had been ready. Therefore, as a
large amount of equipment was needed in a short time, the

wooden cars were built, and are now ready for the opening of

the road. It should be recorded for the benefit of the officials

of the Interborough, that the steel car design was put in hand
before the lamentable accident on the Paris underground rail-

road. The reason for this action was an appreciation of the
necessity of protecting passengers from the danger arising

from the possibility of the parts of wooden cars becoming
ignited by electric conductors with which the wood might come
into contact in case of accident to the cars themselves or to the
electrical apparatus.

The first installment of cars are undoubtedly stronger and
better protected against fire risks than any equipment of any
electric road at this time, as our engravings already referred

to will indicate. The claims made for fireproofed wood were

now in service on the Second Avenue line of the elevated sys-

tem in New York, and is apparently satisfactory in every re-

spect, except as to weight, this car being about two tons heavier

than the wooden ones. A new design has been prepared after

this experience, and 200 cars have just been ordered from the

new drawings. These will weigh the same as the first design

(wooden cars) and they promise to be completely successful.

The drawings of the new design are not yet available/ but the

photographs of the sample steel car are presented in order to

record this important step in car development. Details of the

framing will be presented in a subsequent issue of this journal.

The leading dimensions of the sample steel car are as follows:
Length over corner posts 41 ft, y„ in.
Length over platforms 51 ft. 2" ins.
Width over sheathing 8 ft. 7 ins.
Width, maximum, at window sills 9 ft. y2 in!
Width at eaves 8 ft. 8 ins.
Height, sill to plate 7 ft. 1 in.
Height, rail to top of roof 12 ft. ius.

Beams are used for the center sills and plate girders

reaching up to the window sills supplement the side sills.

The window posts are built up and are unusually wide, be-
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cause or the use of standard shapes. These posts extend down

to i Me bottom of the car sides. Other details of the frame

construction will be reserved for the descrl] n of the stand-

ard car, The floor is of corrugated steel, laid transversely and

red Willi in ( > 1 1 < > 1 it i i i <
- composition. The interior finish will

be of aluminum. The head lining is of pressed steel oval

asbestos composition and wherever possible, this composition

manufactured for this road and called "Translte Board," is

employed in order to deaden the no

The seating plan, end door and vestibules are the same as

in the wooden cars. The only wood about its entire construc-

tion is in the window frames, the

doors and the cross seats In Hi-

new design the cross scats win have

metal frames, leaving only the doors

and window sash Of wood. Even

these may be made of mi

thought desirable.

This car is perfectly safe from

fire and, as the entire structure will

be "grounded" in case of accident,

there can be no danger from con

tact with anything carrying heavy

currents. If a collision should

occur and the car rests on the con

ducting rail, it is sure to also come

CORRESPONDENCE.

IMPROVED LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

OPIKIO "i Mil. A. (i. DE Glehn.

To the Editor:

It is always with great interest thai I examine the illustrations

and descriptions of modern American locomotives in your most use-

ful journal. If engineers on this side of the water have with ad-

ENDVIRW MI"«I\i. l!(K IK FRAMING.

into contact with the traffic rails or the ground, and the circuit

breakers at the power house will cut off the current. In the

matter of ftreproofing, this is the most important advance step

ever taken, and it seems likely to exert a powerful influence

over the construction of passenger equipment for other than

electric railroad service. This is one of several features which

go to make this one of the most interesting of railroads.

We are indebted to Mr. George Gibbs for these photographs.

BIDE Ml U (»F FIREPROOF CA II SHOWING PLATING AND ROOF FRAMING.

vantages adopted principles from American practice, it would cer-

tainly seem to me that there are points in ours to which it might be

worth while for American engineers to turn their attention.

One of the most characteristic features in American practice is

the so-called "bar frame." It is to me especially interesting to

watch its evolution from what really once was a bar frame to one

which can no longer be called so with any exactness.

I should like to refer to the frame illustrated in detail in your

January number, page 12. I find what I should certainly call a

plate frame at the rear and at the front end ; what lies in between

might be called a bar frame on its way to become a plate frame,

except just where it could perhaps be really most needful, that is,

just over the axle boxes.

Would it not really be better, cheaper and lighter to make a real

plate frame straightaway all through? The bar frame was sup-

posed, though I could never understand on what grounds, to require

less bracing. It would seem that American engineers are finding

out that vertical and horizontal diagonal bracing is really neces-

sary, and the drawings referred to show the way this bracing is

carried out. We over here, of course, cannot understand how you

have done without this bracing for so long, and have with interest

watched for its appearance. It has certainly come to stay. But in

all seriousness may one not ask : Would not such a pair of frame*

with their bracings, except, perhaps, at the drawbar end and where

a steel casting has advantages, be better, cheaper and lighter if

made, as is the universal practice over here, of plates and angle

iron? A. G. DE Glehn.

[EDITOR'S Note.— In the matter of frame construction, and par-

ticularly frame bracing, foreign practice offers a good field for study

for American locomotive designers. In England. Germany and

France locomotive frames are substantially braced against twisting,

and the frame structure of engines in these countries, with the ad-

mirable bracing, is a feature to be admired. We undoubtedly need

such bracing for bar frames. It is, then, a question whether loco-

motives in the United States have not outgrown the bar frame. We
shall go more fully into this question in a forthcoming issue.

—

Editor.]

THE RECORD-BREAKING TIRB-BORING OPERATION.
In the modern industrial railway equipment where turntables

are used for outdoor work there is always a temptation to set

the turntables upon too shallow a foundation, the result being

that they are thrown out of line by the influence of the frost.

In the new plant of the B. F. Sturtevant Company at Hyde
Park, Mass., where special turntables of their own manufacture

have been very successfully introduced in connection with their

industrial system, each turntable rests at the top of a brick

circular well with 8-in. walls extending to a depth of 4 ft. or

below the frost line. These walls are set upon hard-pan and
tl » center filled witn loose stones providing perfect drainage.

Tb Irst winter's experience has shown them to be absolutely

unit "ed by frost.

To the Editor:

On page 61 of the February issue of the American Engineer, Mr.

Albert N. Reese of the West Albany shops, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.,

makes reply to my article on boring driving wheel tires which

appeared in the preceding number of your paper, as follows

:

"He (Mr. Pattison) has charged up the time of four helpers at

West Albany and for but one at Roanoke. I think he has forgotten

to charge the time of the two men which he states are required to

roll tires for him, which should be accounted for. • » • Since

sending you the article published in your November issue, we have

done very much better, but do not think it necessary to publish it.

* • * Taking the same figures which Mr. Pattison has used,

we have the following results, proving that Mr. Pattison has made
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a slight mistake. * * * Charging him with three helpers as

should be done, we have the following

:

Time of one mechanic, 4 2-3 hours, at 50 cents per hour $2.33
Time of three helpers, 4 2-3 hours, at 12ya cents per hour. . . . 1.74

Total time to bore 10 tires 4.07
Average cost for boring one tire 41

Then Mr. Reese quotes the same figures used by him in his first

article showing the average cost per tire to be 33 cents.

Mr. Reese is very much mistaken in his interpretation of my
statements. After presenting in tabular form the details of the

actual machine operations, and showing that the time of the

mechanic amounted to 4 2-3 hours to bore 10 tires, I continued as
follows

:

"As our tires are unloaded from the cars at some distance from
the shop, it requires about five minutes per tire on an average, for

each of two men to bring them into the shop, and about two
minutes per tire to take them out. It requires but one helper to

assist in setting and removing tires on the two machines referred to

above, his time being about equally divided between the two, as

all lifting is done by pneumatic hoist and walking crane."

Now this certainly
-

seems plain enough, but in order to make it

clearer still, I will say that it requires five minutes per tire for

each of two men to roll them into the shop, which is a total time of

ten minutes per tire for one man, or 100 minutes for 10 tires ; it

requires two minutes for each of two men to roll them out of the

shop, which is a total of four minutes per tire for one man, or 40
minutes for 10 tires. Now as "it requires but one helper in our
shop to assist in setting and removing tires on the two machines,"
it requires but one-half the time of one helper to wait on each
machine ; and as 4 2-3 hours, or 280 minutes, were required by the
mechanic on one machine to bore the 10 tires, the one-half of this

time which was required of one helper to assist in placing and
removing these tires from the machine, is 140 minutes. Then the
total time required of all helpers, employed in boring these ten
tires, would be 100 plus 40 plus 140 minutes, or 280 minutes, equal
to 4 2-3 hours, as stated in the preceding article. The figures pre-
sented in the article referred to are, therefore, correct, making the
tires cost in this shop 29 cents each as against 37 cents each in the
West Albany shops.

As Mr. Reese claimed in his first article that it required four or
five helpers to keep him going, we would have been justified in
charging the time of five helpers against his shop, which would
make the cost per tire 41 cents in the West Albany shops, as
agaiast 29 cents in this shop. We do not doubt, however, that he
would be able to get along with four helpers even with no crane
facilities at all.

J. H. Pattison, Foreman Machine Shop,
Roanoke Shops, Norfolk & Western Railway, Roanoke, Va.

NUMBERING SHOP MEN.
To the Editor:

I wish to register a protest and I hope you will put your foot
of disapproval down on any system of numbering of men as recom-
mended in article on "Railroad Shop Management," on page 56, in

your last issue. I believe this to be the most detestable thing in

any shop, and will antagonize any intelligent man. Let these
people who are studying this question try and devise something to
help to elevate the men instead of lowering them like animals at a
county fair. Foreman.

In the use of purified water sometimes trouble is experi-

enced through foaming A number of motive power officers

are of the opinion that this cannot be altogether avoided and
believe that the maximum possible amount of water space
over the crown sheet should be provided. Steam never
becomes dryer after it leaves the boiler and the water and
steam space should be made as great as possible wherever
foaming is likely to be troublesome. This is an argument in

favor of the wagon top boiler.

Six foot doors on box cars have introduced new difficulties

which have thus far failed to bring out construction which
will prevent the doors from bulging and jamming, so that they
can not be opened. Either a trussed construction or a very
strong door is needed. The cost of lumber will probably pre-
vent the latter method of overcoming the trouble and some
method of trussing must be resorted to. Light channels or
angles on the outside of the door will undoubtedly accomplish
the purpose better than truss rods which are never satis-
factory with wooden construction of any kind.

THE NEW ILLINOIS CENTRAL SUBURBAN CARS.

The new suburban cars of the Illinois Central which were

described in this journal in October, 1903, page 358, have at-

tracted considerable attention abroad and have been the subject

of criticism by The Railway Engineer without a proper study

of the problem. At the request of the editor of this journal, Mr.

A. W. Sullivan, assistant second vice-president of the road,

presents the following rejoinder which should be studied by

all who are interested in heavy short distance passenger traffic.

The Illinois Central has attacked a new problem in transporta-

tion as well as one in car design, and the report of 4G passen-

gers leaving a train in two seconds at an intermediate station

is sufficient proof of this. The subject is too important for

superficial critics to treat.

"In the comments upon the car, which are made at some

length, The Railway Engineer evinces a disposition to dis-

parage the ultility of the design as a whole, and to convey the

idea that the new features it contains have been in common
use in England for many years. As a matter of fact there

has never been in use in England, nor anywhere else for that

matter, a car like this, nor one containing so many entirely

new ideas both of design and construction. The characteristic

feature of this car is the completeness with which provision is

made for every essential requirement in the rapid transporta-

tion of a dense passenger traffic, with a far greater degree of

security and, comfort for the passengers than has ever been

provided.

"To prove this statement, mention need only be made of the

following points: Steel construction throughout of the under-

name and upperframe, giving greater protection to the passen-

gers against accidents and from fire. A floor plan combining

with transverse seats an aisle on both sides of the car, afford-

ing access to every part of the car from either side. Side-

doors which slide within the walls of the car, and end-doors

with vestibules connecting all the cars, affording access from

within to every part of the train. Carrying capacity far in

excess of any other car, with seats for the greatest number of

passengers. Perfect system of lighting, heating and ventila-

tion. Electric connection between the side-doors of the entire

train and the locomotive, giving signal automatically to the

engine man of the opening and the closing of the doors. Abso-

lute control by the train men of the opening and closing of the

side-doors. Inability of passengers to expose themselves to

danger. Rapidity of loading and unloading passengers without

disturbance of those who remain in the cars. Distribution of

passengers throughout the car or the entire train after it has

resumed motion. Distribution Of passengers evenly on station

platforms with assurance that the train can be entered at any

point. Short stops at stations, with consequent improved train

schedules.

"No one of these features can be found in any carriage ever

used on an English railway, nor can such results in working
be obtained with any equipment now used in England.

"These cars have now been in service continuously for four

months, during which time they have been tested by every

extremity of weather likely to occur. The location of the

Illinois Central Railroad in Chicago is one peculiarly exposed

to the effects of storms, running as it does for nearly seven

miles on the shore of Lake Michigan, its trains must withstand

the full effects of the blizzards which sweep over the lake in

winter. Since the cars went into service the temperature has
ranged from 96 above to 16 degrees below zero, Fahrenheit,

and during the months of December and January, heavy snow
storms, accompanied by winds having a velocity of 40 to 50

miles per hour, have prevailed; yet notwithstanding these con-

ditions, the side-doors have worked perfectly, and no trouble,

was experienced during the coldest weather in keeping the cars
warm. The absence of opposite openings preventing draughts
through the cars, there is no loss of warm air when the doors
are opened.

"With reference to the carrying capacity, while there are
seats for 100 passengers, there is standing room for 200 more,
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making a total of 300 passengers that can be carried in each

car. During the rush hours of the morning and evening the

usual load is from 210 to 225 passengers per car, and it has

gi as high as 2G0 per car with room enough to spare to admit

of the conductor passing through the car to collect the tickets,

and in addition to operate the car doors at stations averaging

one-half mile apart.

"The width of the cars. 10'j ft., is designed to utilize the

space available on tracks which are constructed 12 ft. from

center to center. The average weight of the cars first built,

84,600 lbs., is somewhat heavier than of those now under con-

struction, but is not excessive when measured by carrying

capacity; the tare weight per passenger for its ultimate load

being but 282 lbs., which is much less than can be obtained with

any form of wooden construction. One of the new cars takes

the place of two of the old, and with no increase in the weight

of the train there is a greatly increased carrying capacity.

"It is, however, in the rapidity with which passengers can

be received and discharged, with consequent short train stops,

that a most important advantage exists in conducting the trans-

portation service. In the ordinary operation of these trains as

many as 4G passengers have been discharged from one car at an

intermediate station in two seconds, and 115 passengers have

left one car at a terminal station in four seconds. The service

is yet too novel and the weather conditions too severe to

obtain the highest results that this system of handling passen-

gers is capable of developing, but it is even now of not infre-

quent occurrence that stops of 8 and 10 seconds are made in

whrch a large number of passengers enter and leave the train,

and an average of 12 to 14 seconds for all the stops of a schedule

is often made with trains running full. There is comparatively

little difference in the time consumed by trains at stations as

between a light and heavy business, a large number of passen-

gers being received and discharged as quickly as a few. It is

in this capacity for handling a heavy business as quickly as a

light business that the new cars display the advantages of the

system.

"Referring directly to the comments of the Railway Engineer,

it may be said that the Illinois Central in common with other

railroads has but limited space available for the conduct of its

suburban business, and because of the restrictions imposed by

its environment it has been forced to adopt the improved meth-

ods made possible by the use of the new type of car, whereby
its capacity for suburban transportation can be doubled with-

out increasing its terminal facilities, its tracks, or its station

and platform accommodations. This is made possible simply

by t lie superior character and capacity of its new equipment,
which utilizes to the highest degree the space between the

tracks and avoids the waste of space and time incident to the

use of small cars and slow methods of handling passengers.

The principle of large transportation units and facility for

quick dispatch holds good for passenger business equally with
freight, with the same certainty of result that the higher
efficiency of the new methods will be productive of larger

revenues. While to the English eye the new cars look huge
and magnificent, they are less expensive to construct than cars

of the same capacity built to the ordinary dimensions of

wooden car construction, and possess the further important
advantage of greatly increased security from casualty incident
to steel construction.

"The statement of the Railway Engineer that the wide
suburban carriages of the Great Eastern Railway, designed by
Mr. James Holden, are 28 ft. 2^. ins. long over the buffers and
9 ft. wide at the waist; that they have five compartments, each
seating 12 passengers, and that they tare on the average 10
tons, fl cwt., which is equal to 387.53 lbs. per seat, is true for
the second and third class carriages; but is not true for the
first class, which for the same dimensions have four compart-
ments, each seating 10 passengers, or a total of 40 passengers
against 60 for the second and third class carriages, a difference
which will require some revision of the tare weight per seat."

A. W. Sullivan.

H. H. VAUGHAN.

It is a pleasant task to announce to our readers the appoint-

ment of Mr. Vaughan as superintendent of motive power

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. It is a remarkable accom-

plishment for a young man to come to this country a perfect

stranger, as Mr. Vaughan did twelve years ago, and in these

years advance from the operation of a lathe in the shop to the

position of assistant superintendent of motive power of the

Lake Shore, and from this to be called to take charge of the

motive power responsibilities of such a road as the Canadian
Pacific. It is a source of satisfaction to see one's opinions veri-

fied and to find that predictions have become facts. This ap-

pointment Indicates the appreciation of an experience which
includes an education begun at a technical school, supple-

mented by shop experience which enabled the man to hold his

own as a workman among strangers, this being followed by
some years in test work and drafting rooms, and then by
valuable commercial experience which included the designing,

and construction of machinery and the management of a suc-

cessful manufacturing enterprise. He was called to return to

railroad work, for which he is eminently well fitted, and it is

to be hoped that his abilities are to be directed for many years

in this work, where many men like him are so greatly needed.

There are no railroad positions so difficult to fill as those of

the motive power department. Here are concentrated the

problems of the engineering of the locomotive, the manage-
ment of large works and shops, the operation of a large num-
ber of locomotives on the road, and the organization having
more possibilities for economy through efficiency than any
other. This requires a combination of mechanical engineer,

business man, organizer and executive in a man who will not

allow himself to be swamped by details. The railroads will

do well to encourage to the utmost the men who are acquiring

experience to fit them for such work, and it is good to see

such a wise and promising appointment.

Mr. Vaughan was born in England, graduated from Kings
College, London, served an apprenticeship at the works of

Naysmith, Wilson & Co. at Patricroft, England, and after that

worked as a machinist for a short time at the Gorton shops

of the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railway, and at

the Nine Elms shops of the London & South Western Railway.

In 1891 he came to the United States and entered the shops

of the Great Northern as a machinist, and soon became me-

chanical engineer of that road under Mr. J. O. Pattee. In this

position he developed marked ability in designing many de-

vices, such as the present engineer's valve of the New York
Air Brake Company. In 1897 he went to the Philadelphia &
Reading as mechanical engineer, and two years later took

charge of the management of the shops and mechanical engi-

neering development of a manufacturing establishment in

Chicago. Here he acquired a valuable commercial and manu-
facturing experience and the management of men. In March,

1902, he was called to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway as assistant superintendent of motive power under
Mr. H. F. Ball. In two years, by his ability and his pleasing

personality, he accomplished important work in a way which
won enduring friendship all through the department. His

keen intellect, clear observation and direct thinking have
given him a broad outlook, which compasses the needs of the

times in a way which promises success in the great motive

power problem. It is encouraging to know that the railroads

appreciate such men, and the Canadian Pacific is to be con-

gratulated upon securing so valuable a man.

Overhead traveling cranes should not be used to place work
in machines. Jib cranes for such large machines are better.

They are always available for the attendant and may be used

individually without causing others to wait. The traveling

oraiie should be considered as an overhead railroad for trans-

portation purposes only. Several times mistakes have been

pointed out to the writer, indicating the importance of this

question.
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REAMERS FOR ROD PACKING CUPS.

At the Albuquerque shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe Railway, Mr. W. L. Essex, general foreman, showed the

representative of this journal a business-like contrivance for

reaming piston rod packing cups to standard sizes and to

exact interior contours. In the engraving the whole set of

parts and a pile of reamers of different sizes are shown. One

of the reamers is keyed in place in the bar, ready for the work,

which is done in a lathe. The cups are held in chucks and the

STANDARD RECEIVER F<IK ROD PACKING CITS.

boring bar is held by the qenters. The rod at the left in the

engraving passes through a hole in the boring bar to prevent

it from turning. This process insures accurate fitting of all

cups and is very rapid and inexpensive. The sizes of rods to

be fitted are kept standard in 1-16-in. variations and cups are

kept in stock for all sizes. It will pay every railroad to fit up

devices for insuring accuracy in the important matter of main-

tenance of rod packing.

80-FOOT FIRST-CLASS COACH.

Great Northern Railway.

Twenty coaches, 80 ft. in length, have been built for the

Great Northern by the Barney & Smith Company. They pro-

vide seating capacity for 86 passengers and weigh 111,250 lbs.

The chief dimensions are as follows: Length over buffers, 81

ft.; length over platforms, 79 ft. 11 ins.; length over sills, 72

ft. 6 ins.; width over sills, 9 ft. 8 ins.; width over crown

molding, 10 ft. % in.; transom centers, 55 ft. 10% ins.; total

higher place than the machinist, except that they are dealing

with more valuable material. The best mechanics are those

who make the selection of material best suited to the pur-

pose. The teacher is at present restricted to working all sorts

of material through the same mill, whereas if the trades

were added to the possessions instead of teachers' duties being

those of turning the mill to grind out two-legged animals to

fit the Board of Regents' standard gauge, their most success-

ful members would be those who could best guide their ma-

terial into its most useful channel.—Prof. J. E. Sweet, in a

paper on the Apprentice Question, read before the Metal

Trades Association.

One thing that motive-power officers are not thinking enough

about is the design of their locomotives. In visiting a large;

number of railroads one is struck with the fact that the loco-

motives generally have the appearance of being "manufac-

tured," rather than built to conform to the ideas of the railroad

officers with respect to local conditions. It is easy to tell from

which of the locomotive builders' shops a new locomotive has

come. The general appearance of locomotives indicates a

degree of indifference to the arrangement of detail which goes

to make up a handsome result, of which the locomotive is thor-

oughly worthy. Exceptions only prove the rule. Upon in-

specting a locomotive which bears evidence of careful consider-

ation of its appearance one is sure to discover evidences of

thoughtful and careful design in the whole or in details, wliich

inspires confidence that the engine will give a good account of

itself. Motive-power men cannot afford to ignore this matter

or to leave to the builders too much responsibility for results.

They should take advantage of all of the ability and experience

of the builders, and then be sure that the details are worked out

to suit the local conditions, which no one but those who operate

and maintain the equipment can thoroughly understand. This

can be done without additional expense, and those who do it

will be likely to obtain a higher degree of success in their call-

ing than those who do not. The specialization of locomotives

becomes more necessary every year, and a transcontinental

trip will convince anyone of the great variety of local condi-

tions which must be met by thorough knowledge and experi-

ence in operation and maintenance. The pursuit of symmetry

and handsome appearance can easily be carried too far, but

efforts in this direction reflect that which is to be desired

—
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80-FOOT. FIRST-CLASS COACH.—GREAT NORTHERN HATLWAY.

wheel base, 66 ft. 10Vi ins.; wheel base of 6-wheel trucks, 11

ft.; diameter of wheels, 42 ins.; size of journals, i 1
/* x 8V2 ins.;

journals, collarless.

The cars are finished in mahogany inside, with painted can-

vas headlining. The lighting is by acetylene gas. The heating

system is that of the Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
pany, with 579 ft. of li/i-in. pipe. The cars have wide vesti-

bules and 6 ft. 4 in.-toilet-rooms. They are reported to be very

satisfactory in riding qualities. We are indebted to Mr. G. A.

Emerson, superintendent motive power, for the drawing.

MACHINISTS AS TEACHERS.

So far as we are concerned, the business use of our lives
is to take material of a low value and convert it into things
of a higher value, and that, too, is the business of the teacher,

and there is no reason why the teacher should occupy any

more careful design,

good engine.

A handsome engine is generally a very

A rather general movement is on foot to increase the size of

hand holds on freight cars. It is however one thing to increase

the size of the iron used and quite another thing to gain the

full value of such increase. This cannot be done unless the

method of fastening the hand holds to the cars is improved.

These parts are now secured exclusively by bolts on one large

system, no lag screws being used for this purpose. This is

an important improvement which will undoubtedly be intro-

duced generally for ladders as well as hand holds.

The Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment
Company announce the removal of their general offices in New
York City, from 100 Broadway, to the Hanover Bank Building,
corner of Nassau and Pine streets.
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PERSONALS.

Mr. C. A. V. Axen has been appointed general foreman of the

shops of the Chicago & Northwestern at Kaukauna, Wis., to

succeed Mr. R Whittier.

Mr. I). J. Malone has been transferred as master mechanic of

the Oregon Short Line at Sait Lake City. He has been master

mechanic at Pocatello. Idaho. Mr. W. J. Tollerton succeeds

Mr. Malone at Pocatello.

Mr. H. W. Ridgeway has been appointed master mechanic of

the Mexican Central at the City of Mexico. He was formerly

superintendent of motive power of the El Paso & Northwestern

and succeeds Mr. C. W. Wincheck, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Pfeiffer heretofore erecting shop foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at the Topeka shops, has been

appointed general foreman of the shops of that road at Win-

slow, Ariz.

Mr. J. N. Barr, assistant to the president of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been granted leave of absence for

six months on account of ill health. It is understood that he

will spend this time in California.

Mr. William Cross, engineer of tests of the Canadian Pacific,

has been appointed assistant to the second vice-president of

that road. He will have charge of motive power west of Fort

William, Ontario, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Man.

Mr. Thomas Paxton has accepted the appointment of master

mechanic of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with

headquarters at Baring Cross, Ark., to succeed Mr. George

Dickson.

Mr. J. N. Sanborn has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Texas Southern, with headquarters at

Marshall, Texas. He has been promoted from the position of

master mechanic of this road at Marshall.

A dynamometer car is being built by the American Car A
Foundry Company, for the International Correspondence

Schools. It will be modeled after the dynamometer car of the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. and it is stated that a number
of roads have already expressed a desire to use the car.

Mr. T. U. Cutler, master mechanic of the Northern Pacific at

Fargo, N. D., has been transferred to the same position on the

Rocky Mountain division at Missoula. Mont., to succeed Mr.

W. F. Buck, and Mr. Cutler is succeed at Fargo by Mr. J. E.

O'Brien.

Mr. H. C. Shields has been appointed master mechanic of

the Lehigh & New England, with headquarters at Pen Argyl,

Pa. He has been division foreman of the motive power de-

partment of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at Bangor.
Pa.

Mr. James Connors has been appointed district master
mechanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with head-
quarters at Dubuque, Iowa, to succeed Mr. George H. Brown,
who has been assigned other duties. Mr. David Patterson suc-

ceeds Mr. Connors as general foreman at Dubuque.

Mr. J. J. Reid has resigned as mechanical inspector of the
Northern Pacific Railway to accept the appointment of general
master mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad with
headquarters at Louisville, Ky. Mr. Reid will have general

charge of all the shops of the line as well as other

responsibilities.

Mr. A. W. Wheatley has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Northern Pacific with head-

quarters at St. Paul, Minn. He has been superintendent of

shops of that road at Brainerd. Minn., where he is succeeded

by Mr. U. N. Anderson, formerly general foreman.

Mr. U. L. Driscoll heretofore master mechanic of the Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific at Chattanooga, Tenn.,

has been appointed master mechanic of the Alabama Great

Southern at Birmingham, Ala., to succeed Mr. V. B. Lang, re-

signed. Mr. Driscoll is succeeded at Chattanooga by Mr. W.

H. Dooley, heretofore master mechanic at Somerset, Ky. Mr.

Dooley is succeeded by Mr. D. Brown, heretofore general fore-

man at Somerset.

Mr. James C. Cassell, general superintendent of the Norfolk

& Western Railway, has been appointed assistant to the presi-

dent. Mr. Cassell began railroad services in 1871 as a tele-

graph operator on the Pennsylvania and has steadily advanced

to his present position. He has been connected with the Nor-

folk & Western for twenty-five years and has occupied every

position in the operating department, from dispatcher to gen-

eral superintendent.

Mr. C. F. Giles, master mechanic of the Louisville & Nash-

ville, at Louisville, Ky., has been promoted to the position of

assistant superintendent of machinery, with headquarters at

the same place, to succeed Mr. H. Swoyer, who recently re-

signed. Mr. W. L. Tracey, assistant master mechanic, suc-

ceeds Mr. Giles, and Mr. J. G. Clifford, master mechanic at

South Louisville, succeeds Mr. Tracey. Mr. J. J. Sullivan,

master mechanic at New Decatur, Ala., succeeds Mr. A. Beck-

ert, recently resigned.

The Master Mechanics' Association Committee on Cost of

Shops has prepared blank forms for distribution to members
for the purpose of securing data concerning the cost of recently

constructed shop plants. The blanks are very well arranged,

and it is to be hoped that they will receive the best possible

attention from those who have these important figures at hand.

This committee will be enabled to do a valuable work, if they

are placed in possession of information which will enable them
to state the cost of buildings of various types and of equipment
of the various departments of locomotive shops and power
houses. Those who have recently been called upon to estimate

the probable cost of new shops, will appreciate the value of

general information of this kind, and the report, if complete,

will be one of the most useful undertakings which the associa-

tion can take up at this time.

The United States Government has placed the first exhibit at

the World's Fair in St. Louis. It consists of a postal car, built

in the Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
United States Government's extensive display includes the

inner works of the postoffice department, of which the railway

postoffice service is an important part. To properly demon-
strate that feature a postal car similar to those operated on
the Pennsylvania-Vandalia system was selected by the govern-

ment as representing the most advanced ideas in devices for

the expeditious handling of United States mail. The car

placed in the United States Government building at the World's

Fair is No. 6542. When the new postal car was recently placed

in the Government building at St. Louis, it was photographed

under the immense arches of steel, which compose the frame-

work of that exhibit palace, the only steel-framed structure on

the ground. The handsomely finished sides of the car are

covered with heavy canvass to protect it until the opening of

the Exposition, April 30, when visitors to the World's Fair

will be privileged to witness postal clerks at work in the car,

showing how the mails are distributed and handled on fast

trains of the Pennsylvania-Vandalia system in eleven States.
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A 1,000 TON DRAWBRIDGE MOVED AND LOWERED BY
SAND JACKS.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.

The lifting of a thousand ton steel drawbridge through a

height of 20 ins. so that it will clear its old supports; its trans-

fer upstream a distance of thirty-five feet and its final lowering

to a new pivot pier ten and a half feet lower than that on which

it originally rested, is an engineering feat of more than ordi-

nary importance. And when it is accomplished in a space of

twelve hours with unfavorable tides, winds and river currents,

it becomes all the more remarkable. Yet this is what was per-

formed by Chief Engineer Bush of the Lackawanna Railroad

recently in transferring a new steel double-deck draw span

DRAW-BRIDUE OVER THE PASSAIC RIVER, AT NEWARK, N. J.—DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN RAILROAD.
VIEW FROM PIER ON NEWARK SIDE AS DRAW SPAN WAS BEING LOWE RED ONTO THE NEW PIVOT PIER. OLD PIVOT ITER AT

RIGHT; SAND JACKS COVERED WITH CANVAS.

from old to new piers across the Passaic River, at Newark,

New Jersey.

The Lackawanna have for some time past been engaged in

developing great improvements in elevating their tracks

through Newark and eliminating a large number of grade

crossings, to accommodate their greatly increasing suburban

traffic. On December 20 the elevated structure was put into

commission by the moving of the enlarged draw span from the

original location to the new right of way. In March, 1901, a

new double-deck draw span, 220 ft. long, had been erected at

this point to replace an old bridge not sufficiently strong for

the steadily increasing traffic. The new bridge was suitably

designed for the elevation work through Newark and Harrison

that was to come later, the lower deck being used for carrying

the main line traffic. The lower deck will now be used for a

single track approach to the new freight yard at Broad street,

Newark, at the street level, while the upper deck, heretofore

unused, is now occupied by the two main line tracks. The new
grade and location of elevation work were such as to require

the bridge to be moved 35 ft. north of and parallel to the old

location and placed 10% ft. below the old elevation. The bridge

weighed, ready for removal, 1,017 tons.

It is a simple matter to move a bridge and raise and lower it

through a small difference in elevation but to drop it ten to

twelve feet exactly on top of a pivot pier located in a strong

tideway, is a more troublesome operation. The secret of its

successful accomplishment dates back to the early Egyptians,

who, in spite of their lack of machinery, were accustomed to

seal the tombs of their dead with enormous stone slabs. For

many years scientists have wondered how these stones of such

size were lower into a sarcophagus, until it was discovered that

the idea of the sand-jack was made use of, in that a column of

fine sand upon which they rested, was allowed to run out from

underneath, allowing the slab to settle firmly into place.

Probably nothing like the huge sand bins used in this

modern work has

ever been seen

before. Four im-

mense boxes, 11

ft. high, 5 ft. wide

and 54 ft. long,

were built on

scows, and car-

ried the sand
which in turn

supported the

plungers which
held the bridge.

The sand boxes

and plungers
were so construct-

ed that the differ-

ence between the

elevation of grade

line of the bridge

on the old loca-

tion and the grade

line of the bridge

on the new loca-

tion, amounting

to ten and a half

feet, was taken

care of by letting

out the sand in

the cylinders. A
set of slides con-

trolled the orifices

through which
the sand was al-

lowed to run out,

and so perfectly

was the work per-

formed that the

bridge settled in-

to place without so much as a scratch. The variation in the'

height of the tides and the lifting of the bridge from its old

location onto the scows, as well as the releasing of the scows
from underneath the bridge in its new location, were con-

trolled by means of water ballast, which was pumped in and
out of the four scows by four centrifugal pumps each having
a capacity of 1,600 gals, per minute.

The four scows were secured under the bridge at low tide,

and elevated by removing the water ballast to within a few
inches of the bottom of the bridge. When the tide began to

rise the immense drawbridge was lifted from its pivot of

granite in the middle of the river and the floats were then

drawn up stream with their burden until the bridge was poised

above the new pier and between the newly laid elevated tracks.

Then the sand in the boxes was permitted to run out from the

holes and the plungers carrying the weight of the bridge sank
steadily and evenly into place. The work was started at 4 a.

m. and the bridge touched the new pivot pier at 5 p. m., com-
pleting a connection that renders possible the handling of the

road's immense suburban traffic in a most satisfactory way.
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A MODERN BORING MILL.

Colburn Machine Tool Company.

The Important part which the boring mill is coming to take

In modern machine shop practice and in rapid duplicate manu-

facturing is fully recognized by railroad shop managers, and

its use in this direction is rapidly extending. Nothing has

done more to develop modern methods of manufacturing than

the boring mill and its easy methods of chucking and control.

One of the most modern and efficient tools, at present upon

the market, is the boring mill manufactured by the Colburn

Machine Tool Company, Franklin, Pa. A line of these tools

The Piiosphor-Bronze Smelting Company.—A revised price

lUt, No. 22, of "Klepbant Brand" phosphor-bronze has been issued

by these manufacturers to take the place of all previous list* and

quotation*. The new rolling mill is now in successful operation,

and, wiili greatly improved facilities and a well-assorted stock, this

company is ready to supply all requirements. Correspondence

should In- addressed to 2200 Washington avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

I' wKHA.NKs, Morse & Co.—A new catalogue of hoists and mining

machinery operated by gas, gasoline, crude oil or producer gas baa

been Issued by Fairbanks, Morse He Co., Franklin and Monroe

Streets, Chicago. In addition to this line of machinery, in which

they have established a valuable reputation, this company manufac-

tures a complete line of. hoisting machinery operated by steam, in-

cluding both Hat friction and geared hoists.

Tiik Dake SQUARE Pistow Engine.—The Holland Company, 77

Jackson boulevard, Chicago, in their circular No. 41 describe and

illustrate their motor for air or steam power for operating blowers,

fans, |iuui|is ami generators, or any service requiring a compact

motor. The pamphlet gives the sizes of the machines and all in-

formal necessary for ordering.

Mr. David Hunt, Jr., has resigned as treasurer of the Baush

Machine Tool Company, of Springfield, .Mass., to accept the ap-

pointment of general sales manager of the Warner & Swasey

Company of Cleveland. Mr. Hunt was formerly, tor several

TIIK 34-INCH VERTICAL BORING AND TURNING MILL, WITH TURRET HEAD AND SIDE VIEW OF HEAD OF THE 34-INCH COI.BUBN BORING Mill.

SCREW CUTTING ATTACHMENT.—COLBURN MACHINE TOOL COMPANY. SHOWING DETAILS 0* THE SCREW CUTTING ATTACHMENT.

ranging in size from 34 to 78 ins. is manufactured by them. Of

these the 34-in. size is illustrated herewith. A characteristic

strength and solidity of design is easily recognized in this

machine, especially as regards the heavy chuck or table.

Some of the more important features of this tool may be of

Interest. It is supplied with either a plain table or 3 or 4 jaw
chuck. The turret is five sided, and the turret slide swivels

30 degrees either side of the perpendicular; the counterweight

for the slide is carried inside the column, doing away with the

overhanging arms and chains which are usually employed on

mills of this size. The drive on these mills is what is called

a parallel drive, enabling the machine to be set on a crane

floor and belted up to a line shafting running lengthwise along

the crane columns of a shop.

A scale and pointer is furnished on the vertical slide to en-

able duplicate work to be done to exact depth; this is not
shown on the cut, but it is a very desirable feature. The gear-

ing is powerful, with 16 changes of speed; there are 10 changes
of feed. Practically all parts of the machine are jig drilled,

making them interchangeable—a very important feature when
repair parts happen to be needed. Further information will

be gladly supplied regarding any of these tools by the Colburn
Machine Tool Company.

years, connected with the sales department of Messrs. Man-

ning, Maxwell & Moore, and has a wide acquaintance among

railroad men and other users of machine tools.

The Stab Rrass Manufacturing Company has ved it> Chi-

cago office from the Monadnock building to 303 Fisher building. Mr.

W. T. Johnson is in charge.

Colonel John T. Dickinson, vice-president of the Consolidated

Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment Company, general

offices, Hanover Bank Building, New York, is authority for the

statement "that the Consolidated company has more of its

"Axle Light' equipments of electric car lighting in use on the

best cars constituting the finest trains of leading railway lines

than all other systems of electric car lighting combined. Also,

that the chief mechanical officials of several of the great rail-

way systems in the country, where a large number of 'Axle

Light' equipments have been in service for the past few years,

have concluded that Consolidated 'Axle Light' is the cheapest

to install and maintain, and the most efficient system of elec-

tric car lighting ever yet devised. Each car carries its own

independent electric car lighting apparatus, ready for immedi-

ate and constant uae, no matter in what service the car may be

placed."
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PORTABLE AIR HOIST FOR LOADING CAR WHEELS.

This engraving illustrates a convenient air hoist for hand-

ling car wheels into or out of box cars. It is leaned against

the roof of the car and an air hose is connected to the yard

DETAILS OF THE PORTABLE HOIST FOR LOADING WHEELS.—L. 8. & it.

S. RAILWAY.

supply. The air cylinder is 6 x 31 ins., and uses air at 100 lbs.

per sq. in. It is in use on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railway. We are indebted to Mr. L. G. Parish, master c*r

builder at Englewood, 111., for the drawing.

PNEUMATIC CROSSING JACKS FOR PUSH CARS.

For a number of years jacks of this general character have

been used at the Topeka shops of the Atchison, Topeka ft

Santa Fe. They cost very much less than turntables and are

specially convenient in tracks which must be used for loco-

motives, where small turntables could not be employed.

This jack is operated by a conveniently located air valve.

The plate on the top of the piston rod is brought up under the

push car, which lifts the car off the rails. The car may then

be easily turned on the ball bearing and let down upon the

Other track. Water-tight pits of concrete are built for theie

jacks, and when in the normal position the top plate lies flush

with the floor plate, as shown in the drawing. The pits are

22 ins. square, with 9-in. walls and 9-in. floors. To return the

Leather ^tliich

r

^m^iM-^r^\\'
-19>V

X Pipe for Hose connection

DETAILS OF AIR CYLINDER AND BALL BEARING SWIVEL JOINT UNDER
THE PLATE.

piston to its normal position, the piston rod is surrounded by

a coil spring of 5-16-in. wire in 15 coils, the free ihetght of

which la 2 ft and the outside diameter of the coll 6 Ins.

A NEW DESIGN OF STEEL-FRAME MOTORS AND
GENERATORS,

Triumph Electric Company.

Recognizing the modern demand for electric motors and gen-

erators to be extremely compact and strong, to be efficient and
durable, and to be capable of withstanding fluctuating loads

and heavy overloads, the Triumph Electric Company, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, have recently placed on the market a new series of

designs of bipolar machines, with steel frames, for use as mo-

tors or generators, in the sizes of y2 to 5-h.p. In this new de-

sign it was sought to produce a machine that is simple in con-

struction, does not easily get out of order and requires but lit-

tle attention; and, moreover, one that can be placed under the

care of an inexperienced attendant and be always ready for

service.

The accompanying engravings illustrate, in one case, a

1-kw. machine, arranged for use as a slow-speed generator,

and the other, the unassembled parts of a %-h.p. motor of the

new type. An important feature of the general design is its

compactness. The arrangement of the yokes serves also to

make the machine perfectly ironclad.

The frame and pole pieces are of soft close-grained steel, the

pole pieces being accurately fitted within the crown and bolted

in for ease of removal if necessary. The yokes may be re-

moved by loosening 4 bolts each, and can be mounted in any
position, thus making the machine easily available for floor,

wall or ceiling use without change.

The field coils are form wound and thoroughly insulated.

Every coil is soaked in a varnish bath, then baked, after which

it is covered with two layers of friction tape, finally receiving

two coats of insulating paint. This construction makes the

field coil practically indestructible. Each coil on completion is

tested with alternating current.

The armatures are of the usual laminated construction, but

on these machines notched discs are used and they are an-

nealed after punching and varnished before assembling—the
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most approved construction The armature coils are embedded

in the notching*, with mosl thorough insulation, thus reducing

the air gap and making most efficient machines. The com-

mutator Bhell is of a nm design, making ii Impossible tor a

segment to ge( ions,' and ouble. The brush holders are

simple, light and effective, and arc so set as not to ret

justing under an] c litlon of load 01 overload.

These machines are rated well within their limits of capacity.

HIT Ml VIEWS Ol I III I I! \ Ml . ARMATI RE, POLI PIECES INU I II I n

i tt \ mi MOTOR.

and, as open machines, no part will heal more than to degs

Cent, over the surrounding air, when operated for I 11 hours

under full load. They will withstand an overload of 50 per

cent, for a period Of one hour, and a momentary overload of 100

per cent, without injury. As entirelj enclosed machines the

ratings will he somewhat less, to meet these requirements.

No expense, either in quality of materials, workmanship or

ing but two movable pieces, one sliding inside the other, and

Moating in a square, steam-tight box or cylinder, and

being guided in their movements by the crank on the end of

the driven shaft.

The I lake motor provides a cheap and very effective means
ui i hanging jib cranes from hand to power cranes, as shown in

the accompanying illustration. In nearly all railroad yards,

foundries, machine shops, boiler works and structural steel

plants, where compressed air

power is used, this motor can

be very profitably applied for

driving jib cranes. The u>

panying illustration shows an un-

loading jib crane in a railroad

yard, formerly operated by two
men on either side with cranks;

the cranks were removed and the

motor bolted to the side of the

mast without changing the gear-

ing.

This machine can be bolted to

the mast of any jib crane and
will raise and lower the load at any desired speed and in a
reliable manner. H it is desired to rack the load on the boom
or raise and lower the boom, as the case may be, in addition to

raising and lowering the load, a double drum hoist is furnished,
by which the load can be raised and lowered independently of

racking it. or otherwise operating the boom.
The Holland Company, who supply this motor to the trade.

9 01 I III. 'jU.i: STEEL

liENEBAI. VIEW OF THE L-KW. SLOW-SPEED Mill FBAM]

I 1 I l/TRIC CO.

|
i

i KATOB.—TR1I ICFHDAKE MOTOR AS APPLIED TO A JIB CRANK FOB HOIST-

ING. FOB OSE WITH COMPRESSED AIH.

in care of testing, has been spared to make these machines as
nearly perfect as possible. They are built, as motors, in sizes

from '.._. to 5-h.p., and as generators, from V6 to 5-kw., in-

clusive. The Triumph Electric Company also builds larger

machines, for belt-drive and direct connection, the particulars

regarding which may be had upon application.

THE DAKE SQUARE-PISTON ENGINE.

Probably mere can be no simpler way in applied mechanics,
to obtain a rotary motion from the force and expansion of
steam than that employed in the construction of the Dake
engine. Reduced to its simplest elements it consists of noth-

have recently issued a new circular (No. 41) devoted to the
Hake square-piston engine, for use with compressed air or
steam. The motor is illustrated in detail, and this circular
will be of interest to all who are interested in motors of small
sizes. The Dake motor operates upon a very interesting prin-

ciple and, as a prime mover, is one that requires very little at-

tention and is very durable. It is carefully provided with all

necessary adjustments and the wearing surfaces are of phos-
phor bronze and can easily be renewed.

This motor is built in sizes ranging from 1 to 30-h.p., and
can be supplied for direct-connection to machines, as reversible
engines, or with throttling governor for use as a constant-
speed stationary engine. Further particulars will be gladly
supplied by the Holland Company, No. 77-83 Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, 111.
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McCORD JOURNAL BOX WITH OUTSIDE DUST GUARD.

A special feature of the McCord journal box has been the

construction which has made the lid tight, preventing the en-

trance of dust. The usual form of dust guards, however, was

depended upon to keep dust from entering at the other end, and

both ends must be dust tight in order to meet the journal box

problem. The dust guard difficulty has usually been attacked

by attempts to make tight joints upon rough and uneven sur-

faces. The new McCord box has no dust guard slot. This por-

tion of the standard box has been cut off and the back end of

the box carries a boss surrounding the axle and terminating

always urged toward the center by the shell, so as to take up
wear. This, however, will probably not be necessary, as a wear
of less than 1-64-in. has been found in a mileage of over 100,-

000 miles on a locomotive tender. This leads to the conclusion

that without sectional rings the guard will outlast the usual

life of a freight car.

This guard has four parts. It is made entirely of metal and
will not be injured by a hot box. It is claimed that it will

raise the oil level at the back of the box to the-eenter of the

journal, that there is no possible way for dirt to obstruct it or

interfere with its effectiveness. This construction allows 3-8

in. more clearance between the guard and the wheel than is to

be had with the usual construction of journal boxes with dust

guard slots. This new box has already been specified upon
about 5,000 cars, and it is stated that because of the saving of

weight, its cost is but little more than the ordinary box with

wooden dust guards. Further information may be had from

McCord & Company, Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111.

MlJCOBD JOURNAL BOX WITH OUTSIDE DUST GUABD. DUST GUARD RINGS AND SHELL.

SECTIONS THROUGH NEW MCCORD JOURNAL BOX AND DUST GUARD.

in a ground surface. The dust guard is in the form of a cast

iron ring turned to fit the dust guard portion of the axle. The
box has lugs upon its inner face and these serve to hold in

place a malleable iron shell which encloses the dust guard ring

and this shell is urged toward the box lugs by springs enclosed

in cavities in the outer faces of the lugs, as -indicated in the

engraving. The dust guard ring is ground on its inner face to

make a joint with the boss on the box. The springs hold the

shell against the dust guard ring.and are sufficiently strong

to take the weight of the ring off the axle and the ring is free

to move with the axle. The sectional drawing shows the

form of the joint between the dust guard and the box, and
also that between the dust guard and the shell. If desired the

dust guard ring may be made in segments, which will be

Compressed Air, A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Pneu-
matic Power Transmission. By W. C. Popplewill. Published

by the Scientific Publishing Company, 53 New Bailey Street,

Manchester, England, 1903. Price 7s. 6d.

This book is not exhaustive and not entirely original. It

presents the principles of compressed air transmission with a chap-

ter on calculations, one on tests of compressed air machinery, while

the major part of the space is occupied by descriptions of air com-

pressors, air motors and tools and transmission pipings. An un-

usually large number of compressors are described, including several

operated by the hydraulic principle. The author has drawn a

balance between theory and practice and gives some of each. This

book ought properly to be one of several volumes on the subject.

It is not sufficiently complete for present needs in the literature

of compressed air. Perhaps the author will be encouraged to keep

on and write the encyclopedia, whieh is needed on this subject.
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A LARGE INSTALLATION OF WATER-SOFTENING
APPARATUS FOR THE ROCK ISLAND.

FOB nil. LOCOMOTIVE SOPPM OF an Entikk Division.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway are preparing to

equip an entire division with a system of water purifiers and

softeners for the locomotive water supply. In common with

most of H ther roads in the West, tins System has expert

enced a great deal of trouble from bad water, and now propose*

to give water-softening a fair and impartial trial by equipping

their entire Kansas division, with seventeen installations,

located at the locomotive water supply stations. The waters

throughout their Kansas division have always been a source of

trouble and expense, and that division was naturally selected

as the most favorable for this installation As was recently

stated in this journal, the only way to give water purification

a fair trial is to equip an entire division, so that certain

lie. 1.—VIEW (if APPARATUS l sin in THE WE-FU-CO SYSTEM OF

WATER SOFTENING AN l:IFlr Vl'mv SHOWING DIAGRAM-

uvnnin Tin: MODE OF OPERATION.

-DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW <>E APPARATU8 USED IN THE SCAIFE

AUTOMATIC SYSTEM 01 WATER PURIFICATION.

FTC. 2. MAI, HAM MATIC VIEW OF THE WE-FU-CO CONTINUOUS SYS-

TEM (IK WATER SOFTENING ami PURIl-h \iniv

engines may always use the treated water and not mix the

good with the bad, and it is important that the necessity of this

should be appreciated. In several cases engines which, with

bad water, required retubing as often as every six months, are

now using only treated water, and the expectation of more than

doubling the life of the flues is warranted. This is an excellent

test. The best comparison can only be made when entire

divisions are thus equipped, which, although expensive, will

unquestionably pay.

After a thorough investigation of the various systems of

water-purifying on the market, the contract for this equip-

ment was let to William B. Scaife & Sons Co., pi Pittsburgh.

Pa., the manufacturers of the Scaife and We-Fu-Go softening

and purifying systems. Both of these systems are now well

known and perfected; plants operating under them, in every

part of the country, and for every purpose, are daily purifying

over 000,000,000 gallons of water. Some of these plants have

been in operation for eight and nine years. A brief description

of these systems may be of interest:

The We-Fu-Go system (which was formerly manufactured

by the We-Fu-Go Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, until purchased

by William B. Scaife & Sons Co.) is shown in the first cut

(Fig. 1). It consists essentially of two settling tanks and a

small chemical tank. with, first, the necessary pipe connections

to admit the raw water to either one of the settling tanks or

to the chemical tank; second, the pipe connections necessary

to draw off the purified water from either settling tank at the

top, by means of a hinged floating take-off pipe; and, third,
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waste or wash pipes through which to get rid of the sludge

collected in the bottom of either settling tank. Mixing of the

chemicals and the raw water is accomplished by mechanical

stirring devices which are driven by a small engine; the

stirring devices are designed to give the water a rolling motion,

which materially assists chemical action and hastens precipita-

tion. The treated water, after being drawn off through the

floating take-off pipe, is conducted to a gravity filter, which

removes any matter carried in suspension, thus causing the

water to leave the plant soft and clear.

The operation of this system is as follows, in detail: While

filling the left-hand settling tank with raw water, the exact

amount required of the first chemical reagent is weighed and

put into the small elevated chemical tank, dissolved, and then

washed into the settling tank; when this settling tank is full

the second chemical is added and the water stirred for a few

minutes longer. It is then allowed to settle several hours, so as

to permit the greater portion of the precipitates and suspended

of this portion of the apparatus, as the results obtained from a

continuous system are almost entirely dependent on the suc-

cessful making of a continuous supply of uniformly-saturated

lime water. This system is so designed that the water has

from four to six hours to pass through the tanks, so as to

allow ample time for the chemical action and settling. A heater

is shown in the cut, but it is only employed when the water

is of such a nature as to make it desirable to slightly heat it,

or to prevent its freezing in cold weather.

The third system of this company is the Scaife automatic

system of water purification. This system is especially adapt-

able to locations so isolated that little attention can be given it,

and where steam for driving a small engine is not available.

One of these plants is illustrated in Fig. 3. The mixing and
precipitation is brought about by the water passing over and

under vertical partitions in the lime reaction and soda reaction

tanks, as shown. This system is also provided with a mechani-

cal gravity filter in the settling tank, in the same manner as

THE NEW DESIGN OF 24-IN. SURFACE PLANER, WITH GEAR-DRIVEN UPPER AND LOWER FEED ROLLS. GREAVES, KLUSMAN & CO.

matter which the water will then contain, to deposit. After

this the water is drawn off through the filter below, and is

ready for use. It can be drawn off as desired, using the

settling tanks as storage tanks. This system has the advan-

tage that, inasmuch as definite quantities of water are treated

each time, it can always be correctly treated, no matter how
variable the water or amount used may be.

Another system controlled by the Scaife Company is the

We-Fu-Go continuous system, which is illustrated by Fig. 2.

This system involves a continuous process, and consists essen-

tially of three tanks—a reaction tank for the lime, a reaction

tank for the soda, and a large settling tank equipped with a

regular gravity filter. The chemicals are introduced in pro-

portion to the flow of water through the tanks, and thorough
mixing is brought about by the use of a small engine which
drives mechanical stirring devices, as shown in the illustration.

The saturating tank, for making the saturated solution of

lime, is said to be an especially efficient device; in a series of

tests the quantity of lime water introduced into the system
varied from 1 gal. to 100 gals, per minute, but the solution did

not vary 4-10 of a grain to the gallon. This shows the efficiency

the system described above. The same lime-saturating and

soda-introducing devices are employed in this system as in the

We-Fu-Go continuous system.

These systems have been in use, mainly in stationary plants,

"for a number of years, with great success. Seventeen of these

plants will be installed for the Rock Island at the various

water stations on the Kansas division. The conditions were

carefully gone into in considering these installations, and the

system best adapted to meet the conditions at each particular

point was adopted. Thus, with the variety of the systems

manufactured by William B. Scaife & Sons Co., every possible

condition will be met, each system being designed especially

for each particular water, and for the particular location and

requirements at each point—these are features which will be

readily appreciated by all railroad men.

_,

A speed of a mile in 39 seconds is reported in an automobile

contest in Ormond, Fla , on a rate of 92.3 miles per hour. This

was done by Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt, Jr., with a 90-h.p. Mercedes

machine. Mr. Vanderbilt believes that he can make much
faster time with the same machine.
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A HEAVY NEW DESIGN OF SURFACE PLANING
MACHINE.

(!m \\ E8, Kiism w & Co.

In (he accompanying engraving is shown an Important new

design of 24-in. surface planer that lias recently been devel-

oped and placed upon the market by Greaves, Klusman & Co..

Cincinnati, Ohio It is designed for very heavy service in

planing in hard and soft wood, and for smooth planing, strong

and fast feeding, and general excellence of workmanship and

design, it is claimed to be unexcelled by any machine of this

type.

The illustration well shows the general design of this tool,

flut some of its Important points should be referred to. The

always regulating themselves to the various sizes of thick and

i hin lumber being planed.

This machine will plane stock from V* In, and less, in thick-

ness, up to 8 ins., and any width up to 24

'

4 ins. It is to be

noted that it can be belted in any direction. It is claimed that

ili is planer will compare favorably, in quantity and quality of

output, with any of the larger and more elaborate machines of

this class.

THE SYMINGTON JOURNAL BOX WITH OUTSIDH
DUST GUARD.

TUT
ini: SYMINGTOK Jin i; s At. mix with OUTSIDE in ST 01 LRU

frame is cast in one piece, wide at the base, and is very heavy,

and of great strength. The table or bed is also cast in one

piece, planed true, and is dovetailed into the frame, with extra

long bearings, as wide apart as the width of frame will allow;

this makes the table as steady as if it and the frame were cast

in one piece. Any wear can be taken up by means of gibs and
set screws. The table is raised and lowered by means of the

large crank shown, an indicator on side of the frame showing
the exact thickness the machine is set to plane.

The cylinder is double belted, having a pulley at both ends.

It is made of the best forged steel, with 1 13-16-in. journals,

which run in self-oiling boxes, 9 ins. long, lined with the best

babbitt and provided with improved oil wells and oil cups.

The feed consists of 4 large steel rolls, all of which are very
powerfully geared. They are driven from the cylinder, there

being two changes, fast and slow, controlled by a belt tight-

ener. The lower rolls extend the full width of the bed, having
their bearings in planed ways in the frame; these bearings or

boxes are milled to fit the frame.

Both pressure bars work very close to the knives, and are

adjustable to the timber independently of each other and the

feed rolls, thus insuring steadiness, even when planing very
short and thin stuff, and the most perfect work with either

hard or soft lumber. The pressure bars are self-adjusting,

The Symington M. C. B. dust guard was developed to supply

the demand for a dust guard which would go into the slot of

the Master Car Builders' box. To meet the demand that has

developed on some railroads that have not as yet used the

Symington M. C. B. dust guard, the Symington Company has

developed during the past year the journal box shown In the

accompanying engravings. This box has the well-known Sym-

ington lid with machined joint acd central spring pressure

and internal ribs for supporting the packing. The rear end is

arranged to take the new dust guard.

It will be noted that the entire rear end of the journal box ia

cut off, and the back of the box is machined off to a perfect

joint. The dust guard, consisting of only three parts, is com-

posed of a single grey iron casting, faced off and bored out 1-32

in. larger than the dust guard seat of the axle. This

casting is held to the box by means of two helical springs fast-

ened at one end to the dust guard, and at the

other end to the journal box bolts with a ring

which is inserted in small annular grooves in the

box behind the arch bar bolts. It is well known

that this form of spring has great durability and

efficiency for this kind of service. The Symington

company uses only one size spring for all sizes

of journal boxes, and agree to replace, free of

cost, any spring that fails in two or three years'

service. It will be noted that there is no pos-

sibility for this dust guard or these springs to

become clogged in any way with dirt so as to

lose their efficiency. These springs have an up-

ward inclination which relieves the axle entire-

ly of the weight of the dust guard. The

dust guard is free to move up or down or to

either side, while the projections on the ears

of the guard prevent it from turning with the

axle. Eighteen months' experience has demon-

strated that an enormous mileage can be ob-

tained with a very slight wear on the dust

guard, and an imperceptible wear on the axle.

One great advantage claimed for this construction over others

of this type is that the dust guard is first put on the axle and

then on the box. The side springs are then pulled out and the

arch bar bolts dropped through the devices on the ends of the

springs. This dust guard provides from % to % inch more
clearance between the hub of the wheel and the face of the box

than the Master Car Builders' design, which is very desirable.

The Symington company are so convinced of the merits and
durability of this dust guard that they guarantee it for the

life of the wheel. It is stated that the saving in the weight of

the box proper permits this new design to be sold complete,

with dust guard, at the same cost as the regular Symington

M. C. B. box. with any patented dust guard. New dust guard
castings can always be secured for the cost of any special dust

guard. Further information maybe obtained from the T. H.

Symington Company, No. 706 Paul street. Baltimore, Md.

A recent study of coupler failures on a large railroad, cover-

ing 16,000 breakages of couplers, revealed the fact that 32 per

cent of the total number were due to broken knuckle pins.

While this is due to some extent to poor fitting of the pins in

the couplers and kunckles, the facts which were ascertained

point to the necessity for using better material for these pins.
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BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

A Treatise on Friction and Lost Work in Machinery and Mill
Work. By Robert II. Thurston, M. A., LL. D., Dr. Eng'g.
Past President of American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and late Director of Sibley College, Cornell University. 8vo,
430 pages, 77 figures, illustrated. Seventh edition. PubKshed
by John Wiley & Sons, 43 East Nineteenth St., New York.
Price, $3.

This work of Professor Thurston's is well known for the thor-

oughness with which it treats this important subject, and its popu-
larity is attested by this seventh revision and enlargement of the
work. This seventh edition brings the contents well up to date
and adds a considerable amount of new matter, which appears in

the form of a summary at the end of the volume. Many new prob-
lems in friction and lubrication, which have arisen with the high
speeds of electric motors and steam turbines, receive proper atten-

tion in this edition, as new and extensive studies of the subject
have been completed. Most of the important later researches on
the subject of lubrication and friction have been abstracted and are
here published. Much new information has also become available
in relation to the classes of lubricants, old and new, which have
been found suitable to special uses, and the adaptation of its special

lubricant to every rubbing part, its load and its velocity of rubbing
being considered, has come to be an acknowledged essential art, and
great progress has been made in its development ; much is added
along this line. The work is the most complete treatise on the
theory of friction to be found in the English language, and the im-
portant work which Professor Thurston has done in this volume is

to show that it is the sum of the cost of wasted power and of lubri-

cation, not simply the lubricant, that has to be minimized, and this

is the real problem of the engineer in dealing with this branch of
his work.

I

Rotary Planers.—Catalogue No. 37 has recently been issued by
the Newton Machine Tool Works, Philadelphia, Pa., descriptive of
their extensive lines of Rotary Planing Machinery. Various types
of their rotary planers are illustrated and described, including their

portable rotary planers, vertical rotary planers, duplex rotary plan-
ers and planers mounted on circular bases. Illustrations are also
presented of other machine tools of the large line built by this

company.

Gorton Disc Grinders.—An interesting catalogue has recently

been received from the Diamond Machine Company, Providence, R.
I., descriptive of the large line of Gorton universal and plain Disc
Grinding Machines, which are now being manufactured by them.
The latest refinements in disc grinding are referred to in this book.

Universal disc grinders, with single and double-head arrangements,
are illustrated in detail ; also a large line of motor-driven grinders
are shown, adapted to all classes of service. An interesting tool is

that shown for use in grinding the ends of tubes, rods, shafting,

etc. The vertical floor disc grinders, which are also made by this

company are very important for a wide range of grinding service.

This is an invaluable catalogue and should be in the hands of all

interested in modern machine shop practice.

Electrical Machinery.—A most beautiful catalogue has re-

cently been issued, descriptive of the large line of dynamo-electrical
machinery, which is built by the Triumph Electric Company, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. In addition to illustrating their standard types of
multipolar generators, for belt-driven and direct-connected work,
and their steel motors for all classes of service, a large number of
illustrations are presented, showing important installations which
they have made in various industrial plants and elsewhere. This
company lias made a specialty of direct-connected generators
for marine work, as well as for stationary work. In the
line of motor-driving for direct application to machinery
this company has had a wide and extensive experience.
Their enclosed type of motor is especially adapted for use under
the trying conditions usually met in machine-tool driving. A large
number of illustrations are presented to show actually applications
that have been made of Triumph steel motors to planers, drills,

boring-mills, lathes, punches, cranes and other types of machinery.
Altogether, this is one of the most complete and comprehensive
catalogues of its kind that we have seen. It is beautifully and
artistically gotten up and is printed on the finest quality of paper.
The engravings are exquisite, and the cover is a work of art. This
catalogue should be in the hands of all interested in electrical

machinery.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company.—Circular No. 77 has
just been received, descriptive of Ihe Jeffrey Grab Buckets. These
grab buckets are most efficient and economical in operation, as

indicated in the pamphlet. They will work in ore, run-of-mine coal,

broken limestone, gravel and sand ; they are also useful in excavat-
ing in clay, gravel, and in soft earth of any nature, and when teeth

are added to the scoops, this device may be made to answer the

purpose of a steam shovel in many kinds of work. Reference is

also made in this pamphlet to the large number of catalogues, which
are issued by The Jeffrey Manufacturing Comnanv, Columbus,
Ohio, descriptive of their many other lines of automatic machinery

;

any of these catalogues may be had upon request.

The second edition of catalogue No. 115, the general condensed
catalogue of the B. F. Sturtevant Company, Boston, Mass., is now
ready for distribution. This catalogue describes and illustrates new
apparatus manufactured by this enterprising company, among
which are a new type of hand-blower ; several new types and sizes

of forges ; new sizes of vertical single and double engines ; a new
type of enclosed vertical compound engines ; new type of semi-en-

closed bi-polar and four-pole motors ; new sizes of generating sets

with vertical compound engines ; factory equipments, such as bench-

legs, pattern storage shelf brackets, electric hoists, cast iron sinks,

trench cover-plates, etc. ; industrial railway equipments, such as

cars, truck ladles, turn-tables, T-rails, etc. It also contains a de-

scription of the various Sturtevant systems, such as heating and
ventilating, special ventilating, drying, conveying and mechanical
draft systems.

EQUIPMENT AND MANUFACTURING NOTES.

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, Ohio,

through its connection with the Ohio Malleable Iron Company,
located in the same city, are now in the field soliciting orders for

high-grade malleable castings. They are now prepared to turn out

malleable castings in large quantities and the quality is insured.

The T. H. Symington Company and the Baltimore Railway
Specialty Company were burnt out in the recent disastrous con-

flagration in Baltimore. They ask the indulgence of their railroad

friends and their characteristic energy may be counted upon to

place them in the near future in position to meet all requirements.

The foundries were not involved, and they are prepared to take

care of all business. The new office is at 706 Paul street, Balti-

more, Md.

Contradicting the suggestion of a slacking of business activities

comes the report from the Imperial Pneumatic Tool Department of

the Rand Drill Company telling of the large increase of sales since

the first of the year. That the worth of their products is univer-

sally appreciated is proven by the orders received for piston air

drills, wood boring machines and hammers, and the installation of

a number of complete pneumatic tool plants in the railroad shops,

ship yards, boiler works, foundries and bridge and iron works, both

in this and foreign countries.

Mr. P. H. Wilhelm, formerly representing the New York Car
Coupler Company, the Washburn Car Coupler Company, the Buck-
eye Malleable Iron and Coupler Company, the Railroad Supply
Company, of Chicago, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., has ac-

cepted a position as railroad representative of the American Steam
Gauge and Valve Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass., with

branch offices at New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Wilhelm has spent the greater portion of his life in actual

railroad service and it will be remembered that, in 1893, he was,

on the recommendation of the majority of the railroads, appointed

superintendent of transportation at the World's Fair in Chicago.

After the close of the exposition, he took up the active business of

railroad supplies, which he has followed up to the present time. Mr.
Wilhelm has been very prominently mentioned for the position of

superintendent of transportation at the St. Louis Exposition, but he
prefers to remain in the railroad supply business. The American
Steam Gauge and Valve Manufacturing Company now have the

largest plant in the country devoted to the manufacture of steam
and other gauges, safety valves, steam engine indicators, whistles

and steam supplies in general, and, being the oldest house in this

country in their particular line, Mr. Wilhelm will certainly be able

to keep up his reputation of representing one of the best concerns.
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XII

THE ROUNDHOUSE,

At the annual convention of the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion in 1900 it was decided to appoint a special committee to

report on the question. " What should be the arrangement and

accessories of an up-to-date roundhouse;" the committee re-

ported in 1901, was continued and enlarged, and reported

finally in Ls02, since which time the conclusions then reached

have been reflected in many cases of modern practice. The
systematic and thorough inquiry into and discussion of this

important subject was the logical result of events; the gradual

lin lease in the size and weight of engines, and the increased

mileage required of them (both on account of press of business

and more critical operating supervision) had emphasized the

la. t that promptness, thoroughness, and efficiency at round-

houses was the keynote of the situation, if improved results

were to be expected. The result of this agitation was salutary,

as il is evident that the present temper of operating officers is

in provide roundhouse facilities which are fully up-to-date.

The roundhouse plan is always mapped out with reference to

its possible ultimate completion to a full circle, even though

"H B lew stalls are built at the outset; it is therefore necessary
to assume the number of stall segments corresponding to the

full circle, and, further, II is desirable to simplify the engineer-
ing work of laying ou( the structure on the ground by adopting
such a total number of stalls (in the full circle), that the

centra] angle sumended by each may be exprei urees

and integral minutes (without the use of seconds of arc).

Assuming a minimum of 30 stalls and a maximum of GO stalls

as limits within which practice is likely to be confined, it is

found, by re-olving 21,600 (minutes of an ponding to

S60 degrees) into its prime factors, and making combinations
of the same, that the total number of stalls in the full circle

must be either 30, 32, 36, 40, 45, 48, 50, 54, or 60

Again, it is necessary to assume the center to center distance

between door posts on the inner circle; this will usually be

from 13 ft. to 14 ft.; there are so very tew caseB, in practice,

outside of these limits that it is unnecessary to consider them;
the 13 ft. spread is practicable with structural steel posts, and
the 14 ft. spread may be necessary with timber posts; in any
case it is well to make the wotting clearances through these

track pit doors as liberal as possible, as doors warp, tracks

settle, and engines lean, and combinations of these factors may
wreck doors or cabs; on the other hand, the greater this door
post spread, the greater the diameter (both inside and outside)

of the roundhouse, and therefore it must be judiciously chosen.

The Master Mechanics' report of 1902 advised that the span
should be 80 ft. and several roundhouses of that span were
subsequently built in various parts of the country; the Lam-
bert's Point house of the Norfolk and Western, all hough built

in 1891, had a span of 84 ft., and there has been a marked ten-

dency to increase the span over the 80 ft. standard recom
mended in 1902; for instance the houses at Mason City, la. (C.

& N. W.) and Chicago, 111. (C. & N. W.), are of 84 ft. span,

while those at Fairmont, Va. (B. & O.), Glenwood, Pa. (B. &
O.). and HoIIoway, O. (B. & O.), are of 91 ft. span, or approxi-

mately 90 ft. from center to center of roof truss bearings,

which appears to be the maximum so far attained.

The cross section adopted will be influenced largely by the

conception of economy which prevails in the minds of the
officers having the deciding voice; if first cost is the prime
consideration, a flat (or nearly flat) roof supported by posts,

and with minimum head room, will probably be used; if oper-

ating efficiency, and economy in handling and maintaining en-

gines are the principal objects in view, posts will be eliminated
and head room increased.

Fig. 7 gives six cross sections from actual practice: it will

be noticed that Moline has three posts. Collinwood and Rens-

selear two, and Lambert's Point one, while Fairmont and Mc-

Kees' Rocks have none; in all these designs the engines head
out which may be accepted as standard practice; this gives

maximum space at the machinery end of the engine where most
of the repair and maintenance work is to be done; good light

being very necessary, and good height contributing to good
ventilation, it is logical to aim at construction which makes
the outer circle wall higher than the inner circle wall, and
which brings the peak of the roof over the general region of

the smoke stack and the steam dome; this is accomplished at

Lambert's Point. Fairmont, and McKees' Rocks. Compromise
sections are found at Glenwood, Pa., and Hoiloway, O. (B. & O.

points), where a section similar to Moline is used with the left

hand post omitted, a deep truss being introduced between the

outer wall and middle post, thus eliminating that particular

post which would be most in the way of the repair men. In

some Russian and French roundhouses the house and turn-

tables are covered by a roof supported on arched trusses but

this of course implies a full circle, and there are few such
houses in this country. The Central Railway Club recom
mended, through a committee report in 1900, that roundhouse
roof trusses should always be made of timber, as metallic

trusses cause moisture to condense and drip, but t i is recom-

mendation is seldom followed.

Overhead electric traveling cranes are being introduced in

roundhouses: at Wilmington. Del. (P. R. R.) a new house has
been put up with provisions for a crane runway to carry a
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crane covering the outer portion of the span (the crane has not

yet been installed, however) ; in this case smoke jacks can not

be used, and some form of roof ventilator must be depended on

to carry off the smoke; it is understood that at another Penn-

sylvania roundhouse there will be a traveling crane over the

inner segment, whicii arrangement will permit of the use of

smoKe jacks as usual. The Baldwin Locomotive works have a

new roundhouse at 27th St., Philadelphia, with a traveling

crane in actual use.

The length of the engine pits varies, but it will be noticed

from Pig. 7 that 60 ft. is common practice. Ventilation can

best be considered in connection with the cross section, and

different arrangements will be seen in Fig. 7. Lambert's Point

is without smoke jacks, but has a continuous slatted peak ven-

tilator which has been found to be very effective, and is well

adapted to the mild climate of Virginia; Fairmont and Mc-

Kees' Rocks have both smoke jacks and peak ventilators on the

same axis; Collinwood has smoke jacks with auxiliary ventila-

tions through collars around them, and other places have

various combinations of smoke jacks and special ventilators of

various types.

and in their final report of 1902 made no mention of it what-

ever.

Tables 19 and 20 give the essential engineering data for lay-

ing out roundhouses of from 30 to GO stalls (in the full circle)

having inner door posts, either 13 ft. or 14 ft. centers, and
having a span of either 80 ft., 85 ft., or 90 ft.; the diameters of

the outer circles and the lengths of the outer chords for spans

intermediate between 80 ft. and 85 ft., or between 85 ft. and
90 ft. may be interpolated in either table. The
extreme case would be a 60 stall house of 90 ft. span
with door posts 14 ft. center to center, in which case

the diameters would be, inner circle 267.5 ft., and outer circle

447.5 ft. It will be noticed that all the values in the tables

progressively increase, excepting only the lengths of the outer

chord, which decrease, and cause a corresponding reduction of

working space at and near the front ends of the engines; this

fact should be borne in mind in selecting a standard round-

house, and may account for the fact that full circles of 45, 48,

and 50 are popular, although other considerations (such as the

amount of land available) of course, have a large influence.

LAMBERTS POINT, VA.

NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY.
FAIRMONT, W. VA.

BALTIMORE A- OHIO RAILROAD.
MCKEES ROCKS, PA.

PITTSBURfi & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

COLLINWOOD, OHIO.
LAKE SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN-

RAILWAY.

RENSSELAER, N. Y.

NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD.
MOLINE, ILLS.

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &• PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY.

FIO. 7.—SECTIONS OF SIX REPRESENTATIVE ROUNDHOUSES.

Smoke jacks are made in various forms; either metal or

wood, and, if metal, either of sheet iron or cast iron, either
fixed or telescopic, and, latterly sometimes swinging, so that
when dropped over the stack of the engine they may be with-
drawn without damage to the smoke jack; wooden smoke jacks
are usually given at least three coats of fire proof paint, and are
put together with copper nails and brass screws; at Glenwood,
Pa. (B. & O.). and McKees' Rocks, Pa. (P. & L. E.) the cone
bottom is replaced by a pyramidal part which, while only a
little wider than the head of the .stack, is elongated in the
direction ot the track (at McKees' Rocks to about 14 ft.) so
that the engine does not have to be placed with its stack on the
axial line of the smoke jack, but may stand several feet either
way from a central position. In some cases smoke jacks are
provided with dampers, to prevent down drafts of cold air,

when the stall below is not occupied, but they are something
extra to handle and of doubtful value. At the new roundhouse
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, where regular smoke jacks
can not be used on account of overhead cranes, a special curved
siphon pipe is dropped into position by the crane when it is de-

sired to fire up an engine; the upper end of the pipe covers the
top of the smoke jack and the lower end connects with an
underground flue which leads off to a brick stack. The diffi-

culty of the smoke jack problem is illustrated by the fact that
the Master Mechanics' Committee in their preliminary report
of 1901 said that on this detail they were " unable to agree,"

In many roundhouses fire walls are introduced dividing the

house up into segments, and in one case at least (Sault Ste

Marie, Canada) the entire structure is fire proof, the walls

being of stone, the posts and beams of steel, and the roof of con-

crete on expanded metal. A most essential point from an oper-

ating standpoint is that tracks on opposite sides of the turn-

table shall be absolutely in line with the turntable track when
the turntable is in either of its two reversed positions. The
actual number of stalls to be erected at a given roundhouse

point is dependent on many operating conditions, and need not

be considered here. At West Albany, N. Y. (N. Y. C.) there are

two half roundhouses instead of a single full circle house;

although this arrangement may have been necessitated by land

limitations, yet it possesses several advantages from an oper-

ating standpoint; the breakdown of a turntable can block in

only half the engines, the engines in both houses are very ac-

cessible to and at minimum distance from the machine shop

annex, which is in an intermediate T shape building, and

finally additional tracks for standing engines on can be pro-

vided, radiating from the two turntables, so that the combina-
tion has the housing capacity of one full house, but the stand-

ing capacity of two full houses.

Turntable diameters range from 70 ft. up, only one re-

corded installation since 1902 having the smaller diameter of

65 ft.; on the other hand, at Moline, 111. (C. R. I. & P.), the

diameter is 75 ft. and at Fairmont, Va., Glenwood, Pa., and
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Holloway, O. (B. & 0. points), it is 80 ft. The larger tables are

revolved more easily ou account of the longer leverage, give

more latitude in balancing engines of different types and with

different loads of water and coal in their lenders, and enable

hostlers to move engines more freely and make better time in

handling them. As frogs at the turntable pit edge are to be

;i\onled where conditions permit, a column has been intro-

duced in tables 19 and L'o to indicate the minimum possible

diameters which can be used; the values are based on the

use of no lli. rails (Am. Soc., C. E. section), with a minimum
distance of % in. from base to base at edge of. pit; it will be

seen that frogs may be avoided by using a 70ft. turntable with

10 or less stalls in the full circle, or an 80ft. turntable with

15 or less. Sometimes the number of stalls (in the full circle)

and the turntable diameter are so chosen as to permit of

"nose" frogs, or frog points, which are not as objectionable as

full frogs; such is the case at Moline, 111. (C. R. I. & P.), wnere

a 48 stall (in the full circle) house has a 7!J-ft. turntable

Drop pits are absolutly essential in every large round-

house, and arc very convenient and useful even in a small one;

In the latter case the minimum requirement is a drop pit for

engino truck wheeis. but a still better arrangement is a com-

bination pit which will permit of dropping and withdrawing

a pair of truck wheels, and will also permit of dropping, with-

out withdrawing, a pair of driving wheels, so that a journal or

a driving box may be examined; in larger houses separate drop

pits for truck wheels and driving wheels are justified. The
St. Louis & San Francisco have a form of continuous ring pit

TABLES 19 AND 20 DATA FOR ROUNDHOUSES,

Diameters (In Feet.) Outer Chord (in Feet).
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AN IMPORTANT NEW TERMINAL -YARD LIGHTING
AND POWER PLANT.

WEEHAWKEN, N. J.

WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

III.

(Continued from page 92.)

BOILER FEED A.ND BLOW-OFF PIPING.

The care taken in the design at the Weehawken power plant,

of these two very important features of the boiler equipment,

the boiler feed and blow-off piping, makes them very interest-

ing and worthy of note. The troublesome leakage at blow-off

valves is carefully provided against and the possibility of

shut down of any boiler due to lack of feed water supply will

be eliminated by a duplicate system of feed piping. The ar-

rangements of both the feed and the blow-off systems of

piping are clearly shown in the two basement plans which are

presented in this article.

The boiler feed piping system is carried entirely in the

basement just below the boiler room floor, extending above

at points to connect with boiler feed pumps, economizers, feed

water heater and boilers. The duplicate sources of water

supply for the boiler feed pumps are shown at the southwest

corner of the boiler room basement, where connections are

made with the high and low pressure water mains of the

city of Weehawken, N. J.; the duplicate suction connections,

eaca of which is of 6 inch pipe, lead through Worthington

water meters to the feed pumps. The pumps deliver through

the feed water heater, in the boiler room, to the economizers,

and from thence on to the duplicate 4 inch feed mains in the

basement, from which the feed connections are made to the

boilers. The feed connections to the boilers, which are made
at the base of each of the three steam drums of each boiler,

are clearly shown, together with other important connec-

tions in the boiler feed system, in the inset supplement il-

lustrating this power plant, which appeared in the preceding

issue.

The connections provided in the feed system are very flex-

ibly arranged. Either the feed water heaters, or the economiz-

er, may be by-passed, or both may be by-passed at once; in this

way either one, or both of the feed pumps, may deliver either

cold or heated water to the boilers through either leg of the

duplicate system of feed piping. The necessary valves are

conveniently arranged so as to make these changes possible

with the least amount of trouble. The entire feed system is

piped with the "special full weight" grade of galvanized mild

steel pipe and is tested with the "high pressure" test of 400

lbs. hydrostatic for 48 hours. Excessive pressure in the feed

system, due to a delivery pipe from the pump becoming clogged,

is prevented by a relief valve located in the delivery of each

pump.
Two boiler feed pumps are. provided in duplicate, each of

which is capable of feeding the entire equipment of boilers.

The pumps are Worthington outside-packed-plunger pressure

pumps with "pot" valves fitted to handle cold water; each has

steam cylinders 12 ins. in diameter and water cylinders TVs

ins. in diameter, with a common stroke of 10 ins. The ca-

pacity of each pump is 22,000 gallons of water per hour de-

livered against a pressure of 300 lbs., with a piston speed of

not over 100 ft. per min. They are located conveniently

for access in the open space on the boiler room floor adjacent

to the base of the stack. The feed water neater is located di-

rectly above the feed pumps upon a special steel platform, as

shown in the boiler room view in the inset. It is a vertical

Wainwright, closed tube type heater, having 300 sq. ft. of

heating surface; the guarantee accompanying this heater is

that it is capable of raising the temperature of 70,000 lbs. of

feed water per hour from 40 deg. F., to 100 deg. F., with 7,000

lbs. of exhaust steam at atmospheric pressure.

The blow-off piping system includes not only the three

blow-off connections from each boiler, but also one from each

economizer and one from the feed water heater. All these

deliver to a 4 inch blow-off main in the basement which leads

to a special blow-off tank, of interesting design, which is for

the purpose of allowing the vapor to collect and escape into the

atmosphere. From this tank a 6 inch overflow line leads to the

sewer. The blow-off connections from each boiler consist of

tnree 2% inch asbestos-packed blow-off cocks at the mud drum,
each of which is connected to the blow-off main through a

2y2 inch Cadman angle blow-off valve. Thus each of the

three separate connections are provided with two special valves,

in series and located as close to each other as possible—the

most approved practice for preventing destructive and annoy-

ing leakages. The entire piping for the blow-off system is

flange connected, and tested for high pressure service. An
important feature of this piping system is that tees and crosses

are used in place of elbow fittings at all points possible, blank

flanges being applied on the vacant sides to permit ready access

for cleaning out pipes.

The blow-off tank, which is located in the basement imme-

diately beneath the feed pumps, is a horizontal cylindrical tank,

4 ft. in diameter and 11 ft. long, with convex heads in one

piece, the test pressure designed for being 200 lbs. per sq. in.

Two inlets on the top receive the blow-off connections from the

boilers, etc., while a third connection, of 6-in. pipe, leads from

the top of the tank out through the roof to discharge the vapors

of the hot blow-off to the atmosphere. The overflow connec-

tion, of 6-in. pipe leading to the sewer, is taken from the side

of the tank so that the tank always remains about half full.

STEAM PIPING.

The arrangement of the main steam piping system is well

shown in the plan and elevation views of the power house

which were presented in the inset supplement to the preceeding

issue. The system begins at the 10-in. automatic non-return,

emergency and hand-stop valves on the manifold connections

from the three superheaters of each boiler, and from these

10-in. pipes lead through easy bends to the 12-in. longitudinal

steam header, on the boiler room side of the division wall,

from which the delivery connections are made to the engines

and to the auxiliary steam piping system. The entire system is

laid out with great care to provide for expansion, by bends and
angles. The pipe used is the "special full weight" grade of

lap-welded, mild-steel pipe, and the entire system was tested

throughout with the high pressure test of 400 lbs. hydrostatic

for 4S hours continuously.

The interesting feature of this steam piping is the arrange-

ment of the main header and the provision for expansion. As
shown in the plan and cro^s section views in the inset, the

steam header is carried on a pipe gallery at the rear of the

economizer setting, at a height of 19 ft. 6 ins. above the boiler

room tloor; where the gallery is interrupted by the base of the

stack, the header is carried around it by a loop with double-

elbow vertical off-set connections at each end, which make ex-

cellent provision for expansion—this is best shown in section

D-D in the inset. The header is arranged in sections, not on

the loop system, but so as to permit individual connections be-

tween adjacent boilers and engines; the entire header is broken

up by stop valves into four sections, each of which sections con-

nects with one boiler and one engine. This is a very flexible

and convenient arrangement of the piping system, as in this

way the equipment may be sectionalized into four practically

separate and individual power plants.

The gallery supports for the header are carried partly by the

division wall and partly by rods from the roof trusses. The
header rests upon two 6-in 12%-lb. I-beams running along the

outer edge, being fastened rigidly at the middle point of each

portion of the gallery and allowed to expand in either direction.

The provision for expansion at the intermediate points of sup

port are shown in the detail of the roller bearing saddle, each

of which permits of about 6 ins. of free and easy movement. The
pipe saddle is arranged to move upon three pipe rollers, and
these in turn roll upon a smooth plate clamped to the I-beam

base; the three pipe rolls are held together by a novel side-
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plate distance piece arrangement, as shown, which keeps them

in place relative to each other.

Each boiler connection has a 10-in. stop valve, not only at the

boiler outlet, but also close to the header. The engine connec-

tions are each also provided with two valves, one the engine

throttle and the other the angle valve just above the header.

This is an important provision to protect idle boilers or engines

in case of leaky valves. The outer ends of the header are closed

with blank flanges. As will be noted, all connections are made
to the header at the top side, there being no openings from the

lower side except the drain connections. The connecting pipes

are all arranged with long radius bends to provide for expan-

sion; the sharpest bends are those of 4-ft. radius, which lead

from each section of the header to the auxiliary steam header

in the basement near the exhaust header.

Drainage is carefully provided for in the entire system of

steam piping, as well as at the engines. Each section of the

header has a "drop leg" of 12-in. pipe, with gauge glass, for

condensation to collect in, which is connected to a steam trap

for automatic drainage. The other steam pipes, including the

auxiliary header, have at all points where water may collect

drop legs, formed by tees opening downward and a section of

the full size pipe extending down from it. In all cases the drop

leg pockets extend down a distance of 24 ins. or more, in order

to form a pocket of sufficient capacity to hold a considerable

accumulation of condensation. Condensation is minimized
throughout the entire plant, however, by non-conducting cover-

DKTAILS OF THE ROLLER BEARING SADDLES USED TO PROVIDE FOR
EXPANSION, IN SUPPORTING THE MAIN STEAM HEADER.

ings on all steam pipes, which are, in addition, re-covered with
heavy canvas and painted.

An auxiliary system of steam piping is interestingly arranged

to supply steam to the pumps, stoker engines, exciter engines

in the engine room, and condenser pumps in the basement.

This auxiliary header, which is of 6 and 8-in. pipe in sections,

extends through the engine room basement at the rear of the

large exhaust header, as shown in the accompanying cross-

section D-D, and the basement plan. It consists of two long

sections of 8-in. pipe, each fed from the main steam header by
the above mentioned 4-ft. radius bends, and the two joined to-

gether at the middle by a long-radius bend of 6-in. pipe to pro-

vide for expansion.

The basement plan shows the details and arrangement of

connections of this auxiliary header. There is a 4-in. branch
leading from it to supply the pumps in the boiler room, and a

6-in. "ring" connection, or loop, extends across the engine room
basement to supply the exciter engines and condenser pumps.
There are also auxiliary connections to the low-pressure cylin-

der of each of the large engines, so that in case of starting or

emergency, they can be operated from that cylinder. The aux-
iliary header is also divided into two sections by a stop valve,

to provide against complete shut down in case of accident.

THE ENGINES.

The engfne equipment consists of two 1,200-h.p. and two 650-

h.p. compound condensing Corliss engines, direct-connected to

3-phase alternating current generators of 750 and 400 kws.

capacity, respectively. The engines are of the heavy duty cross-

compound type, with receiver, and have the generators located

between the cranks; they were built by the Westinghouse Ma-

chine Company, to the new and improved horizontal Corliss

design recently perfected and introduced upon the market by

them. They are designed to operate at a throttle steam pres-

sure of 140 lbs., with 500 degs. F., total heat, and at an exhaust

vacuum of 25 ins.

The engines are designed with particular care, in reference

to the parallel operation of the generators; they all have sim-

ilar characteristics of speed regulation, so that the power de-

livered is proportional to the load, and there is no tendency to

periodic transfer, or surging, of the load from one engine to

another. j.aey are further guaranteed to not vary in speed

in one revolution so much as to allow the generator, when
delivering from no load to full load, to advance ahead or fall

behind, a machine running at absolutely constant speed of

the same number of revolutions per minute by more than .15

of 1 deg. The speed pf any of the engines can be changed

from the switchboard by an electric speed-changing attachment

to the governor; this permits slight changes of speed while

the engines are running, and thus facilitates the synchronizing

of alternators or the changing of the load carried by any en-

gine.

The important dimensions of the 1,200-h.p. engines are pre-

sented in the following table:

Diameter of high pressure cylinder 24 ins.

Diameter of low pressure cylinder 48 ins.

Length of stroke 48 Ins.

Speed, normal full load 94 rev. per min.
Horsepower, indicated, normal 1,200 h.p.

Cut off, high pressure cylinder, normal 26 per cent.
Cut off, low pressure cylinder, normal. . ; 37 per cent.
Cut off. high pressure cylinder, maximum 75 per cent.

Diameter of crank shaft, center 21 ins.

Diameter of crank shaft, bearings 18 ins.

Diameters of piston rods, each 5 ins.

Pace of crosshead gibs 22 ins. long by 11 ins. wide
Crosshead pins, length 9 ins. ; diameter 8 ins.

Crank pins, length 9 ins. ; diameter 9 ins.

Main bearings, length 36 ins. ; diameter 18 ins.

Length of connecting rods, c. to c 132 ins.

Diameter of connecting rods, at center 6 ins.

Diameter of flywheel 216 ins.

Width of face <3f flywheel 17 ins.

Weight of flywheel 60.000 lbs.

Thickness of piston, H. P. Cyl 12 ins.

Thickness of piston. L. P. Cyl 24 ins.

Diameter of main throttle valve 8 ins.

Diameter of main exhaust valve 18 ins.

Length of engine, over all 33 ft. 6 ins.

Width of engine, over all 27 ft.

Height of engine, over all 12 ft.

Total weight of engine, complete 280.000 lbs.

The principal dimensions of the 650-h.p. engines, which are

of similar design, are also presented in the following table:

Diameter of high pressure cylinder 20 ins.

Diameter of low pressure cylinder 40 ins.

Length of stroke 42 ins.

Speed, normal full load 120 rev. per min.
Horse power, indicated, normal 648 h.p.
Diameter crank shaft, center 17 ins.

Diameter crank shaft, bearings 15 ins.

Diameters of piston rods, each 4^4 i°s -

Crosshead pins length, 7% ins. ; diameter, 6*4 1QS -

Crank pins length, 7% ins. ; diameter, 1% ins.

Main bearings length, 30 ins. ; diameter, 15 ins.
Length of connecting rods, center to center 115^4 Ins.

Diameter of connecting rods at center 5 ins.
Diameter of fly-wheel 180 ins.

Width of face of fly-wheel 14 ins.

Weight of fly-wheel 40,000 lbs.

Thickness of piston, high-pressure cylinder 10 ins.

Thickness of piston, low-pressure cylinder 20 ins.

Diameter of main throttle-valve 7 ins.
Diameter of main exhaust-valve 14 ins.

Length of engine, over all 28 ft. 8 ins.

Width of engine, over all 21 ft.

Height of engine, over all 10 ft.

Total weight of engine, complete 195,000 lbs.

The governors of all the main engines are of the fly-ball type,

and control the cut-off in both high and low pressure cylinders.

They are of the safety type, so arranged that if any part fails

or becomes disconnected, the steam is shut off so that de-

structive racing is not possible. The speed control effected is

such that the speed variation does not exceed 2 per cent, for a

5-lb. change in steam pressure above or below normal, and 3

per cent, when full rated load is instantly thrown on or off. In

addition to the safety feature of the governor the engines are

equipped with safety stop regulators and stop valves, which
are arranged to automatically shut off the steam supply in case
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the engine's speed increases more than 5 revolutions above
normal.

The engines operating the exciters are 90-h.p. vertical cross-

compound, non-condensing engines, and are of the standard

type built by the Westinghouse Machine Company. Each of

i lie two is direct-connected to a 50-kw. direct-current exciter

dynamo, and operates at the same initial steam pressure and
superheat as the larger engines. These engines are also care-

fully designed for the same speed regulation, the maximum
variation between no load and full load being within 2% per

cent. The usual centrifugal type of shaft governor of the

Westinghouse standard is used on these engines.

The important dimensions of these engines are presented in

the following table:

Diameter of cylinders High-pressure, in ins.; low-pressure, 18 ins.

Length of stroke 10 ins.

Speed, normal full load 320 rev. per min.
Hoi e power, Indicated, normal 90
Cut-off, normal 45 per cent.
Cut-off, max i muni 85 per cent.
Diameter of crank-shaft, center 4*4 ins.

Diameter ol crank-shaft, bearings 4% ins.

Wrist-pins Length. 5 ins : diameter, 2Vt ins.

Crank-pins Length, 5 ins
; diameter, 4'; ins.

Main bearings Length, 12% ins. ; diameter. 4
Diameter of fly-wheel 52 ins
Weigh! of fly-wheel 1,60
Diameter of main throttle-valve 4 ins.

Diameter of main exhaust -valve $ Ins.
Floor space of engine 1 1 ft

Total weight of engine, complete 10,500 lbs.
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tion under full load. The principal dimensions of this crane

are given below:

Span, center to center of bridge truck wheels 50 ft.

Wheel base of bridge truck wheels 9 ft.

Distance, center to center of bridge girders 5 ft.

Maximum lift 30 ft.

Wheel base of trolley 4% ft.

Diameter of hoist-rope % in.

Capacity of crane 20 tons

The design and construction of the engines of this plant are

the best possible, according to our latest modern practice. The

cylinders of all the engines are designed to permit two re-

borings, and their construction carefully provides for ex-

pansion and contraction. Metallic rod packings are used

throughout and each cylinder is covered with magnesia non-

conducting covering and lagged with polished sheet iron lag-

ging, with polished corner strips. The cylinders are each pro-

vided with special water relief, or snifting, valves, and are

drilled and tapped at each end for indicator connections.

The oiling system and its piping is very complete. Each

engine has a complete automatic closed oiling system, in addi-

tion to the Michigan triple sight-feed lubricators, and 3-in. hand

cylinder oil pumps upon each cylinder. The oil system consists

of a complete set of dripi pans and return pipes which collect

and lead the used oil back through an oil filter and purifyer

to a 150-gal. return tank, from which it is pumped by a steam oil

pump to an elevated 150-gal. supply tank. From the latter

tank a very complete piping system leads to the various sight

feed oil reservoirs and to all other parts of each engine which

require lubrication.

EXHAUST SYSTEM AND CONDEiNSEKS.

The exhaust piping of this plant is divided into two systems,

one of which takes care of the exhaust from the exciter engines

the condenser pumps, and the boiler feed pumps, and delivers

it to the atmosphere through the feed water heater for heating

feed water. The other system takes the exhaust from the main

engines and delivers it to the condenser; this system is shown

in the basement foundation plan, shown herewith. This main

exhaust consists of two sections, one of 20-in. and the other of

30-in. cast iron pipe, and leads horizontally through the engine

room basement to the condenser connection outside the south

end of the building.

The condenser, wnich is of the barometric, central-jet type,

is located outside the south end of the power house, elevated

over the hot well, and is directly connected to a 30 x 20 x 20 x

24-in. cross in ihe exhaust pipe riser, on the top side of which

cross is the 24-in. atmospheric relief valve, for creating an open

air exhaust in case of failure of the condenser system. The

condenser has two cast iron cones or condensing chambers, each

flanged for a 20-in. exhaust connection, and it also has a 10-in.

cold water injection connection. A dry air connection is pro-

vided and a 10-in. tail pipe extends down from the condenser

chamber to the hot well.

The circulating water for the condenser injection is furnished

by two steam-driven centrifugal pumps in the basement, which

take their suction through special strainers and foot valves

from an intake well receiving water from the Hudson River.

The suction connections are 12-in. and the delivery 10-in. pipe,

which lead to the injection nozzle of the condenser. A dry

vacuum pump is also provided to remove accumulated air from
beneath the condensing cones and thus prevent breaking the

vacuum.

The capacity of this condensing outfit is such as to be able

to take care of a total of 55,000 lbs. of exhaust steam and main-

tain vacuum, when the generators are running at full rated

load. The combined capacity of the circulating pumps is suffi-

cient for condensing all the steam at 150 per cent, of the rated

load. The vacuum at the various loads for which the con-

densing system is designed is guaranteed as follows: Three-

quarter load, 27 ins.; full load, 26 ins.; 50 per cent, overload,

25 ins. The overflow and all other piping is carefully arranged

to prevent flooding the steam cylinders in any case.

1

ENGINE BOOM CRANE.

The engine room is provided with a 20-ton single-trolley

traveling crane, of 50-ft. span, which was furnished by the

Alfred Box Company, Philadelphia, Pa. The bridge, trolley and

hoist movements are all operated by hand power from a sus-

pended platform from the bridge. The bridge girders are of

plate girder construction and so designed that no portion re-

ceives a maximum stress of over 12,000 lbs. per sq. in. of sec-

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF ECONOMIZERS.

In a paper lead before the Philadelphia Foundrymen's As-

sociation, Mr. A. H. Blackburn said:

"From our records we find that the average life of a well

built economizer is from 15 to 20 years, with ordinary care

and attention, and therefore it is a conservative basis to al-

low a 6 per cent, depreciation. From records of a number of

large plants the cost of maintenance and repairs has not ex-

ceeded 1 per cent., but to be on the safe side allow 2 per cent.

"The value of an economizer varies in proportion to the

cost of fuel and the heating value of that fuel, and the cost

of installation varies according to the designs and conditions

of each particular plant. Taking the average manufacturing

plant, and estimating saving of 10 per cent, in the total fuel

consumed during the year, working 300 days during the year

and ten hours per day, the economizer will show the follow-

ing gross return on the investment:
Per cent.

With coal at |5.00 a net ton 48.1

With coal at 4.00 a net ton 38.5

With coal at 3.50 a net ton 33.7

With coal at 3.00 a net ton .' 28.9

With coal at 2.50 a net ton 24.

With coal at 2.00 a net ton 19.2

"Subtracting from this gross return per annum on the

investment the cost of depreciation, maintenance and repairs,

with coal at a cost of $2 per ton delivered in the boiler house,

the economizer pays a good return on the investment. If a

plant works 20 hours out of the 24, as a number of manu-
facturing plants do, the return doubles up. This estimate only

lakes into consideration the saving of fuel, to which should

justly be added the gain from the other advantages mentioned

in the first part of this paper.

"In the above estimate I have only considered the average

boiler plant, taking a conservative estimate of 10 per cent.

saving, but where hot furnace and other gases are available

a much larger saving is being made."

MACHINERY ORDERS FOR RAILROAD SHOPS.

Further purchases of fair sized lots of machine tools by some of

the railroad companies have served to make more apparent the im-

provement iu the machinery trade, which has become noticeable

during the last few weeks. These orders, coupled with the smaller

bookings, make up a fair week's business. Conditions generally

are brightening, and throughout Liberty street a more confident

feeling prevails toward the near future. The next week, it is said,

will bring forth some good contracts, among which is mentioned an

important lot of machine tools aggregating more than $50,000 in

value.

The Delaware & Hudson Railroad Company have placed an order

with the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, New York, for about $00,000

worth of machine tools for their shops at Green Island, N. Y. This

order was placed against the list which they issued some time ago,

calling for upward of $75,000 worth of tools for their shops, in-

cluding those at Oneonta, N. Y., and Carbondale, Pa., so that, while

the company may not contemplate buying further at present, there

is probably some $10,000 or $15,000 worth of tools yet to be pur-

chased.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company have closed for a fair

sized lot of tools for installation at Reno, Nev., where they have

recently completed the erection of new shops. The transaction

has aroused considerable interest in Liberty street, where it is

rumored that the entire order was placed with Manning, Maxwell

ifc Moore.

These orders with many others for other than railroad companies

are recorded in the Iron Age in connection with the general ma-

chinery market.
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR-DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

McKKES ROOKS SHOPS.

—

PiTT8UUIU.1I AND I.AKI. Ebie Railroad.

UV It. V. WBIOBT, MECHANICAL ENt.lM III.

IX.

mi: 72 IiNcii WHEEL LATHE.

In this article the discussion of the motor equipments for

lathes at the McKees Rocks shops will be concluded by a de-

scription of the motor-driving application to the 72-inch Nlles

driving wheel lathe which had been used at the old shops.

The engravings, Figs. 44 and 45, illustrate this old lathe as

ilius equipped with the Crocker-Wheeler multiple-voltage sys-

tem for variable speed driving. This drive involves the im-

portant point of difference from the other drives previously

discussed in this series, in that here a back-geared type of

motor is used.

[Q, ll. VIEW 01 THE WHEEL LATHE AT THE MCKEES HOCKS SHOPS,
AS CHANGED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL DRIVE.

develops 25 h.p. at 240 volts, is used to drive this tool, in con-

nection with a type 80-M. F.-21 controller, for obtaining the

variable speeds available with the multiple-voltage system.

Referring to Fig. 45 it will be noted that the_ controller is

placed on its side, on the lioor, and thai it is operated through

a long extension shaft which is coupled to it and can be turned

from either one of two handles. The extension shaft is car-

ried underneath the projecting part of the bed casting and is

entirely out of the way of the operator. One controller handle

is placed near each face plate, as shown in view; this ar-

rangement is very convenient when hard spots appear on one

of the tires and it is necessary for the operator to slow up or

stop, as a handle is always within easy reaching distance.

The vertical castiron brackets, each of which supports the ex-

tension shaft and carries a vertical shaft upon which is the

hand wheel, is fastened to the floor by means of lag screws and

is designed with a view to stiffness. It is similar in general

design to the vertical controller band-wheel bracket which waa
used upon the large Niles lathe and described in Article IV

of this series (see page 410, of Nov. 1903).

The arrangement of the step pulley, gearing, etc., for the

drive, as used when the tool was belt driven, is shown by one

of the diagrams in Fig. 46; when it was uusired to true up
journals, the lock plate, which was feathered to the shaft upon
which the speed cone runs, was locked to the cone and gear 5

was moved over out of mesh with gear G, so that the lace

plate was driven through gears 7 and 8. When tires or wheel

centres were turned, the lock plate at the end of the cone was
unlatched and gear 5 was thrown in mesh with gear 6, thus

allowing the face plate to be driven by gears 1-2x3=4x5-6.

The other diagram in Fig 46 shows the arrangement of

gearing that was designed for the motor drive. The plate

which was used for locking the speed cone to the shaft with

the belt drive was retained, and a sleeve was designed to re-

place the cone and to carry gears D and E; the sleeve was d2-

signed so that the lock plate could be locked to it at will. In

order to keep the proper ratio between the two runs of gearing

with the motor drive it was necessary to replace gears 1 and 2

by the new gears E and F.

The reduction of speed from the motor to the sleeve which

replaced the belt cone was so great, the power to be trans-

Wheeler X K.P. Back-Geared Motor,

ed Shan
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Fiu. 45.- -DETAILS OF APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR-DRIVIN0 TO THE 72-INCH NILES DRIVING WHEEL LATHE.—CROCKER-WHEELER
Ml LTIIT.E-VOLTAGE SYSTEM.

The motor, as applied in this case, is carried upon a %-inch

steel plate bed, which is supported by two long castiron

blocks resting upon two 8-inch channel irons, as shown In

the end view. The rear channel rests upon two brackets which
are part of the frame of the tool and which formerly carried

the quartering attachment—this attachment was done away
with as it had been found desirable to confine this work to a
special tool provided for the purpose. The channels which
support the motor are well braced by wrought-iron straps, as
shown. A Crocker-Wheeler type 251. L.S. CM. motor, which

mitted was so heavy and the diameter of the large chain

sprocket was so limited by the shape of the frame of the tool,

that a silent chain to make the necessary reduction would

have to be of a comparatively small pitch and be very wide.

It was found that by introducing another shaft between the

motor and the sleeve, or rather by using a back-geared motor,

the reduction could be made by gearing at considerably less

expense than by the use of a silent chain, and this was done,

as shown.
The shaft which carried the arms for operating the feed
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mechanism was formerly supported by hangers, fastened to

the roof trusses of the shop building; it is now attached to the

tool frame by means of wrought-iron braces, as shown. On

account of the increased distance necessary between bearings

it was necessary to provide a heavier shaft than was used

before. This shaft is less than eight feet from the floor and

is placed far enough in front of the centre of the face plates

so as not to interfere with placing the wheels in the tool with

the traveling crane. The reciprocating motion is transmitted

to the feed shaft from a gear which meshes with another gear

on the end of the main spindle; a rod of %-inch pipe with a

special casting on each end, is eccentrically pivoted to this

gear and thus causes the feed shaft to rock by means of the

lever at the end.

An interesting study is afforded by use of the diagram

,25H.P. Motor
\(Back Geared)

c~ Face Plate
; « Face Plate

5 5 (Shift Gear )

DRIVING GEAR I DRIVING GEAR

WITH OLD BELT DRIVE & FOR NEW MOTOR DRIVE

FIG. 46. DIAGRAMS OF THE OLD AND NEW ARRANGEMENTS OF THE
GEARING IN THE DRIVE OF THE NILES DRIVING WHEEL LATHE,

SHOWING CHANGES NECESSARY FOR THE MOTOR DRIVE.

shown in Fig. 47; the point at which the controller handle

should be set for any cutting speed, on a given diameter within

the limits of the tool, can readily be found from it. The
horsepower which the motor is capable of exerting, at the dif-

ferent points without overloading, is also shown.

Between 80 and 90 per cent of the locomotives on the Pitts-

burgh and Lake Erie are equipped with 44-inch wheel centres

and the diameters of the greater portion of the tires that will

be turned will therefore vary from about 7-ins. to 51-ins. in

diameter, depending on how much they are worn. With high-

[tous^tn ei c* t~
i-t w «
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little trouble with flues, this gives time for everything needing

looking after.

The "lick and promise" repairs of the American roundhouse

are unknown here. Punctuality and economy being required

of the engineers, the roads cannot in fairness neglect anything

which will lend to help the men to make records. English of-

ficials regard pooling with "holy horror" and plainly say so.

They cannot understand how we do it, and characterize It as

Impossible. These people do not send a locomotive out to take

its I rain when half the working parts are gone. It is to be re-

gretted that American managers do not come over here and see

what an important thing it is to maintain locomotives. With
the Knglishman this is not sentiment at all, but pure business

ami it would be worth while for an American road to try the

policy to learn whether or not it pays.

Attempts to get figures for mileage per engine failure were

not generally successful because few locomotive superinten-

dents could give me the figures and only one of those who gave

them was willing to have them printed.

comparisons to be made between their work and that of their

neighbors. Figures are usually given in pounds of coal per

mile. The methods of keeping the records, however, do not

admit of making positive statements with confidence. People

over here are not yet educated to the importance of the ton

mile as a unit of measurement, and a very well known locomo-

tive superintendent spoke sneeringly of this unit, saying that

he took no stock in it whatever. The real reason is that the

light loads of freight trains would make no showing at all in

tons. Again, when freight service is habitually conducted at

speeds of 35 and 40 miles per hour to keep it out of the way
of a large number of fast express trains, the speed, as well as

the tonnage, becomes an important item. The statement that

the most progressive locomotive superintendent in England

is cherishing the hope of eventually hauling 1,000 ton trains

on a road which is positively a "billiard table grade" all the

way, is perhaps enough to say of the freight service. It is

Interesting to be told that engines capable of hauling 1,000

ton trains are too heavy for present bridge construction and

j Bifl
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able. These engines are hauling the heaviest passenger trains

between Glasgow and Carlisle in the West Coast service, con-

necting with the London & Northwestern for London. One

of these trains leaves Glasgow at 10.45 p. m., arriving at Car-

lisle at 12.55 a. m—102 miles in 130 minutes or a little better

than 47 miles per hour. In this distance for 52 miles there is

an average rise of 20 ft. per mile. With a train of 380 tons,

back of the tender this is a good run, but the surprising thing

about it is the statement that it is never necessary to burn

over three tons of coal on this run and that it is sometimes

made on two and a half tons. This is Scotch coal, which is

not as good as the Welsh coal, generally used in England. The

exact coal performance could not be verified for several rea-

sons, but figures will be obtained if possible, as it is important

to know positively the terms under which these engines are

working. The engineer running one of these engines stated

to the writer that he could always count on 200 lbs. of steam in

the boiler. This is certainly good work for an engine having

2,400 sq. ft. of heating surface and weighing 163,000 lbs. It

is more than questionable whether one of our engines of equal

weight and heating surface would do this work on such a small

coal consumption and whether the steam pressure would stand

!at 200 lbs. all the way.

These engines with 21 by 26 in. cylinders are now running

with single nozzles 5% in. in diameter. They have no netting

or deflectors in the smoke boxes and absolutely nothing to ob-

struct the egress of the exhaust and the waste gases. The

nozzle is high, terminating about 3 in. below the center of the

boiler and, the cylinders being inside connected, the exhaust

passages are direct and short. The stack is extended down

into the smoke box and below its flaring base is a short petti-

coat pipe. While the front end is absolutely open for the pas-

sage of sparks, comparatively few are thrown when at speed.

In studying the drawings for reasons for the excellent steam-

ing qualities, it was found that Mr. Mcintosh had done most

careful work in adjusting the exhaust nozzle and the petticoat

pipe and also in placing the brick arch in the firebox at ex-

actly the right height. He is a firm believer in bringing the

front end and firebox to an exact "focus," and finds it most

important to secure the correct relations between the

nozzle and the stack. He believes the firebox to be the place

in which to burn the fire and aims to keep the sparks on the

fire. The firedoor opens inwardly and directs the incoming

air downward toward the fire. The grates slope sharply to-

ward the front and the lower line of the brick arch at the

center, when prolonged on the drawing, hits the top edge of the

firedoor opening. This is done with a view of preventing the

passing of cold air from the door, directly into the tubes. It

is worth remarking that no smoke boxes are to be seen which

have any indications of ever having been hot. The paint upon

them and on the boiler fronts seem to be, almost universally,

in good condition. '± ais is surprising in view of the small

heating surfaces.

Mr. Mcintosh makes a practice of cambering all tubes used

in his locomotives. They are bent uniformly throughout their

length, the center of the tube being offset from the center line

through the ends by an amount equal to the diameter of the

tubes. This is done in order to relieve the tube sheets from

the stresses which straight tubes subject them to in expanding

and contracting. The cambering gives them an opportunity to

bend still more, or to straighten out to meet the stresses of ex-

panding and contracting. The cambering is done by a laborer

who merely passes the tubes through a hole in a large block

of wood and bends them slightly by putting his weight upon

the free end. By a little practice he gives the tube an easy

and smooth curve without jamming or flattening it. This ap-

pears to be well worth trying and it is perfectly easy to do.

Tube sheets (the rear ones) here are almost invariably of

copper and quite thick. Some were noted on the London &
Northwestern which were one inch thick. It is usually the

tube sheets which fail first and this necessitates renewing the

tubes. It is clear to the writer that the use of the brick arch

is very beneficial to fireboxes here, particularly because great

care is taken to deflect the cold air from the firedoor, so that

it will pass down onto the fire or under the arch and not pass

directly against the ends of the tubes and the tube sheet.

Deflecting firedoors appear to represent an important principle

in this respect.

Mr. Mcintosh does not believe in pooling engines and in an-

swer to a question as to the number of his engine failures caus-

ing delays of 2 minutes or more, he replied that he always re-

ceived a letter or telegram from the general manager whenever

such a delay occurred. This indicates that he does not have

many. He believes that a clean engine will be well cared for

and that it pays to be most careful in this and in the running

repairs. He insists on having certain men to inspect engines

and others to repair them, which seems rather important.

Reverting to the matter of adjusting the "front ends" of

locomotives, it should be stated that Mr. Mcintosh does this

work very carefully in the case of every new engine and then

by the use of templets and gauges others of the same class

are put in correct order in the shop, and require no subsequent

A TYPICAL BRITISH SMOKE BOX AEBANQEMENT.

adjustment. When the right position of the petticoat pipe is

found a pattern is made and the engines of that class are fitted

with petticoats which are integral with the cast-iron liner of

the stacks, and no adjustment whatever is provided in that

member. The best talent of the department is devoted to the

drafting of locomotives, and it is done once for all for each

class. There is no tinkering with front ends here.

It will be difficult to convey a correct impression of the

attention given to "drafting" British locomotives. The adjust-

ment of the nozzle and petticoat is considered vital to the

proper operation of the engine, and to the care devoted to this

I attribute in a large degree, the good steaming qualities of

engines which we consider very deficient in heating surface.

The firebox conditions also help and these will be referred to

again. As the new ten-wheel Caledonian engine is still con-

sidered as in the experimental stage, it cannot be illustrated in

detail now, but the arrangement of a similar "front end" of

the latest 4-4-0 class serves to show the nozzle, stack and cast

iron petticoat. This petticoat when finally decided upon is not
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adjustable. As seen in the engraving (reproduced from Engi-

neering) there is no diaphragm plate and no netting. There

is something occult In the adjustment of the exhaust nozzles

on this road for high speed engines, and I suspect that the

nozzles are not exactly vertical. The axis of the nozzle is

A. TYPICAL BRITISH BBIOE \l:c II AM) III1K HOOK. THESE ABE AD-

JUSTED AS CARF.FUI.I.Y \s I Hi: "I'UINT ENDS."

inclined forward, but only a little. Whether there is anything

in it I cannot say, but the fact remains that the last adjust-

ment ot the new ten-wheel engine which resulted in fine steam-

ing, consisted in a slight tipping of the nozzle. This fact, at

least, serves to indicate how carefully the drafting is done, and
that is the important fact to be brought out. These parts receive

that is the important fact to be brought out. The brick arch
receives as careful attention as the drafting, and these little en-

gines steam well without tearing their boilers all to pieces.

An exceedingly important feature of British locomotive prac-

tice is the fact that the appearance of a new design is con-

sidered an epoch-making event in the department. It is

prepared for perhaps two years in advance. The study put
upon the drawings Is something unknown with us, and the

engine is built after every detail has been most carefully

studied in the light of what has gone before. The best talent

of the department is concentrated for many months upon each
new design. This is expensive, but I believe that it pays large

interest on the investment.

In passing through the shops at Glasgow attention was ar-

rested by a row of seven boilers, ready, with fittings complete
and laid in a convenient place, for use on the standard engines.

In case a boiler of a road locomotive needs heavy repairs, and
the rest of the engine is in good condition, one of these is used
and the engine returned to service within a few days. Its own
boiler is then made ready for use on the next occasion of the
kind. O. M. B.

(To be continued.)

A POWERFUL PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

4— C—2 (pacific type.)

Chicago & Alton Railway.

Another record-breaker passenger locomotive has been built

for the Chicago & Alton Railway by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. The new one is the heaviest passenger locomotive in

the world, and it is specially interesting as a marked example

of the present tendency toward a sacrifice of heating surface
in order to secure favorable water spaces in the boiler in the

hope of avoiding some of the boiler troubles which are becom-
ing more and more serious in connection with the increasing

weight of trains. In the March issue of this journal for last

year, page 85, were illustrated the very large 4—6— 2 type

Baldwin locomotives, which were built for the passenger ser-

vice to the St. Louis World's Fair, and these engines are now
followed by a heavier design of the same general arrangement,

FBOM A PHOTOGRAPH.

' LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF BOILER.

THE HEAVIEST PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE EVER BUILT.
Mr. c. E. Fuller, Superintendent Motive Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.
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but with quite different boiler conditions. These two de-

signs coining as they do within a year exhibit significant ten-

dencies in boiler proportions which are exceedingly important,

and for this reason the leading dimensions are repeated in a

table which permits of comparison. Another table shows the

ratio of total weight to heating surface of a number of recent

large passenger engines. It will be noticed that the new
Chicago & Alton engine has 200 lbs. boiler pressure, 245 tubes

2% in. in diameter and 20 ft. long, also that the tubes have

bridges of % in. in the tube sheets. Furthermore, the water

spaces around the firebox at the mud ring are 5 in. on all sides.

These figures indicate the importance which is now given to

the matter of circulation space in the boilers, and while the

boiler is undoubtedly able to carry 220 lbs., the pressure will

SECTIONS THROUGH FIRE BOX.

not be over 200 lbs., and this should also contribute to long life

of the sheets.

When such a radical departure from recent practice is put
forth with the approval of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
and the tendency is also apparent in the product of other

builders, the facts are worthy of study by all concerned in the
American locomotive.

Attention is also directed to the long smoke box and to other
features of this design which resemble those of the previous
one of this type on this road. Because of the resemblance to

the design of last year the general drawings are not repro-

duced, but special attention is called to the drawings of the
boiler.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LARGE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Road. Engine
Number.

C. & A 602
C. & A 601
N. T. C 2,794
El Paso & Southwestern
Northern Pacific 284
A, T. & S. F 1,000
C. & 147
L. S. & M. S 650

RATIOS OP CHICAGO & ALTON LOCOMOTIVE.

Heating surface to cylinder volume = 299.4
Tractive weight to heating surface = 44.35
Tractive weight to tractive effort = 5.47
Tractive effort to heating surface = 8.09
Heating surface to grate area = 61.55
Heating surface, percentage of tractive effort = 12.3%
Total weight to heating surface • = 73.5
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A NEW DESIGN OF BACK-GEARED CRANK SHAPER

Springfield Machine Tool Company.

The Increasing use of high speed tool steels and the heavy

duty Imposed thereby has made severe demands upon the

capacities of machine tools, and is an Important factor In

influencing new designs of tools. It is of interest to note,

however, that the tool builders are keeping pace with the new
requirements and are originating new designs of tools to make
the extreme heavy cutting duties possible.

No greater efforts have been made in this line than those

of the Springfield Machine Tool Company, Springfield, 0., who
have recently perfected a .new design of 16-ln. heavy back-

geared shaper. By reason of important changes in this design

and improvements to make it adaptable to the heavy work, a

description of this tool will be of Interest. The general lines

of this new tool are shown In the accompanying line engraving.

It has a very heavy column or frame, heavily ribbed and of

strong design to provide stiffness. The journal boxes of the

driving mechanism have bored seats in the column and the

flanged sleeve which forms bearing for the crank gear. Is fitted

Into reinforced sections, as

shown, to Insure steadiness under

the heaviest cuts. The top of the

column extends beyond the face

on each end to provide long bear-

ing surfaces for the ram, and

the surface to which the cross

rail is clamped Is very wide and
deep, to give rigid support.

The ram Is of semi-circular

section and is long, wide and

deep. It may be adjusted to

suit the work while In motion;

the tool head has a graduated

swivel adjustable to any angle,

and the down feed screw is pro-

vided with a micrometer collar.

The cross rail has a long bear-

ing on the column, and Is made
of extra depth and unusually

heavy. It Is elevated by means
of a screw with ball-bearing

thrust. The box table which
has a large surface for hold-

ing work, Is secured to the

cross slide by means of two studs

and one bolt. The studs are

screwed In the box table near
its upper surface and pass

through the cross slide at points where it is subjected to the

pressure of the cut, thus relieving this casting of tension strain.

Owing to the extreme depth of cross rail, cross slide and box
table, a degree of rigidity is insured which obviates entirely

the necessity for an extra support from the shaper base to

the box table, therefore, saves the time usually required to

adjust this support.

The driving mechanism is arranged for two speeds which, in

connection with the wide belt four-step cone gives eight

speeds arranged in geometrical progression. The driving

shafts are journaled in ring oiling bearings and have large

gears with wide faces, which are controlled by a lever at the
rear of the column. Provision Is made to prevent both sets

of gears being engaged at the same time, hence breakage from
such causes is avoided.

The stroke of the ram is varied with equal facility, while the
machine is In motion or at rest, by means of a heavy wrist
Work, adjustable in large guides planed Into the crank gear.

The forward motion imparted to the ram by the driving me-
chanism is nearly uniform, with a quick return motion. The
stroke arm is attached to the ram by means of a connecting
rod placed in such a manner that a 2%-ln. shaft may be passed
under the ram to allow of key seating.

The Important dimensions of this tool are presented In the

following table:

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS.
Stroko. maximum 17 Ins.
Vertical adjustment of table 15 Ins.
Cross motion of table 20 Ins.

Tool block feeds (In any direction) 6 Ins.
Vise Jaws 8 Ins. x 11 Ins.

Width of front face of column : 14 'A Ids.

Top surface of box table 13 Ins. x 11 Vt Ins.

Depth of cross rail 14 V? Ins.

Length of bearing In column for ram 26 Ins.

Width of ram 894 Ins.

Size of base 24 Ins. x 43 Ins.

Floor space required 38 Ins. x 80 Ins.

Net weight 2,200 lbs.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY IN CANADA.

By the purchase of the Locomotive & Machine Company, of

Montreal, the American Locomotive Company adds another

excellent plant to Its equipment. The price paid was $1,500,000,

and besides the fine new locomotive plant the property includes

a structural steel shop and valuable frontage on the river. The
capacity of the locomotive shops is 250 locomotives per year,

which may easily be increased to 300.

DETAILS OF THE NEW DESIGN OF 16-INCH BACK GEARED 8HAPEB.
SPRINGFIELD MACHINE TOOL COMPANY.

COKE AS LOCOMOTIVE FUEL.

Boston & Maine Railroad.

For a number of years the Boston & Maine has used coke on
its locomotives running into Boston and the practice has been
described In this journal. Figures from the performance
sheets of the last six months of the year 1903 have been re-

ceived from Mr. Henry Bartlett. These are from passenger
service and are not stated in terms of ton miles. They Indicate

the amount used and the record in train miles for all classes of

passenger service.

COKE USED ON LOCOMOTIVES, BOSTON £ MAINE RAILROAD.

1903. 5 M
in OS

a ®
E 5

July 391.036
August 391.288
September 380,021
October 382.420
November 337.606
December 411,803
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PROPOSED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCO-
MOTrVE CYLINDERS.

Committee B, of the American Society for Testing Materials,

proposes the following specifications for locomotive cylinders:

Process of Manufacture.—Locomotive cylinders shall be

made from good quality of close grained gray iron cast in a

dry sand mold.

Chemical Properties.—Drillings taken from test pieces cast

as hereafter mentioned shall conform to the following limits

in chemical composition:
Per cent.

Silicon Prom 1.25 to 1.75
Phosphorus Not over 0.9

Sulphur Not over 0.10

Physical Properties.—The minimum physical qualities for

cylinder iron shall he as follows: The Arbitration Test Bar,

1% inches in diameter, with supports 12 inches apart, shall

have a transverse strength not less than 2,700 pounds, centrally

applied, and a deflection not less than 0.08 inch.

Test Pieces and Method of Testing.—The standard test shall

be VA inches in diameter, about 14 inches long, cast on end in

dry sand. The drillings for analysis shall be taken from this

test piece, but in case of rejection the manufacturer shall

have option of analyzing drillings from the bore of the cylin-

der, upon which analysis the acceptance or rejection of the

cylinder shall be based. One test piece for each cylinder shall

be required.

Character of Castings.—Castings shall be smooth, well

cleaned, free from blow holes, shrinkage cracks or other de-

fects, and must finish to blue print size. Each cylinder shall

have cast on each side of saddle manufacturer's mark, serial

number, date made and mark showing order number.
Inspector.—The inspector representing the purchaser shall

have all reasonable facilities afforded to him by the manu-
facturer to satisfy himself that the finished material is fur-

nished in accordance with these specifications. All tests and
inspections shall be made at the place of the manufacturer.

The following is schedule of fast run made by a Chicago &
Alton Railway special train carrying Mr. Pabst, the prominent
brewer, and his party, Chicago to St. Louis, February 13, 1904:

Left Chicago 2.43 P. M.
Arrived Joliet 3.35 P. M.
Arrived Bloomlngton 5.24 P. M.
Arrived Springfield 6.38 P. M.
Arrived St. Louis 8.55 P. M.

Elapsed time six hours and twelve minutes, which Included

stops of seven minutes for train orders, six minutes in chang-
ing engines, eight minutes for obtaining water and one minute
on account of being held by adverse signals. Total time lost

by necessary stops, twenty-two minutes, which, substracted
from elapsed time, gives a net running time of five hours and
fifty minutes for the 283 miles.

PROPOSED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR MALLE.
ABLE CASTINGS.

Committee B, of the American Society for Testing Materials,
proposes the following specifications for malleable iron
castings:

Process of Manufacture.—Malleable ir.on castings may be
made by the open hearth, air furnace or cupola process.
Cupola iron, however, is not recommended for heavy nor for
important castings.

Chemical Properties.—Castings for which physical require-
ments are specified shall not contain over 0.06 sulphur nor
over 0.225 phosphorus.

Physical Properties.—1. Standard Test Bar.—This bar shall
be 1 inch square and 14 inches long, without chills and with
ends left perfectly free in the mold. Three shall be cast in one
mold, heavy risers insuring sound bars. Where the full heat
goes into castings which are subject to specification, one mold
shall be poured two minutes after tapping into the first ladle,
and another mold from the last iron of the heat. Molds shall

be suitably stamped to insure identification of the bars, the

bars being annealed with the castings. Where only a partial

heat is required for the work in hand, one mold should be

cast from the first ladle used and another after the required

iron has been tapped. 2. Of the three test bars from the two

molds required for each heat, one shall be tested for tensile

strength and elongation, the other for transverse strength and

deflection. The other remaining bar is reserved for either the

transverse or tensile test, in case of the failure of the two

other bars to come up to requirements. The halves of the

bars broken transversely may also be used for tensile strength.

3. Failure to reach the required limit for the tensile strength

with elongation, as also the transverse strength with deflection,

on the part of at least one test rejects the castings from that

heat.

4. Tensile Test.—The tensile strength of a standard test bar

for casting under specification shall not be less than 42,000

pounds per square inch. The elongation measured in 2 inches

shall not be less than 2V2 per cent.

5. Transverse Test.—The transverse strength of a standard

test bar, on supports 12 inches apart, pressure being applied at

centre, shall not be less than 3,000 pounds, deflection being at

least % Inch.

Test Lugs.—Castings of special design or of special impor-

tance may be provided with suitable test lugs at the option of

the inspector. At least one of these lugs shall be left on the

casting for his inspection upon his request therefor.

Annealing.—Malleable castings shall neither be over nor

under annealed. They must have received their full heat In

the oven at least 60 hours after reaching that temperature.

Finish.—Castings shall be true to pattern, free from blem-

ishes, scale or shrinkage cracks. A variation of 1-16 Inch per

foot shall be permissible. Founders shall not be held re-

sponsible for defects due to irregular cross sections and un-

evenly distributed metal.

Inspection.—The inspector representing the purchaser sball

have all reasonable facilities given him by the founder to

satisfy him that the finished material Is furnished in accord-

ance with these specifications. All tests and Inspections shall

be made prior to shipment.

THE TECHNOLEXICON.

A brief statement has been received from the secretary of

the Society of German Engineers indicating the work done In

connection with this universal dictionary of technical terms

up to February, 1904.

The universal technical dictionary for translation purposes,

In English, German and French, the compilation of which was
begun in ldOl under the auspices of the Society of German En-
gineers, has received help up to the present time from 363

technical societies at home and abroad: 51 of these are Eng-
lish, American. South African, etc., 274 German. Austrian and
German-Swiss and 38 French, Belgian and French-Swiss socie-

ties. Of firms and Individual collaborators 2.573 have
promised contributions. The excerption of texts in one, two
or three languages (handbooks, pamphlets, business letters,

catalogues, price lists, etc.) and of the existing dictionaries-

has yielded 1,920.000 word cards so far. To these will be added
within the next two years (by the middle of 1906) the hundred
thousands of word cards that will form the result of the orig-

inal contributions.

AH the outstanding contributions will be called in by Easter

of this year. 1904. The collaborators are therefore requested

to close their note-books or other contributions—unless a later

term has been especially arranged with the editor-in-chief

—

by the end of March and to forward them to the address given

below. As the printing of the Technolexicon Is to begin In

the middle of 1906, delayed contributions can be made use of

in exceptional cases only up to that time.

The editor-in-chief will be pleased to give any further In-

formation wanted. Address Technolexicon, Dr. Hubert Jan-

sen, Berlin (N. W. 7), Dorotheenstrasse 49.
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THE LAWSON IMPROVED DUMPING CAR.

I'll is car has passed out of the experimental stage and is

ready for service in the exacting work to which equipment of

kind is subjected In handling ballast, ore and other mate-
rial which must be loaded conveniently and unloaded quickly.

Bevere service teste have demonstrated its satisfactory opera-
tion and orders have been placed for a number of cars to be
Imilt by tho MIddletown Car Works.

The Lawson car carries its load in two long, plate steel
boxes, each having a cubical capacity of about 415 cu. ft.

When these are in the loading position they rest upon three
cast steel transverse supports which are provided with ball
races. In dumping, compressed air is admitted to oscillating
cylinders, two for each box, which first slide the box toward
the side of the car and then tilt it to dump out the load
through the side doors, which are automatically unlocked by
devices which in operating, pass out of the way of the load
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and are protected by the floor of the box. After dumping, the

cylinders restore the box to its normal position and the door

locks return automatically into position to close the doors

tightly and the car is again ready for loading. To accomplish

this, a surprisingly small number of parts are required. In

fact, it appears to be the simplest mechanism possible to use

for such work.

The under frame has a back bone of box girder construction

which is 30 ins. deep at the center of the car and tapers to-

ward the body bolsters. The side sills are 10-in. channels and

the center and side sills are strongly connected and braced by

angles and large gusset plates, as indicated in the plan view.

The body and also the truck bolsters are of cast steel, their

form being clearly shown in the engravings. In the sectional

LAWSON DUMP CAR WITH BOTH BOXES IN flTTMPED POSITION.

-x

END ELEVATION AND CROSS-SECTION, SHOWING BOLSTERS.,
/

/Bucket Bottom Sheet
r^T

—

*<£&

-

\

lop of Side Silt

DETAIL OF OPERATING CYLINDER AND LATCH.

THE LAWSON IMPROVED DUMPING CAR.
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end view of th ingemi at "i the all cylinders and

lotted attachments, also the slotted binge connections

to the boxi s are shown.

in order to provide Bufflcii tor dumping the loa<i

wiiii low pressures ol ail the cylinders are 1- ins. in diameter,

which power with air pressure as low as 40

q in. An an- reservoir -I ins. in diameter by 8 ft.

long. gives sufficient supply tor four complete operations, even

If the ho I
uncoupled from the engine. This cylinder con-

necta with the air brake nam pipe, and a check valve pre-

vents the reservoir air from i
i Ing back into the train pipe.

The leading dimensions of the car are given in the accom-

panying table.

LAW80N Dl

i over end Bills 34 it.

de of boxes
i ill to top of boxes 3 ft.

i to floor nl boxe 5 ft.

Width Ills... . 9 11. 6
\\ Idl li ot boxes. Inside 4 ft. 7 '

Depth of each box 2 ft. II", ins

Weight of car 50.000 lbs.

Capacity 830 cu. ft., 40 tons

In tin photographic side view lattice girders are seen, under

the sides of the boxes. These are used to stiffen the floors of

the boxes. The construction throughout is very strong, which

was done to provide for stresses due to possible rough handling

in shaking out a frozen load. To operate the air conveniently

the controlling valves are placed upon the piatforms at the

end of the ear. Records of tests are at hand showing that

loads of ordinary material have been dumped and the car put

into position for loading in 50 seconds. This car, which was

recentl} tested on the Central Railroad of New Jersey, has a

capacity of 40 tons. U has been tested with 95,000 lbs. of

frozen ore with entirely satlsfactorj results. Very ingen

provided. They lock and hold

firmly in pun'- and release automatically when the boxe

raised for dumping Being operated by linkages, the locks

draw awaj from the door and pass under the floor where they

are out of the way of the load. Six of these locks are provided

on each side ot the car. Additional l o the

air cylinder piston rods to prevent the cylinders from .

al operation. In dumpln Lone Of the air

cylinders are brought up against heavy spiral springs which

surround the piston rods and provide a resistance capacity of

aboul in (losing 4 ins. Tins makes it possible to

shake out a refractory load and insures clearing all the load.

The writei raised ion of the stability of this car in

dumping one side when the other side is empty and was
Informed that frozen ore has been shaken out of one side

under these conditions without raising the wheels on the

empty side or otherwise indicating any lack of stability. The
details of this design were worked up by the Commonwealth
Steel Company and the cars are being built by the Middietown

Car Works, Middietown, Pa.

This type of dumping car seems to be the best which has

thus far been developed for such work as trestle filling, ballast

handling and general construction work. It is highly spoken

of by railroad officials who have tested it. Further informa-

tion may be obtained from the Lawson Improved Dumping
Boat & Car Company, 260 West Broadway, New York City.

SOMETHING EVERY RAILROAD SHOULD PROVIDE. PROTECTING COATING FOR AIR BRAKE HOSE.

At the Point St. Charles siiops of the Grand Trunk Rail

way at Montreal, Mr. William McWood, superintendent of the

ear department showed a representative of this journal a

reading room and mess room which have been maintained

at that point for 40 years. The library receives regularly

93 periodicals and has nearly -11,000 books. The attendance

in tin; reading room lust year was 10,500. Tne Grand Trunk
Railway Literary and Scientific Institute is the name of this

institution, which is encouraged by the company and as-

sisted by the local officials. Membeis pay ten cents per

month or $1.00 per year for the use of the reading room,

onomical telescope, maps, globes, air brake apparatus

sectioned, link and valve motion models, reference library

and admission to lectures and classes. Mechanical drawing

lasses meet twice a week and other classes study the air

brake, valve motion, etc. Prizes to the value of $15.00 are

given annually to the mechanical drawing class.

The messroom adjoins the library in a building opening

into the shop grounds on one side, and near the entrance gate.

At one end of the room is a stage for theatrical performances

and the room is supplied with long tables and benches. On
each side of the room is a large steam oven. Shop men who

live at a distance from the works bring their lunches and leave

their "dinner pails" at the messroom in the morning. These

are placed in the ovens before the noon hour by a regular at-

tendant who keeps the room in order. At noon the men find

their Lunches hot anil ready for them. They enjoy them to-

i al the tables and after 12.30 smoking is allowed. Out

of a total of aboul. 2,500 men at these shops an average number
Of aboul 500 make daily use of this room, and it is not

necessary to dwell upon I antages to the compan
rived from tins provision of a pleasant, warm and very com
l'ortable room in which to spend an enjoyable hour by those

who otherwise would gathi r in knots of four or five roosting

in sundry uncomfortable and not too attractive corners of

the shops where the working hours are spent.

The writer was greatly impressed with this simple inex-

pensive and eminently sensible contribution on the part of the

company to the comfort of the men. It is handled in ex-

actly the right way and has been through the test of 4G years.

Why does not every railroad do likewise?

Deterioration of rubber when exposed to the atmosphere

has led to many attempts to secure a satisfactory protection

which will keep the air from the rubber and prolong its life

by preventing the formation of weather cracks.

The editor of this journal has had his attention drawn to a

very promising experiment with a material prepared for this

lose by two gentlemen who have had wide experience in

the use of air hose on cars. They applied the material which

l hey made to half the length of a piece of hose and left the

other half in its original condition. After exposure to the

atmosphere where it was in all kinds of weather for thirty

months, the half which was covered with this interesting

material was in perfect condition, while the unprotected por-

tion had weather cracks clear through the rubber. The
gentlemen referred to state that the cost of this material is

low and that they are sure it will absolutely prevent weather

cracks in the outside cover of the hose. It will soon be

placed on the market, and our readers will be informed of the

fact, as this appears to be a very promising development in

the protection of air hose.

REDUCED CLEARANCE ON A LOCOMOTIVE.

In connection with the general subject of reducing clear-

ance in locomotive cylinders a circumstance which occurred

on a Southern road has been brought to our attention. Some
new locomotives were found to be wasteful of fuel and
"logy" and "lame." Indicator cards were taken, and by

i- the valves with greatly increased lead the cards were

Improved, li was found necessary to give %-inch lead in full

gear to accomplish it, and the engines were not improved as to

starting or as to fuel consumption. It was then discovered

that the clearance was too great and that a mistake had been

made by the builders, in the thickness of the pistons. By in-

creasing the thickness 1 inch and reducing the clearance to

about 8 per cent, the trouble was remedied and a material sav-

ing in fuel resulted. These engines were burning wood, and
the saving amounted to from four to live cords of wood p^r

round trip, where the wood cost $5 per cord.
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work done and they consider heavy and light locomotives on

me same basis. No one would for a moment consider paying

money out of his own pocket for repairs to a miscellaneous lot

of locomotives, doing a variable quantity of work on such an

indefinite and obscure basis as the miles made in service. It

is too indefinite. Motive power officers must find a better method

of expressing their shop performances if they are to meet the

need of the times for commercial management of their depart-

ment.

In this issue is printed a description of a plan for classify-

ing locomotive repairs which is to go into effect on one of the

large railroad systems and it is presented in this journal with

the conviction that it is one of the most important articles con-

tained in these pages for years. This plan is a step in the

direction of commercializing railroad motive power matters,

which should be carefully studied and put into effect generally,

because it permits of comparing the work of various shops and

bringing all up to the standard of the best.

This system is based upon the assumption that the cost of

repairs is roughly proportional to the weight of the locomotive

and the mileage it makes, 'lne output of a shop is better

stated in terms of weight than in number of locomotives

of varying weight. The cost is also proportional to the work
done by the engines.

Unless the roundhouse or running repairs are also kept on

the ton mile basis there is no way of knowing absolutely the

proportion of running and shop repairs, but the running re-

pairs may be kept on the ton mile basis also.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Advertisements. -Nothing will be inserted in thisjournalfor pay, except
IN THE ADVERTISING PAGES. The reading panes will contain only such

matter as we consider of interest to our readers.

Contributions.—Articles relating to railway rolling stock construction and
management and kindred topics, by those who are practically acquainted

with these subjects, are specially desired. Also early notices of official changes,

and additions of new equipment for the road or the shop, by purchase or

construction.

INFORMATION.

To Subscribers.—The American Engineer and ilroad Journal
is mailed regularly to every subscriber each month. An$ ubscriber who fails

to receive his paper ought at once to notify the postmaster at the office of

delivery, and in case the paper u not then obtained this office should be

notified, so that the missing paper may be supplied. When a sub-
scriber changes Ills address he ought to notify this office at once, so

that the paper may be sent to the proper destination.

A CRITICAL STUDY OF ROUNDHOUSES.

The subject treated by Mr. R. H. Soule in this issue is of

transcendent importance. Because of its influence upon effi-

cient locomotive operation the roundhouse now receives a large

amount of attention and the necessity for liberal construction

appropriations is becoming appreciated. In his railroad ex-

perience Mr. Soule was a leader in roundhouse improvement

and he consistently advocates increased head room, large

spans of roof, absence of intermediate roof supports, good drop

pits, ample natural lighting and adequate shop facilities and

tool equipments. In this article will be found a table of dimen-

sions for roundhouses which presents information which loco-

motive men and civil engineers will both find to be helpful in

laying out new roundhouses, and taken as a whole it is be-

lieved that no safer guide to practice is available than the dis-

cussion contained in this article.

LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR RECORDS.

A Rational System.

In order to operate the mechanical department of a large

road in accordance with business principles, it is necessary to

know the cost of locomotive repairs at each shop, and to have
an intelligent basis for comparing one shop with another. The
comparison of -the records of one road with another are not
now under consideration.

Repair records expressed in cost per mile are almost value-

less, because they contain no information as to the amount of

Two kinds of information are necessary for the successful

conduct of any enterprise requiring the concerted efforts of a

large organization. Before the plan of operation can be

formed information must be had upon which to build the plan

and arrange the campaign. This fact is very generally under-

stood and many men know how to begin the management of

an enterprise and many who are called to undertake the man-
agement of difficult work begin promisingly but fail because
they do not appreciate the necessity for another kind of in-

formation which is quite as important and quite as necessary
as that which forms the basis of the plan. In a large organi-

zation the chief officer must necessarily issue instructions.

This also is easy, but it is not easy to know positively that the

instructions are understood by the subordinates and that they

are being carried out. This is the information, the lack or

the possession of which determines success or failure of those

who manage men.

A military officer who issues the right instructions to his

subordinates and then makes sure, through his aids, that they

are carried out, is a "genius." He would not be one if he
issued the best possible instructions and yet failed to inform
himself upon every movement of his forces in order to know
how his instructions were being carried out.

The writer recently had an opportunity to watch a very

successful railroad officer iu the handling of a rather difficult

labor question. Every step was based upon information con-

cerning a rapidly changing situation and the affair was con-

cluded with everybody happy. The work was all done by sub-

ordinates who acted under his directions, each one carrying

out his instructions and reporting the result. This report-

ing was as vital a factor as the instructions.

In the management of a department of a railroad it is often

quite difficult to know whether circulars of instructions are

understood and obeyed. It becomes necessary to occasionally

revise and change such instructions, and the department chiefs

who succeed are those who know either by personal observa-

tion, or by some other means, whether the subordinates are

doing what is expected of them. On a large road it is im-

possible for him to know by observation, and it becomes neces-

sary to establish a plan which wih take its place. This matter

has been referred to before in these columns, but it is suf-

ficiently important to justify repetition.
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A superintendent of inoLivc power, who is well known as a

successlul man, requires his chief clerk to send out, at inter-

vals ol three months, a blank loriu to all tlie master me-

chanics and olners who have occasion to work under general

circulars ol instructions. The circulars are numbered as

issued, and on these lornis each subordinate is required to re-

port the number ot the Circulars under wuicli he is working

and to state mat he has just read the instructions and luny

uuuerstauus them. A man making sucu a report either uas

just read tue circulars aud understands them or he pn earl

cates, lor an answer is requned Horn all. 1'hlB enables Hie

duel to beep a elieek upon the instructions, it aius him ui

Ki iiiug tueiu up to date and gives nun a va.uable elieek upon

tue part 01 ins work which .s eoutroiieu unu direeled m tniS

way. Inis is a commendable piau, and one Which is worthy

01 wide acceptation and auoplion.

These remarks suggest another upon tue vaiue ol sta-

tistics as a neip in tue administration oi a department, meic
is prohabiy no lack ol Statistics on any weil managed lai.roau.

It is one tiling to secure working statislies auu quite auouiir

Wing to use tueiu. I'neie .in: various kinds ol BtatlStlcB.

.Many hgures are collected and reported upon Dianas, uuiy to

be deposited m an imposing array ot hies, to become uusty

auditions to uusty eoiieetions ol preceding hies. Uuieis are

vital working loois tor immediate use and lor comparison

wiin otner statistics snowing whether tue cuive ol emcitncy

is rising or lalung. These are tue i.wng hgures wuicu mui-

cate how weil tue instructions are iiaineu lor the suuoruiuatcs

aud now eiiectiveiy tney are carried out.

Upon the msti uctions, tue knowledge that they are being

carried out and tneir eilocliveuess when carried out, much 01

the success ol the administration ol tue department depenus.

Specialists who iniough carelul stuuy and experience in

management ol industrial enterprises aie aoie to nioaeimze

tue management oi manuiacturing plants are mucii in ue-

mauu today, simply because tuey underslauu and are abie to

put into eriect tne principles under discussion in tnese

paragraphs.

.No brauch ot mecuanical management otters a moie iavor-

able field lor such eitort as the motive power departments ol

railroads aud that officers ol these departments aie seriously

studying these principles is a conspicuous "sign ol tue limes."

LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR RECORDS.

EN01NE ION JULES AS A MEA8UBB "f WOKK 1JONE.

An important aud significant appointment of a consulting

mechanical engineer lor the Soutneru Hallway aud its allied

lines is announced on auother page ol tnis issue. In the move-

ment ol the past lew years toward the concentration ol owner-

ship and operation ol railroads into large systems there lies

an opportunity tor great impiovements leadiug 10 substantial

economies through the application ot the principles which have

contributed in a large way to the financial successes ot other

industrial combinations. This appointment renders it possible

to apply standardizing methods to a large mileage with no

harmlu. possibilities and with prom.se ol large savings which

may be secured by using uniform construction for equipment.

The owners of large properties are beginning to appreciate the

advantages of this policy and a new era is opening in which

things relatively small in themselves are becoming large by

aggregation and they must be handled in a broad aud liberal

way. Those who hold the responsibilities for the design of

railroad equipment and shops have new problems before them
and their work is continually increasing in importance. The
care of design and construction of the mechanical equipment
ut lli.uuu miles of railroad is a charge worthy of the best talent,

and outside of the management of the operation of the lines

and the administration of labor there is scarcely a more im-

portant trust than this. It necessarily involves knowledge, ex-

perience and business ability which the owners of railroad sys-

tems will do well to recognize and encourage.

A Rational Si

This article describes a new system which is about to be

tried on one ot the large railroads. It is considered one of

lost important articles appearing in these pages in a long

lime.—Euiroit.

IMIUBJI SYSTEM Ol CLASS11Y1NC. liEl'AIRS TO LOCOMOTIVES.

Mr. W. E . Chester has been appointed general master
mechanic of the Central Railroad of Georgia with headquar-
ters at Savannah, Ga. Mr. W H. Fetner has been appointed to

succeed Mr. Chester as master mechanic at Macon, Ga.

The reasons tor which a classification was required may be

expressed as follows:

In.si, to ascertain mileage or duration of service to be ex-

pei nil, before requiring further repairs, from engines tu

out each month from the various shops, in order to determine

._e average condition ot power and whether same is improv-

ing or deteriorating;

Second, tu enable a rough comparison to be made of the

oulpui ni any shop as compared with other shops or with its

previous record;

Third, to advise mechanical officers not concerned with the

shops ot the general condition ot ihe engines when turned out.

In order to intelligently discuss the classification necessary

to furnish information to satisfy item 1, it is necessary to ex-

plain the system adopted on the various roads for keeping

account of the condition of power. On this road this consists

of a statement of the general condition of the engines as deter-

mined principally by tire wear and the number of month's

service which may be expected from them, whereas on the

other roads concerned a record is kept of the mileage made by

each engine since it last underwent general repairs, or in the

case of flues, since flues were last renewed. Knowing the

average mileage which may be expected from one general re-

pair to another for machinery and the mileage which is ob-

tained from one renewal of flues to another, the average con-

dition of the power is obtained, by determining the average

mileage for all engines or for each class of engines made since

last general repair or since last renewal of flues. If this

average is above half the mileage which may be expected

between general repairs or flue renewals it shows that the con-

dition of power is below normal; if it is below the condition of

1 ower it is above normal. At the same time by obtaining the

mileage to be expected from engines turned out of shop each

month that have had machinery and flue repairs it is possible

to ascertain whether the condition of power has been improved

or not during that month. Both of these classifications require

information in common, therefore, first as to whether an en-

gine turned out of the shop has undergone general repairs or

not; secondly, as to whether or not the flues have been re-

newed.

Previous classifications have depended largely upon two dis-

tinctions; first, on whether the engines repaired had light or

general repairs to their machinery; secondly, on the amount of

boiler work done, whether flues were replaced, new firebox or

new boiler applied. So far as the last two items are concerned,

they may be ignored by the classification so far as condition of

power is concerned. If an engine is turned out of a shop it

is presumed that the firebox will be put in sufficiently good

condition to continue in service until next shopping. The

same remarks apply to the boiler, and if the application of a

new boiler alters the design sufficiently to change the class of

the engine, all concerned are thus notified.

The above remarks do not apply to any consideration of

shop output, but simply to items 1 and 3, and for this purpose

the following classification of repairs is proposed:

Class 1 General repairs to machinery.

Class 2 Light repairs to machinery.

Class EH Engine house repairs.

Class A Accident repairs.

Class W Wreck repairs.

And that letter "F" be suffixed to any of the above classes

to indicate flues renewed.
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The difference between Class 1 and Class 2, repairs can be

determined by the superintendent or general -foreman at the

snop; in general it is intended that if engines are taken in for

flues or tire turning, alter making 40,000 to l>U,000 miles or so,

and are given light machinery repairs and not thoroughly

overhauled, they are classitied as Class 2. Engines shopped

alter 70,000 or S0.000 miles and receiving a general overhaul-

ing are classified as Class 1, indicating that they are put into

condition to make fresh mileage on that date, or that they are

turned out of the shop in first-class condition. So far as

machinery, firebox and boiler work are concerned if an engine

has received Class 2F repairs it indicates that it has received

light repairs to machinery and that flues have been renewed so

that they are ready to run their expected time or for their ex-

pected mileage.

Engine house repairs are incidental repairs made in the main

shops lor the sake oi convenience or economy, but which may
properly be considered as roundhouse work; as will be seen,

later, the distinction between these repairs and Class 2 can be

left to the decision of the shop or division force on the system

proposed without affecting the output of the shop.

Accident repairs are those due to breakage of machinery or

other occurrences for which the mechanical department is re-

sponsible.

Wreck repairs are those due to collision or derailments,

etc., for which the operating department is properly re-

sponsible.

Class A and W repairs may of course be combined with

Class 1 or 2 and F repairs, if condition of engine justifies it.

'xnus an engine may receive Class A-l-F repairs, indicating that

it was shopped on account of accident, but that condition of

engine at that time warranted its undergoing a general over-

hauling with renewal of flues. The question of the number of

flues to be renewed to justify repairs being classified as F
should be left to the division force subject to other instructions,

but if an engine is reported as F repairs, even if all flues are

not replaced, it must be understood that all flues not taken out

are in sufficiently good condition to make mileage equal to the

new flues which are put in so that flue mileage can be properly

started at that shopping.

This classification satisfies the requirements of items 1 and

3, but to afford information as to whether condition of

power is improving or not it would be necessary for shops to

report mileage made by engines having Class 1 and F repairs

turned out each month and on the assumption that these en-

gines will make as good mileage in the future as they, have in

the past, this figure for each class of engines would determine

whether the condition of that class had been improved or not.

The mileage reported would of course be the mileage since the

previous Class 1 or F repair's.

To satisfy item 2 in which the engines undergoing a cer-

tain class of repairs are used as a criterion of shop output a

different system must be employed.

Classes EH, A and W.repairs are exceedingly variable. The

shops are not in control of their expenditures on them and

they should be eliminated entirely from any consideration

of shop output and be considered separately. This can be

done by separating both the output of this class of repairs

and its cost each month together with its proper proportion

of expense from the remaining output and expenditure at the

shop, leaving the balance of cost which may be considered

as the equivalent of the output of regular repair work.

Expense for manufacturing work and work done for round-

houses should be separated in the same way from the regular

repair work at each shop in considering its output.

Inasmuch as boiler work and machinery repairs are made
in different departments these could be subdivided so that a

shop would be considered as turning out a certain amount of

machinery repairs, renewing a certain number of flues, and

applying a certain number of new fireboxes and new boilers

each month or period. If preferred flues could be considered

as being in sets, but we believe that the better plan would bo

simply to state that a certain number of flues were renewed.

For firebox work the total number of firebox sheets applied in

any month should be divided by four to obtain the output of

new fireboxes. It is certain that in the case of a shop apply-

ing a number of side sheets, or repairing several engines each

requiring three or four firebox sheets, that the cost will be

considerably higher than u the same number of sheets were

applied in completed boxes.

It is difficult to say just how many sheets would on the

average represent the cost of a completed firebox were they put

in separately, but for the present four sheets may be con-

sidered equivalent to one firebox. This arrangement would

overcome to a large extent the present discrepancy in the cost

of repairs of the same class on the road occasioned by the

distinction between an engine having general machinery re-

1-airs without firebox work and one having same machinery re-

pairs, but receiving two or three new sheets in the firebox.

Even in the classification in which a class of repairs is assigned

to, engines having general machinery repairs and one or more
firebox sheets, but not a complete firebox, there is a large dis-

crepancy between the costs on account of the variation in the

amount of firebox work. The number of new boilers applied

can of course be readily arrived at and there does not seem to

be any possible way of taking of miscellaneous boiler repairs

other than flues or firebox without being too complicated.

This leaves the output of machinery repairs to be considered

and in this connection two points of difficulty arise; the first

is that for repairs of the same class the cost varies widely de-

pendent on the size of the engine; the second is that repairs

of the same class on engines of equal size will represent a large

difference in the amount of work to be done. There appear to

be two widely different practices in vogue; in the first an en-

gine is brought in after 50,000 to 80,000 miles and undergoes a

general overhauling, the work done in the meantime being

properly classified as engine house; in the second an engine

obtains light repairs after 40,000 to 00,000 miles service and

general repairs at 90,000 to 120,000 miles. Without determin-

ing as to which of these should be considered the best method

it is evident that on an engine obtaining three general repairs

in 300,000 miles' service or possibly two in 340,000 miles such

a general overhauling will be more expensive than on the en-

gine which obtains four general repairs in 300,000 or three in

240,000 miles serviee.

In regard to the first question, namely, the variation in cost

of a given class of repairs on account of the size of the engine

there is but little question that the cost is roughly propor-

tional to the weight of the engine. The cost of material cer-

tainly varies almost directly in this proportion and figures

which have been investigated indicate that the total cost is, if

anything, fully proportional to the weight. The question is

really one of whether the number of engines or whether the

weight of engines is most nearly proportional to the work done,

and as a matter of fact if the cost of repairing a 100-ton engine

is more than 140 per cent, of the cost of repairing a 50-ton en-

gine, then the tonnage basis is more accurate than the engine

basis; if less of course the engine basis would be more ac-

curate. This practically proves from costs we have obtained

that the tonnage basis is the more accurate and should be

adopted; in other words that the output of a shop should be

measured by the tons of engines turned out rather than by the

number. The cost of overhauling engines is certainly also

affected by the mileage. It may not be directly so. Thus an

engine that has run 70,000 miles may have so much work done

on it that it costs as much to repair, as an engine that has

run 100,000 miles, but taking this question broadly, the shops

are keeping engines in repair year after year and the shop

that adopts the best system for taking them in and over a life

of 300,000 or 400,000 miles repairs these engines for the mini-

mum cost per mile, is presumably doing the best work. It

may be objected that the cost per mile is largely dependent

upon the manner in which the engine has been maintained

while in service. This is certainly true, but at the same time

the work to be done under any classification of repairs is de-

pendent on the same factor. No classification can allow for

an engine coming in in good or poor condition on account of

its maintenance at the roundhouses and it would appear that

the fairest way to measure the output would be by the

mileage made by engines repaired. If this is srranted. namely.
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that the output should vary as the mileage made by engines

repaired and as their weight then a very simple method of

comparison can oyed tor machinery repairs. A luo-ton

ne that has mai miles, or multiplying thes.

amounts together 10,000,000 ton miles ol aj be

taken as a unit; and a shop can then be credited as turning

out each month a certain number of units of machinery re-

pairs dependent on the number of units that the total sum of

the mileage for each engine turned out since last 1 or 2 repairs

multiplied by its weight is equivalent to. One of the advan-

tages of this system is that it eliminates all discussion so far

as output is concerned as to whether an engine has a Class 2

or Class EH repairs. If a shop chooses to consider an engine

that has made 30,000 miles as a Class 2 repairs, it simply loses

thai amount of credit the oext time the engine is shopped; if

it calls such a repair Class EH the next time the engine is

shopped the output obtains credit for It. Also so far as output

is concerned it makes It Immaterial as to whether a shop con-

siders an engin ass 1 or Class 2 repairs; in either

case the shop simply obtains credit for the mileage made since

the engine last received repairs of either of these classes.

11 this plan is adopted the shop output for any month would

therefore be stated somewhat as follows: that a given shop

with a certain expenditure of money has turned out say 10

units of machinery repairs, 8,000 flues, four fireboxes, and one

boiler. This puts the amount of repairs turned out on a dis-

tinct basis irrespective of what class they are, and in the long

run will tell not only whether the shop is doing well, but

whether the methods employed on that division are good or not.

If this method of dividing output is adopted it would be ad-

visable to put the roundhouse repairs on the same basis, namely
their cost per unit of engine ton mile. The engine ton mile is

in reality the most accurate unit on which to base cost of re-

pairs. It is practically taking the cost of repairs per mile by

classes on the assumption that the cost for each class varies

with its weight which, -while it may not be actually true, is

certainly closer than assuming that the engines of widely dif-

ferent weights cost the same amount for repairs. A statement

of the total cost of repairs per unit of engine ton mile would be

practically independent of the grades on any division or class

of service, since providing engines are loaded to capacity,

which can be safely assumed, the work done by them is very

closely in direct proportion to the total weight of the engines;

in other words an engine of any given weight should cost ap-

proximately the same amount to repair per mile, whether em-
ployed in passenger or freight service, or on a level or hilly

division. If the cost per engine ton mile is known on any
division for roundhouse and shop work it would be possible

to determine whether that division is doing a greater or less

proportion of work in the roundhouses and whether if greater

the extra work is compensated for by sufficient decrease in shop
cost to produce a smaller total cost and show that it was the

better system. It is evident that the proposed system, while

simply suggested for machinery repairs as a comparison of

out put. could be advantageously extended to investigate the

[ve cost of roundhouse and shop work of various divisions

with different proportion of light and heavy engines.

We are strongly impressed with the importance of a unit for

judging cost of repairs which enables a comparison to be made
of the efficiency of repairs made at shops, regardless of the

repairs made at roundhouses.

It is quite probable that the unit of engine ton miles will

enable such conclusions to be drawn accurately, but at the same
time, with our present lack of experience, it seems probable
that the cost of shop repairs to engines per ton would also

afford a valuable basis for judging the relative efficiency of shop
output; for this reason it seems advisable that for the present
at least the cost of general repairs made at shops should be kept
on the basis of the ton as well as the basis of the engine ton
mile.

The weight ,,r the engines referred to. should be the weight
of the engines loaded without tender. The reason for this is

that tender repairs cost far less for a given tonnage, than en-
gine repairs do; in fact so far as labor is concerned 100 tons of

tender only requires about 10 per cent, of the cost that the

100 tons of engine does. The material item, however, Is

« t, so that this would be very closely compensated for by

the weight of water in the boiler which can be included In the

tonnage.

The second advantage of taking the weight of the engine

loaded as a method of measuring tonnage is that the cost per

ton mile of engine repaired is obtained and this figure is closely

o the work done by the engine when in service.

since this work on any division or in any serve fding

the engines are loaded to capacity, which can be safely as-

sumed now adays, in direct proportion to the total weight of

engine.

In recapitulation the recommendations are as follows:

First, that to ascertain mileage or duration of service to

bi fore requiring further repairs from engines

turni h month from the various shops in order to de-

termine the average condition of power and whether same is

improving or deteriorating ard to advise mechanical officers

not connected with the shop of the general condition of the

turned out, that the following classification of

rs be adopted:

Class 1—General repairs to machinery.
(lass 2—Light repairs to machinery.

Class EH—Engine house repairs.

Class A—Accident repairs.

Class W—Wreck repairs

And that letter "F" be suffixed to any of the above classes

to indicate flues renewed.

Second—To enable a rough comparison to be made of the
output of any shop as compared with other shops or with Its

previous record, that the expenditure, together with its proper
proportion of expenses at each shop on Classes EH. A and W.
repairs should be separated from the total expenditure and
expenses at that shop and should be considered separately
from the regular repair work; and that the expenditure, to-

gether with its proper proportion of expenses for manufac-
turing work and work done for roundhouses, should be sepa-
rated from total expenses at each shop in each month and be
considered separately; the balance of expenditure and ex-
pense which may be considered as equivalent to the regular
repair output which Is to be determined in the following
manner:

Third—The flue output is determined by the total number
of flues replaced in each month. '

Fourth—The output of fireboxes is determined by the total
number of firebox sheets renewed, divided by four.
Fifth—The output of boilers is determined by the number

of boilers built.

Sixth—The output of machinery repairs is determined by
multiplying the loaded weight in tons without tender of each
engine turned out, by the mileage it has made since last shop-
ping for Class 1 and Class 2 repairs, and dividing the total of
such amounts in each month by in.nnn.nno to arrive at the
number of units of machinery repairs turned out.
Seventh—That in addition a record be kept of the ton-

weight of engines turned out receiving Class 1 and Class 2
repairs.

Eighth—It is advisable that the engine ton-mile basis be
extended to roundhouse work in order to indicate whether a
greater or less amount of work is done on engines on each
(..vision at the roundhouses, and determine the results obtained
therefrom both in costs at shop and total cost per engine
ton-mile.

By the purchase of the trolley system of street railroads of
the city of New Haven, the New York. New Haven & Hartford
Railroad adds 110 miles to its electrically operated lines
This gives that system 1ST miles of electric lines j„ Connect^
cut. or nearly one-third of the total mileage of the electric
roads of the State. This purchase is believed to have been
made to control the electric railroad situation with respect to
preventing a possible through line from New York to Boston
by connecting the various trolley roads.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

SUGGESTIONS.

To the Editor:

As a friend of young men, I desire to ask you to print the follow-

ing hints, which may help some one to be patient while getting

started

:

"Do not ospeot a raise in salary every sixty days, but increase

your usefulness, and the time will come when you can demand a

raise and get it.

"To do a thing well is the first offering on the altar of ambition.

"People who never do any more than they are paid for never are

paid for any more than they do.

"Forgetfulness is the cause of many a failure.

"The smart set may be all right, but smartness of the wrong

kind destroys your chances with your employer and the public.

"Recognize the fact that the man employing you has some privi-

leges. Let him dictate. You draw your salary and work.

"If you follow out these rules very carefully, you are bound to be

a success : Be punctual, be practical, be courteous, be pleasant, be

accurate, be thoughtful, be willing, and be hustling.

"Do not despise little things. Remember you must be little be-

fore you are big. With bigness comes strength.

"Be pleasant. A kind word or a smile to your associates may

secure to you an enduring friend." Retired.

NUMBERING SHOP MEN.

To the Editor:

On page 108 of the March issue of the American Engineer

"Foreman" says, "I wish to register a protest and I hope you will

put your foot of disapproval down on any system of numbering

men as recommended in the article on "Railway Shop Manage-

ment." I believe this to be the most detestable thing in any shop

and will antagonize any intelligent man. Let us devise something

to elevate the men instead of lowering them like animals at a county

fair."

Now, this is an entirely new feature of the case. It has never

occurred to me before that an intelligent man would be antagonized

because he had to call out a number when passing the office of the

shop in which he is employed. I had looked upon this as being a

rather simple way to give an intelligent man equal opportunity to

know that his time was being properly kept.

Of course. I would not want to go before the public with any

system of time-keeping and accounting that would include a propo-

sition to "lower men like animals at a county fair." and beg to

insure "Foreman" that I am heartily in accord with him in any

scheme that will elevate shopmen.

A hollow assertion that certain methods are vicious and antago-

nistic is not, however, sufficient to induce me to discard a system

of numbers ; but if "Foreman" has a scheme whereby as good or

better results can be obtained than by numbering workmen, and

can at the same time show substantial reasons why an intelligent

man should he antagonized by calling a number, I think I shall be

the first to adopt it.

I suggest here that "Foreman" give in detail what he considers a

thorough system of handling the time of railroad shopmen, and also

that he sign his name in full and the road by which he is employed.

W. S. Cozad.

RECTANGULAR VS. ROUND ENGINE HOUSES.

To the Editor:

May I profit by the results of your observations abroad to the

extent of having your views of the comparative merits of our

American roundhouse and accessories, and the rectangular English

form served by a transfer table? Mechanical Engineer.

Editor's Note.—English locomotives are usually housed in rec-

tangular "running sheds," which are sometimes served by turn-

tables, and often the turntable is outside. The locomotives stand in

long "strings," which are awkward if a locomotive in the middle of

a string is wanted in a hurry. American roads should carefully con-

sider the relative advantages of roundhouses and rectangular ones

two lines of engines standing on both sides of a transfer tahlc.

Where room and track connections permit, it is a question whether

it will not pay to build rectangular houses, and provide for turning

locomotives on "Y" tracks, or even on turntables outside of the

house. During the past severe winter great difficulty has been

experienced from fog in roundhouses, due to the frequent opening

of a number of doors. A modern house, in which the heating and

ventilating system changes the entire volume of air once every

fifteen minutes has been a conspicuous offender in this matter, and

the fog not only delayed work on the engines, but also caused

serious danger of getting engines into the turntable pit when the

air was still outside. A plan permitting of reducing the number of

doors to one appears to be very attractive, in the light of this ex-

perience. Also the matter of crane service in a rectangular house is

worth considering. Anything which tends to improve locomotive

terminals and to facilitate prompt movement of locomotives be-

tween runs is worth a reasonable amount of increased cost.

A SUGGESTION IN CRANES.

To the Editor:

Under ordinary conditions in the up-to-date longitudinal locomo-

tive shop with its two sixty-ton overhead traveling cranes, one of

these cranes is usually in the boiler shop, leaving the other to serve

the erecting floor, except when engines are to be lifted or traversed

across the shop. Furthermore, the sixty ton crane is very heavy,

and weighs probably not less than fifty-five tons, and is made for

heavy work. In every erecting shop there is a great deal of light

lifting; setting a stack, an arch front, a cab, an air pump, etc.

For this purpose it would seem that a light electric traveling

bracket crane over each side track would be of considerable value,

and would avoid many unnecessary waitings, which would other-

wise occur when the large crane was busy. Its capacity need not

exceed 5.000 lbs., its speed might be high. In a very large shop

an operating cage could be provided ; otherwise, it could be operated

from the floor by cords. A crane of this kind would probably

weigh not more than 10.000 lbs. It would not be a tax of much

consequence to the power plant, and the addpd cost to the building

on account of the runs or girders would be a very nominal figure.

To provide for such a crane the operator's cage of the larsro

cranes should be in the center of the bridge. But this gives the

operator a better command of the floor. If the cages are hung from

the outside of the bridge and opposite each other, as I hnve shown

in the accompanying sketch. Fig. 2. an engine will swing between

them. Figure 1 shows a half lateral section of such an erecting

shop with an engine suspended to show clearances. Fig. 2 is a dia-

gram showing the location of the operator's cages on the sixty ton

cranes, and the clearances between a suspended engine and the

nnerator's cages.

L. S. & M. S. Ry.. Cleveland. Ohio. Malcolm Hard.

LOCOMOTrVE FAILURES IN ENGLAND.

To the Editor:

I noticed in the March number of the American Enc.tnff.r a

statement to the effect that engine failures are regarded as un-

pardonable sins on English railways, and hence infer that they have

very few failures. If this is the case. T should like to know how.

in your opinion, they accomplish such results? Is the design of

their engines better, or do they get better care, or are the trains

enough liehter that their freedom from engine failures can be

accounted for in this way?
Superintendent of Motive Power.

Editor's Notf.—English locomotives are most carefully designed

in all their details. They are hotter cared for than ours. They arc

not required to do unreasonable service, and their mileage is not so

rcreat as to preclude proper running repairs. The adjustment of the

brick arch, deflector over the fire-door, and the front-end appli-

ances, is the work of weeks or months in the case of every new
class of engine turned out. The boilers, while small, make plenty

of steam without burning up the tubes and sheets, and the loco-

motive superintendents have sufficient authority to keep their equip-

ment in the best possible condition: in fact, they are required to

do so. and the connection between the locomotive department and

the stock market is less direct than it is in this country. Further

discussion of this subject will he found elsewhere in this issue.

A bill was introduced in the House of Representatives March

3 by Mr. Escb. the purpose of which is to compel railroads to

build no passenger equipment cars after January 1. 100(1.

without steel side and end sills and at least four other stpel

longitudinal sills extending from end to end of the car. in-

cluding platforms. The bill also requires steel vestibule and

body frames. It was referred to the Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce.
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BOILER SHOP TOOLS.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

Before Mr. G. R. Hendrson severed his connection with this

road as superintendent of motive power, he sent us a copy of

a systematic set of rules for boiler work, put Into force by

him for use of the mechanical superintendents and master

mechanics. The rules include lists of equipment for the guid-

ance of mechanical superintendents and master mechanics in

ordering the small portahle tools and in making recomenda-

tions for large machine tools when they are considered neces-

sary. It is not Intended that all shops in the several classes

shall be equipped with all the machinery in this list, but that

when tools are ordered they shall be selected from these.

/W\
Flg.l.

7W\
60 Ton Crane Bridge M fa Cnjne Br/a7f

^ ~
L J=l I/ 1

Operafori T T T +. Operafori
Cage
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)

Cane
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A SUGGESTION IN SHOP CRANES.

Ill'ILIIt SHOP EQUIPMENT FOK DIVISION SnOPS.

With reference to boiler work tools, division shops are divided

into three classes according to the work for which they arc

equipped, and the number of engines cared for. Class A shops do

flue setting, light patching, tank repairs, ash pan, grate repairs,

etc., for about thirty-five engines. Class B shops do the same as

Class A, and in addition renew crown sheets, flue and door sheets,

and do general repairs, caring for about seventy-five engines. Class

C shops do the same as Class B, and in addition renew fireboxes

nnd do all kinds of general boiler work except building new boilers;

the number cared for in this class of shops is about 150.

Class A Boiler Shop Equipment.
Hand punch and shears, for punching 13-lG-in. holes in %-in.

plate, 20-in. gap, and for shearing %-in. plate.

Hand or power rolls for %-in. plate, 42 ins. between housings.

Small pair of clamps.

Power flue cutter.

Drill press.

Air drill, No. 2 reversible.

Two chipping and caulking hammers, 1 1-16-in. piston, 3-in.

stroke.

Taps.

Flue rolls.

Sectional expanders with octagonal pin.

Riveting hammers (hand).
Sledges.

Blower.

plates.

with angle attachment.

80.

-16-in. piston,11- 3-in.

Clan B Boiler Shop Equipment.

Power punch and shears for punching 1-in. holes in %-in.

36-in. gap, and for hearing %-in. plate.

Radial drill, 5 ft. radius, for drilling 3%-in. holes in flue sheet.

Power rolls %-in. plate, 10 ft. between housings.

Hand or power rolls %-in. plate, 42 ins. between housings.

Pair of clamps, 10 ft.

Flange forgo.

Ilcitz line welder.

Flue rattler, 54 ins. diameter, 20 ft. long.

Flue welding oil furnace.

Flue cutter.

Emery wheel.

Staybolt threading machine.

Air drill, No. 2 reversible.

Two air drills, No. II, reversible,

Long stroke riveting hammer, No.

Four chipping and caulking hammers,
stroke.

One pneumatic flue cutter.

Taps.

Flue rolls.

Sectional expanders with octagonal pin.

Riveting hammers (hand).

Sledges.

Blower.
3 C Boiler Shop Equipment.

One power punch and shears for punching 1
'/, -in. holes in 1%-ln.

plate, 51-in. gap. and for shearing 1-in. plate.

One power punch and shears, for punching 1-in. holes in %-in.
plate, 42-in. gap, and for shearing %-in. plate.

One power punch for punching %-in. holes in %-in. plate.

One power bevel shears, for %-in. plate.

One power angle iron shears for 4-in. x 4-in. x %-in. angles.

One plate planer for. long plates.

One power rolls to roll 1%-in. plate, 12 ft. (> ins. between hous-
ings.

One hand or power rolls to roll %-in. plate, 42 ins. between
housings.

One power stationary riveter, for l 1-|-in. rivets. 12-ft. G-in. gap.
One radial drill press. 7-ft. radius, for 4-in. holes.

Two radial drill presses, 5-ft. radius.
,

One small lever drill press for light work.
One triple-head staybolt threading machine.
One double-head staybolt threading machine.
One Hertz flue welder.

One flue rattler, 54 ins. x 20 ft.

Two flue cutters.

Two flue welding oil furnaces.

One emery wheel.

One pneumatic swager. I

Two pneumatic punches.

One pair pneumatic clamps. 12 ft. 6 ins.

t >ne flange forge.

One annealing furnace.

One flange punch, 1-in. hole in %-in. plate,

i »ne staybolt clipper.

One staybolt breaker.

One tank riveter.

One truck riveter.

Three oil furnaces for rivets.

One oil separator.

One safe end scarfing machine.

Two air drills, No. 2 reversible.

Four air drills, No. 11 reversible with angle attachment.
Two long stroke riveting hammers, No. 80.

Six chipping and caulking hammers, 1 1-16-in. piston, 3-in.

stroke.

Two pneumatic flue cutters with motors.

Taps.

Flue rolls.

Sectional expanders with octagonal pin.
Riveting hammers (hand).
Sledges.
One blower.

Mr. J. R. Slack has been appointed assistant general super-
intendent of the Delaware & Hudson. Mr. Slack was mechani-
cal engineer of the New York Central and later of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey. For the past two years he has be>n
superintendent of motive power of the Delaware & Hudson and
is succeeded in that position by Mr. J. H. Manning, recently
resigned as second assistant superintendent of rolling- stock of
the Canadian Pacific.
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THE CORRINGTON AIR BRAKE.

This system combines automatic and straight air apparatus

in such a way as to maintain each at all times independent of

the other, so that while operating one the other may he

brought into action if desired. The objects are: (1) to pro-

vide continuous control of passenger or freight trains; (2)

to render it possible to make smooth stops with a minimum
expenditure of air; (3) to avoid the parting of trains and

increase the safety on grades by providing apparatus per-

mitting the engineer to release the automatic brakes on the

train and retain straight air on the engine while recharging;

(4) to render the pumps and reservoirs of both engines avail-

able in double-heading; (5) to render it possible for either

engineer to control the train and permit either engineer to

release his engine brakes in case the tires. are heating.

These features are combined in a new consolidated engineer's

valve, substituted for ttie existing valve on the engine, and,

in fact, all of the apparatus is made interchangeable with

that of existing systems. This company has a triple valve

unnecessary the use of the present reversing cock, two feed

valves and pipe bracket. The positions and directions of move-

ment of handle for full release, running, service, lap or emer-

gency, with the exception of the position for the extra feed

valve mentioned, are precisely the same as in valves of the

Westinghouse type. The method of operating the equalizing

piston with train line air also differs from, but is precisely

equal in efficiency and time to the existing type, and owing to

the design of the port leading to the under side of this piston,

as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, will not open after an emergency

application or a heavy train line reduction when the handle

of the brake valve is moved to full release position.

Owing to a special arrangement of ports train line pressure

is indicated by the black hand of the duplex gauge when the

handle of the brake valve is on lap position.

Referring to Figs. 2 and 3, it will be obvious, excepting for

the adjustments of design to suit the triple portion of the

consolidated engineer's valve, that main reservoir air has ac-

cess to, and the train line air from and to, the brake valve in

the usual manner. For convenience in double-heading, and in

fig. 1.

venting the train pipe into the atmosphere in emergency ap-

plications, a new form of high-speed reducing valve and other

devices. The most important is the new engineer's valve,

which concentrates a large number of functions into a single

device and is designed to give the engineer less rather than

more to think about in handling his brakes. This system does

away with the necessity for retainers on the cars.

There is but one way to properly study a brake system,

and that is to inspect the apparatus as arranged in an exhibit

specially installed in connection with a rack of car equip-

ments. A general description of the consolidated valve, how-

ever, is presented by aid of the accompanying engravings.

It will be noted by reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3 that the con-

solid_ated engineer's valve includes, in one device, the brake

valve, with operating handle, rotary valve, equalizing piston

and feed valves; a triple valve, with piston, graduating valve

and slide valve; an automatic high-speed reducing valve and
a straight air valve, with operating handle, rotary valve and
slide valve feed valve, and that the whole is a combination of

well-known and thoroughly tested devices.

In the engineer's valve an additional feed valve and run-

ning position of the handle is provided, permitting the use

of two train line pressures and the possibility of using either

hf&ccording to the position of the operating handle, making
expt

FIG. 2.

order that the automatic features of the brake may be abso-

lutely maintained on the second engine, a small rotary valve is

provided at the termination of the outlet of the train line

from the equalizing piston. For double-heading it is only

necessary to close this valve and place the handle of the

brake valve on lap, leaving the triple portion of the consoli-

dated engineer's valve operative from the first engine pre-

cisely as though the second engine and tender were a car

forming a portion of the train.

While the sequence of operation is precisely similar to the

best valves of similar types, owing to design and arrangement
of ports and passages, the time required for release and re-

charge, with the handle in full release position, has been very

materially reduced, and this is also true concerning the run-

ning position, owing to the size and arrangement of ports and
the construction of the slide valve feed valve.

The triple valve portion of the consolidated engineer's valve

is identical in principle with plain triples now in use, and it

is operated by a reduction or increase in train line pressure

through the ports and passages connecting with cylinder and
train line, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The size of the ports

in the slide valve, and in the slide valve bushing, is such as

to accommodate in one triple valve the full requirements of

the brake cylinders on engine and tender, and In result equal
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to that obtained by the two triples at present used. The pis-

ton, slide valve and graduating valve, as shown in detail in

Fig. 2, perform the usual functions, admitting air to the brake

and exhausting the brake cylinder pressure to the atmosphere

through the cavity in the slide valve, the port A and the

straight air valve when In release or normal position, as shown

in I'igs. 2 and 3. The feed groove for recharging is of suf-

ficient capacity, within the proper time, to recharge the

auxiliary reservoirs for the engine and tender brake cylinders,

but not sufficiently rapidly to cause a reapplication of the

brakes on the engine and tender. For compactness, the

graduating stem and spring for use in emergency application

is included in the triple piston. The main reservoir, train

line, equalizing reservoir and gauge connections, as well as

all other pipe connections, are for convenience of cleaning and

making repairs, made directly to the triple valve body, making

it unnecessary to break any pipe connection for the removal

of any portion of the consolidated engineer's valve, and the

dimensions from the stud to any of these unions or connec-

ts. 3.

tions are precisely the same in all respects as the present

Westmghouse type of brake valve. TVo %-inch pipe connec-

tions are made to this triple, one leading to the auxiliary

reservoirs on the engine, and the other to the brake cylinders

on the engine and tender, the latter containing a special fit-

ting for the automatic high-speed valve and gauge connection

for brake cylinder pressures.

Referring to Figs. 1, 2, and 3 it will be noted that the

straight air portion of the consolidated engineer's valve con-

structively forms a part of the cap, enclosing the rotary valve

and key which is enclosed or covered by a separate cap held in

place by two studs. This cap is provided with an index plate

containing notches indicating the release, normal, lap and
service positions of the operating handle, the relative location

Of this handle to the brake valve handle being such as to afford

easy and prompt operation of either by the engineer with one
hand, and without interference.

Referring to Fig. 4, the openings constituting port A. port B,

and the exhaust to the atmosphere, are shown in the seat of

the straight air rotary valve, the port A being the termination
of a direct connection of the exhaust port from the triple valve,

and the port B the termination of a direct connection to the
triple valve, and the port B the termination of a direct con-

nection to the brake cylinders and service port of the triple

valve, as indicated in Fig. 2 in dotted lines and full section

respectively. The additional ports shown in Fig. 4, and not

specially indicated, and connecting with the cavity in the seat,

are provided for the purpose of securing additional area of

opening and avoiding excessive movement of the valve. A
fourth, or reduced main reservoir air port is provided, being

the termination of the reduced main reservoir air passage

leading from the special slide valve feed valve, to which main

reservoir pressure is supplied from the cap enclosing the

rotary valve of tne brake valve and through the port C as in-

dicated.

In the release position of the straight air valve both ports

A and B are open to the atmosphere. In normal position the

port A and the exhaust of the triple are open to the atmos-

phere. In the lap position all ports are closed. In the serv-

ice position the reduced main reservoir pressure is admitted

into B leading to the brake cylinders. In release position of

the handle a warning or alarm port is also opened as a sug-

gestion for returning the valve to the normal position. The
normal or release position of the handle of the straight air

valve corresponds to what might be termed a running position,

and in this position provides a continuous and free outlet to

the atmosphere of port A from the exhaust cavity of the slide

valve and port of the triple. The necessity for rapid trans-

l?"f
in;. 4.

mission of air to, and exhaust from the brake cylinders, where

.straight air is used for switching service, has been anticipated

in the areas of ports A and B, both of which form a contin-

uous passage from the brake cylinders when the automatic is

not in use, and according to position of straight air valve

handle, reducing the time in which this is accomplished by

other forms of apparatus.

At the works of the Corrington Air Brake Company at Mat-

teawan. near Fishkill, N. Y., the entire apparatus may be seen

in connection with equipments of a 50-car train and chrono-

graph recording devices for studying the action of the brakes.

The importance of the utilization of waste products of manu-
facturing and metallurgical operations was emphasized some
time ago by Mr. Maw in his James Forrest lecture before

the Institution of Civil Engineers (England) when he said:

" It has been stated by Messrs. Cochrane, as a result of their

experience, that the gases from a blast-furnace making 120

tons of Cleveland iron per day are capable, if utilized in a gas-

engine, of developing 4,500 h.p. continuously. This corres-

ponds to 37% h.p. developed continuously for each ton of iron

produced per day. Of course, the value of blast-furnace gases

for power purposes will vary with the class of ore smelted

and other circumstances; but even if we reduce the power

available to 30 h.p. per ton of iron made per day. then with

our British output of over 20,000 tons of pig-iron per day. we

get 600,000 h.p. as capable of being generated continuously by

the utilization of our blast-furnace gases, these gases thus re-

placing a consumption of, say, between 4 and 5 millions o!

tons of coal per annum."
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MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

Recent Tendencies in Individual Lathe Driving.

The important developments that are being made in motor

driving, as applied to machine tools, attest the increasing

popularity of this mode of machine driving. It is not uncom-

mon now to find shops in which it is difficult to find traces of

the former methods of driving machines by overhead belts.

The inevitable difficulties and drawbacks of the motor-drive

have been revealed by experience and are being provided for,

and standard designs for motor-driving applications are being

worked out by the tool builders.

FIG. 1. GEARED HEADSTOCK DRIVE UPON A 16-INCH BLAISDEIX
LATHE.— 2 H. P. BROWNING VARIABLE-SPEED MOTOR.

FIG. 2. GEARED HEADSTOCK DRIVE UPON A 48-INCH POND LATHE.

—

15 H. P. WESTINGHOUSE MOTOR ARRANGED FOB VARIABLE-
SPEEDS.

As an example of the development of standard designs, atten-

tion should be called to the case of motor application that was
made to the Jones & Lamson flat-turret lathe at the old shops

of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, for use at their new shops at

McKees Rocks, as described on page 89 of the March issue by
Mr. R. V. Wright in his series on, "The Application of In-

dividual Motor Drives to Old Tools," part VIII. It was very

interesting to note that the Jones & Lamson Machine Company
had anticipated the demand for motor driving on their standard

designs of turret lathes and had designed a special single-

piece motor-support bracket that can be bolted to the head-

stock of any one of their lathes for carrying the driving motor,

as illustrated in detail in the above-mentioned article. This

arrangement of drive proved very neat and to be the easiest

possible method of adapting the standard type of tool to the

individual drive, and indicates the appreciation of the tool

builder of the importance of motor driving.

A neat arrangement of motor driving for a lathe has recently

been developed by P. Blaisdell & Co., Worcester, Mass., as

indicated in the view, Fig. 1. This shows a 16-inch Blaisdell

screw-cutting engine lathe, which has been equipped with a

2-H.P. Browning direct-current variable-speed motor. The
motor is neatly and conveniently supported by a cast-iron

bracket, bolted above the headstock and occupying the usual

position of a cone pulley, which is omitted; the drive is carried '

direct to the spindle by gearing through an intermediate idler

pinion, which is of rawhide to reduce noise.

A wide range of speed changes is afforded in this drive by

FIG. 3. SILENT CHAIN HEADSTOCK DRIVE UPON A LODGE AND SHIP-

LEY LATHE.—CROCKER-WHEELER VARIABLE-SPEED MOTOR.
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out alteration of their design and the expense of the motor ap-

plicatlon is tlius greatly reduced—this feature, the original

cost of applying the drive to a machine tool, has been a great

drawback to the general adoption of electrical driving methods.

Fig. 2 illustrates a very similar arrangement of motor driv-

ing as applied to a large 48-Inch engine lathe, built by the Pond
Machine Tool Company. In this case, also the motor is sup-

ported above the headstock, but here a skeleton frame is used

to support the motor, which spans across the headstock bear-

ings and leaves the headstock gearing open and unobstructed.

In place of the usual cone pulley a special gearing arrange-

ment is provided at the spindle by means of which six changes

of speed may be obtained through slip and back gears. The
motor drives the spindle gear through a reduction gearing

equipped with rawhide pinions for smooth running.

The motor used upon this lathe is a 15-H.P. Westinghouse

direct-current variable-speed motor, operated by field-control

through a controller. The controller is located upon the bed

beneath the headstock, and is manipulated directly from the

fsptadle

FIC. 5.—DETAILS Or THE VARIABLE-SPEED GEARING AND ARRANGE-
MENT OF MOTOR IN THE BOX LEG.—THE FLATHEE LATHE.

carriage, through the agency of a longitudinal splined rod and

sliding bevel gear arrangement, by means of which the handle

shown at the right hand edge of the apron actuates the con-

troller. Thus with a 50-per cent speed control at the motor

and six gear changes at the spindle gear, a very flexible ar-

rangement of drive is afforded.

In Fig. 3 is shown another interesting and important motor
drive for a large lathe which indicates the general tendency

toward mounting the motor above the headstock. This lathe

is the heavy model 60-inch lathe, built by the Lodge & Shipley

Machine Tool Co., Cincinnati, 0., with their special type of

headstock and spindle for motor driving. In regard to motor
supporting bracket this design resembles that of the applica-

tion shown in Fig. 1, but here the motor drives through a

silent chain. The other features of the drive are very similar

to those of the Blaisdell motor-driven lathe, shown in Fig. 1.

The motor here used is a 20-H.P. Crocker-Wheeler motor,

operating at variable-speeds by the multiple-voltage system;

the controller, which is in this case also located in front of the

headstock and operated from the carriage, is the standard

Crocker-Wheeler multiple-voltage controller by which a 3 to

1 speed range is afforded at the motor.

In Fig. 4 is illustrated a new and radically different design

of motor driving for lathes, which is of great Importance, as

it involves some features which may meet with general adop-

tion for lathe driving. It was designed and built by Flatber &
Company, Nashua, N. H., and is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as ap-

plied to a 14-inch Flather engine lathe. The neatness and com-
pactness of this drive, as well as its great convenience of

operation, have drawn marked attention to it from all sides,

and it is worthy of careful attention as being one of the first

instances of a lathe designed especially for and made a stand-

ard for motor driving.

The motor is, in this arrangement of driving, placed in a box
leg beneath the headstock. While in the present case it is

shown on the right hand side of the leg, it can be placed at

the left, or arranged otherwise equally as well. When placed

as shown in this view, a plate is cast in the bed to protect the

motor from chips and dirt falling upon it and doing harm;
the body of the motor is held firmly in place by means of lugs

fastened to it and in turn screwed to the leg, while the inner

end fits into a hole bored in the cross ties cast in the leg.

The details of the drive are clearly shown in the sectional

view of the headstock and box leg, Fig. 6. On the end of the

armature shaft is a rawhide pinion, A, meshing with metal

bevel gears, B-B, turning them in opposite directions. These

gears are keyed to the friction clutches, C-C, and are connected

to either, or disconnected, at will, by the lever D; this lever,

which starts, stops and reverses the lathe, has an extension

handle running the full length of the bed and is convenient

at all times to the operator.

On the upper end of shaft, E, are keyed five metal-flanged

rawhide-gears of different diameters, which mesh with five cor-

responding gears running loosely on shaft, H. These gears are

connected to shaft, H, one only at a time, by means of key I,

which slides in a keyway cut in the shaft; when this key, I, is

moved from gear to gear by means of lever, J, it is depressed

flush with the shaft by the collars placed between the gears,

G-G. By this means the key must be entirely out of one gear

before the springs placed under the key can force it into the

keyway in another gear; hence there is absolutely no way by

which more than one gear at a time can be connected to the

shaft H. On the upper end of shaft H is a bevel gear, L, mesh-

ing with a similar gear on the lathe spindle where the cone is

usually placed. The back gear is retained and operated as usual.

The lever, J, is very convenient for the operator and can be

moved for varying the speed while the lathe is running, giv-

ing a quick change instantly, with practically no shock or Jar;

the starting, stopping and reversal of the drive is most con-

veniently provided for by the extension handle, D. The lathe

has been so designed that nearly any make, speed or style of

motor, either direct or alternating current, can be used and

thus meet the needs of any class of service. The motor can be

removed for inspection without disturbing any other part.

The bevel gears have planed teeth which tends to reduce the

noise to a minimum, while placing the motor in this way as

low as possible, prevents any swaying or vibration.

As above stated, this design of motor driving merits careful

attention of those interested in this important subject, as it

accomplishes several important things that the other styles

of drive do not. In the first place, the motor is unobtrusively

placed below the bed in an unoccupied space, which not only

eliminates the possibility of vibration, but also leaves the head-

stock free and open for inspection and care; in the second

place, the drive is thus made enclosed and entirely protected,

and instead of losing in convenience of operation its flexi-

bility is greatly increased—and without undue complication.

The objection that has been offered to this arrangement of

driving, that only certain types of motors may be used is use-

less, as it can easily be arranged for any modern enclosed-

type of motor, whether for direct or alternating current. This

design is indeed an important innovation in the field of motor

driving and offers many new ideas.
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THE CARD INDEX IN THE DRAFTING ROOM.

BY J. H. LONIE.

The card index system now occupies an established place

in commercial and professional offices. One of the places

where it can be employed to the best advantage is the railroad

draughting room. Much valuable time is often unnecessarily

wasted in searching for drawings or prints which, were they

properly indexed, could be located in a few minutes. The
card index system, by reason of its simplicity, accessibility

and expansibility, is especially adapted to this work. It will

be found impossible to so apportion a series of numbers in a

book that each drawing will be listed in its proper place, while

in the card system they may always be listed in alphabetical

order.

An outfit for this work may be purchased from any sta-

tionery dealer. As many persons will handle these cards it is

desirable to have some form of locking device to avoid the

danger of a spill. A tinted card is preferable to a white one,

FBAME, TENDER.

1352—G Class 7, 7 B
1377—G Class 24 A, 25 A, 25 B, 25 E
1750—G Steel, 33-in. wheels
1357—G Class 25 A, 25 B, 26 C
Cancelled See 1743—

G

as it is not so easily soiled by constant handling. Any desired

size of card may be used. In the drawing room of the road

with which the writer is connected (the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific.), a plain card 4 by 6 ins., perforated at the bottom

for the locking rod, is used. If the office typewriter is

equipped with a card writing attachment these cards may all

be written upon it and a very neat record be made. Each

drawing may be listed on a separate card or several drawings

of the same part for different classes of cars or locomotives

may be listed on the same card. The latter method has the

advantage that it keeps the index more compact, but not more

tnan six or eight drawing numbers should be placed on one

card. If the latter method is used a space should always be

left between lines upon which to enter any additional informa-

tion relative to the drawing. If it is cancelled, for example,

this information should be entered upon the card, together

with a reference to the new drawing. It will often be found

1434—C.

Party.
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A LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL LATHE RECORD. HYDRAULIC PRESS FOR CYLINDER BUSHINGS.

A Very Efficient Performance.

One lathe in the shops of the Chicago & Great Western

Railway turns all of the tires of all of the engines in service

on that road, and the performance is so efficient that Mr. Van

Alstyne, superintendent of motive power, has been asked to

supply the information for the readers of this journal.

This lathe maintains the tires on 287 locomotives, or 768

pairs of tires, which maue in 1893, 8,385,354 miles. It is an

84-in. Niles, double-head wheel lathe, and the cutting speed

varies, according to the tires, from 25 to 30 ft. per minute.

With Novo and Allen tool steel the cuts are % in. deep and

the feed is 3-32 in. These tires are of the Standard, Midvale

and Latrobe makes, and the work regularly turned out aver-

ages three pairs of tires per day, with 56-in. centers. The

power required is about 15 horsepower.

If others can show records which equal or surpass this, space

will be gladly found in this journal to record the facts.

STANDARD SMOKE BOX ARRANGEMENT.

Southern Railway.

A standard arrangement of smoke boxes on 22 by 30 Ins.

locomotives of the 2-8-0 (consolidation) type on the Southern

Railway is Illustrated in the accompanying drawing recently

received from Mr. S. Higgins, mechanical superintendent of

that road. This arrangement is shown as adapted to smoke
boxes 80 ins. in diameter, and for smaller engines the same

STANDARD SMOKE BOX ARRANGEMENT.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

plan is followed, but is modified for the smaller diameters.

The diaphragm plate is in front of the nozzle and the stack is

extended down into the smoke box by an adjustable pipe

terminating about 11 ins. above the nozzle. The drawing shows
the arrangement of a front end which Is 69 ins. long and a
double nozzle 30% Ins. high.

A sketch of a convenient, portable, hydraulic press for draw-

ing cylinder bushings into place has been received from Mr.

R. D. Smith, superintendent motive power of the Burlington &

Missouri River Railroad. It is in use in all the locomotive

shops on that road and is found to be infinitely more satisfac-

tory and convenient than the crude methods of expanding the

cylinder by inserting a red hot billet. In the first place, a

hot chunk of metal Is inconvenient to handle, several men
are usually waiting about for It to heat up, the cylinder is

always expanded In such a way as to distort its shape, and

the process of inserting a bushing partakes of the character of

PORTABLE HYDRAULIC l'RESS FOR CYLINDER BUSHINGS.

the job of shrinking jackets on modern ordnance. The

troubles are all avoided by the use of this press, which may be

wheeled to the engine in the shop or roundhouse. The pulling

cylinder is inserted in the cylinder of the locomotive, the

bushing is placed in position, the pipes being connected and the

keys driven in the piston rod and the pump started. Water for

the pump is carried in the tank on which the pump is mounted

and the cylinder goes into place without the least trouble.

The accompanying engraving shows the bushing when nearly

"home" in the locomotive cylinder. All the material may be

picked up in any shop and the practice of bushing cylinders is

now so common as to warrant the construction of similar de-

vices for use in all shops and roundhouses.

Mountain grade work naturally develops expert handling of

the air brake. The writer recently rode in the rear car of an

eleven-car passenger train from Yampai, Arizona, to Needles,

California, and did not once feel the brakes go on or off. The
distance is 126 miles and the difference in elevation is 107 ft

less than one mile. The engineers on the Santa Fe who do

this regularly, every day, deserve most prominent mention of

their work.

In that section air brake failures are unheard of. No chances

are taken. The Santa Fe will accept a freight car without

brakes, but these cars are piped before being switched into

trains. The yards near mountain grades are all equipped

with air piping and near at hand is an engineer's valve in the

cabin of the air brake inspectors. A through freight, arriving

in one of these yards is stretched from the rear end by the

hand brakes and is stopped by the engineer with a 20-lb. reduc-

tion. This sets the brakes hard and the road engine leaves

the train ready for the inspectors. Four men inspect the train.

Two start at each end at opposite sides and work toward the

center. They make the usual inspection of trucks and wheels

and also of the brakes, noting carefully the piston travel. A
fifth man follows them and makes adjustments and replace-

ments In accordance with the chalk marks of the inspectors.

When through, the train is tested and defective triples and

other parts are replaced. All this is done in about twenty

minutes. The triples are cleaned and tested by the repairman,

between trains, and those requiring repairs are sent to the

shops. These inspectors are intelligent men and are encour-

aged by the officers of the company by promotion.
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A NEW DOUBLE BORING MACHINE.

For Bokino Locomotive Connecting Rods.

The accompanying half tone illustrates a new design of

double boring machine that Prentice Bros. Co., Worcester,

Mass., have recently developed for the simultaneous boring

of both ends of a locomotive connecting rod at one setting of

the rod upon the table. This is a special tool and has a wide

field of usefulness, both with the locomotive builders and at

large locomotive repair shops. Its important details are wor-

thy of note.

This tool consists of two complete and independently driven

drilling machines, mounted upon a heavy base and having

lateral adjustment thereon, as shown. The head of each ma-

chine is adjustable upon its upright and each spindle is amply

counterweighted to provide for heavy boring bars. Each base

is bored for a bushing to support and guide the boring bar.

Each machine has an oil pump and the necessary piping for

delivering oil in steady flow through the spindle and the sub-

base has a deep trough around the edge to catch the oil.

Each head is provided with the usual hand and power feeds,

and also the well-known Prentice improved quick return and

stop motion, which permits the spindle to be quick returned

or approached with power feeding, and the point of the boring

tool to be brought to the work and power feed thrown in by

the same lever, while the machine is in operation. The drive

has eight changes of speed by means of the 4-step cones and

back gears, and four changes of feed are provided. The re-

maining important features and dimensions are presented in

the following table:

SPECIFICATIONS.

THE NEW PRENTICE DOUBLE BORING MACHINE FOR Slill LTANEOUSLY
BORING BOTH ENDS OF LOCOMOTIVE CONNECTING RODS.

Capacity 12-in. boles in each end of a connecting rod
Spacing of holes From 32 ins. to 126 ins. between centers
Maximum distance, spindles to bases 33 ins.

Minimum distance, spindles to bases 5 ins.

Traverse of spindles r 13 ins.

Diameter of spindle in sleeve 2% ins.

Nose of spindle 3% ins.

Total ratio of driving gearing 1 to 20 ; of back gears.l to 5
Height of tool, over all 8 ft. » ins.

Floor space 13 ft. x 4 ft.

Weight 17,500 lbs.

THE SMITH ONE-BELT REVERSING COUNTERSHAFT.

The Smith Countershaft Company.

A novelty in a countershaft for driving machine tools and

other machinery from main line shafts is being introduced by

the Smith Countershaft Company, Melrose, Mass. This new

type of countershaft is illustrated in the two accompanying

illustrations, one of which shows the speed cone removed and

parts opened out to view.

The important feature of this new device is that it obviates

the use of two belts, one straight and the other crossed, for

the reversing feature, as is commonly resorted to in the usual

cone A is threaded to the hub of the spider D and is capable of

being clutched to the ring B, thus holding the spider stationary

and giving the reverse drive. The friction ring, B is held sta-

tionary and prevented froni revolving.

For reverse motion, the process is as follows: The shipper

handle is thrown so as to engage friction ring, A, with frame,

B, which stops ring, A, and thus spider, D, from revolving;

then with pulley, G, in motion as usual, and pinions, E-E, held

stationary, gear, F, and consequently the shaft are given a

reverse motion at a speed similar to pulley G; the counter-

shaft will run faster backwards than forwards, the internal

gear being the driver and the spur the driven member.

This principle of planetary gears which is made use of is

THE NEW SMITH SINGLE BELT REVERSING COUNTERSHAFT.

types of countershaft. A single driving pulley is used, pulley

G in the detail view, and the gears are used only for reversing.

Its operation, however, does not differ from that of the ordi-

nary counter shaft, as by moving the shipper handle in one

direction, the forward motion is obtained and, in the other

direction, the reverse motion.

The principle of operation of the mechanism may be under-

stood by reference to the detail view: The driving pulley G
turns loosely upon the shaft, unless clutched by friction plate,

H, which is drawn against its right hand side for forward

motion. The reverse motion is obtained through the special

gear arrangement within pulley G.

This gear mechanism consists of the three pinions, E-E, which

are mounted upon a strong spider, D, and mesh with both

gear, F, and the internal gear, I, cut inside the rim of pulley,

G. Gear, F, is keyed rigidly to the shaft and when spider, D,

and pulley, G, are brought into position they enclose it and

mesh exactly. The friction ring B is held stationary at all

times, the hub of the spider running freely in it. The friction

fear
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PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE VANDALIA.

4—4—2 (ATLANTIC) TYI'K.

Four passenger locomotives for this road have just been

delivered from the Schenectady works of the American Loco-

motive Company. These are heavy engines, weighing 179,444

lbs., with 109,!")00 lbs. on driving wheels. This is the most

remarkable feature of the design, as a weight of 27,375 lbs.

per wheel is the greatest driving wheel load in our record of

locomotives. This even exceeds the practice of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad In the Class E 2 and E 2a engines, which have

109,088 and 109,000 lbs. on drivers, respectively. The Van

it" * I

boh
Btyle Stratgbt top, radial stays

ter ol in i ring 10% ins.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Thickness ol plate In barrel and outsldo of firebox. . .
:
fi In., '/j In., % In.

I, length 96J6
Ins.

Firebox, width 75% 'ns.

Firebox, depth Front. 80Vi Ins. ; baik, 69 Ins.

i

Sldea, •% In. ; back, % Ins.
J

crown, % Ins. ; tube sheet. % In.

[Firebox •'- "
I .Front, I and 6 Ins.; sides, 4 Ins.; back.

Firebox, crown staying Radial

Firebox, staybolts Ulster special Iron, 1 In. diameter

Tubes, number 351
Tubes, diameter 2 lns -

Tubes, length over tube sheets 16 ft.

urtace tubes 2 923.3 sq. ft.

l BUrfai B, firebox 177,1 sq. ft.

total 3,100.4 sq. ft.

Orate rarfai • 50.2 fQ;
"•

Exhaust nozzles, diameter V4 . 6%. 5% Ins.

PASSENGEB LOCOMOTIVE 4-4-2 TYPE VANDALIA LINE.

W. C. Arp, Superintendent Motive Power. American Locomotive Company, Schenectady Works, Builders.

dalia engines have 9'^ by 13 ins. driving journals, and the de-

tails show unusual care, especially in the valve motion,

where the links and motion pins are made to give a straight

pull and thrust to the connections. These engines have boilers

70"'s ins. in diameter, which is one of the largest ever put into

;i passenger engine. But the heating surface is 3,100 sq. ft.,

which is in line with the tendency toward sacrificing a few

tubes for the purpose of securing good circulation space be-

tween them. These boilers have 351 2-in. tubes with 13-16 in.

vertical spaces between them. Water spaces of 4 ins. are pro-

vided all around at the mud ring. In the accompanying tables

the usual dimensions and ratios are presented:

Smoke slack, inside diameter 16 and 17 ins.

Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 11 9-16 ins.

TBNDBB,
Style Water bottom
Weight, empty 56 320 lbs.

Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5 Mi ins diameter x 10 Ins.

Wheel base 21 ft. % In.

Water capacity 7,500 U. S. gals.

Coal capacity 12 tons

A VISIT TO THE WORKS OF J. G. BRILL COMPANY.

RATIOS.

Heating surface to cylinder volume = 298.00
Tractive weight to heating surface = 35.36
Tractive weight to tractive effort = 4.43
Tractive effort to heating surface = 7.97
Heating surface to grate area = 61.8
Heating surface to tractive effort = 12.8%
Total weight to healing surface = 57.7

CENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Gauge 4 ft. 8V4 ins.
Fuel ' Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 179.000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 109,500 lbs.

Weight engine and tender in working order 321,820 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 7 ft.

Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 6 ins.

W heel base, total 27 ft. 3 ins.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender 57 ft. 10% ins.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 21 ins.

Stroke of piston 26 ins.
Horizontal thickness of piston 5% ins.

Diameter of piston rod 3 % ins.

Kind of piston packing Cast-iron rings
Kind of piston-rod packing U. S. metallic

of steam ports 18 x 1% ins.
Size of exhaust port s „ 18x3 ins.
Size of bridges 1% Ins.

VALVES.
Kind of slide valves Allen American
Greatest travel of slide valves 6 Ins.

Outside lap of slide valves 1 in.

Enslde lap of slide valves Line and line inside
I^ead of valves in full gear:

1-16 in. negative lead, both front and back motion
Kind of valve-stem packing U. S. metallic

WHEELS, ETC.
Number of driving wheels 4
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 79 ins.

Material of driving-wheel centers Cast steel
Thickness of tire 3 Vi 'ns.
Driving-box material Cast steel
Diameter and length of driving journals 9% ins. diameter x 13 ins.
Diameter and length of main crankpin Journals :

(Main side. 7 ins. x 4*4 Ins.) 6'/» ins. diameter x 7 Ins.
Diameter and length of side-rod crankpin journals :

Front. 5 ins. diameter x 3% ins.
Engine-truck journals 6 ins. diameter x 10 ins.
Diameter of engine-truck wheels 36 ins.

When the business of the J. G. Brill Company, car and truck

builders, had outgrown the large plant at 31st and Chestnut

streets, eighteen and a half acres of land at 62nd street and

Woodland avenue were purchased and much larger shops and

buildings erected. That was about fifteen years ago. Since

that time, and from time to time, these buildings have been

increased in size, several of them have been replaced by larger

structures, many new buildings added, and to-day the works

are the most complete and best equipped for the building of

electric cars and trucks of any in the world.

Passing in at the gate, the visitor sees at the right a large

two-story finishing shop with a frontage of 200 ft. and nearly

as deep. It contains nearly three-quarters of a mile of rail-

road tracks, and has a specially designed combination trans-

fer table and elevator electrically operated in a long pit at the

front of the building, by means of which the largest cars are

quickly placed on any track on either floor. After crossing

many tracks filled with cars and trucks ready to be shipped,

one approaches the office building at the end of a line of build-

ings 680 ft. long. The rear doors of the offices open almost

at the center of the works, and are very conveniently located

for the frequent trips of the officials through the shops. Let

us start from this point and passing the stock room for cast-

ings and the pattern department, enter the blacksmith shop.

At first one sees small furnaces with many men wielding ham-

mers, and is confused by the deafening roar of a multitude of

machines. A couple of hundred feet farther, we come upon

many one, two, and three thousand-pound steam hammers

and heavy "bulldozers." Here some of the side frames of the

trucks are forged, and large pieces of ironwork for cars, such

as bolsters and trusses are made. Leaving this building, we

pick our- way among great piles of iron and steel billets to

another forge shop, 75 by 160 ft., equipped with heavy steam
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hammers and 2,000-ton hydraulic presses, where the most in-

tricate large forgings in the world are made—a process of

manufacturing side frames for trucks peculiar to this firm.

The operation of these enormous presses, and the rapid and

carefully trained movements of the gangs of men who handle

the bulky pieces of white-hot metal with wonderfully devised

derricks, is perhaps the most fascinating of all the wonderful

things that are to De seen in this busy hive. In the shop ad-

joining, a building of equal size to that from which we have

just come, are a great variety of the latest types of spring-

making machines, which mix their clatter with the roar of oil-

burning furnaces.

Next we shall go to the machine shop, a three-story build-

ing, 100 by 125 ft., erected during the past year, and enclosing

at the rear a chimney stack 175 ft. high, with opening at the

top 8 ft. in diameter. The shop is filled with multiple drills,

planers, lathes, milling machines, boring mills, turret lathes,

and many specially devised automatic machines. The material

from the forge shops is bored and finished here; castings are

also bored and finished, sheet metal stamped, and dies for the

hydraulic presses cut. A part of the first floor is oc-

cupied by the engine and pump rooms. A large Cor-

liss engine furnishes 300 h.p. to machinery in the

wood mill, and drives two-belted generators, furnish-

ing light and power; a direct-connected 200 KW. unit

is driven by a Harrisburg and held in reserve for use,

when the belted units are stopped; a Ball engine

drives a high-voltage generator which furnishes cur-

rent for the trolley system of the plant; an arc-light

engine and generator furnishes 5,000 volts for 100

lights. The company is changing its entire system

from belt to motor-driven machinery, using 25-h.p.

motors as standard, and at the present time have

four 25-h.p. motors in the machine shop, three in the

wood mill, one 50-h.p. motor in the spring shop, four

ranging from 15 to 40 h.p. in the blacksmith shop,

and others in various departments. A new boiler

house at the rear of the machine shop contains a main
battery of four return-tubular boilers of 600 h.p.

capacity each, and two boilers of 400 h.p. each. Con-

nected with the machine shop by a bridge and a

transfer table is the truck-assembling shop, where

the heavy parts are handled by pneumatic hoists.

This is a three story building, 160 by 60 ft., and in-

cludes an axle and wheel-grinding department. An
engine room adjoins which furnishes air for the pneu-

matic hoists and tools. The wood mill, a three-story

building, 80 by 180 ft., is connected with the lumber sheds and
drying rooms by bridges and a number of trolley lines. Here,

as elsewhere, the most improved types of machines are used.

A 75-h.p. high-speed Harrisburg engine operates blowers which
draw the sawdust and shavings from the machines through
a system of piping to two large separators over the boiler
room. Crossing a bridge, we find ourselves on the second floor
of a building 100 by 140 ft., the first floor of which is used
for boxing cars and large pieces of material.

Before going to the erecting shops, we will look in at the
door of the bending house, a two-story building, 120 ft. long.
The wood is steamed in tanks of various sizes, after which the
pieces are clamped to forms and placed in drying rooms. Re-
turning between the wood mill and packing shop, taking care
not to get in the way of a traveling crane which extends the
entire length of these buildings, we cross the tracks of a trans-
fer table which runs for 340 ft. between the machine shop,
wood mill, and packing shops, and a long section of erecting
shops. In the first erecting shop we enter, we see car sills

being put together with cross members and tie-rods, and covered
with flooring. This comprises the bottom framing, which as
soon as completed, is mounted on shop trucks and commences
its journey which ends when the completed car rests on its own
trucks in the finishing shop. In the next shops the side posts
are set up, the ends built in, and the roofs put in place. Those
who know nothing of car building can have but a faint con-

ception of the framed skeleton that is between the panels

and sheathing and the finished woodwork. As lightness is es-

sential in an electric car body, and as it is not uncommon for

tne body to carry a load twice its own weight, every piece of

wood and material is placed in such a manner as to give the

greatest possible strength, trusses and tie-rods playing an im-

portant part. Leaving this section of the erecting shops, which
cover 200 by 320 ft, we cross another transfer table electric-

ally operated over a pit 360 ft. in length, with another section

of erecting shops extending the full length of the table, and

see cars in every stage of building, from the bare framework

to the nearly completed cars. Platforms, vestibules, head-

linings, windows, and interior woodwork are installed, and the

first coats of paint applied. Following a track which leads

from the end of the transfer table around the rear of these

buildings, we find ourselves back at the finishing shop whence

we started. In this shop the painting, lettering, decorating,

and varnishing is done; the seats, heaters, and the rest of the

equipment are put in place, and the cars mounted on their

trucks. It is interesting to note the large variety of types of

A LARGE HYDRAULIC FORGING PRESS.

AT THE WORKS OF THE J. G. BRILL COMPANY.

cars all of which have their special fitness for the conditions

found in those cities whose names are seen on the letter

boards: Double-deckers for England, Europe and Mexico; com-

bination open and closed cars for the mild climates of the

Pacific coast, South America, South Africa, and elsewhere;

convertible cars, whose windows and panels slide up into

pockets in the side roofs; semi-convertible cars with large

windows which are also stored in roof pockets when not in use;

the "Narragansett" type of long open car with its convenient

pair of steps at each side, and many others, including sumptu-

ously furnished private cars, powerful electric locomotives,

sprinkling cars and sweepers. One is impressed with a large

number of cars approximating in size and appearance the

finest coaches in steam railway service, and showing the rapid

development of interurban electric railroading.

Before leaving, the visitor should know about a few depart-

ments and other things he has missed—the extensive varnish-

ing rooms, the glazing, upholstering, drafting, and electrical

equipment departments, the shipping platforms and wheel

sheds, the equipment for fire protection, including an elevated

50,000-gallon reserve tank, and two "Underwriter's" fire pumps,

each with a capacity of 1,000 gallons per minute. Tracks

from the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio lines enter

the yards and pass through the principal buildings, and a com-
plete trolley system connects all of the buildings—about six

and a half miles of tracks in all.
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A HEAVY POWER BENDING ROLL.

Cincinnati I'i nch & Sheab Company.

The illustration presented herewith shows a new motor-

driven power, pyramid bending roll of improved design, re-

('(lii ly built for the government by the Cincinnati Punch &
Shear Company, Cincinnati. O. As shown, the machine con-

sists of three forged steel rollers placed in pyramid form;

the upper one, which is the heaviest, has a solid extension arm
for tilting it, when it is desired to take out the formed

cylinder, and tue opposite end has a hinged housing which

may readily be tipped back clear of the upper roll journal.

The machine is triple geared, and the gears connected with

motor are cut, while those on ends of the rolls are of steel and

are in all cases ample for the maximum capacity of the ma-

chine. The upper roll is raised and lowered by power, and

this device is usually heavy, so that, with the lower rolls at

rest, the upper may be used for corner bending and other

grades of i per cent.; taking Into consideration the time for

meeting trains, and letting faster trains pass, slowing up over

grades, etc., it averages eight miles an hour, the cost being as

below

:

u ,\k> engineer and fireman $6.90
Wages engineer and fireman overtime 1 ,75
Wagee conduetor and brakemen 7.73
Wmk--. conductor and brakemen overtime 2.88
Oil and waste for locomotive $ .30
Fuel (7 tons at $3 20) 22.40

$41.96
Or 32.3 cents per thousand ton mill

"The same train, if loaded with 1,000 tons (tare and contents)

averages 15 miles an hour over the same district, and the cost

is as follows:
Wages engineer and fireman $ 6.90
Wages conductor and brakemen
Oil and waste for locomotives 30
Fuel (6 tons at $3.20) 19.20

$34.13
Or 28.8 cents per thousand ton miles.

"The economical engine load is variable and is' governed,

A NEW PYRAMID BENDING KOLI. (MOTOR-

BUILT BY THE CINCINNATI

like work. In connection with this there is a clutch, with

which, when disengaged, cone work may be formed. The upper

roll housing is reinforced on both sides and at both ends by

heavy forged steel bars, which take much of the strain off of

the screws.

The motor used is a heavy General Electric motor of the re-

versible type, which gives the operator instant control of the

machine. The rolls and the driving mechanism are all

mounted on a heavy cast iron bed frame. The width in this

particular case between the housings is b' ft. 2 ins., but this

type of machine is built by the Cincinnati Punch & Shear

Company in several sizes up to 16 ft., the wider ones having a

four-point contact center bearing beneath the lower rollers.

OVERLOADING LOCOMOTIVES.

Overloading of locomotives is a practice which no progressive

manager will permit, after he has studied its effects. The

tonnage rating craze has brought a remarkable development

to the locomotive, but it is now time for sensible and intelli-

gent loading of locomotives—in short, for common sense in

this matter. It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that

about 15 miles per hour is an economical speed for freight

service and this speed should be the basis for tonnage rating,

where the grade conditions permit. Mr. G. J. Bury, general

superintendent, Canadian Pacific, says: "If freight trains aver-

age 15 miles an hour, train and enginemen can make 5,000

miles a month, while if the average be reduced to eight miles

an hour the men cannot stand more than 3,000 miles a month.

Sixty crews at 15 miles an hour will make 300,000 train miles

per month, while at an average of eight miles an hour it will

take 40 more crews or 200 extra men to handle that business.

•'Looking at the matter from a financial standpoint, a con-

solidation engine hauls a train weighing 1,100 tons (tare and
contents), over 118 miles in a district where there are several

driven) of part rut i.arly heavy design.

PUNCH & SHEAR COMPANY.

not only by the number and length of grades, but by the density

of traffic. On a road where traffic is very light at certain

periods and dense at other periods, it might be good trans-

portation to load engines heavily during light traffic, but it

would be suicidal to load engines heavily when traffic was

dense, even one train staggering and doubling over a district

will demoralize the trains following and those met, resulting

in overtime, extra consumption of fuel, and the risk of train

accident which increases when train and enginemen are long

hours on duty. In loading engines it has been the practice

on some roads to so load them that they would haul a train at

seven miles an hour over the steepest grade. If the steepest

grade were of short length, no great delays might result, but if

the steepest grade for instance, was to be eight miles in length,

an engine, with a run for it. would take one hour to make the

eight miles and the longest time it takes to make the distance

between two stations is what Jimits the traffic. With trains

loaded in this way, the traffic would be greatly restricted.

"In a general way locomotives should be so loaded when
traffic is dense that they may make an average speed over a

district of 15 -miles an hour, providing there are no unusual

delays, and while theoretical tests are all very well for a basis

on which to work, the only way to arrive at the engine load

is by actual tests in practice. After ascertaining what an

engine will do in actual practice the load should be shaded

slightly from this. No fixed rule can be given for the loading

of engines, but the conditions of each district at each period

must be closely studied and the load be made such that the

train can make reasonably good time. It may be taken as a
general principle (providing engines are in good condition)

that, where trains are a long time on the road, and the dispatch-

ing is not at fault, that the engines are too heavily ^Daded. A
live superintendent will hustle over his district on freight

trains, be on the ground where the trouble lies, and fix the

load to meet the conditions without delay."
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THE STAR IMPROVED STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR.

This indicator has two specially strong features. It has an

outside spring and a very small piston area which admits of

using a light spring with a free motion.

It has been developed by the Star Brass Manufacturing Com-

pany, Boston, Mass. The Bureau of Steam Engineering, U.

S. Navy Department has taken the position that hereafter all

indicators furnished for the use of the government must have

outside springs. This instrument was developed to meet this

requirement and it has been done without increasing the

veight of the moving parts. The drum pencil motion is the

same as that previously used by this company, but the area of

the piston has been reduced from one-half to one-quarter of a

square inch which permits of using a small size of wire in the

spring. Instead of being compressed, this spring is elongated

in action, which tends toward bringing the motion in a direct

line, avoiding cramping and excessive friction. The pencil

operates in a way directly opposite to that of inside spring

indicators and the atmospheric line is at the top of the drum.

Instead of being at the bottom, the cylinder connection is at

the side of the instrument and an angle cock is used to mount

it, which brings the steam pressure on top of the piston. It is

easy to remove the cylinder for cleaning or examination, with-

out interfering with other parts and from the engraving it

will be noticed that the end of the cylinder has no connection

IMPROVED STAB INDICATOR.

with the outer walls of the indicator. This permits of jacket-

ing the cylinder with live steam and avoiding distortion of the

cylinder by the heat. The drawing shows how the spring is

removed from the hot steam and is not liable to change of ten-

sion or to deterioration.

Automatic stokers for locomotives were highly spoken of

by Mr. J. F. Walsh, superintendent motive power of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railroad, and Mr. S. M. Vauclain, of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, at the March meeting of the New
York Railroad Club. Both of these gentlemen considered the

experience of the past few years sufficient to indicate a prom-
ising future for stokers, and they thought that the device

would make very rapid progress in the near future.

"What is the true principle of organization in a democratic

community? Getting others to do what you want done while

they are doing what they themselves wish to do."—Mr. Fren-

year, before the Electric Club.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, of Chicago, have secured the

services of Mr. M. Greenwood, formerly Pittsburg manager
for the International Steam Pump Company, to take charge of

their steam pump business in the Pittsburg territory.

PERSONALS.

Mr. William Rourk has been appointed car foreman of the

Michigan Central at Chicago.

Mr. J. Dewey has been appointed acting master mechanic of

the Erie Railroad at Galion, Ohio.

i.j-r. W. H. Wilson has been transferred as master mechanic

of the Erie Railroad from Dunmore to Susquehanna, Pa.

Mr. W. S. Ganby has been appointed master mechanic of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at Arkansas City, Kan.

Mr. 'i. J. Cole has been appointed acting master mechanic of

the Erie Railroad at Meadville, Pa.

Mr. F. O. Bunnell has been appointed engineer of tests of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway with office in

Chicago.

Mr. R. F. McKenna has been appointed master car builder

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad, with head-

quarters at Scranton, Pa.

Mr. T. Rumney has been transferred as master mechanic of

the Erie Railroad, from Meadville to Jersey City, to succeed

ivir. W. S. Haines.

Mr. E. R. Webb master mechanic of the Michigan Central at

Michigan City, Ind., has had his jurisdiction extended over

the Chicago district.

Mr. T. H. Ogden has been appointed master mechanic of the

Mexican Central Railroad at Monterey, Mex., to succeed Mr.

W. J. Wilcox who has been transferred to Chihuahua, Mex.

Mr. J. G. Riley the veteran master mechanic of the Michigan

Central died at his home in Chicago, February 21. He began

service with the Michigan Central in 1S36 at Ann Arbor.

Mr. C. Graham, master mechanic of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing at Philadelphia, has been transferred to the same position

at Reading in charge of the Reading and Lebanon branches.

Mr. S. W. Taylor has been appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Cedar Rapids, la, to succeed

Mr. J. H. Stubbs. Mr. Taylor has been superintendent of shops

at that point.

Mr. J. H. Stubbs has been transferred as master mechanic of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific from Cedar Rapids, la., to

Fiarbury, Neb., to succeed Mr. D. A. Hathaway who has re-

signed.

Mr a.. H. Gairns, master mechanic of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific at Esterville, la., has been transferred to

Trenton, Mo., in the same capacity, to succeed Mr. M. S.

Monroe.

Mr. W. S. Haines, division master mechanic of the Erie

uailroad at Jersey City has been appointed master mechanic of

the Jefferson and Wyoming divisions and the New York, Sus-

quehanna & Western Railroad with headquarters at Dunmore,

Pa.

Mr. George W. Smith, assistant superintendent of machin-

ery, and master mechanic of the Burnside shops of the Illinois

Central, has been appointed superintendent of motive power

of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at Dan-

ville, 111., to succeed Mr. Thomas A. Lawes, resigned.
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Mr. George K. Hatz has been appointed master mechanic

Of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.

Mr. Hatz has heiiioioi < 1
* ••n general foreman of the Illinois

Central at Burnslde, in.

Mr. Henry llardie has been appointed master mechanic of

i in- Cumberland Valley division of the Knoxvllle branch of the

Louisville & Nashville with headquarters at Corbin, Ky. He
has been promoted from the position of general foreman of the

i B at that point.

Mr. R. P. Kilpatrlck has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road to succeed Mr. T. S. i loyd. Mr. Kilpatrlck has for several

years held the position of master mechanic at. Scranton.

Mr. B. P. Flory has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Central Railroad of Now Jersey to succeed Mr. G. W. Wil-

din. Mr. Flory is a native of Pennsylvania. He was born in

Susquehanna In 1878 and was graduated from Cornell Univer-

sity in 1 895. He has had experience in mining engineering in

Montana and began railroad service with the Lehigh Valley in

1899 as Inspector and was afterward draftsman, chid' drafts

man. and mechanical engineer of that road. In connection

with the construction of the new shop at Sayre Mr. Flory was

transferred to the office of the chief engineer in New York and

leaves this position to accept, the appointment on the Central

Railroad of New Jersey.

Edward A. Phillips who was well and widely known as the

editor of the Railroad Car Journal and afterward as general

agent of the National Railway Publication Company, died in

New York, February 26, after a brief illness. Mr. Phillips was

born in England in 1863 and came to this country in 1888.

After spending several years at sea and securing a master's

certificate at an unusually early age. bis first work in the United

States was in connection with the publication department of

Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son. In 1890 he took up railroad news-

paper work and soon began the publication of the Railroad Car

Journal as editor, which he continued up to the time of its

absorption into another publication. He was an able writer

and was thoroughly familiar with mechanical railroad sub

jects. He was devoted to his many friends and will be sadly

missed.

Mr. T. S. Lloyd has been appointed general superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. To accept

this appointment. li» has resigned as superintendent of motive

power of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western where his

work for the past four years has been a conspicuous success

and has attracted general attention because of ihe remarkably
fine condition to which the department has been brought out

of the chaos which formerly existed on that road. Mr. Lloyd

is a man of strong personality, positiveness in carefully formed
opinions, executive ability and good business judgment. With
these he combines a very wide experience and is admirably
fitted to direct the important organization to which he has

been called. He began as a machinist on the Toledo & Ohio
Central and has served in the mechanical departments of

Atlantic & Great Western, the Pittsburg. Fort Wayne & Chi-

cago, and the Chesapeake. & Ohio. He was for ten years master

mechanic of the latter road at Richmond. Va.

machinist and was soon placed in charge of mechanical engi-

neering work on that road. In 1891 he went to the New York,

i al - HJi le & Western as engineer of tests and in 1892 was made
li;mioal engineer, in I894 he was appointed master me-

lie of the Rochester division. He has also had experience

in the operating department as trainmaster and as division

superintendent. For about three years he has been with the

Union Paciilc as mechanical engineer and assistant superin-

tendent of motive power.

Mr. F. N. Hihbits has resigned as assistant superintendent of

motive power of the Union Pacific to accept the appointment as

consulting engineer of the Southern Railway and its allied

lines These include the Queen & Crescent system, the Central

of Georgia, the Mobile & Ohio, and the Georgia Southern &
Florida, a total mileage of nearly 12,0nn miles. He will report

to a committee of the mechanical officers of these roads, includ-

ing Mr. Samuel Higgins. mechanical superintendent of the

Southern Railway. Mr. Hibbits is 37 years of age and a grad-

uate of Rose Polytechnic Institute. In 1886 he entered the serv-

ice of the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis as

Mr. George W Wildln, whose appointment as assistant

mechanical superintendent of the Erie Railroad was an-

nounced last month, has held the position of mechanical en

gineer of the Central Railroad of New Jersey for the past

three years, where his work was specialh al because

of his wide road experience. Mr. Wildln is 34 years of age.

He is a graduate of the Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Manhattan, Kan., and began railroad service as a draftsman

In the mechanical department of the Atchison, Topcka & Santa

Fe Railway at Topeka. He served in this capacity and as a

locomotive fireman for four refers and then entered the service

of the Mexican Central as locomotive engineer. After this he

was connected with the department Of the chief engineer of

that road. He then went to the Chicago & Alton as locomotive

engineer and next served as machinist, locomotive engineer

and mechanical engineer of the Plant System. From
the latter position he went to the Central Railroad of New
Jersey in the same capacity. Mr. Wildin thus combines tech-

nical preparation With a great deal of practical road experi-

ence, which render him a very valuable addition to the staff

of the Erie Railroad. He is a member of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers, of the Master Mechanics', the

Master Car Builders' Associations and is first vice-president

of the Traveling Engineers' Association. It is only through

a record of hard and effective work that a man of his age is

called to a position of this importance.

Locomotive frames was the subject of a characteristically

thought ful and aide address by Mr. S M. Vauclain before the

New York Railroad Club March 18. After illustrating by lan-

tern slides the progress in frame construction and frame
splices, which accompanied the increasing size of locomotives,

the speaker showed that the recent serious trouble from
breakage was not due to lack of strength He believed it to

be a result of water in the cylinders which did not find suf-

ficient relief through piston valves or valves of the balanced

type which permitted too little motion with reference to the

balance plate to allow water to escape. It is doubtful if the

general subject of frames has ever been so well summed up
before and the development of frame splice construction so

clearly traced. The speaker's arguments with reference to

the necessity for the escape of water were clear and im-

pressive. Cast steel as a material for frame construction was
strongly advocated, because the material was nearly twice as

strong as wrought iron and was more likely to be homogeneous
than welds in wrought iron were sure to be sound. Judging
from this address the report of the committee on this sub-

ject before the Master Mechanics' Association next June is

likely to be exceedingly valuable. In the discussion. Mr.

Deems said that be had seriously considered making locomo-

tive frames of slab form out of ship plate material.

The well-known Modoc Soap Company has been Mice-ceded by the

Henry Roevcr Company, of Chester, Pa. The plant and buildings

are Op to dale: the company has three sidings on its own grounds
a id its own wharf on the Delaware River, where steamers may
1 cad and unload merchandise With a capital of $300,000 and a

uQodern plant with improved manufacturing facilities, the company
,s prepared to meet all the requirements of il stomers of the old

lern. The two specialties in which our rea- ers are inter ed

are known as the •'Improved Modoc- Liquid • ar Cleaner" and

"Modoc Powdered Soap." The car cleaner is well known, and the

powdered soap is made specially for shop pse. The officers of the

company are: Henry Roever, president and manager: William C.

Sproul, vice-president : Josiah Smith, secretary and treasurer.
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AN OBJECT LESSON IN FIREBOX SIDE SHEETS.

At the last convention of the Master Steam Boilermakers

Association there was a novel exhibit presented for the purpose

of demonstrating the effect on side sheets, of a narrow water

space at and above the foundation ring of a firebox. Mr. John

H. Smythe, formerly foreman boilermaker of the Chicago &

new half side sheets, and have had no trouble with staybolts

leaking. It is hard to say what makes the side sheets crack,

but I attribute it largely to bad water. The Sante Fe made a

very good test by putting in some water gauge cocks along the

side at the hottest points, running the pipe of the first through

the outside sheet to within % of an inch of the inside sheet,

the second, within % of an inch, and the third within Vk-in.

wmmM

FIG. 1.—PUNCHINGS FROM FIREBOX SHEETS SHOWING CRACKS FBOM OVERHEATING.

FIG. 2.—SMYTHE'S OFFSET SIDE SHEETS.

Alton, arranged to illustrate the effects of overheating of the

side sheets, by laying off a board to represent the locations of

staybolts, in the side sheet by punched holes, and, into the

punched holes in the board, placing punching or burrs from

the firebox sheet in the relative positions occupied while in the

firebox, as in Fig. 1. These sections of the sheet show the fire

side and the effect is evident in the minute cracks, which are

greatest in the part of the sheet enduring the most intense

heat. Referring to this exhibit Mr. Smythe said in part:

"We had trouble with staybolts breaking from the start; and

the engine has been out about forty days since we put in the

"I believe the result of this test was that the first one which

was within %-in. of the inside sheet, showed dry steam, the

second wet steam, and the third water. This goes to show that

the water boils away from the side sheets and I believe our

water spaces are too narrow. In order to try to overcome this

I have offset the half side sheet, as shown in the drawing, Fig.

2, making the water space 9 ins., also putting the flange of flue

and door sheet in the water from top of side sheets down.

"I have at the present time five engines in the boiler shops

for half side sheets and radial stays, all of the engines having

been delivered to the company last August. You will notice 1

said that I had no trouble with engine 421 since putting in half

side sheets, although she gave us trouble all the time before

that, so I believe the offset side sheets will do the work. It

will allow the side sheets to expand."

The advantages resulting from the wide water space around

a firebox, are an increased volume of water through which to

transmit the heat, and also a reduction of bending moment due

to the longer staybolts; both of these factors are of the great-

est importance in prolonging the life of a firebox, since with a

wider space the circulation must be improved, thus doing away
with the deadly steam film next the sheets, and with the larger

staybolts, the stress due to expansion and contraction of side

sheets, must be decreased. The use of side sheets curved at

the top and bottom as indicated, is a novel method of con-

struction, and one that ought to have a beneficial effect in

taking care of the expansive forces. The shape makes possible

a wide water space above the fire line, the widest we have any

knowledge of, a construction for which we have contended as

being one of the remedies for firebox troubles. In any event

the results will be watched with much interest as they will be

the outcome of a battle royal with bad water conditions. We
beg to acknowledge courtesies extended by Motive Power for

data contained in this article.

Mr. Samuel Higgins has resigned as mechanical superin-

tendent of the Southern Railway, to become general manager
of the New Yorki New Haven & Hartford Railroad, succeed-

ing Mr. W. E. Chamberlain. Mr. Higgins was born in 1860.

in San Francisco. He began railroad work with the New York,

T^ake Erie & Western, in 1881, as machinist apprentice. After

serving as machinist, assistant foreman and general foreman

at the Susquehanna shops, he was appointed engineer of mo-
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tlve power, in 1887. He served for two years as division

master mechanic and in i.S'.i:'. was appointed assistant (super-

intendent "I motive power. In IMi4, he went to the Lehigh

Valley Railroad as superintendent "i motive power In April,

I'.inl. Iir was railed In the Union Pacific as superintendent of

motive power, and in .Tune. 1!I02, he wenl In tin' Southern Rail

wa> as i haniiai superintendent, the position which he now
leaves. His present appointment is a recognition of his ability

and wide experience and this selection of another successful

motive power officer for a high operative position Indicate

importance of motive power responsibilities and training for

higher positions.

A great amount of attention is being given to the question of

rapid change-gear appliances on lathes, both by lathe builders and

by lathe users, anil an ever increasing preference is being Bhown for

such lathes over less modern types. It will therefore be of mucb
Interest to the machine tool trade in general, and to lathe users in

particular, t" learn that the question of patent rights for the manu-
facture of lathes equipped with possibly the most improved and
must efficient of such appliances has jn.si been effectuall] settled.

The American Tool Works C panj of Cincinnati have, through

purchase, acquired manufacturing rights under the several patents

which have been issued pertaining to such devices. This gives

them the undisputed right to build absolutely without restriction

and under thorough protection from infringe ot litigations, their

Improved new "American" limine lathe with quick changing mech-
anism for thread cutting and f ling. This lathe has previously

been shown in these columns and its merits are already well known
and its exceptional possibilities in the way of rapid production are

recognized by progressive shop managers. The line of sizes in

which this lathe is built ranges from 14 in. to 3G in., inclusive, and
iull information on any size will, we are confident, he cheerfullj

furnished by the makers.

The American Blower Company of Detroit. Michigan, are at

present installing their "A 1$ C" fan system of healing in the new
shops of the (lids Gasoline Engine Works at Lansing. Michigan.

which contract thej secured because of the excellence of the lay-

out submitted in the engineers of the building. The building is

one story in height, being a steel frame structure. It consists of

one division running east and west 130 by 438 feet; one division

running north and south 02 by 346; one locker office and wash room
building .'111 by III feel, and one paint storage building 20 by 20
feet. The heating apparatus is arranged to provide for an addition

130 by 4.'1S feet to the main portion of this building, and to main-
lain an average temperature of 65 degrees F. throughout the present
structure, with the exception of the ollices and paint shop, which
are in be heated to 70 degrees. This apparatus consists of four
units, each made up of an "A B C" sectional base heater, having a
ill' ity of 3,250 lineal feet of one-inch pipe, to which is at-

tached an "A B C" full housed steel plate fan. The fan located in

the I'll' font wing is special, having a housing 100 inches high and a

wheel 66 inches in diameter. The other three fans are regular
120-inch "A B C" fans, with wheels 70 inches in diameter. All
oi the fans are operated by independent motors. All of this heat-
bag apparatus is carried ,,n gilders which span the roof trusses in
I he wings, and is entirely above the hottnni chords of same.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

traveling Engineers' Association. Proceedings of the Eleventh
\iuiiia! Convention. Edited by the secretary, \Y. O. Thomp-
son, OswegO, N. Y. Bound in flexible leather; 240 pages.

The work of this association along the lines of improving the
operation of locomotives is exceedingly important. Its discussions
COVer a wide ranee of .subjects, and are participated in by men win.
actually do the things they talk about.

Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings.
Proc line;.- ni' Thirteenth Annual Convention, October, 1903
Edited bj the Secretary. S. F. Patterson, Boston & Maine
Railroad, Concord, X. II.

This volume contains the reports, records .anil discussions of the
convention held in Quebec, Canada, last October, and among the
specially valuable rep. .ris are one on water purification for loco-
motive use, and one mi methods and equipment fur storing fuel oil

for supplying locomotives. The latter report contains many draw-
ings and photographs, and constitutes the most complete collection
of information on this subject which is available

The indicator Hand Book. A practical manual for engineers, By
C. N. Pickworth, editor ..i the lieohanicai Worid. Part I.

The Indicator it- Construction and Application. S
edition. .New Stork. I >. Van Nostrand Co., 23 Murray
Price, 3s. net.

This little book is an excellent guide to the application of the

indicator, and of all the works mi this subject we have seen none
better iii its field, ii de cribes a number m the best instruments,

presents the bistor] of the indicator, discusses its errors, its attach-

ment, various methods of making connections, describes reducing

gear and errors therein, and gives g i advice as t.. the rare and
use of these i list ruuielit.s. Til. .nil l.y this l.n.ik -linn]. I

i.e .iieinih studied by those who are called upon to us.- indicators

in their wink, whether in steam or gas-engine practice-

Proceedings of ihe Mast.-r Car and Locomotive Painter's A
ii. .a. 34tb A ail Convention, held in Chicago, September,
1003. Published for the association by the Railway Master
Mechanic. Chicago, 1903.

This \ ni ii f 160 pages contains papers, reports and discus-

sions of paints and paint in- i nun the standpoint nf those who
painl locomotives and ears, it is a valuable record each year, com-

ing OS il lines from elllil'eh ll i.si lit ere- 1 el I peuple W'lln are users uf

vast quantities of paints ami varnishes for the iiinsi exacting ser-

vice which these terials are called upon to perform. The value

of the proceedings to those who are not members of the associa-

tion would be greatly increased if the index was more complete

and if the titles of the papers were .set in large type in the form of

headings. These annual volumes are exceedingl] valuable in ih"

literature on [he use ..i paints, in fact their value is unique, be-

cause the opinions come from men whose responsibilities are en-

tirely confined to this special subject.

Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Society fur the

I'ii limi uf Engineering Education. Held in Niagara Falls,

X. Y.. July, 1003, and joint session with the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers. Edited by Calvin M. Woodward,
0. Prank Allen and Clarence A. Waldo, committee New York
Engineering News Publishing Company. 1903. Price per

volume, $2.50; to members, $1.50; to libraries, $2.

This volume is the largest and in many ways the must interesting

issued by this society. It contains a number of valuable papers.

Those by the late Prof. R. H. Thurston : s report on "Technical

Rooks for Public Libraries"; one on education for factory man
in. uit ; a paper by Arthur W. Aver on engineering education from

the standpoint of the practical engineer, and others, are exceedingly

important contributions to the literature of modern education.

American Compound Locomotives, a practical explanation of the

construction, operation and care of the compound locomotives in

use on American railroads. By Fred H. Colvin. First edi-

tion, 1003. Derry-Coliard Co., 256 Broadway, New York.
Trice $1.50.

This book is written especially for locomotive engineers, firemen

and shop men who have to dn with compound locomotives on Ameri-

can railroads. It is thoroughly practical and generally descriptive,

being written with a view of rendering the descriptions perfectly

clear. The engravings are excellent, ten nf the different types of

compounds being illustrated by "duotone" engravings, which we
have never before seen in books of ihis kind. The author has taken

special pains, by aid of sectional drawings, to indicate the operation

of the valves and show the manner in which the steam gets into

and out of the cylinders and passages. The book deals with a por-

tion of the history of the compound, and also contains instructions

I'm- locating and remedying defects in operation. It fills a specific

need, and it should result in assisting in the proper maintenance

and efficient operation of compound locomotives.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company, Ampere, X. J., have recently
issued a large number of interesting publications, including the
following bulletins and pamphlets:

Bulletin No. 40. "Crane Mi. tui>. Form K." : Flyer No. tin.

"Electric Drive for Machine Tools with Methods of Variable Speed
Control"; Flyer No. 153, "Machine Tool Equipments, Rand Saw
Driven by a Direct Connected Motor"; Flyer No. 154, "Band Saw
Setting and Filing Machine with Contained Motor Drive": Flyer
No. 155, "3-in. Bolt Cutter with Motor Drive" : Flyer No. 156.
"Contained Motor Drive on a 30-in. Drill Press"; Flyer No. 157,
"Motor Drive on a Four-Spindle Mud-Ring Drill": Flyer No. 158.
"Motor-Driven 24-in. Lathe'*: Fiver No. 159, "Motor Driven Gap
Lathe with 28- and IS-in. Swing"; Fiver No. 100. "Heavy Turret
Lathe with Motor Drive"; Flyer No. 161, "Light Milling Machine
with Motor Drive": Flyer No. 162, "Heavy Milling Machine with
in tor Drive": Flyer No. 163. "Motor Drive Applied to a Gear
Shaper": Flyer No. 104. "Horizontal Boring Machine with Motor
Drive"; Fiver No. 165, "Motor Drive on a 51-in. Boring and Turn-
ing Mill": Flyer No. 166. "No. 4 Single Punch, " Equipped With
Semi-Enclosed Motor"; Flyer No. 167, "Motor Drive on a Rotary
Bevel Shear," and Flyer N'... 168, "Motor-Driven Lending Rolls."
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American Blower Company.—This company has issued a cata-

logue devoted to the application of their waste-heat drying system

as applied to the drying of bricks. It is known as "Catalogue

No. 15," and while the subject is of special interest to brick-

makers, the details of the apparatus described will interest others

who have occasion to use drying apparatus for kilns or other pur-

poses. It is an exceedingly handsome catalogue and beautifully

gotten up in every way.

The Brady Brass Company report an excellent condition of busi-

ness arid most gratifying results in the service of their "Cyprus

Bronze Bearing Metals" in driving boxes, rods, tender and truck

brasses and journal bearings for both passenger and freight equip-

ment. This company has sold several million pounds of this metal

in the past fifteen years, and in the interests of its customers it

brings to bear an experience of thirty-two years in the manufacture

of bearing metals. Mr. D. M. Brady is president of the company.

The New York office is at 95 Liberty street.

Poor's Ready Reference Bond List.—This edition, of January,

1004. contains all the important facts required by investors, bond

experts, bankers, and others, relative to the bonded indebtedness,

interest charges, etc., of the leading railroad systems of the United

States. It is a supplement to Poor's Manual of Railroads, and is

I lie third annual compilation of this department. All the bonds

listed are carefully indexed, and the pamphlet is invaluable to those

interested in bonds. It is published by Poor's Railroad Manual

Company. 68 William street. New York.

Edison Storage Battery for Car Lighting.—The Gold Car

Heating and Lighting Company has made an arrangement with Mr.

Thomas A. Edison and his company for the exclusive sale in the

United States of the Edison storage battery for car-lighting pur-

poses. The railway car-heating business of the Gold Company has

grown to a great extent, and the introduction of the new battery

lenders it necessary to move to larger quarters. They have taken a

large suite of offices in the Whitehall building. 17 Battery place,

New York, and have moved the Chicago branch and the New York

office to that building.

Hollow Stayrolts.—The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company,

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, have received a letter from Supervising

Inspector-General George Uhler, of the Department of Commerce

and Labor, indicating that the committee on boilers and machinery

has made a careful examination of papers, letters and reports of

comparative tests of staybolts submitted to them. The report of the

committee concludes as follows : "All the data contained therein is

very instructive and interesting reading, and we are of the opinion

that the Falls Hollow staybolt is safe and efficient for use in the

construction of locomotive and marine boilers."

photographs of their machinery in actual use for elevating and
conveying materials and finished product in the industries men-
tioned. This company finds it necessary to publish eighteen dif-

ferent catalogues in order to cover the wide range of its product.

Any of these may be had on application. The pamphlet just re-

ceived covers conveying machinery, pulleys, chains, link-belts,

sheaves, shafting, hangers, ropes, sprockets, and many other details

used in woodworking plants.

"Jeffrey Screens" is the title of a pamphlet by the Jeffrey Man-

ufacturing Company, Columbus. Ohio, which should be examined by

every one having occasion to use screens for any sort of material.

This company finds it necessary to devote a department to this

branch of their work, and by reason of a wide experience they are

prepared to meet all sorts of requirements for screening machinery

for ores, sand, rock, coal, or any kind of material for which screens

are used. This pamphlet is known as "Catalogue No. 69." It is

comprehensive, and is illustrated by half-tones and working draw-

ings of screening machinery in service.

NOTES.

The Bettendorf Axle Company has found it necessary to estab-

lish an office in New York. Mr. G. N. Caleb is in charge and repre-

sents this company in the east with headquarters at 42 Broadway,
New York.

Graphite.—The March number of the periodical bearing this

title, which is published by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, is

illustrated and printed in a way which compels notice. This num-

ber presents an imposing array of handsome engineering structures

and buildings on prominent railroads and in large cities, indicating

the appreciation of the Dixon graphite paints by use upon them.

This number is a remarkably fine piece of work, showing that the

architects of some of the finest buildings of the present day are

protecting their steel and ornamental iron with these paints. The
pictures of the new Hotel Astor, Keith's new Chestnut-street

theater in Philadelphia, the new works of the Henry R. Worthing-

ton Company and others in this number constitute a convincing

argument.

Mr. Henry R. Dalton, Jr., has been elected president of the Baush
Machine Tool Company, to succeed Mr. W. H. Baush who has re-

signed. Mr. C. J. Wetsell has been elected treasurer to fill the

vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. David Hunt, Jr. All

communications should be addressed to the Baush Machine Tool

Company, Springfield, Mass.

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,

report the receipt of large orders of their hollow staybolt iron from

Japan. These came through their agents, Messrs. Frazar & Com-
pany and the China & Japan Trading Company. This trade in

Japan is increasing both with the railroads, marine boiler manu-
facturers and the government. This recognition of this material

by so shrewd a nation as Japan is very pleasing to these staybolt

people.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.—The Jeffrey Manufacturing Com-
pany, Columbus, Ohio, have issued a new catalogue, "No. 57A,"

devoted to illustrated descriptions of machinery for saw mill, lum-

ber and woodworking industries. The engravings s-" made from

The American Nut and Bolt Fastener Company, 300 Frick
Building, Pittsburgh. Pa., has elected the following officers : Mr.

Milton Bartley, president and general manager; Mr. Frederick

Bowery, vice-president ; Mr. Barton Grubbs, secretary and treas-

urer; Mr. John C. Bowery, assistant secretary and treasurer. This

company will have an exhibit at the St. Louis World's Fair. They
now manufacture over 140 different sizes and designs of fasteners

and in the year 1903 they equipped 18,000 cars with them, as well

as supplying large quantities for other purposes.

The suit brought by the Pressed Steel Car Company against the

Standard Steel Car Company and its president Mr. John M. Han-
sen, has been dismissed. It was brought to recover possession of

drawings and patent rights for steel cars which were alleged to have

been fraudulently taken by the defendant when he left the employ

of the Pressed Steel Car Company to organize the new concern.

Judge Joseph Buffington rendered the decision in the United States

Circuit Court at Pittsburgh, March 7 and the Pressed Steel Car
Company was ordered to pay the costs. It is stated that other

suits are pending and that the one referred to may be appealed by

the plaintiffs.

One of the interesting features of the new plant now being

elected by the B. F. Sturtevant Co.. at Hyde Park, Mass., is an

elaborate testing plate for its engines. With an output of a

thousand engines or more per year this is the essential climax of

a careful system of manufacture and testing. The plate, or more

properly the plates, will be supported upon a series of heavy

parallel walls between which steam and exhaust pipes are carried

so that at almost any point in the entire area of the floor measuring

about 30 ft. by 60 ft. steam and exhaust connections may be made

to any engine, 'and a transfer crane overhead will make it easy to

locate or remove the engines. The same crane will transport them

to the packing department, and thence load them" directly upon

cars which traverse the end of the building.

WANTED.—Position as mechanical engineer or general fore-

man. Experience six years as machinist; 9 years as draftsman

and mechanical engineering work on modern equipment and

methods of improving shop production, including locomotive

elevation work at a locomotive works, and the designing of

locomotives and cars. Address, "Experience," care editor of

this journal, 140 Nassau street, New York.
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RAILWAY SHOPS.

By R H. Sm 1 1 .

XIII.

THE I.AYol I

After deciding on the floor areas ami general features of

the several departments which are to be included in the

plant, their relative arrangement and track connections (col-

lectively termed "the layout") have to be considered. In

a general repair plant there are two groups of buildings, for

locomotive work and car work respectively, and often some
buildings common to both, A single building may, and gen-

erally does, contain more than a single department, and the

relations between the departments largely influence the group-
ing of the buildings. The principal departments of the loco-

motive group are the erecting shop, the machine shop, the
boiler shop, and, similarly. Ihat the stock of bar iron is kept
that under average conditions the amount of business inter-

changed between these five departments should justify favor-
ing facility of intercommunication in the following order:
(1) Erecting ami machine: (2) erecting and boiler: (3) ma
bine and smith; (i) boiler and' smith: (5) machine and
boiler: (fi) erecting and smith: (7) machine and storehouse;
ere. ting and storehouse; (9) boiler and storehouse; (10) smith

and storehouse. It is assumed that the stock of boiler plate,

although under storehouse jurisdiction, is kept at or near th»

boiler shop, the smith shop, and the storehouse. It is believed

at or near the smith shop.

It seldom happens that the storehouse can be located equi-

distant from the locomotive group and the car group of build-

ings, and in the majority of plants the storehouse is made one
of the locomotive group, It being felt that the best results can

be obtained in that way. Therefore, with the storehouse elim-

inated from consideration, there remain, as the principal de-

partments of the car plant, the passenger repair shop, the

•lassonger paint shop, the cabinet shop, the upho.stery shop,

the freight repair shop (or yard) and the planing mill. The
relative importance of the interchange of business between

these six departments, as affecting their grouping may be

taken to be about as follows: (1) Passenger repair and cabinet*,

(2) passenger repair and paint; (3) passenger repair and
upholstery; (4) passenger paint and cabinet; (5) cablnel

ann upholstery; (6) passenger paint and upholstery; (7;

freight repair and planing mill; (S) cabinet and planing mill;

(9) passenger repair and planing mill ; (10) passenger repair

and freight repair; (11) passenger paint and freight repair;

(12) cabinet and freight repair; (13) passenger paint and plan-

ing mill; (14) upholstery and freight repair; (15) upholstery

and planing mill.

The following are some of the principal points to be borne
In mind in connection with the general problem of the rail-

way shop layout:

1. A longitudinal erecting shop is parallel to the base line

of tracks, and does not require either a turntable, transfer

table, or fan tall, for Its approach.

2. A transverse erecting shop, if its stall tracks are to be
parallel to the base l'.uc, must be approached either by a fan

tail or by a transfer table.

8. A transverse erecting shop, if its stall tracks are to be

at right angles to the base line, must be approached by a
turntable.

4. Buildings should be so arranged that each may be ex-

tended by a large fraction of its original size. In the case of

separate departments within the same bunding, permanent
barriers between them should be avoided, so that the original

assignment of space to each may be modified to suit altered

conditions.

5. All buildings tor departments, or bays of buildings) which
are to have traveling crane service, should, in order to get

maximum results from the Investment, be relatively long and
narrow.

6. Each principal department should have yard room (which
it can control) adjacent to it.

7. The track system should be so arranged that tracks be-

tween principal buildings .should simply be running tracks,

and not standing tracks on which strings of cars may be left

8. Outside tracks should not be so close to buildings that
cars left standing on them will block off the light from any
portion of the interior of a building.

9. Avoid placing 8 ft. turntables (for hand trucks) In run-

ning tracks which are to he used by locomotives, and. when-
ever possible, place such turntables under traveling cranes,

facilitating their removal when pits have to be cleaned out.

10. A yard crane should have a surface track parallel to

and between runways, and connecting to tracks leading into

buildings. Such a track will be very serviceable when the

crane is either busy or out of service.

11. The roundhouse (jf any) should be accessible from ma-
chine shop and boiler shop; accessibility from the smith
shop is not so important

12. The oilhonse, when possible, should be between and
easily accessible from the roundhouse and the storehouse.

13. If a transfer table Is necessary (as It probably will be

at the passenger car shop) it should preferably be located at

one edge of the property so as to Impede general yard traffic

as little as possible.

14. If the shop group is In sight of the mnfn passenger
tracks, engines and cars awaiting repairs should be kept be-

hind the buildings.
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15. The original layout should include all yard accessories,

such u scrap bins, lavatories, miscellaneous storage, lumber

yard, etc.

It;. The power plant should be central as regards power

distribution, but should be isolated as a precaution against

fire.

The relative merits of the longitudinal and the transverse

erecting shop, considered from a construction and operating

standpoint, have already been discussed, but the longitudinal

shop lends itself more readily to the average layout conditions,

and eliminates both the turntable and the transfer table (as

regards the locomotive group of shops) from the problem,

and these are generally realized to be obstacles in the way of

simple and direct track connections. As regards the exten-

sions dI buildings it is well to group the original structures

as near to one another as circumstances permit, and to re

can usually be kept busy; practice tends towards keeping the

scrap bins within easy reach of the smith shop, without, of

course, sacrificing its relations to other departments from
which it receives its principal contributions of scrap. Simi-

larly, the smith shop foreman is often given a supervisory or

advisory jurisdiction over the scrap platform, as being likely

to be the best judge of what materials may be redeemed and
used over (with or without having work done on them, as the

case may be), what may be worked up into heavy forgings in

the smith shop, and finally, what should be listed and re-

ported for sale. If there is a traveling crane in the yard an

effort should be made to so locate it or so locate the scrap

bins as to make the crane of service n handling scrap; it is

especially useful in unloading tangled wreckage as it comes in

off the road, and may also be availed of in loading scrap foi

shipment, if certain other minor facilities are provided.

Turn
Table

TOl-EKA SUOl'S—ATCHISON, TOPEKA <£ SANTA FE HALLWAY.

serve space for their extension outwardly from the general

centre. The best evidence that transfer tables are apt to be

an obstruction to traffic is that in several cases they have
been installed and subsequently removed, as, for instance, at

the New Haven, Conn., car shops of the N. Y., N. H. & H.,

and at the Juniata, Altoona, Pa., locomotive construction shops
of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Scrap bins have too often been left to chance and have
been wedged in in cramped quarters after the buildings were
completed and the plant put in operation; but discussion in

the railway clubs and elewhere during the last five years has
focused attention on the problem and led to a better state of af-

fairs, so that In some few cases (Collinwood. for instance,) the

a rap storing, handling, and shipping facilities have been made
pari of the general scheme from the beginning, and installations

worthy of the Importance of this branch of current business
have been put In. A power shear is a very useful adjunct,

and machines for stralghteuing bolts and rethreading them

Opinion seems to be divided on the question whether water

closet facilities can be maintained inside of shop buildings

without becoming a nuisance, but as lavatories can be and
urinals should be inside, the closets are often placed inside

with them to secure concentration. The room containing these

facilities should have independent ventilation to the outside

atmosphere without any possibility of escape to the inside of

the buildings, and this end is sometimes secured most readily

by placing these accommodations on a gallery, or, as has been

done in some cases, placing the lavatory and the urinals on

the ground floor for convenient access, and the closets on a

second floor over them, and open to the roof. If these ac-

commodations are not to be inside the main buildings, they

then become a part of the layout problem, and may be made
one story structures located as centrally as possible without

forming obstructions to building extensions On low riparian

lands, where sewerage conditions are not favorable, water

closets are often provided with a crematory feature.
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In the course of time there will naturally gravitate to every

large shop for storage a lot of old apparatus (machine tools,

etc.), having some potential value, but for which no immedi-

ate use can be found. This accumulation can seldom be cared

for in the regular storehouse, and is worthy of some special

and separate provision, which ordinarily may be limited to an

enclosed shed with a track running through it longitudinally

along one side, a floor raised a few inches above ground level,

and an overhead crane, of perhaps 2V2 tons capacity, covering

both track and floor and having sufficient headroom to permit

the passage of box cars under it. As such a crane would be

use only occasionally, it would not pay to have it electrically

driven, but a hand crane would be sufficient. Such a storage

shed, while well worthy of being considered and provided

for in the original layout, may nevertheless be isolated from

the other buildings and placed in any available spot.

tables located under the yard crane, while there are several

more which are not covered by the yard crane. At this plant

the drainage conditions are exceptionally favorable, and inas-

much as the snow fall is maximum, the practical results which

may be realized from the use of this installation may be ap-

pealed to with confidence.

Layout plans of Blizabethport, N. J. (C. R. R. of N. J.),

Sayre, Pa. (L. V.), Topeka, Kan. (A. T. & St. F.), and McKees

Rocks, Pa. (P. & L. E.) are submitted herewith, as a basis of

comment. Longitudinal erecting shops are used at Elizabeth-

port and Topeka, transverse erecting shops at Sayre and Mc-

Kees Rocks. Elizabethport and McKees Rocks are new plants

throughout; Sayre and Topeka are each a combination of old

shops and new shops.

Elizabethport presented a peculiar problem, as the avail-

able land took the shape of a right angled triangle. As the

Scufh dound ftossenaer 'N.B.CIossification Freight 'NB Through Freiaht VOrttt Boo
I

I

MO KEES BOCKS SHOPS

—

PITTSBURGH A LAKE ERIK RAILROAD.

d Frj^scncer '

The use of 8-ft. turntables outside of buildings is objected

to by many and for various reasons: First and most important,

because they must be excluded from all tracks over which
locomotives are likely to pass, and, second, because their pits

are likely to at times fill up with dirt, or be frozen up, and
the turntables thus become inoperative. On the other hand,

they permit of much more direct truck track connections than
any system of switches possibly can, and trucks will make
better time over them than over switch connections, as in the

latter case the truck must be left while the switch is being
turned in more than half the movements. Further, if the

pit masonry is good and heavy; carried well below the frost

line, and the pit provided with ample drainage, the time the
turntable will be out of service will be a very small fraction

of working hours, if any. Those 8-/*. turntables, which are
under a yard crane, are easily lifted out when there is work
to be done in the pits, and nf (lie new Montreal, Can., Angus
shop plant of the Canadian Pacific, there are 17, 8 ft. turn-

roundhouse was to serve both the main line and the two di-

verging branches (only one being shown in the plan) the

rectangular corner of the property was naturally the preferred

location for it, and this fixed the oilhouse as adjacent to it.

The erecting and machine shops were obviously to be kept

as close as possible to the roundhouse, as in this case the

roundhouse has no machine shop annex of its own. Other con-

siderations suggested that the transfer table be interposed

between the roundhouse and the main shop, but this some-

what hinders foot traffic between the two, and also leaves the

boiler shop, which always has very intimate relations with

the roundhouse, rather far away from it. The smith shop falls

into place nicely as regards the main shop building, and has

very good connections with the passenger shop, freight shop,

and storehouse. The storehouse is somewhat out of the centre

of gravity, but has good track connections and shipping fa-

cilities; the power house is centrally located as regards power

consumption; tb<e transfer table pit Is one of the largest in
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the country, others are longer and narrower, but none has a

greater ground area. The passenger ear buildings are natural-

ly grouped about the transfer table, the cabinet shop, tor con-

venience, being located in one end of the passenger repair

shop, rather than at the more remote planing mill. The paint

shop stall tracks are reached from the transfer table only,

the yard trail** on the opposite side of the building not run

Ding into it. The freight repair facilities include a building

and have the planing mill close at hand, the cabinet shop

being elsewhere, as is also the case at the new shops Of the

Pennsylvania al Wilmington, Del. It can be said of Eliza

bethpoit that it is possible to extend each Individual building

iii a largo ratio

Say re was a problem where a very large increase of locomo-

tive repair facilities was imperative. Efforts were made to

provide additional structures within the limits of the original

shop property, but, as this proved to be impossible without

undue congestion and forbidding all future extensions, ad-

ditional and adjacent properly was acquired. Four new build-

ings house the erecting shop, machine shop, boiler shop, smith

shop, storehouse, and power plant, and the work still remain-

ing in the old buildings had to be redistributed. The new main
building has track connections Into each of its several crane

served bays from both ends of the building; those at one end

can evidently be used either by locomotives or by hand trucks;

those at the other end by hand trucks only. The two erecting

shops being of the transverse type, with the long side of the

building placed parallel to the track base line, access by turn-

table was necessary, and the engines after being taken in are

lifted over one another to be placed in the repair stalls. The
use of 8-ft. turntables outside of buildings has been avoided,

and a system of curves and switches substituted by which
hand trucks may pass between the three buildings and the

six bays of the main building; the storehouse being over 100

ft. wide, the central through-track will be very serviceable in

the way of placing road cars in the centre of the floor space

for loading and unloading, and not less so in making it pos-

sible to run hand trucks in from the shop side as well. It will

be noticed that a large lavatory building is to be provided

in a space between buildings, but it is not known whether other

lavatories are to be provided inside some of the buildings

as well.

Topeka was also a problem of enlargement, the available

land being across the main tracks from the original shop
location. On account of the peculiar shape of the property,

the several longitudinal buildings have track connections

from one end only, and in order to avoid the necessity of keep-

ing the centre track- of the erecting shop always open through

to the boiler and tender shop, a turntable is introduced by
means of which lenders may be brought into the boiler and
tender shop direct, and It naturally follows that the tenders

or their frames or tanks when lifted into working position

are stood transversely to the length of the building. The ex-

igencies ol the particular case made it necessary to have the

power house long and narrow instead of the more prevalent

i of a building neatly square, which is usually preferred,

where possible, as it minimizes pipe connections and presents

some other advantages. The smith shop, while favorably lo-

cated in reference to those other departments which it prin-

Cipally serves, apparently cannot be extended. It will be no

ticed that the wheel shop has a depressed track adjacent to it

to facilitate loading and unloading mounted wheels. The freight

ear repair shed is a tine example of liberal provision for this

class of work, and it covers nearly the whole of the freight

repair yard. In the passenger car group of buildings the nn

usual feature is the use ol two transfer tables where one would
seem to have answered for the coach shop and paint shop, but

possibly the second one is intended to give access to the plan-

ing mill, the coach truck shop, and the intermediate yard

tracks. Owing to the peculiar conditions of this layout, sev-

eral cross connecting tracks are required, and it is under-

stood that some of them are provided with pneumatic jack

turntables at crossings, which cause no break (other than

frogs.) in the track rails.

McKees Rocks is a very interesting layout in many particu-

lars. The first thing that attracts attention is that the round-

house accommodations are unusually liberal in proportion to

the size of the shop; next it is observed that the entire avail-

able property is occupied from the outset, there being no
chance for the expansion of any building in any direction.

This probably results from the fact that level tracts of land

are very scarce at or near Pittsburg (McKees Rocks being

only four miles out) which traffic conditions fix as the natural

and preferred shop location. To secure the results aimed at,

the distance between the main building is reduced to 25 ft.

in several instances, while in a few instances It is even less

than that. This ought to be taken as a valuable precedent,

as it is always advisable to keep shop buildings as close to-

gether as possible, and with modern steel and brick construe

tion and improved Are precautions it is certainly practicable

to relax somewhat from the rigid conditions imposed by in-

surance companies in the days when wood was more largely

used in building construction and the modern concentrated

shop power plant had not been evolved, the latter being al-

most always equipped with large and powerful underwrit-

ers fire pumps, with steam up and skilled attendants on hand
at all times. Other noticeable features are that each round-

house has two sets of approach tracks, that the ash pits cover

four tracks, that the oilhouse is located with reference to the

roundhouse rather than the storehouse, that there are three

depressed tracks, (one for handling mounted wheels and two
alongside of the storehouse) and that the passenger car paint

shop is of the longitudinal type.

(To be continued.)

Watkr Purification—Practical experience has shown that

the use of soft water has greatly reduced the amount of boiler

repairs. It is an established fact that boilers using soft water
give very little trouble from leaky flues. A superintendent of

motive power has stated that since the installation of 17

water-softening plants on a busy division of his road. 12 boiler-

makers are now required to keep up the boiler repairs where
23 were needed before the plants were installed. The chief

engineer of another railroad that has in water-softening plants

in operation on one division has stated that these plants are
removing 2.790 lbs. of incrusting solids from the water per day,
and that the saving in boiler repairs alone warrants the ex-

penditure of the amount necessary to treat the waters. An-
other railroad has recently completed new repair shops that
are strictly modern in every respect. In designing the boiler
shop the floor space was made considerably less than the aver-
age for repair shops of similar capacity. This road has in-

stalled 10 water-softening plants, and has found from practical
experience with them that the repairs to boilers were so much
decreased that it would not be necessary, in order to keep
up their boilers, to build a boiler shop of the usual capacity.

—

Report to American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Wnj/ Association.

Mr. Thomas Roope, heretofore superintendent of motive
power of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway at Topeka.
Kansas, has been appointed superintendent of motive power
of the Western lines with headquarters at the same place.

Mr. T. N. Gilmore, heretofore master mechanic of the Ter-

minal Railroad Association of St. T.ouis. has been appointed as-

sistant to the general superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, with headquarters in

Chicago.

Mr. N. M. Hoyden has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Railway with headquarters at Selma. Ala. He is

promoted from the position of foreman of locomotive repairs.

Two Hundred and Thirty: Mit.f.s Without A Stop.—In con-

nection with the mail service from the United States, the

London & Southwestern Railway is preparing to run trains

from Plymouth to London. 230 miles, without an intermediate

stop. The time of the train is to be 4% hours, the rate being

51 miles per hour.
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COLE'S 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND LOCO-
MOTIVE.
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huigl ilk lournals O'.-j Ids. diameter \

UiuuieLer of engine-truck wheels
Kind nt englne*truck wheels Krupp .n<< .; ca t Lron spoke, '% lus.

Trailing truck rigid, with out Ire Journals 8 x 1 i In
l railing tl*U< If «li< ' IS, cllilllli'li r

I:.. I!

Straight i"i'. radial stay
"in Ida diameter ol Hrsl ring 7J >

/4 m
Working pre uri . . 220 lb

Material of barrel and outside of Urebo lib (Worth Bi
Thickness ol plate In barrel and outside ui firebox.. .13 L6, 8 18
Firebox, length BUM

iox, width 76

1

Firebox, depth Front, sm, in back
Firebox, materla I ' i

Firebox plates, i nh kne
Idi . % in.; back, % in

. crown, % In.; tube beel, '_ in.

Firebox
, water pa

F i .i i In ld< & a back •'
' _ and 4

Firebox, crown Ktnylng *. ."

ttadlal
Firebox, staybolts .... Taylor Iron I in diameter U. S.

i ui"
, number

rubes, diameter - ins.

i'ii" length ovpi tube heel L6 fl

Fire brick, xupportcd on Water tubi

Heating surfaci iuIj.-s 3,248 i <i n
Heating in i.i. water tubes 23 sq. ft.

Heating surfare, llrebox 175 SQ. ft.

. urfai total 3,446.1 sq. ft

Orate urface .li)3 sq. ft.

Bxhausl nozzle? .r,% Ins., 5% In . Ini diameter
tacl Ii diameter 18 Ins.

Bmokestack, top above rail 14 ft. 8 Ins.

IBNDER.
Weight, emptj 51,600 lbs.

Wheels, number s
Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

Journals, diameter and length r. i .. ins. diameter x 10 Ins.

Wheel ba e 16 ft. w '._. in
nil i- frame lo-ln. channels

Tender trucks , Pox pre! h-steel frames and bolsters
Water capacity 6 000 U. s. gals.
Coal capacity 10 tons

of 7U.0UU lbs. when running as a compound. -Many points ol

Interest In the design must be left for further consideration

in soother article. This locomotive is believed to be the most
Interesting and significant development in the construction of

Miy heavy units and a careful study leads to the conclusion

that it must be successful In principle, the only uncertainties

heiiiK in minor details, it is well that the Mallet type should

I"- tried in tins country and the boldnei ol Mr. Muhlfeld

and the builders in attacking the problem on bo large a

is to be commended, it is believed that If this locomotive la

successful, and there is every reason to believe it will b

will mark an important step in the further development of

the very large freight locomotive.

This boiler weighs 117,000 lbs. with water, inn without the

exterior fittings. The weight of the water alone is 33,000 lbs.

and that of the tubes 27,000 lbs., the weight of the shell and
fire-bos without tubes being 57,000 lbs. The shell plates are

1 in. thick, the root Bheet r,
s in., the front tube sheet \ In.,

the back head % in. and the throat sheet 1 in. The horizontal

seams are butt jointed, sextuple riveted, with l'/iin. rivets,

the joints being designed for 70 ner cent efficiency. The cir-

cumferential seams are double riveted with lVt in. rivets, the

joints having an efficiency of 50 per cent. The working pres-

sure is to be 235 lbs. per sq. in. The fire-box is 108 in. long

by 96 in. wide; 80 in. deep at the front end and 72 in. at the

back end. The fire-box plates are of the following thickness:

sides % in., crown 7-1G in., tube sheet M> in., door sheet % in.

NIK [JUICIEST LOCOMOTIVE BOILER IN THE WORLD.

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE

THE LARGEST OF LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS.

Fob Mallet Compouot) Locomotive— Baltimore & Ohio R. R.

This photograph illustrates the enormous boiler of the

compound locomotive of the Mallet type which is being built

by the American Locomotive Company at Schenectady for

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. It is the largest boiler ever

constructed for a locomotive, and because of the interesting

Character of the design a number of the details of construc-

tion will be presented in this journal when the work is fin-

ished.

In many ways this is the most remarkable locomotive ever

constructed. Its total weight will be over 300.000 lbs., all of

which is on the driving wheels. It will replace two heavy

consolidation locomotives in pushing service over a hilly and
very crooked track It is built on the principle that where
the grades are heavy the shortest wheel base is required and

also embodies the principle of dividing the stresses produced

in furnishing a draw-bar pull of 85,000 lbs. (in starting) among
double the number of parts of running gear which have here-

tofore been applied in the construction of very large American
locomotives. This engine is expected to exert a tractive effort

BUILT BY THE AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY.

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.

The mud ring is G in. wide in front and 5 in. wide at the sides

and back.

This boiler provides 5,372 sq. ft. of heating surface in the

tubes: 219 sq. ft. in the firebox, making a total of 5,591 sq. ft.,

which is 201 more square feet than the heating surface of the

big Santa Fe locomotives Illustrated in this journal in June.

1902, page 192. The Baltimore & Ohio boiler has 72.25 sq.

ft. Of grate area. It is 38 ft. 5 in. long from the front to tin-

firebox door, and the diameter at the third ring is SS in.

Its enormous size is appreciated from the figure of the man
Standing beside it.

This photograph ami information are presented through Lie

courtesy of Mr J. E. Muhlfeld. General Superintendent Motive

Power. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. The locomotive will be

tested on the grades where it is to work on the Baltimore &
Ohio, and will then be sent to the St. Louis Exposition to

form part of the exhibit of that road.

John Reilly. president of the United States Metallic Packing

Company died April 19, at the age of 69 years. He was con-

nected with the Pennsylvania Railroad for thirty-one years

and had been at the head of the United States Metallic Packing

Company for fifteen years. He was held in high esteem by

his associates, subordinates and friends.
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100,000-POUND STEEL UNDERFRAME FLAT CAR.

The Standard Steel Works of Philadelphia have received a

40 ft. steel underframe flat car of 50 tons capacity from the

Middletown Car Works, Middletown, Pa., built to the design of

Mr. Geo. I. King, vice-president and general manager of the

car works.

The underframe is in general similar in construction to that

used by this company in other cars of this and also the box

type. It has the unusual feature of truss rods, three in number,

which, as shown in the engravings, extend from bolster to bol-

I>LAN AND SIDE ELEVATION OF FIFTY-TON FLAT CAB WITH STEEL

UNDERFRAME AND TRUSS RODS.

BUILT BY THE MIDDLETOWN CAR WORKS.

CROSS-SECTION AND END ELEVATION.

ster, as shown in the plan. All of these truss rods are near the

center of the car, one of them being immediately under the

center line. The car has the following general dimensions:

Length over end sills. . . . .„ 40 ft.

Center to center of trucks 30 ft.

Width over side sills 9 ft. 1% ins.

Width over flooring 9 ft. 5 ins.

Height from top of rail to top of floor 4 ft. 2% ins.

Wheel face of truck 5 ft. 6 ins.

Weight 37,840 lbs.

The center sills are 15 ins., 33 lbs. channels with the flanges

turned outward. The side sills are 15 ins., 33 lbs. channels with

the flanges turned inward. The bolsters are 1 by 12-in. plates

for the lower members, and % by 12-in. plates for the upper

members.- These have large gusset plates extending over the

center sills towards the ends of the car, and to them are secured

the corner bracing angles. The end sills are of bent plate,

y4 in. thick. The needle beams are 10-in. 25-lb. I-beams.

The idea in supplying this car with 2-in. truss rods is to per-

mit of constructing the car to withstand compression and
pulling stresses, as a column, and yet without making the

center sills sufficiently heavy to withstand heavy service shocks

without support. The truss rods are used to secure the neces-

sary strength, and yet permit of employing relatively light

center sills. The drawings show the location of the six 4 by 5

in. nailing strips for the flooring.

Mr. A. E. Mitchell has resigned as superintendent of motive

power of the Northern Pacific Railway to succeed Mr. H. D.

Taylor, as superintendent of motive power of the Lehigh

Valley. Mr. Mitchell is a graduate of the Maine State College

and began his experience as an apprentice at the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works. His first railroad service was in the test de-

partment of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1877. He has had

manufacturing experience, has been signal engineer of the

New York, Lake Erie & Western, mechanical engineer of the

Chicago & Erie and in 1892 was made superintendent of motive

power of the Erie. Three years ago he went to the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul as assistant superintendent of motive

power and two years ago took charge of the motive power de-

partment of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. H. D. Taylor has resigned as superintendent of motive

power of the Lehigh Valley Railroad.

Missouri Pacific New Shops—It is announced that the new

main shops of this road, which will cost about $1,000,000, will

be located at Sedalia, Mo.
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NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

MoKEES ROCKS. PA.

I'iiisiiubg & Lake Ekik Railboap.

THE rOWI'li PLANT.

The power plant is the heart of the shop installation at Mc-

Keea Flocks. In it is generated all power that is used In the

Bhops, whether in the form of compressed air, steam for the

hammers, or electricity for the motors and electric lighting.

The desirability of generating the power for all these various
uses at ;i central point and then distributing it to points of

consumption Is emphasized by the thorough and substantial

character of the design of this plant. No more complete or

better equipped power plant has ever been installed for use
n i onneetion with a railroad repair shop.
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of the plant. The vertical hoisting conveyor is located just

outside the southeast coiner of the boiler room; the chutes

used to direct either coal or ashes into it, as well as the motor

driving it, being shown in the basement. At the top are lo-

cated the deflecting chutes for delivering either into the ash

bin or into the coal storage system.

The construction of both the ash storage bin and the coal

IF CENTRAL POWER STATION. FOR THE LIGHTING, HEATING

POWEE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS — MC KEF.S ROCKS

SHOrs, iMTTsm-Ri.TT &

storage hoppers is well shown in the cross-section. The ash

bin is of concrete upon steel framework, with the lowest point

of the hopper 1G ft. above rail level. The coal hoppers, six

in number, are of similar construction, with their outlets 12

ft. above the boiler room floor. The coal outlets are controlled

by special gate valves operated from the floor by chains pass-

ing over the wheels. The coal is distributed to the various

pockets by the horizontal conveyor shown, which may be ar-

rl to dump at any point. A protection for the top of the

hoisting conveyor is provided for by a small enclosure above

the roof: this is well shown in the exterior view of the power

plant,

TAKE ERIE R.MT.ROAT).

A very complete system of boiler room auxiliaries has been

installed in the plant. The boilers are fed by two outside-

packed Worthington pumps, with "pot valves," having 9-in.

steam cylinders, 5-in. water cylinders and a common 10-in.

stroke. Water is delivered from these pumps to the boilers

through a Goubert hot water heater of 1.000 h. p. rated ca-

pacity. The main feed line to boilers is of brass pipe and

fittings throughout, and to further minimize any danger firm

interruption of feed water supply the feed line forms a loop

so that any section may cut out. In addition to the boiler

feed pumps, there is a large lfi-in. by 10"i-ln. by 10-in. stroke

Worthington Eire-pump in the engine room basement, which is
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power house, as shown in the view of the building. Water
is delivered from this well by two Worthington 6-in, centrif

ugal pumps, wind] are direct driven by 60-h. p. Crocker-

Wheeler motors, each unit being capable of delivering 1,000

gallons a mlnu i a bead of 9<; ft. These centrifugal

Jlte \ .JLJtsm
CROSS-SECTION OF POWER HOUSE, SHOWINC Alii! A NCI , \l l-.vr OF APPA-

RATUS AM) ELEVATED COAL AND ASH STORAl.I. SYSTEMS.

capable of throwing four lVs-in. fire-streams. This is con-

nected to a system of high pressure fire-mains, leading to hy-

drants, located at convenient positions on the shop grounds.

There is also a low-pressure water pump for supply

i to the lavatories and other low-pressure water

pumps are located down in the well pit at a level above the

water, as shown in the accompanying engraving from a photo-

graph taken looking vertically downward upon them; this is

a remarkable photograph, corresponding as it does to a plan

drawing, and it was taken under great difficulties by Mr. R. T.

McMastefs. of the engineering department of the system.

„ i c -- >-
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rect from the well to the pumps, if desired, or in emergency.

In addition to the boiler auxiliary pumps there is installed

in the power plant a complete equipment of steam pumps,

including a cold water pressure pump, a hot-water pressure

pump, a high pressure testing pump, etc., for use in connection

with the new system of boiler washing and testing, which is

being installed at the McKees Rocks roundhouse and shops.

The hot and cold water pressure pumps are both compound

steam pumps, with cylinders 12-ins. and 18 ins. by 12 ins., with

common 18-in. stroke, and each has a capacity of about 1,000

gallons per minute. The high pressure pump for testing of lo-

comotive boilers has cylinders of 6 and iVz ins. diameter by

equipped with Lhe usual centrifugal type of shait governor,

and are designed with particular care with reference to speed

regulations; they all have similar characteristics in this re-

spect, so that the power delivered is proportional to the load.

The engines are conveniently equipped with an elevated

platform, permitting access to the throttle valves and

valve gear, this platform leading from one engine to another.

Practically the entire operation of the engines is controlled

from these points. The arrangement of the generating units

is well shown in the engine room view presented herewith.

The generators are direct-current multipolar machines of

the direct-connected engine type and each has a capacity of

150 kilowatts at a voltage of 240 volts. These generators are

over-compounded sufficiently to maintain the voltage through-

out the entire range of load and overload, and each machine

is guaranteed to be capable of carrying an overload of 50 per

cent, above its rated capacity for one hour immediately follow-

ing a 24-hour full load test and ovenoais of 73 per cent of

short intervals. All the generators feed to common bus bars

on the switchboard, which causes the total load delivered to

be shared equally among all the machines in service.

In the design of the electric generating equipment, it was

estimated that, at the "peak" of the load, which will come in

the winter months, when, in addition to the usual motor load,

all the lighting will be in service, all four of the generators

will be required in service. During the past winte'r never

more than three units were in use at one time. But as this

"peak" will last for only a few hours at a time on each dark

winter clay there will be obviously ample opportunity to keep

Pl.A.N VIEW UE MOTOR-DRIVEN CES THll'L"UAL WATEB-grTPPLY PUMPS.

IN WELL PIT. VIEW TAKEN LOOKING VERTICALLY DOWNWARD.

ins. stroke, and has a capacity of 30 gallons per minute

against a pressure of 300 lbs. The latter pumps were all sup-

plied by the Warren Steam Pump Company. The piping for

the pumps is carefully arranged, so that nearly any pump can

be quickly connected up for any service; in this way a com-

plete interruption of any of the different services is almost

impossible.

The arrangement of the apparatus in the engine room, as

well as in the boiler room, is indicated in the plan drawing
The electrical generating units and the air compressors form '

the principal part of the engine room equipment, but there

are also the two motor-driven centrifugal pumps for the

heating system, at one end, and the three balancer units for

the 4-wire multiple voltage system and the arc lighting sys-

tem, at the side, next to the switchboard. The centrifugal

hot-water pumps at the west end, together with the two large

water heaters at the west end of the boiler room, will be re-

ferred to in the following article of this series in connection

with the shop heating system, which is operated on the hot-

water-recirculating system; the heaters are used to heat the

circulating water for the radiators while the centrifugal pumps
serve to force the water through the heating pipe system.

The two air compressors are located between the centrifugal

pumps and the main engines, as shpwn in the foreground in

the engine room view. These are the well-known "Imperial"

type of air compressors, built by the Rand Drill Company, and
supply compressed air for the various uses about the round-
house and shops. Each machine has a capacity of compress-
ing 1,000 cu. ft. of free air per minute to a pressure of 100

lbs. per sq. in.

The electrical generating units, of which there are four,

consist of standard Westingbouse single-acting non-condensifig
compound engines, direct-connected to Westinghouse dyna-
mos of the multipolar engine type, with outboard bearings.

The engines have cylinders 14 and 24 ins. in diameter with a

14 in. stroke and operate at a normal speed of 280 rev. per
mln Their rated capacity at this speed and with the normal
steam, pressure of 150 lbs. Is 250 h. p. These engines are

ENGINE ROOM VIEW, SHOWING STEAM PIPING ARRANGEMENT. RAND

AIR COMPRESSORS AT RIGHT.

the machine in good repair. In fact, on the average, only from

two to three machines will be kept in service, varying accord-

ing to the load, which will practically leave one unit free, for

repairs and the necessary attention to be given it at leisure.

Space has been left in the engine room, however, for an addi-

tional generating unit to be installed, if required by growth

of the load.

A large 18-panel switchboard is used for controlling the cur-

rent from the generating units and also that for the various

distribution circuits. The board is beautifully constructed of

2-in. blue Vermont marble, mounted upon a substantial angle

iron frame and located 5 ft. from the wall, so as to permit ease

of access to the connections at the rear. An excellent view of

this board is presented in an accompanying half-tone. The
fittings upon the switchboard were designed for neatness of

appearance and the marble was carefully selected for freedom

from metallic strata. The board was built by the H. Krantz

Manufacturing Company; it is 7Ms ft. high by 32 ft. 8 ins.

long.

The four panels at the left end of the switchboard contain

the necessary apparatus for controlling the generating units,

one being used for each machine. The fifth panel contains
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the indlcaUng and recording ammeters aud other apparatus
for a total load panel. The remaining 13 panels are lor the
distribution circuits as follows: Panels 6, 7, 8 and 9 control
tour principal power circuits, which deliver current to the
constant speed motors and to the incandescent light circuits
the tenth panel being held in reserve for extensions. Panels
11, 12 and 13 are used for the arc lighting system, the eleventh
being used to control the circuits for the arc-light system
balancer unit. The remaining panels are devoted to the mul-
tiple voltage circuits; pann u is the power-controlling panel
for tin- multiple-voltage, varlable-apeed motors; the following
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DUPLICATE BALAJTOMM FOE THE M ULTIPLE-VOLTAGE SYSTEM AM,
SMALL COMPENSATING BALANCER FOR THE

ABC LIGHTING SYSTEM.

three panels control the Crocker-Wheeler balancer units for
this system, and the last panel controls the 4-wire multiple
voltage feeders.

In the illustration which shows the beautiful marble pres-
sure-gauge board in the engine room, may also be seen two of
the three-unit rotary transformers, which are used as balancers
for the 4-wire multiple-voltage distribution system. As is

IHK SWrrCHBOABD, CONTROLLING ALL POWER AM, LIGHTING DIS-
TRIBUTION CIRCUITS.

well known, the balancers are used for the purpose of generat-
ing the intermediate, or "low" voltages, which are interposed
between the two main voltages that are generated by themam dynamos. The principle of the multiple voltage system
is generally well understood, but for further details we would
refer our readers to the extended description o£ tnis temof variable-speed electric driving, which appeared in connect.on with the series of articles describing the Co,, nwood

Shops 01 the L. S. * M. 8. Ry. The characteristic features" the multiple voltage system were referred to in detail in
that series on pages 23 and 24 of our January, 1903 issue The
different voltages made available by this system are 40 80

1C0, 200 and 240 volts, as is the case at the Colltnwood ln-
latlon. These balancers were installed in duplicate on"U 0t ll,e l»»Portance of maintaining uninterrupted ser-

vice for the machine tool driving. Bacb balam er I, as a capa
city of 30 kw.

'

In addition to the two balance, units may also be seen a
small two-unit rotary transformer, or balancer, which is used
in connection with the arc-lighting system. The arc lights
Which are used in the shop and yard lighting system are ope
rated at 120 volts; inasmuch as the main generator rolta
240 volts, this necessitated the operation Of the arc lights
the 3-w,re system. The balancer serves the purpose of equal-
izing the division of load upon the two sides of the system
which it does automatically; if the load is equally divided it
has no work to do, and is only called into operation when the
load becomes out of balance. The capacity of this balancer is
only 8% kilowatts; this seems small, in view of the fact that
the arc lamps require a total of 150 kilowatts, but it is found
that the lamps balance each other very closely on the two
sides of the circuits. It has been found that the unbalanced
load rarely becomes more than 7V& amperes. The arc lamps
used are the Adams-Bagnall 120-volt lamps, of the long-burning
enclosed-arc type; the incandesce., , lamps operate directly
upon the main 240-volt circuits.

This interesting plant was designed by the engineering firm
of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, New York under
the supervision of the engineering department of the Pitts-
burgh & Lake Erie. We are greatly indebted to Mr A RRaymer, Assistant Chief Engineer, and to Mr. G M Campbell'
Electrical Engineer, for this information.

Master Cab Builders' Drop Testing Machine.—This ma-
chine, which for some time has been in process of erection
is now completed and ready for use. It will be remembered
that, by direction of the association, this machine has been
installed at the laboratory of Purdue University, Lafayette
Ind., where it will be operated under conditions similar to
those prevailing in connection with the Master Car Build-
ers' brake shoe testing machine and the Master Car Builders'
air brake testing rack. The conditions are such that the
machine may be used not only by committees of the Master
Car Builders' Association, but also by individual railway
companies and manufacturers as well. The machine has al-
ready been described in detail in the proceedings of the as-
sociation for 1903. It is especially designed to test couplers
draft gears, axles, rails and bolsters. Parties interested inmaking use of the machine should communicate with Prof
W. F M. Goss, Dean of the Schools of Engineering, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Ind.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.-TIHs new organiza-
tion which was started last February, promises to be an impor-
tant one in improving the administration of store departments
of railroads and in the handling of supplies. The organization
is one which should secure the interest and co-operation ofmotive power officials because of the importance of properhandling of material, which has a very definite bear,',,, ,„„„,
the cost of work in locomotive shops. The association is quitenew, and it promises to become valuable in Introducing cummer-a principles ,nto this department. Mr. J. p. ,„„,,hv gen.

vav T» P
Z VhP Lake Sh °' e & Mifhi *a» Central S.

TeeUng ;LTh
' ^ "? ^'^ *"" the ^ —-meeting for the consideration of business will be held inChicago during the current month.

High Speed LocoMonvE-The three-cylinder locomotive de-igned and built by Hensche, & Son, Casse.l, Germany in atrial run between Gottingen and Bovenden, made a speed of78/7 m„es per hour, on straight track. It is to be tHed onhe experimental track between Marienfeld and ZosL wnerehe famous electric locomotive tests have been made' Tulas known as the Wittfeld locomotive, from its designer, who .connected with this firm of builders.
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APPRENTICE SCHOOLS ON ENGLISH RAILWAYS.

Editorial Correspondence.

Loudon, England.

America has much to learn from England with respect to

apprenticeship in the mechanical trades. England is not only

well supplied with apprentices, but with facilities for educat-

ing them outside of the shops. I spent some time in looking

over the situation of apprentices on the railroads and was

surprised, not only by the numbers of apprentices, but with

the fact that systematic educational methods have been iu

operation for tifty and more years on the leading English

roads. It may be said that every important road has its Me-

chanics Institute, whereby the boys may acquire advancement

mentally to correspond with their progress in mechanical

skill. Some of these institutions would take high rank among

our technical schools, although they do not aspire to the grade

of engineering colleges.

Some of the English roads have faithfully provided appren-

tice school instruction for years and for generations, and this

is one reason why there is no lack of skilled mechanics in

every trade. The efforts of the railroads are worthy of special

comment.

There are usually three grades of apprenticeship in the

motive power departments.

1. Pupils—Who are sons of influential men and pay for the

privilege of studying railroad work. The superintendent of

motive power usually receives the premiums paid by these

pupils, as one of his perquisites. The pupils do as much

or as little work as they choose.

2. Premium Apprentices—Who are also sons of well-to-do

parents and pay for the shop privileges. They often receive

wages which offset the premiums they pay. These are gener-

ally technical school graduates and in the shop they are prac-

tically the same as our "special" apprentices.

3. Workmen's Apprentices—These are sons of the workmen

and they form the largest class of apprentices. These boys ap-

ply for apprenticeship in large numbers and this constitutes

the recruiting source for shop men. They are allowed to learn

the trade of their fathers and are not, as a rule, allowed to

take up any other trade, but they are carefully taught in the

shops and finish as good mechanics.

Because the workmen's apprentices are the recruits for the

shops this class is the most important in my investigation.

Locomotive engineers and firemen are usually taken from the

shops, therefore the road service of the department is also re-

cruited through this form of apprenticeship.

In England there is no lack of the best mechanics, because

there are plenty of boys who wish to learn trades and the

trades unions are not restricting the numbers of apprentices,

as they are in this country.

The pupil system, while quite general in England, places a

lot of privileged characters in the shops and is not to be com-

mended. The premium apprentice may be left to be dealt with

at another time. The regular or workman apprentice is the

important one and he is well provided for on English roads.

The following observations concern this class:

Great Eastern Railway—For 52 years this road has con-

ducted and provided a Mechanics' Institute for apprentices,

with evening classes for all who desire to take advantage of

them. Mr. Holden believes in giving the ordinary apprentice

a chance. He does not entirely approve of night schools for

boys who work hard all day. Thosp who have served three

years and have regularly attended the evening classes, may,

by approval of the Mechanics' Institute committee, be allowed

leave of absence with pay for two or more winters in order to

attend higher technical schools. These students report to the

locomotive superintendent every month and they are provided

with facilities for visiting the works of other companies. One

such visit is made every month during the winter. This part

of the scheme has not been long in use, but thus far has worked

well. Annual prizes are awarded for proficiency at the Me-

chanics' Institute and the distribution of the prizes is made a

notable occasion and is attended by Lord Claude Hamilton,

chairman of the board of directors who, last year, distributed

the prizes. At the ceremony last year Mr. Choate, United

States Ambassador in an address said: "These Mechanics' In-

stitutes are the best hope of the people of England." The

library of the Institute of this road contains 9,000 volumes.

London & Southwestern—Mr. Dugald Drummond, chief of

the locomotive department of the London & Southwestern, has

put into practice a scheme for day classes for apprentices at

a technical college, near the Nine Elms works in London. Com-

petent teachers are provided by the company and the appren-

tices may spend one hour a day, three days a week, from 8 lo

9 a. m. at the school, which forms part of the day's work, with-

out loss of pay. Preliminary examinations are required, and

at the end of three months in each term, progress examina-

tions are taken. Those who pass all examinations satisfac-

torily are allowed to attend the engineering colleges during the

winter months to secure a higher education and the time so

spent is accounted as part of the apprentice course. Those

who successfully pass the college examinations are allowed to

work in the laboratory or drawing office during the summer
months. The first calls for promotions are made from the ap-

prentices who have shown ability, both in the shop and the

school. Mr. Drummond has made the following standing of-

fer: "Any lad whose parents have not the means to keep him

sufficiently long at school to give him an education, such as

would qualify him to pass the preliminary examinations, will

call upon me and I shall endeavor to make such arrangements

as will enable him to require the necessary knowledge to do

so."

This road does not conduct the school, but it does provide

the salaries of the teachers and bears all the expense which

would ordinarily fall upon the students.

Great Western Railway—This road has for thirteen years

provided a series of evening classes for apprentices and shop

men. They now have a large library and reading room at

Swindon, and have turned the technical school over to the town,

but retain control of the instruction through the officers of the

locomotive department. This road has about 12,000 men in

the shops at Swindon. The best apprentices are allowed to

attend day classes at the technical school and are allowed full

pay for the time so spent, and the school fees are also paid by

the road. These candidates must be registered apprentices,

between 17 and 18 years of age, they must have spent at least

one year in the works and must have regularly attended at

least one session iu the preparatory evening classes in the

technical school. Thirty such day students are provided for

and they take three years' courses. They study practical

mathematics, practical mechanics, geometrical and machine

drawing, heat, electricity and chemistry. The students who
distinguish themselves are allowed during the last year to

spend part of their time in the drawing office and chemical

laboratory of the road. The whole plan is at all times under

the control of the head of the locomotive department. The
regular evening classes at the school have been arranged with

special reference to the needs of railroad shop apprentices and

are divided into two grades, the preliminary and the engineer-

ing. The laboratory equipment of the school is extensive ami

excellent.

London & Northwestern—At Crewe a well equipped Me
chanics' Institute has been maintained for 58 years. For 32

years Mr. F. W. Webb presided over it. In 1847 the cost was

?1,000 for the year. In 1903 it was $15,000, not including the

cost of the buildings and equipments furnished by the com-

pany. The Institute is a high grade technical high school

and prepares for college and higher technical schools. It has

well-equipped laboratories and is an impressive establishment.

It has a library of 11,200 volumes. Small fees are charged for

tuition in the various classes and the road makes up the de-

ficiency in operating expenses. Last year students received 255

certificates from the board of education for graduates. This

school has furnished 51 Whitworth scholars by competitive ex-

amination. It is doing a remarkable work. This road has
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1,077 apprentices at Crewe aud 8,000 workmen. The reports

oi iiie Mechanics' institute are exceedingly Interesting and tar

ahead ol anything we iiave in this country. This school has

taken more Whitworth scholarships than any oilier one

tutiou iii England. Seven Bcholarehipa are provided by the

Qovernmenl al the Hoyal College of Science at Loudon and

Dublin. The e are awarded bj competition and the successful

inpared to compete tor Whitworth scholar-

ships. This boo] work is not In any way compulsory. The uew-

. • lopmenl is an electric laboratory in which 3li pupils may
work at we same time, it is equipped tor railway electrli

work exclusively, and is used Wednesday afternoons, under

an Instructor, provided by the company.

Lancashire & Yorkshire—This road has a large Mechanics'

Institute in connection with the Horwich shops, which are

among the best shops in England. The classes are taught

bj in <
- ii who actually work in the shops. Metallurgy is taught

by the superintendent of the steel foundry. Chemistry is

lauglil by the chemist Of the road and drafting by the drafts

men. The result is that though attendance is purely voluntary,

the establishment is completely filled every winter evening.

The} have their own young men to take up their electrical

work of their new electric lines now in service.

Night schools are not approved by the most progressive rail-

road men in England. They do not believe in night classes

for growing lads after a full day's work and they are unques-

tlonablj correct.

Other railroads have these apprentice schools but I mention

only those which I investigated, personally. I have printed

mailer in my possession concerning all of these, and it con-

si mites an interesting record of an effort to "give the work-

man's son a chance."

Manufacturing Concerns—Such concerns as Yarrow & Com-
pany; Richardsons, Westgarth & Company; Palmer's Ship-

building & Iron Company; William Denny & Company and
Andrew Han lay Sons & Company, provide very comprehensive
schemes for apprentice education by evening classes and en-

courage efforts by means of prizes awarded annually. The de-

tails of these plans are very interesting. Mr. Yarrow has, at

his own expense, sent a representative educator to the United

States, who thoroughly investigated technical school develop-

ments tor the purpose of aiding him in providing for his own
apprentices. This indicates the high place the subject holds

in the minds of the leaders in engineering work in England.

Mr. Yarrow believes that a concern employing 4,000 or 5,000

men can successfully inaugurate and conduct its own schools

with the very best of teachers. This is a suggestion to the big

American railroads. Smaller concerns should depend on the

existing school facilities.

British Admiralty—For over 40 years the British admiralty

has followed a plan for apprenticeship whereby the winter

months are spent in college and the summer months in the

work shops. "This method has produced a famous roll of

chief constructors." The same plan is followed by the Scotch

universities; Hie students study in the winter and work in the

summer.

Sandwich System— In England the belief is growing among
employers of men that school work and shop training must
go land in hand. The boys must turn from one to the other

every day. This is called the "sandwich" system and it is

admirably applied so that the shop boys may advance in studies

and mechanical proficiency at the same time.

Provide for Workmen's Sons—Mr. J. A. P. Aspinall, general

manager of the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, says. "Con-
sideration ought to be given to the rank and file of the work-
simp, those who were not born with a silver spoon in their

mouths, and who ought to be able to get on and advance them-
selves if they have sufficient brains, and ought to have facilities

for rising to the top. Prom this class the most distinguished
men in England have sprung." Aspinall. Drummond and Yar-
row are firm advocates of thoroughly educating the workmen's
sons.

Social Limitation—Exceptions—Mr. W. H. Maw believes that
"Care must he taken that every facility to rise be given to the

best man, irrespective of social position. Such men will be

most frequently touud among those nol endowed with wealth

wuO in COl had inherited the iustin irk, dnd by

iple ami necessity Will be mure ready to go through the

ftry ol learning their profession than those who were what
i socially above them."

In spile ol frequent expressions in favor of aiding the rank
in, a Is, because of social distinction, very difficult tor a

boy lo rise aud become a "gentleman." 1 must say, how-

ever, that som finest and broadest-minded men i mei
in England ha inks to the highest positions,

and these aen owe this advancement to the Mechanics'

Institutes.

.Necessity for Sell i Hugh Iteid of the Hyde Park

Locomotive Works, says: Every engineering firm, if working

on sound U line must look to the education ot its

appreniices, more particularly from its bearing upon its own
business, present and future. The more a business is removed

from the purely manufacturing processes, aud where new de

and developments are constantly required, so corres-

pondingly will a larger number of highly trained workmen De

required. Also in works far removed from or very close to

large centers of population, highly trained men may in the

one case be very dilncult to obtain and in the other, very diffi-

cult to retain."

This means that for self preservation school instruction must
i olutely be provided for apprentices and that it must be

done by and under the control of the employers. In the United

Slates the methods described will not answer. Our conditions

require methods specially adapted to a relatively new country

and to railroads which lack the traditions of these in England
As a result of these observations I have formulated a plan which

when developed will be ready for the consideration of American
railway officials. It is necessary to provide a system which
while under centralized direction and control will meet the

needs of railroads having many centers of mechanical work.

The English methods do not provide for this.

I trust that this general discussion of the subject may awaken
and incite interest in this tremendously important matter,

i ban which there is nothing more vital in the entire labor prob-

lem. G. M. B.

(To be Continued.)

The oil burning engine district on the Santa Pe has been ex-

tended from Seligman to Winslow, Arizona, a distance of 143

miles. Coal-burners are not used any more in California or

Western Arizona. Instead of storing oil in steel tanks at

division points, the Santa Fe has built circular pits in the

mound, banked up high, with a depth of about 20 feet, and
roofed over. The oil thus stored is pumped into small delivery

lanks and there run- into the engines by gravity. The largest

in these pits are at Seligman and Flagstaff—one for each place,

each holding 50,000 barrels. At Ash Pork there are two pits,

>ach holding 25,000 barrels; at Williams one aud at Winslow
one, each holding 25.000 barrels. There is little loss by leak-

age. The earthpits cost less than steel (auks and hold more
nil. The fire hazard is greatly reduced.

"Since the use of soft water decreases the time necessary

for keeping locomotives out of service for boiler repairs, and

for washing out, the number of locomotives required to ope-

rate a line should be decreased. Your committee has found

published statistics covering a period of time on a division

of a railroad that recently was equipped with water-softening

plants. These statistics show that the number of locomotives

in service was 9 per cent, less, the ton mileage 11 per cent,

more, and the pounds of coal consumed per 1,000 ton miles

was 5 per cent, less than during the same period before the

division was equipped with the water-soften ine; plants."

—

From a committee report on water softening, to the Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association.
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SOME DETAILS OF A VERY HEAVY LOCOMOTIVE.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

2-10-2 (SANTA FE) TYPE.

In this journal for October and November, 1903 (pages 372
and 399) descriptions of the very powerful freight locomotives
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the Santa Fe Rail-

way were presented. Because of its size and enormous draw-

bar pull in starting (69,500 lbs.) some of the details of the run-

ning gear will be interesting because they show the large sizes

of the parts which are necessary in such an enormous locomo-
tive. While the exact weights of the parts of this engine are
not now available, those of some of the principal parts of the
2-10-0 engine illustrated on page 192 of our June number, 1902,

will indicate in a general way the corresponding figures for
the 2-10-2 type which is very nearly the same size. These
weights are given in the accompanying table. The reciprocat-

ing weights, including the portion of the weight of the main
rod, for one side amount, approximately, to 1,800 lbs.

/NSIDL

BACK END OF MAIN HOD DRIVING WHEEL.

DETAILS OF THE HEAVIEST LOCOMOTIVE EVER BUILT.
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I
WY DECAPOD LOCOMOTIVE.

(Sec American i ;

inds.
Weight in working order 2<J7,800
Driving wheel and axli 7,475

and back 8,055
Driving wheel axle, main pair 9,375
r > r i v 1

1
- In, each 512

i Hiving box, others, each 414
Engine h Ithout wheel ' or box*
Engine truck wheel <>>i' pair and axle 2,080
Equalizer beam 160
Frame , each 8,400

plate . . 910
without tube 13.000

i 2,690
main driving . . . 1.875

i driving 1,520
Cro head

_ Pounds.
Pistons and rod

. 1,075
Main rods, each . .... 1,030
Side rods for 1,870
Cylinders, for one Bide, without saddle 10,160

7,100

This selection of details for illustration sufficiently indicates

the difficulty in designing a very large locomotive. For ex-

ample a glance at the main crank pin with its 8Vi by &'/• In

rod bearing conveys at once the Impression of the power

which must be provided for when 19 and 32 in. cylinders are

used. The drawing of the main driving wheel shows that there

is insufficient room for the counterbalance required by the pre-

vailing rules. Guides 4 by 9 in. in section are required for the

RKAR I'ORTION OF FRAMES.

'

—h£—~
Mtfes for T/h /j"d/bm*£{ ^-s"-t ,i"v

i i V*

O ° »! O O If <

lil-4§- •
I I . , .4m

CROSSIIEAD.

as-./*/*/W- Cost fmn
Jjorvrrg /'n

PISTONS AND PISTON ROD.

ToperJ in S I

-2,1-
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crcsshead stresses and the bearing area of the crosshead is

252 sq in. A 32-in. piston is a large member and the two pis-

tons and piston rod are shown assembled. Drawiugs of the

main rod and the frames complete the selections.

A locomotive of this size presents many problems in detail

design which have been treated in a most creditable manner
which is worthy of careful study by the reader, for in this case

forces are provided for which locomotive designers have never

before been called upon to meet. In looking over these details

as the drawings were lying on the writer's desk, a well-knowu

railroad officer remarked that he thought the time had come

when the problem of the big locomotive should be approached

in a new way, a way which would divide the stresses in the

running gear among a large number of parts and that while

this would increase the expense of construction, it would lead

to a lightening of the parts, a distribution of the wear over a

larger number of surfaces and to greater convenience in the

shop. In fact, he thought that locomotives had gone as far as

they ought in the matter of size.

Before leaving the subject, attention should be directed to

the frame splices of this engine and to the depth of the frames,

32 in., at the cylinders. In the depth of the frames at this

point, the method of securing the cylinders to the frames by

long keys, planed together, and the key construction of the

frame splices, the practice shown in connection with the 2-8-0

and other classes of Pennsylvania engines has been followed.

(See American Engineer, June. 1899, page 181). In the large

Santa Fe engine, it is noteworthy that at the front frame splices

a cross sectional area of nearly 98 sq. in. has been provided.

These frames have never given the slightest trouble on the road.

These drawings have been received through the courtesy of

the officers of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway and the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

MAINTENANCE OF METALLIC PACKING ON LOCO-

MOTIVES.

By P. A. C. King.

It is a well-known fact that there are about as many metallic

packings on locomotives at the present time leaking steam as

there are correctly performing the duty originally intended,

and this is due to a large number of causes. The packing

manufacturer has often been called upon to produce a fool-

proof packing. Now, as soon as we can produce a crank pin

bearing which will never require attention or a triple valve

that can be put together with a shovel, about that time we
may expect a packing, either fibrous or metallic, which will be

fool proof, and by the way, it is well to bear in mind that

fibrous packings require better attention and greater care in

application than any of the metallic packings.

It has often occurred to the writer that it is a pity that

packing leakages will not tie up railroads, like broken frames

or broken axles or disarranged air brakes, for then the pack-

ing would receive the consideration to which it is entitled.

Why is it that metallic packings applied to steamships and

stationary engines are steam tight, and when the same are

applied to locomotives, they leak steam? The writer thinks

the difference is just here: It is impossible to successfully run

a marine engine with leaky packings—steam will blow down on

the heads of the oilers and the engineers would be compelled

to shut down. They are, therefore, particularly careful to

see that the packings are in first-class condition and correctly

repaired before they leave port, and that by a man who knows
his business. While the leaky packing on a locomotive gen-

erally does not do any damage immediately, particularly to

those running the locomotive, I have often thought that if

the front of an engine could be boxed in, and the only outlet

to the box be a 2-in. pipe leading into the cab, then we would

have tight packings, particularly if this pipe was directly in

the front of the cab on the right hand side.

Going back to ancient history, and the days of the old soft

packing, usually the engineman did his own work in this re-

spect; he was very careful how he applied the soft hemp rings,

and would allow no one but himself to tighten up the gland.

He was very careful not to get over-heated rods, and would
keep them properly lubricated, as this was the time before

oil starvation became a fad. When metallic packings were
introduced, for a while the engineman continued to retain in-

terest in the packings, and metallic packings at once showed
great saving over hemp, largely because it was looked after

the same as before, but since then things have been going
from bad to worse between repairs. Finally the "chain gang"
came into existence, then the engineman ceased to keep up
packings, it being turned over to the shop man, and almost

any man was taken for the work. Sometimes this man was
a graduate from a wheel barrow, or a bolt cutter. He certainly

did not appreciate the work, and as long as he was paid a

aertain price for renewing babbitt metal rings he considered

his duty was done. Sometimes these rings fit, sometimes they

do not; new rings are often applied to packing where rings

are not the cause of the trouble, then again they are often

improperly machined. In addition to this the oil starvation

fad struck us. The best lubrication of packing is from the cyl-

inder. When the quantity of cylinder oil was cut down the

packings failed to receive their best lubrication, worn rods

were quite frequent, burned out and badly cut packing rings

were plainly in evidence.

Now contrast the above with the situation on marine engines.

All will admit that the marine engineers are skillful and well

informed men, probably as good in a mechanical way as any-

one connected with any railroad. Yet these men frequently

will not make any repairs themselves on metallic packing.

but send to the manufacturer of the packing, so that he may
send a specialist to overhaul and correct the trouble. He
considers the metallic packing business a specialty, and as it

is so Important to his existence he has a specialist attend to it.

Even on the largest ocean liners this course is often pursued.

In some cases, however, after the engineer has had years of

experience with the packing, he will then attempt to over-

haul it, but never until he has had some experience, watch-

ing the packing specialist, and learning his lesson thoroughly.

Even our largest ship yards desire the packing specialist
-

present when packings are applied and trials run. This Is

one of the reasons why marine packings are tight, whereas

the same packing applied to locomotives fails. Of course, loco-

motive service is harder than marine service, but not so much
so as to cause the packing trouble and the expense of maintain-

ing packing that now exists when everything is considered.

It does not require a college professor to take care of pack-

ings, but it does and always will require a good mechanic.

The following is about the way the situation is treated : The
general manager goes over the road on a cold, clear day, he

sees most of his engines with terrific steam leaks around

their cylinders, and immediately thinks it all comes from the

packings. He sends for the superintendent of motive power and
j

tells him this thing must stop, that the packings are no good,

and they had better change to some other make. The S. M. P.

sends for the packing manufacturer, and says, "Your goods

are of no account, and something must be done. Can you cor-

rect the trouble?" Packing man says, "Yes, but not unless

you will treat packings properly." S. M. P. says, "Go ahead."

Then a certain number of engines are taken on which to con-

duct this trial. By a little judicious handling of the question

by a man who knows his business, it is found that not only

can packings be made tight, but thousands of dollars can be

saved per year. The S. M. P. is, of course, very much pleased

and shows the matter to the general manager, they proceed

to pat each other on the back, and say, "Now the good time has

arrived, our troubles with packings are over. Our men have

been told how to do the thing and they will do it." All me-

chanical departments become very virtuous, but view this

same road six months after. These packings are again blow-

ing. Nobody, however, pays much attention to it as leaky flues

have become the great question of th« day and the packing
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business is sidetracked lor the time being, and the question

is asked, "How are you getting along?" "All right, not much

trouble, but, ol courBe, we are not obtaining the results that we

obtained al first." Now, why is this'.' Simply because the mi D

who were instructed at the general overhauling have either

been put on other work, discharged or promoted, and new men

are endeavoring to do their work without being properly in-

structed. The new men know nothing of the reformation and

things gradually drill back into their old condition.

Tests of metallic packing are about as numerous as they

are misleading, and this is the reason why about once in six

months an entirely new design of packing is placed upon the

market and tried on several roads. It has probably made a

good record on an engine on some particular road by the in-

ventor. The inventor has daily kept track of the engine

aud Instructed every one how to take care of it, and is sure

that it has been well lubricated, even though he may have

had to purchase the oil himself. Every one who handles the

engine knows the packing is on trial and proceeds to keep it in

shape, unconscious of it probably. The result is that the mile-

age of this packing is very large, and when compared with

the mileage of the standard packing on that road it is so large

that everyone wants to rush to the new style, and often they

do so. When this packing is put on a large number of engines

and in time becomes standard and gets the same treatment

the old standard received, it proves to be no better, if as good

as the old-timer; then the road often in desperation will go

back to their old goods. This farce comedy is worked once

in about six months, and on some of our best known sys-

tems. One motive power man who had sized up the situation

correctly, said he could make a big mileage with old shirts in

the stuffing Uoxes providing they were on test.

We may write it down that we shall never get good satisfac-

tion either in the way of preventing steam leakages or sav-

ing expense until metallic packings are treated as a specialty,

and a good mechanic on every railroad is held entirely respon-

sible for this work. This man should not be a cheap man
by any means; he should be paid equally as well as a general

roundhouse foreman, he should visit the packing manufactur-

ers and then see that shop men know how to repair packings

and that they do it properly. A man of this kind will save

many times his salary.

A short time ago a railroad sent some of their engines to a

locomotive builder for repairs. The locomotive builder removed
the packings and sent them to the packing manufacturer to be

overhauled and put in good condition. It was surprising to ex-

amine some of these. One packing in particular was minus a

ball joint and apparently had not had a ball joint against the

gland for many moons, and must have leaked, judging from the

way the interior parts of that packing were hammered up. Why
the steam leakage did not completely cover the engine I cannot

imagine, for it must have been awful. I suppose the engine-

man reported these packings as blowing, a roundhouse man
with the same regularity applied new metallic packing rings,

whereas, if he would have properly sized up the situation and
applied a new ball joint, the whole trouble could have been

corrected and many dollars saved. Some of these packings

were received minus followers, some of them apparently

had the followers applied the wrong way about, some of them
showed evidence of the vibrating cup being solid up against

the side of the stuffing box. either due to excess of lost motion
between the piston and cylinder or cross head and guides. In

other words, the whole condition was horrible, and neglect in

this matter meant a loss of thousands of dollars.

It is certainly unfair to blame metallic packings for faults

which may be due entirely to piston rods and valve stems.

Sometimes piston rods are not true, cylinders are smaller at

one end than at the other, or they may not be round. The
same is true of valve stems. Unless they are cylindrical no
metallic packing can be expected to be tight. Then again
rods are turned up and roughly finished so that they act as

a file through the packings, or in truing up rods they may be
turned to a size that does not correspond to the diameters of

rings kept in storerooms; the roundhouse man in his hurry

is compelled to take rings out of stock such as he may find,

and very often has to apply the wrong diameter of rings to the

rod. Now, under conditions ot this kind, it is about as im
possible Lo expect pa< kings to be tight as it would be to expect

a tight slide valve, if the valve lace was linished in a foundry

instead ol a machine. In several instances we have known
of rings which were originally bored lor rods one-half inch less

diameter, cut up in small segments aud applied to packings.

We may readily imagine how this would work out iu practice.

CHICAGO MEETING OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

The spring meeting of the American Society of Alechanical

Engineers will this year be held jointly with the institution

Oi Mechanical Engineers of Great Britain, and the sessions

will be held in Chicago. This location has been selected be-

cause it is near enough to St. Louis to permit the members
to attend the exposition and yet the discomforts of holding
conventions in the exposition city will be avoided. Thus far

200 members of the English society have indicated their in-

tention to attend, and the joint meetings therefore promise to

be very successful. In order to provide ample time for dis-

cussion the subjects for the English society will be limited to

the following: The steam turbine, motor cars, the gas en-

gine, hydraulic aud electric cranes, induction fans and gar-

bage destructors. The committtee on meetings of the Ameri-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers has asked for papers on
the following subjects: The American steam turbine, the

American gas engine, the power plant of the tall office build-

ing, the American Locomotive testing plant, the American
shop management problem and the modern American machine
tool.

JAMES WATT MEMORIAL.

A memorial statue is about to be erected in Greenock, Scot-

land, on the site of the cottage in which James Watt was born.

Subscriptions are solicited in many countries, and an American
committee has been organized with Andrew Carnegie as chair-

man. Subscriptions should be sent to Theodore Dwight, sec-

retary and treasurer of the American committee, 99 John street.

New York.

Employment Bureau—Chicago & Alton Railroad—While
nearly all railroads employ somewhat systematic methods of

recruiting the several branches of the service, thus far only
this road has an employment bureau, established with a view
of securing recruits from among the young men living along
the line of the road. The object of this is to secure the ad-
vantage of the home influence and establish an esprit de
corps because of employing those who are interested in the
country to which the road is tributary. This has been worked
up into a systematic policy by an employment bureau which
is under the direction of Mr. W. A. Freese, superintendent of
telegraph. It is confined to the transportation department
and is aimed to elevate the standard of employees in every
capacity. In order to reach those who might not otherwise
apply for positions circulars are issued and distributed in
the towns along the road containing instructions for applying
for service. All applications are investigated and records
made. Civil service rules govern the bureau and the results
for the first year have been very successful, 275 men having
been selected by examination from a large number of ap-
plicants during that period.

Long Sea Trip With Oil Fuel.—The steamship Nebraskan
of the American-Hawaiian Line recently arrived in New York
after a 12.724-mile (nautical) trip from San Diego, Cal., using
oil fuel all the way. The trip was made via the Straits
of Magellan in 51 days and 9,300 barrels of oil were consumed.
This oil was the crude product of California. By its use, 12
men are saved in the fire room and 3 men only were required
for tending the burners.
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The locomotive is the only thing on a railroad that actually

earns money. If 10 per cent, of the number of locomotives

are out of service for any reason, that proportion of the earn-

ing power is unavailable. If 20 per cent, are in the shops
or waiting to get in, the whole system begins to limp. Many
roads are limping because of a lack of shop facilities, and shop
improvement is to be one of the biggest business questions
of the railroads for some time to come.

By sending an annual pass and a personal letter to every
station agent on the line, Mr. J. C. Stuart, general manager of

the Erie Railroad, has encouraged these important subordinates
and has brought them to understand that they are appreciated
as necessary factors in successful management. This recogni-
tion is as unusual as it is easy of accomplishment and it con-
stitutes an example which others might profitably follow in all

departments. Shop and roundhouse foremen, from whom so
much is expected, would give "value received" many times
over for an annual pass. Doubtless they would not often use
one, but the comfort of having one in the pocket would help
the superintendent of motive power to secure better service

and better foremen. It costs a road nothing to do this sort of

thing and the returns cannot be estimated.

The General Manager fell into the ash pit. He was cha-

grined and soiled, and his kid gloves were torn. He had cigars

f >r his friends who happened to hear of it, but the story has been
a long time leaking out. It occurred last winter on the occa-

sion of an inspection of the roundhouse with the superin-

tendent of motive power and master mechanic, who were try-

ing to find out why locomotive work was delayed at that par-

ticular point, the location of which will not be stated now.

They had not even entered the roundhouse, but were walking
loward it in the fog which hung about the building in the still

air. This experience was an effective object lesson to this

officer, who up to that time had not appreciated the difficult

problem of ventilating roundhouses in cold weather, and he

had not dreamed of the conditions which render not only the

house itself difficult to navigate, but also the surrounding yard.

During the past severe winter, fog in roundhouses has been a

serious matter, delaying work and making it impossible to do

roundhouse repairs properly. Even with the best ventilat-

ing facilities the trouble has not been entirely overcome, and

the problem is one to be studied with the greatest care by
those who are operating under pressure for power. This

general manager will be likely to approve more extensive

appropriations for roundhouse improvement, and it would be

a great help in progress if other managing officers could get

a near view of the difficulties.

WHAT ARE YOUR LOCOMOTIVES DOING?

This is a vital question of railroad operation to-day. Upon
the answer depends the standing of the management before the

owners of the properties and that management is best which

shows the best results in this item of performance.

Managements are increasing the average loading of cars, they

are eliminating grades, rectifying alignment, strengthening

bridges, improving condition of track, increasing terminal

facilities, lengthening sidings, improving water stations; they

are closely watching the dispatching of trains and providing

in every possible way the facilities which will tend to increase

the weight of the average train and shorten its time on the

road.

It is perfectly clear also to all who have watched the

progress of the past five years that the locomotive is appreci-

ated as the important remaining factor in the problem. A de-

gree of attention is now given to the locomotive department

which it never received before the ton mile and the heavy

train became watch-words. The attention now given to new
shops and the expenditures authorized for their construction

and equipment indicate a new and promising interest in the

motive power side of operation. All the prominent roads are

supplying themselves with the most powerful locomotives

which their condition will permit of running and locomotive

terminals have exhibited signs of increased interest in the form

of improved facilities in connection with locomotive operation.

But as yet the surface of the locomotive proDlem has hardly

been scratched. In spite of progress made, nothing is seen in

the tendencies of the time which gives promise of placing

those to whom the locomotive is entrusted in position to meet

the extraordinary demands which are to be made upon them.

Nothing short of a fundamental change of policy will meet

the locomotive problem of to-day and of the future. This prob-

lem is the administration upon a business basis of the motive

power of large aggregations of railroads and it is a problem

of men an.d of methods. The men and methods which sufficed

for small roads are inadequate to-day and it becomes a vital

necessity that the future be provided for.

Nothing short of a representation of the motive power de-

partments in the management will answer. What is needed

is an officer of the grade of vice-president or general manager

in charge of motive power and he must be a man who "draws

enough water" to build up an organization and formulate a

plan which win put the locomotive on a business basis and

keep it there for the years which are to come. As a type he

must be big enough to secure from the directors that which is

needed in protection of their own interests and he must have

the authority to inaugurate policies of construction, operation

and management which will constitute a permanent plan for

putting locomotives in position to do what is expected of them.

He must do much besides securing good locomotives. He must
be able to institute plans for recruiting the service, for elevat-

ing the men in the ranks and giving them cause to look to

the company as to one interested in their welfare and he must
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he able to inn motive power wort Into such a condition as to

warrant the besl mechanical taleui of the country to prepare

for high poeitiona of responsibility.

The present large systems require officers for this work, who

are equal In ability and authority with the general managers.

Is it nut sufficient to tax the capabilities of the best railroad

man to administer this department, to see that locomotives

are Buch as the conditions require, to see that shops and ter-

minal facilities are right, to know that shops are equipped and

operated In accordance with the best commercial business prln

ciplee, to know that locomotives are operated efficiently and

economically and to build up an organization which will carry

all these along and provide for its own recruits—Is not all

this enough, on a large system, to require the exclusive at-

leniion of the best business man and executive in the service?

In addition to all this it is to-day necessary, and In the

future will be more so, to manage the department so that the

grievance committee will lose some of its Importance. This

will require a most carefully considered and definite policy

which will disarm those who make the most of opportunities

to widen the gaps between the men and their employers.

Not until the railroads fully appreciate the necessity for es-

tablishing large motive power policies and work them out on

B long term basis will the question, "What are your loco-

motives doing?" be satisfactorily answered.

The "lightning changes" or earthquakes of management
which seem to be a part of current progress must soon give

way to a situation of permanence, and the efforts to make bril-

liant records must give way to steadiness of operating methods.

Nothing can succeed under chaotic methods, such as those

which have involved revolutionary changes in the entire or-

ganizations of several large systems in the space of two years.

When the smoke of these battles clears away the subject of

Hose paragraphs should receive attention, and those who have

and those who have not had the battles should calmly enter

into a plan for elevating the motive power administration to

the high plane on which true business policy places it.

ROUNDHOUSE VENTILATION.

No winter in recent years has brought out the deficiencies

of roundhouses as the one from which we have just emerged.

The severe weather conditions necessitated an unusual amount
of roundhouse work on locomotives and they also made the

work unusually difficult. A fortunate result is to attract atten-

tion to the importance of the best roundhouse facilities as af-

fecting the movements of trains.

Even in the best equipped and best ventilated houses the

fog occasioned by condensation of moisture in the air seriously

hampered those who were responsible for running repairs.

This was not alone confined to the house itself, but in cold,

windless days, the fog over the turntables occasioned more
than one "engine in the pit" and was a serious matter.

This points to several things. It is necessary to keep down
the, moisture by blowing engines down into closed systems of

piliing and to maintain dry floors by good methods of drainage;

to take the smoke out of the house through the jacks and

ventilators and to install ventilating machinery, which will

clear the unavoidable fog away. An exhauster system of re-

moving the smoke may be necessary, but the best plan seems to

be to use the fan system of distributing warmed air all over

the house and supply it in quantities sufficient to do the wort.

One of the most recently constructed roundhouses which has

a thoroughly up-to-date fan heating system which changes the

air completely every 15 minutes, was exceedingly foggy last

winter. This roundhouse was provided with one square foot

of heater piping for every 120 cubic feet of volume of air in

the building, but this liberal supply did not prove to be enough.
It would be well to try more heating surface and fans of suffi-

cient capacity to change the air every five minutes. Whatever
the cost, roundhouses should be made safe and comfortable

for the important wort which must be done in them.
A return to direct heating by steam coils in the pits has been

i but Uiis must always be less efficient than the fau

in, which will at the same time heat ami ventilate the

house. It is a fact that the worst offenders are roundhouses

with low rooiv, which seems to point to the desirability of

supplying mori lically. If the writer had the re-

'iii'lhouses he would take some of the

sports in ventilation into his confidence in this problem.

1 1 surely is a q he solution of which will tax the besi

authorities. •

NOTES ON A TRIP THROUGH OLD MEXICO.

BY G. U. Ut.NUUiSO.N.

A trip over the Mexican Central Railway in summer time is

particularly enjoyable. Popular opinion considers Mexico a hot

country and one lo be visited in the winter only, While this is

true as tar as the Gull cities are concerned, it must be re-

membered that the Republic is principally a great table land

varying lrom 4.UUU to 1U.00U feet above sea level. If we con-

sider a transverse section of the country from Tampico to

Ddanzanillo, from the Uulf to the Pacific, we have a stretcn 01

about 500 miles, of which luu miles on the Gulf Coast and 00

on the West Coast have less thau 1,500 feet elevation; the

remainder is mostly above 5,00U feet. The Mexican Central

operates about 3.U00 miles of road, and only about 000 miles

have an altitude of less than 1,5(JU feet.

Starting with Juarez, on the Rio Granae, 3,717 feet above

sea level, the first town of any size which we reach is

Chihauhau, 225 miles distant (at an elevation of 4,643 feet;,

after passing through an undulating country. At this point

quite large shops are located for locomotive and car

repairs. Ortiz, Gu miles further south, is the nearest station

to the new Boer colony, which is being founded by General

Snyman. Already there are a dozen Boer families on the

ground and 50 more are expected shortly. They have had a

territory of 83,000 acres set aside for them contiguous to the

Rio Conchos and the Boers are very enthusiastic over their

new home, 'tne arrangements witn the Mexican government
have been carried out by General Snyman, through whose
efforts the plan has been successfully launched. He states

that the Boers will at once accept Mexican citizenship, and
we think that both the Boers and Mexico are to be congratu-

lated upon this admirable arrangement.

Continuing southward we reach Torreon, 518 miles from
Juarez, at which point the Mexican International makes con-

nection. The elevation here is about the same as Juarez, but

we now commence to climb to the highest point on the main
line, Zacatecas, 8,044 feet above sea level, and 780 miles from
Juarez. The grade near the summit is 1% per cent and sharp
curves continually reversing were needed to keep the grade
down to the amount named. As we pass the summit we loo>

down upon the town, which is very picturesque from the rail

road. One hundred and twenty miles further south is Aguat
Calientes, so named from the thermal springs, around whicL
are clustered several banos, or bath houses. This point is the

junction of the Tampico line, although the branch actually

leaves the main line at Chicolate, eight miles to the north. At
this point the new shops of the Mexican Central are now being
completed, to which reference will be made later.

The next important town is Irapuato, 1,005 miles from
Juarez, from which point a branch runs to Guadalajara and a
short distance beyond. This latter city is 5,054 feet above the

sea and is only 125 miles from the Pacific in a direct line, but
as yet has no rail communication to the sea. The city is

lighted by electricity generated by water power at the falls

of Juanacatlan, 20 miles to the east This installation is quite

modern, the alternating current generators having ueen sup-

plied by the General Electric Company and are driven by rope
cables from horizontal turbines.

From Irapuato the main line is practically level until we reach
San Juan del Rio, and we then pass over two summits before
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reaching Mexico City, 1,224 miles from Juarez and 7,350 feet

in altitude. The country north of Irapuato resembles New
Mexico and Arizona, but south of that point is exceedingly

fertile and well watered. The Guadalajara branch also runs

through a fine agricultural section. Most of the engines on

this branch burn wood, as also on the Cuernavaca branch.

This wood is mostly the root of the mesquite, which grows
abundantly and which, while being very light wood above

ground, has roots from 4 to 8 inches in diameter. Coal is

quoted as worth $20 a ton Mexican, and wood probably $8 a

cord.

the property. This is composed of adobe with brick pilasters

and coping, and is about 12 feet high. It is intended more to

prevent articles from being stolen than to guard against strikes.

The first building which you meet is a 12-stal roundhouse
about 75 feet length per stall, the walls being formed of concrete

and the roof of wood laid flat on joist, supported by two posts

between each track. There are fixed wooden smoke jacks over

TWO NILES 60-TON CRANES IN THE ERECTING SHOP. LOCATION OF GBOUP MOTOES IN THE MACHINE SHOP.

MOTOK DE1VE FOE A WHEEL LATHE. GROUP MOTOR IN MACHINE SHOP.

AGUAS CALIENTES SHOPS—MEXICAN CENTRAL. RAILROAD.

The company is at present maintaining repair shops at

Chihuahua, San Luis Potosi, Guadalajara, Cuernavaca and Mex-

ico City, the latter being the principal shop of the road and

where the heaviest work is done. These shops, however, are

old and have been added from time to time, until quite a hete-

rogenous collection of buildings and sheds comprise the present

outfit. Besides, the motive power has been added to until the

shops are inadequate, so that some years ago it was decided to

erect new shops at Aguas Calientes, which is a much more cen-

tral point for the system. The new Aguas Calientes shops are

located immediately north of the station, and the first thing

that ire Dresses the visitor is the substantial wall surrounding

each pit. The floor of the pits is of brick rounded, but a dirt

floor is used in the house. There are no doors, and in place

of the usual windows in the outside wall there are arched

openings about 8 ft. wide and 12ft. high, with iron gratings.

Just below the eaves there is a series of openings about 12

ins. wide and high extending along the outside and end walls

for ventilation. The roof slopes towards the table and has

drain pipes inside the inner circle posts.

The erecting and machine shop is 380 ft. long by 132 ft. wide.

The center section is about 68 ft. in the clear and has three

longitudinal tracks, 22 ft. centers, with pits 4 ft. deep

extending the complete length of the shop. The posts sup-
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porting the roof are of concrete 3 ft. square on 20-ft. centers.

The roof covering is galvanized corrugated iron with a 3ft.

vertical opening between the center and side roofs. Iron

sheathing extends from the side eaves to within 8 ft. of the

ground and the gable ends are of concrete throughout. A 12-

ft. strip Of Skylight is placed on cadi side of the. ridge of the

roof.

The erecting portion is spanned by two 60-ton Niles electric

cranes, and the machine section on one side by a 5-ton, and on

the other side by two 6-ton electric cranes. \\ nile the large cranes

traverse the whole length of the shop the small ones have a

traverse of 240 ft. only. The main crane girders are supported

by steel posts, anchored to the concrete piers. The side crane

girders rest upon cast iron brackets bolted to the piers.

The machinery will be driven by electric motors supported

s ft. above the floor by wooden frames resting on concrete

foundations. The drives will be both group and individual.

The cranes and motors are in place, the motors being wound for

500 volts. The machinery has concrete foundations. Most of the

machinery has been moved from Mexico City. The shafting tim-

bers are supported by bolts and clamps, applied diagonally so

that the lower timbers can be moved in either direction for final

adjustment. A tool room about 20 x 60 ft. is provided in one

of the side bays. A brick floor Is used In the erecting portion.

Like the roundhouse, there are no doors or windows In this

shop except in the tool room. The smith shop is 63 x 200 ft

and Is of same style of construction as the machine shop,

but has only one span of roof. The equipment includes several

large hammers and heating furnaces.

The power house is perhaps the most interesting of the

several buildings. Three 250-horse power Babcock & Wilcox

boilers provide steam at 200 pounds pressure. These are

to be hand-fired, as labor Is cheap, 60 cents Mexican (about

22 cents United States) being the ordinary rates per day for

such labor. Draft Is induced by the Sturtevant fan

system, and it is Intended later on to provide an economizer.

A Wheeler feed water heater has been set up In the meantime.

Electric current for light and power Is generated by three

DeLaval turbines with Milwaukee electric dynamos. The tur-

bines are of 300 horse-power, each operating two generators of

250 volts potential. The three-wire system Is used, thus ob-

taining 500 volts for power and 250 for lights, all being direct

current. The turbines are guaranteed to deliver power at less

than 14 pounds of steam per horse-power hour. The turbines

run at 9,000 and the armatures at 900 revolutions per minute.

It is Intended to use a condenser, of the surface type, a cooling

tower being used for supplying the necessary cooling water

A Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon compound, duplex air compressor is

in place, having a capacity of 800 cu. ft. free air per minute at

Bea level. A 10-ton hand crane covers the entire area of the

engine room.

The entire Installation, both electrical and mechanical, and for

the shops as well as for the power plant, was made by the

D'Olier Engineering Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Mexican Central has made their castings for many years

at Mexico City, but this will now be done at "Aguas" (as it is

called familiarly), in a building or shed 60 x 216 ft., one 5 and
one 8 ton cupola being used for the purpose. This building is

now under way and is merely a galvanized roof on concrete

piers.

The brass foundry is a brick and adobe building 40 x 80 ft.,

and Is entirely enclosed with walls, differing in this respect

from the other structures. The pilasters and trimmings are of

brick and the panels of adobe, which makes a very neat struc-

ture. There are six furnaces for crucibles in this foundry,

with hoists for moving the pots of melted brass.

The planing mill is of the open shed-like construction

already described and is 70 x 200 ft. It is also driven
electrically. The passenger car paint shop is 130 x 300 ft.,

and is of brick and abode (like the brass foundry I. but it has a

saw-tooth roof construction.

The railway company has a mill for rolling scrap iron, etc..

at San Luis Potosi, and this is to be moved to Aguas; the piers

for this building, which will be 60 x 108 ft., are up, but the roof

lias not been applied. A pattern shop and house with fireproof

adobe walls between each section provides for this work. A
fine brick and adobe storehouse and an oil house of same con-

struction completes the buildings, with the exception of an

all-brick office, which is In course of erection. It Is expected,

however, to erect in the near future, a tank shop 48 x 300 ft..

a wheel foundry 60 x 144 ft., a wheel and axle shop 40 x 100 ft.

and a coach repair shop 130 x 300 ft.

The employes themselves have not been forgotten In the

general scheme. A large brick hospital has been constructed as

well as a home for the superintendent of machinery and master

mechanic. There are also 30 single and 16 double cottages

of brick and adobe which will he rented at $10 and $20 per

month (Mexican) respectivgly for the mechanics, and several

long rows of adobe huts with a central patio for the laborers.

The whole plant seems to have been admirably planned, and

the buildings are well adapted to the climate, which is al-

ways moderate, but it seems as if larger structures will soon

be needed. There is ample room, however, for extensions.

Mr. Ben Johnson, superintendent of machinery, directed the

installation.

Editor's Note.—Mr. Henderson's notes have been In type for

a number of months, awaiting further information concerning

the Aguas Callentes shops. Through the D'Olier Engineering

Company of Philadelphia this Information has been supplied,

including the photographs from which these engravings were

made.

GOOD TESTIMONY FOR PIECE WORK.

Of all the changes made by the general officers of the com-

pany since I have been with the Central Railroad of New
Jersey, none has been so mutually satisfactory and financially

gratifying to employers and employees in the car-shop de-

partment as the introduction of the piece-work system in 1893.

Our books and records show as absolutely correct that:

(1) Average time consumed by repairs to our passenger,

freight, and coal car equipment is cut down about 35 per

cent. This means that the cars instead of being at an aver-

age of three days out of service per year for repairs, they are

out of service only two days, and the whole equipment earns

money one additional day per year.

(2) That total cost of labor repairs to passenger, freight

and coal cars has decreased at least 27 per cent, when com-

pared with cost of labor done by day work.

(3) That average rate of pay per man, worked under ex-

isting piece-work prices, has increased from 17.5 cents to 22

and 23 cents, or equivalent to a raise of 25 per cent, per hour
worked.

(4) All department foremen must be in full charge of their

men and be responsible for maintaining good discipline, and

keep up the standard of efficiency. They should be made ac-

quainted with and be held accountable for, to a certain degree,

the labor and material cost of cars repaired by them or material

manufactured. They should be always on the look-out for

cheapening cost of labor or articles manufactured by the intro-

duction of new methods or modern tools, but not resort to

cutting prices.

(5) That willing co-operation is a great helpmate. That

overlooking personal shortcomings, common in one form or

another to everybody, makes friends. That the curbing of

"I" will be appreciated by all concerned and produce genuine

admiration for acts deserving them.

Where these points, mentioned as essential for the econo-

mic management of car shops, are applied (enforced firmly

but intelligently and humanely), to a shop organization, the

fundamental principles of effective organization and economic

management for car shops have been put into practice and

will reduce on any railroad the total expenditure for main-

tenance of car equipment from 1% to 3 per cent.

—

Chas.

Stretcher, before the Pacific Coast Railway Club.
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Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
HEAVY EIGHT COUPLED SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

American Locomotive Company, Builders.

EIGHT COUPLED SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

Chesapeake & Ohio Railboad.

Unless built for transfer purposes where heavy trains are

to be hauled through comparatively long distances, a switching

locomotive weighing 171,175 lbs. is seldom seen in the equip-

ment of a railroad. This engine has eight coupled wheels and
gives a tractive effort of 41,200 lbs. It was designed and built

by the American Locomotive Company at the Richmond works,

and is an example of advance in switching locomotives made
necessary by the increasing capacity of road locomotives which
renders an ordinary light switch engine incapable of the quick

work which has become necessary in the yards. This locomo-

tive has an enormous heating surface for this service and is

capable of handling very heavy trains for short distances. It

has a 68-in. boiler, piston valves with inside admission, a

moderately wide firebox and an extended wagon top boiler. Mr.

J. F. Walsh, superintendent of motive power of this road, states

that this powerful engine is required for switching service at

the yards at Clifton Forge, Va., where there is a heavy grade
coming into the yard. The 22 by 28-in. consolidation engines

bring trains in from the West which are too heavy for an ordin-

ary switch engine to handle, necessitating cutting trains into

three pieces. This engine is intended to handle the heaviest

trains that the road engines can pull up to the yard. The fol-

lowing list gives the principal dimensions:

EIGHT-WHEEL. SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE—CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
RAILROAD.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Gauge 4 ft. 9 ins.
Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight In working order 171,175 lbs.
Weight on drivers 171,175 lbs
Weight engine and tender in working order 292,335 lbs.
Wheel base 13 ft. 7y2 ins.
Wheel base, total, engine and tender 45 ft. 7% ins.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 21 ins.
Stroke of piston 28 ins.
Horizontal thickness of piston 6 ins.
Diameter of piston rod 4 ins.
Size of steam ports 1% ins.
Size of exhaust ports 2 1/. ins.
Size of bridges l% ins.

VALVES.
Kind of slide valves Piston type
Greatest travel of slide valves 5 y„ ins.
Outside lap of slide valves 7l in.

WHEELS, ETC.
Number of driving wheels S
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 51 ins.
Thickness of tire 31/, ins.
Diameter and length of driving journals :

9 and 914 ins. diameter x 10 ins. long
Diameter and length of main crankpin journals

:

7 ins. diameter x 6 '4 ins. long
Diameter and length of side-rod crankpin journals :

7% ins. diameter x 5 3-16 ins.

BOILER.
Style Extended wagon top, wide firebox
Outside diameter of first ring 67 ins
Working pressure 200 lbs.
Thickness of plateB in barrel and outside of firebox. . . .9-16, 11-16, % in.
Firebox, length 80 ins.

Firebox, width 70 ins.
Firebox, depth Front, 70 ins. ; back, 67 ins.
Firebox plates, thickness :

Sides, % in. ; back, % in. ; crown, % in. ; tube sheet, ^ in.
Firebox, water space Front, 4 ins. ; sides. 4 ins. ; back, 4 ins.
Firebox, crown staying Radial, 1% ins. diameter
Firebox, staybolts, diameter 1 in.

Tubes, number 351
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,572.97 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 132.13 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total : . .2,705.10 sq. ft.

Grate surface 3,888 sq. ft.

Exhaust nozzles, diameter 5% ins.

Smokestack, inside diameter 16 Ins.

Smokestack, top above rail 14 ft. 10% ins.

TENDER.
Weight, empty 52,400 lbs.

Wheels, number 8
Wheels, diameter 33 Ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5 V, ins. diameter x 10 Ins.

Wheel base 18 ft. 1 in.

Water capacity 6,000 U. S. gals
Coal capacity 7 tons

STEAM TURBINE POWER PLANT FOR BOSTON NAVY
YARD.

An interesting departure in engineering practice by the

authorities of the United States Navy, Department of Yards

and Docks, is marked by the introduction of Westinghouse-

Parsons steam turbines for furnishing power for lighting the

buildings and yards, and power for operating dry dock pumps
and miscellaneous machinery.

The initial installation for this character is in process of

construction at the Charlestown Navy Yard, Boston, Mass.

and for the present one Westinghouse-Parsons turbine generat-

ing unit of 750-kw. capacity will be placed in service. This

turbine will be of the short-barreled type and is now under

construction at Pittsburgh. A Worthington surface condenser

will be employed, using salt water for circulation. The con-

densers will be located between the foundations, which con-

sist of concrete piers. A running vacuum of 28 ins. will b«

secured through the aid of a dry air pump. Steam will' be

furnished at 150 lbs. pressure by Babcock & Wilcox boilers in

units of 350 h.p., equipped with Roney mechanical stokers.

Coil superheaters in the boiler settings will furnish to the tur-

bine a superheat of about 100 deg. F. The boiler house will be

equipped with a complete outfit of coal and ash-handling ma-
chinery.

The turbine plant will supply 3-phase alternating current at

2,300 volts, this voltage being used for general distribution

and for direct use in larger motors, while for lighting lower

voltage will be provided by transformation. The turbine gen-

erator will be served by a 37Va-kw. Westinghouse compound
exciter_unit.

The engineering work is under joint execution by the De-

partment of Yards and Docks and the constructing engineers,

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, who are Installing the

plant.
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HEAVY 8-COUl'LLH BWITCH1NO LOCOMOTIVE,

CHESAPEAKE

THE SEITZ BUILT UP PISTON.

A method ol' constructing locomotive pistons devised by Mr.

Charles Seitz is illustrated by the accompanying engraving

made from a drawing received from Mr. J. D. Young, machine

shop foreman of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad at

HavelocU. Neb. This piston originated with Mr. Seitz, who de-

vised it with a view of increasing the life and reducing the cost

of repairs to pistons. He has been employed for 15 years on

pistons as a machinist and has given the subject a great deal

of study, with a view of constructing a built-up piston which

will last the full life of the rod and not require replacement

by a new one as the cylinder becomes worn, necessitating re-

boring. This construction is very simple and the slight cost

OHIO RAILWAY,

machinists and others in railroad shops who are well informed

on these subjects and who have good devices of this kiud which

readers will be glad to know about.

LfuU
fj j3 J j
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THE SEITZ BUILT-l r PISTON.

of renewal to fit a worn cylinder must appeal to everyone

connected with locomotive repair work. Should a cylinder

require rehoring it is not necessary to remove this spider from

the rod and replace it with a new one of sufficient diameter

to fill the cylinder. By simply removing the follower plates

and replacing them with new ones and putting in a new skele-

ton ring, the piston is ready for replacement and is practically

a new head, fitting the new sized bore of the cylinder. This

is done at less than one-fourth of the cost of labor and material

necessary for repairing an ordinary piston. The American

Engineer believes that there are many earnest, wide-awake

THE POWER REQUIRED IN PLANER DRIVING.

An interesting series of tests were recently made with a

motor-driven planer at the works of the Fred M. Prescott Steam

Pump Company, the results of which are of importance for

their bearing upon the important subject of driving metal

planers. The planer used was a 48-in. planer, with 12 ft.

bed, built by the Gray Planer Company, which is equipped for

individual driving with a type B-10, 220-volt compound-wound

direct-current motor, built by the Milwaukee Electric Company.

This motor is of 15-h.p. capacity, operating normally at 1,100

rev. per min., and is arranged for variable speeds by field con

trol; a Cutler-Hammer field regulator is used for varying the

field's strength with a view to increasing the speed of the ma-

chine for various kinds of work.

A number of readings were taken with the planer operat-

ing at different cutting speeds, in each of which cases three

tools were used, cutting simultaneously; two of the tools were

set for a %-in. cut and the other tool for a %-ln. cut, and the

feed of each was 1-16-in. The following table shows the cur-

rent required by the motor for the different speeds of the

planer from 20 ft. up to 20 ft. per minute:

Amperes
During
Cut.

23.5
24
24.5
25.5
26 5
27.5
28.75

The voltage of the circuit upon which the motor was ope-

rated remained constant at 230 volts throughout the series of

tests.

Particular attention should be given to the variation of cur-

rent required by the motor. When the planer was operated at

a cutting speed of 20 ft. per minute the motor required a rush

of current, amounting to 62 amperes for the reversal from cut

to return, while when running at the increased speed of 26 ft.

per minute the extra current required at reversal had dropped

to 56% amperes. This indicates that it is not only practical

but economical to use the field control method of increasing

the speed of a motor drive upon a planer. This method

of Increasing the shunt-field resistance resulted in this case in

a material reduction of the current required by the motor at

reversals.

We are indebted to Mr. F. W. Cox, superintendent of the

Milwaukee Electric Company, for this information.

Cutting
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS IN RAILROAD SHOPS,

To the Editor:

Seventeen years of shop experience have convinced the writer

that the success of the modern manufacturing industries depends

greatly on their ability to perfect labor-saving devices to cheapen

i he output of each of their different departments. Up-to-date man-

ager* and superintendents of manufacturing concerns are alive to

this vital point, and see to it that they have at the heads of their

various departments, and particularly in the case of their tool

department, the very best man that it is possible for them to secure

for the work.

As a general thing, railroad shops do not devote much attention

to the tool-making question, as private concerns of similar character

do. This is due in a great measure to the fact that, in the words of

a well known superintendent of motive power, the railroads "are in

Mi. transportation business and not in the manufacturing business'."

While this may be to a certain extent true, it does not justify the

utter disregard of the tool department that some railroads seem to

have. It is not the intention to cast any reflection on any member

of the great family of railroad officials, but ii is nevertheless a

lamentable fact that in the majority of cases the toolroom is given

but scant attention. In fact, there are cases, known to the writer,

of good-sized railroad shops, employing as high as fifty full-pay

machinists, which have absolutely no toolroom whatever ; the only

approach to a toolroom is possibly a wrench-rack in some out-of-the-

way corner, and what few special tools each individual machinist

can keep in his own locker—although the more he can steal from

another man the more he will have for his own. There can be no

denying the fact that work done in shops of this sort must of neces-

sity he done in the crudest manner possible, with accompanying dis-

advantages to the motive-power equipment and output.

It is not to be insinuated that the machine shops of our railroads

of to-day are not in charge of capable men; the fact is. some of as

good shop managers as can be found anywhere in the country are

in charge of our railroad shops, but a great number of them have

been brought up along railroad lines exclusively, and they uncon-

sciously see things from the older railroad point of view only. The
effect of this condition of affairs may be seen by considering a few

specific cases in the machine shop:

For instance, it would never take a lathe man three hours to bolt

a crosshead to a face-plate on a lathe and rebore it for a pin fit

if the shop had a full equipment of standard piston (it and cross-

head reamers.

It would not take one hour to tap out eccentrics by hand if the

shop had an automatic tapping device to tap them in the drill press,

by which the work could be done in five minutes.

It would not take four hours to bend the arm of a tumbling

shaft and then swing it in the lathe to be able to turn the bear-

ings if they had a tumbling-shaft turning device to do the work.

In place of taking eighteen hours to plane ten eccentric halves by
bolting on the planer bed, thirty of them ought to be done in ten

hours with a special eccentric-planing jig.

It would not take two hours with a bar and cutters on a drill

press to true out knuckle-pin bearings if the shop had reamers
with which the same work could be done in fifteen minutes and a

standard hole made.

Where it would take one hour to turn a driving brass with an
old-style flange and nut mandrel, three of them could be done in

the same time by using a mandrel with set-screws to locate them
in position, and thus not require truing up, and cupped set-screws

to hold them tight.

A special chuck for shoes and wedges, whereby the work could

have all the benefit of all the heads on a planer at once, would be

the means of reducing the time by at lea*t one-half over the method
of using only one head at a time.

II would mil take one hour to cut off a set of piston packing rings

if the shop had a gang cutter, whereby the same work could be

done in ten minutes.

These are but a few examples of the many cases that could be
cited from actual experience to show the difference between a shop
with an equipment of modern tools and one in which the toolroom
end is not given the fullest attention. A closer standardizing of
parts, made possible by complete sets of reamers, drilling-jigs,

templates, etc.. for certain lines of work, such as rod knuckle-joint
pins, crosshead pins, etc., would be the means of removing an im-
mense amount of extra labor, time, worry and inconvenience, to
say nothing of the great reduction of maintenance.

Tt is possible to replace a broken part of a bicycle, automobile,

typewriter, etc., of any of the standard makes, by simply sending to

the factory and specifying only the number and names of the parts

required. Why should not this be true, to a great extent, also, of

locomotives'.' .lust imagine tin great saving it would bring about,

and resulting improvement in all departments, if any roundhouse

foreman along the line were able to send to headquarters for any

broken part and know for a certainty that it could be applied

without many hours of fitting?

The question is, howjaer, How can this state of affairs lie best

brought about? In the first place, a complete set of jigs and tem-

plates should be kept on hand by the toolroom foreman for all vital

parts of the running gear, rods, etc., that are more liable to bee

broken or thrown out of place—by this effort, duplicate pints an'

made possible. Then an accurate record should be kept of all of

these; they should be catalogued, indexed, and filed in such a

manner as to render it possible for any one, even a stranger, to

walk into the toolroom and find easily and quickly anything he

might want in this line. When new classes of engines are bought

it should be the toolroom foreman's duty to see that 11 |uipment

of jigs is brought right up to date for all these new appliances.

With an accurate and complete set of jigs and templates, dupli-

cate parts could always be kept on order. This is the main point

—

to be able to furnish the parts. The application is of secondary

importance. In order to do this with the greatest hope of success,

however, the scope of the toolroom should be enlarged. It should

not only embrace the making and keeping of labor-saving devices,

standard measuring tools, etc., but under, its jurisdiction should

come the tempering, drawing, hardening, annealing, etc., of all the

drills, taps, reamers, etc., that are needed in this department.

This should be so for the reason that it is much easier and far

more certain for the man who has watched and worked up a piece

of steel, from the rough forging to the finished article, to be able

to tell how it will set in the lire than it is for the man at the lire

who has had no chance to observe the peculiar properties of this

certain piece through its different stages of transformation. This is

not idle talk or mire theory, for it is an established fact that even

among the same makes of steel'there is always a certain amount of

variation as to its action and development. Each individual tool *

has to be handled as a separate and distinct piece to get the very

best results, and the only sure way to tell accurately how to handle

it is to watch it closely from the start to the finish.

As far as possible, all manufactured parts should b(5 made in one

place, presumably at the largest and best equipped plant on the

system. This would enable one set of jigs and standards to do till

the work, and thereby do away with the greater or less liability of

mistakes. It is not possible, however, to do this in all things,

and duplicate sets of jigs should thus be kept at the most important

points. This would require a man to look after these equipments

and see that they were kept exactly the same at all points, some-

thing in the Same manner that all the manufacturing concerns in

the country keep up their gauges. They, as a rule, have a man or

a number of men who do nothing else but see that the gauges are

kept to an accurate standard; in fact, they have this work system-

atized to such a point that in many of them the temperature of

the gauge-room is never allowed to vary from one year's end to

another.

There is no necessity of this, however, on a railway system, in

general repair work, as this work does not require anything like

this degree of accuracy. This work can be done by some one in

connection with other work. A good, all-round practical man would

fill the bill, whose duty it would be to see that these templates, jigs,

etc.. not only are kept up to an absolute standard, but that they

were used in shop practice to the best advantage. He should, in

fact, be a man who could not only maintain and apply these ideas,

but could also create and develop new ones as the occasion required.

In connection with this work, he could see that the tool steels are

handled to the best advantage, not only in the actual use on the

machine, but in the storing, keeping, checking, tempering, grinding,

etc. The writer has been in shops where a special high-speed steel

was being used that cost 70 cents a pound, and the shop was not

getting any better results than they were when using the old carbon

steels. This was due simply to the fact that there was no one

there whose particular duty it was to look after this ; some of the

men in charge did not know and some did not care, and so the

thing went on, with no good results for any one, and only added

expense to the company.

In this connection, the question can be asked, and very properly,

too : Of what use is an up-to-date tool system if it is not kept up?

I can answer emphatically—None ! But another question can

also be asked, and that is : What reason is there that it cannot be

kept up? And the answer is, also—None! The only thing that

needs a remedy, and, in fact, the only weak s^ot possible in a
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modern and up-to-date tool system, la lack of interest or lack of

knowledge among those directlj connected with It

The writer is inclined to the belief that luck ot knowledge is

more nearly con t, and for ihis reason: It is admitted by all

Interested that in the last decade no such remarkable chan
shop methods and appliances baa been brought abonl by anj oni

movement us bj the introduction of the new high-speed steels. The
changes are so great and so man] that It Is Impossible for the best

of foremen, let alone the average of the rank and file, to keep pace

with the movement and see that everything is keyed up to the point

where it is possible i<> always obtain the best results. In the

present every-day run of railroad life, a master mi i banii . a general

foreman, or even a machine shop foreman, has entirely too mucn
to look after to allow him to devote sufficient time to the tool or
sieei end <>f his department.

What is needed to overcome this difficult] is a demonstrator or

teacher, a man who no |j possesses tin 1 necessary knowledge, hut

also the ability t<> imparl it. This man should work hand in hand
with the tool man. and it should he his duly to see that all new

tools are thoroughly understood bj everybody who will he called

upon to use them. lie .should go from shop to shop as any new
tools were introduced and .sec that they were worked ill till times

to the best advantage. He should see that the best methods are

adopted for tempering, handling and applying all steels, ami thai

all tools are kept up to the proper capacity.

Without going into more elaborate detail, and without touching

on oue of the greatest of all the problems, labor, I can say without

fear of contradiction that the above fairly well covers the ground
i the many Improvements that could be inaugurated by advancing

the tool end of a railroad shop in comparison to that of a manu-
facturing concern.

Widen the scope' of each toolroom locally till it embraces every-

thing that properly belongs to its department; then see that the

tools along the line are. kept cheeked up together: and the results

will be beyond the most sanguine expectations. The motive power
will be brought nearer a universal standard; the working method
of the entire system, as far as the shops are concerned, will be

placed on a sure and accurate basis, and the saving thereby brought

about will. I feel certain, be far greater than can be possible in any

particular line of shop practice. II. W. Jacobs,

Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha Shops. Omaha. Neb.

the work handled upon the heavier lathe. The writer saw the
ma. bine at work upon a forging fl ins. in diameter, taking n cut
'_• in. deep, with a feed of I Hi in., at the high outing rati of 82 ft

per minute. In this case onlj the roughing was d : tl

machine, as it was loo badly worn to do accurate finishing,
Some old lalh.s are doing better work than bj being

' r driven. With Borne methods of motor connection, however,
'I f speeds is no better than with the old belt and cone
pulleys, but bj loop, 1

1
idapting the motor speed-regulating ap

paratus to a i or less limited variation of diameters, at

i the latie- such work as will come within the proper r

it is surprising -
/. can be turned out than with

t in' old arrangemt nl

It Ls surprising is we look around, bow little consideration
is given to the proper arrangement of Borne mot. ..driven machines.
1 king over a large shop recently, the writer saw drives of nearly
all descriptions. In SOI loses the motors were connected direct!)
to the machines by gears, some by silent chains, and others were
connected bj placing the motor upon the Boor and retaining the
old countershaft with the necessary belts. So of the machines
were group-driven, and in many .ase_s the emit rollers were con-
venienily located. Altogether, the general scheme seems to have
partaken of the bit-or-mias style.

Another shop visited presented quite a contrast; bere the idea
scans to prevail that leather should be used for shoe soles or hy-
draulic cylinder packing, but not for driving machinery- In one
'oiner Of the shop the machines; are at present driven as a group,
but the large majority of machines are driven by individual motors.
Each application was considered by itself, and only what seemed

as adopted. The controllers are conveniently located, so that
the operator can easily adjust .he machine's speed while it is in

motion. Gears and chains are covered, not only to keep out the
dust, but to prevent interference with a misplaced linger. In the
main, the scheme in the latter shop seems to be very convenient.
As these two shops are close enough together to be neighborly,

each might have derived considerable benefit from a mutual
interchange of ideas and opinions. But the business of motor
application is so new that the best cannot as yet be consistently
expected. M K

HEAVY DRIVING WHEEL LOADS.

THE OLD MACHINE TOOLS MOTOR-DRIVING.

To the Editor:

1 note with interest your remarks in the March issue of Ibis

journal regarding the work that is being done by some old tools.

So much has been said about the demand for new and stronger

machines that will be able to stand the strains put upon them by
using improved steel and under improved management that in some
shops the problem of bow to get the most out of the old tools seems
to be a greater one than it really is. The best way to solve the

problem is to study each machine as to iis capacity and give to it

such work as it will readily take care of. Much of the work done
does not need a more powerful machine, but a faster one. It will

be found in many cases that a machine needs only to be speeded
faster, which can. in the case of a lathe, be readily done by increas-

ing the speed of the countershaft.

Contrary to the opinion of some, most lathes have not speeds

enough to suit the work done upon them. Where Ibis is the case

the reversing belt to the countershaft can be changed to give a

forward motion, and in that way the available number of S| ls

will be increased. A case in point: A 21-in. lathe in a certain

simp was so s] led that a 3-in. shaft could be turned at a cutting
speed of only .".II ft. per minute. Mr. Push came in one morning
with a pocketful of •'purple-cut" tool steel, and in order to gel the

benefit of this it was necessar] to double the speed of the lath.-.

The old machine now does the work ai a cutting B] 1 of 60 ft. per

minute, and the chips come off so hoi that visitors light cigarettes

from them. I if course, the machine springs considerably under the

heavy first CUt, but it carries a second and lighter cul all right, and
a good surface for the grinder to linish.

In some places the old tools can be used for*rough machining
only, leaving the finishing to be done in a more substantial ma-
chine: and there are eases, of course, where, in order to remove a

large amount of metal left by forging, a heavy and powerful tool

is needed. One shop had a strong, heavy lathe for doing certain

machining work, but could not turn out all that was needed. An
old discarded lathe was put back in service and used for roughing

in the Editor:

Un page 153 of the current number of the AUERIOAJt E.NOINEEB
there appears an illustrated description of the 4— 4- 2 tvpe express

1 motives recently built for the Vandalia Line by the American
Locomotive Company at their Schenectady Works.

In lh.. course of this article the following statements occur:
"The.se are heavj engine's, weighing 179,444 lbs., with 109,500 lbs.
on driving wheels. This is the most remarkable feature of the
de-sign, as a weight of 27,."7o lbs. per wheel is the greatest driving-
wheel load in our record of locomotives. This even exceeds the
practice of the Pennsylvania Hailroad in the Class E2 and E2a
engines, which have 109,033 and 109,000 lbs. on drivers, re-
spectively."

In regard to the latter statement. I beg to direct attention to the
fact that, according to the official classification book issued by the
motive-power department of the Pennsylvania Railroad, .May 1.

1902, the adhesive weight, in working order, of the Class Bit!
I I 2 type locomotives, is as follows:

Weight on first pair of drivers .,., nun lbs
\\ eight on second pair .if drivers 56,000 lbs.

Total 111,600 lbs.

This represents an average load of 27,900 lbs. per wheel, and
testifies eloquently to the solidity of the magnificent permanent way
and bridges of the Pennsylvania Railroad. In these locomotives, 55.5
s.p fi. ..f grate ana and 2.640 sq. ft. of total h ing surface are
apparently found quite sufficient to utilize 111,600 lbs. ,,f adhesive
weight through the medium of 22 x 26-in. cylinders, mi in. driving
wheels, and 2H." lbs. steam pressure. This indicates what can he
accomplished by a properly designed boiler, in which good circula-
tion and a in. .derate amount of h.-ating surface are substituted for
the far loo common practice of providing an enormous heating
area, which is frequently rendered of relatively low efficiency by-

poor circulation, induced by contracted firebox water spaces and
overcrowding of the flues. Eowaku L. Coster,

Assoc Am. Soc. M. E.
25 Broad St., New York, April 11, 1004.
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EXTENDED SMOKE BOXES FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

To the Editor:

After reading your very interesting letter in the April number of

the American Emgineeb it occurred to me more forcibly than ever,

Why are the American railways using the extension front end?

When it first came into use it was intended for a spark-arrester,

and was so constructed that it did hold sparks to a certain extent

;

but after a while, when the novel ly had worn off, the engineers

would not blow them out except when actually obliged to in order

to get steam. Since that time a great many master mechanics

have succeeded in putting up front ends which will clear them-

selves. Now, if that is what we have come to. what is the need of

all this extra expense in maintaining so much paraphernalia in a

front end, if the people on the other side can get a better steaming

locomotive with a sniokcbox like the one shown on the Caledonian
locomotive? 1 do not see why we should use such a cumbersome
thing on the fronts of our boilers. I know from experience that our
locomotives steamed better with the diamond stack than they ever
have after fitting them with the extension front end. The inside

arrangement was the same as the New York Central is using to-

day. Of course, we cannot say at this time how the present large

boilers would work with a short smokebox, but I do not see how it

could be any different with them than with the smaller ones. After
noting what you say about the performance of the Caledonian's

locomotive to the ton of coal, it looks to me as if we were a long

way in the rear of our cousins on firebox and front-end arrange-

ments. Instead of going ahead for the past fifteen years, it seems
to me we have gone back in the matter.

George a. Fekcuson.
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R., Depew, N. Y.

AN IMPORTANT NEW TERMINAL-YARD, LIGHTING
AND POWER PLANT.

WEEHAWKEN, N. J.

WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

IV.

(Continued from page 128.)

THE GENERATORS.

As indicated in the plan drawing of the engine room in the

inset supplement accompanying the second article of this series

(March, 1904), the generator equipment of the Weehawken

and are designed to operate conveniently in parallel. The
regulation is such that no machine will rise in voltage more
than 50 to 60 volts when full load is thrown entirely off. The
field magnets are all wound for an excitation voltage of 250

volts.

The two 750-kw. generators were furnished, together with
one 50-kw. 250-volt direct-current exciter dynamo, by the Bul-

lock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The
rating of the two 750-kw. machines is that they shall deliver

the normal full load output continuously for twelve hours with-

out rise of temperature of any part more than 40 degrees, C,
above that of the surrounding air; they will carry a 25 per cent,

overload for two hours with not more than a 55-degree, C,
increase of temperature, and a 50 per cent, overload continu-

ously for five minutes without injury to the insulation. The

-«'-%'"

DIAGRAM OF THE SWITCHBOARD, SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF GENERATOR AND FEEDER PANELS, WITH INSTRUMENTS.

TERMINAL-YARD LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT.—WEST SHORE RAILROAD.

power plant consists of four slow-speed alternating-current

generators, each direct connected to a Westinghouse horizon-

tal Corliss engine. All four machines are of the engine type

with revolving fields and are wound to deliver three-phase

alternating current, but the two smaller machines are in-

tended for a different class of service than the larger ones and
thus differ somewhat in service details.

The two alternators driven by the 1,200-h.p. engines are each

of 750-kw. capacity and deliver the 3-phase current at a

frequency of 25 cycles and at a voltage of 600 volts with the

normal engine speed of 94 rev. per mifi. Those direct-con-

nected to the 650-h.p. engines are each 400-kw. capacity ma-
chines, and are designed to deliver 3-phase alternating current

at a frequency of 60 cycles and at a voltage of 2,300 volts with

the normal engine speed of 120 rev. per min.

Both sets of machines have revolving fieid coils and station-

ary armature windings, with all high-voltage connections care-

fully covered. The construction is of the latest and most
modern type, and is planned to prevent disagreeable humming
from structural defects. The insulation of each machine is

carefully looked to, it being specified that the insulation re-

sistance between windings and that between windings and core

shall be a megohm; the windings are also subjected to the

usual high-voltage tests of more than double the normal run-

ning voltage. The machines are all wound for close regulation

efficiency of these machines is guaranteed to be 95 per cent,

at full load.

The two 400-kw. generators were supplied, also with a 50-

kw. 250-volt, direct-current exciter, by the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y. The rating of these alterna-

tors is that they shall deliver their normal full load for twelve

hours continuously without an increase of temperature of any

part more than 40 degrees, C, above that of the surrounding

air; they will also carry a 25 per cent, overload for two hours

without temperature rise of more than 55 degrees, C, and a

50 per cent, overload continuously for five minutes without

injury to the insulation. The efficiency guaranteed for these

machines is 93 per cent, at full load.

Both exciter generators are multipolar direct-current ma-

chines and are direct-connected to 90-h.p. Westinghouse verti

cal cross compound engines. They are each of 50-kw. capacity

and have ratings similar to that of the alternators. They are

wound for close regulation, with means for easily adjusting

the percentage of compounding either 5 per cent, above or be-

low normal, and have guaranteed efficiencies at full load of 90

per cent. The exciter units are located beneath the switch-

board gallery, as indicated in drawings in the preceding ar-

ticles.

It may be a matter of surprise to many that alternating

current is to be generated in two different frequencies, namely
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in 86 and GO cycles. Hut this is to be done on account of the

peculiar operating conditions, which are to be met in this

plant. The two larger machines are Intended to carry the

motor load of ttio distribution system and I lie two smaller ma-

chines will take care of the lighting load. It was found that

by using 25 cycles (Instead of GO cycles) a large amount of

money could be saved by the elimination of reduction gearing

liSricA
c m//

fritand Ospha*
Concrete ,

. }4 *. jf ' « Spruce files 12 Suits

DETAILS OF THE SPECIAL CABLE TOWER, OUTSIDE THE ENGINE BOOM,
FOR LEADING OUT THE OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND DISTRIBU-

TION CIRCUITS.

at the motors, inasmuch as with 25 cycles the motor-speeds are

correspondingly lower; the saving in gearing for the grain-

elevator motors alone is estimated to amount to nearly $10,000.

The higher frequency (60 cycles) was used for the lighting

circuits inasmuch as arc lights operate much more satis-

factorily at this frequency.

The question of voltage was also an important consideration.

The voltage of the power circuits was made relatively high

(GOO volts) In order to save transmission losses; yet this vol-

tage is not too high for interior use with safety. The economy
of this voltage, over 110 or 220 volts, is considerable in the

operation of the large motors used in the grain elevators as the

transmission distance is fully 1.000 ft. The distribution cir-

cuits for the lighting system are operated at 2.300 volts, because

Of the extended area of the lighting circuits.

In addition to the above-mentioned equipment of the engine

Ground Lerel

a 50-per cent, overload for live minutes continuously without

injury to the insulation. The efficiency of the set is 85 per

cent, at full load. The fields of both machines are wound for

the standard exciting current of 250 volts. This machine was

also furnished by the General Electric Company.

The usefulness of this motor-generator set will be readily

apparent In the day-time, when the lighting load is very low

and the power circuits are in operation, what small amount

of lighting current will be required can be thus transformed

1

1

the 25-cycle power circuits by its use, and thus the 400-

kw. generators may be allowed to stand idle. Conversely in

the night, when the lighting circuits are In use, any small

amount of current that may be required on the power circuit I

for night work in the repair shops, or otherwise, may he trans

formed from the GO-cycle lighting current, which will relieve the

750-kw. generators from operation at very light loads at night

time. In this way the motor-generator set. serves as a com-

bined voltage and frequency transformer anil is used as an

interconnecting link between the two electrical distribution

systems. Its use may be readily seen to be very important in

thus saving either set of generators from being compelled to

be operated at extremely light loads, at any time. Another

important advantage of the use of the motor-generator set,

is that during light loads upon one system, the power factor

on the other system can he greatly Increased by overexciting

the motor field.

SWITCHBOARD.

The switchboard is located at the southeast corner of the

engine-room upon a gallery of structural steel construction

with a concrete floor, 11 ft. 4 ins. above the main floor. It Is

a large board, consisting of 24 panels and is constructed of

2-in. blue Vermont marble of the best quality. Each panel

is of the uniform height of 7Vi ft., including a sub base;

panels numbered 4 to 12 inclusive, are 24 ins. wide and the

remainder are 1G ins. wide. The board is mounted upon

a strong framework of angle iron construction with a pol

ished oak base.

The front elevation drawing of the switchboard indicates

the arrangement of the panels. The first three panels are

feeder panels, each of 500-kw. capacity, for the 25-cycle, 600-

voit 3-phase current. The fourth panel is a 1,500-kw. total

output panel for these feeder panels, containing voltmeters, a

Lincoln synchronizer and a total recording wattmeter. Panels

Nos. 5 and 6 are the generator panels for the 750-kw. 25-cycle

"phase generators, and panel No. 7 is a blank panel to be held

in reserve for a future 760-kw. generator.

Joint in conduits and concrete wrapped mtn asptloft burlap
"

I J H.>IXtM ,g1 111

footing reinforced n-ittr old rails

DETAILS M TYPICAL MAMioir CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNDBBOBOl mi CONDI u SYSTEM, \\n 01 FLEXIBLE CONSTB1 CTION vi DOOB Bl LK-
HEADS TO PERMIT UNEQUAL SETTLING OF c.ltcil HD LEVEL.

room there is also a motor-generator set installed for an inter-

esting class of work. This motor-generator consists of two
revolving-field engine-type machines, mounted on one shaft

and bedplate. This machine is designed to deliver from one
side a 3-phase alternating current at a frequency of 60-cycles

and potential of 2,300 volts, when supplied on the other side

with a 25-cycle 3-phase alternating current of G00 volts; it will

also similarly deliver a 25-cycle, 3-phase alternating current
at GOO volts when supplied with a GO-cycle 3-phase alternating

current of 2,300 volts in the opposite order. This outfit has
a capacity of 100 kw. at a speed of 300 rev. per min.
Both machines have stationary armature windings and are
carefully constructed and Insulated. The rating of these ma-
chines is that they shall deliver a 25- per cent, overload continu-
ously for one hour without temperature rise of any part more
than 56 degrees above thai of the surrounding air, and to carry

l'anel No. 8 controls the 600-voH 26-cycle side of the motor-

generator, and panel No 9, the 2,300-volt, GO-cycle side of the

same, the capacity of either panel being 100 kw. Panels No.

10 and 11 are the generator panels for the 60-cycle, 2,300-volt,

3-phasc general ors, and Panel No. 12 is a 800-kw. total output

panel for the GO-cycle, 2,300 volt current, containing voltmeters,

a Lincoln synchronizer and a total recording wattmeter, like

the other total output panel. Panels Nos. 13, 14, 15 and 16 are

200-kw. feeder panels controlling the 60-cycle, 2,300-volt 3-

phase power feeders and panels Nos. 17, 18, 19 and 20 are 100-

kw. feeder panels controlling the 60-cycle, 2,300-volt single-

phase lighting circuits. Panel No. 21 is blank, being held in

reserve for a future feeder circuit.

Between panel 21 and the three panels shown at the exti

right is a space Of 6% ft., which is left, vacant for the arc

light circuit controlling apparatus, the type of which will be
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determined later. The remaining three panels shown at the

right hand end of the board are 50-kw., 250-volt, direct-cur-

i at panels, each controlling one of the exciter generators for

the field excitation circuits of the various generators and motor-

generators; panel No. 24 is held in reserve for a future exciter.

The equipment of the switchboard embodies the latest im-

provements in alternating current work. The alternating cur-

rent generators, as well as all power feeders, are connected

by oil switches at the controlling panels, and their field cir-

cuits are controlled by field discharge switches, which will au-

tomatically short-circuit the field coils so as to discharge the

heavy and dangerous momentary rise of potential that results

when the field excitation circuit is opened. The generator cir-

cuit breakers are of the time delay type, having overload time

interval devices to prevent them from opening on the momen-

tary "cross-currents" due to "hunting" of the generators. All

the rheostats are located just beneath the switchboard gallery

floor and are operated by hand wheels, conveniently located

upon floor stands in front of the switchboard as shown; this

location makes an important provision against fire at the rear

of the switchboard—the usual location. The wiring is fire-

proof throughout by the use of fireproof-braid covered wire.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.

All the distribution circuits leave the switchboard by way of

the fireproof transformer vault underneath in the basement, to

which they are carried through tile conduits. These lead verti-

cally downward from behind the switchboard, so that they are

not exposed to injury on the engine floor, behind the exciter

units. This transformer vault is located directly under the

switchboard gallery, as shown in the basement plan, presented

in the preceding issue; it is a room of fireproof construction

and contains all the station transformers, tub transformers and

other similar electrical apparatus; in case of fire the same will

thus be localized at this point. It is important to note here

that the lightning arresters are all located outside the power

house.

From this vault the feeder circuits leave the building through

an underground connection to a separate cable tower, which

has been erected just outside, the engine-room wall. The gen-

eral system of lighting and power feeders are carried away

from here by overhead lines, although the feeders to the ele-

vators, across the yard, are carried in underground conduits,

owing to the congestion of tracks in that direction. The over-

head lines lead to the points of distribution at both ends of the

yard, the usual step-down transformers being located at cen-

ters of consumption. In all cases the power feeders and light-

ing feeders are kept entirely separate, as the power circuits are

operated with all three phases and the lighting circuits single

phase. All the power and lighting circuits carried on the pole

lines use the GO-cycle, 2,300 volt current, the 25-cycle, 600-volt

current being used exclusively for the operation of motors at

the grain elevators.

The power feeders for the grain elevator, which also supply

the lighting circuits there, are carried in a 16-duct under-

ground conduit, leading from the transformer vault, direct-

ly across the yard to the elevators. These conduits are con-

structed of four 4-duct tiles, laid in concrete, as shown in the

accompanying engraving. An important feature of this con-

duit construction is that it is arranged, where necessary, for

flexure and variation of level. Near the dock bulkheads an

interesting form of construction is made use of, as shown in the

engraving; in this case the joints are loosely wrapped and rest

upon logs to freely permit change of level without injury

—

this is particularly necessary at this point, owing to probable

change of the ground level. The other interesting details of

this construction are made clear in the engravings.

The entire Weehawken improvement is being developed un-

der the general directions of Mr. W. J. Wilgus, Fifth Vice-

President, and Mr. H. Fernstrom, Chief Engineer of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company. The archi-

tectual features of the Power Station building were designed

by Mr. C. W. Smith, and the steel structure by Mr. G. A. Berry,

both reporting to Mr. Olaf Hoff, Engineer of Structures. Mr.

C. J. Parker was in charge of the construction of the building

and foundations. The electrical and mechanical portions of the

equipment were designed and erected by Mr. Edwin B. Katte,

Electrical Engineer of the railroad company.

MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

Applications to Special Machinery.

The importance of the electrical method of driving machine

tools by individual motors has often been discussed in these

colunlns, in the various phases of its applications to different

branches of shop work, but the magnitude of the subject and

the very extensive scope of operations in testing its useful-

ness prohibit a comprehensive treatment of the question in

any single article. In this article it is desired to call atten-

tion to the scope of the work that has been accomplished, as in

no other way can it be shown how general the use of the

electric motor is becoming in our machine shops.

While ii is admitted that the introduction of motor-driving

has not come unattended by a large number of troubles and

that many difficulties have had to be overcome, still a glance

at the various illustrations of motor-driving applications

presented herewith is sufficient to indicate what a multitude

of difficulties met in belt driving from line shafting have been

avoided by the use of these motor drives. It is true that the

difficulties met in the driving of special machinery have been

instrumental, to a large extent, in bringing about the introduc-

tion of individual motor driving, as a result of which the many
advantages were revealed and became understood. The

various illustrations in this article give an idea of some of the

possibilities.

Pig. I presents a view of a large machine shop, in which in-

dividual motor-driving is used exclusively for the machine

tools; Hii- is a remarkau'e example of ine results thai are ob-

tained by the exclusive use of this system. Not a single line

shaft or countershaft is to be seen in this shop, the only belts

used being those upon individual machines. The light and

airy effect of the absence of overhead shafting and belts, as

well as aiso the cleanliness possible, is well shown by this

view, which .s of one section of the machine shop of the Bul-

lock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

This is a condition, however, that may be found at a large

number of different shops in this country at the present time.

It is interesting to note that not only the electrical manufac-

turing shops, but also some of the largest industrial shops have

adopted this system to the exclusion of belt driving, for reason

of the many advantages. Among the latter may be mentioned,

as one of the most important, the works of the Wellmau

Seaver-Morgan Company, Cleveland, Ohio. In this shop also

not a belt is to be seen, even the smallest tools, such as power

hack saws and the like, being individually driven by motors.

Many other shops using this system exclusively have been

mentioned in these columns.

The effect of this rapidly increasing use of the motor-drive

has been to make severe demands upon the machine tool build-

ers to adapt their tools to the requirements of the new drive.

In this interesting work the tsetts Machine Company, Wil-

mington, Del., have been pioneers. They have anticipated the

trend of progress in this direction and have done very impor-

tant work in the development of practical motor-drive applica-

tions. Fig. 2 illustrates a neat and serviceable drive which

they have applied to one of their large crank-driven slotters.

The motor has been conveniently mounted upon the side of

(he frame at the rear and drives direct through gearing, lliere
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FIO. 1. —A MODEL MOTOB-DMVEH MAiimxt SHOP.—WOBKS OF THE BULLOCK ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

being Mine runs of gearing for changes of speed. In this way

the motor requires practically no additional room and is out

of the way of the operator. The motor used is a General Elec-

tric Company direct-current motor, operating at variable speeds

by field control,

In Fig. 5 is illustrated another Betts tool arranged for motor-

driving. This is the Betts standard horizontal boring machine,

and in arranging for the motor-drive the cone pulleys were

nl ained. An interesting method of overcoming the difficulty

of tightening the belt of such short length is to be seen on

tli is tool; the motor is mounted upon a rocking bracket over

the headstock, so that the motor and all may he tipped back to

tighten the belt. This motor is also a General Electric direct-

current motor, similarly arranged for variable speeds, and

drives the upper cone pulley direct through a gearing re-

ilurtion.

Pig. :! is an Illustration of an application of motor-driving to

a targe horizontal boring, drilling and milling machine, built

by Beaman & Smith, Providence, R. I. On account of the size

Of I his tool the problem Of applying the drive was 111 1 1
<

. > i sim-

pler, but the neatness and compactness resulting from this

arrangement of the drive are worthy of particular notice

There is here no possible interference with crane service in

handling heavj pieces of work into the- tool, and thus the tool

may be operated in any pari of a shop regardless of surro

ings. The motor used here is a Bullock direct curreni motoi

operating al variable Speeds by the multiple-voltage system.

Pigs, t and 6 illustrate two interesting Crocker-Wheeler

drives applied to operate machines al variable speeds by the

multiple voltage system. The former is a large Bement, Miles

& Company horizontal planer-type milling machine, with Bpecial

gear mechanism for adjusting the feeds. The motor is

mounted upon the side of the frame al the rear, in place of the

usual belt-drive pulleys, and drives direct from there through

ing This motor is a 15-h.p. direct current motor, and the

controller for operating it in connection with the multiple

voltage system is shown at the front, convenient to the

operator.

The Reliance Machine & Tool Company of Cleveland, Ohio.

is another of the progressive tool builders thai have shown
appreciation of the Increasing popularity of the motor drive,

in Pig. 6 is shown their new 3-inch holt cutter arranged
for driving by a Crocker-Wheeler motor, mounted on a

bracket ai the back of the machine, replacing the usual four-

step cone pulley. This view is taken from the motor side of

the machine to show the five trains of reducing gears through

which the power is delivered to the spindle at a point midway

between its bearings; this is an important advantage in ef-

fecting a smooth and even drive. Besides saving in floor

length this also places the gears out of the way of injury even

when not enclosed. The motor-controller is mounted hori-

zontally on the end of the frame under the head, with the

handle extending towards the operator, conveniently within his

reach, while standing in a position to operate all other move

ments of the machine.

Additional examples of motor driving will be presented in a

subsequent article.

• I
.
\i:i II \ Mil LBL1 . M'l I li MOTOR-mtlVE I PON A

LAB(,E BLOTTER.

—

BEITS MACHINE COMPANY.
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR-DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

M0K1 is Rooks Shops.- Pittsbi rob & Lake Brie Railroad.

iiy ic. V, witn. irr. mi en \sh:\i. ENGINEER

THE lllllll M. \l II I B.

Sunn' interesting changes were necessary in adapting the

imii\ iiiuiii motor driving in the old boring mills which it had

been decided to thus equip for the new McKees Rocks shops.

The more Important wort In iiiis line was In connection with

the is in. Pond car wheel borer and the 7_ In. Pond boring mill,

which had been used at the old shops, and this article will de-

BCribe the work necessary In changing them for electrical driv-

ing.

Note: Stack in chain to be
adjusted by shins under
motor teet.

THE CAB WHEEL, UliIlLll.

Fig. 48 illustrates the old 48-ln. Pond car wheel borer, as

equipped with an individual motor for variable speed driving.

As this tool is used exclusively for the facing of hubs of and the

boxing nl car wheels, the range of tabic speeds required is not

very great, and it was seen that the motor could easily take

Of it without any additional runs of gearing. Accordingly the

spied coin- which was used with the belt drive was simply re

placed by the large Morse silent-chain sprocket, B, which re

ceives the drive direct from the motor, as shown. The motor

was arranged to he supported by a substantial cast iron bracket

which is bolted to the frame of the tool in a convenient position

for the drive. On account of the projecting location of the

rear end of the huh facing spindle and of the feed belt, it was

necessary to make the motor bracket of a rather irregular

design, as shown in the drawing, although a very solid and sub-

stantial design was effected

The motor is a Crocker-Wheeler type 10 I-L.S.-C.M. multiple-

voltage motor, and is operated at variable speeds by a type

Crockei—tfhee/er Motor
7ypetO-r-l.S.-C.M.

~>>^ D

Mi 48.—DETAILS OF THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL DRIVING TO THE 48-INCH POND CAR-WHEEL BOBING MACHINE, SHOWING
ALSO ARRANGEMENT OF SEPARATE MOTOR FOR OPERATING, THE WHEEL HOISTING CRANE.

Crocker-tYheeter fiotor-
Type 2ST- 1. S. -C. M.

C/utct? Operating-
ttonct/es

FIG. 49.—THE MOTOR DBIVING ARRANGEMENT FOB THE 72-INCH POND BORING MILL, SHOWING USE OF THREE GEAR RUNS AND
INTERLOCKING LEVERS FOB OPERATING THEM.
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40-M.F.-21 controller. This gives the tables a range of speeds

of from 2.8 to 35 rev. per min. The controller is mounted on

the front side of the boring-spindle frame, as shown, which

makes it very convenient for the operator.

The small crane for placing wheels and work upon the table,

which forms a part of this tool, was formerly operated by a

pulley which was driven from the countershaft; this pulley

ran continuously and the crane was operated by the throw-

ing in or out of a clutch. Part of this clutch was cast in as a

pari of the pulley, so that in order to preserve this combination

OlD ARRANGEMENT OF GEARING nolrmr rr„»
FOR THE BELT DRirE. NEW ORiriVG SEAR.

FIG. 50.—DIAGRAMS OF THE OLD AND NEW ARRANGEMENTS OF

GEARING FOR THE DRIVE OF THE 72-INCH MILL, INDICATING THE

CHANGES NECESSARY TO BE MADE.

and avoid making a new clutch mechanism, the large Morse

chain sprocket, D, was made so that it could be slipped on to

the pulley and bolted to it, as shown. The motor which is used

to operate this crane mechanism is a Crocker-Wheeler type

3 I-L.S.-C.C.M. motor, and is supported by two cast-iron

brackets.

90 TEETH

I

I

IJ
I

\

IA MORSE CHAIN

—t^j—l^y-

IrJ-

P« IK/. STRAP_
HOUSING~4i BRACE

CROSS-BRACE

J

FIG. 51.—ARRANGEMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVE FOR

OPERATING THE CltoS.S RAIL, RAISING AND LOWERING MECHANISM.

THE BORING MILL.

Pigs. 49 and 50 illustrate the application of the individual

variable-speed motor drive to the old 72-in. Pond boring mill.

This application involved an interesting change in the gearing

runs.

Fig. 50 shows the arrangement of the belt cone and back

gearing which were formerly used with the belt drive. Gears

2 and 3, which were cast in one piece, ran loose on a short stud

shaft and, as back gears, were thrown in and out in practically

the same manner used on the ordinary back-geared engine

lathe.

In applying the motor the entire arrangement of belt cone

and gears 1, 2, 3, and 4, were removed and the stud shaft was

replaced by a longer shaft having an outboard bearing. A com-

plete new set of gearing and clutches for changing runs were
added, as shown in the other half of the same diagram, Fig.

50, and these are arranged to be driven from the motor by

means of a Morse silent chain, as shown. The arrangement of

the runs of gearing, clutches and clutch interlocking device are

practically the same as used upon the lathe described in the

second article of this series—pages 166 and 167, May, 1903.

The motor used for this drive is a Crocker-Wheeler, type 25

I-Ij.S.-C.M. motor and is operated through a type 80-M.F.-21

controller. The controller is mounted upon a floor stand close

to the frame of the tool, at the right side of the table, so as

to be in a convenient position for the operator. The table has

a total range of speeds of from 0.24 to 23.5 rev. per min., and

I he motor has a nominal capacity in horse-power of 15 from .86

to 23.5 rev. per min. of the table.

The crossrail is raised and lowered by means of a separate

motor (Crocker-Wheeler type 3 I-L.S.-C.C.M.), which is

mounted on top of the cross brace of the housing. This

arrangement is shown' in a separate drawing, Fig. 51. The
motor rests upon a bracket of wrought iron straps and drives,

by means of a Morse silent chain, the cross-rail gearing which

was formerly operated by belt from the countershaft.

THE LANGEN POWER CROSS-RAIL ELEVATING
MECHANISM FOR PLANERS.

Designed by George Langen.

Provision for elevating or lowering a planer cross-rail by

power is one of the most important features of the equipment

of a planer, and is one the importance of which as a time saver

has not been appreciated. The accompanying engraving illus-

trates a new power elevating mechanism of striking originality

for this work, which will replace the usual method of operat-

ing the elevating screws by throwing tumbler gears in mesh

with a jerk. The advantage of the scheme of this device is

that it can be thrown in gear while the tool is running, ab-

solutely without shock.

The half-tone engraving shows the location and appearance

THE LANGEN IMPROVED ELEVATING DEVICE FOR THE CROSS BAILS

OF METAL PLANERS.

of the mechanism, with cover removed, upon the arch of a

planer housing; the details are shown in the accompanying

drawing of the device. The mechanism receives its power

from the countershaft upon pulley, P, which is keyed on and

driv.es shaft, S. From the mechanism, power is delivered

through gears, B or E, to the shaft, T, which operates the ele-

vating screws. The interesting feature is the friction cone

connection by which either the raising or lowering train of

gearing is set into operation. The mode of operation may be

understood from the detail drawing.
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DETAILS HI Tin: I,\m;i;,N POWER ELEVATINi: MM-IIVNISM FOR PLANER CROSS BAILS.

CINCINNATI PLANER COMPANY.

Kach of the driving gears, A and C, has a perforated bush,

F, driven into its center, which eliminates the counterbore

necessary for the spit-clutch ring, R, and their perforations

also carry the oil for the bearing. R is the split clutch ring

in either gear and H is a steel sleeve secured to the pulley

shaft. This sleeve presents a new method of holding friction

rings in place endwise, without putting in additional washers

or collars; it will be noticed that the ends are turned down, so

that each end fits loosely into the split ring, the center being

left larger in diameter, so that the wedge rings cannot pull

out of the gear. This steel sleeve is splined its entire length

and the collar, K, has a key secured to it, which slides in this

spline, and is tapered on each end to fit the taper opening in

the split wedge rings, and consequently does the expanding on

whichever side it is forced over by the levers.

A and B are the raising gears; C, D and E are the lowering

gears. It ran readily be seen that the raising gear B is much

larger in diameter than the gear used for lowering the rail.

This gives a slow speed and plenty of power for raising the

weight of the rail. D is an idler gear used to revolve gear E in

opposite direction of gear B. The lowering gear, being smaller

in diameter, gives one-third higher speed while letting down
the rail, when there is practically no power required.

The half-tone shows this device as applied to a Cincinnati

planer. It is so situated on the arch as to bring the large driv-

ing gear that raises the rail exactly in the center of the ma-
chine, so that if there should be any torsion to the elevating

shaft, it will be distributed equally on each side. The bracket

also provides for an additional bearing for the elevating shaft

to take care of any spring or side thrust that may be caused

by the gears.

L Is a long handle pivoted on bracket M, and reaches down on

tne side of the housing to within convenient reach for the

operator. This long handle gives a long leverage for operat-

ing the taper counter-wedges, and so gives the operator full

control of the movement of the rail, making it possible to raise

or lower the rail to within a scratch line on the housing. N
shows the handle ends of the locking screw, which is used to

hold this handle in a fixed position while not in use. On the

larger machines this locking device is brought down near the

handle, so that it can he reached from the floor.

This new power elevating device is the invention of Mr.
Oeorge Langen. superintendent of the Cincinnati Planer Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, which company will hereafter place the
same on their entire line of planers.

TRIPLE VALVE BUSHING ROLLER.

The device illustrated by the accompanying engraving is

designed to render the repairs of triple valve bushings easy and

rapid, and to make it possible to do this work with relative!]

unskilled labor. It was developed at the San Bernardino shops

of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railawy. The device rolls

the bushings by means of a series of small conical rollers, which

are held in a cylindrical rasing. This casing provides a hous-

ing for the rollers, the exterior surfaces of which project

through slots in the casing. The rollers are urged in an out-

ward direction by the pressure of a cone, which is adjusted by

a screw and thereby adjusts the position of the small rollers

by being moved in and out by means of the hand wheel upon

the top of the device. The taper of the cone and the rollers

is such as to give a perfectly cylindrical surface to the bushing
when the device is turned by means of the handle shown in

the engraving. A triple valve with a worn bushing is secured
in a socket vise. The roller device is inserted in the bush-
ing. The rolls are pressed outward by means of the hand

Mr. G. R. Joughins has resigned as mechanical superinten-

dent of the west lines of the Santa Fe to accept the position of

superintendent of motive power of the Intercolonial Railway
of Canada, with headquarters at Moncton, N. B.

TRIPLE VALVE BUSHl.Nt, ROLLER.

wheel, and the irregularities due to wear are rolled out, leav-
ing the bushing smooth and symmetrical. When the operation
is completed the rollers are withdrawn into the casing and the
device is removed from the bushing.

If is stated by those who have used this tool that its work is

excellent and that the surface of the bushing is left in excellent

condition, the metal being hardened and left smooth. This proc-

ess is similar to the action of rollers in burnishing a journal
of an axle in the lathe. The surface is said to be superior to

that obtained by grinding because it is left hardened and
smooth. The necessity for accurate work requires most exact
and careful construction of the tool, and the workmanship is

all that can be desired. All of the wearing parts are of hard-
ened and ground steel. Those who are using this instrument
make a special point of the fact that the machine leaves the
surface of the bushing denser than before the operation of
truing and that this affects further surface of the bushing
favorab.y as to wear. Further information may be obtained
from Mr. H. O. Hammett, Troy, N. Y.. the manufacturer.
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THE TATE FLEXIBLE STAYBOLT.

No problem in locomotive boiler practice has ever caused

as much anxiety as that connected with staybolts. The dif-

ficulty has increased with increasing boiler pressures and with

advancing demands made upon locomotives in service, both

of these conditions being aggravated by bad water. While the

introduction of wider fireboxes and wider water spaces has

constituted an improvement, the motive power officials who
adhere exclusively to the plain staybolt are as anxious about

their boilers as they ever were. Many efforts have been made
to render ordinary staybolts threaded into boiler sheets flex-

ible enough to prevent fracture induced by the expansion and
contraction of the sheets, but those most advanced in the im-

provement have applied bolts threaded into the inner sheet

and connected to the outer sheet by flexible heads. Conversa-

tion with a number of motive power officers, who are using

12 threads per inch „
V threads ^a >i Riifl.

ping, as flexible staybolts were applied when new sheets were put
in. From this it appears that the cost of flexible staybolts for the
first year's service is $1S.90 less than the same number of common
staybolts. Now, if the same number of common staybolts were to
break the second year, we would save $1 13.40. However, since the
side sheets of our engines carrying 200 lbs. of steam last but two
years, flexible staybolts are renewed with the side sheets, except
that the sleeves and caps are used again with the new staybolts.
So far as first cost Is concerned, flexible staybolts are cheaper than
common staybolts when common staybolts are renewed in the round-
house in lots of six at a time.
"The great advantage in the use of flexible staybolts is that the

service of the engine is increased, since they do not break and en-
gines are not held for renewals of bolts. It is our rule to take out
staybolts where six adjacent staybolts are broken. The loss of
service of our engines in one year under this rule, taking out 105
staybolts and renewing them, amounts to twelve days. In addition
to labor and material, this period also includes the time it takes to
blow off steam, letting out water and cooling off boiler, so that men
can work in it; also filling up the boiler, but not getting up steam.
It may be of interest to state that the greatest number of flexible
staybolts we have used in one engine Is 430 ; the least is 140. We
have 27 engines equipped with these bolts— in all 5,280 flexible
staybolts in use."

MM

Sleeve
Drop Forging

[straight taper]

I—W-T-
*)

1.

Stay Bolt

Iron

Cap
Drop Forging

THE TATE FLEXIBLE STAYBOLT.

these bolts, indicates a universally favorable experience, the

only thing to guard against being the construction of the head
in such a way as to permit scale to form on the flexible joint

and make it rigid. The construction illustrated in the accom-
panying engravings is presented with the belief that it will

not become clogged with scale. Several years' service on one
of the largest railroad systems and one on which the stay-

bolt problem has been most systematically studied, forms the
basis of this assertion.

The files of this journal for the last ten years contain what
was intended to be a complete record of progress in improve-
ment in staybolt practice. Because of its importance in con-
nection with flexible bolts the following paragraph by Mr.
T. A. Lawes, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois Railroad, are reproduced from page 238 of
our August number, 1902:

"The cost of renewing 105 staybolts. in lots of six at a time, in
one year on a certain engine carrying 200 lbs. of steam was $113.40.
This includes taking down and putting up the parts of the engine
which were in the way of the boilermakers ; it also includes the
cost of blowing off the engine, letting water out of the boiler and
filling same, and cost of the water. The cost of the same number
of flexible staybolts, put in all at one time, when the engine was in
the shop for repairs, was $94.50, no charge being made for strip-

It will be noted that Mr. Lawes did not include in the cost

the value of the time of 12 days per year, lost on account of

the staybolt renewals. Assuming the value to be $35.00 per

day, this additional item clinches his argument. Another gen-

tleman, who has investigated the cost, places it at $1.04 per

bolt replaced, including the items mentioned by Mr. Lawes.

The investigation referred to also places the life of an or-

dinary staybolt in the danger zone at from 10 to 12 months.

From experience up to date, it is claimed that the Tate

staybolt will last the life of the firebox, and when the sheets

must be renewed the cap and sleeve will be as good as new, for

the application of another bolt which will be supplied at less

cost than that of an ordinary staybolt. The manufacturers

of the Tate staybolt state that they have never yet had one

break, and that they have been applied on the Pennsylvania

Railroad. They also state that after an experience in the

worst districts and on engines which are exceptionally hard

on staybolts, they expect the bolts to last at least seven years

under such conditions.

Returning again to the comparison of cost of the ordinary

rigid and the flexible staybolt, let us assume that in 10 locomo-

tives averaging 1,000 bolts each, a road has 10,000 bolts in
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service. Assuming' that 1U per cent, of these, or 1,000 bolts,

must be renewed every year at a cost of $1.00 per bolt, thle

will cost $1,000 per year for renewals. In seven years the cost

would be $7,000. If flexible staybolts were applied, which

(supposing the sheets to be good for seven years) would cost

$000 for the service of seven years, the saving would be $400 in

the staybolts alone without including the time lost by the

engines.

These engravingsshow that the length of the staybolt is

increased by this construction. The threaded portion is only

long enough to enter and be properly riveted to the inside Bre

box sheet. There is no edge for the lodgement of sediment

A complete spherical socket is formed by the sleeve and cap

and the sleeve is formed to give a curved flare in which the

manufacturers state from actual experience that sediment

does not lodge permanently. In the construction of the bolt

there is no place where the material is ruptured so that cor-

rosion is invited. A taper on the water side of the sleeve

produces a steam tight joint and assists in throwing the load

off of the threads onto the sleeve itself. In other words, In-

stead of weakening the sheet by the number of lV4-In. holes

for the sleeves, the space is filled with solid material. For

inspection of the heads of the bolts the caps are easily removed.

To install these bolts the threaded end has 1 V4 ins. of ad-

ditional material in order to screw the bolt into place. The
sleeve is screwed In by means of a wrench on the cap, and

when the bolt is sufficiently tight, a sudden reverse move-

ment of the wrench releases I he cap from the sleeve.

Further information concerning the Tate flexible staybolt

may be obtained from the Flannery Bolt Company, 339 Fifth

avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. It was developed and patented by Mr.

J. B. Tate, foreman hoilermaker of the Pennsylvania Railroad

at Altoona, Pa., and will he manufactured at the new plant of

the Flannery Bolt Company, at Bridgeville, Pa. The company
proposes to follow up the service of these bolts very closely

through competent inspectors.

THE CLEVELAND PRESSED STEEL CARLINE.

The Cleveland City Forge & Iron Company has just Installed

a complete plant of the latest types of heavy hydraulic and

pneumatic machinery for the work of the Cleveland Car

Specialty Company, recently organized to place on the market

some pressed steel car specialties, and the first article ready

for the market Is the pressed steel carline. This carline is

manufactured under the Haskell and Maltby patents now
owned by the Specialty Company. There are now over 75.000

of them in service and they are constantly growing in favor.

The pressed steel carline is light in weight, pleasing in

appearance, and very strong, being about 2% times the

strength of the same weight of rolled commercial shapes. The

securely fastened by half in. bolts which bind the side plates

together, making spreading of. the sides impossible. The steel

carlines do not stretch, cannot shrink and are always the

same distance apart. This in connection with the purlines

and ridge pole being securely bolted to the carlines, results In

a rigid and substantial construction that proves a sure cure

for leaky roofs.

The steel carlines are indestructible, and in cases of total

destruction of a car by fire or other causes, they will have a

scrap value of $2.50 to $3 per car. and are guaranteed to last

for the life of the car.

This carline is designed to be used with any style of roof,

whether outside or inside metal, plastic or double board, and
will increase the life of any car roof with which it may be

THE CLEVELAND PRESSED STEEL CAISLINE.

@ Section A. A.

use of seven carlines per car (a reduction of practically 50 per

cent, over wooden carlines) at the same time gives greater

strength and rigidity to the roof, and permits a saving in

weight of from 250 to 300 pounds per car. The height at the

eaves with the pressed steel carline is from 2 to 4 in. less, with

the same inside dimension, or the cubic capacity may be in-

creased. The cubic capacity of the American Railway Associa-

tion standard car is 2,448 cubic feet, while the same car with

Cleveland Pressed Steel Carline has 2,537 cubic feet.

A 38-ft. car recently built, equipped with seven steel carlines,

was tested with a load of 15.000 pounds on the running board.

This only caused a deflection of % in. in the carline, without
any permanent set when the load was removed.
The pressed steel carline passes over the side plates, having

lips turned down outside of llic plates, lo which the carlines are

used. In cars where the under course of boards are laid length-

wise of the car, a special nailing strip is inserted in the carline.

There are two designs of pressed steel carlines, the standard

U shape section, and a composite carline, being the wooden
nailing strip combined with a one-half or Z section of the

standard carline. The combined carline is designed particu-

larly for use in connection with longitudinal roofing board con-

struction. With the use of these carlines, railroads will be

enabled to obtain in freight cars and stock cars the very desir-

able points of increased capacity, greater durability, and lighter

and stronger construction without material increase in cost.

In addition to the carlines, there will soon be ready for the

market a new pressed steel spring plank ami other pressed

sleel specialties. The offices of the company .'ire a| Case

avenue and I ake street. Cleveland, Ohio.
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A NEW MANUFACTURING LATHE. PERSONALS.
The accompanying engraving illustrates the very latest pro-

duction of the American Tool Works Company, of Cincinnati,

Ohio. This machine is their new "American" high-speed manu-
facturing lathe, which will be found of particular efficiency in

turning up shafts of small diameters. It is given an unusual

amount of strength in all Its parts, in order to adapt it to the

very heavy requirements which progressive manufacturers de-

mand from a tool of this character. The bed is made extra

deep and wide, and is supported by substantial cabinet legs.

The apron and carriage are provided with extra strength, the

apron being powerfully geared, with longitudinal and cross-

feed friction. The patent drop V pattern of the bed makes it

possible to place a great deal of extra metal in the bridge of

the carriage, this being usually a point of weakness in a lathe.

The headstock is made extremely rigid, and is equipped with
a cone of three steps, all of large diameter, for a 4-in. double
belt. This endows the lathe with a very great amount of belt

Mr. T. F. Barton, master mechanic of the Illinois Central at

Paducah, Ky., has been transferred to succeed Mr. George W.
Smith as master mechanic at Chicago. Mr. Barton is suc-

ceeded at Paducah by Mr. R. J. Trumbull, general foreman
at the Burnside shops, Chicago.

Mr. G. W. Bynow has been appointed general foreman of the

shops of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad at

Scranton, Pa., to succeed Mr. H. Shoemaker, promoted.

Mr. M. R. Coutant has resigned as master mechanic of the

Erie Railroad at Susquehanna, Pa., to become master me-

chanic of the Ulster & Delaware Railroad, with headquarters at

Rondout, N. Y.

Mr. W. E. Scott has been appointed trainmaster of the Chi-

cago, Cincinnati & Louisville, with headquarters at Peru, Ind.

A NEW MANUFACTURING LATHE—AMERICAN TOOL WORKS COMPANY.

power; so much so that the contact of the belt when on the

smallest step of the cone is greater than on the ordinary 36-in

lathe. As the lathe is intended primarily for working at very

high spindle speeds, the bearings are of unusual size, made of

phosphor bronze, and scraped to a perfect fit.

In the lathe illustrated by the accompanying illustration the

entire screw-cutting mechanism is omitted because of the char-

acter of the customer's work. This mechanism, of course, can

be included when desired, and is similar to that incorporated

on the regular "American" lathe, with a range of forty-four

changes immediately available while the machine is in full

operation without removal of a single gear. The lead-screw is

located on the inside of the bed, directly under the cutting tool,

which thus centralizes the strain and obviates all twisting

tendency, common in lathes where the screw is on the outside

and pulls through the apron.

This high-speed lathe is at present built in this one size

(actual swing 20 ins.) ; it can also be supplied, as shown, with

a means of constant and effectual oil supply to the cutting tool,

together with a large pan of symmetrical appearance for catch-

ing oil and chips. Further details regarding this machine,

and describing recent remarkable tests performed with it, will

be cheerfully furnished by the builders to those interested.

Mr. W. C. Ennis, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania divi-

sion of the Delaware & Hudson, has had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Susquehanna division, with headquarters at

Oneonta, N. Y.

Mr. Eugene M. Kann has been appointed acting general fore-

man of the Wabash Railroad at Delray, Mich., succeeding Mr.

J. M. Barnes.

Mr. A. Stewart has been appointed mechanical superin-

tendent of the Southern Railway to succeed Mr. S. Higgins.

His headquarters will be in Washington, D. C. Mr. Stewart

has heretofore held the position of general master mechanic.

Mr. F. A. Symonds has been promoted from the position

of foreman of the Louisiana & Arkansas to that of master me-

chanic of that road, with headquarters at Stamps, Ark.

Mr. J. R. Skinner has resigned as assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Delaware & Hudson at Oneonta, N. Y.

Mr. Charles Winchock has heen appointed general foreman

of tbe shops of the Santa Fe Railway at Needles, Cal. He re-

cently resigned as master mechanic of the Mexican Central.
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Mr. w. S. Morris has resigned aa mechanical superintendent

of the Brie Railroad and is succeeded by Mr. George W. V\4l

dm recently appointed assistant mechanical superintendent.

Mr. W. Miller has been appointed master mechanic of the

Terminal Railroad Vi Delation ol St Louis, with headquai

in St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. \V. N. Dietrich has been appointed electrical engineer

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, with headquarters at Mon-

treal. Qui

Mr. G. A. Schrnoll, superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio at Newark, Ohio, lias transferred his head-

quarters to Wheeling, West Virginia.

Mr. E. B. Gilbert has had his title changed from master

mechanic to superintendent of motive power of the Bessemer

A: Lake Erie Railroad.

Mr. Alfred Lovoll, assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, has transferred

his headquarters from Topeka to Chicago.

Mr. H. L. McLow, master mechanic of the El Paso & North-

eastern at Santa Rosa, Tex., has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of motive power of that road with headquarters at

Alamogordo, N. M.

Mr. W. H. Hudson has been appointed general master me
chanic of the Southern Railway, having been promoted from

the position of master mechanic. His headquarters will be at

Birmingham. Ala.

office of the superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

RenoTO, Pa. One year later he became a machinist apprentice

at that point and served five years. He then entered the draft-

ing room and was soon transferred to the drafting room at

Williamsport, Pa. From that position he entered the service

of the Lake Shore as chief draftsman at Cleveland, four years

ago.

EXHIBIT OF PRESSED STEEL CARS.

The four cars, each of 50 tons capacity, shown in this illus-

tration form a part of the exhibit of the Pressed Steel Car

Co. at the World's Fair at St. Louis. They embody many of

the best car appliances and constitute an Instructive exhibit.

One of them is a Pennsylvania standard, Class G. s a, gon-

dola of pressed steel, 40 ft. long, and with wooden drop ends

and drop doors. Its weight is 39,400 lbs. The third is a

pressed steel side dump gondola, built on an entirely new de-

sign. It is 41 ft. 6 in. long and the whole bottom of the car

consists of drop doors, throufeh which the whole load can be

dumped at either side of the track and the doors, when closed,

give the car an entirely flat bottom. This car is specially in-

tended for ballast, gravel and sand or other material which is

dumped. It has two kinds of doors for demonstration pur-

poses. The doors of one side are controlled by a sliding shaft

and on the other side by a fixed rod, the operating gear being

worked by a worm and wheel. The fourth is a box car, with

structural steel underframing and steel superstructure. A
portion of the siding is omitted in order to show the framing.

This car weighs 40,000 lbs. and is built to the American Rail-

way Association standard interior dimensions. In this con-

struction the side framing assists in carrying the load. The
first is an improved steel flat ear with wooden floor. It

nrsTBi'CTivE Exmnn of pressed steei car construction.

Mr. J. B. Kilpatrick has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Eastern lines of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, with headquarters in Chicago. He has been

tant superintendent of motive power at Chicago.

Mr. B. A. Worthington has been appointed assistant director

of maintenance and operation of the "Harriman Lines," con-

sisting of the Union Pacific, the Oregon Short Line, the Ore-

gon Railroad & Navigation ami the Southern Pacific com-
panies. Mr, .1. Kiuttsi hnitt was recently placed in charge of

operation and maintenance of these lines and will be assisted

by Mr. Worthington, who has had a remarkable career, be-

ginning as a telegraph messenger boy.

Mr, Arthur Warren has accepted the management of the

publicity department of the Allis-Chalmers Company. His ad
mirable success in developing the publicity department of

the Westinghouse interests is well known and is sufficient

promise for his present work. He has had a Ions and wonder-
fully successful career as a journalist and as London corres-

pondent of I he Boston Herald. The Allis-Chalmers Company
has done wisely and well to secure his services.

Mr. R. n. Kendig has been appointed mechanical engineer
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway with head-
quarters iii Cleveland, Ohio. The position of assistant superin-
tendent of motive power of this road was abolished upon the
resignation of Mr. H. H. Vaughan. Mr. Kendig entered rail-

road service al the age of 16 years, as a messenger boy in the

weighs 33,100 lbs. and is ruch lighter than cars of similar

capacity of ordinary construction.

In addition to this equipment the Pressed Steel Car Co. are

exhibiting their pressed steel mine dump car, which is a new
departure in steel construction; also their pressed steel Fox

tender truck frame, pressed steel body and truck bolsters,

brake beams, pressed steel side stakes and center plates, to-

gether with a number of their model appliances for use in

ear construction.

ROUNDHOUSE CRANES, JACKS AND VENTILATION.

/ o il" Editor:

My attention has be< ii le in your A|>ril issue on

roundhouses, written by Mr. Sonic. On page 122, in speaking of

the use of cranes in roundhouses, the article reads as follows: "In

this case smoke jacks cannot be used, and some form of roof venti-

lation must be depended mi to carry off the smoke."

I wish to correct the statement by calling the attention of y
•

readers to the fact that the Dickinson multi-telescoping smoke jack

and the Dickinson interlocked overhead traveling crane fulfill these

conditions exactly and are designed for this purpose.

You will soon be placed in position to describe this system fully

for the benelit of your readers. Paui. Dickinson.
Security Building, Chicago, April 22,1904.

Bbodebtce & Bascom Rufe Company.—A new price list of

power, steel and crucible steel switch ropes has 1 n received from

this company. It is being distributed among railroad officials,

and copies will be sent upon application to the offices of the

company, 80S North Main street, ^t Louis, Mo.
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CYLINDER RELIEF AND VACUUM VALVE.

This valve is made by the Star Brass Manufacturing Com-

pany, Boston, Mass. It is designed to relieve excess pressure

due to water in a locomotive cylinder and also to relieve the

vacuum in drifting. No springs are used, the valve being

held to its seat by the steam pressure. It is held away from

its seat by the vacuum created in the steam passages in drift-

ing. The inlet A is connected to the steam port leading to the

cylinder and gives a 3-in. opening. To the inlet B a %-in.

nHi rfr

CYLINDER RELIEF AND VACUUM VALVE.

pipe is connected, leading to the live steam chamber in the

steam chest. The vacuum forming in the passage when the

throttle is closed causes the atmospheric pressure to raise the

valve and when the throttle is open the piston holds the valve

E closed, unless forced open by water from the cylinder. D is

a large orifice for communication with the atmosphere. The

connection C is for a drain plug or cock. It should be noted

that the area of the piston portion of the valve E is greater

than that of the valve below it. This valve is designed special-

ly for locomotives which are fitted with piston valves and

also for compounds.

THE ALLFREE HUBBELL VALVE GEAR.

This valve gear, which is being applied to a number of loco-

motives, is advocated with a view of reducing cylinder conden-

sation by reducing the radiating surfaces of steam ports, and by

a special construction of the valves, cylinders and saddle which

is designed to protect the steam from loss of heat in its pas-

sage to the cylinder and to maintain the cylinder continuously

hotter than is possible under the usual construction. This is

done to contribute toward a higher pressure of steam for the

cylinders.

The valve movement itself is modified by a simple addition

to the existing link motion without replacing that motion,

which delays the opening of the exhaust port at all points of

the cut-off. This holds the steam in the cylinders for a greater

portion of each stroke and thereby increases the ratio of ex-

pansion, decreases the compression and secures more work out

of a given quantity of steam than is obtained in the case of

ordinary link motion. This addition to the link motion also

delays the closing of the exhaust port at all points of the cut-

off, thereby decreasing the compression and decreasing the

negative work in the same proportion.

The cylinder clearance is reduced to about 2% per cent., as

against about 8 per cent, in the case of ordinary 20 by 26-in.

cylinders. The locomotives which are now in service having

this valve motion are reported to be doing very satisfactory

work. A copy of a valve motion report from a locomotive

built on this principle at the Cooke works of the American

Locomotive Company shows very unusual delay of the exhaust

opening and exhaust closure of the valve. The engine referred

to has 20 by 2fi-in. cylinders, and the report indicates that at

full gear. V2 stroke and ' \ stroke, the exhaust opening occurs

at 25% in., 22% in., and 22% in. respectively. The corres-

ponding exhaust closure occurs when the piston is y2 in., 2 3-16

in. and 2 1 3-1 6 in. from the end of the stroke for these respective

cut-offs. These figures arc remarkable and entitle the valve

gear to special consideration on the part of those who are in-

terested in the locomotive.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Niles-Bement-Fond Company. A new catalogue of machine tools

has been received from this company. It is a large book of
750 pages, and is really a compendium on the practice of this

concern.

This is the most complete catalogue of machine tools ever pub-

lished. It opens with six full-page illustrations of the various

works of the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, and following these are

thirteen pages of medals and diplomas awarded the various con-

stituent companies of this concern. These medals date as far back

as 1871. The medals of the more recent expositions, however, are

much in the majority. The reproductions of the medals are par-

ticularly excellent. The main part of the catalogue follows. First

are the machines for railroqd shop use. These include a most com-

plete line of driving-wheel lathes. Fourteen different full-page

illustrations are given of these machines, showing all sizes from

51-in. to 100-in. swing, and one or two special machines adapted

particularly to the use of modern high power tool steels. The other

railroad tools include three different styles of car-wheel lathes, a

large variety of axle lathes, cutting-off and centering machines,

quartering machines, car-wheel borers and hydrostatic wheel press-

es. The next division of the catalogue is devoted to lathes, includ-

ing all sizes from the Pratt & Whitney bench lathe to the massive

Bement 125-in. crank shaft lathe. The variety of heavy lathes

shown is especially complete. Besides the standard lathes, a num-

ber of special lathes, including pulley lathes, turret lathes and auto-

matic screw machines are shown. Fifty pages are devoted to plan-

ing machines, and a specially large variety of heavy planers are

shown. Various methods of driving by magnetic clutches and mo-

tors mounted on the top of housings are illustrated. The large

portable rotary planers are among the most interesting machines de-

scribed in this section of the catalogue. These machines are self-

contained, the motor being mounted on the saddles. The largest

has a swing of 120 ins. and is arranged so that it can be lifted by

a crane and placed in any position on a floor plate. Slotting ma
chines and milling machines take a large number of pages ; several

very handsome full page illustrations being devoted to work done

on the Pratt & Whitney thread milling machines. A large number

of heavy drills are shown, including vertical drills, radial drills and

multiple drills. Among the most interesting pages in the cata-

logue are those devoted to boring machines. First are the hori-

zontal boring machines which include all varieties of boring ma-

chines in which the work remains stationary the cutting being

done by revolving cutters. A particularly complete line of floor

boring machines or horizontal boring, drilling and milling machines

are shown, including every conceivable variety of these machines.

Fifty pages are devoted to boring and turning mills. Here again,

the large mills are most interesting, but more space has been devoted

to describing the smaller machines. The 16-ft. and 20-ft. mills

are particularly massive. Following the section on boring and

turning mills are, a few pages devoted to miscellaneous machine

tools, and then comes a very complete line of boiler shop machin-

ery, including plate planers, bending rolls, punching and shear-

ing machines, hydraulic presses, steam and hydraulic riveters. In

the latter part of the catalogue the full line of Bement steam ham-

mers is illustrated, together with a number of installations of Niles

electric traveling cranes. The last pages are devotsJ to the small

tools made by Pratt & Whitney Company. In the arrangement of

the catalogue, particular care has been taken to put the various

machines in their logical order, so that any machine can be found

without reference either to the table of contents in the front of

the book or the complete index at the back. Metric as well as

English dimensions are given throughout and code-words are placed

under each machine. The whole catalogue is a particularly good

piece of press work, the cuts coming out with great sharpness and

clearness. Some idea of the size of the book can be obtained from

the fact that it weighs about 10 pounds, the entire edition amount-

ing to 75 tons of catalogues. While the catalogue is not intended

for general distribution it will be gladly sent to users of heavy

machine tools.

Manual of American Street Railways. Reprinted from Poors
Manual of Railroads for 1903. Published by Poor's Railroad

Manual Company, OS William street, New York, January, 1904.

This is a reprint in pamphlet form of the statistics of city and

suburban electric and other surface and elevated railways which

have appeared in the thirty-sixth annual volume of Poor's Manual.

It also contains a summary of street-railway mileage, equipment

and capitalization.
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si Louis Exposition, a verj accurate idea of (be great ex-

ion soon to be opened si Si. Louis i.s given In uu attractive

i i.i.-i hi in pacta, »iiii inn- engraving! and uu excellent mup ol

the ground*, which ban been prepared for distribution L>y tlie Boston

,v Vluiue K. nil. i. id. li will bo mailed free on application to Mr.

1 1. .1. BMondetB, general passenger and ticket agent of ibis road,

I'.c.sluli. Mass.

.Iii i i:i \ MACHINERY.— la ii little pamphlet of 2S pages desig-

nated as "Circular No. 7;',," the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
oi Columbus, Ohio, furnishes o summary of it* specialties iu con-

veying machinery for every kind of service on railroads, iu mines,

manufacturing establishments and in engineering construction

work, Each special application Is illustrated from photographs

..i actual construction and the catalogues in which detailed in-

formation is given arc referred to by numbers.

I'm i nun Hoists.- a catalogue of pneumatic hoists has been

received from fbe Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Iu ''•- pages

it illustrates and describes pneumatic hoist motors, general hoists,

data for hoists, general hoists and trolleys comhiued, stationary

winding drums, cylinder air hoists, telescopic air hoists, air cranes

and clival ois. The pamphlet i.s designated as their special hoist

catalogue. It is printed ou fine while coated enamel paper and il

presents all the information, including consumption of air, which

B purchaser needs for ordering the.se labor-saving devices.

ELK( rsic Coal MINING PLANT.— In their Bulletin No. 4, the

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, present a well-

written paper, by Mr. Sauford B. Belden, showing the enormous
returns which are obtained upon investments iu electric coal min-
ing equipment This pamphlet gives what people want to know,
the facts upon which to base the appropriation of money for the

introduction of improved machinery and methods, it also presents

approximate costs. This is the highest type of literature of this

character.

Railway Motive-Poweb Expenses.—Under this title the Falls

Hollow Staybolt Company have issued a pamphlet containing

quotations from prominent motive-power officials and observations

ou the staybolt problem from the pen of Mr. John Livingstone, of

Montreal. This little pamphlet presents in convenient form a lot

of information concerning stuybolts which should be brought to the

attention of every motive-power official in the country. Copies will

be furnished on application to the Falls Hollow Staybolt Company,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

"Three Scohe Years and Ten. A Record of Steady
Growth."—This is the title of a beautifully arranged pamphlet

that has recently been issued by the Fairbanks Company, com-

memorating the seventieth birthday of the company and also pre-

senting an interesting general survey of the magnitude of its busi-

ness. Ten branch houses in the United States are illustrated and
live in Canada and England. No better idea can be gained of the

extent of the business of the Fairbanks Company than by glancing

through this pamphlet.

WE8TINGH0U8E-PaRS0N8 Steam Tu RHINE.—A new. compre-
hensive and exc lingly interesting catalogue of these steam tur-

bines has been distributed by the Wcstinghouse Company's Publish-

ing Department. It illustrates the construction and installation of

these turbines, and in well-written chapters presents the history,

development, commercial features, records of tests, and statements

Of advantages of these remarkable power producers. Among the

engravings is a striking comparison of the size of 5,000-kw. direct-

eonnci teel generating units of the reciprocating and turbine types.

Something Pneumatic.— Is the title of a monthly magazine,

published by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. It is de-

voted to the interests of pneumatic appliances and their motive
power. The April number contains descriptive articles on the

Redfield pneumatic saw. a new design of single stage air compres-
sor, the use of penumatic hummers in boiler work, in stone working

establishments, the long-stroke hammer in gold mining, and several

convenient foundry tools. This magazine will be forwarded gratu-

itously to anyone interested in the field which it covers. Address,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Fisher building, Chicago, 111.

DRIVING: < iiains. The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, JerMJ
City. N. J., have issued a leullct ou the subject of the proper care of

driving chains. Tin- concerns the lubrication of chains with a

special compound manufactured by them, which experience has

proven to be moi tor) for this purpose than any other they

have used. Tin; leatlel also states the importance of keeping dl

chains 'lean. Iu view of the fact that chain driving is now becom-

ing quite general iu connection with motor-driven machine tools,

I his subject wll interest many of our readers.

Storage Battery Industrial Locomotives.—In their new Bul-

letin No. .">, the Jeffrey Manufacturing Company present the ad-

v an I ayes of storage battery locomotives for working about the

yards and buildings of industrial establishments. It illustrates

some of the different types of equipment for this purpose which
has become a necessity in large plants. The flexibility of this form

of locomotive renders il specially adapted to this purpose and there

is no lire risk in usiug these locomotives in and around build-

ings. The pamphlet includes extracts from a paper read by Mr.

F. L. Sessions, before the American Institute of Electrical Fugi

[leers. It is the best presentation Of the subject available any
w here.

American Sheei & Tin Plate Company.- Two artistic hook-

lets have becu issued by the American Sheel Steel and the Ameri-

can Tin Plate companies. These contain a brief history of iron and

its application to rooting ; instructions, "How to Construct a Tin
Roof," and a large amount of tabulated technical information cou-

cerning black and galvanized iron and steel sheets, rooting tin and

similar products for use of builders. These will be sent upon ap-

plication to Mr. \V. C. Cronemeyer, advertising agent of the Amet
n an Sheet ii Tin Flute Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Ice Is Out.— Fishing iu the streams of Maine has begun,

and sportsmen are beginning to plan their trips to the beautiful

regions of Maine, which oiler so much for them. In New Hamp-
shire, Lukes Winnipesaukee and Sunapee and Newfound Lake take

the lead ; but there are hundreds of smaller ponds and lakes, and

numerous trout brooks besides. Vermont has Chaplain, Mem
phremagog and Willoughby, all prolific haunts ; while away over

the border line in Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are

many famous resorts. For 2 cents in stamps the Boston & Maine
Passenger Department, Boston, will send their illustrated booklet,

"Fishing and Iluutiug," which describes the fishing and gaming
section of northern New England and Canada; also another book-

let, invaluable to the sportsman, with the fish and game laws for

VM-i of .Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Quebec,

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland.

Cranuall Packings— Is the title of a 54-page pamphlet de-

scribing and illustrating the various kinds of packings manufactured
for steam, ammonia and hydraulic machinery by the Crandall Pack-
ing Company, Palmyra, New York. This company has, in its ex-

perience of 20 years, developed a large line of packings using rub-

ber and its various compositions. The descriptions include ex-

pansion, sectional ring, spiral, high pressure ring, high pressure
coil, marine, valve rod and hydraulic packing for a variety of ser-

vices. They also include special steam hammer ring packing for all

forms of rods and many other special kinds. Our readers will be
particularly interested in the air pump and throttle stem packing.
which is manufactured especially for packing locomotive air pumps
and throttles. It is furnished in sets for the steam and air ends
of pumps and is made to perfectly fit the rods and boxes, the num-
ber of rings being just sufficient to fit the pumps without cutting.
This packing has been adopted by many of the leading railroads.

The pamphlet describes sheet and other packing, the line being
complete for the purposes mentioned. The company has offices at

123 Liberty street. New York, and 30 La Salle street, Chicago.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company.—This
company has recently issued a new edition of its map of the United
States, showing the locations of Pintsch gas plants and the rail-

roads using the gas in the various States. The centers for gas
supply are practically all the large railroad centers of the country.
Accompanying this is a small pamphlet containing a directory of
Pintsch plants, giving the name and address of the one in charge
of the plant. In case a car leaves any point with an insufficient

supply of gas or with equipment which requires attention, the next
works on the route may be notified by wire and proper attention may
be given. This indicates the systematic methods of this company.
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A list showing the progress of the Pintsch equipment up to the

end Of last year indicates thut there are now SO ga-s plants in the

United States. 75 in Germany, 87 in England and a total of 372

plants all over the world. The list also shows that Germany has

45,200 cars lighted with this gas; England, 21,100; the United

States, 22,243 and that the total number all over the world is

128.SS1 ears. In Germany 5,583 locomotives are so lighted. The

number of Pintsch gas buouys and beacons is 1,426. This form of

help to harbor and river navigation is recognized as indispensable.

Another recent publication of this company, "Directions for Man-

agement and Catechism of Steam Heating Apparatus on Trains"

is also worthy of note. It is a little book of pocket size containing

in concise form directions for the management of steam heating

apparatus of trains, making up trains, regulation of temperature

and changing of engines. In the catechism proper are questions

and answers relative to the description of the apparatus, operation

and care of it and responsibility of employes. The catechism con-

stitutes a much-needed innovation for the proper education of em-

ployes, the use of which will contribute greatly to the proper use

of the apparatus and therefore to the comfort of travelers. The

equipment statement already referred to includes 2,209 cars equipped

with Pintsch light and 2,904 cars equipped by this company with

steam heat last year. In connection with the introduction of 2-in.

train pipes in place of 1%-iri. these people have developed their

coupler No. 920-A, which is furnished with iy2 or 1^4-in. gaskets,

as desired. This coupler has straight ports and a substantial and

simple locking device.

NOTES.

Mr. John L. Weeks, treasurer and general manager of the

American Steam Gauge and Valve Manufacturing Company, died

April 2. He had been connected with this company for over thir-

teen years, and he will be greatly missed in the company and by a

large circle of friends.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, of St, Louis, have

just received a large order for their double-clutch car movers from

a large export company of New York for shipment to foreign

countries.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.—The Chicago offices of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works and the Standard Steel Works have been

moved to rooms 623 and 625 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.

Corrington Air Brake.—The new Cole four-cylinder balanced

compound locomotive built by the American Locomotive Company
for the New York Central Railroad, and illustrated in this issue, is

equipped with the Corrington consolidated engineer's valve.

The Derry-Collard Book Club.—A new plan for selling books

on the installment basis has been arranged by the Derry-Collard

Company, 256 Broadway, New York. Those who are interested in

a convenient method of securing technical books with easy payments

should send for a copy of the circular describing the plan.

The Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited, of Hamilton,

Canada, have recently engaged Mr. C. C. Starr, who was formerly

connected with the firm of John Starr, Son & Company, to act as

their representative in the Maritime Provinces, with headquarters

:il 134 (iranville street, Halifax, N. S.

The T. H. Symington Company.—April 1 this company made a

change in its sales department in the Chicago territory, which has

been handled by their agents, the Railway Appliances Company.

The T. H. Symington Company now has its own office in room 315,

Railway Exchange, Chicago, which is under the charge of Mr. E. H.

Symington, general Western sales agent.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.—These manufacturers of electric gener-

ators and motors will on May 10 open a branch office in the Hi-

bernia Bank building. New Orleans. Mr. W. P. Field, of the St.

Louis office of the company, will be the representative in charge.

Although there are fifteen Crocker-Wheeler branches, from Boston

to San Francisco, including St. Louis and Atlanta, this new office

has been made necessary, to accommodate the steadily increasing

market for electric machinery in the South and Southwest.

ICennicott Water Softener Coicpajtx.- This compan; has

moved into its new quarters in room 525. .".27 and 52:), in the new

Railway Exchange building, comer Jackson and Michigan Boule-

vard, Chicago. This magnificent new office building brings together

a large number of railroad offices and headquarters of concerns

closely associated with railroad business in Chicago.

The Mamolith Carbon Paint Company.—This company has

increased its capital stock to $200,000 for the purchase of the plant

of the Iridian Paint Company and has moved its offices in Cin-

cinnati from the Johnston building to the building formerly occu-

pied by the Iridian Paint Company. Mr. A. B. Burtis, manager
of the Mamolith Carbon Paint Company, stales thai extensive im-

provements are to be made.

Auburn Baix-Beabing Company.—This company has removed
its main office and works from Auburn to 18 Commercial street.

Rochester, N. 1'., where greatly improved and extended facilities

are available to take care of their increasing business. They manu-
facture ball bearings of all kinds, ball thrust washers, propeller

bearings, aligning, step and pedestal bearings, and a large number
of transmission specialties. Mr. Mark 1). Knowlton is president,

Mr. Henry La Casse vice-president, and Mr. Frederick Kirk
Knowlton secretary.

Crocker-Wheeler Co.—This company has doubled its capital

stock, which is now $2,000,000. The company has had a remark-
able career, and those who are acquainted with its history will not

be surprised to learn that its growth has required this increase of

capital. It was organized in 1882 by Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler and
Prof. Francis B. Crocker, with a comparatively modest beginning.

After vigorous and rapid growth it now has fifteen branch offices

from Boston to San Francisco, and does a very large business in

electrical power apparatus. The capitalization was several times

increased until in 1899 it had become $1,000,000. Its rapidly ex-

tended business has made it necessary to double this amount.

The Allis-Chalmers Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.—This company
has recently greatly extended its business by taking up the building

of gas engines, steam turbines, hydraulic and electrical machinery,
in addition to the class of output for which its several works have
for many years been well known, viz. : the construction of recipro-

cating engines; pumping, rolling-mill and blowing engines; flour-

mill, saw-mill, rock-crushing and cement machinery ; also ma-
chinery for manufacturing perforated metals. An additional de-

partment of publicity has just been organized, with Mr. Arthur
Warren as manager. This department has its headquarters at the

offices of the company in Milwaukee. Wis.

B. F. Sturtevant Co.'s New Plant.—Since the removal of the

foundry and pattern departments from the old plant at Jamaica
Plain to the extensive new quarters at Hyde Park the moving of

the other departments has progressed satisfactorily. The fan,

heater and electrical departments have already been installed, and

the machine-shop equipment is well advanced. All the machinery in

the plant will be of the most modern and approved types, and com-

plete systems of cranes and industrial railways will contribute to

accurate, rapid work at a minimum cost. In the handsome office

building the publication department is generously provided for. and

its equipment includes a pressroom and storage space for paper

stock and printed matter. This company has for several years

maintained a printing plant of its own, and is now handling .-ill of

this work itself excepting engraving.

Allis-Chalmers Co.—Mr. Ervin Dryer has resigned his posi-

tion with the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
and has accepted an appointment with the Allis-Chalmers Com-
pany. Mr. Dryer's connection with the Westinghouse Company
extended over a period of sixteen years. He is one of the most

competent salesmen in the electrical and mechanical field, and his

wide acquaintance throughout the Western part of the United

States will be of great service to the Allis-Chalmers Co. in the

extensive new developments which they have undertaken. Mr.

Dryer has already entered upon his new duties with the Allis-

Chalmers Co., and his headquarters will be at their offices in the

New York Life building, Chicago. He will give his attention to

their engine work, as well as to the sale of Bullock electrical

apparatus, which the Allis-Chalmers Co. now control through their

acquisition of the Bullock Electrical Manufacturing Company, of

I 'incinnati.
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fEditorials.

FOUR-CYLINDER DE GLEHN COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE

4-4-2-TYPE.

P.ybis-Orleans Railway of France.

WITH AN INSET.

There is now running on the Pennsylvania Railroad a 4-4-2-

type, De Glehn compound locomotive, bill 1 * especially for that
road at the Belfort works of the Society Alsacienne de Con-
struction Mechaniques. This locomotive was ordered by the
Pennsylvania in order to make an experimental study of the
type which has made such remarkable records abroad and has
been adopted as standard construction by all the leading rail-

ways of France. As large a locomotive of this type as could be
obtained was desired and as there was insufficient time before
the opening of the St. Ixniis World's Fair for a special design
to be prepared, the locomotive was built from the drawings of
the heaviest De Glehn passenger engines, those running on the
Paris-Orleans railway.

Through the courtesy of M. Solacroup of the Paris-Orleans
railway and M. A. G. De Glehn. of the Society Alsacienne de
Construction Mechaniques, general drawings of this engine are
presented in this journal. While the illustrations show the
Paris-Orleans locomotive, they also indicate the construction,
with the exception of a few relatively unimportant details,
of the Pennslyvania locomotive. A somewhat smaller design,
that of the heaviest passenger locomotive on the Northern
Railway of France, is now in service on the Great Western
Railway, in England.

This locomotive Is unique in representing a continuous and
systematic development of the four-cylinder compound on the
divided and balanced principle, which Mr. De Glehn began in

1885. It has steadily increased in favor, and is unquestionably
the most advanced type of locomotive in use in Europe, yet

there is not a single patent on any part of its construction.

Very little that is new can be said about the De Glehn com-
pound at the present time. Articles by Messrs. De Glehn and
Herdner, in this journal, in Septembei and I >.

. ember, 1902, and
January and December, 1903, clearly state the principles

involved. This design was not developed with special reference

to fuel economy aione, but this was an incidental advantage
sought. The object was to obtain the utmost possible capacity

within a limited weight.

For a locomotive weighing G5 tons, to haul in regular,

everyday work, 370 tons behind the tender, a distance of

184 miles, from Paris to Calais, in three hoars and ten

minutes, with one intermediate stop, and do this on a
coal consumption of 38% pounds per mile, is one result ob-

tained by this system. In this run there is a fifteen-mile hill

of one-half of one per cent., and 23 miles of one-third of one
per cent. There are four other hills of nearly one per cent,

one of which is seven miles long. Under these conditions on
the Northern Railway of France, with a locomotive lighter than
the one herewith illustrated, a steady speed of fifty-six miles

an hour is maintained, on the one-half per cent, grades and
1,500 horse-power sustained. The maximum speed in this run
is never allowed to exceed seventy-five miles per hour. It

would be difficult for American railroads to match this work
with a locomotive of this weight.

Word has just been received that one of the Paris-Orleans

engines, which is exactly like the one illustrated, has just

indicated 1,900 horse-power, at 70 miles per hour, with 350 tons

behind the tender, the drawbar pull at that speed being 7,350

pounds. It must be remembered that this engine weighs only

80 tons. Mr. Sauvage in his recent paper before the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers of England stated that one of the

Paris-Orleans engines hauled 350 tons (behind the tender) for

200 miles at an average speed of 55 miles per hour, and for 73

miles the average speed was 63 miles per hour. trom in-

dicator diagrams the effective power was from 1,200 to 1,800
horse-power, the water consumption being not more than 24
pounds per indicated horse power per hour, as an average
from a number of experiments. The boiler evaporated 7.7

pounds of water per pound of coal.

The essential principles of this type are: 1. Four cylinders,

the low pressure between the frames and underneath the smoke
box. being coupled to the leading crank axle; the high pressure
being outside the frames and further back, coupled to the rear
driving wheels, thus dividing the stresses of the cylinders
upon the axles and the cylinders upon the frames and balanc-
ing the reciprocating parts. 2. Each cylinder has its own valve
and valve gear, the high and low pressure valves being con-
nected to separate reversing screws, which, however, may be
coupled together in their operation from the cab. This renders
it possible to change the ratio of expansion between the cylin-

ders and it also divides the work which each valve gear has
to perform. 3. A starting valve admits boiler steam to the low
pressure cylinders and opens the high pressure exhaust to the
atmosphere. This is controlled from the cab and makes it

possible to use either high or low pressure cylinders alone in

case of a break-down, in addition to the function of increasing
the starting power of the engine.

The remarkably fine set of drawings' reproduced in the inset

accompanying this issue must be allowed to speak for themselves,
and they are well worthy of careful study. In reproducing the
drawings the metric system units are retained as it Is undesir-
able to attempt to translate them. Attention is called to the
Walahaert valve gear, with two eccentrics on the crank axlp tor

the inside cylinders and return cranks for the outside cylinders.

The plate frame construction is exceedingly interesting in the

depth of the plate at the driving boxes and its reinforcement
at this point. The depth here is nearly 35 in.

The bracing of this frame is remarkable. The bracing
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occurs at the bumper, at the low pressure cylinders, a box

casting at the high pressure cylinders, between the driving

wheels, in front of the fire box and at the draw casting. Most

of these braces are very deep and .they will permit no weaving

or twisting of the frames. This frame construction is flexible
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horizontally, very stiff vertically, and frames seem to be very

free from breakage in France.
The boiler is long and is not packed full of tubes; the tubes.

139 in number, are 14 ft. 5 in. long and- of the Serve ribbed

type of 2 9-16 in. inside diameter. The tube spacing provides

plenty of room around the group for circulation of water be-

tween the tubes and the shell. This is shown in one of the

sectional drawings. The grate has a sharp slope and is narrow.

It is designed for coal which is rather better than ours, and

for American conditions a wide fire box would be exceedingly

desirable.

The smoke box is perfectly clear of obstructions. It has no

steam pipes or diaphragm, the stack, which is 20% in. at the

top and 17% in. at the bottom and 2 ft. 8% in. high, is extenaed

downward into the smoke zox, with a flaring base. The ex-

haust nozzle is high and fitted with a variable exhaust attach-

ment; as used in France this device is invaluable. The stack

has a plate cover, which is a great protection to the fire box

and tubes when closed.

In this particular locomotive the low pressure cylinders de-

velop somewhat less than half the total amount of work and

the crank axle is therefore relieved of that proportion of the

work which it would have to do if all four cylinders were

coupled to the same axle.

The reciprocating parts are very light. The crossheads

weigh 238 pounds each; the high pressure piston, 100 pounds;

the low pressure piston, 242 pounds; the high pressure main
rod, 278 pounds; low pressure main rod, 425 pounds.

An examination of this locomotive is convincing of two

things: First, that the design, as a whole and in every specific

detail, has been carefully and systematically studied and,

second, that the operation of such an engine must be care-

fully looked after. The fact is that American roads are not

up to the handling of locomotives like this. Instead of con-

demning the design this is one of its strongest recommenda-

tions, indicating, as it does, how far foreigners are in advance

of us in the handling of locomotives on the road. The work

which the French engineman gets out of light locomotives is

also an important study for our roads.

American railroad men, on examining these drawings, are

sure to express their impressions in the word "complicated."

There is no question of the fact that in order to get more

work out of the weight allowed for locomotives more compli-

cation than that of current American practice is absolutely

necessary. In order to secure the necessary results, under

present conditions of train operation, it is necessary that

methods of treating locomotive running repairs should be

radically improved, even for present simple methods of con-

struction. If our ordinary locomotives are to give satisfactory

service, they must be properly maintained and methods which

are really adequate for the proper maintenance of ordinary '

two cylinder, single expansion locomotive will be sufficient for

taking care of more complicated machines. The trouble is

that maintenance methods now are known to be grievously

at fault, and must be improved irrespective of improvements in

the locomotive itself.

There is nothing about a railroad train as complicated as the

air brake. We must have the air brake and must maintain It

for what it will do. If by complicating the locomotive, more

work can be had per ton of weight, the complication is justified

exactly as it has been in marine and stationary practice. The

value of the complication in this particular locomotive will

soon be ascertained on the testing plant at St. Louis.

GENERAL. DIMENSIONS. DE GLEHN COMPOUND.

PARIS ORLEANS AND PENNSYLVANIA RAILROADS.

Weight—On driving wheels 79.500 lbs.

On truck 46.500 lbs.

On trailers 34,000 lbs.

Total, in working order 160,000 lbs.

Tender, loaded 132.500 lbs.

Wheel Base—Driving 7 ft. % in.

Truck 7 ft, 6 % 'ns.

Total, engine 28 ft. 6% ins.

Tender 20 ft. 6 ins.

Total, engine and tender 59 ft. 5 ins.

Driving wheels, diameter 6 ft. 8 3-16 ins,

Truck wheels, diameter 3 ft. 1 13-16 ins.

Trailing wheels, diameter 5 ft. 11-16 in.

Cylinders—Diameter..High-pressure, 14 3-16 ins.
; low-pressure. 23 r'

s ins.

Stroke 25 3-16 ins.

Boiler, straight top—Diameter 4 ft. 11% ins.

Pressure 227 lbs.

Tubes. Serve ribbed—Inside diameter 2 9-16 ins.

Length 1* ft. 5 'A ins.

llentins Surface—Tubes 2.435.7 sq. ft.

Firebox 1 SI .1 sq. ft.

Total 2,616.8 sq. ft.

Grate area 33.9 sq. ft.

Capacity ot tender Water, 5,500 gals. ; coal, 22,000 lbs.
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Length of engine 12 ft. 8% Ins.

Length of tender 28 ft. 8U
Length from pilot to tender couple! 7o ft. 1 1

•

Width of engine 8
Height to ce I boiler x ft. 10 B I

Flreboi Length In Ids 10 ft
Whit ii Inside i ft,

]

lo

Thickness of plsti
I

Idi . crown and back)
Tub* iheets, thickness of. i S Li Ii

Valve gear Wal ichai rl

Steam port
Hlgh-preBsure, it'A i I In Ion ••> lire, 20V4 I 2 ' '

BSzhaual porta :

High pressure, li% x :\% Ins.; low-pressure, 20^ x ''& ins.

Bridges Hit I.
7s in.; low-pressure, I I

throw. ... High-pressure, 7 LB .".'j Ins.; low-pressure, 91-16 In,

Valve travel, maximum :

High-pressure, B'/j Ins.; low-pressure. 5 8-18 In

Im lap High and low, 1 1-16 Ins.

Lead, full forward goar ;

High-pressure, 5-18 in . low-pi <2 In.

RATIOS, IH-: QLBHN BXMJR-CYLiINDBR BALANCED COMPI
re force, op. i

Maximum tractlvi • compt d (lbs.) 19,521
Volume of two hlgh-pn (cu ft.) 1.81
Ratio total I lumi algh-i rllnaei 59.24
Hatlo low-bn lure i<> blgh-pree ure cylinder volumes.., -77

re weigh) to total heating bui
Tractive weight • compound 4.07
Tractive weight to tractive effort, Imple
Traettvo effort to heating surface, compound 7.58
Heating sin . 7 .

Heating surface i effort, compound II

Total weight in intal heating BUrface 62.09
Tractive effort x driving-wheel diameter to beating Burface 60

BIG LOCOMOTIVES OVERLOADING AND LOCOMO-
TIVE FAILURES.

In order to ascertain the attitude toward and the apprecia-

tion of the position of the hig locomotive, five questions were

addressed to a number of leading railroad officials as follows:

1. Are big locomotives satisfactory?

2. Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomo-

tives Increases ?

3. If so, Is it due to the fact that the locomotives are big,

or to overloading ?

4. Stated generally, is it not good policy to load engines

lightly enough to get an average speed of, say, about 15 miles

an hour when business is heavy and to load them heavily

when business is light?

5. Given a distance of, say. 6 miles between side tracks, is

not the capacity of the road limited by the time required for

the slowest train to make this distance ?

The replies constitute a remarkable reflection of opinions

from some of the best operating men in the country. What
these men say on any subject will be eagerly read, but their

comments on the increasing size of locomotives and its effect

on questions of operation and maintenance must be considered

as specially significant of the necessity for proper design, oper-

ation and adequate facilities for maintenance of big locomo-

tives.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad.

1. Our experience with such locomotives, being the standard
consolidation freight engines we are using and which we have been

baying for several years, is, I think I may say, entirely satisfac-

tory. We are .so well satisfied with ihe.se thai we are buying more
each year to lake the place of the lighter engines we are retiring

from service.

2. Our experience dues nut show that locomotive failures are
increasing as result of the large? power we are using. I think

probably during the UtSl three years locomotive failures have in-

i teased iu number, as compared with the similar period immedi-
ately preceding, but my view of this Is thai the abnormally large

tonnage handled, with the general shortage of power, lias required

the railroads to run their locomotives harder and with less atten-

tion iu simps n in i round-houses than previously, and as a result of

trying to get increased mileage out of them in this way failures on
i be road have appreciably increased,

3. It is quite possible, too. thai the desire of the transportation
department to get as much service mil of the lino tives when on
the mad as possible has led In llieir being Overloaded at limes, and
this, uf course, is bound to result in more failures.

4. Generally Bpeaking, I should say that it is not good policy to

load engines to an exlenl I hat results in their dragging along over
the road, making a low rate of speed and getting in the way of

other trains. As a result of our practice in this regard we feel

that it Is better to give a fair load and one that will enable slow
freight trains to make 15 to 18 miles an hour running between
stations and thus get them over the road in good time. More ser-

vice can he gotten out of engines and crews both in this way than
by loading the engines to the very last limit. Especially IS this

true on lines having as heavy traffic as ours.

r>. I think, without question, the capacity of the railroad is

limited to a great extenl by the time requirpd by the slowest trains

to make distances between the passing points along the line.

W. H. Truesdale, President,

St vim m;ii Air Line Railway.

1. I believe I here is great economy in the use of heavy engines,

The maximum economic weight of the engine used must, however,

be adjusted to the conditions under which traffic is moved. I do

not believe it would be economy to use in road service as big an
engine as could be economically used on mountain grades.

2. Engine failures have increased with increase in size of en-

gines. I do not know whether the ratio of increase in engine

failures agrees with the ratio of increase in weight,

3. I believe the increase in failures with big engines is due to

overloading and increased steam pressure carried, in comparison

with pressure formerly carried by engines of less capacity.

4. It is economic, and therefore good policy, not to load heavy

engines in excess of their efficient rating. This must be determined

by traffic conditions. When the movement of business is heavy

a larger tonnage can be successfully mined by reducing the engine

rating measurably. When traffic is light engines can he loaded

economically up to Ihe limit of their efficient rating.

5. The capacity of a railroad is limited by the time consumed In

the slowest train moving between stations.

J. M. liAitn. President.

Norfolk & Western Railway Company.

1. The larger engines now in use are not only satisfactory hut. in

my opinion, have proven to be an absolute necessity, because the

vastly increased traffic would have been congested to a greater ex-

tent but for the increased train load and relatively decreased train

mileage effected by increased capacity of engines.

2. The increased size of locomotives has increased the number ol

engine failures, but I do not think that the increase has been out of

proportion to what should have been anticipated under the new con

ilitions brought about thereby, and that when railways have ad-

justed their methods and facilities lo the new conditions requiring

time and the expenditure of money the failures will not show a rela-

tive increase. The increased failures are also due I" the improved

method of loading engines up to their capacity from the beginning

to the end of runs, over the minimum as well as the maximum
grades, Which has been effected by a more perfect system of helper

and pusher service, and practiced lo a greater extent since the intro-

duction of the big engines, whereas engines formerly were fully

loaded only on mountain grades, and hence were very lightly loaded

over the greater distance run.

3. The increased failures arc due lo new conditions referred lo in

answer to quest ion 2.

1. In my opinion, engines should lie loaded up in their effective

rating, which is a load with which they can make in.ixii n 8| I

with class of freight hauled, while under way.

5. In my opinion, the necessity for passing sidings is determined

by the time between terminals, hence on a train basis the capacity

of a road is limited by the time consumed, and not by the dists

between side tracks.

L, E, Johnson, President

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railwai Company.

1. As big locomotives are termed to-day weighing anywhere from

230,000 to 300.0Ofi lbs., we have none of these which Id be con-

sidered as our engines weigh only about 180,000 lbs. in working

Order. If you assume to call these big engines, our records show

them lo be very economical. They not only make their mileage, but

Ihe cost to operate them per mile is low. Comparing these engines

with the lighter or smaller type of engines, we find the cost for re-

pairs, coal and water consumed,, aro approximately proportional to
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their hauling power. The oil, wages, and various supplies cost per

mile is slightly greater for the larger engines than for the smaller

ones.

2. Our experience and records show that we have no more fail-

ures with these engines than with the smaller ones.

3. In our opinion it is a good policy to load engines light enough

to make an average speed of fifteen miles per hour when business is

heavy.

4. Given a distance of, say, six miles between side tracks, we

have but one or two places of this kind, and do not think it a good

policy to run trains so slow as to delay other traffic on the line. In

our opinion, it is very bad policy to load engines down to such an

extent as will cause them to stall or make very slow speed. It de-

prives the railroad company of their use and keeps the men on duty

too long a time so that at the latter end of their trips they are tired,

naturally indifferent to all surroundings as well as to their own

lives.

A. G. Yates, President.

The Wabash Railroad Company.

I am sorry I have not the time to go into the several questions

you ask thoroughly and answer them at length and in detail. As I

have not the time to do this I am practically confined to a categori-

cal reply

:

1. This question is rather indefinite and a good deal like the ques-

tion, "What is the size of a lump of chalk?" I presume, however,

you refer to the very large locomotives of from 180,000 to 200,000

lbs. on drivers. I have not been an advocate of the very^ large en-

gine, the reasons for which are numerous, among the most important

being:

First : The large increase in the cost of car repairs due to hand-

ling very large trains. There is such a large percentage of old and

light cars still in service that it is difficult to make up a train

of general traffic without having several such cars in it. and with

large engines these cars are apt to cause trouble. Even with trains

of modern cars the damage to the draft timbers and rigging in the

starting and stopping of these trains is considerable.

Second: The track and maintenance repairs are very largely in-

creased by the running of unusually heavy engines. The saving of

a few cents per ton mile in wages of trainmen can very easily be

offset by increased cost of track maintenance and car repairs.

2. Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomotives

increases? I will not say that locomotive failures increase as the

size of the locomotives increases, but the expense of maintaining

and repairing locomotives is, of course, much greater for large than

for small engines.

3. If so. is it due to the fact that locomotives are big or to over-

loading? Repairs of locomotives ordinarily are due to the use made

of them. If they were not used at all it would cost no more to keep

up a big engine than a small one. and therefore the trains they haul

and the speed at which they are run and the shocks received due to

heavy trains are the principal elements of repairs and. of course,

the effect of these elements is practically proportionate to the size

of the locomotives. The element of loading is. of course, a great

factor in repairs, as an overloaded engine, like an overloaded man, is

bound to break down in some part much sooner than it would if

the work done was well within the limits of the power of the loco-

motive or of the man.
4. The policy of the Wabash is to so load and rate an engine that

it can make its schedule time without difficulty—in fact, so as to

have a little reserve power left in order to make up some time when
the train is laid out at a meeting point. Under the present strict

rules of overtime in force on almost all roads, it is not economical to

load an engine down to the last notch. It is better to get the engine

and the traffic over the road on time and have the engine get out

promptly on its next run than to put on the last car possible for it to

haul and then have the train delayed, thus adding to the expense of

operation and bring forth complaints from shippers, etc. Of course.

such a policy does not induce the highest tonnage possible per train

mile, but in my opinion, the loading per train mile, while it is a
desirable thing up to a point where other factors should be consid-

ered, can easily become a fad which may be detrimental to the in-

terests of the company and really increase, instead of decrease, the

expenses of operation.

5. This is rather a theoretical proposition and it may be that I

do not fully grasp thp meaning of the question. The capacity of a
road is limited or affected by a great many factors, the principal

factor governing the capacity of a road being that of grades. I as-

sume, however, that the intent of your question is more as to the

capacity as to the number of trains than the capacity for tonnage.
Of course, on a single-track railroad the frequency and length of

sidetracks is a most important element in the number of trains

which can be handled and the delays which would ensue while one

train was waiting for another to pass. The slowest train run on

a road is generally the train of the least importance and the one

which is sidetracked and has to keep out of the way of the higher

grade and faster trains, and therefore the slowest train, in my opin-

ion, would not be the limiting factor in regard to all the traffic of

•a road. I should say it would be very apt to be the average speed

of trains, say trains running at an average speed of 15 miles an

hour.

J. Ramsey, Jr., President.

Chicago, Burlington & Qtjincy Railroad.

1. Are big locomotives satisfactory? Yes, in a general way, al-

though this does not mean that all big locomotives are satisfactory.

It is not strange that when the capacity of locomotives was in-

creased so enormously that the executed designs prove faulty in a

good many details. When we have had as much experience with

locomotives of modern capacities as we had with locomotives built

and "tried-out" 15 years ago, we shall have evolved a satisfactory

machine.

2. Locomotive failures are certainly increasing, but on the best

railroads I doubt if they are increasing anything like as rapidly as

the capacity of the locomotives have increased ; that is to say, on a

well-regulated railway I believe that locomotive failures are much
less in proportion to any unit of work done than formerly. It is

not quite fair to measure locomotive failures in proportion to the

miles run for freight service; the tons hauled one mile, and in the

passenger service, the speed and weight of train must be taken in-

to consideration.

3. I should say that a good many failures have been due to over-

loading, or to want of intelligent loading. The most frequent cause

of failure with engines of large tractive power on low grade lines is

entire deficiency in boiler capacity. The demands on a locomotive

boiler to furnish steam to an engine of large tractive power loaded

to full rating on a low grade line are far in excess of what is con-

sidered good practice with stationary boilers and probably cannot be

met unless the boiler is considerably enlarged or its efficiency in-

creased by use of automatic stokers ; even automatic stokers, how-
ever, will not dispose of the ashes and clinkers, and keep the fire in

the condition in which it must be maintained to develop the required

horse-power for a good many hours at a stretch.

4. Stated generally, is it not good policy to load engines lightly

enough to get an average speed of. say, about 15 miles an hour when
business is heavy and to load them heavily when business is light?

I should say that the question of speed would depend largely on the

character of the railroad. On single track lines and on many double

track lines, it is necessary to keep trains moving at 15 miles per

hour in order to make an average speed of 10 miles per hour, or

better, over the divisions. It is also a fact that in busy times trains

cannot be loaded quite as heavily, and keep the road open, as they

can when business is dull and there is less traffic congestion.

5. The capacity of the road is not only limited by the time it takes

for trains to run from one passing track to another, hut also the

time it takes for trains to get into clear at those passing tracks.

For that reason the capacity of a road is very much increased by
having heading-in passing tracks operated with interlocking, so that

trains can head in and get out of the way as quickly as possible.

By the same token a good deal is saved if trains can move through

the passing track and pass out at the other end without any back-up

movement. The ideal train movement is obtained when trains may
be passed by each other at passing tracks without stopping either

train. A very near approach to this can be obtained with good

lap sidings, and in winter weather the avoidance of delays on pass-

ing tracks has a very important effect in reducing not only engine

failures, but train failures, hot boxes, etc.

F. A. Delano, General Manager.

Illinois Central Railroad Company.

1. Are big locomotives satisfactory? Yes.

2. Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomotives

increases? Yes.

3. The difficulty experienced with the larger locomotives is prin-

cipally caused by flues or staybolts and packing. This is on ac-

count of greater amount of work performed by the larger engines

due to increased size, and more particularly due to the increased

pressure which these engines carry. On this system engines of all

classes are required to haul a tonnage in accordance with their size

and capacity, and the failures of the larger engines under these cir-

cumstances are increased by reason of the additional number of

parts, as the latter are principally of the consolidation type.
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I. This would be largely due to the nature or character of the

principal traffic on any district In question. < >n this road our dead

freight trains are scheduled i" make al i an average of ten miles

par hour, while the higher class trains run an average of from 15

to 20 miles an I '.

5. There is do question but that the distance between side tracks,

particularly "ii single track road, governs the road capacity for mov-

ing the freight business, and where the traffic is beavj I regard an

average of six miles distance between side tracks too great Pour

miles would, in in \ opinion, be the proper distance,

.1. T. Babahan, Bet 'I Vice-President.

Grand Trunk Railwai System.

1. Big locomotives are not entirely satisfactory.

2. Locomotive failures are increasing as the si/,, of locomotives

increase's.

3. These failures are due both to increase in size and to over-

loading.

-i. It is good policy to load engines lightly enough to get an aver-

age speed of. say, about 15 miles an hour when business is heavy

and to load them heavily when business is light

."«. (in a given distance of six miles between side tracks the capa-

city of the road is limited hy the time required for the slowest train

to make this distance.

Notwithstanding the fact that increased tonnage is bandied by

the more modern locomotives (which are merely the style of loco-

motives formerly used but of increased dimensions) as is shown in

the foregoing answers to questions, the gains made by their use are

by no means net. for the reason that they cause much more wear to

the track and rack the equipment, making the cost of maintenance

excessive, and this condition will continue until the lighter con-

structed cars are superseded by the cars of modern construction.

The heavy locomotive, however, is a necessity in passenger service

as well as freight. The travelling public demand modern equip-

ment and high speed in order to give the comforts that are neces-

sary and the increased protection to the passengers, and on account

of the high speed extra heavy equipment is required. Ten years ago

passenger coaches of (30,000 lbs. weight were common. To-day a

modern coach weighs over 100.000 lbs., sleeping cars, parlor and
dining cars weighing as much as 185,000 lbs. It can readily be

seen, therefore, that this extra tonnage, together with the increased

speed, requires enormous power, which ran only be secured by the

use of the exc Ilngly heavy locomotives.

Ciiaki.ks M. Hays,

Second Vice-President and' General Manager.

'I'm: Atchison. TOPEKA & SANTA Ff. Railway System.

1. "Are big locomotives satisfactory'.'"— Very decidedly.

2. "Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomotives

increases?"— I do not think so. The number of miles run per en-

gine failure on the Santa Fe System is much greater this year than

last, and we have been receiving new and large locomotives con-

stantly during the last twelve months.

3. The size of the locomotives, in itself, has nothing to do with
the matter. Some large locomotives are not properly designed, he-

cause of the fact that it is, and always has been, customary with

railroads to find out how large the various parts of a locomotive

should be, in order to avoid breakage, and then to make them
stronger. This necessarily involves more or less breakages until

the facts are determined. One of the principal causes of engine
failures is the choking of the boiler with an unnecessary number of

Sues, in order to Becnre greater heating surface. Much of this

trouble has been attributed to the wide firebox. While this feature
of lorn engines has heel) carried to extremes in some cases, it is

a fact that fuel is much more economically and effectively burned
in wide fireboxes than was formerly the case in narrow ones. The
evaporation of largely increased volume of water, in modern boilers,

must result in a cmr. spending increase of solid precipitates, or
Scale. It is more than ever necessary to purify feed water, but this

important matter has received relatively little attention. Imperfect
Circulation, due to narrow water legs and excessive number of flues,

has resulted in many burned side sheets, and this disaster has been
attributed by various people to various causes—among others, to the
quality of coal used. When from three waterleg gauges dry steam
may be taken, while the engine is in service, further conjecture as
to the cause of burned side sheets seems to be unnecessary.

4. In the opinion of the writer, an average speed of 12 or 13 miles
an hour is more desirable than 15 miles per hour. Either term is

inite, in a measure, because much depends upon detention en-

route, the term "average" applying to the distance between ter-

minals, divided by the time, from hour and minute of departure to

hour Mini minute of arrival. Engines should be loaded orflj to such

an extent that it will be practicable for tbem to make the desired

schedule time, le- it 12, 15 or 20 miles per hour; and all engines

should he oned as to regularl] perform this service with-

out machinery failures, it being understood that no machinery caii

"destructible, and that breakages must occasionally occur.

When business is heavy, engines should be given uniform loads, in

accordance with the above statement. When it is light they will,

in most cases, have n, take what offers, and at such limes, if the

business is balanced, a lighter engine will prove preferable. With

inferior business it will usually be practicable to delay forwarding

until there is an accumulation sufficient to afford full load for the

engine to be employed. While it may seem that this practice, it

followed, will result in delays which will seriously affect the volume

of business, especially where competition is sharp, a matter of a few

hours at originating terminals is not of vital importance, if the

train is kept moving afterward.

5. The slowest train-—assuming that only one coming under this

category is on the district at a time—can only affect the opposite

movement of trains over successive blocks of six miles. The slower

the trains, the smaller the tonnage capacity of a single-track road,

but the delays incident to meeting or passing by freight trains is

much less in the aggregate than is the delay of freight trains in-

cident to the movement of passenger trains. In any case, much de-

pends upon the distance between telegraph offices.

I wish to voice a protest against the conclusions which are in

some instances preceding known facts, concerning the operation of

so-.alled heavy engines. Many companies have purchased large

engines, but have not made adequate provision for the'r mainte-

nance. Naturally, it is not to be supposed that a plant which

would satisfactorily take care of engines twenty years ago can per-

form the same function with respect to modern locomotives. The
care of the modern engine requires a modern shop, and so does the

proper and economical care of an antiquated locomotive. One can

hardly expect to employ an engine of double the weight of those

formerly used and to maintain these engines at the same cost per

mile run. In fact, this unit of cost is obsolete and should be dis-

carded in favor of one which will establish the cost per gross ton

mile transported, meaning, of course, the weight of the cars and

contents, but omitting the weight of the engine, which from D

sity must propel itself.

J. W. Kf.ndbick, Third Vice-President.

Nashville, Chattanoooa & St. Louis Railway.

1. Big locomotives are satisfactory provided they are not too big.

Am quite sure the limit has been exceeded in some instances. Local

conditions should govern to a very great extent. Our latest en-

gines :

Weigh 105,000 lbs.

Cylinders 21 x 28 ins.

Diameter of driving wheels 55% ins.

Steam pressure 195 lbs.

These engines are as large as can be used economically at the

present time by this company from the fact that we lind it neces-

sary to limit the number of cars in the trains, this being brought

about by the inability of the draft rigging to withstand the strain

of starting longer trains on heavy grades. This 50-car limit applies

to the Chattanooga division, where there are any number of grades

50 to $0 ft. per mile. On the Atlanta division, where the grades

are 35 ft. per mile, these same engines are limited to GO cars.

-. Am afraid they are. This should not be the case were the en

gines well designed. Our principal trouble is from flue failures.

Longer flues, larger flue sheets, higher steam pressure, shallow fire-

boxes of the wide fire-box type, all tend to make life a burden so far

as leaky flues are concerned.

3. In a great many instances, failures of large engines are caused

from faulty design or poor workmanship. The tendeni is to over-

load, the inevitable result of which is engine failures. Our rub' is

to rate the engines so they can get over the road nicely, and con-

ductors have instructions to set off cars rather than take posa

of the road.

4. Engines should be rated so as to make 12 or 15 miles per hour

over the heaviest grades, and to do so without running fuel con-

sumption up.

5. Yes and no. Yes, if there are practically the same number of

trains each hour. No, if the trains are bunched, which is usually

the case. There are hours when there are but few trains between

certain stations, and at such times it makes but little difference
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whether trains are .'10 or 40 minutes covering the (i miles. During
tlie busy hours, tin' time of the slowest train does limit the capacity

of that part of the road crowded with trains.

J. W. Thomas, Jr., General Manager.

• & Railway.

1. Big locomotives are not entirely satisfactory.

2. Locomotive failures increase as the size of the locomotives in-

crease.

3. I do not think locomotive failures are due to the fact that the

locomotives are too big or to overloading. I think they are due

largely to bad workmanship and lack of knowledge of the machine.

A high pressure locomotive must be very well put tosrether and care-

fully designed to do its work with satisfaction.

4. I believe it is good policy to load engines so they may make a

reasonable speed, but this depends entirely on the facilities. A
four-track mad can load engines heavily for a low speed and a

double-track road with ample sidings and a comparatively light pas-

senger traffic can do the same. On a single-track road with heavy

passenger service and fast freight business low-speed trains will be

seriously in the way.

5. The capacity of the road is, of course, limited by the time re-

quired when slow trains are occupying the track, but this would

not necessarily be all the time.

— — , President.

tin' answers to be determined upon each railroad, after study and
full knowledge of the conditions as they are or as they may be made.

Somebody asked somebody else, so I've read, what he thought the

best way to "bring up" a boy. "Show me the boy," the somebody
else replied.

I claim to know little about large railroads and large engines on
them. I express myself according to my light and in response to

your courteous request. Very truly yours,

F. W. Cram, President.

The New York. Chicago & St. Louis Railroad Company.

1. I think, as a whole, big locomotives are satisfactory.

2. While I have no data from which to make accurate statement.

I think it quite probable there are increased failures of big loco-

motives in comparison with the smaller ones.

3. If so, a portion of the trouble may be ascribed to the larger

locomotive, and also, in many instances, to overloading. Another

factor during the past winter has been the very unusual weather

conditions.

4. I think where conditions will permit, it is good policy to load

engines so that an average speed of about 15 miles per hour can be

maintained, the same to apply when business is heavy or light.

In answer to your fifth inquiry : I am not prepared to give an

opinion on this subject, although I am inclined to think the infer-

ence to be derived from your question is correct.

W. H. Canniff, President.

Chicago & North Western Railway Company.

1. Are big locomotives satisfactory? We have found ours entirely

so. They are not, however, of the largest existing type, our maxi-

mum weight on drivers being 126,000 pounds. We have no com-

pound engines.

2. Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomotives

increases? Our experience is not in the affirmative. Our company
has increased its shop facilities and the efficiency of its tools to the

extent that we have been able to give prompt attention to running
repairs, and where running repairs are kept up it oftentimes elimin-

ates the necessity for any great enlargement of the so-called "back-

shop." This also disposes of your third inquiry.

4. This inquiry has a pleasant sound and in the abstract our re-

ply is in the affirmative. It is an accepted fact that one of the

nrincipal yard sticks of railway operation is freight train tonnage.

That is what we all strive for, but there is a great difference in

various roads on account of their localities and the business which
they handle, also with different parts of the same road for the same
causes ; therefore, in actual practice one must be governed by the

conditions which confront him at the minute. In other words,
train service in our territory at least must accommodate the traffic

and we cannot always make the traffic subordinate to service that

we'would like to maintain.

5. Given a distance of, say, 6 miles between side tracks, is not the

capacity of the road limited by the time required for the slowest

train to make this distance? I assume this is from the standpoint

oi a single-track line without any intermediate blocks between sid-

ings. We have been able to very much increase the capacity of

various parts of our line by the introduction of intermediate manu-
ally controlled telegraph blocks, dividing it up into sections of 2 1

/i> to

4 miles eaeh.
W. A. Gardner, General Manager.

Bangor & Aroostook Railway Company.

1. I don't know what you would call a big locomotive. The
smallest one now would have been big fifty years ago. The biggest

one now may be small fifty or even twenty years hence. The small-

est cme now might be big for certain purposes under certain (exist-

ing) conditions, and the largest one not large enough under condi-

tions wholly possible through money outlay. 1 don't think the

question of motive power can fairly be considered by itself.

2. Not. on I his road.

3. 1 do not permit overloading and cannot answer for those who
do.

4. I do not think the question can be fairly or intelligently an-

swered as one which applies generally. Over sections of roads al-

most anywhere "yes." Over other sections not "yes" and not "no"
without knowledge of many other conditions than appear in your
premises.

5. I should have to say, "not necessarily and perhaps yes."

My comment upon "1" involves principles applicable throughout,

Pere Marquette Railroad Company.

1. Small locomotives are not satisfactory.

2. I do not think locomotive failures are increasing by reason of

the use of large locomotives in any greater ratio than the number
of ton miles hauled per annum per engine.

4. I do not think it is as necessary to change the loading of en-

gines when business is heavy as it is to consider the temperature

and other conditions in giving the load.

5. I presume when you refer to the capacity of a road you mean
the business moved by a greater or less number of trains over the

road. As I view it, the real question is not how many trains can be

moved over the road, but rather how much tonnage can be moved.

Speaking generally. I believe the capacity of a road can be limited

by having crews on the road too long ; while, on the other hand, the

capacity may be sacrificed by running below the point where a crew

might get over the road in a little longer time with largely aug-

mented tonnage.

M. J. Carpenter, Vice-President and General Manager.

Chicago Great Western Railway.

1. Very large locomotives may be satisfactory in certain service,

but I believe that their performance in general has been disappoint-

ing to most of the railroads which have bought them within the

last few years. I believe that we have all gone ahead too fast in

the way of big engines.

2. With us, locomotive failures are not increasing as the size of

locomotives increases, although the nature of the failures has

changed more or less. The principal trouble now comes from leak-

ing flues.

4. Yes.

5. The distance between side tracks is certainly a limiting factor

in the capacity of a single-track road.

Tracy Lyon, Assistant General Manager.

Union Pacific Railroad Company.

1. Big locomotives are satisfactory, because they are made neces-

sary by the increased demands of the public for improved facilities

and reduced rates ; and the employes for nigher pay. Otherwise we

would not be able to maintain the integrity of our securities.

2. Are locomotive failures increasing? Locomotive failures are

more frequent with large power than with small. Locomotives with

high steam pressure are most affected by poor water than the small-

er locomotives.

3. The failures of large engines are not especially due to in-

creased tonnage, but in a number of instances are caused by in-

ferior material and workmanship.

4. It is good policy to give engines for slow freights their full

complement of tonnage. The speed regulation is governed by the

grades and the atmospheric conditions during different seasons of
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tho year, as well as water; and bj the n cosioned bj

other lines; and il wssitj for operating perishable freigl

live stock :ii different rates of Bpeed.

5. Tip :i certain extent, yes. in dull ii - more tonnage can i»-

bandied, undei similar weather < litions, withoul overtime than

in busier times, caused bj the toss in i t i 1 1 ^ and passing trains.

The economical "s\ d limit" en I be determined on each road

'ding to its necessities and the character of fuel that il uses.

Hie large locomotives are the ans of reducing the number oi

trains reducing the volume of accidents and il"' coal of the si i

The >'' d led increase in the cosl of all kinds of material

operates adversely, in con ttion with the Increased cosl of labor

nhi reduction in rates, in producing the best results.

A. I,. Mm. i b, General Mnnnj -

could travel ol the same h d, there would be no need foi

tracks except to gel out of the procession suck

trouble, but with a large variety of (reighl traffic, some of il

Ing al h ac of ii at slow speeds, freight trains must
pass each other. A great monj railroads are And in o

limit >>f capacity of their roads i> not so much due to the ph

conditions between terminals as to the limits at terminals. G
ally speaking, our terminals are not large enough and trains cannot
be bandied promptly upon arrival. This results in holding out

trains, with the consequent loai of time of engines and also ;i con-

gestion in the yards, which frequently involves serious loss <if time
in getting engines and their trains out of the terminals.

. General Manager.

R \iu:o.\i>.

International & Great Nobthebe B ixlroad < Sompant.

1. les, I think the big loc tives are satisfactory.

2. I .in not think there are any more failures in proportion i"

Dumber of train in i Irs than when we used i In- shim II locomotives.

3. 'I'll'' percentage of engine failures is due in overloading prob-

ably more i ban anything else.

I. Generally speaking, I believe ii a - I policy to load engines,

when business is heavy, light enough so that they can make an

average speed over the division of 12 to IB miles an hour; and,

w ben business is light, increase the load so that you can decrease

your train mileage as much .-is possible.

.". It would depend a great deal as to how many slovi trains you

had moving as to whether or no( the capacity of tho road would be

limited by time required by slowest train to make distance between

side tracks of an average distance of six miles each.

G. L. Noble, Assistant General Manager.

X and Y Railway.

1. I consider big locomotives are, on the whole, satisfactory. I

believe we have in adjust our shop and roundhouse work to new

conditions and that some of the dissatisfaction with large engines

is due in the Eact that we did nol realize immediately the tessity

for this.

2. I believe locomotive failures have increased with the increase

in the size of the 1 .-motives, but not necessarily because the loco-

motives were larger. We did not immediately know how to take

care of the large engines and some of their details were far from
satisfactory. As defects in design are remedied and better atten-

tion is given to the large locomotives, I do not see any reason why
these failures should be any greater in proportion to business han-

dled than if the same amount was handled by small engines.

3. The answer to question - also answers this question. I do

nol think failures of large engines are, as a rule, due to overloading.

4. The load which engines should be required to haul, iii my >i>in -

inn. depends upon many matters. As a general policj I should saj

that your suggestion is right, namely, that when business is light

they should he loaded heavily, but when business is heavy the engines

shnuld be loaded a little less heavily with a view of getting the

maximum amount of freight moved by them in a given time. 1 hi re

can, however, be no fixed rule as to where the line on tonnage shall

be drawn. 1 think ii depends a good deal upon character of traffic

and physical condition of the mail. If one division had a few rul-

ing grade- not heavy enough for pusher service it would appear as

If at all limes tl ngines should be loaded with the maximum they

will take over these grades, for on the other parts of the division

they can make good ii On a low grade line the tonnage is sel-

dom fixed i>.\ ruling grades, but is based upon the necessity for get-
ting over the division in a reasonable time. The speed which the

train shall be required to make under such circumstances may be
further complicated by a heavy passenger service, as on our tracks,
where we have to load the trains to a tonnage which will enable
them to make a pretty high rate of s] d while in motion; other-
wise thej ould never gel out of the waj of passenger train-.

.">. I ilii'i. 'u a single track lin le factor in limiting the capa-
citj of the r... is the averagi time required to cover the distt

between side trac..-. I do not think it is quite correct to say it is

limited bj the time of the slowest trains to make this distance. The
number and Bchedule of passenger trains is also a factor. On a
double-track railroad the time between side tracks will he a large
Factor or a small, and depend upon several other condition.-; as for
instance: The number and schedule of passenger trains, and the
character of the freight traffic. If there were no passenger trains
and all freight traffic was of a uniform character, and all trains

1. In a general way we believe that they are. when they can be
loaded to their capacity. By large locomotives we refer to freight

locomotives weighing not over 200,000 lbs, preferably of tht

solidation type, We have had po experience with heavier ones.

We do not consider these locomotives to be satisfactory where
arc run much underloaded or at high -peed-.

2. The wear of such locomotives i- naturally mud than
that of the smaller one.- which preceded, owing to the increasing
weight of the parts; and owing in the great weight of the locomo-
tives and of the parts forming them, the existing roundhouse or-

ganization.- n" less capable of making the -mall repairs, which, if

aegl I. require greater repairs, in addition to this, the tires

and such pans with the heavier wheel loads give less life in ser

vice than did the lighter lot omotives.
.'!. Probably to the first cause, rather than to the latter. In com-

parison to the tractive power, we should say that the large loco-

motives are not generally overloaded to the same extent that the
smaller ones were.

4. We think that the conditions mentioned are not the governing
ones. When the business is heavy it is very frequently onbalt

in direction from da.\ to day, requiring light Or partly loaded move-
ments one way in order to balance the power. \\',. think that this
question will also be locally affected hy the nature of the road and
the number of tracks, and the same answer would probably not ap-
ply to single or double-track loads and those having more than tun
tracks.

. General Manager.

STEEL CAR DEVELOPMENT.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

(For previous article see page 3, January, 1904.)

While it is out of chronological order, the special steel car

known as class FN is the next design to be described. This
is a flat car built entirely of steel and has a carrying capacity

of 1 tio.OOO lbs., the car weighing 34,800 lbs. It was specially

designed for use in transporting large castings and electrical

machinery, the floor of the car having a large opening through
which the load may extend downward in order to come within

clearance dimensions. This car is designed to carry the entire

load, if necessary, concentrated within 4 ft. of each side of the

center, or a distance of 8 ft. along the length of the car at the

center. If a load is carried outside of this distance it may be

120,000 lbs.

The bolsters are connected by two box girders, one on each

side, of 15 in. channels with ", in. cover plates 18 ins. wide,

extending the full length of the opening. The bolsters are of

12 in. channels in pairs, with three bottom cover plates of dif-

ferent lengths and one top cover plate. The upper of the

three bottom cover plates extends the full width of the car

and the box girders are reinforced at the bolsters by short

pieces of 10 in. channels laid flat. The upper of these three

bolster cover plates extends towards the end of the car in the

form of two gussets, which are cut away at the center to give

room for the draft gear. The drawings show ilf -orner bracing

of the car and the heavy gusset bracings at the corners of the

central opening.
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Tlie end sills are of 15 in. channels cut out for the coupler

shanks and the Openings reinforced by steel castings. The

deck plates at the ends of the car form top cover plates for the

bolsters. This car is mounted upon 100,000 lbs. capacity trucks.

It is fitted with Westinghouse friction draft gear, the draft gear

car, it having been found necesssary to strengthen the entire

frames of cabin cars which are used in severe pushing service.

This frame has a backbone of 10 in.-25 lb. channels, with a

cover plate on top only and reinforced at the bottom by

3V£x3%x% in. angles. The cover plate extends beyond the

Half Section Through Bolxter

CLASS FN CAR.—PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

STEEL UNDERFRAME FOR CLASS Nd CAR.—PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.

stops being held by nine rivets, a construction which has
proved sufficient in service. This is a remarkably strong car

and it has been in demand for special service, particularly

for carrying large electric generators.

The other car described is the Class Nd, cabin car.

Steel construction has been employed in the framing of this

bolsters at each end to within a short distance of the end sills.

The end sills are of 10 in. channels. The side sills are

<JxSy2x% in. angles, extending almost to the end of the car,

where they are continued by shorter pieces of angles reaching

to the end sills. The transoms are built up of three pressed

diaphragms, of which there are two at each end of the car.
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They have '.'; i ':• hi top and bottom covet plates. The pedestals

are bolted to girders o1 the form of preessed steel diaphragms

extending between the transoms, with top and bottom cover

plates, Forming rooting! for the pedi tal castings.

The car is really an elongated four-wheeled truck with a

imusi; built on It The Bteel frame carries 1x8 In. side sills

and six nailing strips mi which ibc bouse is built. The draw-

ing of the frame shows i h> i-m-m-i bracing angles to receive

poling thrusts from the corner castings. Two % in. tie rods

hold the light side sill angles togethei neai the center of lin-

ear and these have nuts inside and outside of the side sill

angles.

The central portion of the house is built over a steel frame

riveted to the side Bills, which serves to stiffen the cupola. It

has diagonal braces and Bteel carllnes Ol angles. The diagon-

als an in flat steel. The cupola is inured by bent

angle: f of the i ar and extending tip lb-

walls, stiffening tin pari ->i the structure. The wheel base

of the car is 13 ft. 6 in. lis coupled; length is J77 ft. io'
i

iii.

The wiie. i in in diameter, The car weighs 28,000 lbs.

This cabin -ai is Bomewhal larger than has been used on this

road previously and affords more comfortable quarters for the

men, who frequently live for some days at a time In the ears.

This car has proved to be entirely satisfactory ami i apable of

withstanding the force exerted by two class H6 locomotives

pushing against It, and these are the heavies! freight locomo-

tives on the road.

CLASS Nn CABIN CAR.
I'RNXSYI.VANIA RAILROAD.

WITH STEEL UNDER-FRAME.

0"« 3J"x'5" Ancles

VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND.

I 4-1' Tver. PASSl m.ki'. SER\ ICE.

Chicago, Burlington a Qn.\< y Railway.

In this journal in March. 1902, page 72, was illustrated the

first four-cylinder balanced compound built by the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, and in June, 1903, page 210, the construc-

tion of the further development of this type, as built for the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke. was presented. The present en-

gravings show the construction of another example which
is now being completed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for

the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy Railway, but has not yet been
put into service. This locomotive embodies the principles of

the oilier two designs which have been mentioned, and espe-

cially arranged, in the matter of detail, to meet the conditions
of the Burlington. The following indicate some of the lead-

ing differences between the Burlington and Santa Fe designs:

Kurlington. Santa Fe.

Diameter of driving wheels 78 ins. 73 in>
Weight on drivers 100,000 lbs. 90.000 lbs.
Total weight 192.000 lbs. 187.000 lbs.
Total beating surface 3.21G.9 sq ft ::.029 sq. ft.

Grate area 44.14 sq. ft 49 4 sq ft

Largest diameter of boiler 64 ins. 66 ins
Length of tube 19 ft. 18 ft. 1 in

This indicates that with the same size cylinders. 15 and 25x26

in. in both engines, the tractive effort of the Burlington is less

than that of the Santa Fe, the tractive effort of the former
being 21,400 lbs., whereas that of the latter is 24,000 lbs. in

compound working for both cases. In the Burlington design

advantage is taken of the balancing of the reciprocating parts

in order to increase the weight on driving wheels, which, in

this case, is made 100,000 lbs., a rather unusual weight for

four wheels, except on the Pennsylvania. It should be stated

that the weights of the Burlington engine are estimated at the

time of writing, the locomotive not having been completed.

This engine has outside journals for the trailing wheels, the

construction of the frames being the same as that illustrated

on page 119 of our April number, 1902. The crank axles are
forged, and l' 2 In. pins are forced in through the crank pin

portions. The crank cheeks are banded by tire steel hoops,

finished all over, then heated, bent to shape and shrunk- on.

The following ratios and list of dimensions will be convenient

for record:

LAIN BALANCED COMPOUND PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.
4 4 2 TYPE C.j B. £ Q. R. R.

RATIOS.

Heating surface to volume of high-pressure cylinders 606.9
Tractive weight to heating surface 31.08
Tractive weight to tractive effort 4.67
Tractive effort to heating surface 6.65
Heating surface to grate area 72. 88
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Keating surface to tractive effort L5 039J
Total weight to heating surface 59.68
Tractive i Ifort X diameter of drivers to heating surface 51S.8

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Gauge '. 4 ft. 8 M> ins.

Cylinders 15 ins. and 25 ins. x 2U ins.

Valves [{a la need piston

Boiler—Type Wagon top

Diameter 64 ins.

Thickness of sheets
#

11 -Hi in. and ', in.

Working pressure 210 lbs.

Fuel Soft i oal
Staying Radial

Firebox—Material Steel
Length 96% ins.

Width 66$ ins.
Depth Front, 70% ins. ; back, 68% ins.
Thickness of sheets :

Sides, % in.; back, % in.; crown, % in.; tube. '._. in.

Water space Front, 4 ins. ; sides, 4 ins. ; hack. 8 in

Tubes—Material J Iron
Wire gauge No. 11
Number 27 1

Diameter 2 Vi ins.

S
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S

m

H
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CBANK AXLE HHOWINU BANDING.

F. H. Clabk,

VAUCLAIN 4-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.
OHIOAOO, BtRI.INCTON * QUINCY RAILWAY.

Superintendent Motive Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

(For description see page 211.)
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

BY R. V. WRIGHT, MECHANICAL ENGINEER.

XI.

Planers and Shapers.

McKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad.

Four of the planers that were used in the old shops at Mc-

Kees Rocks were transferred to the new machine shop, and

have been equipped with variable speed motor drives. These

planers are called upon to handle quite a large variety of work,

and on this account it was thought advisable to have them fitted

so that the cutting speed could be varied. It did not, however,

seem desirable to change the speed of the cutting stroke to any

great extent by reducing the speed of the motor, since the speed

of the return stroke would be reduced at the same time.

The belt driven type of planer has ordinarily only one cutting

speed, and this is, of course, designed to suit average coudi-

FIG. 52.—THE APPLICATION OF VARIABLE-SPEED MOTOR DRIVING TO
THE 60-IN. POND PLANER, WITH SPECIAL GEAR CHANGES

FOR 20 AND 30 FT. CUTTING SPEEDS.

tions. There are many cases where different cutting speeds
could be used to advantage, but there is no reason why, if it is

possible to provide it, a constant speed for the return stroke
should not be used for all cutting speeds. The speed of the
return stroke should, of course, be made as high as possible,

and will depend on the design of the tool, the weight of the
shifting pulleys, etc. Generally speaking, the shifting belts

should not have a maximum speed of more than 4,000 ft. per
minute. With higher speeds the weight of the pulleys will

cause the bed to move too far, and the belts will wear out quite

rapidly.

In some cases the speed of the return stroke in an old planer
cannot be increased very much unless wider shifting belts are
used, and this means that the shifting mechanism will have
to be redesigned. The gearing must also be checked over, and
in some cases cast iron gears may have to be changed to cast
steel.

53.—THE APPLICATION OF A VARIABLE-SPEED DRIVE TO THE 42-

1N. CINCINNATI PLANER, WITH SPECIAL GEAR BOX GIVING

CUTTING SPEEDS OF 15, 20, 25 AND 30 FT. PER MIN.

FIG. 54.—THE CHAIN DRIVE UPON THE 30-IN. POWELL PLANER,

ING CONVENIENT ARRANGEMENT OF CONTROLLER.

—

7%-H.-P. CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR.
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On one of our planers, 60 Ln.x60-ln.x20ft. Pond planer (Fig.

52), we have arranged for cutting speeds of 20 and 30 ft. per

minute, with a return speed of 60 ft. per minute. Cutting

speeds below 20 ft. per minute, and from 30 down to 20 ft. per

minute, can be obtained by varying the speed of the motor, but

the speed of the return stroke will, of course, in such cases, be

changed at the same time.

The motor which drives Ibis planer is, as shown in the en-

graving, carried on a cast iron table, which is supported by two

brackets bolted to the housings. The motor armature shaft

was extended by coupling on a piece o^p?hafting, and on the

end i>i ili is shaft was keyed a fly-wheel, which is also used as

a pulley for the bell for i ti<> return stroke, A countershaft was

nose tools on some mild-steel locomotive guide bars. The bars

were tapered slightly toward the ends, and the heaviest cut,

which was 5-16 of an in. full, was taken near the middle of the

bar. The feed was 7-32 of an in. The power required in cutting

varied from about 16-H.-P. at the ends of the guides to 26.6-

H.-P. at the middle. The reversal from the cutting stroke to

the return required 29 111'; moving the platen on the return,

8.2-H.-P.; anil the reversal after the return, 20.7-H.-P. When
running light, 6.4-H.-P. was required to move the platen on the

forward stroke.

The cutting speed throughout these trials was about 23V4 ft.

pei- minute, and the speed of the return stroke 50 ft. per min-

ute. Although the controller was set at point No. 19, at which

Mi.. 55. DETAILS Ol Mil MOTOR ARRANGEMENT \ Ml (IK THE COUNTERSII A !• T SUPPORTING BRACKETS, USED UPON II 1 1 POWELL I'l.AM-K.

HO. 56.

—

DETAILS OF nil BELTED MOTOB-DBIVE THAT WAS APPLIED TO THE HEW 1IAW.N PLANES, SHOWING STYLE OF COUNTERS II A
I

I

SUPPORTING BRACKET USED.

added, which carried the pulley for driving the cutting stroke,

and this countershaft can be driven from the motor-shaft by

either one of two runs of gearing; change from one run of

gearing to the other is made by means of a substantial jaw-

clutch. The shifting belts were increased to 4 in. in width and

the cast iron running parts were changed to steel.

The controller is, in this case, placed on the floor to the right

of the tool and in front of the shifting mechanism, where it is

within easy reach of the operator. The planer is driven by

a Crocker Wheeler 20-H.-P. compound-wound multiple-voltage

motor, in connection with a type 80-M.F. controller, giving 18

speed changes.

The following data will give some idea of the power required

to operate this tool. A roughing cut was taken by two round-

the nominal power of the motor is about 16-H.-P., no trouble

was experienced in carrying the above overload as it was. of

course, intermittent.

Another interesting drive which is in service at the McKees

Rocks Shops is that used on an old 42-in. x 42-in. x 15-ft.

planer (Fig. 53), built by the Cincinnati Planer Company. Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. This tool is fitted with a gear-box furnished by

that company, which allows cutting speeds of 15, 20, 25 and 30

ft per minute, with a constant return speed for the platen of

7"i ft. per minute. By making reductions in the motor speed

practically any cutting speed between 14 and 30 ft. per minute

can bo obtained with only slight reductions of the return

stroke.

The arrangement of driving, as well as that of the moter,
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is practically the same as that illustrated in Fig. 7 of the

article upon motor-driven planers appearing upon page 71 of

the February, 1904. issue of the American Engineer and Rail-

boad Journal. A Crocker-Wheeler- 15-H.-P. compound-wound
multiple-voltage motor and a type 80-M.F.-18 controller are

used in connection with this drive.

Figs. 54 and 55 illustrate an interesting application of a vari-

able-speed motor-drive to an old 30-in. x 30-in. x 8-ft. Powell

planer. This planer has a maximum cutting speed of 30 ft. per

minute, with a return speed of 72 ft. per minute.

The motor rests partly upon the crossbrace at the top of the

housings and partly upon a 4-in. x 4-in. x %-in. angle, bolted in

between the cast iron brackets, which are fastened to the hous-

ings to| carry the countershaft. The countershaft is driven

from the motor by means of a Morse silent chain, as is clearly

shown. The fly-wheel, which is also used as a belt pulley, Is

on the countershaft, and is made quite heavy, since the speed

of the shaft is comparatively low. A better action could of

course be obtained by placing the fly-wheel on an extension of

the armature shaft, but in this case such an arrangement could

not have been made conveniently.

The planer is driven by a Crocker-Wheeler 7%-H.-P. com-
pound-wound multiple voltage motor in connection with a type

40-M.F.-18 controller. The controller is bolted to the side of

the housing of the planer as shown. It is thus up out of the
way, and yet convenient for the operator. The floor stand, or

panel board, which is used to carry the switch, fuses and cir-

cuit-breaker, is here placed on the floor to the right and close

to the tool. On the larger planers it is placed at the rear of

the shifting mechanism, and is thus entirely out of the way,

although within easy reach if the operator finds it necessary

to use the switch or throw in the circuit-breaker.

Another interesting application, one that is remarkable for

its inexpensiveness, is that made to an old 30-in. x 30-in. x 8-ft.

planer, built by the New Haven Manufacturing Company, New
Haven, Conn. The housings of this planer did not appear stiff

enough to carry the motor on top, and so two brackets were

bolted to the housings to carry the countershaft (see Fig. 56).

The motor was set on the-floor at the rear of the planer-bed, and

is connected to the countershaft by a 4-in. belt, as shown.

The drive on this planer (Fig. 56) was arranged for a cutting

speed of 30 ft. per minute, with a return speed of 72 ft. per

minute. It is driven by a Crocker-Wheeler 714-H.-P. compound-
wound motor, which is operated in connection with a type 40-

M.F.-18 controller, located upon a floor stand at the right of the

planer housing, as shown.

No rule was followed for determining the size of the fly-

wheels on these planers. For the first two, which are here

described, the Pond and the Cincinnati planers, fly-wheels were
applied, as recommended by the tool builders. In the case of

the last two, the fly-wheels were made very heavy for the rea-

son that, although the planers were light, the fly-wheels were
placed on a countershaft, the speed of which was in each case

comparatively low.

new Electric locomotives.

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.

The new electric locomotives which are being built at Sche-

nectady for the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad

Company by the General Electric Company and the American
Locomotive Company, differ radically in their electrical feat-

ures from any electric locomotive hitherto constructed. This

design was submitted in accordance with specifications pre-

pared by the Electric Traction Commission, appointed by the

These conditions required an electric locomotive capable of

making two regular successive trips of one hour each between
Grand Central Station and Croton, with a total train weight

of 550 tons, a single stop in each direction, and a lay-over not

to exceed 20 minutes. In addition to this, it was provided that

a similar schedule should be maintained with somewhat
lighter trains making more frequent stops. Finally, it was
provided that with a total train weight of 435 tons, the electric

locomotive should be able to run from Grand Central Station

to Croton, without stop, in 44 minutes, and, with one hour lay-

over, be able to keep up this service continuously. This last

_p ii jL.»,^aasw

NEW ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD. IIY GENERA! ELECTRIC COMPANY AND AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COM TAN Y.

railroad company, the members of which are Messrs. William J.

Wilgus, fifth vice-president, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.; John F.

Deems, general superintendent of motive power of the railroad

company; Bion J. Arnold, Frank J. Sprague and George Gibbs.

The secretary of this commission is Mr. Edwin B. Katte, elec-

trical engineer of the railroad company. This commission,

after careful deliberation, had prescribed the conditions which

must be fulfilled by electric locomotives taking the place of

steam locomotives as far as ,Croton on the Hudson River Line,

and as far as North White Plains on the Harlem Division, dis-

tances of 34 miles and 24 miles respectively.

schedule is the equivalent of the present timing of the Empire
State Express, though the latter has a somewhat lighter train.

The successful bidders were the General Electric Company,
in conjunction with the American Locomotive Company. The
choice of a direct-current typ" of locomotive was dictated

largely by its known reliability of service, owing to the amount
of experience which had been accumulated with the direct-

current motor.

The new electric locomotives will be 37 ft. in length over all.

The wheel base will consist of four pairs of motor wheels and

two pairs of pony truck wheels, the length of the total wneet
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base being -7 It., and of the rigid wheel base, consist-

ing of four pairs of motor wheels, 13 ft. The diametei

of iii>' driving wheels will be 44 ins. and of the truck

wheels 88 ins The driving axles win he 8% ins. In diameter.

It will be what is known as a double ruder, and will weigh ap

proximate!]! L90, I pounds. 'Hie frames will be of east

the Bide and end frames being bolted together at machined

surfaces and stiffened by cast Bteel cross transoms. The jour-

nal boxes and axles will be designed to permit Bufflcient lateral

play to enable the locomotive to pass easily around curves of

280 it, radius. The superstructure of the locomotive is to be

ot Mhh form and so designed as to offer the least practicable

wind resistance consistent with the adequate housing of the

apparatus and its convenient operation. Tiie cab is designed

so as io afford a clear view of the track. The whole of the

superstructure is to be of sheet steel with angle iron framing,

and the doors and windows of the cab are to be fireproof.

Pour 600 volt direct-current gearless motors, each of 550

II. 1'. will be used. This will make the normal rating of the

locomotive 2.200-H.-P., with a maximum rating of about 2,800-

II. 1' The armatures will lie mounted directly on the axles,

and will be centered between the poles by the journal boxes,

sliding within finished ways in the side frames. The armature

core will be of the iron-clad type, the laminations being as-

sembled on a quill, whim will be pressed on the axle. The

winding will be of the series drum-barrel type. The conductors

AltltA M.I M I \ I I'l \KMAIIia. COMMITATOR AMI FRAMES.

will be designed so as to avoid eddy currents, and will be sol-

dered directly into the commutator segments. The commutator
will be supported on the quill. The commutator segments will

i"' made of the best bard-drawn copper, with integral ears.

The brush-holders will be of cast bronze and mounted on in-

sulated supports attached to the spring saddle over the journal,

maintaining a fixed position of the brush-holder in relation to

the commutator. Unlike the ordinary four-pole motor, where

the magnetic circuit is made througn a separate box casting.

the magnetic circuits in this type of electric locomotive are

completed through the side and end frames. The pole pieces

are cast in the end frames, and there are also double pole

- between the armatures, carried by bars which act as

pail of the magnetic circuit. The pole pieces will be shaped
so that the armature is free to move between them with ample

clearance on the sides. As tne poles move up and down with

the riding of the frame on the springs, they will always clear

the armature, and provision is made so that the armature will

not st like the pole pieces even if ihe springs are broken. The
field roils will be wound on metal spools bolted to the pole

pieces, anil will consist of flat copper ribbon.

The Sprague General Electric multiple unit con'rol will be

used Two master controllers in the cab will be so placed that

the operating engineer looking ahead will always have one of

thesi under his hand. The control system will permit two or

three locomotives to be coupled together in any order in which

they happen to come and to be operated as one unit by the

engineer In the leading cab. The control system will also be

semi-automatic in its action, as it will provide a check on the

rate of acceleration of the train, which the engineer cannot

d, while he may accelerate at any lower rate if he so

desires Should two locomotives break apart the control cur-

rent will be automatically and instantly cut off from the sec-

ond locomotive without affecting the ability of the engineer in

charge to control the front locomotive under his charge. The
control system is designed for a minimum of 300 volts and a

maximum of 750 volts.

The weight which will rest upon each of the driving wheels
of ihe electric locomotives will be about 17,000 lbs. Proper
distribution and division of the weight among axles will be

accomplished by swinging the main frames from a system of

elliptical springs ami equalizing levers of forged steel, the

whole being so arranged as to cross-equalize the load and fur-

nish three poinls of support.

The locomotive will be provided with all the usual acces-

sories of a steam locomotive, including an electric air com-
pressor to furnish air for the brakes; it will have whistles, a
bell and an electric pneumatic sanding device and electric

headlights at each end. The interior of the cab will also be
heated by electric coils.

In actual performance this locomotive is expected to give

better results than any engine hitherto placed upon rails.

With a light train the locomotive is expected to give speeds up
to 75 miles an hour, and with heavier trains similar speeds
can be attained by coupling two locomotives together and work-
ing them as a single unit. Its tractive force will be greater than
that of any passenger locomotive now in existence, and it is

believed that in the simplicity and accessibility of its parts

and in the provision made in its design to insure continuous
operation with the minimum chances of failure, that it marks
an entirely new and successful type of electric locomotive.

Mr. S. L. Bean, heretofore master mechanic of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad. Albuquerque, New Mexico, has
been appointed mechanical superintendent of the Coast Lines,
with office at Los Angeles, Cal., succeeding Mr. G. R. Joughins.
recently resigned.

Mr. David Van Alstyne has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the Northern Pacific Railroad, to succeed
Mr. A. E. Mitchell. Mr. Van Alstyne is a graduate of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He had his early ex-
perience on the Louisville & Nashville, and has, for a number
of years, been in the motive power department of the Chicago.
Great Western Railway, where, for the last five years, he has
heb] the position of superintendent of motive power. He is

thoroughly equipped by training and experience for the im-
portant position which he is now taking, and this journal con-
gratulates Mr. Van Alstyne and the Northern Pacific Railroad
upon the appointment.

Samuel R. Callaway, president of the American Locomotive
Company, died at his home June 1 after a surgical operation
He was born in 1S50 in Toronto. Ontario, and began railroad
service at the age of 13 years. For six years he was a clerk in

the officps of the Grand Trunk; in 1871 he was private secre-
tary to the general manager of the Great Western Railway; in
1874 he was appointed superintendent of the Detroit & Mil-
waukee Railway: in 1878 general superintendent of the De-
troit. Saginaw & Ray City Railway; in 1881 general manager
of the Chicago & Grand Trunk and president of the Chicaj
Western Indiana; in 1SS4 he went to the Union Paeitie at

ond vice-president and general manager: in 1887 he was presi-

dent of the Toledo, St. Louis & Kansas City: in 1895 president
of the Nickel Plate: in 1897 president of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, and April 27, 1898, he was appointed presi-
dent of the New York Central & Hudson River R R.. succeed-
ing Chauncey M Depew. He was active in organizing the
American Locomotive Company and had been its president
from its inception. He was well known as a railroad officer,

strong as a financier, and had hosts of friends.
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AN IMPORTANT TEST OF ELLIPTIC SPRINGS.

MAUL IOII THE lM'UtBollol.i.ll SAPID IIH.NMT HAII.WAY.

To Hi iiu.vi.NE I'hiiMAM.M Skt and PBOFXB Whisking Fibeb
Stbi

BY 8. A. BULLOCK.

The object of this test was to ascertain the greatest possible

set this spring would receive under successive applications of

light, heavy and excessive loads; ami also to determine whether

106,000 pounds per Bquare Inch la an efficient fiber stress for

the working load of plate springs.

Dimensions of spring before tei i

Im e height ovi r band
B*re6 height between band 6% ins.

Length of spring over all

ii of prlng, center ' iter

Plates 3 ' - x 5-11

The first test (Fig. 1), consisted In giving 883 successive

applications of the light load of 12,500 pounds, equivalent to a
fiber stress ol 91 100 pounds. (We have considered L one-half

the length of spring under load P, to be equal to 10 ins. j

It is interesting to note that after the first application of

ight load, and up to a certain number of applications

(207), the spring grew 3-10 in. in the loaded height, the free

height remaining constant. After this limiting number of

applications, the successive applications of the load produced
no further change

The reason for this growth of spring, or Increase of efficiency,

is due to a dei rease of friction between the plates. For in the

manufacture of plate-spring always scale between
Hi' plates and the frequent application and release of this load

pulverizes the scale, which then acts as a lubricant, and re-

duces the friction.

The second test (Fig. 2) consisted of 1- applications of

DIAGRAM OF SPRING.
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band to band was 23,000 pounds, the successive average pres-

sures required an additional 500 pounds to bring the spring

band to band (i. e., 23,500, pounds or fiber stress of 172,000

pounds). The free height additional set was minus 3-32 in.

The total light set was minus 3-16 in.

CONCLUSIONS.

Now, from these six tests, we note that 30 band to band ap-

plications produced a total set of minus 3-16 in. In the jump

test between the 25th and the 5010th application the additional

light set was minus 3-32 in. Accordingly, we may infer that

the first spring could not receive a total set greater than

minus 9-32 in., or that during the life of the spring, curve B
(Fig. 5) would never fall below curve C.

Accordingly, it is evident that 106,000 pounds per square

inch is allowable for the working fiber stress. The maximum
allowable fiber stress can only be determined by more exhaus-

tive experiments upon this subject.

Since all springs are at times subjected to excessive pres-

sures which tend to produce a deformation from which the

spring can never recover, we would suggest that when plate

springs are tested they shall first be given two applications of

that load which would be equivalent to a fiber stress of 146,000

pounds per square inch. Such a pressure to be quickly ap-

plied and released, the object being to relieve the spring of

most of its set while under the testing machine, and thus in-

sure ourselves against the annoyance of having the spring

receive any permanent set when under the car.
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NEW MACHINE FOR CLEANING FLUES. NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. McKees Rocks, Pa.

The flues are I leaned in a concrete pit built under the floor

this road, was designed to clean a large number of flues at a

clean them quickly and noiselessly and to reduce to the

lowest terms the cost of handling In and out of the machine.

The flues are cleaned in a concrete pit built under the floor

,ii the shop, ills being '1 ft. 8Vfs in. by 22 ft. by C ft. 8 in.

deep, It is connected with the sewer and may be filled with

water to any desired depth. Flues while being cleaned are

suspended In the water by two specially wide-faced, ease hard-

ened wrought iron chains forming continuous loops, in which

the Hues roll over and over upon themselves as the chains are

driven at a speed of 130 ft. per minute by the gearing

overhead, to which a 20-horse-power series wound mo toi-

ls connected. The motor is furnished with a suitable re-

versible controller and resistances. To keep the Hues In

position fenders are provided in the pit and are adjust-

able to Hues from 8 to 20 ft. in length. The rear chain is

supported by a traversing carriage which is moved toward

or away from the front chain by screws driven by the main

driving motor through a clutch. (This is clearly indicated in

the drawing.) Tims the rear chain is adjusted to the length of

flues. A small diagram shown in the line engraving illus-

trates the run of each chain and the method of raising and

lowering the flues. The sprocket A is keyed to its shaft and

drives the chain when the motor is started. The sprocket B
is keyed to its shaft, which is independent of the shaft

A, and receives its motion from the weight of the chain when

it is in motion. If the chain moves in the direction of the

arrow and the shaft B is prevented from moving by means of

the powerful strap brake, the loop at C will be shortened into

the position D. This will raise the flues out of the pit for load-

ing upon a push car which may then be run under them. By
this arrangement flues are lowered and raised by the machine

itself, and independently of the crane service of the shop.

A lot of flues to be cleaned are brought over the pit on a

push car; they are lifted from the ear by the chains, the car

is removed, the flues lowered into the pit ami the machine is

started. To place the flues in position to lower requires four

minutes and the labor of enough men to push the ear. To
lower them ready for rolling requires one man one minute.

For rattling the flues in this machine about the same time is

required as in the barrel forms of rattlers, but this machine
saves expense in handling them in and out and it will take

from two or three times as many flues as an ordinary rattler.

With tins mac-bine, the cost to handle flues at the rattler is less

than C cents per 100 flues. The one in operation at Topeka
cleans all of the flues at these shops in the hours from 7 a. m.
to B p. in

,
whereas two old-stylo rattlers were running all day

and often at night to keep up with the work, and this was
before tho capacity of the shops was increased.

To rattle fines when entirely submerged in water requires 28

amperes at 220 volts. When the water level is 14 in. below the

top of the pile of flues 34 amperes at the same voltage or 10

electrical horse-power are required. To raise the flues out

of tho pit requires 68 amperes or 20 electrical horse-power.
This machine rattles 200, 2%-in. flues, 20 It. long at a time and
this requires a 20-h.p. motor.

Those drawings and figures were supplied by Mr. Frank H.
Adams, superintendent of shop construction of this road, who
slates that steps have been taken toward securing patent pro-

le lion. It is understood that the plan was worked out by
Mr. Adams and Mr. G. R. Henderson, when Mr. Henderson was
superintendent of motive power of this road.

The Society of Engineers of Eastern New York was organ-
ized in Albany. April 21, with H. G. Hammett president and
Prof. O. 3. Landreth vice-president, After a short business
session a lecture on aluminum thermit was presented by Mr.
15. Stutz. The idea of this organization was conceived at a

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at

Saratoga, last summer.

PITTSBURGH AND LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.

VI.

Tub Heating System.

An Interesting and very important feature of the new repair

shops installation at McKees Rocks is the system provided

for healing the shop buildings. Tho particular system used

here is worth; oi special not ice as It involves a departure from
the usual methods Of shop heating; in it is embodied fixed

beating surfaces at the heating points in the buildings,

the method of adjusting the simp temperatures being that of

varying the temperature of the hot water at the power plant.

A description of this system is of particular interest at the

present time on account of the very severe test that it was

MEW OF THE WATER HEATERS AMI PIPING CONNECTIONS IN THE
BOILER ROOM OF THE POWER PLANT.

given during the past extremely cold winter. Inasmuch as

the system was designed without the precedent of similar

practice in heating buildings of the types used at these shops,

there was necessarily some apprehension felt as to the success-

ful working of all its many interesting features, but its en-

tirely successful operation throughout has not only removed
all doubt, but it has also served to give this system of heating

a new and prominent place in questions of railroad shop de-

sign. The record of actual results in heating the buildings,

which is presented herewith, is of special interest to those

concerned with shop problems.

This system of heating embodies the essential features of

the ordinary hot water system of heating, in which cast iron

or pipe radiators are used in the rooms to be heated, to provide

direct radiation. In this system, however, the circulation of

the hot water is forced mechanically and made positive, and
also the very novel method of adjusting the building tempera-

tures by varying the temperature of the circulating water is

resorted to. This permits of maintaining the amount of radi-

ator heating surface constant at all times and places the en-

tire control of the shop temperatures in the bands of an at-
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tendant in the power plant. The system has proven itself

the most flexible and most complete arrangement for heating

shop buildings that has ever been devised—it is successful be-

cause it places the responsibility and control systematically

in the hands of one man, whose sole duty it is to look after'

and operate it.

APPABATUS IN POWEB PLANT.

The heating and varying of the temperature of the circulating

water for the system is accomplished at the power plant, a

very complete equipment having been installed for the purpose.

There are two centrifugal circulating pumps, which are lo-

cated in the engine room, as indicated in the accompanying

contains 235 tubes, 16 ft. long, which give a total heating

surface of 1,850 sq. ft. In these heaters the usual pro-

cedure is, however, reversed. The water to be heated surrounds

the outside of the tubes and the steam is admitted inside of

them. Trouble from scaling of the tube surfaces is not met,

however, as the water used is not only chemically treated for

removal of impurities, but is also used over and over again.

Each heater is supported upon pipe struts, as shown in the

photograph and drawing, thus making all parts and connec-

tions very accessible.

Steam is ordinarily supplied to these heaters from the ex-

haust mains, from which it enters and gives up its latent heat

CBOSS SECTION AND PART PLAN OF THE POWEB HOUSE, SHOWING ABBANGEMENT OF CIRCULATING PUMPS, HEATEES AND PIPING FOB THE
HEATING SYSTEM.

M'KEES ROCKS SHOPS.—PITTSBURGH & LAKE ERIE RAILROAD.
engravings. These are 7-in. Morris centrifugal pumps
of 1,500 gallons per minute capacity, and are each driven by
a direct connected 35-h.p. Crocker-Wheeler motor. They are
connected in multiple so that either or both may be coupled
into the system, and entirely without interference with each
other. They take their suction from the return side of the
system, which leads the water back from the shop radiators,

and force it through the hot water heaters and then out into
the radiator system again. These connections for the pumps
are clearly shown both in the pump detail drawing and in
the heater piping drawing for the power plant.

The circulation water is heated and reheated in either one
or both of two large vertical condensing water heaters of the
closed-tube type, which in construction very closely resembles
the closed-tube type of feed-water heater. Each heater

by condensing upon the cooler tube surfaces. The connections

to the exhaust system from the engines, compressors, pumps,
etc., are made at a cross in the atmospheric exhaust riser, just

below the back pressure relief valve, as shown in the elevation

drawing, of the heaters. Under ordinary operating conditions

anil weather, sufficient heating will be available from a natural

continuous condensation of the exhaust steam in the heaters,

but a live steam connection, operated by a special automatic
thermostat, is also provided to supplement the exhaust, if

found necessary, or in emergency live steam may be used ex-

clusively for this purpose. A 1%-in. pipe vent connection
leads from the top of the steam space to the atmosphere and
prevents the same from becoming "air-bound" and inoperative.

The circulation water enters the bottom of the water space

in each heater and flows upward, the delivery to the heating
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system be
;
taken from near the top. These connect s, as

well a.s the directions of Bow, are clearly shown in r 1 1
•

- drawing

of tin- power plant and of the heating system piping. It is

also obvious that either one or both of the heaters may be

connected or cut out of service by means of the valves and

connections which an- liberally supplied, [n iiiis way the

Bervlce may be made most reliable. At times of ordinary

operating conditions one of the heaters may he held as a

.' unit for npairs, etc., but in case of severe weather con-

ditions ii is perfectly feasible to operate hoth In parallel,

l

. hii-h Is in Bui 'ii use. The flow divides

y between each radiator unit and the heat-

ing effect is dins distributed proportionately to the ilow.

The i
>

i

i •• s, both delivery and return, leading out from

power plant, are 10-in. wrought iron pipes with Banged con

nectlo y are carried to the various buildings through

the piping and wiring tunnel, which was referred to In one of

the previous articles of ibis series, descriptive of the erecting

bop. The sizes of pipe used for the branches leading to the

paint shop, boiler shop and other buildings vary, of CO

Floor Line L£

Cross SectionIS

Through Tunnel toMamShop
^

IffO'

0rdo-e7eeib
7

•
5-Q- V

DIAGRAM OK rtPINO ARRANGEMENT OF ITEATINO SYSTEM, SHOWING CONNECTIONS IX THE POWEB PLANT, AND DIRECTIONS OF FLOW.

IS 16 17 ' IB ' 13

Day of Che Month

OHABT SHOWING IIEATING RESULTS PRODUCED DURING MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1904. UPPER CURVE INDICATES SHOP TEMPERATURES, THE
loWEIi CURVE OUTSIDE TEMPEBATUHE8.

This piping system was installedand thus considerable excess of heating capacity is provided

in the power plant equipment.

SHOP HEATING APPARATUS.

As previously stated, the return circulation from the heating

System, extending through the shop buildings to supply the

radiators, is drawn back to the power house and forced through

the water heaters, to again raise its temperature to that re-

quired for heating, and then on out into the heating system

again, making a closed circuit through the radiators. Thus
the piping system consists merely of two mains, a delivery

and a return, between which two every heating radiator is

connected; and in this way it resembles in general principle

the multiple-arc, or parallel, system of operating Incandescent

according to the service.

with great care to provide for expansion; swinging pipe sup

ports of durable and effective designs, as shown in accompany-

ing detail drawings, were used at all points of support. The

arrangement of the entire system in the tunnel and in the

ducts with removable covers makes the piping most accessible

for inspection and repairs, which is thus possible without

disturbance of the machinery, and entirely without interference

to operations upon the shop floors.

In the shop buildings the heat is transmitted to the air, in

all cases, by means of radiators, of either the cast-iron sec-

tional type or of the manifold pipe coil type; in the larger shops,

namely the erecting and machine shop, the boiler shop and
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VIEW OF THE HEATER AND BLAST FAN IN THE BOILEB SHOP (TAKEN
DUBING PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION ) , SHOWING

METHOD OF MOUNTING HEATER COILS.

the paint shop buildings and the roundhouse, the convection

method of heating is made use of—thpt is, blowers are used

to distribute the heat in the usual way by forcing air over

the hot water radiators, which heated air is delivered around

the shops by hot air ducts. In the smaller buildings, how-

ever, direct radiation, without the fan blast, is depended upon;

these buildings include the storehouse, the color shop, the

office buildings, and all office and tool rooms, and the lava-

tories in the main shop buildings.

For the blower and, hot blast systems of heating the radi-

ators are mounted in stacks within a sheet metal casing,

through which the air is drawn into the fan; in this way the

construction does not differ materially from that used with

DETAILS OF PIPE HANGERS USED FOR HEATING SYSTEM riPES.

RESULTS.

Interest will naturally center in the results that have been

obtained from the actual use of this system in heating the

shop buildings during the past severe winter. The diagram

on page 222 is a valuable record in this connection, as it illus-

trates graphically the remarkable performance of the heating

system during the month of February of this year, having been

prepared especially for this purpose from the regular series

of leadings of interior and exterior temperatures.

The lower curve of this chart was plotted to indicate the

variation of the outdoor temperature continuously from day

to day throughout the month; while the upper curve shows
the range of temperatures recorded in the main shop building

in similar manner continuously. These temperatures were
ascertained and recorded hourly by the heating system attend-

ants in the power plant, throughout the 24 hours of each day,

and thus present a very close record of events. A careful

inspection of the curves will show a remarkably good average

temperature for the shops throughout this time, and indicates

the possibilities of this method of controlling the building

temperatures from a central point with direct reference to

INCREASE IN NUMBER AND CAPACITY OF FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES AND COST OF FUEL AND REPAIRS BY YEARS FROM 1897
TO 1903.

NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY.

B»
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INCREASE IN CAPACITY OF LOCOMOTIVES.

Those who have not taken the trouble to compare figures

showing the capacity of locomotives during the last few years

will Hud the statement in the accompanying tables startlingly

instructive. These tables are presented through the courtesy

of Mr. W. II. Lewis, superintendent of motive power of the

Norfolk & Western Railway. They Indicate the advance which

lias been made upon that road in seven years. The story told

in these figures should be impressed upon every railroad man-

agement as indicating the real problem of the motive power

department. »

The tables are arranged with footings, indicating the per cent.

Increase and decrease in the various Items, and it is note-

worthy that whereas the number of freight engines has In-

creased in this period 37 per cent., the total tractive power has

iin j.-ased 79 per cent., and the average tractive power, per

engine, has increased 30 per cent. Along with these develop-

ments freight ton mileage has increased 8G per cent.; ton mile-

Bge per engine, 35 per cent., and freight ton mileage per pound

of tractive power, 4 per cent. With 37 per cent, more engines,

freight engine mileage has increased 55 per cent., and the aver-

age mileage per engine, 13 per cent.

In the matter of fuel there has been an increase of 79 per

cent, in the coal used by freight engines, and a decrease of 4

per cent, in the amount of coal used per ton mile. With all

the Increase in work done the average increased cost of

repairs, in terms of 100 freight engine miles, has been but 2

per cent., and the repairs per 1,000-ton miles of freight has

actually decreased 15 per cent. During this time the average

tons per train has increased 5 per cent., and the average tons

per engine 21 per cent.

This statement not only contains a fund of information,

which is worthy of study from a commercial standpoint, but

it constitutes a most admirable record for the motive power

son, 75.58 miles were made at 5G.6 miles per hour, and from

Jackson to Niles, 115.91 miles were made at 02.9 miles per

hour, excluding stops in both cases. The remaining division,

from Niles to Chicago, 92.02 miles were made at an average

speed of 40.7 miles per hour, also excluding stops.

The train was hauled by Atlantic type engines all the way

through: Engine No. 483, from Niagara Falls to Windsor,

engine No. 2C3 from Detroit to Jackson, and engine No. 201

from Jackson to Chicago. These engines were all built at the

Schenectady works of the American Locomotive Company, the

first one in 1901, and the other two In the following year. On
this run some remarkable bursts of speed were made, particu-

larly on the Canadian division. As these speeds, however, are

all given in even minutes and half minutes, and are taken from

the dispatchers' train sheets, they are not sufficiently accurate

to justify presentation as indicating the actual speeds. Two
of these items record spurts of over 100 miles an hour.

Mr. H. D. Taylor, who recently resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of the Philadelphia &
Reading Railway, with headquarters at Reading, Pa., to suc-

ceed Mr. S. F. Prince Jr., resigned.

Mr. H. B. Hunt and Mr. T. Rumney have been appointed

assistant mechanical superintendents of the Erie Railroad,

with headquarters at Meadville, Pa. Mr. Rumney Is succeeded

as master mechanic at Jersey City, N. J., by Mr. William
Schlofge.

Mr. J. J. Thomas, Jr., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at South Rockey
Mount, N. C, to succeed Mr. J. W. Oplinger, promoted.

INCREASE IN NUMBER AND CAPACITY OF FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES AND COST OF FUEL AND REPAIRS BY YEARS FROM 1897
TO 1903.
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Mr. C. W. Obert, who joined the staff of this journal as

associate editor May 1, 1902, retires with the appearance of this

number to become associate editor of the Utreet Railway

Journal, of New York. His work, especially in connection with

machine tools, powerhouses, shops and electrical equipment,

has been greatly appreciated, and we wish him the best of

success in his new undertaking. Mr. R. V. Wright, mechanical

engineer of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railway, joins our

staff as associate editor. Mr. Wright comes to us after a

thorough technical training and with a number of years of

practical railroad experience in connection with locomotives,

cars, machine tools and other shop equipment. He has been

intimately associated with the design, construction and equip-

ment of the new shops of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad

at McKees Rocks, Pa., and our readers are already familiar

with a portion of his work on the machine tools of that plant

through his articles in this journal. We know of no one as well

qualified as Mr. Wright to fill this position.

No one can read the letters published in this issue from

operating officers and presidents on the subject of big loco-

motives without clearly seeing how well modern locomotives

have met the requirements of heavy traffic in spite of tendencies

to overload them and in the absence of adequate facilities

for maintaining them. Of course, it is not to he expected that

anyone will admit that he has been overloading his locomotives,

but it is interesting to see that the general opinion of these

gentlemen favors loading lightly enough to maintain average

speeds of fifteen or more miles per hour, instead of loading

them so heavily that they can scarcely crawl. These letters

throw an occasional side light upon the immediate necessity for

D RAILROAD JOURNAL

bringing other road factors up to the big locomotives. The

general inadequacy of side track facilities is admitted. Mr.

Delano, in reference to lap sidings controlled by interlocking,

touched on the question of the vital importance of keeping

engines moving when on the road. What the Burlington has

accomplished in this direction is worth studying. It is sig-

nificant that Mr. Kendrick, of the Santa Fe, who has the big-

gest locomotive in the world, is most outspoken In praise of big

engines. The closing remarks of his letter, concerning facili-

ties for dealing with these engines, should be considered by

every railroad management in the country. The letters gener-

ally indicate that if, instead of merely made bigger, locomo-

tives were really improved in design as they increase in size,

there would be fewer failures in spite of the greatly increased

duty.

NEW SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAR WHEELS.

An exceedingly important contribution to the subject of car

wheels is printed on another page of this issue, in the new

proposed specifications presented by Dr. Dudley before the In-

ternational Association for Testing Materials. These specifica-

tions are believed to embody the best information at present

known on the subject. Chemical and drop test requirements

are included, but the interest in the new specification centers

in the part played in the manufacture of wheels by the heat

treatment as finally indicated by the tape sizes of the wheels.

The tape size permeates the whole specifications. These speci-

fications provide that wheels shall be inspected in groups of

three tape sizes and, as explained by Dr. Dudley in his com-

ments upon the specifications, this is a much fairer method

of examination than that whereby large numbers of wheels

may be rejected unfairly by the old method. In these specifica-

tions each tape number will have either a drop or a thermal

test. The thermal test is the most important test in this speci-

fication and that which tells the most about the wheels as it

is designed to simulate conditions of long continued application

of the brakes.

These specifications should receive immediate attention by

the Master Car Builders' Association, and the fact that they did

not originate with that organization should not prevent an

immediate study of the subject in the hope of adopting require-

ments which will not only tend to improve cast iron wheels,

but also be fairer than the present requirements to those who
are developing the manufacturing side.

A BUSY DAY IN AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVES.

Within an interval of only a few days a group of locomotives

has gone on to the rails in this country which constitutes what

seems likely to be the most radical and promising improve-

ment which has ever been brought out in the history of the

American locomotive. Almost simultaneously the Pennsyl-

vania road puts into service a De Glehn compound, the New
York Central the new Cole balanced compound; the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy a Vauclain balanced compound, and the

Baltimore & Ohio brings out its enormous freight locomotive

of the Mallet type. Appearing at practically the sar. e moment,

this is strong medicine, but the patient seems to need it, and

those who have watched the development of these types to this

point are confident that the result will be a radical improve-

men in locomotive practice. It is believed that the appearance

of these four engines at the St. Louis World's Fair will in the

future be looked upon as an epoch-making event.

The De Glehn compound stands as the most, successful type

of locomotive in the world, and has been accepted as such by

the leading railways of France; this is shown by the fact

that the lo"omotive men of that country have waived their

own practice in its favor. The Cole balanced compound stands

for an adaptation of many of the successful ideas of the De
Glehn system, and the result, so far as it can be shown in trial

runs, has surprised those who have been looking for a success-

ful and powerful machine. The Vauclain balanced compound
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is the latest development Of the builders of more c pound

locomotives than have been lurned out by any other concern,

and it lias already been cordiall) accepted bj othei prominent

mads. The Baltimore ic Ohio, In its new Mallet pushing en-

glne, while working In a somewhat different line, has taken

an audacious mci> which seems likely to have equally Im

portant results in Influencing freight locomotive design.

To properly assimilate Ibis remarkable collection of designs,

new to our practice, will require the utmost thought and

ability Hi' American railroad men. If these designs had comt

singly they would have I u Bufflcienl to indicate a desire to

Bee the locomotive problem attacked scientifically, but to have

these tour come at once from different directions is very over-

whelming proof that those have not been far wrong who have

urged the Importance of attacking the locomotive problem with

a view of placing its development on a plane equal with those

of recent years of stationary and marine practice.

These efforts all point in one general direction: that of per-

mitting the use of weight at its best advantage and departing

from the principle of developing along the line of Increased

size and weight alone.

It is unnecessary and in fact impossible to draw compari-

sons between the three systems for passenger locomotives, or

to critically dissect that of the Mallet compound. This will

be done through the St. Louis testing plant and road service.

Whether or not one shows superior advantages over another

is not the important point. Through the influence of these

locomotives, practice is sure to take a new turn in the direc-

tion of more scientific design, and in addition to this a lesson

will be learned which is more immediately important than

even that of locomotive improvement.

These locomotives are sure to do more for their weight than

any others have ever done. They take a long step in the direc-

tion of increased complication, and this means that the engines

must be cared for; complication which brings no adequate re-

turn has no place in mechanical development, but complication

which is incidental to such returns as these locomotives are

sure to give will compel attention to running repairs and

methods of operation, two factors of the locomotive situation

which have been neglected in this country too long. Methods
which are not adequate for the maintenance of ordinary simple

locomotives must give place to those which are adequate, and
while we are about it, why not take a little step in advance and

build locomotives which will accomplish more than those in

present service?

The opinions expressed in this issue by the best railroad

operating men in the country indicate their feelings toward

the question of overloading and caring for locomotives. Those
who go at all under the surface of the locomotive problem to-

day will agree to the following conclusions:

First. The American locomotive is worthy of more intelli-

gent designing. Second. It is worthy of the care and mainten-

ance which is necessary to keep it up to a fair approach to its

maximum service capacity. Third. It is worthy of intelligent

methods of operation which will enable it to do its work upon

the road to the best advantage from a commercial standpoint.

The skill and good judgment involved in these three principles

will surely not now be lacking among men who have brought
American railroads to their present high state, and when
things and methods are outgrown they will surely turn to that

which promises relief.

RAILWAY SHOPS.
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Time to Sit asu Think.—"An economy which I think rail-

roads overlook more often than private corporations is that

of providing sufficient supervision of work. The majority of

railroad men who are advanced to positions of responsibility

have not sufficient time to sit down occasionally and take a

deliberate survey of the general situation in their departments,
and the result is that while they are driving away at matters
which are urgent and to which they are absolutely obliged to

give first attention, they overlook economies which might be
effected if they had sufficient expert help to relieve them of

some of the details which they now have to handle in person."
—.1/. A". Barnvm, before the Western Railway Club.

XIV.

0ONC1

The several subdivisions of the general subject, which

been dealt with win be mentioned Berlatim, In order thai

may be commented on, and additional Information t If any) In-

troduced

The Erecting Shop Table 1 In the original article gave 24

ft. 9 in. as the greatest spread (centre to centre) of tracks in

the longitudinal shops there listed, but attention was called

to the fact, there had been a tendency towards progressive In-

crease in that spread. Since that time several shops of 25 ft.

track spread have been mapped out, and it is known that one

road has at least eon Idered a spread of 30 ft, (the building

being 90 ft. wide) for the three main longitudinal tracks, in-

termediate dummy tracks being provided simply for use in

wheeling and unwhecling engines. This arrangement would

bring Into permanent use tor standing engines the entire

length of each of the three main tracks, and would require only

about l,3.r)0 (30x45) sq. ft. of floor space per engine, as com-

pared with the minimum of 1,300 sq. ft. given in Table IV for a

transverse shop even under the most favorable conditions.

In the case of transverse shops it was stated that a width of

65 ft. between crane runway columns was sufficient, but this

statement should be qualified. If in the design and arrange-

ment of the erecting shop suitable and sufficient space has

been reserved for engine truck repairs at one end of the build-

ing, but still under the main crane runway, so that engine

trucks may be dropped into that space by the crane, then a

span of (15 ft. between crane runway columns is quite suf-

ficient; but if, as in some recent new shops, the whole floor

space is given over to stalls in which engines are to be stood,

it then becomes necessary to repair each engine truck on the

track where its engine is standing, and under those circum-

stances a span of G5 ft. will l>e found too scant, and it should

be increased to, say, 70 ft. In the evolution of the modern
transverse shop from the old one there has been a tendency to

reduce the width l>elo\v a comfortable working limit, as by so

doing the length and depth (and therefore the cost) of the

over-head crane or cranes is kept down to a minimum, and sim-

ilarly the height of the building up to the lower chord of the

roof truss. In the case of the old-style transverse shop, with Its

cheap timber truss roof, always with minimum head room for

any span, there was not the same incentive to curtail the

span, and therefore those old shops are remembered as com-

fortably roomy.

The U. P. shops at Omaha, Neb., and the O. S. L. shops at

Pocatello, Ida., afford an interesting comparison of electing

shops, the same cross section of building (combined erecting

and machine shops I being used at both places, but the Omaha
erecting shop is longitudinal, while that at Pocatello is trans-

verse.

New longitudinal erecting shops have been put up by the

Pennsylvania Lines to replace old transverse shops at Co-

lumbus, O., and Ft. Wayne, Ind.; in the latter the overhead

cranes have a capacity of 75 tons each (with two auxiliary 10-

ton hoists), a notable advance from the previous 65 ton-limit.

Another valuable feature of the Ft. Wayne arrangement is that

the wheel lathes and similar tools are located between the

erecting and boiler shops under the sweep of the erecting shop

cranes; this practice, originally introduced at the Juniata

(Altoona) locomotive building shop, is being Incorporated into

the design of the latest Pennsylvania repair shops, as at Ft.

Wayne and Wilmington. Del. Ft. Wayne also differs from Co-

lumbus in having longitudinal storage pits under the floor be-

tween tracks.

The new transverse erecting shop of the New York Central

at West Albany has a span of nearly 70 ft. between crane
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runway posts and therefore has ample room for both an en-

gine and its truck on each track, besides which there is an ad-

ditional space of 20 ft. under a gallery, the building having a

span of 90 ft. The crane arrangement is peculiar, as there are

two 60-ton cranes instead of the more usual single 120-ton

crane. When engines are being wheeled or unwheeled both are

in requisition, and at other times each may work separately,

giving double service and quicker movement. As far as known
this is the first case where this arrangement has been adopted

in a completely new transverse shop, although it had previous-

ly been resorted to (as at Bloomington, 111., on the C. & A.)

to make possible the introduction of overhead traveling cranes

in an old shop where the head room was limited; with this

arrangement, when the two cranes are lifting an engine only

bottom yokes are required, and vertical space is saved.

The new double transverse shop of the Lehigh Valley at

Sayre, Pa., will probably be put in use late this year and will

attract a great deal of attention on account of its great size

(48 stalls), the provision of covered yards, and the extension of

the erecting shop and machine shop crane service into the

boiler shop; it will also have a system of pits (in the covered

yards) for the storage of engine strippings.

The new Moline, 111., erecting shop of the C, R. I. & P. is un-

usual in many respects; it has a span of 95 ft., the unusually

wide shop of the N. Y. C. at West Albany being 90 ft. as above

mentioned. It has separate systems of pits for respectively

stripping, repairing and wheeling engines, the first and last

being longitudinal, while the repair pits (38 in number) are

neither longitudinal nor transverse, but are of a sort between

these two types and on the herring-bone plan. This arrange-

ment constitutes a new type of erecting shop, and the output

results will be a valuable guide to future practice.

The new plant of the Locomotive & Machine Co. of Mon-

treal (now belonging to the American Locomotive Co.) has an

erecting shop of the longitudinal type, and stands alone in this

respect among American locomotive building shops which are

engaged in manufacturing for the railways in general, although

a similar shop is found at the Juniata (Altoona, Pa.) con-

struction shop of the Pennsylvania.

At Jackson, Mich., on the M. C, is found both a transverse

and a longitudinal erecting shop, in the form of a T, which

are worked jointly as one shop.

The new Danville, 111., shop of the C. & E. I. has a trans-

verse erecting shop with both a heavy (80-ton) overhead crane

and a transfer table, an unusual arrangement; in this case the

overhead crane is used only for wheeling or unwheeling en-

gines, or handling boilers, or any lighter work, the engines

being moved in and out of their stalls over the transfer table.

The shop has a span of about 74 ft. between crane runway

posts, but a considerable portion of this is taken up by a fringe

of heavy tools and a longitudinal track, so the actual working

space in the width of the shop is reduced accordingly.

The Machine Shop.—It was stated that average conditions

did not suggest the necessity of covering more than about one-

third of the floor space with traveling crane service, but it is

proper to state that some examples of very recent practice

greatly exceed that limit; for instance, Sayre, Pa. (L. V.), 77

per cent., and Moline, 111. (C, R. I. & P.), 54 per cent. On the

other hand, in a large new shop which an Eastern line has

under consideration this ratio is 40 per cent., while at Dan-

ville, 111. (C. & E. I.), it is about 33 per cent.

Several complete tool lists have been published;, and the data

thus supplied, together with additional data which is probably

forthcoming, will form a basis from which new lists may be

compiled in the future.

The new St. Paul, Minn., shop of the Great Northern has no

traveling crane service whatever, and as the roof trusses are in-

clined from the horizontal (lower chord included) the shafting

is hung almost entirely from three lines of wooden posts.

The Moline machine shop tool layout at once attracts at-

tention on account of the large proportion of tools which are

placed transversely to the longitudinal axis of the shop; this Is

made possible by the individual drive and the group drive, as

in the latter case a single transverse shaft can serve a consid-

erable number of small tools. This arrangement often gives

much better access (from the main longitudinal aisles) to in-

dividual tools than under the old system (before electric driv-

ing was introduced), when all tools had to be ranged in lines

parallel to the main shaft.

The Sayre machine shop will be notable on account of its lib-

eral proportions and its superb day lighting, as its entire floor

area, together with the two adjacent covered yards, the whole

forming a rectangle 240 ft. by 620 ft., is to be covered by a saw-

tooth roof; tire shrinking floors and lye vats, with proper

drainage features, are introduced at two central points. In very

large plants it becomes burdensome to have to handle work
of this character outside of shop buildings; at Sayre these lye

vats being of ample size and coming under traveling cranes, it

is to be expected that driving wheels on their axles can be

treated as readily as smaller parts.

The Boiler Shop.—The capacity of a traveling crane for

general floor use was assumed to be 35 tons, and that for a

riveting tower crane 25 tons; recently, however, the American

Locomotive Co. has finished the boiler for the new B. & O.

Mallet articulated compound, and it is found to weigh com-

pleted with flues 42 tons, and without flues 28% tons, which

suggests a readjustment of crane capacities if such engines are

to be reproduced in the future.

In the extended and re-arranged boiler shop of the Juniata

(Altoona, Pa.) plant of the Pennsylvania the re-located 17-ft.

stake hydraulic riveter is placed in a pit as before, with ram
at a convenient height above floor level, but the old hydraulic

crane has been replaced by an electric crane; the operator

stands alongside of the riveter and with his left hand works

the ram valve lever, his right hand being available for work-

ing the handles of three adjacent controllers (of the street car

type) by which he can control the three movements (two hori-

zontal and one vertical) of the tower crane to a nicety.

Sayre is almost the only transverse shop which has its boiler

shop arranged as a prolongation of the erecting and machine

shops with joint crane service throughout; this will give the

Sayre boiler shop the use of two 120-ton cranes and six 15-ton

cranes, and it will be unique, as regards crane facilities, among
American railway repair plants.

Moline, a longitudinal shop, with erecting shop bay in the

centre and machine and boiler shops on either side, divides its

boiler and tank work, placing its riveter in one end of the

erecting shop bay so as to get joint crane service between the

two, and reserving the wing (which is served by an independ-

ent through track) for tank repairs, and work on the lighter

attachments of boilers.

The new boiler shop of the C. & E. I., at Danville, 111., has

traveling cranes covering its entire floor surface; the main bay

has a two-trolley 20-ton crane which would seem rather light

for heavy boilers even now in use; the crane in the side bay,

for light work, is of 3 tons capacity; the stalls are reached by

the transfer table which is joint to erecting and boiler shops,

the two being in separate buildings.

The Smith Shop.— It was stated that on account of the gen-

eral use of swing cranes in smith shops it was advisable to

provide head room (from floor to lower chord of roof truss) of

at least 22 ft. and attention was called to the fact that Collin-

wood was 24 ft.; since then a tendency to increase this height

has been noted, probably to secure better results in the way of

clearing the shop of smoke, Moline being 25 ft. fi ins. and Wil-

mington, Del. (P. R. R). being made 33 ft. in imitation of

Juniata; the new smith shop at Sayre is, however, 20 ft.

A fine example of smith shop roof construction, with hori-

zonal bracing fully developed, is found in the case of the new
Topeka, Kan., shop of the A., T. & S. P. ; this feature is so often

overlooked and neglected that this particular case is worthy of

note (see illustration on page 378 of the American Engineer

for October, 1903).

A very complete equipment of 14 oil furnaces of various sizes

and for different purposes has been installed at Moline; the

building is not fully occupied at present, as it is proportioned

to take care of the work of both the locomotive shops and the

car shops, the latter not yet having been built, however.
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The Wilmington smith shop has very broa<l and very high

windows, and a large proportion Of doors; in this case the

Object was not so much to secure light as to make ii possible to

keep tin? shop comfortably cool In hot weather.

(To be Com hided, t

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAR WHEELS.

By C. b. Dudley.

Wheel.

Kind of Service

[These spei Ifli al Ions were prepared for the American So.

for Testing Materials. They contain exceedingly Important

Improvements, which are explained by Dr, Dudley in extracts

from Mis comments which follow the BpecWcatlonB.—EtorroB.]

The wheels furnished under these specifications must be

made from the besl materials, and in accordance with the best

foundry methods. The following pattern analysis is given for

Information, as representing the chemistry of a good cast iron

wheel. Successful wheels, varying in some of the constituents

quite considerably from the figures given, may be made:

Total carbon :i.50 per cent
Gruplnti. carbon 2. uo percent.
Combined carbon 0.60 per cent.

Bllli on 0.70 per cent.

Manganese o.40 per cent.

Pbosphoru 0.60 per cent.

Sulphur o.08 percent.

1. Wheels will be inspected and tested at the place of

manufacture.

2. All wheels must conform in general design and in meas-

urements to drawings, which will be furnished, and any de-

parture from the standard drawing must be by special permis-

sion in writing, and manufacturers wishing to deviate from the

standard dimensions must submit duplicate drawings showing

the proposed changes, which must be approved.

3. The following table gives data as to weight and tests of

various kinds of wheels for different kinds of cars and ser-

vice:

33-ln. Diameter freight and
Pa sengerCars. 36-ln. Diameter.

60.000 Lbs. 70.000 100,000 Loco-
Capacity Lbs. Lbs. Passenger motive
and Less. Capacity. Capacity. Cars. T.

Number 1 2 3 4 5
Weight, maximum. .. 500 lbs. 650 lbs. 720 lbs. 705 lbs. 760 1b

Weight, minimum.... 660 lbs. 610 lbs. 670 lbs. 680 lbs. 720 lbs.

of drop ifeet). 12 12 12 12 12
Number ol Wows ... to 12 ir> 12 is

4. Each wheel must have plainly cast on the outside plate

the name of the maker and place of manufacture. Each
wheel must also have cast on the inside double plate the date

of casting and a serial foundry number. The manufacturer

must also provide for the guarantee mark, if so required by the

contract. No wheel bearing a duplicate number, or a number
which has once been passed upon, will be considered. Numbers
of wheels once rejected will remain unfilled. No wheel bearing

an indistinct number or date, or any evidence of an altered or

defaced number, will be considered.

5. All wheels offered for inspection must have been meas-

ured with a standard tape measure and must have the shrink-

age number stem died in plain figures on the inside of the wheel.

The standard tape measure must correspond in form and con-

struction to the "Wheel Circumference Measure" established by

the Master Car Builders' Association in 1900. The nomencla-
ture of that measure need not, however, be followed, it being

sufficient if the graduating marks indicating tape sizes are

16 in. apart. Any convenient method of showing the shrink-

ago or stencil number may be employed. Experience shows
that standard tape measures elongate a little with use,

and it is essential to have them frequently compared and rec-

tified. When ready for inspection, the wheels must be arranged
in rows according to shrinkage numbers, all wheels of the

same date being grouped together. Wheels bearing dates more
than thirty days prior to the date of inspection will not be ac-

cepted for test, except by permission. For any single inspection

and test only wheels having three consecutive shrinkage or
stencil numbers will be considered. The manufacturer will, of

course, decide what tbree shrinkage or stencil numbers he will

submit in any given lot of 103 wheels offered, and the same

three shrinkage or stencil numbers need not be offered each

time.

(J. The body of the wheels must be smooth and free from

slag and blowholes, and the hubs must be solid. Wheels will

not be rejected of drawing around the center core. The

tread and tin oat of the wheels must be smooth, free from deep

and Irregular wrinkles, slag, sand wash, chill cracks or swollen

rims, and be free from any evidence of hollow rims, and the

throat and thread must be practically free from sweat.

7. Wheels tested must show soft, clean, gray iron, free from

defects, such as holes containing slag or dirt more than ', in.

in diameter, or clusters of such holes, honeycombing of iron

in the hub, white iron in the plates or hub, or clear white iron

around the anchors of cliaplets at a greater distance than '/.

in. in any direction. The depth of the clear white iron must

not exceed % in. at the throat and 1 in. at the middle of

the tread, nor must it be less than % in. at the throat or

any part of the tread. The blending of the white iron with

the gray iron behind must be without any distinct line of de-

marcation, and the iron must not have a mottled appearance In

any part of the wheel at a greater distance than 1%
in. from the tread or throat. The depth of chill will

be determined by inspection of the three test wheels described

below, all test wheels being broken for this purpose If neces-

sary. If only one of the three test wheels fails in limits

of chill, all the lot under test of the same shrinkage or stencil

number will be rejected and the test will be regarded as fin-

ished so far as this lot of 103 wheels is concerned. The manu-
facturer may, however, offer the wheels of the other two shrink-

age or stencil numbers, provided they are acceptable in other re-

spects as constituents of another 103 wheels for a subsequent

test. If two of the three test wheels fail in limits of chill, the

wheels in the lot of 103 of the same shrinkage or stencil num-
ber as these two wheels will be rejected, and, as before, the test

will be regarded as finished so far as this lot of 103 wheels Is

concerned. The manufacturer may, however, offer the wheels

of the third shrinkage or stencil number, provided they are ac-

ceptable in other respects, as constituents of another 103 wheels

for a subsequent test. If all three test wheels fail in limits of

chill, of course the whole hundred will be rejected.

8. The manufacturer must notify when he is ready to ship

not less than 100 wheels; must await the arrival of the In-

spector; must have a car, or cars, ready to be loaded with the

wheels, and must furnish facilities and labor to enable the

inspector to inspect, test, load and ship the wheels promptly.

Wheels offered for inspection must not be covered with any
substance which will hide defects.

9. A hundred or more wheels being ready for test, the In-

spector will make a list of the wheel numbers, at the same
time examining each wheel for defects. Any wheels which
fail to conform to specifications by reason of defects must be

laid aside, and such wheels will not be accepted for shipment.

As individual wheels are rejected, others of the proper shrink-

age, or stencil number, may be offered to keep the number
good.

10. The inspector will re-tape not less than 10 per cent, of

the wheels offered for test, and if he finds any showing wrong
tape marking, he will take the whole lot and require them to

be restenciled, at the same time having the old stencil marks
obliterated. He will weigh and make check measurements of

at least 10 per cent, of the wheels offered for test, and if any
of these wheels fail to conform to the specification, he will

weigh and measure the whole lot, refusing to accept for ship-

ment any wheels which fail in these respects.

11. Experience indicates that wheels with higher shrinkage

or lower stencil numbers are more apt to fail on thermal test;

more apt to fail on drop test, and more apt to exceed the max-
imum allowable chill than those with higher stencil or lower

shrinkage numbers; while, on the other hand, wheels with

higher stencil or lower shrinkage numbers are more apt to be

deficient in
-

chill. For each 103 wheels apparently acceptable,

the inspector will select three wheels for test—one from each

of the three shrinkage or stencil numbers offered. One of
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these wheels chosen for this purpose by the inspector must be

tested by drop test as follows: The wheel must be placed

flange downward in an anvil block weighing not less than

1,700 pounds, set on rubble masonry 2 tt. deep anu having

three supports not more than 5 in. wide for the flange

of the wheel to rest on. It must be struck centrally upon the

hub by a weight of 140 pounds, falling from a height as shown
in the accompanying table. The end of the falling weignt must
be flat, so as to strike fairly on the hub, and when by wear

the bottom of the weight assumes a round or conical form, it

must be replaced. The machine for making this test is shown

on drawings which will be furnished. Should the wheels stand,

without breaking in two or more pieces, the number of blows

shown in the above table, the 100 wheels represented by it will

be considered satisfactory as to this test. Should it fail, the

whole hundred will be rejected.

12. The other two test wheels must be tested as follows:

The wheels must be laid flange down in the sand, and a chan-

nelway iy2 in. in width at the center of the tread and 4 in.

deep must be molded with green sand around the wheel. The

clean tread of the wheel must form one side of this channel-

way, and the clean flange must form as much of the bottom

as its width will cover. The channelway must then be filled

to the top from one ladle with molten cast iron, which must

be poured directly into the channelway without previous cool-

ing or stirring, and this iron must be so hot, when poured

that the ring which is formed when the metal is cold shall

be solid or free from wrinkles or layers. Iron at this tem-

perature will usually cut a hole at the point of impact with

the flange. In order to avoid spitting during the pouring, the

tread and inside of the flange during the thermal test should

be covered with a coat of shellac; wheels which are wet or

which have been exposed to snow or frost may be warmed
sufficiently to dry them or remove the frost before testing, but

under no circumstances must the thermal test be applied to a

wheel that in any part feels warm to the hand. The time when
pouring ceases must be noted, and two minutes later an ex-

amination of the wheel under test must be made. If the wheel

is found broken in pieces, or if any crack in the plates extends

through or into the tread, the test wheel will be regarded as

having failed. If both wheels stand, the whole hundred will

be accepted as to this test. If both fail, the whole hundred

will be rejected. If one only of the thermal test wheels fails,

all of the lot under test of the same shrinkage or stencil num-
ber will be rejected, and the test will be regarded as finished,

so far as this lot of wheels is concerned. The manufacturer

may, however, offer the wheels of the other two shrinkage or

stencil numbers, provided they are acceptable in other respects,

as constituents of another 103 wheels for a subsequent test.

13. All wheels which pass inspection and test will be re-

garded as accepted, and may be either shipped or stored for

future shipment, as arranged. It is desired that shipments

should be, as far as possible, in lots of 100 wheels. In all cases

the inspector must witness the shipment, and he must give, in

his report, the numbers of all wheels inspected and the dis-

position made of them.

14. Individual wheels will be considered to have failed and

will not be accepted or further considered, which: 1st, do not

conform to standard design and measurement; 2nd. are under

or over weight; 3rd, have the physical defects described in

Section G.

15. Each 103 wheels submitted for test will be considered

to have failed and will not be accepted or considered further,

if: 1st, the test wheels do not conform to Section 7, especially

as to limits of white iron in the throat and tread and around

chaplets; 2nd, one of the test wheels does not stand the drop

test as described in Section 11; 3rd, both of the two test wheels

do not stand the thermal test as described in Section 12.

Comments by Dr. Dudley.

A good deal might be said in explanation of Section 5 con-

cerning tape sizes. It will, perhaps, be sufficient to say that

no foundry is able to make its total output all of the same

circumferential size, and that experience has shown that there

is ap intimate relation in any good foundry between success-

ful wheels and tape sizes. There are several reasons why the

output of a foundry varies in diameter or circumferential

measurement. First, although the moulds are supposed to be

of the same size, yet, as a matter of fact, this is not the case.

Moreover, a mould which has been used a number of times is

apt to increase a little in diameter, and also to wear a little.

This cause for variation in tape sizes is not a very serious

matter, however, as efforts are usually made to keep the moulds
fairly uniform in size. Another cause for variation is tempera-

ture of pouring. It will be readily understood that greater

shrinkage is characteristic of metal cast at high temperatures.

Furthermore, difference in chemical composition makes some
difference in the shrinkage. However, the most important

cause for variation in tape sizes is the effect of the annealing

pit. It is well known that as fast as the wheels are taken out

of the moulds, while they are still red hot, they are put in

annealing pits, containing 15 wheels, or more. The annealing

pits are made of metal tubes, lined with fire brick, the inter-

stices between the pits being filled with sand, the object of the

whole device being to allow the wheel to cool slowly. It is

common practice to allow the wheels to remain in the pits four

days. While in the pits certain changes take place in the metal,

and it is well known that the usual effect of annealing is to

increase the tape size of the wheel a little. Experiments have

been made which indicate that a re-annealing—that is, putting

a wheel into the pit a second time, between a number of freshly

cast hot wheels—will increase the tape size up to sometimes
two numbers. Furthermore, the wheels at the top and bottom

of the pit do not increase the same as those in the middle of

the pit. It is perhaps not necessary at this time to go into

the changes which take place in the annealing pit further than

to say that those wheels which come out of the pit nearest to

the size which they had when put into the pit—or, what
amounts to the same thing, those wheels which are less an-

nealed—are found by experience to be most likely to fail on

drop test, and also less likely to stand the thermal test. It will

be seen, therefore, that there is a very intimate relation be-

tween tape sizes and successful output, and this will explain

why so much reliance is placed on the tape sizes.

Section 7 has to do with the chill. As already explained, the

tape number is an important element in the wheel, and in

addition to strength and ability to stand thermal test, the

chill, likewise, is a function of the tape number. The lowest

tape numbers in any foundry will be apt to have the highest

chill, and may fail on test from naving too much chill, while

the higher tape numbers, which mean the greater circumfer-

ence, have the least chill, and may fail from having too little

chill. The requirements of Section 7 in regard to rejections

are based on a good deal of experience. It was formerly the

custom to reject a whole 100 wheels if the test wheels failed

from any cause. This was believed to be a hardship by the

manufacturers, and in view of the intimate relation between

tape sizes and successful wheels there has been introduced into

these specifications, as is seen, authority only to reject out of

each 100 wheels tested, the other wheels of the same tape num-
ber as the wheel which failed allowing the other tape numbers
to come up again.

Taken as a whole, it is perhaps safe to say that for ordinary

service, by which is meant for all service except under 40 and

50-ton freight cars, wheels which will pass the tests of these

specifications will be safe and give fairly good results in ser-

vice. There are some points in connection with the failure of

wheels under heavy cars that need further study, and it is

more probable that as this study progresses it may be found

essential to change or modify some of the requirements of the

specifications. The special failure of wheels under heavy cars

is a circumferential crack either in the tread or in the throat

of the wheel, resulting sometimes in the breaking off of the

flanges. The causes leading up to this failure are complicated,

and it is probable that modifications in the design of the cars

themselves may very greatly diminish the number of failures

of this kind
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NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

WOOD, OHIO.

Lake Shobjb & Miouiqak Southekh Railway.

XIV.

I III. \\ I M 111..

Che preceding articles of this scries have described the

essential and Interesting features of the yard layout plan and

of the building construction used in the Collinwood car de-

partmenl repair sliops. In this article will be discussed that

Important department of the car repair work, the wood mill.

This wood mill is of, particular Interest to railroad shop men
nn account of the many new features and radical departures

I nun existing practice that are involved: it represents an ad-

ed stage of the art of arranging and operating wood-work-

ing tools that is unequaled in any other similar shop.

The location of the wood mill building was selected in ac-

cordance with the most approved practice in this line, and

provides a very convenient arrangement for ease of handling

hnih rough and finished work. As indicated in the layout plan

of the car shops (see page 408 of the November, 1903, issue),

this shop is located between the lumber storage department,

Including the dry kilns and dry lumber storage building, at

the cast end of Hie shop yard, and the points of lumber con-

sumption, the car repair shops and freight car repair yard, on

the other side. This results in a centralization of the

work around this Important local point of the department,

making it very convenient to prepare and deliver finished lum-

ber to the repair jobs where it is needed.

This building is conveniently served by tracks, which give

ready access for delivering rough lumber and also removing

dressed and sized stock. As may be seen from the layout plan

above referred to, two inside track connections, supplemented

by two outside tracks lead to the eastward to the lumber

yard, where access is provided by conveniently-arranged

longitudinal tracks to the long lumber piles; in this way sills

and other car timbers, as well as smaller stock, can be quickly

delivered to the dry kilns or wood mill ready for milling. A
track connection is also made with the dry lumber shed, in

which the lumber is stored after being kiln-dried, until de-

livery to the wood mill is necessary.

The delivery of dressed lumber from the wood mill to points

of consumption for repairs is made easy by its convenient

location alongside the freight car repair yard and close to the

freight and passenger car repair shop buildings. Track con-

nections are liberally provided by the general transfer table

arrangement, while the planking In the freight car repair yard

permits of delivery to any part by trucks. The cabinet shop,

which occupies the north end of the heavy freight repair shop

building, has track connection with both the wood mill and

the dry lumber shed for facility in receiving material.

Perhaps the most important feature of the wood mill is the

arrangement of its machinery, which was worked out to pro-

vide easy combinations for handling the bulky and heavy

pieces of stock. The arrangement was so designed that all

work will progress naturally from the entering (east) end of

the mill westward in the course of the milling operations. This

may be studied by reference to the accompanying floor-plan

drawing of this shop. All sills and heavy timber work is

brought in on stub-track A, and is unloaded alongside the two

4-side timber slzers; after passing these machines the work
is laid down naturally in front of the gainers and tenoning
machine, which constitute the next following step. After pass-

ing the latter machines the work is next laid down, naturally,

in front of the multiple-spindle vertical boring machine for

the completing operation. This arrangement of handling heavy
stock absolutely avoids the necessity of moving timber back-

ward in the courses of its milling, all steps coming in a
natural, progressive order through the shop.

Track 1! leads through the shop from end to end. as shown,
ii being intended to serve the various machines used in light

lumber dressing. The arrangement of these machines is obvi-
ously less Important than thai necessary in the heavy section,
but still it may be seen to be such as to bring iho roughing
machines Brat, such as the matchers, supplemented by th

and cut-off saws, at the incoming end of the building, after

which are to be found the finishing machines, such as the dado,
boring and tenoning marines, band saws, etc., although their
exact arrangement is here of less importance. The selections
of tools used in this shop may be learned from the following
tool list, which also includes those for the cabinet shop:

Si/.e of
MotOl

. 85

TOOL LI8T.—CAR DEPARTMENT SHOPS.
w MILL.

Mo. Build
'-

1 l''"'i run!,,, planer Fay & Egan .

; -'- ] planer Amu. W. w ..35 b p.
323 'LlghtE cbei Fay & Bean 25 h p824 No. 27 mat I, i S. A. V h.p'
.125 No (I amum, ,n,

, ,,, ,,,, a« Greenlee Bros ..20 h.p
826 No, 1 vertical end tenoner, Qreenlee Bn LB h p

; - 7
-
N " ' rlP »» 8. A. Woods Machine Co 20 h.p!

328 No. 4 cut-oif saw, automatic. .. .Greenlee Bros 15 bun
:;2f> No. 8 vertical saw and gainer. . . Fay k Egan 20 h |,

::::l' No. 3 automatic cut-off saw I . 15 hp
333 No. 3 rip saw Greenlee tiros 20 h.p.

1 Uitomatli ,,w and dado Qreenlee Bros 15 hp
bevel band m Wllllamaport Mach, Co .10 hi.

33G 42-ln. band saw Fay & Egan TA h p337 H. c. horizontal mortiser l-'av i.- Kuan 15 h.p
338 No. 7 vertical mortl ei and borer. Greenlee Broe 1

-, h p
?3» No. 8 gainer Fay & Egan 15 h.p]340 No. ,0 tenoner Fay a Bgan 7'/. h.p.341 Four-spindle horli. boring mm h. Greenlee Bros 10 "

h p

\\l ;!'
llnter

; Pay & Egan 7M,h.P :

344 24-in. pony planer s. A. Woods Machine Co. 10 h.p.

345 No. 3 gainer with 4-spin. borer. .Qreenlee liros
{ J£

846 Double-bead shaper Grosvcnor ... 714 hn
430 Automatic saw tiler

431 Automatic knife grinder ............'
432 Automatic saw grinder

I 71/, >, n
133 B Bier
437 ,Wood lathe Fay* Egan'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

CABINET SHOP.
(51 Sticker r. 4 H...
452 Jointer Clement .'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.

453 42-in. band saw Fay K- Euan
454 3'/j-in. tenoner pay & Bean
455 Nn. 3 shaper Clement O
456 7 x 24-in. surlacer Whitnev 3
457 No. 6 scroll saw Fay & Egan
45S S4-in. sander • • • -t>

169 W 1-carvlng machine o
460 Wood lathe 2.

461 24-in. pattern lathe Fay & Egan '.'.'.'.'. m
462 Universal saw bench Amn. W. \v. Mach Co '.

"
463 Sash mortiser Greenlee nros
464 Combination rip and cut-off saw.S. A. Wends Machine Co
466 No. 3 self-tccd rip saw Greenlee Bros

Some representative views are presented herewith of the
machines with which this shop is equipped, which will also
serve to indicate the general character of the arrangement of
the mill. A noticeable feature of this shop is the absence of
belting and countershaftjng. all the machines being inriividu

ally driven by motors, with the exception of five tools at the
south side of the shop, which are driven in a group; with
the latter exception, however, scarcely a belt is to be seen Id

the entire building, making a very clean and light shop ar-

rangement. The absence of belts and countershafting enables
the full effect of the sky-lighting to be gained—an important
factor in shop operation, which is highly conducive to the
comfort and convenience of the workmen.
An important tool in this class of work is the hollow-chisel

mortiser (tool No. 338), which is shown in the first view.
This machine has a wide range of adjustments, providing for
any mortising work that may oe required for car repairs, ami
they are all easily and quickly controlled from the front. It

has also a very convenient attachment in the form of a spe-
cial boring spindle, mounted upon its left-hand side for ease
of locating holes in work while mortising, thus avoiding the
necessity of removal to a boring machine in many cases. This
tool was built by Greenlee Rros. & Co., Chicago. 111. It is

driven through a Morse silent chain by a 15-1 IP. Croi

Wheeler constant speed motor, the special boring attachment
being separately belt-driven by a similar motor of 5-H.P.
capacity. A feature of its driving arrangement is the location
of the two starting boxes for the motors, conveniently for the

operator near the front of the table, so that the tool is thor-
oughly tinder his control.

The following engraving illustrates an interesting design of
1 spindle horizontal boring machine (tool No. 34 1) for boring
car sills, beams and other heavy work. This machine, which
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was air-1 built by Ureenlee Bros. & Co., Chicago, 111., is spe-

cially arranged ior ease of manipulation, and is rapid and.

accurate; the table is especially arranged for quick adjust-

ments, and is very convenient. It is driven through belt con-

nection by an individual motor (Crocker-Wheeler), mounted

upon the floor at the right of the tool, which is of 10-H.-P.

capacity, operating at constant speed. This would seem to be

GREENLEE HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER, WITH BORING ATTACHMENT.

—DRIVEN BY CROCKER-WHEELEB CONSTANT-SPEED MOTORS.

MOTOR-DRIVEN GREENLEE 4-SPINDLE HORIZONTAL BORING MACHINE.

—10 H.-P. C.-W. MOTOR.

24-1N. SINGLE SURFACER.—S. A. WOODS MACHINE COMPANY.-

DRIVEN BY A 10-H.-P. C.-W. MOTOR.
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a rather large motor for a tool of this class, but it was in-

tended to provide ample power for rapid and effective work.

In another view is shown a 24-in. single surfacer (tool No.

:iii t lint was installed for use in handling light stock and

TYPICAL BAND SAW DRIVE.

—

10-11. P. C.-W. MOTOR BELTED TO DRIVE.

special classes of work. This tool is the well known surfacer

built by the S. A. Woods Machine Company, Boston, iMass.,

which lias many Important advantages for mill work, prin-

cipally its simplicity of construction and convenience of opera-

tion. It is, like the others, driven by a constant-speed motor

(Crocker-Wheeler), which is here of 10-H.-P. capacity. A
wooden belt-enclosure, or guard, is used at this tool to protect

worivmen from the belt on account of its proximity to the

working space at the rear of the tool.

Crocker-Wheeler constant-speed motor, the motor being con-

veniently located at the rear, outside the fencing; the driving

belt passes through an opening in the rear panel to the driv-

ing pulley of the machine.

The two following tools, which were supplied by the Ameri-

can Woodworking Machinery Company, New York, are of

interest in their use at this shop on account of their strong

and efficient, as well as convenient, design. They are, per-

haps, the most Interesting tools of the shop, as they involve

unusual features in many ways. The 4-side slzer is the largest

BELTED DRIVE FOR THE "AMERICAN" PLANER AND MOULDER (AMER-

ICAN WOODWORKING MACHINERY CO.)—20-H.-P. C.-W. MOTOR.

and most rapid machine of this type that is built by the

American Woodworking Machinery Company, and is used

here for heavy and rapid work in dressing sill stock. It has

a capacity for work 30 x 16 ins. in size, and is adjustable for

any combination of the four cutting beads; any one may be cut

out of service, the side heads being easily swung out of the

A NEW DESIGN OF 4-SIDE SIZER IN USE AT THE COLLINWOOD MILL.—AMERICAN WOODWORKING MACHINEUY CO.

A representative band-saw arrangement may be seen in the

next view. The entire tool is fenced in for the protection

and convenience of the workmen, which partition is not only

of service in case of breakage of the saw, but also serves to

retain the sawdust from tin' tabic for delivery to the collector-

pipe opening, thus assisting in keeping the surrounding floor

clean. This tool (No. 336), which was built by the Williams-

port Machine Company branch of the American Woodworking
Machinery Company, New York, is belt-driven by a 10-H-P.

way, or replaced by matcher or other style of heads, while

the top and bottom cutters are easily raised or lowered by

power gearing. The various feeding and other adjustments

are complete. This machine, as installed in the wood mill

(tool No. 322), is direct driven by a 35-H.-P. constant-speed

motor (Crocker-Wheeler).

The remaining tool is the "American" planer and moulder,

built by the well known Rowley & Hermance branch of the

American Woodworking Machinery Company, at Williams-
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port. Pa. This tool, which is not shown located in the floor

plan of the shop, is driven by a 20-H.-P. constant-speed Crocker-

Wheeler motor, located at the right of the tool, at a distance

which affords protection from dust and dirt. This tool is an

Cabinet

Shop

unusually convenient machine to operate, as all adjustments,

both vertical and horizontal, are controlled from a plate at

the front side of the machine, convenient to the operator. It

is also provided with numerous lever adjustments for quickly

changing cutter pressures, starting and stopping the machine,

etc.

A noticeable feature of all these motor-driven equipments
is the neat and convenient arrangement of the main con-

trolling switches and starting box for each motor upon a

small, hardwood floor-stand at a point near the tool, which is

DETAILS OF THE EXHAUSTER-COLLECTOR SYSTEM FOR THE DELIVERY

OF SHAVINGS TO THE POWER PLANT FOR FUEL.

To Wood Mill

VIEW OF THE EXHAUSTER LEADS DELIVERING SHAVINGS FROM THE
CABINET SHOP AND WOOD MILL TO THE BOILER

ROOM STORAGE BINS.

convenient for the operator. These motor-control equipments

differ from those used in the main machine shop in that

these are operated at constant speeds throughout, for which
reason the 4-wire multi-voltage system is not required here.

The distribution system is thus greatly simplified, requiring

only a 2-wire system of wiring. This system is distributed

through the shop from two panel boxes, one of which is shown
in the view of the band saw (at the right upon the rear

wall). A circuit-breaker in each branch circuit to the ma-
chines protects the motors from overloads, while the starting

box at each motor is arranged to open the supply circuit in

A furnished by O.B.Co.

Plan of CollectorPiii'iiiK

DETAILS OF THE EXHAUSTER FIFING LEADS FOR THE DELIVERY OF SHAVINGS TO THE POWER PLANT, SHOWING SUPPORTING STRUT

AND TRUSSING FOR OVERHEAD PU'E LINE.
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case of no load from tl at supply being in any way
shut Off.

\n > lentlal Feature of the wood mill is the exhauster col-

lector system, which is Installed ti » remove sawdust from th,

machines and from the floor as it accumulates, ami dniivi

iu the power plant tor use as Fuel under the boilers, Two

fens .So .j Rl). Ba« |W

«* '
—
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TRACK ARRANGEMENTS IN LOCOMOTIVE SHOPS.

BY O. A. SELET.

The arrangement of the erecting department of railroad

shops has been interesting in the various modifications used to

accomplish the purpose of the shop which is to receive the

engine, house it during the various operations in dismantling,

repairing, erecting and testing. For large shops it is not

feasible to use spur tracks for entrance to the pits, and trans-

fer tables or overhead traveling cranes are used for placing

the engines. Prior to the common use of cranes, the transfer

table was frequently used, serving a transverse arrangement

of pits, one of which was usually rigged with a drop table

for removing drivers. This use of a pit cut it out from general

use so that the engine capacity of the shop in pits should not

include the drop pit. This arrangement generally provides

certain pits for boiler and tender work and the machine and

boiler shop machines are placed back of the engines with a

longitudinal track and runway separating the departments.

This is a general description oi' many railroad shops, some

with and more without cranes over the engines. The Chicago.

Great Western shops at Oelwein, la., present an interesting

example of the transverse pit arrangement, served by a trans-

fer table, with an overhead crane traversing the erecting shop

and the heavy machine tools which has, no doubt, proved im-

mensely valuable in dismantling and erecting work. An
electric lift is also used for lifting engines to allow taking

out and getting in wheels. This lift runs on the erecting crane

runways and is towed to place as required. This arrange-

ment makes every pit available as a working pit. but at times

must limit the field of usefulness of the erecting crane. The
new Great Northern shop, at St. Paul, is of the same general

type, but with a different crane arrangement. Light, hand-

operated cranes cover the front ends of engines and a locomo-

tive jib crane back of the engines has a radius of action to

carry it within reach of the cranes in front. While these cranes

will greatly facilitate erecting operations it is not believed they

possess the flexibility and speed of a full overhead cane ar

rangement. One pit is equipped as a drop table. The Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern shops at Collinwood, the Phil-

adelphia & Reading shops at Reading, Lehigh Valley shops at

Sayre (under construction) and some others present a modi-

fication of the transverse track arrangement by omitting the

outside transfer table, using instead a heavy overhead travel-

ing crane with ways sufficiently high to traverse engines over

one another. This requires the use of one space for entrance

and exit. The usual winter troubles of an outside transfer

table with snow and ice are avoided These cranes are so

heavy that they are not useful for comparatively light erecting

operations, and lighter capacity cranes are installed for that

purpose with separate runways on a lower level. The total

investment for such an arrangement is large, as it includes

the cost of a heavy crane, which is used only for transferring

engines, and may make very few movements per day; also the

cost of heavy steel work and walls of very considerable height

and the cost of lighter capacity cranes, making this as costly

an arrangement as can be put in. Available room and the

arrangement of other shops may necessitate the plan just

described in some localities, but that it is the best possible

arrangement to be had for a given sum of money is a ques-

tion.

Many roads have erecting shops with longitudinal tracks

and pits, and in these one end is frequently used as the boiler

shop. In these shops two cranes are necessary in handling

engines, one at either end. The center track is generally used

for dismantling and also for the wheeling and final erection

work, and a pit is needed to facilitate these operations. The
engines during repairs are placed on blocking on the side pits,

sometimes in a straight line and sometimes on a slight angle,

to allow engines to be placed closer together and yet provide

room for flue work and cross communication. The pits in the

straight three-track shops hinder cross communication un-

less a number of blanks and crossing planks are provided.

Some have questioned the necessity for nits, but it Is believed

that they are necessary. Without them the engines have to

be blocked higher to do the work under them, and this neces-

sitates also blocking up the men to work outside. Many
boilers are not removed and need washing out, which would In-

volve transferring during repairs.

Close watching is necessary to prevent pits becoming the

repository of junk, scrap and refuse, yet it can be done and the

pits kept clean and properly drained with a good sewerage

system. With these longitudinally arranged shops we find

various modifications in regard to the location of the machine

shop. The Norfolk & Western machine shop at Roanoke is a

separate building, parallel with the erecting shop, with a num-
ber of connecting passages and truck tracks. At Fort Wayne,

Ind., the P. R. R. machine shop is at a right angle to the erect-

ing shop, and the runways of the machine shop crane extend
within the erecting shop for convenient transfer of heavy
articles. The "Santa Fe" at Topeka, the Central Railroad of

New Jersey at Elizabethport. Philadelphia, Wilmington &
Baltimore at Wilmington, and others, have the machine shop
in the same building with tools on one or both sides of the
erectirg »,ay.

The" designer of the Rock Island system shops at East Mo-
line. 111., has departed somewhat from all the above described

arrangements. The erecting shop begins and ends like the last

described shops, with longitudinally arranged pits for dis-

mantling and final erecting work and with a center through

track and passage way.

The pits for receiving engines during repairs are at an angle

with the center track, or arranged "herringbone fashion" may
express it more clearly. The angle of the pits should be such

as would be made by an average length engine, hanging from

the hooks of two cranes when the cranes are about to approach

each other, the trolleys being moved meantime to accommodate
the distance between the hooks. A little more skill is neces-

sary in handling the crane for placing an engine in this man-
ner than the straight lift and traversing in the other plans,

but experience shows that this is easily attained. While this

plan requires a rather daring width of space (95 ft.), advan-

tages which accrue seem to justify the arrangement. Two
cranes are used, and when not employed in transferring en-

gines they are . available for assistance in erecting, being

speedy in traveling and traversing, and having an auxiliary

drum and fast hoisting hook for light lifts. Practically 100

per rent, of the erecting shop is under service of these cranes,

and if the future develops the need for them, additional cranes

can be placed on the runways. Cross communication on the

floor is greatly facilitated by the diagonal arrangement of the

pits as compared with the straight longitudinal plan. The
machine shop is on one side and the boiler and tank shop tools

on the other, therefore the matter of cross communication is

important. The center track has no pit, except at the ends of

the shop beyond the end diagonal pits. The bays on either side

of the erecting shop bay have runways, and cranes of various

capacities are provided for the various operations carried on

in the different sections of the shop.

The day lighting of the erecting shop, a matter of great im-

portance, has been accomplished with a perfectly diffused light

without shadows, contributing to the successful operation of

what appears to he an ideal shop. The matter of cost is always

interesting, and in many cases a vital question. In a building

which includes more than one department of locomotive repair

work it is not feasible to separate the costs of each, except

in the proportion of the respective areas of each department,

which does not give an altogether fair comparison.

At East Moline the erecting shop occupies 36 per cent, of

the area covered by the one building, which includes also the

machine, boiler and tank shops as well as a number of minor

departments, such as copper, tin and sheet iron work, air

brake, cab, pilot, tender frame and truck work. The cost of

the entire building, at the present time the largest individual

railroad shop building on record, is less than $1.40 per sq. ft.

of area covered. This cost includes not only the walls, roof

and floors, but also the crane runways for serving the erecting

shop, 50 per cent, of the machine shop and 66 per cent, of the

boiler and tank shop, fan houses, heating tunnels and engine

pits, and shows a very economical construction.
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MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.
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—6—6—0 Type.

Baltimore & Ohio Railboad.

.This locomotive, which will exert a tractive effort of 70,000

lbs. as a compound, and 85,000 lbs. In starting, as a simple

entitled to the distinction of being the most powerful

l motive in the world. This locomotive is designed on the

Mallei system, employing the Mellln system of compounding,

which has been used so successfully in the Richmond com-

pounde, built by the Richmond Works of the American Loco-

motive Company. It is intended for very heavy pushing ser-

Mi mountain grades of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

and is the first locomotive of this type to be built for American

service. The type has become very popular in Europe for

heavy grades and sharp curves. The design merits special

attention because in a very large locomotive the work is di-

I up among four crank pins and four separate valve gears.

i tie boiler of this remarkable locomotive was illustrated in

this journal last month. Through the courtesy of Mr. J. E.

Mublfeld, general superintend! m of motive power of the Balti-

more & Ohio, and the American Locomotive Company, builders,

a photograph, general drawings and additional information are

now presented, and further description and illustrations will

in presented later.

ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

MALLET ii—G—C— I

urface to volui i high-pressure cylinders 471.6
im i. welgl i >•. surface 59.88

Trai ii\' weight to tractive effort 4.78
Heatii to area 77.7

tter ot drivers to heating surface 700
tort to beating surface 12.5

i Ing surface 1.4
" tin box heating surface 25.4

Tube heating Burface to grate area 74.5
Tube b i (ace to firebox heating surface 24.4

. beating Burface to grate area - 8.04

Q] ii i DIMENSIONS.

4 ft. 8',- in

• Heavy freight
Mcllin compound

l''in I Itun-of-inine bituminous
Cylinders, diameter High-pressure, 20 ins. ; low-pressure, 32 Ins.
Cylinders, stroke 32 Ins.
Driving wheels, number 12
Driving wheels, diameter over tires 56 ins.

pressure 235 lbs.

Weight on drivers 334,500
Weight, total 334.500
Weight, tender (with 13 tons coal and 7,000 gals, water) 143,000

I. total, of locomotive 477,500
!"'i^ht 15 ft.

i nee, width 10 ft. 6 ins.

Wheel base, rigid 10 ft.

I base, total, of engine 30 ft. 8 Ins.

Wheel be S, total, of lender 20 ft. 2 ins.

Wheel base, total, of locomotive 64 ft. 7 ins.

b of locomotive over all 80 ft.

h from pilot to friction casting 51 ft. 5'/j ins.
Height of center of boiler above rail 10 ft.

Main rods, length 9 ft. 7Vi ins,
Driving Journals 9 x 13 ins.
Crankplns, main 6'/£ x 7 Ins.

Crankplns, main side-rod 7 VI x 5 ins.
mediate 5 x 4 ]£ ins.

Crankplns, front ox 3% ins.
Pistons, thickness High-pressure, 5% Ins.; low-pressure, 5^4 ins.

i-rods, diameter 3% Ins.
pin King Cast-iron rings

i rod packing U. S. metallic
Valve gear Walschaert
Valves, kind, high-pressure 10-ln. piston

.
kiml. low-pressure Double-ported slide

Yah es, travel of 6 Ins.

Valves, outside lap High-pressure, 1% Ins.; low-pressure, 1 In.

Valves, Inside clearance High-pressure, % in.; low-pressure, % In.
Valves, lead of. in full gear. .High-pressure, % in.; low-pressure, % in.

Steam ports...High-pressure, 1 % x 23'^ Ins.; low-pressure, 2% x 20 Ins.
Exliui-t ports...HIgh-pn ', x 23^4 Ins.; low-pressure, 3 x 20 Ins.
Bridges, width, low-pressure 1^4 ins.
Boiler, style Straight top

Outside diameter first ring 84 ins.

Outside diameter largest ring 88 Ins.

Outside diameter dome 31 ins.
Height over crown 22 Ins.

Firebox, leng., 108 Ins. ; width, 96 ins. ; depth, front. 80 ins. ; back. 72 ins.
Plates, sides, back, crown, tube sheets %, %, 7-16, V> In.
Water space Front, 6 Ins. ; sides and back. 5 Ins.

Tubes. Thickness, No. 11 ; number, 436; diameter. 2'/i ins.; length, 21 ft

Heating sui
Tubes, 5.366 sq. ft. ; firebox. 219 sq. ft. ; total. 5.585 sq. ft.

Grate area 72 sq. ft.

Tender—-Weight loaded 143,000 lbs.

Capacity Coal. 13 tons ; water, 7,000 gals.
Construction Steel frame
Trucks B. & O. diamond
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MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

The Development or Methods of Individual Motoe-Driving

fob Boeing Mills.

There have been many important improvements and distinct

advances made in the development of methods of electrically

driving boring mills during the past year. The increasing

importance of the boring mill as a machine tool for general

shop work has caused as much thought to be devoted to

methods of driving it as has been the case with the lathe. In

fact, the boring mill is rivalled only by the lathe and milling

machine in range and variety of work which may be brought

illustrating some approved arrangements of motor-driving for

use upon boring mills. In this article it is intended to in-

dicate the lines along which progress has been made during

the past year. It- is of importance to note that there is a

growing conviction among railroad repair shop men that

variable speed driving for this class of tools is essential in

obtaining the maximum efficiency and output from them. It

is, of course, true that the constant speed drive is still much
in evidence, with the entailed use of cone pulleys for variations

11
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wide range of gear changes tor speed changes at the table.

a u i at speed i hani bi I
I lie motor by

means of the multiple-voltage system, for which the motor is

equipped. The motor used In this case is the type N tour

voltage, variable-speed motor, built by the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ing. Two changes of gear ratios are provided in the gear-

box mechanism in the drive of the tool, which are easily con

i lolled by levers near the motor. The effect of this torn-

blnatlon is to make a driving arrangement ol unusual con-

venience and compactness for the large size of this tool. It

Indeed requires less space than would be necessary for this

purpose if belt driving were used.

LBED VARIABLE-SPEED DRIVE UPON \ .".
I l \t II NILES BOEING Mill

—BULLOCK MULTEPLE-VOLTAGI IYSTEM MOTOB.

SPECIAL DESIGN ol MOTOB DRIVING EQUIPPED BOB Till: M KEES

ROCKS SHOPS (P. S I.. !. B. R.) BY Tin: BAUSH MACHINE TOOL

COW PANT.—CBOCKEB-Vi III II .1 B MULTIPU MH l'M.K

MOTOB EQUIPMENT.

CONSTANT-SPEED DRIVE VITl.ll 1> TO A 51-EH0H BULLABD BOEING

MILL.—GENERAL ELECTBIC MOTOE WITH BELT TIcHTENEB.

The motor is. luuc. conveniently mounted for connection to

(lie drive, upon a cast iron bracket at one side of the housing,

from which location it drives direct through reduction gear-

CONSTANT-8PEED (CROCKER-WHEELER) MOTOB DBIV] I
NEW

DESIGN OF BORING Mill. OF THE .1. MORTON POOLE COMPANY.

In the following engraving is illustrated another inter-

esting type of variable speed drive for the boring mill. This

is the 51-in. boring mill, which was equip: ially for motor-

driving by the Baush Machine Tool Company, Springfield.

Mass.. for the McKees Rocks Shops of the Pittsburg & Lake

Erie Railroad. This drive embraces an interesting arrange-
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ment of the motor in its mounting upon a cross-bracket

between the two housings at the rear of the tool; no more

compact or advantageous arrangement could have been pro-

vided on account of both the directness of the drive and also

the removal of the motor from the range of dirt and chips,

which is usually found in floor mounting conditions.

The drive of this tool is through a special back gear, which

provides two runs of speed, easily controlled from the side of

the tool. Connection is made from the motor to the driving

gear through a Morse silent chain. The driving-motor is a

15-h.p. Crocker-Wheeler multi-voltage variable speed motor.

In another illustration is shown the application of another

multiple-voltage variable-speed drive to a Niles boring mill, in

which a floor arrangement of motor is provided for. The
motor is here direct connected to the drive by gearing, which

has two runs for additional speed changes. The resulting ar-

angement thus effected is very compact and convenient. This

motor is the type N multiple-voltage motor, built by the

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The two remaining engravings illustrate representative

types of constant speed drives, as applied to the boring mill.

The first tool is the new mill of the J. Morton Poole Co.,

Wilmington, Del., which is equipped with a change gear

mechanism in the drive for obtaining variable speeds, and
makes it serviceable where variable speed motors are not to

be had. Three changes of speed are available in this gearing

by manipulation of a lever at the right side of the tool, thus

offering a fair speed range, which can be met by the variable

feeding speeds provided in the feed box.

The motor is mounted upon the bed of the tool at the rear

between the housings, and drives through a silent chain. It

is controlled by a starting box located conveniently upon the

right housing for the operator. With this arrangement the

motor is made most accessible for attention and care.

The other view illustrates one of the designs of constant

speed drive that is used by the Bullard Machine Tool Company,
Bridgeport, Conn., this arrangement being that applied to their

51-in. boring mill. The noticeable feature of this arrangement
of driving is the convenient location of the motor upon the

cross-bracket between housings at the rear. It is thereby
raised up out of the dirt and dust that is inevitable near the

floor. The drive is made by belt to a counter-shaft, conven-

iently located at the top of the housings, from which the drive
to the lower shaft and back gearing of the table drive is made
through cone pulleys and belt. The motor used in this case
is the special type of direct-current motor of the General
Electric Company arranged with belt tightener, which is used
in the manner shown. This makes adjustments convenient
and renders the arrangement very serviceable.

COLE'S FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVE.

NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD.

AIR BRAKE CONVENTION.

One of the most important reflections from the convention of

the Air Brake Association, held at Buffalo last month, was the

necessity for higher brake power for freight cars. It was pro-

posed in a paper by R. H. Blackall that the brake power should
be increased from 70 to 90 per cent, of the light weight of cars,

and that a cylinder pressure of 60 lbs. for emergency applica-

tion should be provided. The increased attention given to the

handling of air brakes, together with the tendency toward the

use of hard brake shoes, renders this change possible. An im-

portant paper by Mr. P. M. Nellis, secretary of the association,

suggested that instead of arranging the braking power of pas-

senger cars on a percentage basis that it should be based upon
the dead weight carried per axle, because of the large varia-

tion of weight of passenger cars. When figured on a percent-

age basis the light cars in the train produce the greatest brak-

ing effect, in proportion to their weight, and are consequently
likely to slide the wheels. Mr. Nellis supported his recom-
mendation from the results of tests made on the New York,
Ontario & Western Railroad, where, by arranging the braking
as suggested, he reduced the sliaing of the wheels and avoided
the surging of the train by making each car do its share of

the work of braking. The opinion that it is possible to in-

crease train pressure of freight trains to 90 lbs. was generally

supported at this convention.

This locomotive was illustrated on page 1UG of our May issue.

Additional engravings are now presented, together with the follow-

ing description by the designer, Mr. P. J. Cole, mechanical engineer
of the American Locomotive Company :

Owing to the satisfactory performance abroad of the four-

cylinder balanced compound it seemed desirable to make a

design embodying all the essential elements, but simplifying

the construction to suit American requirements. With this

in view the two cylinder single-expansion New York Central

Atlantic was selected as the type which, without any radical

changes in wheel base, boiler, etc., would be the most likely

to give the best results. These engines possess many desirable

features for heavy, high speed passenger service on roads of

moderate grade. Their great steaming capacity, deep fire

boxes, ample grate and fire box areas render them capable of

sustaining high horse-power. Tests show that they have de-

veloped from 1,40U to 1,500 indicated horse-power for continu-

ous effort.

The advantageous features of the four-cylinder balanced

compound engines are:

(a) Balancing of reciprocating parts by similar horizontal

moving parts. One outside piston and its attachments moving

forward while the inside one is moving backward. These ex-

actly balance one another without the use of unbalanced

weights in the wheels.

(b) The increase of weight permissible on the driving

wheels when considered dynamically. In the ordinary en-

gine, at 60 miles per hour, with drivers 78 ins. in diameter,

the increase or decrease at each revolution of the static weights

on the rail is about 23 per cent. This is due to the centrifugal

effect of the excess weights used to balance the reciprocating

parts.

(c) Increase of from 25 per cent, to 33 per cent, in sustained

horse-power at moderate and high speeds without any material

change in size or style of boiler.

(d) Economy in the use of fuel, water and steam.

(e) The sub-division of power on two axles and four cylin-

ders. Reduction of bending stresses, on the crank axle due to

the fact that only half the turning moment is transmitted

through each axle. The advantages from light moving parts,

such as cross-heads, main rods, piston rods, etc. The light-

ness of these parts permits them to be easily handled, and the

probability is, as they have to transmit only half the usual

amount of power, that the wear and repairs will be greatly

decreased.

(f) Simplicity in design. One set of valve gear with com-
paratively few parts when compared with the foreign designs.

The boiler is identical with the present Atlantics, with the

exception of 3 ins. increase in length of barrel, due to the extra

amount of clearance required between the low-pressure cyl-

inders and engine truck wheels. The high-pressure cylinders

are placed ahead of the low-pressure cylinders with the guides

and erossheads under the low-pressure cylinder saddle so as

to obtain sufficient length of main rods. Otherwise the high-

pressure rods would be abnormally short in comparison with

the low pressure, which would result in too great angularity

of the rods, excessive strains in the guides and erossheads and
unsatisfactory distribution of steam.

The valve gear is of the usual American type of Stevenson

link motion, with reversing rocker and straight eccentric rods.

The valves are 14-in. hnllow piston type, four in number, iden-

tically the same and of extremely light construction. Two are

used on each side on the same stem, the high-pressure ones

being central admission and the low-pressure outside admis-

sion.

Preliminary tests show that this compound engine is capable

of developing from 1,900 to 2,000 indicated horse-power, 1,980

having actually been obtained at 75 miles per hour, 1,C88 at

67 miles per hour, and 1.680 at 84 miles per hour.
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RATIOS, coles four-cylinder BALANCED COMPOUND. This locomotive will be tested on the locomotive-testing plant
Heating surface to cylinder rolus G09 at St. Louis, and will form part of the exhibit of the New

Ive weight to heating surface 81.9 . , ... ... , ,, ...
Tractive weight to tractive effort i r,s

* ol

k

Central at tho World's Fair. It will afterward be put

2Sf«££!•/: :;:::;:::
" t0 reSular Passenger service on the New York Central. Sev-

- to tractive eftert '.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 14.3 oral weeks of regular Bervlce indicate that the engine will be
Total weigh! to heating surface *•*„»« ...

ter of driven to heutlng surface 1134 lory frora every standpoint.
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A NEW SEMI-RADIAL DRILL.

Bk gjoan Dull imi Tool Company.

A radical and interesting design of drilling machine has

l and placed upon the market by the

Blckford i ii in and Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, the well-

known builders «1 heavy duty and rapid p on machine

'1'liis tool is of an unusual design, which they term

mi-radial," the intention being to produce a tool

ol great rigidity and simplicity, which will be par-

tlcularly serviceable tor many classes, of work. It

will be received with Interest by a large number of

machine lool users who require very heavy and stiff

tools iii their rapid machining processes.

The criticism that would naturally be turned

against the a e ol an overhanging cone, such as is

here made use Hi at the top of the column, will be

dispelled after a study of the extremely long and

rigid bearing which is used for that cone. This

hearing is shown in the accompanying sketch, from

'Which may he seen the stiff and substantial char-

acter of this novel arrangement. The cone pulley

lias its bearing upon tne outside of the overhanging

arm. while the driving shaft extends through it to

the other side, being connected to the hub by means
nf a special collar, as shown.

The chief characteristics of this machine are

rigidity, Simplicity and durability, which, combined

h uii a high ratio of transmission sears, make it an

admirable tool for many classes of work. The head,

on which all bearings are of uncommon length, con-

sisls of a single casting and is adjustable on the

arm by means of a spiral gear which gives it an

easy, quick motion. The spindle is made of ham-
mered steel and has an unusually great vertical ;mi

juslnieui for a machine of its size. It is provided

with both hand and power feed, and a quick ad-

am ami return. The feeding mechanism fur-

ies ol' feed, advancing by even in-

CrementB from .008 in. to .016 in. per revolution of

spindle, each of which is instantly available by

means of a shifting key.

The driving mechanism contains but seven gears.

the pitch and periphery speed of which are

conducive to long life. The speeds are five in

number and advance in geometrical progres-

i base, wui i 3 ft. x I ii

hi Hour to ie height i

Number revolutions or driving pulley to one revolut
Maximum diameter of drh
u hiiii of cone belt

Floor space required Ins. x 11 ft

i

.Mr. ii. ED, Stevens lias been appointed general foreman of the

locomotive department of the Illinois Central at the Burnside

shops, to succeed Mr (Jeorge J. Hatz, recently resigned.

I'lll. m;w design of bickford "semi-radial" drill which has been designed I hi:

HEAVY AND EXACTING SERVICE.

Mr. K. Trowbergh has been appointed superintendent of

shops of the Great Northern Railway, at Everett, Wash..

to succeed Mr. John Dickson, who was recently transferred to

Larimore, N. D., as master mechanic.

Mr. Nelson M. Maine has been appointed district master me
chanic of the northern district of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway, with office at Minneapolis, Minn., to sic

Mr. John Taylor, resigned.

i:i u:i\i. OVERS Wi.INi, cum; PULLEY.

sion from .">(» lo 170 revolutions per minute. The frame may be
said to consist of but five parts, the base, column, cap, arm and
ami shall, each of which are commensurate with the con-
tinuous severe work which may be expected of a machine of
this character.

InXS.

Diameter of spindle, least section 1 l<t-lfilnsTraverse of pindle
L

,.

Horizontal range of head "a'tt'ew ins'
Recelvi pindle over table ', ..

undei pindle over base
''

4 ft'
I... eives under spindle over floor '..".'.

4 ft 7 InsHull- work in plane of ha-e to center of ' 3 ft'
Size of table, working surface 20 x r '

Mr. .lames A. Hinson. president of the National Car Coupler
Company, of Chicago, and widely Known as an inventor ol

coupling devices, died in Chicago. May 12. He was r.2 years

of age and had spent the whole of his business career in

connection with railroad supplies. He brought out a large
number of important inventions, and was one of the best

authorities on all subjects connected with car coupling devices.

Mr. A. W. Whiteford. heretofore piece work inspector at the

new Omaha shops of the Union Pacific Railroad, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of locomotive and car shops on the

Nebraska division of this road, reporting directly to the super-

intendent of motive power. Mr. Whiteford served as a special

apprentice on the Burlington, and afterward acted as piece work
inspector of this road at St. Joseph, Mo. He went to the Union
Pacific eighteen months ago, and has earned his promotion
through the remarkable net saving resulting from the shop
operations which have been under his charge.
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A NEW DESIGN OF SHAPER-THE "PULL CUT." THE SPRING MEETING OF THE NATIONAL MACHINE
TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

Cincinnati Shapeb Company.

One of the most important changes that has taken place

in metal working machinery design of recent years is evidenced

in the accompanying engraving—the development of the "pull

cut" idea for shapers. The Cincinnati Shaper Company have

taken this important step in design with a view of bringing

their tools to a position in advance of the pace that has been

set by the use of the new high-speed tool steels, and in no other

way could this have been done more effectively. There has

been a growing opinion among machine tool users for some

time past that the "pull cut" offers many advantages over the

older style of push cut, and this new design will do much to-

ward filling this demand.

The tool here illustrated is the 24 in. x 12 ft. Cincinnati

traverse shaper, with two heads, each of which is equipped

for the "pull cut." The difference between this and the ordin-

ary type of traverse shaper is that the cutting tools are re-

versed, the cutting taking place during the backward motion

of the ram and quick return during the forward, the operation

being thus directly opposite to that

in the usual type of shaper.

The advantage of this type is that

the pressure or thrust of the tool

is taken directly back against the

bed of the machine, and tends to

draw the table and apron more

closely to the bed, rather than force

them apart, as is the case with all

push-cut shapers. This is of a de-

cided advantage, especially when

heavy cutting is being done, as is

the case since the introduction of

high-speed tool steels. Then, in

many cases, the work itself can be

pressed directly against the bed of

the machine, so that the resistance

to the cutting is not all together de-

pendent upon the hard clamping of

the work and the table. Large pieces

can ~also be advantageously bolted

to the bed, the tables being removed; this is of considerable ad-

vantage in certain classes of work.

The head is so constructed that the stress due to the cut

romes directly upon solid metal contacts, and not upon threads,

bolts or screw points, except in the case of the set screws for

holding the tool. These screws are large in diameter, and

have a long bearing. The whole construction of the head is

one of great rigidity and strength, having the least possible

tendency to yield or spring under the cutting strain. Except
for the head, ram and such other modifications as have been

found necessary, this traverse shaper is similar to the ordin-

ary push-cut machine heretofore and still built by the Cincin-

nati Shaper Company, the introducers of this type of tool.

An important meeting of the National Machine Tool Build-

ers' Association was held at Cincinnati, Ohio, on Tuesday,

April 26, this being the occasion of their semi-annual conven-

ton. A large attendance was present, the membership now in-

cluding 43 machine tool builders, three of whom were added

at this meeting.

The association passed a resolution reaffirming the resolu-

tion, adopted at the last meeting, at New York City, which

bound the members to maintain the present schedule of prices.

Interesting papers were read by P. E. Montanus, of the Spring-

field Machine Tool Company; by P. L. Eberhardt, of Gould &
Eberhardt, and by A. H. Tuechter, of the Cincinnati Machine

Tool Company.
Mr. Montanus, in his paper entitled, "The Work of the

Machine Tool Builders' Association," pointed out the good work
that the association had done in maintaining prices during the

present depression in the trade. He called attention to the

fact of the decrease of net profits on the average line of ma-
chine tools, prior to the formation of the association, to a point

Reliability of Gas Engines.—A 400-H.P. gas engine has

been run for 98 per cent, of the total number of hours in one

year without stopping, and the idle 2 per cent, was made
necessary by adjustment of the dynamo to which it was
coupled. In another case four engines of 450H.P. each have
been run six months without stopping. These facts are cited

in an article in The Engineer, of London, but without stating

the location of the engines. An engine at Winington has been
run from 20 to 130 days without shutting down, and Messrs.

Mather and Piatt have run a Korting engine of 750-H.P. at

full load night and day for a week at a time, only stopping it

to make examination. The Premier Gas Engine Company has
frequently run engines of from 400 to 600 H.P. for three and
four weeks at a time continuously. This record is sufficient

to establish the reliability of gas engines upon a very satis-

factory basis.

THE NEW "PULL-CUT" SHAPER RECENTLY INTRODUCED BY THE CINCINNATI SHAPER COMPANY.

where it was no longer profitable to the builders to make them.

This was shown to be not only due to competition, but also to

the increase in wages and in cost of raw material, in addition

to which it became necessary to redesign many types of ma-

chines; weights had been increased, and many improvements

had been added, such as gear guards, micrometer indexes, etc.

The engine lathe had increased from 25 to 40 per cent, in

weight, as had also planers, shapers, drills, milling machines,

etc. Mr. Montanus stated that he did not believe it possible

or advisable for the machine tool builders ever to form a trust,

but thought that they should be united harmoniously in order

to aid in advancing security and safety in business operations.

This association, which was formed in 1902, has succeeded in

restoring normal prices in some lines, in eliminating certain

defects in the prices of detailed parts, and in bringing about a

better feeling of confidence. Mr. Montanus presented an elab-

orate and comprehensive argument, in which he gave detailed

figures to show the value of the association; as, for example,

in 1903, when prices were advanced from 5 to 10 per cent, and

demoralization of the business was averted.

Mr. A. H. Tuechter, in an interesting paper upon "The Con-

dition of the Upright Drill Trade," spoke about the general

conditions of the market trade. He said that during the recent

depression nearly every dealer and user asked for lower prices,

but that such prices had been repeatedly refused. He cited a

number of cases to show what could be done if the builders

would stand firm. He thought that the drill makers were not

making any money, and had only themselves to blame for this

condition; it seemed to him that as a remedy they should

organize and fix prices.
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The officers of the Association are as follows: President,

William Lodge, Cincinnati, Ohio; 1st vice-president, W. P.

. Rochester, N. v.; 2d vice-president, P. K. Reed, Worces-

ter, Mass.; secretary, P. EJ. Montanus, Springfield, Ohio; treas-

urer, Enoch Karle, Worcester, Mass.

An interesting feature of this convention was the banquet
Which was given to the visiting members by the local meru-

it the Ql n City Club In Cincinnati. This event was
most plea-sun ( and delightful, Mr. Philip Kosdick presiding as

i Mis own Inimitable manner. A humorous dl-

iii was presented at the banquet In the form of a "me-
chanlcal" (?) menu card, which Is presented below, with a

i
lal Interpret!

ii ARRANGEMENT

>'. STHATION AT Ql

• lay, April 26. I

Blue PrlB
in.

(No lni power, i

Rhine Wine, 110 Volts, Alternating Curn nl

S|u in". Lamb ; Mini s

Blowhi

Salad Dre sing.

1

. IbOl i !a i nigs.

Cull i

Pin

[•ion
tall.

Blue I nts.
'

' len <! Steam
French pea

Blowhole C Shei bel

Phil - quao .

i 'olil shut Casl in in forms,
I h. ,

Cutting Oil—Brandy.
Vnlvolii
Taper Pin Cigars.

THE CUT-METER-A TACHOMETER FOR INDICATING
CUTTING-SPEEDS UPON MACHINE TOOLS.

The keen competition of the last few years, supplemented

by the rapid increase of use of the new high-speed tool steels,

has had the effect of practically revolutionizing machine shop

practice. The increased production which is now sought,

where formerly easy-goiim methods were thought sufficient,

has made such heavy demands upon the machine tools, their

.builders and even the tool operators, that important studies

now made of the possibilities of various cutting speeds,

feeding rates, depths of cut, etc., with reference to maximum
production. One of the greatest difficulties that has been met
!n tie of this kind has been that of the lack of means
of quickly and accurately determining the cutting speeds of

Ing in the machine tool. This has usually been deter-

mined by the laborious and frequently inaccurate method of

calculation from the known countershaft speed and pulley
ratios.

The demand has been very great for some time past for some

PIOH Ml u OF THE OUT-METBB, SHOWING DETAILS 01

STBUonon am> indicatj ig hods oj operation.

iiiw OF THE CUT-METER. AS I SI II hoR MEASURING CUTTING SPEEDS
ON MACHINE TOOLS.

METHOD OB I SHTO I'HE CUT-METER TO INDICATE THE TABLE SPEED
OF A PLANES.—GIVES EXACT CUTTING SPEED INSTANTLY

WITHOUT CALCULATIONS.

form of an instrument, in the nature of a tachometer, which
could be arranged to indicate directly in cutting speed, but up
till recently no device of this nature has been devised which
is capable of ready application to any type of machine tool
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and of simple and compact construction warranting its con-

tinual use in machine shops. Such a device is illustrated

herewith, and is appropriately called the "cut-meter." It is a

portable tachometer, the dial of which is calibrated to read

directly in feet per minute. An accompanying sectional view

shows clearly the construction.

The principle of centrifugal force or hydraulic pressure is

avoided in this instrument. It consists of a circular magnet,

mounted on the snaft, carried by bail bearings, in front of

which is a soft steel ring which deflects magnetic lines of

force through an aluminum disk. This disk is mounted on a

hardened steel shaft supported by jewel bearings, and on its

outside edge are engraved figures which indicate the speed;

this is resisted in turning by a hairspring attached to the

shaft, which brings it back to the zero point when the magnet

is at rest. Attached to the main shaft outside of the case, is

the driving wheel, which has a rubber tread, or tire.

The magnetic lines of force flow from the negative pole

through the aluminum disk to the steel plate and back again

through the disk to the positive pole of the magnet; therefore,

when the magnet is revolved, a dragging action is set up in

the disk, the intensity of this action being in proportion to

the speed of the magnet. The resistance of the hairspring to

the rotation of the disk has a similar counter effect, so that

the displacement of the dial is directly proportional to the

rotative speed of the magnet; thus, the scale can be graduated

in equal divisions representing feet per minute at the per-

iphery of the driving wheel with rubber tire.

In the construction of the instrument the jewel bearings and

steel ring are placed in an inner case, which may be removed

at will, as shown in the detail view presented herewith. This

inner case protects the dial from air currents set up by the re-

volving magnet, the opening through which readings are taken

being covered by glass. In order to provide for permanence of

the magnets they are aged after being hardened and mag-
netized; after this they are tested and again laid aside for a

considerable interval, then retested. A change in strength too

slight to be appreciable in actual work can be detected, and if

the magnet has changed it is discarded. The air gap of this

magnet is but 1-32 in., being so narrow as effectually to prevent

influence upon the instrument by outside magnetic forces. The
makers state that cut-meters have been used in constant and
severe service for a year and then found to be as accurate as

wh»n first assembled. The machine is extremely durable, and
the dial and shaft are very light, so that practically no stress

comes upon their bearings.

The use of this instrument in the machine shop will be not

only of great value but also of universal interest. The War-
ner Instrument Company, makers of the device, state that in

testing it in one modern shop the cutting speed of a motor-

driven tool running on soft steel was found to be 159 ft. per

minute, but upon taking the average throughout the shop on

the same stock, the average cutting speed was but 24 ft. per

minute. In another shop two boring mills were indicated, the

speed of one being 160 ft. and of the other 22 ft. per minute,

the feed being practically the same in both cases. The differ-

ence in diameter of work makes it difficult to guess anywhere
near the true speed, and in one instance a superintendent look-

ing at a machine guessed the cutting speed at but one-quarter

of the actual figure. A large number of tests have shown that,

with modern equipment, working speeds run only fror 25 to

50 per cent, of the speed that should be used to obtain the most
profitable results. Little study of these figures is required to

show the advantages to be obtained by use of this device for

keeping track of machining conditions in a shop.

This cut-meter is manufactured by the Warner Instrument
Company, Beloit, Wis., who have devoted unlimited care and
expense in perfecting it. It is made for use at any desired
speed. As adapted for use in the machine shop it is calibrated
tn indicate from to 250 ft. per minute cutting speed, the
smallest fraction of speed change indicated by it being a
change of 1-5 of 1 per cent. An accompanying illustration

shows the method of operating the instrument, in readig the

cutting speed of a planer; the simplicity and practicability of

its use in the shop are made evident in this instance. The
makers will be pleased to furnish any additional information

regarding this interesting new device upon application.

THE IMPROVED STURTEVANT HAND BLOWERS.

In these modern times devices are sought which will ac-

complish the greatest results with the least expenditure of time

and exertion. To this fact, doubtless, more than any other

was due the rapid

introduction of the

hand blower as a

substitute for the

old time bellows.

During the years

which have elapsed

since this change

the B. F. Sturte-

vant Co., Boston,

Mass., who have

been pioneers in

the manufacture of

blowers, have been

pel fi ctine their de-

.[ and construc-

tion until their

hand blower,
known as style A,

has shaped itself

into a new design,

known as Style B.

as herewith illus-

trated.

These hand ulow-

ers have been ex-

tensively intro-
duced in connec-

tion with new
forges of all kinds,

and have likewise

been applied to old

style brick and

iron forges as

simple, efficient and economical substitutes for the bellows.

Not only are they adapted to forge blowing but can readily

be applied as portable ventilating apparatus.

The blower is adjustable on the shaft and its outlet may
thus be set to discharge in any direction and readily connected

to the torge tuyere by means of galvanized iron piping. The

blower is of cast iron, strongly constructed in every particular,

has a steel shaft running iu babbitted boxes and a fan wheel

of galvanized steel solidly riveted to a composition hub with

extended arms.

The frame is carefully designed, well braced, and is so

arranged that the slackness of the "belt driving the blower

may be taken up by lowering the blower shaft, which is sup-

ported by collars sliding on the frame. The feet are provided

with holes so that the hand blower may be readily screwed

to the floor.

These hand blowers are made in two sizes. The total length

on the floor of Style B-l is 18 ins., while the total height of

the frame is 48 ins. The driving wheel is 24 ins. in diameter,

the blower outlet is 3 1/. ins. in diameter, and the complete out-

fit weighs but 135 lbs. Style B-2 is of slightly larger dimen-

sions, and has proportionately greater capacity for delivering

air. The driving wheel is 24 ins. in diameter, the blower out-

let is 4% ins. in diameter, and the complete outfit weighs 155

lbs. Further information regarding these blowers may be had

upon application to the manufacturers, the B. F. Sturtevant

Company.

THE NEW STUKTEVANT HAND BLOWER.
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A MODERN LINE OF MACHINE TOOLS.

AMERICAN Tool Works Company.

The re© at developments In machine (ool building bave been

both Interesting and remarkable, The demands of the new
in. i hod "i rapid product Ion nai upon the

chine tool builder, but the efforts made to meet them have

been very commendable, and even greater than would have

seemed possible. The American Tool Works Company, Cin-

clnnatl, Ohio, have made unusual preparations for their trade

in this new machine tool era by the redesigning of their entire

line, from lathes to simpers and planers Bach model of their

new line mi tun! embodief the latesl and heel ea of recent

designs ol metal working machinery, and are worthy of the

careful attention of all Interested In machine Bhop betterment

gears being oppositely disposed on the spindle and driving

shaft. The speed changes are obtained Instantly while the

lathe is in full operation, by an Improved form of clutch ind

lever mechanism. The whole is encased in a neat and sym-
metrlcal box with provision for easy access to working parts,

"Hi ample means tor lubrication. The great flexibility of

this construction is a very Important factor, as a machln
stalled as a belt driven lathe may be readily converted ink.

a motor-driven lathe at any future time—the motor being

nected to the driving shaft by near or silent chain—and also

may be set at any angle to overhead works, or driven from the

floor below.

Pig. 2 shows the tow 1S in American lathe, driven through
this all-gear head by a 5-h.p. Crocker-Wheeler motor, substan-

tially mounted on : ral with the gear i

and direct connected through gearing to the driving shaft on

AN l.Mlia.sll M, lim; QF \ LRN RAPIIH'Ropl CTION MACHINE TOOLS, DESIGNED TO ANTICIPATE T1IE REQUIREMENTS OF THE NEW
HIGH-SPEED TOOL STEELS.

—

AMERICAN TOOL WORKS COMPANY.

We are enabled to present herewith some representative il-

lustrations of this excellent line, from which an idea may be

gained ol their leading features. Four of the important new
us of the "American" lathe and the new "American"

planei are lllu In the accompanying half page view,

and in a separate engraving is shown the new "American"
shaper, with an excellent design of variable-speed drive.

Pig. 1 is an illustration of the new design of "American"
lathe with an all-gear head, obviating the use of cone pulleys

entirely for obtaining changes of speed. This tool may be
arranged for either belt driving or the motor drive; in this

ease it is shown equipped for belt driving. The headstoek is

a complete unit, towhich any type of motor, constant or vari-

able speed, single or multiple voltage, may be readily connected,
by setting the motor either on top or at the rear of the gear

casing. The construction is very simple and powerful; only
six gears are required for the mechanical speed changes, the

the all gear head. This all gear head gives a wide range of
speeds to the spindle also. The eontroller is located at the

back of the leg and is actuated by the crank handle at the

right hand side of the carriage.

Fig. 3 shows one of the 20 in. American lathes, with the
same construction of all gear head, but here driven by a 3-h.p.

Northern motor, which, in this instance, is connected to the
first driving shaft of the all gear head through a Morse silent

chain. The controller is attached to the underside of the bed
where it is, as in the other instance, entirely out of the way
and yet readily accessible. It is similarly actuated by a crank
handle at the right hand of the carriage. The manipulation
of this handle starts, stops or reverses the machine, and a
slight movement of same will increase the speed of the spindle
by a small increment over the preceding speed. Thus the
four fundamental speeds obtained through the all gear head,

which on this lathe has a range of from 5 to 322 r.p.m., are
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supplemented by a great number of minute variations of speed

obtained through the controller electrically. By actual tests on

the 20 in. lathe, twenty-three distinct changes of speed are

obained through the controller, and this, with the four changes

through the all gear head, gives a range of 92 speeds at the

spindle of the lathe.

Fig. 5 presents a view of the heavy 36 in. engine lathe

equipped with all gear head of the same general construction,

driven by a Northern motor, which is in this instance substan-

tially mounted on a stand back of the head, and connected

to the driving shaft through a Morse silent chain. In view

of the heavy nature of the lathe and the extensive use of such

tools in various railroad shops, we believe that this illustra-

tion will be of unusual interest to many of our mechanical

readers who are interested in railroad shop work.

Fig. 4 presents an illustration of the interesting new design

of the "American" planer. This tool is the 33 in. size, and is

equipped for motor driving, the motor being located upon an

extension housing and driven through a silent chain. It is

The stroke of the ram is positive and has ten rates of speed,

ranging from 8 to 98. Length of stroke may be changed at

will' without stopping the machine, through the handwheel on

the side of the column.

FIG. 0.—THE NEW "AMERICAN" SHArER, SHOWING AN EXCELLENT

APPLICATION OF MOTOR DRIVING.

of an extra heavy design; the bed is of deep pattern,

extra wide between the Vs, thoroughly braced by box cross

girts at short intervals, and rigidly supported by heavy legs.

It is made unusually long in proportion to table length, leaving

ljut little overhang to table when planing at full length. The
central portion, where the gears are mounted and where the

strain is heaviest, is strongly reinforced. The Vs are wide,

giving good wearing surface, are scraped their entire length to

a perfect fit.

The table has ample proportions. T-slots extend its entire

length, and are planed from the solid, with very liberal allow-

ance of metal around them, to obviate all spring from clamping.

It is equipped with improved dirt-proof feature, which com-

pletely protects the Vs from dirt and chips. A safety locking

device prevents the table from starting before the operator is

ready and back dogs are so arranged that the table can be run

from under the tool for examination of work.

The photograph of the shaper, Fig. 6, shows one of the 18 in.

American back geared crank shapers, driven by a 5-h.p.

Crocker-Wheeler motor, which is mounted on a substantial

base cast integral with the shaper base, and direct connected

to gearing. The controller is located, as shown at the top of

the column, readily at the hand of the operator.

This shaper has also many features of value. The column is

unusually deep and wide, tapering slightly towards the top,

giving the machine a neat and substantial appearance. It is

strongly braced internally, the braces being so disposed as
to meet the heaviest strains, and projects both front and rear.

MOTOR DRIVEN J&-INCH LATHE.

While a great deal has been published recently illustrating

and describing motor drives applied to machine tools, con-

stant progress is being made in the designing of new tools to

accommodate motor drives and in the modification of old tools

for the same purpose. One of these latter instances is illus-

trated in this photograph, showing an 18-inch Le Blond screw

cutting lathe driven by a size 5 I shunt-wound Crocker-Wheeler

motor. The motor is supported on a special housing and the

drive is by means of a Morse silent chain from the motor shaft

to the main lathe spindle. The speed control is accomplished

by the Crocker-Wheeler multiple system, using in this case a

size 40 M.F. 21 controller, giving a range with the controller

of 21 speeds. Only a portion of this range is used as working
speeds, the entire range of the tool being increased by a double

back gear attachment which permits a total speed range of

from 410 r.p.m. of the spindle to o.75 r.p.m.

18-IN. LE BLOND LATHE DRIVEN BY CROCKER-WHEELER MOTOR.

With this entire range three runs of gearing are provided,

one being direct and the other two through back gears. Each

of these various runs is controlled by a friction clutch, the

lever for operating which is located in front of the head

stock. About 40 speeds are provided with 2.8 h.p., available

at any speed between 20 and 410 r.p.m. of the spindle. For

the heaviest working range of the tool, however, namely, 28

to 124 r.p.m., 3.4-h.p. is available.

The whole equipment is well laid out, the speed changes

are accomplished quickly and easily, and the strength of motor

and gearing is sufficient to accommodate cutting speeds in

cast iron and soft steel of 70 ft. per minute. One prominent

feature of the Crocker-Wheeler multiple-voltage system is that

it affords speeds to properly use these high cutting speeds and

gives ample power at all speeds without an excessively large

motor.

Mr. Edwin T. James, master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley

at Buffalo, has been appointed shop superintendent in charge

of the extensive new shops of this road at Sayre, Pa., reporting

direct to Mr. A. E. Mitchell, superintendent of motive power.

Mr. James entered the service of this road in 1876 as a ma-

chinist at Easton, and has passed through the positions of

round house foreman, general foreman and master mechanic.

This is a particularly pleasing and significant appointment,

pleasing because of the opportunity which comes to an efficient

officer, who has been long in the-service of this company, and

it is significant of a change in organization, necessitated by

the large modern shop plant.
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PUBLICATIONS.

Wiiii: Ron Lubrication, a pamphlet li Issued by the Joseph

Dixon Orui City, N. J., deBcribtaig th

of wire rope and Indicating methods of properly lubricating it by

their rope dressing, which lubricates but does not collect

and prevents rust.

Pintsoh Light Steam Heat. The Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company have Issued memorandum booklets for dlstrlbu

r i. ,m among visitors to their exhibit) at the World's Pair in St.

Louis. These serve to locate the exhibits of this i any. Thc>

Illustrate soi I their specialties and also provide convenient

me iges for notices concerning the exposition.

Skylight Glazing, a pamphlet on the Halliwell .system of

tkyiighl and glass roof construction has been r sived fr Josephns

Plenty, 215 Randolph avenue, Jersey City, N. J. It illustrates and

describes the construction as applied to very large roofs of well-

known manufacturing establishments, foundries, machine Bhops and

railroad stations.

Ins, Ventilating Fans.—The American Blower Company, of

Detroit, have issued a catalogue, No. 161, illustrating their "A B C"

disc ventilating fans for mechanical draught apparatus, exhausting,

for dry kilns, heat apparatus, and dust separators. The lont

perience of iliis company gives confidence to those who consult

them in thell specialty, and this pamphlet, which gives details and

dimensions, will be found valuable in preparing designs for appa-

ratus of tlii- character. Copies of the pamphlet will be sent upon

application.

A Bird's Bye View of Lake Winnifesai kee. —The numerous

vacationists who annually journey to Lake Winnipesaukee, and

those persons intending to take a vacation in ihi.s .section, will 1"'

interested in the new publication issued by the Passenger Depart-

ment, Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston. It is a bird's eye view of

Lake Winnipesaukee, the different glens and coves on the lake and

the hundreds of islands. Each mountain peak, island and co

is numbered anil at the bottom is a table giving the name of each

number. This map is interesting and useful in furnishing one

with i aphy of the lake, and prospective vacationists and

\ew Hampshire enthusiasts should send six cents in stamps to the

General Passenger Department, Boston i\- Maine Railroad, Boston,

for it

Soft Wateb.—Under this title a large water-softening Installa-

tion, with a total treating capacity of 348,000 gallons per hour, is

described in a handsome pamphlet by the Kennicott Water Softener

Company, Railway Exchange, Chicago. It is a reprint of the series

of articles from the AMERICAN ENGINEER AND RATr.ROAn JOURNAL
describing the installation of their water softeners upon the Pitts-

burg & Lake Brie Railroad, The pamphlet is of great importance
to railroad officials in that it describes the complete equipment of

the entire railroad with water softeners to such an extent as to

render it unnecessary for any of the locomotives on the road to use

other than treated water. The articles were prepared for this

journal with great rare and by aid of the officials of the railroad

who were directly responsible for the installation. We consider it

the most definitely valuable work on the subject of water soften-

ing thus far available. The Kennicott Company has done a ser-

vice to the railroads in distributing this valuable and handsome
pamphlet.

Engineers' Arithmetic, by Fred H. Cnlvin and W. L. Cheney. Pub-
lished by the Derrey-Cullard Company, 250 Broadway, New
York. 1001: price 5(1 cents.

This little book is intended to give the foundation principle of
such calculations as an engineer is likely to need. It is similar in

ope to Machine Shop Arithmetic and employs the same meth-
ods Tt contains rules for horse power, proportions of boilers, explains
indicator diagrams and includes a number of convenient tables. It

is for men who operate steam engines and have charge of steam
boilers.

iSew York Air Brake Catechism, by R. H. Blackall. author of the
Westinghouse Air Brake Catechism. Norman W. Henley Pub-
lishing Company. 132 Nassau street, New York, 1904. Price,

This is the only complete treatise on the New York air brake and
air signalling practice, giving a detailed description of all the parts,
their operation and troubles. It includes a full description, by aid

of illustrations, of the plain and quick action triple valves, duplex

valves, duplex pump, pump governor, brake and retaining valves,

and of the detailed parts of this brake system, including the en-

's valve. The book also treats in .special chapters the sub-

ject of piston travel, systems of leverage, water brake, piping and

train handling. The author of this book is so well known through

bis previous work on the Westinghouse air brake as to render it

unnecessary to say more of the present work except to indicate that

it has received his usual careful and thorough treatment. A

fnl examination of the book fails to reveal any omissions. It is a

rk air brake, which will be specially valuable

to everyone having to do with the brake, particularly those in road

service who are expected to pass examinations as to their knowl-

edge of the brake and its operation.

Appleton's I di:i of Applied Mechanics. Edited by Park
imin.

Norman W. Henley Publishing Company, 182 Nassau street,

New York, offer this encyclopaedia in a set of three fully illustrated

volumes, handsomely hound in half morocco, for the special price

of $12. Each volume contains over 000 pages and nearly 8.000 en-

gravings. Heretofore the publisher's price has never been less than

£22.50, and it has been sold only by subscription. The writers of

the special articles are the beet known experts in the various

branches of applied mechanics, including names which are known
all over the world.

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association. Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Convention. Held at Buffalo. August. 100?,.

Edited by the Secretarj A. f.. Woodworth, Lima, Ohio.

This volume contains a number of excellent papers and reports

i lating to blacksmith shop practice in railroad work. Making and
repairing of locomotive frames, piecework vs. day work, oil fur-

i. . spring furnaces, .lies for bulldozer work, tool steel,

hardening, flue welding and spring making are the most important

of the subjects treated. This association is an important one. and
its records are becoming mon ire valuable as improved

methods are being introduced into the smith shop. Every superin-

tendent of motive power should inform himself with reference to

the work of this organizat

Twentieth Century Locomotives. Bj Angus Sinclair Company.
Published by Railway and Locomotive Engineering. 1 Maiden
Lane, N. Y., 1904. Price $3,00.

We have just received from the press a copy of an interesting

book entitled "Twentieth Century Locomotives." It is a work of

070 pages and conforms to railway standard publication sizes.

being similar to the annual reports of the M. M. and M. c. p.. As-
sociations.

The subject matter of the hook is largely drawn from articles

which have appeared in Railway and Locomotive Engineering. It

deals with the designing, construction, repairing and operating

of railway machinery, and is intended for use by all railway men
anxious to learn about railway machinery, hut the hook is more
particularly for superintendents of motive power, master mechanics,

r car builders, m meers. shop foremen, engineers,

firemen and trainmen.

Among the .subjects dealt with are first principles, steam and
motive power, workshop operations. |. motive boiler construction,

compound locomotives, operating locomotives, valve motion, fores

involved in train movements, injectors, sight feed lubricators, elec-

tric headlights, steam engine indicators, machine tools and shop ap-

pliances, educational topics, miscellaneous data, workshop receipts,

definitions of technical terms, illustrated descriptions and dimen-

sions of the various types of modern locomotives and observation

on the Schmidt superheater.

Various tables and engineering data are to be found scattered

through the work together with simple formulas for calculating

power and train resistance. The book has been carefully indexed

and ready reference is easy and satisfactory.

Mr. Meyers A. Garrett has been appointed vice-president and

Western representative of the Farlow Draft Gear Company, with

headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Walter D. Thomas has been ap-

pointed Southern representative, with headquarters in Savannah.

Mr. H. V. Croll, who has been in charge of the Salt Lake City.

Utah, office of the Allis-Chalmers Company for several years, and

who was before that the representative of the E. P. A 11 is Company

at Spokane. Wash., has been appointed to the charge of the Allis-

Chalmers office in San Francisco as the successor of Mr. George

Ames, who has resigned. Mr. Croll's San Francisco office is 02-°.

Hayward Building.
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NOTES.
Locomotive & Machine Company, Montreal.—The principal

offices of this company have been removed from the Street Railway
Chambers to the Imperial Rank Building, Victoria Square, Mon-
treal;

Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company.—The Chicago office

of this company has been removed from the Old Colony building

to the Railway Exchange building, where sufficient room has been

obtained for its rapidly increasing business. The office is in charge

of Mr. H. L. Schamberg.

The Canadian business of the Allis-Chalmers Company, which

recently acquired (he Mullock Electric Manufacturing Company, of

Cincinnati, will hereafter be conducted by a new organiation bear-

in;; the name Allis-Chalmers-Bullock, Ltd. The works and prin-

cipal offices of this important new Canadian company are in Mont-

real.

The Pneumatic Engineering Company, of New York, has just

.secured an order for a large air compressor, to be used in connec-

tion willi the water works at Sherman, Tex. The machine is a

special Rand-Gorliss compressor, with Tangye frame, having air

cylinders 20 and 12 x 2(J, and steam cylinders l> and 17 x 20, de-

signed for 200 pounds per square inch air pressure.

The Kennicoti Water Softener Company announces the receipl of

an order for one of their water softeners of a capacity of 10,000 im-

perial gallons from the Great Western Railway of England for the

water station at Aldermaston, Berkshire, ami another order for a

3,000 gal. machine, from the United Railroads of Yucatan. This

company has an office a| 29 Gt. St. [[ileus. London, and has also

recently opened an office al 7 Hue Meyerbeer, Paris.

Mr. .1. C. McQuiston, formerly secretary of the Westinghouse
Companies' publishing department, has been appointed superinten-
dent, and is the responsible head of that department, having in

charge all matters connected with advertising, press notices and
similar matters of mutual interest In the technical press and the
Westinghouse Companies. In view of the responsible position which
Mr. McQuiston has long held in this department and his thorough
knowledge of the technical press, this appointment is appropriate
and lilting.

Flanneky'Bolt Company.—The Flannery Bolt Company, ':•;'.>

Fifth avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., announce that the services of Mr.
T. F. De Garmo have been secured to represent them in the West,
with headquarters in Chicago, HI. Mr. He Garmo will give his at-

tention lo the Tale Flexible Slay Bolt, which was illustrated in this

journal lasl month.

Falls Hollow Slay Bolts.—The Falls Hollow Staybolt Com-
pany has just received the third large order for hollow stay bolts
from the Norwegian State Railway during the past year. This is

a gratifying testimonial, coming from Norway with its reputation
for producing wood iron. These stay bolts are made by blending
iron from Norway ami Sweden with a high grade of native charcoal
iron, producing the necessary tensile strength and other qualifica-

tions needed in slay bolt material.

Vest Pocket Map of the Would's Fair.—The Broderick &
Baseom Rope Company, of St. Louis. Mo., have issued a very com-
plete and authentic vesi pocket map of the World's Fair which will
be a valuable aid to visitors, as it shows methods of reaching the
fair from any point in the city, giving the location of all buildings
ami other points of interest on the grounds. Copy of the map will
be mailed upon receipt of a 2-cent stamp sent to Mr. C. E. Baseom
of this company. To visitors at their exhibit handsome souvenir
blotters will be given at the fair. These are well gotten up and
very convenient for the desk.

The widespread interest that is being taken by railroad master
mechanics generally throughout the country, in the all-important
question of proper machine tool equipment in the railroad shops, is

well indicated by the great number and variety of railroads which
Gave just closed orders with the leading builders of railway ma-
chine tools. The American Tool Works Company of Cincinnati,
one of the foremost and most progressive firms manufacturing ma-
chine tools for railroad work, have lately been furnishing tools of
their construction to such roads as the New York Central. Pennsyl-
vania, Central Railroad of New Jersey, Big Four, Southern, Bal-
more & Ohio, Canadian Pacific. Missouri Pacific, L. & N., St.
Louis & San Francisco, M., K. & T, the Hocking Valley, etc. They

report that the railroad master mechanics arc evidencing much in-

terest in their new all-gear head for motor-driven lathes, a remark-
able construction which we take pleasure in presenting in other

columns. It warrants the close attention and study of all who are

interested in such questions.

Babcock & Wilcox Water Tube Boilers.—In a recent com-

parative test of Babcock & Wilcox and Stirling boilers at the

power house of the Pacific Power & Light Company, at Los An-
geles, Gal., the Babcock & Wilcox boiler showed decided advan-

tages over the Stirling boiler in a number of different counts.

These tests were made by a representative of the Pacific Power &
Light Company, and each of the boiler companies were represented

by an engineer, the report being signed by all three. In the matter

of efficiency the Babcock & Wilcox boiler showed a gain of 4.93,

5.10, 7.1S and 2.07 per cent, in four tesLs ; the temperature of

escaping gases from the Babcock & Wilcox boiler was lower than

that of the Stirling boiler in all four tests, and the evaporation

per pound of oil (which was used for fuel), from and at 212 deg.,

was in favor of the Babcock & Wilcox. In the ma Iter of efficiency

in normal as well as in forced working, the Babcock & Wilcox
showed superiority. Comparative records obtained under such

circumstances, which are signed by one independent and two in-

terested engineers, are very rare. The Babcock & Wilcox Com-
pany are to be congratulated upon the results of this interesting

test. Those interested should procure complete records of the tests.

Kieiile Brothers Testing Machine Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., report that they have received an order to design and const nut

for the University of Illinois a vertical-screw power testing machine

of 600,000 lbs. capacity. This is the largest testing machine of this

type ever built. Some specially novel features will be introduced

which will make il a machine of advanced type. It is designed for

the widest range of testing by tensile, transverse, and c pression

strains; and will take in tensile specimens 22 ft. long, allowing for

211 per cent elongation; transverse specimens 10 ft. long, and com-

pression specimens 25 ft. long. The machine will stand i!0 ft. high

above door line, will be 17 ft. long, and nearly 11 ft. wide; il will

weigh about 50 tons. Nearly 15 Ions of steel eastings will be used

in the construction of this machine, '['he weighing beam is oi I'

the special features and is the most improved type of the Richie

dial screw beam. Two poises are used: the forward poise can be

run out till it registers 300,000 lbs., when it will automatically re-

lease itself; then the oilier poise can be thrown in and out. or if pre-

ferred, both poises can be run out together. All the weight is regis-

tered on the weighing beam and no loose weights are required. This

company also recently delivered to the University of Illinois a 100,-

000-lb. testing machine; in addition lo which they have furnished

the Simplex Railway Appliance Company, Hammond. Ind., a

300,000-lb. car bolster testing machine. „ KHI.OOO-lb. spring lesler.

and a 75,000-lb. idosing press; Lafayette College, Easton, Pa, with

a 200,000-lb. testing machine and torsional machine and the Phil-

adelphia Veneer & Lumber Company, with two Smith veneer cut-

ting machines.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.—The litigation of this

company against the Keller Company and the Philadelphia Pneu-

matic Tool Company, covering infringement of the Boyer pneu-

matic hammer, has been terminated in favor of the Chicago Pneu-

matic Tool Company by the granting of a final decree for perpetual

injunction and accounting ; this decision declares the validity of

the Boyer patent and the infringement of claims which were under

litigation. The defendants are enjoined from the manufacture, use,

or sale, of pneumatic tools covered by these patents. The date of

this decision and injunction is April 0, TOOL In addition to this

decision. Judge Hazel, of the United Slates Court, on April .'111

handed down a decision sustaining the Moffet drill patent, and held

the Philadelphia-Keller drills to be infringements thereof, granted
the decree for accounting for profits and damages, and injunction

prohibiting the further manufacture, sale or use of such drills. A
similar decision was granted previous to this, but it covered the

feed screw only, whereas the latter decision covers the drill itself.

This decision is the result) of a final hearing upon pleadings and
full proofs, and it places the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany under complete legal restraint whereby they are now enjoined

from manufacturing, selling, or using, or permitting, or authorizing

others to sell or use such drills irrespective of whether they are, or

are not, provided with feed screws, for the sustained claims cover

the drill proper, irrespective of the feed screw. This decision se-

cures to the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company the exclusive right

to manufacture and sell, and authorize others to sell and use the

modern pneumatic drill, as this company is advised that all other

pneumatic drills on the market infringe the sustained claims of the

Moffet patent, and are completely within and covered by this

decision.
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RAILWAY SHOPS.

BY B. II. SOULK.
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CONCH 8ION8.

The Passenger Car Repair Shop. (Including the Paint Shop

and Transfer Table).—The latest installation is that of the

Pennsylvania at Wilmington, Del. The arrangement is the

conventional one ot two buildings on opposite sides of an inter-

mediate transfer table pit, which is 70 ft. wide; on either side

of the pit is a space of 90 ft. wide between edge of pit and adja-

cent building, making the distance between buildings 250 ft.

—

rather far, considering the amount of business which must be

interchanged between them; each building is 180 ft. wide, and

Intended to hold two cars to the track. The repair shop stalls

can be reached from either side of the building, on one side by

ladder tracks and on the opposite side by the transfer table,

but the paint shop stall tracks can be reached from the transfer

table side only. The capacity of the plant is stated as being 75

i oaches repaired per month.

The new Portsmouth, Va., passenger car repair and paint

shop of the Seaboard Air Line is a good example of simple,

straight-forward design and construction, whore loral climatic

conditions were taken advantage of, and the cost of the build-

ing kept down to 68 cents per square ft. The building is 80 ft.

wide, with doors at both ends of each stall track, so that trucks

i an be moved outside the building and repaired, and as above

implied, the stalls can be used interchangeably for both repair

work and paint work.

The Freight Car Repair Shop and Yard.—There have been

some recent examples of improved practice; at Portsmouth,

Ohio, the N. & W. have laid out a new double-ended yard with

planing mill immediately alongside, and a system of cross

tracks for trucking lumber.

The Scranton, Pa., freight car repair plant of the D., L. & W.
is, as far as known, the only plant which has been put up for

the exclusive work of freight car repairs; a group of eight

buildings provides very complete facilities; there are two large

buildings, each 150x400, and each building holding 48 cars, for

heavy repairs or for construction, while light repairs only have

to be done in the open. With such complete and well arranged

facilities, and with the entire resources of the plant concen-

trated on one class of work, very large output results ought to

be expected.

The Danville, III., plant of the C. & B. I. includes a single-

ended freight car repair yard with a standing capacity of about

460 cars when properly separated; there is no provision (other

than the coach repair shop) for doing freight repair work
tinder cover; the planing mill is alongside the yard, and the

machine and smith shops are not far away.

The Planing Mill. (Including the Cabinet Shop and Lumber
Yard.)—In rearranging the West Milwaukee plant of the C,

M. & St. P., a stream was diverted and the lumber yard re-

arranged, the result being an extremely ample and convenient

yard which is laid out on the general basis which practice has

pointed out as the best, although in this particular case the

tracks are spaced farther apart than usual.

The Power Plant—At Moline. 111., the C, R. I. & P. have
put up a power plant In connection with their new shops
which has several noteworthy features. The installation in-

cludes economizers and induced draft apparatus which natural-

ly go together, but does not include condensers, which arrange-

ment, provides for utilizing the waste heat from the boilers,

but not that from the engines, but no doubt all the exhaust
steam will be used for beating purposes, and possibly water

for condensing purposes would have been expensive, as the

pumping station supplying the plant Is evidently very far

away, as there is a rotary converter and a step-up static

transformer for furnishing power to it. The induced draft ap-

paratus is housed in a small wing, and there is a second one
covering the coal-receiving hopper, a rather unusual arrange-

ment, as the majority of our railway shop power plants are

simple rectangles in ground plan outline; the breeching or

smoke flue is of brick, a much better permanent arrangement
than the usual sheet iron construction, which is liable to cor-

rosion and is apt to cause interruptions of boiler service when
renewals are required.

At Wilmington, Del., the power plant of the new P. R. R.
shops also has interesting features; a track runs into the
boiler room, but at trestle height above the floor; the coal is

dumped on the floor and the boilers are hand fired; this ar-

rangement of internal trestle is simple and direct, but is seldom
used in the ordinary form of power plant, where the engine
room and boiler room are side by side, as it would require the

width of the building to be increased; but at Wilmington the

two are end to end. and the width of the building was fixed by
the engine room requirements, so that the internal boiler room
trestle could be used to advantage and without extra cost of

building. In this plant the primary generators are alternating,

although there is a secondary direct current generator, in ad-

dition to an exciter set; there being also a motor generator, a
very flexible arrangement results, as. even with the complete

disablement of either class of generating machinery, it will still

be possible to produce either or both currents in limited quan-
tity. Three separate switchboards are installed, one for local

alternating current, one for local direct current, and one for

iirect current used in the signaling system of the main tracks.

The air compressing plant is usually complete, as it supplies

air not only for local use at the shops but for the electro-

pneumatic switch and signal system as well; there are special

after coolers, both air and water, designed by the railroad com-
pany and intended to condense and precipitate the greatest pos-

sible proportion of the suspended moisture, which is sure to

cause trouble if allowed to pass into the service pipes, particu-

larly those of the signal system.

Danville, 111., on the C. & E. I., affords another example of

recent power plant practice; here, on account of coal being
cheap and water comparatively dear, compound cylinders and
condensers were eliminated, and only simple engines are found;
moreover, so much confidence is felt in the generating appar-
atus that no spare units are provided, although the power ac-

tually installed is in two units; direct current is used through-
out, power being distributed on the two-wire system and
lighting current on the three-wire. Here is also found
the only known extensive application (in railway shop
power plant practice) of the double commut ;tor system
of motor speed control; those motors which are to be worked
at variable speeds have two distinct armature wind-
ings, each connected to its own commutator, and obviously

these windings can be so proportioned as to give any desired

speed ratios (within limits) when used either one singly, the

other singly, or the two together. In practice these combina-
tions are effected through a controller which may be placed con-

veniently to the tool operator, and which is arranged to switch

in and out such varying amounts of field resistance as may be

required to secure the necessary intermediate steps of motor
speed. In this particular application each controller is also

equipped with automatic cut-outs for overloads and no load,

so that the motor mechanism is well protected; it is quite pos-

sible that this and perhaps other installations of the double

commutator system of motor speed control may make it neces-

sary to revise the opinion previously expressed that the system

was too complicated.

The Storehouse.—It is stated that the new storehouse of the

Seaboard Air Line, at Portsmouth, Va., is one of the largest in
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the South; it is 70 ft. by 225 ft. and two stories; it has ample

platforms, which are supported by earth filling, now planked

over, but later, when renewal is necessary, to be cemented;

the walls up to the level of the first floor window sills are of

brick, but above that are corrugated galvanized iron on wooden

framing; the roof is gravel; the whole making a very satisfac-

tory, and also a very cheap, building.

At Wilmington the storehouse and office are combined, but at

Danville they are separate.

The Foundry.—A recognized authority on foundry practice

has recently stated that the best arrangement for taking cupola

supplies up to the charging platform was a single hydraulic

lift for plants turning out not over 50 tons of castings per day,

and a double, balanced, steam or electric elevator for plants of

greater output. A recent improvement in foundry equipment is

the centrifugal sand mixer, electric driven, which yields an out-

put as high as 5 tons per hour; ordinarily, however, this would

be used only where a better grade of castings was required.

The Roundhouse.—An examination of the new roundhouse of

the Pennsylvania at Wilmington, Del., will disclose several

noteworthy features; the span, out to out of walls, is close to

T)0 ft., which is equal to the maximum of those previously list-

ed; this dimension is so liberal, and the chances of any consid-

erable increase in the over-all length of locomotives is so re-

mote, that it is likely to remain a maximum for some time to

come, although the justification for it is so complete that it is

probable that it will become almost standard for the future.

The turntable diameter is 75 ft. as against the maximum of 80

ft. at three B. & O. points previously listed; this is one of the

lightest roundhouses yet built; others have had as high outer

walls, but none have had as large a percentage of window open-

ings; the provision of a traveling crane runway in the outer

circle is the first case in railroad practice, but was probably

based on the precedent established by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works in their new Twenty-seventh street (Philadelphia)

roundhouse. In this case smoke jacks are dispensed with and

a continuous slatted ventilator in the peak is substituted, but

patented systems have been devised by which traveling cranes

and smoke jacks may be used in combination; the smoke jack,

being both telescopic and jointed, may be drawn up and swung

out of the way to allow the crane to pass. The feature of great-

est novelty, however, is the provision of two inspection pits on

the tracks approaching the ash pits, each of these pits being 80

ft. long; they are about 4 ft. deep, properly drained and lighted

(electrically) and are entered from either side, at the center, by

transverse steps formed in concrete; the idea is that proper

and thorough inspection can be made while the engineman is

present, and necessary repair work anticipated and arranged

for while the engine is on the ash pit: in some cases it will hap-

pen that no work is required, and in such cases the engine, if

business is pressing and power is in demand, may be supplied

with coal and water, turned, and started out again, without en-

tering the roundhouse at all.

At Danville the new C. & E. I. roundhouse has an out to out

span of over 85 ft.; but in this case a low flat roof, supported by

circular cast iron columns is used; the house is heated by the

fan system and well lighted electrically; the turntable is 75 ft.

diameter.

The Layout.—The original article having been published in

the May issue, there is little to add, but a comparison of the

layouts at Wilmington and Danville is instructive. At Wil-

mington the shop buildings are grouped as a unit or complete

plant, while the roundhouse is isolated, being perhaps 1,200 ft.

(on the average) from the departments with which it has inti-

mate relations, as, for instance, the storehouse, erecting, ma-

chine, boiler, and smith shops; the roundhouse has a few ma-

chine tools as an offset to this. At Danville, on the other hand,

the roundhouse is the centre of the group, the other depart-

ments (above listed) being ranged approximately in a circle

about, and equidistant from it ; the car shop buildings, the

power plant, and the planing mill, being given locations farther

away.

General.—It is noticed that shop buildings are sometimes

figured to even feet in their outside dimensions, and some-

times to even feet in their inside dimensions, in which latter

case the outside dimensions will almost always involve inches,

and in many cases fractions of inches. As a problem of

shop design always begins with the layout, and as the ground
areas covered by the several buildings are essential factors in

the problem all through, there is every reason why even feet

outside dimensions should be used; when the cross sections are

taken up it is just as convenient to start with an even outside

as with an even inside span; in some cases neither the outside

nor the inside dimensions can be expressed without resort to

inches and fractions, and it is probable that in such cases the

structural engineer has taken even feet for his roof span, mak-
ing all other principal dimensions come out uneven. But this

is a final plea for the uniform use of even feet outside dimen-

sions.

TEST OF THE EFFECT OF INCREASING BOILER PRES-
SURE ON THE LIFE OF A STAY-BOLT.*

BY MILTON J. PHILLIPS.

As the stay-bolt is one of the weak parts of the modern loco-

motive boiler, and as much fear has been entertained by de-

signers on the effect of increasing boiler pressures on the life

of the stay-bolts, a test was made'to show the effect of increas-

ing boiler pressure.

With varying boiler pressures we have only one variable,

as it is common practice to give stay-bolts a constant load per

square inch at root of the threads, irrespective of boiler pres-

sure, thus the only variable is the temperature, which varies

with the boiler pressure. It is a well-known fact that stay-

bolts do not fail in tension, but that they fail due to bending

caused by the travel of the fire-sheet of the locomotive boiler

j
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moved back and forth Vs in. off center until fracture occurs.
Thus the only thing to be done to ascertain the effect of in-

creasing boiler pressures on tin; life of stay-bolts was to build
a machine to duplicate as far as possible actual conditions
and vary the temperature.

LOO OF 8TAYB0LT TK8T.

Test. No.
1

la
2
2b
3
4
S
6

Boiler Pressure.
Lbs. Per Sq. In.

ISO
160
175
176
200
225
300
350

la was about 1 16 In. long.
2b was about % in. short.

Temperature,
Degrees F.

866 S
866.6
377.1
377.1
387.6
397.0
421.7
436.3

Vibrations.
2.760
3,389
2.860
2,206
2,900
2,949
3.778
3.933

Speci-
men.

l

2

niam. In
Inilit':-.

.5764

.6

TENSILE TEST OF BOLTS.
-Ultimate Strength-,
Total Lba. Per
Lbs. Sq. In.

15,300 68.800
16.690 65,500

Sectional
Area
.2604
.2827

-Elongation in 2t-~,

Inches.
.71
.72

Per Cent.
35.5
36.1

TENSILE TESTS OF

Elastic

Total Lbs.I! Is-

1.00 .786 25,070
1.01 .801 28.580
.93 .679 23.700
Report of tests made

Boston, Mass.

TAYLOR IRON ROUND BARS. 30

Limit Ultimate Strength

m^'tS"
1,

Total Lha Lbs. per
a<l I"' Sq. In.

31.940 42.710 54,410
35,680 42.250 52.750
34,900 36,160 53,250

at Watertown Arsenal for B.

INS. LONG
d

9 a »

H
31.7
29.7
31.3

Appear-
ance

of

Fractnre

Fibrous
Fibrous
Fibrous

M. Jones & Co.,

The conditions to duplicate were to hold the stay-bolt in
r plate, outer plate thicker than inner, stay-holt to be

subjected to constant tensile load, inner plate to move relative
to outer plate; outer plate to be fairly rigid; inner plate to
be as free to bend as it is when hot, and to provide two fur-
ther conditions of the machine, namely, the bolt to he held
in the same manner each time, with the same rigidity, and the
bolt to bend in the same way relative to the piling of the iron.
Of course, these last two conditions are not met in actual
practice, but bad to be maintained to make but one variable
for the test. .

The above conditions were maintained in the machine used.
The outer plate was bolted over a 4 x 4-ln. hole in the end of
the box. The outer plate was %-in. plate, while the inner
was %-in. boiler plate, having been furnished by Burnham,
Williams & Co. A constant tensile load was applied by means
of a spring dynamometer, which acted on a rod coming
through the s'tuffing box in the end of the box and attached to
rods with roller bearings on the water side of the Inner
plate. The rolls gave the inner plate freedom of motion up
and down. The dynamometer load was adjusted by means
of two %-in. bolts in the end of the dynamometer frame. The
inner plate was moved relative to the outer plate by means of
an eccentric on a shaft which lifted and lowered a lever, the
movement of the plate being %-in. off center each way. This
was more than Is found in actual service except in extreme
cases, but had to be large to reduce the time of test within
commercial limits. The Inner plate was free to bend under
the strains given, yet was rigid In directions in which rigidity
is required.

The bolts were 1 In. In diameter, of the best "Taylor" Iron,
furnished by B. M. Jones & Co., of Boston, Mass. The ends
of the bolts were etched and they were found to be of slab
piled iron, as Is shown by the prints taken from some of the
etchings. According to Paul Krenzpolntner, of Altoona. a bolt
tested with the pile will stand several hundred more vibrations

THE OIL BATH

#t
tifttttr

ETCHED SECTIONS OF STAY-BOLTS.

300 10 20 30 40 50 6XJ W > * 400/ 10 SO 30 40 50 00 70
Bempemtura F

'

**

CCKYES SHOWING COMPARATIVE RESULTS.
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than one against the pile. Thus, to make the test constant
in that respect, all bolts were etched and then tested with the

pile. Great care was taken also to have 7-16 in. of the bolt

to rivet over and to make good, even heads. The number of

vibrations was obtained by means of a revolution counter,

attached to the main gear. In conjunction with this there

was an automatic belt shifter that operated when the bolt

broke. When the bolt broke the dynamometer drew the con-

nection bar out until it disconnected a dog which allowed a
gravity belt shifter to throw off the belt. The temperatures
were obtained by means of a bath of cylinder oil and a gas
stove. The inside of* the outer sheet, the bolt, and both sides

of the inner sheet, were exposed to boiler temperature, as in

die locomotive boiler, while the outer sheet was exposed to the
atmosphere on the outside. To keep the temperature constant,

and to collect the fumes from the oil, a hood of tin was placed

over the whole machine.

The constant tensile load was 3,200, or 200 lbs. per square
inch on 16 sq. ins., an average of a large number of existing

designs examined. The curve of vibrations shows an increase

of from 2,760 vibrations at 150 lbs. pressure to 3,933 at 350

lbs. This curve is compared with one made on ductility at

different temperatures by O. R. Wilson and R. L. Gordon for

a thesis and reported on to the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers in December, 1895, by Prof. R. C. Carpenter.

Both curves show the temperatures corresponding to various

boiler pressures to be beyond the point of minimum ductility

or the blue heat danger point, as it is commonly called.

While the length of the stay-bolt was supposed to be kept
constant, .in two cases it was allowed to vary, and it showed
that the length played a very important part in the life of

the stay-bolt. That this is so may be seen from a record of

two similar boilers in the American Engineeb and Railroad
Journal, December, 1899, where one had a 3%-in. water leg

and a record of 236 broken stay-bolts in six months, while the

other, with a 4%-in. water leg, had only 32 broken. This is

probably due to the fact that the movement of a 4-in. bolt

even 1-32 in. off center would strain the metal in the outer

fiber beyond the elastic limit, yet even beyond the ultimate

fiber stress. This is shown by an application of the cantilever

formula, as found in Unwin. The application of this formula
shows how a small deflection may strain the outer fiber of a
bolt beyond the elastic limit or beyond the ultimate strength.

This may account for the results given by Mr. Spencer Otis in

the discussion of a stay-bolt test of Francis J. Cole before

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in June, 1888.

Mr. Otis said: "Ordinary tests give very little indication as

to how a given iron will stand vibration; for instance, the

average of some twenty tests of two irons is as follows:

Vibrations
Elongation, Elastic with 1,000 lbs.

Tensile. Inches. Limit. Tension
No. 1 52,000 25% 26 600 89,170
No. 2 51,400 28% 26,210 37,470

\vhile the No. 1 had much less ductility, its tensile strength

was greater, thus the outer fiber was not strained so much
beyond the ultimate limit."

While the above test has shown the groundlessness of the

fear of higher boiler pressures, and temperatures correspond-

ing as to blue heat effects, it has accidentally shown us that

great care should be taken in getting as great a length of

stay-bolt as possible. The computations also show the need
of some form of ball and socket head in the places of greatest

movement. In fact, the test has shown us the reason for hope
of better stay-bolt life with higher boiler pressures.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SIMPLE METHOD OF ADJUSTED TONNAGE RATING.

To the Editor:

I have been very much interested lately in matters relating

to adjusted tonnage rating, and have read once more Mr. Wick-
horst's admirable paper before the Western Railway Club
on this subject, and the discussion it gave rise to. In that dis-

cussion Messrs. Gaines and Henderson both referred to their

experience as to the tractive power required for light and
loaded cars, and Mr. Henderson gave as his experience an
especially simple formula, R= 3.5 W + 50 C, and also referred

to a chart he had designed to enable the results of this formula
to be practically applied. In looking into the matter more
carefully it will be noticed that Mr. Henderson's formula does
not agree with the results obtained by Mr. Wickhorst and Mr.
Crawford on the Pennsylvania lines.

To illustrate this I have plotted the resistance on the level of

a 1,000-ton train of from 10 to 100 cars, to show the relation

between the resistance and the number of cars on the train.

It will be remembered that Mr. Wickhorst gave a curve (Mr.
Crawford's), which he called the P. R. R. curve for summer
weather, a curve obtained from his dynamometer car records,

which represented the resistance at a temperature of 20 deg.

F.. and an arbitrary curve obtained by adding 2 pounds per
ton to the latter, which was assumed to be the resistance at

deg. F. These curves, plotted as mentioned above, are each
shown on the diagram, and I have also shown a line derived
from Mr. Gaines' statements, but this line is probably not cor-

rect, owing to Mr. Gaines not having stated the grade resis-

tance in his experiments. Now, while none of the results are
exactly straight lines, they are practically so within the limits

of 20 and 70 cars per train, which are those which would
obtain in service. The straight lines corresponding to the
various curves between these limits are shown by dotted lines

in the diagram, and these lines can be expressed as follows, if

R = resistance in pounds; W = weight of train in tons; C ™
number of cars in train:

Crawford, summer weather, R = iy2 W + 70 C.

Wickhorst, 20 deg. F., R = 3 W + 100 C.

Wickhorst, deg. F., R = 5 W + 100 C.

Henderson, R = 3.5 W + 50 C.

It would appear as if Mr. Henderson's allowance per car

was rather too low, but the important result remains that the

resistance can be expressed in this manner, and if it be assumed
that Mr. Wickhorst's results can be accepted, or for that matter

Crawford R = 1J W+ 70 U Summer Weauher
Wlckhort R = 3 W+100C 20 F

= 5 W+100C OF
HeDderson =3.5W+50O

14000 Wlckhor.f
20JU.E.H.
Winter

Wlckhort
20M.P.H.+

20 F.

G.R.H.
R = S.5W+30C
Crawford
17-25 M.P.H.
Summer

Gaines
(Assumed)

40 50 CO

Cars in Train

COMPARISON OF METHODS.

any of these results, then I cannot see why a chart is necessacy

at all. It must be remembered that on any grade of g per cent,

the formula would become:
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R = (3 -f- 2g) W + 100 C.

Now let Wi (8 ^s) = R;

Then W, (8 I 2g) = W (3 + 2g) + 100 C;

100

Or, W = Wi C.

3 + 2g

In other words, if W be an arbitrary rating, then all that it

is necessary to do to obtain the equivalent tonnage is to sub

tract -, 8, or i tons per car from thla rating. This figure could

easily be established for any division. For' instance, suppose

too

g to be I I"- "in Then 2g + 3 = 23 and = 4 1-3 tons.

23

say 4 tons.

Now If tor any engine the arbitrary rating were established

at 950 inns, then for a 20-car train the rating would be 950

80= 87(t tons; for a 40-car train u would be 960 — 160 = 790

tons, and so on. It appears to me that this method is far

Bimpler man the use of any chart, and thai once the principle

of equivalent tonnage is established on any road there is no
objection to the use of an arbitrary rating. 1 should be very

much obliged to some of your readers who are interested in

this subject if they would correct me if I am wrong in these

statements, as, unless 1 am, it appears to me that the

formula proposed by Mr. Henderson will allow of a very simple

method of obtaining the equivalent tonnage being used, if

utilized as I have outlined.

H. H. VaUqHan,
Superintendent of Motive Power,

Canadian Pacific Railway.

SUGGESTIONS CONCERNING "SUCCESS."

Blight your foreman in any way in his dealings wild you. h,
and Offices where you may have business ah'.

with the foreman, unless you are sure he wants you, in any par-
ticular instance, to deal directly with his men. You may occasion-
ally have to decide between the conduct which will advance
must and that which U most creditable.

Be extremely cautious about criticising other men employed by
lire -au.c company a.s yourself. Govern yourself by a sincere and

eing desire to help your fellow-employees, to do no Inju
and to avoid needless entanglement \ isume that your words will

"large circulation" and will reach the person critic

Study your superior officers. No two are alike, and the most
careful watchfulness may fail to reveal to you their ideals of a g 1

employee. Some officers may think that a few of these suggestions.
as well as some of those of "Retired," should be ignored,
foreman may think that your attitude toward work should exhibit

In characteristics, and you may by watchfulness modify your
inclinations so as to satisfy him. Presently a change places you
iimlcr a foreman who prefers the opposite characteristics, but
may never know of his displeasure unless you hear of it indirectly
alter a conference in which your promotion was discussed.
Take a kindly interest in the men about you and greet them

cordially on meeting them, but avoid anything resembling intimacy
with any for whom you are responsible or with those who have
authority over you.

What is "executive ability"? How does it manifest itself?
How can it be acquired? Must it be "born in one"? Your em-
ployer's views on this subject are important to you.
Though ambition f4V positions of prominence is laudable, and

though by far the greatest factor in the attainment of such posi-
tions is individual effort, in your relations with other men bear in

mind the fact that position is not a' measure ol worth, and thai
many successful lives have been lived in comparative obscurity.

Obskrn m.

APPRENTICESHIP ON AMERICAN RAILROADS.
To the Editor:

Many of those who have relied for advancement upon suggestions

similar to those of "Retired" in your April issue have been dis-

appointed, and I would like to add the following as bearing on
questions on which young men are doubtful at some time in their

careers:

Keep constantly in mind your intention to take advantage of

every opportunity to learn by observation and by thinking. If

your employer wishes to advance you, he will be glad to have the

quantity of your work suffer to a reasonable extent in your efforts

to learn.

Be ready to work overtime cheerfully in emergencies : do not

jump for your hat as soon as the clock indicates the hour of closing,

and do your best while at work, whatever your salary may be. But
your employer is the customer for your services, ami habitual over-

time work is as uncalled for as the delivery of two pounds of sugar

-when but one is ordered. What further effort you are capable of

making would best be spent in study and reading to prepare your-

self to handle in an efficient, up-to-date manner the problems that

you hope soon to have presented to you.

If employed in office work, do not neglect out-of-door exercise.

Few- who have not tried it realize the severity of continued mental

work combined with confinement in an office. When possible, office

work should have outdoor work alternated with it. Indulge in

judicious relaxation. If at all troubled with sleeplessness, ascer-

tain the cause at once; and if the cause is severe mental exertion

just before retiring, reduce or regulate your work so that the hour

for retiring finds the emotions calm, though the brain may be tired.

Health is an important factor of prosperity as well as of enjoy-

ment, and should be cultivated at any cost.

Do not assume that, because you are strenuously complying with

all your duties to your employer, you can leave all your interests to

his care. In your dealings with him govern yourself by that in-

dependent, cautious, self-reliant judgment which he would want
you to employ if you were to represent him in dealings with a third

party. Consult freely, but decide for yourself. Some employers

would think you "easy" if you acted otherwise, and none can find

fault with such a course.

Have a distinct understanding as to what are your duties and re-

sponsibilities. Perform your duties conscientiously, and leave

others to perform theirs. As your position becomes more important,

it is well to have your duties specified in writing.

Transact all business with the proper authority. Work heartily

in the interests of your immediate foreman, and do not solicit the

favor of. or have direct business intercourse with, his superior

without his knowledge and approval. Do not allow the superior to

To the Editor:

I have been greatly interested in your consistent and systematic
'Hurts to place this subject before your readers. I firmly believe

thai nothing more important than this confronts the officials of
American railroads to-day. In this connection, the London edi-

torial in your issue for May, relating to the apprentice schools
which have developed in English railway practice, is an exceedingly

interesting matter and presented interestingly. It may be made
more so if the editor, from this basis, outlines a system of appren-
tice education for railroads, especially adapted to the mechanical
departments here at home. It appears from the statements made
of the situation abroad that the average establishments there nave

provided as favorable conditions for apprentices as are con-

sistent with the practical working of shops.

The writer holds that the best experience and development are

possible only in connection with education hand in hand with shop

practice in regular apprentice systems, and that in America the

railway apprentice might be, and should be, given equally favorable

opportunities for education as those you describe abroad. If at

the close of the apprentice term any have developed marked ability,

their graduation certificate should show this to be the case; and

these may be given opportunity to follow up their education by a

<ourse in technical schools or colleges.

Professor Goss has given us an insight into some of the difficulties

experienced by college graduates in their progress through shops

and beyond the shops. In the other system of "Shop and F.duca

tion" first this difficulty is removed and the man enters college with

far greater freedom and chances for success for the man and useful

uess for the railroad.

What perhaps is most useful is the educational influence on the

workman generally, and as a mass. With a fair education the

average American workman will take good care of himself and in

his fellows for good as he advances in the scale of ol

life which is open to him. GbOBGE W. Cosm

WHY A YOUNG TECHNICAL MAN LEAVES RAILROAD
SERVICE.

EDITOR'S NOTE.—-The following is quoted from a letter received

from a young technical graduate who has spent a number of years

in railroad work, where he rose to the position of foreman. It is

printed without comment because no comment seems necessary:

I'u the Editor :

I did not leave railroad service without considerable s
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thought on the subject, and finally came to the conclusion that

there was not enough in railroad work to make it pay. In the

first place, mechanical department officials are notoriously under-

paid. First-class mechanics and engineers get more per month

than roundhouse and general foreman, and even master mechanics.

Then, too, when one has climbed the ladder he is apt to be re-

lieved from duty at a moment's notice because of the pull of some

niau who wants his position, and it is certainly ridiculous for the

higher officials to expect men to accept twenty years of hard knocks

at low wages, only to be asked to resign when they have secured

something which in a measure rewards the efforts they have put

forth.

I have noticed with pleasure the vigorous protests you have

made in the American Engineer from time to time regarding the

low salaries of motive power officials.

I had not the slightest trouble in securing a position at a salary

which is better by 25 per cent than the best railroad position I have

held, and that is only a start. Everything considered, I cannot see

how railroads can expect to keep good men in their employ when

they will be more appreciated elsewhere, both financially and in

regard to stability of position. I see that the last sentence sounds

egotistical, but there is no personal reference meant.

The fact is, that the young technical graduate today does not

receive much encouragement from the railroads and the mechanical

officials themselves are no better off. It will be different some day,

but I cannot wait. I am one of many who regret to leave this

field of work, but what else can we do? * * *

ALLFREE-HUBBELL VALVE GEAR.

To the Editor:

I have noted with a great deal of interest the comments on page

200 of your May number, and in connection with your reference to

decreased compression, I want to call your attention to the fact

that I think the correct expression of this thought is "the decreased

volume of compression," in that we do not decrease the terminal

pressure of compression.

is much heavier than in diagrams 1 and 2, proving conclusively that

the scheme of undertaking to blow compression past the main valve

is not a success.

Comparing diagrams 3 and 4, which represent the back pres-

sure and compression from Allfree-Hubbell locomotive No. 3 at

110 r. p. m., as against 90 revolutions, and diagram 4, taken at 231

r. p. m., as against 180 revolutions in 2 and 6, you will note that by

our ability to delay the exhaust closure we decrease the negative

work of compression through the decreased volume in compression,

and by our ability to do this we are therefore able to reduce cylinder

clearance and still maintain relatively the same terminal pressure

of compression, as in diagrams 1, 2, 5 and 6. It seems to me
that a blind man ought to be able to see the great advantages that

must necessarily follow to do what we do do in every-day practice

and as shown by the diagrams sent you herewith. Cards 1, 2, 5 and

6 are from a very well-known Western railroad.

Ira C. Hubbell.

INFORMATION ABOUT MOTOR-DRIVING.

To the Editor:

In the May (1904) issue of your journal you were kind enough

to publish my letter containing some notes upon the use of our old

machine tools. In writing this letter I wish to call attention to

two things : First, there are a great many men holding responsible

positions to-day who are awake and keenly upon the alert, looking

for information whereby they may be better fitted to fill whatever

position they hold ; second, many of those who give information by

writing or otherwise assume that those for whom the instruction is

intended are as well, or nearly as well, informed as themselves. Of
such information given, much that would otherwise be valuable data

is useless to many of us, owing to incompleteness.

In your issue for May an article entitled "The Power Required

for Planer Driving" was published, which is very interesting ; but,

while appreciating in this case the data given, we, like Oliver Twist,

"ask for more." The writer neglects to say whether the power re-

quired is the net power required to do the cutting or the gross

power used for the motor and machine, including the cut. An
analysis of the article mentioned shows, first, that three cuts were

taken the total area of which was .086 sq. in. This area, at 20 ft.

109.9 M.B.P.

Area
B.P.

90 R.P.M.
16.8 M.P.H.
178 B.P.

r09.3 M.B.P.

Area
B.P.
.31°",

110 R.P.M.
25.6 M.P.H.
179 B.P.

115.2 M.E.P.
90 R.P.M.

16.8 M.P.H.
206 B.P.

W6.6 M.E.P.

Area
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formula According to the Oral Bad second rate, about 10 h.p.
u "" 1 ' 1 ll" * >'> r '-> i lot the net work of cutting, while i.v the third
l
'"

1 '' " nl
> ''

' 5.34 i..p. will be Deeded. Hence the application oi
rales I and 2 would Indicate that the amperes given in that ar i

were for cutting only, while rale :: would seem to show pi

[f this little "digging" for light should prove of as much Interest
to some of your readers s It ha I i to me, I will not regi
Some of us are c pelled to learn from the experience of others;
hence the "digging." Let as applj role " and assume that onlj
:,:; h.p. are I led for the net work of the cot; this, taking 23.5
amperes, or T.i'l h.p. (at 280 folts), as the gross power required,
leaves 1.91 b.p. for running the motor and machine. We bave i id

that the increas ' cutting - .1 was 80 per cant and the ampere
Increase was 22 per cent Applying these, we have 5.3 h.p. + 30
i'"' cent total of 6.93 h.p., and 1.91 I 22 per cent 2.8 h.p., or
a total of D.2 b.p., which brings ii somewhere near the horse-power
of 28.75 amperes, which r ' 8.86 b.p.

The r,,n, ins.,, us that can be drawn from these figures are: Firsi.

if the data given represent gross power, then rule •". tes quite
close in this particular case, and the performance is g I. Such a
result, to my mind, would indicate very .soft metal and very sharp
:in<i well-shaped tools; also that 1.91 h.p. for driving this size

in ai bine, including the motor, seems very light indeed. Hut if the

data given represent net horse-power, some rule between 2 and 3
might be deduced which would be of use in similar cases and under
i he same conditions.

To have made such data inure beneficial there should have been

given, in connection with the cutting si dx, the power required for

running the motor and hells alone, the power required for moving

the platen in each direction, and the net power for taking the cut,

as well as the total gross power required at the various speeds.

Have 1 made myself clear in this request, that your contributors

should give more attention to these little matters, and by so doing

make their communications of more benefit to those who need them'.'

M. B.

EXPERIMENT WITH "PONY" AND FOUR-WHEEL
TRUCKS.

Tu the Editor:

The increasing use of the 4-6-2 type of locomotive keeps before

us the question of the relative safety of pony and four-wheel leading

trucks. Considerations of cost and efficiency of the engine, neces-

sary length of boiler tubes, sizes of turn-tables; and lengths of

engine-house stalls, add to the interest. A rational view of the

problem seems to be about as follows:

Having given a pair of wheels of given weight and tire section,

running on a given rail, at a given speed, and carrying a given

load with its center of gravity at a given height above the rail, its

sensitiveness to derailment depends upon (1) the horizontal forces

acting on it, due to the centrifugal tendency of the truck itself, and

to the horizontal components of the forces transmitted by the

cradle suspension links; and (2) the direction of the axle with

relation to a radius of the curve of the track. The effect of (1)

is, in both trucks, to throw the outer wheel over its rail, and
quantitatively the effect per wheel is not much different in the two
kinds of truck. The direction of the forward axle of the four-

wheel truck necessarily acts in conjunction with the horizontal

forces, but the direction of the pony-truck axle can be made to

oppose the tendency of the horizontal forces, producing a truck

which it is very difficult to derail.

With the object of investigating the action of the trucks experi-

nt ally, a model of the running-gear of a locomotive was pre-

pared, as shown by the sketch. The wheels are of cast iron, the

axles of steel, the hangers of wire, and the rest of wood. It was
so arranged that the front part could be altered to represent -either

a ten-wheel or a mogul-wheel arrangement. In all the experiments
the same pair of wheels was the leading pair, and each wheel was
always on the same side of the engine. The equalizing arrange-

ment was used SO as to be sure each w I I had its proper load. The
model was loaded with shot to bring its weight as follows:

Ten-Wheel. Mogul.
Weight on drivers 6 lbs. 10 oz. 7 lbs. 11 oz.
Weight on truck 2 lbs. 10 oz. 1 lb. 5 oz.

Total welt-lit 9 lbs. 4 oz. 9

In order to investigate the effects of different lengths of radius

bars, the model was so arranged that the radius bar pin, which
was a wood screw, could be placed at A, B, C, D, E, or F. An
inclined plane, 16 ft. long, and having its higher end 38 ins. above
the lower one, was erected, on which to run the model. At the
bottom of the incline there was a level curve of 14 ft. radius.

It is evident that, this being a reproduction of the running-gear
"' « locomotive to a scale of 'i in. to the foot, and all weights con-
"''"' ,(i b«ng p n ,i to the size, the toro ob

i d will have
:

*». and be proportionate b
thi full ize locomotive on its track; therefore, thi.- is e I imate
method oi rtudj

The method adopted con in placing » „,n, rails
"" l!l " ""' that the Bange would run onto thi *loi
were of the .same height as the rail, there was nothing to guid
Wheels while „,l ll,e blOCltS. The

ng the lengths of blocking that the trucks could
r proper places on the rails. Preliminary

experiments showed that the speed had little, if any, influent
"'""" fesul'o, bul tl notwithstanding, kept uniform
bj starting the model from the same point on the inclined
for each trial. The inner rail was blocked as well as the outer one
so as to have both wheels running on their flanges, with the same
effective diameter. The results are given helow :

Bxpe i

Number.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Truck I sd.

Four-wheel
Pi bj
Pony
Pony
Pony
Pony

Location ot Length
Rj d Required

nar Fulcrum. Derailment
I
In, l,, ,

'-

£ 1'4

C 6
Q 12
A 12

The figures show that, although blocks but */2 in. long threw the
four-wheel truck off, the pony truck with a short radius bar would
follow the track for over 11 ins. with nothing to ruide it, dropping
into its place after passing the blocks. It ix needless to say that
the model would not back over anything like this obstruction. After
derailment the cradle suspension links of the pony truck kept the
truck frame in a fairly good position and the model rolled
smoothly. But the four-wheel truck turned more quickly, and the

* FfiOA/T fHO ARftAmtHeNT 70 R£P#£SfHT A MO&UC .

EXPEBJ mi nt vi. TRUCKS.

wheels began to slide sldewise in a way that would have been
disastrous if they had Btruck an obstacle. (The rails were attached
directly to a hoard.) The experiments show also the advantages
of .short radius liars.

The rocking usually observed on a locomotive having a
truck could not be reproduced here, but this rocking is not a heces
sary feature of the truck. It can he overcome by slight changes in
'he equalizing arrangement.

It appears, then, that the 2-6-0 and 2-6-2 types need not l„

jected on the score of safety.

... ,., „ <;. I'\ St ai. 1:1 ( K.
Walt ham. Mass.

School for Telegraph Operators Wanted.—"While the
railroads are spending millions for various equipment to re-

duce expenses and improve operation, not one cent, nor one
moment's time, is devoted to procuring and carefully training
the operators they place in charge of their most vain
property. When an operator is to be employed it is a fishnet
proposition and whatever is caught, is pressed into the ser-
vice, his habits and qualifications not fully known for some
time afterward. One appropriate remedy for this condition
would be the establishment of a telegraph school by as many
as five or six large railroads, the only obligation required of
each road being to furnish transportation for the student to
school and employ such students as become operators, the
school to be made thorough, teaching every branch of the
work."—J. C. Browne, before the St. Louis Railway Club.
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LOCOMOTIVE STEAMING CAPACITY.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER,
RAILROAD.

LEHIGH VALLEY

An expression for the steaming capacity of a locomotive, to

be satisfactory, must be simple in form and applicable to all

cases and conditions. It is possible to get, by a combination

and development of several of the methods already advanced,

an expression for the required heating surface of a locomotive

at maximum power which contains only two variables for

simple engines and three for compounds. If, then, we have

the required heating surface to supply steam to the cylinders

at maximum power, and divide this into the actual heating sur-

face of the locomotive, the quotient is a direct measure of the

steaming capacity.

Mr. F. J. Cole, in his article in the American Engineer for

June, 1900 (page 176), has shown that the maximum power of

a locomotive is a function of the piston speed, and that maxi-

mum power is developed at a piston speed of about 1,400 ft.

per minute. Then the total heating surface is equal to the

product of the maximum horse-power multiplied by a constant.

(See American Engineer, July, 1902, page 238.) These two

facts are utilized as follows:

u 'JO

(T UJ
=>ir"3»
UJ (j)

CC uj
°- <z 70
uj u.

6a*
UJ O
t?eo

UJ O

UJ
10

*
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Whence, V = 13.39— (11)

L
pi (dl)'L D pi (dl)«

Hence H (maxlmum)= X 13.39 —= (12)

375 D L 28

.46 B
At 750 II. per minute piston speed, pl= (see dla-

q + i

46 B (dl)'

gram); so that H (maximum) (13)

28 (q + 1)

If we assume that at the cutoff corresponding to maximum
power the cylinders of a compound locomotive require 25 lbs.

of steam per horsepower hour, and lhat, as before, the boiler is

capable of evaporating 15 lbs. of water per square foot of heat-

ing surface, then for just sufficient boiler power, we have:

25 II (maximum) =15 S (14)

Substituting,
,46B(dI) s -. B(dl) =

• 1=15 S, and S = .0274 (15)

L 28 (q + 1) J28 (q + D J q + 1

And, similarly, for four-cylinder compounds,

.0548B(dl) J

S= (16)

q + 1

Of course, the assumptions made above are not true for all

locomotives, but they represent average good conditions.

STEAM PRESSURE
<° 4? # ^ 4? »° # .#
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made, might be changed somewhat, but the general accuracy is

confirmed by the fact that if the heating surface is figured for

the equivalent simple engine, the excess boiler capacity is still

shown.

The general experience with compounds has been that they

are more sucessful at low speeds, such as are attained in freight

service, than in high-speed passenger service, and it would ap-

pear that designers have supplied the compounds with heating

surfaces unnecessarily large with the idea of helping them out

at high speeds. An examination of the curve shown in Fig. 1

shows this to be useless, as at a piston speed of about 750 ft.

per minute the equivalent pressure decreases faster than the

piston speed increases, and hence at that point the cylinders use

steam at their maximum rate. That this point of maximum
power for compounds occurs at piston speed so much lower

than for simple locomotives is probably due to the fact that

for the compounds the steam must be handled through ports

and valves twice as often as in the case of simple engines.

table ill.

FBEIGHT LOCOMOTIVES. FROM SUPPLEMENT
JUNE, 1903

Road. Type. Cylinders.

L,. S. & M. S B-l Simple
Sou. Pac 2026 2-cyl. com.
N. Y. C G. 2. 2-cyl. com.
P. R. R H. 6-A Simple
Nor. Pac Y-2 4-cyl. com.
N. Y. C 2399 4-cyl. com.
C, R. I. & P 1603 Simple
A., T. & S. F. . . 836 4-cyl. com.
I. C 639 Simple
D., L. & W 808 Simple
Burlington 580 Simple
Erie 1565 4-cyl. com.
Nor. Pac Y-3 4-cyl. com.
Soo 600 4-cyl. com.
Great Northern.. 100 Simple
A., T. & S. F 824 4-cyl. com.
I. C 640 Simple
L. V .... 4-cyl. com.
N. Y. C G-4 4-cyl. com.
Union 95 Simple
A., T. & S. F. . . . 989 4-cyl. com.
A., T. & S. F. . . . 900 4-cyl. com.
A., T. & S. F. . . . 940 4-cyl. com.

TO "AMEHICAN ENGINEER,
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THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR-DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

M« Ki.ks Rooks Bhops.- Pittsbi bob & Lake Erie Railroad.

UV II. \. \\ U'.ll I . MECHANICAL I M.I Ml li.

XII.

This shaper has a maximum speed of 71 strokes per minute
and is driven hy a Crocker-Wheeler 7V4-H-P. compound-wound
motor, in connection with a 40-M.F.-18 controller. This shaper
has two runs of gearing, and these, in connection with the
motor, furnish a wide range of speed. The panel board and
the controller are placed in the same relative position as for
the shaper described above.

SHAPERS.

In continuation of the description of the applications of

motor-driving to reciprocating tools which was taken up in the

preceding article of this series, here are described such appli-

rations to shapers. Figs. 57, 58 and 59 illustrate the applica-

tion of individual variable speed motor-driving to two old

shapers at the McKees Rocks Shops. Both of these installa-

tions are quite simple, the object, of course, being to make the

combination as compact as possible.

A Hewes & Phillips 12-in. crank-shaper is

shown in Fig. 57. In order to apply the

motor it was only necessary to replace the

belt speed-cone by the large Morse silent-

chain sprocket and to furnish the cast iron

bracket, to support the motor, the details ol

which bracket are shown in Fig. 58.

The motor used here is a Crocker-Wheeler

5-H.-P. compound-wound motor, operated by

a lype 40-M.F.-18 controller of the same
make; this combination gives the total maxi-

.num speed of ii."> strokes per minute. The
panel board, which is shown to the lefl in

Fig. "i7. carries on its rear side the main
switch, fuses and the circuit breaker, and on
Is trout side the controller.

EUcmabkabli si k\ Piston Valves.—a set of '•American'

semi-plug piston valves with their valve cages have just been

removed from a locomotive on the Buffalo & Susquehanna
Railroad in order to be sent to the exposition at St. Ijjui.s.

These valves were applied June 11, 1901 and have been in con-

tinual service up to March 81, 1904, a little over two years and
nine months. In this time no repairs of any nature have been
made to the valves and they have not been removed from the

valve cylinders except tor the application of metal packing and

ARBANGI Ml.\r OF MOTOR DRIVING I BED I POH Mil: 24-IN. GOULD A
EBERHABDT CRANH SHAPES.—7% H.P. OBOCKEB-WHEELER Moron.

I-'"H. »,».!: Phillips

Craiik-Sli i r i

(Side View)

\

a

$£ .
« Idi ".'i r,i. i,

* Hoi ' Clinin

Crockur-Whoolo
11.1'

v,n..M. Speed
Jlotur

rr—
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MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

0-6-6-0 TYPE.

BALTIMORE & OIIIO RAILROAD.

(See American Engineer for May, page 167, and June, pages

218 and 237.)

In such road trials as could be made before this locomotive

was sent to the World's Fair at St. Louis the performance was

entirely satisfactory. Those who' witnessed the trials were im-

pressed with the fact that in hauling a very heavy train on

slippery rails, without sand, both engines did not slip simul-

taneously and the tension on the drawbar was never relieved

as it is in the case of an ordinary engine. Further trials will be

deferred until the locomotive is put into regular service.

This engine was designed to haul 2,222 tons, in 50-ton cars,

up a grade of 1 per cent, on straight track, at a speed of 10

miles per hour, under fair conditions of weather and rail, the

engine working compound and the resistance being figured at

31.5 lbs. per ton. It is to work between Cumberland, Md., and

Sandpatch. The design was prepared for 30 deg. curves and

20 deg. reverse curves, without tangents between.

The engine being very large to be handled in the shops, ad-

vantage was taken at every possible opportunity to use bush-

ings In the running gear, so that running repairs might be

made without taking the engine over the road except when

absolutely necessary.

The boiler has been already described. The locomotive

stands so high as to render it necessary to use an unusually

low dome, which is made of cast steel, with an annular cavity

partially surrounding it, leading from the throttle valve con-

nection to the high pressure dry pipes on the right and left

sides of the dome. The throttle itself is outside of the dome

and upon one side of it. This illustrates the difficulty in the

matter of clearance for such a large boiler. The high pres-

sure cylinders are upon the rear engine, the frames of which

are secured to the boiler and fire box. The boiler is supported

and attached to the rear engine frame by means of a Va-ra-

plate at the rear end of the fire box, extending the full width

of the mud ring, and also by an intermediate sliding support

midway between the rear and intermediate drivers and a

sliding support at the front end of the fire box, all attached to

the mud ring. The high pressure saddle does not separate in

the center of the space between the frames, the parting being

at one side in order to provide space for the joint of the re-

ceiver pipe, which extends forward from the center of the

saddle. This saddle is secured to the belly of the boiler, which

Is reinforced by 1-in. plates inside and outside of the shell-

plates at this point.

The boiler is supported upon the front engine by a sliding

support, with lateral and longitudinal motion to provide for

expansion and contraction of the shell and for side movements
in curving, this being located between the rear and the inter-

mediate drivers of the front engine. The boiler is further

supported on the forward engine by a sliding support with

lateral and longitudinal motion, which is located between the

front and intermediate drivers, and is adjusted to take the

load of the boiler only at such times as inequalities of the

road bed make it necessary. This support is provided with a

spring-centering device having an initial pressure of about

13,000 lbs. All the wearing surfaces of the boiler supports are

fitted with wrought, case-hardened bearings working on the

same material, or brass.

The articulated: joint between the front and rear engines is

of cast steel, and very substantial. The front engine frames
also have hinge supports of cast steel, so constructed as to

break in case of excessive strain on the articulated joint, which
will save the more expensive eastings. The frames of both

front and rear engines are 4 1
{. ins. wide, and have a minimum

depth of 5 ins. ifor the top rails. The driving wheels are 50
ins. in diameter, with all tires flanged; the driving journals

are 9 x 13 ins., and the total lateral motion of the driving

wheels is 1-16 in. between hub faces and boxes, or a total of

% in. for each pair of wheels.

Steam is brought from the dome through 5-in. dry pipes to

the high-pressure steam chests, where it passes through 10-in.

piston valves to the high-pressure cylinders, and exhausts

through a 9-in. receiver-pipe with a ball-joint at the back end

and a sliding-joint and also a ball-joint at the front end, reach-

ing the double-ported slide valves for the low-pressure cylin-

ders of the leading engine. This exhaust pipe provides for 30

deg. curves. There is but one intercepting valve, and that is

of the Mellin type, which has been so successfully useu in the

Richmond two-cylinder compounds. The high-pressure pistons

are of cast iron and hollow, with snap rings, while those of

the low-pressure cylinders are of cast steel with cast iron bull

rings. The cross-heads are of the alligator type. The valve

motion is arranged to cut off equally at 17 ins. of the stroke.

The high-pressure valves have %-in. outside lap. The low-

pressure valves have 1-in. outside lap and ^-in. exhaust clear-

ance. The valve gear is of the Walshaert type, which was
absolutely necessary because no room was available inside the

frames. The reversing is done by air, with a very ingenious

construction of reverse lever. The flexible wheel base rendered

necessary a flexible connection of the valve motion to the low-

pressure cylinders, which was accomplished by long lifting

rods, with a compound hinge joint at the top, at the side of the

boiler, and a ball joint at the bottom. The hinge joint at the

top avoids the twisting of the rod, and the rod is made long

enough so that the side motion of the forward engine does not

introduce a serious error in the position of the link block.

The boiler has two sliding fire doors. The grates have 40

per cent, air opening, and are arranged to rock in six sections.

The ash pan has 10 sq. ft. of air opening, 80 per cent, of which
is under the control oi dampers.

The cab is of 3-16 in. steel plate. Westinghouse brakes are

fitted to the engine and tender. Two 4-in. Coale enclosed pop-

valves are set at 240 lbs., and one 4-in. Coale muffled valve is

set at 235 lbs. pressure, located in the roof sheet in front of

the cab.

The tender frame has 10-in. steel channel center sills and
Sin. channel side sills. It carries 7,000 gallons of water and
13 tons of coal.

Additional detail engravings will be presented in another

issue.

Enormous Passenger-Carrying Capacity of New York
Street Railways.—Statistics collected by the State Railroad

Commission of New York show that for the year ending
February 29 the car lines in Manhattan alone carried 670,000,000

passengers, exclusive of transfers; this is more than one million

more passengers than all the steam railroads of the United

States carried in the same period, their record being 568,000,-

000 passengers. In Greater New York more than one billion

passengers were transported. It is interesting to know of the

enormous gain of 37,000,000 passengers on the elevated lines

during the year, whereas the surface lines had only a trivial

increase of 144,300. This would indicate that the surface lines

are working very nearly up to their total capacity.

A remarkable long-distance run of a passenger train is re-

corded for "The Ocean Mail" special of the Great Western

Railway of England, on May 9, 1904, 246% miles, from Mill

Bay dock, Plymouth, to Paddington Station. London, made in

3 hours 46% minutes, this being at the rate of 65.07 miles per

hour. The train weighed 140 tons behind the tender.

Internal Friction of Locomotives.-—In recent tests on the

Berlin-Zossen Military Railroad a steam locomotive developed

a maximum of 1,800 h.p. The resistance being about 25 lbs.

per ton, the net power was approximately 1,200, leaving about

600 h.p., or over 30 per cent, of the power of the engine as the

amount required to move itself against all resistance.
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NEW ARRANGEMENT OF FUEL OIL BURNERS FOR
LOCOMOTIVES.

Southern Pacific Railway.

Heretofore all arrangements for burning liquid fuel in loco-

motives have Introduced the Same at the back end of the Are

box, projecting the flame towards the front and generally

under a Ore brick arch extending backward from the front tube

sheet riie Southern Pacific Railway has employed oil burning
very extensively in locomotives, ami from the experience of a

-~
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HIGH SPEED PLANING.

The G. A. Gray Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, have prepared

a leaflet on the subject of high-speed planing, directing atten-

tion to practice which they recommend, from which the follow-

ing statements are taken:

The ordinary way to speed up a planer is to increase the

speed of the countershaft. This is practicable only within cer-

tain limits, because it results in increasing the return speed

in proportion to the cutting speed, and thus the former is usu-

ally increased beyond its practical limit long before the latter

reaches the cutting limit, especially where modern tool steels

are used.

Some variable-speed countershafts are in use, which permit

a wide range of cutting speed, with a constant return speed;

but where these are not available it is a good plan to put in a

pulley of larger diameter on the countershaft for the cutting

stroke instead of too greatly increasing the speed of the shaft

itself.

It will be readily understood that in practice a certain

amount of time is necessary in order to shift the belts and

start the table in an opposite direction at each end of the stroke.

The greater the speed the greater will be the momentum of the

revolving parts and consequently the greater the delay neces-

sary to overcome them. On a very short stroke the time so

lost may offset the gain due to increased speed. In view of

this, this company recommends for return speeds such limits as

long- experience has proved to be most practicable for general

purposes, viz.: From 60 to 80 ft. per min., depending upon

the size and length of the planer.

When an extreme cutting speed is wanted they substitute a

special shifter lever and front dog for those ordinarily used;

the object being to effect the contact of the dog and lever

higher up, in proportion to the speed, and thus preserve the

smooth reverse motion which characterizes the operation of

Gray planers. This company is frequently asked the question:

"What is the quick return ratio of your planers?"

The person asking such a question seems to assume that this

ratio determines the efficiency of a planer, and that a compari-

son of such ratios for various planers indicates their relative

efficiencies. Both of these assumptions are radically wrong.

The mere ratio of return and cutting speeds is no indication

whatever of the efficiency of a planer, and a comparison of such

ratios for various planers is of no value unless the actual cut-

ting speeds are known. The man who asks. "What is the quick-

return of your planer?" assumes that a return of 4:1 must be

more efficient than 3:1. If the cutting speeds are alike on both

planers, then the comparison is valid; but if the cutting speeds

are not alike, then both speeds must be known before a basis

of comparison can be established. Thus, a planer with a quick-

return of 2:1 may be really more efficient than another with a

quick return of 4:1. It depends entirely on the actual cutting

speeds, as may be understood from the following elementary

calculation:

Assuming the cutting speed to be 24 ft. per min., then a stroke

12 ft. long is made in Vz min.; and if the quick return is 2:1,

then the return stroke is made in % of % = M. min. Thus, one

"round trip" is made in V2+ V4, = % min., i. e., at the rate of 80

round trips per hour.

Assuming the cutting speed to be 18 ft. per min., then a stroke

12 ft. long is made in 12-18 = 2-3 min.; and if the quick return

is 4:1, then the return stroke is made in % of 2-3 = 1-6 min.

Thus, one "round trip" is made in 2-3+1-6 = 5-6 min., i. e., at

the rate of 72 round trips per hour.

Similar calculations with various other cutting speeds and

return ratios give the results embodied in the following table:

Cutting sp'd of 18 ft. and a return of 4 :1 gives 72 round trips per hr.
Cutting sp'd of 20 ft. and a return of 3 :1 gives 75 round trips per hr.
Cutting sp'd of 24 ft. and a return of 2 :1 gives 80 round trips per hr.
Cutting sp'd of 40 ft. and a return of 2 :1 gives 133 round trips per hr.
Cutting sp'd of 60 ft. and a return of 1V4 :1 gives 166 round trips per hr.

From the above it is plainly evident that the cutting speed

« the principal factor in determining and Increasing the effi-

ciency of a planer, and of infinitely more importance than the

mere magnitude of quick-return ratio. Recognizing this fact,

the Gray planers are designed and constructed so that they

may be run at the fastest speeds which the work and tool steels

will stand.

The G. A. Gray Company from their experience in planer

construction have a great deal of additional information with

respect to planer practice and those requiring further informa-

tion should apply to them.

MATERIAL TRACKS IN SHOPS.

BY J. H. MORTON.

In these days employers cannot afford to have men standing

around waiting for the transfer of material, and nowhere is it

more important to provide efficient track systems than in the

railroad machine shop. The arrangement of a single track,

either narrow or standard gauge, for the handling of material

does not entirely meet present day conditions, even when well

provided with branches. Space does hot admit of providing a

double gauge track on account of the loss of valuable floor

space, and no railroad can accommodate itself entirely to the

inconvenient narrow gauge system through which standard

gauge cars can never pass.

A narrow gauge track down the center of a standard gauge

or one formed with a single extra rail to provide a narrow

A CONVENIENT ARRANGEMENT OP MATERIAL TRACKS IN SHOPS.

standard gauge track with three rails are familiar systems in

many shops, but the necessity for turning one truck off on a

side track, to pass another in an opposite direction, is a serious

disadvantage of this arrangement. As far as the writer is

aware, a double narrow gauge system between standard gauge
tracks, as devised by him for large new shops now in con-

struction, has not as yet been adopted elsewhere. The accom-

panying sketch clearly shows the advantages of such a system.

By using each narrow gauge track, for one direction only, a

continuous stream of trucks can be kept moving in opposite

directions without causing blocking, which is so tamiliar on

a single track. When necessary standard gauge trucks, or

cars, may be brought into the shops on the outside rails—and
in this case, of course, it need not occur often—the narrow
gauge tracks must be cleared. An 18-in. gauge and trucks 3

ft. wide may pass each other on the tracks shown, with a clear-

ance of 2Yz ins. between the trucks. If necessary a 2-ft. gauge
may be used, but this allows only a width of 2 ft. 6 in. for the

truck, with the same clearance. The narrow and long truck,

however, may be a blessing in disguise in the crowded shop.
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

ElU'rultlAI. COBKESI'ONUENOE.

(Continued from page 176.)

London :

A niau to become a locomotive runner in Europe must have

had shop experience. On some roads be starts in the shop,

then serves as fireman, and takes his place as "driver" in his

i urn. On others he fires first, then goes into the shop and quali-

fies as "driver." There seems to be no regular rule, but shop

knowledge is nearly always necessary before a man is given

charge of an engine. In France it is not unusual for young

technical men entering railroad work to serve as flre-

mi in tor an entire year in order to give them thorough knowl-

• •1 1^<- of how kn»motives are handled. They are told that they

cannot learn anytuiug on the road in a few weeks or months,

and ii is true. A young technical man who is now work mana-

ger "a one of the leading English roads served six years in the

Shop and on the road before he was given any responsibility.

Now he occupies a leading position in England and is well

Qualified to fill it.

English roads have "engine drivers." French roads have

"mechanicians." We have "locomotive engineers." They are

all supposed to be one and the same, but they are not.

Over here the "driver" or "mechanician" touches his cap

and gives some attention when he is asked a question. This

of itself might speak for a number of undesirable things; for

example, it might be an evidence of servility or groveling or a

sign of class distinction, but these men did not give me sucn an

impression. I talked with a number of English "drivers" and

also studied French "mechanicians" by aid of several friends.

These men are brought up to treat an official with distinguished

courtesy, and this fact is mentioned because it reflects light-

upon a difference between foreign and American practice.

Organizations of labor are strong over here, but it is not neces-

sary for the officials to devote a large proportion of their

time to grievance committees. Those who employ labor in

England have their troubles, and the labor organizations bring

great pressure to bear in the way of "leveling influence," but

with it all there yet remains an element in the situation which
is very desirable. I refer to the fact that "engine drivers"

must be good men in order to attain and hold their positions.

Of course everyone will say that this is so the world over, but

over here to be given charge of a locomotive means something,

and the first anxiety of the man is to hold the job. To do
this they must give a very high grade of service. They are

held to strict account of the fuel given them, and they must

he good men and remain good men or others take their places.

The point is that the men are not the only ones who are mak-
ing demands, and they are not the only ones to make griev-

ances known. The company also has a grievance committee,

which tends to make the standard of service high. This keeps

the men busy to hold up their end of the burden. They are

held to strict accountability. If the men who handle and

fire locomotives first make sure that they are doing their work
well, they are not likely to keep their grievance committees

so busy. I believe that we ought to adopt coal premiums, paid

in rash, and also cash premiums for perfection of service, all

of which would tend to reward excellent service and also tend

to make the difference between good and poor service per-

fectly apparent to the men through their pay envelopes. There
is no difficulty in the way of our adopting premiums for en-

gineers and firemen except properly organizing and carefully

administering the system under competent direction. For-

eigners have employed this system for years because their

coal is expensive.

This high cost of fuel has an important bearing on loco-

motive practice abroad. In England it has led to keeping loco-

motives in more perfect condition than in any other country in

the world. In Germany it has led to experiments in super-

heating, and in France it has resulted in locomotive design

and construction without any regard to any question but that

of producing the best locomotive which those who understand

the conditions know how to build. The high cost of fuel has

led to botn scientific design and scientific operation of loco-

motives in Europe. We have the same reason for doing these

things. Our fuel cost may average less per ton, but the

amounts of the bills because of our heavy trains would stagger

Europeans.

Some, but not all, locomotive superintendents over here

take special pride in continuing locomotives in service which

are 30 and HO years old. They are poor weaklings, and new

ones could be built for the cost of keeping them in repair.

Englishmen, as a rule, insist upon the severest simplicity

of construction in their locomotives. They have gone as far

as they can now, and must face the question of complication

very soon. They insist upon extra fine finish, both in the

drawing room and in the shop. Take for example an English

main rod. It is beautiful in proportion and is graceful in

curves and in details. In the shop it is finished with equal

care, and is a perfect mechanical job. It is always ready

for the severest critics of international expositions. These

things are overdone in England. They are a little underdone

at home, and a position about one-third of the way between

the two, beginning to measure from our end, would be about

right.

English locomotives are works of art as to finish and paint-

ing. This is carried to a point far beyond justification on

business principles, and it is only justified as far as it affects

the quality of care in keeping the engines in condition. For

example, a corner of the running board with a large fillet is

much easier cleaned than are those with a sharp angle. An

engine which is well painted is more easily kept clean than

one that is rough. There is a great deal of expensive sentiment

about the English locomotive. The traveller derives no com-

fort in a cold car from the fact that the engine is well finished,

but it must be admitted that he is nevertheless very apt to

go forward at a long stop, in order to have a look at the

beautiful machine at the head of the train. Good fitting and

good workmanship are always in order, but draw-filing, polish-

ing and the refinements of the painter's art serve no essential

purpose. The money would be better spent in other ways.

The marine engineers of Great Britain are more practical

in this respect. English boiler work is something to be

unreservedly admired. Here is where perfection of fitting is

absolutely necessary.

Our engines certainly have higher mean effective pressures

in their cylinders than these. If it were otherwise these

engines would be sadly overcylindered because their cylinders

are so large. On the other hand, English engines of the inside

connected type are very free in the exhaust. In many of them

the valves may be seen through the exhaust pipe and stack.

Englisn engines have necessarily narrow ranges of power, and

are built for the light work they do. We have shorter laps,

greater lead and wider ranges of cut off.

I did not see a single English passenger engine which gave

evidence that the front end had ever been hot, but not so with

freight engines. Some results of tests were shown me in-

dicating temperatures of 1,500 deg. F. in the smoke box. This

was a 38-ton freight engine in coal service. It had 1,134 sq.

ft. of heating surface, 18 by 26 in. cylinders, 20.5 sq. ft. of grate,

56 in. drivers, and carried 150 lbs. steam pressure. The

maximum draft was 4 in. of water, and the mean 1.75 in. I

was told that this little engine used 20.3 lbs. of coal per horse-

power hour, and produced a maximum of 820 indicated horse-

power with 40 per cent, cut off on a grade of 83 ft. per mile, at

23 miles per hour. On another trip with a load, including

engine and tender, of 284 tons in 45 coal "wagons," the same

engine indicated 441 horse-power at 36.5 miles per hour. In

the best of these tests the rate of coal consumption ranged

from 44.5 to 60 lbs. per sq. ft. of grate per hour. The water

evaporated per sq. ft. of heating surface per hour varied from

7.78 to 9.09 lbs., and the water per indicated horse-power hour

ran from 17.1 to 18.6 lbs.; the water per pound of coal from

7.7 to 10.8, and the maximum loads from 507 to 605 tons. The

engine must have been efficiently handled to do such work.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)
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STANDARD ARCH BAR DRILL.

This machine, manufactured by Messrs. Foote, Burt & Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, is specially designed for railroad shops for

building arch bar trucks. It combines rigidity and convenience

in operation.

The uprights are of box form and very heavy, with the metal

distributed to give the greatest stiffness at the point of greatest

stress. The cross-rail is of solid web construction, cross girted

to withstand the upward thrust from the drills and resist all

tendency to twist. Absolute absence of deflection under the

heaviest cuts was the aim in the construction of the entire

machine. The spindles are driven by forged steel miter gears

with planed teeth, 8 ins. diameter, 4 pitch. Stiffness of the

driving shaft is not depended upon for hold-

ing the driving in mesh with the driven

miter, as the driving miter is securely housed

in a bearing which is a part of the spindle

head, securing this gear not only in its mesh

with the spindle gear, but it is self-contained

with the head and moves along the shaft

when the head is adjusted for different cen-

ters of drills.

The table is fed up by means of rack and

pinions, the feed shaft being 2% ins. in di-

ameter, the feed racks having 3-in. face, 4

pitch, both the rack and pinions being of

forged steel. Positive and very powerful

feeds are provided, rendering the work

smooth and steady in cutting. This adds to

the capacity for work which can be done

without regrinding the drills. An automatic

knock-off is provided, which knocks off the

feed at any point. A quick return is pro-

vided for its table, operated by means of

the pilot hand-wheel at the right hand end

of the machine. All the spindles are adjust-

able vertically for a distance of 5 ins. in

order to permit the use of drills of unequal

length, and this also permits the height of

the drill points to conform to different offsets

in the top and bottom arch bars. This ad-

justment is made by means of a rack and

pinion in each head, moving the spindle up

or down easily and quickly to the desired

point, where it is quickly clamped.

In the engraving the convenient clamps

for the arch bars are clearly shown.

Logarithms for Beginners, by C. M. Pickworth. D. Van Nostrand

Company, 23 Murray street, New York, 1904. Price, 50 cents.

The purpose of this little book is to present a more detailed and

practical explanation of logarithms and their various applications

than is to be found in text books on algebra and trigonometry. The

author intended to assist the beginner by giving him a safe grasp

of the underlying principles of this method of calculating, which he

usually does not get in the usual methods of attacking the subject.

The author intends the book to meet a need which has arisen in the

latter developments of thermodynamics as applied to the electrical,

physical and mechanical sciences. The book is intended as a simple

introduction to the subject. Those who are accustomed to using

logarithms will be very glad to have this book upon their shelves,

and those who are making a study of the subject will find it a very

valuable treatise.
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PF.RSONALS.JOINT MEETING OF INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS AND AMERICAN SOCIETY OF

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

Tin* meeting, which opened In Chicago May 31, was unique

in tin' assembling of over 'JUO registered attendants, and it was
successful in every way. About loo n of the English

society were present. In the opening exercises Mr. J. Hartley

Wlcksteed, president of the Institution of Mechanical En-

g in i is. represented that organization.

The papers covered a wide Held, those of greatest interest to

our readers being one by Prof. Goss on locomotive testing

plants, and one by Mr, <;. J. Churchward, of the Great Western
Hallway, of England, describing the interesting locomotive

testing plant recently installed by him at Swindon, and one
li> B. A Hitchcock, describing tests on a 2—6— locomotive

on the Hocking Valley Railroad. Three excellent papers on

steam turbines put that subjeel on record In a very satisfactory

way. and Mr. J. T. Nicholson read an important paper on the

work of machine tools.

The paper by Prof. Goss is both historical and descriptive.

Credit for the idea of stationary locomotive plants is given to

M. Borodin, of the Russian Southwestern Railways. The paper

describes the construction of the plants on the Chicago &
Northwestern, at Purdue University, Columbia University and
the I'ennsyivania Railroad tesi plant at the World's Fair at

St. Louis.

The paper by Mr. Churchward is presented in abstract in

this issue. This plant is used for testing and also for "break-

ing in" locomotives, and the work done by the locomotives is

partially absorbed by an air compressor operated from the

carrying wheels.

The road test of a freight locomotive on the Hocking Valley

Railroad, described in the paper by Mr. Hitchcock, is the first

record we have seen in which a heat balance for the boiler is

attempted. The data are unusually complete.

A paper by J. T. Nicholson describes elaborate experiments

with a lathe tool dynamometer, conducted for the purpose of

determining not only the work done by the cutting tool, but

also that of moving the slide rest during the cutting operations.

The records involve over 300 tests, with from 50 to 100 separate

observations in each. The construction of the apparatus is

described and illustrated. In the discussion Mr. Wicksteed

characterized the appearance of the new tool steels as con-

stituting the greatest revolution that had taken place in his

lifetime, and Prof. Benjamin considered the experiments re-

corded in this paper the most important ever made. We shall

print portions of this paper in another issue.

The li,' Laval steam turbine was described in a paper by
Messrs. E. S. Lea and E. Meden. Among the interesting points

brought out was the const nut ion of the wheel in such a way
as to minimize tne disastrous results in case of breakage be-

cause of centrifugal force. The rotating part is thinned at the

rim to accomplish this. The authors stated that it was pos-

sible in us, peripheral velocities as high as 2,100 ft. per second.

Mr Francis Hodgkinson, in a paper entitled "Some Theo-

retical and Practical Considerations in Steam Turbine Work."

described the Westinghouse-Parsons type, presented the ideal

turbine element, and discussed the expansion of steam in this

turbine. The author considered other types of turbine, but

gave special attention to that with which he has been identi-

fied. He recorded elaborate tests, made at the Westinghouse
works, and describes the testing department, giving important

records taken from it.

A third paper on the steam turbine was read by Mr. A.

Rateau. Like the others, this contained references to other

types, but specially concerned the author's turbine, which has

been quite successful abroad. This paper also dealt with

marine turbines and turbine-driven centrifugal feed pumps for

boilers and turbines for driving fans.

The meeting was both profitable and enjoyable.

Mr. J. 11. Fibles has been appointed master mechani
Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. V.

Mr. Thomas Coyle has been appointed master mechanic of the

Lehigh Valley at Weatherly, Pa., to succeed Mr. J. 11. F
promoted. Mr. Coyle is promoted from the position of general

foreman at Perth Amboy.

Mr. L. L. Bentley has been appointed mechanical engineer
ol the Lehigh Valley Railroad, with headquarters at South
llethlehem. Pa. He has for several years held the position of

i hie! draftsman.

W. F. M. Goss, Dean of the Schools of Engineering of Purdue
University, has received the honorary degree of Doctor of En-
gineering (1). Bng.), bestowed by the University of Illinois.

Mr. M, M'Craw has been appointed master mechanic of the
Illinois Central at East St. Louis, III., succeeding Mr. Isaac

Rova. Mr. McGraw has been roundhouse foreman at Burn-
side, III.

Mr. W. P. Richardson has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie to succeed Mr. R. V.

Wright, who has resigned to become associate editor of the

America*! Enolneeb ami Raxlboas Joubnal. Mr. Richardson
is a graduate of the University of Minnesota, and entered
railroad service as draftsman with the Chicago Great Western
Railway. He became chief draftsman of that road, and went
to the Pittsburg & Lake Erie as chief draftsman in 1902.

Officers of American Locomotive Company.—The valuable
services of Mr. A. .1. Pitkin in this company have been recog-

nized by his election as president to succeed the late Mr. Calla-

way. Mr. J. E. Sague has been elected first vice-president, to

succeed Mr. Pitkin, and Mr. Leigh Best has been elected third

vice-president, in addition to his office of secretary. Mr. R. J.

Gross retains the office of second vice-president. The execu-

tive committee has been increased from five to six, and Messrs.

Frederick H. Stevens and William M. Barnum have been elected

members of that committee. Mr. C. B. Denny retains the office

of treasurer, and Mr. C. E. Patterson that of comptroller.

Mr. J. M. Wallis a year ago resigned as general superinten-

dent of the Pennsylvania Railroad Division of the Lines East
of Pittsburg on account of ill health and has not engaged again
regularly in railroad service. He is, however, prepared to

undertake in a consulting capacity investigations and reports

upon railroad problems for which his education, professional

ability and wide experience have eminently fitted him. Mr.
Wallis was graduated from Stevens Institute of Technology in

1876 and the following year entered the service of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad, and continued upon its staff until 1903. He
advanced through the various courses of the very thorough
motive power training of the road, following which he was
consecutively superintendent of motive power of the Phila-

delphia & Erie; Northern Central; Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington, and the Pennsylvania Railroad grand division.

After this he was for a time acting general superintendent of

the Pennsylvania Railroad division, then general superinten-

dent of the Philadelphia & Erie Railroad and Northern Central

Railway. He then returned to Altoona as general superinten-

dent of the Pennsylvania Railroad division Mr. Wallis was
one of the most successful motive power officials ever in the

Bervice of the Pennsylvania and. having also been equally suc-

cessful as an operating officer, his opinions are of the greatest

value to those who, in connection with the rapid progress of

the time, are in need of expert professional advice in difficult

motive power and transportation problems. Mr. Wallis may be

addressed at Seldon Post-Office, Gloucester County, Virginia.
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tEditorials.

The convention opened June 22 at the Grand Union Hotel,

Saratoga, N. Y., with the largest attendance in the history of

the association. After the usual formalities the association

was addressed by Mr. H. H. Vreeland.

Speaking from the standpoint of one who had had a wide

experience in steam railroad work and afterward in electric

railroads, he referred to the introduction of electricity into

heavy passenger service on the New York Central and Pennsyl-

vania railroads in New York City, which presented a new prob-

lem to motive power men. This "revolution" in motive power

would require a new character of experience in dealing with

maintenance. Other "revolutions' had been gradual, on the

order of evolution, but this was a substitution and a radical

change in motive power which required more than expert car-

penters' or blacksmiths' capacity. Referring to the extent of

the new work, he said:

All your roads, and particularly those of these two great railway

corporations that I have mentioned, as soon as they have installed

electric traction in New York, will be handing over to their shops

these new hybrid combinations, which are neither all cars nor all

locomotives, but something of both, and it will take more than an

expert carpenter or blacksmith to keep them in order.

For proof that I have not overstated the magnitude of the change

under discussion. I fix here, in tabulated form, the total present

electric generating capacity located at New York, so divided as to

show at a glance the amount in operation at the present moment
and that contracted for for near future delivery.

ELECTRIC GENERATING MACHINERY IN OPERATION OR CONTRACTED
POR TO TAKE PLACE OF STEAM LOCOMOTIVES IN

VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY.

1 In Operation. \ r-Contracted For.-\

Equivalent Equivalent

K.-W. H.-r. K.-W. H.-P.

Manhattan Railway 48.000 72,000 6.000 0,000

Brooklyn Elevated Lines.. *20,000 30,000

[nterborougb (subway 1. . . 48,000 72,000

L. I. Railroad 16,500 24,750

N. Y. C. Railroad 40,000 60,000

Total 68.000 102,000 110,500 165,750

* Estimated.

It will be noticed from this table that it is proposed to substitute

for steam on the Interborougb, the Long Island and the New York
Central roads 156,750 h.p. units, or 54,750 units more than the

Brooklyn elevated lines and the Manhattan Railway are at present

developing. This all shows I hat within the next two or three years

you are to have turned over to your care much of the machinery by

means of which this tremendous volume of energy is to be trans-

lated into work, for adjustment on the vehicles you make and repair.

All this brings me to what, after all, is the most interesting ele-

ment in the change, relating, as it does, to the individual worker.

Academic and scientific men have done their work. Their problem

has been solved—yours is yet to be.

The speaker counselled immediate steps in preparation, and

brought the association face to face with the importance of the

part the members must play in connection with the applica-

tion of electric transmission to heavy transportation service.

The speaker saw what successful long distance transmission

meant to steam railroads. He desired to stimulate the ambi-

tion of his hearers to prepare for the new problem. He had

found great difficulty in securing the right sort of men to deal

with the problem presented by a large combination of street

railways.

The presidential address of Mr. F. W. Brazier was a thought-

ful presentation of the work before the association. A com-

parison of the problem of the master car builder of 37 years

ago with that of to-day was drawn by contrasting a passenger

car of the day of beginning of the association with that of to-

day.

Thirty-five years ago the average coach would carry from .10 to

4."i passengers and weighed about 14 tuns; the cars were equipped

with link and pin couplers; were carried on 4-wheeI trucks with

journals 3% by 6 ins.; were lighted with oil lamps; had small

windows ; in some cases were without a clear story, and were heated
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with v\<".ii burning stove . The cost "f q coach such as I have de-

ii ribed was about $3,500.

To-daj our standard coach is ~i- it, long over end sills; weighs

from ."»- in ."»•"> tons; has :i seating capacity of s, i passengers; is

carried on 6-wl I trucks, with journals 5 by '•' ins.; has steel plat-

forms and wide vestibules; Is heated with steam heal and lighted

with gas and electricity. To-daj a wide vestibule coach is worth
in the neighborhood of $10,000.

In December, 1867, there were 289 loc lives, 380 passenger

equipment and 5,530 freight equipment cars in the United 81 iti

on June 30, 1902 (the latest figures c piled) there were 11,028

locomotives, 37,090 passenger equipmenl and 1,503,949 freight

equipment can in tin' United States,

In comparing the equipmenl in servic i June :: ". 1902, with

that in service al the organization of the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation in lsiiT. ii will In' Been that the number "f I motives

has Increased ill times, passenger cars 96 ii s and freight cars

272 ii s.

' Of all the suggestions offered by Mr. Brazier one stood out

very prominently, originating as ii did with the president of

the Master Car Builders' Association, viz.: the consolidation

of the Master Car Builders' and Master Mechanics' Associa-

tions. The speaker took the position thai there was no longer

sufficient reason for maintaining separate organizations. This

is the first time the consolidation lias been proposed and sup-

ported by a presiding officer of (lie Master Car Builders' Asso

elation. The opinions expressed outside of the convention

seemed to be generally favorable to the union, and it is be-

lieved that a wiser step could not be taken in the interest of

the officers of the mechanical departments of railroads.

A summary of the suggestions of the president is as follows:

I. Adoption of a standard coupler.

- Standardization of the pivot pin and material to be used

in its manufacture.

3. Investigation of coupler side clearance.

4. A standard formula for journal bearings and linings.

5. Standard specifications for waste for passenger and freight

equipment lubrication.

6. An addition to the requirements of standard brake-beams,

calling for a tiansverse test of brake-beams.

7. Standardization of steel freight cars.

8. A study of the 40 and 50-ton capacity box cars from a

commercial standpoint.

9. Improvements in uncoupling appliances on couplers.

10. Adoption of a standard arch bar truck.

II. The introduction of adequate apprenticeship systems.

12. The consolidation of the Master Car Builders' and Master

Mechanics' Associations.

These recommendations were referred to the executive com-

mittee for action.

By the report of the secretary a total membership of 581 was
announced, and the report of the treasurer showed a balance

of $3,469.68 on hand in the treasury.

COMMITTEE REPORTS,

Supervision of Standards and Recommended Practices was

lie first report to be considered. No very vital changes were

recommended. In connection with the subject of standards

the association was addressed by Mr. Edward H. Mosely. sec-

retary of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who wished to

see the closest co-operation between the association and the

commission in the matter of standards with respect especially

to safety appliances. The speaker complimented the associa-

tion upon the improvement in safety appliances brought about

by its rules. He advocated the employment of two air brake

pumps on locomotives employed in hauling long trains. In

connection with the safety appliance law the speaker empha-

sized the purpose of the commission to see safety of rail-

road employees advanced, to the utmost possible extent Among
the important problems for the future, necessity for improving

the rules regulating the loading of lumber and other long ma
terials was prominently mentioned.

Brake Shoe Tests.—There was no report on this subject.

Dr. Goss stated that whereas no shoes had been submitted

to the committee, a number of shoes had been tested at Purdue.

This led to the question whether the association was content
witii the present Btatue of the brake Bhoe question. Alter a

brlel discussion the standing committee wat i<

lists id' new shoes whicb are now in use by its railroa

Tests ol \i, C B Coupler. This co ilttee mmei
submitting the Following to letter ballot for adoption as stand

aril and recommended practice Of Ibis association:

Standard.

1. Coupler limi changed to conform to new contour linen

ado] I Januarj 1, 1004, and to have raised figures "I'.miI" cast

ii|iiui Bame, superseding present gauge shown on M. O. B. Sheet 11.

2. Knuckle limit gauge changed to conform to new contour lim-s

idopted January t. 1904, ami to have raised figures "1904" cast

upon Bame, superseding present gauge shown on M. C. B. SI i 11,

::. Change note on M. C. B. Sheet 11. "Pivot pin must be 13%
ins. long from underside of head t" center of hole for :;

s in. cotter

pin, and must I ither I'... or 1\ in. in diameter," to "Pivot pin

must In- steel I
r,
v in. in diameter of sufficient length i" permit ap-

plying a ''sin. cotter pin through the pin below the coupling lug"

in order i inform to pn ?nt specifications.

I. Change in coupler specifications to provide for single coupler

jerk test.

Reco tended Practice.

1. Worn coupler limit and wheel defect gauge, as shown on
Sheet I ». superseding the present worn limit coupler and wheel de

anges.

2. Twist gauge changed to conform in new cont • lines adopted
January 1. 1

'. " M . and to have raised figures "1904" cast upon same,
superseding present gauge shown on M. ('. B. Sheet 6.

.'!. Drop test :hine.

A. Modifications ami better nts in the detail design of the ma
chine and the redesign to accom date single coupler jerk test,

shown in report of Proceedings for 1903.

It. Changes to provide for separate knuckle test, shown in Pro-

ceedings for 1903.

t. Separate knuckle test, Specifications for.

In the discussion Mr. Bentley ( B. & O.) advocated, machine
fitting of the knuckle pins in order to secure belter fits and
i educe the amount of lost motion which resulted from the

wearing down of roughness in fitting. This opinion was sup-

ported by other speakers. The recommendations of the com
mittee were ordered submitted to letter ballot.

Standard Location of Third Rail for Electrical Operation.

—

This report was accepted without discussion. It is to be pre-

sented in another issue.

Stenciling Cars.—This committee was continued for report

next year.

Coupling Chains.—The committee was continued to make a

united report next year.

Air Brake Hose Specifications.—In addition to proposed new
specifications this committee proposed arrangements between

the association and Purdue University for the test of hose at

the laboratory of the university in order to secure definite data

under uniform conditions of testing. The committee was con-

tinued and the executive committee instructed to make the

necessary arrangements for such tests. Mr. Sanderson stated

that air-hose couplings would continue to be pulled apart in

yards because of the delay attending the observance of rules

for uncoupling by band. He advocated 1%-in. hose, and did

mil consider it advisable to use hose whicb was too expensive

for commercial requirements. It was not desirable to use ex-

pensive hose, which was to be destroyed in a relatively short

time by external injuries in service. The new specifications

were submitted to letter ballot as recommended practice, the

old specifications to be cancelled.

Draft Gear.—This committee recommended withdrawing the

present "recommended practice" of the association because it

has been outgrown. A spacing of 10 ins. between center sills

of woolen care and U' 7 s ins. of steel cars was suggested. The

committee recommended the abandonment of "continuous draft

rigging." They suggested thicker followers, and recommended

three designs of yokes for twin spring, tandem spring and

friction draft gear, a standard which is badly needed. Mr.

Hennessey wished to see the size of yc '-« "ivets increased to
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1% in. in diameter, and to increase the width of yokes % inch.

These suggestions were submitted to the committee on stand-

ards to report definite recommendations next year.

Stake Pockets.—This report is presented in abstract in this

issue. It was referred to the committee on standards.

What Is the Best Preventive of Rust on Steel Cars?—This
report is presented in abstract. Mr. West directed attention to

the excellent staying qualities of white lead paints on steel

cars. Mr. Hayward supported this from his experience, hav-

ing noted that white lead lettering on steel cars usually stood

out prominently even after the other paint on the cars had

worn out. There was little desire on the part of the associa-

tion to discuss the report.

At this point the following telegram was read by the presi-

dent:

"At the annual meeting of the Central Association of Rail-

road Officers in convention assembled at St. Louis, the follow-

ing resolution was unanimously adopted: Resolved. That this

association urge upon the Master Car Builders' Association the

fact that the use of so many types of automatic couplers is a

serious detriment to the transportation departments of rail-

roads, and that we strongly urge the association to adopt some

type of vertical plane coupler, having a lock set, as standard.

If one coupler cannot oe agreed upon, that the number be in-

creased, but not to exceed three or four.

"J. A. Gordon, President."

Outside Dimensions of Box Cars.—This committee had found

it impossible to make substantial progress toward a standard

car because of the variety of opinions covering framing. The

report concluded with the following recommendations:

1. That the inside dimensions of box cars as approved by the

American Railway Association, namely. 3l*> ft. lung, 8 ft. C> ins.

wide and 8 ft. high, be submitted to letter ballot for adoption as

standard.

2. For box cars on high trucks (4 ft. to top of floor) :

Ft. Ins.

Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 G%
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum 9 7

be submitted to letter ballot for adoption as standard.

• 3. For box cars on low trucks (3 ft. in^. I :

Ft. Ins.

Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 0%
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum 9 7

be submitted to letter ballot for adoption as standard.

4. That the words and letters "Standard 12 ft. 6% ins. by 9 ft.

7 ins." be stenciled in 3-in. letters on the end fascia boards on all

cars built to these dimensions.

These were ordered submitted to letter ballot.

Cast Iron Wheels.—This carefully considered report appears

in abstract in this issue. The committee in the preparation

of the report had conferred with the leading wheel makers

and had secured their co-operation and assistance. Mr. Gar-

stang presented the report, and stated that Mr. R. L. Ettinger,

mechanical engineer of the "Big Four" railroad, had designed

the wheels referred to in the report. This is considered the

best report on wheels ever presented to the association, and

was so characterized by a majority of the speakers in the dis-

cussion. Furthermore, the wheel manufacturers were a unit in

support of the designs submitted by the committee. Mr. Waitt

considered it remarkable that such cordial agreement could

be had, and urged the adoption of these designs as recom-

mended practice with a view of future advance to standards

of the association. Mr. Muhlfeld (B. & O.) quoted the ex-

perience of ten years in support of the Baltimore & Ohio de-

sign of wheels, which differed materially from those of the

committee. The discussion developed the fact that the South-

ern Pacific had used wheels like those of the report very suc-

cessfully for several years. It was stated that flange break-

ages are not due to long continued action of the brakes, but to

flange friction. This is an argument in favor of improved

center plates and side bearings. Breakage of wheels was at-

tributed to inequalities in braking, but Mr. Onderdonk (B. &
O.) quoted tests indicating that wheels on which brakes had

never been used had developed cracks in flanges. Mr. Mcintosh

believed these cracks to exist in the wheels when cast. He

favored improved side bearings to relieve the flanges from fric-

tion. Mr. Muhlfeld reported favorable effect on flange break-

age by the use of lateral motion trucks. The designs of the

committee were ordered referred to letter ballot as recom-
mended practice for a year's trial.

Revision of Rules for Loading Long Materials.—This year

this report is of unusual importance because of a serious wreck
which was caused last year by a load of lumber slipping off a

car. It was voted to place the annual revision of these rules

in the hands of a standing committee. The loading of ties on
flat cars became prominent in the discussion, and it was de-

cided to amend the rules as follows:

"Flat cars loaded with cross ties or fence posts will not be

accepted for shipment."

The amended rules were referred to letter ballot.

Steam Line Connections.—Thi,s committee had found that

some of the steam coupler manufacturers could not provide

1%-in. openings in the gaskets of couplers which they were
making. Later it was found that some of them could do it.

This complicated matters. It was thought necessary to estab-

lish a new contour because the dimensions furnished last year

were not considered sufficient. There was also a question

whether fixed or self-adjusting gaskets should be adopted.

More time was required to settle the question. The committee

was continued.

The Committee on Tank Cars was continued for another

year.

Interchange Rules.—Mr. Sanderson proposed the adoption

of the report of the arbitration committee as to changes in

the rules as they stood, with the exception of the prices for re-

pairs to steel cars, which was discussed separately. The mo-

tion was carried and, instead of hours and days of bickering

over relatively small details, the interchange rules were dis-

posed of in about 60 seconds. This really "took the breath"

of the association. The arbitration committee made no radical

proposals of changes and the rules, as to details, were practi-

cally eliminated from the discussion. No better exhibition

could be given of the spirit of concord existing in the associa-

tion this year, and the great confidence of the association in

the arbitration committee was sufficiently indicated. It is to

be hoped that this precedent will lead to entrusting the re-

vision of the rules almost entirely to this judicial committee.

INDIVIDUAL PAPER.

"Use Of Steel In Passenger Car Construction," By William

Forsyth.—The author's object was to direct attention to the

great increase in weight of passenger cars, with a relatively

small increase in capacity. The weight of passenger cars had

increased about 5,000 lbs. per year for the past five years. He
corsidered steel for frame construction, for lightness and in-

crease of strength. Four designs of steel frame construction

were included in the paper. In the discussion, Mr. Henderson

referred to the safety features of steel frame cars in wrecks,

and wished the association to consider fireproofing the wood-

work of passenger cars. Mr. Barnum spoke of the use of steel

in framing of postal cars. It was thought desirable that the

association should advance steel frame designs as rapidly as

possible in order to be in advance of the demand of the gov-

ernment in this service. Evidently the time for steel frame

passenger cars has arrived. This subject was referred to a

special committee for report next year.

TOPICAL DISCISSIONS.

Advantages and Disadvantages of 2-in. Main Steam Pipes

with 1%-in. Steam Hose.—Mr. Hennessey introduced the sub

ject and asked for information. Mr. Ball stated that tests on

16-car trains made last winter indicated that 60 lbs. pressure

sufficed in connection with 2-in. train pipes, whereas 80 lbs.

were required with 1%-in. pipes, and the "Lake Shore" was

fitting up with 2-in. train pipes. Reports from the New York

Central were also favorable to the large pipes. Mr. Mcintosh

thought that 1%-in. pipe was sufficient after the steam was

once brought to the rear of the train in heating up. Mr.

Schroyer believed the pipe diameter to be less important than

the large openings through the couplings. Mr. Ball wished to
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see the pressure on the hose reduced by the use of larger train

pipes. He had i i larger openings through the couplings

v ii' v satisfactory.

To What Extent Does Friction Drafi Gear Reduce Repairs

ami Expenses? Opened by Mr. HI. it. Gilbert. From a wide

experience he quoted > cobi of i'i cents per car per year for

friction draft gear on (1,800 steel cars from 1897 to the present

time, ami in very heavy service. Mr. Gilbert discussed the

proper, methods of comparing friction and spring gears. His

remarks will be printed In full in another issue.

To What Extent Will a More Rigid Inspection of Car Coup-

lers al Terminal Points Reduce Accident and Repairs?—Mr.

Maobeth opened the discussion by slating that a large number
of break-in-two accidents were due to worn couplers. He
Strongly recommended stretching trains at terminals and rigid

Inspection of the condition of the couplers, as to wear, by a

small gauge which could easily be carried in the pocket of the

Inspector. This would Indicate whether knuckles are worn

sufficiently to uncouple on the road. He recommended the

adoption of such a gauge by the association. This subject

developed the fact that break-iu-twos are increasing daily and

that couplers are now allowed to run in very defective con-

dition.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Varieties of Side

Bearings.—Introduced by Mr. L. H. Turner. The speaker

stated that side bearings of the best construction would not

suffice if the center-plates were not right. He advocated the

use of frictionless side bearings with frictionless plates and

properly constructed body bolsters. His remarks will be

printed later.

Cannot the Present Method of Securing Coupler Yokes to

Couplers for Freight Cars Be Improved.—Mr. Ball offered a

design of a coupler yoke with a hinged connection between

the coupler shank and the yoke. This would provide means

for quick repairs by using a detachable yoke at Interchange

points, it would also provide lateral motion tin couplers. The

subject wag referred to the executive committei

Him next year.

Brake Beams, Proper Hanging of, to Secure Brake shoe

Clearance Opened by Mr. w. E. Fowler. The pro tp

port for brake beams was from the trucks, so that they would

nut be affected b] the springs. Long hangers were desirable,

and they should have such angles as to cause the brake shoes

to drop away from the wheels. Inside hung brakes were

strongly advocated, both for passenger and freight cats. It

was most Important to obtain uniform pit ton travel, which

was impossible if brake shoes were hung to the ear bodies.

Stronger uraft Gear for Passenger Cars.—Introduced by Mr.

H. La Rue. The shocks ol heavy locomotives in starting heavy

trains constituted an important problem. Mr. Henderson

stated that With trains of 15 to 18 cars on the Santa IV the

ordinary draft gear was too weak and permitted the buffers to

separate as much as 2 ins. Increased spring capacity was
suggested as a remedy. Mr. Hennessey advocated friction

draft gear as the ideal draft gear for passenger cars. Increas-

ing spring capacity alone gave too much recoil. Excessive

shocks should be received by frictional resistances. Mr. Herr

stated that this was easy to accomplish providing sufficient

space is available.

The officers for the year were elected as follows: President,

W. P. Appleyard; first vice-president, Joseph Buker; second

vice president, \V. E. Fowler; third vice-president, G. N. Dow;
treasurer, John Kirby; executive members, James McBeth, A.

E. Mitchell and H. D. Taylor.

The retirement of President Brazier was made impressive by

the presentation of the ex-president's medal by Mr. George A.

Post in a remarkably fitting and worthy manner.

The convention was unusually satisfactory and successful.

Businesslike conduct of the meetings and prompt, brisk dis-

cussion characterized them throughout.

MASTER MECHANICS* ASSOCIATION.

President W. H. Lewis called the convention to order June

27, the attendance being nearly as large as that of the Master

Car Builders' Convention. The presidential address was an im-

portant contribution to current literature on the subject of

motive power problems. Thioughout, the speaker urged the

members of the association to studiously consider not only the

problems of the present, but to prepare for those which are to

come. Special prominence was given to the influence to be in-

troduced by electricity into motive power questions in the

future, as to present problems, he laid particular stress upon

the tendency to overload and overwork locomotives. In this

connection he traced the development of the locomotives on

the Norfolk & Western Railway, and referred Co the table

which was printed on pages 224 and 225 of our June number.

This revealed a surprising extent of progress. One effect of

the address, if it receives the attention it deserves, will be to

cause a more careful study of locomotive operation looking

toward more rational loading. The address Is a paper for

genera! managers as well as motive power officers. Locomo-

tive failures constituted an operating as well as a motive power

problem. The speed of trains had much to do with the so-

called "failure of the big locomotive." The speaker recom-

mended for consideration next year the following subject:

What are the practices underlying the proper loading of

locomotives on the basis of conducting transportation, with

the greatest efficiency at the least cost, considering all the

factors individually?"

The Am 1:1:11 an ESnoinebb lists and the proposed consolida-

tion of the two associations received the support of the presi-

dent.

A total of 791 members was stated in the report of the secre-

tary. Last year the total was 751; 9G had been added during

the year and the loss by all causes was 56. The treasurer's

report showed a balance of $2,874.80 in the hands of the

treasurer.

The proposed change in the constitution concerning repre-

sentative membership was discussed, the purpose of the new
membership to be appointed by railroad officials being to rep-

resent the roads in connection with scientific investigations

conducted by the association and also in the adoption of stand-

ards. The amendment was passed. This subject will be re-

ferred to in a future issue.

cciMMITTKK RKPORTS.

Ton-Mile Statistics. Credit for Switch Engines.—This report

appears in abstract in this issue. Mr. Mcintosh called atten-

tion to the fact that many road engines were in switching ser-

vice, and that the weight on drivers would not always give a

fair ton-hour unit. He recommended using the adhesive weight

of the locomotive. The recommendation of the committee was
accepted with the proposed change as to adhesive weight and

the matter was referred as a recommendation to the American
Railway Association.

Coal Consumption of Locomotives.—Mr. H. T. Herr presented

the report. He stated the desirability of a standaid method

of employing locomotive engineers and firemen and that the

committee did not favor pooling of engines. Tests we:' > record-

ed showing that the efficiency of locomotives as a whole had

improved materially since the advent of large grate, and heat-

ing surfaces. Tbe "large locomotive" was shown to be highly

advantageous from an operating standpoint. Grate area shoulJ

he determined by a favorable rate of combustion. The most

important observation of the report was the necessity for

better methods of recruiting engineers and firemen and in-

creasing their efficiency. In the discussion the bad effects of

pooling were made prominent, lue difficulty in securing satis-

factory firemen was spoken of as serious. Good men could

not be had. Mr. Mcintosh believed the automatic stoker to be

the only solution of the fireman problem. Mr. Barnum be-

lieved it necessary to arrange cab fittings more conveniently

in order to aid firemen, particularly on large engines. He sup-

ported the automatic stoker, and urged investigation and de-
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veloprnent of this device. Mr. Walsh (C. & O.) thought that

the passing of the control of engineers and firemen from the

motive power to the operating departments had more to do

with decreased efficiency of these men than pooling. Dr. Goss

called attention to the fact that the committee did not speak

enthusiastically of the large grate. Large grates required

greater skill in firing. The discussion centered in the fireman

question, and it became obvious that some important questions

have been neglected in the development of big locomotives.

Mr. MeKeen (Union Pacific) emphasized the importance of

good fuel records, which would bring the statistics before the

individual firemen. He thought that "we ought to get after

the coal chutes" and instal proper weighing devices for coal.

This report was distributed too late for proper discussion.

Locomotive Front Ends.—Mr. H. H. Vaughan, chairman of

the committee, explained the present standing of this question

(The complete report appears elsewhere in this issue.), and

the fact that the question to be decided was whether or not

the association would provide funds for pursuing the tests.

Mr. Vaughan moved that the executive committee be instructed

to furnish funds for the tests when money is available. Carried.

Locomotive Driving and Truck Axles and Locomotive Forg-

ings.—This subject was presented by Mr. Pomeroy, who ex-

plained that it was a report of progress in co-operating with

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers and the American Society for

Testing Materials. It was stated incidentally that by the use

of a new drill, test pieces may be cut from the ends of an axle

without weakening the axle and without requiring the use of

coupons. In the discussion Mr. Gillis considered it necessary

to drill the full length of axle in order to insure the discovery

of cavities in the metal if any existed. Mr. Walsh (C. & 0.)

stated that manufacturers would not give any guarantee what-

ever of freedom from "piping" unless axles are drilled. In

view of this it was desirable that the committee should con-

sider this factor. The committee was continued.

Boiler Design.—Dr. Goss presented this important report,

which appears in abstract in this issue. The committee recom-

mended laboratory tests for the determination of the rapidity

of circulation in a boiler generating varying amounts of steam.

It was shown that there was a great lack of definite informa-

tion with respect to boiler design. Mr. Waitt proposed a reso-

lution empowering the executive committee to raise a fund of

$5,000, to be used under the direction of a special committee,

for the purpose of conducting such tests.
t
The resolution was

passed.

Revision of Standards.—One of the important subjects this

year was the revision of the specifications for firebox and boiler

steel, which had not been revised for ten years. The committee

recommended bringing the specification up to date to correspond

with those of the American Society for Testing Materials. The

proposed specifications for firebox and boiler steel were ordered

submitted to letter ballot for adoption. This was a new de-

parture for this association, but the subject was considered too

important for less deliberate action. The proposed specifica-

tions for boiler tubes were similarly disposed of.

Piston Valves.—Mr. Mcintosh presented the report, which

contained records of elaborate tests for tightness of piston

valves, conducted on the Norfolk & Western and "Lake Shore"

railroads, which indicated surprising losses by leakage of

piston and slide valves; one case recorded a loss of

2,880 lbs. of steam per hour. The best piston valve showed a

leakage of 268 lbs. per hour, and the best slide valve 348 lbs.

per hour. Piston valves leaked less than slide valves. This

important report will be referred to in another issue.

Automatic Stokers.—Mr. J. F. Walsh in presenting the report

spoke of the development of the automatic stoker and referred

to the economic advantages of the device. It greatly reduced

the work of the fireman. Reduction of repairs and regularity

of service were also important. Stokers were most valuable

on long firebox engines, hauling heavy trains over long divi-

sions where the ordinary firedoor would be open two-thirds of

the time. By proper manipulating, the stoker referred to in the

paper could be increased 100 per cent in capacity. Dr. Goss

believed that a large inciease in efficiency should not be ex-

pected from locomotive stokers. A locomotive stoker must be

able to respond instantly to sudden variations of load. 11

should be considered as an automatic shoveller as distinguished

from stationary types. The stoker refeired to in the paper was
of the type from which success may be expected in locomotive

practice. This stoker certainly did get coal into the firebox and
it also distributed it uniformly. Those interested in the de-

velopmeent of stokers should be greatly encouraged by this

discussion to make renewed efforts toward the production of a

satisfactory design. Mr. Walsh said that this stoker would

spread coal evenly over the floor of a room which was 10 by 14

ft. in size, showing that it will easily take care of wide fire-

boxes. Mr. Forsyth thought that the thing to do was to put

the present stoker to work without waiting for further de-

velopment. Mr. H. T. Herr did not believe automatic stokers

would save coal because of the necessity for using steam for its

operation. Neither would stokers fire better than good men
but the strong point of the stoker was its endurance. The
stoker required about 300 lbs. of steam per hour. Dr.

Goss believed that stokers would permit of using cheaper coal

on locomotives as they had in stationary practice. This was
one of the most, if not the most, important subject before the

convention in its bearing upon the capacity of locomotives and

repairs on fireboxes. In fact, whenever the fireman and firing

were mentioned the discussion became very lively, indicating

that everyone was deeply interested and greatly troubled in the

matter of firing large locomotives.

Locomotive Frames.—Mr. L. R. Pomeroy, who had assisted

the committee, was requested to present the report which was
chiefly concerned with the question of flame breakage on large

locomotives. A large number of frame designs were included

in the report. These had been submitted to the leading steel

foundrymen and specifications suggested by them were in-

cluded. The report also compares wrought iron with cast steel.

The latter material was strongly advocated by the committee,

because of its strength and the fact that the frames were made
all in one piece. Sensible design and suitable frame bracing

were strongly urged. Mr. Pomeroy spoke favorably of the plate

type of frames. Proper drainage of cylinders had an important

influence on frame breakage. In the discussion Mr. Mcintosh

advocated construction which would reduce to a minimum the

number of frame bolts. Mr. Vaughan described experiments

which he conducted (on the L. S. & M. S. Ry. See American

Engineer, January, 1904) for the purpose of studying frame

deflections. Water in the cylinder had produced actual stretch-

ing of large binder bolts, which led to fractures. Piston valve

engines with single front frames required pedestal binders

which positively would not stretch. The "clip" binder was

generally considered by several speakers as better than the bolt

binder.

Cost of Locomotive Repair Shops.—Mr. Soule explained the

objects of the committee in its report and the reasons for the

selection of the units used. The report was the only one which

was received with applause. Mr. Barnum expressed the opinion

that it was one of the most valuable ever brought before the

association. It will be printed in full in this journal.

INDIVIDUAL PAPERS.

Grates for Bituminous Coal.—By J. A. Carney. This paper

suggested doing away with dead grates entirely and that no

drop grates be used unless they can be shaken. It also recom-

mended 50 per cent, of air openings in grates, and that ash

pans should have air openings of at least 25; per cent, of the

grate area. Mr. Carney explained that the grate recommended

in the report had been in successful use for 18 months. Mr.

Player thought that the area of air openings under grates

should be based on the flue area rather than the grate area.

The grate referred to in the paper received favorable com-

ment in the discussion.

Improved Tool Steels.—By Mr. W. R. MeKeen. Tests of tool

steels were described in this important paper, which should be

placed before every railroad shop foreman. The comparisons

were well drawn and the impression was made that special car^>

is desirable in introducing the new tool steels in order to get
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the utmo I out ol them. In the discussion several speakers pre-

ferred othei than "high-speed" steels for Bnlshlng cuts because

oi cost and smoother finish. I - ley I Mclnti

mi the econ Ic advantages ol using holders and relatively

nail pieces of alloy steel rather than tools made from the bar.

Variable Speed M rs. Bj Mr. C A. Seley, This paper will

be printed In this Journal, n chief!} concerns tests made upon

mill. ii driven machine tools and is a valuable record bu

mentlng the report of the committee on this subject last year.

Technical School Graduates. By Mr. K. D. Smith. The ob-

i
.1 of the author was to make suggestions looking toward a

Bystem which would retain them In ra Iroad Bervica. The
i,

i ii ; i ii in this Issue. As usual, apprentice-

ship brought nut a lively discussion, In which higher pay was

urged as a necessity. Mr. Mcintosh did not approve of regular

courses of simp experience, preferring "to turn the boys loose

in the simp in make their own way." One speaker referred to

the objection to special apprenticeship on the part of labor

o ganizations. Mr. Johnson (Canadian Pacific) cautioned the

Delation against administering special apprenticeship in

sin ii a way as to disi ouragi I be regular apprenl Ices. Mr. Walsh

believed that men should be paid what they are worth without

n gard to whether they are technical school graduates or not.

The discussion was disappointing, not a single new idea being

ment toned.

Terminals for Locomotives.—By R. Quayle. This paper

was received too late for advance distribution. It Is an cxcel-

lent review of the locomotive terminal problem, and discusses

the factors In detail, laying special stress upon adequate facili-

ties, ami -should ln> thoughtfully read by every operating official.

Mr. Bentley, who presented the paper, did not know of a prop-

erly ventilated roundhouse.

TOPICAL DISCI ssiiins.

Grease Lubrication.—Favorable experience with the use of

grease for driving boxes was reported by every speaker. It

is evident that grease lubrication is an improvement over oil

and the change seems to be likely to be permanent. Several

speakers slated t hat hot driving boxes had been practically

entirely overcome. Some trouble had been experienced, hut

they had been from mechanical defects. An important and
necessary feature of grease lubrication was a continual pres-

sure of the grease against the journal, as in the practice intro-

duced by Mr. Blvln and known by bis name.

Advantages of Screw Reverse Gear for Locomotives.—Mr.

John Player (American Locomotive Company) introduced the

subject with a statement of the disadvantages of screw gears,

i ney occupy more room and are more complicated than lever

gears, With piston valves there was no need of anything more
powerful than a lever, and the speaker thought the lever gear

good enough. Opinion was quite generally in favor of the

lever, but several speakers believed it necessary to provide

power reverse gear (either steam or air) for the largest en-

gines. Others directed attention to the advantages of a lever

whereby the condition of lubrication of the valves could easily

bo ascertained.

Air Spaces Under Grates.—Mr. F. .T. Cole stated that there

could hardly be too much space for air to enter ash pans. It

was often difficult to obtain sufficiently large openings in the

front and back ends of ash pans. As much opening as pos-

sible should lie provided in front. The total air openings

should not bo less than 75 per cent, of the total flue openings.

The discussion developed the fact that many locomotives have

Insufficient air openings. Mr. T ... R. Johnson considered it

desirable to supply ash pan openings equal to the tube area, as

the area could easily be reduced if desired. Mr. West, how-

ever, spoke of excellent results with engines fitted with the

Bates fire-door, with an opening 8 by 12 ins., which was never

closed
1

, this being the only entrance for air. Mr. Player sup-

ported Mr. Cole's recommendation as to large openings. Dr.

Goss showed that any constrained area in the passages for gas

or air require! Increased the work of the exhaust jet. The ash

pan openings were easily controlled, and he believed that these

openings should not be restricted. The ideal condition would

be to avoid ash pans altogether.

Painting Locomotive Front Ends.- Mr. w. 0. Thompson
quotei ictorj experience with Walkei stack

black, thinned with Slpe'a Japan oil In propi - oni part

of Japan to two pai k I. lack. Mr. Walsh recommended
graphite tor this purpose. Mr. Chase had found grap
while lead and boiled "ii to be the beat paint, ii cost 9 cents

to apply one coat, No two speakers recommended the sami
Ihing.

Comments on three other topical dl i u mis will be reserved

until next month.

Ai the conclusion of the discussions Mr. Seley presented a

proposed amendment for action next year, ii provides tor a

committee ol executive members similar to that of the U
Car Builders' Association.

The election of officers for the coming year resulted as fol-

lows: .

President, P. H. Peck; Brat vice-president, B r Ball; second

vice-president, J. v. Deems; third vice-president, Wm. Mcin-
tosh; treasurer, Angus Sinclair.

Out of a voting membership of over Too only 17 votes were
cast in the election of officers

in an eloquent address Mr. George A. Post presented to

retiring president, Mr. w. ii. Lewis, the medal which, through
a pleasing and unique custom, is conferred by the Supply Mens
Association each year. The convention then adjourned

The Railroad Qaeette, after nearly 50 years of publication
in large form, appeared June 17 with leaves measuring 13 by
9% ins. While some crilioisni may be offered because the di-

mensions are not "standard," it is evident the purpose of the
publishers was to turn out a paper decidedly attractive and
easily readable. In this they have succeeded admirably. One
important reason for changing the size and makeup of the

Railroad Gazette is given in an announcement of the publish-

ers that they have bought Transport, the leading railroad papi r

of England and the Colonies, and beginning July 8 will print

in London under the name Transport and Railroad Gazette, an
international edition of the combined papers.

Mr. A. II. Fetters has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Onion Pacific Railway with headquarters at Omaha, Neb. Mr.
C. ii Smyth has been appointed assistant mechanical engineer to

succeed Mr. Fetters.

The B. !'. Sturtevanl Company.—This company announces the

removal of its entire plant from Jamaica Plain to the new works

at Hyde Park, Mass.. where nine acres of Boor space and

modern appliance put them in position to manufacture its well

known products more advantageously than ever before.

The Garrett Interlocking Draft Ann was exhibited at the Sara-

toga convention. It was developed by M. A. Garrett of the Farlow

Draft G : Company and is made in cast steel or malleable iron.

These anus are connected to the bolster by dove-tailed joints and

they completely till the space betwet n the bolster and end still. Space

sufficient for anj draft gear is provided. The ,• drafl arms pro

ih niei- sills ami bring the pull of the draft gear u] the bodj

holster. The center pin must be sheared and bolster cocked before

the center sills can be injured.

Oil cabinets with adjustable measuring devices were exhibited at

the Saratoga conventions by S. F. Bowfer e< Co., Fort Wayne.

Ind. These cabinets are very convenient for roundhouses and shops

» here "il of any kind is used. The cabinets a re of i a rious siz<

styles. By means of a pump lever exactly the desired quantitj of

oil is pumped from the Btorage tanks, A special cabinet as con-

structed for the engine rooms of naval vessels was exhibited. A

large number of cabinets have been supplied to leading railroads for

shops and roundl ses. They are also yerj cm nient in the engine

rooms el" power houses. -.

Carey's Magnesia Coverings are described in n pamphlet issued by

the Philip Carey Manufacturing Company, Lockland. Ohio, which

ii ats briefly of the subject of leal insulation and magnesia cover-

ings and illustrates a number of excellent applications. This

pany was represented and exhibited at the Saratoga convention.

Their products are specially prepared for locomotive and other

railroad uses.
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TABULAR COMPARISON OF NOTABLE RECENT LOCOMOTIVES

ARRANGED WITH RESPECT TO TOTAL WEIOHTS

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Type—Drivers '

Type—Name \

Name of railroad
Number of road or class
Builder

Simple or compound j

When built
Weight engine, total, pounds
Weight on drivers, pounds
Weight on leading truck, pounds
Weight on trailing truck, pounds
Weight of tender (loaded), pounds
Wheel base, driving, feet and inches ....
Wheel base, total, feet and inches
Wheel base, total, eng. & tender, ft. & in.

Driving wheel, diameter, inches
Cylinders, diameter inches

Cylinders, stroke, inches
Heating surface, firebox, square feet ....
Heating surface, arch tubes, square feet .

Heating surface, tubes, square feet
Heating surface, total, square feet
Firebox, length, inches
Firebox, width, inches
Grate area, square feet
Boiler, smallest diameter of, inches
Boiler, height, center above rail, ft. & in.

Tubes, number and diameter of, in inches
Tubes, length, feet and inches
Steam pressure, pounds, per square inch.

Type of boiler
\

Fuel
I

Reference in American Engineer and [

Railroad Journal. '
.

4-6-2
Pacific

C. & A.
602

Baldwin

Simple
1904

221,500
135,110
4(i.r,(.io

45,490
166,600
13-4
33-4
62-8%

77
22

28
179

2,874
3,053
108
66

49.5
70
9-5

245-2 V4
20-0
200

Straight

Bitum.

Apl.. 1904
P. 133

4-6-2
Pacific

N. Y. C.
2799

American

Simple
1904

215,000
141,000
36,000
38,000
127,000
13-0
33-7%
59-0"
75
22

26
178.65
27.35
3,570
3,776
96%
75 y4
50.23
72 1-16
9-5

303-2%
20-0
200

Straight

Bitum.

Mar., 1904
P. 87

4-6-2
Pacific

A..T.&S.F
1200

Baldwin

Simple
1903

215,180
140,800
27.680
46,700

3.3-8
33-9 %
62-10 %

69
22%

28
122.8

3,402
3,595
108
71 Vi
53.5
70

290-2 Vi
20
220

Wagon top

Bitum.

Dee., 1903
P. 443

4-4-0
Oil-burner
Atlantic
S. P. Ry.
3022

Baldwin
Vauclaln
Compound

1903
200,030
102,190
61,120
36,200

6-10
31-3%
65-5%

79
15 & 25

28
155

2.883
3.038
121
63%
'66'

346-2
16
200

Wagon top

Oil

Sept., 1903
P. 329

4-4-2
Atlantic

N. Y. C.
3000

American
Cole Bal.
Compound

1904
200,000
110,000
50,000
40,000
121.600

7-0
27-9
53-8
79
15%

26
175
23

3,248.1
3,446.1
96%
75 %
50.23
72 V,

9-3 1-16

390-2
16
220

Straight

Bitum.

May, 1904
P. 184

4-6-2
Pacific

C.,R.I.&P
801

American

Simple
1903

192,800
130,000

12-4
31-10
58-9
69
21

26
164

2,940
3,104
84
74
42.2
66%

300-2
18-7
200

Wagon top

Bitum.

Oct., 1903
P. 351

4-4-2
Vauclain

Bal. comp.
C, B. & Q.

2700
Baldwin

Compound
- 1904
192,000
100,000
50,000
42,000

7-3
30-2

'78'

15 & 25

26
166.4

3!u50'.5
3.216.9
96%
66 Vi
44.14
64

274-2 Vi
19
210

Wagon top

Bitum.

June. 1904
P. 212

4-4-2
Atlantic

Santa Fe
287

Baldwin
Vauclain
Compound

1903
187,000
90,000
52,000
45,000

'e-i
29-6

58-3%
73

15 & 25

26
190

2,839
3,029

107 15-16
66
49.4
66

273-2 Vi

220
Wagon top

Bitum.

June, 1903
P. 212

Sept., 1903
P. 334

4-4-2
Atlantic

C. & A.
553

Baldwin

Simple
1903

183,820
103,690
40,130
40,000
166,600

7-8
27-0

56-3%
80
20

28
191.2

3,056
3,247.2
108%
72 Vi
54.2
70
9-5

326-2 Vi
16
200

Straight

Bitum.

Dec, 1903
P. 458

Note.—This table supplements that presented in this journal as an inset in June, 1903.

MOTOR-DRIVEN MACHINE TOOLS.

Applications to Special Machinery.

Under this heading in our May issue a number of special ap-

plications of motors to machine tools were presented, and the

accompanying five engravings show others of equal interest.

Fig. 1 illustrates a motor-drive applied to a more highly

specialized class of tool, this being the recently re-designed 50

by 10-in. automatic gear-cutting machine, with automatic

worm hobbing attachment, built by Gould & Eberhardt,

Newark, N. J. The motor, which is a Lundell direct-current

motor, is most conveniently mounted upon an extension of the

base at the rear out of the way, and drives direct through

gearing. The switch and starting box for operating it are con-

veniently mounted upon a stand at the rear, so that the tool,

while self-contained, is very compact.
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The drive upon the grindstone, Fig. 5, a Brown & Sharpe spe-

cial trough mounted, is very conveniently arranged. The motor,

a Bullock direct-current machine, is located at the rear and

drives through a combination of gearing and silent chain.

The starting box is conveniently mounted at the side of the

tub and is protected from splashing by a hood. This drive is

of special interest as showing the extent to which individual

Garbe. This engine, with only 963 sq. ft. of heating surface,

gave higher speed than the first two, which were specially de-

signed and built for the trials. Its speed with six cars was

79.53 miles per hour, and with three cars 84.5 miles per hour.

The horse-power developed approximated 2,000.

The fourth locomotive, which headed the list for speed, is the

design of Mr. Wittfield, of the Prussian State Railways, and

the cab in front, and is to be exhibited at St. Louis. Both en-

was built by Henschell & Sons, of Cassel. It is arranged with

gine and tender are encased in a sheathing of steel, giving a

smooth exterior surface to reduce the wind friction. This is a

4 4-4 type 4-cylinder balanced compaund. It has 2,766 sq.-

ft. of heating surface and weighs 76.8 tons. This engine gave

a speed of 79.53 miles per hour with six cars, and 85.12 miles

with three cars.

PIG. 5.—AN INTERESTING APPLICATION OF MOTOR-MOVING TO A l. RIND-

STONE.—BULLOCK MOTOR WITH SILENT-CHAIN DRIVE.

driving is coming to be used in the operation of small tools,

the advisability of this being a much discussed point at present.

Hard Service tor Wheels.—In order to keep the wheels of

the cars of the Boston Elevated Railroad in good condition it

is necessary to grind them every two weeks. The crooked

road wears the wheels into polygonal form in a short time and

heroic measures are necessary to keep them in condition to

prevent noise in operation.

The Rand Drill Company is sending out a mailing card which is

a decided novelty. It is in the shape of the new "Imperial" ham-

mer, the address being written on the barrel and a 1-cent stamp

fitting into the handle.

HIGH SPEED STEAM LOCOMOTIVE TRIALS IN
GERMANY.

Because of the speed of 117.32 miles per hour, attained by an

electric locomotive on the experimental track between Marien-

feld and Zosseh, near Berlin, the results of the speed trials of

steam locomotives on this track have been awaited with inter-

est. The steam locomotive tests began last February and have

just been completed. Consul Frank H. Mason reports the re-

sults, and they are not superior to the speeds of ordinary ser-

vice on the Camden and Atlantic City line of the Philadelphia

& Reading. As a test of electric vs. steam locomotives the trial

shows nothing, because the electric locomotives operated singly

and the steam locomotives hauled trains of six and three 30-ton

cars. Four locomotives were compared.

The first locomotive was built by the Egestorf Machinery

Company, of Hanover. It is a 4-4-2 type, and with six cars at-

tained an average speed of 68.97 miles per hour. With three

cars the speed was 79.41 miles.

The second locomotive was built at Grafenstadt, a compound,

also of the 4-4-2 type. With six cars this engine made 73.32

miles per hour, and with three cars, 76.42 miles.

The third was a 4-4-0 locomotive, built by Borsig, and is simi-

lar to the standard passenger engine of the Prussian State Rail-

ways. It has a Schmidt superheater, and was designed by Herr

OIL FUEL TESTS-NAVY DEPARTMENT.

The Oil Fuel Board of the Navy Department has made public its

conclusions from its recent experiments. Some of the most impor-

tant of them are

:

"No difficulty should be experienced by an intelligent Greroom
'force in burning oil in a uniform manner.

"While the use of steam as a spraying medium will undoubtedly

prove most satisfactory for general purposes, the result of the

tests show that the consumption of fuel oil cannot be forced to as

great an extent with steam as the atomizing agent as when highly

heated compressed air is used for this purpose.

"In every oil fuel installation special provision should be made
for the removal of the water that will collect from various sources

at the bottom of the supply tanks.

"The evaporative efficiency of crude and refined oil is practically

the same, no matter from what locality the oil may come. The
danger of using crude oil is much greater.

"In order to provide a uniform supply of oil to the burners the

oil should be heated by some simple means.

"Where oil is used as a fuel in a Scotch boiler the introduction

of retarders in the tubes will undoubtedly increase the evaporative

efficiency of the boilers.

"Where crude petroleum has undergone a slight refining or dis-

tillation, no ill effects result to modern steel boilers. From the

standpoint of endurance of the boiler, the advantage, if any, is

with oil. Crude oil, however, by reason of its searching and corro-

sive effects, has a greater tendency than refined oil to attack the

seams and tubes of modern boilers. For marine work, therefore,

no crude petroleum should be used, and particularly for ships mak-
ing long voyages the fuel oil should undergo some mild distillation

before being placed in the tanks.

"Under forced draft conditions and with water tnbe boilers, and

with the use of oil as fuel, the solution of the smoke question is

nearly as remote as ever. \> here a limited quantity of oil is burnt

in a Scotch boiler, however, and retarders are used in the tubes,

crude petroleum should be smokeless."

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company report an excellent con-

dition of their business.
_

President Duntley has forwarded orders

from England for 275 machines, fifty of these being rock drills for

South Africa. Twenty-five compressors have been ordered for use

in Europe, and nine large "D. S. C." compressors have been or-

dered by the Pennsvlvania Railroad. The factories at Franklin,

Cleveland and Detroit are running at their full capacities.

Steam Turbine Test.—A pamphlet containing the results of

an elaborate test of a direct converted Westinghouse-Parsons tur-

bine, made by Messrs. Dean & Main, has been received from (he

Westinghouse Machine Company, Pittsburgh. The record is ad-

mirably complete, and shows the effect of superheating. Presum-

ably copies may be had by addressing the Westinghouse Company's

Publishing Department, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Canadian Rand Drill Company. Sherbrooke, Quebec, have

just closed with the Canadian Westinghouse Company, of Hamilton,

Ont., for installation of a Rand-Corliss compound, power-driven,

air compressor, to be installed in their new plant. This machine is

designed to furnish air for the various pneumatic appliances

throughout the works, and is to be driven by a Westinghouse motor,

through a Morse chain drive. The International Coal and Coke

Company, Coleman, Alberta, have just placed an order with the

Canadian Rand Drill Company, Sherbrooke, Quebec, for a 300

h.p. steam driven Rand duplex compressor of the very latest type.
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The accompanying engravings illustrate

the vertical boring mills manufactured by

the Gisholt Machine Company, Madison, Wis-

n. The design embraces several novel

and very useful ideas In machine tool edi-

tion.

The drive of the machine is of the single

puller, coiistant belt speed variety, which

has heretofore been used principally in small

machines where a variable speed in the

spindle was required. The application of

ibis (lass of drive to machines of this par-

tlcular character is a decidedly unique idea.

While this principle lias been used in small

machines, as slated, it has been demonstrated

a most successful drive in the way it has

been adapted to the Gisholt mill. The posi-

I ion of (he drive at the rear of the machine

brings it entirely out of the way and yet the

haudiness of the operating levers gives abso-

lute control without necessitating a change

ol' position on the part of the operator. The

absence of the old familiar cone pulley is

line of the conspicuous features of this mill.

The headstock of this machine is of the

friction class, self-oiling, which has been

used with such great success by this com-

pany on its well-known turret lathes. This

form of headstock gives complete control of

the table, enabling the operator to instantly

stop or start the table, or to move it but a

fractional part of a complete revolution with-

out the necessity of starting and stopping

the motor or changing in any way the belt

connection. It is becoming more evident

every day in direct-connected machine tools

that the combination is far from satisfac-

tory unless there be introduced somewhere
between the motor and the driving mechan-

ism a friction device of some kind. Other-

wise it becomes necessary when the tool is

stopped to stop the motor, a time-consum-

ing operation of no small importance.

The headstock of the Gisholt mill is so

designed that a variable-speed motor with an

increase of 50 per cent, above normal will

give an almost ideal arrangement of speeds.

Thus a very moderate-priced motor equip-

ment only Is required in conjunction with

this mill. Six mechanical changes of speed

are given by this form of headstock. all of

which are immediately obtainable by the use

of conveniently-located levers. The levers

are, of course, non-interfering. The illustra-

tions show how conveniently all operating

levers are placed. The operator has every

lever within easy reach of his customary
position, and the starting and stopping de-

vice is controllable from either side of the

machine. The changes of speed being all

obtained by gearing either through the fric-

tion clutch or direct, and the elimination of

the rone and belt-style drive, with its attend-

ant shifting and slipping of belts, makes this

device far superior in every way. Such an

arrangement makes the handling of the ma-
chine very satisfactory to the operator, as it

requires only the shifting of a lever to get

the desired change of speed. Twelve speeds

of the table are obtainable.

The heads are entirely independent of each

other and may be set to any angle. They are

GISHOLT BOEING MILL. SIOE -VIEW. SHOWING FEEDING MECHANISM
AND CONTROLLING HANDLES Fill! Till; DRIVE.

REAR VIEW OF GISHOLT BORING MILL, SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF
MOTOR DRIVING AND BULLOCK MOTOR.

NEW BORING MILL, GISHOLT MACHINE COMPANY.
EMBODYING A NUMBER OP EXCELLENT FEATURES.
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controlled by feed mechanisms located on either side of the

machine. The feeds, both vertical and horizontal, are also in-

dependent and may be operated by power or by hand. A range

of ten feeds is given. Each head is fitted with a positive stop

so that the centre of the downslide may be brought to coincide

with the centre of the table.

The machines are so arranged that the right-hand head may,

when desired, be removed and replaced by a turret head, which

MACHINE TOOL PROGRESS.

Feeds and Deives.

XIV.

THE NEW GISHOLT BORING MILL. .SHOWING COMBINED USE OF PLAIN

AND TURRET HEADS.

in addition to its vertical movement may be swiveled to any

angle. It is provided with an automatic tripping device. A
screw-cutting attachment may be also employed when desired.

The feed-tripping device with which this machine is fitted is

automatic in its action. By an index dial the operator is able

to set the feeds for throwing out at any point desired, either

vertical or horizontal, and with very little or no calculation on

his part. The mere setting of the tripping device stops the

tool accurately at any predetermined point. These dials are

plainly shown at the end of the cross-rail. Micrometer index

dials, with which both feed-rods and feed-screws are fitted,

read to 0.001 inch. Such an arrangement is most convenient

to say nothing of its time-saving qualities. Much calipering

is done away with and this arrangement certainly reduces it

to a minimum.
All gears on the machine are accurately cut and are incased,

and in its general outlines the machine presents a massive yet

exceedingly neat appearance. The metal is well distributed

and is calculated to withstand the strains attending the work
of heavy cutting at high speed. Being practically self-contained

no special foundation is required.

The cross rail is of a very rigid construction and, of course,

is raised and lowered by power. The table may be a universal

combination chuck fitted with three movable top jaws, or a face-

plate with independent jaws may be substituted when desired.

The table is powerfully geared, being driven by a spur pinion.

The spindle revolves on a large self-oiling babbitted surface.

At present these machines are being made in six sizes:

34-in., 42-in., 54-in., 60-in., 64-ln. and 74-in. The company will

show the mills at the St. Louis Fair, the exhibit being located

In Machinery Hall, Block 14, Aisles F and 3.

The importance of the use of the change-gear variable-speed

driving mechanism for the drives of drilling machines is

rapidly becoming known to users of machine tools and is being
regularly specified by them upon orders of new radial drills

for general classes of work. The facility with which drilling

speeds can be adjusted to the particular class of work in hand
is remarkable and affords a very convincing proof of the value

to be derived from the use of this improvement. The actual

economies that have been effected in many cases from the use

of this improvement have been more than sufficient to warrant
its application, even upon old drills.

The Dreses Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, have
recently perfected a new gear mechanism of this type for use

upon the drive of their well known radial drill, which em-
bodies a very interesting principle. This we are permitted to

describe in this article, in which is shown a general view,

Fig 59, of the 60 in. Dreses radial drill thus equipped and
driven by an electric motor, and also details of the main vari-

able speed driving mechanism, Fig. 60, and of the change gear

arrangement upon the arm, Fig. 61, by which additional speeds

are made available. It is also to be noted that this company
has, for some time, been equipping their drills with variable-

speed feeding-mechanisms, which operate upon the change-

gear principle.

PIG. 59.—THE NEW DESIGN OF DBESES RADIAL DRILL, SHOWING AP-

PLICATION OF GEARED VARIABLE-SPEED MECHANISMS.

The main variable-speed driving mechanism is. as shown in

Fig. 59, located'at the rear of the drill column upon an exten-

sion of the base, in place of the usual driving cone pulley.

As ordinarily applied, this carries the main driving pulley of

the tool, but as the tool here shown is equipped for direct

driving by an electric motor, the belt driving pulley is replaced

by a silent chain sprocket. This variable-speed mechanism is

operated upon a modification of the cone gear and shifting
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,,i M ion principle) liy which, in this case, seven different speeds

are made available; but, as shown in Big. 60, the two cones of

gears do not operate in mesh, and also the arrangement oi tin

shifting pinion upon a rocker frame is a decidedly new de-

parture,

This speed variaior has i wo Bhafta, i and 2, each with

seven gears to it. proportioned for seven speeds in geometrical

progression. These cones of gears are aot in mesh with each

other, but all are Axed to iheir shafts, except the largest driven

gear on the variable speed shall 2, which is connected to it by

a pawl and ratchet arrange nt

a connection between this ratchet gear and the smallest gear

on the driving or constant-speed shaft 1, is formed by an idler

pinion. 8, causing the driven shall to run always at the slowest

Speed. When the S| I of tile variable-Speed shall, 2, is in

creased by proper adjustment of pinion, 1, the ratchet fixed

on this shaft runs ahead of the pawl in the loose gear, but in

this way shaft 2 is always kept in motion.

The lever with handle, :,, shown in front of the speed vari-

aior, is mounted and swings ;.i the rear on a rocker frame, 6,

and is so arranged that it can be shifted lengthwise or cross-

1

lZ +_Y5 . l .

>' Vt-I-'/'ICn

ii... 60.

—

DETAILS OF THE main DRIVE \ TRIABLE-SPEED MECHANISM

iskii UPON 111 I M • \\ DE8I0N OF DRESES RYDIA1 null. I.

wise. It carries a gear, 4, forming connections between the

different gears on the two shafts, 1 and 2, so as to produce

the different speeds. The laleli with plunger below the handle

locks the handle vertically and the knob pin horizontally, all

as shown diagrammatically in Pig. 60.

The holes for locking in the index plate are drilled to suit

the correct positions of the intermediate gear in mesh with tht>

cone gears. No engagement can lie made unless the inter-

mediate gear is in the correct position. Though the entire

momentum from rest to the different speeds does not thus

require to be overcome, as the variable speed shaft runs always

at the lowest speed, the shock from low to high speeds proved

to be still too great and a frlctional connection between the

drill shaft and variator had to be introduced. This friction is

similar to a planer feed friction and is adjusted to carry the

heaviest load of the drill, but slips when taxed beyond this.

The power is transmitted to the drill spindle in the usual

way by a horizontal shall near the base, a pair of mitre gears

and central shaft in column, two spur gears on top of column
and outside vertical shaft, V", carrying a sliding mitre gear.

This mitre gear engages with the mitre gear on short shaft, A,

having fixed on it the pinion B, and the two loose friction

gears C and D. Pinion It is arrange,] to mesh with friction

gear E, and C with friction gear V. both on shaft H. Fric-

tion gear D drives gear F Indirectly by means of an inter-

mediate pinion, G. journaled in the gear casing.

The double friction clutch arrangements in gears E and F
are operated by the lever combination J. which, when engaged
With one or the other, changes the speed according to the pro-

portion of the gears, this being in geometrical progression with
the range of the cone pulleys. The double friction between
gears C and D is operated by the lever combination K; when

engaged with 0, the spindle runs fast right handed, but when

engaged with D, on account of the Intermediate gear <;. 11 is

faster in reverse, in accordance with the different diameters

oi i he i wo gears C and D.

it is obvious thai by clutching I> to shaft A, a slow forward

speed ami last reverse is obtained by engaging the friction

between C and v alternatively. By clutching v to H and

operating the friction between C and D a fast forward and a

slightly Increased reverse speed of the spindle Is brought

about.

FIG. 61.—DETAILS OF i in OHANOE-OEAB MECHANISM icon THE

BEAU END OI THE \i;m "I THE DBHX FOB OBTAINING ADDITIONAI

sni us vr the spiniu.e.

The power feed to the drill spindle is of the geared type.

It has six changes and is variated by shifting the knurled

knob on the feed rod engaging the respective gears by key and
leal her.

Tin: I'ivis, ii Lighting System.—A statement from the Julius

I'int.scii Company, of Berlin, to the Safety Car, Bleating and Light-

ing Company, of New 1 ork,embraces very comprehensive statistics of

the application of the Pintsch system of lighting to the railroad cars,

locomotives, buoys and beacons throughout the world. The figures

ui\ en below show thai 130,000 cars. 5,800 locomoti and 1,700

buoys and beacons are equipped with this system, and thai !"- gas

works arc in operation to manufacture gas for the Pintsch system

of lighting, which has been adopted by the majority of the railroads

and lighthouse departments of the world. In Germany 15,200

motives and 5,583 cars are so lighted. The United States stands

second, with '_':'.. r>i"i cars, and England third, with 21,100 cars.

<;,,uld Coupler c pany.—The offices of this company have been

moved from '-'.", West 33d street to 1 West 34th street. New York

City.
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A NEW DESIGN OF CUTTER AND REAMER GRINDER.

The Beckbb-Brainard Milling Machine Company.

An interesting new design of cutter and reamer grinder has

recently been perfected and placed upon the market by the

Becker-Brainard Milling Machine Company. Hyde Park, Mass.,

which will be received by those interested in machine shop

operation with more than usual interest. It embodies many

new ideas and has a much greater range than most tools of this

type. It is unlike othe*r cutter grinders in that it requires no

extra fixtures for handling any style of milling cutter or

reamer. It has two separate knees, each provided with its own

slides. The cutter to be ground is transferred from one to the

other for the different operations on the side and teeth. The

following cuts will explain the operations on the several dif-

ferent styles of cutters shown:

Fig. 1 gives a view of the machine as regularly made, from

which we get a very good idea of the weight and proportion as

a whole. Here also may be seen the two different knees men-

tioned above. On the left hand side of the machine is the main

knee, which swivels around the supporting column and carries

the head and tail stock for grinding cutters on centers, or with

Fig. 3 presents a front view of the sliding head set for grind-

ing bevel cutters. In Fig. 6 is shown a large inserted tooth-

face mill in the sliding head that is probably the most difficult

cutter to handle on any grinder without using special fixtures.

The sliding head arrangement on this machine makes this a

very simple operation.

This machine has a capacity for all styles of cutters up to 14

ins. diameter and 14 ins. long. It is designed distinctively

as a cutter and reamer grinder to fill the long felt want for a

machine capable of grinding heavy cutters of large diameter

and long face, which are-used on the large column and planer

type milling machines, also the large diameter inserted tooth

cutters. The machine will take care of all styles and sizes of

cutters, including plain, straddle, form and end mills, being

made especially stiff and heavy to eliminate vibration which

frequently occurs in most of the lighter grinders.

The machine is provided with two columns, one of which

has a knee, with saddle and table, which has 6 ins. of verti-

FIG. 1.—BECKER-RRAINARD CUTTER AND REAMER GRINDER. FIG. 2.—SHOWING THE MACHINE ARRANGED EOR MOTOR DRIVING.

bar inserted in place of the head stock center and tail stock re-

moved. Cutters are ground by sliding them on the bar in front

of the wheel, which insures a cutter ground straight and true

with the hole. On the right hand side is a novel arrangement

for grinding the end mills, or the side teeth of straddle mills

and inserted tooth cutters. This sliding head can be swivelled

for grinding bevel or dovetail mills, and is provided with a

plunger finger, which is always set on the center. The object

in this arrangement is to do away with many of the devices

ordinarily used for this work, and it is also unnecessary to use

any other than a 7-inch emery wheel, as shown.

In Fig. 2 the machine appears as arranged with motor driv-

ing. This is a view of the model which is on exhibit at the

Becker-Brainard Milling Machine Company's space No. 13, Ma-
chinery Hall, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, Mo.

Figs. 4 and 5 show good illustrations of the improved manner
of handling work on the machine, showing as they do straddle

and end mills in both positions. This also shows how the clear-

ance is obtained on the end and side teeth.

cal adjustment, and will swivel around the column in either

direction. The adjustable vertical column is graduated so that

seting can be instantly made to give the proper angle of clear-

ance of cutter for different diameters of emery wheels used.

The table on the saddle is fed by rack and pinion, having a

longitudinal feed of 20 ins. and cross feed of 7 ins., and is

provided with graduated swivel head, which carries a bar on

which to slide cutters while being ground. Head and tail cen-

ters are also provided for holding end mills and reamers which

have to be ground on centers.

With the other cutter grinders on the market it is necessary,

in order to grind side, face and angular mills, to use special

fixtures, which consume more or less time in setting, whereas

with this machine this is unnecessary, as a second column is

provided with swivel carriage carrying two cross slides, the top

cross slide having 7 ins. and the lower cross slide 9 ins. adjust-

ment at right angles. On the top slide is mounted a graduated

swivel head, or holder, which slides on a bar having a travel of

5 ins., used for grinding the end teeth of cutters and end mills.
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Thus cutlers of all description can !>' ground without any

change ol fixtures, and much faster than the old methods of

• utter grinding.
i tone,

Center swing l-t Ins. and win take between eame 14 Ins.

Maximum length thai can be «

i

<nin.i between centers 14 Ins.

l-miKltudlnal feed of table 20 Ins.
1

>< i feed 8 Ins.

EBlevatlon of knee on I'olumn 6 Ins.

knee elevation 10 Ins.

Lower cross elide 9 Ins.

tide 7 Ins.

Cutter bead tide on bar 5 Ins.

Weight 1.570 lbs.

TESTING PLANT ON THE GREAT WESTERN RAIL-
WAY, ENGLAND.*

m >- >. CHI HI liu \l;n.

The Great Western Railway Company have recently put down
in their erecting simp at Swindon a plant for testing locomotives.

This machine consists of a bed made of cast-iron, bolted on a con-

crete foundation, wit h timber baulks interposed for the lessening

actuated by a water-supply from an independent pump, the outlet

of this water-supply being throttled cither by a stop-valve or by a

throttle actuated by a centrifugal governor. This latter device en-

ables the s[i 1 of the engine to be set at any required number of

revolutions and kept constant.

The carrying wheels are 4 ft. l'/i ins. diameter. The main 1

ings are 14 ias. long by 9 ins. diameter. The tire of the ear-

rying wheels is tinned to approximately the same section on the

tread as the rails in use on our line. This plant is intended not

only for the purpose of scientific experiment, but also to do away
with the trial trips of new and repaired engines on the main line.

It ha.s, therefore, been necessary to make it rapidly adjustable I"

take engines having wheels of different centres. The main bed is

provided willi a rack, mid each pair of bearings is provided with a

cross shaft having a pinion at either end. These cross shafts are

driven ti I longitudinal shaft through suitable clutches. This

longitudinal shaft is operated by electric motor and is capable of

being reversed. The engine is run over the machine on an ele-

vaied frame which carries ii on the flanges of it.s tires clear, elec-

trically, and drops 1 lie engine into position on the carrying wheels
with their healings till they an vertically underneath the wheels

i ii.. :;.

—

front view as si.hum. head grinding bevel cutter.

HO. 5. GRINDING FACE AND SIDE OF STRADDLE MILLS.

NEW DESIGNS OP CUTTER AND REAMER GRINDER—BECKER-BRAINARD MILLING MACHINE COMPANY

FIG. 4. GRINDING BIDE VMM Mi OF TAPES SHANK OF EM) AND SIDE
MILL.

FIG. 6.—SLIDING HEAD, GRINDING LARGE INSERTED TOOTH FACE MILL.

of vibration. On this bed five pairs of bearings are arranged to

slide longitudinally so that they may be adjusted for any centres

of wheels that are to be put upon the plant. In these bearings

axles are carried having wheels fitted with steel tires, on which the

locomotive runs. These axles are also fitted with drums on which
band-brakes act for absorbing wholly or in part the power developed

by the engine. Outside these band-brakes, pulleys having an 18-in.

face are provided at each end of the axle for driving link belts, by
which it is intended to transmit the major portion of the power de-

veloped by the engine to air-compressors, so that it may not be
wasted.

The hydraulic brakes will then only absorb just enough power to

enable them to govern the speed of the engine. These brakes are

•Prom a paper read before the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers, June, 1904.

of the engines to be tested. The frame is then lowered electrically

and drops the engine into position on the carrying wheels.

When running engines on trial trips it is essential that the bo^ic

and trailing wheels of engines so fitted should be run as well as the

driving wheels, in order that the axle-boxes may take a good bear-

ing, and be seen to be in satisfactory condition before handing the

engine over for traffic. To accomplish this the carrying wheels are

all coupled together by a suitable arrangement of belts and jockey

pulleys. It. therefore, follows that even when a locomotive having

a single pair of driving wheels is run on the plant, all the carrying

wheels are rotating and in turn run the bogie and trailing wheels of

the locomotive. The jockey pulleys are necessary to retain the

proper tension on the belts when the bearings are moved longitudin-

ally.

Owing to the varying height of the footplates if different classes
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of engine, it has been found necessary to provide a firing stage which

can be rapidly adjusted vertically. A large coal bunk is provided in

connection with this stage and also weighing machines. Two water

tanks are mounted on the same platform, for measuring the water

used when running, these tanks being emptied alternately when
the consumption test is being made.

Under the platform a dynamometer enables the drawbar pull of

the engine to be taken, and this, together with counters on the

wheels, will enable the actual drawbar horse-power to be measured,

and so compared with coal and water consumption for various

classes of engines. As engines of different lengths are to be tested,

and of necessity have to be fixed at the trailing end to the dyna-

mometer, it is necessary to have a sliding chimney for carrying off

the steam and smoke from the engine when running. This has

been provided in the form of a long box, having a steel plate run-

ning on rollers forming its lower surface, which plate carries a

large bell-mouthed chimney. This box not only enables the chimney

to slide longitudinally, but will also form a receptacle for ashes

and any other matter ejected by the engine, which will be retained

and can be examined both for quantity and quality.

It is hoped that this plant will enable many questions of the

relative economy of different classes of engines, either simple or

compound, to be settled definitely. The question of superheating

might be investigated on it, as also the efficiency of various forms

of smokebox arrangements. The effect of various percentages of

balancing can be investigated, and, in fact, any of the experiments

which are at present being made on the road may be made on this

plant, with the great advantage that any engine which may be se-

lected can be placed in position ready for testing, and all connec-

tions made in a time probably not exceeding an hour.

From a supplementary paper, by Mr. W. F. Pettigrew, the fol-

lowing is taken

:

RESULTS REQUIRED IN THE TESTING OF LOCOMOTIVES.

Mean boiler pressure. Throughout journey.

Total coal used. Exclusive and inclusive of lighting up.

Coal burnt per hour. Running time and journey time.

Coal burnt per square foot of grate area per hour of running time

and of journey time.

Coal burnt per I.H.P. per hour running time and journey time.

Coal burnt per train-mile, engine-mile, ton-mile, and per pound. Pull

on drawbar per mile, also per hour.

Calorific value of 1 lb. of coal in B.T.U.

Ashes in smokebox, in ashpan, in firebox, total percentage.

Total water evaporated.

Water evaporated per hour running time and journey time.

Water evaporated per square foot of total heating surface per hour,

both running time and journey time.

Water evaporated per I.H.P. per hour. Running time.

Water evaporated per train-mile and per engine-mile.

Water evaporated per pound of coal, exclusive and inclusive of light-

ing up.

Water evaporated per hour. From feed temperature and equivalent

from and at 212 deg. F.

Maximum I.H.P.

Mean I.H.P. calculated from indicator cards from work done.

Curve of horse-power. (Mean height.)

Maximum speed.

Mean speed. Exclusive and inclusive of slops.

Actual running time and journey time.

Train and engine miles.

Time from lighting up to taking out fire.

Temperature of water in boiler at time of lighting up.

Maximum and mean vacuum at base of chimney.

Maximum and mean vacuum, level with top of blast pipe.

Maximum and mean vacuum at middle of middle row of tubes.

Maximum and mean pressures through fire-hole door.

Maximum and mean pressures through ashpan.

Maximum and mean temperatures of smokebox gases.

Efficiencies of engine, boiler, and engine and boiler combined.

Maximum gradient.

Coal stated includes that used while standing for hours.

Maximum and mean pull on drawbar.

Maximum and mean load hauled in tons, exclusive of engine tender.

passengers, and luggage.

Maximum and mean number of vehicles hauled.

Maximum and mean number of journals.

Mean load per journal.

Back pressure at maximum I.H.P. and maximum speed.

Hear fin P..T.TJ.) carried away by the products of combustion.

ITeat expended in evaporating the water.

Heat lost by radiation, imperfect combustioD, and evaporative

moisture to coal.

Heat converted in work per minute.

Heat taken up by the feed-water per minute.

Relative consumption of coal based on pull of drawbar.

Relative consumption of coal based on pull of I.H.P.

Relative consumption of coal based on pull of ton-mileage.

Relative consumption of coal based on pull of calorimeter tests.

Relative value of coal = Relative consumption multiplied by cost per

ton delivered.

The results obtained should all be shown graphically by means
of diagrams, which should give the profile of the line run over.

PUBLICATIONS.

The Metric Fallacy and Metric Failure In The Textile Industry,
By F. A. Halsey and S. S. Dale, New York. D. Van Nostrand
Co., 23 Murray street, 1904. Cloth, 231 pages. Price $1.00.

This book is a vigorous and carefully considered attack upon the

metric system and constitutes an effort in the direction of prevent-

ing proposed compulsory legislation in favor of the use of the metric

system. Those who follow the proceedings of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers know of Mr. Halsey's uncompromis-
ing opposition to the metric system and the book under review con-

tains his arguments as presented to that society. The authors

show the general undesirability of metric units and they prove be-

yond a doubt that the supposed universal and exclusive use of metric

measures in the so-called metric countries merely amounts to the

addition of a new unit to those which have already been in general

use, and that instead of simplifying measures the metric system

in those countries has added to the confusion or "Continental

Chaos," as Mr. Halsey puts it. The book needs to be understood

or it appears to be an unnecessary work. Of course the metric

system will come into universal use if it is what it is claimed to be,

and no books can stop it. But the object of this work is to prevent

legislative action by those who do not know the shortcomings of

the metric system and the experience of foreign countries in its use.

Undoubtedly Mr. Halsey's efforts have been effective in carrying

out his object. He certainly has prepared a powerful brief in the

case against the metric system.

Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Vol. 24, 1903. The Annual Report of the 46th and 47th Meet-
ings of the Society. 1,563 pages, fully illustrated. Published
by the Society, from the Library Building, 12 West Thirty-first

street. New York City.

This volume contains the papers and reports presented at the

New York meeting of the society for 1902 and at the Saratoga

meeting for 1903. The list of papers presented at these meetings

embraces a wide range of subjects, many of which are of general

interest. The final report of the committee upon the standardization

of steam-engine testing appears in this volume ; this and the dis-

cussion on the preliminary forms of the report of this same com-

mittee occupy 136 pages. Another valuable paper upon the subject

of "The Bursting of Emery Wheels," by Mr. Benjamin, was pre-

sented at the Saratoga meeting, supplementing his former paper of

the previous year. The only report presented that bears directly

upon railroad operation, however, is a paper entitled "A Rational

Train Resistance Formula," by John B. Blood. This volume of the

Transactions is one of the largest that has been published ; it con-

tains 1,563 pages and is nearly 3 ins. thick.

A Clean Chimney. The Economical Burning of Coal Without
Smoke. By A. Bement. Published for private circulation by
Peabody Coal Company. Chicago, 1904.

This little book of 50 pages treats of the subject of correct

methods of burning soft coal, particularly washed coal. It was
written for the Peabody Coal Company by Mr. Bement, who is a

specialist in combustion and is thoroughly qualified to present this

subject. It is intended for firemen, engineers, and proprietors of

steam plants, and is an excellent brief treatise on the subject of

economical and smokeless use of coal.

The Ashton Valve Company, Boston, Mass., announces that J.

W. Motherwell has become associated with its railroad depart-

ment, with headquarters at 160 Lake street, Chicago, 111. Mr.

Motherwell has, for the past eleven years, been connected with

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

The Standard Scale and Supply Company.—This company an-

nounces the removal of the word "Limited" from its name, and the

limited partnership, with a capital of $75,000, has been succeeded

by a corporation with the same title, with an authorized capital of

$600,000, of which $450,000 has been issued. This change fol-
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lowed tbe completion of the new factory :>i Beaver Falls, and the

abandoning of the old i al Bellefonte, Pa. The new factoi

hi. to date in all respects, and ia electricall] equipped. The office

of the compan] are al 211 Wood street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Qbaphiti ,\s a LUBRICANT. The Joseph Dixon Orncible Ooni

pany, Jerse] City, N. J., have issued the eighth revised edition

of linn pamphlet, which Illustrates tbe many and varied applications

of graphite to the lubrication of machinery. The subject is con-

sidered both scientifically and practically.

National Cab Couples Company.—This company has issued

.hi excellent illustrated catalogue devoted to its complete line of

couplers and accessory devices. Among them are the Hinson

emergency knuckle, the National centering yoke, National steel

platform and buffer and the Hinson draft gear. Bach of these Is

described in the text by aid of engravings showing the devices them-

aelves and working drawings illustrating their application.

CoBBiNOTon Am Bkakj Coiipany. "Bulletin No. 1," just

'i by this company, contains an illustrated description of

iheir new air-brake system, and by aid of remarkably line half-

tone engravings from wash drawings the leading features of the

apparatus are clearly presented. The text describes the system,

riling which an article appeared on page 146 of our April

number. The illustrations include two large folding plates show-

ing a complete freight equipment, and another illustrates the

passenger equipment, tender and car equipment, shown in con-

nectlon with the consolidated engineer's valve. This bulletin is a

remarkably line piece of catalogue literature.

An: and GAB Comi'RKssuks.—The Hand Drill Company, 128

I'.roadway, New York, has issued a miniature compressor cata-

logue which illustrates and briefly describes some of its standard

types of air and gas compressors. The lists are necessarily con-

densed in order to present the information in small volume, hut they

are sufficient for the selection of a compressor of suitable type and

size for ordinary requirements. Each compressor is illustrated on
a separate page, and in every case a reference is given to the par-

ticular catalogue in which a complete description of the machine is

presented. This little pamphlet contains a list of branch offices

through which complete information may be obtained.

Haverhill Eclipse Dry Dust Fire Extinguisher.—Adreon
& Co., Security Building, St. Louis, Mo., have issued a 24-page

pamphlet illustrating and describing the Eclipse dry dust tire ex-

tinguisher. This consists of a long tin receptacle fitted with a

loop for hanging against the wall, and it contains a fluffy dust

which is said to have remarkably effective qualities for extinguish-

ing incipient fires. The chemical dust is not poisonous, and will not
explode, freeze, corrode or deteriorate. The pamphlet contains
explanations of the use of the extinguisher, and letters from various

concerns, chiefs of fire departments and others as testimonials.

The superior claims of this extinguisher over those involving the

use of liquids are strongly urged. It is stated that among others

using these extinguishers are the United States Government and the

Standard Oil Company. Information may be obtained from Mr.
D. It. Niederlander, secretary Adreon & Co., Security building,

St. Louis, Mo.

"Suuili African Rock Drill Tests" is a convincing leaflet just
published by tbe Hand I mil Company. It is a fac-simile repro-
duction of a page taken from the Johannesburg (South Africa I

Star, .in.
I

contain an account of the now famous drill tests
i in- Engineers' Association of the ( rand.

'""'
' folded and addressed on the hack, and has been

mailed to all lines and mine owners. The verbatim report of the
engineers la In favor of the drills of American make, and Mr.
Dochartj supplements bis article by the remark that "The
•Slugger' approaches the ideal."

msG M is. Fairbanks, Morse & Co. have
issued a new pumping machinery catalogue, "No. 48 C," which

nts complete information with respect to their very large line
inmpe of all descriptions and arranged for all of the
ds of driving. In supplying machinery of this kind thismy keeps close watch of the requirements of purchasers and
its line of equipment up to the demands by continual improve-

Those who have not already procured this catalogue, and
are interested in machinery of this character, should take immediate
steps to secure a copy. In addition to illustrated descriptions of

|
nous types of pumps, a great deal of information is presented

which will be useful to the purchaser in determining the size of thepump required, and also in ordering repair parts.

I wist Drills and Accessories.—The Morse Twist Drill and
Ma.hinery Company, of New Bedford, Mass.. has issued a new
272-page catalogue of its products. That such an extensive
catalogue is required to illustrate its drills, reamers, milling
cutters, gauges, dies, taps and other specialties indicates the large
variety of the products of this concern. It is impossible toenumerate all of the features of this catalogue, which is the largestand most complete ever issued by this company. It is sufficient tosay that it

.

is an excellent book of reference for its line of manu-
tacture. Special attention is directed to the new "Twentieth Cen-
tury DrillI," of which both body and shank are ground on centers
after hardening, insuring true running and accurate size. This
drill has a large amount of radial clearance, which reduces greatlythe friction of the drill in the hole. Among the new tools illus
trated are shell drills, indexed cases for sets of drills counter-
bores with interchangeable blades and guides, adjustable caliner
gauges, standard reference disks, cotter mills, gear cutters geartwistmg machines, and bench center and straightening presses

Works of Westinuhouse Electric and Manufacturing
Cumpany.—A handsome publication bearing this title has just

been received from the Westinghouse Company's publishing de-

partment. It illustrates by excellent half-tone engravings exterior

and interior views of the various departments of the enormous
establishment of this company at East Pittsburgh. It is devoted
to a description of the plant, and conveys an impression of its

gigantic character and efficient management, combined with efforts

in the direction of improving the welfare of the workers. The
booklet traces the development from the organization in 1886, with
a force of 200 men, to the present time, when 9,000 persons are
employed in this wonderful plant at East Pittsburgh. The soci-
ological aspect of the works and their surroundings adds to the
interest and importance of this pamphlet, which is unique in litera-

ture of this character. One cannot fail to admire the organization
and methods which are described.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works—Ah exceedingly attractive
pamphlet has been prepared for use in connection with the exhibit
of the Baldwin Locomotive Works at the St Louis Exposition
It opens with a brief history of the works, and describes in anmterestmg way the first locomotive built by them, and successivelyhe locomotive completing each 1,000 which they have turned outthe descriptions being accompanied by excellent half-tone engrav-
ings. This record constitutes a continuous history of the develop
nient of the steam locomotive in the United States, leading up tohe twenty-third thousandth, which was completed at these works
last year, and the twenty-fourth thousandth, which forms part ofthe present exhibit at St. Louis. Following this portion of thepamphlet is a record of a fast run of the twenty-fourth thousandth
tocomotive. winch is a Vauclain balanced compound, on the Santa
Fe. The remainder of the book is taken up with figures and
dimensions of a number of typical steam locomotives and thepamphlet closes with descriptions of electrical locomotives and
trucks for elevated railway service. The engravings are remark-
ably fine and the letter press is of the very highest standard adopted
by these works.

Allis-Chalmeks COMPANY.—Mr. C. C. Tyler has been ap-
pointed general superintendent of all the works of the aJlig-
Chalmers-Bullock interests in the United States. He has had an
exceedingly wide experience in the management of large machine
shops, among which are the works of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company at East. Pittsburgh, of which he was
recently superintendent, and before going to Pittsburgh he was
widely known as a successful works manager. Mr. Tyler is be-
lieved to have no superior in this country in design, construction,
equipment and administration of manufactories. In entering upon
this new and enlarged field he is sure to carry with him the con-
gratulations of the engineering profession. This appointment is

another evidence of the strength with which the Allis-Chalmers
organization is being completed.
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MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-seventh Annual Convention.

SARATOGA, N. Y., JUNE 27 TO 29.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS AND PAPERS.

AUTOMATIC STOKERS.

COMMITTEE—J. F. WALSn, J. G. NEUFFER.

Saving in Fuel.—The only comparative test that your committee
has been able to make shows that there is a saving of not less than
7 per cent, when using the stoker, as compared to the work done by
a first-class fireman. This, of course, would indicate a considerably

greater saving as compared with locomotive firemen as they are

ordinarily found. In the case mentioned the engine equipped with
the stoker was in service over its run 6 h. and 30 m., while the

engine that it was compared with was only 4 h. and 7 m. going

over the same length of division. The saving in coal when using

the stoker is no doubt very largely due to the fact that when using

the stoker the coal is much more evenly distributed, and the fur-

nace door remains closed all the time.

Smoke.—When using the stoker the smoke is very much lighter

in color, indicating, of course, a much more thorough consumption
of the gases. The darkest color, when the stoker is used, is not

more than brown, while most of the time the emission from the

stack shows pure steam.
Reducing the Work of the Fireman.—When the stoker is used

the fireman has to raise the coal from the level of the coalbin of

the tender into the hopper of the stoker, a distance of about 30

ins. This is more than when firing directly into the furnace, but

it must be remembered that when the stoker is used the fireman is

not required to throw the coal at all. With the coal-conveyor in

service the labor of raising the coal into the hopper will be entirely

dispensed with, and the work of the fireman becomes simply that

of an expert in charge of an efficient machine.

Saving ire Repairs to Firebox.—There is no doubt that with

the stoker in use very much less trouble with leaky flues will be

found, on account of maintaining a more even heat in the firebox.

The sheets of the firebox will last longer for the same reason. It

has been proven that corrugation in fireboxes is due largely to the

changes in the temperature in the fireboxes.

Regular Steam Pressure.—When using the stoker the steam

pressure may be kept absolutely constant. This is due to the

regularity with which the coal is placed on the grates, the even-

ness with which it is placed there, and also the fact that the

furnace door not being open, the furnace is not cooled by the m-

rUS
Service in Which the Stoker Will Prove Most Valuable.—It is

the opinion of your committee that on the ordinary American type

of engine there is no necessity whatever for the stoker as the

fireman, of course, must be there anyway, and the work is not

such that an ordinary man cannot execute it with ease, but with

the long-firebox type of engine on a long run over a division com-

paratively free from grades, where the engine is loaded to its

n.aximum capacity all of the time, is where we believe the stoker

will be found the most valuable, as a machine will not tire, and

consequently will enable the engine to carry the maximum pressure

all of the time and get the full benefit of the tractive power of the

engine over a long continuous trip. This cannot be done with the

hand-firing method on the type of engine above mentioned where the

runs exceed 75 miles in length.

Capacity of the Sfofcer.-The present type of stoker will throw

about 3 000 bs of coal per hour. A modern type of passenger

engine. wUn 40 sq. ft. of grate surface and burning 200 lbs. of

col per square foot of grate per hour, will require about 9,200

lta of coal per hour. The stoker, as it is bu.lt at present will no

ir commodate such a firebox, but we see no reason why the speed

cannot be increased and the 'size of the trough so increased that a

La. g°r amount of coal will reach the firebox at each stroke.

paint ; second day, drying ; third day, second coat ; fourth day,
putty and till rough places with knifing surfacer; fifth day, first

coat of rough stuff; sixth day, second coat of rough stuff; seventh

day. guide coat and rub ; eighth day, two coats of color ; ninth day,

stripe and letter ; tenth day, varnish with finishing varnish

;

eleventh day, drying; twelfth day, varnish with finishing varnish.

When absolutely necessary the above practice can be shortened two
days by applying two coats of rough stuff in one day and applying

the second coat of varnish on the following day by eliminating the

day allowed for drying.

Sixth—For repainting locomotives undergoing repairs we submit

the following schedule, which can be varied as conditions and cir-

cumstances may require: First day, prepare and apply priming

coat where necessary ; second day, putty and knifing surfacer

;

third day, color ; fourth day, stripe and letter ; fifth day, finishing

varnish ; sixth day, finishing varnish.

On account of the difference in the condition of the paint and

varnish on locomotives when they are returned to the shops for re-

pairs, we believe that much should be left to the judgment of the

foreman painter as to what operations can be added or omitted in

order to expedite the work without detriment to its durability and

appearance. These schedules are based on the time required for

cab and tank, it being understood that the other parts are being

coated by the same method as rapidly as the machinists' work will

^Seventh—We would like to emphasize the importance of having

locomotives properly cleaned while they are in service, not only to

make them more pleasing to the eye, but in order to obtain the best

results from the paint material which has been applied.

Eighth—In the way of labor-saving appliances and facilities we

would recommend the sand blast, the material-saving paint sprayer,

the potash vat, the stationary scaffold, suitable mixing benches,

paint stockroom (where conditions warrant it).

BEST PRACTICE IN PAINTING LOCOMOTIVES.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OF MASTER CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS'

ASSOCIATION.

We desire to submit the following suggestions

:

First_As the passenger locomotives run in connection with

passenger equipment cars, they should be treated in the manner of

finish in all respects equal to the cars.

Second-Fn- ighl locomotives should be painted mainly fordura-

bilitv From this we would nol like to be understood as stating

that any kind of painting is good enough for the freight locomotive

and n°attemion paid to surfacing, for we consider a certain amoun

of filling on the rough parts in the line of economy, because it

facilitates the cleaning when locomotives are in service.

Tllr,Hastings and woodwork on which a good surface .s de-

sired should be made as smooth as possible before the application

-ilil-^orp^ti^ new^^eToL^erThTtllowing good

tractice: Fklt day, sand-blast and apply the priming coat of

TON-MILE STATISTICS—CREDIT FOR SWITCH -EN-

GINES.

COMMITTEE—C. H. QUBEAU, Cl. B. HENDERSON, G. L. FOWLER.

This committee recommended the substitution of the "ton-hour"

for the usual "6 miles per hour" basis for credit for the work ot

switching locomotives, the ton-hour being advocated as a fairer

unit for comparing engines of varying weights and capacities.

The ton-hour is obtained by multiplying the total weight of the

engine (excluding tender) in tons by the number of hours in

service.

—

Editor.

"TECHNICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES: WHAT CAN BE

DONE TO RETAIN THEM IN THE RAILROAD SER-

VICE AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THEIR SPE-

CIAL APPRENTICESHIP?"

BY MR. R. D. SMITn.

A great many roads have inaugurated a system of special ap-

prenticeship. It is doubtful whether these systems are identical on

any two roads. The time of service varies as does also the nature

of the work required. The object desired is the same in all cases,

however. It is to so blend the man's theoretical and practical know-

edge that by the time he has finished his special apprenticeship

the combination produced may be of more value to the railroad

than either of these attributes taken separately.
.

It has been a noticeable fact that a great many special appren-

tices never complete their service as such, or. if they dp com-

plete it, they do not remain with the railroad very long after having

d
°The

S

°causes of this condition are various It is very often[the

case that a special apprentice finds the work is not to his liking.

There is nothing verfunusual about this. A technical graduate

is usually twenty-two or twenty-three years old and at this age

may not have definitely decided upon the line of work he intends

to follow. Upon trying railroad work he may not find it to^ his

Ukin- and gives it up. This is as it should be, and is best for all

concerned There should be no effort made to hold men at work

Wl
Ttway

gef "eceivelf- during their special apprenticeship are in

some cases immeasurably low. Some railroads start these men at

th^ rate of 10 cents an hour. Such a rate is not very much of an

inducement when we compare it with the rates paid in other lines

0f
Th°e

r

majority of technical graduates have been educated at their

m>tnts™™se. and when they leave school they feel that they do

no want to be dependent any longer. They fee that they should

earn at least enough to support themselves. This .is hard to do at

th rate of 10 cents an hour. It is true that this is more than he

•esuVr apprentice receives, but we must remember that the regular

am 'entice usually lives at home, or, if he does. not. he receives

heir, foi a vear or two. Then, again, the special apprentice is

help tor a year w.
. Upr . if he succeeds in supporting

himself he d "s so a a conliderable sacrifice. After the first year

Is wa-es are increased and the struggle for existence is not so

ard However, there are a great many who do not consider the

ifert'S •%%%£& tTSt -ved ?"#
,After tnereiw u

, theoretical and practical knowl-

e

h
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btended thatThe combination will be of more value
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than either of these attributes taken separately. Consequently,
upon the completion of bit special apprenticeship course the tech-
nical graduate should be paid I

i Cull-paid mechanic's wages.
1 believe tliai investigation will show thai in a great many cases
this i.s nol done. When ii i-, not done it indicates either thai the
man has nol developed the properties which in- was expected to de-

velop by taking a special conn thai the railroad is trying
i" retain him cor i.-s.s than bis services are actually worth. If the
former la the case, it were charity to inform him of the fad and
advise him to seek other fields ; it' the latter is the liable
to seek other fields of Ms own accord or have others seek him.

If the apprentice has served four .<n in- hits reached the age
where be wauls B tittle more tangible remuneration than experience.
He Hants I,, feel that be is worth al least as much as another man
who has served the same length of time as a regular appn
As a matter of fact, if he Is not worth as much as a full-paid me-
ehanic the railroad has failed to obtain the results it aimed at

All through his special apprenticeship the man has I n looking
forward to obtaining a position of some kind noon the c pletion
of his course. Unless be dot rect ive such s position be Is likely to
go elsewhere. He can not be blamed for this, because for four
rears he has been neither thing nor the other in the shop or on
the road. He has been a sort of supernumerary. He begins to feel
that he wants a position of some kind, no matter what it is, which
he will know that if he Is not filling SOI ne else must; in fact,
a vital place in the organization. As a matter of fact, he has
spent four years with this as his aim. His intention has been to fit

himself for an executive position on the railroad. The railroad
company on its part has implied that it would be in need of him
if he proved himself capable. Consequently, if, at the end of bis
special apprenticeship, he does not secure a vital position of some
kind be i.s liable to seek work elsewhere. I recall to mind the
case of a special apprentice whom I knew who had this complaint
to make, whenever he was asked what he was doing he could
never give a satisfactory answer. He was neither apprentice nor
mechanic- nor boss, lie did not fill any particular place. He was
just working for the railroad. I believe that this is the principal
cause of the special apprentice leaving railroad service. He has
been expecting something which has not materialized and conse-
quently he leaves I be service.

The question arises. Why has not the expected position been
forthcoming? Evidently it is due to one of two reasons. Either
there is no place for him or else there are better men for the place.

Lei ns consider the last reason first, and see how well the special
apprentice is qualified to hold a position as foreman.

In till probability he has not spent more than six months in any
one department. This has been only long enough to give him a
general idea of the running of the department. He has not been in

it long enough to become thoroughly familiar with its workings.
He must be rather tin exceptional man in order that his superior
will have enough confidence in his abilities to believe that be can
run a department successfully when he has had but six months'
experience in that kind of work.

Whenever a vacancy occurs there are usually some men in the
ranks who are eligible to the position on account of their long ex-
perience in the department. As before stated, the superior officer

is assuming considerable responsibility when he fills such a
vacancy with a special apprentice rather than taking a man whose
knowledge and experience in the work would make him the logical

man for the place.
1 believe this is one of the chief reasons why promotions are

not forthcoming when the special apprentice expects them. Unless
he has shown exceptional ability there is some hesitancy about pro-
moting him to an executive position. In other words, he is not
exactly the kind of a man he was expected to be at the end of four
years.
The object of the special apprentice course is to make the man

a specialist in railroad work. The indications tire, however, that
we have not L'one far enough. His instruction has covered the

whole mechanical field and at the end of his apprenticeship we
have not the specialist we desire. Have we not been trying to do
too much when we try to familiarize the man with half a dozen or

more trades, the operation of car and locomotive shops and of en-

gines on the road in four years' time? I believe that the result

is that at the end of four years the man Ls still far from being a
specialist, lie has a general idea of these things, but he has not
been in any one department long enough to become thoroughly
familiar with it. The field he has been trying to cover is too large

to be covered in the required time. I believe that better results

would be obtained by not trying to do so much, but doing what is

done more thoroughly, so that at the end of the four years the man
would be a specialist. This could be done by offering different

courses, each covering a separate field. By offering three courses

the work would be subdivided enough that a man would become
more of a specialist These courses should be arranged to cover the

following work

:

First. Oar building and repairs: The four years' work could be
divided as follows: Six months in the freight-car shop on truck

and bodv work; six months in the passenger-car shop: four months
in the paint shop; four months in the wood mill: four months in

the car blacksmith shop; six months in the car machine shop; four

months in the yard; four months in the drawing-room; four
months in the testroom, and the- last six months at large.

Second. Locomotive building and repairs: The four years' work
could be divided as follows: Ten months in the machine shop; six

months on the floor; nine months in the boiler shop: nine months
in the blacksmith shop: four months in the drawing-room; four

months in the test-room, and the last six months at la

Third: Locomotive operation: The four years' work could be

divided as follows: Three months in the roundhouse as helper;

two months in truck gang; one year as fireman; three months as

boiler washer; six months with boilermaker ; eight months with

machinist; four months in drawing-room; four months in test-

room, and six months at large.

The last six months of each course could be devoted to such

work as the m banic saw fit. For instance, there might
I"- otic department in which he intended to place the man at the
completion ..t bis course. The last six mouths could
ablj tn at department

.

I;>
'1 apprentice to one of these three lines

"I work be would doubtless be of more value" at the end of his
apprenticeship than he is under the present system. II. would be
a specialist in the particular line ,,f work he has followed. Therewould not be ih.- hesitancy there is at present al t placing bim
111 •' He would surely be more competent under this

1- under the present one. It is true 1,,- would not
bad experience in till the departments, but al time

1,1 ""' I much ignorant concerning them. 1
1' be htus been

tu till observant he will have a general idea of the work in the
oth.r departments. At any nit.-. 1„- will in -,n probability have a
better idea ol the work outside of the departments in which he
has worked than will a unistcr mechanic who has risen to It

tion from a mechanic.
The latter man will probably have, on account of his having

risen from the ranks, one decided advantage ovei al tip
prentice. lb- will understand his men better. II.- has worked by
th.ir sides and lived with them. He will appreciate their likes and
dislikes and anticipate their ways of thinking ami looking at
things.

I In- better an officer Is acquainted with the men under him the
inore successfully will be be able to deal with them. This is a fact
win. h is lost sight of to a great extent in the special apprentice
course.

It will enable him to look at all questions of shop management
from two diametrically opposite points of view. lb- will not be
nearly so liable, when the time comes, to give orders to do things
which will antagonize the men in the shop if be knows and under-
stands them thoroughly.

It Ls a notable fact that, as a rule, men who have come up from
the ranks are more successful in the handling of men than the
technical graduate. This, we believe, is due to their better knowl-
edge of the persons with whom they have to deal.
The successful man is not so much the-man who can do a great

deal himself, but rather the- one who can manage and direci the
other men to concerted action and thus quickly attain the desired
result.

So long as we insist on having a special apprentice system 1

believe that better results can be obtained by following the course
as outlined above. To my mind, however, the special apprentice
system is. at hast, a poor one. The technical graduate is put
in the shop and is given the best of opportunities to learn. He is
given a great deal more attention than the ordinary apprentice
He is favored, and what is worse he expects it. On this account
I tun afraid that in a great many cases we turn out men who would
have been a great deal better off if they had been given to under-
stand that their advancement depended entirely on their own ex-
ertions. We favor them and turn out a hothouse plant which, when
finally transplanted, can not stand the cold blast of competition. At
the same time that the special apprentice is being favored, the
general effect on the shop is not good. When the other men in the
shop see the technical graduate rushed ahead they are not likely
to be nearly as energetic as when they see that all men are being
treated alike. The more you take away from a man his prospect
for promotion, the less valuable he becomes. If every man in the
service feels that his chance for promotion is as good as that of any-
one else you will have an organization which will do business and be
free from discord.

Technical men are needed in railroad work and the need be-
comes greater every day.

In the February number of the Amkun an Kncinekr and Rail-
road Joi -RNAi. is a description of a plan by means of which tin-
London & South-Western Railway hopes to obtain technically edu-
cated men from among its apprentices. This appears to be a step
in the risht direction. Time alone will tell how it will work out.

In the meantime the railroads are feeling the need of technical
men. and the question is how to get them and keep them. If it is

possible to hire these men without offering them any special induce-
ment or making .-my promises I believe it would be the best way.
This can, frequentlj be done where a man is wanted for special
work. lie should be paid what he is worth, the same as any other
man. By doing this the apprentices* and journeymen's ambitions
are not stifled, and at the same time the technical man is put on
his mettle, because any advancement which he receives will be due
solely to his own efforts. If this cannot be done and it is absolute-
ly necessary to have special apprentices, let us not attempt to do so
much with one man. Let us make a specialist of bim and a
specialist who can be used.

In the meantime, let us not forget the regular apprentice. First
of all. let us be more careful in the selection of these boys. Too
often there is practically no attention paid to the boy himself. He
Ls often the boy wh.. could not get along at school, or who would
not go there, or probably his parents have not been able to manage
him at all. As a last resort he is sent to the shop to learn a tn
nol because of any ability be has shown or is likely to show . but it

may be he has some influential friend who has spoken for him, or
probably his father is working for the railroad and he is employed
because he is the son of his father. This turns the shop into a

reform school.
It may be that the apprentices' wages are not high enough to

draw a desirable class of boys in all communities. If such is the

Case, it would pay to increase them and then insist upon a certain
standard.

After we have done this let us make the regular apprentice feed

that we are interested in his welfare. Let us encourage him to im-
prove himself technically. Let us help him in every way we can
and make him feel that he stands in line of promotion. By doing
this I believe we will be able to obtain just as good men in the
future as we have in the past, and the technical graduate will be

at the front with the rest if he proves himself worthy.
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LOCOMOTIVE FRONT ENDS.

COMMITTEE—H. H. VAUGHAN, F. H. CLARK, R. QUAYLE. A. W. U1BBS,

W. F. M. GOSS, G. M. BASFORD.

Your committee on locomotive front ends begs to report that, at
a meeting held soon after its appointment, and after a full discus-
sion, a subcommittee was formed consisting of Messrs. W. P. M.
Goss, G. M. Basford and H. II. Vaughan, to draw up a schedule
of the tests which are needed to more perfectly define the action of
the front end. This subcommittee recommended that work proceed
hi accord with the following outline:

Series No. 1. This series of tests is to include experiments on a
large engine having a front end not less than 75 ins. in diameter,
the tests being designed to confirm or correct the deduction made
from the results already obtained on an engine having a 54-in.

front end in the tests conducted by the American Engineer, the
proposed tests to be carried only so far as may be necessary to indi-

cate the proper factor to be used in comparing large and small
front ends. This series of tests to include the following variables

:

Straight and Taper Stacks.

Stack diameter, 11% ins., 15% ins., 19% ins., 23% ins.

Stack heights, 16% ins., 26% ins., 36% ins., 46% ins., 56% ins.

Nozzle heights, 20 ins. and 10 ins. below center, on center and 20
ins. above center.

All tests to be made in triplicate. It is thought unnecessary to
run tests at varying cut-offs and speeds except for check runs, as
I he influence of these factors was decided in the previous tests.

These tests will include all that is necessary to determine com-
pletely the relation between stacks and nozzles for any diameter
of front ends. It is estimated that they will occupy twenty days.

Series No. 2. This series to be made in connection with a front
end arranged with an inside false top slightly above the top row of
flues, the stack extending from the inside false top. It is thought
probable that the results of these tests will agree closely with those
obtained from the previous series when comparisons are based on
measurements defining nozzle position as measured from the top of
the stack. In so far as this may prove true, the test will simply
be confirmatory of previous results. To make this test it will be
necessary to fit a false inside top to the smokearch and obtain new
bases, two in number, to apply the experimental stack to the false
top. The series to include the following variables

:

Stack diameters, 11% ins., 15% ins., 19% ins., 23% ins.

Stack heights, 16% ins., 26% ins., 36% ins., 46% ins., 56% ins.

Nozzle position, 20 ins. and 10 ins. below center, on center and
10 ins. and 20 ins. above center.

It is estimated that this series will occupy ten days.
Series No. 3. This series to be in connection with a front end

lilted with inside taper stacks without false top and and smokebox.
I I is thought to be unnecessary to experiment on straight stacks, as
these have already been shown to be inferior to taper. The series
i<> include the following variables:

Stack diameters, same as for Series No. 2.

Three different amounts of projection of stack into the front end.
Two different heights of outside stack.

Nozzle positions, 20 ins. and 10 ins. below center and on center.
The experimental stacks for this series to be made of sheet iron.

If as the tests of this series proceed it appears that the results
obtained are directly comparable with those obtained from Series
No. 2. but simply slightly inferior on account of different action
through the absence of the false top, this series will be abridged.
It is estimated that this series will occupy six days.

Series No. 4. This series to include the use of a single draft
pipe. The series to include the following variables

:

Draft pipes diameter, 9 ins.. 13 ins., 17 ins., 21 ins.

Draft pipes of each diameter to
N
be tested in two different lengths.

Nozzle position, 20 ins. and 10 ins. below center, on center and
10 ins. above center.

Stack diameters. 11% ins., 15% ins., 19% ins., 23% ins.

Stack heights, 16 ins., 26 ins. and 46 ins.

It is assumed that it will not be necessary to experiment with
both lengths of draft pipe in connection with all nozzle positions,
the purpose being to include draft pipes of widely varying lengths
and very low nozzle positions. Experimental draft pipes necessary
for this series will be made of sheet iron. It is estimated that this

series will occupy sixteen days.
In presenting this outline the subcommittee expressed the hope

that members of the committee would be able to supply such por-
tions of the equipment as the sheet iron inside stack, draft pipes,
ptc. so as to make the expense to the association as small as pos-
sible. They also give emphasis to the fact that if the tests as out-
lined can be carried out, the results will definitely settle the rela-

tion between stack and nozzle for any height of stack on any size

of front ends, value of the draft pipes and their proportions for

best results, and the value of inside stacks both with and without
false tops. It is evident also that if the full purpose of the sub-
committee can be carried out. the whole front end of any diameter
may be designed by reference to definite formulae, which will insure
maximum performance.

Having received the report of the subcommittee, Mr. Vaughan.
as chairman, acting in behalf of the undersigned, your full com-
mittee addressed the following letter to the executive committee of

the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association:
"The committee appointed to assist the American Engineer and

Railroad Journal in continuing tests inaugurated by them on the

subject of locomotive front ends be^s to advise you I hat a decision
has been reached as to the further series nf tests which it is desir-

able to carry out in connection with this subject at Purdue Uni-
versity, and that these tests and the expense of conducting same
will be as follows

:

"Series 1. Test on a large engine to complete the determination
nf the relation between stacks and nozzles with reference to which
complete information has been obtained on an engine having a front

end of 54 ins. in diameter in the tests that are already completed.
The cost of this series will be as follows :

Equipment $200.00
Testing expenses 500.00

$700.00

A portion of these expenses may be avoided if, as it is hoped.
certain railroad companies will contribute a portion of the equip-
ment.

"Series A. Test to determine the proper proportion of stack to
be used on front end having inside stack with false top. The cost
of this series will be as follows

:

Equipment $100.00
Testing expenses 250.00

$350.00

"Series 3. Test to determine correct proportion of stacks for
front ends having inside stacks without false tops. The cost of this
scries will be as follows

:

Equipment $ 50.00
Testing expenses 150.00

$200.00

"Series 4. Test to determine relation of stack and nozzle with
single draft pipes. It has been decided not to experiment with
double draft pipes as it is considered that the single draft pipes will
answer all practical purposes and will avoid a great deal of ex-
pense, the double draft pipe problem being exceedingly complicated.
The cost of this series will be as follows

:

Equipment $100.00
Testing expenses 500.00

$600.00

"In addition to the above expenses it will be necessary to make
an initial expenditure to cover the expense of changing the engine,
getting the large engine into place and moving the engine at pres-
ent on the testing plant, changing roof of the building slightly and
other miscellaneous items in connection with this change, not in-
cluding freight, as it is hoped that this can be arranged for with
the railroad companies transporting the test engine. This expense
will amount to $200.

"It will also be necessary to adapt the present equipment, indi-
cator, draft gauges, etc., to the test engine, also spend a certain
amount in fitting up the present experimental stacks, obtaining a
new set of experimental nozzles, etc., which expense will amount
to $100.

"Recapitulating the total cost of the tests which the committee
desires to carry out will be as follows

:

Change of: locomotives $ 200.00
Engine equipment 100.00
Test Series No. 1 700.00
Test Series No. 2 350.00
Test Series No. 3 200.00
Test Series No. 4 600.00

$2,150.00

"In accordance with the committee's instructions we would apply
to you for the necessary funds to carry out this important work. I

would ask that immediate action be taken on this question as it is

exceedingly important that we get to work at once if the work is

to be completed during the present year. I am also pleased to be
able to add that the North-Western Railway, through the kindness
of Mr. Quayle, has offered to contribute their quota of expenses in

furnishing material, so that I have no doubt that we can reduce
the total expenditure below the sum mentioned above.

"It should be mentioned that in the above estimate, no amount is

allowed for the service of Professor Goss, who will direct this work,
and it is hoped that the series may be completed under this amount
as it is not intended to run any series of tests further than is neces-

scary to determine the best form of stack to be used ; allowance has,

as we consider, been made for difficulties in discovering the best

proportions which may occur during the tests.

"H. H. Vaughan, Chairman."
In reply to this communication the secretary made the following

statement with reference to the action of the executive committee

:

"Referring again to yours of September 11, addressed to the

executive committee of the Master Mechanics' Association, regard-

ing the funds necessary to continue the tests on 'Locomotive Front
Ends,' I presented this matter to the executive committee at a

meeting held in New York City on November 23. The committee
did not authorize this expenditure, inasmuch as the constitution

provides

:

" 'All expenditures for special purposes shall only be made by
appropriation acted upon by the association at a regular meeting.'

"Jos. W. Taylor, Secretary."

In view of this decision your committee felt that it was impos-

sible to take any further steps in the matter, and that its only

course was to report to the association the status of affairs and

make a formal request that sufficient money be appropriated to

enable the tests to be carried out. This we now formally and re-

spectfully do.
(To be continued.)

The New York Continental-Jewell Filtration Company has re-

cently closed, through its Chicago office, contracts with the Water-

loo Water Company for a filter of 500,000 gallons daily capacity :

with the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad for a filter of 500.000

gallons daily capacity, to be installed at Villa Grove, 111., and with

the Southern Pacific Company for a filter plant of 400,000 gallons

daily capacity, to be installed at Yuma, Ariz.
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MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

TlUBTl I n.ii ill Awi ii i n\\ i \ i [ON.

BABATOQA, v t., .1
1 m: 22 TO 24.

ABSTBACTS III REPORTS

tbe following mai r: M enter "i car, pockets to !»•

applied equa from each Bide of 1

(in a 35-ft car not less than oine pockets i" i" applied; first

1 and balauce of pockets spaced equt
(in >t lets than eight pockete; measi

center "i :ai be spaced equal di tarn from center of

car.

[f any r 1 hat pockets be pla

anil wider apart al center, this can be done.

001 PLING 'MAINS. CAST-IRON WHEELS.

UOMM1TTEI B, P. 0. SANDERSON, B. I.. KLEIN,
.1 wii s U mm 1 11

B. II. BASBRIDOE,
COMMITTEE WM, OABBTAITO, Q. It. BENDEBSON, W. H. LEWIS, I. D.

ki u:\ly. II. .1. Bid Ml

Viiur committee would recommend these chains for recommended
practice of the association, with the idea that the association could
.-'•1 .-i fair value on such chains according to the market price which
might prevail from .war to year, and when ii is desired tor Bucb
chains to continue over different roads with a double load thej

&^m$
S+-Q'-CMTC&ajM

l^^j^^^^I^^^^r-^—

4

CHAINS RECOMMENDED.

1
"ulil he continued to destination at the M. C. B. cast, and in case
the chains are returned same cost figure could be used in counter-
billing without reference to the identity of the individual chain, so
long as the chains conform to the M. C. B. proposed recommended
practice.

STAKE POCKETS.

COMMITTEE—J. S. CHAMBERS, W. E. KOWLER, J. E. Kill. AN, 1:. r. 1

SANDEBSON, M. DUNN.

'I'lii' conclusions resulting from the voles and recommendations <>r

1 he committee are 1

1. That a standard stake pocket be adopted.

tour committee, instructed to confer with the Oast-Iron Whirl
Manufacturers and i<

1. .11 wheels for cars of 60,000, B0.000 and 100,0 lounds
capacity . reporl b as follows :

I'Im' importai .1 the work and the desire in submit for adop
tion a reporl thai the members of this association could feel as
sured had r ived the fullest and mosl careful consideratio
the joint committee, has been the aim throughout the year. V*erj

shortly after Hi" I'm:; .'invention tbe firsl meeting "t these c

mittees was beld, and throughout the yeai th been meet
ings, correspondence and tests carried <>n with the view of < mi
firming in every way possible the wisdom ami accuracy "i each
re imendation; we therefore present this reporl with greal con
lidi'in '.

The designs of wl Is are Bhown by complete drawings 1, 2,
''<

'and 1. Drawing No. I Bhowing a 800-lb. wheel recommended Eor

11 of 60,000 lbs. capacity, drawing No* 2 showing a 650-lbi

intended tor cars of 80,000 lbs. capacity, drawing No. ''• show-
ing a 700-lb. wheel recommended for cars of 100,0oo lbs. ca]

and drawing No. 1 sbowin site drawing of the three wheels
for reference purposes.

SI'lc II Ic \I1CI.\>.

For .'!3-in. Cast-iron Wheels Weighing 600, 650 and Tiki Pounds.

For Cars of OO.OOO, SO, and 100, Pounds Capacity.

1. chills must have the same inside profile as shown bj M. (
'. B

drawings of whi The inside diameter of chill must be the
M. O. B. standard of 33% ins., measured at a point 2% ins. from
outside of tread of wheel.

'J. Wheels of the same normal diameter must not vary more than
one-fourth 1 '1

I of an in. ai»i\ below the mean sizi measured
on the circumference, and the same wheel must not van more than
one-sixteenth 1 1 16) of an in. in diameter. The body of the wheel
must be .smooth and free from slag, shrinkage or blowholes. The
Head must be free from deep and irregular wrinkles, slag, chill

ks and sweat or beads in throat, and swollen rims.
.",. The wheels must show clean gray iron in the plates, except

al chapletS, where mottling to not more than one. half ( V2 1 in.

from same will be permitted. The depth of pure white iron must
ii'ii exceed one il 1 in. nor be less than one-balf 1 'ji in. in the

middle of the tread, and shall not be less than thi -eighths

in. in the throat, for wheels weighing six hundred (600) lbs. Ii

4
l"

*
usee *v/r« wsolts o* ntvEreo

ho re
THiS ClSrtHG SHOULO HOT

excess c> t-ms ./* weight

."'.

and
I.

and
5.

6.

PLATE 1.

That inside dimensions of same be 4 in.s. wide. 5 ins. deep.

That a tapering wedge be used, as shown on plates Nos. 1

That the method of securing stake pockets to both wooden
steel construction be by U-bolts, held by nuts or riveted.

That malleable iron be used as standard construction.

On a 40-foot car that not less than ten pockets be applied, in

plate 2.

shall not exceed one tl) in. in the middle of the tread nor be less

than seven-sixteenths (7-101 in. in the throat for wl Is weighing

six hundred and fifty (650) lbs., and shall not exceed one (1) in.

in the tread or be less than one-balf (%) in. in the throat for

wheels weighing seven hundred (700) lbs. The depth of white iron

shall not vary more than one-fourth (%) of an in. around tbe tread

on the rail line in the same wheel.
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PLATE 1.—33 IN. 69J-LB. CAST IRON WHEEL FOK 60,000-LB. CABS. PLATE 2.—33 IN. 650-LB. CAST IRON WHEEL FOR 80,000-LB. CARS.

PLATE 3.—33 IN. 700-LB. OAST IRON WHEEL FOB 100,000-LB. CABS. PLATE 4.—PROPOSED 33 IN. 600, 650 AND 700-LB. CAST IBON WHEEL.
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I. For each hundred wheels which pass inspection .-i r i
r 1 are ready

fur shipment, two representative wheels Bhall be* taken at rani

c f which shall be subjected to the following te

The wl I shall be | > 1 :•<• I Ham- i|u»iiw:ird on an anvil block,

weighing not less than seventeen hundred (1,700) lbs., set on

rubble masonry at least two (2) (eel deep, and having thi sup-

ports not more than live- < r» ins. wide i" rest upon, li shall be

struck central!] on the hub bj a weight of two hundred (200) lbs.

For ail hundred (600) lb. wheals, ten (10) blows Calling from a

height of nine (9) ft BV>r six hundred and fifty (UiiO) lh. win.

twelve i 12) blows falling from a height of ten i 10) feet, and for

seven hundred (TOO) lh. wheels, twelve ill'i blows falling fr 8

height of twelve (12) feet Should the test wheel stand the given

number of blows without breaking in two or more pieces, the In-

spector will then subject tl I her wheel to the following test :

The wheel must be laid flange down in the sand and a channel

waj one and one-half I I ' 'j
I ins. wide and four (I) ins. deep must

be molded with green sand around lie-, wheel. The clean tread of

lh, wheel must form one side of the channel way, and the clean

Hi iiiiii-I form a.s much of the bottom a.s its width will cover.

The channel way musl then be filled to the top with molten cast-

iron, which must be hot enough, when poured, SO that the ring

which is formed when metal is cold shall be solid or free from
wrinkles or layers. The time when the pouring ceases must be

noted, and two minutes later an examination of the wheel must be

made. If the wheel is found broken in pieces, or if any crack in

the plate extends through or into the tread, the one hundred wheels

represented by the tests will be rejected.

fi. In case of the drop tests, .should the test wheel break in two
,,i re pieces with less than the required number of blows, then

the second wl I shall be taken from the same lot and similarly

tested. If the second wheel stands the test it shall be optional

with the inspector whether he shall test the third wheel or not; if

he dues not do so, or if he does, and the third wheel stands the test,

i he hundred wheels shall be accepted as filling the requirements of

the drop test
6. The lower face of the weight of two hundred (200) lbs. shall

be eight (8) ins. in diameter, and have a flat face.

7. Wheels shall not vary from the specified weight more than

2 per cent.

8. The thickness of the flange shall l>e regulated by the maxi-

mum and minimum Ilange thickness gauges adopted by the M. C. B.

association.
9. mi wl Is must be numbered consecutively in accordance with

instructions from the railroad company purchasing them, and shall

have the number, the normal weighl of the wheel, also the day.

month and year when made plainly formed on the inside plate in

casting, and no two wl Is shall have the same number. All wheels

shall also have the name of the maker and place of manufacture

plainly formed on the outside plate in casting.

in. Individual wheels will not be accepted which (1) do not

conform to standard design and measurements; (2) are under or

,,!,,,- weight; (3) have physical defects described in section 2.

Any lot of one hundred wl is submitted to test will not be ac-

cepted ii> if wheels broken do not meet the nrescribed drop test;

(2) if the wl I tested does not stand the thermal tests; (3) if

the conditions prescribed in section ''• are not complied with.

II. All wl Is must be taped with M. i '. B. standard design of

w] I
circumference tape having numbers 1 2, 8, I. S .stamped

one-eighth (%) in. anart, the figure three (3) to wnresent the

ial die ter, 103.07 ins. circumference, the figure one (1) the

smallest diameter and the figure five I
.">

\ the largest diameter.

AIIM'.UAKE HOSE SI'I :il I KATK >XS.

i iiMMITTEK—L. S. PABISH, T. S. LLOYD. .T. MII.I.IKF.N, F. II. SCDI I i i i

II. BWOYEB.

Tl riginal specifications for air-brake hose provided for a woven
huse with seamless tubing. Tie- present specifications do not cover

tins feature; therefore your committee has taken this into consider-

ation in malting op proposed specifications, as it is thought advis-

able to allow this form of air-brake hose to be used if it will meet
the tests.

In view of the fact thai air-brake hose t le to M. C. B. specifi-

cations by the several manufacturers do nol uivc the same length of

service, B number of roads have found it advisable to keep service

records in order to determine the life of hose made by the different

manufacturers. Two of the most notable points brought out in

these records are the rapid falling off in the friction between the

layers of duck after a comparatively short life, and damage at the

nipple end of the huse due to separating cars without uncoupling

the base by hand.
It is found that nearly all of the hose tested stand the bursting

pressure satisfactorily after being in service for some length of

time, showing that the present bursting test, calling for 500 lbs.

pressure for 10 minutes, is higher than necessary.
This service record to a large extent should determine whether the

present specifications are correct. The study of these records has

developed the fact that it is not always the Bat. O. B. specification

hose that gives the longest life. It is a well-known fact that at

least 80 per cent, of air-brake huse fail on account of unfair usage

for which the manufacturer is not responsible, in view of which

your committee has recommended a s] ification which should give

as long life as the present M. C. B. standard. In view of the fact

that it can be manufactured for at least 7 cts. per foot less than
the present M. B. standard, the saving to the railroads should be
very large.

There has been much said and written on this subject, showing
conclusively that everybody is alive to the fact that the life of an
air-brake hose is governed largely by the treatment it receives in

service. The most destructive practice we have to contend with is

pulling ears apart without uncoupling hose by hand. We find that

the responsibility in some cases lies with the motive-power depart-

ment and in other cases with the transportation department. If

the hose in large terminal yards were cut by the it . this

damage would be Iargelj decreased If the respoasihility is divided
between the yard m n and Inspectors, there is no way of stopping
the abuse mi account of the responsibility being divided. Attempts

made to correct this evil, but without much buo
The principal fault lies in the fact that meat pressure bt to

bear on the yard nan and inspectors to switch trains as quickly as
possible, the cost per car bandied through the yard being used to

a great extent tu measure the efficiency of the nan. Your committee
would recommend that the responsibility for parting air-brake hose
by band be placed entirely on the Hve-power department in ter-

minal yards, and that united action be taken by all railroads to
put a slop to the present abuse.
The location Of angle COCk and train pipe has not been given the

proper attention, At the present time M. •'. is. recommended prac-
tice specifies that tram pipe be located 13 ins. from the center line
of car. ami that it be turned to an angle of 30 degs. Your commit lee

would call attention to the importance of this recommendation and'
would recommend that it be made M. O. B. standard. At lie

present time these features are not being given proper attention.
The improper location of train pipe and angle cock brings about a
condition which is fully as bad as pulling the cars apart without
uncoupling huse by hand. The standard 22-in. hose is of sufficient

length if the angle cock ami train pipe are located as per M. 0. B
recommended practice. If, however, the train pipe is located over
13 ins. away from center line of car and the angle cock vertical.

the distance is greatly increased, and when the -lack is taken out
of the couplers the hose is ruptured on account of excessive strain.
This is a condition which should receive immediate attention.
On account of excessive damage I" hose at the nipple end. your

committee has coasidered it best to increase the inside diameter
Vs in. This will not increase the cost of manufacture to any great
extent, and the increased size will not bring the cost above hose
manufactured with enlarged ends. This will give a little larger
diameter at the nipple end, where it is greatly needed.

Particular attention is also called to the damage which is done to
the inner tube by improper mounting of hose. Air machines for
mounting hose, if not properly made, do great damage to the inner
tube. It is also very important that the hose be so applied to cars
that the heads will register properly when they are coupled. If it

is necessary to twist them in order to couple, the danger from burst
hose is greatly increased on account of the liability of hose bursting
when the slack is taken up on the train.
There are a great many other points which might be touched on

in connection with the abuse of air-brake hose, but your committee
does not feel it necessary to call attention to these minor details,
as everyone should be thoroughly familiar with them. It requires
close attention on the part of shop men and inspectors to see that
hose receives proper treatment.

Specifications and test for air-brake hose were adopted as recom-
mended practices, advanced to standard in 1903. These specifica-
tions are herewith modified as follows:

(1) All air-brake bus,, must be soft and pliable, and not less
than two-ply nor more than four-ply. They must be made of rubber
and cotton fabric, each of tin- best of its kind made fur the purpose;
no rubber substitutes or short-fiber cotton to be used.

(2) 'Hie lube must he hand-made, composed of three Calendars of
rubber. It must be free from holes and imperfect ions, and in join-
ing must be so firmly united to the cotton fabric that it cannot be
separated without breaking or splitting the tube. The tube must be
of such composition and 80 cured as to successfully meet the re-
quirements of the stretching test given below. The tube to be not
less than 3-32 in. thick at any point.

(3) The canvas or woven fabric used as wrapping for the hose
to be made of long-fiber cotton, loosely woven, and to be from 38
to W ins. wide, and to weigh not less than 20 and 22 0Z. per yard.

tivcly. The wrapping must be frictioned on both sides, and
must have, in addition, a distinct coating or layer of gum between
aeh ply of wrapping. The canvas wrapping must be applied on the

bias. Woven or braided covering should be so loose in texture that
the rubber on either side will be firmly united.

(1 I The cover must be of the same quality of gum as the tube.
and must not be less than 1-16 in. thick.

(5) Hose is to be furnished in 22-in. lengths. Variations exceeding
'i in. in leiigih will not be permitted. Rubber caps not less than
1-16 in. nor more than >s in. must be vulcanized on each end.

(6) Huse must be furnished in 22-in. lengths. Variations ex-
ceeding i, in. above or below this will not be accepted. The inside
diameter must not be less than l

: '

s ins. nor more than 1 7-10 ins..

nor must the outside diameter exceed 2 ins. Hose nui-i be smooth
and regular in size throughout Its entire length, except at a point
2'j ins. from either end, where the inside calendar of rubber tua.v

be increased 1-10 in. for a distance of ]
/i in. toward either end anil

then tapering to the regular diameter.
iTi Each length of hose must have vulcanized to it a badge of

white or red rubber, as shown. On the top of the badge the aami
of the purchaser, on the bottom the maker's name, on the left-hand
end the month and the year of manufacture, and on the right-hand
end the serial number and the letters "M. Q p,. sta." The
and figures musl be clear and distinct, not less than 3-16 in. in

height, and stand in relief mil less than 1-32 in., so that they can
be removed by cutting without endangering the covet Bach lot
of 200 or less must bear the manufacturers serial number, com-
mencing' at 1 on the first of the year and continuin tively
until the end of the year.

For each lot of 200, one extra hose must he furnished free of I

i
vi Test hose will I"- subject to the following tests:

iu BATING TEST.

The hose selected fur test will have a section 5 ins. long cut from
one end, and the remaining 17 ins. will then be subjected to a
hydraulic pressure of 100 lbs. per square inch, under which pressure
it must not expand more than U in. nor develop any small leaks or
defects. The section will then be subjected to a hydraulic pressure
of 400 lbs. per square inch for 10 minutes, without bursting.
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FRICTION TEST.

A section 1 in. long will be taken from the 5-in. piece previously
mi off, and the quality of the friction determined by suspending a
20-lb. weight to the separated end, the force being applied radially,
and the time of unwinding must not exceed 8 ins. in 10 minutes.

STRETCHING TEST.

Another section 1 in. long will be cut from the balance of the
5-in. piece, and the rubber tube or lining will be separated from the
ply and cut at the lap. Marks 2 ins. apart will be placed on this
section, and then the section will be quickly stretched until the
marks are 8 ins. apart, and immediately released. The section will
then be re-marked as at first and stretched to 8 ins., and will re-
main so stretched 10 minutes. It will then be released, and 10
minutes later the distance between the marks last applied will be
measured. In no case must the test piece break or show a per-
mament elongation of more than % in. between the marks last
applied. Small strips taken from the cover or friction will be sub-
jected to the same tests.

(9) If the test hose fails to meet the required tests, the lot from
which it was taken may be rejected without further examination
and returned to the manufacturer, who shall pay the freight charges
in both directions. If the test hose is satisfactory, the entire lot
will be examined, and those complying with the specifications will
be accepted.

EXHIBITS AT THE CONVENTIONS.

MASTER MECHANICS' AND MASTER CAR BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION,

S

WHAT IS THE BEST PREVENTIVE OF RUST ON STEEL
CARS?

COMMITTEE—II. S. HAYWARD, J. S. LENTZ, W. Ci. GORBELL, T. H.
RUSSUM, C. E. FULLER.

1. Fur New Oar*.— (a) The steel should be thoroughly cleaned
of all rust and furnace scale before the car is assembled. (&) All
joints before assembling should be thoroughly coated with coal tar.
(c) After car is assembled all grease should be thoroughly removed
from the steel and same given a good coat of carbon or graphite
paint on the outside and underneath, and the inside a heavy coat of
crude petroleum, coal tar applied hot. or some similar substance.
(</) The outside to be given a second coat of graphite or carbon
paint, as may be desired.

2. For Old Cars.— (a) All scale and rust should be removed
wherever it appears on the car, by steel brushes or scrapers, and in
the case of the inside of the car by any of the above methods or by
the use of pneumatic hammers or mauls. (o) After all scale and
rust have been removed the car should be thoroughly cleaned with
steel scrapers or wire brushes and blown out with air, in order to
present a clean surface for the paint, (c) The methods of painting
rrcommended for new cars should be followed out in the case of old
cars, after a clean surface is obtained.

3. As some of the most prolific causes of deterioration of steel
rars are the loading of same with hot billets, the use of mauls, bars,
•sir., on the outside to assist in the unloading of cars, and the allow
ing of cars loaded with soft coal to stand a long time with the loau
• n same, it is recommended that steps be taken to do away with
roese practices as much as possible.

Your committee believes that if the above recommendations are
followed out. and if care is taken to repaint the outside of and
underneath cars at least every eighteen months or two years, coat-
ing the inside with crude petroleum or coal tar about once a year,
excellent results will be obtained.

SUBJECTS.

COMMITTEE—J. T. CHAMBERLAIN, C. A. SCHROYER, J. S. LENTZ.

FOR COMMITTEE WORK DURING 1904-'05.

1. The use of steel in passenger car construction.
Your committee is informed that an individual paper will be

presented at the convention on the above subject, and believes it is

of sufficient importance to require further investigation by a com-
mittee of the association.

2. Specifications and tests for bolsters, brake beams, etc.

This association has just installed at Purdue University, La-
fayette, Ind., a drop-test machine for M. C. B. couplers. The ma-
chine is available for testing other parts of cars, and it is suggested
that we make use of our property to study the question of specifi-

cation and tests for bolsters, brake beams and such other car details

as require tests of that character to determine their strength and
efficiency.

3. Grain doors.
The Central Traffic Association has suggested the adoption of a

suitable grain door to meet the requirements of large-capacity cars.

Your committee believes the subject is worthy of investigation.
4. Flexible car trucks vs. rigid trucks.

To consider what flange wear of wheels, if any, is reduced over
rigid trucks, and what difference, if any, exists as to absorption of
power.

5. Recent designs of heavy trolley-car trucks.

To see if the prevailing combination of iron and wood trucks in

passenger-car service cannot be superseded by a lighter, stronger
and cheaper all-steel truck.

ii. Axles.
To investigate the practice of some roads of turning car axles so

that there is a shoulder behind the wheel hub. which hub is faced
and wheels mounted to 1-16 in. of this shoulder, it being claimed
derailment will not attend a loose wheel when this practice is fol-

lowed.
(To Be continued.)
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•Illustrated Articles.

TURNING TIRES AND FINISHING PISTON RODS.

To Tire Editor :

Some months ago you printed a statement of the time consumed
in turning locomotive tires in the shops of the Chicago Great

Western Railway to the effect that I luce pairs were turned per day

;

but you did not state the number of hours. A pair of 5G-in. flanged

tires have been turned in the Union Pacific shops at Omaha, in

1 hour, 45 minutes, including the time from picking them up to

setting them down finished.

An extension piston rod is centered, straightened, roughed, ffn-

isheil and threaded, for $2.G0.

Tires are bored for 30 cents each, including the time required

for handling.

These figures may interest your readers.

Ceo. W. Thompson.

These figures will interest our readers. We shall he »lai] to

know of records as good or better.

—

Editor.

ENGINE FAILURES.

To Tire Editor :

The editorial in your May number entitled, "What Are Your
Locomotives Doing'.'" the remarkable series of litters in your .Tune

number on the subject of overloading locomotives and your refer-

ences to foreign practice in the matter of preventing engine failures

lead me to send you a statement covering our failure report for the

month of April.

With power in good order the cost of operation must necessarily

be materially decreased. I believe, as suggested by you. that with

first-class supervision in the care of locomotives, the failures can

l>e lessened quite materially and in fact done away with alto-

gether, more especially delays that originate from steam failures

caused from so called "poor fuel." We do not experience a failure

from this particular cause from one month's end to the other and

in fact we have not had a steam failure that can be attributed to

the quality of the coal in the last two years.

The following comparison maj Interest the readers of the Amu:
ii \.s K.ngimii: AMD Kaii.ro.mi Joi K\\i

RBCOBD OF I- fJINH KAlLl'ltES. APRIL. 1904.

Delay.
Date Eng. Train Location Engineer Hr.Mui 0l
2'Jtb. 63 8 On run 20 Steam pipes

leaking.

CLASSIFICATION OF i'All.l B

steam failure 1

Total 1

lable failure 1
t'ouid have been avoided o
Employes disciplined tor failures
Total dolays all failures 2o inin.

Total number tons reduced None
Average delay per failure 20 mln.
Average number tons reduced per failure None
Mileage passenger engines 04,57o
Mileage freight engines 90,372
Miles run per failure, passenger 94,670
Miles run per failure, freight 96,372
Total mileage, all engines 232,730
Average monthly mileage, all classes 2,804
Number engines in service 83

COMPARISON.

Api. '04. Men. '04. Apl. '03.

Total number failures 1 7 14
Total delays all failures 20m. 20b. 40m. 68h. 45m.
Total number tons reduced None. 5,730 957
Average delay per failure 20m. 2b. 37m. 4b. 12m.
Average number tons reduced per fail-

ure None. 819 68
Mileage passenger engines 94.570 92,360 77,661
Mileage freight engines 96,372 89,531 115,900
Miles per failure, passenger 94,570 92,360 12,943
Miles run per failure freight 86,872 12,790 14,375
Total mileage, all engines 232,730 222,507 227,473
Average monthly mileage, all classes

service 2,804 2,689 2,774
Number engines in service 83 77 82

Engine failures maj be red I by close attention and hard work.
but the results pay for the effort.

• ii m. rat. M \si i i; Ml a II \Mi ,

186,000 GALLONS OF WATER AND TONS OF SCALE.

To the Editor

:

On a trunk line connecting New York with Chicago there is

a water station where it is estimated 180,000 gallons of water are

used in every twenty-four hours. This water, according to analysis.

contains 34.67 grains per gallon of solid material, of which 31.77

grains are scale-making. This means that in every thousand gallons

of water there are 4.54 lbs. of scale-making material, and in 180,-

000 gallons there would be 844.44 lbs. In one month of thirty days

this would amount to over twelve and one-half tons of scale-making

material going into locomotive boilers, and month after month at

this point tons of scale-making salts find their way into the en-

gines which take water at that place.

The above illustration of the amount of scale-making material

a bad water contains is not by any means extravagant, as there

are numerous waters containing a far higher percentage.

A locomotive costs on an average $15,000 and for such an ex-

pensive machine there should be nothing but the best treatment,

not only in regard to its handling, but also in the selection of its

food and drink, which is the coal and water, which should be suf-

ficiently pure to get the best results; for like a human being a large

percentage of impurities cause the machine to clog up, with various

complications setting in. such as corroded sheets, scale-covered tubes,

with other internal ((implications, from which this valuable piece of

apparatus is put out of business and shopped for repairs.

It is estimated that the average locomotive uses 5,000,000 gal-

lons of water per year. As such an enormous amount of material

is used it would Bei m as though it ought to have the most careful

Study as regards its action in the locomotive boiler from the point

of view of economy and efficiency.

The action of the different impurities in the water are somewhat

similar to the action of different drugs on the system, some causing

more trouble than others. The incrusting solids ire calcium car-

bonate, calcium sulphate, calcium chloride, magnesium carbonate,

magnesium sulphate, magnesium chloride, iron, alumina and silica.

The calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate, iron alumina and

silica give a mud or sludge in the boiler. The calcium sulphate

and magnesium sulphate and chloride give a bar.! scale. The last

two, however, must be first decomposed and changed to inngn

oxide. The calcium chloride and magnesium chloride are corrosive
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solids. The non-crusting solids, alkali sulphate, alkali chloride,

alkali carbonate, are only troublesome when present in too large

quantities when they produce foaming. The alkali carbonate, if

present in small amounts, is helpful by neutralizing the action of

the scale-making salts by changing them to carbonate when they

are precipitated as a light mud.

For a great many years it has been fully realized that some-

thing ought to be done to put off or alleviate the laying aside of

this august patient, the locomotive, in the erecting shop, either for

temporary or general repairs. Consequently large doses of various

salts and concoctions have been forced into the internal organs of

this faithful but much abused locomotive by the most unexpected

way through the tank in which these various salts are dissolved and

in an unexpected manner they are led by the injector, which by

suction rushes the dissolved soda-ash or other salt into the pres-

ence of its foes, calcium carbonate, calcium sulphate, calcium chlor-

ide, magnesium carbonate, magnesium sulphate and magnesium

chloride, and then the fight is on. Molecules of soda-ash, which

is carbonate soda, attack molecules of sulphate of lime and form

molecules of sulphate of soda and carbonate of lime. The former

salt, sulphate of soda, is harmless unless in large quantities and

goes out of sight in the water. The carbonate of lime is light and

can be blown out and does not cause as much trouble as sulphate

of lime. In this fight other scale-making salts are attacked and

changed from scale-making and corrosive to much less harmful

salts. These different molecules of calcium, magnesium, carbonic

acid, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, were troublesome in their

former combination as carbonates, sulphates and chlorides of cal-

cium and magnesium, yet, in the presence of soda-ash, which is a

purifier, and at high temperature as in the locomotive boiler, it

tears apart and forms new compounds which are not as dangerous

and troublesome to the engine and helps to keep off the fatal sick-

ness caused by the scale which is being taken in by the several

thousand gallons of water used each day. In the water mentioned

above, 1,000 gallons contained 4.54 lbs. of scale-making material, and
in the 186,000 gallons used in one day it equaled 844.44 lbs., which

in one month of thirty days amounted to 12% tons. If treated

before it entered the boiler, probably about 3.7 lbs. per 1,000 gallons,

688.2 lbs. for the 186,000 gallons and about 10 tons for the month,

of scale-making material would be removed.

It would seem, therefore, that the treatment of water before

allowing it to enter the locomotive boiler would be economical and

secure greater efficiency for the engine.

As was said before, it has been estimated that the average

locomotive uses 5,000,000 gallons of water a year. Supposing the

water used contained on an average 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 grains

per gallon of scale-making material, which would equal for the

year, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000 and 30,000 lbs. to be

blown out, washed out or left behind to cover the inside of the

boiler. The blowing and washing out cost money and time and the

scale formed on the tubes and boiler necessitates the use of larger

amounts of fuel and thereby increased expense. It has been said

one-sixteenth of an inch of scale on the inside of a boiler necessi-

tates the consumption of 12 per cent, more fuel to generate the

same amount of steam, one-quarter of an inch of scale requires 38

per cent, more fuel, while three-quarters of an inch of scale causes

a loss of 90 per cent, of fuel.

The above, if only partially true, in actual practice would not
only be expensive, but tend toward overloading the digestive ap-

paratus, and ii the coal was as poor as some I have analyzed it

would tend to produce a case of acute dyspepsia in the firebox,

which, while causing only temporary troubles, yet cannot be

lost sight of.

W. B. Landon,
Meadville, Pa. Chemist Erie Railroad.

NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

McKees Rocks, Pa.—Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad.

VII.

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER.

As stated in one of the earlier numbers of this series of

articles, elaborate provisions were made for the distribution

of power to the various shop buildings of the McKees Rocks

shops by electrical transmission. It is thought that the many
special features and radical departures from former practice

involved in this installation will be of more than usual in-

terest, and the plans are herein carefully reviewed. The details

of the electrical system of distribution are very completely

shown on the accompanying diagram.

The incandescent lights and the constant-speed motors for

certain of the machine tools, the cranes, and for the heating,

ventilating and blast fans, are operated at 240 volts. The arc

lights, as was noted in the article on the power house (May,

1904, page 173), are operated at 120 volts, which necessitated

the installation of a 3-wire system and rotary balancer.

The machine tools, which are driven by variable-speed

motors, on the multiple voltage system, are divided up into

three groups, the division being such that each group requires

about the same amount of power and is on a separate circuit.

The advantage of this is that if anything should get out of

order on one of these circuits only one-third of the tools in

the shop will thus be affected, and, moreover, the difficulty can

be more easily located than if all the tools were on the same
circuit.

The wires are carried from the switchboard in the power-

house *.o the long wire duct or tunnel in the machine shop,

through terra cotta conduits. The location of these conduits,

as well as the wire tunnel and also of the wir§ boxes, which
lead from the tunnel, are shown on the floor plan of the ma-
chine and erecting shop, which was presented on page 454 of

thj December, 1903, issue. This long wire tunnel, which ex-

tends the full length of the machine shop, is 3 ft. 6 ins. wide,

4 ft. deep, and its walls and floor are of concrete. At every

8 ft. 3 ins. along each side of the tunnel, two wooden blocks

are built into the concrete, one near the top and the other near

t~e bottom of the wall. Upright planks are fastened to these

blocks and carry the wrought-iron clamps for supporting the

wires. The wires for the arc and incandescent lighting are

supported on one side of the tunnel, and those for the machine
tool motors and power on the other side.

The wire boxes, which lead from the tunnel and which carry

the wires for the machine tool motors and incandescent lights,

are 12 ins. wide and 5 ins. deep. Their centres are only 5 ft.

6 ins. apart, and they extend crosswise of the machine shop

for its full width. Those wire boxes on each side of the col-

umns, which support the roof trusses, extend into the erecting

shop, and are stopped off about opposite the middle of the pits.

The construction of the wire boxes is described and illustrated

in connection, with the description of the machine shop floor

in the December, 1903, issue, pages 455-456.

The wires to each tool are carried through the wire boxes

in insulated pipe (loricated conduit). The wiring was done

after the floor was laid and, as the tunnel is not very wide and

the pipes would of course have to be put in from that end, it

was necessary to put them in in 5-ft. lengths and couple up

enough of these lengths to reach the desired point. An elbow

was then put down through a hole in the floor and connected

to the end of the pipe. The pipe was guided into the elbow by

passing a piece of rope of about the same diameter as the

inside of the pipe through the elbow and drawing the rope into

the pipe a short distance by means of a "snake." The straight

lengths of pipe were coupled together quite securely, but the

elbow was not tightly secured, so that if at any time it

was desired to remove the pipe it could easily be disconnected

at the elbow and then removed piece by piece. The pipes to

the variable-speed motors each contain six "wires, four for the

multiple voltage system and two for the incandescent light.

In locating the machine tools in the machine shop no atten-

tion was paid to the location of the wire boxes. When the

tools were connected up it was found that owing to the short

distance between the wire boxes the wires in all cases could
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be brought through the floor at about the right spot, to be most

convenient.

This method of wiring the machine tool motors has several

advantages. The wires are placed under the floor, where they

are entirely out of the way and yet are easy of access if they

need attention. New tools can readily be added at any point

in the shop and can be wired without tearing up the floor.

Each tool is furnished with a panel board, which carries the

switch, fuse block, circuit-breaker and a plug switch for an

incandescent light. In most cases the controller is placed on

the machine tool itself at the most convenient point for the

operator, but in the case of some tools, such, as the shapers,

which were described in the July; 1904, issue, page 261, the

panel board can be so placed that the controller can be attached

to the back of it and at the same time be convenient to the

operator. As it is very seldom| necessary for the operator to

use either the switch, fuse block, circuit-breaker or plug switch,

the panel, when it contains only this apparatus, is usually

placed in an out-of-the-way position where it will not interfere

with the movements of the operator and yet be close to the

tool so that it can readily be reached if necessary; it is, of

course, also placed so that passers-by will not carelessly come

in contact with the apparatus on it.

The use of these panel boards is to be preferred to the prac-

tice of placing the above-mentioned apparatus on the frame or

bed of the machine tool. It presents a much neater appear-

ance allows a standard arrangement of the apparatus, and

simplifies the wiring. The panel boards, as used at McKees

Rocks are of a very neat and substantial design, and are so

fastened to the floor that they are very stiff. The three types

of panels which are used are shown in the accompanying draw-

ings. The designs of the panels are practically the same, ex-

cept that there is a difference in size due to the additional

apparatus, which must be carried in some instances.

Panel A is the type which is used in the greater number of

r\i\

the others, special 6-in. floor plates are used. Such a panel is

used with the Pond car wheel borer (May, 1904, page 193),

which has an auxiliary motor for the hoist, and also with the

Pond 72-in. boring mill (May, 1904, page 193), which has an

auxiliary motor for raising and lowering the cross rail.

l^'Ggs Pipe

Dry Maple >.' Wfi?

Special floor Plait:

6 "Base

TYPE C.

I'/j Standard
Floor Piare

Dry Maple \.ollpointed

dull bloc* ) ' \

wood c<,p yi;z'<ih
s;

^ij_btg^
7
'

5=^

Multiple Vo/ta^e

Controller
J

- IH 60s Pipe

TYPE B.

MACHINE TOOL PANEL BOABDS FOB ELECTBICAL APPABATUS.

instances. The dry maple boards are fastened to the wrought-

iron straps which are bolted to the pieces of iy2 -in. gas pipe.

The pipes are firmly attached to the floor by means of 1%-in.

standard floor plates, which are fastened to the floor by four

lag screws. The opening between the boards at the top is

closed by a wooden cap, and the electrical apparatus is located

as shown.

Panel B is practically the same as A, except that it is ar-

ranged to carry a controller on one side.

Panel C is used with tools which are equipped with an aux-

iliary constant-speed motor in addition to the motor for the

main drive. It carries in addition to the switch, circuit-breaker

and fuse block for the main motor and the plug switch for the

light, a starter and switch for the constant-speed motor. To

insure stiffness for this panel, which is considerably larger than

Circuit-breakers are placed at each machine tool in order to

fully protect each tool. Where this is not done and only one

breaker used in a circuit a motor might become dangerously

overloaded at one of the tools and the tool be injured without

overloading the circuit enough to throw out the breaker, par-

ticularly if the other tools on the circuit happened to be run-

ning light at the time.

The electrical apparatus on the panel boards was selected

with a view to strength and durability. The circuit-breakers

are the I. T. E. type, manufactured by the Cutter Manufactur-

ing Company. The fuse blocks are the Noark cartridge type,

manufactured by H. W. Johns-Manville Company, New York.

The switches are of a special design, and were made by the

W. S. Hill Electric Company.

The wiring at the machine tools, from the panel board to
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the controller and motor, has been very nicely taken care of,

and deserves special notice. The wires are enclosed In lorlcated

CODdult and in some special cases in a flexible conduit. This

protects them and keeps tliem oub of the operator's way and

also presents a very neat appearance. Although the panel

iHiards, controller and motor are in most cases placed at dif-

ferent parts of the tool yet the wires which connect them are

not in evidence except at the motor connection. The pipe

which carries the wires is painted the same color as the tool

and in most cases is so placed that It would hardly be noticed

unless attention was particularly directed to It.

Examples of the method of wiring some of the tools and of

the location of the panel boards, etc., is quite clearly shown on

some of the half-tones which were used in illustrating the

series of articles which have appeared in the American En-
i.i mi it on "The Application of Individual Motor Drives to Old

Machine Tools at the McKees Rocks Shops." Fig. 22 on page

Arms to Carry /ncanCesce/rr Lamp Cord

Outlet Boxes for
Extension Lamp

Connections

Floor Brace

LAMP TOST USED BETWEEN PITS IN ERECTING SHOP.

441 of the December, 1903, issue shows quite clearly the man-

ner of wiring one of the vertical drill presses. The panel board

could not be placed directly over the wire box, and the pipe

containing the wires is turned to the left after it comes through

the floor. The pipe passes from the back of the. panel board

up alongside the motor brackets and over to the controller.

The wires to the motor pass through the short length of pipe

which is connected to the above pipe by a junction box, which

is located directly above the motor. The panel board is the

same as Type A. Another panel of this same type is shown
on page 14 of the January, 1904, issue in connection with one

of the slotters.

Another example of the wiring is plainly shown on the radial

drill press, illustrated on page 51 of the February. 1904. issue.

The motor, controller and panel board are all carried on the

revolving part of the tool. A long piece of flexible conduit,

which is manufactured by the Western Electric Company, ex-

tends from the floor to a junction box, from which pipes lead

to the panel board, controller and motor. On Figs. 37 and 42,

pages 88 and 89, of the March, 1904, issue, the wiring of two
of the turret lathes is partially shown. In these cases flex-

ible conduits an 1 used for carrying the wires from the con-

troller to the motor. Other examples of wiring are shown on

the driving wheel lathe, page 129, April, 1904, issue, and on the

planers, page 214, of the June, 1904, Issue.

In the boiler shop the feed wires are carried overhead,

of the machine tools are arranged along one of the side walls,

and the connection to these tools is made through pipe which
passes down along the wall.

LIGHTING.

In the erecting shop arc lights are hung half way between

the pits, alternating one at each side of the bay; also one arc

at every third truss above the traveling cranes. In the machine
shop there Is a row of arcs down the middle of each bay, an

arc being placed in every other space between roof trusses.

Alternate spaces are used In the two bays. In the boiler shop

arcs are placed every 55 ft. along the side walls and in the

centre of the shop. The lights In the row down the centre are

staggered with those In the side rows.

Each machine tool is furnls'.ied with an extension cord and
an incandescent light. The cord is a twin-wire conductor, built

up round about '/4-In. diameter and armored with light steel

braid. Each light socket Is fitted with a clamp, which Is a

modified form of "electrogrlp," made of specially heavy ma-
terial.

At the centre of each work bench between the pits In the

erecting shop Is a lamp post, a general outline of which post

Is shown In the accompanying cut. About 7 ft. above the floor

Is provided a cluster of five lights and a snap switch. Below
this Is a 4-poInt outlet box for extension cords, and at the top

of the post. 8 ft. G ins. above the floor, are four arms, over which
the extension cord can he thrown, so that If a man Is using

the light about the locomotive the cord will be held up out of

the way of passers-by. The cluster of lights are protected from
this cord by the wrought-lron ring just above them. The details

of construction of this special post are clearly shown in the

drawing. Portable lamp posts have also been fitted up for use

In the various shops..

Progress In Passenger Cars.—Thirty-five years ago the

average coach would carry from thirty to forty-five passengers

and weighed about fourteen tons; the cars were equipped with
link and pin couplers; were carried on 4-wheel trucks with

journals 3'^xfi Ins.; were lighted with oil lamps; had small

windows; In some cases were without a clear story, and were
heated with wood-burning stoves. The cost of a coach such as

I have described was about $3,500. To-day our standard coach

Is 72 feet long over end sills; weighs from 52 to 55 tons; has
a seating capacity of 8fi passengers; Is carried on fi-wheel trucks,

with journals 5x9 Inches; has steel platforms and wide vesti-

bules; Is heated with steam heat and lighted with gas and
electricity. To-day a wide vestibule coach Is worth In the

neighborhood of $10.000.—F. W. Brazier, presidential address.

M. C. B. Association.

In discussing the power required of a locomotive to move It-

self, figures were quoted from tests on the London & North-

western Railway before the Institution of Mechanical Engi-

neers, showing that In one case at GO miles an hour a locomotive

used 444 out of a total of 1.170 h.p. to move Itself. This large

proportion of unproductive work suggests a very Important line

of Investigation in connection with high-speed locomotives.

A Traveling Ratlboad Maohthe Simp.—An 80,000-Ib. box

car has been fitted up as a traveling machine shop by the Mor-

gan Construction Company. Worcester. Mass Accordfnc to the

.1 mrriran Machinist, it is equipped with a 20-in. Reed lathe, an

18-in. Stock-bridge shaper. a Norton emery grinder, a forge,

anvil, bench and vise, and also a number of small tools. The

car is used in connection with the erection of large huildings

and such plants as rolling mills. An 8 h.p. gasoline engine

furnishes the power.
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THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE RAILWAY
POWER OFFICER.

MOTIVE

BY A RETIRED SUPERINTENDENT OF MOTIVE POWEB.

What a flood of reflections are aroused by Ue above subject!

The discussion of the possibilities and the probable final out-

come as to operative and financial success for any official

who may have selected the mechanical department as the

field for the exercise of his talents is a fruitful theme at least

for present consideration, even if the possibilities have only

been realized to a very limited extent in the past. To present

the subject in a clear and logical manner with only so much

partisanship as may justly be allowed to one who has at heart

the success of mechanical work, considered from a -ranway

standpoint, and the well-being of those who are engaged

therein—even this is a difficult task. To present the subject in

most forceful terms and by really strong arguments would

seem to call for a presentation from a somewhat too personal

standpoint. For one to say "out loud" that the American

mechanical worker has had a ban put upon him, either inten-

tionally or on account of existing conditions, would possibly

seem to some to suggest a defense of this proposition, involv-

ing a statement of personal experiences and pros and cons

which in the end. might engender hard feelings detrimental

to the good results hoped for. Hence it is with some degree

of circumspection that one would approach the subject, not on

account of any innate fear as to the justice of the cause advo-

cated, but on account of the uncertainty as to the effect on

the minds of some who might unjustly suppose that the writer

had in view some particular officials, unique and strange,

whose peculiarities he was endeavoring to hold up to the light

of day. Yet personal experience is to some extent the basis of

knowledge and belief, and I trust that mine may justify any

facts set forth without malice.

I violate no confidence when I say that among those with

whom I have talked on the subject there has been a very

strong evidence of discontent with railway mechanical work,

both as to the relation of the mechanical to the other depart-

ments and as to the probable outcome of a life spent in that

department. I would also further state that I have met almost

as many higher officials who were dissatisfied with the results

obtained by their mechanical departments, so the discontent

is not all on one side. To bring about better results would

certainly be a commendable object, and a free discussion of

the subject will not hurt either the public or the mechanical

department, though it might affect in the end other depart-

ments in so far as the offices, which on some lines have always

been held by men from other branches of the service, mignt

be thrown open to the deserving men who have had their

training in the mechanical department.

In this busy world, with its struggle for existence, distinc-

tion and future monetary welfare, as a rule, neither man,

union nor corporation voluntarily gives up any advantage

which may be enjoyed over a competitor. It therefore cannot

be expected that any man connected with other than the

mechanical department, who is not obliged to do so, is going

to give up any advantage which, given up, might mean tne

advancement of a competitor to his own detriment. Hence a

recognition of the mechanical worker as a candidate for still

higher positions must come from those who have gotten past

the point in their official career where they need fear mechan-

ical department competition. I make no charge of any in-

competency or unf'^ess on the one hand, against those who

have had the advantage thus far, nor do I argue any special

fitness for the man with mechanical training over his success-

ful rival in the other departments. I would only ask consid-

eration for the mechanical department unfortunate in so far

as his ability gives evidence of his desirability as a candidate

for something better, instead of the almost general custom

of the past, which has kept a man in the mechanical depart-

ment so long as he remained in service, and practically never

has admitted that a mechanical department man could be

good enough for anything else. While I am free to admit that

long service in the mechanical department may put a man be-

yond the time when his mind is alert and grasping as to new

ideas and present progress, yet it would seem that at a certain

time in his career he might be as desirable as some whom

custom has marked for preference.

A certain amount of mechanical training ought not to be

adverse to the highest success in railway work; yet a search

of the records of the higher officials reveals the fact that

there are about thirty men who have enjoyed the title of^

master mechanic and succeeded in getting beyond the mechan-

ical department confines. A further search will show that

there are about eleven hundred positions on American rail-

roads which might be opened to the deserving mechanical

man. I say these positions might be opened on the ground

that those fortunates who have escaped are holding such posi-

tions as I have included at present—successfully, for aught I

know to the contrary. There are at least 750 men who hold

the title of master mechanic, or better, in railway mechanical

work at present. From these figures I think one can obtain

some idea without further comment as to the probabilities of

the mechanical officer obtaining further recognition as things

are at present constituted.

It may not be amiss to add that one railway system forms

quite a prominent exception to the prevailing custom of pro-

motion, and a considerable percentage of those who have

been favored are from this one system. I do not believe there

is any ground save appearance for the old story of the section-

man who desired to get his boy Johnny into the mechanical

department in preference to the other departments, giving

as a reason for his preference, "Johnny is not very bright."

The general success of the mechanical department is inti-

mately connected with the welfare of the railroad, and a fail-

ure of this department from any cause whatsoever is generally

keenly felt. Theories are much easier to change than material

facts. The mechanical department deals with material mat-

ters, and the failure of the machine to do the work required

is often so much more apparent than any other that the

proper handling of the machine and the failure to anticipate

mechanical department needs are quite often lost sight of in

tiio hast° of those affected to "get under cover."

A little more mechanical knowledge in the operating de-

partment would aid the mechanical department and a great

many failures which do not primarily belong to the mechan-

ical department, but which in the end lodge at its feet, due to

the final result being looked at and the causes which led up

to it being overlooked, would be thoroughly understood and

much unnecessary friction avoided. A little more interest of

the mechanical department taken in the operating problems

will tend to do away with the ancient worship of the machine

and the consequent forgetting of what the machine was pri-

marily designed for. This will help the other departments.

It is complained that mechanical men cannot put themselves

in the place of the other departments. Possibly a lack of

opportunity to look the other side of the fence has made them

self-centered.

It would seem that there is going to be as great a demand

for mechanical talent in the future as in the past. The

development of large railway shops and modern methods

will certainly call for the best that is to be had and the best

will be none too good to meet the problems before them. I

think I do not misjudge the present conditions when I say

that there are none too many good mechanical men in the field

at present. It would seem to me that some outlet near the

top of the mechanical department system would have to be

provided in order to get the needed new blood in at the bot ,,

torn and thus avoid stagnation at the top. Helping the me-

chanical department and at the same time getting mechanical

knowledge more generally throughout the working system of

the railway are not the only points to be gained by a more

general recognition of the mechanical department in the

higher field of railway work. Greater rewards will naturally
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call more men Into the mechanical field, which is to be desired.

At present it is quite difficult In some cases for railroads to

fill their special apprentice lists with satisfactory men, the

time is so lone; and the compensation so slight at starting

that many do not wish or cannot afford to bind themselves

for a period of three years for what the mechanical depart-

ment of an average railroad has to offer as compared with

oilier lines of business. It would seem to a certain extent, as

far as final results are concerned, time wasted for a man to

undertake to fit himself for a railway mechanical position and

to go through the necessary apprenticeship lasting until he

is In some cases from 28 to 30 years of age before he holds

anything but student positions. The same amount of energy

and endurance applied to other than the railway mechanical

tic-M ought to bring greater returns. Something should be
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done to make railway mechanical work a more attractive prop-

osition, either by a more general recognition of the mechanical
department In . • lecting the higher operating officials or by
raising the compensation of the mechanical officer to a figure

which Is commensurate with that paid by manufacturing en-

terprises of the same magnitude. The latter plan would con-

template the mechanical man staying in that department,
which he would be willing to do if/the dignity of the depart-

ment were increased by proper compensation. I would think

the former method would be conducive to better results.

Only by some such changes as above suggested will mechan-
ical possibilities become mechanical probabilities. Many will

agree that the field for railway mechanical work is not an
attractive one at present.

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE-O-fe-6-0 TYPE.

Baltimore & Ohio Rah.icomi.

MAI. 1.1-T COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—LOW PRESSURE CYLINDER.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

Supplementing the description of this locomotive (American
Engineer, current volume, pages 167, 237 and 262) some of the

most important details are now presented. These include the

cylinders, frames and the long receiver pipe connecting the

high and low pressure cylinders. While the power of this loco-

motive is very great, the individual parts, except the boiler, are

not excessively large. This is indicated in the drawings of the

cylinders and frames. This fact is one of the important feat-

ures of this form of locomotive development for large and pow-

erful units. It involves the principle of dividing the work
among a large number of parts as distinguished from obtaining

the increased capacity by a mere increase in size of the parts.

If no improvement in economical operation was to be expected

this principle of dividing the work would constitute a sufficient

advantage to justify the Mallet type for large freight locomo-

tives.

Several problems were encountered in the cylinder and re-

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—HIGH PRESSURE CYLINDERS, RIGHT AND LEFT HAM).
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ceiver construction. Because of the necessity for providing a are provided for all cylinders. The receiver pipe is of steel,

tight joint for the receiver pipe, the high pressure cylinders do lap welded, with welded flanges. It has a ball joint, with cast

not part midway between the frames, and are therefore not iron rings at the back and a slip joint at the front end. Thus

alike, the pipe joint being at one side of the centre. Bushings far these joints have remained perfectly tight.
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MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—DETAIL OF MAIN FRAMES, FRONT AND BACK.

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—RECEIVER PIPE, W1TII SLIP AND HALL JOINTS.

PERSONALS.

Mr. Frank N. Hibbits has resigned as consulting mechanical

engineer of the Southern Railway to accept the position of

mechanical superintendent of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad, with headquarters at New Haven. Conn.,

to succeed Mr. John Henney, superintendent of motive power,

resigned.

Mr. R. F. Hoffman has been appointed assistant to the general

superintendent of motive power of the Frisco system, with

headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. F. T. Hyndman has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad,

to succeed Mr. Charles E. Turner, who has resigned. Mr.

Hyndman's headquarters will be at Du Bois, Pa.

Mr. John Henney, who has for many years held the position

of superintendent of motive power of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, has resigned to take a well-earned

rest, and he will probably take an extended trip to Europe.

Mr. Charles E. Turner has resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad.

He has held that position for nearly 10 years, and during this

lime has brought the condition of the motive power and car

equipment of this road' up to the highest standard.

Mr. C. "W. Osborn has been appointed foreman of shops of the

Chicago & North Western Railway at Fond du Lac, Wis. Mr.

Osborn began service with this road as a special appren-

tice, and his advance to this position is a result of ability com-

bined with hard and faithful work.

Mr. B. D. Lockwood has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, to

succeed Mr. R. L. Ettinger.

Mr. J. H. Wynne has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Illinois Central Railroad to succeed Mr. C. A. Strom.

Mr. R. L. Ettinger has resigned as mechanical engineer of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, to succeed Mr.

F. N, Hibbits as consulting mechanical engineer of the South-

ern Railway, with headquarters in Washington.

Mr. Theo. N. Ely, chief of motive rower of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has been honored by receiving from Hamilton Col-

lege the degree of Doctor of Science. He was graduated from

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute with the degree of Civil En-

gineer, and was honored by Yale University with the degree

of Master of Arts.

Mr. George Westinghouse—"He has made a chain of world-

encircling industries. Presumably he is proud of it, and he

has a right to be. No other man has done this thing. It is

an achievement imperial in its scope. It may be asked from

what special achievement he derives most satisfaction. It is

a natural question, and one night he made a remark which may
be taken as the answer to it: 'If some day they say of me
that with the air brake I contributed something to civiliza-

tion, something to the safety of human life, It will be suffi-

cient.' "

—

Arthur Warren, in the New York Times.
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SHOP EQUIPMENT.

in hi i.i I \ \i s. OOZAD, Noltini.K A wish iin iiailwaj.

In a certain shop repairing several hundred engines per year

it requires four men an hour each to get a pair of driving-wheels

into the lathe, which Is no fault of the men, but a lack of proper

facilities for doing the work. This shop has a very large air

compressor, but no air jack is provided to handle these wheels.

In another small shop wheels are rolled in on the main track,

picked up by an air hoist, dropped into the machine and chucked

in twenty-flve minutes. The machine man and one helper do

the work after the wheels are rolled into the shop.

A certain new car shop, just completed, has a transfer table

operated by an air engine. This apparatus has eccentrics,

cranks, handles, link motion, and about everything else except

the necessary machinery to stop it at the precise point. It

contains a storage drum which must be charged at the end of

each transfer every time the table is used. This is a great

improvement over the old method of handling the table by

band, but an electric motor would cut the present time in two.

No time would be lost in charging the tnnk nor in stopping at

the right place, but the table would always be ready to put in

motion.

A very large number of the turntables used at present are

still operated by hand, and no one not in actual touch with the

work can form much idea how expensive and unsatisfactory

this method is. At the Norfolk & Western shops in Roanoke,

Va. (
which handle 70 to 80 engines per month, the turntable

was, until a year ago, operated by hand. This required three

to four laborers to turn a heavy engine, and in winter we would

often have to call out as many as a dozen men. This not only

cost the company the time of the men directly engaged, but

usually caused delay to a large force in the shop. The table is

now equipped with an electric motor and will transfer an

engine in two minutes.

Another shop, not far away, handles a large number of en-

gines on an old-fashioned transfer table operated by gear wheels

and cranks. Suppose that four men can operate this table

under all conditions. To get an engine out, transfer and "pinch"

it in on another pit or onto the main track will require at least

one hour, or a total of four hours for the men operating the

table. Every man working on that engine will lose, as a rule, the

time which it takes to transfer it. At least two mechanics and

two helpers work on the same engine at the same time. Now
figure transfer men at 15 cents per hour, machinists at 30

cents, machinist helpers at 20 cents, and the total cost per

transfer is $1.60. If the shop overhauls 30 engines per month
each engine must be handled at least twice, making a total

of $96 per month for transfers, or $1,152 per year, not count-

ing a great deal of other work handled in this way.

Shop machinery in many of the old shops is not located with

reference to the work to be done. I visited a shop lately where
crossheads are fitted in one end of the shop and pistons in the

other, with the result that crossheads go first to one place to be

taken apart, then to another to have the piston rods fitted, and

to another to have wrist pins tried, and still to another point

to have shoe bolts fitted, then back to be put together. Rods are

overhauled in one end of the machine shop, and about as far

away from the erecting shop as it is possible to get, and rod

brasses are bored and shaped in the other end, which requires

unnecessary handling of material, a great loss of time by both

mechanics and foremen, and usually a general misunderstand-

ing among all concerned. Driving box brasses are turned at one

end of the shop, shaped at another point, put into boxes in

another place and bored at another point, and for want of a

press, helpers drive out all old brasses with a sledge.

In the blacksmith department of a certain shop two forges

were occupied in dressing and tempering tools for machine
shop use. One smith was forging heavy tools. He put one tool

into the fire, got it hot, then ran 20 yards to the nearest hammer
to forge it. Occasionally some one a little closer would step in

ahead of him, he would lose the heat, and the same performance
would be gone over again. The helper was also in evidence,

Standing idle both at the fire and at the hammer. In this shop
there is no doubt tool work enough to keep one hammer con-

stantly employed, which, in connection with good heating facil-

ities, would effect a saving sufficient to pay for the hammer in

a year or less.

The same department of another shop capable of turning out

10 engines per week lias but one hammer. Some roundhouse
work, road work and extra car work must be done in addition

to the 10 engines. Another hammer in this shop would pay for

itself in six months. A Bradley cushion hammer, or one of

similar construction, has a capacity equal to at least four

forges on properly classified work, but it is seldom that one is

Been in a railroad shop.

Many of the old shops are still lifting engines off their wheels
with hydraulic Jacks. This requires three or four men from two
or three hours to a day or two, depending entirely on the condi-

tion of the jacks. Usually when a heavy engine is about half

way up, one or more of the jacks fail and repairs must be made..
Four pneumatic telescope jacks would accomplish this same
work in about 30 minutes with proper air pressure. Engines
lifted off the wheels with jacks are often left high in the air,

thus requiring men to work on them with the bottom of the

frame as high as their heads. This destroys about one-half the

capacity of the workman. If he works on a scaffald one-half

his energy will be required to maintain his position while the

other half is applied to his work.

In a shop employing two or three hundred men I found no
tool room. There was no space for a tool room inside the shop.

At another place I found what was called a tool room in which
were a few old, antiquated machines used to keep up the tools,

but entirely unfit for the work assigned to them. The men
were very intelligent and courteous and apologized for the con-

dition by saying it was the hest they were able to get
I saw recently an old truck wheel lathe with a bed twice as

long and large as necessary to support its other parts in use in

a shop maintaining the repairs on 700 engines. The capacity

of that machine was one pair of wheels per day. Much of this

work, therefore, had to be done on driving-wheel lathes, where,

on account of difficulty in chucking, two or three pairs of

wheels were a day's work. A modern lathe would turn out

seven pairs of wheels per day. Suppose five pairs the average

per day. On the old machine this work would require five

days at a cost of $10 for labor, allowing 20 cents per hour. The
same work on a new machine would require one day, a net sav-

ing to the company of $8 per day, besides the use of the ma-
chine for the extra lour days, a new machine here would pay
for itself in 12 months and also pay the operator.

Knuckle joint pins cost for forging about 20 cents and for

turning on an ordinary lathe 35 cents each, a total of 55 cents.

On the modern turret lathe these pins can be made from the

rough bar for 16 cents each, excluding fitting. Wrist pins

forged and turned complete in the old way cost about 75 cents

each ; on a modern turret lathe they would cost about 20 cents

each, fitting excluded. Knuckle joint pins, lift shaft and all

similar bushings cost 15 to 20 cents each when forged in the

blacksmith shop, yet on a modern lathe they can be cut from
steel tubing at a cost of about one cent each and bored and
turned for much less than if forged. These differences will

hold good on all work for which these lathes are adapted,

and any repair shop having work of this kind in sufficient

quantity to keep one or more of these machines occupied will

find they will pay for themselves every 12 months in the sav-

ing effected.

Every railroad shop has a labor or roustabout gang, and in

this department there is usually the greatest leak compared to

the amount of money invested to be found in any part of the

plant. For instance, in a shop on one of the largest roads in

the country many hundred pairs of car wheels are loaded every

year. A car is placed at the end of a long straight track and
two timbers are laid, one end on the car and the other on the

ground at end of track from which wheels are to be taken.

Then with two men on the car and two or three at points along

the line, a pair of wheels are started and delivered from man to

man until they are landed on the car at a speed of about 20
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miles per hour, Tnis requires from two or three hours to half

a day, depending on the time required to place and remove this

apparatus and the number of wheels that get away. A pneu-

matic hoist placed in the center of the track would lift the

wheels and place them on two short pieces of rail, whence they

could be rolled onto the car in the shortest possible time. This

would require two men 30 or 40 minutes to load a car at a

cost depending on the day rate of the men involved.

I was connected with a plant some time ago where it cost 11

cents each to unload pressed steel car bolsters and about four

cents more to reload and get them into the erecting shop, total

15 cents. This company used several hundred of these bolsters

every year, and a few dollars invested in crane facilities would

have reduced the cost of handling to about two cents each; the

crane would also have been very useful for other work.

A great many blacksmith shops are still heading bolts on

old, antiquated machinery in connection with coke furnaces

until this is done it must be remembered that where little is

given little should be required. It is always possible to im-

prove shop methods, but there is a point beyond which we can

not go, and if few of the shops at present pay a dividend on

the money invested it is not particularly on account of poor

methods, but surely on account of the large number of old ma-

chines in use.

Let the superintendent of motive power who may read this

article ask for a statement of the number of lathes, planers,

drill presses, boring mills, etc., that have been in constant

use in his shops for the last 15 or 20 years and note the result.

I saw such a list recently which had been compiled by the fore-

man of a large shop and over 60 per cent, of the machinery

in that shop had been in constant use 15 to 20 years, some

of it much longer. If these machines were not affected by

wear they would still be run at a loss because of the great

improvement in construction of shop machinery in the past

*l?^--A-

(and I suppose a coke furnace is good enough for that kind of

a machine) at a cost of from 25 cents to 40 cents per 100 for %
to 1-in. bolts, while a few other shops have put in up-to-date

machines and oil furnaces and reduced the cost of this work
to about $1 per 1,000 bolts.

Conclusions.

1. The average railroad shop is at the rear of the procession

so far as modern facilities for turning out work are concerned.

2. If motive power is in demand and it is necessary to reduce

the time of engines in the shop to the minimum and utilize

shop space to the best advantage, such machinery must be put

into the shop as will perform the work in a reasonable length

of time.

3. It is sheer nonsense to expect a foreman to turn out any

definite amount of work on worn-out machinery; to utilize

high-speed steel to best advantage on machines that have been

in use 25 or 30 years.

4. A repair shop can not be put on a commercial basis un-

less modern machinery and modern methods are used, and

five or six years. We formerly used chilled cast iron cutting

tools for many classes of work, but since the self-hardening

steels came out we do not use these tools, but we do try to

use the same old machines. There is nothing that seems to

get quite so close to the heart of a railroad company as an

old machine. When one of these relics become so worn that

it is entirely unfit for service in one shop, it is repaired and

sent to some outlying point to take up valuable room for

another 10 or 20 years. Another important point to be con-

sidered is the marked effect such tools have on the work-

men in the shop. Men make shop conditions, and in time these

same conditions make other men to a greater or less degree;

and as long as a lot of old, antiquated machinery is kept run-

ning in the shop and other conditions correspond, we shall

not get the benefit of the best efforts of the men employed. As
a general proposition men do not rise above their surroundings.

Like begets like; and as the conditions and facilities for doing

work are improved, the interest of the men in the general

welfare of the company will grow accordingly,
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45TON STEEL UNDERFRAME COAL CAR. LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT AT ST. LOUIS.

Through the courtesj ol Hi Qeorge i. King, drawings and

a photograph ol a 15 ton coal car with structural Bteel ui

frame have been received, This design was prepared tor the

Bulah Coal Company, and the ears were built by the Middle-

town Car Works. The car Is similar to the class <; n cars of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, it is mounted <>n Pennsylvania

Railroad .h-toii anh bar trucks and is fitted with the

new centre construction designed i, v Mr. King. Its light weight

is 35,700 Iba. with these heavj trucks, which were selected in

onier to avoid exressive wheel failures, which have become

troublesome In connection with large capacity cars. At the

ame time the trucks will be invaluable for cars of larger ca-

paolt] should they be i led for this purpose. For the 4 by 10

in. side sills id the Pennsylvania ears. Mr. King substituted

Pennsylvania Railroad Testing Plant.

The Pennsylvai Railroad baa Essned Bulletin No. : onceroing
Jta to be ma le on the locomotive testing plant al St Louis,

''' which the following ic reproduced:
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Driving whi el

Pota i he* reel

in inches
WEIG] OS.

I Willi w.iler at second gag'* COCK and normal fire i

Oc ii lick

On first drivi rs
i in Be I '!

On third drivers
On fourth drlvei
On fifth drivers
On trailers
Total
Total on drivers

CortrPI.

15-TON -.mm i sin in i: v Ml-; OOAX CAR.
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I by I- in. sills, and lor the pressed steel Stakes rolled steel

lees.

.Mr. King has developed the >ni\ construction of the steel

iiudert'ranies, which is Indicated in the drawings. The centre

sills are of 15-in. channels and terminate 2 ft. beyond the

bolsters. From these points riveted extensions are provided,

to continue the centre sills, carry the draft gear and support

the end sills, which are of wood. The connections to the end

sills are made with large steel castings, giving ample bearing

surface and including the coupler carry iron. This construction

facilitates repairs in case of damage to the end of the sills with-

out taking down the entire sill. A cover plate is placed over the

centre sills between the bolsters, and the bolsters are of dia-

phragm form, riveted to the center sills. The drawing gives

I he sizes of the angles and thicknesses of plate used. At the

corners of the car are substantial channel braces extending be-

tween the top cover plate of the bolsters, enlarged for this pur-

pose, and a 2-in. plate riveted across the ends of t lie extensions

of tlie centre sills. This plate Is 44 ins. long. The form of the

hopper and Its construction are shown In the drawing.
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CYLINDKUS.
High pres iure number
Lon pressure, number

if

bigb pre-- me, right
Mam. i

;

in un nre, right
" me, left

STROKH ee PIS COW, MET.
I [igb pressure, rignf

pressure, left

Low pressure, right
Low pressure, left

"1 CIS in-. DI8P1 M i H
pressure, right, head end

High pressure, right, crank end
High pi :', head end
I

I

lull pressure, left, crank end
iressure, right, head end

Low pressure, right, crank end
Low pressure, left, head end
Low i

i rank end
RECEIVER. CUBIC FEET.

Volume, right side
Volume, left side

STEAM Pi'Kls. INCHES.
piston valve- the length equals the circumference of inside of bush-

ing, niinu- the sum of the widths of bridges.)
re admission, right, head end. length

Hlgb pressure admission, right, head end. width
High pressure admission, right, crank end. length
High pressure admission, right, crank end. width
High pressure admission, left, head end. length
High pressure admission, left, head end. width
High fir. -sure admission, left, crank end. length
High pressure admission, left, crank end, width
Low c Imisslon, right, head end, width
Low pressure admission, right, head end. width
Low pressure admission, right, crank end. length
Low pressure admission, right, crank end. width
Low pressure admission, left, head end. length
Low pressure admission, left, head end. width
f>ow pre sure admission, left, crank end. length
Low pressure admission, left, crank end. width
High pressure exhaust, right, length
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fi7 High pressure exhaust, right, width 181. High pressure cylinder, right crank end

fa h Ih S™Sure exhaust left ength 182. High pressure cylinder, left, head end

rt In pressure exhaust ,!£ width 183. High pressure cylinder, left, crank end

70 . w Sure Stairt right length 184. Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
-?' r!! nro^Virt Shaust right width 185. Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

.

,1 Low P fe^«™ ej^'VfV 8 ?'-
it 186. Low pressure cylinder, left, head end

72. Low pressure exhaust left lei gtn
'pressure cylinder, left, crank end

73. Low pressure exhaust, left, width

.

.. ,
,

.
•••"• "

F0R PISTON UIsplacbment. cubic feet.
PISTON BODS, DIAMETER, INCHES.

_ _ igg H .

gh ^^ cyUn6eTi ri ght, head end
1 4. High pressure, rigni

lgg jrigh pressure cylinder, right, crank end
75. High pressure, left.

lg0 H|gh pressure cyi inder. left, head end
76. Low pressure ngnt

191 Hjgh pressure cy iinder, left, crank end
77. Low pressure, left.

.
..... .

••••••••• '"'"'
192. Low pressure cylinder, right, head end

tail rods, diameter, inches.
ig3 Lqw

*
Te!iSllIe cylinde r right, crank end

78. High pressure, right
lg4 Low pressure cylinder, left, head end

79. High pressure, left. lg5 j^ pressure cylinder, left, crank end
80. Low pressure, right . .

81. Low pressure, left The numbered blank spaces are provided so that information
valves.

concerning unusual features of the locomotive under test may be

S3. Desfgn
'
Y.Y.'.Y. .............. YY. inserted. The dimensions and constants will be given for eacfi

84. Balanced area in per cent of total
'YY.YYYY. .'.....' locomotive tested, the observed data and calculated results for each

85. Type o in- ™°
e
1

at^'^lve travel, inches. test. There will be from 14 to 20 tests on each locomotive.

86. High pressure, right The method for obtaining the dimensions and data given is in

88! Low
h
pr'Surl*' right

!

'.'. '.

'.'. YY. YY.Y '.'. YYYYYYYYYY.YY.Y.YY..'. Y.

.

mast cases self-evident ; but that these may be clearly understood,

89! Low pressure', left and a isf> to show the precautions taken to insure accuracy, the fol-

90. High pressure, ^gnt^hea^ eld^™! .^fT.' lowing are deemed sufficiently important to require special mention :

qi T-Tip-h nrpssiire right crank end

92. High pressure, left, head end DESCRIPTION, DIMENSIONS AND PROPORTIONS.

94! Low
h

pressure!' right, °head end! ! ! ! ! ! ! Items Nos. 3 to 13. The circumference of the driving wheels will

95. Low pressure, right crank end • • • •
•

bg measure(j w ;t ], a flexible steel tape, divided in feet and hun-

It Low pressure 'eft. crank end'. YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. YY.Y dredtns £ a foot . The circumference will be taken at the point

inside lap of valve, inches.
where the driver would rest on the rail. The gage of track being

99: H !gh preXure! rifht. cr'ank'end! YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY.. YY.Y 4 ft. m i„s . and the width of the rail head being 2% ins., the dis-

100 High pressure, left, head end tance between the circumferences to be measured is 4 ft. 10% ins.

10* EowVrelsTre?' right, neafend ... YY.Y YY.Y. YY.Y YY.YYYY. Items Nos. 20 to 28: As there is no scale at St. Louis with suf-

103. Low pressure, right, crank end •

ficient capacity to weigh many of the locomotives which are to be
104! Low pressure, left, head end

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. tested, the locomotives will be weighed at the most convenient point
105 Low pressure, left, cranK enu » _*-

miscellaneous. by a member of the testing force, although in some cases it may be

106. Cylinder lagging, material necessary to take the builders' weights of the engine in working
107. Cylinder jacket, material ,

boiler. order.

113. Type Items Nos. 32 to 35. The diameters of cylinders will be taken
114. Outside diameter, first ring^nches

wjth gn .^^ micromPtpr ca iiper . at the head end, crank end and

115. Number middle of the bore of the cylinder. These three locations in the

116. Outside diameter, inches. .
.

.-.
cylinder will be measured with the calipers in a vertical position,

117. Thickness, inches " . . , .

118. Length between tube sheets. Inches and also in a horizontal position ; the diameter given being an aver-

119. Total fire area, square feet
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. aKe of the six measurements obtained in this manner.

12l! Serve tubes' square inches of inside surface in one inch of length. . Items Nos. 36 to 39. The locomotive being set on one of its dead
superheater. centres, the distance from some convenient point on the guides or

ill' Outsid" "diameter,' inches! Y\Y Y. . . . . . .Y .Y . Y. cylinder to some point horizontally in line on the crosshead or pis-

127. Thickness, inches ton rod will be measured. A similar measurement will then be
128. Length of tubes, inches^^.—^ takpn between the same two points with the locomotive on the other

132 Length inches dead centre. The difference between these two measurements in

133! Width ••••
|

n^ feet will give the stroke.
1 34 Depth front end inches a ~

135! Depth! back end inches Items Nos. 40 to 47. The volume of clearance will be obtained
136. Volume cubic. feet by placing the locomotive on the dead center and filling the clear-

141 Number ance space with water from a vessel holding a known weight of

142. Area, square feet water. The water remaining in the vessel will be weighed and the

144 stvle
'

GRATES
' rate of leakage from the clearance space observed. From these data

145. Total area, square feet the volume of the clearance space can be readily calculated, and 100

147' Wi
t

d
a
th

a
o7air

d
spacfs

r

iD
S

chls
Ua

!'?.!
e

.

e
.

t

: Y.Y.YYYY.Y.Y.YY.YYYYY.YY times this volume, divided by the volume of piston displacement,

air inlets. will be the result desired. As a check, the clearances will be cal-

148. Through firebox sides I™™ till ciliated from measured dimensions and working drawings, but pref-
149 Through grates Square feet

__ ° ° » <

150! Through fire doors. .' Square feet erence will be given to the results obtained by the use of water.

15l! Total air inlets. No. iis, No. 149 and No. 150. . . Square feet With p ;sron va ive pnK jnPS ;t w ill be necessary to place the valve
152. Ratio air inlets (No. 149) to grate area (No. 145) f ' .

153. Ratio air inlets (No. 151) to grate area (No. 145) so that it will block the steam port ; a tell-tale hole being provided

heating surface, square feet. f allow the escape of air and to show the height of the water. By

iis! Of 'the 'tube's.

W
ffre

er
side

e
: YY.YYY.Y.Y.Y.YYYY.YY.Y.Y.YY.Y.Y.YY. removing a cylinder cock, and using a hand pump, the water may

156! Of the firebox, fire side be forced in from below, and the amount ascertained.

ill! Totai
e
hase

P
d
er
o
b
n
a
inside

fir

of firebox' and inside' of tubes YYYYYYY.YYY. Items Nos. 48 to 40. The receiver volumes will be ascertained if

159. Total, based on inside of firebox and outside of tubes practicable in the same manner as the volume of clearances.
boiler volumes. Items Nos. 50 to 73. The length of the steam and exhaust ports

(With water surface at level of second gage cock.) =

160 Water space, cubic1

feet given will not he the actual length, but will be such a dimension

161. Steam space, cubic feet that, multiplied by the actual width, will give the actual area of the

exhaust nozzle. port The measurements are given in this wav to allow for the
162. Double or single ., „ , ,. , ._«__ _„, ,.„

1 1;.-:. Dimensions of right side, inches rounded corners usually found m cylinder poi ts.

164. Dimensions of left side, inches Items Nos. 74 to 81. The piston rods and tail rods will lie mens-

166! A"™ of leffs^ua^cnes" YY...... YY.Y. YYYYYYY.YYY. ured at several points by a micrometer caliper. The diameter give,

167. Total area, left side for each rod will be the average of all measurements.
reverse lever. Item No. 84. The balanced area of the valve will he the product

168. High pressure cylinder, notches forward of center f .. ,».„,-_„.•„__ rri :nsMe eds-es of hilnnce sfrms or rin^s • the
169. Low pressure cylinder, notches forward of center of the dimensions to lnsirte etlges 01 naiance strips or rings, rne

ratios. total area that of the entire face of valve.

ill-
"eatin S surtace (No. 158) to grate area (No. 145) Items Nos. 86 to SO. The greatest valve (ravel will be obtained

172. Fire area through tubes (No. 119) to grate area (No. 145) ., , , , ,, , , , ., . ,. ,

173. Firebox heating surface (No. 156) to grate area (No. 145) With the reverse lever in full gear forward, by scribing the valve

174. Tube surface (No. 155) to firebox heating surface (No. 156) rof\ nru\ measurin" with a tram
175. Firebox volume (No. 136) to grate area (No. 145) T „ „. ,__ _,, ... , . .. , -it v. 1Items Nos. 90 to 105. The outside and inside laps will be en leu-

CONSTANTS
179. For dynamometer horse-power (power developed when the speed is to-ted rTOm measurements of valve and valve seat taken while hot,

one r.p.m. and the pull is one pound) and their relative positions at centre of valve travel.
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0ne As a set of working drawings will be furnished, the chief purpose
180. High pressure cylinder, right, head end! Y.YYY. '. Y. YY. YYYYY. Y.
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'. of these measurements will be to check the drawings.
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[tern No. II t. ti atalde diameter of the first or smullest ring

uf tin- boiler will he calculated from the circumference as measured
» iih a flexible BteeJ tape.

li> in.-. Nos. in; and 117. As the rtiiffai— and outside diumcter

of tubes \ : 1
1 > considerably after they have been In service, fur nom-

inal diameter and specified thickness will Lie taken.

1
1

in No. 118. The length of tubes, between tube sheets, will be

obtained bj asuring the length over beads of a number of tubes
well distributed and deducting the thickness of tube sheets and
beads.

Item Mo. 119. The total fire area of tubes will be obtained by
Itiplying the ana of cross section of Inside of tube by the num-

ber uf I lilies.

. Item No. 121. As a factor in obtaining the surface contour of

the Serve tubes, a strip of adhesive tape will be pressed into the

form of the ribs of the tul c a cast of tne same. The length of

this tape in inches will equal the square inches uf surface in 1 in.

of length.

[terns Nos, 126 and 1-7. The dimensions of superheater tubes

will lie funnel in the same wa.\ as already described for boiler tubes.

Items Nos. 132 and 133. The length of the firebox will be meas-

ured at the level of the bottom of fire door, and parallel to line of

rail, the width being the horizontal distance between side sheets at

mid-lengl b.

[terns Nos. 134 and 135. The depth of firebox will be the meas-
ured distance (perpendicular to the rail) from grate surface to

crown sheet at front and at hack of firebox.

Item No. 13(1. The vuliii f firebox will be calculated from di-

mensions of the firebox above the surface uf the grates, and checked

from the drawings.

Item No. 147. The width of the air spaces in grates will be,

Willi bar gratis, tie actual width uf the Openings; with linger grates,

the maximum opening.

Item No, 1 He I Bi area uf the air inlets through the grates will

Iculated from drawings known to correctly show the grates.

item .No. 160. The air inlet an-a through fire doors will lie the

area of dampers or boles in lire door, when dampers an' open as

far a.s passible.

Hem No. 164. Tin' heating surface of the water side of the tubes

will he obtained by multiplying the circumference of the outside of

tube, in feet, by the length between tube sheets, in feet, and by the

number of tubes.

Item No. 165. 'lie- heating surface uf the lire side of the tube

is to he obtained in a similar manner to Item No. 154, except that

the internal diameter uf the tube will be used. In the ease of Serve

tubes the length over the ribs. (No. 121) divided by 12 is the cir-

cumference in feet.

Item No. 156. The heating surface of the firebox is the area

calculated from measurements of the firebox sheets, above the level

of the grates, less the total lire area of the tubes (No. 119), the

area of fire doors (No. 142), and the area of air inlets through

sides uf lirebox (No. 148).

Item No. 157. In the heating surface of superheater will be

included any headers, etc., which may form a part of the true super-

heat ing sin i

Items Nos. 158 ami 159. The heating surface of the superheater,

for a locomotive so equipped, is included in these items; using the

lire sides of tubes and headers. The beating surface, based on the

lire side, will be used in all calculations in these tests.

(To be continued.)

THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

HV l(. V. WEIGHT.

MoKees Rocks Shops.—Pittsbubg & Lake Erie Railroad.

XIII.

M18CELLANE01 s TOOLS.

This article presents some Interesting but very simple motor
applications which were made to a large punch and shear, a
small punch and a slab milling machine.

Fig. GO shows a motor application made to an old Hilles &
Jones No. 3 punch and shears, which will punch a 1%-ln. hole

in 1-in. plate and will shear 1-in plate. The motor is, in this case,

supported by a simple cast-iron bracket, which was designed

to correspond to the contour of the frame and is firmly bolted

to the frame of the tool. The speed cone which was used with

the belt drive was removed and replaced by the larger Morse
silent-chain sprocket. The motor is a Crocker-Wheeler 101.-

L.S.-C.C.M., which is capable of developing 10 h.p. at 240

volts. It is operated at a constant speed, and the tool runs

at a rate of 25% strokes per minute. The starting box is

located on the panel board, which is placed close to the base

of the tool just below the motor.

Home Silent Chain

Fill. 60.—APPLICATION' OF MOTOR DRIVE TO IITLLES & JONES PUNCH AND SHEARS.
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Fig. 61 illustrates the application of a motor to a small

punch made by the Excelsior Machine and Cleveland Punch
and Shear Company, which will punch a 13-16-in. hole in
:;.s-in. plate. The motor is supported by two brackets of

l'.s -in. x 4-in. wrought-iron bar; one end of each bracket is

fastened to the floor by %-in. lag screws, and the other end

is bolted to the frame of the tool as shown. The belt speed

cone was replaced by the large Morse silent-chain sprocket.

The motor is a 5 h.p. type I.-L.S.-C.C.M. machine, which

develops S h.p. at 240 volts. The tool runs at a speed of 39

strokes per minute. The starter is on the panel board, which

is placed near the motor and close to the tool.

An application of a motor to a Sellers slab milling ma-
chine is shown in Pig. 62. Wilh the belt drive a cone on

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Correspondence.

(Continued pom page 265.)

Crank axles are very common here because Hie prevailing

types of locomotives for years have employed inside connected
cylinders. The older and smaller engines do not work their

axles severely enough to cause any anxiety because of cracks,

but the heavier and more recent locomotives require very
careful watching. Crank axles run from 200,000 to 300,000

miles without trouble," and then they are usually removed
because of cracks which generally develop in the region of

FIG. 61.— MOTOB HK1VE ON SMALL PUNCH.

Oak Base Securely Fastened

to the Floor w5th Lag Serews.

FIG. 62.—MOTOR DRIVE API-LIED TO SELLERS SLAB MILLER.

shaft A was driven from a countershaft. Pulley C was merely
an idler, and run loose on shaft B. The feeds were operated

by a pulley, which was keyed to shaft B where the Morse
silent-chain sprocket now is, and which was driven from a
countershaft.

When the motor was applied the speed cone was removed
from shaft A, and pulley C was keyed to shaft B. The pulley

which operated the feed shaft B was replaced by the Morse
silent-chain sprocket D and was driven from the motor by the

Morse silent-chain as shown. The motor is a Crocker-Wheeler
M.S.-CM., which will develop'6% h.p. at 240 volts. It is oper-

ated by a 40-M.F.21 controller, and the maximum speed of

the tool is 75 revolutions per minute. The controller is

bolted to the side of the housing on the side opposite the
motor.

the junction of the crank pins and webs. When the rods are

down the cracks are easily discovered and are closely watched

for developments. Circular cracks around the crank pins or

the body of the axle are not allowed to grow, and the axles

are scrapped, but the other, or corner, cracks are sometimes

allowed to advance as far as 1% in. from the edge, providing

the advance is not at a greater rate than about one-sixteenth

inch per month. Twice this rate of advance is considered

excessive and dangerous. These observations cover in a gen-

eral way the practice of a tiumber of roads. No one here

seems to be in the least degree anxious about crank axles,

but it is evident that they are most carefully inspected and
conscientiously cared for. The older and smaller types of

engines almost invariably have solid axles, with the cranks

cut out of solid forged steel, but the advances in speed and
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power have compelled the construction of built up cranks.

The limits to the aollid crank axle have i d reached. In thu

recent types of fast, passenger engines built up construction

is used. The webs and crank pins are pressed on, and tiiis

method Is not only ch ui II does not torture the material

as does the bending in forged crankB, R also avoids the ex-

pensive cutting away of material of solid cranks. The built

up axle mi rmore, provide Borne elasticity ai the Joii

which appears to relieve the structure from the local bending

and tends to prevenl localized flexures and consequent crack

Ing. Some ol the roads make their crank webs, pins and

ol dill. r. Is, having a touch of highly

illurgy, which is guarded as a secret There

Seems to be llttl however. This subject is important

1 1) Americans just now because, whether they like them or not,

crank axles are sure to be used In future American locomotive

practice. It will be necessary tor us to go into greater refine-

ments in design ol locomotives, and no one can study the

totive in England, Prance and German; without seeing

the unquestionable advantages of the application to American

practice ol the principles which accompany the latest de-

velopments involving crank axles. We must get more power

from the weights we use, and to do this we must inaugurate

scientific designing. That this can not be avoided in justice

to the locomotive, to the American traveling public and the

owners of our railroads is one of the apparently important

conclusions In this tour of study. This will be mentioned

again, it is made prominent just at this point because so

much centers in the crank axle.

In the frame construction of English engines an important

I
inre of bracing stands out prominently. The deep and

thin plate frames, usually % or 1 in. thick, tend to cover

up the valve motion and render the vital parts of the running

gear inaccessible. This does not appear attractive in any way.

With the deep plate frame, however, very great vertical

ngth is secured, and the frames as a whole are not rigid

against side stresses, it is customary to brace these frames

admirably, and In exactly the way in which American frames

are weakest. At the cylinders a deep brace is secured by

the cylinder bolts. The motion plate which crosses between

the frames and holds up the rear ends of the guides, is gen-

erally of cast steel, and is a girder as deep as the frames.

A third deep brace or cast steel diaphragm crosses the frames

back of the leading driving axle of a 2—6— engine, and under

the front end Of the firebox is another one, not quite as deep.

e braces tie the frames together across the engine, but

they do much more than that. Because of their depth they

acl as the diagonal braces of bridge trusses and prevent twist-

ing of the frames. This is believed to be an important matter,

and is just now receiving <an ful attention in the new freight

engines ol t he Lake Shore, which have been illustrated in

i his journal. A rather close questioning of English officials

did not discover any serious difficulties with frames on the

larger types of engines which have gone into service during

the past five or six years. We might advantageously apply

ibis method of preventing twisting, due to heavy side stresses

in entering and leaving curves, against which our frames are

not in the least protected.

Trains in England are always light, relatively, to ours. A
<>n passenger train is unknown, and a 1,000-ton freight

Main is unheard of OH most roads. In fact, but one road was

found having any trains of this weight. As a rule the track

ami bridges are not sufficient for engines capable of handling

1, ton freight trains, freight service, therefore, except

as to speed, offers little of interest. It is not so, however, with

passenger service here, with 300 to 375 ton trains, running
on schedules of 60 miles and over per hour. These trains

carry many passengers, and more than ours of equal weight.

This fat t is i ommented upon elsewhere in this review. Foreign

railroads are not "blessed" with passenger agents and the

Pullman Company, with their influences in the direction of

i weights of passenger equipments. Sleeping cars here
are not in extensive use. and are not required on most runs.

Those which are used are much lighter per passenger than

purs. As a general statement, it is safe to say that the number
of passengers carried by an American train of 600 lens would

travel in an English train of about 200 tons. Ol course Ibis

bears an Important relation to the weight and capacity of

loco tivet I delicate screw thread couplings of English

"carriages" tell i i tory with respect to the locomotives, but

i ful work considering their weight

and size.

The severest Bervici In Qreat Britain is the London-Scotch

i raffle on the east and west coasts. On both sides of the island

material advances were made in the capacity of locomotives

about eight years ago. This was immediately met by an in-

In the weignts of cars and trains, and a recent advance

in the lpcpmotlvi lias been again accompanied by increasing

the requirements.

The severest Bervice in Qreat Britain is on the Caledonian

Railway. The train leaving Glasgow for Carlisle at 2 p. ni.

360 tons, back ol the tender, not including passengers

and baggage, and the corresponding train from Carlisle to

Glasgow usually weighs 300 tons, the speeds ranging about

5(1 miles per hour. With lighter trains, weighing 200 tons

behind the tender, this road makes runs averaging 59 miles per

hour from Sterling to i'erth, 33 miles, and from Forbar to

Perth, 32 miles. This is done by engines weighing 110, 0US lbs.

The grades on this section are 2 miles of 5'J ft. per mile; 2

miles of 05 ft. per mile, and miles of 70 ft. An example

of good work by a light engine is a recent performance of a

lln.OOO lb. engine in starting a train from Stonehaven to

Dubton, with 0>- miles of an average grade of 170, this dis-

tance being made in IVfa minutes, with a minimum speed of

35 miles per hour, the train weighing 198 tons. This grade

begins at the Stonehaven station. 1 could not secure figures

for coal consumption for individual runs, except in terms of

rough weights, which are not satisfactory. The firemen, how-

ever, are not overworked, though they must use great skill

and must co-operate very carefully with the engineers in order

to keep up steam pressures. The reversing quadrants on these'

engines are very finely divided, and the engines are carefully

and scientifically handled. In the United States the advent

of a new locomotive of increased power sometimes has the

effect of discouraging the men who still run the lighter en-

gines, and they fail back in their efforts to make time with

the smaller engines. It is not so in Great Britain. I never

have seen small and light engines worked as skillfully as

these are. The men are expected to get the utmost out of the

small and old engines. They certainly do it.

In England as in the United States the combination of

technical education and practical experience is sought in pro-

viding succession in the office of locomotive superintendents,

and it is becoming increasingly difficult for a man to rise

from the ranks. This appears to many people as an un-

important matter, but it surely is important. In England

in the early development of railroads, locomotives were al-

ways designed and built by locomotive building concerns.

The responsibilities of locomotive superintendents began in

operation and repairs. Occasionally a locomotive engineer was

promoted to have charge of shops, and afterward advanced to

the head of the department This developed a type of strong,

practical men, now represented by a few veterans whose

standing as railroad officials and locomotive experts is very

high. Naturally they became educated, though they are not

necessarily classed as engineers. Some of these men stand

for the most progressive ''methods in Great Britain to-day,

although it can not be said that they are the only progressive

ones.

About 35 years ago the roads began to build their

locomotives, and most of them supply their own wants to-day.

both as to design and construction. This brought the drawing

office into prominence, which is now a very important branch

of the service. This change opened the way for the educated

engineer. Occasionally one of these w^as appointed to take

general charge of the department, and "practical" men were

depended upon to look after operation. Xow it is quite diffi-

cult, if not impossible, for the practical men to rise to the
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top, not for lack of ability, but of opportunity to show what
they can do. Of course a single instance does not prove any-

thing, but it is worth noting that in one case two roads were
found running in conjunction and hauling through traffic.

The road under the educated engineer has continued the use

of light engines, which have been habitually double-headed,

while the same trains were hauled over the connecting line

by single engines of much greater power, which were designed

under the direction of a "practical" man. The latter operated

at an advantage because of the thorough understanding of the

operating side of the department by the chief. The writer is

confirmed in the opinion that it is very desirable to establish

a plan of promotion with respect to the chief motive power
officer, which will accomplish two things: First, develop the
talent of the rank and file by opening the way for promotion
of all alike who possess ability. Second, to establish a method
whereby educated men will prepare for their responsibilities

slowly and thoroughly. G. M. B.

(To be Continued.)

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE ENGINEER.

IMPROVED FIRE DOOR FLANGE.

Very good reports are received with respect to this fire-door

flange on locomotives on the Chicago & Northwestern Rail-

way. Door joints, with abrupt flanges, have, always been
troublesome, because the flanges are alternately heated very
hot when the door is closed and cooled when it is open.

Usual construction produces stiffness in the sheets and a
rigidity around the door which causes the expansion and con-

traction to localize and develop cracks which are difficult to

repair. The joint illustrated has been developed and patented

by Mr. M. O'Connor, foreman boilermaker of the Chicago &

y-af-4

IMPROVED FIRE DOOR FLANGE.

Northwestern, at Missouri Valley, la. He states that it is

being applied to all locomotives requiring heavy boiler work
at that point and that of twenty-eight locomotives fitted with
it in the past three years, no failures have been found. This
form of door flange provides a rounded surface of the sheets,

and a particularly full curve of the inside sheet. This gives
the sheet an opportunity to bend without cracking, and it

also increases the space for water circulation around the door
opening. This construction avoids sharp bends, prevents
lodgment of scale and mud, and it costs no more than other
forms of door flanging.

Rardons & Oliver Turret Lathe—Bardons & Oliver of
Cleveland, O., have just shipped to the Canadian Tacific Railway at
Montreal a 5-in. turret lathe with an automatic chuck and wire
feed, whose net weight is over 20.000 lbs- It will turn 42 ins. in
length and will make a 4% -in. crosshead pin from bar steel at
tin- rate of 3 per hour. It is the heaviest machine of this type
that has ever been built.

The official estimates of the Government make the present

population of the United States 80,000,000. Reasoning from
the past it seems probable that twenty-five years from now our

population will be 125,000,000. That is, by the time that the

young engineers now starting their life work have reached a

ripe and active middle age the population of the United States

will be as great as the present population of the United King-

dom, the German Empire and two-thirds of France added to-

gether. It will be a homogeneous population, of high average

education, and averaging higher in courage, enterprise aad self-

reliance than the people of any other great country, for rea-

sons which we need not now go into. That population will be

planted in a temperate climate, in a country of unequalled

natural resources, intersected by great natural waterways, cov-

ered with a network of railroads, and with vast coast lines on

two great oceans. The wealth, the power, the physical and

intellectual influence of such a nation may be guessed at; they

cannot be measured.

Such is the inheritance of the American youth who stands

to-day in the gateway of life. To the young engineer all this

has an especial meaning. Heretofore we have been relatively

an agricultural people. Soon we shall be relatively a manu-
facturing people. Doubtless we shall long continue to be the

greatest food producing nation; but we shall come to be also

the greatest manufacturing nation. The opportunities we of-

fered to courage and enterprise plus highly trained intelligence.

That means that the great prizes of the next quarter of a

century will be for the engineer. But if he will grasp them he

must not only be an engineer; he must be a man.

—

H. G. Front

in Electric Club Journal.

RAILROAD PROGRESS AS SHOWN BY INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION STATISTICS.

The total single track railway mileage in the United States on

June 30, 1903, was 207,977.22 miles, having increased 5,505.37

miles in the year ending on that date. This increase exceeds that

of any previous year since 1890.

On June 30, 1903, there were in the service of the railways 43,871

locomotives, the increase being 2,G46. As classified, these locomo-

tives were : Passenger, 10,570 ; freight, 25,444 ; switching, 7,058.

There were also 799 not assigned to any class.

The total number of cars of all classes was 1,753,389, this total

having increased 113.204 during the year. The assignment of this

rolling stock was, to the passenger service, 38,140 cars ; to the

freight service, 1,653,782 cars ; the remaining 61,407 cars being

those employed directly by the railways in their own service. Cars

used by the railways that were owned by private companies and

firms are not included in this statement. The average number of

locomotives per 1,000 jniles of line was 214, showing an increase of

8. The average number of cars per 1,000 miles of line was 8,540,

showing an increase of 345 as compared with the previous year.

The number of passenger-miles per passenger locomotive was 1,978,-

7S6, showing an increase of 70,476 miles. The number of ton-miles

per freight locomotive was 6,807,981, showing an increase of 141,482

miles as compared with June 30, 1902.

Practically all locomotives and cars in passenger service had train

brakes, and of the 10,570 locomotives in that service, 10,110 were

fitted with automatic couplers. Most of the freight locomotives had

train brakes and 98 per cent, of them automatic couplers. Of
1,053,782 cars in freight) service on June 30, 1903, 1,352,123 had
train brakes and 1,623,330 automatic couplers.

The number of persons on the pay rolls of the railways in the

United States, as returned for June 30, 1903, was 1,312,537, or

639 per 100 miles of line. These figures, when compared with cor-

responding ones for the year 1902, show an increase of 123,222 in

the number of employes, or 45 per 100 miles of line. The classifi-

cation of employes includes, enginemen, 52,993 ; firemen, 56,041 ;

conductors, 39,741, and other trainmen, 104.8S5. There were 49,-

961 switch tenders, crossing tenders and watchmen. With regard

to the four general divisions of railway employment it appears that

general administration required the services of 45,222 employes;

maintenance of way and structures, 433,648 employes ; maintenance

of equipment, 253,889 employes ; and conducting transportation,

576,881 employes.
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REGULATING AND REVERSING CONTROLLERS FOR
MACHINE-TOOL MOTOR DRIVING.

A nrw type <>r controller, particularl) adapted tor use with

Independently-driven machine tools, has recently been de

signed bj the Westlnghouse Electric k Manufactarlng Com
pony, manufactured as types V and W, which cover a wide

range of Blzes and capacities to Fulfil] all the requirement ol

Bervlce,

The type V controllers are used upon 2-wlre Blngle \" :i
i

circuits, eight forward si da and four reverse spinis being

obtained bj resistance In the shunl Beld circuil ol the tor.

in the type \v. which is designed for use In connection with

3-wire 2-voltage circuits, the speed variations are obtained by

means of the two voltages, as well as the shunl Qeld-resistance,

provision being made for 6 forward speeds on the lower and

9 on the higher voltage, and 6 reverse Bpeeds on the lower

voltage. Experience has proven dial this number of speed

The ' ea ily be removed by withdrawing the pins

which hold It in place, and < quick!] ob
tained by removing the trips Bcrewed to the back of thi

Holler.

Another Importanl feature which assures the adaptability

of these control lei to various conditions la the racl thai the

handle and ratchel are bo designed thai they may be removed
from the controller and placed a1 any point which is con-

venient, permitting connection to the controller by means
ni bevel gears and Bbafting. This not only adapts the

apparatus tor distant control, bui it enables the operator to

use the same handle, ratchel and Indicator dial which are fur

Dished with the controller; ihis saves the expense ol making
a new handle and ratchet, as is necessary In some ca

Tho notches In th< ratchel are pc Itive, and the design

Buch that as each step i reached a key drops into a notch and
stops the handle, holding it firmly in place until released by a

lire upon the thumb Btop in the end of the handle. The
operator is thus able to watch his work uninterruptedly while

applying power or changing the speed—a tacl of distinct all-

vantage. The handle and ratchet are simple in conBtrui

and each step is plainly Indicated and numbered
In the type V controller the starting resistance is Inserted

when the first contact is made, being cul OUl when the handle

is moved to the second position. In the type W a cam lifts

from the contact the linger whose function Is to cut out the

Starting resistance, and thus leaves the n In circuit

I VCI \ i UN rROLLER n n. w cos raoiXER.

CONTROLLERS TOR MAilllM TOOLS.

variations is the best possible for general use, and affords all

the differences in speed which are required in service.

The type V controllers are ordinarily adopted when a speed

variation of 2 to 1 is required, and the type W for variations

of I to 1. although other variations may lie obtained as de-

sired, each installation being separately considered and the

controller used which is best adapted to the motor with which
it is to be used. The successive intermediate speeds are ar-

ranged in practically geometrical progression, but extra leads

are provided by the use of which the owner may make such

changes as he desires.

In general si nut ure. these controllers arc based upon the

most modern and improved types of controller design, insuring

reliability and long life, regardless of hard usage. The drum
is made of metal and secured to an insulated shaft. The con-

tact strips and the fingers are of hard rolled copper, and the

lingers are provided with lock nuts and adjusting screws. All

parts are liberally proportioned and are made easy of access.

when starting or " ben i banging to a higher or a lower voltage.

By means of a dash pot, the return of the linger is delayed for

a predetermined interval ol time, the speed of the return being

regulated by means of a screw; the checking medium is a nun

freezing liquid, greatly superior to air as a means of even and

close regulation and not affected by atmospheric conditions

If desired, the dash pot can be removed without disturbing

any oilier portion; "iitroller.

Arc shields are placed between all contacts which can

main current, and in addition all sizes above 10 h.p. have a

powerful magnetic blow-out coil.

In capacities to and including in h.p. the resistance, which

is of the imbedded type, is regularly mounted directly beneath

the controller, as shown in the accompanying Illustrations. In

larger sizes it. is mounted separately. The leads are conven-

iently located and have screw connectors, These controllers

are designed in every particular to give superior service under

even the least favorable conditions.
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A TEST OF A MOTOR DRIVEN PLANER.

BY J. C. STEEN.

Machine Taking.

S cuts. Vx iff feed.C.I.

^

Machine Running. No Cuttin

lengtn = 26.4 sees.
*i

turn-!
U Cutting >|

Following closely after the series of articles recently pub-

lished in these columns upon the motor driving of planers, it

is believed that an account of an interesting test upon a motor-

driven planer recently made will be appreciated. The planer

is one built by the Pond Machine Tool Company, 66 ins. in

width and having a platen 12 ft. long. The motor which is

used to drive this machine is one built by the Northern Elec-

tor Company, of Madison, Wis. It is a 15 h.p. compound-

wound motor running at

400 r.p.m. with the normal

line voltage of 220. An ex-

tended armature shaft car-

ries the driving pulleys di-

rect, and upon the extend-

ed shaft is also carried a

heavy balance wheel, the

utility of which "will be

seen upon examination of

the following diagram and

data given.

These data were ob-

tained by means of a re-

cording ammeter, the ac-

companying diagrams be-

ing traced directly from

the record strip. The use

of this instrument enables

a graphical showing to be

made of the power con-

sumed during any period

of time, or cycle of opera-

tions, of the machine be-

ing tested. Its use also

makes possible the calcula-

tion of the actual total

power consumed for a given

time.

The work done upon the

planer during the test re-

quired a platen traverse of

about 8 ft. The two sur-

faces cut were about 26%
ins. long each, with a space

between, so that the cut was not continuous. Both tool heads

were used, each one carrying a cut of % in. in depth with a

feed of % in. The material was of cast iron, of medium hard-

ness. While the cuts taken are not nearly up to the capacity

of the machine, the work represents average practice fairly

well.

The results of the test are given as follows, the voltage being

215 as an average throughout the test:

Power required to drive the motor, driving shaft, the pulleys on
the machine, and the platen in forward direction, no cut being
taken ; average gross power of 10.3 h.p.

Power required for return of platen, including reverse 16.9 h.p.

Power required at time of heaviest cut (maximum) 14.4 h.p.

Power required at moment of reverse from return to cut (max. 1.1 6.3 h.p.

Power required at moment of reverse from cut to return (max. 1.22.4 h.p.

Power required as average throughout entire cycle of platen
movement 1 3.6 b. p.

'1'he lime required for one cycle of platen movement .48 min. or 29.0 sees.

The time required for cutting movement of platen. . .34 min. or 20.5 sees.

The time required for return movement of platen. . .14 min. or 8.5 sees.

From the above it will be seen that the ratio between the

time of reverse and cutting movement is 1 to 2.43.

By the application of a Warner cut-meter to the moving

platen it was found that the cutting speed was at the rate of

25 ft. per minute, with a return speed of 75 ft. per minute, a

ratio of 1 to 3. The difference between these two ratios may

be taken to represent the time loss at reversals. The action of

the motor was all that could be desired.

It will be seen that the power required to reverse the direction

«f platen movement from cut. to return was only 22.4 h.p., an in-

crease of but 55 per cent, over the power necessary at maximum
cut, and an increase of 64 per cent. "over the average amount re-

quired during the wholecycleof movement. This maximum power

is much less than might be expected from a machine of this

size, and the very favorable result shown is undoubtedly very

largely due to the balance wheel on the motor shaft. It will

be understood of course that a balance wheel requires some

expenditure of power to keep it in motion, but as this is a

relatively small amount it is more than compensated for by

the advantages obtained by its use. Another result of the

balance wheel action will be seen upon reference to the dia-

gram. The depth of the cut was quite uniform throughout its

J? S" cV
I
<p

&

'< —length = 30 sees.

'- Return
>f

Cutting -

-Run of 1 min.40 Sees. -

Pic. 1.

- Run of 1 min.40 Sees.

Fig. 2.

length, yet there is no sudden rise in the power line at the

point where cut begins, the rise being gradual up to the point

of maximum power. This feature will be noticed at the be-

ginning point of each cut.

From the data given above, certain information is obtain-

A Motor & Pulleys ou Machine

chine running light. No Cut,

lachtne " 2 Cuts.

Fig. 3.

able which can be used under similar conditions, as, for in-

stance, taking the maximum power rate of 14.4 h.p. for cutting

and the quantity rate of metal removed at 46.8 cu. ins. if cut-

ting was continuous, we have as a result the following:

Power required per cubic Inch of metal removed
Or. amount removed per horse-power =

. . .308 h.p.

.25 cu. ins.

While the above item gives the rate as to capacity of motor
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required it does not give the power cost rate. This can be ot>

i ;n

i

mm i by taking the power i onsumed during the complete cycle

ni movements and the actual ami I of metal removed during

lie. Thus it is seen that the average power used through

the cycle was 13.6 h.p. and the quantity of metal removed was

8.26 i-u. ins,; hence, the following:

A i ponded =5 607 cu. ins.

A i < .r power n ed
|

U removed t 64 b.p.

Kioin the data given the total amount of power '-1)11111 be very

closely arrived at i>> making proper observations and timing

the various periods of running under cut, running light, etc.

By taking the power used tbrougl t the cycle under cut,

and while running with no cut, th<' difference represents the

actual power used In removing the metal. Referring to the

accompanying diagram, Fig. 1 shows something over three con-

aecutlve cycles, taken while machine was rutting. Fig. 2 shows

the same length of time with machine running bul no cut being

taken. Pig 8 shows three sections of word strip superimposed

for purpose of read] comparison. Comparison of the figures

and the diagram will show also that the" time required per

cycle differed somewhat between running light and running

under cut. In other words, as the load decreased the speed of

motor Increased Bomewhat, and consequently the time of cycle

was shortened. These diagrams form quite an Interesting es

hibll of the power variation required for planer driving.

COMPRESSED AIR FLANGING CLAMP.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway.

Machines of this description usually require holes in the

floor to accommodate 1 lie cylinders. These are objectionable.

The design shown here is by Mr. W. R. Maurer, of the Buf-

falo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway, the machine being in

it the Du Bois shops of that road (see Amf.rk-an Engi-

neer, April and May, 1902). These machines often depend

upon screws to adjust the stroke to the work. This one

Dctmil* 01 UM
.. I

Edui mi, Voi n S ct ssobs.—Organization demands that we
somebodj .1 us, to follow us. Have you In your

shop men worl mi who are competent to take your
place if you are called away, if you should be transferred to

some other pla. Ibly this litis occurred to you; possibly

not. I want to urgi upon you very strongly the educating of

the men under you the men who are doing the work for you

—

the men who are making you a success, it Is coming to h>-

more ami m 1 every day by those in charge of the

education of children that it must begin when the child is

young. The same thing applies to the men working in the

shops. We mu oi ly select those who appear to be bright

and sharp, but we must make especial effort to In he ef

ficiency of our brothers by educating them in every possible

way. In olden he foreman would not give up to any-

body what he called his trade secrets. It was a mis

policy very mistaken. The man who makes a does it

not by doing himself all the work, but by having those who are

subordinates do the work for him.

—

8. W. Miller, before Inter

national Railway Vaster Boiler Makers.

Ponosn v Ti st fob Paints fob Metallic Subfaces.- On a slip of

glass put a thin coating of dextrine (20 grams dextrine, !" c c.

water, 30 c. C. alcohol 1 on a spot about 1 '._. ins. diameter. When
thoroughly dry paint the surface of the slip, including the spol

of dextrine, with the paint to be tested, one or several co

as may be desired, to correspond to the conditions of use. When
the paint is dry and hard, in service condition, the Blip is Im-

mersed In water. If the film is porous, water soaking through

will dissolve the dextrine, giving it a whitish color and

ing the overlying paint to peel off.

—

Dr. C. li. Dudley, before

Imerican Society for Trstinii Materials.

Rmi.ihiad Mileage 01 rHE World.— According to statistics !"••

pared by the Archiv fur Eisenbahmoesen, and translated in the

D«uil. 0*

, I eta.

DETAILS OJ rHE COMPRESSED UR FLANGING CLAMPS IN 081 SI MM DUBOIS SHOPS.— BUFFALO, ROCHESTER A PITTSBURG RAILWAT.

depends entirely upon air. Everything about the clamp is

accessible and from the cross-sections of the beams it appears

in be sufficiently Btiff tor satisfactory work. in other re-

spects the engraving speaks tor itself. We are indebted to Mr.

Charles E. Turner, formerly superintendent of motive power,

foi the draw ing.

A School for Telegraphy and Stenography has been estab-

lished by the Canadian Pacific Railway at .Montreal, for the

benefit of employees of the company. It is understood that.

p lotions in the operating department will depend upon a

knowledge ol telegraphy \ tuition charge of $2 per month
is required, and this is refunded to pupils whose attendance

ui the classes is su per

Railroad Gazette, the railroad mileage of the world at the end

of the year 1902 was fi20.955 miles. Of this amount North

America has 233,186, or 44.75 per cent.; North and Souih

America and Australia, 53.33 per cent.; Europe has li

miles; Asia. 44,358; Africa. 14,554; North America. 233,186;

South America. 28,822; and Australia. 16,038 miles.

Remarkable Fuel Economy in Locomotives.—A record of 1.97

lbs. of coal per indicated horse-power hour in a locomotive on

the Adriatic Railway. Italy, is given by Mr. Charles R. King In

an interesting article in the Railtoay Engineer, April. 1904. This

was done by one of the new — 6— 4 type, passenger locomo-

tives, arranged with the cab and firebox in front. They are

lour cylinder compounds.
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Advertisements.—Nothing will be inserted in this journal for pay,

except in the advertising pages. The reading pages will contain

only such matter as we consider of interest to our readers.

Contributions.—Articles relating to railway rolling slock construction

and management and kindred topics, by those who are practically

acquainted with these subjects, are specially desired. Also early

notices of official changes, and additions of new equipment for the road

or the sliop, by purchase or construction.

To Subscribers.—The American Engineer and Railroad Journal
is mailed regularlu to every subscriber eac?i month. Any subscriber

who fails to receive his paper ought at once to notify the postmaster

at the office of delivery, and in case the paper is not then obtained this

office should be notified, so that the missing paper may be supplied:.

When a subscriber changes Ills address he ought to notify

this office at once, so that the paper may be sent to the proper desti-

nation.

THE AGE OF THE AMERICAN ENGINEER AND
RAILROAD JOURNAL.

A correspondent recently inquired concerning the statement

printed on the editorial page of this journal to the effect that

it was established in 1S32, and asked whether it has been pub-

lished continuously since that date. In answer to this the fol-

lowing statement was transmitted, which may also interest

other readers of this journal:

The American Railroad Journal was first published January

2, 1832. It was the first railroad paper published anywhere in

the world, and was issued weekly in New York City. The

Mechanic's Magazine was united with it July 1, 1S3S, the com-

bined title being the American Railroad Journal and Me-

Charlie's Magazine. In November, 1846, the office of publica-

tion was in Philadelphia, and in January, 1S49, again in New
York. This publication was bought by Mr. M. N. Forney

October 1, 1S8G, and in January, 1887, was consolidated with

Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine. This latter publica-

tion was established in 1869 by Mr. H. L. Holley. The com-

bination title was the Railroad and Engineering Journal, and

in January, 1893, it was changed to the AMERICAS Engineer

ami Railroad Journal. January 1, 189G, the American En-

gineer and Railroad Journal was bought by Mr. R. M. Van

Arsdale and consolidated with the National Car and Locomo-

tive Builder, being published with the title of the American

Engineer, Car Builder and Railroad Journal. January 1, 1899,

the title was shortened to the American Engineer and Rail-

roam Journal, under which the publication has continued.

This journal has been published continuously since the year

1832, and it is the oldest railroad paper in the world.

The words of a retired superintendent of motive power in

his argument for a better standing of the motive power

department given in his article in this issue should be

pondered by all who have to do with the management of

railroads. This article is a statement of facts and also a

warning which should be heeded and acted upon. No one

who knows railroad mechanical methods at the present time

and is in a position to compare them with the methods

which have brought great commercial success to large in-

dustrial enterprises, need be told the importance of the argu-

ments of this gentleman. Transportation by railroads pre-

sents some of the greatest problems of the time, and some

of its most vital factors are mechanical. It is also true that

some of the greatest possibilities in cost reducing . methods

are also mechanical. Real economies in locomotive operation

and maintenance have only begun, and the need of the best

equipped mechanical officers was never so great as now. The

field for railway mechanical work is not as attractive as it

ought to be and so important a matter should receive the

thought of owners and managements without delay.

APPRENTICESHIP-WILL IT TAKE CARE OF ITSELF?

This journal has been taken mildly to task for giving so

much attention to the apprentice problem. This is done by an

officer who is high in the councils of a large railroad system

and who believes that "the apprentice problem is settling itself

very nicely." With this view all who have studied apprentice-

ship and present methods of recruiting railroad service must
positively take issue. Apprenticeship is certainly not taking

care of itself, and the neglect of it by the railroads is a very

serious matter. Pension plans, improved methods of manage-

ment, and the most correct dealing with employees can never

permanently improve the labor conditions in railroad shops

unless the method whereby youths enter the shops and learn

the work are put right. Of all present-day problems there is

none more vital or important in possibilities for influencing

the future than that of recruiting the ranks of the workmen,
whether in the shops, on locomotives, on trains, and at 'the

telegraph key. The railroad officer who establishes a proper

apprentice system and follows it up with its logical accom-

paniments will go down into history as a great man as well as

a public benefactor. It can and must be done. Who will do it?

THE LOCOMOTIVE HAS GROWN IN 37 YEARS -HAVE
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE KEPT PACE?

Nothing could be done at this time to better point out the

way to improve American railroad operation than to direct

attention to progress in size and capacity of locomotives, as

was done by Mr. W. H. Lewis in his presidential address be-

fore the Master Mechanics' Association.

Everyone who reads this comparison, thoughtfully, must,

necessarily be led to think of the progress in the work done

by the locomotives and in methods of operation and mainten-

ance. This suggests several questions which the president

and general manager should answer: 1. Is the locomotive

department as a whole advancing in scope and authority to

correspond with the increased responsibilities of running and

maintaining and loading big locomotives? 2. Is the round-

house and locomotive terminal, except in a few isolated cases,

properly equipped to meet the needs of big locomotives, worked

as they are* to-day? 3. Has the locomotive repair shop, con-

sidered generally, advanced to a degree adequate for best com-

mercial results with these big engines? 4. Is any railroad

taking proper precautions to prepare enginemen for their im-

portant work in running and firing the big locomotive of to-

day? 5. I=. any railroad following up its use of fuel as care-
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Fulls as the stupendous proportions ol the fuel bills renders

ah olutely a issary to ii wners of the properties? 6. What
better way is there to pul these things right than to put the

motive power department on b rational basis; giving necessary

encouragement, authority acope and responsibility; putting

the control In the hands ol those who besl understand the re-

quirements? -
«

ii Is desirable thai the owners ol the properties should rea

li/.c that their Interests depend upon the answers which their

managements can give to the question: "What are your loco-

motives doing.''' One oi the greatest, and perhaps the great

est, of the problems before railroads to-day, and the one with

the greatest possibilities lor Improvement, is the locomotive

problem.

Because of their significance ami because of the other com-
parisons which they sunn, si, the remarks of Mr, Lewis in re-

gard to progress in size and in performance are reproduced as

follows:

In 1868 we had locomotives with cylinders 16x24, with GO-in.

driving wheels, with tractive power of 8,000 lbs.; boilers 16

ins. in diameter, with 15 sq. ft. of grate area and 900 sq. ft. of

beating sin fair, and weighing approximately 60,000 His., with
:;s.iiiin lbs. on the drivers. Engines of these dimensions were
considered large, In comparison with this take our passenger loco-

motives, with cylinders ulV-'n ins., 80-in. driving wheels, de-

veloping tractive power of 32,000 Mis., with boilers To ins. in

diameter, carrying 220 lbs. of steam, with 54 sq. ft of grate area

and 1,000 sq. n. of heating surface, weighing 219,000 lbs. with
141,000 lbs. on the driving wheels; or the latest freight locomotive

of the Malletl articulated tyne, with cylinders 20 ins. and :;2 ins.

diameter by 32 in. stroke, with 12 driving wl Is 56 ins. in diam-

eter, boiler 84 ins., carrying 235 Mis. of steam, with "i\i.- sq. ft.

a grate surface and 5,585.7 sq. ft. heating surface, developing a

tractive power of 70,000 lbs. when working compound, or 80,000

lbs. while working simple ; the weight of such an engine in working
order being •"': 1,500 His.

C paring the engines of 1868 with standard modern freight en-

gines, we find that the boiler pressure lias increased 120 per cent.,

tractive power has increased -'."i per cent., boiler diameter 52 per

cent., grate area 260 per cent., weight on drivers -T'J per cent.,

toiai weight 259 per rent. As an example of the increase during

the past seven years I lake the liberty of quoting Hi" increase of the

engines on the Norfolk & Western Railway Company, which, I be-

lieve, will serve to indicate the general increase on most of the

loads hi this country. The increase in the number of locomotives

during the past seven years has been 37 per cent., total increase in

tractive power T'.i per cent. Increase in tractive power per engine,

30.7 pel- cent During this ii freight ion mileage has increased

86.7 per cent, and freight ion miles per engine has increased 35.2

per cent. The freight to ilea per pound of tractive force has

increased 1.23 per cent,, and freight engine mileage has increased

55 per cent., the increase in average miles per engine being 13.18

per cent. The total tons of eoal per 1,000 Ion miles, 1.09 per mil

The average cost of repairs, expressed in terms of "freight engine

miles," has increased but 2.03 per cent, and repairs, in terms of

"tons one mile of freight," has decreased 14.9G per cent. Freight

Main mileage has increased '-'"..ii per cent., the average weight per

train has increased 50.9 per cent., and average number of tons

hauled per limine lias increased 21 per cent. Front these figures

you will see that while the average tons per train has increased 50.9

per cent., the eost of repairs to locomotives, expressed ill terms of

"t nile .ii' freight hauled," has decreased 1 1.96 per cent. The
meal significance of these comparisons justifies (he presentation of

these statistics, which will not he easily c prehended unless one

has an opportunity to analyze them at his leisure. 'These figures will

he found in detail in the committee's report on coal consumption in

locomotives, a duplicate of which appears in the June issue of the

Amerii \ \ Engineer \ \n Railroad Journal, in comparison with

S lata other than that of our own.

LONG STAYBOLTS, LEAKY FLUES AND WIDE FIRE-

BOXES.

The Grafstrom Memorial.—Friends of the late Edward Graf-

strom, who lost his life in saving the lives of others in the

Kansas floods last year, will be glad to know that the memorial
fund lias reached the amount of {5,500. Messrs. S. P. Bush, W.
H. Miner and B. C. Sammons, trustees of the fund, will pur-

chase an annuity for Mrs. Grafstrom. They have also engaged

Mr. Lorado Taft, toe sculptor, to prepare a bronze tablet, to be

set up at Topeka.

The follow upplements the report of the d

i hanies' Asso, iation. printed la i month on
pane L'7:!:

Advisabi Reducing the Dla it Staybolts and Re
ducing the Dl tance Between Them. Mr. G, it, Hendi

d a table bowing the pitch necessary in using bolts of

from i in. down to % in. in diameter Increasing the width
of water pace would help the Btaybolts. few bolts broke
within 2 ft. oi the mud ring. Taking everything Into con-

sideration, Increase of length was believed to be preferable to

a reduction i ameter of bolts. Prat. Hibbard had found ihai

reducing the diameter of Btaybolts between the sheets did not

increase the life of Btaybolts. Mr. Mord Roberts gave testi-

niony from experience which was very favorable to "flexible"

Btaybolts. Mr. Mcintosh also had had excellent results with
sueii stayhoiis. which had practically eliminated breakage, not

one of these bolts having been found broken in two years of

service.

Leaky Flues in Wide Firebox Locomotives.—Mr. M. K, Bai

num believed the trouble to be due to faulty tiring, bad watei
and short distances between the grates and the bol loin Hues.

Brick arches would probably help the flues, with good •-

good firing and tubes of the same length there .should be ii"

more trouble with wide than with narrow fireboxes. Mr.
Vaughan thought Hue difficulties to be due to two causes, the

first being overheating of the Hue ends. Wide firebox engines

were doing more work than narrow ones, which led to over-

heating. The other cause was sudden contraction from cold

air passing suddenly through a portion of the Hues. When
newly fixed the tubes were strongly secured in the sheets, but

after a while they became loose and the change of length

caused leaks. Wide grates were difficult to keep covered, and
holes for cold air were much more likely to Occur in the fire

and cause sudden contraction of the flues. Mr. Bentley (Chi-

cago & North Western) bad practically overcome Hue failures

by the use of water-treating plants. Relay engines, engine

failures and delays in turning engines had become practically

things of the past with him. With bad water nothing would

improve the situation, but with good water very little care was
required. He gave strong testimony in favor of water purifi-

cation. In fact, all of the speakers emphasized the importance
of good water.

Limit of Width of Soft Coal Burning Fireboxes.—Mr. Law-
ford H. Fry opened this discussion in place of Mr. Vauclain."

Excess air through large grates and excessive high rates of

combustion were both to be avoided. Mr. Fry quoted experi-

ments illustrating the losses due to excessive air admission,

which carried off a great deal of heat and reduced the tempera
ture of the firebox. The limiting width of grates depended

upon the quality of coal. It was desirable to use vertical in-

side sheeis of fireboxes in order in facilitate circulation. Dr.

(loss gave a word of caution against, loss of efficiency due in

i xcess air. With wide fireboxes we were bound to be concerned

with this question.

The Heating Surface of Serve Tims.—The usual rule

for measuring the heating surface of Serve lubes, which are

now commonly used in foreign locomotive practice, is lo lake

the whole internal surface which is in contact with the hot

gases and reckon ibis as the beating surface. This was brought

out in a recent discussion before the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, England.

A Goon Report op Piston Valves.—"On the Eastern Railway

of France piston valves have been used with great advantage;

they have larger ports and experience shows that an economy

of nearly In per cent, was secured by piston valves as against

flat valves."

—

Engineering.
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A NEW DESIGN OF ENGINE LATHE HEADSTOCK.

A ii'-\\ and verj Interesting design of engine lathe beadstock,

which is radically different from thai ordinarily used on belt-

driven lathes, has recently been pul on the market by the

Lodge & Shlplej Machine fool Company, of Cincinnati, O. This

headstock was designed especially to stand the Bevere ser-

vice caused by the use of high sp l l< j»»i Bteels and

ns life and durability. To accomplish this arrangements were

made to use a much wider driving bell than usual, and also to

relieve the main Bpindle and Inge of all the strain due

to the pull on the belt, and to provide an Improved device for

oiling the bearings.

A 20-in. lathe, Which is exact! ] the same as the standard

I.mini' & Shipley quirk change gear lathe, except for the im-

proved headstock, is shewn in Fig. 1. Attention is at

attracted to the tail that the familiar cone pulley is missing

and in its place is a singl" pulley with a very wide lace and

large diameter, and also thai the main spindle is apparently

supported by tour bearings In place of two, as ordinarily used.

Fig, 2 shows the headstock with the bearing caps removed. As

B matter of fact, the two inner bearings are for the sleeve

which carries the belt pulley, and the two outer ones for the

main spindle, which passes through the pulley sleeve but does

not touch it, as the sleeve is bored out to a %-in. larger di-

ameter than the diameter of the spindle. The belt pull, there-

in all conies on the pulley sleeve and its bearings, and the

main spindle will preserve its alignment much longer and the

lite of its bearings will he much greater than with the old con-

st ruction.

I"ig. 3 shows the headstock with the main spindle removed.

The pulley sleeve has a substantial jaw clutch on one end, as

is (dearly shown, and this engages with one which slides on

the inside hui. tht face ol the largei gear, When the clutch

sgaged, tie' main Bplndli e revolves at the same
speed at I pulley. At the other end of tie- pulley -

different sizes, one on each side of the

bearing tel shaft are two sliding gears, either one

or which i :in bi thrown Into mesh with til.' com ponding gear

on the pin depending mi the speed required. When
net in U Qg gears on I lie back shaft are located

ars "ii the pulley sleeve. The ratios of the hack

gears an- :: to i and 9 to I. The lathe with the direct run and
Hi" two runs of Hearing has thret and these, in con
tuition with a countershaft with three speeds, give a total ol

nine splndli peeds. n the backing belt is not required on the

countershaft it can be arranged to give six forward speeds

which, in connection with the three speeds in the lathe, wili

make a total of 18 forward speeds.

The details ol tli" headstock are shown in Fig. 4. The hack

shaft runs In Belf-oiling bearings, which are eccentric, and
which are connected by a rod, as shown. The bach Bhafl is

hollowed out to take this rod.

Deep oil wells, which hold at least a pint of oil, are cast. Into

the main Bpindld and pulley sleeve bearings. Brass rings,

which have outside projections, are mounted on the spin

and arranged to turn with them. Holes are drilled Into the

projections on the rings, and these dip up the oil from
the wells and, as they pass over the centre, drop it on the

spindles. The construction of the bearings is such that the

oil cannot get out of tnem. and the oiling device will run at

least three months at one oiling. On the front of each of the

bearings will be noticed a lug. These lugs are bored out and
connected to the oil wells. The front part of each lug is then

partially cut away, so that when a glass lube is Inserted in the

lug the level of the oil in the well can be seen.

POOLING OF LOCOMOTIVES-DISADVANTAGES.

In a report on the subject of coal consumption of locomotives

a committee of the Master Mechanics' Association made the

following observations with respect to pooling:

Theoretically, the pooling of locomotives is advantageous,

but there are many conditions which detract from the theoreti-

cal benefit of such method of handling when applied in prac-

tice. It may happen that engines pooled at different terminals

will run over not only one division but a number of divisions

and come in contact with various conditions affecting their

economical operation, and the interest manifested by the men
who operate the engines and those who care for them at ter-

minals is. diminished, resulting in a decreased efficiency in

their performance. The pooling system has a demoralizing

effect on the interest which is taken in the maintenance of the

engines and their operation by the enginemen and firemen,

resulting ultimately in less loyalty to the company which they

serve. However, in numerous instances pooling is necessary,

and where such is the case it cannot reasonably be expected

that motive power can be maintained with as little expense as

can be done with regularly assigned engines. The attention to

detail of maintenance in keeping the motive power in service-

able condition without continual shop repairs is the keynote
to good! operation and economy, and is more likely to be ob-

taJned under a regular assignment where each man runs one
particular engine than where one man runs forty engines.

Willi a regular assignment each engineman becomes not only

an inspector but an educator for the particular fireman who
may be assigned to him, and a certain pride attaches to both
men to maintain and have maintained that part of the property

of the company which is entrusted to their care.

The result of pooling engines is further shown by the in-

ability of firemen to cope with the differences in designs of

engines as well as can he done when they are regularly as

signed to one engine, especially where conditions warrant the

use of both wide and narrow firebox engines. The care with

Which wide firebox engines should be fired is not generally

appreciated by the men. This is perhaps largely the can

the numerous troubles due to leaking which are experienced

with this type of engine. It is much easier to maintain an

even fire on a small grate than a large one, ami the tendency

with the large grate to allow different temperatures at different

parts of the fire is considerably more than obtains with the

small grate, hence the necessity of additional care on the part

of the men operating an engine with a wide firebox and rela-

tively large grate area.

ROLLER BEARINGS FOR LINE SHAFTS.

In the course of a paper on "Electric Power in Workshops,"

by Mr. J. T. Irwin, before the Rugby Engineering Society, the

author gives the following results of a test regarding the rela-

tive powers absorbed by the friction of journal and roller bear-

ings. The figures given show the power taken on a line of

shaftings, first, when fitted with cast-iron swiveling bearings

14 1
., ins. long; and, secondly, when fitted with patent roller

heatings 16% ins. long, so constructed as to allow of a certain

amount of elasticity. The shafting was 124 ft. long by 3>£ ins.

diameter, and was supported by 13 bearings in each case. The
shafting drove 2fi machines, 8 lathes and boring mill gearing:

Plain Bearing.
starting. Running.

b. h.p. b. b. p.

14 1.9

20 6.8

K'llti r Bearing.
Starting. Running.
b. b. p. b.b.p.

10 1.2
15 5.5

Remarks.

Running -batting
alone. Shafting and
counters!":

From the above it will be seen that when using roller bear-

ings the slatting current required was much less, and also the

friction load which is more important, the advantage in favor

of the roller hearings being about 37 per cent, with the

running light, and about 20 per cent, when loaded— 77"

chanical Engineer,
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CHUCKS FOR TURNING AND BORING METALLIC
ROD PACKING.

LOCOMOTIVE TERMINALS.

A correspondent asks us to illustrate the chucks used by

the United States Metallic Packing Company for turning and

lulling the packing manufactured by them. This company
has courteously responded to a request for information with

the accompanying " drawings. Because of the great impor-

tance of proper fitting of rod packing, special attention should

be given to these chucks.

One of the chucks is used to turn up the outside of the rings.

It is made to fit the spindle of the lathe and is adapted to

rapid work. The proper way for railroads to manufacture their

own packing rings is to cast the rings separately and on a

cone the size of the turning chucks. After facing the rings on:

separately, all three of them should be placed on this ex-

panding chuck and the outside turned to conform to the in-

terior of the vibrating cup. After this is done the rings should

be put into the boring chuck and bored to the desired size.

In a paper read before the .Master Mechanics' Association Mr.

Robert Quayle outlined flic elements of a successful and adequate

round house establishment, and among other things enumerated

week spot* usually found, as follows:

"Insufficient tracks for storing engines; poor < ling facilities

or coalhouse too far from roundhouse; sandhouse badly located or

inefficient; water supply improperly located nr inadequate; cinder

pits not long enough or so located that engines have to run a long

distance after lire is dumped; cinder car track no( depressed enough,

causing unnecessary shoveling; lack of a wideawake man outside,

who should, while working as a hostler or in some other capacity,

have supervision over clinker pit, sandhouse, coal shed ami other

men working in the vicinity; turntable loo small or weak ami not

power driven, causing more time to be spent spotting engines and

turning them than is absolutely necessary; a roundhouse too small

to get engines inside and close (he doors, or one that is improperly

lighted and ventilated; a poor roundhouse foreman; a poor en-

gine inspector; washout facilities not arranged to wash out with

hot water, or to have at least a pressure of 100 lbs. per so,, in.

;

drop jacks that won't drop; cinder floors; poor method of giving

out work and checking it up; poor discipline among shopmen; a

machine shop stocked with obsolete tools, or so located that men

waste time running back and forth; a storehouse minus necessary

material: a heating system that won't, heat properly."

Under the head of roundhouse organization Mr. Quayle said:

"There should lie a good, live foreman in charge, who is respon-

EXl'AKWXU CHUCK FOB Tlli.Nl.NC OUTSIDE OF PACKING. CHUCK Milt BORING PACKING.

Diameter of Hod. A.

1% i%
I', 4%
4 i%
3% :

7
,

3& 3%
3% $%
3% 3%
.'. ,

, 1
3%

3% 3%
3 3%
2% 3
2% 2%

SIZES OF CHUCKS (INCHES) FOR BORING MULT1ANGULAR PACKING-RINGS.

B. C. D. E. Diameter of Rod. A. B. C. D. E.

li, 4% 5% 2% 2% 3% 13-16 2% ::',

13-16 4V. .M.. 2V2 2% 3% 13-111 2% 3%
13-16 4% 5'/i 2% 2Vz 3 7-16 13-16 2% 3 3-16
13-16 4 415-16 2Vt 2% 3% 1 - 1

, 3
13-16 3% 4 25-:!2 2% 2V, 3% 13-16 2 5-16 2%
13-16 3% 4 9-16 2 2% 2 15-16 13-16 2 3-16 2 11-16
13-16 3% 115-32 1% 2 2 13-16 % 2 1-16 2%
13-16 3Ms 4 3-16 1% 1% 2% 23-32 115-16 2%
13-16 3% 4 1\ 1% 2% 11-16 113-16 2 5-16
13-16 3Vi 3% 1% 1% 2% 11-16 111-16 2%
13-16 3% 3 13-16 1% 1% 2Ys % 19-16 115-16
13-16 3 3 11-16 114 1% 115-16 % 17-16 1 11-1G

6

5%
5 i.

5 3-16
5
4 13-16
4 11-16
4 7-16
4%
4%
4 1-32
3 15-16

The interior of the boring chuck is bored to correspond ex-

actly with the inside of the vibrating cup. so that when the

metal rings are in position to be bored they are in the same

position with reference to the cup as they occupy on the en-

gine. This insures accuracy and the rings must necessarily be

bored concentric with their exterior surfaces.

There has been a tendency among railroad men toward the

belief that metallic packing need not be fitted at all carefully

and that it will take care of itself when put into service. Every-

thing is satisfactory if piston rods are always smooth and

i rossheads travel in line, provided the packing is properly

fitted when applied. It is necessary to follow systematic

methods with respect to packing and it is hoped (hat the de-

scription of these chucks will contribute toward an improve-

ment. The accompanying table gives the various dimensions

of the boring chuck for different diameter of rods.

sible to the master mechanic. All of the men working inside and

out should be amenable lo his orders; such a man. if a firm dis-

ciplinarian, and one who has the good will of the men and is quick

to think and act, is invaluable. Under him should he an assistant

who is familiar with the engines, enginemen and workmen; it

should be his duty to give out the work and see that it is properly-

done, keeping check of the n who have done the work, so that in

case it becomes necessary at some future time to locate them there

would be no difficulty in doing so. A good staff of machinists.

boilermakers, truckmen, helpers, boiler washers, wipers, engine in-

spectors, etc.. is indispensable, all having their duties outlined so

that there will be no friction in promptly doing Ihe work. Fair

and straightforward treatment of the men will in return get, in

most cases, cheerful service. Propel' records must be kept of Ihe

numerous periodical inspect ions thai are called for. Tin' engine-

house in and out register should lie entered up daily, and a check

of engineers and firemen wl re laying oil' or sick is useful to

locate and round up men in case of a shortage.''
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THE STURTEVANT ECONOMIZER.

The economizer developed and Installed In a number of suc-

cessful power plants by the B. V. Sturtevant Company will

interest the readers of this journal in connection with the im-

portant question of power plant economy. This economizer is

a logical adjunct to the well known mechanical draft apparatus

of this company, and is simple, strong and accessible. Its

object is to utilize nearly alt of the heat of the waste gases,

which is accomplished by means of staggered pipes. This

Feature, by the way, constitutes a strong point of this econo-

mizer.

Tli is is not an experimental construction. It is a development
which has an established place through a number of commercial
applications. It is adapted to new installations and also to

application to old power plants, and by the use of two groups

of sizes, the "Standard" and the "Pony," it covers all ranges

of capacity down to about 50 h.p. The former size is generally

used for boiler capacities of 350 h.p. and over, while the latter

ranges from 50 to 500 h.p. It has been generally believed that

only large plants offer suitable opportunities for the applica-

tion of economizers, but this system provides equally con-

venient apparatus for relatively small plants, the saving being

in the same proportion in small as in large plants.

deterioration bj rust Instead of pipe manifold headers, cast-

iron wall boxes are used, which avoid many troublesome pipe

joints and provide structural strength to the economizer for

the proper support of its weight, distributing it uniformly

along the foundations. Scrapers for cleaning the smoke sur-

faces of the pipei iteiy relief valves to gu

sive pressure, aedlment blow-off valves and cast-iron soot-pit

doors are provided

These economizers are used with and without mechanical

draft, which floes what an ordinary chlmnej i Incapable of

doing. Its cost is from 20 to 40 per cent, of that of a chimney;

its intensity permits of using finely divided or low grade fuel;

it makes possible the utilization of Hue gases which a chimney
wastes in producing draft; it is Independent of the weather;

THE STUBTEVANT P0N5 ECONOMIZER, SHOWING FAN. TITE STIT.TEVANT STANDARD ECONOMIZER.

The effectiveness of economizers is usually measured from

the increased temperature of the feed water, whereas it should

be measured by the saving in fuel and also in boiler repairs.

An economizer renders a large quantity of very hot water

always available, and this insures hot feed water at a nearly

uniform temperature, which greatly prolongs the life of boil-

ers. Much of the scale-forming impurities of the feed water

are deposited in the tubes of the economizer instead of in the

boiler. These tubes are straight, and easily cleaned.

By a careful design the Sturtevant construction is such as

to appeal to the engineer, who always has in mind the im-

portant question of maintenance. The tubes are of cast-iron,

fitted into the headers with tapered iron to iron joints, made
perfectly tight by hydraulic pressure. These tubes may be

easily removed and replaced for repairs, and every tube is

accessible for interior cleaning. The staggered arrangement

of tubes) is urged as a strong point of this economizer, as it

breaks up the streams of gases and forces them into contact

with the tubes. The bolts which hold the outside caps in place

are not in the water in the tubes, and are not subject to

is automatically regulated to maintain constant steam pres-

sure; decreases smoke; increases the capacity of an existing

plant; serves as an auxiliary to a chimney already over-

burdened, and saves space. In conjunction with mechanical

draft an economizer provides an ideal arrangement. Further

information concerning this economizer may be obtained from

The B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park, Mass.

Overloaded Freight Cars.—In a paper before the St. Louis

Railway Club, Mr. 'Waughop cites cases of cars with a marked
capacity of 80,000 lbs. which are regularly overloaded with
122,000 lbs. of coal. These cars were billed at their marked
capacity, therefore the road received nothing for hauling the

excess. The author of the paper said: "Railway companies
should, in my opinion, mark all cars with but one capacity

stencil, and that should be the limit capacity. When a ship-

per goes beyond that marked limit, all excess should be con-

fiscated by the railways and sold for the benefit of the car de-

partment."
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FKi. 1.—DOUBLE SPINDLE BOEING MACHINE.—BAKEE BROS.

FIO. 2.—30-INCH DRAW-STHOKE SLOTTER.—BAKER BROS.

A well designed gas producer and gas engine should develop
an indicated horse-power per hour for a carbon consumption of
0.75 lb.—B. H. Thwaite.

SOME NEW DESIGNS OF
MACHINE TOOLS FOR
RAILROAD SHOPS.

These tools, which are manu-

factured by Baker Bros., of To-

ledo, 0., were designed especially

for use in locomotive, railroad

and engine works, and were

made unusually heavy, substan-

tial and complete in order to

successfully meet the severe de-

mands caused by the use of the

most modern methods in ma-

chine shop practice.

The heavy double spindle bor-

ing mill, shown in Fig. 1, was
designed for such work as boring

out connecting rods and for

heavy facing and counter-boring

operations. The two spindles

with their frames and driving

mechanism are entirely inde-

pendent, but are mounted on the

same base. The frames are ad-

justable along this base so that

the distance between their cen-

tres can be regulated to suit con-

ditions. The left hand frame

can be adjusted by power. The
maximum distance, centre to

centre of spindles, is 9 ft. 6 ins.,

and the minimum is 3 ft. 4 ins.

The distance from the centre of

the spindles to the frame is 20

ins., and each spindle has 24 ins.

travel.

The bed plate, which is very

massive, has a working table

11 ft. 2 ins. long and 24 ins. wide between the oil grooves, and

the interior of this table forms an oil tank. Each' spindle is

provided with an oil pump for forcing the oil from this tank

to the cutting tool. The spindles are triple back geared, and

are each driven by a 220-v., 13-h.p., Westinghouse type S

motor, which has a speed variation of 4 to 1. The motors are

connected to the driving mechanism by belts and are supported

by special brackets, which are cast on the frames. The motor

controllers provide 15 forward and 6 reverse speeds. These,

in connection with the triple back gears, give a total of 45 for-

ward and 18 reverse speeds. The total range of spindle speed

is from 3 to 90 r.p.m. Each spindle is provided with 20 rates

of feed, varying from 0.005 to .125 in., and these feeds are

all geared, and change from one to another can quickly be made
by means of the change gear box on the side of the frame. The
tool weighs 32,000,. lbs.

Fig. 2 illustrates a very heavy design of 30-in. draw-stroke

slotter, which was primarily designed for machining cast-steel

locomotive driving boxes, but which is of course suitable for

a great variety of other work, and will be found especially use-

ful in machining long deep holes which the ordinary slotter

cannot reach, and for key seating. Full automatic feeds are

provided in all directions, and these and the hand, feeds can

readily be engaged by the operator standing in front of the

machine. The length of feed is adjusted at the right side of

the machine. The working table is 38% ins. in diameter, with

a 20-in. hole, and is only 32 ins. above the floor level, so that

it is very convenient for the operator.

The ram is rack and pinion driven through a heavy train of

gearing, and is counterbalanced. The reverse is accomplished

by means of wide, shifting belts, which shift freely, and which

have been found very satisfactory under heavy duty. The bar

which carries the cutting tool can be made any shape or size

up to and including 4% ins. in diameter; and its r.ize or shape
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can readily be changed by changing the bearings. The boring

bar la so supported that II is very rigid. The lower end is

clamped Into a long bearing In the ram and the bar Is securely

supported by a bearing In the table |uat under the work and

also by a bearing In the upper arm. The-machine has a wide

of feeds, and weighs about 16,000 lbs.

The following tests, which were made o le of these slot-

l.is. will give some Idea Of Ita Btrength ami eaparily: A steel

driving box was Blotted out in a circle 1194 ins. in diameter

and with a cut Ll% ins. long. A roughing and a finishing cut

were taken oft all surfaces, Including the corners, In 28 min-

utes, The roughing cut was %-ln. deep with a 14-in. feed, and

the machine made 16 nil l inn strokes per minute. After the

lesi 16 chips were picked up at random and were found to

weigh 1 lbs, Another cut %-in. deep with '.x-in. feed was
I

on the same how The cut was 1 1 V, ins. long, and in 16 minutes

the metal was removed tor 22 ins. around the circle.

WO. 3.- OAB umii BOKEB.

—

iiiki.ii nuos.

The ear wheel boring machine, which is illustrated in Fig.

3, is fitted with a facing attachment that is of a rather novel

and interesting design and is very rigid. The outer end
is fitted with a bushing which guides the boring bar. The
cro - teed is geared and the vertical feed is operated by hand.

The boring bar is 4V4 ins. in diameter, is fitted with a Morse
taper socket, and is provided with long bearings, which are

adjustable for wear.

The spindle is i% ins. in diameter and has a 2%-in. hole

running its full length for chips or for the boring bar. It is

provided with a larger roller thrust bearing, and is fitted with

taper adjustable bearings for taking up the wear. The fric-

tional resistance is therefore small and the spindle is entirely

free from vibration. The back gears can be thrown in by the

lever, wnich is shown on the right hand side to the rear. The
chuck is .secured directly to the large driving gear. This ma-
chlne is made in two sizes, 28-in. and 30-in., and weighs about

3,800 lbs.

INDEPENDENT MULTIPLE DRILL.

This drill, shown hi the half-tone, le manufactured by Foote,

Burt H. Co., ul ii. land, <)., and is known as theii No. 17. It

is entirely new, and the design embodies Borne very interesting

feat ii

The spindle i lependenl In both i i and motion, and

either spindle can be Instantly Btarted or stopped without in-

terfi ring wiib the other. The heads can be adjusted along the

ail by meant ol a rack and pinion without stopping the

machine. The minimum dlstanci a Bplndle centres is

s ins. and the maximum Is 18 ins. The hand teed la provided

tor through worm gearing, and ran instantly be thrown i

in or out regardli of whether the machine Is In motion or

not. A po I
"ii has also been provided

which can knock off the feed at any point. This works verj

easily and smoothly, whether the tool is running light or under

verj heayj duty. The table adjusts vertically on uprights by

IN -IN Ml \ I MULTIPLE DRILL.— loon. 1:1 Kl I CO,

means of jack screws and worm gearing. The miter gears are

made of drop forged steel.

The machine has three positive gear feeds and six spina le

feeds. It has a capacity up to 2%-in. drills in solid metal, and

weighs, complete, about 7,(100 lbs. It can be used to very gooil

advantage on work where two holes occur In the same
,

by operating both spindles simultaneously, or it can be used

to equally good advantage on single hole woi k, one operatoi

tending to both spindles and thus reducing the cost of the work.

Metallic Packings. Under this title tl»- United States Metallic

Packing Company, 427 .North Thirteenth street, Philadelphia, have

issued a littli pamphlet illustrating and describing their packings for

marine and stationary engines. It comes from a firm having had

an experience of 25 years in this line of manufacture. This pamph-

1,'t will interest railroad officials in connection with shop engines

and engines of their floating equipment
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McCANNA FORCE FEED LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATOR.

The lubricator proper is placed on the regular standard for

steam lubricators over the boiler in the cab. The actuating

valve is placed at any convenient point on the engine where

reciprocating motion can he obtained. The lever of the actu-

ating valve is connected usually to the valve stem or rocker

arm. This actuating valve is practically a rotary slide valve

and is operated by a ratchet drive. It is connected to the

main air drum on the engine by a pipe connecting with the

air inlet shown in Fig. 3. The air ports are then connected

to each side of the operating piston of the lubricator reservoir

similar to that shown on top of the lubricator, Fig. 3, which

prevents the siphoning of the oil irom the pipes and also pre-

vents the back pressure blowing the oil out of the pipes. The

gravity check valve is one of the principal features of the

device. It consists of a cylindrical brass shell enclosing a

hexagonal weight with a needle valve on its lower end closing

the oil outlet. The oil to get to the point of lubrication has

to raise this weight and needle valve from its seat, necessi-

tating a pressure of about 25 lbs. It then flows through the

outlet to the bearing. The weight being hexagonal and having

space above and below it, and on account of its hexagonal

form, all around it also, any back pressure from cylinder or

FIG. 3.—PIPING AND INSTALLATION.

FIG. 1. THE LUBRICATOR.

J \ / v j /

FIG. 2.—THE APPARATUS AS APPLIED TO A LOCOMOTIVE. FIG. 4.—OIL PUMP AND RESERVOIR.

shown in Fig. 4. This piston is connected to a crosshead

carrying two rods extending clear through the lubricator reser-

voir to another crosshead which operates the four pump
plungers. These pump plungers have adjustable nuts, so that

while the stroke of the operating piston is constant, the stroke

of the pump plungers may be adjusted separately.

When the engine starts the reciprocating part communi-

cates its motion to the arm of the actuating valve. This

revolves the circular valve, admitting the air to one side or

the other of the piston of the lubricator proper. This piston

operates the pump, as explained above, and the oil is pumped

to the point of lubrication by positive hydraulic pressure. At

the point of lubrication is a check valve, shown in Fig. 4,

air pump is exerted equally in all directions and there is no

tendency to lift the valve from its seat, it being held down

by gravity. One of these valves is located at each pump out-

let at the oil reservoir and another at each lubrication point.

The one over the reservoir serves two purposes, being pro-

vided with an additional outlet, by which the amount of oil

being pumped can be tested at any moment, the oil thus show-

ing dropping back into the oil reservoir. "

This method of "bleeder" test has been adopted instead of

the ordinary liquid sight feed, as glycerine or water through

which the oil passes in the ordinary sight feed becomes

clouded after a time and requires renewal.

It will be noted that this method of lubrication absolutely
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eliminates any chance ol broken sight feed glasses and the

injury which may result 1 1< mi such an accident

Lubrication, therefore, is in direct proportion to the bi>< • • i
.

as the faster the engine l ravels the faster the actuating valve

is revolved and the taster, therefore, the pumps are operated.

The stroke of each pump being Independently adjustable,

as much or as little oil can be fed to the point to be lubricated

as is desired.

When the engine Btops the oiling stops.

[f an excess of oil is wanted al any particular moment on

an] of the hearings tor any purpose, it can he obtained by

operating that particular pump plunger by hand. Further

Information may be bad from McCord & Co., Old Colony Build-

ing, Chicago, ill.

BETTENDORF CAST STEEL TRUCKS.

The new Bettendorf cast steel trucks exhibited at the recent
conventions al Saratoga attracted attention hecause of the in-

>» the design and also because of the remarkably fine

appearance ol eatings. A one-piece truck Bide fi

Including the journal boxes, in a single casting is of Itself an
Interesting Bugg n \ saving ol aboul 1,000 lbs. per car
Is a distinct ad' and to these are added a convi nient con-
Btruction, wlin

I aBe of bolts and nuts on the bottom
of the frame The quality of the material is broadly guar-
anteed, but shoui.i a Journal box tail, the entire frame will be
replaced al tin t>| malleable Journal boxes. This design
may be made to interchange with the ordinary types of an h

bar construction, and it also provides for

top and bottom rollers.

As to repairs, this truck has been removed
from under a car and completely dismantled
In it minutes. It has been reassembled and
n ilaed under the car in 8 minutes, a total

of 17 minutes. The freight car trucks have
coil springs under the bolsters, and the side
frames finish at the ends in the journa'l

boxes as shown in these engravings. For
ers an arrangement is provided for com-

bining elliptic springs under the bolsters

and coil springs in barrels over the journal
boxes. These springs acting together are de-

signed to produce the easy riding qualities
of equalized swing-motion pedestal trucks.
The coil and elliptic springs are given an
initial load sufficient to support the light

tender at the desired height.

The engravings of the separate parts In-

dicate the manner of erecting this truck
without bolts or rivets. The space between
the columns is wide enough at the bottom
to admit the end of the bolster, and when
raised the guides enclose the columns. The
form of the ends of the sand plank is such
as to hold the truck together when put in

place.

This is a bold step in truck construction,

and is worthy of thoughtful attention. Ad-
ditional information may be obtained from
the Bettendorf Axle Company, Davenport,
Iowa, who have developed the various "Bet-

tendorf" car equipment improvements.

THE BETTENiiuRF l \sr STEEL TEDCK.
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GRINDING MACHINE FOR TRIPLE VALVE
RINGS.

Four of these machines are in use at the San Bernardino

shops of the Santa Fe—and with them a boy, who tends all

four machines—and grinds in from 65 to 70 triples in 10 hours.

Each triple requires from 20 to SO minutes, whereas a man at

the vise cannot do the work in less than from one to three

hours per triple, and cannot do it well at that.

The triple is bolted to the face of a worm wear, which is

slowly rotated by a worm below. This

worm is belt driven from the horizontal

shaft at the right. On this shaft is* a small

eccentric and a driving pulley. The eccen-

tric gives a reciprocating motion to the

triple valve piston by means of a connect-

ing rod and bar crosshead. By the com-

bined motions the piston is reciprocated

while the triple valve chamber is slowly

rotated and a different portion of the bush-

ing is presented to any given portion of

the ring at every stroke of the piston.

When the operator has secured the parts

in position, he starts the machine and it

needs no attention until the work is

done; therefore the attendant may be

given other duties. It is not to be sup-

posed that this machine can take the

place of an accurate bushing grinding

machine, such as is employed at the

works of the air brake manufacturers.

This piston ring grinder was devised by

Mr. .1. P. Phillips, foreman of the machine

shop at San Bernardino, who has applied

for a patnet upon it.

PISTON Universal Directory of Railway Officials. 1004. Published by the

Directory Publishing; Company, 3 Ludgate Circus Building,

London, E. C, England. Representative for .the United States,

E. A. Simmons, 8:5 Fulton street, New York.

This is the tenth year of publication of this directory, and its value

increases with the annual volumes. It is compiled from official

sources by Mr. S. Richardson Blundstone, editor of the Itaihcay

Engineer, and is undoubtedly as accurate as it is possible to make

a work of this character. This directory is invaluable to those who
conduct correspondence with foreign railway officials.

GRINDING MACHINE FOR TRIPLE-VALVE PISTON RINGS.

ALLFREE-HUBBELL VALVE GEAR.

A Lesson from Expositions.—When we think' of the marvels

of enginering skill at the Chicago Exposition (1893) which

learned scientific gentlemen decorated with blue ribbons and

which were said to represent perfection in the art, and remem-

ber that the aforesaid "marvels" have, for the .most part, been

relegated to the scrap pile, and, that in many cases the com-

panies which produced them have vanished or been absorbed

by more successful competitors, we realize that although "Time

is short and art is long," eleven years is a long time in the art

of electrical engineering. We should all note well the novelties

in engineering at the St. Louis Fair. They will indicate the

possibilities of the next decade and foreshadow the passing of

mosi of what will there be displayed as the perfection of the

art—R. H. Pierre in Western Electrician.

Ilnllow Staybolts. The following is abstracted IV a paper by

Mr. John Livingston.- mi the advantages of the Falls hollow stay-

bolt. Hollowing the staybolt increases its flexibility, and the cur-

tent of air passing through it cools it and tliu.s reduces the expan-

sion and also protects it from burning. Reducing the expansion of

the staybolt lessens the liability of cracking the side sheets, and the

molecular strains in the bolt itself are also reduced. When the solid

staybolt vibrates or bends at the outer sheet the metal at its centre

is crushed, thus causing internal expansion. Hollow staybolts are

relieved of this. The %-in. hole through the bolt furnishes a supply

of oxygen to the firebox and gives .sure warning if the bolt breaks.

For these reasons the life of both the firebox and the staybolt is iu-

creased and the cost of repair reduced. Copies of this paper can be

secured from C. M. Walsh, general manager, Falls Hollow Staybolt

Company. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

The Standard Brazing Company of Boston have executed a license

with the Erie Car Works of Eri'\ p ;,., and also with the Portland

Company of Portland. Maine. Both of these companies are now
equipped to do brazing of cast iron for the general trade.

From a circular letter received from Mr. Ira C. Hubbell, in

explanation of the Allfree-Hubbell valve gear, the following is

taken:

"We increase the earning capacity of any class of locomotives

converted to the Allfree-Hubbell type:

"First—By our system we greatly reduce cylinder condensa-

tion by reducing the radiating surfaces in clearance (ports)

over 70 per cent., and by our valve-cylinder and saddle design

protect the steam from loss of heat in its passage to the cylin-

der, and maintain continuously a hotter cylinder than is pos-

sible under any other design, insuring a high initial pros

sure of steam for each and every admission of steam to the

cylinders.

"Second—Through our correction of the valve movement, by

the simple, durable and economical addition we make to the

existing link motion—we do not replace, displace nor change

the links at all, nor in any way change their functions—we
delay the opening of the exhaust port at all points of cut-off,

and therefore hold the steam in the cylinder a greater portion

of each stroke, and thereby necessarily increase the ratio of

expansion, decrease the terminal pressure and get more work

out of any given quantity of steam admitted to the cylinder.

"Third—By the addition made to the link motion, we also

delay the closing of the exhaust port at all points of cut-off,

thereby decreasing the volume in compression and thereby de-

crease the negative work of excessive back pressure in just

that same proportion, and necessarily add just that much more

to the positive work, the earning capacity of any given class of

locomotives.

"Fourth—By decreasing the volume of compression, as we
only can do, we reduce the cylinder clearance from 8 per cent,

and over, to 2% per cent., and less in cylinc.ers, 20 x 26 ins.,

and never exceed 2Vs per cent., and which enables us to save

considerably over 1 cubic foot of steam for each and every

revolution of the drivers that the locomotive moves under

steam,
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"We can Increase the earning canadtj of any existing lo

motive, and will guarantee to do so. and will furttier guarantee

to do Hiis with no Increase In the total cost per 1.000 miles nm.

"My attention has lusl been called to the prophetic Btate

in. 'Mi made in a pap-r read before one of our leading technical

ties twentj years ago, by one of the best known steam

engineers of the world, as follows:

••i contend that there Is at onr command In the present

practl i generation of steam on railways the means of get-

ting better results, both In time ami extent of load carried, by

more economical application ol team, and that such results are

attainable with a change of valve and construction of the

engine bo that more of the tme force of the steam will pass

Into work on the pistons Instead of being wasted in friction in

passing through constrleted openings hetween the valve and

polls, and I am nol Inaccurate when I declare that this view

of the ease is deserving Of mo I careful and serious considera-

tion.'
"

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.

Beveled Gear Tables by D. A. Engstr Published bj the Derry-
Cpllard Company, 256 Broadway, New fork, 1004.

This booh presents a collection of tables and necessary explana-

tions to enable any one to figure beveled wars without the use of

trigonometry. It is nol supposed to he an exhaustive treatise, but

simply pies, Mils lahles of dimensions of such sears as are generally

found In practice, together with a few explanatory tacts concerning

the terms and diagrams. It is for beginners who have occasion to

figure beveled sears, and is intended to entirely avoid the necessity

for figuring. The author includes tables for every beveled gear

from 12 to 17 teeth, inclusive. The various details of teeth ele-

ments and pitches, as well as construction and explanation of terms,

are given in the earlier part of the work, together with explanation

as tt> the use of the tables.

Electric Railways (Les Chemins de Per Wleotriques). By Henri
Vfarechal, Tngenii »<• dee Ponts et Gkaasnees. 000 pages. Svo,

profusely illustrated. Printed in French. Published by Oh.
Beranger, 15 Kue des Saints-Peres, Paris. Francs. Price. 25f,

This is a very complete and strictly up-to-date work upon the

general subject of elect rie railway construction. Tt treats the sub-

ject under the headings of Generation of the Electrical Current,

the Tiight of Way and Track. Transmission of the Electric Current,

Railway Motors, Motor Cars and Locomotives, and General Pses

of Electric Traction. The treatment of the subject of generating

Ihe current is interestingly handled, special attention being given

lo the steain turbine. Particular attention is also devoted to the

overhead trolley and third-rail methods of collecting Ihe current, ns

Well as to the various multiple-unit systems of train control. It is

of interest to note that numerous references are made to the stand-

ards of practice in use in this country, which are supplemented by

w ell-selected illustrations. Considerable space is devoted, al Ihe end
of the volume, to a discussion of the various monorail and other

similar systems of transaction, and also includes an interesting

treatment of the moving platform method ,,f transportation.

la, ts About Peat, Peat Fuel and Peat Coke. How to make it and
how to use it. What it costs and what it is worth. By T. H.
Leavitt Illustrated. Boston, 1904. Lee & Shepard. Price,
$1 ; poslpaid, $1.10.

This little book of 115 pages states that peat is found in abun-
dance in the United Slates, and that it may be cheaply and satisfac-
torily put into usable form as fuel by the use of machinery which
bears the name of the author of this book, but the reader is not
told enough about the process to convince him that peat will soon

a rival of coal as a fuel for use in large quantities. It is

an interesting thing to know that peat is available in large quan-
tities which are practically inexhaustible, and to be told that the

process of preparation for the market is so cheap and simple: but
the author of this book leaves much to the imagination of the
reader, and does not present the right kind of facts to justify the
conclusions which he evidently desires the reader to reach. It is

not sufficient for him to state that condensed peat "made more
steam than coal, and accomplished with ease the severest service

required at the works."

Worksite Engineers and Hani By Sinclair

Pearn and I Pearn, directors of Messrs. Frank Pearn &
(

•,,., Ltd, er, England. Published by D. Vt a

Hand Comp '7 \lurru\ -I reet, NeV S 'irk.

This work presents in complete detail ping systen

applied to the manufacturing of a lini m pumps, and is pre-

sented in suci, a way as to be readily applied, without variation of

principle or feature. I,, practically any operation involved in con-

structive work 01 manufacl iblishmenl . The book iru

a complete set of Ida nl< forms, beginning with the pattern record

anil including material, time sheets and card index records of the

est of the completed work. Including labor and material. This

system was developed and put Into practice by the authors with a

view of reducing to a minimum the routine work, also the number
of blanks required In keeping the records, in this system chs

of mistakes in ordering material are avoided I,.

lute detail on the est sheet all of the material Involved from a list

of the compi rts and quantities of the contract drawn up by

the draftsman. Opposite each article is enumerated the cycle of

operation through which it must pass, thus identifying the wages

with the material. The work is divided into five parts, as follows:

The nomenclature and registration of patterns and materials, the

recording and analysis of labor, manufacturing the stores, and

ibly work and contract or special work. While the book is

specially intended for manufacturers, the principles involved are

capable of adaptation lo the keeping of costs in any shop involving

repetitive operations, as in the manufacture of machinery of any
kind.

Westinghouse Industries.—This is the title of a very attractive

pamphlet which has just been issued in behalf of the Westingl se

interests for distribution at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. It

describes and illustrates the works and products of the various

Westinghouse companies, both in America and fereign countries.

These interests include the Westinghouse Air Brake Company;
American Brake Company: Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company; Westinghouse Machine Company: t'nioii Switch
and Signal Companj : Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co.; Sawyer-

Man Electric Company: Bryant Electric Company; Perkins Elec-

tric Switch Manufacturing Company: Pittsburg Mleter Company;
H. V>. Nuttall Company: Westinghouse Automatic Air and Steam
Coupler Company; Security Investment Company; Nerngt Lamp
Company: Westinghouse Traction Brake Company; Cooper-Hewitt

Electric Company; and the foreign companies, which include the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Limited, with works iii Bng
land and Germany: the Westinghouse Company, Limited, with

works at St. Petersburg, Russia; the British Westinghouse Eloc

trie and Manufacturing Company; Soci.'-i,'- Anonyme Westinghouse

;

Westinghouse Electricitats-Actiengesellschaft ; the Traction and

Power Securities Company, Limited, of London; and the Canadian

Westinghouse Company, Limited.

Progress Reporter. The third number of this paper which is

issued by the Xiles I'.enieiit -Pond Company, is a special one. ,ie

scribing their exhibit al the St. Louis Exposition The more im

porte.nl machine tools iii ibe exhibit are described and illustrated.

THE DEVELOP!*] \ i or int. BRAKE Snot-;. The American Urake

Shoe and Foundry Company of Mahwah, N. J., have just issued a

very interesting paninldet describing their exhibit al the St. I.oui-

Exposition. The development of the brake shoe to secure dura-

bility, efficiencj and strength and to wear Ihe wheel tread where it

is not acted upon by the rail is very carefully traced from the time

that the firs! brake shoe was used to the present, and is nicely illus-

trated.

Axt.e LIGHTING.—In a small pamphlet the Consolidated Rail-

way Electric Lighting and Equipment Company of New York City

briefly describe their "Axle Light" system of operating fans in

ami lighting railwa; passenger coaches by electricity and

call attention to the advantages to be gained by Ibe use of their

system.

Air Compressors. The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company have

issued a 72-pa;: talogue describing the air compressors built at

their Franklin works. In addition to the illustrations and lists of

sizes of the various compressors there is an interesting illustrated

description of the constructive principles of the compressor. Sev-

eral pages aie devoted to information concerning the installation,

adjustment and care of the compressors and there is also consider-

able information and several tables which will be useful to those

interested in the use of compressed air.
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Bowser Oil Cabinets.—The adjustable measure oil cabinets

made by S. P.-Bowser & Company, Fort Wayne, Ind., are de-

scribed in a leaflet which directs attention to the features of these

oil storage facilities which render them a necessity wherever oil is

required for machinery or lamps.

Sketch Paper for Isometric Projection.—The Derry-Collard

Company. 250 Broadway, Now York, have gotten up pads of sketch-

ing paper for making drawings in isometric projection. This is the

only practical perspective for machine drawings as it permits of

making sketches to scale in any of the three isometric axes. The
paper is very easy tn use, and rapidity of sketching is quickly ac-

quired. The paper is blocked in standard sizes, G x ins.; 9 x 12

ins. and 12 x 18 ins., the prices being 25 cents, 50 cents and $1

each, respectively. This will be a great convenience for draughts-

men.

Valves.—The Crane Company of Chicago have just issued two

pamphlets and a booklet describing and illustrating their valves.

One of the pamphlets describes the renewable seat and disc globe,

angle and straightway valves for high pressure service. The globe

and angle valves are designed for 225 pounds and the straightway

valves for 250 pounds working steam pressure and are particularly

adapted for locomotive work. The other pamphlet describes their

self-packing radiator valves and self-packing globe and angle valves

with non-rising stem. The booklet, which is known as "Special

Catalogue No- 101," describes the Crane patent improved safety

valves for all kinds of boilers. The locomotive pop valve is fitted

with two regulators, one for moderate changes and the other for

extreme changes in the set pressure.

Air-Cooled Electric Drill.—The Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company in a special circular No. 48 calls attention to the Duntley

Air-Cooled Electric Drill which they have just placed on the mar-

ket. The drill which is described weighs only 12 pounds and is

adapted for drilling holes up to % inch in diameter in iron and bor-

ing up to % inch in diameter in wood. By cooling the motor with

air the difficulties heretofore experienced with small electric motors

are overcome and its use is made practical. The motor can

be wound for either 110 or 220 volts and the drill has a speed of

S50 rev. per min. The electric wires are fitted with a connection

plug to fit an incandescent socket and this plug is equipped with a

cartridge fuse plug which can easily be replaced if burned out.

New England Resorts.—The vacation custom is now a

fixture, and the summer resorts of New England because of their

unexcelled beauty and variety appeal to everybody. The beautiful

lake resorts among the pinelands of Maine or in the northern por-

tion of New Hampshire and Vermont ; the verdant valleys watered

by freshening streams such as the Merrimac, the Hoosac, the Con-

necticut and the Ammonoosuc ; the long and famous stretch of sea-

coast from Portland and east to the rocky Nahant ; the impressive

grandeur and wonderful attractions of the White Mountains; the

favorite haunts among the Hoosac Mountains and the Deerfield

Valley; and the numerous towns and villages famed for their his-

toric association as well as scenic and health resorts are delight-

fully pictured in the series of six books containing beautiful half-

tone reproductions of these various resorts, each book containing

thirty or more views neatly bound with the title of the book em-

bossed in gold letters on the cover. These books are entitled

"Lakes," "Rivers," "Mountains," "Seashore," "The Charles River

to the Hudson," and "Picturesque." The price of each book is

six cents or thirty-six cents for the entire set. This includes the

postage; issued by the General Passenger Department, Boston &
Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass. This department has also just

issued a remarkably fine and comprehensive folder entitled, "Resorts

and Tunis," which illustrates and describes a large number of invit-

ing trips and side (rips to the beautiful places with which New
England abounds. For the special use of those attending the en-

campment of the Grand Army of the Republic in Boston in August

a folder has been prepared illustrating the many points of historic

interest in that city These may all be obtained, upon request,

from the passenger department.

NOTES.

The Warner & Swasey Company of Cleveland. Ohio, announces

that Mr. H. L. Kinsley will represent them in the East. Mr. Kins-

ley has been with Manning, Maxwell & Moore for the last five and

a half years, and previous to that time was with the Hopedal Screw

Company.

Railway Appliances Company.—This company announces that

they have been appointed exclusive agents for the United States for

the railway trade of the Olds Motor Works of Detroit and Lansing,

Mich.

Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal.—The directors

have elected the following officers : President, Mr. A. J. Pitkin

;

first vice-president, Mr. J. E. Sague ; second vice-president, Mr.
R. J. Gross ; controller, Mr. C. E. Patterson. The expenditure of

$300,000 for improvements was authorized.

The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St. Louis, closed

their works for the day June 25 and sent their entire force of 300
employes and their families to the World's Fair, with all expenses

paid. They were taken to the handsome and impressive exhibit of

the company, and had the day in the grounds. Such an instructive

and enteresting treat has a good effect on all concerned.

Crocker-Wheeler Company.—This well known electrical com-
pany announces that in addition to the engineering advice upon
design and installation of electrical apparatus for shop equipment

which they have been accustomed to give their clients, they have

retained the well known firm of Dodge & Day, Modernizing En-
gineers, of Philadelphia, Pa., who will furnish gratuitously advice

upon the latest ideas and results in shop practice.

Northern Electric Motors.—The very attractive design and

efficient application of these motors to machine tools have been

frequently indicated in this journal but, inadvertently, the fact that

the Gisholt Boring Mill, illustrated on page 277 of the July num-
ber, was driven by one of them was not mentioned. Because of the

interest in the motor and also in the boring mill it is a pleasure

to supply the omission now.

The American Nut & Bolt Fastener Company, Pittsburg, Pa.,

manufacturers of the Bartley Positive Fastener, shipped on July 6 an

order from the Morden Frog & Crossing Company of Chicago, 111.,

for 29,000 Bartley Fasteners to be applied on frogs and crossings

of their manufacture. Large orders have been shipped recently to

the Cleveland Frog Crossing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, Union
Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa., and Lorain Steel Com-
pany, Johnstown, Pa.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company has made an arrangement with

the celebrated engineers. Brown, Boveri & Company, of Baden,

Switzerland, and secured their alternating current designs, patents

and rights to manufacture in America, and have retained this firm

as consulting engineers. The Crocker-Wheeler Company has put

on the market alternating current generators, transformers and ac-

cessories, adapted to American practice, and opportunities to bid on

this apparatus are invited. This company has contracted to furnish

a 200-kw.. 60-cycle, 440-volt alternating current generator for the

Atlanta plant of the Procter & Gamble Company of Cincinnati and

the field of alternating current works is entered with vigor.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, report sev-

eral recent sales of their "Zelnicker" portable wheel press. This

company has an attractive exhibit in the Transportation Building

at the fair, and are showing among other things this wheel press in

operation, pressing wheels on and off axles. Blue prints and de-

scriptive circulars will be furnished upon application. Many other

of their specialties are exhibited, among them the celebrated

"double clutch" car mover which this company manufactures.

They report excellent sales of their car mover this year and that

the factory is unable to turn them out fast enough. This company

will send a sample of their lumber crayon for the asking, and

guarantee it longer and better than any crayon on the market.

The St. Louis Transit Company, which operates the larger part

of the street car system in St. Louis, has found itself short of

power ever since the World's Fair began to attract large numbers
of visitors. The traction plant was working at an almost constant

50 per cent, overload, and at rush hours the excess reached extreme
proportions. The railway company have now applied to the World's

Fair authorities for additional power, with the result that Gov-
ernor Francis and the fair administration have, by contract, put at

the service of the railway company during the day, from 2 p. m„
until 7 p. m., when the loads are heaviest, the service of the huge
Allis-Chalmers engine in the Machinery Building. This engine,

which is coupled to a Bullock electric generator, and which, when
operating at 75 revolutions per minute, at a steam pressure of 150
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lh.s.. mill operating Don-condensing, la capable of developing 8,000

bone-power, la the central feature of the Machinery Building.

From 8 p. m. tin i i I the fair gronnda cloae < iii>< powerful unit sup-

plies the current fur the decorative lighting of the buildings ami

grounds, which forma the moat conspicuous attraction of the exhi-

bition. The HghHng requira* 200,000 Incandescent lamps. The

traction load which ihe engine and generator wiH now carry by

riinli.nl between Ihe railway I'umpiiiiy anil the exhibition authori-

ties will hr at least ,'l,(MJ0 horsepower, to begin with, anil ma.\ be

much Increased aa the World's Fair crowds are augmented, it la

ibis engine which baa won at St. Louis the popular name of "The

I'.ig Reliable."

Ti apital stock of the Standard Holler Bearing Company,

Philadelphia, Pa., has I u Increased from $1,000,000 to $2,000,-

000. There will he im ilialely erected a 260-ft addition to the

machine shop and factory aa well as an office building two

atoriea In height. This addition will be devoted exclusively to

I lie manufacture of roller bearings, etc., while an addition 60x128

ft, tin stories in height, will be made to the ball plant. Two
hundred and Bfty thousand dollars will be expended in the con-

si nut ion of the buildings and in equipping them with machinery.

Contracts for the building and some of the machinery have already

I n given and it is expected that all of the building operations

will have been finished by October 1. Two years ago the Standard

Roller I'.earing Company purchased in Philadelphia about three

aues of ground on the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

about fifteen minutes' ride from the center of the city. Upon this

property was en i b modern up to-date machine shop, with power
bouse, forging and hardening departments in separate buildings.

Poi esalon was taken of this properly January ' 1903, Bince which
time the companj bo bnill and Installed. its own brass and Iron

foundries, and '< the present time does not purchase anything what-
ever in the open market except the raw materials for its foundries

and steel from which to make bearing-, manufacturing all other

devices themselvi I d m continues t" grow ao rapidly that

ii has become neci isary to build the extensions above noted. For
al i year past Ihe plant has been running twenty-four bourt
per day and fur the past six months the ball plant has also been
running day and night.

Manning, Maxwell & Moore report that Hey have ju.-t received

a large order, amounting to between $150,000 and $100,000, from

the Illinois Central R It., for machine tools to be used in the

various shops on the system. This order is the largest which has

been placed for some time and Includes s full line of railroad shop

took such aa driving wheel lathes, steel tired wheel lathes, axle

lathes, large and small engine lathes, brass lathes, ear wheel borers,

vertical and horizontal boring machines, radial drills, shakers.

planers, Blotters, bolt cutters, grinding machines, centering ma-
chines, punchers, shears, steam hammers, woodworking tools, and a
full line of toolroom tools and milling machines. They have also

secured an order for all the traveling cranes required in the shops
of the system. They also announce that the Central Railroad of

New Jersey has placed an order with them for a large number of

radial drills, engine lathes, grinders and woodworking tools.

MASTER MECHANICS' ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-seventh Annual Convention.

SARATOGA, N. Y., JUNE 27 TO 29.

ABSTRACTS OF REPORTS AND PAPERS (CONCLUDED).

LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

COMMITTEE—T. S. LLOYD, S. M. VAUCLAIN, J. E. SACUE, REUBEN
WELLS, S. HIGGINS, A. LOV'ELL.

Your committee endeavored to construct a composite drawing, in
hope of illustrating in graphic form the combined experience as
illustrated by the drawings furnished, but reluctantly had to aban-
don the idea after repeated ineffectual trials.

A careful scrutiny of the material conveys no information as to
why the particular frames in question break ; nothing to indicate
per He. that the material from which the frames were made had
anything to do with the fractures. The breakages reported are not
confined to any particular locality; they show cracks in and about
all pedestal jaws; in fact, as many fractures back of leading axle
as in front of and about same: also that the fractures occur just
as frequently in the solid parts aa through the bolt-holes.
The total number of locomotives in the country is about 44.000.

Percentage of total number of locomotives covered by the replies is

48 per cent.
The causes of fracture may be classified as follows : (a) Design.

(h) Imperfect welds and faulty material, (c) Inertia of the boiler
with reference to the frames, augmented by high cylinder saddles
and accompanying high center of gravity of the boiler ; the initial
cause, the inertia of the boiler when front bumpers strike an ob-
struction or when brakes are suddenly applied. The fractures
show mainly between the cylinders and front driver. All are
not in agreement as to this, however, and attribute the class of
breakage located between the cylinders and front driver to (d)
Presence of water in cylinders, when accompanied by such arrange-
ment of valves that prevents the. water getting away quickly and
freely.

A discussion, bearing mainly on point (c), furnished by one of
the members, is as follows:

"There seems to be no question but that the fractures are usually
located between the cylinder saddle and the rear of the first ped-
estal, but it should be further determined whether or not the cracks
start from the bottom of the rail. If they do. then the bending
moment due to the inertia of the boiler when the motion of the
frame is suddenly arrested cannot be a cause of failure, because the
bending moment induced by such force would put the top of the
rail in tension and the bottom in compression, and the crack would
therefore start from the top. as previously explained, except when
coupling. If they start from the corner of the pedestal it is reason-
ably certain that the failure is caused by a loose bolt or light design
of pedestal binder. It is very probable that the binder bolt will
show a very much larger percentage of failures extending in the
corner of the pedestal to the top of the rail than the clip pedestal
brace, because of the difficulty of securing a bolt sufficiently large

to prevent it stretching in service. Those failures which occur in
the front of the pedestal cannot be assigned to this cause (unless
the pound would strain the frame in a place of weaker section),
and in failures of this nature the design of cylinder fastening and
keys should be thoroughly examined. It might be well to point out
that the bending moment induced by the pull of the drawbar would
be at a maximum at a point between the front pedestal and the
front cylinder. A stress from such a cause would start a crack
from the bottom of the rail. If the frames break from a definite
load or fiber stress, then a good grade of cast steel should give equal,
if not better, results than wrought iron, and the steel should be of a
moderately stiff grade. If. on the other hand, the frames break by
a definite amount of distortion or bending, then wrought iron or
soft steel would give better results, inasmuch as it would take a
smaller force to bend this material a certain amount, and the fiber
stress induced would therefore be considerably less in the case in
which the stiff steel is used."

Professor Lanza has fully discussed the static loads and stresses
on frames; these show that the frame is amply strong to resist any
such stresses.
The inertia of the boiler in accelerating or retarding the train

has also been given as a possible cause of breakage. Since frames
never start to break from the top but always from the bottom of the
rail, it is evident that the inertia of the boiler while the train is

being retarded cannot be a cause of fracture, but the bottom of the
rail is put in tension in overcoming the inertia of the boiler while
the train is being accelerated.
From the calculations TNot reproduced.—Editor.] the following

conclusions may be drawn:
1. The inertia of the boiler following the sudden application of

brakes cannot produce a sufficient force to break the frame.
2. The inertia of the boiler due to the acceleration of the train.

by acting with other forces, such as those produced by water in the
cylinders, may bring about fracture.

3. The dynamic effect of the compression of water in the cylin-
ders is the only force which, unaided, can cause failure of the
frames by fatigue.

It may be well to point out that when the right side leads, the
right side always pounds harder than the left. This is due to the
fact that when the right crank passes the forward dead center the
left cylinder is pulling forward, so that it aids the right cylinder in
throwing the right box against the back jaw of the pedestal. The
same is true on passing the back dead center, but when the left
crank passes the forward center the right cylinder is pushing on
the pin, thus subtracting from the left cylinder in pushing the left
box against the back jaw of the pedestal. This should result in
breaking more right than left frames when the right side leads, and
vice versa when the left side leads.
The discussion of piston valves is not within the scope of this

report.' and the subject is alluded to only on account of the apparent
difficulty of providing adequate relief from the presence of water.
It is therefore thought pertinent to suggest that perhaps this side
of the question should be given more care and attention than it has
received heretofore.
The experience of two large roads, as reported to your committee,

is quite significant. Each refers to a class of locomotives similar
in every particular, except that a portion of each class have double
front rails and slide valves, while the balance are equipped with
single front rails and piston valves. The report states that all the
frame failures with these locomotives are confined to the engines
having single front rails and piston valves, the fractures located
between the cylinder and front axle.
While it is true that no one cause for frame breakage can be

given, it Is safe to say that all the reasons assigned are at least
contributory causes and should be taken into the account.
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(As indicating what the committee considers good practice for

reproduction in cast steel, a large number of frame drawings have
been selected, and these are given in the report.)

The representatives of a number of steel makers examined and
approved the frame designs accompanying this report, and also held
independent meetings, agreeing on the following specifications

:

Specifications for Cast-Steel Locomotive Frames.
Material :

28 carbon.
05 phosphorus.

VARIABLE-SPEED MOTORS.

Acid open-hearth steel ] .05 sulphur.
L-60 manganese.
/-.35 carbon.

J
.06 phosphorus.

Frames will be rejected that show less than .20 or over^ 06 sulphur.
L 70 manganese.

Tensile strength per square inch not less than 55,000 lbs.
Elongation in 2 iDs. not less than 15 per cent.
All frames to be annealed.

Relating to the method of manufacture, a member contributes as
follows

:

"It may be well to determine whether or not the cast-steel manu-
facturers are all casting their frames in a manner to secure the best
possible results. The method of casting, location of gates and
headers, all have a very important part upon the life of the frame.
It is the usual practice to cast the frame on an incline, the front
end of the frame being at the top, the metal being poured into a
riser at the back end of the frame, which is at the lowest point.
This method results in washing the dirt and gases to the front end
of the frame, and we have defective metal at the point at which
the frames are most prone to break. It would therefore seem
desirable to reverse this method anfl mold the frame so that the
front end is at the lowest point and pour them through a gate
leading into the two front rails. It would also seem inadvisable to
place the riser at the point of the juncture of the pedestal leg to the
top rail, so as to avoid any impurities separating at this point and
prevent shrinkage cracks due to the different rates of cooling of the
risers and of the frame section proper. It would no doubt be an
improvement to locate the riser on the pedestal at a point between
the tip and bottom rail.

"It seems that these points have as much bearing upon the life of
the frame as the care that all the steel foundries exercise in using a
high grade of material and in carefully annealing their castings.

"Relative cost of iron and steel frames : It- may be advisable to
state the relative cost of a finished iron or steel frame. In addition
to the first cost, there is a certain amount of smith-shop work that
must be done upon a steel frame before it can be bolted to the
planer. By care in the steel foundries this can no doubt be reduced
to a very low figure, but at present they do not exercise sufficient
care to keep this expense within reasonable bounds.
"The cost of machining is also higher for steel frames, so that

there is less difference between the final cost of the iron and the
steel frame than the first cost would lead one to suspect."
Your committee considers cast steel a better material for loco-

motive frames than wrought iron.
The tensile strength of the steel suitable for frames is about

75,000 lbs. per square inch, as compared with 53,000 to 54,000 lbs.

per square inch for the best hammered iron.
The cast-steel frame is practically homogeneous ; that is to say,

there are no welds, and it is of a uniform texture throughout its

entire length.
The number of projections required for the reception of brake

work, tumbling shafts, rocker pins, etc., seriously complicates the
production of modern frames in hammered iron, whereas the re-
verse is true in the manufacture of cast-steel frames.

Generally speaking, steel is intrinsically superior to wrought iron,
and all the difficulties experienced with cast steel are mainly charge-
able to either design or method of manufacture, and not to the
steel per se.

To abandon steel for such reasons is a reflection on our engineer-
ing skill and manufacturing abilities. Therefore we should devote
our time and skill to the improvement of the art. and thereby
approximate more nearly the possible theoretical advantages.
The following points are offered, the observation of which your

committee hopes will go a great way toward mitigating the evil

:

1. Sensible design.
2. Material, cast steel, made to a rational specification ; careful

foundry manipulation, adequate and suitable annealing.
3. Provide such form of bracing as will prevent "weaving." By

weaving is meant a movement of one side independently of the
other, or of the separate parts or joints with reference to each
other locally, as per contra a movement of the frames as a whole,
in unison. The bracing should be so designed that the bending, if

any, should be synchronous as referred to the connected parts.
4. The clip form of pedestal binder preferred to the thimble and

bolt type.
5. Provision for quickly and adequately draining cylinders.

This point is just as important with slide as with piston valves.
6. Frames with single front rails should be made stronger and

means provided to stiffen same back of cylinders or between cylin-
ders and front driver.

It would seem from a study of the replies that, for the present at
least, there is an intimation that the double front rail type is
stronger, per se, and stiffer in a vertical direction, and yet as flexible
longitudinally as the single front rail form; yet this conclusion is
offered with hesitation, owing to the obscurity of the evidence. It
is given, however, with the hope of provoking discussion or leading
to special investigation.
The great success and satisfaction foreign roads are having with

the so-called plate or girder form of frame, considered in the light
of their conditions—and they have used both bar and plate frames

—

give us just a hint or suggestion that perhaps we may have some-
thing to gain by looking into this design a bit when scheming on
future improvements.

A PAPEK BY C. A. SELET.

During the convention of 1903, in the discussion of the commit-
tee report of electrically-driven shops, the matter of varying speed
of motors by field control was debated, but left in a somewhat un-
certain state by reason of lack of data.
The writer promised, if given the opportunity, to present to

this association the results of tests made on machines driven by
individual motors on a two and three-wire direct-current system ;is

developed at the East Moline shop of the Rock Island' System.
Very complete tests of all motors and controllers have been made
at these shops and certain typical ones are selected for this re-
port.

The tests were made by Mr. S. B. Seaman, of the G. E. Co., and
Mr. C- H- True, assistant superintendent of shops, to whom I am in-
debted for the data. The variable-speed motors at these shops may
be subdivided into four types, namely:

I. Variable-speed motors having a controller to operate on a
three-wire system, enabling the machine-baud to operate the motor
on either of the two voltages. Further speed variation is obtained
on each voltage by introducing or cutting out resistance coils in
series with the motor field. This motor field is always across the
outside wires of the three-wire system, and therefore, on the maxi-
mum obtainable voltage. The rheostat governing the field current
is operated through the controller.

II. Variable-speed motors having a controller to operate on a
two-wire system. Speed variation is obtained by means of a
bank of resistance coils in series with the motor field, and operated
through the controller.

III. Variable-speed motors having separated starting boxes with
an auxiliary rheostat in the field circuit and operated by a hand
wheel.

IV. Variable-speed motors having a reversible controller simi-
lar to those in use in street-car service and to reverse the direction
of motion of the motor when desired.
Type I is used on boring mills, slotters, driving wheel and engine

lathes. Type II is used on car-wheel borer and car and truck-
wheel tire-turning lathes. Type III is used on planers and
cylinder-boring machines. Type IV is used on bending rolls.

The following tests were made on motors on the various tools
mentioned above, each being tabulated, giving the kind of machine,
class of work and the electrical horse-power.

Tests 1 to 6 were made on motors of Type I. Column 1 shows
the position of the rheostat arm. There are for each voltage six-

teen successive steps, giving sixteen different speeds on each voltage.

These positions are given by numbers indicating the number of
contacts from the O point to where the rheostat arm is set. Col-
umn 2 gives the field current and column 3 the armature current.

Column 4 gives the armature voltage, which is about 115 volts over
the first range of speed, and 230 volts over the second. Column 5
gives the electrical horse-power delivered to the motor. Column <1

gives the cutting speed in feet per minute.
Tests 7 and 8 are of motors of Type II, and tests 9 to 11 are of

motors of Type III. Test 12 is of a group of tools on a motor-
driven line shaft.

TEST 1. 69-IN. DRIVING WHEEL LATHE, TURNING 62% -IN. TIRES I MOTOR

Rheo. Field Armature,
stat. Amps. Amps. Volts.

type ck. 8-15-150/600.

Cutting

00

3
4
5
6
7
9

10
11
12
14
16

5.55
4.70
4.00
3.90
3.30
3.10
2.90
2.90
2.45
2.20
1.95
1.95
1.50
4.60

5
22
23
23
26
25
27
25
26
30
30
30
38
36

118
104
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
115
113
230

Blec.
H.P.

1.6

4.6

5.3

6.3
12.5

Speed.
F.P.M.

V.5

'

8.0

11.45

12.90
14.60

Remarks.

Motor running light.

-Two chips, 3-16 x %
deep x .089 per rev.

Test 2.
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Blotter wn.s milking 2 cycles on the 12th point of rheostat on work
about ."> inches deep.

Q MILL., BORINO STEEL TIKE, 52 INCHES INSIDE

MOTOR, TYPE CK. 6-10-275/1000.
Test 4.

—

'
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leg, between the flues and inside flues plugged up. The results are
given in Tables I and VI inclusive. While the tests show tempera-
tures considerably above saturated steam temperatures in most
cases, the committee has concluded that the method of determin-
ing temperatures by means of fusible metal is not satisfactory, and
believes that temperatures should be determined by more delicate
means, such as the thermopile, and that such determinations
should be as numerous as possible in order to trace the direction
of circulation in the boiler. On the other hand, it is quite possible
that the very high temperatures which are probably required to de-
stroy sheets and cause leaky flues are confined to the sheets
themselves, and that little if any higher temperatures exist in the
water than have already been found by the fusible metal tests.

This point is one which, so far as we know, is definitely deter-
mined, although it has been proven that the temperature of the
sheet approaches much more closely that of the water than that of
the heated gases. It is essential that the circulation within the
boiler shall follow such lines and proceed with such regularity that
solid water many overlie all portions of the heating surface.

Since circulation is due to the excess of weight of a comparatively
cool column of water over a hotter and lighter body, or a mixture
of hotter water and steam, the design of boiler which least impedes
the flow due to this head will permit of the most rapid circulation,
and hence, most rapid carrying away of heat from sheets. It would
follow also that the greater the depth of boiler the greater the head
to produce circulation at the point where most needed, namely, just
above the fire line.

BOILER CROWN STAY.
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f Siting conclusive information fromroad tests we recommend that laboratory tests be made for thepurpose of determining the rapidity of circulation in a boiler gen-erating varying amounts of steam up to its maximum, and also fordetermining temperatures m the sheets where the greatest trouble

is experienced. 6 nuuuie

SUBJECTS FOR 1005.

COMMITTEE—n. BARTLETT, J. F. DEEMS. A. W. GIBBS.

COMMITTEE WORK.
1. Motive-Power Terminals.—What can and should be done to

reduce locomotive terminals to the basis of a machine for treating
and handling engines, apart from the question of housing, the object
being prompt handling of power, greater efficiency in service and
less detention at terminals, while affording more "time and better
facilities for 'care and repair of engines.

2. The best practice in ashpan construction, with special refer-
ence to wide-firebox engines having trailing wheels—consideration
to embrace best design of trailing-wheel arrangement.

3. Merits of the balanced compound locomotive.
4. Investigation of design and material for locomotive fronts and

front doors, with a view to affording relief from leakv front ends.
5. Investigation of the subject of staybolts—committee to con-

sider the material. iron._ bronze and copper, as well as the form of
the bolt under the conditions and temperatures met in service.

6. Modification in design of wide fireboxes of locomotives, with a
view of limiting injury in case of low water, committee to consider
the question of fusible plugs, as to number, location and size, and
also the application of water-circulating pines from throat to
crown sheet, and other devices which will localize the damage.

7. The practicability of water-softening for locomotive use by
means of chemicals or the application of heat, and the maximum
cost per 1,000 gals, permissible, that the expenditure could be
recovered in reduced motive-power expenses.

8. The value of superheated steam for locomotive work.
9. The advisability of a 4-4-2 Atlantic type locomotive for light

passenger service and a 4-6-2 locomotive for fast freight service.
10. Committee appointed to act as an advisory committee to the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company with reference to the locomotive-
testing plant at St. Louis fair to present to Master Mechanics'
Association summarized statement of important results which are
obtained.

11. Best method of heating and ventilating roundhouses.
12. Best method of fire protection for railroad shops.

INDIVIDUAL PAPERS.
1. The strict observance of the Golden Rule in management of

workshops.
2. The most efficient organization for mechanical department.
3. The average engine hours locomotives are in service, in shop

under repairs, or waiting to get in shop, per annum, and the per-
centage of total time locomotives are actually in and out of service
per annum.

4. Shop layouts for roads having 350, 500, 750 aud 1,000 loco-
motives.

COST OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS.

COMMITTEE—R. H. SOULE, L. R. POMEROY, T. H. CURTIS, S. F. PRINCE,
A. E. MANCHESTER.

Your Committee on Cost of Locomotive Repair Shops submits, in
tabulated form, figures obtained from members ; as much data
relating to the cost of car-shop buildings was returned, it has been
included in the statements.

In selecting units on which to base cost figures the square foot
and the cubic foot have generally been used for buildings ; in power
plants the engine horse-power, boiler horse-power and generator
kilowatts have also been used ; in roundhouses the stall has been
taken as the proper unit.

In computing the square feet of buildings the outside dimensions
have been used (giving the ground area covered) ; in computing the
cubic feet of buildings the average external height has been taken
(giving the total volume occupied).
The circular of inquiry sent out by the committee contained the

following clause

:

"The committee will treat the data confidentially and use them
only in the determination of units, averages, etc.. which will be
embodied in its report to the association ; in no case will the com-
mittee publish the name of the railroad, or the locality, or the
officer giving the data."

It was foreseen that such a stipulation was necessary in order to

secure any data; and in the figures which follow, the different items
are identified by reference numbers only, with such explanatory
notes added as will aid in interpreting the unit prices; shops built

prior to 1895 are designated as "old," those built since 1895 as
"modern" ; in a few cases the notes are based on uncertain informa-
tion and are followed by an interrogation" mark (?).

POWER PLANTS.—BUILDINGS ONLY (WITHOUT CONTBNTS)
;

Cost Cost
Item. per per Notes.

Sq. Ft. Cu. Pt.

1 2.14 .076 Far West, modern, brick and concrete, with
steel frame roof.

2 2.25 .057 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, fire-

proof, basement under engine room.
3 2.45 .060 East modern ; brick and steel with roof of tile

and cement, the whole thoroughly fire-

proof, a very fine and somewhat ornate

_ building.
4 1.71 .064 Middle West, old ; brick and steel with shingle

roof.
5 3.50 .... Southeast, modern ; brick and steel, building

relatively long and narrow. Increasing
ratio of wall area to floor area; very deep
and heavy foundations, coal trestle In-
side of boiler room. (These figures should
be used with caution as they are not of-
ficial, but were taken from a published
statement.)

6 4.20 .130 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, a very
large plant, has two small wings which In-
crease the ratio of wall area to floor area

:

basement under whole of engine room and
about half of boiler room ; interior finish
highly ornamental.

7 2.42 .071 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, low
(on account of locomotive boilers), no
basement, only pits.

S 6.48 .138 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, base-
ment throughout, overhead coal bunkers,
fireproof, considerable architectural orna-
mentation.

9 3.32 .083 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, fire-
proof.

10 2.83 .157 East, modern : concrete construction including
the roof, low building, basement under the
engine room only.

11 2.85 .084 Middle West, modern ; brick and steel, base-
ment under part of engine room only

12 3.15 .120 West, modern J brick and steel.

Item.

13
14
15
16

Cost
per

B. H. P
11.70
13.64
10.64
11.02

POWER PLANTS.—BOILERS.

With Settings (except where noted).

Notes.

Marine type internally fired.
Horizontal tubular, bricked In.
Water tube.
Water tube.
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17

18
18

20

21
22
23
2 1

2B
2G

27
28

2il In

12.00

17.39

12.84
8.44

i , SB
19.26
13.25
14.45

6.50
11 87

d water tube brlrked In and Including auto-
matic stokers, stoker engines, stoker engine pip-

ing, tan engine and piping, feed pumps MM
piping.

Horizontal water tube with supcrli>

Horizontal return tube, boilers In units of 100 borse-
power.

Horizontal water tube boilers in 300 horse-power
units ; automatic stokers Included.

Horizontal lire tube.
Horizontal water tube; without settings.

Water tube, Including automatic stokers.
Horizontal water tube ; closed ash pit for forced draft.
I Imi i/.nntal water tube In 275 horse-power units.
Horizontal water tube, Includes feed-water beater

and feed pumps.
Plain horizontal, brick set.

Vertical water tube in BOO borsc-powor units.

1 1 1 li

II. II. 1-

29 I is

;iO 3.09

POWER PLANTS.-
Oobt
ran

-MECHANICAL 8TOKER3.

Notes.

Chain grate.

POWER PLANTS
Cost
per

B. H. P.

4.46

Item.

31

-COAL AND ASH HANDLING APPARATUS.

Notes.

32
88

34

86
37

4.75
2.1 I

6.16

5.30

3.42
1.73

Wooden trestle 12 feet high, with sloping bottom (for

shooting coal Into boiler room), and necessary
Incline approach.

Power conveyor for coal and ashes.
Coal handling apparatus, simply gravity hoppers and

push cars ; ash handling apparatus, buckets hand-
led by electric telpher.

Includes coal conveyor from basement to roof, and
separate ash conveyor; also a separate ash house
with connecting tunnel, elevator, bin, etc.

Based on ultimate boiler horsepower capacity of the
plant.

Includes crusher, conveyors, elevators, etc.

Designed large enough to take care of an eventual
one-third Increase In boiler capacity.

Item

38

39

40
41

POWER PLANTS.
Cost
I'F.k

I). H. P.

1.30

-MECHANICAL DRAFT APPARATUS.

Notes.

1.45

2.74
1.50

Rased on ultimate boiler hor3e-power capacity of the
plant ; Includes stack 7 feet 8 inches diameter,
by 00 feet high.

Includes small sheet-iron stack 5 feet diameter and
25 feet high.

Induced draft, stack extends five feet above roof.

POWER PLANTS.—ECONOMIZERS.

Item.

42

43

II

i'.ist

PER
n. h. p.

2.33

3.76

Item.

45
46

Notes.

Dased on ultimate boiler horse-power capacity of
plant ; Includes setting, bricking in, etc., com-
plete.

Quoted by E. n. Katte (Electrical Engineer N. Y. C.
& H. R. R. R.), in paper entitled "An Econo-
mizer Discussion," read at the November, 1903,
meeting of the New York Railroad Club, as rep-
resenting cost of economizers completely erected
in New York city ; this estimate Is based on 3.25
square feet of economizer tube heating surface
to each boiler horse-power.

i.40 Quoted by Henry O. Meyer, Jr., in his book "Steam
Power Plants," Chap. VIII, p. 118, as represent-
ing cost of economizers (for plants of 1,000
boiler borse-power or over) erected, bricked In
and connected, ready for use ; this estimate Is
based on 4.8 square feet of economizer tube he'at-
Ing surface to each boiler horse-power.

POWER PLANTS.—FEED PUMPS.
Cost
pbb ' Notes.

II. H. P.

1.96 Outside central packed, double plunger.
2.0H

POWER PLANTS—FEED-WATER HEATERS.

I I l:M

47
48
19

50

Cora
PER

R H. P.

1.28
.96
.50
.60

Notes.

Open type.
Vertical, 48 Inches diameter by 9 feet 10 Inches high.
Open type.
Vertical.

POWER PLANTS.—ENGINES DRIVING GENERATORS ONLY.

tem.
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notes.
184. Middle Wert, old.

' i. ni.L I. in, brick and toil, high and light, thoroughly
equipped

166 Middle Wi i in irn; brick and steel, LOO ft. wide, hip roof

n it bout pot I

lt;7. Middle West, old; brli k and wood, with ulate roof.

L68, Middle Weet, old; look i a 1, ihlngle root
169". Boutneaat, modern: brick and steel, unusually high (S3 ft

from Boor to lower chord of roof truss). (These figures should be used
with caution, BJ they arc not official, hut wire taken from a published
>liltllr.

170. Middle Weet, modern; brick and
171. Middle Weet, i torn brick and steel, tile and gravel root
172. Middle Weat, modern; brick nnd steel, brass foundry and car

machine Bhop under same roof; equipment very complete.
modern; concrete and steel, so-ft. span, no posts.

174. Northeast, modern ; tirii k and wood. tai-ft. span, no posts.

I ion.

Middle We t, two-thirds old. one-third new; brick and wood (?)

IRON FOUNDRY.
Cost per So.. Ft. of Obound Area.

Iiim. i Tools. Misc. Eqpt. Total.
O.M.Y.

17.. 3.18

Cost pkb Cv. Ft.
Hi ii.iung Total.
Only.

L92 transverse shop, brick and steel, with cement
fouudat i. ii roof.

LB9 Boutneaat modern; transverse shop, brick up to window aUla,
corrugated galvanized iron sheathing on wooden frame above; gravel
roof, granolithic Boor; used also for coach repairs. I Identical with
Passenger far Repair Shop No. 183.)

194. Middle We t, old; brick and wood. (?)

FREIGHT CAR REPAIR SHOPS.
Goal ii ii 3q. Ft. of Gbounu Area.

ITEM. Ilt'lLDl.NG

Only.
In

196 2.12
197 .29

Mi.sc. Eqpt. Total.

L2a
.016
.047

.415
2.29
.29

Cost pbb Cu. Ft.

Blilulvg Total.
Only.
.022 .023
.076
,018

Middle West, old;

NOTES,
wooden building, longitudinal, entirely cn-195.

closed.
196. Middle West, modern ; brick and Bteel, longitudinal ; Includes

cabinet shop and hot-air heating.
197. Middle West, old ; large shop, longitudinal ; construction not

known, but probably wood with partly open sides.

NOTE.
17H llrii k and steel, modern; U. S. Navy Yard, Bremerton, Wash.

IRON AND WHEEL FOUNDRY.
Cost pee Sq. Ft. of Groind Area. Cost per Ou. Ft.

Item. Hi ii.dim; Tools. Misc. Eo.pt. Total. Building Total.
Only. Only.

177 .711 .. .432 .. .024
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STOREHOUSES.
Cost pee Sq. Ft. of Gbound Abea.

Building Tools. Misc. Eqpt. Total.
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PIECE WORK.

WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE CAR DE-

PARTMENT.

Conditions To Be Understood by Management and Men.

BY LE QEAND rARTSH.*

Schedule making, or making of piece prices, should be ap-

proached with great care. Schedules should not be made by

» than experienced men. Before a piece price can be prop-

erly made it is necessary to know whether the output under

day work is up to the proper standard. It is necessary to look

into conditions antl location of machines, speeds, feeds and
cuts, condition and speeds of engines and pulleys, unnecessary

operations, patterns and conditions in general. After,all these

conditions have been carefully studied and necessary changes

made, we are confronted with the usual question of whether the

pnes should be set by the foreman of each department or by
an expert price maker. As we are treating with the car de-

partment problem, it may be well to refer to the usual manner
of making prices, generally known as the timing system. The
time of the workman is taken on each job and the time taken
as a basis in fixing the price. This is a very uncertain method.
Some of the more advanced shops use specially trained me-
chanics for this purpose and "try out" each job before fixing

a price. The method of keying out the work by the number
of bolts, nuts, lag screws, nails, screws, holes bored, etc., is no
doubt the best for pricing car work, if the prices set on these
elements are correct. This system should only be used by one
thoroughly familiar with car construction.

* Master Car Builder, Lake Shore .< Michigan Southern Railway. En-
elewood, Illinois.

It is .sometimes necessary to guarantee the day rate to men
Ing piece work; this guarantee, if made, should be based

on the earnings pi i mi, nth. It is not possible to make the guar-

antee on eacb pit i
i work job on account of the tendency of some

men to work hard on an easy job, or during good weather, and
doing directly opposite on a job which looks hard or when the

weather is had. This would lead to great trouble and tie

essary discharge of men who would act fairly if the guarantee

was not given. The guarantee should not be given in any way
If it can be avoided.

There are times when it pays both the men and the company
to arrange the schedule so that a premium Is paid to save mate-
rial which otherwise would be destroyed.

In steel car work the prices may be based on the number and
size of rivets In each part repaired, two fifths of the price be

ing given for culling up and tnree-fifths for bolting up and

riveting. This will enable the regular force to work on as-

sembling and an extra force to work on cutting up when neces-

sary. Piece wort tones are not as flexible as day work forces,

and we must provide as much as possible for such conditions.

All operations in general which do not- require skill should be

started by unskilled labor. The unskilled labor will soon be-

come skilled on the common operations and be able to greatly

increase earnings above the day rate.

.-» system of cost sheets should be kept in order that the

manager may know at once the reason for any decrease or in-

crease in cost of work. This is a matter for an expert to look

after, as it requires one of special training to do it right.

Piece work statements should be made at the end of each

month showing the amount earned per hour on piece work and
the percentage of increase or decrease as compared to day

work. A record should also be kept of the work completed by
each gang of workmen in order that any decided Increase or

decrease may be discovered at once and the cause given care-

ful study.

There are several systems of piece work: those in common
use are the straight piece work, premium plan and differential

system. The first, or straight, piece work system is the one in

common use in ear repairs. The other systems may be ap-

plied to tae machine shop, wood mill, blacksmith shop, etc.,

but cannot be successfully applied to car repair work. Con-

sideration should also be given to the fact that a certain per-

centage of old employes must be employed on day work for

various reasons. Their number is never great, and they should

be assigned to work which does not come in contact with piece

work. A statement should be made each month showing the

percentage of men working piece work and day rate in each

department.

One of the most important points which must never be

lost sight of is fixing the price on the item of work which is

performed the greatest number of times. A mistake may be

made in fixing the price on an item which is only performed

once a month and not do much harm, but if. on the other hand,

it is performed several hundred times per month the mistake

would be serious. The adjustment of such mistakes is one of

the most difficult things in connection with the management of

piece work. This, of course, can be avoided if the schedule is'

properly madp.

One of the common mistakes, and a very dangerous one, Is

to adopt a schedule used by some other road. Schedules of

other roads are dangerous, as they cannot describe the condi-

tions under which they are applied. Schedules should describe

fully whether the material is to be delivered to the workmen
or not: fuii explanation of the work should be given to avoid

misunderstanding.

A correct history of all the prices should be kept showing

when they were established, whether made by the foreman or

piece work expert: also all changes in prices and the cause and

date.

If prices or earnings at one shop on the system are compared

with those of another, the following should be carefully eon-

siclered and Investigated:

Nationality of workman.

ATerage length of service.
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Percentage of property owners.

Organization of shop.

Organization of storekeeping department.

Condition and location of material.

Percentage of heavy and light repairs.

Location of shops.

Length of time shops have been working piece work.

The first law of piece work is honesty, and departure from
this law should meet with instant dismissal from the service.

This applies to foremen as well as workmen.
Unnecessary haste is the cause of more mistakes when piece

work is first started than all else combined. The management
and workmen must gradually adjust themselves to the changed
conditions, and great care must be exercised to avoid friction.

If there is a mutual forbearance everything will soon move
smoothly; mistakes will be made, but if a spirit of fairness

prevails piece work will soon get down to a bearing and all will

participate in the benefits. That it is of mutual benefit is con-

ceded by those who are familiar with its workings.

The most important matter to watch closely is the instruc-

tion of piece work inspectors and foremen in the piece work
schedules. They should not be allowed to give an interpreta-

tion of the schedule to the men until they can successfully pass

an examination. All piece work inspectors should be instructed

under the supervision of a competent instructor; this instruc-

tor to teach all inspectors on one railroad. This will insure a
uniform understanding of the schedules and avoid an endless

amount of trouble in the future. Great care and patience in

the beginning are necessary to bring good results.

The foreman should receive careful attention when piece
work is first started, as his relation to the men undergoes some
radical changes. The workmen immediately find themselves
in closer relation to the foreman; the elements "push" and
"hustle" are largely transferred to them, and in view of this

fact the foreman is liable to show some irritation when the
workmen insist on prompt assignment to cars and immediate
delivery of material, therefore, the foreman should be made
familiar with these changes in conditions to avoid unnecessary
friction.

When piece work is first started the foreman will be greatly
surprised at the amount of material rejected by the workmen
on account of improper workmanship in the wood mill, black-

smith shop and machine shop. Attention should be given to

see that bolts, nuts, tenons, mortises and a large variety of

items are of the right dimensions and fit properly. These are
matters for the foreman to check up at frequent intervals. It

is absolutely necessary to have a proper system of taking away
refuse from repair sheds. The old material must be removed
promptly in order to give the workman room to perform his
work properly. The labor gang should be thoroughly organized
and certain territory assigned to each man or each group of

men and their efficiency judged by their ability to keep their
respective stations clean. A dirty repair yard indicates poor
management.

The selection of piece work inspectors and foremen should
be made in a careful manner, as upon such selection depends
the success of the system. The inspector should be absolutely
honest; have a good education; write a plain hand, and, above
all, be of proper mental balance; meet anger or misunderstand-
ing with cool judgment and good nature; never give an answer
to the workmen without first giving the question careful con-
sideration. All of the above applies with equal force to the
selection of a foreman. An absolutely correct knowledge of the
schedule should be required of the piece work inspector and
foreman before a piece work system can be called successful.

It is the first duty of the foreman to watch the work care-

fully to see that it is properly done; secondly, to see that the
skill of the best workmen is explained to those who are not
equally skillful, in which way the men are brought up to a
higher standard and greater earning capacity. It is a fact that
the man who makes the largest earnings, based on good work,
is the most valuable man to the management. This is true
because the earnings of a railroad depend upon the necessary
equipment to handle traffic, therefore, every hour gained by the

workmen in the time of repairing the car brings him increased

earnings, and every hour so gained adds to the earning capacity

of the car.

Voluntary service is without doubt the most valuable element

in all organizations, therefore this should be kept in mind at

all times in connection with the piece work question. Men as

a rule are fair, and the truth must be made clear to them in

order that they may understand that the man who earns a

high rate for himself earns an equally high rate for the com-

pany.

In order that there may be no excuse for decreased earnings,

the men should be advised as soon as possible after a car is

completed the amount earned per hour.

All cars should be taken in regular order on tracks. A foreman

should not be allowed to place men on a car out of their regular

order, without authority given by the general foreman, the

general foreman to make a report of all such transactions to

the master car builder, master mechanic, or his direct superior,

except as may be hereafter provided.

Forceful action should be taken to prevent the above men-

tioned practice, or one gang of men may do an injustice to the

next gang following them. This practice is common with day

workers and will be continued by men on piece work if it is

not closely watched.

The success of the system depends largely on the storekeeper,

as the material question is the most important of all. Without

an efficient storekeeping department and thorough co-operation

of the storekeeper and foreman, a permanent success is impos-

sible. Material must be in stock all of the time, not part of

the time. If it should happen that certain materials are not

in stock when required by the workmen, the responsibility for

such a serious condition should be placed where it belongs, and

the management should take necessary action to prevent such

a condition thereafter. Extraordinary effort must be made to

keep all material in stock at all times, otherwise piece work

is an absolute failure.

• Proper location of supply racks and methods of handling

material from the storeroom, wood-mill, blacksmith shop and

machine shop is a very important factor in the cost of piece

work. An industrial track system is necessary in a large

repair yard; properly designed ball bearing trucks may be

used to an advantage in a small yard. Attention is called to

the usual delapidated condition of trucks, wheelbarrows, plank-

ing, etc. These conditions usually increase the labor cost and

should be looked after by a competent man. If -the material

racks are widely distributed, the workmen will help them-

selves to a great extent and the cost of distribution will be

materially reduced.

The supply gang should be carefully organized; a competent

man put in charge with the necessary authority to see that the

men are prompt to anticipate the wants of the workmen and

treat all with equal fairness. The general foreman should

take particular care to insure prompt and courteous treatment

of the supply men by the foremen of the various shops. The

earnings of the men depend largely on the efficiency of the

supply organization and this fact must be strongly impressed

on the minds of the general foreman, shop foreman and store-

keepers, the foremen should make it a practice to repeatedly

ask the men if they have the proper material with which to

repair a car. It is the duty of the foreman and supply men to

see that the workmen are promptly supplied with such material

as should ue delivered and also see that the material racks

or local storeroom are properly supplied with such material as

the men are required to procure.

Careful attention should be given to the selection and con-

dition of all tools and appliances furnished the workmen. The
piece workers will select the tools which will do the work the

quickest and will discard all devices which are difficult to

handle. It frequently occurs that a foreman or official in

charge has some device of his own which he considers the best

of its kind. He must be prepared to see it consigned to the

scrap heap if the workman discovers some quicker method.

The workmen will soon discover that it pays to keep their

saws, chisels and other tools in good condition and the fore-
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man Should call attention to thlB when he finds workmen who

do not understand its importance.

Experience Mas taught that one man will earn more when

working alone than when two or more work together. The

best plan in order to reduce the heavy labor to a minimum is

to pjace two men In B gang. This is belter for the men. It

is possible in bad weather to work four men in a gang- on

cars under cover. The grouping of men should he thoroughly

understood before starting piece work and will be appreciated

by the workmen when they understand the conditions.

The number of men who can work on repair tracks to an

advantage is determined by the output of the machinery and

the amount of track room available. The repair track room is

frequently used for storage of wheels and material of various

kinds. This loss can he reduced by careful attention. There

is a greater loss by poor management in switching tracks.

This is not necessarily the fault of the switchman. It may
be the fault of the foreman on account of not making up a

switch list, showing the switchman just what is required. It

is bad practice to have more ears on a repair track awaiting

repairs I ban are necessary. If a foreman goes home at night

and leaves a track tied up on account of work on one or two

cars, he should be required to explain. There is a large

amount of car service lost in such a case. A paint, shop will

greatly facilitate th'e movement of cars. Repair tracks which

are not covered are frequently blocked with cars in bad

weather, waiting for painting.

Time can also be saved if supply men take the material in

need of repairs to the various departments promptly. Con-

siderable time and expense may be saved if the material located

in the material racks between repair tracks is charged out, the

system requiring workmen to make out orders on storekeepers

for material drawn for car repairs consumes too much time.

The material is usually needed at once by the workman and

these delays reduce his earnings with a consequent loss to

the company. The workman should not be made to make out

orders for such material as he is required to procure.

Under the piece work system the necessity for covering

tracks becomes more apparent; storms seriously interfere

with the earnings of the men and the output of cars at a time

when they are badly needed. This is particularly true during

heavy rain and snow storms and the expense of removing snow
from repair tracks is heavy. All tracks upon which heavy

repairs are made should be covered with sheds or shops. The
loss of car service from such conditions is great and there is

also a heavy loss in the various departments of the shop.

The whole plant slows up and adjusts itself to the conditions

on the repair tracks. Under a day work system it is custom-

ary to bunch men up on cars in the shop if one is available.

This plan is not practicable on piece work. It also seriously

interferes with switching. This is particularly noticeable

when repair tracks can only be switched from one end.

Some additional suggestions are briefly stated as follows:

Workmen should be required to correct improper work at

their own expense.

Shop rules snould be strictly inforced under piece work
systems. Tlie tendency to lay off increases with increased

earnings. Men who are continually absent without sufficient

cause interfere with the system and should not be tolerated.

Piece workers should not be placed on day work unless ab-

solutely necessary. It is better to make a price for the day
work jobs.

Schedules should be located in convenient places where work-
men can look up prices at their convenience.

Men working in gangs should be taught to separate as much
as possible in order to avoid helping each other when not nec-
essary.

If any misunderstanding arises, it should he settled as quick-
ly as possible.

Cars should be properly spaced for convenience in handling
material and repairs as far as economy will permit.
Foremen should be required to make all estimates of car re-

pairs on a piece work basis. Piece work in all departments
should be introduced slowly in order to avoid mistakes.

HIGHSPEED STEEL IN RAILROAD SHOPS.

lis Great Advantages and flow to Obtain Them.

UY HK.NHY W. JACOBS.

As a result of extended observation and considerable experl-

iii handling the new steels and applying progressive meth-

ods in connection with ihem. I would lay It down as a cardinal

principle that before any attempt is made to put in so radical

a factor of Increased production as the new highspeed steel,

the fullest attention should be given to the machine end of the

plant, and to the methods In vogue at the place where these

steels are to bi iced. No amount of steel, bought out

of hand, is going to revolutionize the manner of doing the

work; and mere purchase of expensive grades of steel will not

BTO. 1.—STEEL PINION K> BEFLAC1 i \vr-n:<'\ ONE IN COACH WHEEL
LATHE.

cheapen the cost of production. Even if the new tools are be-

ing introduced by men who understand them thoroughly and

who exercise energy in applying them to practical work, the

result will not always be up to expectations, and a host of un-

suspected and discouraging evils will be brought in

In the first place, the majority of machine tools in railroad

shops to-day are imi designed or built to stand the service that

the highspeed steel would demand of them. To introduce these

steels in the ordinary course of events will often prove dis-

astrous to the machines (Fig. 1). if these are speeded up or

pjGi
o —STEADY BE8T, BEDESIQNED TOE HEAVY UUTTINO SEHV1CE.

worked with heavy cuts, unless proper safeguards are taken.

The depreciation rate becomes much greater under the new

condition than under the old; but with proper management it

will be found profitable to do this when the increased produc-

tion capacity is realized.

The most difficult factor to deal with, however, when there

is not the whetting of competition (as in the case of commer-

cial shops) to tone the management to be vigorous in prose-

cuting improved methods, is the attitude of the men. who have

grown used to the old ways, and who view with hostility and
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FIG. 3A.—FEED CONE PULLEY FOR DRILL PRESS, SHOWING INCREASE.

FIG. 4.—ROUGHING TOOLS. NEW ROUND NOSE, SUPPORTED CUTTIN.:,

EDGE STYLE, AND OLD DIAMOND POINT, UNSUPPORTED STYLE.

FIG. 3.—FEED CONE PULLEY FOR LATHE INCREASED TO ACCOMMODATE
NEW FEEDS.

Fife. 5.—SNAP RING MILLING MACHINE. WHAT A MACHINE FORE-

MAN WILL DO WHEN ENCOURAGED. FIG. 6.—EXTENDED PISTON BODS.
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BUSDli ion any innovation of this character. Unless a Director

of Methods "i Demonstrator is employed, whose special duty

ii is not only in direct hm\ the tools shall be made and used,

inn also to keep the men up to the new cuts and speeds, the

majority ol the men will be most loath to maintain the

Increased pace that the new steel necessitates in order to be

B paying proposition. To get around this difficulty the writer

has found il an excellent plan: First, to examine the machines

as to their capability of standing the increased service, to

remedy what defects might be found (Fig. 2). Then imme
dlately to increase the speeds, by changes in pulley sizes on

both main and countershafts, so as to have the machines in

general running at a rate "of speed much al>ove that used with

the older tool steels.

These speed increases may vary from 30 per cent, to over

^iiu per rent, above the original speed. They are not attained

bj one jump, but by a succession of judicious increases, gradu-

ally eel l inn the men used to the higher speed, to a busier hum
ol pulleys and machines, to a greater rapidity in turning out

i In work. By making these changes (Fig. 3 and Fig. 3a) and

at the same time following up the matter of proper use of cut-

ting tools, with proper feeds and cuts, the men are induced,

almost unconsciously, to fall In line with the new methods.

Setting tTork and On
udjustments

/OS Minutes

Straight Rough
Turning

iSS Minutes

Old Conditions.

SO Minutes 10 Minutes

New Conditions.

FIG. 7.

-107-

!>.— SKI THIN SIIOWIM; METAL REMOVED (IN BLACK) FROM
ROUGH FORGING.

methods, and it be
i i m time to time, bj personal talks

with the more Influential foremen, and in other ways, that

tins.- Innovation in no mere vagaries oi an unpractical man
who is only "on trial," the progress ol Improvements will !»

hampered at everj turn H ••v. as the chief attention ol

the demon trator will be required In th< Bhop so as to keep

the new methods moving, he should be afforded the use, When
necessary, of draughtsman and stenographer, as it will not pay

to have him Bpend his time over the drawing board, or in

writing out, longhand, whatever communii
make.

These are the main points to be considered in the introduc-

tion of the new alloy steel tools, or rather the obstacles to

(lO. 8. TURNING EXTENDED PISTON lions

FIG. 10.- -TOOL SOLDER BOB HIGH SPEED TOOL. LOWKB VIEW snows
POSITION OF ROUGHING TOOL.

One very rsscnlial point, which should not be overlooked, is

that every tool of the older steels should be withdrawn from

the shop entirely, and highspeed tools substituted, so as to

in out any tendency to cling to the old ways of doing things

(Fig. 4).

Not only do the mechanics object to innovations, but the

gang foremen, foremen, and general foremen even, do not ac-

custom themselves readily to the new conditions. For it must
be remembered that the foreman of a shop, more particularly

of a railroad shop, has so many duties devolving upon him
that he does not, as a rule, have sufficient time for looking

after a new move of this kind. The introduction should, there-

tore, be in the hands of a man whose whole time can be de-

voted to the handling of the new tools. This man should be a

thorough mechanic, well informed as to the care and working
of these steels, and of sufficient inventive ability to devise

quick methods and ways of economizing work. He should also

possess the knack of being able to get along with the work-

man with a minimum amount of friction, for the attitude of

hostility before mentioned is never so much in evidence as

when the man who is responsible for these changes is actively

engaged. And he should stimulate the foremen with whom he
is working, to advance ideas, such as that shown in Fig. 5 (for

which fu.i credit is given when successful), even to a spirit

of rivalry with himself in the introduction of time-savers.

Yet the individual capacity and tact of this demonstrator
will not alone meet the problem. Unless full support is given

by the superintendent of motive power himself, unless it be
well understood that he intends making a success of the new

which chief attention must be given ami which must be over-

come before any permanently beneficial results can be obtained.

As to the results themselves, no better evidence may be given

of what can be accomplished than to cite examples of what has

been done in a shop where these principles have been adhered

to. When the new steel tools were first announced extensive

tests were made in this shop of all brands that could be se-

cured, and steps were taken to secure a man who could direct

their introduction. While, of course, the superintendent of

motive power could not devote time and attention to each little

detail, yet he directs in a large and farsighted way the line3

it would pay best to follow, and it must be acknowledged that

without his interest no such degree of bucci aid be at-

tained. I need only add that the cases that follow are not

special record ones (as was that of turning a pair of 68 in.

driver tires in one hour and 31 minutes), but are typical of

everyday performance. The same character of results has

been attained in hundreds of other such jobs.

Extended Piston Rons.—These rods (Fig. 6) were rough

forged in the blacksmith shop. The time for complete turn-

ing, threading, fitting, etc.. under the old conditions, was 14

hours. When the new steels were put in, the man on this

work was supplied with an outfit of tools and instructed to

get the. most he could out of them. The best time he made
was 12 hours, but even this did not always keep up when the

man was left to his own resources. This reduction in time
was obtained by using a faster step on the cone pulley, and
by increase in the depth of cut. However, as it was rather in-

convenient to make the belt changes, the man preferred to run
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at a slower rate. The matter was then taken hold of by the

demonstrator and a number of changes were made. First,

the work was divided between two lathes, one for rough turn-

ing and one for finishing. The lathe for rough turning was an

old one, but was put in shape, fitted with steady rests (see Figs.

2 and 8), etc., and adapted for turning roughly to within 1-32

in. of finished size. The pulleys on main and countershafts

were changed, making a speed increase of from 140 to 320

r. p". m. This maintained the higher turning speed even on the

lower cone pulley step. A second-year apprentice was used on

FIG. 11.—TOOL HOLDER FOR USE ON WHEEL LATHES AND SOLID TOOLS

DISPLACED BY SAME.

"a" AND "A"—TOOL HOLDER AND BAR SIZES OF SOUGHING TOOL.

"b" AND "B"—TOOL HOLDER AND BAR SIZES OF FLANGING TOOLS.

"C"—TOOL HOLDER PROPER.

FIO. 13.—POWER INCREASE ON PLANER. 10 H.P. TO 20 H.P.

this part of the work, replacing the more conservative machin-

ist, and he was induced to use the higher step at the cone pulley.

The peripheral speed of the work was thereby changed from

20 ft. to 65 ft. per minute. On rough turning the depth of cut

was doubled, thus finishing a rod with only one heavy rough-

ing cut instead of two. The feed was increased from 1-16 in. to

5-32 in. The total time of rough turning under the new condi-

1

tions was, therefore, or about l-16th of the for-

3% X 2 X 2%
mer time. This is for actual rough cutting. The former time

of complete rough-turning was two hours and fifteen minutes,

to which must be added one hour and three-quarters for set-

ting work, etc. Under the new conditions, although the actual

rough cutting time was reduced to about ten minutes, the com-

plete time of rough turning was one hour and a half, the ad-

ditional hour and twenty minutes being the sum of all the

times necessary to turn the rod end for end, apply and take

down chucKs and uogs, rough turning taper and collar, thread-
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in pulleys, ilms permanently Increasing wheel lathe

and other changi ucb as peclal designs of tool hold-

ers (si ' 10 and 11), substitution ol Forged Bteel pinions

for riisi Iron (see Pig, I), so the machine could stand the In

creased strain were all Instrumental in accomplishing the

desired results.

Planers, Speed up leases wen- made In the principal

SO ii- per minute, or the limit

under this heavy work of the tools. One result of iliis change

is a close approac b ol the reverse speed to that of the cut, as

Ij the limit ol the machine's capacity to overcome the

Inertia of the table is reached under the changed conditions.

Kins, ii' in l"> Illustrate improvements In planer practice,

n Bpace permitted numerous other instances could be cited,

all taken from actual simp practice, such as turning eccentrics,

cylinder bushings, car axles, planing shoes and wedges, etc.

The time on all these wa i from one-half to one-eighth

of former time. The average increase, based on actual output,

and the 'i ii weight of metal removed was:

(asi iron 120 per cent.

Steel 150 per cent.

Good, (lean wrought iron 175 per cent.

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion 1 can but repeat that the buying of high-

speed steel is of little use unless progressive methods of ap-

plication in actual work are employed to effect real reduction in

cost, which is the final and only test in the question. In order

in Introduce these methods it is always better policy to bring

Into each shop a man who has not been brought up in the

traditions of the place, and have him make the changes, the

bilitj of which would not be seen as rapidly by one too

m I iii the older conditions. A local demonstrator should re-

poit direct to the superintendent of shops, or where there is no

sin h position, to the division master mechanic, so that he will

have sufficient authority behind him to carry out his plans,

and so that general and important interests may not be saeri-

Ri • 1 to local and individual preferences. If there were a gen-

eral demonstrator for an entire railroad system, the local

demonstrator should report to him, and he in turn direct to

the highest authority in control of the different shops, the

superintendent of motive power. Of course, upon the latter

person the ultimate success or failure of an enterprise of this

kind must rest. So far as I know, Mr. W. R. McKeen, Jr., of

the Union Pacific, has been the only, or at least the first, super-

intendent of motive power who has had the temerity to create

a position of this kind, and who has used the force to drive

his purpose home. That he has been amply justified is ad-

mitted by all who have had the opportunity to see the results

accomplished in the shops on his system, not alone in the new
Omaha shops, but also in the redistribution of work among all

the shops, made possible by the increased capacity and con-

. ciitrat ion of manufacture in the main shops, and in the

economies effected by restricting the smaller and less well

equipped points to repairs requiring light machine work onlv.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR FOR ELECTRIC
CARS.

An important development in electric car motors which

promises to materially decrease the cost of the installation

and operation of lnterurban electric- lines, and that will prob-

ably be a large factor in solving the problem of applying elec-

tricity to certain parts of steam railroads, has just been made
by the General Electric Company at Schenectady. On the

Ballston extension of the Schenectady Railroad Company is

a car in regular service operated by single phase alternating

current motors. Three-phase alternating current motors have
been used for Ibis purpose in Europe, but on account of the

limitations of the multipolar induction motor have never been

adopted here, and this is the first instance in this country of

a car being operated in regular service by alternating cur-

rent motors.

in still greater Importance, however, i the tact that the

motor, which i .t the "compensated" type, so called because

of the character ol the field winding, which fully neutralizes

the armature reaction, can be operated
iy well with either direct or alternating current On

the Schenectady line thi I through tl ity for

3.9 miles on a 600-VOll direct current trolley and through

country for L1.6 miles on a - volt alternating current trol-

ley. Change from m to the other is made by shll

the trolley, which can be done while the car is running at a

considerable speed, and the car starts, runs or stops equally

well with either system.

In the cities it is necessary to use a comparatively low-

age direct current because of the danger from falling wires,

etc., and for a long system the cost of tie tor trans-

mitting this low voltage current becomes a serious one. With

this new motor a high voltage alternating current can tx

in the suburban and country districts and the cost of copper

wire can thus be greatly reduced. A transformer carri .1

under the car reduces this high voltage current to the poten-

tial required by the motors. The first cost of the power houses

and the operation expense will also ne reduced, for at pres-

ent the larger installations are usually equipped with alternat-

ing current generators which require rotary converters or

other commutating devices for changing the alternating cur-

rent to a suitable direct current.

FAST RUN ON THE READING.

The Reading's fJU-minute Atlantic City flyer, scheduled to

leave Chestnut street, Philadelphia, at 3: I" i> in., and to arrive

at Atlantic City at 4:40 p. m., last Thursday, July 21st, not

only broke its own record, but established a new high-speed

record for scheduled passenger trains. The distance between

Kaighn's Point, Camden and Atlantic City, 55.5 miles, was

made In 43 minutes, the speed for the entire distance being

equivalent to 77.4 miles per hour.

To accomplish this, very high speeds were made over por-

tions of the run but as the train sheet record, presumably

taken from different timepieces, is the only one available, no

attempt will be made to give maximum speeds.

Train No. 25 was the first of the 60-minute flyers between

Philadelphia and Atlantic City, and made its initial run on

July 2, 1897. This was an innovation in fast scheduled run-

ning to Atlantic City, and the remarkable record attained by

the train in July and August of that year, the two months

it was in service, attracted attention not only at home but

abroad. The train during its first season distinguished itself

for going into Atlantic City from 2 to 4 minutes ahead of

schedule, and not once during the season did it arrive behind

time. This year's best record was on July 14th, when the run

of 55 1 i. miles was made in 46^ minutes, an average of 71.6

miles per hour.

On August 5, 1898, the train made its record, which remained

unbroken until July 21 of this year. On that day the train

left Kaighn's Point at 3:51 p. m., one minute late, and pulled

into Atlantic City at 4:36V,, 3% minutes ahead of schedule,

having made the run in 44% minutes, the speed for the entire

distance having been equal to 74.4 miles an hour.

An account of a regular run of this train made in August

189S. with mile post timing taken by the editor of this journal.

was printed in the October number of 1898, page 341.

Two Hundred and Fokty-Five Miles Withoi i \ Stop.—Two
regular daily runs of this distance without an intermediate

stop have been inaugurated by the Great Western Railway of

England, between London and Plymouth, the time card speed

being 55.6 m.p.h. According to The Engineer, the trains weigh

about 160 tons behind the tender. In a preliminary run such

a train was forced into. a speed of 60 m.p.h. at the end of the

third mile from the start.
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THE SCHENECTADY SUPER-HEATER LOCOMOTIVE.

The American Locomotive Company has brought out a new

locomotive super-heater, designed by Mr. F. J. Cole, mechanical

engineer of the company, and which is to be known as the

Schenectady" super-heater; it, has been applied to New
York Central Atlantic type (4-4-2 J passenger engine 2915,

now in regular service on the Mohawk Division between Albany

and Syracuse. N. Y., and similar to the design illustrated in

this journal in February, 1901.

The objectionable features of previous locomotive super-

heaters, both abroad and in this country, have been, first, the

use of bent tubes; and, second, the necessity of dismantling the

whole super-heater in order to secure access to a single leaky

boiler tube. The accompanying illustrations show that these

difficulties have been eliminated, the construction and operation

of the new super-heater being as follows:

The first new feature of construction is in the T-pipe, the

regular conventional T-pipe being replaced by one of special

design, shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 4; it will be seen that this T-

pipe is subdivided into two compartments by a horizontal parti-

tion, and that it extends nearly across the smokebox; steam

Steam from the dry pipe enters the upper compartment cf

the T-pipe and thence enters the forward compartments of each

of the 11 header castings, and then passes back through each of

the 1 1-16-in. tubes, thence forward through the annular i-paces

between the 1 1-16-in. tubes and the 1%-in. tuber, to the rear

compartments of each of the 11 header castings, thence into the

lower compartment of the T-pipe, thence by the right and left

steam pipes to the cylinders. In passing forward through the

1%-in. tubes the steam is superheated by the smokebox gases

and products of combustion passing through the 3-in. tubes. In

this particular design 55 3-in. tubes are inserted in the upper

part of the flue sheets, thus displacing as many of the regular

smaller tubes as would occupy the same space. The arrange-

ment of flues is clearly shown by Fig. 5.

In applying the super-heater to a locomotive it is necessary

to provide some means by which the super-heater tubes shall

be protected from excessive heat when steam is not being passed

through them. In this design this is accomplished by an auto-

matic damper, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. That portion of the

smokebox below the T-pipe and back of the header casting is

completely enclosed by metal plates; the lower part of this en-

closed box is provided with a damper which is automatic in its

Pyrometer

Connection

'Automatic

< Damper

J Cylinder

J?etail ofBack £ndof Superheater ft/fes

ng J.

APPLICATION OF "SCHENECTADY" SUPER-HEATER TO NEW

entering the T-pipe from the dry pipe is admitted to the upper

compartment only. To the front side of the T-pipe are attached

eleven header castings, the joints being made with copper wire

gaskets, as in steam chest practice. Each header casting is

also subdivided into two compartments, but in this case by a

vertical partition; five pipes or flues of 1 1-16-in. outside di-

ameter are inserted through holes (subsequently closed by

plugs) in the front wall of each header casting, these 1 1-16-in.

tubes having first been expanded into special plugs, are firmly

screwed into the vertical partition wall. These 1 1-16-in. tubes

are enclosed by 1%-in. tubes, which are expanded into the rear

wall of the header casting in the usual way. Each nest of two

tubes (one 1 1-16-in. and one 1%-in.) is encased by a regular

3-in. boiler tube, which is expanded into the front and back

tube sheets as usual. Thel back end of each 1 1-16-in. tube is

left open; the back end of each 1%-in. tube is closed; the back

ends of the two tubes being located at a point about 36 ins. foi-

ward from the back flue sheet. The detail arrangement and

grouping of the three flues are shown by Fig. 3. The back end

of the 1%-in. tube Is closed by welding, and the tail is so formed

as to support this tube in the upper part of the 3-in. tube, thus

leaving a clear space below. Fig. 1 indicates that the 1 1-lC-in.

tubes are concentric with the 1%-in. tubes at their back ends,

but the fact is the 1 1-16-in. tube is allowed to drop and rest on

the bottom of the 1%-in. tube, as shown by Fig. 3.

Plan of T P.fie Headers, efc. Arrangement of fluesF'!-4- ng.s.
YORK CENTRAL, ATLANTIC TYPE, PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

action. Whenever the throttle is opened and steam is admitted

to the steam chests the piston of the automatic damper cylinder,

shown in Fig. 2, is forced upwards and the damper is held open,

but when the throttle is closed the vertical spring immediately

back of the automatic damper cylinder (and concealed by it in

Fig. 2) brings the damper to its closed position, so that heat is

not drawn through the 3-in. tubes when the engine is not using

steam. In this way the super-heater tubes are effectively pre-

vented from being burned. In introducing the group of 3-in.

tubes and applying the super-heater, there is a slight loss of

heating surface, but it is more than offset, as regards econom-

ical results, by the super-heating process. The heating surfaces

of the regular New York Central Atlantic engine and the sister

engine, which is fitted with the super-heater, are shown by the

following table:

HEATING SURFACE (s-q. ft.).

Regular Superheater Loss
Engine. Engine. percent.

Firebox 175.0 175.0 0.0

Fire tubes 3248.1 2837.0 12.6

Arch pipes 23.0 23.0 0.0

Totals 3446.1 3035.0 11.9

It is noticed that the application of the super-heater reduces

the heating surface of the fire tubes by 12.6 per cent., and re-

duces the total heating surface by 11.9 per cent. The actual
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super teal log Burfai e is 301 bq. it., which is L0.6 pi r c< Ql of the

Ore tube beating Burface, and 9.9 per cent, of tbe total beating

Burfai e of i be auper beater engine.

A pyromi a erted In the lefl iteam pipe, as Bbown In

Pig, 2; readings from this pyrometer since thi engine has i n

in service show thai the average temperature is about 517 deg.

i'\
:

the bollei pressure being 200 lbs. per sq. in., and the cor

responding tempers beini 187 deg P.. si super-heating <if

i so di - i aci ompll

As indicating the possibli miei which may result from

the use ol Buper-heated Bteam In locomotives, ii may be said

thai service tests on the Canadian Pacific with si super-heater

locomotivi showed savings (on the ton-mile basis) of 33 per

cent. In Fuel consumption, as compared with a similar engine,

suiii 16 per cent., sis compared with a similar compound engine,

when the performance was reduced to the same unit of com-

parison.

The piston rod tallic packings are made of a special mix-

ture (whlcb, in this, particular case, is a mixture melting at

aboul 1,200 deg, P.), to guarantee thai they will noi be unfavor-

ably affected by the excess heat in the cylinder. When super-

d Bteam is used no chances can be taken as regards lubri-

cation hi ii ylinders, and, therefore, forced iced is resorted

:<> Instead ol the usual gravity feed. Although the maximum
steam ti mperature is aboul 517 dog., -as stated, yet the constant

temperature pf the cylinder walls is probably something above

mean of 517 deg and the average temperature i p< rhaps 230

deg i mi the exhaust; it is therefore probable that the con

temperature of the cylinder walls, when Bteam is being used,

is iii the neigh deg., which, howe>

higher than the corresponding temperal would be in

the i n noi i quipped wil h a ; er.

The particular forced feed lubricator which is used In this

man make and eml i
I rs, which

are filled with oil bi fore the beginning of the run, the oil being

forced out of these reservoirs through connecting pipes to the

cylinder by plungers which receive a gradual bul constant down-

ward impulse by a si n-w motion, which is actuati d by a Bysti m
of levers connected with a return crank mi une of i in-

driving wheels; in this case two oil pipes an- led forward from

the lubricator to - Ither Bide of ti mine: one oi each pair of

oil pipes enters the live steam passage through the cylinder

saddle, and the othei is led directly into the cylinder al the

middle of the stroke.

Casual considerati if this design might lead to the predic-

tion thai the upper or 3-in. tubes would be likely to choke up

in service; but it should be remembered that the annular space

in the lower pari of thesi ibi i quite free and unobstructed

and can easily be reached and scoured by ;i steam jet from the

firebox end. II should a "'in in mind that the upper

flues in any locomotive are not nearly as likely to choke up as

the lower flues.

NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

McKEES Hoiks, Pa,—PITTSBURGH & I.am, Kkik Railroad.

VIII.

MACHINE TOOL EQUIPMENT V.NB CBANES.

The arrangement of the machine tools, lavatories, foremen's

in the machine and boiler shops is shown on the

aci ompanying diagrams. The end oi the machine shop nearest

the winci yard is entirely devoted to machines for handling the

Km is i u-w ill i i i i: i n. m i _ 1 (JOS i BO] I i i: USED in MCKEES BOCKS SHOPS.

wheel and axle work for both locomotives and cars. A trolley

fitted With an air hoist extends from the wheel presses to the

axle lathes. Aboul the entrance nearest the blacksmith shop
are grouped several drill presses, lathes, etc., for handling
the forgings. The machine tools and air press for hand-
ling driving and truck boxes and brasses are arranged so that

this work can be passed from one to the other in regular order.

The tools for machining heavy castings are placed near the

from the casting house and storehouse. A large

amouni of space in the middli baj ol the machine shop is avail-

able for additional machines as they may be required.

Reference to the machine tool list will show that a large

number of them were taken from the old shop and equipped

with individual motors, and this may cause some comment, as

we hear much these days about scapping old machines to make
way for those designed especially for the use of the high-speed

tool steels. Winn the question of what machines should be

transferred from the old shops came up, the new tool steels

were in an experimental stage and very little was known of

them. The management, however, realized that there would

probably bs a considerable development along this line and
dec ide I to retain only the best, of the Old machines, some of

which were comparatively new, to

uniformly increase the spindle speeds

with a view to using a better tool steel,

and to replace cast iron gears by steel

ones where it appeared necessary. It

is interesting to note that although new
tool steels and commercial methods ate

being introduced into ihe shop as rapid-

ly as possible, yet the old machines

with the individual motor drives are

giving good satisfaction In practically

all cases.

The reason for this is that most of

the forgings and castings are made o

that they can be finished by taking a

comparatively small roughing cut and
the old machim even though cutting

at a considerably higher speed than
liel'ore. can easily handle this (lass of

work. The application of motors to

the old too!s has been vc ry completely

described in the series of articles on
"The Application of Individual Motor

Drives to Old .Machine Tools" which
have appeared in this paper.

There is a group drive in the machine shop and one in the

boiler shop, which contain the lighter tools and those requir-

ing constant speed that could be gathered together in one

place without interfering with the movement of the work.

The group drives are in both cases arranged along the side

walls and the shafting is hung below the crane runways, so

as not to interfere with the cranes.

Briefly, the reasons for individually driving such a large

percentage of the machines are as follows: A closer speed

regulation is afford ii easily be changed; allows
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head room for cranes; increases light and cleanliness; ma-

chines can be placed to best possible advantage and can easily

be rearranged; a few machines can run overtime without

operating a shop full of shafting; a tool is using no power
when it is not running; construction of the building is sim-

plified.

In general the old machines were arranged for a maximum
cutting speed of 60 ft. per minute and the new ones for 70

ft. per minute. On both the old and new tools, as far as pos-

sible, all changes in driving gearing are made by means of

substantial jaw clutches or an approved form of friction

»
5

a
m
M

clutch operated by handles placed convenient to the operator's

hand. The motor controller hand wheel is also placed in a

convenient position. The first reduction from the motor to

the tool is made either by a silent chain or by gearing.

The Crocker-Wheeler Company four-wire multiple voltage

system, described in connection with the Collinwood shops on

pages 23 and 24 of the January, 1903, issue is used with the

varjable-speed machine tool motors. At McKees Rocks, how-

ever, the 12-point controller, in which the intermediate speeds

between the six voltages are obtained by the use of resistance

placed in series wit* the armature, is used only with some of
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the boiler shop lools which do not require numerous or ac-

curate speed changes. Vox the other machine tools, which

are driven by roriabli peed i
us, a new controller, known

us the M.F. -i is used, iii which the intermediate speeds be

twees the Bli voltages aed by inserting resistance

in the Held circuit Diagrams showing the relation between

l be speed and power of a motor using the M.F. 21 or field

weakening controller and the M.A. 12 or armature resis'

controller are shown on page 165 of the May, 1903, issue in con-

nection With one of the articles on the application of motors
to the old machine tools at McKees Rocks.

On the .mi-'. 21 controller points I, 2 and 3 are used for start-

ing onl] Between points 4 and 21 inclusive, there Is a speed
range Of ) to 1, the average speed increment being 9 per cent.

Experience lias shown that when no resistance is used in

series with the armature, there is a heavy rush of current in

No.

i

2
3
I

5
1 6

7
8
9
in
I 1

12

I

I

1

16
17
is
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
80
31
32
S3
:: I

86
36
37
38
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
is

19
50
51

53
54
55
56
57
58
50
80
61
62
63
64
65

67
68
69

75
76
77
7S
70
80
81
S2
83
84
85

is in.

ls-in

2

20-in.
20-ln.

24 In.

85 In

42-in.
Turret
Turret
Turret

I hi i.

i

TillLI

LIST OF T00L.3—LOCO.MOTi VK DEPARTMENT.
Mi Kit's Rocks Shops—Pittsburgh & Lake Erik Kaii.koah.

MACHINE SHOP.

in ii. Motob-Dbivbn.
Toul, tfaki '

8-ft. lutho Plainer &. Co.
Motor ii r

lathe Putnam Machine do 7c_.

8-tt. lathe 1'

B ii lathe K
Keed Co.
Keeil Co.

11-tt. lathe I'm ii Machine Co 7'/,
n-ft. lathe Putnam Machine Co 7c.
ii ii lathe Putnam Machine Co 71/]
L2 11 lathe American Tuul Works Co 7 > ,

12-ft. lathe F. E. Reed Co 7
1'

".

ti-ft. lathe Putnam Machine Co 71,"

15-ft. lathe Putnam Machlm Co 10
24-ft. lathe Putnam Machine Co 10
8-tt. lathe Niles Tool Works Co 15

in in Jones & Lamaon Machine Co
lathe Jones & Lamson Machine Co
lathe American Tool .V .Machine Co ... ::

lathe 20-in. x 7-ft American Tool & Machine Co
lathe 34-in Cisholt Machine Co IB

lathe, double I'oncl Machine Tool Co 2"

Axle lathe, double Putnam Machine Co 35
car wheel lathe I'ond Machine Tool Co 20
driving wheel lathe Miles Toul Works Co 25

90-in. driving wheel lathe Putnam Machine Co 25
Hydrostatic wheel press. 2110-ton Niles' Too] Works Co t 714
luo-ln. hydrostatic wheel press, 300-ton. Putnam Machine Co
Driving wheel quartering machine Niles Tools Works Co
42-in. car-wheel borer Pond Machine Tool Co 10
18-ln. x 30-in. horizontal boring ma-

chine Betts Machine Co 16
51 -in. boring mill Raush Machine Tool Co 15
72-ln. boring mill Pond Machine, Tool Co 25
86 in. drill press 4
36-in. drill press 4
36-in. drill press 4
36-ln. drill press 4
30-in. drill press I E. Snyder 5
8-ft. .radial drill Niles Tool Works Co 4
5-ft. radial drill Dreses Machine Tool Co
TWO pindle drilling machine nement. Niles & 'Co 7 ' j 7 '

30-in.

42-in.
42-in.
60-ln.
12 in

24-in.
24-ln.
12-in.

30-in. x 8-ft. planer New Haven Manufacturing Co 7 ' .

t 30-in. x 8-ft. planer Powell Planer Co 7 1
...

c 42-in. x 12-ft. planer Cincinnati Planer Co 15
t 42-in. x 12-ft. planer Pond Machine Tool Co IB
it 60-in. x 20-ft. planer Pond Machine Tool Co 20
shaper TTewes & Phillip- 5
shaper Could S Elierhardt 7 1

.

shaper. Traverse head Cincinnati Shaper Co 7J*
slotter Petts Machine Co 6%
letter Putnam Machine Co 13

Blab miller Wm. Sellers & Co
6-in. pipe cutter D. Saunders' Sons 7C.

Pipe cutter. I.X.I. D. Saunders' Sons 3

' Group-Driven Tools—25 H. P. Motor.

16-in. x 3-ft. lathe P. Blaisdell Co.
lfi-in. x 4-ft. lathe
18-in. x 3-ft. lathe New Haven Manufacturing Co
36-in. x 16-ft. lathe New Haven Manufacturing Co
Sensfl ive drill
Sensitive drill

Universal milling machine No. 3 Brown & Sharpe.
N'ut tapper. 6 spindle National Machinery Co.
1 '-.-in. bolt cutter, double Acme Machinery Co.
I'.-in. bolt cutter, double A-me Machinery Co
2-ln. bolt cutter, single
Hack saw
Tool grinder. No. 3 Universal Sellers A Co.
Twist drill grinder
12-in. x 32-ln Universal grinder Iroquois Machine Co.
Emery grinder
Emery grinder Safety Emery' Wheel Co.
Emery grinder. Universal
Grindstone

BOILER SHOP
TN'MvmrAL, Motor-Drivfn-

Punch and shear. No. 3 Hilles & Jones Co
Punch 13-16-in. hole in K-'m Cleveland Punch & Shear Works Co.
Punch. No. 5 Hilles & Jones Co
Punch. No. 2. with spacing table Hilles & Jones Co
Punch, No. 2. horizontal Hilles & Jones Co
Shear. No. 6 Hilles & Jones Co
Shear. No. 1. angle Hilles 6 Jones Co
Straightening rolls. No. 2 Hilles & Jones Co
Bending rolls. No. 2 Hilles a Jones Co
Bending rolls. No. 4 Hilles A Jones Co

drill press

t 5

.tl5
. 10
.no
.tie
.no

. 15
7 I ..

.25-10
4

GROrp-DRTVEN— 20 H. P.

86 Staybolt cutter, 4 heads Acme Machinery Co.
87 Coke crusher
88 Flue cleaner
SO Flue welder
00 Tube swaging machine
01 Flue cutter

•New tools.
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passing from one voltage to the next, especially in the arnia-

tures of large motors. This is prevented by the introduction

of resistance in series with the armature as the controller

moves to a new voltage notch. This resistance is short-cir-

cuited automatically as soon as the field magnetism and the

speed of motor have had an opportunity to adjust themselves

to the new conditions, and the .controller drum can thus be

moved rapidly through a large range in speed notches with-

out causing injurious sparking at the motor brushes or in the

controller.

Three views of this controller, two with the cover removed,

are shown in the half tone. It, is of good mechanical design

and adapted to hard and constant service. The contacts are

mounted on semi-circular metallic rings which are fastened

to a wooden drum. These rings are accurately located by

means of keys in the drum and tongues on the rings, which

fit into grooves turned in the surface of the drum and any

section of controller contacts can thus be easily replaced with-

out dismounting the entire drum. The contact fingers are

very strongly constructed of drop forged copper, and are fitted

with adjusting screws for regulating the pressure of the finger

against the contact. The controller itself is compact and

operates both forward and reverse motions with but one drum.

Tnere are twenty-three forward speeds giving a total range

of 13 to 1, but this total range is only used for very special

cases, the three lower speeds, as already stated, being used

ordinarily for starting and the two upper speeds being used

where it is necessary to obtain a greater range at reduced

power, lae working speed range is 4 to 1, divided into 18

speed steps with an average speed increment of 9 per cent, and

there are four backward speeds with a speed range of 5 to 1.

Attached to the top of the controller is what is known as the

quick-break device, the action of which, being similar to that

of the ordinary quick-break switch, causes the controller drum

to move at a high speed in breaking the connections and mak-

ing new ones independent of the rapidity of motion of the

handwheel. In passing from one voltage to another, the cir-

cuit is simultaneously broken in eight different places, which

renders the contacts especially free from arcing and burning.

Resistance is also inserted in the armature circuit, which is af-

terward automatically short circuited. The length of time which

this resistance remains in circuit is regulated by means of an

adjustable air dashpot. The quick-break device is interlock-

ing and makes it impossible for motor to stop between con-

troller notches. The cover is designed so as to be easily and

quickly removed when necessary for inspection. The drum
can also be readily removed without disturbing any of the

wiring connections.

CRANES.

The location and arrangement of the traveling cranes have

been considered in connection wnh the construction of the

various shop buildings and the general features of these cranes

are condensed in the accompanying table.

40-TON STEEL UNDERFRAME HOPPER CAR.

This engraving illustrates a steel underframe hopper car

designed by Mr. George I. King, of the Middletown Car Works,

and built by that company for the Berwind-White Coal Com-

pany. In its general features it follows the plan so success-

fully employed in the construction of the very satisfactory

composite coal cars designed by Mr. C. A. Seley, for the Nor-

folk & Western Railway, when he was mechanical engineer of

that road. It. employs 15-in. 33-lb. channels as center sills

and 10-in., 20-lb. channels as side sills. The side framing,

which assists in carrying the load, is built of 7-in. channels for

the vertical members and 3 by 2 by %-in. angles for the

diagonals. In the substitution of angles, in place of chan-

nels, for the diagonal members, this construction differs from

that of the Norfolk & Western cars. It also differs in many of

the details, but the important similarity is in the use of the

side frames in assisting to carry the load. The coping angle

which forms the top member of the side truss is 3 by 2% by

% in. and the junctions with this member are made with rect-

angular gusset plates. The general dimensions of this car are

as follows:

Length over end silts 29 ft.

Length inside 20 ft. 6 ins.

Width over side sills 9 ft. 5 ins.

Width inside ft.

Height inside 5 ft. 3 ins.

Height from top of rail to top of side 9 ft. 3% ins.

Height, to lower face of center sills 2 ft. 7 ins.

Length of door openings 2 ft. 7% ins.

Width of door openings 20% ins.

Weight of car 37,500 lbs.

extending a short distance towards the end of the car,

and to these the corner bracing is riveted. The center sills

are continuous through the bolsters and the bolsters are in

the form of built-up diaphragms. The door operating mech-

anism is placed between the center sills.

Instead of extending the center sills to* the ends of the car,

they stop beyond the bolsters and the draft gear is secured to

9'0"Inside Wc/th- - -

HALF TRANSVERSE SECTIONS.

L. !7^I— S ^HSFrnm/ral

END SILL AM) BOLSTER.

The end sill is a flanged plate which is surmounted by a deck

plate flanged up against the end plank of the car. The body
holster is of plates and angles as shown in the detailed en-

graving. The bolsters are surmounted by long cover plates

draft sills of plates spliced to the center sills. In case of

damage to the draft gear the draft sills may he renewed with-

out disturbing the center sills.

The coal company required a 40-ton car mounted on the Penn-
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sylvania standard 60-ton trucks in order to favor the wheels
by a reduction of wheel loads. While the reasons for composite

construction instead of building the cars entirely of steel cannot
be definitely stated a rather significant number of composite

i have been built recently. This seems to indicate a de-

sire to guard against corrosion of equipment which is to be
used exclusively in coal Bervice.

These drawings were supplied by Mr. George I. King, vice-

president and general manager of the Middletown Car Works.

\\.'Miiu Sua 38 "i Gasoline Engines.—Crossing the Eng-

lish Channel, doing 23 miles in 1 hour and 7 seconds, in a boat

less than 40 ft. long, driven by gasoline engines, is a noteworthy

performance. In the recent race the Channel turbine steamer

"Queen" was distance ,t. and b torpedo boat following

the leader had to "open tip wide" to keep abreast. The internal

combustion motor is doing things on the water as well as on

the land which are not being done by steam. It will hear close

watching for further developments.
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

ElJlTOlUAL CoKRESl'ONDENCE.

CiiEWE, England.

At Crewe I found 8,000 men employed, at the time of my
visit, in the locomotive department solely. These shops are

very large and interesting in many ways, but tney have grown,

like many shop plants, by accretion. This plant is unique with

respect to the amount of manufacturing done, which includes

the making of boiler plates, rolling of rails, the making of

steel castings and manufacturing of the signal and interlock-

ing apparatus and a variety of other things used ou the road.

It strikes a visitor as a little strange that a railroad should

manuiacture its steel plate and rails, because plants for

these purposes must necessarily be relatively small and conse-

quently difficult to operate economically and keep up to date.

A visit to one. of these large English shop plants is exceeding-

ly instructive and emphasizes the importance of studying shop

conditions and shop progress with a view of keeping up to

standards set by industrial establishments.

At urewe I found (and it was the only place in my travels)

locked doors between shops. The purpose is to prevent un-

necessary wanderings of the men, but it must be a very great

inconvenience to the officials and those who must necessarily

go from one shop to another, and gives an unpleasant impres-

sion of espionage.

Tne amount of milling done in the leading English shops is

surprising. No new planers are bought for Crewe, and the

old ones are used up as fast as possible. A large tool room
is nearly exclusively given up for making cutters for milling

machines. Main and side rods are milled in piles of four or

more on profile milling machines, the cutters following for-

mers. The work is rapidly and well finished, the rods going

directly into the erecting shop with no hand finish. I sawf

however, a great deal of hand finishing, by draw-filing, in other

shops. Valves and driving boxes are made of solid bronze

and are finished by special milling tools, making them abso-

lutely interchangeable. The pin holes in valve motion work
are lapped out for the pins; this produces very accurate fit-

ting and reduces the work in the erecting shop. Piston rods

have no hand work, and rods in repairs are all finished by

grinding.

There is a great deal of old machinery here which i3 very

much crowded, and the number of belts in these shops win
some day be very greatly reduced. The shops themselves will

light up the heavens very beautifully if they happen to take

fire on a dark night. The new machinery seems to be remark-

ably strong and heavy, with no stinting of material. The mill-

ing machines are particularly rigid, and I should say that

rather more attention is paid to strength and rigidity than to

feed and driving mechanism. I found comparatively few bor-

ing mills at Crewe in the older shops and a correspondingly in-

creased use of lathes. Piecework is used throughout on repeti-

tive jobs, and the shop work is arranged as nearly as possible on

a manufacturing basis. The rather close adherence to routine

methods is possible because of the relatively small number
of standard locomotives and the very marked efforts in the

direction of interchangeability of the principal parts in several

different classes of locomotives. One does not find here some
four or five different kinds of eccentrics or eccentric straps

piled up in front of a machine.

The boiler work at Crewe causes a sigh of admiration, be-

cause here are real boiler makers in abundance, and their work
is finely fitted and finished. It is safe to say that the men test-

ing these boilers under hydraulic pressure do not require um-
brellas or oil-skins—although I did not have the good fortune
to see one tested. While labor saving machinery is used to

a certain extent, most of the work is done by hand. The stay-

bolt work is done with special care and copper staybolts are
used exclusively. Boiler tubes, as a rule, are beaded over
only at the back end, and it is quite common to find only a
portion at this end so treated. The smokebox ends are
usually not beaded at all. A characteristic of boiler shops over

here is the use of flanging presses and formers, and in this the

drafting room helps tne snop by reducing the number of

standard sheets requiring flanging. I should say that the

American roads could advantageously send a representative

over here to study this matter of duplication of parts in

boilers and running gear.

English locomotive men have no use for the American bar-

frames, and I was attacked on this question everywhere. I

fought for the American frame on principle, but— I learned

something. The criticism is not on the bar-frame itself so

much as on the difficulty of forging, or casting, a frame of

this type so that it will be free from initial stresses. 1 think

there is a good deal of prejudice over here in this matter, but

these plate frames cannot be examined thoughtfully without

reaching the conclusion that they have some excellent points.

Plate frames are now cut away so that they do not render the

engine inaccessible, and the plates offer the advantage of homo-

geneity. The strong point of English frames, however, is not

in the plate so much as it is in the bracing, which is exceed-

ingly deep and rigid. The frames are themselves deep and
amply rigid against vertical stresses. They are made rigid

against twisting by three substantial steel castings, which are

nearly as effective as the cylinders. One of these is the motion

plate supporting the guides and the others are in the form of

the belly braces and cross braces at the front end of the fire-

box. These act as the diagonal braces between two deck bridge

girders and seem admirably suited to provide for the exceed-

ingly heavy stresses received by the flanges of the drivers when
striking curves. Judging from the answers to my questions,

nothing on an English locomotive has ever broken since the

time of Stephenson, and nothing ever will break, but I am
quite sure that, except in the case of very old locomotives,

there is very little trouble here with broken frames.

On this road, as on nearly all others in this country, there

are no adjustable parts in the smokebox except the petticoat

and stack. The petticoats are usually cast integral with the

stack, and, like the practice of the Caledonian Railway, when
once adjusted for a new engine no provision is made for subse-

quent change. Of course, they throw "fire" to some extent, but

not as much as we would expect.

The Crewe shops are on a longitudinal track basis, which is

the usual rule over here.

The painting of new engines requires two weeks, but is not

renewed for about six years. Fifteen months is the usual

period between general repairs. This road builds all its new
engines and usually builds about 70 per year for renewals.

On the London & Northwestern the engine men both report

from one to one and a half hours before their engine is to go

out. They attend to taking coal and water, oiling and inspect-

ing, before the run. They also stay with the engine a half-

hour after getting in from a run, and make a very careful in-

spection, being held responsible for reporting the condition of

the engine in every respect and for reporting in writing in the

work book anything requiring attention. As a rule they re-

main about the engine when repairs are being made, to see

that the work is satisfactorily done. Contrast this sort of

interest with that found in connection with the pooling sys-

tem!

The shop men in England are a comfortable lot. They take

life easily and certainly impress the visitor with the idea

that they do not intend to work hard; in fact, in going about

the shops the men seen appear to be slow and inclined to

make their work last as long as possible. The absence of

labor-saving "kinks" and devices, such as hoists over the ma-
chines, tends toward a great deal of unnecessary manual labor.

English foremen are officials with considerable dignity. I met
several Whitworth scholars among them and a number who
were technical school graduates. They are personages of con-

siderable importance, and the workmen hold them in apparent

awe, which is in marked contrast to the freedom and democracy
of an American railroad shop. The foreman here is not "Bill,"

"Fred," "Charlie" or "Dick." He is Mr. So and So, with a

touch of the cap. The works manager of an English road Is,

as he ought to be, a real official, with his duties confined, as
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the] ougin to be, to the shops themselves. English roads do

mil ii. ounterparl ol our master mechanic with responsl-

lea ol various kinds over Bhops, roundhouses, engli

and firemen, wrecking crews and all, with too little help and

depending upon general foremen foi Important Bhops.

British tocomotU i nail] adapted to hauling light

loads. They are well adapted tor It, and have been developed

mi this basis, The time has now come, however, when some-

thing new must be done. Trains are becoming heavier, and

as passenger equipment improves, as it must along the lines Of

.Hi idor" ems, much greater weights will prevail. Further-

competition among (he various lines will bring this

heaviei i qui] in very rapidly and the English locomotive

Superintendent Will soon face a very dillicult problem, which

amounts to the provision of greatlj Increased capacity without

exceeding the narrow limns ol i learances. Across the Channel

the same problem was lores, en some years ago, and French

have studied it and provided tor it effectively. This has

not escaped the attention of progressive English railroad men,

ami i he Great Western is now studying the De Glehn compound

by aid of an engine built by the Societe Alsacienue de Constru:-

Ucms tdeChanlQUe, from the drawings Of the latest 4-4-2 engine

Of the Northern Railway of [Trance, My understanding of the

reason for ibis purchase of a foreign engine is this: The Great

Western has recently produced at Swindon a new design of

I ii n passenger engine, it is a beautiful machine and repre-

si nls the Knowledge and experience gained on this road in the

construction of single expansion locomotives. In fact, it is the

besl Blngle expansion locomotive (hat Mr. Churchward can build

within the liniils prescribed bj the demands of the road. Wish-

inn to know what may be expected from compounding, he

boughl b De Glehn compound, believing this type to represent

the best and most advanced method of compounding. In secur-

ing a compound he desired to obtain one which would be com-

parable in weight wilh his own design. The results of the

comparison will be interesting. It will be necessary, however,

to operate Hie French engine in the French way, or it will not

show what ii can do. Undoubtedly this will not he overlooked.

The Great Western is not the only road which is making a

study of Continental practice. A locomotive superintendent

of another prominent road told me that he believed it would

soon be necessary to apply the De Glehn principle to his prac-

tice in ord^er to keep pace with the demands made upon him by

the management. It is worth remarking that this official did

not say thai he thought compounding would be necessary,

but that the De Glehn compounding was needed. He proceeded

to explain that, because the work required of a locomotive

varies with frequently changing conditions of the road, the de-

sign of the locomotive should provide means for adjusting the

engine io the conditions, and this, he thought, was best accom-

plished by the four-cylinder compound with independent valve

gears. I was considerably impressed by this frank statement of

a man who would not look to a foreign country for ideas in

locomotive construction it' he could avoid it. He wished me to

withhold his name, and went on to say that he had gone as

far as he could on present lines. Little was left to be gotten

out of boilers or boiler accessories.'there was not much to be

expected in the way of improvements in valve gear, and he did

not believe it possible to greatly improve simple engines unless

superheating should prove successful. If it should, he would
adopt It, and even then he thought compounding necessary. On
di awing him out a little further, he expressed the opinion that

ii would be necessary to adopt every refinement, within reason-

able limits, which would increase the capacity of locomotives

by Increasing the effectiveness of a pound of steam. He said:

"We must not hesitate to complicate our locomotives, and we
must no every possible thing to educate and encourage the
men who handle the engines, so that they will get the work
out of them. We need scientific- locomotives and specially edu-

cated men to run them. We are now up against a stone wan,
and these things we must do."

His words are quoted exactly as possible, and they are
worthy of thoughtful consideration in every country where
railroad transportation is an important factor. Some instrnc-

and Intelligent locomotive designing is to be di lit

land in the near future.

I maj '< pard ot recording these partlculai ooti i with

conslderabl
i the Ideas are so closel] In accord

with in> own. ,| u.

i To be continued,

»

PERSONALS.

Mr. Moid Robert aed as superintendent of ma-
chinery ot the Kansas City Southern Railway,

Mr. C. H. Bowers has been appointed assistant master car
builder of the Canadian Pai D east of Port Arthur.

Mr. A. Struthers has resigned as master mechanic of the El
I'aso & Southwestern at Douglas, Arizona.

Mr. W. EL Killen has resigned as superintendent of motive
power of tin- Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis at Jacksonville,
Illinois.

Mr. M. D, Stewart has resigned as master mechanic of the
Rio Grande. Siena Madre & Pacific- to accept a position as
master mechanic on the Chicago, Peoria & Pacific.

Mr. J. W. Opllnger has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at
Savannah, Ga., to succeed Mr. W. H. Young.

Mr. P. A. Chase, general master mechanic of the Iviissouri
Lines of tne Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed
general mechanical inspector wilh headquarters at St. Louis.
Mo.

Mr. W. E. Symons, mechanical superintendent of the Gulf
Lines of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed
superintendent of motive power of the Kansas City Souther, i,

with headquarters at Pittsburg, Kan.

Mr. Thomas Paxton has resigned as master mechanic of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern to become master me-
chanic of the El Paso & Southwestern Railway, with head-
quarters at Douglas, Ariz.

Mr. A. Harrity has resigned as master mechanic of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Raton, New Mexico, and has

appointee' mechanical superintendent of the Gulf, Colo-
rado & Santa Fe to succeed Mr. W. E. Symons.

Mr. A. B. McHaffie has been appointed master mechanic of
the Intercolonial Railway of Canada, with headquarters at
Mom-ton. He is promoted from the position of foreman of the
locomotive shops at that point.

John R. Slack, formerly superintendent of motive power
and recently appointed assistant to the general superintendent
of the Delaware & Hudson, died in New York, August 1. at

the age of 41 years. Mr. Slack was educated at Columbia Col-

lege and Stevens Institute of Technology. He began railroad
work as an apprentice on the New York Central and became
mechanical engineer of that road in 1830. In 1838 he went to

the Central Railroad of New Jersey as mechanical engineer,

and in 1834 was appointed assistant superintendent of motive
power of the Delaware & Hudson. In 1302 he was promoted
to the head of the department and in March last was appointed

assistant to the general superintendent. He will be sadly

missed by many whose respect and friendship he gained by his

attractive personality.
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PASSENUEB l
••

E. D. Bbonneb, Superintendent Motive Power

MICHIUAK CENTRA] RAILROAD,

A mkkican Looomotivi CoMPAirr, Siiiimi iuiv Works, Builders.

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, MICHIGAN CENTRAL
RAILROAD.

4-6-2 (pacific) Tvri;.

The Michigan Central has in service lour very powerful six-

coupled passenger locomotives from the Schenectady Works of

the American Locomotive Company. These engines closely re-

semble those of the same type for the New York Central, il-

lustrated in this journal in March, 1904, page 87, but they

are somewhat heavier. In the accompanying tables the com-

parison of total weights and heating surfaces of a number of

int large passenger locomotives are given, and also some

ratios of the different factors of the new Michigan Central

engines:

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LARGE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Road Engine Total
Number. Weight

C. ft A 602 221,550
M. C 489 221,000
i'. ft A 601 -19.000
N. Y. C 2,794 218,000
El Paso & Southwestern 209."

Northern Pacific 284 202,000
A.. T. & S. F 1.000 190,000
C. & 147 187,000
b. S. ft M. S 174,500

Total Weight
Total Divided by

Heating Heating
Surface. Surface.

3.053
3.894
4,078
3.757
3,818

8,738
3.533
8.343

72.5
56.7
53.7
58.2
54.8
58.3
50.1
52.9
52.2

RATIOS OP MICHIGAN CKNTRAL LOCOMOTIVES.

Heal ing surface to cylinder volume = 341
Tractive weight, to heating Burface = 36.1
Tractive weight to tractive effort = 4.93
Tractive effort to heating surface = 7.31
licit ins surface to grate area = 77.5
Heating surface, percentage of tractive effort = 13.6
Total weight to beating surface =: 56.7

It is interesting to note the advance in capacity over the

reeenl passenger locomotives of the 4 1-2 type built last year

for this road and illustrated in this journal in January, 1903,

.13. The present design is only 550 lbs. lighter in total

weight than the heaviest of passenger locomotives which are

running on the Chicago & Alton Railroad. In 1902 the Bald-

win Locomotive Works Imill some 2-S-0 passenger engines for

the Colorado Midland, with 7f-in. boilers. These Michigan
Central engines, with 72 1-16-in. boilers, are next to these in

having the largest boilers in passenger service. They have
long, straight boilers wi.lh 354, 2-in. tubes 20 ft. long and
having %-in. spaces between the tubes. The heating surface

is 3.S94 sq. ft., which closely approaches that of the Chicago
& Alton engine of this type, built a year ago, with the largest

heating surface yet given to any passenger locomotive. This
boiler has a 4V4-in. mud ring on all sides. It. has a liberal

number of flexible staybolts in the outside rows surrounding
the narrow water spaces. A ring of these staybolts, 64 in num-
ber, all around each side of the firebox and in the corners.
to of them in the other rows on the back head and 44 in the
throat sheet, are expected to reduce the staybolt breakage.

Special care has been taken to brace the frames with broad,

fiat braces over the front driving axle, between the second

and third driving axles and at the pivot for the trailing axle

radius bar. The bottom rails of the frames are tied across

the engine at the forward and main driving boxes. There la

no splice in the frames except at the rear of the rear driving

boxes. Special attention is directed to the new keyed pedestal

tie binders for the frame jaws. These permit of strong and

yet adjustable construction at these vital points. This binder

II W.F REAB ELEVATION ANN SECTION.

was developed by Mr. Francis .1. Cole of the Ameri.au 1

motive Company.

These engines have piston valves with inside admission and

direct motion. In the plan view the fork connection at the

bach end of the transmission bar and the double link lifte.-s

ire shown.

The trailer trucks are similar to those of the recent New
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York Central engines of this type. They have, however, a bet-

ter arrangement (or taking out the truck boxes by means of

a removable pedestal tie which was not originally provided in

the earlier engines. These trucks have angle bar frames and

radius bars 75 ins. long, measured on the center line of the

engine. In order to connect the rear equalizers with the out-

side boxes of the trailer truck and the inside driving boxes,

the levers are placed at an angle, with the fulcrums under the

front firebox supports. These fulcrums form the connection

between the main and short outside auxiliary frames at the

trailer trucks. A spring seat and 2-in. rollers provide for

easy lateral movement of the trailer trucks.

In studying this design the high ratio of tractive weight to

tractive effort should be noted. The engine should not be

"slippery" under any ordinary condition of rail. It is note-

worthy that strength has not been sacrificed in any particular

in order to reduce weight.

Mr. E. D. Bronner, superintendent of motive power of the

Michigan Central, states that these engines are to haul very

heavy trains such as No. 31, which leaves Chicago at 9.00 p.

m. and arrives at Buffalo at 7.20 a. m., 535.2 miles in 10 hours,

20 minutes, at an average speed of 51.8 miles per hour. This

train usually consists of 16 ears and weighs 600 tons behind

the tender. The grades on the Canada division are very light,

while on the United States division there are some of 36 ft. to

the mile. In this journal for January, 1903, page 33, a remark-

able run with this train hauled by the Class K, or 4-4-2-type,

locomotives was described. The larger engines, Class L, are
expected to handle the train comfortably, whereas the smaller
engines are put to the limit of their capacity. In this run there

are 15 regular station stops and, taken as a whole, it is very
severe service. Readers are referred to the description of the

work of the 4-4-2 engines for the particulars of a portion of

the remarkable previous performance of one of them.

In the following table the chief dimensions are given:

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE. MICHIGAN CENTRAL RAILROAD.
4-6-2-TYPE.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.
Gauge 4 ft. 8'.j ins.

Fuel Bituminous coal
Weight in working order 221.000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 140 500 lbs.

Weight engine and tender in working order 343,600 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 13 ft.

Wheel base, rigid 13 ft.

Wheel base, total 33 ft . 7 >
.j ins.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender (JO ft. 5 ins.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 22 ins.
Stroke of piston 26 ins.
Horizontal thickness of piston 6% ins.
Diameter of piston rod 3% ins.
Kind of piston-rod packing U. S. metallic, with Gibbs vibrating cup

VALVES.

Kind of slide valves Piston
Greatest travel of slide valves 1^4 ins
Outside lap of slide valves 1 in.

Inside clearance of slide valves 14 in., Ys in.

Lead of valves in full gear Line and
line in full forward motion, one-quarter lead at one-quarter stroke

Kind of valve-stem packing XJ. S. metallic

WHEELS, ETC.

Number of driving wheels
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 75 ins.

Material of driving-wheel centers Cast steel
Thickness of tire 3% ins.

Driving-box material Cast steel

Diameter and length of driving journals 9 Vs ins - diameter x 12 ins.

Diameter and length of main crankpin journals :

(Main side, 7% x 4% ins.) 7 ins. diameter x 6% ins.

Diameter and length of side-rod crankpin journals :

Forward and back. 5 ins. diameter x 4 14 ins.

Engine-truck journals 6 ins. diameter x 12 ins.

Engine-truck wheels 36 ins.

Trailer wheels, diameter 50 ins.

Trailer journals 8 x 14 ins.

BOILER.

Style Straight top, radial stay
Outside diameter of first ring 72 1-16 ins.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox. 23-32, %, %i 9-16 in.

Firebox, length 96% ins.

Firebox, width 75 % ins.

Firebox, depth Front, 79»/a ins. ; back, 65% ins.

Firebox, material Carbon
Firebox plates, thickness:

Sides, ')i in. ; back, % in. ; crown, % in. : tube sheet, % in.

Firebox, water space. . . .Front, 4M> ins.; sides, 4^ ins.; back, 4% ins.

Firebox, staybolts Ulster special iron, 1-in. diameter W. S.

Tubes, number 354
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes. length over tube sheets 20 ft.

Fire brick, supported on Water tubes
Heating surface, tubes 3,690.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 23.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 180.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3.894.5 sq. ft.

Grate surface 50.23 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipes Single
Exhaust nozzles, diameter 5%, 5%, 5% ins.

Smokestack, inside diameter 18 ins.

Smokestack, top above rail 14 ft. 10 1-32 ins.

TENDER.

Style Water bottom
Weight, empty 52,600 lbs.

Wheels, number ; • 8
Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5>/> ins. diameter x 10 ins.

Wheel base 18 ft.

Tender frame 10-in. channels. 11-16-in. web
offender trucks Fox pressed steel, floating bolster

Water capacity 6,000 U. S. gals.

Coal capacity 10 tons

PERFORMANCE AND REPAIRS OF "BIG LOCOMOTIVES."

The opinions concerning "Big Locomotives," printed in the

June number of this journal, have attracted the attention of

many operating officers and it is to be hoped that a reduction

in the too general practice of overloading will result.

Several officers were sufficiently interested to make an effort

to ascertain the cost of repairs of various classes of locomotives

and to investigate the records of "engine failures." These

figures are usually not available in the customary methods nf

keeping accounts and in order to know positively the standing

of the large locomotives an analysis was prepared by the of-

ficers of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway.

Mr. A. W. Trenholm, general manager, has transmitted a state-

ment prepared by Mr. .1. J. Ellis, superintendent motive power
and machinery, which is reproduced in full with the accom-

panying diagrams.

A careful study of these diagrams carries the conviction of

the necessity for such comparisons in order to determine with

intelligence the proper motive power policy of a road. The
observations of Mr. Ellis are as follows:

"Are big locomotives satisfactory?" From a motive power
standpoint I should say they are not, when the weight greatly

exceeds 225,000 lbs. The curves in Fig. 1 indicate that the

cost of repairs increases very rapidly with the weight of the

locomotive, the increase being greatest in passenger engines.

The upper curve of Fig. 2 shows that the cost of coal consumed
per thousand ton miles decreases very rapidly with the in-

creased weight of the locomotive up to a certain limit, after

which the curve is nearly parallel with the base line; then

again slightly rising at engines weighing 275,000 lbs., showing

that the limit of weight which gives greatest fuel economy

has been exceeded. The same is nearly true as to cost of oil

per thousand ton miles shown on the same sheet.

"Are locomotive failures increasing as the size of locomotives

increases?" This can be answered by referring to the table of

figures showing the engine failures on the Wisconsin Division

and Minnesota & Iowa Division for four months, including

December, 1903, and the first three months of 1904. It will be

observed that on the Wisconsin Division, where the engines

employed in road service are about equally divided between

light and heavy power, that 91.2 per cent, of all failures dur-

ing these four months are against the heavy power. On the

Minnesota & Iowa Division 23.1 per cent, of the power weighs

more than 225,000 lbs. per locomotive and 26.9 per cent, of the

failures are due to this class of power. Why there is such a

difference in the per cent of failures chargeable to large loco-

motives on the Wisconsin and Minnesota & Iowa Divisions, I

am unable to say. Whether it is due to the fact that engines

are big. or to overloading, is a matter of conjecture.

If the difference betw-een the tonnage hauled and a dyna-

mometer car rating was known for the two divisions, it might

throw some light on the subject. A very important part of

the first question, from an operating standpoint, is the relative

cost per thousand ton miles, for engine and train crews, when
working with light and heavy locomotives. A curve should

be plotted similar to that of the cost of coal and oil con-

sumed and would be a very valuable addition to this data and
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ding thai should be Known. We could do ' li is here ii

we had the cob) (or train crews we can, of course, obtain from

our record* ii" 1 coal ae to. engine crews.

"Ail the Information here presented would Indicate thai

:i motive power polnl ol \i<« a maximum Until of weigh! for

Cost of Repairs tor Y..-.r Ending Karen 31-t lW!.

• II

iso.uxiibs. ris.oooibs '.i>'.i« -. ajri.cwuiiis. 23o,uui lbs:

1
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Advertisements.

—

Nothing will be inserted in this journal for pay,
except in the advertising pages. The reading pages will contain
only such matter as we consider of interest to our readers.

Contributions.

—

Articles relating to railway rolling stock construction
and management and kindred topics, by those who are {practically

acquainted with these subjects, are specially desired. Also early

notices of official changes, and additions of new equipment for the road
or the shop, by purchase or construction.

To Subscribers.—The American Engineer and Railroad Journal
is mailed regularly to every subscriber each month. Any subscriber

who fails to receive his paper ought at once to notify the postmaster
at the office of delivery, and in case the paper is not then obtained this

office should be notified, so that the missing paper may be supplied;.

When a subscriber changes his address he ought to notify

this office at once, so that the paper may be sent to the proper desti-

nation.

ECONOMICAL TRAIN OPERATION.

An important study of train operation has been undertaken

for this journal by Mr. George R. Henderson, and will be pre-

sented in several articles beginning in the October number.

The letters from railroad officials on the subject of over-

loading locomotives which appeared in the June number indi-

cate that the operation of locomotives from/ what may be

termed a commercial standpoint has not been studied, and

the purpose of the articles is to indicate the need of establish-

ing a method of analysis of the effect of train loads and speeds

upon the economy of operation. The question is, What is the

efficient way to load locomotives? It is not treated by Mr.

Henderson as merely an engineering problem, but he has

applied engineering methods to the solution of a commercial

problem involving questions which include motive power and

operating factors in an effort to deduce the most effective way
of obtaining the greatest returns for the money invested.

It has been common practice in times of heavy business to

reduce loads in order to increase the total movement of traffic,

and it is desirable to know the speeds and loads which are most

efficient under ordinary conditions. This includes such items

as fuel and water consumption, engine repairs and wages of

engine and train crews, not only in absolute quantities, but as

affected by such influences as grades, speeds and loads.

It is apparent at the outset that no fixed rules can be laid

down for handling traffic on any and every division, but each

piece of road may be studied with reference to its conditions

of traffic and its physical characteristics. These articles will

define very clearly how such a study may be made for any

conditions and will enable railroad officers to make the proper

analysis of their conditions so that they may apply the sug-

gestions to their own circumstances in order to conduct trans-

portation economically.

Nothing like this has ever appeared in print and Mr. Hen-

derson's articles promise to be exceedingly valuable.

THE FIRST LAW OF PIECEWORK.

The statements on the subject of piecework, made by Mr.

Le Grand Parish, in this issue, are based upon successful ex-

perience under specially difficult conditions, and those who

are working in this direction will find his suggestions helpful.

One thing stands out prominently in the experience of all

who are successful in applying piecework, and this is the

most important single item in the article
—"The first law of

piecework is honesty." Piecework is not safe in the hands

of a shrewd schemer, a "sharper" or a man who is after a

quickly made "record." Neither is it safe in the hands of one

who will put it into effect with the issue of a bulletin notice.

The time is past when any but a careful, well prepared and

well understood plan will answer. The men must have abso-

lute confidence in the system and in the officials who admin-

ister it. With this as a foundation the system must be built

up as any business is built up, by carefully studying the con-

ditions and developing a plan to fit them. Honesty of pur-

pose will not alone suffice. The men must be provided with

facilities, with material, with suitable conditions for work-

ing, and they must be aided by the foremen. All this must be

done in such a way as to increase as far as possible the earn-

ings of the men, and the men should understand that piece-

work is a form of commission on output paid in terms of work

actually accomplished. Intensity of output is what the rail-

road wants. One of them gets it to-day with 150 men at one

point where 450 men were employed on less work by the day

work plan two years ago. The workers, unskilled laborers,

receive double their former wages and the company gains an

advantage in increased productivity of its plant, in reduced

loss of time of its rolling equipment in the shops and in

actually reduced cost of the work itself. The secret is "High

wages for increased production."

There is nothing in the whole shop administration problem

more promising to both employer and employee than piece-

work. There is also nothing more thoroughly misunderstood

by some people. The writer is told by a piecework expert that

in a single month he received formal requests for his schedules

from seven different railroads. These were properly promptly

refused. It is not likely that anyone asking off-hand for a

schedule in order that he may introduce piecework will be

careful to consider, for example, the nine bases for comparison

of piecework prices stated by Mr. Parish.

Mr. Parish does not state the second law of piecework. If

he did he would probably express it somewhat as follows:

"Place the problem in the hands of the right man and give

him the requisite authority and support."

Such men are greatly needed just now. Some railroads are

developing them and some are not. Railroad officers may see

how rapid has been the development of such experts in in-

dustrial fields. The real question after all is to find the men
who can administer piecework and educate both management

and men in its principles.

HIGH SPEED TOOL STEEL IN RAILROAD SHOPS.

If busy railroad officers who are at their "wits end" to know
how to meet the conditions of decreased rates per ton mile and

increased cost of labor and material will carefully ponder the

record presented by Mr. Jacobs in this issue, they will discover

one of the roads they need to follow, that of the application of

commercial principles to railroad service.

Mr. Jacobs treats of shop practice, and when "16 to 1," the

familiar slogan, is applied so successfully to the improvement

of shop tool output, the record is entitled to keen attention

by the highest officials of all our railroads. The Union Pacific

has become a leader in this movement toward improved shop

methods. On cast iron the improvement in output has hpen
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il'ii per "'[it.; on at., i L60 per cent, ami on wrought Iron

cent., considering actuai results and the weight or metal

removed In a given time, i aioo Paclfli practice, before the

in u methods were applied, was probablj neither Car bettei nor

far worsts than that of other roads. It is, tin
I

say thai other roads present the same opportunities tor Im-

provement. If the statements of Mr. Jacobs receive the an. n

lion thej merit, a wave of Improvement of machine and shop

output win pass over the entire country, and this will mean

inn. h tor the railroads and tor the men Into whose bands this

opportunity Calls.

Nearl} i V< rj shop lias the new tool steels, and blue chips are

commonly seen. This, however, is not sufficient. .Machine

tools, men, and shop methods require a new kind of attention.

in fact, the new Bti ils have revolutionized shop practice all

over the world, and the railroads have every reason to become

leaders in meeting the changed conditions, if these conditions

are met, and it the efforts ol machine tool builders to supply

suitable special machinery tor railroads arc suitably encour-

aged, the railroad mechanical officer will be In position to con-

tribute, as he never has before, to the advancement of trans-

portation, and he will take a high place among the leaders of

the limes. This officer is ready and willing to undertake his

task. The main question lies before the management, the di-

rectors and the owners, shall ibis opportunity be accepted?

li will be accepted, and this journal expected to be kept busy

recording the steps in this revolution.

FACTS WANTED CONCERNING TREATED WATER.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ADJUSTED TONNAGE RATINGS.

Aiguments which will enable mechanical officials of rail-

roads to secure from their superiors appropriations for im-

proving the feed water of locomotives are largely sought for.

A correspondent in a recent communication said:

"1 am greatly interested to read the article by Mr. Landon,

chemist of the Erie Railroad, which you published in the

August number of the Amebu v\ EngLHEEB. You cannot pre-

sent a more important subject than that of 'bad water' for

locomotive use. I wish you would secure more articles of this

sort giving convincing figures in such a simple way as to make
clear to everyone the necessity for dealing with the water

problem in a business-like way. Such arguments will help

us all in putting this question in the proper light before our

general managers. Of course the expense of constructing treat-

ing plants looks large, but we should all engage in an addi-

tional effort to show that such investments will pay."

This journal will gladly print good arguments of this sort

and facts with figures showing the beneficial results actually

obtained from treated water will be specially valuable. Those
who are using treated water should be able to state then-

experience and nothing would be more helpful in this educa-

tional process than reports of results actually accomplished.

Interesting figures for the performance of the De Glehn com-
pound locomotives are noted in the communication by Mr, Ed-

ward [j. Coster in this issue. With 1.900 h.p. as a basis. Mr.

Coster shows that the locomotive illustrated in the June num-
ber of this journal, which is the same as the De Glehn coli-

pound on the Pennsylvania, developed one I. H. P. for each 1.38

sq. ft. of total heating surface; o.73 I. H. P. per square foot of

heating surface, and 2:1.7 1. H. P. per net ton of total weight
of locomotive. This indicates that the boiler of this locomotive
is exceedingly effective-. It is not easy to draw a fair compari-

son with an American locomotive, but the best performance
up to date with a certain exceedingly powerful American en-

gine (r>nt '— *vn to be the limit of capacity of that engine)
shows a production of one I. H. P. for each 1.74 sq. ft. of total

hea ting surface; 0.57 I. H. P. per square foot of heating surfac
and 19.8 I. H. P. per net ton of locomotive. A comparison of these

figures, while not conclusive, indicates the advantage in effi-

ciency of the best possible use of the weight of locomotives.

The De Glehn compounds are believed to be far in advance of

American practice in this respect. It is worth while for Amer-
ican locomotive designers to make a most careful study of Mr.
Dp Glehn's designs.

To Hi' Editor:

I" the Julj bar, Mr. Vaughns guggc general applica-
tion of m.\ formula for adjusted tonnage ratings by simply varying
the coefficients in order to Jit approximately with the results of

i- experiments, which can very easilj be done. I notice, bow-
ever, whal is apparently a misprint. .\t the top of page 255 the
allowance for grade is given as 2g, in the formula I: (3
l" 1 " iting the per cent of grade. This evidently .should
be 20g, as the resistance on a I per cent. unci., is 20 pounds per ton.
"' Vaughan thinks the chart is urn bul the" object

avoid all ix'-.l for calculations, as some freight trainmen arc- aol
over band] with a pencil, and the chart obviates this difficulty.

G. K. Ill Mill:

SUGGESTIONS BY A SPECIAL APPRENTICE.

To Hi' Editor:
li was with considerable interest thai I read the paper, by

JJ
r

'
Rl D

- Smith, on the Special A entice, in your July number.
However, as a special apprentice I cannol agree with the Bugf
changes in the special apprentice course. True, the ,ffered
bj many railroads shew room for improvement, but I believe the
,|mM"" "'' ""'

iore highly specialized courses
would be a step in the wrong direction.
To consider this subjeel fairly it might be well to decide what

'" ''"• ultimate aim of the special apprentice. After a man has
spent four years aqd considerable money, and has safely weathered
a technical course at one of the leading universities, and baa then
l "" '" l

'"
1 "' ' '' years at the low wages offered the

Prentice it seems to me thai a "special" would nol be worthy of
li:|i naroi if lie did not cherish the ambition of ultimatelj attain-
ing n higher position than that of a shop foreman. Now, h
cessfully hold such positions as chief .; ,,,,. engine
tests, mechanical engii r, mi

i hanie, superintendent of
motive power, etc., would il aol be better to have a general knowl-
edge of locomotive work, car building, and road work, and
a specialist in any one of ihe.se branches?
To divide the course up as Mr. Smith suggests would perhaps

better tit a man to become a shop foreman, but even this might he
questioned. In anj one of the three suggestei

, you will
find the same difficulty as is claimed to exist in the present
' '-•'. ni 1\ : A man does not spend a sufficien „ any
one shop to lake charge of that shop. By similar reasoning to
miike :i successful shop foreman a sp old confine his co
to tour years in one shop. Such a process would, however, k ;

special apprentice course as the technical graduates would all

el se the manufacturing industries, when a competent man can
readily obtain 560 to $75 a a th at the start, which is as much,
and in man; cases mere, than the special apprentice r< ives in the
last six months of a four-year course.

To held up a position as a shop foreman as the ultimate aim of
the special would cause a man to think long and bai enter-
ing railwaj service, when he can reasonably expect if he sinews
ability (which i- necessary in either case) i" be drawing $125 to

$150 a month several years before he could become a simp foreman
at $100 a month.
The ability to handle men would not be. acquired any more

readily in a more highly specialist course. A master mechanic
may be better able to .leal with machinists if' be has worked up
from a machinist But, dee- it follow that be would also be better
able to handle car builders and road men because be served his

ti as a machinist? Would nol a course which includes contact

with men in all three bran. lies belter tit a master mechan
cessfully handle his d

True, the special apprentice courses as mapped out by many
roads bettered. As a special I would suggest t h.- follow-

ing for a four-year course: Locomotive erecting .shop. ;i months;
roundhouse helper, 6 months; Bring, 3 months; coach en

shop, 6 months ; freight car repair track, 3 months; office work with

chief clerk. ''• months; laboratory and test work. 6 months;

draughting r B months. The last six months could very profit-

ably be spent, as Mr. Smith suggests, along such Lin a as then

mechanic- may intend to promote the special cm the completion of

his course. \- an example, if it is intended to start him as a

roundhouse foreman at si small division point, then the last six

months should be devoted to general roundhou.se work.

In the course that I have mapped out you will undoubtedly notice
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that I have entirely omitted the customary machine shop, foundry
and pattern shop included in most courses. With a basis of the

shop work taken in his technical course at the university, I be-

Ifeve that a wide awake special can easily acquire a good working
knowledge of these branches while in the other courses, which are

essentially all erecting.

In the coach shop and on the repair track a man can by
keeping his eyes open get a good general knowledge of the car

machine, wood machine, blacksmith and cabinet shops. Likewise,

while in the locomotive erecting shop and roundhouse, a man can
get the general run of the locomotive, blacksmith, machine, boiler

and tank shops. Three mouths of pool firing together with the

roundhouse work should be sufficient to give a man a fairly good
idea of road work.

.Mr. Smith comes very close to the mark when he says that the

railroad company owe it both to themselves and the special to

either drop him entirely when he has completed his course or to

place him in some responsible position at a reasonable salary. It

certainly is not right to keep a man hanging on at his rate of

special apprentice pay to do all the emergency jobs that turn up.

If the company need a man for such work, then let them pay at

least a first-class mechanic's wage. If a man is not worth $90 or

$100 a mouth to the company, after finishing his course, then by
all means discharge him. If he is a competent man he can readily

find employment outside of the railway service at $100 to $125 a

month. The railway supply companies offer a very inviting field

and do not hesitate to take a good special, even before he has

finished his course.

A Special Apprentice.

SPECIAL APPRENTICESHIP.

To thv Editor:

When the subject of special apprenticeship is sufficiently venti-

lated something may perhaps be done to render railroad work a

suitable field for the college man.- At present railroads are con-

ducted in such a way as to completely discourage young men to fit

themselves by education to fill positions, of responsibility. The
paper by Mr. R. D. Smith, printed in your July number, indicates

that, at least, one official appreciates the fact that something is

wrong

My point of view is that of a man who spent five years in rail-

mail service, after four years at college and had to leave the road

in order to secure a salary on which a self-re.specting young man
could live, and yet at once went to a position with a manufacturing

concern where he received proper compensation. I liked railroad

work better than anything else, but could not afford to wait for

ordinary recognition.

Very little is gained by talking about special apprenticeship,

simply because the railroads are not ready for apprentices of any

kind. The trouble is deep seated and the motive power depart-

ments are wrongly organized or not organized at all. My unsatis-

factory experience was due to the fact that the master mechanic

under whom I worked was so loaded down with details and had so

little adequate assistance of any kind that he could not possibly

attend to so small a matter as the cultivation of a knowledge of his

subordinates. If such papers as yours would give less space to

corners of machine shops aud what is put in them, and more space

to the fundamental principles of department organization there

would be little need for saying anything about special apprentice-

ship. The trouble lies not with the college men, but with of-

ficials who do not know how to use them properly. Many an

official holds his position to-day because he has college men about

him to help him out of the holes he gets into, because of being

merely a "practical" man. and yet they are unable to see that college

men may be trusted with responsible positions where technical

education is a necessary qualification. They do not have time to

study and develop the possibilities of the college graduate.

The real trouble lies in the fact that the motive power depart-

ments are not run on a business basis and the officials are not

clothed with sufficient authority to operate their departments in

such a way as to develop men. And this is why mechanical prac-

tices of the most obsolete forms are prevalent in railroad shops.

Little encouragement is offered for young men to develop them-

selves. I do not believe this to be the fault of the mechanical

officials, but of the managements for treating the mechanical de-

partments in a way which utterly discourages efforts to advance

because patience is worn out by utter disregard of those efforts.

The worst feature of the matter is that the officials with whom
1 have come in contact were themselves discouraged. The remedy

lies in reorganizing tin- department and placing the head of it in

a position of importance. He should report to no one short of the

president. If this is done there will lie an end to the whole
special apprentice "problem."

A. I!. C.

Editor's Note.—This young man now occupies an important
position in charge of about 1,000 men. He has advanced rapidly

because of his ability to manage men and it is a pity that he should
be lost to railroad service where such ability is so greatly needed.

He presents a warm "roast" of the mechanical department and
he seems to have a clear title to his plainly expressed opinions.

PERFORMANCE OF A DE GLEHN COMPOUND LOCO-
MOriVE-PARIS-ORLEANS RAILWAY.

To tlii' Editor:

In the course of the extremely interesting article upon the lie

Glehn compound Atlantic type express locomotives of the Paris-

Orleans Kailway, which appeared on page 203 of the American
Engineer for June last, the following statements occur: "Word
has just been received that one of the Paris-Orleans engines, which
is exactly like the one illustrated, has just indicated 1,900 h.p.

at 70 miles per hour, with 350 tons behind the tender, the

drawbar pull at that speed being 7.350 lbs. It must be remembered
that this engine weighs only 80 tons." Let us consider what these

figures signify, and the conclusions which may be derived there-

from.

In the table of general dimensions accompanying the article above
mentioned, the total heating surface of this locomotive is given

as 2,616.8 sq. ft.; hence the foregoing performance is equivalent to

the development of one indicated horse-power for each 1.38 sq. ft. of

heating surface; or 0.73 indicated horse-power per sq. ft. of heat-

ing area.

It is also equal to the production of one indicated horse-power

for each 81.2 lbs. total weight, or 23.75 indicated horse-power per

net ton.

The drawbar stress (presumably at the rear coupler of the ten-

der) being 7,350 lbs., and the velocity 70 miles an hour, the net

drawbar horse-power is 1,372, or 72.2 per ceut. of the indicated

horse-power. Hence, assuming these results to have been attained

on level track, the locomotive developed one effective drawbar horse-

power for each 1.01 sq. ft. of heating surface, or 0.52 drawbar

horse-power per square foot of heating area. This equals the pro-

duction of one drawbar horse-power for each 116.6 lbs. total weight,

or 17.15 drawbar horse-power per net ton. Consequently, we obtain

the following relations between power, heating surface, and total

weight

:

Indicated horse-power = 0.73 (heating surface in sq. ft.).

Indicated horse-power = 23.75 f total weight in tons).

Drawbar horse-power = 0.52 (heating surface in sq. ft.).

Drawbar horse-power = 17.15 (total weight in tons).

Making due allowance for the superiority of the fuel used upon

French railways as compared with that usually employed in this

country, together with the probability that 1,900 indicated horse-

power was sustained but for a comparatively short time, do any

records exist showing equal efficiency for an 80-ton American loco-

motive?

Assuming level track, then, at 70 miles per hour. 1.900 — 1.372

= 528 h.p. were consumed in overcoming the machinery fric-

tion, and the rolling, axle, and atmospheric resistances of the loco-

motive and tender, weighing 146.25 tons in working order ; or

52S
= 3.6 h.p. per net ton, equivalent to a total resistance of

L46.26

3.6 X 375
= 19.3 lbs. per ton.

70
The significance of this small loss of energy between the cylinders

and the tender coupler will be apparent when it is recalled that dur-

ing the discussion of M. Edouard Sauvage's paper. "Compound Loco-

motives in France," at the April. 1904, meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers. Mr. Sisterson. who had charge of the tests

made upon the London & Southwestern Railway for the purpose

of ascertaining the power necessary to drive light locomotives at

various speeds, presented a table showing that in the "case of Mr.

I lima Id Drummond's 4-4-0 type, single-expansion express locomo-

tive No. 706, which has 18%-in. x 20-in. cylinders, driving-wheels

77 - ins. in diameter, and weighs with its tender about 100.S
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American tons, 912 indicated bone power were required to propel

ii agine and tender alone al a velocity of 70 miles an hour; or,

912

approximately - =9.08 b.p. per net (on, equal to a total resist-

100.8

9.05 X 875

of — = 48.5 lbs. per ton. Although, aa Mr, Bister

To

-.mi explained, the reliability of these trials was impaired by the an

suitable nature of the road upon which they were made, the l"'

i i\ having been started on a slight descending grade and run

round w on to a level tangent, the results are nevertheless in

structlve as indicating in a general waj the relative resistance al the

same s] d i 70 miles per hour) of the Paris-Orleans and London

8 s h Western locomotives, which resistance appears to be about

in the ratio of 3.6 to 9.05 b.p. per ton of locomotive and tender, re-

tipectively, or 19.3 i" 18.5 lbs. per ton.

nii-iii quite immaterial; the important practical fact - thai for

maximum efficiency the individual reciprocating masses of high

speed engines should be as light and their inertia effects as com
pletely neutralized as possible; both of which ends are attained in

the rour-cyllnder balanced cm f compound locomotive.

Knw m:u L. Co
Assoc Am. Soc. M. 13.

'_'." Broad street, New fork,

August 13, 1904.

STEAMING CAPACITY OF LOCOMOTIVES.

To the Editoi :

The article by Mr. Bentley on steaming capacitj of I

published in your issue of July, 1904, has I d of i :h inl

id me, especially so far as ii pertains to simple engines. Thi

Do, let- FVt*a(vt-«i»:

6>

140* IH l« ir l« .9 *0 it **. t% ?* F5 26 27 m 44 ID 3, 12 13 M 11 3b 37 ii J9

Heotmg Surface

STEAMING CAPACITY OF SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVE.

.
• • . M . . ... 1/ VS ~l f .-

Now, in a certain experiment ii was found that, other conditions

remaining constant, the employment of an .-111111111111111 piston in a

motor car engine resulted in an increase in speed of 300 r. p. m„
as compared with the maximum possible when :i heavier material

was used. This fact, while demonstrating the great influence which

the weight of the reciprocating parts of an engine exert upon its

rotational speed, also apparently disproves the commonly accepted

il ry that according to the doctrine of the conservation of energy,

11 uergj expended l>.\ the steam in accelerating the reciprocating

masses during the first half of their travel is restored to the crank-

pin by the inertia of these parts during the latter half of the stroke.

These considerations suggest the hypothesis that the freedom of

running of the De Glenn compound locomotive, and ilie high rutin

of the drawbar to the indicated horse-power 1 '-- per cent, in t In-

above example), is largely ilm- t" the inherent characteristics of the

design whereby, owing to the subdivision of the total work between

four trankpins and the consequent reduction in weight of the in-

dividual reciprocating pans, together with the almost perfect bal

ancing of the inertia forces developed by the latter, the loss of

energy caused by reciprocation is considerably less than in an or-

dinary two-crank locomotive of equal power. Prom the experiment

with the aluminum piston ii appears certain that the acceleration

of the reciprocating pans of an engine results in a great loss of

energy, bat, SO tar as T am aware, tin- precise cause of this loss is

ai present unknown.
Whether it be due to friction, to beat interchange between ilie

steam and the cylinder walls, or to other influences, is for the mo-

tions given for horse power and maximum horse power am] lie.il

ing surface are useful as well as interesting. I should like, how-

ever, to make a few comments on one diagram as printed in con-

nection with the article. In the diagram Eor heating surface for

simple engines th rrect figures can only be obtained for an en

having cylinders 25 in-s. in diameter, and even if the intersec-

tions of the boiler pressure lines on the H'.-in. cylinder line had

been correctly made, ii would still be possible only to obtai tor

reri heating surface for the 16-in. and 25-in. engines. To make
the readings correct for other sizes of cylinders the ordinates of

the diagram should vary directly as the square of the diameters,

rather than as the diameters of the cylinders. I submit herewith

a rough sketch of this diagram, which I think is more nearly

correct Maury s. Bubnham, Chief Draughtsman.

]>.. M A \ Ry., Proctor, Minn.

LOCOMOTIVE FLUE SETTING AND MAINTENANCE.

To the Editor

In his professional conventions the master :hanic and the

master boiler maker give the subject of locomotive flue setting a

share of their thoughtful consideration, and much of value to the

well being of the locomotive boiler has resulted. When the rail-

road officer returns to his own road he gives - ntion in a

general way—spasmodically, perhaps, in some instances—to the

care of Hues and boilers in service, but in the writer'* opinion the
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subject is noi receiving the attention and persistent following up

which iis direct relation to successful engine performance entitles it.

To l)e a money-making machine for a railroad company a loco-

motive musl l«' able to lake its rating over the road without failure.

In bail water districts the pre-eminent cause of engine failures is

leaky flues. So directly dues the leaky Hue affect the earning- power

<if a railroad company that the writer feels warranted in present-

ing in some detail this seemingly well worn subject.

The three principal conditions upon which satisfactory service of

Bues is dependent are :

la i Proper methods in setting Hues; (l>) effective safeguards

against too sudden and unequal expansion in boiler and Hues, and

(c) keeping the boiler and Hues as free as possible ft i incrustation

and accumulation of loose scale and mud.

It is tn the first of these that attention will be chiefly directed.

There have been limes, perhaps, in the experience of every one

having In do with locomotive flues when they would leak in .spite

of anything that could be done. The methods suggested in this

article are no1 advanced as new discoveries, or as cures for all flue

troubles, but they represent practice which service has demonstrated

scale with a file will answer. The Hue when driven into (be sheet

I Fig. 5) should extend 3-10 in. through the sheet mi the fire side.

Mandrettimg out the flues in the back flue sheet is the next step

I Fig. 6). This is done with a tapered steel pin for the double

purpose of securing the flue into the sheet preparatory to rolling

and for starting the flue lip flaring out. the first step in the turning

of the bead.

Rolling.—The front end of the Hues having been shimmed with

strips of sheet iron, both the back and front ends are rolled with

I lie Dudgeon roller. With proper appliances the front end may be

safely and economically rolled by air. The rolling of the back ends

is another matter; these should lie rolled by hand, as there is too

much at slake In risk the danger of damaging the flues by improper

rolling. There is not the safety and uniformity of work in air

rolling that obtains in band rolling by a competent workman.

Expanding I Fig. 7.)—Particular stress should be placed upon

this, the most important step in the flue setting process. It is a

mistake to regard the bead as the part requiring the most attention.

The portion of the flue next to the sheet on the water side is as

important as the bead. Care should be taken that the flue shoulder
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will meet the conditions imposed by bad water in the limestone

territory of the Middle West as well as any known methods. The

recommended method of flue setting is here presented in tabular

form :

TABULAR STATEMENT OP FLUE SETTING METHOD.

BACK END.
OPEBATION. TOOL USED.

Expand Copper Ferrules Prosser Expander
Drive in Flues Sledge and pin with collar

Mandrel ilialitlvi Taper mandrel pin

Roll Dudgeon roller by hand
Expand Prosser expander
Bead and Caulk Beading tool in air hammer

FRONT END.
IIPKCA1I", TOOT. USED.

Shim with Sheet-iron Strips
Roll Dudgeon roller by air

Mandrel Taper mandrel pin

Each step in the process will be commented upon and reference

made to the accompanying illustrations.

Five Sheet Holes. (Fig. 1.)—Care should be taken that holes in

flue sheet be true, smooth and free from burrs and sharp edges.

It is desirable that the flue hole have a fillet, especially on the water

side, of about 1-32 in. radius. A sharp edge around the hole

often cuts tin- ferrule in I wo. even cutting into the flue. The

diameter of the line hole should be the same as the outside diameter

of the flue.

The Copper Ferruli I Fig. 1'. I F"i' new work this should be nol

far different from No. HI B. W. G. In old flue sheets when the

flue holes are large it is advisable to use enough heavier ferrules to

bring the internal diameter of ferrule when expanded into flue

she.i to 1% ins. for a --in. Hue. The object of the copper

ferrule is to provide a yielding medium agaiust which to work the

Hue and make it tight. Its function is analogous to that of a gasket

in a pipe union or Hie rubber ring in the top of a glass preserve

jar. The ferrule should be set into the flue hole flush with the

fire side and expanded into place with Prosser expander. (Fig. 3.)

To perform its full usefulness, a ferrule should be not less than %
in. hum; :;

i
in. is sufficient, although some authorities prefer

% in. The flue, or safe end, should be No. 10 or No. 11 B. W. G.

When Hues require frequent working the No. 10 gauge is

preferable, having more substance to resist wear and tear.

The 2-in, \U\r should be swaged down to 1% ins. Great care

should be laken to give the swage the right length and to have it

i. rminate i Fig. 4) in as abrupt a shoulder as possible. The flue

after it is swaged should be annealed and the scale removed from

the portion entering the sheet. Grinding this scale off by machine

is desirable, but in the absence of a grinder the removal of the

when heavily expanded bears snugly and firmly against the flue

sheet. This part of the work, if thoroughly done, will contribute

much to making the flue permanently tighter. With proper shape

of Prosser expander sections, the projecting portion of the embryo
bead can be further turned.

Beading (Fig. 8.)—This may now be done with a beading tool in

an ail' hammer, which, with mandrelling the front end, finishes the

flue setting.

On the care and maintenance of flues in service much could profit-

ably lie said, but il is impracticable lo add more Ihan the following

hints in conclusion :

Prevent the extravagant use of the blower, especially when
cleaning fires or when grates are partly uncovered. Insist upon

the gradual cooling down of a boiler before washing out or changing

water. Maintain as near 100 lbs. washout water pressure as

possible. Depend chiefly on the caulking tool and Prosser ex-

pander to keep flues tight. The mandrel pin may be used with dis-

cretion, but the use of the Dudgeon roller in the roundhouse should

be practically unknown. E. Li. Smith.

STAYBOLTS.

To tin- 'Editor:

The recent increase in I he number of articles in current maga-
zines on the subject of staybolts has attracted my attention with

unusual interest. Doubtless this much discussed subject, "The
cancer of the locomotive," will be fresh in our minds till some
genius designs a walertube boiler applicable to the modern locomo-

tive.

The suggestions in the AMERICAN ENGINEER for August, 1004,

page 311. relative to decreasing the diameter and increasing the

length of the staybolts seems to me to be a step in the right direc-

tion. The factors to be taken into consideration are three in num-
ber, viz.: (1) Direct tensile strength; (2) tensile strength at

temperatures corresponding to boiler pressure, and (3) stress

caused by bending.

For tensile s-tress only, the area to be supported is easily propor-

tioned to the size and strength of the bolt. The tensile strength and

percentage of elongation, or. in other words, elasticity, increase

with the temperature, as is shown by the diagrams in the Ameri-

can Engineer for July, 1904, page 253; so there is no fear from

this source with pressures up to 400 lbs. I do not think the "blue

heat" temperature spoken of in this article is "fatal" with modern

stuybolt iron.
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Tin' relation to I »> » J
• proportl .1 bj bending is

shown b] Hi.' ordinary formula for a cantilever and the chang
stress caused bj varying the diameter, ot length, with a constanl

deflection, In liown as follows!

Suppose ii" boll i" !» fixed in the outei b! I and the I r end

free

—

Let ii defied i ( the Breboi end.

1 I dia. :ii root "i' i bread.

1 = length of l»'ii bel » een Bheets.

I. fibre si ress .In.' i" bending

10 = modulus ..I' elasl

e — distance of outer fibre fr neutral axis.

r deflect ing force at fireboj end.

I = n I. .1 1
1. 'in ..I' inertia of Bection at point of max. moment-

Then,

IT' p] p|

l
- (I). I'l (2),d = - (•I

::t:i e 3Be
if we wish to find the effect mi p of varying I only, reduce

1

formula (3) to the form (3deO) — = l
3 (4) where d, e, and E are

p
constant.

This .shows that the fibre stress in the boll next to the outer

si i decree • - with the square of tin- ini d length. There-
fore ill.- longer thi i".ii the less will b ress .in.' t.. bending;
ihi' 'I. ih.' Inner end being the same fur nil lengths.

To find the effect of varying the diameter with a constant Ii n

3dE
reduce formula (3J to the form: D = p, (D = 2e), (5).

il. i. .1 I. and i are constanl and p varies direct lj with the diame-
ter, or, in other words, the larger the bolt the greater the

Therefore make the boll as small as possible, consistent with tensile

strength.

If with formula No. •"• we use a deflection of ,018 in., I 4 ins.,

for n nominal 1 -in. bolt with 12 threads, we find the stress is car

ried well beyond the elastic limit of anj good iron, and this

I., iir .-I verj close limit for deflection.

If the owner ot the machine described in the article mi page '-'<'•

of the July number will make som. ats, using the above
formula Cm' plotiin^ curves, wiih "number of vibrations" in place

of p, I think he will find thai the longer the bolts of oni diame
/.r the greater the number of vibrations, and ul.su the smaller the

diameter of the bolt, greater than the minimum limit for tensile

strength, the greater will !>• the number of vibrations.

I/. II. Si III Nl K.

CUTTING TEST ON METAL PLANER.

\\\ J. c. Steer.

The cutting test here described was made during the regular

progress of the work through the shop. The material was

cast iron and the casting weighed 3,000 lbs.

The dimensions of the cuts were so regulated as to bring

depth and thickness into measurable quantities, and a number
of nils were made to determine the effect of the form of cut

upon the power required. This feature of the test was not al-

together satisfactory, as the power required to run the planer

light varied somewhat, and a small error is easily made when
taking an iter readings, particularly with a fluctuating cur-

ti nt due to a varying load. Whatever the causes were, the re-

sults are somewhat at variance with what might have been

expected.

The planer on which the test was made is a 48-in. x 16-ft.

machine, which was driven during the test by a Northern
Electric Company motor, belted to an auxiliary shaft, which in

turn was belted to the planer countershaft.

The table is so arranged that the power required may be
seen in relation to either cubic inches of metal removed per
minute, or pounds of metal removed per hour. The value of C
given in the table relates to the constant C in the formula
W X C = H. P., where W is the weight of metal removed per

hour. C is a constant varying under different conditions.

Cut No 1 2 3 4 5
Depth of cut % vi % % 1
Thickness nt cut 1-32 1-16 % % 1-32
Area of cut sq. ins 0078 .015(1 .0626 .078 0312
Cu. Ins. per min 1.41 2.82 11.25 14. 5.G2
Wt. removed per br.-lbs. 22 44. 175 219 88
H.p. req'd

—

gross.... 5.1 5.4 8.8 9.6 6.6
il |. req'd—net .6 .9 4.3 5.1 2.1
He per cu. in.—gross 3.62 1.91 .78 .68 1.18
Up per .u In.—net.

.

.42 .32 .38 .36 .37
Value nt' ('— urnss lip. .122 .05 .042 .076
Value nl i' n.

l tip.. .027 .020 .024 .023 .024
Av. value C—gr. h.p.. " .176 " .046 » *

Av. value C— net h.p.. .0235 .0235

The average power required for running the motor, shafts

and machine pulleys was :! h.p. with the platen at rest, and
4.5 h.p. with the platen moving in direction of the cut.

Other tests have shown that when cutting cast iron the qual-

ity of the metal and shape of the tool have considerable to

do with the power required. Some tests have shown that
with a given depth of cut the power required increased al-

most directly in proportion to the thickness, and in other
cases the power required increased at a slightly greater rate

than the thickness. Again, it has been found that in some
cases the minimum amount of power required to remove a
given amount of metal was when the depth and thickness of

the cut were equal. By depth of cut is meant the height from
the planed surface to the rough face of the casting, and by

thickness of cut is meant the amount of feed. This explana-

tion is made because different expressions are frequently used

to denote the same thing.

Cuts 1 and 2 show that a relatively less amount of power
was taken for 2 than for 1, and the same is true of .". ami *;.

referring, of course, to net power. Cuts 8 and 9 might have

been expected to show the least amount of power for a given

section, but both are slightly higher than 6, which shows the

least of all. A small variation might be allowed for by reason

of the variation in the driving power, but probably the con-

dition and shape of the cutting tools, as well as variation in

the quality of the metal may account for the results being at

variance with what might have been expected.

It will be seen that the average of net power constants for

1 and 2, and 3 and 4 are the same, and that those for 5, 6 and 7,

and 8, 9 and 10, are quite close; also that the average constants

for the gross power from :l to 10, inclusive, are about the same.

In this test the results for 11 and 12 indicate that the thin

cuts took relatively more power than the heavier ones. These

lllll...I
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ei LGRAM SHOWING RELATIVE sm-s m i l is.
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HEAVY PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE. service, but has been followed in the heaviest passenger loco-

motives with entire success, and on a road which is by no means

2—6—2 type. straight. This is one of the largest and heaviest locomotives of

this type in our record, and there seems to be no question of

Chicago Bubungtoh & Quincy Railway. the advantages of the type over the Pacific- type with a 4-wheel

leading truck. The trailing truck has outside journals and the

A new design of Prairie type passenger locomotive has been arrangement for spreading the rear sections of the frames

built for' this road by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 40 under the firebox, used on several recent Chicago, Burlington

are being put into service. They are single-expansion engines & Quincy designs, has been followed in this case. A summary

with piston valves and 22-in. by 28-in. cylinders, the tractive of the leading dimensions of the engine is given in the accom-

effort with 69-in. wheels being 35,000 lbs. These engines have panying table:

151,070 lbs. on driving wheels, which is the heaviest weight on Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway 2—6—2 Type Loco-

6-coupled wheels in our record. The boiler is straight and has motive.

301 2Vi-in. tubes, 19 ft. long, the total heating surface being Gauge _
4 ft. 8% ins.

3,575 sq. ft. and the grate area 55 sq. ft. This road has had a Cylinder ..................... ..... ..... ........ .22 ins. x
p .»Jjj;

long and very satisfactory experience with 2-wheel leading Boiler—Type '.' .' •• • ••
;;"f^

lg*
trucks and this construction has not been confined to freight Thickness of 'sheets

".'.' .".".' .'.'.'." .' .'.'.'.'.'.' % >ns -

1
T

PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE 2—6—2 (PRAIRIE TYPE) .—CHICAGO, BURLINGTON & QUINCY RAILROAD.

F. H. Clark, Superintendent of Motive Power. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders
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Working pressure 210 lbn.

Fuel soft coal

Slaying .......... radial

Firebox—Material ,V
s'eel

Length 1"* '-

Width ' - '

'
'"

Depth front 72% Ins., bai i.

Thlekness of sheets, ld< lol In., crown % In., tube

Water pace front -I '_. Ins., sides 4

In).. Material Ir0 "

Win- mi '•" '

Numb, i 803 diameter 2!4 Ins., length L9 n

Ilcatin box IBO s'l. ft.

Tub.s 'I- «
rtrebrli k tubi 01 s<i ft -

8,676 sq. ft.Total
Orate urea 5;> sq. ft.

Driving wheels Diameter outside ''> >ns.

Journal! uu L2 Ins

Engine true k wheel
i fronl i

Journals i l» ins.

Trailing
Journals ! - Ins.

Wheel ba i Drii Ing

d 21 I

i On drlvlni wheel t ir,l,070 lbs.

ruck, front T.S.2G0 lbs.

< in trailing wheel -
! 220 lbs.

Ine
Total engine I ti ndi r

Tank Capacity
Tender- Wheels, No. 8 dlam I

5J4 Ins. x l

POWERFUL TURRET LATHE FOR RAILWAY SHOPS.

A 5-in. by IS -in. automat Ic chuck turret lathe, the most power-

ful ever built, has just been shipped by Bardons & Oliver, of

Cleveland, Ohio. In I In- new Montreal shops of the Canadian

I'.u Iflc Railway.

Fig. 1 shows a general view of this machine, which repre-

sents a gradual development of their regular line of turret

lathes for bar stock, and is especially designed to meet the

exacting requirements of t lie modern shop with its high speed

tool steels. Up to this time it has been customary on turret ma-

chines taking as large as 5-in. round bars to use a special type

of lathe chuck for gripping the stock. The makers of this

machine have adhered to a modified form of the standard auto-

matic- chuck, believing from their experience that no other

method of holding a bar has ever been devised that will equal

diameter. The machine can be arranged for motor drive if

desired.

The cone spindle can be driven ir through the back

gears, the sliding wedge which engages the friction through the

fingers being operated by the lever A on the front side of the

head. The cone spindle is connected with the main spindle

through an intermediate shaft carrying a sleeve gear and pin-

ion meshing into the two large gears on the main spindle.

These last two gears are loose on the spindle, and either ean

be i hitched to it as desired by means of the lever B working

through a similar friction mechanism to that used on the cone

spindle. Babbitt is used for the main spindle and the

spindle bearings, and the main spindle bearings are -

through sight feed lubricators located on top of the caps.

The front bearing is 8 ins. in diameter by 13 ins. long. Tie-

cone spindle has a hole in the centre running almost the entire

in, 1—AUTOMATIC CHUCK TUBR..T LATHE.—BABOONS & OLIVER.

in gripping power the so-called spring chuck or collet, provid-

ing it is properly designed and constructed. In no other form

is the stock gripped equally around the entire circumference

and the cutting tools brought so near the spindle bearing.

Another departure from the ordinary practice is in the

method of supporting the outer end of the bar. There are two

usual methods of doing this, one to place a chuck at the rear

end of the spindle, necessitating opening and closing same
after each piece is made, and the other to allow the bar to re-

volve freely in a forked bearing or bushing on the upper end

of a light support some distance from the rear end of the head.

In this machine a heavy guide is bolted rigidly to the rear end

of the head, and extending far enough to reach the end of a

20-ft. bar when in place in the machine. Sliding on this guide

is a carrier, revolving in which is a bushing or chuck, with 4

screws spaced evenly around its circumference. By means of

this the outer end of the- bar can be made to revolve concen-

trically with the front end and almost perfectly round work can

be obtained when using forming tools.

The head, as seen in Fig. 2, is double friction geared, giving

4 spindle speeds without stopping the machine, and if all 3

pulleys of the triple friction countershaft, which is regularly

furnished with, the machine, are used for "go ahead speeds."

12 spindle speeds can be obtained without stopping the machine.

The greatest ratio of gearing is about 20 to 1. while the small-

est is about 3 to 1. The cone spindle is driven by a 7-in. belt

from a triple friction countershaft, with pulleys 24 ins. in

length, connecting at one end through a stuffing box with a

fixed lubricator. Smaller radial holes lead from this central

hole to all bearings of the spindle and friction parts, ensuring

thorough lubrication, by centrifugal force, from this one source

of supply. As this is a fast running shaft, the necessity of

some such arrangement as this can be readily understood,

intermediate gear shaft is lubricated in a similar manner, and

all gears and rotating parts are fully enclosed.

The stock is held at the front end of the spindle (Fig. 3) by

means of a master collet. The false jaws can easily be changed
without removing the collet or collet ring from the spindle as

the jaw screws extend through large holes in the spindle to a

point nearly flush with the outside. A sliding ring covers these

holes when the machine is in use. The false jaws are usually

serrated to increase their gripping power, and the collet is

closed upon the stock by means of the large turnstile on the

front of the head which operates the sliding wedge and fingers

on the rear end of the spindle. Variation in the size of the bar

is provided for by making this wedge with three steps. The
collet is adjusted by the nut at the extreme rear end of the

spindle, so that the fingers rest on the middle step of the wedge
when gripping stock of the correct diameter. If the stock comes
a little small the fingers are run up to the large step oi the

wedge; if a little large they stop at the small step, so that the

bar is always securely held.

The feed dog or carrier (Fig. 4), as has already been ex-

plained, was designed to serve another purpose besides
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FIG. 4.—FEED DOG OR CARRIER

FIG. 2.—SECTION THROUGH IIEADSTOCK.
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eular cross section has demonstrated the superiority of this

method wherever practicable. The forming slide (shown in

section in Fig. til is made long and heavy and carries two mas-

Blve tool blocks, one at the rear tor th" roughing tool and one

at the iron! foi tin' finishing tool. Tools to form up to 12

Or U ins. in length can be held in these holders, which

are removable so thai special attarhmems ran be fitted for

Other 'lasses of work when desired. The forming tools are ad-

justed vertically by means of taper wedges which are moved

by sncws. They are clamped solidly to the holders by bolts

passing directly through them and screws are provided for

the lateral adjust incut of the tools which can be quickly and

accurately set with B little practice. The forming slide can

lie fed by hand or power in either direction. The power feed

has lour changes by means of the lever C and the reverse is

obtained by the lever D. The feed has an automatic release

in either direction. In practice the roughing tool is usually

ted by power and the finishing tool by hand. A graduated dial

on the bandle enables work to be formed accurately as to size.

The cutting off tools arc two in number, mounted on separate

slides, shown in section in Fig. 7. which have an entirely inde-.

TAPER, %"/Nl'-

-I

Al_l L—

J

8THOS

1

M
s

/POINTING TOOL v_L

^B OX TOOL
TOOL

HOLDER

I 10 8.—WRIST riN AND TOOLS USED TO MACHINE THREADED END.

pendent cross feed from the forming tool slide, although they

are carried on the same saddle casting, this saddle having a

longitudinal adjustment of 3% ins. The cutting-off tool

slides are fed in simultaneously by a right and left hand screw

either by hand or by power, the power feed being taken from
the same shaft as the power feed to the forming slide, but hav-

ing separate throw-out. The front cutting-off tool slide has an

adjustment so that the tools can be set to cut equally and
the cutting-off blades are made of high-speed steel and are of

special cross section. Four changes of feed can be obtained

by means of the. lever C.

The turret and turret slide, while amply large, are not so
heavy that they cannot be readily operated by hand. As the

most severe duty falls on the forming slide, care has been
taken in designing the turret and slide not to make them
clumsy and difficult to handle. It travels directly on the bed
on flat bearings of ample width and wipers on tae front end
of the slide keep these bearings clean. A taper gib runs the
entire length of one side and provides means for taxing up
side wear.

The turret is hexagon in form. Is 18 ins. in diameter

the Bats and an Independer provided for each

Of Its taci ne . stops having a range Ol 36 ins., while

the total feed to the turret slide Is 12 Ins. Bach face has

8, "sin. tapped holes for the purpose ol attaching the varl-

re 1b s I %-ln. hole in each face and also through

the ci i
i thus enabling work up to i\ Ins. in dlam

and i- ins. long to be turned, This diameter can be inci

it desired Powei feed to the turret, slide is provided, and

four chance to this feci can be ;
'••> means

of the lever F shown In Fig. 1. The power teed can be tripped

at any point, by each of the independent Btope which also

serve as d< for the hand feed It can be thrown in or

out by band bj means of the leveT G. The lock bolt Is with-

drawn by hand by the lever H and the turret ed by

hand. Means are provided for locking the lock bolt after it

is withdrawn II desired, so thai the turrel can be re'

III., fl.
— loltMINi; - I Si:i> UN WHIST PIN.

22 Min

in.. 10.—SAMPLES OS WORK DONE, Willi ll.Mi: 8EQUIBED.

in either direction past one or more holes. The lock bolt is

tapered on the upper end and fits into hardened and ground
steel bushings in the bottom of the turret and slides in hard-

ened and ground bushings in the turret slide.

The turret has a large projection on the bottom fitting into

a corresponding opening in the top of the slide which serves

to take the major part of the thrust, but in addition to this

a taper bushing is inserted in the center of the turret taking
its bearing on the steel turret stud which extends from the

under side of the turret slide to the top of the turret. This
bushing is adjustable endwise to take up all wear. The tur-

ret stud extends through the large washer on the top of the

turret, and is threaded on the outer end to receive the binder

handle by means of which the turret and slide can be clamped
solidly together.

The base of the machine is cast in the form of a pan which
has a large reservoir at the back so that there is room for an
abundant supply of lubricant without keeping the pan itself

filled. A perforated plate over the reservoir keeps the chips
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from entering, and the lubricant that runs down the front side

of the machine is conducted back to it quickly through an

opening under the center of the bed. There is also an open-

ing in the top of the bed between the turret slide and the

forming slide which allows chips and lubricant to fall direct-

ly into the back of the pan. A large sheet steel guard extends

almost the entire length of the pan at the rear, giving a large

chip capacity, and a smaller guard is provided for the front.

The lubricant is forced to the turret, forming and cutting

off tools by means of a rotary pump, fastened to the back

gear arm. The pump is driven by a belt from a special

countershaft, and has a l^-in. inlet pipe, the end of which is

covered by a strainer for further protection from chips. Two
1-in. outlet pipes are provided, one for the turret tools and one

for the cut-off and forming tools, through which a continuous

stream of lubricant is pumped while the machine is running.

The supply of lubricant is directed and controlled by means
of levers conveniently located and connected with 3-way

valves. An automatic relief valve furnishes an outlet when the

discharge is checked or stopped, and the pump can be stopped

entirely if so desired by means of the lever, located above the

front cap which operates a clutch on the pump shaft.

At each end of the pan lugs are provided by means -of which

the machine can be readily handled with jacks.

In Fig. 8 is shown a crosshead wrist pin made on this ma-
chine from 4 7s-in. bar stock in 18 minutes. The first opera-

tion after chucking was to turn down the small end of the

pin from 4% ins. to 2-in. diameter, and this was done in

one cut in 7 minutes by means of the box tool shown in

Fig. 8. The cutter is made of high-speed steel and is

provided with a releasing mechanism so that the work will

not bei scored when the tool is being moved back. The back
rests, of which there are two, are adjustable in and out so

that the work can be backed up at the proper place. The cot-

ter pin end of the wrist pin was turned by means of the

pointing tool shown in Fig. 8. This tool is held in the tool

holder shown, which is clamped to the face of the turret. By
means of these holders tools with shank can be used in the

machine. The 2-in. thread is cut by means of a self-opening

die head (Fig. 8), which is provided with a roughing and
finishing attachment. Only one die head is usually sent with

the machine, although two are shown in Fig. 8, one of these

being arranged with a sliding holder for use- when cutting fine

threads. The rest of the wrist pin was machined by the form-

ing tools shown in Fig. 9. These tools are made of high-speed

steel, and while the piece was being formed the cutting-off tools

were started, thereby saving time. The pieces thus turned out

are guaranteed to be within one thousandth of an inch of being

round.

Several samples of work done on this machine, with the time

it took to finish them, are shown in Fig. 10. This machine is

also built to take 6-in. stock, the only change being in the

spindle, head parts, automatic chuck and wire feed parts.

AGUAS CALIENTES SHOPS.

MEXICAN CENTRAL: RAILROAD.

These shops have -been referred to in this journal (see

May, 1904, page 181). Because of the climatic conditions

the buildings are unique and interesting, they have already

been briefly described. The general plan of the plant is illus-

trated in the accompanying engravings, which indicates com-

pleted buildings in solid lines and possible extension in dotted

lines. The shop buildings are arranged in a long and some-

what narrow plot enclosed by a 10-ft. adobe wall for protec-

tion against thieves. The size of each building is indicated on

the drawing. All the shops are arranged on the longitudinal

track basis and the plant is characterized by the absence of

transfer tables. Buildings for locomotive repairs are grouped

at the south end of the enclosure with the roundhouses and oil

house nearby. At the other end the car repair department

is provided for, with the facilities for storage along the center
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of the plan. in Buch a mild climate, most ol the heavy supply

material is Btored out of doors anil the storehouse is reserved

tor small articles and tor materia] requiring special protection

ii. mii thieves. The power house is at the center of power dis-

trlbutlon ami Mi cable are carried on pole lines to the vari-

ous Shops. Two dug wells suppl] water for the shops and the

timber treating plant. A mo. igal. steel tank furnishes stor-

age for the simps. A 360,000-gal. reservoir provides a supply

to la i through the animal dry see

ill the smaller buildings the hammer and sin it h shop, 68 by

801 n. is located mar the north end ol the erecting mi

ami boiler shops. Near n are the rolling mill, iron foundry

ami planing mill. The end walls and Bide columns of these

buildings are oi concrete, the roof misses are of yellow pine

and the roofs and side walls of galvanised iron. These build-

nv open to a height Of 6 ft. 9 in. from the ground. Old

rails are used lor framing, to which the galvanized iron is

fastened. At the south end of the hammer and smith shop the

Bwltoh ami frog work of the entire road is done. The tool

equipment ami the motors of this shop are presented in tabular

form.

The brass foundry is 40 by 80 ft. and is equipped with 6

Mm furnaces for melting in crucibles. A Tahor pneumatic

molding machine is used for making journal bearings. All

Hie journal bearings for the freight equipment of the entire

road are filled here.

The iron foundry is 60 by 216 ft., with a leanto addition

for charging platforms, core rooms and storage. The core

house is 42 by 54 ft., with two ovens, one 18 by 24 ft. and the

oi her 5 by 24 ft. for small work. Two cupolas, a 10-ton Colliau

for general use and a 5-ton MeKenzie for emergencies are

capable of producing an average output of 10 tons daily. Three

Tabor molding machines are used for molding brake shoes and

other small work. This department requires a total of SO h.p.

The rolling mill, used for re-rolling scrap, is a building 60

by 108 ft. and is equipped with a 9-in., three high train driven

by a vertical engine. Steam is supplied by two locomotive

boilers over healing furnaces. The scrap is made into billets

under a 2,500-lb. steam hammer and then rolled into bar iron,

round and flat.

An adobe building with brick pilasters, 43 by 200 ft., provides

for the pattern shop. A 60-ft. room at the south end is the pat-

tern shop proper, the rest of the building being used for pat-

tern storage. A 10-h.p. motor drives a pattern-makers' lathe,

a core box machine, a band saw, surfacer rip saw and grind-

stone. The glue pots are heated by an electric heater.

Truck, wheel and axle work for freight and passenger cars

is done in a building 40 by 200 ft., half of which is devoted to

trucks. Light car forgings and bolts are also made in this

shop.

Th planing mill is 7u by 200 ft. with two longitudinal tracks

through it. These connect with the yard at the north end and
reach the dry kiln and lumber yard at the south end. This

building has a floor of vitrified brick laid on edge in sand.

This mill turns out all material for car repairs and also pro-

videc for manufacturing such material as handles for picks,

hammers, axes, etc., used on the road. Near the mill is a saw-
mill with a 44-in. circular saw with a log carriage, driven by

a 30-h.p. motor belted direct to the saw arbor.

These notes are taken from a complete description prepared

by Mr. C. T. Bayless. mechanical engineer of the road.

DIRECT-CONNECTED MOTOR-DRIVEN FAN.

Large Contracts for Locomotive Repairs.—The Erie Railroad

has awarded to the American Locomotive Company a contract

for the repairs of 600 locomotives. This is the largest order of

this kind, and the terms require the delivery of 30 locomotives

per month, after having received general repairs. It is under
stood that the arrangement is more profitable to the road than
to repair the locomotives themselves after the strenuous condi-

tions of last winter, which left the machinery and boilers in

need of unusually heavy work. It is possible for the locomotive
company to undertake it because of the falling off in the de-

mand for new locomotives at this time

A very important Improvement in the design of their

"A H C" direct-connected motor-driven , | jac ventilating fan,

which makes it much more rigid and compact, has recently

been made by the American Blower Co. of Detroit. In place

of attaching the motor to the aims of the fan, which In many

KOTOS-DRIVEN DISC IW- \MI.I;H \s BLOWER CO.

eases was quite objectionable because of the weight of the

overhanging motor, it is now placed on a substantial base as

shown in the half tone. Westinghouse series wound multi-

polar motors are used, which are furnished with an auton
release switch and a fireproof rheostat.

Engineer Dbabtsw w.—The United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces that the examination for engineer drafts-

man in the supervising architect's office, announced for August
17. 18 ami 19, has been postponed to September 11. 15 and 16,

1904. and will be held to secure eligibles from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy in the position of engineer drafts-

man in the supervising architect's office, at $1,200 per annum.
and other similar vacancies as they may occur in that office.

Information concerning the examinations and places where
they will be held may be had on application to the United
States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

Railroad Accidents i\ the United States.—The number of

persons killed in train accidents during the months of Janu-
ary, February and March, 1904, as shown in reports made by
the railroad companies to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
under the "accident law" of March 3, 1901, was 221, and of in-

jured 2,797. Accidents of other kinds, including those sus-

tained by employees while at work, and by passengers in get-

ting on or off the cars. etc.. bring the total number of casualties

up to 919 killed and 12.444 injured. These reports deal only
with passengers and employees on duty.

Tractive Resistance on Various Rn.\ns.—The tractive re-

sistance on railroads is from 9 to 18 lbs. per ton, on tramways
26 to 33 lbs., on good stone pavement from 44 to 55 lbs., on
bad stone pavement from 66 to 78 pounds, on good macadam
from 44 to 67 lbs., on bad macadam from 77 to 100 lbs., and on
sand roads from 130 to 220 lbs.

—

Max Schiemann.

Tha Western Transit Company, which is the freight connec-

tion of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad on the

Great Lakes, has recently put into commission the new steamer
Duluth, the largest package freight vessel on the Great Lakes.

It is 401 ft. long, has a 50-ft. beam and 30-ft. depth, with a
carrying capacity of 6.000 tons. This makes seven modern steel

steamers in the Western Transit Company's fleet, six of which
has been added since 1898. it being the company's policy to add
a new steamer each year. In addition to these steel steamers.

the company has nine iron and wooden ones, and this fleet of

sixteen steamers enables the New York Central to give a daily

freight service from Buffalo to Milwaukee, Chicago, Duluth and
Portage Lake.
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FIG. 1.—MULTIPLE SPINDLE DH1LL.—1SAUS1I MACHINE TOOL

COMPANY.

FIG. 2.- -STANDARD DRILL PRESS ARRANGED FOR MOTOR DRIVE.

CINCINNATI MACHINE TOOL CO.

DRILLING MACHINES.

FIG 3.—NEAT MOTOR APPLICATION TO BEMENT, MILES & CO. DRILL

PRESS.

Fig. 1 illustrates a fourteen-spindle multiple drill built by

the Baush Machine Tool Company, Springfield, Mass., and

driven by a General Electric Company variable speed 10 h.p.,

C. K. type motor with a speed range of from 350 to 700

r.p.m. The motor is placed on an extension of the

base of the machine and is connected to the driving

mechanism by gearing. The machine is designed to drill from

one to fourteen 1-in. holes in cast iron with a maximum circle

of 36 ins. and a minimum circle of 14 ins. The spindles are

adjustable to allow for drilling in groups of square, circular

or other forms, using one or more spindles and are also ad-

justable vertically. The automatic stop and feed permits the

head to be operated with great ease and rapidity and relieves

the workman of much unnecessary handling. It can also ue

operated by hand if desired. The machine has a quick return

mechanism which can ue controlled either automatically ar

by hand. Its weight is 23.000 lbs. These machines can oe

made either vertical or horizontal, and the horizontal machine

can be made with either single or double head, each of which

will carry from one to twenty spindles, ranging from Vz to IY2

ins. in diameter.

Fig. 2 illustrates the neat manner in which the Cincinnati

Machine Tool Co. can easily arrange one of their standard drill

presses for a motor drive. The motor bracket is of simple

design and is clamped to the frame at the rear. The motor

shown is a 2 h.p. Northern Electric and is mounted to belt

to the tight and loose pulleys. Another interesting feature

of this machine is the geared tapping attachment. The lever

which hangs parallel to the main spindle operates a double

clutch which engages the spindle with either train of gear-

ing, rotating it in either direction, or allowing it to go free

if the clutch is in its middle position as shown in the illustra-

tion. The clutches can readily be engaged or disengaged while

the machine is in motion, thereby allowing the operator to
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111.. 4.—MOTOR-DRIVEN RADIAL DRILL.— DBESES MACHINE TOOL CO.

MULTIPLE DBILLINQ DEVICE.-

M WHINE Tool. 00.

drill a hole, remove the drill and substitute a tap, and tap the

hole without stopping the machine.

Fig. 3 shows a 50-in. vertical drill made by Bement, Miles &

Company, and on exhibition at the St. Louis Exposition. At-

tention is at once attracted to the neat and substantial way

in which the motor is applied. The 2 1,2-h.p. Northern Electric

motor has a speed range from 350 to 1,750 r.p.m. by speed

control, giving in combination with the change gears, spindle

speeds from 8V4 to 220 r.p.m. The spindle is counterweighted

ami the bevel gears which drive it run in oil and are enclosed

in a dustproof casing. It has power and hand feeds and rapid

vertical adjustment by hand lever, and has 18 ins. traverse.

The table has compound slides and vertical adjustment by

power.

A full universal motor-driven radial drill made by the

Dreses Machine Tool Company is shown in Fig. 4. The motor

is a 3V&-h.p. Jantz & Leist with a 2 to 1 speed variation and is

connected to the drill shaft by two friction gears operated by

the lever A. The two pinions keyed to the motor shaft are

rawhide in order to insure noiseless running. The changes

in the motor speed are obtained by shunt resistance, and these

in connection with changes obtained by means of the two
friction gears operated by lever A and by the regular change

gear mechanism on the rear end of the arm afford a wide

speed range with a* large number of steps.

The adjustable handle rod below the arm starts, stops, en-

gages the back gears, and reverses the spindle quickly for

tapping, all while the machine is running and without using

the belt shifter. The brake power of the driving friction

gears on the rear of the arm can be adjusted so that the

spindle will slip at a certain strain; for instance, when the

tap strikes the bottom of the hole. The feed is positive and
can be varied while the machine is drilling.

Figs. 5 and 6 show an interesting motor application made
to a 5-ft. Dreses radial drill furnished to the Pittsburgh &
Lake Erie Railroad for their McKees Rocks shops. The
motor is a Crocker-Wheeler Company 6%-h.p. vertical and is

mounted as shown in Fig. 6. With the belt drive the shaft P
(extended) was driven from the cone pulley shaft by means
of a pair of bevel gears and motion was transmitted to shaft

O by means of gears D and C. With the motor drive the
rawhide pinion A on the armature shaft drives gear B and

FIG. 5.—VERTICAL MOTOR APPLIED TO DRESES RADIAL DRILL.

shaft O which in turn transmits motion to the drill gearing.

Gears C, D and E drive the elevating screw S by means of a
tumbler gearing arrangement. The motor controller is

mounted above the motor and is operated by means of the
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band-wheel on the vertical shaft, which is clearly shown on the

half tone, and is connected to the controller shaft by a pair of

bevel gears.

The half tone (Fig. 7) shows a new drilling device applied

to a radial drill, permitting 60 holes to be drilled at the same

time by operating the usual feed levers. The main casting, or

head, is clamped to the machine sleeve, which is raised and

lowered by means of its rack and pinion.

The radial spindle runs loose in this head, and, by means of

teeth cut on the spindle next to the sleeve, drives the sixth

gear in the first row of 15 spindles, which mesh together.

These spindles have 1%-in. centers, and each of them drives

three others in rows at right angles to the first row. Their

CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS' ASSOCIATION.

The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association will hold

its thirty-fifth annual convention at Atlantic City, N. J., Sep-

tember lit to 1G, with headquarters at the Hotel Rudolf. The pro-

gram of subjects is as follows

:

1. Report of committee on tests. J. II. Pitard, Mobile & Ohio,

chairman.

2. What improvement have we made in the painting of steel

cars in the past year? Robert Shore, Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern, chairman.

3. What is the best material and treatment for locomotive front

ends? A. R. Lynch, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,

chairman.

4. What is the best construction of sand blast and method of

operating same, in preparing metal for painting? J. II. Kahler,

Erie Railroad, chairman.

5. Which is the best method for removing cracked varnish on the

interior of passenger cars? Chris. Clark, New York, Chicago &
St. Louis, chairman.

6. Essay, "The Treatment of an Ideal Passenger Car from a

Painter's View." J. A. Gohen, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis.

7. Passenger car roofs—treatment and attention of same. T.

J. Hutchinson, Grand Trunk, chairman.

8. Paint shop, records and accounts. H. M. Butts, New York
Central & Hudson River, chairman.

9. What causes the bulging of putty in the nail holes of new
work? J. H. Whittington, Chicago & Alton, chairman.

FIG. 6. DETAILS OF APPLICATION OF VERTICAL MOTOR TO DRESES

RADIAL DRILL.

centers are 1% ins. in order to allow the teeth of their gears

to pass each other as they run in opposite directions, and 30

right and 30 left hand drills are used to do the drilling. With

the aid of a graduated dial on the cross screw and a table hav-

ing its adjustment at right angles to the radial arm thousands

of holes can be drilled with accuracy, down to % in. center

distances. The speed of the small drill spindles is about twice

that of the main spindle. This device is manufactured by the

Mueller Machine Tool Company of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. George R. Henderson has opened an office at 20 West

Thirty-fourth street, New York City, as a consulting engineer,

with railroad problems as a specialty. His education, train-

ing and experience of 25 years' service on such roads as the

TRAVELING ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.

This association will hold its annual convention at the

Lexington Hotel, Michigan Boulevard and Twenty-second street,

Chicago, September 13. A specially interesting convention is

promised.

SPIRALLY CORRUGATED BOILER TUBES.

This tube seems likely to prove very beneficial in reducing

"flue troubles" in locomotive boilers. It has been in experi-

mental service for five years with excellent results. The body

of the tube is corrugated in spirals of 3 3/4-in. pitch, the ends

being plain for a length of 8 ins. at both tube sheets, these

portions being thicker than the body of the tube. Advantages

of two kinds are offered by this tube. First, the corrugations

renuer the tube elastic and the expansion and contraction are

taken up in the tube itself instead of being transmitted to the

tube sheets. Because of the peculiarly severe conditions of

locomotive service this is an important matter. By apply-

ing tension to a single tube by mechanical means it is dem-

onstrated that the tube may be stretched % in. in 16 ft. with

no permanent set. Second, the spiral corrugations tend to

break up the currents of hot gases passing through the tubes,

the action being similar to that of "retarders" or the fins of

the well known Serve tubes, in abstracting a larger amount of

heat from the gases than may be obtained with smooth tubes.

This should improve the economical performance of a ooiler.

It is evident that anything which increases the absorption of

heat from the gases not only increases the economy, but re-

duces the necessity for forcing the fire, the value of which will

P:fch 3l Inches

Fire Be* £fd

SPIRALLY CORRUGATED BOILER TUBE.

Pennsylvania, Norfolk & Western, Chicago & Northwestern and

Santa Fe, together with his high standing as an engineer, con-

stitute a most excellent preparation for consulting practice,

and in view of the important new problems now presented to

railroad management, this journal is glad to note that Mr.

I"-nderson has decided upon this course.

appear in the form of enlarged exhaust nozzles and a decrease

of waste through spark throwing.

Practical tests are believed to show that the corrugations do

not collect cinders, that there is a marked saving in fuel, a

great improvement with respect to tube leakage and a reduc-

tion in the number of sparks thrown. An Important reference
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id these tubea may i" 1 found on page 86 ol the Proceedings of

the Master Mechanics' association tor 1908 The following

record has been received from a road ha In a tubes In ser-

vice for live years:
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The exhibit of these tubes at the recent Saratoga Conven-

ii. hi allrarteil a great ileal of inleresteil attention among rail-

road men who are facing serious Que troubles, and the tubes

are now lieing tried on a number of the most prominent roads.

Further Information maj be obtained from the manufacturers,

The New Jersey Tulie Co
. Newark. N. J.

point of this gear There is no yoke to !»• riveted on or cul

off, ami no blacksmith work whatever about the gear or its

attachments. Strength, however, has not been sacrificed to

convenience. In a test made at Purdue University a gear,

Which was exhibited at the recent Saratoga conventions, with-

stood 30 blows (beginning at 1 ft. 1 in. and ending at 30 ft. 1 in.

drop) and finished In condition for service under a car. At

the fourth blow the horn of the coupler struck the end sill.

A twin spring arrangement is illustrated, but the tandem,

Single spring, or a friction gear may be applied g

and any of these forms may be readily applied to old equip-

ni. Other interesting features are the initial compression of

the springs by driving in the keys with the taper ends and

the tact that the gear will do its work even if a spring is

broken and lost in transit. Further information may be had

i nun the Farlow Draft Gear Company, 223 North Calvert

Street. Baltimore, Md.

VA/VAAAA/VJ

l LELOW DBA] I QEAE—TWIN SPRING—APPLIED TO WOOD DRAFT SELLH.

THE FARLOW DRAFT GEAR. LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT AT ST. LOUIS.

This gear was designed to provide the necessary strength

and capacity to resist shocks of service in a construction which

is easily repaired. Many gears which are satisfactory in every

other respects are difficult to repair, and few are so made as

to he taken down and replaced by one man. The Farlow

draft' gear combines a coupler, with the elongated slot; front

and rear followers, also slotted; three keys, passing through

the slots in the drawbar and followers and also passing

through the draft sills or draft castings and two slotted draw-

bar links, one at each side of the coupler.

The arrangement is illustrated in the accompanying engrav-

ing. In addition to the keys for taking huffing shocks, the

rear face of the rear follower is broadened to bear against an
oak block which is bolted between the draft timbers and bears

against the followers at the front end and against the body
bolster at the back end, thus adding to the buffing resistance.

In buffing, or in pulling, the springs transmit the initial shock
to the sills through the links and the three 5-in. keys. These
keys are in shear, and bending stresses are avoided. The horn
of the coupler strikes when the keys come to a bearing, after

which the buffing shocks are transferred to the buffing block

bearing against the bolster. The resistance of the keys pre-

vents the springs from being compressed "solid." Because of

the keys, which are easily applied and removed, and the slot-

ted draw links, this gear is very easily put up and taken
down. It should permit of establishing a low piece-work price

for repairs. In fact this convenient construction is a strong

Sciikik 'i.k Fuom Observed Data.

On page 301 of the August number the beginning of the

schedule of data taken from Bulletin No. 3 was presented.

This list is continued in abstract below because of the value of

the schedule itself. The notes will be completed next month.
These bulletins may be purchased from the Pennsylvania Rail-

road:
OBBBBVBD DATA.

1 96. Duration of test, hours

SPEED.
197. Total revolutions
198. Average revolutions per minute
199. Equivalent speed in miles per hour
200. Equivalent piston speed in feet per minute

POSITION OF LEVERS.
201. Reverse lever, notches from front end
203. Throttle lever

TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT.
206. Of smoke-box. by thermometer
207. Of smoke-box. by pyrometer
208. Of laboratory dry bulb
209. Of laboratory, wet bulb
210. Of steam in branch pipe
211. Of feed water
212. Of fire-box, by pyrometer

PRESSURE, POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.
217. In boiler, average
218. In boiler, maximum
219. In boiler, minimum
220. In branch pipe
221. In laboratory, barometric

DRAFT. INCHES OF WATER.
222. In smoke-box, front of diaphragm
223. In smoke-box, back of diaphragm
224. In fire-box
225. In ash pan
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226.
227.

228.
229.
230.

232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.

241.
242.
243.
244.
245.

248.
249.
250.

253.
254.
255.
256.

259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.

INJECTORS.

Hours in action. 330.

Total, right 331.
Total, left

QUALITY OF STEAM.
In dome
In branch pipe -

Degrees of superheat in branch pipe

COAL, SPARKS AND ASH.
Coal fired, kind
Coal fired, total, pounds •

Coal as fired, per cent, of moisture 338.
Dry coal fired, total, pounds 339.
Combustible, by analysis, total, pounds
Ash, by analysis, total, pounds
Cinders collected in smoke-box. total, pounds
Sparks discharged from stack, total, pounds
Cinders and sparks, total, pounds

ANALYSIS OF COAL.

Fixed carbon, per cent
Volatile matter, per cent 344.

Moisture, per cent olc"
Ash, per cent '. •

346.

Sulphur determined separately, per cent 347.
348.

, per IB. , 49

332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.

340.
341.
342.
343.

LEAST BACK PRESSURE, POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.
High pressure cylinder, right, head end
High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end. . .-

Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS.

Boiler,

Dry coal fired, per hour, pounds

CALORIFIC VALUE IN B.

Of dry coal
Of combustible
Of cinders and sparks

ANALYSIS OF SMOKE-BOX GASES.

Oxygen—O, per cent
Carbon monoxide—CO, per cent
Carbon dioxide— COo, per cent
Nitrogen—N, per cent

WATER, IN POUNDS.

350.

351.
352.
353.
354.
355.

Dry coal fired, per hour, per sq. ft. of grate surface, pounds. .

EVAPORATION, POUNDS.
Moist steam per hour
Dry steam per hour
Dry steam per hour, per sq. ft. of heating surface
Dry steam per hour, per pound of dry coal

EQUIVALENT EVAPORATION FROM AND AT 212 DEGREES FAHR.
Per hour, pounds
Per hour per sq. ft. of heating surface, pounds
Per pound of coal as fired, pounds
Per pound of dry coal, pounds
Per pound of combustible, pounds
Boiler horse power
Efficiency of boiler

Delivered to injectors 356.
Lost, from boiler °°J,-
Lost, from
Lost, from
Lost, total
Delivered to boiler and presumably evaporated.

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS ENGINE.

MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE, POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.
High pressure cylinder, right, head end
High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end "

Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

RECEIVER.
Pressure, right side
Pressure, left side

DYNAMOMETER.

Pull in pounds.

265. Average
266. Maximum
267. Minimum

CUT-OFF, PER CENT. OF STROKE.

268. High pressure cylinder, right, head end
269. High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
270. High pressure cylinder, left, head end
271. High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
272. Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
273. Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
274. Low pressure cylinder, left, head end ,

275. Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

RELEASE, PER CENT. OF STROKE.

276. High pressure cylinder, right, head end
277. High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
278. High pressure cylinder, left, head end
279. High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
280. Low pressure cylinder, right head end
281. Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
282. Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
283. Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

BEGINNING OF COMPRESSION, PER CENT OF STROKE.
284. High pressure cylinder, right, head end
285. High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
286. High pressure cylinder, left.-^Jiead end
287. High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
288. Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
289. Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
290. Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
291. Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

359.
360.

NUMBER OF EXPANSIONS.
361. Right side, head end
362. Right side, crank end
363. Left side, head end
364. Left side, crank end

365.
366.
367.
368.
369.
370.
371.
372.

373.
374.
375.
376.
377.
37S.
379.

INDICATED HORSE POWER.
High pressure cylinder, right, head end. . . .

High pressure cylinder, right, crank end. .

High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end...
Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

DIVISION OF POWER.
High pressure cylinder, right side
High pressure cylinder, left side
Low pressure cylinder, right side
Low pressure cylinder, left side
Right side, total
Left side, total
Total

PER I. II. P. PER HOUR.
380. Dry coal, pounds..
381. Dry steam, pounds.
S82. B. T. U

292.
293.
294.
295.
296.
297.
298.
299.

301.
302.
303.
304.

306.
307.
308.
309.
310.
311.
312.
313.

314.
315.
316.
317.
318.
319.
320.
321.

I

322.
3 23.

32 I

325.
326.
327.
328.
329.

PRESSURE FROM INDICATOR CARDS.

itial pressures, pounds'per sq. inch.

cylinder, right, head end
cylinder, right, crank end
cylinder, left, head end
cylinder, left, crank end
cylinder, right, head end
cylinder, right, crank end
cylinder, left, head end . .

cylinder, left, crank end

CHEST PRESSURES,
right side
left side
right side
left side

POUNDS PER SQ. IN.

In

High pressure
High pressure
High pressure
High pressure
Low pressure
Low pressure
Low pressure
Low pressure

STEAM
High pressure
High pressure,
Low pressure.
Low pressure,

PRESSURES AT CUT-OFF, POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.

High pressure cylinder, right, head end
High pressure cylinder, right, crank end
High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

PRESSURES AT RELEASE, POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.

High pressure cylinder, right, head end
High pressure cylinder, right crank end
High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
Low pressure, cylinder, left head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

RESSURES AT BEGINNING OF COMPRESSION, POUNDS PER SQ. INCH.
High pressure cylinder, right, head end
High pressure cylinder, right crank end
High pressure cylinder, left, head end
High pressure cylinder, left, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, right, head end
Low pressure cylinder, right, crank end
Low pressure cylinder, left, head end
Low pressure cylinder, left, crank end

383.
384.
385.
386.

387.
388.
389.
390.
391.
392.
393.
394.

395.
396.
397.

398.
399.

Inn

401.

196.
198.
199.
203.
217.
22".
222.
265.
268

338.
341.
344.

350.
379.
380.
381.
383.
3S4.
385.
395.
399.

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE RESULTS LOCOMOTIVE.
Dynamometer horsepower
Dry coal per D. H. P. per hour, pounds
Dry steam per D. H. P. per hour, pounds
B. T. V. per D. H. P. per hour, pounds ;

PER ONE MILLION FOOT POUNDS AT DRAWBAR.

Dry coal, pounds
Dry steam, pounds
B. T. U
I. H. P. per square foot of heating surface
I. H. P. per square foot of grate surface
P. H. P. per square foot of heating surface
D. H. P. per square foot of grate surface

MACHINE FRICTION OF LOCOMOTIVE IN TERMS OF,

Horse power
M. E. 'P.. pounds
Drawbar pull, pounds

EFFICIENCY.

Machine efficiency of locomotive, per cent
Efficiency of locomotive, per cent

RATIOS.

Total weight of locomotive to maximum I. H. P.
Total heating surface to maximum I. H. P

SUMMARIZED STATEMENT OF AVERAGE RESULTS.
Duration of test hours
Number of rev. per min.
Speed in miles per hour
Position of throttle
Boiler pressure in pounds per sq. in
Branch pipe pressure in pounds per sq. in ,

Draft in front of diaphragm, inches of water
Drawbar pull, pounds
to 271. Approximate cut-off in high pressure cylinder, in per cent.

of stroke
Dry coal fired per hour, pounds
Dry steam used per hour, pounds
Equivalent number of pounds of water from and at 212 degrees
Fahr. per pound of dry coal

Efficiency of boiler
Indicated horse power
Dry coal per I. H. P. per hour, pounds
Dry steam per I, H. P. per hour, pounds
Dynamometer horse power
Dry coal per D. H. P. per hour, pounds
Dry steam per D. H. P. per tibur, pounds
Frictional horse power
Efficiency of locomotive

(The explanatory notes will be concluded next month.)
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THE ATLANTIC STEAM SHOVEL.

The 2%-yard Bteam Bhovel Illustrated In tblg engraving is

a new machine Introduced bj the Atlantic Equipment Com-

pan \ . of J.", Hi: New York, n is built by the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company from the designs of A. w. Robinson,

\l \in Sdi C I'. This machine I
ihe result of many years'

experience In the design and operation "i steam shovels ami

Ing machines, and u Includes all the desirable teal

of the beBl modern practice In Bhovel building. The Atlantic

shovel bas been designed to cover the following points as com
pared with oth< i

I. Simplicity ni design with d rain, and tew and strong

parts thai will i ireal 01 es llj get out of order. -. The

highest possible speed and power consistent with safe and ef-

fective working. 3. Avoidance of wear and breakage ol chains

and Bheaves i Moderate weight. •".. iteiier and more efi

lei toi i

s steaming and economy of fuel. 6. Direct ap-

plication of power in the dipper. 7. Better angle of lead, giv-

ing mine digging power with less pull on dipper. 8. One sheave

instead of six. 8. SIxtj Bve to B5 per cent, greater efficiency.

10. High lift. 11. Short boom, thus reducing the strains and

permitting faster speed of swinging. 12. The employment

throughout of the highest quality of design, materials and

workmanship and fully equal to the best locomotive practice.

It has a pull upon the dipper cf

:!S.oon lbs., a clear height of lift of 1G

ft. and a capacity of il'j cu. yds.

The distinguishing feature of this

shovel is the direct wire rope hoist.

Direct wire rope hoists have been used

successfully by Mr. Robinson for

years in large dipper dredges, and his

work iii this connection is well-knowe.

The hoisting engines are Incorpor-

ated in the base of the boom so th.it

the whole hoisting machinery revolvi

together. The hoisting machinery is

unusually compact and at the saim

time very strong and easy of access.

The drum is very short and of lar,-',e

diameter and tits easily between the

sides of the boom which constitute

the frame. The gearing is of steel and amply strong to

siall the i ngines with full head of steam. The hoisting

frit tion is of novel type, taking up less room than usual

and is quick and sensitive and does its work without

ing. It is operated by steam so that the operator exerts

no effort. The A frame is formed of solid steel bars having

solid forged pin-connections at feet and a cast steel head.

The A frame is stepped upon the ends of the jack-arm truss

in such a way that it forms a continuation of the jack-arms.

giving great stability and relieving the car frame from

strains. The A frame head is of new design and arranged so

that the three strains Intel ct in a "point. This is ac i

plished in no other shovel and obviates all lateral bending

strains which frequentlj lead to breakage. The A frame can

be lowered when required for transportation over the road to

15 ft. (or lower) above the rail. The pin-connections at the

foot of the frame permit of this movement and the back guys
are shifted forward to .i connection provided for the purpose.

The raising and lowering of the frame can be done by power.

The boom las a straight taper deepest at the inner end.

This form is the simplest and must direct that can be devised,

giving tic i strength where ii is needed and the least

weight at ciiicr em] where there is greatest motion.

The turntal le is built solid with the boom, being made of

stiffened steel plates and a rolled rim. The turntable and
boom as a unit have perfect freedom of action, being separate

from the revolving collar on the base. In this shovel the

hoisting machinery is mounted directly upon the boom so

that no guide sheaves arc necessary, and the power is applied

in the most direct and simple manner and with the least

possible loss. A pair of engines with drum and gearing are

incorporated into the base of the boom that take up very little

room ami can pull the required amount on the dipper at a

Bpeed of five to six dipper loads per minute, and in which all

are adequate for lontlnuous heavy wont and easily

ible.

The main engines aro of locomotive type with outside cylin-

ders. A sheet steel casing is provided for protection. They
have solid name for both engines in ono piece and

steel crossbeams, with all parts easy of access. Steam is car-

ried by a pipe having a double ball and socket joint on top

center, and the exhaust is carried lo the smokestack by a

pipe through the bottom cent' i. The hoisting drum is of large

diameter, grooved for steel wire

Independent thrusting engines are employed to feed the

i to its work. By their use the cranesnian has absolute

control of the dipper and can cause it to fill every time while

in a proper hank. These engines are solidly built with bed-

plate in one piei and well bolted to the boom. The gearing

is of steel and the engines are reversing1 by means of central

valve. Independent reversible engines are employed for

swinging, a duplicate of those on the boom for thrusting, and

double-geared to a drum. The drum carries double steel wire

ropes on each side, which are connected to the turntable.

In this shovel there is room for a first-class locomotive

boiler, and the greatest care is bestowed upon its design and
workmanship. It is large enough for a locomotive of twice

T1IK ATLANTIC SI 1 \ \1 -. 1 1
1 i \ t 1..

the cylinder capacity, and is, therefore, easy steaming. It

is built for a working pressure of 140 lbs., which more nearly

accords with locomotive practice than has been usual on steam
shovels, and which conduces to economy as well as speed and
power.

The shovel is mounted on two all-steel trucks of diamond
pattern specially designed for the purpose and having a large

ex< ess of strength over the requirements. The axles are of best

hammered iron with -M C. B. standard journal boxes. Ine
bolster is formed of a steel box girder composed of two 9-in.

I-beams with steel plate top and bottom. The main arch bars

are 6 ins. wide. The rear truck is fitted with hand brakes.

The shovel illustrated is working on the New York Central

& Hudson River Railroad and frequently loads 10 cars (100

cu. yds. i in 8 minutes. Another is at. work on the site for

the new terminal for the Pennsylvania Railroad in New
York City. One of these shovels is exhibited by the American
Locomotive Company at St. Louis.

Instruction Car Fob Motormen.—Because the new subway
in New York is to go into service "full blast" at the opening.

trainmen and motormen are being trained to their work by

aid of an instruction car equipped with the controlling ap-

paratus for power and brakes and facilities for explaining them
fully. About 3,000 men will be needed and only those ex-

perienced on steam or electric roads are considered. The
rates of pay are to be as follows: Experienced motormen. $3

for a day of 10 hours: first year motormen. $2.75; second year

motormen (and after). $3. First year conductors. $2.10; sec-

and xear, $2.25; third year and after. $2.4". Guards, first year,

$1.70; second year, $1.80; after second year, $1.95.
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RIEHLE 600,000-POUND TESTING MACHINE.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

The State of Illinois has established at the State University

at Champaign, an engineering experiment station for the pur-

pose of carrying on engineering investigations along lines

somewhat similar to those fonowed by the various State agri-

cultural experiment stations. This station has recently or-

dered from Riehle Brothers Testing Machine Company, of

Philadelphia, a 600,0001b. testing machine of the vertical

screw type. This machine is intended for general testing pur-

poses. It is made to take columns, long test pieces, beams,

aud large irregular shapes, reinforced concrete, stone, and

brick construction, built-up metal trusses, and a great variety

of test pieces. This is the largest vertical screw-testing ma-

chine ever built.

In its general features the machine is similar to the Riehle

United States standard vertical screw power-testing machine,

with a new feature, in the form of four columns to guide the

HIEHLE 600,000-POUND TESTING MACHINE.—UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.

pulling head, these columns being firmly secured to the base of

the machine, and entirely independent of the weighing mech-

anism. The machine has two heads, the upper one being sup-

ported by cast iron columns, which rest on and are bolted to

the weighing table. A tie piece at the extreme top of these

columns holds them together at this end. The lower or "pull-

ing" head is driven by two main screws and moves up or down

on the screws when they are turned. The top head may be

secured at different elevations according to length of speci-

men to be tested, and is held in place by two keys which pass

through slots in the cast iron columns. The parts which trans-

mit the stress from the specimen to the weighing levers rest

on the weighing table and are not connected in any way with

the parts of the machine which supply the power. The weigh-

ing table is supported on eight hardened steel knife edges in

the main levers, and they in turn rest on the steels which are

fitted in cast iron bearings on the cover plate. The cover

plate is supported by two legs on a steel bed plate, which, in

turn, rests upon a concrete foundation.

The beam of the machine is the Riehle dial screw beam
graduated in 10,000-lb. marks and reading to 100 lbs. The
two poises are driven by a coarse pitch screw, and the nut

takes up wear automatically. One poise nan be run out at a

time. When it reaches the end of the beam it will release

itself and the second poise may be thrown in. or, if desired,

both poises can be run out together and the reading on the

beam doubled. A needle beam with pointer swinging over a

graduated dial is used to magnify the swing of the weighing

beam, thus increasing the sensitiveness of the machine.

The pulling head has four projecting arms carrying at their

ends flat bearing surfaces, bearing against the faces of four

guide columns, which are firmly fastened to the bed plate,

legs and cover plate, and extend to the highest point reached

by the pulling head in its travel. These guide columns are

securely tied together at suitable intervals, and take care of

any side thrust coming on the pulling head, such, for ex-

ample, as occurs when long specimens are compressed. The
screws are driven by a train of gears and are made of a special

grade of steel and have long guides in the cover plate and on

the bed plate. All gears are spur gears, except one pair of

bevels, and all gears are cut. By means of friction clutches

and positive clutches the pulling head can be driven either up

or down.

The machine is driven by a 15-h.p., two-phase, 220-volt in-

duction motor, capable of pulling the machine up to full load

at speeds not greater than 1 in. per minute, and up to half load

at 2 ins. per minute. It is geared to the machine through one

direct and one reversing train of gears, and the starting, stop-

ping and reversing are accomplished by a double friction

clutch.

Compression specimens are crushed between two cast iron

"tools" with hardened steel plates placed on their faces. These
tools could be made with spherical seats if desired. Three
transverse tools are provided, one on the pulling head and two
on the table. The two on the table have cylindrical bases on

which they can rock freely. The table has 16 2-in. tapped

holes conveniently placed for inserting bolts to hold specimens

or tools. Wedge-shaped openings are made in both the weigh-

ing and pulling heads on which hardened steel wedges or

"grips" slide. These grips are hung on counterbalanced levers

with handles by means of which they can be made to "take

hold" of tensile specimens, and as stress is applied the holding

power increases. The surface of all grips is roughened by

cross cuts. Several sets of grips and several sizes of liners are

supplied, so that any specimen within the range of sizes given

later can be effectively held. The weighing head may be

placed in any one of three positions, as may be required by
the length of tensile specimen. In each of these positions it

is held by two keys passing through slots in the cast iron col-

umns. The weighing head is moved from one position to an-

other by moving the pulling head till thei former is lifted so

as to loosen its keys; then, the keys being removed, the pulling

head and weighing head together are moved to the desired

position; the keys are inserted and pulling head moved down.

In place of the rubber buffer used on smaller sizes of ma-
chines, the blow on the knife edges due to recoil when the

specimen breaks is minimized by causing the energy of recoil

to be partially dissipated in forcing water through a very
small aperture. The engraving shows the general arrange-

ment of hydraulic cylinders, piping and needle valve used.

The machine and motor are to be placed on a heavy concrete

foundation. The principal dimensions are as follows:

Extreme height 36 feet 8 inches
Extreme length, including motor 17 feet
Extreme width 10 feet 8 inches
Height above floor 30 feet S inches
Weight 100,000 pounds

The machine will take compression specimens 25 ft. long and

less; tensile specimens 22 ft. long, with 20 per cent, elongation

in 20 ft. and more for shorter lengths; transverse specimens

10 ft. long by 3 ft. wide and less; tensile tools—grips and

liners—to take specimens 6 ins. round or square and less to %-
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in. round or Bquari ;
l

!• in. by tin. Hats and less; compression

i 20 ins BQuare and hardened Bteel plates ti ins. square,

ai u wis, 3 ft. wide by 18 ins. high. The speeds

100 rev, per min. or the driving shaft are:

InrlieH por
minute.

Speed for id 8

.»l! - 2

Qg 1
0.4

slew speed for tpfiiiiK 0.1

Slow speed tor ci i °°5

Fifteen horse-power win be required to operate this machine,

as a maximum B] 1 1 In. per minute to full capacity of

machine, and 2 ins. per minute to one-half the capacity of the

b Ine.

Commonwealth sum Company. Mr. Harry M. Pfiager baa

nil his position with the American Steel Foundries to &i

a position with the Commonwealth Bteel Company, of which com-

pany he was elected vice-president at the meeting of directors no

August 22. Mr. Pfiager waa tor many years mechanical Buperin-

tendenl ol the Pullman Company at Chicago. He will direct bis at-

tention to the sales department and have his headquarters at the

uonwealth Steel Company offices, in the Bank of Commerce
Building, St. Louis.

I'", V Henshaw, who lias for a number of years been

in the management of the engineering department of

the Crocker-Wheeler Company, has resigned from that com-

pany, and has planned to take a well-earned rest before taking

up new work. In addition to a large part of the management

of the engineering department, Mr. Henshaw has had entire

charge of the estimating and installation work of the above

company, and has devoted much study to the broad subject of

engineering economies in industrial plants.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
Types and Details of Bridge Construction. Part I, Arch Spans.

Examples of constructed wooden, combination, wrought iron
and steel arches for highway and railroad bridges. By Frank
\V. Skinner, M. Am. SOC C. B., Associate Editor of The En-

rimo Record. McGraw Publishing Company. 114 liberty
<n I. New York.

A collection of essential features of special and important woik.

Unstinting variety of design, development of standard practice tnd

methods of erection. It is the purpose of the book to present rhe

development of advanced practice and its standard details, to illus-

trate the classes of structures adapted to different conditions, show
e t" the characteristic differences between American and for-

eign design and illustrate some primitive or obsolete constructions,

besides recording important and well known examples, so as to have

their principal data easily accessible. The book is divided into

four sections: on wood and arch spans, spandrel braced arches,

arch trusses, and plate girder arches, and contains 200 pages, is

profusely illustrated and arranged and cross-indexed for convenient

comprehensive work bo Car undertaken on Illin One hun-

dred and fifty samples fairly representative of the coal producing
ar.a ha\- Keen studied and the results conveniently arranged in a

table for reference. The samples wer Ilected bi muary
and .lime, 1904, were subjected to the sane-

i irried on by

the same person ; th herefore, are i uniform and com-
parable than any heretofore available. Another striking feature

is tie- introd n here tor the first time of a new factor ; n the

p'roxu sis of coal, that of "water of co on" as part

"f the volatile coi nt. 1 1 is a tittle .startling to see a noi

ini tible as part of the rolatile matter, equaling and often surpass-

ing In amount the sum of I

'"i moisture.

Special development bo

termining the total carbon, .sulphur and coke. Altogether the work-

is a valuable contribution to our knowledge of bitumi is coals in

general and Illinois coals in particular.

Boiler Construction. A practical explanation of the best modern
methods of boiler construction, from the laying out of the
si i- to th impleted boiler. By Frank R. Kleinhans. First

ii. 1904. Derry-Collard Co., 256 Broadway, New York.
I'm

.
s::.0O.

\- the locomotive type has much in common with the various

of boilera and represents the general class better than any

Other, and as anyone capable of handling the complicated Hanged
.sheets of a modern locomotive boiler can easily handle the sheets

used in other type-, the author has deemed it advisable to use it as

on example of steam boilers. The construction of the boiler and

the various tools used in connection with it are very completely

d< red in the order in which ii goes through the shop, beginning

with the laying out of the si ts and following through the various

operations until it is placed on the frames, the various linings, etc..

attached and tested, lagged and ready to leave the shop. A section

is also devoted t" the description, care and repair of boiler shop
machines. There are also a number of tables which are useful in

connection with boiler construction. It has 421 pages, .".34 illustra-

tions and ti»e large plate engravings.

The Coals of Illinois; Their Composition and Analysis. By S. W.
Parr, Professor of Applied Chemistry; University of Illinois.

1 1 pages. Price, 25 cents.

This is \o. 7 of the "Universitj Studies." and is by far (he most

Electbii Generators BuHetin No. 9 issued by the Jeffrey

Manufacturing Com ibus, Ohii ructions for

the .are and operation of their direel currenl electric generators.

The Becker Brainerd .Milling Machine Company, of Hyde Park,

Mu-s., in a small pamphlet briefly desenoe and nicely illustrate the

i thine tools in their exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition.

Ki \.iin Chain. A small booklet, No. 39, issued by the Link-

Belt Engineering Companj of Philadelphia, describes the construc-

and eperati if this chain and shows a number of applica-

t ions to machine tools, etc.

Sua pious.- -Could & Eberhardt, in a new catalog B very complete-

ly describe and illustrate the various shapers and attachments made

by them, and present several examples showing the practical utility

of their shapers for handling odd and irregular shaped work.

Brill Semi-Conveetible Cab.— In this pamphlet, issued by

the .1. c. Brill Companj of Philadelphia, I'a.. the various semi-

convertible .systems are compared and the operation and details of

the Brill type are verj completely described.

Col.p Saw i't triNG Oil Mai minks. The .Newton Machine Tool

Works of Philadelphia, Pa. in catalog No. 39, describe and illus-

trate the various types of these saws made by them. Several inter-

esting motor applications are shown.

Tools ami Supplies.—Catalog No. 105, issued by the Chandler

& Fanpihar Company, Boston, Mass.. shows the various tools and

supplies handled by them for machinists, blacksmiths, amateur
all kinds of metal workers,

Oldbmortle Railroad Inspei rios Cab. —These cars, which are

driven by gasoline engines and are designed for use on both steam

and electric roads, are very completely described in catalogue No.

112. issued by the Railway Appliances Company, Old Colony

Building, < Ihicago.

Electric Heaters. The Consolidated Car Heating Company
have issued catalogue No. s,. which describes the various types

of electric heaters made bj them for use in cars, and presents

interesting informal ion on the cost of electric heating. These heat-

ers can also be used for house or Office heating.

Economizers. The B. F. Sturtevanl Company, Hyde Park,

Mass. have jusi issued a new catalog which describes in detail the

Stnrtevant Standard and Ponj types of ei imizera and compares

them with other makes. It also treats of the subject "I" mechanical

and natural draft and is of interest to all steam users.

CisiHu.r Tools.—The Gisholt Machine Tool Company, Madison,
Wis., have issued a set of bulletins describing some of their machine
tools. With these is a neat binder, so arranged that future bulletins,

which will be issued from time to time, can be placed iii it and pre-

served.

Allfbee-Hubbell Locomotive, -a pamphlet which thoroughly

describes and presents the claims for the adoption of this imp

incut to the ordinary Stephenson valve gear has just been received.

This improved system of steam distribution is being tested on

era! mails with promise of interesting results. Copies of tie cata-

logue .an be obtained from the Locomotive Appliance Company.
Chemical Building, St. Louis. Mo.
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The Sargent Gas Engine.—The details and operation of this

complete expansion gas engine are very attractively described in a

pamphlet issued by the Wellrnan-Seaver-Morgan Company of Cleve-

land. Ohio. They also announce that they have secured the ex-

clusive right to manufacture and sell this engine.

Jeffrey Water Elevators—A small pamphlet issued by The

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company. Columbus, Ohio, illustrates a

number of water elevators of the chain bucket type, for horse,

steam or gasoline power. They operate in wells or for irrigation

or drainage works and will lift muddy as well as clear water.

Grinding Machines.—The Norton Grinding Company, Worces-

ter. Mass, have just sent out a catalog which describes their

various grinding machines. One of these is a 18 in. and 30 by 96-

in. gap machine designed especially for locomotive work. A num-

ber of interesting illustrations are given showing samples of work

done on these machines with the time required for finishing them.

Inspirators.—In a small pamphlet the Hancock Inspirator

Company, 87 Liberty street. New York, call attention to inspirator

type E, which in their latest production. In addition to the de-

scription of the inspirator it contains an interesting diagram show-

ing maximum and minimum capacities of feed water with dif-

ferent size nozzles and tubes.

Concrete Construction.—The Engineering Company of America,

with offices at 74 Broadway, New York, have just issued an attract-

ive booklet on this subject. It explains what concrete is, mentions

its various uses, treats on concrete reinforced with steel, and calls

special attention to its superiority as a fire-resisting material and

as a protection to steel against corrosion.

The American Locomotive Company has just issued a 44-page

pamphlet describing its exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition. This

exhibit consists of twelve locomotives, which represent t .ie present

tendencies of American design, and which include two pioneer

engines, one the four-cylinder balanced-compound, built for the New
York Central, and the other the four-cylinder articulated-compound,

built for the Baltimore & Ohio.

Balanced Valves.—The American Balanced Valve Company

have just issued two very interesting booklets, one on the Jack

Wilson balanced high-pressure valve with double admission and

double exhaust and the other on the American semi-plug piston

valve which is perfectly balanced. The latter describes an exten-

sive test of one of the piston valves extending over a period of

thirty-four months. The locomotive in that time ran 01,341 miles

and the valves when removed in order to exhibit them at St. Louis

were in good condition.

Machine Tool Drive.—The Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, of Pittsburg, have issued an interesting and at-

tractive 42-page booklet on machine tool drives. The relative advan-

tages of the mechanical drive, the group drive and the individual

motor drive are considered at length, and the various electrical sys-

tems, including the alternating current and the three and four wire

direct-current systems are described and compared. The book is

profusely illustrated with half-tones showing motor applications to

machine tools.

The Book of the Four Powers.—This book, which is really a

work of art. is handsomely illustrated and is published by the de-

partment of publicity of the Allis-Chalmers Company under the

direction of Mr. Arthur Warren. The four powers are steam, gas,

water and electricity and these briefly outline in a characteristic

way the scope of the Allis-Chalmers manufactures. This company

has six large plants employing 10,000 men and more than 23,000

large freight ears were required to transport last year's output.

Soft Water.—This is the title of an interesting and handsome

pamphlet issued by the Kennicott Water Softener Company, Rail-

way Exchange, Chicago, which contains a paper on "Water Soften-

ing on the Union Pacific Railroad," by A. K. Shurtleff. assistant

engineer of that road. The Union Pacific Railroad has 36 Kenni-

cott water softeners in operation with a total treating capacity of

3,000,000 gallons per day. The paper considers the beneficial re-

sults caused by the use of soft water and gives some interesting

figures on the cost of treating the water at the various installa-

tions. I

Transparent Locomotive Chart.—The locomotive transpar-

ency with all the parts named which was issued by Railway and

Locomotive Engineering a number of years ago, will be remembered

by all those who were fortunate enough to secure copies. This unique

and valuable work has been brought up to date in a new and equally

excellent drawing of the same character, illustrating a modern At-

lantic type locomotive with piston valves. Every important part

is numbered in the drawing and a list of the names appears in the

margin. Copies may be had by addressing the Angus Sinclair Com-
pany, 174 Broadway, New York

;
price, 25 cents.

NOTES.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Company of St. Louis have a novel

paper weight which they will send to those applying on receipt of

nineteen cents to cover postage.

The Continuous Rail Joint Company of America, with offices at

Newark, N. J., has many novel features in their exhibit at the St.

Louis Exposition that are of interest to railroad men.

The Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company of Cleveland, Ohio will

furnish the Wellman-Street cast steel bolster for S00 Norfolk &
Western cars. Two hundred of these cars will be 50-ton hoppers

with steel underframes to be built at the Roanoke shops, and 600
will be 40-ton box cars with steel underframes to be built by the

American Car & Foundry Company at Huntington. W. Va.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company, held on July 30. Mr. W. H. Whitesiue,

general manager of sales of the Allis-Chalmers Company, was ap-

pointed general manager of sales of the Bullock Electric Manu-
facturing Company, and will have entire charge of the sales depart-

ment of both the Allis-Chalmers and Bullock organizations.

. The B. F. Sturtevant Company, Hyde Park, Mass., have just

received an order from Joseph Bancroft & Sons Company of Rock-

ford, Del., for two Sturtevant Standard economizers provided with

insulated metallic casing for fronts. The Sturtevant Company is

just fitting up an emergency hospital for its employes. It will be

thoroughly equipped and will be in charge of a medical student

and nurse and a local doctor will attend to all surgical cases.

The Allis-Chalmers Company announces that Mr. Roscoe Cornell

has been appointed manager of their branch office which has just

been opened up at El Paso, Texas. Mr. Cornell, who had formerly

been with the Mine & Smelter Company of Denver, is a graduate of

the Michigan College of Mines and is well known as a mining and

mechanical engineer. Mr. James W. Lyons has resigned as manager

of the power department in order to accept a position as consulting

engineer of the Elgin Watch Company -and to engage in other con-

sulting work with headquarters at Chicago.

Commonwealth Steel Company.—The controlling interest in

this company has been acquired by Mr. Clarence Howard, in which

he represents a syndicate. The company is capitalized at $1,000,000

and has a monthly capacity of 3,000 tons of open-hearth casj

steel. Under the new management the plant will be devoted chiefly

to castings used in railroad equipment. Mr. Howard has been

elected president of the company.

Locomotive Appliance Company. — The annual meeting of the

stockholders of this company, held in St. Louis August 11, resulted

in the election of the following directors : Messrs. W. J. McBride,

J. J. McCarthy, F. W. Furry. E. B. Lathrop, J. B. Allfree, C. H.

Howard, C. A. Thompson, W. C. Squire, I. C. Hubbell, B. F.

Hobart and Dr. G. W. Cale. Jr. This company now has the A]l-

free-Hubbell locomotive in successful operation on six prominent

railroads and the records are reported to be satisfactory in speed,

hauling capacity and economy of fuel and repairs.

A Mechanical Engineer, with experience in locomotive construc-

tion, shop system, management, organization, the handling of men,

and the commercial development of interests requiring general man-

agement, is open to engagement. Has wide circle of personal rail-

road acquaintance. Address. T., care Editor of this journal, 140

Nassau street, New York.
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ECONOMICAL TRAIN OPERATION.

BY G. B. HENDERSON.

Part I.

In the American Engineer of June last appeared a number

of letters from operating officials of important American rail-

roads, which were brought out by an inquiry from this journal

as to whether thel present large locomotives were being over-

loaded, and asking what speed in their opinion was best suited

for heavy and also light traffic, these terms referring to the

quantity and not the quality of the business offered for trans-

portation. The replies were in general declarations against

overloading; that is. they opposed loading engines in excess of

their "efficient rating." as some termed it; also the suggestion

to load engines so that an average speed of 15 miles an hour

could be made when the business was heavy and a less speed

when the traffic was light, was largely agreed to. But here we
find a stumbling block. The term "efficient rating," while no

doubt meaning just what, it says, is a very indefinite and in-

tangible quantity. In fact, how many railway officials can say

just what is the efficient rating of a certain locomotive over a

specific division of the road? What is it that makes it effi-

cient or inefficient? Ordinarily the safe and prompt delivery

of freight or passengers is considered a mark of efficiency; but

is not the latter strictly a relative term? What is prompt
delivery for grain or merchandise would not be considered for

a stock shipment, which must reach Kansas City or Chicago

in time for a certain market. This feature of the business

practically defines the necessary speed of stock trains, and also

citrous fruits, but for ordinary merchandise, grain, coal or ore.

there must be some method of operation which is more efficient

than any other schedule that can be proposed. This is what

we should term an efficient rating; but i iren here the efficiency

may refer i" the cost of operation or to the quantity of material
moved, for Instance, in a month, it maj r that the

most efficient rating, from a standpoint in cost, will also afford

a schedule thai will permit tne greatest ton-mile movement in

a month; or, the two phases of maximum efficiency may not be
coincident. As this is one of the most Important problems sub-

mitted ti> operating officials, we will endeavor in these articles

to make clear Mow this matter can be studied practically, and
the most efficient schedule and rating of an engine over a divi-

sion discussed, both as regards cost of operation and amount
of business bandied.

him B ITTNG (II m:i. I B.

In the first place, we must Consider what operating chain's

are involved in the question under consideration. It is plain

that such items as superintendence, maintenance of bridges

and buildings, terminal handling of freight, etc., will nut be

affected in the least by the train loads assigned to the engine.-;

also, that maintenance of track, switching charges, etc., will

but slightly reflect changes in the rating of locomotives. The
items that are immediately concerned in this problem may be

grouped into three clashes, viz.: Supplies, repairs and Bervice.

The following table gives the percentage of these items of the

total operating expenses on an important overland railroad:

si PPXJ1 3,

Per cent.
a. Fuel for locomotives 8.20
b. Water, oil. waste and miscellaneous supplies for locomotives..' 1.20
c. Train supplies 1.30

REPAIRS.

d. Repairs and renewals to locomotives 8.00
e. Repairs and renewals to cars (freight)

SERVICE.
f- Wages of engineers and firemen 7.00
K Wages of train men £.60
b. Wages of roundhouse men LOO

Total 36.50

In round numbers, about one-third of the operating expenses

are directly concerned in the freight train movement. No mat-

ter how we make up these trains (within reason, of course)

the effect on the other two-thirds of the operating expenses will

be very slight, and, for our purpose, can be left out of consid-

eration. It should be borne in mind, however, that an improve-

ment or reduction in these expenses of 3 per cent, would only

appear as 1 per cent, gained in the total operating charges;

nevertheless, the absolute amounts will be undisturbed, and

$50 saved is $50 credit in both cases.

In addition to these operating expenses, the capital involved

may be represented by interest charges on the locomotive and
caboose, and these added to the expenses "a" to "h" will give

the total expense of the movement; these interest charges we
will designate by "i." We must now determine how to estima'.e

the actual value of the several charges "a" to "i."

a. Fuel for Locomotives.—This is the largest item of ex-

pense, and it is also the most difficult to estimate correctly. It

is greatly affected by many variables, as the price per ton, the

heating value, the grade, the speed and the tonnage hauled, as

well as by the proportions and condition of the engine and the

skill of the engineer and fireman. The last two items are tco

indeterminate to consider here; but the others must be Btudled

in their effect upon, the economy of fuel. In this analysis the

price will be considered as $2 per ton of 2.000 lbs., or $1 per

1,000 lbs., which, probably, is a fair average price in this coun-

try, and the grade that of Illinois bituminous, such as was us-M

in some tests made upon the locomotive testing plant of the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway several years ago by the

author, and upon which tests this argument is based. The

engine to be used in slow or general freight should be as heavy

as the track and bridges will permit, and for grade work we

will select a locomotive of the following general proportions:

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

Theoretical tractive force rx>. lbs.

Available tractive force 4i>. I lbs.

Diameter of drivers 56 Ins.

Area of grate 4" sq. ft.

Weight of engine and tender 150 tons

If we consider that the fireman is able to supply the coal as

fast as it is possible to burn it on the grate—that is. at a rate
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o£ 200 lbs. per square foot per hour—we find that the engine

will consume 200 X 40= 8,000 lbs. of coal an hour. It is unlikely

that an ordinary man could keep up this rate of stoking for a

great number of consecutive hours; bvt in order to obtain the

maximum work out of our locomotive we will consider that it

is possible to fire at that rate. The maximum available tractive

force—that is, at the circumference of the drivers—is 40,000

lbs.; but, as the speed exceeds 10 miles an hour, the boiler will

not supply steam enough to follow full stroke, and the lever

must be "hooked up" or an earlier cut-off produced. This cut-off

must be shortened continually, as the speed increases, reducing

the available tractive force, as shown by the line A-B in Fig. 1,

where the ordinates represent available tractive force (A. T.

F.) and the abscissae speed in miles per hour and revolutions

per minute, aa designated.

The line A-B is also

marked "8,000 lbs. coal per

hour," as it represents the

maximum capacity of the

engine, as governed by the

quantity of fuel burned

upon the grate. The con-

centric line marked "6,400

lbs. coal" shows the corre-

sponding speeds and trac-

tive forces for a rate of

combustion 0.8 as great as

the maximum; so also the

lines designated by 4,800,

3,200 and 1,600 lbs. coal

show the same data for

burning rates of 0.6, 0.4 and

0.2 of the maximum, these

curves having been based

upon the results of the en-

gine tests above referred

to.

If we divide the total coal

burned per hour by the

speed in miles per hour,

we obtain the rate per

mile; this has been done

and is shown by the dotted

lines marked 100, etc., tc

800 lbs. per mile. The two

sets of line provide us with

the means of estimating the

quantity of coal burned per

mile or per hour for any

combination of speed and

tractive effort possible with-

in the capacity of the engine; any point selected between these

lines is to be interpolated. For example: At 20 miles per hour

the maximum, available tractice force will be 26,000 lbs., and

the coal consumption 8,000 lbs. per hour, or 400 lbs. per mile.

At the same speed, but with a tractive force of only 20,000 lbs.,

the consumption would be 4,800 lbs. an hour or 240 lbs. per mile

(as seen by interpolating between the dotted lines). Also with

26,000 lbs. A. T. F. at 16 miles an hour, the rate would be 5,300

lbs. per hour or 330 lbs. per mile.

As we can now determine the fuel consumption for any trac-

tive force and speed, we are at once put in possession of the

consumption for various speeds, grades and loadings, as the

tractive force depends upon these items. If we suppose that

the controlling grade is 1 per cent., or 52.8 ft. per mile, we

can construct on the same diagram (Fig. 1) additional curves,

which will show the tractive force necessary to move various

loads at different speeds. Thus a gross weight of train of 1,600

tons at 5 miles an hour up a 1 per cent, grade will require

1,600 X (20 + 5) = 40,000 lbs. A. T. F., and at 10 miles an

hour, 1,600 X (20 + 5.5) = 40,800 lbs. A. T. F. We can there-

fore lay off the broken line marked "1,600 tons gross up 1 per

cent, grade." The rest of the broken lines have been constructed

in a similar manner, by calculating the total resistance under

the different conditions.

From this combination we are able to read off directly the

amount of coal required per mile or hour for various weights

of train at the different speeds upon the 1 per cent, grade se-

lected as the limit. Of course any other series of curves could

be studied. Frorn Fig. 1 we learn that a train of 1,600 tons

gross weight could not be drawn up a 1 per cent, grade faster

than 5 miles an hour with aa expenditure in fuel of 700 lbs.

per mile, while a train weighing 1,570 tons (only 30 tons less)

could be taken up at 10 miles an hour, but with a coal consump-

tion of 800 lbs. per mile. If we wished to make a speed of S'O

miles per hour, our train must be reduced to about 960 tons

gross weight, under which conditions 400 lbs. of coal will be

burned per mile. It will be noticed that the dotted lines have

generally their highest point on the 3,200 lbs. per hour line,

which corresponds to a coal combustion of 80 lbs. per sq. ft. of
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eldom i usts over :> centa per 1,000 gallons, and ;>s a gallon or

water requires, roughly Bpeaklng, a pound ol coal tor iis evap-

oration, at tins rate the coal would be only 5 per cent of that

of iii<! coal, and it is very unlikely thai it would average any-

thing like that figure for a u<uk division In a country fairij well

watered. For this reason we have taken iiic i osi of the engine

supplies, wiih the exception of coal, at 1.5 centa per mile, bul

uhiie qi ceaaary on account of hauling water or from other con-

Blderationa which raise the cost to an abnormal figure, It may
he considered si

, and as a pen cnlage ol the 0081 Of tui L

c. Train Supplies.—This cost will depend partly upon the

Dumber of cars in the train, though a large portion will be ID

absolute charge per train mile. As it is not likely under nor-

mal conditions of operation that there would be any very great

fluctuations of train loading, we will assume this charge also

at 1.6 cents per mile, which we believe Is a fair figure I >r

freight trains in this country.

i/. Repairs and Renewals to Locomotives.—This item has

usually been considered upon an engine mileage basis only, but

In recent times the ton mileage basis has come to be favorably

considered. It is no doubt true that a combination of both

the engine and ton mileage would be the correct method for an

accurate analysis of this item, but even then the ordinary varia-

tion in cost of repairs is so great between identical engines

that it hardly seems worth while to work up an elaborate for-

nmla for this purpose. It is also true that a load of 1,000 ton3

on a 1 per cent, grade is about as severe on an engine as 2,000

Ions on a xk per cent, grade, yet in the first case the ton miles

credited to the engine would be only half as great as in the

Second case, which demonstrates that a unit which considered

the actual work done, such as the product of the tractive force

and the distance, would be very much nearer the truth; but

this unit would also he difficult of practical realization. After

due consideration we have concluded that a rate of 8 cents per

1,000 ion miles ni i would cover repairs and renewals, and while

it may be considered by some as too high a figure per engine

mile, it must be borne in mind that renewals are also to be

included in this amount.

e. Repairs and Renewals to Freight Cars.— This item could

probably be omitted from consideration in connection with this

Subject, as it is supposed that there is a definite amount of

traffic to be handled, ami consequently a certain amount of car

mileage must be made, but in order to estimate our tra<n

charges completely, a value will he assigned to it in this dis-

cussion. One half cent a car mile is probably a rair average tor

cost of repairs, and as the average weight of loaded cars is

about 33 tons, we have 0.5 -5- 33 = .015 cent per ton mile or 15

cents per 1,000 ton miles, which is the same unit that we have

used for locomotive repairs. This is almost double the rate of

repairs to the locomotive on the ton mile basis, whereas the

percentage of operating expenses was less for cars than fcr

locomotives, but this was taken from the total charges and !n-

cluded light engine mileage, switching, etc., so that a close

agreement between the two could not be expected.

f. Wages of Engineers and Firemen.—Owing to the different

schedules of pay in existence at various points, this item muct
be selected in accordance with the rules in force on the division

under consideration. In most cases engine men are paid the

standard rate for a 100-mile run, even if a smaller distance be

covered, so that if a run were 70 or 80 miles long, the pay

would be the same as for 100 miles. Special arrangements

cover "turn-around" points. In addition to this, some high-

grade divisions allow constructive mileage of an arbitrary

amount, over and above the real mileage made.

If the run be over 100 miles the men are paid usually fcr

the additional mileage at the same rate. Delays on the road

or slow runs are also subject to an extra allowance as over-

time, the ordinary regulation being that if the average speed is

less than 10 miles an hour between terminals, the pay shall he

at the rate of HI miles an hour. This irregular schedule has

a peculiar effect upon the efficiency of a time schedule from

a standpoint of wages. Thus a run less than 100 miles results

in an excessive cost per mile, and a speed slower than 10 miles

an hour produces the Bame result if the distance travi

be over 100 miles and the average speed in excess of 10 miles

an hour, the rati : ei mile will be uniform.

in order to proceed with our studj the schedule of a pri

mni Western road le adopted, viz.: Engineers, $4.26 and
•$2.75 for 100 miles or leas; for runs over 100 miles, p,

and 2% cents per mile. Overtime to i>e allowed when the

between terminals is greater than the miles divided by 10 and
at i in- rale ol |n miles an hour or 42.5 and 27..". centa per hour

In computing overtime, l'.\ minutes ovi-iIim

will not be allowed, 30 minutes or more will be considered as

one hour; after the Ural hour of overtime, one mile will be

allowed for every 6 minutes additional time made.

ij. Wages 0/ Trainmen The road just referred to provi

the lollowing wages tor trainmen: Freight conductors, $89.70

per month, for 2,600 miles in 26 days; for excess mileage

the same rate obtains, viz., 3.45 cents a mile. Overtime is

allowed whenevei ihe speed is less than 10 miles an hour, and
is 1 omputed at the rale of 1 mile for each 6 minutes overtime
Freight brakemen receive |5!i.mj per month of 2,600 miles in 26

days, or 2.3 cents per mile for excess mileage, overtime being

allowed same as for conductors. Thus we find that runs of

less than 100 miles in a day or average speeds of less than

10 miles an hour cause excessive charges for service and can-

not be considered efficient from a standpoint of wages either as

regards the engine crew or the train crew.

h. Wages of Roundhouse Men.—The cost of turning locomo-

tives is practically independent either of the mileage or ton-

mileage performed, it includes the cost of cleaning fire am!

ash-pan, hostling, wiping and firing up. The boiler washing

does depend upon the mileage to some extent, but only in a

general way. Thus if the water were bad the boiler would be

washed out after every trip, whether the division be 100 or 150

miles in length. There are also running repairs to be made
every trip or so, such as closing rod brasses, cleaning air brake,

grinding check valves, etc., and we propose to cover these

charges by allowing $2 for each time that the engine is housed.

While this figure may seem high, it represents about the cost

of caring for large engines in the Middle West and we do not

thifik that the amount is unreasonable for the size of engine

selected for this discussion. If a territory is being computed
where labor conditions suggest a reduced figure, it of course

should be changed accordingly.

i. Interest Charges.—Interest is not generally considered

an operating charge in railroad accounts, but it certainly nas

an effect upon economical train movement. locomotives are

usually purchased from a fund provided by the sale of slock

or bonds, upon which interest is paid, and therefore it is per-

fectly reasonable to include this account in our study. The
same applies to the cabooses or way-cars. Such an engine as

we are considering would, with its caboose, represent perhaps

an invested capital of $18,000. At 5 per cent, this would mean
900.00

an interest charge of $900 a year or = 10 cents an

360 X 24

hour, and this charge goes on whether the locomotive is work-

ing, standing in the roundhouse or on the side track, or is in

the shop undergoing repairs. We know that engines are often

valued at $10, $20 or perhaps $50 a day for rental purposes;

that, however, is an entirely different matter.

(To be continued.)

American Si ccess in' Machine Tools.—Visiting English me-

chanical engineers attending the recent convention in Chicago

were impressed with one reason for the success of American
machine tool builders. It was the fact that many of the build-

ers concentrate their energy and attention upon one form of

machine tool and thus are able to carry it to a high state of

development. This also favorably affects manufacturing, be-

cause in the reproduction of a large number of similar designs

the builders can afford to provide facilities which otherwise

would not pay for themselves. The advantages of specializa-

tion impressed our foreign friends.
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SIDE VIEW OF FINISHED CAR SHOWING ATTRACTIVE, APPEARANCE.

FRAMING BEFORE SIDE PLATE IS APPLIED.

.
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SIDE AND END CONSTRUCTION.

Section at Center Line.
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Section A-B.

UNDERFBAMING SHOWING BOLSTER AND DRAFT BOLSTER.

FIREPROOF CARS.—NEW YORK SUBWAY.
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Springs Single Coil Ij'found Steel

li'Outside Diam. S^'fnee Heiglrt

DRAFT RIGGING AND TLATFORM FRAMING.

BODY CORNER POST. SECTION THROUGH FLOORING AND TUKESHOLD.

FIREPROOF CARS.—NEW YORK SUBWAY.
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DETAILS OF BOLSTERS, POSTS, WINDOW SILL, ETC.

FIREPROOF CARS.—NEW YORK SUBWAi.
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in use lining which would deaden sound and resist the Iran

in issh hi hi heat, end It was desirable to use metallic Interior

jiu i till tor Its moral effect on passengers In case of a panic in

which a Ore might be (eared. As wide a departure as possible

i rum the appearance of a wooden car was Bought Aluminum
was decided iipim hnause of iis lightness and permanence of

finish, and about Out) lbs. of this metal Is used in each car. This

saved about 1,800 lb In weight over construction requiring

opper or steel.

The weight of one of the new car bodies is 34,000 lbs. The
motor track weighs 12,240 lbs., and the trailer truck 8,400 lbs.

These metal ears are all equipped With motors, each car having

one motor truck with two 200 h.p. motors, which are either

Westinghouse No. 8C or General Kleetrie No. C-l. Local trains

an to have\ 5 cars, 3 of which will be motor cars. Express

trains will have 8 cars, 5 of which are motor cars. The equip
mi hi will consist of 300 of these new fireproof motor cars and
I if the wooden ears as illustrated in March, 1903, the gen-

eral proportion <>i' motors to trailers being as 3 to 2. All the

ears are adapted to run either on the elevated or subway lines,

and are known as "interchangeable" equipment. The wooden
motor cars are gradually to be changed to trailers.

B VI. IIIMENM
h over body corner posts 41 ft. Vt In.

Length ovi r buffert 51 ft. 2 ins.
Length » ban "i ft. S ins.
Width ovei Ide -ills s it e% Ins.
Width ovi i nil plate s ft, 7 Ins.

Width over Bheathing s ft. 7 ins.

\v ill in over eaves ni upper deck E ft. 7 ' , in

Width over eaves ol lower deck s ft. s Ins.

Wldtb over window sills » ft. % In.

Width over batteries 8 ft. 7 'A ins.
Width over platform door 8 ft. 10 Ins.

Height under face of sill to top of plate 7 ft. 1 in.

I [eight under (ace of tenter sill to tup of roof 8 ft. !l "C ins.
i of rail in top of truck center plate 2 ft. U ins.
i of rail to under face of side sill 3 ft. 2% Ins.

Height of rail to top of roof (car light i 12 ft. in.

LIST UK PRINCIPAL BTBSL MKMHKKK.
Si.le sill angles 5 x 3 x >/> In., 12.8 lbs.

Platform end sill angles 6x3% z % in.. 15.3 lbs.

Sale plate angles I '
.. x 3 X 5-16 in., 7.7 lbs.

'..nine angles 1
''< x L i, x 3-16 in., 1.8 lbs.

I'm In. angle* I 's x 1 '- x !i in.. 13 lbs.

cross truss, horizontal angles 4 x 3 x % in., 8.5 lbs.

iruss. diagonal 4 >,;. x 3 x 5-16 in., 7.7 lbs.

Window sill aiitles 1
i.. x 1 Vj x 3-16 In., 1.8 lbs.

Wainscot (urrlng angle 2xl%x3-16 In., 2.1 lbs.

i ii r deck eavi angle '.. x l '.j x 3-16 in., 1.8 lbs.

Floor support angles 1 V, x 1% x % In., 3.4 lbs.

I 'I support angles 1 '

.
, \ 1

' , x 3-16 in., 1.5 lbs.

Bell rails (bulb angles) 4% x 2% in., special
i ..... r sill T beams 6 ins., 17.25 lbs.

Bod; end sill channels 4x1 21-32 in., 6.25 lbs.

<i .lid sill channels 3x139-64 In., 6.0 lbs.

Body i nil posl channels 6 x 1.92 in., 8.0 lbs.

I. post T 3 x 3 x % In., special
T 4x4 in., 10.9 lbs.

Dim floor T 2 x 2 x % in., 4.4 lbs.

The Mil- s lis are steel angles, the center sills, I beams and

ihe platform end sills, steel angles. The longitudinal sills are

continuous the full length of the car, and are secured to the

platform and sill by east steel brackets and a steel anti-

telescoplng plate under the siils and riveted to them. The
body end sills are steel channels, secured by brackets to the

side and center sills. The buffer beam is white oak. The body
bolsters and short draw bar bolsters are clearly shown in the

detail engravings. This portion of the design has been care-

fully developed through experience With ears now running on

the New York elevated lines.

Tlie flooring constituted a specially difficult problem. Its

construction in three stages is illustrated from photographs.

It begins with galvanized corrugated sheet iron of No. 22 B. &
S. gauge, laid across the longitudinal sills and secured to floor

angles by rivets. Clips are provided in the corrugated plates

to bold the "monolith" fireproof floor, which is finished smooth

on top. "Monolith" is a, composition extensively used by the

Pullman Company, made in proportions of 5% gals, "monolith,"

% lb. raw sienna. 1 5 lb. burnt umber, 1/5 lb. Tuscan red. and
"T'o lbs. "monolith" cement, all mixed with sufficient hardwood
sawdust to give the material the consistency of mortar. This
flooring is covered with ash strips for a wearing surface. The
platform floors, of %-in. steel plate, are covered with rubber
matting, cemented, and also secured by large-headed bolts.

The outside roof is of "composite" board covered with can-

vas and painted. It is fitted with copper flushing at the eaves.

This Is secured to carline tillers of Breproofed ash, which

bolted to the carllnet Composite board linli

under sides of these carline fillers, and to tl. jmposite board

the final aluminum head-lining is cemented. The aluminum
has a scratch brush finish, giving it a frosted appearance. The
aluminum moulding for the center light wires finishes over the

joints In tha plates of the head lining. Composite board is a

paper pulp made Into B very light and strong material, which

will not burn and has the properties of deadening sound and
resisting heat conduction.

In the sections showing the window posts the latest develop-

ment of the design is Illustrated. This employs no wood ex-

i spl that of the window sash Itself. Both single and double

posts are shown. A T is used for the single post, with alum-

\H noli TRICK.—NEW YOUK SUBWAY CABS.

inum castings fitting the flanges, forming spacing between the

sash and furnishing window stops and filling pieces. Outside,

the posts finish with pressed steel in channel form, and inside

the car the post finish Is %-in. aluminum plate over 3/lG-in.

composite board. A similar construction is used in the double

posts, where two angles take the place of the T. In the first

cars of the present order the window post construction involved

fireproofed wood fillers, which have now given place to the

aluminum castings. All interior mouldings and casings for

the light wires are of aluminum.

Pressed steel and angles are used for the frames of the trans-

verse seats, and the supports of the longitudinal seats are
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brackets from the sides of the car and the heater panels. The
seats themselves are of rattan on frames of pressed steel. The
lower window sashes are stationary and the upper sashes drop
when it is necessary to open the windows. The end doors are

double, and the side doors" of the vestibules are of the Gibbs
sliding pattern. Cabs for the motormen are formed by the end
doors of the vestibules, which may be swung to enclose the con-

troller and brake devices, placed in another position to form a
compartment for the motorman, or made to close the passage
between the cars. Each car has 26 10 c.p. incandescent lamps
arranged in three rows with 10 lamps on each side and 6 in the

center of the roof. With the reflection from the frosted surface

of the aluminum headlining the lighting is exceedingly effect-

ive. Each car seats 52 persons in 36 longitudinal and 16 cross

seats.

, MOTOR TRUCKS.

In the following table the chief dimensions of the motor
I rucks are given:

MOTOR TRUCKS.
Gauge of track 4 ft. S% ins.
Distance between backs of wheel flanges 4 ft. 5% ins.
Height of center plate above rail with car body loaded with 15,000 lbs.

30 ins.
Wheel base 6 ft. 8 ins.
Weight of truck complete without motors 12,240 lbs.
Weight of one motor on transom 3,000 lbs.
Tongue of one motor on truck transom 3,000 lbs.

Side frames, wrought iron, forged 2V> x 4 ins.

End frames 5-in. channel section 11.5 lbs. per ft.

Pedestals wrought iron forged
Center transom 10-in. channel section 30 lbs. per ft.

Truck bolster cast steel
Equalizing bars, wrought iron 1H X 6Mj ins.
Center plate cast steel

Spring plank, wrought iron 1x3 ins.

Bolster springs, elliptic 30 Ins.

Equalizer springs, outside dimensions 4%x7V> ins.

Wheels, cast steel, spoke center, steel tired 3% ins.

Tires, M. C. B. tread 2% x 5% ins.

Axles, journals 5x9 ins.

Axles, diameter at center 6*£ ins.

Journal boxes malleable iron

These trucks have wrought iron side frames, machined on

four sides; the end frames are steel channels, as are also the

transoms, the construction being shown in the drawings. The
bolsters are of cast steel, with separate center plates and side

bearings, and are hung on links. Steel castings are used for

the motor suspension, for brake hanger brackets, spring caps,

spring seats and brake lever guides. Pennsylvania Railroad

specifications are required for the axles. The trailer trucks

have wrought iron frames and sandwich bolsters.

These motor trucks -are very heavy and strong; they are, in

fact, the heaviest and most powerful thus far used under such

equipment. The engraving illustrates the construction, but

does not show the motors, neither does it convey any idea of

the compactness of the design as a whole. In order to facili-

tate the removal of wheels the outer pedestal is arranged to be

easily removed. These trucks have been most carefully de-

signed, as the very large size of the axles will indicate.

These cars are fitted with Westinghouse automatic air brakes

throughout, and the motor cars are fitted with Westinghouse
motor compressors and electric pump governors, in accordance

with the standard of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company.
The brake cylinders and auxiliary reservoirs are of the com-

bined type, but differ from those ordinarily employed on steam

railway cars in that the auxiliary is arranged so that the triple

valve is mounted on the side instead of the end. The brake

cylinders are also fitted with the American automatic slack ad-

juster of the attached type. Each motor car is provided with

the Westinghouse multiple electric pump governor valve, a new
device that does away with the necessity for balance wire and

jumper connections through the train in order to make all the

pump governors cut in at the same time for the purpose of

equalizing and distributing the load on the motor compressors

through the train. With this equipment but one hose connec-

tion is made between the cars, in addition to the train pipe

which is always used.

SIXCOUPLED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

The Boston & Maine has received new passenger locomotives

of the 4—6— type from the Schenectady works of the Amer-

ican Locomotive Company, which have been giving excellent

satisfaction during the rush of business to the seashore and

mountains of the past summer. They have moderately wiae

fireboxes, and the chief interest in the design centers in the

fact that this is the first example of the use of wide grates over

72-in. wheels by these builders. By bending the mud ring, a

fairly deep throat sheet is obtained. These engines have piston

valves with inside admission and direct valve motion. While

the boiler appears to be high, its center is but 9 ft. 5 ins. above

the rails, the diameter of the first ring being 66% ins. In this

journal for October, 1900, page 312, a wide firebox engine on

the Lehigh Valley having this wheel arrangement was illus-

trated, the driving wheels being also 72 ins. in diameter, in

this case the center of the boiler was 9 ft. 2 ins. above the rails.

In the following table the most important dimensions of the

Boston & Maine locomotives are presented:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Gauge 4 ft. SV- ins.

Fuel bituminous coal
Weight in working order 171,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 130,000 lbs.

Weight engine and tender- in working order 282,400 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 15 ft. 10 ins.

Wheel base, rigid 15 ft. 10 ins.

Wheel base, total 26 ft. 10 ins.

Wheel base, total engine and tender 54 ft. 6% ins.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 20 ins.

Stroke of piston 26 ins.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5 Mi ins.

Diameter of piston rod 3% ins.
Kind of piston packing cast steel
Kind of piston rod packing U. S. Metallic

VALVES.
Kind of slide valves piston type
Greatest travel of slide valves 5% ins.

Outside lap of slide valves 1 in.

Inside clearance of slide valves % in.

Lead of valves in full gear,
line and line in full gear % inch lead at 6 ins. cut off For'd motion

Kind of valve stem packing U. S. Metallic

WHEELS, ETC.

Number of driving wheels 6
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 72 ins.

Material of driving wheel, centers cast steel
Thickness of tire 3 ins.

Driving box material cast steel
Diameter and length of driving journals 9 ins. dia. by 12 ins.

Diameter and length of crank pin journals 6 ins. dia. by 6Y2 Ins.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals,
(main side, 6% ins. by 4% ins.), F & B 4% ins. dia. by 4 ins.

Engine truck, kind swing motion
Engine truck; journals 6 ins. dia. by 10 ins.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 33 ins.

BOILER.

Style extended wagon top, radial stay
Outside diameter of first ring 66% ins.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox,

1
, , 1

11-16 in. 23-32 in. % in., % in., 9-16 in.

Fire box, length 102% ins.

Fire box, width 65% ins.

Fire box, depth front, 72 13-32 ins., back, 515-32 ins.

Fire box plates, tbickness, sides,

% in., back, % in., crown % in., tube sheet V-i in.

Fire box, water space 4 ins. front, 4 ins. sides, 4 Ins. back
Fire box, crown staying radial
Fire box, stay bolts Ulster special iron
Tubes, number S36
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 15 14 ft.

Fire brick, supported on water tubes
Heating surface, tubes 2631.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 27.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 159.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2818.5 sq. ft.

Grate surface 44 sq. ft.

Grate, style rocking, in 4 sections
Ash pan, style sectional, steel plate
Exhaust pipes single
Exhaust nozzles 4% ins.. 4

"
s ins. and 5 ins. diameter

Smoke stack, inside diameter 16 ins.

Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 3 11-16 ins.

TENDER.
Style water bottom
Weight, empty 48,800 lbs.

Wheels, number 8
Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5 ins. diameter by 9 ins.

Wheel base 17 ft. 4 ins.
Tender frame 4-10-in. channels
Tender trucks Fox pressed steel, floating bolster type
Water capacity 5,000 U. S. gallons
Coal capacity 10 tons
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IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Km [OB] U < lOBRI BPOND1 \i i
,

Oxford, England.

To give a fair Impression of the shop practice of a foreign

railway from such brief visits as i was able i<> make is not alto-

gether easy. 1 did not Bee all the shops, hut found a contrast

between the hest and the worst quite as marked as we have at

home.

Tin- railroad shops of England do aol present many features

wbicb we would wish to adopt. Many of them are old and are

full of time-honored machinery, with some good machine tools.

The shafting speed appears to he low. but those who conducted

the writer about usually did nut know the speeds. Concentra-

tion of an enormous amount of work in a single shop plant is

the rule, ami this leads to an aggregation, growing by accre-

tion, scattered over a large area, and exceedingly difficult to

supervise. No one seems to worry about shop matters, and in

but a single case could the output of the shop he stated without

having the figures looked up. A plant sufficient for completely

maintaining' 3,000 locomotives, building, say, 75 per year, and
doing a vast amount of manufacturing, presents a problem
which no railroad on our side of the water would dare under-

take.

Altoona presents a very great contrast) to most of the large

plants here. As shops increase in size it becomes very difficult

and are finished outside by the milling cutters. Crank axles

have tui - eai been cut out of the solid by rotary planers, which

are really milling machines with discs about 24 ins in diameter
having inserted teeth.

This portion of the correspondence is being written on a fast

train on one of the best railroads in Scotland. The "carriage

shakes and trembles enough to entitle the writer to absolution

for all the deficiencies of the letter. If those who have nothing
but unqualified praise for British track would put it to tie

of writing upon a pad held on the knee they would come nearer

telling the truth about it. I say, and say again, that English

track is not as good as our best. The cars are apt to have a
quick side motion.

Attempts to ascertain cutting speeds of tire lathes and other

machines were not satisfactory. One thing quite noticeable is

the heavy character of the new English machinery seen in

various shops. There seems to he plenty of metal about them.

While some progress has been made in the application of elec-

tric power transmission, there is nothing approaching our best

examples of this. At Swindon the new machine shop is elec-

trically-driven, and the generators are driven by three West-
inghouse gas engines, »he gas being made at the works, and is

used throughout for lighting. Gas is frequently used for

furnaces. At Crewe gas producers are distributed about the

works, and furnaces are fired with gas, made from bituminous

coal.

Very few boring mills are used here, though their value is

SIX-COfl'LED PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.—BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.—4— 6— TYPE.—WIDE FIREBOX OVER 72-I.V. DRIVING WHEELS.

to provide facilities for handling material. Here the locomotive

parts, e'xeept the boilers, are all light, and while cranes are

sometimes provided for wheeling engines and for placing them
in the erecting shops, they are not used as we use them for

transporting heavy parts.

Piecework is quite common in England. Upon asking whether

prices are not sometimes changed, the astonishing reply was:

•'Oh, yes; we change the prices whenever the men make 1%
times their day rates." This fully explained the "navy yard"

pace of the shop men. The speed limit is set by the employers,

and it is no wonder that repairs are extravagantly expensive,

as figures, which 1 hope to secure permission to print, will show.

The extensive development of the use of milling machines at

Crewe has been mentioned in these notes, and is worth mention-

ing again. So many milling cutters are used as to require a

good sized tool room force to make and maintain the cutters.

1 1 has already been stated that no new planers are bought for

these simps. Planers are decidedly taking a back seat in favor

of milling machines. I must again mention the piles of main
and side rods milled on profile milling machines by aid of form

era .Main rods for Joy valve gear are made with a boss at the

'inter, formed by means of a separate piece bolted
-on top of

the former. Valves are finished complete by special milling

rimers. These also cut the grooves at the top of the valves for

the valve packing. By keeping these cutters up to standard

gauges absolute interchangeability of valves is secured. Side

and main rods are completely finished at Crewe by milling ma-

chines, and they are ready for the engines. Oil cups on rod

ends are made rectangular in section the full width of the rods,

beginning to be appreciated, and there is no question of the

superiority of our lathes to those In common use. Wheel

lathes are rather light, and it is evident that they will not

stand heavy feeds and fast cutting without chattering. Crank
axles take up an enormous lot of room in English shops. It

is by no means unusual to see a string of eight or ten big lathes

working on them and occupying the full length of one side of

a long machine shop.

Only in the case of the new shop at Swini!on are the ma-
chines in anything like as close proximity to the erecting shop

as in our recent practice. In the older shops there is almost

always a brick wall between the machines and the engines,

with an occasional gangway between. With longitudinal tracks

in such shops, and these at close centers, it i> not convenient

to handle material.

Good boilermakers must be plentiful here, for the work in

the boiler shops merits admiration. Careful fitting with all

boles drilled is the rule. Flanging is invariably done by hy-

draulic presses and the boilers are designed specially for the

use of dies. The relations hetweeen the shops and the drafting

room are direct and everywhere clearly apparent. One boiler

design is made to serve several standard (lasses of engines.

This has been carried out to an admirable extent on the Great

Western. Some beautiful work in copper fireboxes with cop-

per stay bolts was seen at Crewe. In riveting staybolts at

Crewe a pneumatic hammer is used. It is held in a conical

casing in such a way as to give a smooth conical head, being

guided as it revolved about the rivet. With this machine all

the heads are as perfectly uniform as if headed in a die. The
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finished firebox was a feast for the eyes. The front ends of

tubes are not beaded over as we bead them, but are left after

expanding. At Crewe steel ferrules are used at the firebox

ends. Leaky tubes are not a serious source of trouble here.

Most of the engines are not worked hard enough to make any-

thing leak, but the engines which are worked hard are most

carefully fixed to prevent cold air from reaching the tube ends,

as explained in commenting upon the new Caledonian 4—6—
engines.

An admirable provision is made for the maintenance of

rolling stock by setting aside each year a definite amount in a

fund which is available for this work, and 1 is increased from

time to time with the increase in the amount and capacity of

equipment. This practically provides a depreciation fund for

keeping the rolling stock up to a uniform condition of efficiency.

G. M. B.

(To be continued.)

NEW LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS.

McKees Rocks, Pa.—Pittsburg & Lake Ekie Railroad.

BLACKSMITH SHOP EQUIPMENT.

The construction of the blacksmith shop building was con-

sidered in the January issue of this journal, page 24. The ar-

rangement of the equipment, shown in Fig. 1, was very care-

fully worked out by the master blacksmith, Mr. A. W. McCaslin.

The double forges extend along one side of the shop, with their

centers about 15 ft. apart and about 15 ft. from the wall, and

are placed at an angle of 45 degs. with the side wall. Double

forges placed thus are economical as concerns floor space, and

are adapted to all classes of work except for locomotive frames

(which are handled at the large fires on the other side of the

shop), and for furnace work. The foreman sitting at his desk

in the office, which is liberally supplied with glass windows,

can see practically everything that is being done in the shop.

of the shop is used for storing dies and material. The material

racks for bar stock are painted different colors to facilitate

keeping the various grades of material in their proper places.

A trolley with an air hoist is provided for unloading heavy

material. A No. 10 Sturtevant steel pressure blower, with a

pulley on one side only driven by a 45 h.p. motor, and the

water-closets are placed above the wash and locker room. The

main blast pipe passes overhead from the fan and vertical pipes

branch off to the forges. The large blast pipe is fitted with

safety valves near each end to prevent damage in case of an

explosion of gases.

The double forges (see Figs. 2 and 3) are of cast iron, are

very compact, complete and durable, and while the first cost is

somewhat greater than for the ordinary forge, will require

no repairs and will last as long as the shop. A cellar, 12 ins.

deep, extends under the entire forge, with the end inclined and

projecting 2 ft. beyond the end of the forge. About two days'

supply of coal is kept in the cavity under the center of the

forge, while the coke is kept in the ends which are partitioned

off from the center, and are divided by a removable partition at

the middle into two parts, one for soft and one for hard coke.

This does away with the usual coal and coke boxes, and allows

free access to the forge from both the sides and the end. The
outer end of the top of the forge is partitioned off to hold the

good slack left when tearing down the fire. The space between

the backs of the two forges is occupied by tne blast valves and

by shelves for holding small tools. The hood and the piece

which connects it to the blast pipe are of cast iron. The forges

were designed and patented by Mr. McCaslin, and are manu-
factured by the Monessen Foundry and Machine Company, of

Monessen, Pa.

The rather high blast pressure of 14 ozs. is used, and the

advantage of this can best be explained by quoting from a paper

on "The Ideal Blacksmith Shop," read by Mr. McCaslin before

the recent Railroad Master Blacksmiths' convention. "The
writer, through experience, has determined to his own satis-

faction that any volume that will fully supply each forge with

A carefully arranged system of single jib cranes serve the

steam hammers, and a double jib crane, No. 5, serves two of the

forge fires used for heavy work. Three steam hammers are

provided; a 4,000-lb. and a 600-lb., made by the Chambersburg

Engineering Company, and a 1,100-lb., made by Bement, Miles

& Co. Two large circular fires near cranes Nos. 1 and 3 are

used for heating heavy work for the 4,000-lb. hammer. Two
small coke furnaces are built in the double forge to the left of

the small bull-dozer, and are used to heat small and short work

for the bull-dozers. The pneumatic bull-dozers, a 20-ton and a

100-ton, were designed by Mr. McCaslin and built at the shops,

and are used for forging anything from a bolt head or hand-

hold to a wrecking chain hook or heavy arch bar. The furnaces

between the bull-dozers are used for case-hardening and for

heating heavy material, a trolley extending from this point

to the large steam hammers. The large punch and shear is a

Hilles & Jones No. 4, motor driven. Half of the opposite side

a constant pressure from 14 to 16 ozs. through an upright

opening in the tuyere equal in area to 2 or 2% sq. ins. is about

the proper thing for railroad smith shops, not only in volume

but in pressure as well. Seven ounces of blast pressure, no

matter what the volume, will not heat iron as rapidly as the

iron will absorb heat, consequently with that pressure we do

not get a maximum output, while with 14 to 16 ozs., regu-

lated to suit conditions and requirements, every heat unit up

to the limit of absorption in the iron can be utilized, and the

earnings of the employer, also the piece worker, increased, and

the worry of the honest day worker through the change from

unfavorable to favorable conditions greatly lessened. For or-

dinary work in the railway smith shop the tuyere should be at

least 10 ins. below the top of the forge. With this depth

and the fire prepared with fine wet slack well tamped

around a stake the fire will, with possibly the throwing out

now and then of a small clinker, last from 7 o'clock a. m. until
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noon, and the slag and clinkers do not drop down and clog it

as they will ai a leas depth; besides, wo have a body of fuel

below tin' iron sufficient to produce and continue to produce the

' saiy heal [or the besl results, and lessen the demand tot B

new tile ai 9.80 a. in. and 8.30 P. in."

The anvils an- placed mi portable east iron stands so that the

in i r ti .an shift or turn the anvil to suit his wm k Continuous

wrought iron brackets or supports are placed along the side

and for the car department, which takes care of over 12,000

cars. While ii may appear small for this amount of work, yet,

hie in the way the work is handled and to the labor and time-

saving devices which have been Introduced, the number of work-

men employed has Increased very little over what it was ten

years ago, although the amount of work has Increase!

times. Tin jhop Is not equipped tor making bolts on a large

scale.

EFFECTIVE USE OF "THE AMERICAN ENGINEER.'

A well known superintendent of motive power sent to the

editor of this journal a copy of a letter written by him to four

of his subordinate officials, which reads as follows:

"I am mailing you a copy of the AMERICAN ENGINEER and
RAILROAD .Iiii BNA1 which contains some marked articles which

Flu. o.—CAST IKON DOUBLE FOIi'.l .- no. 4.—DROP Mill I ul{ LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

BTO. 2.—BLACKSMITH SHOP.—MC KEES ROCKS SHOPS.

wan nearest the forges to hold the tools. The water tubs are

made of cast iron, and are let down nearly level with the floor-

line. In Fig. 4 is shown a unique forge, designed by Mr.

McCaslin, for heating locomotive frames. With an ordinary

forge it is necessary to either raise the heavy frame out of the

fire or to swing it to one side, and thus disarrange the fire so

that it is necessary to build it up again before another heat can

be taken. With this special forge it is only necessary to shut off

the Mast, disconnect the pipe by means of a slip joint and raise

the large counterweights, which causes the fire to drop 12 ins.,

the box being guided by the upright posts, which fit in slides

on the ends of the box. This leaves the fire in good condition,

ready for another heat.

One very noticeable feature of the shop is the good light and

the entire absence of smoke or gas. The stacks from the forges

are about 22 ins. in diameter at the hood, extend 12 or 15 ft.

above the roof and create such a strong draft that the smoke
is all carried off.

This shop does all the smith work for the locomotive depart-

ment, which Is at present repairing about 17 engines per month,

I would like you to read. Please study particularly the article

by Mr. Jacobs on page 333, on the subject of High Speed Steel

in Railroad Shops. It appears to me that every one else is

doing better with high-speed steel than we are, and I think
there should be a general speeding up of all our tools v.

high-speed steel is used.

"The article on page 331, entitled Piece Work, by Mr. L. G.

Parish, will also interest you. It contains important sugges-
tions which you should note.

"I would also like to call your attention to the marked article

on Blue Heat in Boiler Plates, on page 349. Please arrange to

make a test and advise me what results you obtain by follow-

ing the directions of this article.

"I would like a reply stating your opinions on these sub-

jects as applied to our conditions."

The gentleman referred to has applied many improvement -

in his department by systematica. ly following this plan of in-

teresting his assistants in the practice of other railroads as

described by the technical press, and has led them to develop

many adopted as well as original Ideas by this method.
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PISTON VALVES WITH RELIEF PLATES.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

The most recent design of locomotives on the Pennsylvania

Railroad is Class B
:
6, for switching service, and the first of

the class was built at Altoona for the Pennsylvania Lines West

of Pittsburg. It is the heaviest locomotive for this service

carried on six driving wheels, and has 22x24 in. cylinders, 56-

in. driving wheels, and weighs 170,000 lbs., or 28,333 lbs. per

wheel. The total heating surface is 2,495 sq. ft. The boiler has

325 2-in. tubes, 13 ft. 10 in. long, and the grate area is 412-10

sq. ft. The boiler is 74% in. in diameter at the largest ring.

The boiler pressure is 205 lbs. and the tractive effort 36,200 lbs.

The most interesting feature of this engine is the construc-

tion of the piston valves, which, while not entirely new, are

specially noteworthy because they provide for relief of water

and for the compression of drifting,

after the manner of the ordinary

slide valve. The admission is at the

center of the valve, and the eccen-

trics are reversed.

The construction of this valve and

the steam chest is shown in the

accompanying diagram, which illus-

trates all of the parts in position.

The valve travels in short bushings,

as usual. In the upper part of the

steam chest cored passages lead from

the steam ports upward, opening

under a flat plate, which is set on

the ground joint on top of the steam

chest. A bonnet covers this plate

and prevents leakage of steam to

the outside. The steam chest pres-

sure is brought on top of the plate

through a hollow stud fastening

through the center of the plate. This

stud also prevents fore and aft mo-

tion of the plate. A separate drain

passage at the lower level prevents

the accumulation of water in the re-

lief plate chest.

The ports under the plate are 9

x 3 ins. in size, and the lift of the

plate is i'
s in. against stops, which

projecl downward from the bonnet.

In drilling this plate, is • lifted and

held away from the seat, owing to

the reduced pressure in the space

above the valve, this space being in communication with

steam admission passage leading to the cylinder.

This form of valve was used experimentally by Mr. J. B.

Henney when superintendent of motive power of the New York

& New England Railroad, Mr. Henney's first drawing being

dated August 24, 1888. He used a 5%-in-. piston valve, which

was applied in a steam chest of a locomotive which formerly

had slide valves. In a later experiment he employed two

iP^in. piston valves side by side, and doubtless the experi-

ment would have been more successful had he used larger

valves. Mr. Henney used the arrangement of relief plates,

from which the construction here illustrated was adopted.

While a switching locomotive does not offer the best test of

such a relief arrangement, in drifting, this construction has

proven very satisfactory in this service, and is looked upon as

a promising improvement over the separate relief valves which

are usually employed in connection with piston valves.

It brought out a general discussion on organization and dis-

cipline, leading to the conclusion that engineers and firemen

should be hired by the traveling engineer, and that good men

can be retained in the service by encouragement, education and

improvement of the conditions under which they work. A dis-

cussion of progressive examinations of engineers and firemen

developed strong support of the examination idea. Water tubes

in fireboxes received interested attention. Those having bad

waters spoke unfavorably, while others favored them (as sup-

ports for brick arches). The discussion led to a resolution to

the effect that arch tubes offered an opportunity to improve

economy when conditions permitted their use. Mr. Ira C. Hub-

bell read a paper entitled. "Valve Motion: Its Relation to Steam

Economy." The discussion brought out reports of excellent

performance of the Alfree-Hubbell valve gear. As an argument

for more attention to valve gear, Mr. Hubbell pointed to the

expense of $123,000,000 for coal for American railroads for the

copper w/re jo/at

O/L PAPER

DRAW HOLE

'LIVE STEAM FROM l/AL l/E CHAMBER W TOP OP PFL/EF VAL l/F

DRAIN HOLE.

CEjVTFR lme OF CY/./HDER

PISTON VALVE Willi BELIEF PLATES,— PENNSYLVANIA RAILUOAH.

the year ending June 30, 1902. The high-speed brake was discuscsd

by aid of a paper by Mr. L. M. Carlton, which outlined the new
problems of braking with increased pressure. Wheel sliding

was one of these. A paper on headlights by Mr. A. L. Beards-

ley brought out favorable opinions of electric headlights. The
discussion chiefly concerned I he location and care of headlights

and the location of the turbines. Among (he valuable features

of the convention was a paper on the "Baldwin Balanced Com-

pound Locomotives" by Mr. M. Carroll, followed by an interest-

ing address on the same subject by Mr. S. M. Vauclain, which

was illustrated by stereopticon slides. Some of the exhibits at

this convention are referred to elsewhere in this issue.

COST OF GAS ENGINE POWER.

TRAVELING ENGINEERS' CONVENTION.

The twelfth annual meeting of the Traveling Engineers' As-

sociation was held in Chicago, September 13, with a large at-

tendance, Vice-President J. D. Benjamin presiding. The open-

ing address emphasized the importance of the cost of fuel and

lubrication, and engine failures as present live questions. "The
Future Engineer" was the subject of a paper by Mr. E. R. Webb.

It is interesting to note the expense of fuel of a horse-power in

a gas engine with the fuels ordinariy used

:

FUEL COST PER LLORSE-POWER FOR 24 HOURS WITH

—

Producer gas from coal at $3 per 2,000 lbs 3.5 to 5.5 cents

Producer gas from coke at $4 per 2,000 lbs 7.5 to 9 cents

Natural gas (800 B. T. V.) at 25 cents per 1,000 ft 9 cents

Illuminating gas (COO B. T. U.) at 75 cents per 1,000 ft. . .36 cents

Gasoline, % gallon per horse-power, at 16 cents per gallon. .48 cents

Steam from coal at $3 per 2,000 lbs 9 cents

(From a pamphlet issued by R. D. Wood & Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa.)
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PRRSONALS.

Mi .lames W. Hill has resigned as master mechanic of the

Peoria & Pekln tJnlon Railway, al Peoria, ill-, after 18 years'

Bervlce i" thai position.

.Mr. H. T. Herr has resigned as master mechanic of the

Norfolk & Western at Roanoke, Va . to accept an appointment
as assistant to the vice-president of the Denver & Rio Grande

Railroad, with headquarters in Denver, Col. Mr. Herr is as-

signed to special work In the operating departm

Mr. E. N. Qower has I i appointed superintendent of motive

power of the Gainesville Midland Railroad, with headquarters at

Gainesville, Ga.

Mr. k. Junes Mas been appointed master mechanic of the

St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, with headquarters at

Baring Cross, Ark.

Mi. James Parrel! has been appointed acting superintendent

Of motive power and machinery of the National Railway of

Mexico, with headquarters at Laredo, Texas.

Mr. .1. N. Borrowdale has been appointed general foreman

Of the car department Of the Illinois Central at Chicago, suc-

ceeding Mr. C. I>. l'ellis. resigned.

Mr. C. B. Cramer, master mechanic of the Charleston shops

of the Southern Railway, has been transferred to the shops at

Sheffield, Ala., succeeding Mr. G. N. Howson.

!•'. D. Adams, veteran master car builder of the Boston &
Albany Railroad, died last month al his home in Huffalo at

the age of 82 years. His life work was connected with cars,

beginning in 1847, when he entered the service Of the Norwich

Car Company, at Norwich, Conn. In 1863 he went to Buffalo

as- a contractor in the Buffalo Car Works. His first railroad

position was that, of master car builder of the Huffalo & Erie

in 1X59. In 18fi8 he became superintendent of the Ohio Falls

Car Company. In 1S70 he went to the Boston & Albany as

master car builder, and filled this position until ins retirement

from active service in 1 890. Mr. Adams was a charter member
of the Master Car Builders' Association, and was closely asso-

ciated with it up to last year. He will be greatly missed be-

cause Of his gentle strength, his faithfulness, and his thorough

knowledge of his vocation and his uprightness of character.

Mr. Adams performed a marked service for the railroads in the

construction and successful operation of very light passenger

cars for a period of over 2D years, and yet because of his quiet

disposition few knew of this work. II gives an impression of

the great progress in transportation to reflect on the fact that

Mr. Adams saw the beginnings of railroads in his boyhood.

V-&" * --. — — 25'-0%f z&—X

i>/i-'i/j-J./*'^t/#"4/j'i/j"'t' lefts'-*' -3'-4" —k/g If-iiri
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Mr. L. P. Ligon has in en appointed master mechanic of the

eastern division of the Norfolk & Western Railway, with head-

quarters at Roanoke, Va., to succeed Mr. H. T. Herr, resigned.

Mr. R. w. Burnet lias resigned as general foreman of car re-

pairs of the Central Railroad of New Jersey to accept the posi-

tion of assistant master car builder of the Erie Railroad, with

headquarters at Buffalo. N. Y

Mr. L. D. Gillett has been appointed master mechanic of the

Pocahontas division of the Norfolk & Western Railway to suc-

ceed Mr. L. P. Ligon. and Mr. J. M. Thomas has been appointed

general foreman at West Roanoke, Va., to succeed Mr. Gillett.

Mr. C. D. Pettis has resigned as general foreman of the car

department of the Illinois Central at Chicago to accept the

position of superintendent of the car department of the St.

Louis & San Francisco at St. Louis. Mo.

Mr. George W. Seidel has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, at Horton, Kan.

He is succeeded as master mechanic of the Southern Railway

at Birmingham, Ala., by Mr. G. N. Howson, transferred from

the same road at Sheffield, Ala

MINIMUM SUBURBAN TRAIN STOPS.

1 1 I.1N0I8 C 'in j BAL RaILUOAD.

Iii describing the new suburban service cars on the Illinois

Central (Amebii w Engineer, September, 1903, page 327 » the

reduction in Ihe periods of waiting at. stations for loading and

unloading expected from the side door cars was prominently

mentioned. Information recently received from Mr. A. \V. Sul-

livan, assistant second vice-president of the road, indicates that

the expectations of the officers have been fully realized. Not

only have the cars been operated for a year without costing

anything for repairs, but they have furnished absolute protec-

tion against personal injury of passengers. The station stops

are marvelously short. A recent stop-watch test, made without

the knowledge of the trainmen, showed an average of 7.75 sec-

onds for the stops on a heavy run, the minimum being 3 sec-

onds and the maximum 12 seconds.

Even if these cars were very unsatisfactory In other ways,

which they are not. this feature of reducing the loss of time at

stations for the movement of passengers should entitle the side

door principle to the earnest attention of those dealing wuu
crowded suburban service trains.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

PACIFIC VS. 2 6 2 TYPE LOCOMOTIVES.

/ o the Editor:

Your statemenl in the description of the latest design of 2-6-2
locomotive of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, in your
September issue, that "There seems to be no question of the advan-
tages of the type (the 2-0-2 I over the Pacific type with a 4-wheel
leading truck," appears to the writer to be, both on principle and
in view of results in practice, so manifestly correct and well
founded that the grounds for the recent comparatively extended
adoption of the Pacific type by railroad managers are not easy to
see. It is, of course, to be assumed that those who have added
locomotives of (his type to their equipment have done so for reasons
which they found or considered to be good and sufficient ones, and
this communication is presented more particularly in the hope of
developing mi expression of the views of those who advocate the
Pacific type, than with a desire to urge the superiority of the 2-G-2.
Whether or not trailing wheels are, in and of themselves, de-

sirable in a road locomotive, need not be here considered, inasmuch
as in designs embodying driving wheels of large diameter and a
wide firebox, which the logic of facts has demonstrated to be
essentials in heavy and fast pa.-senger train service, they are abso-
lutely indispensable. Moreover, as they are used, and similarly
used, in both the 4-G-2 and the 2-6-2 types, the two are, in this
respect, identical, and the question of relative advantage between
them depends wholly upon the conditions and requirements obtaining
and existing forward of the front driving axle, which are compara-
tively few and simple. In order to support the weight which over-
hangs the front driving axle upon a 4-wheel truck, as in the
4-6-2 engine, there must—not necessarily, but upon the accepted
lines of American practice—be an increase of wheel base and an
increase of boiler length, as compared with the 2-6-2 engine. Is
this increase accompanied by a corresponding advantage ; if so, in

what particulars, and if not, why should it be made?
The 2-6-2 engines of the Lake Shore, class J, and the 4-6-2 en-

gines recently built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the
Chicago & Alton, may be referred to as fairly representative of the
two types under consideration. Assuming the distances from centre
of exhaust to centre of front driving axle (67 ins. in the 2-6-2 and
95% ins. in the 4-6-2) to be the minimum admissible with an SO-in.
wheel, we have an increase of wheel base of 28% ins. in the 4-6-2
engine, and. other things being equal, there would be the same in-
increase of boiler length. While the longer wheel base is of course
not, of itself, desirable, it may, for present purposes, be taken as
not positively objectionable, and neglected as a factor in the com-
parison. If the increased boiler length is utilized to provide a cor-
responding increase of tube heating surface, steam room and weight
available by adhesion, it would, in these regards, constitute an
element of advantage of the 4-6-2 over the 2-6-2 type, but such
possible advantage cannot, in the first place, be made fully avail-
able, by reason of what are, or are believed to be, the limitations
of practicable tube length, and for this, or for some other reason
not apparent, it has not been fully availed of in the Chicago &
Alton and other engines of the 4-6-2 type.

The distance from centre of exhaust to front tube sheet is, in

the Lake Shore 2-6-2 engine, 36 ins., and might be shorter if de-
sired, being 20 and 30 ins., respectively, in other large engines of
I he same type. The tubes are 19 ft. long. In the Chicago & Alton
engines this distance is 55 ins., and the tubes are 20 ft. long.

It will therefore be seen that 19 of the 28% ins. of extra boiler
length are not utilized for steam generating purposes, and act, with-
out apparent advantage and possibly with disadvantage, to increase
the volume of an already large smokebox. Briefly stated, the 28%
ins. of increased wheel base of the 4-6-2 engine attains no positive

advantage, and two-thirds of the increased boiler length is either
useless or unutilized.

If such increase of steaming capacity as is resultant upon the use
of 20-ft. tubes is deemed desirable, it can be provided in a 2-6-2
as readily as in a 4-6-2 locomotive and without involving unde-
sirable increase of wl I base, useless expansion of smokebox
volume, or variation from standard or existing draught appliances.
It is therefore the opinion of the writer not only that all the
advantages of the 4-6-2 type are fully attainable in the 2-6-2, but
also that the latter, as to the features of shorter wheel base and
simpler and less expensive construction, possesses positive advan-
tages over the former.

There remains, or it may perhaps be contended, there should
be first considered, the question of the relative merit of a 2 and a

4-wbeeled truck, and this is one which cannot be fully discussed

within the permissible limits of this communication. As stated in
your article on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy locomotives.
"This road has a long and very satisfactory experience with 2-

wheel leading trucks," and this statement may be made with equal
correctness as to various other roads, particularly the Lake Shore
and Philadelphia & Reading. The 2-4-2 engines of the latter road
have been operating trains between Philadelphia ami Jersey Citj
at exceptionally high S] Is lor a number of years, and have done
so as safely and as satisfactorily as engines having 4-wheel trucks
in the same service. In view of the present extended use, at high
speeds, of 2-whe<l leading trucks, railroad managers cannot reason-

ably question their safety in, or adaptability to, service of this

character, and their effectiveness at slower speeds has long since
been fully demonstrated and universally accepted. Under these

circumstances the substitution of the 4-wheel truck, as in the
Pacific type, must be warranted, if at all, by its own superior ad-

vantages and not by supposed disadvantages of the 2-wheel truck.

Neither of these, as it seems to the writer, has been shown lo

exist. J. Snowden Bell.
Pittsburgh, Pa., September 0, 1904.

A TECHNICAL SCHOOL GRADUATE OF SEVEN YEARS'
EXPERIENCE.

To the Editor:

The communications on the subject of apprenticeship which have

appeared in your paper will not be complete without a brief state-

ment of my experience. I was graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology seven years ago. After serving three years as a

special apprentice and fulfilling the requirements of the officials as

an apprentice, I was given special work of various interesting kinds

and made myself generally useful to those officials. After seven

years I have become foreman, with less salary than a draftsman

of ordinary ability can secure any day. In fact, I am paid $95

per month. It was perhaps a mistake to let this go so long, for I

have been discouraged and have made up my mind to do something

else. It would not matter that the salary is low if I were given an

opportunity to introduce improvements, but this I am unable to

accomplish. What would you advise me to do?
D. E. F.

Editor's Note.—Get another position, but first make an im-

pression on your superiors which will enable your successor to ac-

complish something. A technical school graduate having had seven

years' experience is worth more than $95 per month, or he is not

worth anything. This seems to be a case of. the wrong railroad.

Life is too short to wait for advancement under such conditions.

Our correspopdent has little to lose. He should try an aggressive

policy to see what that would bring him. He might do worse than

be dismissed.

HELP THE MACHINE TOOLS.

To tho Editor:

Several times, in recent issues of your paper, statements have

been made implying the necessity of using specially designed heavy
machine tools in connection with the high-speed tool steels, and in

a number of instances you have called attention to particularly

heavy cuts that have been taken on certain machines.

It seems to me that, in a railway shop, it is a sign of poor shop
practice to have to take such heavy roughing cuts except on certain

classes of work, such as turning worn wheel tires, rough turning

axles and machining some of the heavier castings and forgings.

There is no good reason why the greater percentage of locomotive

and car castings and forgings cannot be made very nearly to size

so that only a light roughing cut need be taken. The strains on
the machine tools and the waste of material will thus be reduced

and the cutting speed can be increased.

The use of high-speed tool steels, improved machine tools and
better methods of handling the work will undoubtedly greatly in-

crease the shop output and decrease the cost of production, as is

very clearly shown in Mr. Jacobs' valuable article on "High-speed

Steel in Railroad Shops" in your September issue. In addition, a

considerable saving might also be made, in some shops at least, by
carefully designing the castings and forgings with a view to re-

ducing the amount of metal to be removed. On some of the larger

forgings it may be found cheaper to machine the metal off than to

forge it near the finished size, and occasionally it may be found
advisable to leave a surplus of metal on irregular castings in order
to facilitate molding, or to relieve shrinkage strains, but such cases

are not frequent.

Apparently, one road at least has taken some steps along this

line, for in the description of the McKees Rocks shops in your Sep-
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touiber Issue ii is stated thai "mosl of the forcings and i
i

are a ode thai the] eon b< finished by taking a comparatively

small roughing cut, and the old machine tools, even though cutting

al ;i considerably higher speed than before, • : 1 1 easily handle tins

class of work." Reference i" the lisl "I the motoi driven machine
tools in the machine shop al McKees Rocks will show thai more
than 60 per cent, of them are old tools, which were desig I before

the bigh-s] I tool Steele came Into use, and in view of iiii.s tact it

i.s interesting to note that, "although new tool steels and c mercial

methods are being Introduced Into this shop as rapidl] as possible,

yel the old machines are giving g I satisfaction In practically all

cases."

I ii i wish to advocate the "."•• of old and worn oul machine
tools iii mil- railway shops, for the question of shop output and the

cost of production Is i t' vital importance to the railroads, and
they si id pay as much attention to it as a large commercial ea

tablishment does. At the same time it would appear that with a

little care In the designing of castings and forgings old machine
tools in g I c lition could in manj cases be fitted up at a small

expense so thai thej could be used to good advantage in a modern
railroad machine shop. M. .\I.

SPECIAL APPRENTICESHIP.

To tin Editor:

For some ii ni.\ interest ha.s been centered on articles appeal

log in your journal relative to special apprentices, not merely from

a personal point Of view, lint from a knowledge of many young
mm who have taken up the work and are drifting, as it were, tin

reading the letter signed "A. B. C." in your September number the

expressions of thai writer were so nearly the conclusions that I have

found fr 1 1 \ experience and observation that 1 want to say

"i n" to the conclusions thai be has drawn.

Upon completion of my special apprenticeship ionise I fell capa-

ble of earning at least what an ordinary mechanic was paid and

expressed a desire to know whether 1 would receive thai rate or

not. 'i'o make the stiiiy short, would .say that those in charge, after

keeping the question banging for several weeks, notified me thai I

would he paid 5 cents less per hour than the rate paid machinists

on that system. It was merely a question of leaving the mad. for

lie. inn the action taken by the officials does not look business-like

or logical. Furthermore, to he advised by the superintendent of mo-

tive power
1

to join the machinists' union and then he denied the scale

paid members was to me a polite way of saying, "Gel out!" I

mighl add that a statement was given me saying that mj services

had been entirely satisfactory.

To clinch matters, 1 have been doing machinist's work the past

two months at the .shops, not merely to prove to myself that 1

can handle the work satisfactorily, but to gain experience aud in-

cidentally earn more than had I remained with the Rail-

road. Your journal i.s 1 nd I" do a g I missionary work and by

inntinual drubbing may turn the tide.

G. H. I.

Kditou's Note.—This young man i.s bright, thoroughly capable

aud a graduate from the electrical engineering department of one of

our large universities. lie is bound to win out in the end and we
trust that he will not give up tiie light as hopeless. Is it any

wonder that the railroads are losing some of their brightest young
men'.'

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING BRAKE-RODS AND
PUSH-BARS.

To Hie Editor:

The method of manufacturing brake-rods and push-bars fol-

lowed by the ear department of the Cambria Steel Company is

quite different from that of the majority of shops. In the

Cambria shop the jaw or end of the brake-rod is made from
liar iron which is sheared to the right length, heated and bent

into a TJ-shape. A hole is drilled in Ibis U-shaped piece, at the

centre of the bend, about 1-lti-in. smaller than the diameter of

the brake-rod.

The end of the brake-rod is drawn out slightly, leaving a

square shoulder about 1% ins. from the end. This reduced end
of the rod is pushed into the hold drilled in the U-shaped end
or jaw. and the two parts are heated to a welding heat. They
are then placed in a heading machine, which has some special

dies arranged to hold the rod and keep the jaw in the proper
position while another part of the die presses against the end
of the rod, upsetting the same and welding it to the jaw. The
end of the rod projects through far enough so that the excess

stock lol in a ]i< ad mi i In- inside of the jaw, which prevents the

rod from pulling oul "i tin jaw if the weld irfect.

When ih .• been voided on, the roil is completed by

drilling tin- holes tor the brake-lever pins. The writer has no

figures concerning the cos! of (his method of making brake-

rods as compared with other methods, but it produces a very

good looking brake-rod, with the possible exception that tin-

c
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jaws are heavy when compared with the rod. This last objec-

tion does not bold for the push-bars, and it could probably be

removed in the rods by using lighter stock for the jaws, it is

s.iid that when rods made in this manner are placed in a test-

ing machine the rods generally break without developing any

weakness in the ends where they are welded to the jaws.

O. N. Fkbky.

POOLING LOCOMOTIVES RESULTS OF A CAREFUL
STUDY.

Important observations concerning pooling of locomotives

are given in a report prepared by Mr. Camille Boell, superin-

tendent of motive power of the French State Railways, to be

presented before the International Railway Congress next May.

The investigations by the author resulted in the following con-

elusions:

1. That the pooling system leads to a very perceptible in-

i i ease in the expense per mile, and, therefore, it ought not to

be employed except in case of absolute necessity.

2. That for the purpose of increasing the product of engines

it is preferable to have recourse to the system of interposing

auxiliary crews, or to the multiple crew system, the evils of

which are infinitely less.

3. That the double crew system is particularly to be approved,

notably for switching, suburban or shuttle train service, and

even for certain classes of through train service for the reason

that while affording better utilization of engines than the single

crew system it may permit the realization of a slight saving of

fuel without appreciable increase in cost of repairs.

4. That with these various systems there may be an advan-

tage from the standpoint' of fuel expense to assign to each

engineman a particular tender, which, however, gives rise to

certain complications in the service, and is not always capable

of realization.

5. That the system of three-men crews may, in certain cases

be substituted advantageously for that of double crewlng.

It may he added, in conclusion, that other systems than that

of the single crew have little to commend ihem for fast express

train service, which demands engines in a perfect erudition of

repair and well understood by the englnemen who handle

them.

Under usual conditions the economizer will save 12 to 15

per i ent. of the coal bill each year without reducing the tem-

perature of the gases sufficiently to seriously affect the draft.

The amount saved would be, under ordinary conditions, about

enough to pay for the cost of the economizer in three years.

When we consider the fact that the economizer is very dur-

able and costs but little for repairs, it will be seen that as an

investment it promises to return an exceedingly large interest.

—Prof. It. C. Carpenter in Power ami Transmission.
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SECTION AT4-A.

«-/!"-

FIG. 1.—60-FOOT HOR !E CAR.—CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY.

-^1

SECTION THROUGH A -A

FIG. 2.—CROSS PARTITIONS.

5ECTIOH AT A'A.

FIG. 4.—FOLDING DOORS.

FIC. 3.—STALL PARTITIONS.

60-FOOT HORSE CAR.

Central Railroad of New Jersey.

This car was especially designed for carrying horses, but is

so arranged that the stall and cross partitions can readily be

swung to one side and it can be used for express or baggage.

The framing is practicany the same as used on the 60 ft. baggage

cars on this road, except that it is modified to allow the use

of one 8-ft. and two 4-1't. doors on each side, the larger doors

being used for carriages. The car has, stub ends and sliding

end doors.

Cross partitions made in two parts, shown in detail in Fig.

2, are placed at B-B and C-C. The smaller part forms a door

for the attendant as he passes from one end of the car to the

other and the larger part is so arranged that it can be swung
to the side of the car when not needed. These partitions are

held in place by 1-in. pins at the bottom, which fit in:o holes

in small iron plates let into the floor. Iron strips, iy2 x ^A-m..

are let into the floor so that when the partitions are being

swung to the side the pins will not injure the floor. The stall

partitions, shown in Fig. 3, are placed lengthwise in the car

and are held in position by 1-in. pins at the bottom which fit

into holes in the iron strips that extend across the car and by

pins which fasten the straps at the top to the T irons upon
which they slide. These partitions are placed at each end of

the car, at both sides of the cross partition at B-B and at the

left side of the cross partition at C-C. Five sets of stalls are

thus provided for and as the car is arranged for either three

or four stalls crosswise it will accommodate from sixteen to
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twenty horses. The breast boards are supported by pocket

castings on the sides of the car and when not in use are

placed on wrought iron brackets above the side doors. The
partitions and breast boards are made of hard wood and all

corners and edges are rounded. The sides and ends of the

car, on the inside me covered with 's in. steel plates to a height

of 5 ft. from the floor.

in order to comfortabl] accommodate four horses across the

car It was found necessary to do away with the standard slid-

ing doors and to use folding doors, shown in detail in Fig. 4.

These ilmii's are so eonstrueted thai Hie Joints lit tightly when

closed and they are locked b) ordinary latch bolts at the bot-

tom and by special latches at the top which drop into place

win n the doors are closed and rest against the small iron

plates on the door. The 4-ft. doors are made in the same way
bur contain only half as many parts. Five small sliding win-

dows are placed on each side of the car to furnish good ven-

tilation and light.

The car is equipped with the American Steel Foundries' cast

il double body bolsters, Standard Coupler Company's steel

platiorm, Huhuop 3-stem coupler, and Westinghouse high

speed air brakes. We are indebted to Mr. W. Mcintosh, BUper

Intendenl of motive power, and Mr. B. P. Flory, mechanical

engineer, for this information and drawings.

COAL CONSUMPTION OF LOCOMOTIVES.

HEAVY FREIGHT TRAINS.

One of the 2—8— type freight locomotives on the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern Railway I illustrated in the AMER-
ICAN Engikeeb January, 1904. page 12) on August 19 hauled a

train of 95 steel cars loaded with coal from Ashtabula to

Youngstown. The train weighed 5,974 tons. This was during

a series of tonnage tests and not a part of regular service. Au-

gust 22, coming north, the same engine. No. 1006, hauled

a train of 100 steel coal cars, making a total weight of 6.762

tons. 600 lbs., exclusive of locomotive, tender and caboose. The
actual running time for the 54 miles from Youngstown to Ash-

tabula was 4 h. 32 in. The heaviest grades are 0.2 per cent.,

southbound, from Ashtabuia to Youngstown. From Mr. H. F.

Ball, superintendent of motive power, the following table of

test runs has been received:

TONNAGE HAULED BY ENGINE NO. 100(1. AUGUST 16 TO 22. 1904.

Date. Cars. Tons. Left. Arrived.

16 70 A» 11.15 a.m. Tt 535 p.m.
17 54 4.320 a 11.30 p.m. Y 5.15 a.m.
18 80 5 164 Y 8.50 a.m. A 2.15 p.m.
is 60 8,594 A 11.15 p.m. Y fi.25 a.m.
19 95 5,874 Y 12.08 p.m. A 5.30 p.m.
21 75 1,620 A 4.48 p.m. Y 10.45 p.m.
22 100 6.762 Y 10.58 p. m. A 6.15 p. m.
•Youngstown.
tAshtabula.

These approach the length of the mythical train having but

one end, and the record is a remarkable one, even though the

heaviest train was hauled over favoring grades. They surpass

In several instances the record train of 5,212 tons hauled 132

miles over the Pennsylvania from Altoona to Harrisburg, Au-

gust 9, 1898, which consisted of 130 cars of coal. A. train of

5.936 tons was hauled over the Union Pacific from Cheyenne to

Sidney in 1900. but this is a favorable grade of about 32 ft. per

mile, if the writer's memory serves him correctly.

The heaviest train of which we have record was that of 134

*teel cars, loaded with coal, hauled from Archer to Egbert, 24

miles, on the Union Pacific. April 4. 1900. The total weight,

exclusive of locomotive, tender and caboose, was 7,765 tons.

The grades favored the train, and the 24 miles were made in

45 minutes.

From information supplied by Mr. D. T. Murray, division

superintendent of the Lake Shore, the test trains were helped

out of the yard at Youngstown by a pushing engine, but the

road engine hauled the trains unaided a distance of 33 miles.

Our description of the locomotive, already mentioned, and the

figures given in the table on page 275 of the July number for

the Class C engines for the Lake Shore, may be consulted for

weights and dimensions of this locomotive. Such trains, of

nurse, are not to be operated in regular service. The runs

were made for purposes of demonstration or the capacity of the

locomotives.

One of the reports at the convention of the Master Mechanics'

Association last June, received too late for appropriate discus-

sion, was that on locomotive coal consumption. It was one of

the most valuable documents presented, and should have earn-

est attention, because locomotives are larger than they used to

be. The conclusions of the committee, of which Mr. H. T. Herr

was chairman, are presented here, and it is hoped that they

will be carefully studied, particularly with reference to the re-

marks concerning firemen and the proper maintenance of loco-

motives. The conclusions are as follows:

The increase in efficiency of enginemen and firemen in road

service depends largely upon the employment of suitable ma-

terial to fill the position of fireman. For numerous reasons

proper consideration has not in th« past few years been given

to this matter, and this has led to diminished efficiency in coal

consumption, influenced by the method generally followed of

pooling the engines without proper facilities to maintain them

in such handling.

The relatively large boiler results in economy, as Indicate 1

in the body of the report, not only in Itself, but also economy

in the engine, so that it is desirable to have as large a boiler as

the limitations imposed by the engineering department will

warrant for any particular design of locomotive.

The grate area of the locomotive boiler should be limited to

a certain rate of combustion per square foot of grate, and small

decrease In efficiency in boilers is obtained by increasing the

rate of combustion within a maximum limit of 120 lbs. of

coal per square foot of grate per hour, yet, due to the fact that

with a slow rate of combustion, a milder draft will serve from

the standpoint of the locomotive actually moving the train (as-

suming the same efficiency of firing obtains), the large grate

with a slow rate of combustion has an advantage in increasing

the efficiency of the engines.

The loss of fuel at delays is probably greater as the area of the

grate increases and is in a measure offset by the fact that with

a large grate a large engine is expected, resulting in operating

fewer trains to move a given tonnage, and consequently dimin-

ishing such delays, which would have a tendency to counter-

balance the increased fuel consumption due to increased grate

area, leading to the conclusion that there should be a design of

grate of sufficient area to give a certain rate of combustion In

order to generate the requisite amount of steam to develop a

given power which would be a compromise between loss due to

delays and at terminals from the large grate and the loss in

efficiency while running due to the sman grate.

The introduction of designs of locomotives with a larger pro-

portion of the weight on trucks and trailers has resulted in

efficient performance as regards fuel economy, for both boiler

and engines, has been illustrated by consideration of the 1!

engine in the report, and generally with this design the capacity

of the boiler is relatively increased in proportion to the avail-

able power developed by the cylinders (which Is limited by the

weight on drivers), and consequently such designs would be

best adapted to give efficient performance where a relatively

high horse-power is to be maintained for a .comparatively long

time, such as. for instance, in passenger service or In through-

freight service.

The relative worth of a large unit of power to a small unit

warrants the maintenance of large engines to a higher stand-

ard than small engines, and to accomplish this proper facilities

should be provided.

The methods of comparison of locomotives in road service

from a standpoint of fuel economy should be such as to elimin-

ate as far as possible the influence of variable conditions which

might lead to erroneous conclusions from statistics now com-

piled, remembering that the value of fuel consumption should

be proportional to the power developed by the locomotive.

Fast Transit iv England ami France.—The total number of

runs scheduled at 55 miles per hour, or upward, from start to

stop. Is 53 In Oreat Britain and 35 In France -Rous-Marten In

"I he Engineer.
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In this issue appears the first of the series of articles on

economical operation of locomotives by Mr. G. R. Henderson.

It indicates the nature of the study and character of the method

employed in determining the most efficient rating of locomo-

tives. The author bases his investigation upon original figures

from tests made by himself, and presents factors relating to

wages from schedules now in use on prominent roads with

which he has been connected. Such an analysis, if made be-

fore, has never been published. II is commended to the atten-

tion of operating officials in the hope that they will examine

their own practice by its aid. Unless some such examination is

undertaken it is impossible to take the measure of the efficiency

of train operation or to know what locomotives are doing.

A new roundhouse is being constructed on one of the trunk

lines, and is to have the distinction of providing four drop pits

for driving wheels. This seems like a somewhat startling sug-

gestion, but it is justified, for the reason that when a locomo-

tive comes into the terminal requiring work on driving boxes,

or which, for any other reason, requires the wheels to be

dropped, it should not be necessary to wait a moment in order

to get this work under way. One or two drop pits are not suf-

ficient for a terminal handling one hundred or more engines,

and as these conveniences do not cost much the proposition of

four seems to be an excellent idea. This is, by the way, a

step indicating the increasing importance of the roundhouse

in connection with running repairs, and it would be difficult

to provide too many, or too good, facilities for accelerating the

work which must be done at the end of runs. The roundhouse
is frequently one of the weakest points in the matter of equip-

ment and organization, and the tendency indicated by the atti-

tude of the road referred to is interesting and significant.

If all cases of unsatisfactory service of compound locomotives

were investigated, as in the instance described by Mr. Kinseil

in this issue, perhaps compounds, as a type, would have a better

name. Roads on which locomotives are specially well cared for

have generally found compounds very satisfactory. It is not

to be supposed that the valve motion of two-cylinder compounds

are often as badly askew as Mr. Kinseil describes, but this is a

noteworthy example of the possibilities. It is exceedingly im-

portant to know what locomotives are doing, whether simple or

compound, and more railroads would now be enjoying the ad-

vantages of compounding if the diseases of the type had been

more skillfully diagnosed and patiently treated.

STEEL PASSENGER CARS.

Fireproof passenger cars are in service in the New York sub-

way. They are probably not perfect in all respects, but as new
cars they are exceedingly creditable, and are worthy of the

attention of car builders the world over. The design through-

out is novel and interesting, particularly the disposition of the

floor. Continuous service may develop valuable information

about fireproof cars, and it will not be strange if changes are

made in future construction. The steel frame passenger car,

however, has become a fact, and the starting point for cars of

heavier service has been reached. In this an important step

has been taken. Mr. Gibbs has shown that the problem of weight

in metal construction can he overcome, and there is reason to

hope that steel cars may be made which will be both stronger

and lighter than present wooden ones. In view of the great

weight of modern passenger equipment per passenger carried,

this subject should not be lightly passed over by railroad man-
agements.

MASTER MECHANICS AND SHOP SUPERINTENDENTS.

Nothing in connection with the maintenance of locomotives

has multiplied as fast, with the recent advance in size and

capacity, as the boiler work. This is not alone due to the fact

that boilers are larger and locomotives are worked harder than

they used to be, but also to the fact that the proportion carry-

ing relatively low pressure is rapidly becoming less and less.

While boilers carried only 150 lbs. pressure it was compara-

tively easy to patch and repair them, but pressures of 200 Ids.

are an entirely different matter; not only is it necessary to

provide better boiler shop facilities and increased force, of the

utmost obtainable skill, but every effort should be taken in the

operation of the locomotives to reduce as much as possible

running repairs.

On one of the trunk lines the boiler work recently increased

to an alarming extent, and one of the best master mechanics
on the road was detailed to give his entire attention for a time

to efforts in the direction of keeping down boiler repairs. In

a vigorous campaign, and by the aid of roundhouse foremen

and road foremen of engines, he rearranged the methods of

washing out boilers and cleaning fires at ash pits. He also

systematized the use of soda ash in the locomotive tanks, and
in the space of two months found it possible to reduce the

roundhouse boiler repairs by over 50 per cent. This was done
without the special expenditure of a cent of money, it being

the result of placing this important matter in the hands of an
official who was thoroughly capable of handling it, and the

officers of that road were quite satisfied that it paid. So im-

pressed are they with the importance of looking after boiler

and other running repairs, in connection with the operation of

the locomotives on the road, that it has been decided to appoint

a superintendent of shops for each shop on the system and
enable the master mechanics to devote more of their attention

to the operating problems of their department.

The writer is frequently asked for suggestions with respect

to roundhouse organization. The road referred to in these

paragraphs seems to be on the. right track. Every railroad

now has sufficient organization for its roundhouses, the diffi-
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cully ]j<- i iik that iii<- mm who are capable of looking after these

Important factors are also expected to handle shop problems

through a general foreman The proper course seems to be to

divide the, work to permit the master mechanic to spend his

time on the road problem and provide him with a competent

assistant to follow tin Infinite details of each shop.

it may he asked. \\h\ nol reverse matters, putting the master

mechanic In i barge of the simps and provide outside foremen

for the toad work" \ the ' ecutlve officer the master me-

chanic should be closest to I he executive work and that which

conies in contact wiih the operating officers of the road; on

the other hand, the one who Is directlj responsible tor the

shops should never be asked to attend to anything else; the

master mechanic, however, bj pei ona ettlng into close con

tact with the roundh ie and locomotive operation can, if

aece iary, take the ultimate responsibility for the shop as well

as running repairs, if he is adequately assisted.

The shop superintendents may report directly to the super-

intendent of motive power, or, if the road is large enough,

through a general shop superintendent to the chief of the

department. No mailer how this is done, the master mechanics
should not be expected to devote their personal attention to

shop details, and at the same time keep locomotives going on

the road.

RAILWAY APPLIANCE EXHIBITION.

THE CROSS-COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

I UslKICI I [ON "| Poy I l;

Plans for an exhibition of tail way appliances in connection

with the approaching convention of the International Railway

Congress, to be held in Washington next spring, are matured.

The general committee of arrangements has organized, with Mr.

Oeorge A. Post as chairman; Mr. Charles A. Moore, treasurer.

and Mr. J. Alexander Brown, secretary, the committee consist-

ing of thlrtj Bve gentlemen representative of the strongest ele-

ments in Hie field of American manufacture of railroad equip-

ment and supplies. The movement Originated at the recent

Saratoga convention of the railroad mechanical associations,

and the preliminaries have been arranged as outlined in a re-

port, a copy of which has been received from Mr. Post.

The exhibition itself is now to be organized, and without

doubt this will be easily accomplished The only apparent

obstacle is the necessity for legislative action, in order to secure

the use of the only space available in Washington for such a

purpose. Tli is is known as the "While T.ot." situated back of

the White House grounds, upon which no temporary buildings

may lie erected without an act of Congress. As precedents for

tie contemplated use of the ground are not lacking the neces-

sary authority will probably be granted, providing fhose intcr-

ested exert themselves sufficiently to induce their representa-

tives in Congress to lake the necessary action.

Over r.fin foreign railroad officials tire expected to attend,

this being the first ne-. ling of the organization in this country.

They include the administrative, mechanical, operating and

maintenance of way officials of the progressive railroads of the

world. No such opportunity has ever presented itself for an

exhibition of the railroad equipment and devices of this coun-

try, and a most important display is assured. Those who have

given the high educational as well as commercial value to the

annual exhibits at the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Build-

ers' conventions may be trusted to embrace this opportunity to

secure attention in the railroad markets of the world. If the

exposition is what it ought to be it will constitute one of the

most important features of the congress in bringing so many
foreigners face to face with the most advanced American rail-

road practice.

A turbine air compressor was exhibited by Mr. C. A. Par-

sons at a recent meeting of the Institute of Civil Engineers

(England). Engineering says it is capable of supplying 18.100

cu. It. of air per minute at a pressure of 12 ins. The turbine

is apparently one of (lie latest type, the casing being or uni-

form diameter throughout.

IIV w. I.. KIHSELL

An equal distribution of power on both sides or a crosi com
pound locomotive is possible, with the valve motion used at

present, only through a short range of Bpeed and a small varia-

tion of cut-off For this reason such an engine should be as-

1 to l
mi class of road work, and the tralve motion

should be adjusted so that under average conditions the work
done on on.' oi. .,i the engine will be equal to that da
other. A test of a two-cylinder compound on the Norfolk <fc

Western Railway o arranged thai It could be worked either
simple or compound and in which the power was quite equally
distributed over a wide range, was described in the June, 18,98,

issue of your journal.

The following tests, made on the Chicago, Great Western
Railway, emphasize the necessity for a careful study of the
power distribution of these engines by the mechanical depart-
ments under whose care they come Following are some of the
dimensions of the locomotive tested:

Type
Diameter of driven

eter H.P. cylinder '..'.'.'... ,22
Diameter L.P. cylinder 35 ins

'

Stroke 2>
Weight on drivers 1..;, .,„, M ,

I of engine 189,500 lbs.
Clearance per i ant. head end H.P. cylinder 22.74
Clearance per cent erank end II. 1", cylinder 22.98
Clearance per cenl bead end l»F, cylinder 10.71
Clearance per cent c rank end L.P. cylinder ln.4j
Grate area 19.3 sq. ft
Heating surface 3.2:;r,

S<| ft. damper opening In ash pan
Throw of eccenl He
Steam lap tf.i*. cylinder i acta end
Bxbaust lap H.P cylinder 3-16 in. clearance eacb end
Steam lap t. P - j Under t in. eacb end
Exhaust lap L.P, cylinder '

i In, clearance each cud

The first test showed that tin- engine as delivered by tin'

builders was not in condition to economically do the work Lo

which it was assigned. The power developed on the two side

came the nearest to being equalized when the engine was run

ning slowly at a long cut -off. but even then the work done on

the low-pressure side was nearly In per cenl, greater than that

done on the high-pressure side, and this difference became
greater as the speed increased and the cut-off (Tecreased until,

at high speed, all of the work was being done on the low-pres-

sure side, and, as the throttle was opened wider, work was

actually being done against the high-pressure piston. With the

boiler pressure at 200 lbs. the steam was exhausted into the re-

ceiver at about 70 lbs. pressure 1 without doing any effective

work, and this of course would Indii ate a large loss.

ill Teat 2.

Number "I mil, run 162
Actual inn nine-' f line 7 lirs. ,

rc7 mills, s In-.':.: mm
Average speed per hour, net Including step- l'o ::i 17.64
N'niiiicer loaded i are ,',t 25
Number empty cars t t

Total tonnage bai k of lender 961
rcinncN watei , ted a' "•-' degrees 1".. 142 126610
Pounds i oal burned 20.400
Pounds ecial learned per ton mile 131 153
r i- wider evaporated per ton mile.... 91

Pounds water evaporated per lie cecal.. 5.62

Forty indicator cards taken under normal conditions Bhc

that 70 per cent, of the work was being done on the low-pres-

sure side, or on the average 2% times as much pressure was

being exerted on the main pin on that side than on the other.

This was quite noticeable, as the temperature of the main pin

on the low-pressure side was considerably higher than that of

the other.

The engine had a piston valve witli outside admission, the

body of the valve being 1/32-ln. smaller than the bore of the

bushing. On the first test the ring on the cut-off side of the

high-pressure valve was broken, and card 35 taken at 41. G per

cent, cut-off with a 7 *.-in. throttle opening and a speed of 11.3

miles per hour, plainly shows that as soon as the exhaust edge

of the valve closed the port and compression began the steam

blew through the ring where the piece was broken out and in-

creased the compression to the initial pressure when the piston

was more than 1 ins. from the end of its Btroke. The cut-off
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point is not very clearly marked, the steam blowing through

the broken ring until the exhaust port opened to the receiver.

The crank end card is very good, the packing rings in that end

of the valve being in good condition. This card shows that only

31.6 per cent, of the work was done on the high-pressure side.

Card 23, taken at 76.4 per cent, cut-off, l\4-in. throttle open-

ing, at a speed of 12 miles per hour, shows that the high-pres-

sure cylinder was doing only 38.2 per cent, of the work. Card

52, taken when running 36.2 miles per hour, with an 18 per

cent, cut-off and %-in. throttle opening, shows that work was
actually being done against the high-pressure piston.

After this test the valve motion was adjusted by taking a

low-pressure card when running under normal conditions and
adjusting the cut-off on the high-pressure side so that the high-

pressure cylinder would deliver to the receiver that amount of

steam at a pressure which would cause the same amount of

TEST A/O./.

CA/?D*23.

test /vo. 2
CAf?D*38

THROTTLEty-PP. M. 66
STEAM a/O*— CUT OPT 76.4%

THPOTTLE^'-^P' PM67
STEAM2/5— CUTOPPSO-fo

CARD35-

THPOTTLE^ -/?. p'/y. 62 .

ST£/IM2/0*-Ct7rOPP¥/.67l.

TPROTTL E%"-P. PM./72
STEAM 20S2-CL/7 OFF24%

THROTTLE%-P? P>M 799
STEAM20<3'-C(/T OPE /<?X

THROTTLE'jfe'-R.PM200
STEAM200--CVTOPE2/^

INDICATOR CARDS.—CROSS COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

work to be done in the low-pressure cylinder. The proper cut-

off on the high-pressure side was obtained by shortening tne

high-pressure link-hanger 9/32 in., since it was desired to re-

duce the work done in the low-pressure cylinder faster than in

the high-pressure.

The broken high-pressure ring was renewed and another test

made over the same division with very satisfactory results. On
this test the speed varied from 5 miles per hour, at which the

slowest card was taken, to 40 miles per hour, at which speed

several cards were taken, the throttle opening varying from

Vi in. to 2 ins. and the cut-off varying from 12.7 to 82 per cent.,

the engine running under normal conditions. In this lar^e

range of speed, cut-off and throttle-opening the largest variation

in work done in each cylinder was 44 per cent, on the high-

pressure, with 56 per cent, mi the opposite side, while the aver-

age per cent, of work done in each cylinder throughout the

whole test was 50, showing that the power was properly dis-

tributed for these conditions. Comparing the high and low-

pressure cards taken on the second test, it will readily be seen

that the desired result had been accomplished; card 38, taken

at one-half cut-off, and under average conditions, shows a good

distribution of power. On card 43, taken at a comparatively

high speed and a small throttle opening, and on card 47. taken

at a.still higher speed with a larger throttle opening, the power

is not so evenly distributed.

This test was made with the same train crew as the first, but

the weather was very stormy, which should cause an increase

in the pounds of water evaporated per ton mile, but comparing

the two tests reveals a decrease of 0.1 lb. of water per ton mile

for the second, or a saving of 15,568 lbs. of water over the first

test, which, at 6.98 lbs. per lb. coal, would cause a decrease in

coal burned on the trip of 2,230 lbs., or a saving of at least one

ton. On the second test the coal was not as good as on the first,

the time of stops longer, and the speed slow?-, which all go to

decrease the evaporation factor of the boilers, yet the amount

of water used per ton mile was 11 per cent, less than on the

first, showing very plainly that small defecrs in valve motion

will cause a large loss in steam and indirectly a loss in dollars

and cents. Although the high-pressure valve cut? off earlier

than before with the same position of reverse lever and the

valve travel is shorter, the Increased wire drawing is not notice-

able, and the low-pressure valve has the same travel as before

with a large port opening. The engine now hauls the same ton-

nage as before, more smoothly and much more economically,

thus fully demonstrating that the compound locomotive valve

motion, if not adjusted properly, can cause a large loss in fuel

consumption.

VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS IN RAILWAY MACHINE
SHOPS.

BY. .1. C. STEEN.

Iii railway machine shop work, as in commercial establish-

ments, it is necessary to secure as large an output as possible

with the lowest expenditure of time and money consistent with

a good quality of work. With this end in view it is sometimes

advisable to improve certain machine tools as well as the

methods of operating them. For instance, with the improved

tool steels machine tools can be operated at a much higher rate

of speed than former practice required or permitted.

The work to be done may be such that it is only necessary

to use higher speeds, already provided for in the machine; but

when it is general in character and a comparatively wide range

of speeds is required at the higher rate, some more modern and

efficient means of driving must be looked for than from the

usual belt drive, and the best alternative in such cases is to

apply a motor directly to the machine. In many cases the

various: parts of the machine will be found strong enough to

stand the work, but the increased speed at which the cuts are

taken demands a proportionate increase in the amount of power

expended, and this may overtax the belts and shafting, perhaps

already well loaded. The simplest remedy in such a case is to

isolate the machine and apply an individual motor. Such a

change from the usual methods of driving involves the con-

sideration of some arrangement by which the necessary varia-

tion of speed can be obtained. In this connection, it is assumed

that the shop is alreaay provided with a direct-current single-

voltage system, and from this source the desired variable-speed

drive is to be obtained. With the single-voltage system' and a

constant-speed motor as the only available source of power, the

user naturally hesitates about applying a motor-drive to the

machine, because of the necessity of securing speed variation

by some system of gearing more or less complicated, according

to conditions. With the variable-speed motor, however, the

amount of gearing employed is reduced to a minimum, and in

some cases may be dispensed with altogether and the entire

variation in speed be secured from the motor alone.

Variable-speed motors can now be obtained that have been

designed psncoially for use with the single-voltage system, and
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hi nol only simple Is construction but very efficient In opera-

tion, ;uhI itms the problem of Individually driving old machine

Minis is much Blmpllfled. Wherever the variation reqniri

too great to be secured tnrough the motor alone, change gears

•-:i ii be Introduced, and almost anj variation of Bpeed can be

had within reasonable limits. The relation between the motor

Bpeed variation and the ratio ol gear changes, where gears are

used, should, of course, i»' Buch as win give iii' proper succes-

sion of speeds through both inns

Compared with a constant sliced motor, one with a variable-

speed lias Hie additional advantage that speed variation can be

much more easily secured through the manipulation of a con-

troller handle than by any other means; and, as compared with

the belt drive, this method of speed variation is obviously so

far superior to belt shifting that the saving of time, not to men-

tion temper and the wear and tear of the operator's mental

disposition, teuds very much to an increased output. Frequent-

ly the Increased output secured, due to more efficient operation

oi the machine, is sufflcl oi the entire outlay in a

verj i table I Ime

Many hesitate regarding the con Ideratlon of changes in ex-

isting driving mechanism, owing to the amount of work in-

volved hi making the change. The problem Is to bring about

a change In thi pensive manner and ai the same time

to ecure an arrangement that will be efficient In action and
simple iii operal Ion. Anj de\ Ice thai Invol

tion ol part i to be avoided when possible, individual driving

of machine tools, by well designed and properly selected

able-speed motors, is one of the means by which some of the

vexing problems of shop management are solved; and such

drives can readily be applied to machine tools, either new or

old.

The variable speed motor has been developed in response to

a demand for progressive appliances, and the fart that such a
iiioi or can be used with a single-voltage system gives it many
advantages over more complicated systems.

THE APPLICATION OF INDIVIDUAL MOTOR DRIVES
TO OLD MACHINE TOOLS.

BY R. V. WRIGHT.

McKees Rooks Shops.— Pittsbubqh & Lake Ebie Rajxboad.

XIV.

Tliis article completes the description of the application of

motors to the old machine tools at the McKees Rocks shops,

and although the machines described have been in service about

a year and during that time high speed tool steels and com-
mercial methods have been introduced into the shop as rapidly

as possible, yet practically all of them have given good satis-

faction. In a railroad repair shop there is a large amount of

work that does not require heavy roughing cuts, and the old

tools, if in good condition, can handle this class of work nicely,

all hough running at a considerably higher cutting speed than
I hey were designed for. Again, although the machines are spoken
hi' as old, because they were used in the old shops, several of

them weir purchased dining the year or two Just preceding
(lie bunding of the new shops, and are of good modern design.

Fig. 63 illustrates a motor application to a D. Saunders' Sons
[XL pipe cutter. The belt pulley was replaced by the large
Morse silent-Chain Bprocket, and the motor was set on a 4-in.

oak block on the floor and covered with a casing to protect it

tic. 63.- motor drivi: U'n.rai TO SAtTNBBBS i x r. PIPE I

Oak Base securely fastened to

the Floor wire Lag Becewa

FIG. 64.—MOTOR APPLIED TO NO. 5 BAUNDEHS SONS' IUP2 CUTTKR.
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from oil and dirt. In the upper right hand corner of the half

tone is shown the panelboard that holds the switch, fuse block

and controller. The controller is an M.Q. 6 type made by the

Crocker-Wheeler Company, and furnishes six speeds, or one for

each of the voltages of the 4-wire system. This machine has a

maximum speed of 107 revolutions per minute and is driven by

a Crocker-Wheeler Company 3 h.p. motor.

A motor application to a Saunders Sons'

pipe cutter No. 5. which has a capacity for

pipe up to 6 ins. in diameter, is shown in

Fig. 64. In this case the motor was set on

oak blocking on the floor at the rear of the

headstock end of the machine and con-

nected by Morse silent-chain to a sprocket

which replaced the speed cone used with

the belt drive. The motor is a Crocker-

Wheeler Company 7V. h.p., and is operated

by an M.F.-21 controller. The machine it-

self has three runs of gearing, and this, in

connection with the motor, gives a wide

range of speed.

The motor application to a 200-ton Niles

wheel press, which will take up to 72-in.

wheels, was very simply made, as shown
in Fig. G5. The large belt pulley was replaced by a sprocket

that is connected by a Morse silent-chain to the motor, which

is boiled to oak blocking on the floor to the right of the ma-

chine The pump is run at a constant speed of 165 strokes per

minute and the motor is a Crocker-Wheeler Company T/2 h.p.

The panelboard for the starter, switch and circuit-breaker is

placed al Ihe extreme right, where it is out of the way of the

wheels ;i in l ;ixles but convenient to the operator.

s'arted on the upper side of the piston-valve case, just at the

rear of the forward ports, and extended around and downward,

curving forward and ending at the front edge of the cylinder

at or near its horizontal diameter. It has been impossible to

assign a cause for this cracking, as the cracks usually de-

veloped slowly until at length destruction of the entire cylinder

was threatened.

METHOD OF REPAIRING CRACKED CYLINDERS.

Michigan Central Railroad.

The accompanying engravings illustrate a novel and ef-

fective method of making a permanent repair upon some

cracked cylinders, that was resorted to at the Jackson, Mich.,

shops of the Michigan Central Railroad. Trouble was ex-

perienced with breakages of the high-pressure cylinders of

PIG. 65.—MOTOR DRIVE APPLIED TO NILES WHEEL PRESS.

The method of repairing adopted was a very simple and ef-

fective expedient, and its worth has been proven in service, as

no further trouble has been experienced since these repairs.

As may be seen from Fig. 2, heavy wrought iron bars were

forged with right-angle bends at each end, forming fixed

clamps; the distances between the jaws were made somewhat
less than the lengths of the cylinder castings outside. The
bars were then heated and slipped, while red hot, over the

edges of the castings as shown in Fig. 2; when cooled they

shrunk onto the casting so tightly as to effectively and com-

pletely close up the crack.

This has been done on all the engines upon which cylinders

have cracked, and with universally good results. The cylinder

shown in Fig. 2 is one that had appeared beyond hope of re-

pair, but it has now been in service over a year. In one

of the first cases it was found necessary to brace the cracked

portion of the port chamber from within, which was done by

means of jacks placed between the vertical partitions

and the walls of the steam passage leading to the by-

!•!<;. 1. JE OF THE CYLINDERS STBIPPED TO SHOW CRACK. -CYLINDERS AFTER BRACES HAVE CLOSED UP CRACK.

some of the heavy 2-cylinder compound locomotives that are

being used upon the Michigan divisions of the system in

freight service, but the trouble was not only checked but taken

care of by the following method of strengthening these

cylinders:

Fig. 1 shows the location and character of the cracks that

took place. In all of the several cases of breakage, the crack

pass valves. This gives a solid resistance for the braces which
would otherwise have no effect on these walls.

Since this trouble developed and was so effectively reduced,

the high-pressure cylinders of all of the remaining 2-cylinder

compounds of similar class have been strengthened by the

application of similar binding bars shrunk in place. On those

which have not cracked, however, only two bars are applied,
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, above and one just below the two relief valvea shown.

The remarkable feature at thla worli l* that these bars am so

located as not to Interfere with the cylinder covers or to pre-

n,.iii . atlon of the cylinder lagging. The cylindei

covers were chipped out sufficiently to clear the braces, where

thej project over the edge of the cylinder casting.

We are greatlj Indebted for this Information to Mr. i>. R.

McBaln, blaster mechanic, and to Mr. M. n Praney, foreman,

of the locomotive shops at Jackson, to whose originality tins

Interesting and effective method bf repair is iiue.

as they will to represent their mails, has never been offered

before. Such difficulties as remain to be removed will doubt-

less be easily disposed of, such, for instance, as the provision

of suitable space for the exhibition. This si loned

editorially elsewhere In this Issue.

AMERICAN RAILWAY APPLIANCE EXHIBITION.

To Hi. Held in W ish ino rojt,

The Railway Supply Men's Association Inaugurated a move-

ment at Saratoga last summer which led to the passing of a

resolution authorizing Mr. George A. Post, chairman of the

meeting, to appoint a committee to prepare for and conduct an

exhibition of railway appliances at Washington during the

convention of the International Railway Congress in that city

May 8 to 13 next. This selection of the committee was made by

Mr. Posl and at, a meeting held September 8 the committee

organized with the following officers and members:

Chairman, Georgj a. Pobt, President Standard Coupler Com-
pany, New York.

TBI \si MSB, CHARLES A. HOOBE, Manning. Maxwell & Moore, New
\ ork.

Seoketabi v\i> Director of Exhibits, J. Alexander Bhown,
The Pocket Li.st of Railway Officials, New York.

II. P. Bope, Vie, President Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburg.
.1. It. l'.iiAPY, Vice-President Standard Steel Car Company, New

York.
I.. 1'. Kksim:. General Manager Continuous Rail Joint Company

of America, Newark. X. .1.

.1. A. Brill, Vice-President J. G. Brill Company. Philadelphia.
A. B. Bbown, Vice-President Brown Hoisting Machinery Com-

pany, i 'leveland, < Ihio.

c. a. Coffin, President General Electric Company. New Y'ork.
i). M. Ci 1 1 ii:. President American Brake Shoe & Foundry Com-

pany. New York.
1*'. II. Katun, President American Car & Foundry Company, New

Cork*.

Harry Elliott, Jr., Vice-President Elliott Frog & Switch Com-
pany, St. Louis.

Win mm Goldie, Sn.. William Goldie, Jr.. & Co.. Pittsburg.
II. S. IIawi.i.y. President Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
F. X. Hoffstot, President Pressed Steel Car Company, Pittsburg.
A. I'.. .Iknkinn. Jenkins Bros., New York.
Alba B. Johnson. Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia.
B. i'. Tomes, President Jones & Langhlin steel Company, Pitts-

I in re-.

A. M. In. i i i i

:

i. ViCI President Harney & Smith Car Company.
I >.'i\ ton, Ohio.

Wim.iam V. Kki.i.ey. Fresident Simplex Railway Appliance Corn-
pain . Chi, igo

I! B. I.i n. ii. Vice-President Chicago Railway Equipment Com-
pany, i 'In

WILLIAM LODGE. Fresident Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Com-
pany, Cincinnati.

General Charles Minn;. President Galena Signal Oil Company,
Franklin. Fa.

FRANKLIN MURPHY, President -Murphy Varnish Company. Xew-
N. J.

I >. C. NOBLE, President Pittsburg Spring \ steel Company, Pitts-

hurg.
II. S. PAUL, Fresident Verona Tool Works. Pittsburg, Pa.
A. J. Pitkin, President American Locomotive Company, New

York.
Alfred a. Fori:. President National Malleable Castings Company,

( 'leveland, ( Ihio.

II. Kirk: Porter, ii. K. Porter & Co., Pittsburg.
W. W. Salmon. President General Railway Signal Company. New

York.
(

'. W. Siiiki'.i i:m . President Star Brass Manufacturing Company,
Boston.

II. \. Shebwin, President Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland.
Ohio.

C. A. Siakkiik. President New York Air Brake Company, New
York.

Albert Waycott, Vice-President and General Manager Damascus
Brake Beam Company. St. Louis.

II ii. Westinghouse, Vice-President Westinghouse Air Brake
( Jompany, Pittsburg.

Wabu W. Win.iTs. Vice-President Adams & Westlake Company.
( 'hieago.

With these gentlemen in charge the exhibition is sure to be

a complete success. Such an opportunity of displaying Ameri-

. an railway appliances to 500 or more foreign officials, coming

IMPROVED TOOL STEELS.

The following table and statement showing the effect ol the

alloy tool steels on the cost of output for turning a pair of old

and badly worn standard driver tires 70 ins in diameter is

taken from a paper read l.\ Mr vV. It. McKeen Jr., Indole the

it convention of the Master Mechanics' Association

COMPARATIVE COST OF OTJTP1 I I'm: ONE PAIR OF DRIVING
WHEELS.

hi> .
*6 be U

g= uBS * S t -a
Operation. -p~- :;5^ w* ? ~S ""

°i gfi |= - S|
Setting tool, etc., throughout Job. 1:30 1 "50 $0.33

Grinding roughing tool 1:30 1 :20 .50 li

Grinding Banging tool 1:30 1 :04 .50 .33 .02

Roughing cut 8 5 1 :00 2.65 1.66 .88

Finishing cut 5 2:30 :30 1.65 ,83 :17

Flanging cut 2:30 1:30 :30 .85 .50 .17

Total labor 20:00 12:00 3:00 6.65 3.97 1.00

Interest, depreciation, repairs, etc., figured at 15%
on first cost, per hour <-13) (.13) (.40)

per job 2.60 1.60 1.20

Power, at 3 cents per horse-power hour. . .per hour (.07) (.12)
per Job 1.00 1.00 .50

Total filed charges 3.60 2.60 1.70

Total of all items 10.25 6.57 2.70

In this table, showing comparatively cost of output, it will be

seen that there is not a single operation in which the new

tools do not directly or indirectly effect a saving in setting

and grinding tools, varying from 50 per cent, to 98 per cent,

of time originally taken with the carbon steels. These savings

are real gains and not mere statements on paper.

To take up the table part by part: The first line shows

time consumed in setting tools; where these tools have been

taken out of the holder frequently for regrinding, etc., more

time will be so occupied that when practically no resetting

occurs. The grinding shows up clearly the comparative dura-

bility of the tools; the old steel requiring much more frequent

grinding than the high-speed or alloy steels. Grinding a car-

bon roughing tool will require 15 minutes (walking to and

from emery wheel, etc.) and each tool will ordinarily be re-

ground three times for each tire turned; whereas the high-

speed tool will last throughout the job with one grinding.

While the flanging tool does not have such severe usage as

the roughing tool, it requires much greater care in grinding.

With the alloy tool one grinding of same will answer for about

fifteen wheels, or an average of four minutes for each pair. In

the tests the flanging tool was of special design, being quickly

ground to standard by tool room; the average time occupied

for grinding per each pair of wheels being two minutes.

The next three items—roughing, finishing and flanging cuts

—are *he main economical features, and are entirely due to the

high speed capacity of the new tools. It will be seen that the

labor cost in the case of the high speed is only half that with

the ordinary air hardening steel, and less than one-third as

much as with the old carbon steel tools.

The interest, depreciation, repairs and renewals to machine

and electrical equipment have been estimated at 15 per cent,

on $6,000 for the modern lathe, or 40 cents per hour, and at

10 per cent, on $3,000 on old style lathe, which would be suf-

ficiently fast for the speed capac'ty of the old carbon steel

tools. It must be remembered, in this connection, that there

has as yet been no driving wheel lathe built expressly for

high speed alloy steels.

The power (delivered to work) has been taken in all cases

at 3 cents per horse-power hour, a conservative figure for con-

ditions in the Middle West, and considering the many trans-

mission losses.
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IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS IN PLANER DESIGN.

Willi the advent of high speed tool steels and Individual

motoi drivt and thi Itimulus they gave lo improving

methods, the question oi Increasing the cutting and return

peeds of planers has been a perplexing one. The limitations

ni the ordinary type of planer bad apparently been reached

and the builders realized the necessity of Improving their de

signs in meet the new requirements Those who have followed

Ihe improvements as reported from time td time In this jour-

nei have noticed the stead] progress which is being made, and

thai fhe builders have studied the question carefully Is shown

by the different ways in which they are overcoming the dlfflh

culty As will be noted from tne planers described In this

article, some verj radical changes In design have recently been

mail, willi surprising rt soils.

The planer shown In Pig. I, made by Bement, Miles & Co.,

is on on at the St. Louie Exposition and is of interest

because of its slse, the friction clutches operated by air which

e the table, and the application of the Individual motor

drives.

The width between the uprights and also the distance be-

n the table and the croesrall when it is in its highest posi-

tion is 10 fi. - ins. and the table, which is of very heavy

COt truction, is 8 ft. * ins. wide. 30 ft. long, exclusive of the

pans at each end. and runs on two V's each 12 ins. wide, which

present a bearing Burtace of 9,000 sip ins.

The V's are sell'-In In hating b\ means of pockets and rollers

ami these pockets are so connected thai oil poured in one of

them is equally distributed to all. The table is driven by

a heavy pitched rack with a 15-in. fare which engages with a

large bull wheel within the bed. which is mounted together

with other gearing on framework detachable from the bed.

friction clutches operated by compressed air are used to

reverse the tabl a the table speeds and the power required

are greater than could lie obtained by the use of shifting belts.

clutches, two In number, run In opposite directions and
are mounted on the shafts which usually carry the pulleys.

One clutch gives the forward or cutting speed to the table and
is equipped with change gears in order that the cutting speed

can lie varied for different materials. The other clutch is ar-

ranged to give a constant speed for the return stroke, regard-

less of the cutting speed. A small operating valve with a

lexer tor controlling the clutches is attached to the side of

the bed and Ibis lever is tripped by dogs on the tame in a

mat r similar in the ordinary bell shifting device, bul

ni lighter construction A lighl and neal handle at the opera

tor's position is provided for reversing the table travel inde-

pendently of the doys. Hits handle being connected with the air

valve. I- mm the valve, pipes lead lo the rear end of the clutch

shafts, where there is a gland and stuffing box connection for

conveying t ompressed air through the centre of the shaft to the

clutcbes.

The machine was designed tq have a return table cutting

speed of 80 fi. per minute and was tested al the shops to 100

ft. per minute, n is driven b) a General Electric Company
60-b.p. motor, which is moil d on the side of the housing
and is geared direct to Ihe clutch shaft. Culling speeds can

b obtained by the change gears from 1s to :i'i ft. per minute.
The uprights are 20 ins. across their laces and each has a

substantial side head having automatic vertical feeds. The
tool slides have 14 ins. horizontal travel and can be swiveled
for angular work. An independent 3-h.p. motor mounted on
the side of the machine is used for quickly traversing the side

heads up and down the upright. The crossrail is 30 ins. wide
on the face and is fitted with two saddles, made right and
left handed for bringing the tools close together. The vertical

tool slides have 30 ins. traverse and can be swiveled to any
angle. The tool aprons are outside gibbed with T slots and
tool clamps and have automatic tool relief operated by vertical

feed spline shaft. The saddles have feeds in either direction
across rail and tool slides have vertical feed in their saddles.

The crossrail is made of sufficient length to permit one saddle
being traversed clear of the upright and allow full traverse

of the other saddle between uprights for finishing work oi

maximum width. At the rear of the crossrail is a 3-h.p. motor
i onnected by gearing to screws and feed spline shaft in ra.i.

By means of a lever ano switches conveniently placed for con-

trolling this motor, tin- saddles can be traversed quicklj on
the rail, and the tool slides vertically In theii iddles. For
raising and lowering the crossrail, a 5-h.p. motor is mounted
on top of machine, ami geared direct with the screws In the

uprights

Pig. i Illustrates a -i-in. t lm in, \ 12-ft planer made by the

Chandler Company, Aver, Mass. which is accomplishing won-
derful results. This company guarantees any cutting speed up
to 100 ft. per minute it the cutting speed dors not exceed 75

fi. per minute, the platen is returned at a speed of 200 ft per

minute, it the cutting sp i exceeds 76 ft pet minute, the

platen is returned ai a speed of 150 ft. per minute, ai these

high speeds the platen reverses smoothly anil without shock
or jar and is operated by a belt only 1 in. wide. Three belts

are necessary to accomplish this, one for driving when cutting,

one for reversing and one for running the platen hack at high
speed.

The platen is reversed at the end of the cutting siroi

an intermediate or reversing belt, running at such a rat

speed as is practical to secure the highest and best reversal

from the speed of the cut. Immediately after the platen starts

bark on the return stroke, the tappet encounters a second step

in Ihe dog. which throws off the intermediate or reversing

belt, and throws on the high speed belt, which remains in

action until near the end of the reverse stroke, when the cycle

is reversed; the high speed reversing bell going off, BUCCi

by the intermediate belt, from which the platen is reversed to

the cutting stroke. An illustration, of the application of this

principle is shown in the two Chandler planers now in opera-

tion. On one the cutting speed is 50 ft., the intermediate speed
90 ft., and the quick return 200 ft.: on the other, the cutting

speed is 92 ft., the intermediate speed 80 ft., and the quick re-

turn 154 ft. Of the three pulleys shown in the engraving, the

middle one only is tight on the shaft. The belt which drives

the platen on the forward or cutting stroke runs on the outer

one and the belt for reversing it runs on the inner one. The
belt which operates it on the quick return is on the other side

of the planer.

If the quick return is not desired, as. for instance, on an
extra short stroke, where the loo frequent reversing n| the high-

speed belts is liable to cause them to burn, or where a particu-

larly accurate stop may be required, or where the character or

exigency of the load may make a slow ret urn speed more de-

sirable, lifting a latch on the return dog keeps the high speed
belt out of operation, and the platen is returned on the inter-

mediate speed or re versing belt. The speed of the platen can be

Varied without changing the speed Of the driving belts by a

combination of gearing! and clutches located between the pul

ley shaft and the bull gear, and operated by a lever, The
shafts are large and are case hardened and accurately ground
in order to reduce the friction lo a minimum, and this is partly

the cause of the excellent results obtained. The Chandler
Company claims that they are the first to successfully harden
such large shafts. The first planer built on the above princi-

ples, a L'4-in. x 24-in. x 6-ft., has been in service five months and
has been subjected to the most severe tests. In order to prove
that heavier planers can be successfully operated, they have
equipped and are running daily one of their planers with a
platen weighing 3.750 lbs., with a load of 8,500 lbs. on it, and are

operating the platen at a return speed of 200 ft. per minute with
a 1-in. belt. The feed regulating device is operated by a lever

moving on a marked dial convenient to the operator.

Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate a 96-in. planer with three heads and a

24-ft. table, built by the L. W. Pond Machine & Foundry Com-
pany, of Worcester, Mass., and driven by a 35 h.p. Crocker-

Wheeler Company type I compound wound motor, mounted on
top of the housing. It is coupled to the shaft driving the fly-

wheel pulley, and the diameters of the pulleys and the gearing

under the table are proportioned to give a return table speed

of 70 ft. a minuta with the motor running at its maximum
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speed. The upper pulley for the forward-motion belt is

mounted on a sleeve concentric with the above Mentioned shaft,

and by means of suitable gearing and jaw clutches operated by

a hand wheel conveniently placed at the side of planer, this

sleeve and pulley may be driven at any one of four speeds by

the inner shaft, thus giving for a return table speed of 70 ft.

a minute forward speeds of 35, 27, 2(1 or 15 ft. a minute. The
changes of speed are regulated by a dial on the hand-wheel,

the latter being mounted on a shaft carrying a cam drum

which operates two levers for shifting the gear-controlling

clutches overhead. Each lever thus controls two speeds, and
the cam and levers are so arranged that one of the levers must
remain stationary while the other is moved to shift its clutch.

Hence there is no possibility of both clutches being accidentally

engaged at the same time. If finer cutting speed variations are
desired, they are obtained by varying the motor speed.

The remarkable feature of the equipment is that the reversal

of the table, even at the highest speeds, causes practically n»
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i< -:i k load nil the motor; or stated another way. the an tei

readings for a complete cycle with 8-ton casting on table, run

Ding al maximum speeds, are as follows:

During cutting stroke 60 amperes.

At reversal 7o amperes.

During return Btroke 70 amperes.

At reversal 7(J amperes.

Thus it requires hardly any more power to reverse than it

does to move the table during the return stroke, which means

that a considerably smaller motor can be used than would

otherwise be necessary. This desirable result has been obtained

by making but a few slight alterations in a standard planer,

the main points being the use of a proper sized fly-wheel,

changing the proportions of the lower driving pulleys and the

use of the lightest-weight pulleys consistent with strength.

'I'h. two latter Changes cause the reverse to take place quickly,

smoothly and wthout any of the customary objectionable

shrieking of belts. "The total work done in stopping and start-

inn i he moving parts at each reversal (this work being trans-

formed into heat that destroys the belts) is but one-third of

that which is wasted where the design is the customary one

for planers of this size. Although the planer has been used

chiefly on very short stroke work for the last six months, it

has been found unnecessary to employ the belt tightening

Idlers intended for use in case the extremely hard duty should

cause the belts to stretch unduly." This interesting machine

is the result of extensive experiments and study of the prob-

lem made by the Crocker-Wheeler Company in the course of

ils Investigations into the subject of motor-driven machine
tools, and they are the authority for the above statement.

Fig. 5 shows a new planer, 36 ins. wide and 18 ins. high, de-

signed specially for the heaviest class of frog and switch work

by l h« Cincinnati Planer Company, of Cincinnati. The table,

massively proportioned, is 32 ins. wide, and has an inside bear-

ing its entire length, overcoming the pressure of the heavy

side cuts, and adjustable steel gibs are provided on each side

to prevent lifting. The V's are very wide and are lubricated

by a series of automatic roller-oiling devices. The cross-rail

has a deep box brace on the back for stiffness and is secured

to the housings by a very rigid construction. The driving

belts are 3% ins. wide, the driving shafts are of large diameter,

are accurately ground and have extra long bearings, and the

pulleys are so constructed that they require oiling only once

in 60 days. The shifting mechanism is provided with a

safety locking device which prevents the table from starting,

except al the will of the operator. The bull wheel and rack

have I o-iii face and 2 pitch.

MOTOR DRIVEN TURRET LATHE.

Km in [TING FiitKMKN.—Nearly every railroad follows the gen-

eral rule of obtaining enginemen by promoting firemen who
have passed through a reasonable course of training in road

service prior to their promotion. This being so. the importance

of employing proper material for firemen is apparent. The
primary requisites in employing firemen are: a fair general

education, knowledge concerning fuel consumption, the best

mi I hods of firing to result in fuel economy and the operation of

the locomotive to prevent fluctuations in temperature which

are detrimental to the boiler and consequently efficient opera-

tion. Satisfactory evidence should be given by firemen ap-

plying for a position of their knowledge and ability to handle
fuel, prior to the a proval of the application. Railroads have
had to employ men on short noti< e and have consequently taken

(he ni'terial which has offered. If, however, it were well es-

tablished as a general rule that each railroad required certain

qualifications to be fulfilled before employment would be given,

vacancies could be filled with material of a higher order, as

the inducements ouered are superior to those of most trades

consistent with the requirements from the applicant.

—

Report
on Coal Consumption of Locomotives, Vaster Mechanics' As-
sociation, 1904.

The neat ami compact arrangement of Lin- headstock, the

interlocking device lor operating With one handle the single

and double clutches which control the three runs of heau-

Btocfa gearing, ami Hie arrangement "i thi apparatus
on a No. 1 motor-driven cabinet turret lathe, furnished by the

American Tool and Machine Company of liosion to the Pitts-

burgh & Lake Brie Railroad for their McKeee Rocks shops,

are worthy of notice. (For Illustrations see page 398.)

Referring to Fig. 1, which shows the side and end views

of the headstock end of the lathe, it will be seen that the

motor bracket forms a hood or casing tor the headstock and
that the motor controller is bolted to the door on the front of the

hood, which permits access to the headstock. rhe contri

handle is thus convenient to the operator and as the wires to

the controller are carried in a flexible conduit and are attached

at the left hand end near the hinges, they do not interfere

with the opening or closing of the door. The Crocker-Wheeler
Company 5 h.p. motor is connected to a sprocket on the main
spindle by Morse silent chain.

Fig. 2 is a section through the headstock showing the ar-

rangement of' the gearing and clutches on the main spindle.

The gears run loose on tne spindle and mesh with correspond-

ing gears which are keyed on the back shaft. The Morse
chain sprocket is keyed to one end of the steel pinion, and
the gears which run loose on the shaft are fitted with bronze
bushings which have oil cellars back of them that are tilled

with felt and can readily be oiled by removing the oil plugs.

The bevel gears at the right transmit motion to the feed mech-
anism.

The interlocking device and the arrangement for throwing
the clutches are clearly shown in Fig. 3. When the handle D
is turned down, thus turning the shaft to which it is keyed,
motion is transmitted by means of the mitre gear sectors to

the shaft which passes through the hood casting at the left ;nnl

has a small pinion keyed to its end which meshes with the

large sector and thus throws the single clutch to the position

C. A little to the right of the mitre gear, on the shaft to which
the handle D is keyed, is fastened a casting, so designed that
when the shaft is turned and the single clutch is engaged, a

small projection on it slides into a slot on the hood and thus
prevents the shaft from being moved endwise. When clutch

C is out the handle D can be moved either to the right or

the left, thus throwing in either clutch B or A. When the
long shaft is thus moved the projection on the small casting

mentioned above is thrown out of line with the groove and
prevents the shaft from being turned and engaging clutch

C while either A or B are engaged. The arrangement is quite
simple and ingenious and works easily.

Three geared feeds are provided which are operated by mo\
ing the handle just below the clutch handle and above the
cabinet door either to the right or left.

Carnegie Gift to Enginekbino.—A circular from Prof, Hut-
ton, secretary of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
announces that Mr. Carnegie has prepared a deed of gift of a
building to cost one and a half millions for use of the mechan-
ical, electrical and mining engineers

-

organizations, and, there-

fore, the refusal of the American Society of Civil Engine*
join in the enterprise has no effect upon the plan. A number
of architects ate now preparing competitive plans for the build-

ing, and suitable progress is being made. The committee hav-
ing the plans in charge hopes to report at the next annual meet-
ing of the American Societj of Mechanical Engineers, to he held
in New York in December,

Mr. I. C. Hicks, general foreman of shops at San Bernardino.
Cal.. has been appointed master mechanic of the Atchison. To-

peka & Sante Fe Coast Lines, with office at Albuquerque, N. M.

Light Kecipbocattng P.vrts.—Most engineers of experience
know that for high-speed work the parts of an engine should
be as light as possible. Thus, by employing aluminum as an
experimental material for a piston in a motor car engine an
increase in speed of 300 r.p.m. has been obtained, as compared
with the maximum possible when a heavier piston was used.

—

The Engineer.
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LOCOMOTIVE TESTING PLANT AT ST. LOUIS.

Schedule From Observed Data.

On page 301 of the August number the beginning of the sched-

ule of data taken from Bulletin No. 3 was presented. This list

is concluded in abstract below:

OBSERVED DATA.

All instruments will be read at intervals of ten minutes during
the test. Observations of the more important facts will be taken
by two methods, and all calculations will be carefully checked.

Item No. 19G. The locomotive will be gradually brought to the

required conditions of speed and drawbar pull, and after it has
been running under these conditions for a sufficient time to secure
uniformity in the rate of firing and to allow all parts to come to

I heir normal working condition, the test will be started.

The heavy power tests will continue until 30 lbs. of water have
been evaporated per sq. ft. of heating surface, the lighter power
test being stopped at the end of four to six hours.

The duration of test, given in hours and decimals of an hour, is

the elapsed time from the start as given above to the close of test.

Item No. 197. A return crank, attached to the rear pair of

drivers, is connected to a rotating revolution counter, which will

be read at the beginning and end of test-, and every ten minutes as

well. A reciprocating revolution counter is connected with the

corresponding supporting axle. From the diameters of the driving

wheel and supporting wheel, a factor will be obtained by which
the number of revolutions shown on supporting wheel counter can
be compared with the number shown by driving wheel counter.

A tachometer will also be driven by the supporting axle, and
this will provide a check for the average revolutions.

Item No. 2015- For the smokebox temperature a thermometer
with carbon dioxide above the mercury will be used as a check on
the indications of the pyrometer.

Items Nos. 207 and 212. Le Chatelier couples and a galvanom-
eter reading to millivolts, will give the smokebox and firebox

temperatures.

The couple in the smokebox will remain in position ; the couple
in the firebox will be inserted through an opening in the side,

about midway of its length, and at a height above the bed of coal

of about 12 ins. After it has been in position with the fire door
closed a sufficient time to assume the temperature of the firebox.

readings will be taken and the couple withdrawn from the firebox.

Item No. 210. The temperature of the steam in branch pipe
will be calculated from the observed pressure of steam in same and
from the observed pressure and temperature of the steam in the
calorimeter connected to the branch pipe.

Item No. 211. The feed water temperature will be taken in the

receiving tank.

Items Nos. 217, 218, 219 and 220. Steam pressures will be ob-

tained by special test gages; the gage for indicating boiler pressure
will be located on the steam dome on the calorimeter pipe connec-
tion, and the gage for branch pipe outside of smoke front, connected
to branch pipe by as short a pipe as possible. The pressure gage
located in pipe from boiler or branch pipe and leading to throttling

calorimeter will be read (after the other calorimeter readings have
been taken) with the valve between boiler or branch pipe and calori-

meter closed on account of the drop in pressure in the pipe leading
lo the calorimeter while that valve is open.

Item No. 221. The barometric pressure will be measured by use
of a mercurial barometer, readings being corrected for temperature.
and readings in indies of mercury converted into pounds per square
inch.

Items Xos. 222 ami 22."). The draft will be measured by "U"
lube drafl gages, the reading-; of which will be checked by record-
ing draft gages of an approved type.

Items Nos. 228, 229 and 230. The quality of steam in dome and
branch pipe will be obtai 1 by l'eabody throttling calorimeters.
provided with mercurial gages reading to tenths of pounds, and
thermometers reading to half degrees.

Item No. 232. All coal used will be furnished by one mine
throughout the entire period of the tests, precautions being taken
lo have it as uniform as possible.

Items Nos. 23G and 237. Both of these quantities will be found
by analysis, because the draft in a locomotive firebox is so great
as to draw a part of the ashes through the flues and give incorrect

data if actual weights were taken. If the ash is found by analysis
the combustible must necessarily be obtained in the same manner.

Item No. 23S. The smokebox front will be cleaned at the be-
ginning of test and at close, and the quantity of cinders which have
collected during the test will be weighed by an accurate scale.

Item No. 239. The slack, by which the smoke will be removed

from the building, is provided with a deflector and a receptacle into
which the sparks which strike the deflector will fall. This recepta-
cle will be cleaned al commencement of lest and at close, the sparks
which have been collected during the test being carefully weighed.

Items Nos. 241 lo 210. The analysis of the coal will be made
in accordance with the method decided on by the Committee of the
American Chemical Society, and given in Volume 21, No. 12, of
their Journal.

Items Nos. 248 to 250. The calorific value of the coal and cin-

ders and sparks will be determined in the Thompson calorimeter.
Items Nos. 253 to 250. The analysis of smokebox gases will be

conducted by the use of the Orsat apparatus.
Item No. 259. The water used by the boiler will pass through

two calibrated water meters to two steel measuring tanks holding
about 1.500 lbs. of water each; and from thence to a receiving
tank holding about 17.000 lbs. of water.

The measuring tanks rest on calibrated platform scales, so that
their capacities can be calibrated at frequent intervals, correction
being made for temperature.

To obtain the total water delivered to injectors, the number of

times each tank is emptied will be multiplied by their calibrated

capacities at the average temperature of water during the test, and
the fractional part of tank weighed out at close, added.

At the beginning of test the level of water in the boiler and re-

ceiving tank will be noted; the levels of water in both will be kept
slightly below these levels during the test. At the close sufficient

water will be fed into the receiving tank to restore the initial level.

The level in the boiler will be noted, and when not the same as at

the start, a correction will be made.
The quantities found by the measuring tanks are checked by two

meters. Provision being made to catch and measure the small

amount of water wasted in filling the lanks, the meter readings

less this waste will be a check on the quantity delivered by the

measuring tanks.

Items Nos. 260 and 203. The water which escapes from the in-

jector overflow pipes will be caught and returned to receiving

tank ; and no credit will be given the boiler for the rise in tem-

perature, if any, of this water.

Great care will be taken to prevent leakage from the boiler ; the

air pump and steam heat throttles will be disconnected so that

leakage may be detected and the throttles made tight.

Leakage tests, when necessary, will be made on boiler after close

of test, due allowance being made for change of temperature of

water.

Hem No. 205. The pull exerted by the locomotive will be meas-

ured by a traction dynamometer, already described in Bulletin

No. 2.

The pen on the dynamometer will give a continuous record of

the drawbar pull, which will be measured at ten-minute intervals;

the average id' these measurements to the scale of springs used will

will give the average drawbar pull.

An integrating attachment records the square inches of the area

included between the line of zero pull, or the base line, and the

line of drawbar pull; this area, divided by the length of diagram,

will give the average height and provides a check for the mean
height obtained in the method first described.

Items Nos. 200 and 207. The maximum and minimum drawbar
pull will be found by measuring the diagram after the test, or will

be registered by an automatic attachment.

Items Nos. 20s to 201. The percentages of stroke, at which

cut-off, release, and beginning of compression take place, will be

determined by locating on each card I lie points at which these

events occur. This will he done by the same method throughout
the entire series of tests.

The length of each indicator card will he measured and an aver-

age obtained for cards for each end of each cylinder; (he length

of stroke up lo the tin ut-off takes place will hi- measured and
averaged in a similar manner. The percentage that this average

length of cut-off forms of the average length of card, will be the

result on the data sheet. The percentage of stroke al which the

other events mentioned take place will be calculated in a similar

manner.

Items Nos. 202 lo 200 and 306 to 329. The points .showing the

events of the stroke on indicator card at which pressures are meas-
ured, are described in the preceding paragraph, with the exception

of the point representing the initial pressure, which also will he
measured.

The pressures of steam corresponding with the several events
of stroke in cylinder, as shown by the indicator card, will be
measured by appropriate scale, and the results for each end of

each cylinder averaged for each event. The average tints obtained
will be corrected for the error of the spring under the conditions
and pressure, i. e., whether under increasing or decreasing pressure.
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1 1, •mis Nos, -".in i" 304 Indicator cards »in be taken from in-

die on steam chest, the pressure given is the average pressure

..I i beae cards.

[terns Nos. 330 to ''>''•'! The leasl back pressure will b

ured in iIm' same way as the pressures under [terns Nos. 292 i"

209, and the results averaged.

Tin- exacl location on the card ol the point of leasl back pn

suit will vary Bomewhal on different cards of the same test, bat

the leasl ba< k pressure will be taken without regard i" exacl

location.
si \l VI VKV III VV I K Vol Bl SI IIS.

Ilnih r.

Items Nos, 340 and 341. The "moisl steam per hour," [tem No.

340, Lb the average water evaporated by boiler per bout uncorrected

tor moisture in steam, while "dry steam per li ," [tem No. 341,

is corrected for moisture by multiplying No. 340 by the "factor (F)
,!' correction for quality of steam."

li. in No. -"'i^. 'i'i»' equivalent evaporation from and at 212

deg., per Mi. of i"iil as lirrii, is found by dividing Mir equivalent

evaporation per hour, Hem No. 344, by the weight per hour of

coal as Bred, Hem N". 233 : Item No. 196.

Item No. 347. The equivalent evaporation from ami at 212 deg,

per pound of dry coal, is found by dividing the equivalent evapoi

ai ion per hour, Item Xo. 344, by the weight per hour of dry coal;

1 1 nu No. 888.

Item No. -its. The equivalent evaporation per pound of com-

bustible is found by dividing the equivalent evaporation per hour.

[tem No. :;it. by the weight per hour of combustible, Item No.

236 Hem No. 196

Item No. 349. The boiler borse-power will be found by divid-

ing the equivalent evaporation per hour. .No. :;tl by 34.5.

Item No. 350". The efficiency of the boiler is found by multiply-

ing the equivalent evaporation per pound of dry coal, No. 347, by

965.8, and dividing the product by No. 248, the number of ther-

mal units in one pound of dry coal.

No credit is given the boiler for heat units used in evaporating

moisture contained in fuel as tired.

Engines.

Items Nos. 351 to 358. All indicator cards will be integrated

twice by different computers.

After the average mean effective pressure of the indicator cards

for each end of each cylinder baa been ascertained, the card most
nearly approximating tie- average will be selected to represent the

lest. In ease these cards arc subject to correction, resulting from

a calibration of the indicator spring, the following method will

be used :

Vertical lines dividing the length of curd into ten or twelve

equal parts will be drawn. Ai the points where these lines inter-

sect the lines of the card, the card will lie corrected (correction

curves having ben made for each spring I } if an increasing pres-

sure, for the error of the spring under similar conditions, if descend-

ing, in like manner. A new card will lie drawn through the points

thus located and tin' relation of the area of the rectified to the

actual card will give a factor which will be used in .finding the

corrected M. 10. 1'.

Items Nos. 365 to .'ITU. The indicated borse-power is found by

multiplying together the I. H. 1'. constant, the average revolutions

per minute mill the mean effective pressure.

For the bead end of right high pressure cylinder, the indicated

horsepower = No. 180 X No. 198 X No. 351.

The formula for the other items will be similar in form, with the

corresponding quantities substituted.

Item No. 381. The drj steam per Indicated borse powei per hour

is found by dividing tie- dry sl hour, Item No, 341, less

the steam used by calorimeters or other instruments, bj the total

indicated borse-power, item No. 879.

item No. 382. The B. 1 U. per I. II. P. pel hour is found bj

multiplying tie- dry ci ill 1

per I Item No 38*

tie calorific power of , pound of drj coal, item No. 248.

Locomoti

loin No ;;s.".. Th. dynamometer borse-power is found by multi-

plying together the I
1 li I' constant. Item N... 179, the average

revolutions p, i minute, item Mo. 198, and the ai aw-bar

pull, Item No. 265, or I >. II. I'. = No. lT'.t No. 198 - No. 265.

Items Nos. 38J to 386. The pounds of coal, steam and li. T. I

per I). II. I', hour me found in the Same iiliiiimi at Ihl

ing items for indicated borse-power :

Items No. :;s7 to ::s:i. Tin- numbei ol toot
| ds is found by

multiplying together the average drawbar pull, item No. 265, the

average circumference ol the driving wheels in feet, item No. 13,

and the total revolutions, Item No. 197.

Item No. 395. The machine friction of locomotive in

borse-power, is the difference between the average Indicated hi

power ami the average dynai neter horsepower. This does not

take into account the friction due to engine truck and trailing

win els und axles.

Item No. "•:»'>. The machine friction in terms of pounds menu

effective pressure, for simple engines, will be taken as the machine

friction in horsepower i No. 395), divided by tlm average borse

t constant and the average revolutions per minute.

[tem No. .".'.t7. The bine friction in terms of pounds draw-

bar pull is the frieiional borse-power, No. 395, multiplied by 33,000

to convert it into foot-pounds, divided by the distance in feet ocr

minute.

item No. ."lis. The machine efficiency of locomotive in per cent.

will be taken us 100 limes the ratio of the D. II. -I'.. No. 383, to

the I. II. -l'.. No. 379.

Item No. ."Ii'.i. I'.llieienev ol locomotive will be found be dividing

the heat equivalent of one horse-power for one hour, by the I'.. T.

I'. per dynamometer horsepower hour. No. 386, shown by test.

This quantity multiplied by 100 will be the efficiency hi p.. cent

Coal Calorimeti r.

The calorimeter to be used is the William Thompson calorimeter

with some slight modifications to facilitate working and output.

This calorimeter has been standardized by testing in it two s les

of coal which were previously tested in ten different bomb calorim-

eters, including a lest in the bomb calorimeter m Mi. Bureau of

Standards, Washington; D. <

'. I'lie menu of these ten determine
tions is taken as representing the heal units in these two coals,

ami these coals when tested in the Thompson calorimeter, enable
it to be .standardized so as to give results the same as the bonin

calorimeter. Furthermore, a sufficient amount of these two coals

has been prepared SO that the Thompson calorimeter can be fre-

quently checked. It also provides a means of ready standardiza-

tion, in case of accident to any of tin- parts of the Thompson
calorimeter, or in case of getting a new instrument complete.

Orsat Apparatus i"*- Inaylais <>! Smokestack Gates.
The Orsat apparatus to be used in analyaizing the smokebox

gases has had its measuring pipette carefully calibrated by tilling

with water at room temperature, and then weighing this water as

a whole ami in successive portions corresponding io the gradua-

tions, on the measuring pipette. The necessary correct ions, -where

any were found requisite, will be used in reading the percentages
from the measuring pipette.

MORSE SILENT CHAIN.

To the engineer who is confronted with the problem of ap-

plying individual motors to either old or new machine tools, or

who is looking for a compact and efficient means of transmit-

ting power, this chain is invaluable. It is much more efficient

than belting, and where the size of pulleys is limited or it is

necessary or desirable to use a snort distance between centers

or to transmit a large amount of power it can be used where
belting cannot be. Because of its noiseless action and the posi-

tive and large speed ratios which can be obtained it can often

be used to good advantage in place of gearing. Those who have

watched the progress of motor-driven machine tools or who
have followed the series of articles which have appeared in this

paper on the application of individual motors to the old ma-
chine tools at the MeKees Rocks shops, will recognize its value

for such work.

It can be run up to speeds of 2,000 ft. pet minute, can tun on

sprockets with as lew as 1" and as many as 130 teeth. I

sustained efficiency of nearly 99 per cent, is silent running, can

In- used in lite presence of moisture, heat or dust, and does not

wear the joint or lengthen from the lack of lubrication.

Its const ruction is clearly shown on the accompanying illus-

trations. The joint consists of two pieces of hardened tool

steel, so shaped and arranged that, as the joint works while

passing on and off the sprockets, one piece rocks or rolls on

the other. Each part of the joint is fixed in opposite ends of

the links, and as there is only a pure rolling friction on hard-

ened tool steel surfaces with ample contact at^a to stand the

pressure, there is no tendency for the joint to wear and cause

the chain to lengthen. To prevent undue vibration under high

speeds and the consequent wear, the rocker pins of the high-

speed, silent-running chain are so shaped that the contact sur-

faces are greatly increased when the chain is drawn straight
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LINK SHOWING HOW PINS FIT. EXTERIOR APPEARANCE OF CHAIN.

SHOWING ACTION OF CHAIN ON SPROCKETS.

ACTION OF BOCKEB PINS ON STRAIGHT PULL ANI> ON SPROCKET.

TWO 50 H.P. MAIN SHAFT DRIVES ON 48-IN. CENTERS SHOWN IN

MOTION.—TWO CHAINS FROM EACH MOTOR, RUNNING

AT 1,445 FT. PER MINUTE.

APPLICATION TO 12-IN. HEWES & PHILLIPS SHAPER. APPLICATION To 19-IN. PUTNAM SLOTTEB.

MORSE SILENT CHAIN AND APPLICATIONS.
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between sprockets, giving a broad bearing In this position. The

two pari i
> i ii used In Hie Morse rocker joint permits of an im-

broken contact the whole width of the chain, less the outside

links, thus nearly doubling the length of the bearing surface

Over a Chain with a single-pin joint.

As the rocker joint is subjected only to rolling friction it

dm s not require lubrication, and the speed limit is therefore

not fixed by the point at which the centrifugal force will throw

off the lubricant On the small line cut showing the action of

the (bain on the sprocket the link engages the tooth at E on

the driving sprocket and at I on the driven sprocKet. The chain

will run in either direction. A paste grease, sufficiently heavy

so that it will not be thrown off at high speeds, affords

proper lubrication for the chain in its contact with the sprocket

teeth and between the plates of the chain itself As the pres-

sure between the chain and the sprocket teeth is Inversely pro-

portional to the number of teeth in contact with the chain, and

as this number is large, the pressure is small, and very little

hard service or when there is little metal around the shaft,

hardened steel sprockets are furnished. To properly guide the

chain, special guiding links are used, projecting below the bal-

ance of the chain Into grooves turned in the spro The

holes in the opposite ends of the links are punched to conform

In shape ic : 1 1 1
< J securely bold, in the large end of the link 'he

rocker pin, and in the small end the seat pin, there belni

motion between either part of the joint pin and link. The out

side links are bent laterally so that the large end comes under

ill. P. All: ( ii\l PRESSOR.

1

ft I h
ItAISlI 51-l.N. BORIXC, MILL. (TT-OFF SAW.

MORSE CHAIN APPLICATIONS.

wear will take place. The life of a silent-chain is proportional

to the number of teeth in the large sprocket, and since the

lengthening of the Morse chain is very slight it is possible to

use very large sprockets and make large speed reductions. The

relation of the size of the wheel to the life of the chain—and

this is the principal feature that makes it silent—comes from

the fact that the chain climbs bigheronthe tooth as it lengthens

and does not become inoperative until the top of the tooth is

reached. The height of the tooth for a given pitch is practically

the same for all sized wheels, and it follows that in a unit

length of chain, equal to the circumference of any wheel, the

total lengthening that may take place before the top ef the

tooth is reached is the circumference of a circle whose radius

is the height of the tooth. The amount o£ stretch, therefore,

that can take place per link in this unit of length of chain is

inversely proportional to the number of teeth in the wheel,

which equals the number of links in the chain. It is for this

reason that with a chain having the less lengthening due to

joint wear the greater the number of teeth that can be satis-

factorily used in the large wheel, with a consequent larger

speed ratio.

The sprocket wheels are made of high grade cast iron, accu-

rately cut, and in use show little or no wear. For exceptionally

the small end of the adjoining link to permit of the proper en-

gagement with both seat and rocker pin. The joint pins are

made of the best grade of tool steel carefully hardened, the

shouldered ends of the seat pins being softened to permit of

being riveted in the outside links or in washers in the larger

pitches to securely hold the (bain together.

This chain has a wide range of applications, from heavy

main drives direct from engine or motor on short centers, to

light drives on machine tools. A few interesting applications

are shown on the accompanying illustrations. The chain is

made by the Morse Chain Company. Trumansburg. N. Y.

More steam (about 250 b. h. p.) can leak out through a tin.

hole in a steam pipe at 150 lbs. steam pressure than one

fireman would usually supply by steady coaling. Leaks in

steam pipes are apparently insignificant, but they rapidly dis-

sipate the heat generated in the consumption of a large amount
of coal. Uncovered steam pipes also waste large amounts of

coal. Approximately about 1-3 of a lb. of steam would be con-

densed by each square foot of naked steam pipe per hour, which
would mean that 1 b. h. p. is dissipated by every 90 sq. ft. of

naked steam pipe.

—

Prof. R. C. Carpenter in Power and Trans-

mission.
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HIGH SPEED EXPERIMENTS.

\l WillMl LII-XOSSI \ I I l.i'TKIC LINK.

An elaborate paper by Mr. Alexander Siemens before the

Institute of Electrical Engineers (London) presents valuable

records and statements concerning the result of these trials.

The paper is too long to reprint. It recites the history of the

groups or experiments and presents purposes and methods and

describes the equipment and apparatus. The following para-

graphs constitute an attempt to describe the most important

features of the paper.

There was no serious difficulty with conducting and trans-

muting high tension current to the cars and motors. This

portion of the problem is considered solved. The permanent

way. however, was not satisfactory at the highest speeds, due

to the great weight of the cars. The cars were too heavy for

economical operation and the experiments show the necessity

for using stationary transformers and otherwise lightening the

electrical machinery, also for using very high voltages wimout
transformers.

Two cars are referred to in the paper, one having ueen

equipped by the Allgemeine, Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft and
designated car "A." The other was equipped

by Messrs. Siemens & Halske and designated

car "S." Most careful, elaborate and complete

data were taken as to speeds, power, air re-

sistance and acceleration. Regular runs of

both cars began October 14, 1901. In the

third series of experiments car "S" reached

a speed of 160.2 km. per hour on November
5. The track was severely punished and

the speeds were afterwards restricted to 130

km. per hour.

To attain a speed of 100 km. per hour re-

quired a distance of from 2,000 to 3,200

meters and from 138 to 220 seconds, giving

an average acceleration of 0.13 to 0.2 m. per

second, and requiring from 700 to 1.000 h.p.

With a motor capacity of 3.000 h.p. more
rapid acceleration might have been attained

except for the deficiencies of power at the

generating station. The experimenters found

the braking question more important than
acceleration, because it concerns the safety

of the train. The braking trials, however.

were not considered as conclusive. Both
cars had Westinghouse quick-acting brakes,

hand brakes and electric brakes acting by

reversal of the current through the motors.

The "A" car had in addition an accumulator
battery, the current of which would be put
through the three-phase motors. In Fig. 1

is shown a curve of speed from car "A" when
allowed to drift trom a speed of 1G0 km. per hour.

Observations of power required at constant speed are given
in the following table:

POWER REQUIRED AT CONSTANT SPEED.

-B. II. P.-

— 01

was found that a cone of uniform pressure exists in front

and at the back of the car the apex of which was about 3 m.

from the car. It will be necessary to wait for further experi-

ments to obtain a definite formula for the air resistance. Fig.

2 records the traction resistance of a car weighing S3 tons, the

air resistance of a surface of 9 sq. m. and the horse-power re-

quired on a level with no wind. From these curves the mechanical

friction may be obtained by subtraction. These curves show

how important air resistance becomes at high speeds. Fig.

3 illustrates the form determined upon for the .ar fronts.

Figs. I, G and 6 give data as to power required wiib and with

out trailers. Turning moments were measured directly from

the motors, and the results of a run made November 8 on

car "A" are given In Fig. 7.

The experiment to show the possibility of using motors with

nigh tension currents are considered to have demonstrated the

feasibility of employing three-phase currents of 10,000 volts

without transformers.

The complete paper must be consulted by readers who de-

sire to study the results in detail.

ElO. 62.—10-rr. bobing MTLL.- MORTON TOOI.E COMPANY.

MACHINE TOOL PROGRESS.
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oil chamber. Placing the worm wheel on the spindle in this

way enables the operator to elevate the table from its outer

bearings and take the thrust on the spindle step bearing with-

out destroying the alignment of the worm and wheel.

Fig. 63 shows the arrangement of the worm gearing and

FIQ. 63.—DRIVING MECHANISM.

FIG. 64.—FEED GEARS.

driving mechanism. With a motor drive the speed cone is re-

placed by a motor. Gears G and H are keyed to the back gear

shaft and drive the loose friction gears A and E. The chain

sprocket T runs loose on the back gear shaft and carries the

running loose on the shaft. The chain sprocket can drive the

back gear shaft direct, by operating the friction clutch between

G and T, or a back gear ratio of 8 to 1 can be obtained by en-

gaging the clutch O, which is keyed to the shaft with the hub

of gear R. This arrangement of gearing furnishes four speeds

with back gear ratios of 12, 36, 95 and 285 to 1. If the machine

is belt driven and a three-step cone pulley and a two-speed fric-

tion countershaft are used, 24 table speeds are available and

either series of eight speeds can be obtained without shifting

the belt or stopping the machine. Speed changes are made by

means of the hand wheel and a lever at the right side of the

machine.

The feed box with the cap removed is shown in Fig. 64. On
each end of the main worm shaft is a feed worm, B, driving

the worm wheel C, which is keyed to the pinion D running

loose on the shaft. Gear F is also loose on the shaft and is

driven from D through gears I and J which run loose on the

other shaft and give a feed back gear of 8 to 1. Either D or

F can be engaged with the shaft by means of a sliding key

operated by the lever B'. Gears K, M, N and P are keyed to the

shaft and drive the four loose gears Q, V, W and X, any one

of which or the rapid traversing spiral gear Y can be engaged

with the shaft by the lever C', which operates a sliding key on

the shaft. If the machine is operated by a belt-drive, spiral

FOUR-WAY COCK FOR PNEUMATIC STAYBOLT BREAKER.

gear Y is driven through gear Z and the shaft A' by a pulley

and gears placed on the outside of the feed box. When motor

driven the pulley and gears are removed and the shaft which

extends through the feed box and into the bed is driven from

the main drive back shaft by a silent chain. The various com-

binations of gears furnish 8 feeds ranging from l-64~to % in.,

and also a quick traverse of the crossheads in and out and of

the tool bars up and down at a rate of 8 or 13 ft. per minute.

The feeds can be changed without stepping the mill and it is

impossible to throw the traverse and power feeds in at the

same time. The feeds and the traverse of the crossheads are

controlled by the two hand wheels on the gear boxes at each

end of the crossrail. The two heads are entirely independent.

A lever in front of the right hand upright controls a friction

clutch for elevating and lowering the crossrail which travels

at a rate of 4 to 7 ft. per minute.

While we need about 10 2-3 lbs. of air per pound of combustible

carbon and should have, to insure safety, probably 15 lbs., we
usually find 25 to 30 lbs. have passed through our furnace.

The economic result of this large supply is to increase the

amount of heat wasted in the chimney from a minimum of 8

to 12 per cent, to an amount averaging frequently 25 to 30 per

cent. The wastes due to an excessive supply of air can be

largely reduced by good firing and by use of proper appliances.

pinion L, which drives the back gears U, S and R, the latter —Prof. R. C. Carpenter in Power and Transmission.
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PNEUMATIC STAYBOLT BREAKER.

I II*.

Chicago, Rocb Island & Pacific Railway.

absence of such conveniences In either forge or ma< :

The sketch speaks for itself. The crane costs nothing and will

carry a load of 1,600 lbs. li Ic us 'i al the Atlanta Bhopa of the

Southern Railway, the drawing having 1 n furnished bj Mr,

A
i

the M(iliin> shops of. the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific S. S. Riegel, chief draftsman. These cranes are supplied with

Railway a pneumatic Btayboll breaker is in very satisfactory both air and chain hoi
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PNEUMATIC oTAYIlOLT BREAKER.—CHICAGO, Koc'K island A PACIFIC BAILV \v

use. It breaks one and often two or three staybolts with one

blow. This device can be easily constructed by any tool room

force, and it offers marked advantage over the usual sledge-and-

laborers method.

A heavy, single-action plunger 7 ins. in diameter strikes the

1%-in. octagon steel cutter bar, which is placed against the

Btaybolt. A 4-in. pipe constitutes the return, or pull-back,

Cylinder, the control being by means of a 4-way cock, the cast-

ing of which forms the connection between the two cylinders.

The cylinders rest upon rollers on a 5-in. by lV4-in. bar, the

right hand end of Which is secured to the firebox. This bar has

56 I in. holes at 4-in. centres, and a pin is passed through it at

rTbller Searing
If. f/h//rrs -

THE WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC AIR AND STEAM
COUPLER.

Old Car rThtel-\

INEXPENSIVE FOBGE SHOP (HANK.

the proper location for a resistance to the cylinder against the
blow of the ram. The engravings show a longitudinal section

and plan and details of the 4-way cock.

AN INEXPENSIVE FORGE SHOP CRANE,

In view of the fact that a crane such as the one shown in

this engraving may be made from scrap material which is to

be found in any railroad shop plant, there is no excuse for the

The objects in view of a device to do away with the common
method of hand clamping of inter-car hose connections were

threefold. The question of the safety of the railroad employe

was regarded as of first importance. Despite the adoption of

the automatic car coupler, railroad employes engaged in mak-

ing up and distributing trains were still exposed to a very

serious danger in this hose coupling, the platforms, safety

chains and hand brake rods impeding escape from between the

vestibuled cars of passenger trains in case of a premature

starting signal to the engineer, and the great length of freight

trains, with only a few men to attend to coupling and confu-

sion of authority in starting, making freight hand hose coup-

ling especially dangerous work. Instances of scalding as a re-

sult of the unexpected uncoupling of a hand steam connection

while being tightened were not infrequent, and inconveniences

in handling hot steam connections were a still further element

of danger and delay. These features of hand coupling were not

without their bearing on the financial reports of the big rail-

road companies. It is self evident that automatic hose coup-

lings which have withstood the severest durability tests en-

tirely eliminate all elements of danger. The Westinghoute

device, placed in a special machine arranged to couple and un-

couple a set twenty-six times a minute for ten hours a day,

showed the first signs of weakening only after 64,000 coup-

lings—an equivalent of about twenty years' actual service

—

had been effected.

Time economy was the second and no less important object in

view, and the records of several years' operation on a number
of the best known American railroads indicate that the op-

portunities for improvement of schedule by the completion of

the equipment of automatic coupling had not been underesti-

mated. The Long Island Railroad, which has equipped its en-

tire passenger rolling stock, 565 cars and 170 locomotives, with

the modern device, has found that congestion at terminal sta-

tions has easily been avoided since its adoption. The New
York Central Railroad, which operates its entire Putnam Divi-

sion, consisting of 84 cars, with this automatic hose coupling,

has found a great saving of time in making up trains. The

Missouri Pacific, which has adopted the automatic coupling for

its entire suburban service out of St. Louis, after very com-

plete trial, has found it to be a factor of considerable value in

the maintenance of a heavy short haul schedule. The Texas

Midland, which has equipped its entire passenger service with

it, the Pennsylvania, which has used it on the Middle Division
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bel ween Harrisburg and Altoona, the Boston & Maine and the

Queen & Crescent roads report equally satisfactory results.

The New York Central Railroad has estimated that the cost

of hose under the old method was 230 per cent, of that under the

new. It has been estimated, after careful compilation of re-

ports as to the length of service of hose removed from the cars

on one big railroad system during 1903, that the average life

of hose, when uninjured by accident or careless treatment,

was about 35 months for the best

grades and from 20 to 25 months for

the cheaper grades. The monthly in-

spection reports of the same road,

however, showed that only 60 per cent.

of the hose removed had become por-

ous, as an indication that it had run

its full service, the other 40 per cent,

having been burned, cut, chafed, or

strained or torn at the nipple, as a re-

sult of carelessness in coupling or un-

coupling or in permitting the hose to

dangle along the tracks, or as a result

of exigencies or service or accidents

in which cars were pulled apart before

the hand hose connections had been uncoupled. The Westing-

house automatic hose couplings, which will operate perfectly

on a 20-degree curve with 4-in. variation in the height of

cars, give positive assurance that the couplings are at all times

perfectly made, without the slightest friction or pull on the

hose connections, and are at the same time so constructed that

the uncoupling, which is always automatic, will positively be

effected without strain of any kind on the apparatus, should

the train be parted by accident, the air brakes being thus auto-

matically applied.

The Westinghouse automatic hose couplings, as exhibited at

the St. Louis Pair, are interchangeable, with no rights or lefts.

The coupling head, which is of malleable iron having V and

wedge shaped guides projecting toward the front and an out-

wardly bent spring firmly riveted to the back, is supported by

the coupling spring resting in the slotted buffer hanger, the

hanger being bolted to a cast steel bracket riveted to the draw-

bar. It is held in proper position by a chain attached to the

draw bar knuckle pin, and will adapt itself in coupling to dif-

has been fully compressed. The coupling heads, which are

alike for passenger and freight service except in the noimber

of gasket openings in the face, are so modeled that the posi-

tive engagement of the connections is effected without fric-

tion or wear on the gaskets, the gaskets being placed in holes

in the coupling face connected to the pipe terminals by short

hose. In designing the automatic hose coupling the import-

ance of an interchange arrangement by which it could be

PLAN.-—PASSENGEE EQUIPMENT.

ferences in height of cars or angles of contact which would not

permit the operation of the automatic car coupler itself. The

slotted buffer hanger consists of a malleable iron frame embody-

ing a spring seat and a cup shaped buffing piece pivoted from

the upper part of the hanger, a volute spring holding the buff-

ing piece forward to furnish a yielding resistance for the

head during the coupling, the car coupler itself checking the

impact before the buffer spring of the automatic hose coupling

SIDE ELEVATION.—PASSENGER EQUIPMENT.

adapted for use in connection with the old hand couplings was
not overlooked, and proper provision has been made for ac-

complishing this purpose in a number of different ways, the

difference being in the fittings of the Jower end of the hose

from the pipe terminals and in the attachments to the coupling

face. Interchange with cars equipped with hand couplings is

effected in little more than the time necessary for the usual

hand couplings under the old method. The accompanying en-

gravings illustrate the passenger equipment coupler, the freight

device being somewhat simpler.

NEW WORKS OF WEIR FROG COMPANY.

The Weir Frog Company, of Cincinnati, have completed their

new works in Norwood, a suburb of Cincinnati, and located on

the Baltimore & Ohio, the Pennsylvania Lines and the tracks

of the Cincinnati Traction Company, thus having exceptionally

good shipping facilities. The plant was designed by Bert Bald-

win & Company, architects and engineers.

The plant consists of a main shop and two smaller buildings,

interior views of which are shown in engraving. The main shop

is 622 ft. long by 125 ft. wide, and gives 83,000 sq. ft. of floor area

in a single story building. It has a main aisle 61 ft. 2 ins. wide

and two 31-ft. bays. Steel roof trusses on steel columns support

the roof. Natural lighting is provided by side windows set

about 6 ft< above the noor; and by four skylights in the roof

itself, in addition to the side windows in the main roof. Heat-

ing apparatus was furnished by the American Blower Company
and the Webster vacuum system, using exhaust steam from the

shop engines. The erecting and main machine floors are of con-

crete and cement, occupying 260 ft. by 125 ft., situated just be-

yond the tool room and template storage room, which are first

entered after leaving the office building. The 60-ft. span is

served by two Case Manufacturing Company electric cranes, one

used chiefly to, unload cars and the other to handle material

from the stock department. On this floor are the planers,

straightening machines and special machinery. Beyond the

erecting floor is the stock department, where all material taken

into the shop is stored. This end of the building is entered by

a track holding 10 cars and depressed to unload material direct-

ly upon the shop floor. This department is 60 ft. by 400 ft., and

is enclosed by a fence. All heavy material, such as rails, plates

and bars, is piled on the floor; small supplies, such as rivets,

bolts and nuts, being kept in bins. On the south side of the

main building is the forge department, equipped with forging

machines, presses, hammers, heating furnaces and smith fires.

Opposite the forge department, on the north side, are located

special tools for bending, curving and drilling rails.

The power plant consists of a 500 h.p. Brown automatic com-

pound engine, built by I. ft. E. Greenwald Co., Cincinnati, direct

connected to a 300-kw. Bullock 220-volt generator. Except a
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IKZEBIOB VIEWS OB THE HEW WOBKS OF THE WEIR FROG COMPANY. ( IM 1NNAT1, OHIO.

few small machines taking power from a motor-driven shaft,

every machine in the shop has an individual motor. An Inger-

soll-Sergeant air compressor furnishes power, for the riveters

and for pumping water. An 8-in. 320-ft. artesian well supplies

all the water used for boilers and other purposes. It is pumped
by compressed air and stored in a 20,000-gal. tank, elevated 60

ft. above the ground. The floors of the boiler and filter room
are 10 ft. below the level of the engine room and about 8 ft.

below the grade level of the surrounding ground. Coal is re-

ceived in hopper cars and dumped directly on the floor of the

boiler room. Steam is supplied by four 250 h.p. Stirling boilers.

equipped with American stokers. The well water is softened

and filtered by the We-Fu-Go process, and is heated in a Web-
ster exhaust steam heater.

At the end of the main shop building are two 2-story brick

buildings 4>i ft. by 60 ft. One is used for the general offices

and drafting room and the other provides, on the first floor, for

t lie workmen's wash and locker rooms, and on the second floor

for the pattern shop and storage. Each of these buildings con-

nectB with the main shop by covered passageways.

With this fine new plant the company is admirably equipped

to deal with its constantly increasing business.

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
Air Brake Tests. Compiled and Published by the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company. In connection with its exhibit of braking
appliances at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1!)04.

This handsomely bound book of 323 pages (5 by 7 ins. in size)

contains the history of the air brake in the United States as

marked into periods of development by the series of well known
brake trials which indicate the important turning points of im-

provement. It is therefore the must valuable and important work
which has thus far appeared in connection with this subject. The
scope of the book is indicated by the chapters, which are follows:

Growth of Car Braking, Galton-Westinghouse Tests, Paris sod
Lynns Railway Tests, The Burlington Brake Trials. Westinghouse
Freight Train Trials. Earner Trials, Sang Hollow Tests, Ship-

road Tests, Nashville Locomotive Brake Tests, Absecon Tests,

Atsion Tests. Bach of these chapters represents an investigation

for a specific purpose and each has marked a turning point in the

advancement of the art of braking. Some of the test records have

been published previously and some have not. but imi even the

most assiduous collector of air brake data has had all the facts

which are recorded in this book. It is put in very convenient
form and those who carry responsibilities of any kind in connec-

tion with train operation will need to study the book and keep it at
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hand for reference. Inasmuch as the ability To .'top trains safely

limits the S] 1 at which they may be run, the art of braking must
mil only keep pace with, but must advance ahead of, acceleration

of schedules. At the present time the chapter cm the high speed

brake is the must important of the book, and is the one to which

operating officers should give their attention. The Absecon tests

on the Pennsylvania Railroad were undertaken in order to obtain

reliable data of the stopping power of the high speed brake as

compared with the ordinary quick-acting brake on passenger trains.

Slops were made from speeds of more than SO miles per hour and

the high-speed brake was found to stop in about 2G per cent, less

distance than the ordinary brake employing train-pipe pressures of

70 Mis. These trials also revealed the importance of higher pres-

sures in additional storage capacity and they also indicated the im-

portance of the locomotive truck brake as wcdl as the vital neces-

sity of maintaining locomotive, tender and car equipments up to

the point of maximum service efficiency. It would be difficult to

praise this book too highly.

Technology of Paint and Varnish. By Alvah H. Sabin, John
Wiley & Sons, 43 East 19th street, New York. Price $3.00.

The author aims to give a correct general outline of the subject

of paints and varnishes, with a brief account of their modern use

and of the principles which are involved in their manufacture and
application. The first chapters are devoted to definitions and to an
interesting account of the early history of paints and varnishes, and
this is followed by a very thorough account of the modern methods
of their manufacture and application. The subject, while treated

in a technical manner, is arranged .so that a layman can readily fol-

low it.

Loci in Mechanical Drawing. Part III. Piston acceleration. By
Alec. Mac-Lay. D. Van Nostrand Company, 23 Murray street,

New York. Price $2.00.

Curves of velocity and acceleration are discussed and worked out

in connection with piston motion in engine mechanism of the slider

crank order.

The Centrifugal Pump, Turbines and Water Motors. By Charles

II. limes. Fourth edition. I). Van Nostrand Company, 23
Murray street, New York. Price $2.00.

A treatise on the theory of turbines, centrifugal pumps and fans,

specially adapted for engineers with a view to assisting them in

designing such machinery.

Poor's Manual.—Sample pages of the edition of January, 1904,

have been received. This list will constitute a supplement to

Poor's Manual of Railroads and will contain all important facts

required by investors and others interested in bonded indebted-

ness. The compilation in preparation is the fourth annual volume.

Poor's Manual for 1904 will be ready for distribution September

15 and will constitute a volume of 1,900 pages with 24 colored State

maps and 50 maps of leading railroads. The statistics will show
the great growth and relatively increasing importance of the elec-

tric traction systems as well as the progress of the steam roads.

The volume for this year promises to be the most important and
valuable issue of this indispensable publication.

Falls Hollow Staybolts.—A leaflet issued by the Falls Hol-

low Staybolt Company, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, presents eight

strong claims made for these well known staybolts with explana-

tions of the ways in which the hollow material meets them. These

cover the elastic character of the hollow bolts, the relief of the

fibers of the iron because of its form, the protection from burning,

relief of the side sheets from stresses causing cracking, the, admis-

sion of oxygen to the fire through the holes, the infallible warning
of broken bolts, and long service of the bolts. The pamphlet closes

with an extract from an article in The Railway Age, in which the

advantages of these staybolts are outlined.

Wire Rope.—The Broderick & Bascom Rope Company, of St.

Louis, are distributing from their unique exhibit at the St. Louis

Exposition a small pamphlet entitled, "Nothing New Under the

Sun." so-called, because it shows, a piece of .wire rope taken from
the ruins of Pompeii, and estimated to be 2,000 years old. It

describes their exhibit, which shows in a very artistic manner the

designs of rope made by them.

Graphite.—September Graphite, published by the Joseph Dixon
Crucible Company, is a special number and contains some excellent

half tone illustrations of notable steel structures and some instruc-

tive articles on the preservation of metal surfaces.

The Cincinnati Machine Tool Company are now in their own
building on Queen City avenue. Cincinnati, Ohio. The plant is

thoroughly up to date in every respect, and is equipped with

all modern facilities.

NOTES.

The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, reports

the establishment of new sales offices at 1711 Tremont street, Den-
ver, Col., and at 45 Dey street, New York City. The branch office

at Seattle serves the extreme Western and Northwestern trade.

Other branch offices are located in Mbbile, New Orleans and Hous-
ton. The rail yard and warehouse are at East St. Louis, and the

factory for maunfacturing the "double clutch" car mover is at New
Madison, Ohio. Reports from the main office in St. Louis indicate

that the coming year will bring the largest volume of business in

the history of the company.

Northern Electrical Company.—Contract has been awarded
to this company for the entire motor equipment, about 450 h.p.,

for the new Southern Railway Company shops at Spencer, N. C,
details of which were arranged under the direction of Mr. S. D.
Cushing, signal and electrical engineer of that road. A combination

of group and individual drive will be used, motor driven machine
tools requiring variable speed to be equipped with 2-wire variable

speed motors. They will also -furnish a 50-kw. generator for

lighting the shops at Alexandria.

American Locomotive Equipment Company.—This company
made an interesting exhibit of its specialties at the recent conven-

tion of the Traveling Engineers' Association in Chicago. They
displayed the Sarver auxiliary exhaust valve, the Moone journal

cellar, the Wade-Nicholson firebrick arch, Curran chime whistle,

the Sarver automatic steam chest choke, and Northern metallic

packing. The Sarver auxiliary exhaust valve is an appliance for

relieving compres ion and back pressure. The Wade-Nicholson
hollow arch is constructed of specially designed firebrick for effect-

ing complete combustion. These features of the exhibits attracted

special interest. On Thursday evening this company entertained

the visitors in the large dining hall of the Lexington Hotel to the

number of about 250 members and ladies. After a preliminary con-

cert by a string orchestra four special vaudeville numbers were pre-

sented by comedians. Refreshments were served and a number of

members addressed the assembly. The company was represented

at the convention by Mr. Charles B. Moore, general manager; Mr.

J. B. McMichael, secretary, and by Messrs. J. B. Bond, C. A.

Crane. A. J. Stott and A. Munch.

Machine Tools.—The Warner & Swasey Company, of Cleveland,

arc sending out a 1904 general catalogue which illustrates their

hollow' hexagon turret lathes, screw machines, turret lathes and.

other brass working machine tools.

Roundhouse Heating.—Those interested in the construction of

railway shops will find an article in the April issue of this journal,

by R. H. Soule, particularly interesting in regard to roundhouses.

Referring to the question of heating he said : "Heating by hot air

from the fan is most satisfactory, especially if the dampers are so

arranged that a large volume of hot air can be delivered under an

engine in one pit and quickly thaw it out." This system of heating

roundhouses is to be found throughout the country and especially

in all the large roundhouses. By means of the fan, which is driven by

a direct-connected 'steam engine, fresh air is drawn over the coils

of steam pipes encased in a fireproof jacket and distributed through

systems of distributing pipes, one overhead and another under-

ground, the latter^discharging the air under the engine and car-

trucks for the purpose of removing the ice and snow from the en-

gines and cars as they enter the roundhouse in the winter season.

Among the recent installations of the fan heating system by the B.

F. Sturtevant Company are those at the Wabash Railway round-

houses at St. Louis. Mo., and Montpelier, Ohio; the Pennsylvania

roundhouse at Philadelphia, Pa. ; the Illinois Central, Chicago, 111.

;

the C, M. & St. Paul Railway, Galewood, 111., and nine round-

houses of the Canadian Pacific Railway at North Bend. B. C.

;

Regina, Assa. ; Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. ; Cartier, Ont. ; Webbwood,

Ont. ; Chalk River, Ont. ; McAdam's Junction, N. B. ; Outremont,

P. Q., and Toronto Junction, Ont.

J. McGregor Adams, one of the founders of the firm of Crerar,

Adams & Company, and the head of the Adams & Westlake Com-
pany, died in Chicago September 17.
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ECONOMICAL TRAIN OPERATION.

BY. 1:. It. Ill MH

PART II.

Cost of Operation.

It has been Indicated in Part I. how the different expenses

connected with train operation should be grouped and de-

tailed in order to make a comprehensive study of the economy
to be derived from various speeds and loads, and it now re-

mains for us to apply this data to the different schedules so as

to determine the relative cost of movement. We know at once
that the profile of a division will greatly affect not only the

rating of the engine but the cost of transportation, and as

there may be an unlimited variety of profiles, we must arbi-

trarily select some specific cases for our investigation. Let

us first assume an operating division 150 miles in length, the

profile of which is a uniformly 1 per cent, up grade in the di-

rection of prevailing traffic. It is true that the engines, and
perhaps empty cars, must lie brought down the hill, but in

this case little fuel will be used, the speed should undoubtedly
be as great as safety will permit, depending upon alignment,

and the trains should be as long as can be handled with-

out danger. The down hill work is evidently not one requiring

much study, as the equipment must be brought back, as well

as the crews, and the longest trains and the highest speeds at

which it is practicable to do this will give us the greatest econ-

omy, as well as the quickest return of the rolling stock to

profitable use. The tip grade work, however, requires a thor-

ough investigation in order to determine the method of opera-

tion which will produce the maximum efficiency and the mini-

mum cost, arid in order to obtain a complete comparison wi

will consider the engine so loaded that the best running time

that it can make Is 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 miles an hour. Prom
tig. 1 (in Part I J we found that the maximum gross weight

of train possible at these speeds is 1,000, 1,570, 1,240, 900 and

750 tons respectively (the last value is found by calculation:

A 1 r. — 28 lbs. per ton grade and speed resist-

ance, or 20 + 8, which gives us 760 tOM), or 1,450, 1,420, 1,090,

810 and 000 tons back of the tender, allowing 150 tons for

weight of engine and tender as we have already assumed. Now
these latter values, multiplied by the distance, 150 miles, give

us the ton mileage of each trip, including cars and loading.

In order to show clearly the results of the calculations in each
step of the investigation, table A is constructed, by setting

down first the values already obtained on lines 1, 2, 3 and 4.

As a certain time is always spent upon side tracks waiting
for trains, etc., we have' allowed 20 per cent, in addition to the
running time, and line 5 shows the time between terminals,

while line 6 gives the average speed, including layouts. It

will be considered that no fuel is used while standing upon
side tracks, and while this is not strictly true, yet the amount
is relatively small; and besides, it will be independent of the
tonnage or the running speed, so that it may be omitted with-

out sensible error; moreover, it cannot well be estimated.
The value of "a" can be determined from Fig. 1 as follows:

At 5 miles an hour and a total train weight of 1,000 tons, we
find that 700 pounds of coal per mile would be consumed, be-

cause the point intersected by the 5-mile an hour line and the

1,600-ton curve is also intersected by the 700-pound per mile
curve; so for the trip we should have 150 miles X 700 lbs. =
105,01.0 lbs. of coal, as set down on lines 7 and 8. In the same
manner we'see that 1,570 tons, gross, at 10 miles an hour will

require 800 tons per mile; the other quantities are found in

the same way, completing line 7. At our supposed price of $2
a ton, the coal for the trip would cost the amounts set down in

line 9.

As seen in Part I., the other locomotive supplies were taken
at 1.5 cents per mile, or for 150 miles, $2.25 for the trip; train

supplies being considered at the same rate, lines 10 and 11

both show the same amounts throughout. Thus lines 9, 10 and
11 correspond to cost items a, b and c, under the general cap-
tion of "Supplies."

Line 12 gives the amount of repair charges (and renewals)
to the engine for the trip, being based on our derived rate of

8 cents per 1,000 ton miles, the latter being taken from line 4

of the table; thus 217.5 thousand ton miles X 8 cents =
.$17.40. Line 13 shows the same for the cars in the train.

These two lines 12 and 13 cover cost items d and e of "Re-
pairs."

We must now calculate the cost of service or wages, items
f, g and h. Commencing with the enginemen (engineer and
fireman) the combined rate is $7 per 100 miles or less, or 7

cents a mile if over 100 miles, with overtime at 70 cents an
hour. For the first schedule the average speed between ter-

minals is only 4.2 miles an hour, so the men will be entitled to

36 hours X 70 cents= $25.20, as given in line ll. The second
schedule is 3 hours (18 — 15 = 3) over the schedule speed al-

lowance, so the same rate would apply, viz.. 70 cents an hour,

or $12.60 for the trip. On the remaining three schedules, how-
ever, no overtime is earned, and the rate of 7 cents a mile ap-

plies, or 150 X 7 = $10.50.

The pay of the trainmen is worked up in a similar manner,
allowing for the conductor and two trainmen, or a combined
rate of. 3. 45 + 2.3 + 2.3 = 8.05 cents per mile or 80.5 cents per

hour. The first two schedules will be on the hour basis as be-

fore, and the last three on the mileage basis, and the cost is

shown by line 15.

The roundhouse labor is set down as $2 each trip on line 16,

in accordance with the decision in Part I.

Line 17 gives the interest charges at 10 cents an hour, it be-

ing assumed that a lay-over of 5 hours is necessary each trip,

for ordinary care of the engine. If the crews need rest, this

time of idleness would be increased, but it can hardly be less

than the period stated. By adding 5 hours to the time between
terminals (line 5) we obtain the period on which to figure the
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interest. Thus in schedule 1, 36 + 5 = 41 hours total per trip

and turn, and at 10 cents an) hour =: $4.10. This corresponds

to item "i."

By summing up lines 9 to 17 inclusive we have the cost of

the trip, as far as these special and immediately concerned
charges are affected, as explained in Part I. This has been

done in line 18. If we now divide the values in line 18 by
the ton miles made per trip, as given in line 4, we shall ob-

tain the cost per ton mile, which is reduced in line 19 to the

rate per 1,000 ton miles as this is a more convenient figure.

Again if we take the time which is used in making a trip and
its lay-over of 5 hours, and divide by it the number of hours
in a month, we obtain the number of trips which could be
made in this period, and this multiplied by the ton mileage of

each trip gives the hauling rate in ton miles per month for the

engine and schedule; being considered. Thus for the first ar-

720

rangement we have X 217.500 = 3,820,000 ton miles per

41

month of 30 days, and so for the other values on line 20. Fur-

air pump will require a certain amount of steam, but the varia-

tion will no doubt be negligible as between trains of various

loading, such as are likely to be assigned to the engine.

Table B gives the results of these calculations. As the control-

ling grade is identical with our first case, line 3, the net weight

of train will be the same as before; also the ton miles, as in

line 4. The time between terminals is reduced by the higher

downhill speed; thus for the first schedule the uphill portion

75 75 .

will consume —= 15 hours, and the downhill portion — = 3

5 25

hours, and allowing 20 per cent, for delays we have (15 + 3)

X 1.20 = 21.6 hours. The other values are obtained in the

same manner, as per line 5. The average speed between ter-

minals (line 6) is simply 150 divided by the time occupied.

While the amount of fuel consumed per mile going up hill is

the same as before, as seen by line 7, the amount for the trip

will be only one-half as much, as the last half of the run is

mads without using coal, according to our hypothesis, and as

seen by line 8. Line 9 is the cost of such fuel and lines 10 to

25
750
600

no, lino

7 . 2 hrs.
20.8
300

45.000
$45.00

2.25
2.25
7.20

13.50
10.50
12.08
2.00
1.22

$96.00
1.06

5,300,000
50.0

TABLE A.

1. Running speed, miles per hour 5 10 15
2. Weight! of train, gross, tons of 2,000 lbs 1.600 1,570 1.240
3. Weight of train, net, tons of 2,000 lbs 1.450 1,420 1,190
4. Ton miles per trip, back of tender 217.500 213,000. 178,500
5. Time between terminals, including lay-outs 36 hrs. IS hrs. 12 hrs.

6. Average speed between terminals, miles per hour 4.2 8.3 12.5
7. Coal burned, lbs. per mile 700 son 530
8. Coal burned per trip, lbs 105,000 120,000 79.500
9. Cost of coal per trip, at $2 a ton $105.00 $120.00 $79.50

10. Locomotive supplies per trip, at 1% cents per mile 2.25 2.25 2.25
11. Train supplies per trip, at iy3 cents per mile 2.25 2.25 2.25
12. Repairs to Locomotives at 8 cents per 1.000 ton miles 17.40 17.00 14.30
13. Repairs to cars at 15 cents per 1,000 ton miles 32.60 31.90 26.80
14. Pay of enginemen, per schedule 25.20 12.60 10.50
15. Pay of trainmen, per schedule 28.98 14.49 12.08
16. Roundhouse labor, at $2 a trip 2.00 2.00 2.00
17. Interest on locomotive and caboose at 10 cents per hour 4.10 2.30 1.70

18. Total cost of trip, charges 9 to 17 $219.78 $204.79 $151.38
19. Cost per 1,000 ton miles hauled 1.01 .96 .85

20. Ton miles hauled per month , 3,820,000 6,670,000 7,560.000
21. Lbs. coal per 100 ton miles 48.2 56.4 44.5

TABLE B.

Speed, up hill, miles per hour 5 10 15
Speed! down hill, miles per hour 25 25 25
Weight of train, net, tons of 2,000 lbs 1,450 1,420 1,190
Ton miles per trip, back of tender ' 217.500 213,000 178,500
Time between terminals,

1

including lay-outs 21.6 hrs. 12.6 hrs. 9.6 hrs.

Average speed between terminals, miles per hour 7.0 11.9 15.6
Coal burned up hill, lbs. per hour 700 800 530
CohI burned per trip, lbs 52.500 60,000 39,750
Cost of coal per trip at $2 a ton $52.50 $60.00 $39.75
Locomotive supplies per trip, at 1V» cents per mile 2.25 2.25 2.25

Train supplies per trip, at 1M> cents per mile 2.25 2.25 2.25

Repairs to Locomotives, at 8 cents per 1,000 ton miles 17.40 17.00 14.30
Repairs to cars at 15 cents per 1,000 ton miles 32.60 31.90 26.80

Pay of enginemen, per schedule 15.12 10.50 10.50
Pav of trainmen, per schedule 17.40 12.08 12.08
Roundhouse labor, at $2 a trip 2.00 2.00 2.00

Interest on locomotive and caboose at 10 cents per hour 2.66 1.76 1.46

Total cost of trip, charges 9 to 17 $144.18 $139.74 $111.39
Cost per 1,000 ton' miles hauled .66 .66 .62

Ton mil=s hauled per month 5,880,000 8,700,000 8,800.000

Lbs. coal per 100 ton miles 24.1 28.2 22.3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.

20
25
810

121.500
S.l hrs.

18.5
400

30.000
$30.00

2.25
2.25
9.73

18.22
10.50
12.08
2.00
1.31

$88.34
73

!,6S0,600
24.7

25
25
600

90,000
7.2 hrs,

20.8
300

22,500
$22.50

2.25
2.25
7.20

13.50
10.50
12.08
2.00
1.22

$73.50
.82

5,300.000
25.0

ther, if; we divide the values of line 8 by those of line 4 ex-

pressed in hundreds, we obtain the pounds of coal burned per

100 ton miles, as indicated by line 21. From lines 19, 20 and 21 we

find that if our engine is loaded so that it can and does make

a running speed of 15 miles an hour, with delays approximat-

ing 20 per cent, of the running time, or an average speed be-

tween terminals of 12% miles an hour, we will move the

greatest volume of traffic, will operate at the, lowest rate per

ton mile for expenses, and will also consume the least amount

of coal per ton mile hauled.

Before drawing our conclusions, however, let us examine

some other profiles and find out how the question of load and

speed then affects the results. The case which we have just

studied was that of a continuous rise of 1 per cent, through-

out the 150-mile division; let us now consider a division of

the same length, but having a summit in the middle, and a

continuous grade of 1 per cent, approaching this summit from

both ends of the division. This will amount to an average

level, as both ends of the division will of necessity be at the

same altitude. We will suppose that a speed of 25 miles an

hour is maintained on the down hill portion, and that no fuel

is burned while descending. This is not strictly true, as the

13 inclusive are identical with the previous case, as the train

miles and ton miles are identical. The wages of the engine

and train crews will be different in the first schedule, but as

all the others exceed 10 miles an hour, they will be the same
as the last schedules of Table A. These are found in lines

14 and 15. The roundhouse labor, line 16, is identical with the

previous case. The interest charges (line 17) are at 10 cents

an hour, the time being 5 hours greater than the time between

terminals. Lines 18 to 21 show the cost per trip, per 1,000 ton

miles, coal per 100 ton miles and the rate of monthly movement
as before. In this case we see that for an up hill speed of 15

miles an hour we again obtain the minimum rate of coal eon-

sumption and the maximum amount of ton mileage made per

month; also the lowest cost per ton mile of train handled.

The latter will run about 75 per cent, of the cost figured for the

first case, where the grade was a continual rise throughout

the division, but it must be remembered that we did not fig-

ure on any down hill work, as the balance of traffic was con-

sidered to be in the direction of the up grade. Besides, we are

discussing the relative economy more than thei actual cost of

operation.

(To be continued.)
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POWERFUL PRAIRIE TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Lake Shore 4i Michigan Southebn Railway.
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Ten magnificent passenger locomotives from the Brooks
Works Of the American Locomotive Company have just been

put Into service on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-

way. They are the heaviest passenger locomotives ever built.

and are specially noteworthy because of their power, their

heavy wheel loads and the wheel arrangement, which indi-

cates the satisfactory service on this road of the 2—6—^
The perpetuation of this type ably supports the statements

made in describing thet Burlington engine on page 356 of the

Dumber and the argument of Mr. J. Snowden Bell

mi page 380 of the October number. The new design is note-

worthy also because of the past traditions of this road with

respect to light locomotives. In this connection It is interest-

ins to know that to meet the exigencies of present practice It

hits been necessary for the Lake Shore to provide new locomo-

tive equipment at a very rapid rate. Of its present number of

locomotives 54.4 per cent, have been put into service within
five years. This is sufficient reason for adhering to well-

established practice and for the development of designs which
involve nothing experimental. These locomotives have been
illustrated in this journal, and they constitute a series of

which any railroad may be proud. These designs, both pas-

senger and freight, are a result of co-operation between the

officials of the road and the builders to produce powerful, ser-

viceable and, incidentally, handsome locomotives. The new
Class K engines are so well-proportioned that they do not
appear to be large unless another engine is at hand for com-
parison.

No effort was made to break records as to size and weight.
These locomotives were built to do work which now requires

the Class J engines (American E\<.i\ki.h. March, 1901, page
68) to "double head." For example, train No. 19, the "Lake
Shore Limited," between Buffalo and Cleveland, 183 miles,

often consists of 2 mail cars, 1 dynamo baggage car, 1 buffet
smoker, 1 dining car and 8 Pullman sleepers; making 13 cars
and weighing 743 tons back of the tender. The schedule speed
is 44 miles per hour, including two stops, the time over the
division being 4 hours 10 minutes. Train No. 43 usually ha?
15 cars, weighing 750 tons, making the same distance in the
same time with four stops. These figures are taken from the
records. The Class J engines will make the time under the
most favorable weather conditions, but they are often double-
headed. To avoid this the new Class K was brought out.

Comparisons with other typical examples of recent powerful
passenger locomotives may be made by aid of the accompanying
table:

COMPARISON' WITH OTHER LARGE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Etoa€

1. S. & M. S
C. & A
N. Y. C
El Pa.Mi ,< s. West'n
c b. ft q
Northern Pacific . .

A. T. 6 3. F
C. & O
L. S. & M. S

ItATIOS "LAKE SHORE" 2—6—2 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.
Heating Burface to cylinder volume 312. c.

to beating surface
.

Tractive weight to tractive effort .-.:»,;

Tractive effort diameter of drivers to heating surface.....!.] 598
Heating surface to tractive effort 132
Total weight to heating surface
Heating surface to grate area

! 66 87
Tractive effort to heating surface 7.57

From the photograph the attractive appearance of the new
locomotive is seen. These engines have piston valves with in-

side admission, the Player radial trailing truck, cast-steel

frames 6 ins. wide, a new design of pony truck, and the front

end is arranged in accordance with the Amkbioah Ewoineeb
tests of locomotive draft appliances. It is impracticable to

present this interesting design in a single article. The draw-
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ings and information concerning a number of important de-

tails must be reserved until next montb.

PRAIRIE TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway.
general dimensions.

Gauge 4 ft. 8% ins.

Fuel bituminous coal
Weight in working order 233,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 166,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 14 ft. ins.

Wheel base, total 34 ft. 3 ins.

Wheel base, total engine and tender 62 ft. 4% ins.

Tractive power 27,850 lbs.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 21% ins.

Stroke of piston 28 ins.

Diameter of piston rod 4 ins.

Kind of piston packing Dunbar
VALVES.

Kind piston, 12 ins. diameter
Greatest travel 5 % ins.
Outside lap 1% ins.
Inside clearance '. % in-

Lead in full gear 1-16 in.

WHEELS, ETC.

Number of driving wheels 6
Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 7!-' ins.

Material of driving 'wheel, center- 72 ins.

Thickness of tire 3% ins.
Diameter of trailing wheels, outside tire 48 ins.
Diameter and length of driving journals 9% ins. x 12 ins.
Diameter and length of trailing journals S in-, x 14 Ins.
Diameter and length of main crank pin journals 7 ins. x 6 U, ins.

Diameter and length of t-ide rod journals 7% ins. x 4% ins.
Diameter and length of F journals 5 ins. x 4 ins.
Diameter and length of B journal- 5 ins. x 4% ins.
Engine truck, kind two wheeled swing center

Engine truck ; journals 6% ins x 12 ins.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 42% ins.

BOILER.

Style extended wagon top, radial stay
Outside diameter of first ring 70 ins.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox.
11-16 in. % in. 25-32 in. 9-16 in., 9-16 in. 9-16 in.

Fire box, length 109 ins.

Fire box, width 74 ins.

Fire box, depth front, 80 y2 ins., back, 68 ins.

Fire box plates, thickness, sides,

% in., back, % in., crown % in., tube sheet % in.

Fire box, water space 4% ins., front 4% ins., sides, 4 ins. back
Tubes, number 322
Tubes, spacing % in. front, 13-16 in. back.
Tubes, diameter 2% ins.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 19 ft. 6 ins.

Fire brick, supported on 4— 3 ins. tubes
Heating surface, tube? 3,678 sq. ins.

Heating surface, water tubes 29 sq. ft.

Heating surface, Are box 198 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,905 sq. ft.

Grate surface 55 sq. ft.

Grate, style rocking
A-h pan, style Hopper
Exhaust pipes single
Exhaust nozzles 5% ins. and 5% ins, diameter
Smoke stack, inside diameter 18 ins. and 21% ins.

Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 10% ins.

Cab material steel

TENDER.

Style water bottom, gravity slides

Wheels, number 8
Wheels, diameter 36 ins.

Journals, diameter and length 5% ins. diameter x 10 ins.

Wheel base 18 ft. in*.

Tender frame 13-in. channels.
Tender trucks arch bar. cast steel bolster
Water capacity 7.800 U. S. gallons
Coal capacity : 15 tons

NEW POWERHOUSE-WEST ALBANY SHOPS.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

In this journal in February, March, April and May of the

current volume a thorough, illustrated description of the power

station at the Weehawken terminal was presented. That sta-

tion represented modern practice as embodied In all features

which would contribute to economy, and is therefore an excel-

lent example of up-to-date engineering. The plant at the West
Albany shops furnishes power for lighting and driving the

shops. The plans provide for elevated coal storage, also for

coal and ash handling facilities; but these are not to be in-

stalled at present. As the exhaust steam will be needed for

shop heating, condensers were not included. The plant is of

good, substantial construction, and admirably suited to the

purpose. It supplies alternating current for shop motors arfd

lighting, and direct current for the crane motors. For this

reason the plant is of special interest at this time. These
shops are not new, but are being rearranged and rebuilt. The
powerhouse is part of a plan for modernizing the method of

driving whereby motors will entirely replace belt transmission

from an old engine plant.

In its generic features the powerhouse resembles that of the

Weehawken terminal. It has a central stack with boilers on
each side, and the arrangement used in that station was modi-

fied to meet the conditions of a shop plant.

Building.—The structure is of brick, with stone trimmings.
It is substantial, but plain. The outside dimensions are 113 ft.

4 ins. by 92 ft. 8 ins., with an engine room 110 ft. 4 ins. by 46

ft., inside, and a boiler room 110 ft. 4 ins. by 42 ft., inside. The
engine room has a clear height of 28 ft. under the roof trusses,

giving plenty of headroom. There is no crane in the engine
room, but the pilasters provide for the construction of runways
to be built later if needed. The ash tunnel is 10 ft. deep by 14

ft. wide; it and the ash hoppers are waterproofed with 5-ply

felt and asphalt. A small vertical ash hoist in the corner of

the building raises ashes to an overhead bin, which discharges
into a car standing on the coal trestle. This may later be re-

placed by coal and ash handling apparatus. At present coal is

delivered by cars on a trestle over a bin holding 125 tons, which
brings the coal to the fireroom floor through the wall. The
stack, machinery, boiler and building foundations are of con-
crete. The roof is of reinforced concrete slabs, 3 ins. thick, over
steel roof trusses. ! It is covered with pitch and slag roofing.

All floors are of concrete. Terra cotta segmental blocks are
used for the main floor of the engine room and the floor over
the ash tunnel.

Boilers.—Four 500, h.p. water-tube boilers were supplied, in

2 batteries of 2 boilers each, by the Franklin Boiler Works
Company. The boilers work under 200 lbs. pressure, and they

provide 10 sq. ft. of heating surface per horse-power. An evap-

oration of 9 lbs. of water from and at 212 degs. per pound of

run-of-mine Clearfield coal of 12,000 B. T. U. is guaranteed.

Each boiler is supported by stub posts of steel, those at the

boiler fronts being constructed so as to permit of upward ex-

tension to support an overhead coal storage bin at some future

time. The boiler supports are entirely independent of the

brickwork, allowing expansion and contraction to take place

without effecting the setting.

Chimney.—The chimney is of radial brick, 165 ft. high, with

an internal diameter of 10 ft., and was built by M. W. Kellogg

& Company. At the base of the stack a baffle wall 36 ft.

high is built across the core to prevent interference of the

gases from the two breeching connections.

Height of chimney above foundations. . . 165 ft. 6 ins.

Height above boiler room floor 165 ft. in.

Height of base above foundations 36 ft. 6 ins.

Side of base at top (outside) 17 ft. 3 ins.

Side of base at bottom (outside) 17 ft. 3 ins.

Diameter of base at top (inside) 11 ft. 5 ins.

Diameter of base at bottom (inside) 11 ft. 5 ins.

Height of round shell 129 ft. in.

Weight per foot of radial brick section 128 lbs.

Piping.—In the absence of economizers and superheaters the

piping is simpler than that at Weehawken. The engravings

clearly illustrate the headers and connections for live and ex-

haust steam. The main steam header is short, and drains to

the drop legs. Separators are loeated oven the engine throt-

tles. Steam for the auxiliaries is carried in a header

under the engine room floor, and is piped to the low-pressure

cylinders of the engines for use in emergencies. This auxiliary

header has two connections to the main) high-pressure header

in the boiler room. Inis header connects with the heating sys-

tem through two reducing valves, reducing the pressure from

175 lbs. to 1 lb. per square inch for the; heating main at the

south end of the building, and to 10 lbs. at the north end. The
exhaust piping is clearly shown in the engravings. It leads to

a large exhaust tank in the basement of the engine room. The
main steam header is anchored near the center, and is sup-

ported on carriers with rollers.

The boiler feed piping is arranged in duplicate. There are

twoi duplex boiler feed pumps, with a guaranteed capacity of

22,000 gals, of water per hour against a working pressure of

300 lbs. The Holley system is used, as installed by Westing-

house, Church, Kerr & Co., for returning the high-pres-

sure drips to boilers automatically. The main and auxil-

iary exhaust piping is specially well drained. The feed

pumps take steam from the end of the high-pressure
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header in the boiler room. A large blow-off tank receives the

water from the blow-off piping, as shown in the drawings of

the boiler room. Tin- feed ter Is located beside the

exhaust pipe in the boiler room, above the feed pumps. It is a

Cochrane open beater oi I 600 ii p capacity.

Vain Engines.— Two horizontal mipound dlrect-con-

nected Ball & WooH Itute the power units. They

slight, adjustment of speed may be effected while running, thus

lating the synchronizing of the generators or changing
the load carried by the engines. The following are the principal

nsions of the engines:

High-] .- 21 Ins.
aiders, diameter 41 Ins.

:;

.1 120 r.p.m.
Norms] Indicated norai power

arc required to govern so thai, the speed during one revolution

shall not vary as much as to allow the generator, while deliver-

ing from no load to full load, to advance ahead or fall behind a

machine running at absolutely constant speed by more than
0.08 of 1 deg. The speed of each engine is controlled from the

station switchboard by a speed-changing device whereby a

Normal cut-off, high-pressure cylinders, about 37 per cent.

Monnal cut-off. low-pressure cylinders, about 37 per cent.

Maximum cut-off. high pressure cylinders, about 05 per cent.

Diameter of fly-wheel 144 ins.

Weight of fly-wheel 40.000 lbs.

Governors inertia shaft type

iter Engines.—For the two 35 kw. exciter units, simple

7-in. by 12-in. Woodbury engines are used. These are required
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Generators.—Two. engine type, 600 kw. alternating-current

General Electric generators supply 3-phase current at 60 cycles

per second at 480 volts, for light and power. They are of the

inductive load is varied from no load to full load, without*
change of excitation, is required to be limited to 5 per cent.
The generators are proportioned so that with a power factor of
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100 per cent, the load may be varied from to 150 per cent, of

the rated load without varying the voltage more than 12 per

cent, and without change of excitation. They are proportioned

for 100 per cent, momentary overloads.

Exciter Generators.—These are 35 kw. direct-current General

Electric machines, and each is of sufficient capacity to supply

the entire current, which varies from 45 amperes at 170 volts

to 140 amperes at 250 volts. Ninety amperes at 170 volts is

also required. They are operated in parallel. These generators

have shunt resistance across the series field, adjusted for an

overcompounding of 2 per cent. The series field is designed for

5 per cent, overcompounding without shunt resistance.

Motor Generator Set. — As the main power circuits are all

alternating, direct current is supplied for the cranes by a motor
generator set, also supplied by the General Electric Company.
The set consists of a 60-cycle 3-phase alternating motor of 900

r.p.m. and 480 volts and a multipolar 250-volt direct-current

generator.

Transformers.—The transformers are located in a fireproof

vault, with 8-in. brick walls, in the basement of the engine
room. There are three 200-kw. 60-cycle 480 to 2,300 volt trans-

formers. These are capable of carrying 200 kw. for one hour
when supplied with air through ducts of 2 sq. ft. area without
the use of the blower set; the rise of temperature is required

not to exceed 55 degs. Cent, under these conditions. The blower

set has a capacity of 2,700 cu. ft. of free air per minute, de-

livered at a pressure of 0.75 oz. It is driven by a 480-volt 60-

cycle 3-phase 1 h.p. induction motor. The air ducts are ar-

ranged to be used with natural as well as artificial draft.

The transformers are for the lighting circuits and the motor

driving the coal storage plant, this being 3,500 ft. from the

powerhouse. All the other circuits are of 480 volts for power,

the motors operating at 440 volts.

Switchboard.—This plant is up to date, in having a switch-

board house, which removes the main switchboard from the

powerhouse, rendering it necessary to provide merely a station

board near the main generators. This switchboard house was
built for use in connection with an outside current supply,

which was depended on for such shop motors and lighting as

were installed before the erection of the new powerhouse.

The two air compressors are cross-compounds, with 16-in. and
27-in. steam cylinders, 24-in. and 14-in. air cylinders, with 18-in.

stroke and with a capacity of 1,225 cu. ft. of free air per min-

ute each.

The mechanical and electrical features of the power station

were designed and executed by Mr. Edwin B. Katte, electrical

engineer, under the general supervision of Mr. H. Fernstrom,

chief engineer of the company.

NEW CARS FOR ELEVATED SERVICE.

Boston Elevated Railroad.

Realizing the necessity for improving car construction for

the purpose of rapidly loading and unloading passengers, a new
arrangement of car end has been adopted in 24 new cars built

for this road by the St. Louis Car Company. The earlier cars

were all built like those in use on the Brooklyn Bridge, with
end platforms (partly vestibuled by the cab doors) and wide
centre side doors. These centre doors, are used, for egress of

passengers during rush hours, the end doors being used at

such times for entrance only. This requires additional plat-

form attendants to open the side doors from the outside at

every station. Crowds entering the end doors find an obstruc-

tion at the constricted entrance, and there is great difficulty,

as on the Manhattan Elevated, in closing the swinging platform

gates against the pressure of the crowds on the platforms. In

the new cars the platforms form part of the car itself, and are

not separated from the body by either doors or partitions. The
vestibules form the ends of the car. Pneumatically-operated

suding doors take the place of the swinging iron gates, and

these slide into the car siding, where they are entirely out of

the way. The center side doors are retained, they are 40

ins. wide and are used as oefore. Sliding doors are provided at

the ends of the vestibules, but these are narrow, being for the

7^
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use of the trainmen only. To form the motorman's cab two

doors are arranged to enclose a corner of the vestibule. One of

these swings against the vestibule, protecting the controller

and air brake devices and the other, which is narrower, swings

against the end of the adjacent seat. To open the sliding doors

the trainmen step on a lever, which releases a lock, anil then

by means of another lever, air is applied to a cylinder in the

upper framing, the piston rod of which operates the door. To

avoid shock and to permit of releasing clothing which may be

caught in the door a rubber cusfflon I
provided, which closes

the door opening.

The side doors are used as exits from 0.30 to 10.30 a. m. every

day and from 3 to 8 p. m., except on Saturdays and Sundays.

Tin y are used froni'12 noon to 11.30 p. m. on Saturdays and

from noon to 10.30 p. m. on Sundays. One of the engravings

shows the sign at the center of the car giving information as

to the exits which the passengers are to use.

The average length of main line stops with the present equip

ment during the rush hours is 20 and 21 seconds, ranging from

13 to 30 seconds. Owing to the fact that the more important

stations are used for both elevated and surface traffic no separ-

ate record is ordinarily kepi of the elevated passengers. On

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Cobrebpondbnce.

Intebiob hi Cut Showing Em> and Doors at Sioes.

several occasions counts have been made on days that were

believed to represent normal conditions and not exceptionally

heavy riding. The largest number leaving elevated trains in

any one hour was 8,557, one day last spring, at the Sullivan

Square suit inn between 5 and 6 p. m. The largest number

leaving any of the stations in an hour was 7,333 on the same

day at Sullivan Square, between 7 and 8 a. m. These crowds

were handled in four-car trains at the rate of thirty trains per

hour. These interesting figures show the size of the problem

and the importance of ready ingress and egress to and from

the cars.

If any improvement may be made whereby 10 seconds may
be saved in the average delay at each station the total saving

in time would permit of running one additional train on the

line. The possibilities of improvement through the use of these

new cars has not been estimated, but they are expected to help

materially in accelerating the service.

Railroad Accidents.—According to the statistics of the In-

terstate Commerce Commission for the year ending June 30,

1904, there were 55,130 casualties, 3,787 persons killed and

51.343 injured on the railroads of the United States. This is

an increase of 5.599 casualties over the previous year, or 233

killed and 5,366 injured. These figures do not include high-

way crossings accidents or those to trespassers or persons

walking along the tracks, in shops remote from the railroad

or to employes not actually on duty.

LONDON, E.M,LAND.

MIDLAND SHOPS LT DEBUT.

It might be unfair If I said that the Derby shops are the

most interesting In England. I shall say, however, that of

the shops which I visited these Impressed me most as indicat-

ing the possibilities of Improvement and development of a very

old plant. This road will get the utmost from its present

facilities and then will be ready to Invest in a new plant. After

visiting Derby, many opinions with respect to shop practice

formed in England required modification, and if I find another

shop which interests me more I shall give it high praise. It

was my good fortune to be conducted by Mr. Cecil Paget, works

manager, whom many of the readers of this Journal have met

in the United States. The Midland has a total mileage of 2.300

and is second in England in this respect. It Is marvelously

compact, with a trunk line about 310 miles long from London

to Carlisle. Its train mileage amounts to about 45,000,000

per year, its locomotives number 2,900 and the repairs center at

Derby. The plant occupies about 80 acres. Those desiring to

make a comparison between these shops and ours may find

the following figures of interest:

DERBY 8II0PS.
Area Sq. Ft.

Machine and fitting shops 54.000
Smith shop No. 19 21.800
Smith shop No. 20 4.600
Erecting shop 67, BOO
Wheel turning shop 9. SIS
Wheel press shop 15.214
Axle shop 10.867
Tire and plate shop 24.656
Holler shop (3 buildings) 84.949
Pits In erecting shop 50
Pits for examination 12
Spaces for boilers under repairs 10
Average output of erertlng shop in

locomotives per week undergoing heavy repairs... 23

I greatly regret the necessity for hurrying through these Inter-

esting shops. This plant may be quite thoroughly gone over with-

out going out of doors but once. This is an important matter in a

shop with a capacity of 100 locomotives per month for heaVy re-

pairs. The buildings are exceedingly well lighted and If they were

sufficiently high for good crane service they would be satisfactory

for many years more. This is an excellent example of an old plant

which is being systematically but gradually modernized. The

plan is to make the most out of existing facilities before under-

taking expensive new ones. In the development the most vital-

ly important factors are being considered first and the im-

provements seem to be very thoroughly planned. Without

any extensive changes in the organization, the individual out-

put of the workmen has been practically revolutionized by

liberal and broad-minded administration of piecework. It Is

generally believed that English workmen cannot be hurried,

but certainly the pace In these shops Is fast enough to put many

of our own shops to shame. In these shops there are plenty of

blue chips under the machines and improved tool steels are

being Introduced rapidly. The cutting speeds are not high,

but this will come gradually. By a combination of Improve-

ments applied during the past three or four years the present

erecting shop has doubled its output and now does 30 per cent,

more work than was formerly done In two erecting shops.

Much of this Is due to piecework treatment, under which the

men have in some cases quite doubled their day rates. It Is a

pleasure to come Into contact with such an effort as this. It Is

not by any means complete, but Derby will soon be a place for

American motive power men to visit with special profit.

Piece rates are never changed here unless justified by a

change In machinery or method. Then they are sometimes

changed radically. Jigs and templates are extensively used.

The standardization of the locomotives and the interchange-

ability of parts plays an Important part In this, and one would

expect to find many jigs used on a road having a large number

of locomotives of comparatively few Individual types.

An excellent example of Jig work was noticed In connection

with the bolt holes for frames and cylinders. The frames and
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cylinders for the largest passenger engines are all drilled be-

fore the parts go to the erecting shop and when put together

the holes are not even reamed. The writer saw this work him-

self and with surprise. This sort of thing has reduced the

cost of erection of new locomotives within a short time in the

ratio of 30 to 12. At Derby very little hand fitting is done.

Links and motion work connections are lapped to perfect fit-

ting by machinery. While milling is not as extensive here

as at Crewe, much of the rodwork is done in this way. I saw

eccentric straps milled out on a circular milling machine in

piles of three, this process having reduced the cost of the job

to one-seventh that of boring on the lathe. For this work
built-up cutters are used. Fluted side rods are finished com-

plete on each side by special cutters which face the roil anil)

cut the channels in the same operation. In this shop no mill-

ing in two cuts was seen. There were no roughing cuts on the

milling machines; but finished cuts only. This is because the

works manager does not believe milling to be profitable when
a roughing and a finishing cut are taken.

Here was seen the nearest approach to an American tool

room with special men grinding tools on a piecework schedule

and with annunciators and boys to serve the men at the ma-
chines.

This erecting shop is the only one the writer has seen over

here having "catacombs" under it. Most effective use is made
of large rooms excavated below the erecting shop floor where

the small parts of engines are stored after bi ing re] 1 and
while waiting to be wanted by' the erecting

mous amount of shelving and wall ovided,

situated near the engines and admirably arranged and

Every part may be quickly located by a 10k which
is indexed. Brake fittings, whistli oi ks and all

parts are stored here and nothing of the son is to 1

spaces which could possibly be used for anything else. The
gangways in English shops are always to

besement helps in a remarkable way at Derby.

These notes are also written in a firsl i I i riage" on

a first class road— the road will not be nai mse of the

pass kindly given by the general manager. It is both rough

and rocky and there is no difficulty in counting the rail emits.

Mr. Vreeland, of New York, in ri m i on

foreign roads, told of going 80 miles an hour; i" D hour

straight away, 2o miles in vertical and 20 miles in lateral

tion. This must be the road which he referred to ( it is not the

Midland) and I must revise a previous statement that English

track is uniformly good. It is not.

Returning to Derby shop matters, the staybolt fitting is very

carefully done. The stays are apparently of nearly pure copper.

They are carefully threaded on automatic machines and are

most carefully driven in the firebox's. Here is a good pointer

for our own practice, for staybolts are no longer a source of

anxiety to the Midland officials. This seems to be due chiefly

to careful fitting of the staybolts in the holes in the sheets. The
dies and taps are closely watched and carefuly standardized.

Bolts varying more than 0.001 in. in diameter from the absolute-

ly correct size are discarded by a simple test which was ne \ to

me. The staybolts are rolled down a little flight Of four Steps,

the treads of which are in form of two rollers. The rollers

of the top step are set far enough apart to allow a stayboll

0.001 in. over-size to drop through to the second step. If it is

more than 0.001 in. too "large it will not go through and is re-

jected. If it is of the exact size desired it will pass through
the second step and if 0.001 in. smaller than this it will pass

through the third step. A fourth step is made 0.002 in. smaller

than the standard and if a bolt passes these rollers it is re-

jected. This little affair provides a very satisfactory gauge
which has a large capacity of inspection.

It would require more than a few hours to see these works
properly. I happened to spend the noon hour looking about,

and Mr. Paget took me into the mess room where perhaps 800

or more of the shop men were enjoying their dinners in com-
fort. It was an impressive sight. Before I had a look s.t the

appointments furnished by the company for heating coffee, the

men began to rap on the tables with their tin cups. Mr. Paget

explained that a speech was wanted. I shall always think that

he had a twinkle in his eye as he took me in there. After tak-

ing a "snap shot" at the» enemy, I escaped unhurt. This mess-

room plan is a fine thing for the company and for the men. It

brings them together as a sort of club at noon and is miles

ahead of lunching about the corners of the shop. The Grand
Trunk has had a messroom at Montreal for about 40 years.

Our railroads at home should take a leaf out of this book be-

cause a large proportion of our shop men bring their dinners.

It would pay to provide them a clean, comfortable place in

which to really enjoy their nooning with a chance to smoke and
converse afterward.

Like other English roads, the Midland has simplified in the

number of locomotive types and I am told that for 2,500 en-

gines two different designs of slide valves suffice—one is longer

than the other in order to provide for different size cylinders,

but the ports are all the same size. It is the practice of this

road to use rather large cylinders, and small valves; in fact

we should say that the locomotives are over-cylindered and
under-valved. This road aims to keep the piston speeds of

locomotives below 1.000 ft. per minute, and vary the

diameter of the driving wheels in accordance with the speed.

This works out very well because the very high speed trains

are usually comparatively light.

This road is quite partial to the piston valve, and specially

those of the Smith type with relieving packing rings which
do not require the use of relief valves. The piston valves are

small, usually 8% ins. in diameter, 10 ins. being the largest.

The three-cylinder compounds on this road are giving excel-

lent service, and are very highly spoken of.

Three sizes of boilers suffice for nearly all standard modern
engines on this road, including the compounds. The boilers

are of two types, the Belpaire and the round top. There are

two classes of Belpaire and one round top. In the latter type

of standard engines such parts as the boxes and valve gear are

interchangeable.

The surprising thing all over England is that with engines

over-cylindered and un:Ier-valved and under-boilered they give

such efficient results. This must be due to the handling. The
coal is good and water fairly good. The engines on this road

have large nozzles, the cylinders are protected and special at-

tention has been given through admirable experimental work
to conditions of combustion, the mixing of the gases in the

firebox and to preventing the use of large excess of air. In

a test between Nottingham and London a mean sample of

smokebox gas taken throughout the two hours' trip gave the

following:

Carbonic acid
•"

13.74

Nitrogen 83.10

Oxygen 3.16

The mixing of the gases is obtained by the combination of

deflector from the firedoor and the firebrick arch. Great care

in the adjustment of locomotives is everywhere apparent and

wd have much to learn in England in the matter of efficient

operation of small engines. Feeling that I have not done jus-

tice to many good features of English shop practice, I must
leave this subject, hoping to be able to make a more ex-

haustive study some day.

As already stated, most English engines are not hard worked.

From these we have little to learn, but those which are haul-

ing trains in competitive express service are doing wonders, in

view of their weight and small heating surfaces. This vigor-

ous passenger competition is playing an important part in Eng-
lish railroad practice and is likely to be far reaching in its

effects. For example, the east and west coast lines have strug-

gled in the/ matter of speed. They will soon apply the same
tactics in things which go to make trains heavier. In fact,

they have already dond. so, and this> has brought the corridor

carriages. Competition has led to a large number of fast, direct

trains with long runs without intermediate stops, and this

cannot fail to seriously hamper freight service. This already

constitutes a problem which must worry general managers
not a little.

The very large proportion of private cars constitutes another
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problem which only an association oi the railroads con Bolve,

These private interests must be reckoned witii in any attempt to

introduce improvements in cars The Caledonian is getting

excellent service with its large capacity steel frame coal cars

t illustrated several years ago in this journal), but they are

used chiefly for handling coal for the use of the locomotives

Mr. Mcintosh is now introducing hopper-bottom cars for this

service. The steel frame cars have done so well that they are

practically never seen at the shops. The Midland is also using

80-ton steel coal cars of the gondola type.

Because trains in England are light and because of the fact

that the "ton mile" is not in the dictionary of English railroad

men. it must not be thought that freight service is not Improt

Ing from the standpoint of cost of service. The following

figures from the statist do not show the mileage or the ton-

nage, but they indicate a marked improvement in three years:

EARNINGS PES FREIGHT TRAIN Mill. IN PENCE,

li 1903.
Lancashire ft Yorkshire 110.09 127.5
North Eastern .s.-.ir, 104.4
London & North Western 82 OS 98.7
Midland 66.62 74.1

Great Central t*'i- us :l

Great Eastern 57.67 6K.ii

Great Western :•:> M 67 i

Great Northern ">7..x:i 68.1

In estimating the value of these records it is absolutely neces-

sary to know the mileage and tonnage, and here is where we are

a century or two ahead of England. In the matter of knowing

the eo.st in terms of work done English roads are exceedingly

in

.

Practice In Oreal Britain with respect to rails ami rail fas-

tenlngB Is amusing. When the double head rail and cast iron

chair were Introduced II was supposed that the rails

worn could be turned ovei In the chairs and a double life of

the rail secured The discovery of the fallacy of this idea

did not lead i" a change In the Bhape ol tht rail. ii remains

in the double headed fm in ami the chair is retained, with Its

wooden wedge. Ii is true that the chair makes an excellen

plate, but why the expense of this construction should be

perpetuated Is unai countable.

I may not write more from England and therefore lake iliis

opportunity to express grateful thanks for the uniformly gen-

erous courtesies extended by English railway officials whom
I found in be without exception gentlemen of the highest type

and most hospitable.

Perhaps a word to those visiting English railroad officials

for the first lime may be helpful. Naturally these gentlemen

are very busy. They work under considerable pressure and

they take great care of their time. I found it desirable to

send letters of introduction in advance asking for an 'inter-

view, and invariably found a pleasant reception and the officials

with desks clear, ready for a talk. They, however, will not

allow themselves to be interrupted as Americans do and they

are quite right in this. G. M. B.

i To be > ontinued. i

MULTIPLE DRILL WITH ARCH BAR FIXTURES.

This drill has six spindles, and for railroad shop use can be

furnished with arch bar fixtures, as shown in the photograph.

and when thus equipped can give an output of drilled arch

Hurl & Company have arranged their No. 5 Independent feed

multiple drill to take the adjustable arch bar fixtures, and when
these are not required they can readily be removed and the

machine can be used for any other class of car or locomotive

work, such as drilling brake levers, truck frames, steam chest

Ml l.TII'I.K Dull I. Willi Ala II BaK FlXTCBE— FOOTE, Hllll & COMPANY.

bars nearly equal to any standard arch bar drill on the market.

On page 266 of the July, 1904. number of this journal is illus-

trated a standard arch bar drill made by the same company.
As many of the railroad shops do not have enough of this

(lass of work to keep a machine steadily employed, Foote,

covers, straps, etc.. running the six spindles with one operator

and thus very materially decreasing the cost of turning out

the work.

Two of these machines in the works of a well-known con-

cern, and with ordinary standard twist drills, which on this
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class of work require grinding about eight times a day, and

with the arch bars handled by hand, are drilling complete

about 85 Pennsylvania Railroad standard 100,000-lb. arch bars

per day of 10 hours on each machine. With Novo twist drills

and an air hoist for handling the arch bars the output could

be considerably increased. .

Each head is independently adjustable along the rail with-

out loosening bolts or set screws. The minimum distance be-

tween the centre of any two heads is 8 ins., and the greatest

centre to centre distance of the outside spindles is 97 ins.

Each head is operated by a clutch for both the motion and

feed, and thus any spindle can be started or stopped without

reference to the other spindles. Three changes of positive

feed are provided, and an automatic knock-off permits the

feed to be thrown out at any predetermined depth. The table

is 24 ins. wide, 121% ins. long, and adjusts vertically on up-

rights 14 ins. The maximum distance from the nose of the

spindle to the top of the table is 26 ins., and from the face of

the upright to the centre of the spindle is 12^§ ins. The drill

weighs complete about 12,000 lbs., and is made by Foote, Burt

& Company, of Cleveland.

BALL BEARING CENTER PLATES AND SIDE BEARINGS.

That great advantages would result from the use of friction-

less center plates and side bearings under freight cars is ap-

parent. The question is, Can such devices be produced at a

reasonable cost to stand the severe service they would be sub-

jected to? They would have to be simple, substantial and such

that they would require no attention after being placed under
the car. A device that meets the above conditions and at the

same time can be used with any type of truck or body bolster

construction has been experimented with and developed on
the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad during the past seven

years with remarkable results.

Wheel flange wear on cars equipped with the device has been

Hartiian Ball Bearing Center Plates and Side Bearings.

practically eliminated. The line cut shows the outline of the

flange and tread of four wheels of a truck which ran for 81

months under a 60,000-lb. capacity wooden gondola car equipped

with the device, making in that time approximately 50,000

miles. The treads are badly worn, but the flanges show very

little wear. In passing through the McKees Rocks freight

yards of the company the writer recently examined the wheels

under 25 steel gondola cars equipped with this device which

had been in service 3 years or more and only 2 wheels out of

the 200 showed any perceptible signs of flange wear and those

two were but slightly worn, considering the time they had

been in service.

It naturally follows that the wear of the rail flange will be

reduced in a like ratio and that less power will be required

to haul trains of cars thus equipped. Practical experience

and dynamometer tests which have been made from time to

time indicate that the train resistance is considerably decreased

by the use of these ball bearing center plates and side bear-

ings. A very) elaborate dynamometer test was recently made

on the Erie Railroad in which representatives from the test

departments of the Erie R. R., B. & O. R. R., P. R. R., L. S. &

M. S. Ry. and P. & L* E. R. R. participated. The test was made

over a distance of 32 miles, but it was decided to base the cal-

culations on a stretch of 10 miles where it was thought the

most accurate data were obtained. On this 10 miles there was

an average up grade of 0.36 per cent., with only 31 per cent, of

straight track. The minimum curve was 45 min., the maxi-

mum 4 deg. 45 min. and there were 8 reverse curves. At one

point there was a stretch of 3 miles of constant curvature in

which there were 4 reverse curves and at another point in a

distance of 1 mile of constant curvature there were 3 reverse

curves formed by two 4-deg. and two 3-deg. curves. Nine trains,

each made up of steel cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity, were tested.

Five of thel trains, average weight 1,801 tons, consisted of 25

cars each which were equipped with plain center plates and

side bearings; 3 trains, average weight 1,733 tons, were made
up of 25 cars each which were equipped with ball bearing

center plates and side bearings; 1 train of 2,114 tons made
up of 30 cars equipped with the ball bearings. The same

engine crew and locomotive were used for all the tests. The

maximum rating of the locomotive over the division was 1,750

tons. The weather conditions were very uniform; variation in

temperature did not exceed 5 deg.

The average train resistance for the flat center plate and

side bearing trains was 13.64 lbs. per ton, and for the ball

bearing trains 12.14 lbs. per ton—or a decrease of 11 per cent.,

due to use of ball bearings. Correcting for grade gives a re-

sistance on the level of 6.33 lbs. per ton for the flat center

plate and side bearing trains, and 4.93 lbs. per ton for the

ball bearing trains, or a decrease of resistance due to use of

ball bearings of 22.1 per cent. The water consumption obser-

vations confirm these results.

One of the blast furnaces in Pittsburg has a rather steep

incline leading to a trestle for unloading ore. Part of the

x -><

Sx

Outline of Wheels Which Run. 81 Months Under Car
Equipped With Ball Bearings.

lower end of the incline is on a 25-deg. curve and the level

track at the foot of it has a 17-deg. reverse curve and then a

long 17-deg. curve. After cars are unloaded they are allowed

to drift down the incline, and cars equipped with ball bearings

travel on the average more than twice as far as those equipped

with plain center plates and side bearings.

Other tests of these bearings are described on page 45 of

the February, 1902, and pages 263-4 of the August, 1902, issues

of this journal.

The construction of the ball bearing center plates and side

bearings is shown in the photograph. The balls are 2% ins. in

diameter, made of drop forged steel of .55 carbon. The center

plates are of drop forged steel of about .25 carbon. The top
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plate has a plain groove 18-16 iu. deep, and the bottom plate

lias six pi>' 1 i a Shown. These pockets are so constructed

thai aa the truck nuns the balls travel up a very slight in-

cline, urn! the truck will thus easily regain its normal posi-

i ion when il Strikes B tangent. The ordinary center plates

ami iiili' bearings uMii sn much resistance to turning that

after the car leaves a curve the wheel flanges will grind on

the rail for a considerable distance. The grooves and pockets

in the center plates are made so that the balls fit in them

snugly and have a good bearing. The side bearings are of

malleable iron, and are applied with from % to % in. clear-

ance mi each side The] are equipped with one ball each; the

upper one has a plain groove and the lower one a long pocket.

As they merely act as balances, they do not carry any great

load. The construction of the bearings is such that the balls

cannot be thrown out and lost.

No trouble has been experienced with dirt gathering in the

bearings and interfering with the action of the balls. The

center plates and side bearings under one of the cars were

recently packed tight with granulated slag, but it was found

that the balls actually forced it out, and that it did not inter-

fere with them. The action of the balls is such that they

seem to rotate in all directions, and do not wear out of round.

About 7,600 cars are now equipped with these bearings,

which are known as the Hartman Ball Bearing Centre Plates

and Side Bearings, and which are controlled by the Anti-

Friction Bearing Company of Pittsburg.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE HOIST.

ATCHISON, TOPKKA AM) SANTA FE RAILWAY.

While its construction does not involve special originality

this hoist is a good example of labor saving machinery which

is well adapted for use at shops where for any reason it is not

advisable to install powerful traveling cranes.

This hoist is in use at the Albuquerque shops of the Atchi-

Di i mis won Nil and Screw for Locomotive Hoist.

For 15J Bee

27-6'LongtoTopof Shaft

-E

Bottom tndof Shaft

3E
-9:

0'5o</dret/rreao'-iffi/tc/r

Loop HvNia.it for Locomotive Hoist.

Locomotive Hoist—Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
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son. Topeka & Santa Fe, and a similar one is to be installed

at San bprnardino, Cal. Neither of these shops have crane

service, hut both are equipped with electric power. The ca-

pacity ot tue noist is £00,0 bs. and it is i riven by a SO h.p.

motor. The frame is built up of structural shapes, with

:. non^ontai lengtn of 39 Lt.

across the tiack being 13 ft. The arrangement of tue "motor

uiive is shown in the engraving. One end ol the hoist is fixed

in position, while the i o srail at I the) end tnaj be ..

a.oag tne structure through a ua. u ol it ft. 3 ins. in -

to accommodate locomotives of various lengths. This cross-

rail is traversed by screws driven bj a hand "heel and chain

leaching down to the flooi of I Tl

on the upper part of the frame and, by means of a belt, drives

a long shaft extending the full length of the frame on the

other side. At the Axed end miter gears dr.ve a i

cai rying two worms, meshing with worm w eels ai the corner

of the hoist. The moveable en carries, a cross

shaft driven from the main shafl through a miter gear which

is carried on a portion of thi shaft which is splined fo

traveling of the gear. Thus at the four corners ol

worm wheels aie driven in

These worm wheels aie % rods

by which the locomotivi 1. Tl iwer ends OJ

lods terminate in forged looj gh

to receive 'crossbars of 15 in. "I" beams which are pas

the locomotive frames for lifting. Details of the loops and

also of the worms and worm wheels, with the thrust collars

and lifting screws, are shown. The tail also shows

the construction of one of thi lion.

The motor is a 30 h.p. variable spi id, induction type,

controlled by resistance in the revolving winding, and

furnished, as was all of the electrical mai hinery of this plant,

by the General Electric Company.

VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS IN RAILWAY MACHINE
SHOPS.

BY .1 i
.

.-Ill -

After considering the advantages of the va iabie speed motor

in a general way, it remains to consider more specificallj its

adaptability for driving the various machines found in the

railway machine sh p. I re are so many different types of

machines and some ol tl m aie used for such a variety of

purposes, that it is m D ma-

chine separately. To better show of a will-

selected motor equipment as applied to the machine tool, it

may be well to consider first oi I ie

method of driving bj mea ad belts The

term "stepped pulley" is here i prefi i to the more

common term of cone pulley, or cone. In order to Iran nil

the driving power required in the succi ml operation of mod-

ern machine tools it is necessary to use pulleys either of a

large diameter or with a wide belt surface. In many cases, the

diameter of the driving pulley is limited or fixed by the nature

of the machine upon which it is used. The belt width may also

be limited by the number of steps of the pulley in order to

secure as large a number of speeds as possible, or by adopting

such a width as can readily be shifted from one step to an-

other. A belt that is light enough to be shifted easily may be

too light to transmit sufficient power, while on the other hand

a belt heavy enough tor driving purposes may be very hard to

shift. It is frequently the case that much time is lost because

the operator will not change the belt position, when by so doing

he might secure a higher cutting speed. It is true that in

many instances where the cuts are quite short the time saved

would not justify stopping the machine long enough to shift

the belt, but if by some ready means of adjustment the desired

i in rease in speed could be quickly obtained then in such cases

a saving in time by the use of the increased speed could be

effected. "When the work involves cutting upon different diam-

eters and at different rates of speed, every minute saved by

reason of operating at an increased rate of speed is that much

gained.

The worst feature, however, in connection with the use of

stepped pulleys is not the difficulty of shifting the belt, but is

the comparatively large difference or jump between the dif-

ferent steps of the pulley or in other words, the large varia-

tion between the speeds when the belt is changed from one step

to another. To illustiate this, consider the pulley ami gearing

of a 24-in. lathe. A representative machine of this dues may
have a pulley the extreme steps of which will be in the ratio

of 8 to 1. and it will probably have a ba ir ratio of about

12 to 1. By this is meant that the range of speeds as effected

by the use of the belt upon the extreme steps of the pulley will

he in the ratio of 8 to 1 and (hat the range of speeds with the

belt in any given position with the back gear in and out will

be as 12 to 1. With this arrangement, and using a 5-step pul-

ley, the diameters at which the cutting speed is uniform will

be in abotit this proportion: 24 ins.. It ins.. 8.5 ins.. 5 ins. and 3

ins. with the back gear in: and 2 ins.. 1.25 ins.. .73 in., .42 in. and

.25 in. with the back gear out. With the lathe arranged for any

given cutting, speed, it is obvious that for any other diam-

eters than those corresponding to the different belt positions

the speed will he at either a higher or lower late of cutting

than that for which the machine is arranged.

Consider a piece of facing work with the cut started at a

diameter of 24 ins. at as high a rate of cutting speed as is pos-

sible for that particular job, then the work will be run at a

giadually decreasing cutting speed until a diameter of 14 ins. is

reached, where by a change in the position of the belt the

maximum cutting speed can again be brought into use; and so

on through the different diameters until the cut is finished. In

this case we have an average loss of time of about 20 per cent.,

due to decreased cutting speed alone, besides the time lost by

making the requisite changes in the positions of the belt. By
the use of the variable speed motor and a controller with a

suitable number of steps, the speed can be brought up to the

maximum by simply moving the controller lever at the proper

time without stopping the machine. By such means a pos-

sible saving of time of from 12 to 20 per cent, can be effected,

the amount of time saved, of couise. depending upon the num-
ber of speeds provided for in the controller, assuming that it

is placed within easy reach of the operator.

The stepped pulley drive is also at a disadvantage when turn-

ing shafting of different diameters, or similar work where a

maximum speed must, be obtained to produce the best results

with high speed cutting steel. The increase in cutting speed

between any two adjoining belt positions is equal to about

60 per cent. Thus it will be seen that if a piece of work is

being turned out at a rate of cutting speed which is 20 per

cent, below that which the tool is capable of. the next speed,

which is about 60 per cent, higher, may be too high for the

tool to stand, so that the machine must go on cutting at a loss

of time that might have been utilized had a ready means of

securing finer gradations of speed been at hand. Such grada-

tions of speed can be secured by the use of a variable speed

motor with a suitable controller. Practical experience has

shown, especially since the high speed steels have been intro-

duced, that the limitation of the stepped pulley in this direc-

tion causes very much more loss of time than is generally sup-

posed, since it does not give as fine gradations of speed as are

required by modern methods. The defects noted in the above

cases will apply equally well to many other lathes, and also to

such machines as boring mills and other machines where
stepped pulleys are now used That certain defects do exist

with the use of pulleys, that necessitate frequent shifting of

the belt, is evidenced by the fact that substitutes are offered in

a variety of change gear devices to overcome these objections.

For motor driving the variable speed motor with a controller

having a comparatively large number of steps seems at the

present time to offer the most satisfactory means of securing

the large number of cutting speeds called for in some classes

of work. Examples of special applications will be treated in

articles to follow.
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CAST STEEL LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.
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A Rational Design.

itchison, iofeka & bacta fe ham.way.

Those who have made the closest study of cast steel for

locomotive names are of the opinion that the design should
be made with reference to the fact that the metal Is to be cast
and is to meet the difficulties of shrinkage and shrinkage
stresses. They do not cast a frame of large rectangular sec-

tions, exactly of the form of a
I frame. Good steel

frames have been cast after the pattern of wrought frames,
and that they stand so well in service is the highest testimony
to the skill of the foundry, but, after years of experience, no
one will claim that there is any advantage in rectangular
sections.

In the accompanying engraving a design of cast steel frames
for a 0-6-0 switch engine is illustrated. This has been worked
out with special reference to the material and its well known
tendencies. Tee and I sections prevail, and the fillets are of
large radius Between the driving axle jaws the plate form
is used, the metal in the web being % in. thick, with bosses
located wherever they are needed. Sections taken along the
full length of the cast steel portion are shown in sectional
plan. Wrought iron is used for the front section and also for
the pedestal hinders. Readers may desire to compare this de-
sign with that of the Delaware & Hudson Company illustrated
in this journal on page 365 in October, 1903.

PAINTING OF STEEL CARS.
Following is a report made before the recent convention of

the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association:
It is the sense of this association that, in the construction

and painting of steel cars, the following points are of vital

importance to their preservation:

First—All flash or mill scale, rust, oil, grease and dirt should
be entirely removed from all parts entering into the construc-
tion of cars before any paint is applied. We believe that this

can be best accomplished by the use of the sand blast.

Second—During construction, all overlapping joints, wher-
ever metal is placed upon metal, should be thoroughly coated
with a heavy mixture of moisture repelling paint.

Third—The initial painting, being of the greatest impor-
tance, should be done in the best possible manner. The first

coat should be applied immediately after metal has been sand
blasted and before the cleaned surface can accumulate rust.

The material should be of an elastic nature and sufficient

time should be allowed between coats for drying. It should
be put on evenly in a workmanlike manner.
Fourth—We believe that not less than three coats should

be applied to all exterior parts of body, including underfram-
Ing, and two coats on interior of body; also all parts of trucks
except wheels and axles.

Fifth—We recommend a rigid inspection of the cleaning and
painting of ears under construction by competent, practical
men. believing this in the line of economy.
Sixth—We would suggest that the abuse of cars in service

he stopped by discontinuing the loading of hot slag, billets,

etc. Also that the hammering of side sheets and other injuri-

ous methods used to facilitate unloading be discouraged.
Seventh— In the repainting of cars, all corrosion and loose

paint should be removed with steel scrapers and wire brushes
or the sand blast, and not less than two coats of an elastic
preservative coating applied to all cleaned parts.

As the greatest loss from corrosion is found on the interior
parts of coal carrying cars, we would consider the matter of
painting those pails worthy of serious consideration.

"Cross ties now cost more than twice the expense for rails."-

P. H. Dudley in the Railway Age.
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CROSS-SECTION THROUGH CROSS-BEAMS. PARTIAL CBOSS-SECTION THROUGH PLATFORM AND END MEW.

SUMMERS GRAVITY DUMP CAR.

THE SUMMERS GRAVITY DUMP CAR.

This ear will dump its entire load on either side of the track
or part on each side or all of it in the centre. The door open-
ings are large and any load that can be handled by a steam
shovel will pass out of them easily The operator has full con-
trol of the flow of the material, as the doors will stand in any
intermediate position between closed and full open, and bal-

last can be distributed in such quantities as desired while the

car is in motion i can easily dump the load and re

place the doors.

Cars of the type illustrated have been in service since last

June handling pig iron, broken stone, ashes, coal, blast fur-

nace cinder, gravel and general refuse material. The average

time for discharging the load was found to be about one min-

ute. Loads of free running material are usually all out in from
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in hi 16 seconds. One man can dump the load and replace the

doore Inside ol two minutes Oi I the large tee! compa

in handling i (use material from their mills found thai il

in in about 7.2 cents per cubli yard to unload from the

ordinary si el hoppei cars. With the Summei car 11 cosl less

than i hie amount to tin loa I the enl Ire contents ol 10

yards, the differeno being that the Summers car discharged i> i

load in one side ol the track where II was want d, while the

bopper car discharged It In the centre of the track -and i

.1 b had i" rake or shovel ii to one sld<

Two largo doors, which are interchangeable, extend from

truck in truck and form the V-shaped bottom Each door Is

supported by chains at both iis Inner and outer edges. The

winding Bhafts for the chains are op rated by worm gearing

and no latch mechanism is required to hold the doors hut as

the worm prevents the shaft from rotating except when

ated by the cranks on the platform at the end ol the car. The

chains which support the outi r edges of the two doors are oper-

ated Independently and thus, if desired, the outfit I only

one iicmi a I be lowered and the entire load will be discharged

on one Bide of Hi car; or the outer edges of iioili doors can be

dropped at the same time and half the load discharged on

each Bide of I cai or the inner edges ran be dropped

ami the iniirp load bo discharged between the tracks.

No portion of the car is beyond the clearance lines either with

doors open or closed. The various positions which can be

taken by the doors arc shown by the dotted lin a in the cross

on, and it will be noted thai when the lading is unloaded

al the sides ii is discharged dear of Hie tracks. The chains

and shafting are protected from the lading by the box con-

st! in tion ot iii. dels and by the i

tlcal t«-ii b end ot i be door open-

ing plows the mati he track when making
le dump.

Tin que in thi ater silts

pulling and buffing

the side are deep

ami bav< a large top flange area and a heavy boxlike con

bi i iii i i"e
i , tied together by

the two d ep en te pulling and buffing stresses are

d i" the lidi girder through the diagonal pn

u the bolsti
i

i ion Tb
i m tlon

of ii" plan view and

in tin lion taken near the end ol the ear through the

platfoi in The draft sill irtii al

ward component due to hulling forces by the end sill con

The.end sill is riveted at 11 i hi extra

of tin i oupler <ai ,. id in

by i wo la steel anus

which are riveted i" the pre end sill chi I, thus

forming a si i ong I

Mr. Summers' frieUds were yerj J when he proposed

io build a car without centre sills, bui a gondola and a bopper
car of his design, without center sills, have been in the moat

severe service since June, 1902, and have shown no sign of

failure.

The gravity dump cat a capacity of

i 10 cubic yards: is 31 ft. G ins. long. :i ft. 6 ins.

high and it is patented by Mr. E. W. Sum-
mers of I'ii tsburg.

BULGINJ AND CRACKING OF FIREBOX SHEETS.

Two explanations are usually advanced to account for the

bulging ami cracking of firebox sheets in service.

First- That the bulging is caused by gradual burning of

sheets In Bervice at points at which the heat is concentrated

or at which incrustations form.

Second—That the bulging and cracking is caused by the

strain put upon the sheet by the contraction of the mud ring,

while the upper portion of the firebox is still hot, the unequal

strain causing the sheets to bulge and crack.

THE BI I el \c oi FIREBOX SHEETS..

No doubt cracking and bulging will result from either or

both of these causes, though In very tew Instances are the

sheets subject to a slou process of burning, for tests of metal

i in from the bulges show very little deterioration. When
the strains Induced by the expansion and contraction of the

beets are considered, surprise is excited, not because the

sheets crack, but because they do not always crack. If the

sheet rapidly transmits the heat to the water and assumes
Hie same temperature—about 37."i (legs.—the expansion be-

tween stays of Jin centers would be 375 .000007 X 4= .012

in. This is apparently slight, but If the slays held the plate

perfectly rigid it would cause the plate to bulge ) 2.01V. 2

= .16 in. The metal would be strained beyond its elastic

limit and would be permanently deformed. The pressure

equivalent to this amount of bulging on a %-in. plate with

stays I In. centers has been shown by the United Siatis Test-

ing Hoard to be about 1,400 lbs. per square Inch. When the

boiler is cooled the load is removed and the sheet contracts,

putting the fibers at "a" Ii apression. It is for this reason,

namely that the sheets are alt in a state of tension and

compression, that the en quentlj start from the water

side. Anything that causes thi localization of heat at one

point, such as an at al thi rapid transmis-

sion of heai. sinh as scab- or poor circulation, will greatly

increase these strains, for tinder such conditions the fire side

of the sheit ma;, be of a highei temperature than the water

side. The fire side would therefore expand more than the

water side and bulgi the sheet toward the inside of the box.

It is because the side of the firebox transmits heat less effect-

ually than the down shed that the .racking is largely con-

fined to the side sheets.

If one portion Of a side shed is suddenly cooled at "5 deg.

while another portion is at 375 degs., this would be equivalent

in inducing a tensile strain or direct pull of an amount above
the elastic limit of the material, oi 0,1 lbs. per square

incdi of metal, and it would be but a question of a short time
when a pit 1 would bulge and crack. The stretch

per inch required to pass the elastic limit can be determined

P
by Hook's Law, E = — — 28,1 ,000, If p= 28, I al the elas-

e

tic limit the stretch per inch would be .001 in. If, therefore,

a firebox 10 ft. long is cooled so that one portion of the side

contracts .U in. more than an adjacent portion, the steel

will be strained to Its elastic limit, and the repi these

strains would soon rupture the plate \ crack so produced
can start either from the water side or from the fire side, for

sudden cooling not only induces tensile stresses such as these,

inn also stresses in flexure by bulging a plate rigidly held.

These stresses are oi about the same amount as those pro-

duced by the method first con but they arc much more
harmful in that they are suddenly applied. The probabilities

are that cracks following bulges caused In service will start

from the water side, whereas those caused by sudden cooling

in washing out may start either on the firebox or water side.
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"A gas pipe and a drift will make a tight enough locomotive

flue if the conditions are favorable when a tube of gold, dia-

mond studded, cannot be made tight if the conditions are un-

favorable," said a prominent superintendent of motive power to

the writer who recently asked concerning his practice in flues.

This official has had a hard time with flues because of the

way his locomotives are overloaded, and he says that there is

no way to overcome the difficulty except to reduce the weight

on driving wheels so that locomotives cannot start loads which

are too heavy for their boilers. There is food for reflection in

this suggestion.

IMPROVEMENT IN ROUNDHOUSE EQUIPMENT.

To empty a locomotive boiler, do 18 minutes' work on the

boiler, fill it, fire up and get the engine out of the house under

its own steam at a; pressure of 75 lbs., and do all this in 80

minutes, is a notable achievement, which has an important

bearing upon future roundhouse practice and locomotive op-

eration. How this is done at the McKees Rocks roundhouse

of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie is described in a paper by Mr.

A. R. Raymer, which appears in this issue. Mr. Raymer has

done a signal service to the railroads of this country in the

development of this system of boiler filling, washing and

blowing out, in which the water for filling the boilers is

brought to a high temperature by heat which would otherwise

be wasted. The system has already been used long enough

to demonstrate its success, but its possibilities for accelerating

service at locomotive terminals and for reducing boiler repairs

are probably by no means fully stated in the paper. Because

the roundhouse is the key to the chief question of locomotive

operation, any factor tending to improve facilities for prompt

movement, as this does, should have immediate recognition

by railroad managements.

To Dr. Charles B. Dudley, chemist of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, the credit for the greatest improvement in passenger cai

ventilation is due. With the assistance of the staff of his own
and other departments he has pursued investigations during

the past ten years which have resulted in the adoption and

general use by the Pennsylvania Railroad of a system which

has proved satisfactory and successful.

Through elaborate experiments the principles of the problem

were established and the possibilities determined. Then a sys-

tem was planned and put into experimental service with sucn

success as to lead to its application to 800 passenger cars on

the lines east of Pittsburgh, to its use on all new cars, and

application to the older equipment as it passes through the

shops. It has also been applied to 200 cars on the Pennsylvania

Lines west of Pittsburg and to some of the equipment of the

Baltimore & Ohio and other roads.

The system has not yet been applied to sleeping cars, but at

the present time it marks the most important development in

the improvement of car ventilation.

Dr. Dudley has just issued a pamphlet illustrating and de-

scribing the system, which contains the substance of his valu-

able articles in the American Enc.ineer in June, 1900, page 191,

and June, 1901, page 177, and bringing the practice down to

date as it is applied to the large number of cars referred to.

The preliminary investigation and application were so thor-

ough as to render few changes necessary, and Dr. Dudley's

articles, written three and four years ago, very closely repre-

sent present practice as it is being introduced on a large scale

to-day.

SHOP SUPERINTENDENTS AND MASTER MECHANICS

Superintendent of Shops is a title which is growing more

frequent in the lists of mechanical officials of railways. It

is becoming more necessary to divide and specialize the respon-

sibilities of the subordinate mechanical officials most important

in such a way as to permit of the possibility of administering

their work to advantage. The time for expecting a master

mechanic of a division to look after a large shop employing

3,000 men, properly supervise the work of engineers and fire-

men on the road, adequately direct running repairs and han-

dling engines at three or four large roundhouses, and at the

same time spend from one-third to one half of his time in

entertaining grievance committees, has passed and will never

return. In the old days, one man could do all this for a 200-

mile division and readily maintain the standards which were

set for him. It is beyond the capacity of any one to meet the

requirements of such a division on a busy railroad to-day.

The wisest course, and one which is rapidly growing in favor,

is to divide the work so that the maintenance and operation of

locomotives on the road is entirely separate from the problems

of the shop. While one officer may be held responsible for the

whole and may be called master mechanic, the superintendent

of the shop is an absolute necessity.

The situation is clearly represented in the cost of a modern

railroad shop, and the amount of investment involved in mis-

takes in construction, arrangement, equipment, organization

and operation. It is very difficult today to find master

mechanics who can handle both branches of their work equally

well, and there are sufficient indications of the importance of

considering them entirely separately.

There is also another side to this question, which applies

on all roads with suhicient business to justify the separation.

In educating men for higher positions those who are to take

charge as superintendents of shops must have their training-

in the shops, and those for outside operation must have their

training in connection with the roundhouse. A man in control

of both will either be a good road man and weak as to shops,

or a good shopman and deficient as to the road service.

Road work is distasteful to many shop men, and is not good

ground for preparing shop superintendents. With the separa
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Uon of ili. re i
Bibllity the locomotive engineer has an oppor-

tunlt) t'> i" ome ma ter mi i of a dii

througb the line of pron " to road foreman "i enginee and

roundhouse foreman. The machinist in the simps may work

up througb Hi. i
i

:

..I foreman ami general foreman to

become Lhe head of a plant. The divisional scheme pronn

valuable advantage in offering means fur training men in dif-

ferent lines tor something better, and this is an important

element i. leratlon of plans for meeting present con-

iliiuiiis ami improving service, Of course, this discussion con-

iri ns only the organizations which ohtain on roads on which

i In' motive power department has charge of the engineers and

firemen.

EDUCATION FOR SHOPMEN AND ENGINEMEN.

a reaii a list of books, Information concerning valve

in. .nun models and suggestions helpful in Inaugurating a

ol, has just been received from members representing a

lodge of Hi gi mi/an. iii ni' the mechanical employees of a well

known railroad, The better modestly apologizes for the

trouble caused ami expresses the earnesl purpose of the lodge

in improve by special study of the locomotive in order to

increase the value of the service of its members. Wno could

consider it "trouble" to help in any possible way men who show

Bucb a spirii ami desire to advance? The officials of any

railroad should be ready to meet such a desire tor Knowledge

with the greatest alacrity and with every possible encouragi-

iui'mi
, as will bo done in this case.

lint why wait lor the men themselves to open such a

Question? Why should not every railroad take the initiative

ami tli.n nnei I lie men more than hall' way In such a far-

reaching matter? it would cost perhaps a couple of hundred

dollars to provide an attractive reading room for shopmen
ami enginemen at every locomotive terminal. < (bod valve motion
models, a few good boolis and the best periodical literature

could lie provided tor almost nothing, and the men would
doubtless be anxious to contribute to the cost. In the-case of

the lodge mentioned, the men ask nothing but advice. They
propose to bear the whole expense of a school, and the lodge

will pay the bill.

Suppose the cost of the model and books and room to amount
to $2,500 per year for ten roundhouses on a large road where
a thousand or more well intentioned men would congregate.

Suppose ten firemen only should make a carefuj study of com-

bustion and as many engineers should study boiler construo-

lion. these nun alone would pay several thousand per cent, in-

terest on the investment by the Improvement of their work
and care of their employers' property.

At the recent conventions at Saratoga the mention of the

"Fireman" brought many speakers to their feet to say that it

Is impossible to secure good men to fire big modern locomo-
tives. Not long ago a railroad president said that it was im-

possible tij get the right sort of men to run big locomotives.

It may therefore b-' accepted as a fact that something must
be done or the advantages of the big locomotive will be lost.

What better opportunity tot improvement offers than that of

>. In. at ion? What better indication could he found for the

need of education when the demand comes from the men
themselves?

This is a subject of trans, endenl importance to the American
railroads, and one in which directors should take a vital in-

terest. They cannot afford to miss such an opportunity as
lies before them through education. The writer ventures the

prediction that railroads meeting this demand unreservedly
and unstintingly will have mote educational committees and
fewer grievance committees.

In these paragraphs books and reading rooms are suggested.
Why stop short of well equipped and well conducted schools?
Railroads should be builders of men as -well as of tracks,

locomotives and cars. They can not find competent men
ready made, and the difficulties are increasing. If the Master
Mechanics' and Master Car Guilders' Associations should also

become Master Men Builders' Associations they would meet a

•.nil need of the times. They should build shop men, forc-

n. tin n. engineers and all kinds of men. The British

Admiralty a generation ago found it n to educate its

own men, and now the educational work i., placed under the

direction ol an official who has no other responsibilities. Our

omething of this kind, througb schools of

lieu own or through eo operating with existing educational

facilities.

AN IMPORTANT VIEW OF ELECTRIC TRACTION
APPLIED TO STEAM ROADS.

The problem of applying electricity to steam railroads has

been attracting considerable attention, not alone from vision-

aries, but from men in active charge of the steam roads. The
following is one of the most calm and intelligent expressions

that we have seen on ihis Bubject and comes from Mr. Bion J.

Arnold, whose opinion on this question is must highly regarded.

The amount of energy transmitted to any great, distance and

by electric eats that have been put in use until recently

has been small when compared with the amount of energy that

it takes to propel a steam railroad train of 500 tons or COO tons

weight at lhe speeds ordinarily made by such trains. It may
be taken as axiomatic that, when investment is taken into con-

sideration, power cannot be produced in a steam central sta-

tion, under conditions that exist, to-day, and transmitted any

great distance to a single electrically-propelled train requiring

from 1,000 to 2,000 h.p. to keep it in motion, as cheaply as a

steam locomotive, bitched directly in front of the train, will

produce the pow r necessary for its propulsion. Therefore,

there must be other reasons than the expected economy in

power production, to warrant the adoption of electricity on a

trunk line railway, unless it can be shown that the trains are

frequent enough to make the saving in the cost of producing

power greater than the increased fixed charges made necessary

by lhe increased investment due to the adoption of electricity.

That electricity will be generally used on our main railway

terminals, and ultimately on our main through lines for pas-

senger and freight service. I am convinced, but I do not antici-

pate that it will always be adopted on the grounds of economy
in operation. Neither do I anticipate that it will come rapidly

or through the voluntary acts of the owners of steam railroads,

except in special instances.

At first the terminals will be equipped for special reasons.

Those roads which run througn populous countries will either

build new roads or acquire, for their own protection, those

electric railroads already built and operating in competition

with them, and utilize them as feeders to their through line

steam trains. The next step will logically be the electrical

equipment of the trunk lines between the cities already having
el., i rical terminals.

With the terminals and main lines equipped electrically and

the desire on the part of the public for more prompt and effect-

reighl service, resembling that which is given by the steam

roads in England and on the Continent, due to the great density

of population, there will be developed a great high-class freight

service, conducted in light, swiftly moving electric trains, which

can be quickly divided and distributed over the surface tracks

of our smaller cities, or through underground systems similar

to that which is now being built in Chicago. Such a system

would soon prove indispensable to the public and a source of

great profit to the roads, as it is now getting to be to many
suburban railways.

Until recently the cost of electrically-equipping a trunk line

under the standard direct-current, rotary-converter system has
been such as to practically prohibit its adoption, but recent de-

velopments in the single-phase alternating-current motor field

have made it possible to eliminate a large part of the invest-

ment heretofore necessary, and the prospects for the applica-

tion of electricity to long-distance running are better than ever

before.

I do not anticipate that all roads will soon adopt electricity,

for the steam locomotive w^ill hold its field in this country for
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many years to come, but I do expect, judging somewhat from

"positive knowledge." a remarkable development soon to begin

in the electrical equipment of favorably located steam roads.

These extracts are taken from an address before the Inter-

national Electrical Congress at St. Louis.

RAYMER'S BOILER WATER CHANGER.

A series of five articles describing the extensive water soft-

ening installation on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad ap-

pealed in this journal beginning with the November, 1903,

number. An important feature in connection with this in-

stallation is the boiler water changer at the McKees Rocks

roundhouse. The following description of this is abstracted

from a paper read by Mr. A. R. Raymer, assistant chief en-

gineer of the road, before the Western Railway Club.

This plant has been in successful operation since November,

1903. and by it the foul water is removed from locomotive

boilers; the heat is saved and used in heating the water for

refilling, and the boiler is refilled with water having a tem-

perature of about 300 deg. F.; the whole operation requir-

ing from £0 to 35 minutes, depending on the size of the boiler.

If the boiler at the commencement of the operation shows a

steam pressure of 100 to 125 lbs. per sq. in., and if the fire is

banked, which is desirable, the steam pressure during the

process will not fall below about 75 lbs. per sq. in. This water

changa is made without allowing any steam to escape in the

atmosphere, and also without discharging any water on the

floor of the roundhouse or into the pits. While it is being

done the temperature changes in the boiler are very slight,

being not more than 30 deg.

On many and a rapidly increasing number of roads there

exist conditions which make it desirable to "change" the water

much oftener than it is necessary to remove the plugs to wash

out mud or scale. The list of these roads will include those

that, use water having alkaline and other soluble compounds

that are not precipitated in the form of scale in the boilers;

others that use waters that make a small quantity of scale that

does not cement or adhere to the metal, and lastly the rapidly

increasing number that have awakened to the importance and

economy of purifying the water, by removing all scale form-

ing solids and mud in suspension, before the water is delivered

to the locomotive boilers. The condition of the water on the

P. & L. E. R. R. is such that it is necessary to remove the

plugs for washing only once in from 20 to 45 days; during this

time the water is changed whenever necessary, or on an aver-

age of about once each five days.

The benefits resulting from the use of treated water, in com-

parison with the conditions existing when the locomotive feed

water was used in the raw condition as pumped from the

rivers, are clearly shown by a few facts taken from the records.

a. Number of trains given up on the road on account of leaking

boilers during August, 1902, 27; during August, 1904, 2. b.

Number of trains that had to reduce the loading by setting off

cars, on account of boilers leaking, during August. 1902, 13;

for August, 1904, none. c. Number of through trains during

August, 1902, with delays of 1 hour or more, that had locomo-

tives changed at McKees Rocks, on account of boilers leaking.

31; for August, 1904, 3. Similar comparisons can be made from
results already obtained which show enormous advantages in

favor of using purified water, in the increased life of flues,

fireboxes, etc . in the reduction of boilermakers' wages and in

the increased service obtained from the locomotives and the

reduction of the amount of fuel used.

By use of the plant here described, locomotives requiring a

c hange of water have their fires cleaned in the usual way and
are sent to roundhouse preferably with fires banked and steam
pressure at about 100 to 125 lbs. Blowoff cocks have been
placed on the left side of the firebox near the bottom. An over-

head 2%-in. blowoff pipe is located between engine pits, with
a pipe coupling located about 6% ft. above the floor and oppo-

site the blowoff cock in boiler, when the locomotive is in proper
position in roundhouse. The other end of the blowoff pipe con-
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with a manifold on th( wall Of roirudhouse (see dia

i \ flexible pipe with n loints, gauge, drip

cock and extension pip - toi reaching bio? Is

mounted on a light truck for convenience of operatlpn. This

minutes Wl he watt r I all blow a from bolli t the Mi

and connected 1 1 rewlth, and also with the blowoS pipe

pened ami the wal

the bollei m i
.essure In 10 ti

minutes. \Mien tl • all blown from boiler thi blcwcfl

d and the superheated wat< r (at

r SOC j>-e F. and with pressure of 125 lbs.) vaivi

ii d ni saiii.> manifold and (he boiler is quickly refilled

with iiiis pure water, after which the valves are closed and

the flexible pipe truck is disconnected and removed. During

this process there remains in the boiler a steam pressure of

about 7.". His after foul water is fully removed and the pure

water is forced In against this pressure.

Manifolds are placed on the roundhouse wall, one lor each

of as many pits as it may be desired to serve; pipe mains are

under the Boor in an accessible trench, one for each branch

ni the manifold, it has been found desirable to have the mani-

folds include the following service pipes: Live steam at about

160 lbs. pressure; blowoff pipe; superheated water, at tem-

perature of about 3 leg. P., and with pressure of about 126

lbs
; hot water, at a temperature of about 200 deg. P., that is

the hot well temperature, and with a pressure of about 125

lbs.; cnid water, at supply temperature, say about .">u deg, F..

and al about 90 lbs. pressure: test water, at supply tempera-

ture and at any desired pressure up to ::oo lbs.

Live steam is used for heating up empty cold boilers, which

can be safely done in about 10 minutes, in which time the

temperature is changed from cold condition up to about 300

deg. F. The action of the steam on the empty boiler shell is

uniform throughout its mass and consequently causes no un-

equal expansion, and therefore no bad results. Live steam

is also usel for increasing the temperature and pressure in a

boiler full of water and under low steam pressure. The blow-

of pipe from He manifold is used to convey blown-off water

and steam to the blowoff tank Superheated water is used tor

refilling boilers when water is (hanged and for filling empty
boilers after they have been warmed up by use. of live steam.

Hot water is used for filling boilers when hydrostatic test is

to be applied by test water at proper pressure; hot water is

also used to cool down boiler shells quickl] and safely. Cold

water is used for removing mud. scale, etc.. when necessary,

bj old way of washing. Test watei d as described above

for making hydrostatic tests this is furnished by a pump set

in i in pressure desired

The blowoff pipe i; (see diagram) attached to blowoff cock

A conveys water and steam from boilers to blowoff lank T.

which tank is rinsed and furnished with a pipe K to convey
steam to condenser F, and if in excess to the atmosphere: the

Buperl iter ami steam blown from the boilers will there

fore Immediately on arrival at blowoff tank drop to a i iii

pi latuie of 212 deg. and all heat above that amount will pass

in form nt steam through pipe k i ndenser. A hot well is

located near ami below the condenser; it is kept full of pure
water from the supply by means of a float valve <i. This

supply water for hot wi .1 Hows through a coil in the blowoff

tank, therein extra, linn considerable beat from the foul water
left therein, reducing its temperature below 212 deg. A cen-

trifugal pump K draws water from the hot well and circulates
it through the condenser P and back to the hot well, thereby

• steam and transferring the heat to water in

the hot well. The water of condensation also flows from the

con tenser to the hot well, or to the aewer as may be desired. A
hot water pump .1 is located below the hot well level and draws

from it and forces it h\ pipe K to the hot water valve
in manifold, and by pipe C through it live steam heater 1. to the
superheated valve in manifold. This pump is set for constant
pressure of 125 lbs. and is controlled by a steam pressure
regulator The test pump P is of the usual steam pre-

regulated ted for the pressures wanted, up

to 300 lbs, per Bq. in.

few per mil who brave aol made tins wot tudy

will apprec e amount of heat Unary

locomotive boiler is blown oil and ive It.

An ordinary freight locomotive boiler will hold al

of watei when In working ci int of

blown off iiem a boiler of this kind at 100 Ibi

will evaporate about -.7" water at 212 .1 I this

amount of heal along with thai saved from thi iter is

ufficient to raise the refilling water from an Initial tern]

ture of say 60 deg. P. up to 2 leg p, In dt liverlng this re-

filling water to the boiler at say 300 the additional

heat above that of the hot well, which is at about 2 leg. v..

is furnished by live steam from

will question the economy of drawing heat from a ne

power house with stokers and high efficient j boilers rather

than tryni I. up i in. i, iol In the old way by

\ tires, with expensivi draught furnished by use of com-

pressed air or steam.

Following Is a fair example of thi time requ

the water in a heavy consolidation locomotive.

Fire was hanked with steam pressure at 112 lbs., water

change was made In 37 minutes and steam pressure did. not

fall below 50 lbs.

1.00p.m. Commenced to blow off water, boiler pressure

112 lbs.

i -'I Water all out; boiler pressure 90 lbs.; con

blowing steam.

4.26 Slopped blowing; boiler pi essure 50 lbs.

1-7 " Commenced filling with superheated water.

I 37 Boiler showe I

_' gauges, and pressure of 75 lbs.

4. in i oeomotive left roundhoui

One man in the roundhouse at is cents per hour does the

work of changing water in boilers, heating and filling boilers,

testing, etc., and he can handle two locomotives an hour, if they

are delivered to him so that he ,an operate on two or more at

onetime.- \i thi McKees Rocks roundhouse -tails

equipped for the use of this piant. and 1 trucks are used in

making tht meet tie 1 oilei s.

in conclusion, some of the advantages resull ng from the

use of ib. al mi have been found to be as follows: Work
of filling mill emptying boilers and of changing the wa
done with. mi causing destructive strains in them. The round-
house work on boilers is more economically done in regard to

labor, fuel and lime Locomotives can be and am maintained
in better condition, as work can easily be done when nee led, on
parts of the boiler, not accessible without rem... con-

The roundhouse conditions much improved, the

floor will be .leaner and dryer, and the air will be free from
smoke and steam, much to the benefit of the employes and of

structure. Great economy resulting from the amoo
saved from Hie water and steam blown out of boilers and

used in heating water for other boilers. Convenience of
method of making hydrostatic tests Of boiler strength, and the

thoroughness of the operation results in tin i ng main-
tained in safer condition. On account of the quii

in roundhouse work, passenger locomotives are run on sched-
ule with shorter timi ai terminals, thereby increasing the

amount of work that .-an be done bj

rsonally, i do not believe that tht ah rnating-current

motor will make verj serious Inroads In the ti id now occupied

by tie urrent railway motor. 1 do not believe that the

t-current railwaj system will be changed to any extent

into tic alternating-current railway system; but. what I ex-

pect of the alternating-current railway motor is that it will

mil develop a field of its own. that field which the direct-

current railway motor cannot reach— interurban service, long-

distame service, secondary railway service.

—

Or. C. P. Stein-

>nal Electru ai i
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BELT HAIL CHECKING MACHINE.

BELT RAIL CHECKING MACHINE.

ONE-HALF CARLIXE. SHOWING WORK DONE IN ONE OPERATION.

TWO REMARKABLY EFFICIENT WOOD-WORKING
TOOLS.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

In the car shops of the Grand Trunk Railway in Montreal

are several woodworking machines, which have been in ser-

vice tor a number of years and embody labor saving principles

which are worthy of special attention. Through the courtesy

of Mr. William McWood, superintendent car department of this

road, drawings and photographs of these machines are shown.

The first is a belt rail checking machine. This machine is

mounted on a cast iron bed. It saws belt rails to length by
means of saws which are mounted on a shaft extending the
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length of the machine and driven by a belt, shown at the left

in the elevation and photographic views. This machine car-

ries three Inclined heads for gaining for the braces. These

heads are set at the proper angle and are moved aero the

belt rails by the hand wheels, i his work being done In the

operation separate from that of the straight gains of the

posts. The straight gains are made by cutlers placed upon

the same shall with the saws. The photograph shows a belt

J

00 l he other side, to take care of the different slopes each side

Of i he center of the carllns— that is to say, it would be

possible to Imild a machine which would complete the opera-

lion in one cut. but as this machine turns out, on an average,

Ijn carllns per hour, with one man and ;i helper, it is quite

sufficient for present requirements. The changing of knives,

or 'Utters, is accomplished by loosening one bolt in each, and

the changes can be readily made, for any requirements, in

fifteen minutes. As the photograph shows the machine with-

out carllns In place, a sketch has been added showing the

work to which this machine was set when the photograph was

laken. It is obvious that the possibilities of this arrangement

of machinery, as to variety of work, are very great.

While neither of these machines are new they have never

been illustrated, although Mr. McWood has generously supplied

drawings to other railroads for construction of similar ma-

chinery for use in railroad shops where a large number of cars

are built and repaired.

We are indebted to Mr. S. S. Underwood, chief draftsman

of the department in Montreal, for informaiton concerning

these machines.

CORRUGATED BOILER TUBES AS SPARK PETARDERS.

Belt Rait, Checking Machine—Bnb Vntw.

Interesting information in a letter from a superintendent of

motive power who is using spirally corrugated boiler tubes

under the very severe conditions imposed in connection with

the burning of lignite fuel in locomotives is presented in the

following quotations:

Cari.ixe Machine.

rail in place, having been sawed to length and gained for posts

and braces. Belts for the angle knives, for the brace gains,

run to the countershaft with a continuous pulley overhead ex-

tending the full length of the machine, in order that any
change of angle, or shifting of the knives, may be accom-

plished without removing the belts. This machine turns

out about 220 belt rails in ten hours.

The other machine is a combination tenoning and checking

machine for carlins. This machine is illustrated by a photo-

graph only. It consists of an ordinary tenoning machine with

the additional shafts and knives shown in the photograph,

i.e driving pulley on the end of the cutter shaft is almost a

ball in form. In other words it is excessively crowned to ac-

commodate widely different variations of angles to which the

shaft may be set. This machine requires the carlins to be
turned end for end. making two operations to finish the

piece. This might be avoided by the duplication of the machine

"The spark problem is to us a very serious one. We run

through a very dry agricultural country watered by irrigation

and through a great deal of grazing country, and in either of

these places a Are is a very serious matter. You have, no

doubt, read about prairie fires, and if you have not seen them

you have gathered that it means a great deal to people adjacent

to the burned district.

"Through most of this section of the country we are burning

lignite coal. I suppose you are aware that there have been

many efforts made by Western railroads to burn this fuel, but

with very poor success. I am not egotistical at all when I say

I believe we have been more successful in burning this fuel

than any one who has tried it and am satisfied that we can

make further improvements along this line. One of the chief

objections to the use of this coal is the amount of fire that is

thrown from the stack. If you have never had any experience

with it you can hardly appreciate what this means. It is like
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burning wood or charcoal with a blast underneath the grates.

We have used all sorts of appliances, but the best results are ob-

tained from a big diamond stack with a big cast iron cone and

very fine netting 4%x4% mesh. The use of this stack means

considerable back pressure, owing to the small nozzle that we

have to use to prevent fires by throwing sparks against the

cone with force enough to break them up so that all that will

come through the fine netting will extinguish before reaching

the ground.

"Our aim is to burn this fuel with an open stack and we are

just now doing considerable investigating along this line. The

engine in which the spiially corrugated tubes are placed is

running successfully with an open stack and with a nozzle

% in. larger than any we have been able to run with engines

burning the lignite fuel. All the reports coming to me show

that this engine throws less fire than any engine we have of

the same class that is fitted with diamond stack. These dia-

mond stacks are very expensive to maintain. They cost us

approximately $1 a day for repairs and maintenance.

"What happens inside of these tubes I do not pretend to know,

but it would seem to me that the sparks must get some kind of

a rotary motion similar to a bullet going through a rifle barrel

and this may perhaps twist the fire out of them. In any event,

that they aid us in this respect we are quite sure and we have

ordered sets for more engines of different classes so as to con-

tinue our investigations.

"I am getting very much interested in this lignite coal burn-

ing, and from sheer obstinacy I suppose, because so many have

tried and failed. It means a tremendous amount of money to

any railroad company using it. The other roads about here

are watching us and telling their managements that our en-

gines burning this fuel will not pull full tonnage, but we are

managing to get over the road and make a very fair showing.

Tlie coal is 80 per cent, cheaper than bituminous coal in this

country, but we burn about 60 per cent, more of it and in that

way effect a saving of at least 20 per cent, in fuel and in addi-

tion to this do not have to take care of the ash. Perhaps you
may be interested in seeing an analysis of this coal.

"Lignite coal analysis: Moisture, 20.6. Volatile matter,

32.4. Fixed carbon, 44.4. Ash, 2.6.''

You will note the small amount of ash we have, and when we
come to compare handling of this with the handling of other

coal that costs the same it should be taken into account. One
of the coals that we get on our line has 23.4 per cent. ash.

"I am very much interested in lignite coal burning and if

the spiral corrugated tubes have any effect whatever in dimin-

ishing the amount of fire thrown from the stack of engines they

are just what we want and I hope that the experiments we are

making are going to enable us to determine whether or not

there is anything in that. After a while I am going to fit up a
number of engines with peepholes so we can get a view of the

interior of the smokeboxes of some engines with and without
these tubes and working hard."

COMMUNICATIONS.

TWO FAST RECORDS.

It is to be noted that the increase in power required with the

new tool steels is not so great as the increase in output secured.

There are numerous instances where the work done has been
more than doubled, while the power increase required has not
been more than 50 per cent. The average consumption of power
by carbon steels is usually 0.05 or 0.06 h.p. per lb. of metal re-

moved per hour, and the new tool steels will require only 0.03

or 0.04 h.p.

—

C. H. Benjamin in Cassier's Magazine.

Pneumatic Tubes foe Baggage Checks.—At the Union Sta-

tion in St. Louis a new system of transferring baggage checks

has been installed. Baggage is taken from the train floor to a

transfer floor below, by means of 17 special elevators. From
here they are delivered to teams or transferred to outgoing

trains. Checks are transmitted from the baggage room to 35

separate transfer stations by means of pneumatic tubes, com-
prising 8 miles of 3-in. brass tubing, capable of carrying 12,000

checks per hour during the rush hours.

To the Editor:

The boiler for Union engine No. 81, which had been in the

boiler shop to have firebox applied, was delivered to the erect-

ing shop at 10.30 a. m. September 1. The erecting shop force,

together with lagging and jacket men, worked until 4.50 p. m.

in putting the engine and boiler together on the 1st, and from

7 a. m. to 10.15 a. m. on the 2d, at which time the locomotive

was completed and delivered to the painters to have painting

finished. The painters completed their work at 12 noon.

Time consumed in putting the engine together, 8 hours 45

minutes. Total time, including painting, 10 hours 30 minutes.

D. J. Redding, Master Mechanic.

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad Company.

McKees Rocks, Pa.

To the Editor:

A consolidation engine, No. 840, class W, arrived at our

Portsmouth shops on October 1st with tires flattened 6 ins.;

it was run into back shop at 5 p. m. the same date and at 6.15

p. m. the wheels were placed in^the machine shop ready to be

turned. We commenced turning the tires, which were 56 ins.

in diameter, on October 2d at 7 a. m. and at 6.05 p. m., 11 hours

and 5 minutes later,' they were finished; we had to take off

Vi in., therefore reducing the diameter of the tires % in.

At 6.30 a. m., October 3d, we commenced putting the wheels

under the engine and at 11.30 a. m. it was turned over to the

roundhouse with steam up and ready to go on its run.

The amount of labor for turning and handling these wheels

in machine shop was J3.99 1
,/., and in the erecting shop $13.33,

or a total labor charge of $17.32%.

I do not think this can be beaten both for the amount of

time and labor; if so would like to hear from some one who
has done it quicker. These tires could have been turned

quicker with less labor if our traveling crane would have

handled the wheels to and from the machine.

G. W. Kellek, General Foreman.

Norfolk & Western Railway Co.

Portsmouth, Ohio.

REPAIRING CRACKED CYLINDERS.

To the Editor:

In the October issue of your journal appeared an interesting

article describing the repairing of a cracked cylinder at the

Michigan Central shops, the reading of which reminded me of

a novel method recently used at the C. R. R. of N. J. shops, at

Ashley, Pa., which deserves recording.

The crack in this instance was in the side of the cylinder,

one of the kind usually repaired by applying a piece of boiler

plate, secured with patch bolts and made steam tight by caulk-

ing the edges of the crack or using some kind of packing. A
piece of iron VA ins. thick was turned about 8 ins. in diameter

and cut into two semi-circular pieces. These two pieces were
fastened by %-in. patch bolts on either side of the crack, with

a slight opening between them, and a band of iron was shrunk

on over them, thus closing the crack tightly and making a

steam-tight joint. The patch did not interfere with the jacket

and appeared to make an effective and speedy repair.

Edward B. McCabe.

SPECIAL APPRENTICESHIP.

To the Editor:

So much has been said in your journal of late in regard to the

treatment of special apprentices that I want to record the fact

that there is one road at least where they are well treated. I

finished my course a few months ago and was immediately put on
shop improvement work at the maximum rate of pay for machinists.

You are at liberty to use this information without my name or the

name of the road. J. K. L.
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WEIGHT OF PLATE SPRINGS.

In the Editoi

.

The following formula inaj be found useful (or eBtimating

weigbl of plate springe :

Lei / = K-iikIIi of longest plate when straight

b = width of plate.

t = thickness of plate

n = number of plates.

n = weigh) of band.
11' = total weigh) of spring.

Then 11' = .18(IXIX(X«) + u>.

to, the weight of the band can be easily calculated from its dimen-

sions.

Im deriving the constant, the actual weights of about 200 springs

were used, varying from 160 to GOO lbs. The formula gave a weight

within 1% per cent of tl»' actual for all springs, and within i/>

per cent, of the actual for springe in which the number of long

plates was Vt the total number. The weight of flip ends was
fiiuii.l t.. have practically no effect on the formula.

\j. II. Si in m k.

NEW MOTOR DRIVEN CRANK SHAPER.

The 16-in. crank shaper shown in the half-tone has a two-

piece crank motion, which gives a powerful, even cutting

speed on the forward stroke and a quick return of 4 to 1.

The method of driving from the motor by means of the belt

is novel, and practical tests have shown it to be about as posi-

tive as gearing or a chain drive. The idler pulley is con-

nected to the armature shaft by gearing, and thus both idler

rles the tool has its swivel accurately graduated, and is

rigidly clamped. The tool slide has a travel of ins. with

automatic feed. The table has a working surface of 10 x

ll'A ins. on the top and one Bide, and has a cross feed of 22

ins., automatic in either direction. It has a vertical move-
mint of 14 ins. by means of bevel gears and a telescopic screw
with ball bearings. The vise has a graduated base that can
be set to any angle, is clamped to the table by four bolts tit-

ling in the T slots, and can be used on either "the side or top

of the table. The rocker arm is designed so that a 3-in. shaft

can 1)0 passed through under the ram for key-seating. This
shaper is made by the Stockbridge Machine Company of

Worcester, Mass.

LOCOMOTIVE PRACTICE IN FRANCE.

16-Inoh Cbank Shapes.—Stookbhtoce Machine Compakt.

and driving pulley act as drivers. The idler is held on the
bell crank, as shown, and e-an be raised until the belt makes
almost a complete wrap about the driving pulley. The motor
is a Storey 1% h. p., variable speed, and the controller fur-

nishes 26 steps by means of field control. As there are two
runs of gearing, the ram has a total of 52 speed changes.
The ram is of box pattern, and has a bearing in the column

26 ins. long when at full stroke. The stroke can be adjusted
from the front of the machine, and an index and pointer show-
ing length of stroke are in plain view. The head which car-

Following is an abstract of a paper by Edouard Sauvage,

presented before the International Engineering Congress at

St. Louis.

The interest of French locomotive practice is centered in

the development of the 4-cylinder compound, which has per-

mitted a marked increase In the weight and speed of the

trains. In the majority of these engines the high-pressure

cylinders drive one axle, and the low-pressure cylinders an-

other axle, but coupling rods have been preserved between
these axles. The only exception is a unique locomotive (No.

701) built in 1885 for the Chemin de Fer du Nord, in which the

two axles were not connected. This plan has not been con-

tinued. The use of coupling rods began in 1887 on the Paris,

Lyons & Mediterranean locomotives. Since 1890 large num-
bers of such engines have been built or ordered by
French railroad companies, and their aggregate
number will soon exceed 2,000.

Mallet four-cylinder engines are used on meter-
gage lines. These are supported on two separate
groups of coupled axles: One group, driven by
the high-pressure cylinders, is connected to the
locomotive frame in the ordinary way; the other
group, driven by the low-pressure cylinders, forms
a movable truck, so as* to give great flexibility to

the engine.

The majority of the compound engines belong
to two classes, which may be considered as stand-
ards in France: The express locomotive, with
four large coupled wheels, of 2 m. (6 ft. 6% ins.)

diameter or a little more, and the six-coupled loco-

motive, with diameters of from 1.600 m. to 1.750

m. (5 ft. 2 15-16 ins. to 5 ft. 8% ins.), both being
fitted with a truck in front. The six-coupled loco-

motives are equally fit for goods and for ordinary
passenger trains.

The new "Atlantic" (Nos. 3,001-3,008), recentlyV built for the Paris-Orleans by the Societe Alsaci-

i nne de Constructions Mecaniques, is of special

interest as being the most powerful express loco-

motive yet made for the French lines. The ad-

hesive weight is 36 tonnes (18 tonnes per axle),

and it is expected that this weight will be in-

creased to 40 tonnes. Such a change is easy in

locomotives of this type.

The following figures, extracted from the dyna-
mometer car records and indicator cards taken
during numerous runs of these engines with heavy
express trains, give a fair idea of their power:

A length of 13 km. (8 miles) was traversed in 419 sec-

onds, being at a rate of 112 km. an hour (70 miles). The cut-

off was at 53 and 65 per cent, respectively, in the high and
low-pressure cylinders. The mean drawbar pull, behind the
tender, was 2,350 kg. (5,180 lbs.), from which results an aver-

age effective horse-power of 972; the mean indicated horse-

power was 1,830. The maximum indicated horse-power re-

corded on these engines was 1,900. (The unit of horse-power
used here is 75 kg. X 1 m. in a second, while the English unit

is slightly greater.)
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On the Nord, "Atlantic" locomotives, with somewhat smaller

dimensions, maintain a very fine express service. Average

speeds, from end to end, of 90 to 100 km. an; hour (56 to 62

miles), are obtained with trains weighing (exclusive of loco-

motive and tender) 250 tol 300 tons. The piofile of the lines

is generally easy, with somewhat prolonged inclines of 5 mm.
per m. (1 in 200), and. in a few places, of 8 mm. per m. (1 in

125). Some of these trains run in connection with boats from

England, and, in many instances of bad weather, time losl by

the boat has been made up by the train, although the schedule

is calculated with a pretty fair peed.

The advantages of the four-cylim er compi I
m. as re-

sulting from a prolonged practice in France, may be summed
up as follows: Economy of coal resulting from the compound

system in itself, or increase of power with the same consump-

tion of coal; good utilization of si. am at very high pressure,

with the simple or piston valve and the old gears; good bal-

ance of pistons and other pieces with ating motion;

counterweights applied only for revolving parts, thus doing

away with vertical variations of pressure and pounding a i

on rails; ample bearing surfaces for all parts of mechanism,

owing to the use of four cylinders with four separate g

and suppression of all undue strains.

It must be added that these compounds possess great elas-

ticity in working, and are as well fitted for moderate as tor

high speeds, for light or for heavy trains. main eco-

nomical within a wide range of power. In the Paris-Orleans

experiments an average steam consumption of 10.5 kg. (23

lbs.) per horse-power in an hour (the power being calculated

from the action exerted by the driving wheels on the rail, to

compare precisely with what is called the effective power of a

stationary engine) has been measured with tra of heavy

and also moderate weight.

As. regards details of construction, the nearly exclusive u

of Serve or ribbed tubes in all new constructions is well worth

mentioning. Experiments have proved that the efficiency of a

given surface of Serve tubes, taking into account the whole

metallic area in contact with hot gases, was about the same as

with the same surface of plain tubes; and in practice these

tubes have been found durable and free from leakage. They
must be kept free from ashes and soot by frequent cleaning

with a steam jet and, when necessary, with scrapers.

For valve gears the Walschaerts system has been adopted

in many of the French four-cylinder compounds, as well as for

ordinary locomotives. This system is quite convenient when
the valve is placed above or under the cylinder, and there is a

distinct advantage in the use of one eccentric imteail of two.

for inside as well as for outside cylinders. The whole mechan-

ism is simple and easily kept in order. The distribution of

steam effected by the Walschaerts system is particularly gooil,

and quite uniform on both sides of the piston at dirt

points of cut off.

Piston valves are used in some of the latest de igns. After

the experience of the Eastern, they are preferable to Rat

valves, chiefly as giving larger ports and so i
- wire-

drawing and compression of steam. An economj ; - oat, as

high as 10 per cent., has resulted from their use in some
cases.

From prolonged experience and from the unanimity of

opinion of all having experience with these engines, it may
be takeir for granted that the four-cylinder compound system
possesses marked advantages, at least under the conditions

of service prevailing on main French lines. Thanks to their

use, French railroads have been enabled to increase largely

the weight and the speed of their trains, for goods as well

as for passenger service, without any large increase of coal

consumption per kilometer run. In fact, it is rather under-

estimating the merits of the compounds to say that by their

use the weight of trains is increased by one-third with the

same cost of fuel over what it was with the best simple en-

gines used before; or, if not the weight, speed is increased,

and in many cases both weight and speed.

In other words, the compounds would take a traffic equal

to four, against a traffic equal to three, the number of engines

and the expenses for fuel and wages remaining the same. The

initial cost of the compounds is higher, the expenses for re-

pairs may be somewhat greater, but the increase of traffic

is such that the economy is obvious. As regards the cost of

repairs, there is still some doubt as to their exact amount, as

a very large proportion of the compounds have been running

for a few years only, but it must be remarked that the in-

crease of expenses will very likely be due to the boilers work-

ing at a high pressure, and it seems that the same pressures

would be necessary for simple engines, if they were to com-

pete with compounds.

To this must be added, especially for passenger service, the

advantages of greater speed, of more punctuality, and of dis-

pensing in many cases with pilot engines or with supple-

mentary trains. In a mere practical point of view, the French

administrations feel satisfied with the great extension they

gave to the four-cylinder compound system, from which re-

sulted economy as well as a large improvement in their ser-

vices.

A complete solution of the problem would require a proof

that the same results might not be obtained in some other

way. Available data are not sufficient to give such a proof

in an incontestable manner; still, it seems difficult to build

an ordinary locomotive quite equal in every respect to the

latest compounds.

It is clear that simple two-cylinder engines might be made
with the same large boiler, and work with the same high-

pi essure, but it is nearly as clear that, with the ordinary valve

gear of the locomotive, steam at such a high pressure cannot

be utilized as well as by compounding; there is little doubt

that the simple locomotive would require more steam for the

same work or give less work for the same quantity of steam.

In addition, there is a real difficulty in making all the parts

of the simple engine strong enough to stand without undue

wear the greatest stresses resulting from the' increased pres-

sure on large pistons, although this difficulty may be overcome.

An opinion which seems to prevail is that compound loco-

motives may be economical during long runs, but that their

advantage is lost when they stop and start frequently, owing

to the direct admission of steam to the low-pressure cylinders

at starting. This opinion is rather too dogmatic, and the

question requires some consideration. In many cases, with

four-cylinder compounds, the tractive power necessary for

starting from rest is obtained without this direct admission,

or steam is admitted in that way only for the very first revolu-

tion of wheels. The engine is then worked compound, but in

full gear for all cylinders. Of course, steam is not so well

utilized as with a proper degree of expansion in each cylinder,

but, even in that case, the compound compares favorably with

a simple locomotive working in full gear.

In conclusion, opinions expressed by men placed at the head

of locomotive departments of French railroads will be found

of interest. Among others, M. Baudry, locomotive superin-

tendent of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean, ended a communi-
cation to the Soeiete des Ingenieurs Civils as follows:

"Some people may be of opinion that the importance of the

coal saving due to compound locomotives is small, and even

vanishes when the prices of coal are very low. That is a mis-

take, as the saving of coal means really an increased power of

the locomotive. In fact, there is no saving of coal for a certain

work performed, but there is more work for the same coal

consumption; thence result other important savings; less loco-

motives, less drivers, less firemen, less trains are necessary

for a given traffic. These aggregate savings, which do not

depend upon the price of coal, greatly exceed, in the majority

of cases, the saving of coal proper. If the weight of trains

is not increased, then an acceleration in speed is possible, and
in that way the construction of more economical locomotives

has resulted, during the last few years, in an increase of speed

on all French lines."

M. Salomon, locomotive superintendent of the Eastern,

writes that:
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"Compared to the ordinary locomotive, the compound loco-

motive Mas the Important advantage of a coal economy, which

varies with tin- nature ol i i «-. but which is, on an av«

age, from 10 to \'> per cent Willi the use of four cylinders the

symmetry of the engine is preserved, Inertia forces arc in bet-

equilibrium, the turning force is more uniform, the toial

work is divided between two axles, and stresses are more

evenly distributed on the frame. As ;i consequence, the mill

ages between two heavy repairs In the simps Mas been Increi

by 60 per i ent,

"in my opinion, the use of these locomotives marks an lm-

portanl Improvement, which has not been accompanied oy

any trouble In Bexvice; the only objections which have often

been made to the use of compound locomotives are want of

ela tlcitj m their power, and excessive compression of steam

,-n hlgb speed As regards the first objection, the use of inde-

pendenl gears for i h<- high ami for the low-pressure cylinders

allows a satisfactory distribution ol under very different

rates oi weigh! and speed. The second objection vanishes with

lame clearances and sufficient area of steam passages on the

low-pressure cylinders. In this resp cl piston valves will be

quite suitable if they remain sufficiently ti^ht."

CAR WHEEL LATHE.

This machine, specially designed for turning steel tired

car wheels by the I'ond Works ol the Nils liemeni I'oiul Com-

pany, is able to take complete advantage of the use of tbe high

peed tool steels, due to iis smooth, powerful drive and the

rigid manner in which the wheels arc gripped and this, in ad-

dition lo the improved facilities p
!

I [oi placing the

wheels in the lathe and rem.-
i tabled 11 to very

greatly increase the output cum that produced by old methods.

bown, bushings are put on the Journals and the tail-

stocks are brought up. The "Sure Grip" drivers, shown in de-

tail In Pig. 2, are then adjust & as Bhown In Fig. 8. The
chucking jaws in the face plate bold the tires rigidly and by

ring up the set screws of the "Sur Grip" drivers the tiree

are fumiy wedged i> tween the driving plates and the chuck

jaws so that the full power of the machine can be utilized.

Plain chink jaws arc 1 in mosl ufficient and parts 5, 6

and 7. shown in Fig. ::. which I to prevent the tire from
ii Ing crowd d off, can be omitted. After the wheels are in

Km 1

—

Read VIEW of Car Wheel Lathi:.—Nii.es-Bement-Punh COMPANY.

"SURE

DRIVES.

WO. 3—APPLICATION OF "SUBE GRIP"

DRIVES.

Fig. 1 is a rear view of the machine and shows a pair of

wheels about to .be rolled out of the lathe. The large gear

from which the section has been removed to allow the wheels

to be rolled out. is driven by a worm which runs in oil and

which gives a very smooth and powerful motion to the driving

plates. In placing wheels in the lathe they are rolled into the

HO. 4— III 1
1- TAKEN' ON 36-INCH MM1VAI.E TIRE.

place the section of the large gear wheel can easily be slipped

into position and is held by a key. The two large bolts, one

of which is shown to the left of the section of the gear, are

put in place and the nuts tightened. The lathes are set level

with tbe floor so that the wheels can easily be tolled into place

and a pit is provided at the front of the machine for the con-
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venience of the operator. With the wheels convenient to the

lathe, the actual time of taking out one pair and putting in

another should not consume more than 8 to 12 minutes.

This lathe, with an experienced operator and good facilities

for getting the wheels to and from it, can turn out from 5 to

7 pairs of wheels per day of 10 hours, or an average of 36 pairs

per week. Practical experience has demonstrated that the

output is greatest when the feed and cut are a maximum rather

than when a high cutting speed is used. Fig. 4 shows a chip

taken on a pair of 36-in. Midvale tires, the tool being of Mid-

vale special steel, 3x1% ins. in section, depth of cut 11-16 in.,

feed 7-16 in., cutting speed 9 ft. per minute. A tool of self-hard-

ening steel of the above size is large enough to prevent spring-

ing or breaking and the large cross section has the advantage

of rapidly carrying away the heat generated at the cutting

edge.

NEW DESIGN OF HORIZONTAL BORING,
AND MILLING MACHINE.

DRILLING

This machine, illustrated in the halftone, is of radically dif-

ferent design from the conventional "knee type" of horizontal

boring, drilling and milling machine and is constructed with

a view to increasing its capacity and usefulness by adapting

it for a wider range of work than is usually handled by such

machines. The vertical adjustment is made by raising or low-

ering the spindle head instead of the platen, which on the or-

dinary type of machine is difficult of adjustment if carrying

a heavy load. This allows the use of a vertical power feed for

HORIZONTAL BORING, DRILLING AND MILLING MACHINE.—LUCAS MACHINE TOOL COMPANY

milling purposes which is impossible on the old construction

where the platen after it is adjusted must be clamped to the

yoke in order to obtain sufficient stiffness. The elevating

screws for raising and lowering the spindle head and the outer

support for the boring bar are connected by planed bevel gears

to the same driving shaft and are therefore automatically kept

in alignment. The spindle is of crucible steel and has a long

bearing in the sleeve. The front of the sleeve forms a face

plate to which the facing head or face milling cutters or other

large tools may be attached. The hand wheel on the front of the

head gives a slow motion to the spindle and the one to the

left a fast motion.

The platen is provided with a power cross feed in order to

make the machine complete for milling purposes and thus in-

crease its usefulness and in many cases save the rehandling

and resetting of the work. The cross motion of the platen is

great enough so1 that work can often be adjusted on one end

of it while the machine is boring a piece on the other end. The
yoke is adjusted endwise by turning with a wrench the shaft

E, which has on its opposite end a worm hobbed to fit the sta-

tionary screw, the screw and worm acting as a rack and pinion.

Where it is desired to do work on pieces longer than the nom-

inal capacity of the machine, the outer support for the boring

bar can be removed entirely by loosening the four T bolts

which hold it to its base. Lateral adjustment of the platen is

obtained by turning the shaft D.

The feed motion is taken from the main driving shaft which

runs at a much higher speed than the spindle and makes it

possible to get a coarse feed without gearing up; the finer feeds

being obtained by gearing down. This makes the feeds excep-

tionally powerful. It also furnishes two series of feeds, one

when the spindle back gears are out and one when they are in,

the coarser ones being obtained when the spindle back gears

are in. The feeds vary from .004 to .283 in. per revolution of

the spindle and are controlled by the levers A and B, which

furnish 9 changes or 18 different feeds with the spindle back

gears in and out. The lever C reverses all feeds. The lever

J operates sliding gears which connect the vertical driving

shaft to the spindle and are known as the back gears.

G furnishes a vertical hand adjustment for the spindle head.

H operates two clutches in the feed box; when it is in one posi-

tion the feed for the spindle is engaged and that for the table

is disengaged; when in the other the feed for the table is en-

gaged and that for the spindle disengaged. The lever P oper-

ates the power vertical quick motion for the spindle head up

and down.

The gear box is bolted on the end oj the bed and contains

steel cone gears which are manipulated by the two levers

shown on top of the box and fur-

nish 6 changes of speed which in

combination with the back gears

on the spindle head give 12

changes of spindle speed in cor-

rect geometrical progression. The
driving pulley can be engaged or

disengaged by means of a friction

clutch which is operated by the

long handle placed convenient to

the operator. A direct connected

motor drive can be applied if de-

sired.

Adjustments of the spindle

head outer boring bar support and

platen are made by precision

screws which are provided with

dials graduated to 1-1,000 of an

inch, thus allowing holes to be

bored and surfaces to be milled

an exact distance apart, making
it possible to produce interchange-

able work without the use of jigs.

The machine is self-contained

and the bed, which is of a

deep box construction, has 3 feet, is stiff enough to set on any

good floor and does not require a special foundation. This

machine is made by the Lucas Machine Tool Company of Cleve-

land, and is known as No. 1 Precision boring, drilling and mill-

ing machine. They also make a No. 2 machine of the same
general design, but larger in size and better adapted to the

class of work it would be required to handle in a railroad shop.

We expect to build a shop or shed with two tracks long

enough to hold twenty steel cars each. Before they are taken

in on track No. 1 we will remove the scale from the inside

with a pneumatic hammer and the paint and rust from the

outside with a sand blast. Then as they are run in we pro-

pose to paint them with a movable spraying machine suspended

above the cars on a track running the length of the shop, using

a double hose, so that both sides of the cars can be painted at

the same time. After giving them two coats we will put them
on track No. 2 for drying and stenciling.—B. F. Wynn, Master

Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.
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ml MHlol BE EQUIPPED WITH OVEBHEAD CRANES AND MOVABLE TELESCOPIC BMOKE JACKS.

»A/W Or >lfOtf tfCO*

n.K DICKTNSO* MOVABLE BMOKE JAOK-TOOETHEB WITH THE SHALL 8ECTI0* of BOO, IT HAS A MOVEMENT oF 3 FEEI TO
ACCOMMODATE ITSELF To POSITION OF l.o, o M oT I \ E—ALL PABT8 OF CA8T-IBOW.

ROUNDHOUSE CRANES AND SMOKE JACKS.

Progress .luring the past five years in the use of heavy loeo-
mot.ves and heavier trains has entirely changed the status of
the roundhouse and given to it an importance which it never
had before. Instead of merely providing housing for engines,
the roundhouse has become a shop for running repairs and a

very important shop, because the satisfactory operation of
locomotives is directly dependent upon its efficiency. The
roundhouse is to-day, in addition to its other functions, a shop
for emergency repairs of a most important character, because
terminal delays have become a great item of expense when
locomotives are in such great demand as at the present time.
The weight of locomotive parts is now so great as to cause
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not only difficulty and expense but hardship in the round-

house, where the work is handled in the old way without suit-

able facilities. A light, overhead crane, which is always ready

for use, is one of the best factors for economy which is avail-

able for a- roundhouse. Lifting, by cranes as contrasted with

lifting by manual labor is everywhere considered one of the

most economical processes for the saving of labor. It has been

considered impossible to equip roundhouses with cranes in

such a way as to avoid interference with the smoke jacks, be-

cause, most of the lifting being at or near the front ends of

the engines, the cranes must necessarily be able to pass the

jacks. A simple and effective way out of this difficulty is illus-

trated in the accompanying engravings, showing the construc-

tion developed by Mr. Paul Dickinson, of Chicago. The diffi-

culty is met by the use of multi-telescoping jacks, which tele-

scope to an extent permitting them to be raised entirely clear

of the crane. The photograph engraving shows a combination

of a crane and telescoping jacks arranged in this way. Inter-

locking appliances prevent contact of the crane with the jacks

before the latter are raised out of the way. The crane is

locked when the jacks are down, and the jacks are locked

when the crane is over the stack. The convenience of this

arrangement and the method of operating the jacks and crane

from the roundhouse floor are indicated in" the engravings.

Last winter developed a weakness in roundhouses which has

never before been fully appreciated. Heavy traffic, combined

with unusually severe weather, found roundhouses woefully

unequal to the demands made upon them, chiefly because a

large amount of repair work was required to be done in an

atmosphere of steam, gas and smoke. Good work cannot be

done quickly under such conditions, and the trouble became

serious in the very cold weather. In fact, the greatest neces-

sity for good ventilation comes in cold weather, when the

largest amount of roundhouse work is required. Suitable

smoke jacks are necessary in order to carry off the smoke.

Mr. Dickinson has devoted much time and study to this prob-

lem. He finds it necessary that the jacks should fit tightly

over the stacks of the locomotives, and it is conceded that if

the smoke and gases are carried from the stacks directly out

of doors, the largest part of the problem is solved. Because

of the difficulty in stopping a locomotive, or "spotting" it

exactly under the jacks, and also because of the desirability

of being able to move the engine slightly, forward or back-

ward, it is necessary to build the jacks to provide for move-

ment and adjustment along the track, or a great deal of

smoke will escape into the house, especially when forced

draft is used, and it always is used in firing up and getting

ready for going out. This is particularly troublesome when
the engine must be moved a few inches to work on rods or

pistons. Mr. Dickinson provides for this by moving the jack

to conform to the position of the locomotive and insure the

passage of the smoke without getting it into the house. The
method of construction and the levers for moving it are

shown in the engraving. Experiments with various materials

for jacks have led to the opinion that cast-iron is most satis-

factory. The improvements shown are considered important

in roundhouse practice, which will have a marked effect upon

roundhouse efficiency and service. Further information may
be had from Mr. Paul Dickinson, Security Building, Chica-

go, 111.

PERSONALS.

Will the electric railway replace the steam locomotive?

Perhaps the best answer is that its future is not in the

wholesale destruction of existing great systems. It is in the

development of a field of its own, with recognized limitations

but of vast possibilities. It will fill that field to the practical

exclusion of all other methods of transmitting energy; it will

operate all street railway systems, and elevated and under-

ground roads; it will prove a valuable auxiliary to trunk sys-

tems; but it has not yet sounded the death-knell of the loco-

motive any more than the dynamo has that of the stationary

steam engine. Each has its own legitimate field which will

play its proper part in the needs of all civilization.

—

Frank J.

Sprague, International Electrical Congress.

Mr. H. H. Warner has resigned as master mechanic of the

Northern Pacific at Seattle, Washington.

Mr. S. King has resigned as master car builder of the Inter-

colonial Railway, to become assistant master car builder of

the Canadian Pacific.

Mr. Thomas M. Feeley has been appointed master mechanic

of the Iowa Central Railway, with headquarters at Marshall-

town, la., to succeed Mr. W. 0. Johnson.

Mr. W. L. Larry has been appointed master mechanic of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at Taunton, Mass.,

to succeed Mr. A. W. Twombly.

Mr. A. W. Sullivan has resigned as assistant second vice-

president of the Illinois Central to become general manager

of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. A H. Gairns has been appointed general foreman of the

San Bernardino shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway at San Bernardino, Cal.

Mr, G. H. Bussing has been promoted from the position of

assistant superintendent of motive power to that of superin-

tendent of motive power of the Evansville & Terre Haute.

Mr. C. T. Howe has been appointed master mechanic of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at South Boston,

Mass., to succeed Mr. S. P. Willis.

Mr. P. F. Flavin has been appointed acting master mechanic

of the National Railroad of Mexico at Laredo. Texas. He has

been foreman of the boiler shop at that place.

Mr. W. F. Girten has been appointed general foreman of car

repairs of the Central Railroad of New Jersey, with headquar-

ters at Elizabethport, N. J.

Mr. C. T. Sheldon has been appointed master mechanic of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad at Valley Falls,

R. I., to succeed Mr. L. M. Butler.

Mr. William Hassman has been appointed master mechanic

of the Peoria & Pekin Union Railroad, with headquarters at

Peoria, 111.

Mr. I. C. Hicks has been appointed master mechanic of the

Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Railway, with headquarters at

Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Mr. R. M. Boldridge has been appointed master mechanic of

the Mississippi Central Railroad, with headquarters at Hat-

tiesburg. Miss., to succeed Mr. C. H. Welch, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Edson has been appointed general manager of the

Chicago. Cincinnati & Louisville Railroad, with headquarters

at Cincinnati. Ohio, to succeed Mr. C. G. Waldo, resigned.

Mr. Charles Caspar has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, with headquarters at Fond

du Lac, Wis. For the past two years his title has been chief

draftsman.

Mr. C. F. Richardson has been appointed general road fore-

man of equipment of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with

headquarters at St. Louis. Mo. He has been road foreman of

engines of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. Frank Hedley has been appointed general manager of

the Interboro Rapid Transit Company of New York, to relieve

Mr. E. P. Bryan, who has been vice-president and general man-

ager and who retains the position of vice-president.
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Mr. J. A. Hill baa been appointed master mechanic of the

i ake Erie & Western Railroad, with headquarters at Lima.

Ohio, in Bucceed Mr. William White.

Mr. Clemen! F. Street has severed hie connection with the

Wellman-Seaver-Morgaj] Engineering Company to accept the

position oi commercial engineer of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, with headquarters in Pittsburg.

Mr. K Atkinson has resigned. as master mechanic of the

Philadi Iphla & Reading at Reading, Pa.

Mr. William White has resigned as master mechanic of the

Erie A We tern al Lima, Ohio, to enter the service of the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.

Mr. S. I. Campbell has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago, & Alton' Railroad, with headquarters at Slater,

Mo., i" succeed Mr. P. P. Roesch, resigned.

Mr. A. L. Rossetter has been appointed master mechanic of

the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis Railroad of Illinois, with

headquarters at Springfield. 111.

Mr. Charles Wilson has bpen appointed master mechanic

of the Lehigh Valley at Wilkesbarre, Pa., to succeed Mr. F. F.

Qaines, resigned.

Mr. John Howard has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad In addition to his duties as superintendent of motive

powi r of the Boston & Albany. His headquarters will be at

the Grand Central Station, New York.

Mr. P. W. Brazier has been appointed superintendent of roll-

ing stock of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

His title for the past six years has been assistant superintend-

ent of rolling stock. His jurisdiction is extended over the

Boston & Albany, in addition to the New York Central.

Mr. LeGrand Parish has been appointed assistant superin-

tendent of motive power of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-

ern Railway, with office In Cleveland. Those who know Mr.

Parish and his work will be pleased by his advancement to

a position of greater responsibility. He entered the service

of the Lake Shore as a clerk in the car department, and his

superiors being impressed with his administrative ability, he

was soon made foreman of car repairs, serving in that ca-

ty for seveni I years and at two important repair points.

About six years ago he was appointed master car builder at

Englewood. 111., where he had charge of the maintenance of

car equipment on the western portion of the road, and this

position he now leaves to go to Cleveland. He owes his suc-

cess to thoughtful study of the problems coming before him
and to business methods In dealing with them, combined with

good judgment of men and unusual ability in managing his

subordinates in a way which brings voluntary loyal support

from all. This appointment is announced with a conviction

that Mr. Parish is only beginning a career of increasing re-

sponsibility and recognition.

Mr. Frederick M. Whyte has been appointed general mechan-
ical engineer of the New York Central lines, with head-

quarters in the Grand Central Station, New York City. He
has held the position of mechanical engineer of the New York
Central & Hudson River Railroad since August 16, 1899, and is

admirably equipped by education and experience for the im-

portant work of his new position. Mr. Whyte is 39 years of

and was graduated from Cornell University in 1889.

He entered railroad service in that year, and has been
draughtsman in the motive power department of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, in the testing department of the

Baltimore & Ohio, in the office of the late David L. Barnes

In Chicago, was connected with the South Side Elevated Rail-

way and the Northwestern Elevated of that city, and a mem-
ber of the staff of the Railroad Gazette In the same place.

In 1897 he was appointed mechanical engineer of the Chicago

& Northwestern Railway, and resigned In 1899 to take the

position on the New York Central from which i pro-

mote] Mr. Whyte'e present appointment is an exceedingly

important one, and is the only one carrying the title of gen-

eral mechanical engineer of a system of allied lines. It is a
step in !>i ii of unification of Ihe engineering prob-

lem of a system of roads which brings gTi t >i 1 i ties of

advantage from a standpoint of the business interests of the

roads as affected by the mechanical department. Mr. Whyte
and the New York Central lines are to be congratulated upon
this fitting appointment.

Hlectbio Tbaotion ok tih; Erie, This road contemplates

tn application of electric (taction to 51 miles of its New
Jersey suburban district, with a central power Station at

Pateraon.

Compressed Am .Minus.— At the recent Holyoke convention

of the New England Waterworks Association a new meter for

measuring compressed air was exhibited. A device of this kind,

if accurate, would be a valuable aid to the economical use of

compressed air in railroad shops.

The adoption of electricity on any trunk line service will be

determined bj the hard and fast rule of financial necessity. It

is my belief that some of the largest expenditures, and those

most fruitful of return to those who own the steam railroads

of the country to-day. will be in the purchase ami control of the

competing electric railways which, having inthe past acquired

franchises of undoubted value, have built up a business which
they can hold and which will increase, and many a steam rail-

way will be better off financially and bring bigger returns if it

gathers in these franchises and systems and takes to its lines

an advantage it will be difficult to duplicate in the future.

—

F.

]. Sprague, International Electrical '•

Hioh-Pressi be I'm kino.—A new packing for high-pressure

service has been placed on the market by the New Ji

Asbestos Company, of Camden. N .T. It is moulded to shape

in steel dies under hydraulic pressure, making it nearly ;is

solid as if of metal, and yet it remains flexible. The rings are

made of the same material as the well-known "Gladiator" as-

bestos metallic packing. They do not burn out or blow out

of the stuffing boxes, and a number of prominent railroads

are using them on locomotives, where satisfactory packing

is specially appreciated. Information concerning these pack-

ing rings may be obtained from the manufacturers.

G Medal Pob Rail Joints.—The Jury of Awards of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition has awarded the gold medal

for rail fastenings to the Continuous Rail Joint Company of

America, for their display made in the Transportation Build-

ing, of their rail-joint products. The exhibit shows various

types of rail joints produced by patented machinery controlled

by the company in this country. Further acknowledgment of

the merits of the continuous rail joint is shown in the fact

that over 20.000 miles of railroad track has been equipped

within the past ten years. The company owns and operates

the Albany Iron & Steel Works, at Troy. N. V. This com-

pany is now bringing out a new type of insulated rail joint,

and also an electric bonding joint to be placed upon thp ma--
ket. The development of the business has made it necessary

to organize a company in Canada for the exclusive use of

Canadian patents originally owned by them, and another cor-

poration in London, England. This appliance has already

been introduced in many foreign countries. The general

offices of the company are at Newark, N. J.
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30-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILL. HIGHEST DEVELOPMENT OF AIR BRAKES.

The boring and turning mill illustrated in the photograph is

equipped with a swivel! turret head, and presents great possi-

bilities as a time and labor saver on certain classes of work.

It swings 32 ins. in diameter and 15% ins. under the cross

rail, and can be furnished with either a three-jaw independent

and universal chuck combined, as shown, 30 ins; in diameter

or with a plain table, with or without jaws. The face plate

is bolted to a large driving gear, .which has an outer bearing

with an automatic- oiling device arranged in the bed to keep

the bearing well lubricated. The face plate has eight changes

of speed, from 18 to 73 r. p. m., without back gears, and from

2.28 to 9.3 r. p. m. with back gears. The centre spindle is

7 ins. in diameter, 18 ins. long, and is made with an angular

bearing to receive side strains, with check nuts- on the under

side of the spindle to prevent any lifting tendency.

The turret has five sides, 10 ins. across flats, and has five

2 3-16-in. holes. The turret slide has a traverse of 16 ins..

and in the swivel head can be set over at any angle up to 30

degrees, and will face 30 ins. in diameter. The' mill has a

The Hioh Speed Brake.

30-INCH BORIMI AND TURNING MILL.-

COMPANY.

l:\l SH .MACHINE TOOL

Hendey-Norton change gear device on its upright for feeumg

and thread cutting. Twenty vertical feeds are provided from

.0125 to .1666 in. per revolution of the table, and twenty hori-

zontal feeds are provided from .015 to .211 in. per revolution

The mill is driven by a cone of large diameter, taking a

3-in. belt, and is so arranged that a motor drive can be ap-

plied at any time. The back gears can be changed by means

of a lever without the use of a lock nut. The machine weighs

5,900 lbs., and is self-contained, and therefore does not require

an expensive foundation. It is made by the Baush Machine

Tool Company, Springfield, Mass.

This country is impressed as it never has been before with

the necessity for safeguarding lives and property in transporta-

tion and its railroads are earnestly seeking means for meet-

ing the problem of safety of trains. Among these is increased

braking capacity, because the limiting conditions of safe speeds

lies in the ability to stop quickly. Much is said about phenom-

enally high speeds of 100 miles per hour and over, hut these

will not be attained in regular service unless brake practice

develops with the increased speeds.

For 40 years of the early history of railroad progress the

brake problem was not attacked. Up to 1864 no real improve-

ment in braking was attempted. Since that year progress has

been rapid, especially since the first use o£ the compressed air

by Mr. Westinghouse, and now we have in the "High Speed

Brake" the greatest development in this field and one which

means more for the safety of fast trains than any other appli-

ance now available.

At the St. Louis Exposition this brake is exhibited by the

Westinghouse Air* Brake Company and the usual applications

of apparatus with which all railroad men are familiar have

given place to this apparatus which was designed to meet the

greatest present need.

The improved brake requires little apparatus in addition

to that of the quick action brake, and no change in the mech-

anism of the latter; but a train-line and auxiliary reservoir

pressure of 110 lbs. is employed instead of 70 lbs., the pressure

generally used in connection with the quick-action brake. The

high speed brake consists of the quick-action air brake appara-

tus as ordinarily applied to a passenger car, to which is added

an automatic reducing valve that is attached to the body of the

car adjacent to the air cylinder, to which it is connected by

means of a, pipe. This reducing valve is so constructed that

it remains inert in all service applications of the brake unless

at any time the brake cylinder pressure becomes greater than

60 lbs., in which event the valve operates to discharge promptly

from the brake cylinder as much air as necessary to restrict the

cylinder pressure to that intended. In an emergency applica-

tion of the brakes the violent admission of a large volume of

air to the brake cylinder raises the pressure more rapidly than

it can be discharged through the port of the reducing valve,

and the air is discharged from the brake cylinder in such a

manner that it does not become reduced to 60 lbs. until the

speed of the train has been very materially checked. On
emergency application, the high train line and auxiliary pres-

sures fill the brake cylinders almost instantly with air at about

85 lbs. pressure, thereby giving a pressure of the brake shoes

upon the wheels about 40 per cent, greater than that realized

by the use of the quick-action brake alone. The air pressure

immediately begins to escape from each brake cylinder through

the automatic reducing valve, continuing to do so until the

cylinder pressure is Teduced to 60 lbs., which is thereafter

maintained until the brakes are released by the engineer.

On account of the high pressure carried with this brake, a

full service application of the brake will leave the pressure

in the auxiliary reservoir at nearly 100 lbs.; in fact, 3 full

service applications can be made without recharging the auxil-

iary reservoirs, and there will still remain sufficient air pres-

sure for an emergency stop equal to that of ordinary practice.

These advantages, coupled with such a restricted brake cylin-

der pressure for all service applications of the brake that wheel

sliding is avoided, require no further comments to insure

recognition of their importance in materia'ly advancing the

art of train stopping.

The high speed equipment for a locomotive requires but few
parts in addition to the quick-action apparatus and the simple

movement of 1 or 2 cock handles to convert the brakes from
quick action to high speed, or vice versa, thus making entirely

practical the operation of either type without delay or incon-

venience. That the brake, with which over 24,500 locomotives
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and passenger curs have been equipped, has proven its utility

as a positive and material advancement In air brake practice

must tie patent to all who visit the exhibit and familiarize

themselves with Its possibilities to accomplish results hitherto

lc, and thai its merits and value are rapidly becom-

ing recognized by railways is appatent from the large number

of locomotives and cars In daily service provided with the ap-

paratus To the layman the term "high speed" is to some ex-

tent a misnomer, for while the impression is conveyed that the

brake is intended to be used only on trains scheduled al high

continuous si ds, its meritorious features can be utilized to

ncl advantage on all trains operating on a more moderate

schedule but frequent]] attaining ipeeda such as that for which

the high speed brake was primarily intended. The practicable

solution of the Important question of train control has been a

prime factor in the establishment of fast passenger schedules,

and the whole exhibit is an interesting example of the West-

Inghouse Air Brake Company's policy of harmonizing all of its

Improvements with Its equipment already in service by simple

and effective attachments to former standards.

In describing the "Schenectady Superheater Locomotive" on

page 339 of the September number, savings of 33 per cent.

A POWERFUL CRANK SHAPER.

* K-in. crank shaper designed for heavy work, and with

a view to durability, is shown in. Figs. 1 and 2. In addition

to tli itlal design of the various parts, the details of

the rocker aim construction are of special interest. The

onnected to the ram by a link, which allows

a more direct -pull than does the ordinary design of crank

r, and gives a very even culling speed. Wear of the

shoe can be compensated for by adjusting the screws

shown in Fig.' 2.

A hark gear ratio of 20 to 1 is provided, change from one

run of gearing to the other being made by a lever, which

throws either one of two gears, keyed to a sleeve which slides

on the driving shaft, in or out of mesh with gears on the back

shaft. The ram has a bearing of 30'
.

, x 10 ins, and Is de-

signed so thai the section gradually lm a strength, and

is strongest at the point where the leverage is greatest, which
is when the cutting tool is at iis extreme forward position.

FIO. 1. 16-IN. OBANK SHAPES.—QUEEN CITY MACHINE TOOL

COMPANY.

aJ A.lj.Srr,

no. 2.—BAM A\"l> BOCKES AICM

C0N8TR1 CTION.

were mentioned as having been effected by a superheater on

the Canadian Pacific Railway. This record was made with a

Schmidt superheater.

M. C. 1). l,i rni: Ballot.—The letter ballot, which closed

September 23, resulted in the adoption of all the recommenda-

tions made at the convention of last June except three. These

concerned the distance between the centre of bolsters and the

base of the sill, the height and width of cars on high trucks

and the lettering on end fascia boards.

I."com (hive Boiler Stlf.i. AND Tubes.—The result of the

letter ballot by the Master Mechanics' Association on the

recommendations offered at the convention of last June is

announced by Secretary Taylor to be in the affirmative with
respect to boiler steel, firebox steel and boiler tubes of steel

and iron.

Length of stroke and position of the ram can be changed with-

out leaving the work and while the tool is in motion or at

rest. The rail is 9 ins. long, and has 1% ins. top wearing sur-

faces. The cross traverse is 21 ins.) and the screw has a

graduated collar. Vertical adjustment is effected by bevel

gears, which are protected from dirt and chips, and are pro-

vided with ball bearings and operate the telescopic screw.

The table, in addition to the T slots on top and sides, has

a V for holding shafts and similar work vertically, and can

readily be detached from the saddle. An extension provides

foi< a broad clamping surface, utilizing the full length of the

stroke. The vise has a base that can be firmly bolted to top

or sides of table, and the swivel is held to this base by two steel

planer head bolts. The head swivel is held in the same man-
ner; both are graduated, and can be set to any angle, quickly

and accurately. A down feed screw to the head is provided

with a graduated collar. A large opening under the ram pro-

vides for key-seating of shafts or similar work of any length.

This shaper is manufactured by the Queen City Machine Tool
Company of Cincinnati.
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MOTOR DRIVEN LATHE. OTTO GAS ENGINE EXHIBIT,

The photographs illustrate a simple and substantial motor

application to a Lodge & Shipley 16-in. engine lathe. The

lathe is equipped with their improved headstock, which is

designed for high speeds and heavy cuts, and is the same

aa the one described on page 313 of the August issue of this

journal, except that it is arranged for the motor drive. The

motor is supported as shown.

On an extension of the armature shaft is a sleeve, to which

two gears are keyed. The handwheel slides this sleeve along

the shaft and throws either gear in mesh with the correspond-

ing gear on the short auxiliary shaft according to the speed

desired.

The patent head furnishes three speed changes, which in

combination with the two driving shaft speeds furnish 6

mechanical speed changes. This in combination with a North-

EEAR VIEW OF LODGE & SHIPLEY LATHE SHOWING MOTOR

APPLICATION.

16-INCH MOTOR DRIVEN LATHE.—LODGE & SHIPLEY MACHINE TOOL COMPANY.

em 2% h. p. variable speed motor gives a wide range of speed.

As regularly made, the controller is operated from the car-

riage, and not as shown. If desired, the lathe can be furnished

with a pulley suitably supported in place of the motor, so that

it can be operated directly from the line shaft with six changes

of spindle speed.

Drainage Engineer.—The United States Civil Service Com-

mission will hold an examination November 22-23, 1904, for an

engineer in connection with the irrigation and drainage in-

vestigations in the Office of Experiment Stations, Department

of Agriculture, the salary being from $1,500 to $2,000 per an-

num, according to qualifications. Applicants should apply to

the United States Civil Service Commission, Washington,

D. C, for application form No. 1,312 and other particulars.

The exhibit of the Otto Gas Engine Works of Philadelphia,

Pa., at the St. Louis Exposition occupies the largest space ever

devoted to the exhibition of gas and gasoline engines ex-

clusively in this country. The general display at their ex-

hibit is characteristic of the high grade of the engines which

they build. There are seventeen engines shown for general

and special work, eleven of which are fitted up and running,

ranging in sizes from 2 to 140 h.p.

There are several novelties of more than ordinary interest,

including a 40-h.p. horizontal single-cylinder engine as shown

directly connected to a Diehl generator. The engine is of their

special electric light type, which is fitted with their rotary

ball governor which regulates the charges taken, or fuel con-

sumed, according to work done; sometimes called "hit and

miss" governing. The regulation of this engine gives a varia-

tion in voltage not exceeding 2 per cent, with engine carry-

ing anywhere from full load down to but a few lights. The

claims made for this engine are, being a single-cylinder type,

it requires less attention and is very much simpler in con-

struction than an engine having a multiplication of cylinders

in order to get the regulation for electric light purposes.

Most users desire an engine which does not require constant

attention, which condition this single-cylinder direct-connected

type fulfils. Besides, with this method of governing, the idle

running gas consumption is less than 18 per cent, of full load

consumption, which is decidedly more economical than a so-

called throttling governing engine, or one having a multiplica-

tion of cylinders, and this adapts itself to many situations

where the load during many hours at a time is light. Under

these conditions the, most economical running is obtained.

The two largest types of engines show latest design for large

engine construction, being fitted with their own self starters,

the method of starting being to set the engine at the point

of ignition and pump a charge into

the cylinder with a hand pump. Af-

ter the cylinder is charged it is

cut off by a hand lever, and a some-

what greater pressure is pumped in-

to a vessel which is part of the start-

er. When sufficient pressure is

pumped, the hand lever is opened,

allowing fnc greater pressure in the

vessel to come in contact with the

engine piston, which slowly turns the

engine over when the igniter snaps

and a charge is ignited. This gives

the flywheel sufficient momentum
when the next charge is drawn in

by the engine in the regular way.

The method of starting insures

against failure to start, as it is not

dependent upon an air supply stored

by the. engine when running, and

annoyances caused when air is ex-

hausted.

All these engines are fitted with

patent electric igniters, having both

movable and stationary electrodes, mounted in a phos-

phor bronze flange, said to be infringed upon by every

maker of internal combustion engines using electric igniters.

They also show one of the portable gasoline type of engines

used for farming purposes, also a hoisting engine which is

very compact and has many points of advantage. The marine

type, vertical two-cylinder1 engine is of the same construction

as many of this and larger sizes which they have built for sub-

marine boats. Two types of pumping engines are shown, with

vertical and horizontal pumps, direct geared to the engine,

making a very compact design. There is also a 10-h.p. engine

belted direct to a generator. The space is very brilliantly

lighted by arc and incandescent lamps, which are being op-

erated by engines in the exhibit.

The company also exhibit a number of awards, gold and
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silver medals, which they ba rod. Their engines have

been exhibited at all the prominent expositions, and they

claim the distinction ol having over one hundred gold and

liver medals, and numerous awards and diplomas, leading

In the number of awards made over an] other piece of ma-

chinery thai was evei chibited.

HIGH SPEED TOOL TESTS AT THE EXPOSITION.

On October i- :i meeting at which 14 of the high-grade

Steel makers Of the world were represented either in person

in- by proxy, was held In Hie Palace of Machinery, with Mr.

K S ECiger us chairman, and rules and regulations governing

a slci'l lest lo take place <m S.pi i-miIh i 10 at Work 9, Ma-

rhiii. iy Sail, were adopted. On September 10 only three of

n makers, Including Edgar Allen & Company, Ltd., Hugo
Reisinger, maker of the Victoria steel, and the Mclnnes Steel

Company, were prepared to participate in the test. Three

Other makes were tested under protest. The jury of awards

has not yet made known its decision.

The rules adopted to govern the test were as follows: Size

Of tools to be 1 Vfe in 3 - x 2'/i ins. by 1 in., to fit Armstrong tool

holders. A certain form of William Sellers Company tool to

be selected as the tool to be used by each contestant, and all

It is not convenient for Mr. Search to serve, Mr. .1. 13. Barnes,

of the Wabash Railroad, to be selected In his stead. That a

committee of three, it In the city, should constitute a quorum,

and the committee Bbail meel on August 20 at 2 p, m. to close

all entries in I nch other buslne a as may come

[i • It,

The tests were made on a Putnam lathe driven bj a Northern

variable speed motor.

RELATION OF WINDOW-AREA TO FLOOR SPACE.

A somewhat informal, though careful, effort has been made
at Cornell University to determine a general statement of the

relative proportion between window-openings and their posi-

tion, and the floor area and the depth of the rooms to be lighted.

The data, says Keith's ' were intended to apply to

the problem of bag an adequate supply of natural light in

the lecture-rooms on all ordinary days between 8 a. m. and 5

p. m., under the climatic conditions which prevail in Ithaca,

N. Y.

Information was secured which was based on actual experi-

ence in six buildings on the Cornell Campus, and referred to

rooms lighted from one side only. From the statements sub-

mitted by the professors in charge of the work in the several

OTTO l. AS ENGINE KXIIIUIT AT ST. LOUIS EXPOSITION.

tools to be ground on a William Sellers Company grinder.

Each contestant to have his tools forged on the Exposition

grounds, The number of tools be Iimited\to two forged tools

and two for Armstrong tool holders. The cut to be % in. deep
or a 1V6 ins. reduction, 3-16 in. feed, at a cutting speed of 100

ft. per minute, to be run as long as the tool will stand up and
retain the proper cutting edge, which shall be determined by
the judges. For the second tool used, the speeds and feeds

to be determined by a majority of the judges.

The falling down of tools to be determined when it loses size

of cut. If a tool breaks between the cutting point and the tool

post it shall determine the life of that particular tool, and if

the second tool breaks between the aforesaid points, it shall

terminate the test of that particular brand of steel. The vari-

ous brands of steel offered for test shall be the same as offered

on the market regularly for sale. Tools, when forged, tem-

pered and ground, must be turned over to the committee. No
preliminary test to be permitted before the official test.- A
committee of five was appointed, with Mr. Edwin R. Kent as

chairman, to take charge of tools before and after tests, ex-

amine steel and see to the forging and grinding and other pre-

liminary matters. But one brand of steel to be entered in the

contest by any one representative. Tool No. T 3G3 adopted as
the shape of tool to be used. The names of different contest-

ants to be placed in an envelope, and the first one drawn shall

decide the first steel to be tested, etc. Every contestant to be
furnished with a complete record of each steel tested, said
records and reports to be signed by each of the judges. Mr.
C. Edwin Search, of Milwaukee, Wis, to be extended an in-

vitation to serve as judge in behalf of the steel men In case

buildings the following data have been compiled regarding

sixteen rooms adequately lighted, and nine rooms in which the

light is "nearly sufficient."

Number of Rooms.
Total Aki.a,

Floor. Windows.
i'eet. ratio.

Sufficient 16 10.4G6 2,000 1,000 :191
Nearly bo 9 5,392 71)9 1,000:146

Average Depth of Room.
22 ft. 1 In.

20 ft. 6 in.

Average Height Window Tops. Ratio.

11 ft. :> in. 1,000: 518
10 ft. 2 in. 1,000 :4U5

All these rooms are alike in having unobstructed light; no
building stands before the windows.

A peculiar relation which should be observed is that the

well-lighted rooms have an average of C54 sq. ft. of floor-area

and 22 ft. 1 in. deep, while those w-hose light Is "nearly suffi-

cient" are smaller and shallower, being 599 sq. ft. area and 20

ft. 6 ins. deep.

One explanation of this unexpected result is found in the

figures relative to the positions of the windows. In the well-

lighted rooms the window-tops average 11 ft. 9 ins. above the

floor and 1 ft. 6 ins. below the ceiling; in the other rooms they

are 1 ft. 7 ins. nearer the floor and 11 ins. farther from the

ceilings.

The conclusions to which this local experience leads are

these:

(1) There should be at least 150 ft. of window-space in each

1,000 sq. ft. of floor space in rooms which, in use and location,

are similar to those here described and are lighted only from
one side.

Therefore an office 15x25 should have at least 56 sq. ft. of
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window-space and a class-room 30x40 should have at least 180

sq. ft. of unobstructed lighting surface.

(2) The proportion between the height of the window-tops

and the depth of the room lighted should be at least 500 to

1,000, or, in other words, the distance from the floor to the

window-tops should be one-half the depth of the room to be

lighted. •

These hgures support the old principle that "top-light" is the

best; the nearer the window-tops come to the ceiling the more
efficient will be the lighting to be secured from a given sur-

face. Care should be taken that overhanging lintels be not

allowed to obstruct the light.

T-BOLT HEADS FOR RAPID CHUCKING.

While the high-speed tool steels have done much to reduce

the time of turning out work on machine tools, in many cases

as great or greater savings can be made by increasing the

facilities for chucking or clamping down work. In railroad

shops, where the work is general in character and different

classes of work are often handled in the same machine dur-

ing the course of the day, considerable time is lost in clean-
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number of exampl ith in this

courrtrj and abroad, and eo 'lj all thi which rein-

forced concrete has so far been put. Pari ill la the shortest, but

bj ao means the least valuable, for II gives much practical Informa-

thoda of handling the material, and of building

forma, centres and the like. The text throughout the l>""i< 1

ouslj Illustrated, and the volume is worthy of a wide circulation

not only an _ > ngineera and architects, but also concrete con-

tractors.

"Cement \<.i ." The September Dumber of the Cement Ige is

notable in presenting articles from engl irs of the New York

Rapid Transit Commission on the use of concrete in the subway.

Concrete offers a great advantage in permitting unskilled labor to

be substituted for the Bkilled labor which would be required for

brick laying. This bad an Important bearing upon the coal and

celerity of the work on the subway In addition to the advantages of

monolithic construction offered by concrete.

Storage Ajb Brabj System. The system of storage air brakes

used mi the cars "i" the St. Louis Transit Company Is described in

s pamphlet Issued jointly by the Westinghouse Traction Brake

Company and the Ingersoll-Sergeanl Drill Company. Ii describes

and illustrates the compressors, the storage facilities, the brake

and presents tests made it prai tice.

Valves Special catalogue N'o. 100 has just boon Issued by the

Crane Company of Chicago describing their very complete li"' 1 of

!><>!> safety valves, water relief valves and boiler trimmings. The]

have also sent out a small pamphlet illustrating their exhibits in

the Machinery Hall and Transportation Building at the St. Louis

Exposil ion.

"A I'. C" Engines. The American Blower Company of De
troil have j 1

1 - 1 issued the following bulletins: 162 describing their

"A P. C" type 1 bigh-sp I vertical engine; 163 describing their

type B "A B C" vi rtical engine with "marine" type frame, and type

C which is desig 1 for direct connection to i ihanical draft out-

fits; ir,i describing their type I "A B <"' horizontal engine,

Tractive Power Chart.—This chart, L5 by 20 ins., in sizo,

is printed on tough paper and affords a convenient method of

quickly finding the tractive power of a locomotive. Published by

the Derrj Collard C pany, 256 Broadway, New York. Price,

."•ii cents.

\\'\r. Sellers .'v. Company, Inc. a pamphlet just issued de-

scribes their exhibits at the St Louis Exposition, which include a

96-in. planer with pneumatic clutches for reversing, universal

tool grinding and shaping machines, improved drill grinding ma-
chine, their well known unproved and self acting injector for

railroad and high-class stationary service, the 80,000-lb, traction

dynamometer in the Pennsylvania Railroad exhibit, cranes, shaft-

ing details, etc.

Variabu Speed Motors- Northern Electrical Manufacturing
Company's Bulletin ''•' describes and illustrates application of

their single voltage variable sj ,1 motors t,, a number of differ-

ent machine tools, These motors do not require any wiring other

than that required by constant sliced motors. A Gould & Ebcr-

bardi ahaper exhibited at St. Louis is driven by one of them which
1

i B S] d variation of more than 5 to 1 and is operated from a

two-wire single voltage circuit. A characteristic curve of this

type of Northern motor shows that the horse-power is practically

constant for all 8] Is.

'I'lc Standard Steel Car Company of Pittsburg has just issued

a new booklet containing complete descriptive matter, together with
a number of handsome illustrations of their tw w solid forged,

steel equalizer bar trucks for electric railways, manufactured at

their works, Butler, Pa. The book is 6 x '.i baches in size and
finely printed on plate paper with cover stamped in gold. The
illustrations Bhow the new arrangement of joining the journal boxes

rigidly to the equalizer bars, and the machine finishing of the
journal boxes and bearings. This booklet will prove of great

>t to all electric railwaj managers, ami the company will
send a copy immediately it),on request to their general office, 1127
Prick Building, Pittsburg, Pa. These trucks are now on exhibition
at the World's Fair. St. Louis, Transportation Building, Aisle B,

Tost 45.

( in , i. Mm I i. m l n
i

i l cribed in a pamphlet issued by

the George R. R t I ta ice is

special hoi I inc or less in length, and is

guaranteed to run at a .-pee,
I four timt twist drill.

Lathes. The R. EC La Blond Machine Tool Company of Cin-

eiunaii have iust Issued a g their lathes. The
i act ion is consid tail and a numbi ! pplica-

t ions are show n.

Maine Spoj rs in mentioning in a general waj the vat

portions of Maine's territory, Btarting at Bemis as an egress, one

can 'iiiii' i he I.-, in, hi. Rangelej and Dead River regions the Dead

River separt them. Here both deer ami are found,

while foxes and ga birds are particular^ plentiful, Proceei

in He- , fortable Pullmat im Boston, one can go through

to Greenville, from where departure may he mad,' for the meat

surrounding section. Following from the northerly end of m
head the west branch ,,f the Penob cot, the entire territory is in-

fested with deer ami <„ It becomes the herding ground for

the moose in their wandering from Canada Mount Kalahdin,

reached bj water or land, is a delightful camping ground. The

mountain i.j 5,000 ft, high, and in Its thick forests moose seek

refuge. From here, by eanoe, it is possibli aey to the main

line of the Bangor i\ Aroostook Itailroad, the heralded territory.

From I be stations of this road alone, la er 3,786

and 232 moose were shipped in the open season. Here one often

encounters bears, wildcats, loupcerviers, and woodcock ami part-

ridge an' found in abundance. Mount Kalahdin is easily reached

from here by means of Norcross and Stacyville. The newest

station of Maine's sporting grounds in that portion reached by tin:

Washington County Itailroad. it is a dense wilderness of vast

size, and as yet never penetrated except by lumbermen and strag-

gling sportsmen, in portions of New I lamp-hire and Vermont
goo.i sport ma) I,,- secured, and some tpor ii prefer the wild

tracts of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, in order to get a

detailed description of the hunting region, send a two-cent -lamp '

to the General P Department, Boston & Maine itailroad.

Boston, for their illustrated I felet, "Fishing and Hunting." Ac-

c panying will be mailed a booklet of th,- condensed Fish and
Came Laws of all Northern \ew England and Canada.

N0TE5.

Erie Heating Company. Thi- company has moved into its new
Offices at 22S Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, where cor-

respondence should now be addressed instead of ::i West Monroe

Locomotive Applianci Company.—At a meeting of the board
of directors held September I'll the following officers were elected:

Mr. Ira C. Hubbell. president
; Messrs. W. <

'. Squire. Clarence N.
Howard and J. .1. McCarthy, vi,, presidents; Mr, .1. I'.. Allfree. con-

sulting engineer; Mr. E. 1'.. LatbTop, treasurer, and W. II. Eng-
land, secretary.

Paint tor Sti bi Work. Dixon's silica-graphite paint was used

to preserve the structural steel work of the new St. Regis Hotel.

the new boathoii-e of the United States Naval Academy at An-
napolis, the new Wabash terminal station in Pittsburgh, the North-

German Lloyd terminal and other recently completed structures

of note in this country.

I IroCKER-WHEELER < lOMPANY.—The Crocker-Wheeler standard

railway typo electric generators compound wound for 550 volts,

used in the Intramural Railway power plant at the St. Louis Ex-

position, and the engines which drive them are for sale, delivery

to be made early in January. Six of the generators are driven by
steam engines of different makes and one by a water wheel. Bul-

letin 49, issued by the above company, describes and illustrates the

engines and generators.

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company.— This com-
pany recently .-hipped to the .New York Edison Company a 60-

kw. balancing set for its Waterside station and 34 two-wire vari-

able speed field control motors, to be directly coupled to lib

for cooling the transformers at sub They also shipped

9 small motors to bo installed in sub-stations of the Brooklyn

Rapid Transit Company. This make a torTil of ~~j Northern

motors, aggregating 1,500 h. p.. now in use by these two com-

panies.
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Lindenthal Side Bearings.—These bearings were described in

a paper read read recently by Mr. Gustav Lindenthal before the

New York Railroad Club. They have been in successful service for

several years. Mr. Charles F. Pierce has been appointed sales

agent, with office at 45 Cedar street. New York City..

Wabneb & SwASEY Company.—This company lias an extensive

and well arranged exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition which in-

cludes their Nos. 1 and 2 hollow hexagon turret lathes arranged

with belt and motor drive ; Nos. 1, 2 and 5 turret screw machines,

16-in. funning turret lathe, 16 and 24-in. universal turret lathes,

2-spindle valve milling machine and horizontal boring machine.

B. F. Sturtevant Company.—The increasing demand for me-

chanical draft continues, not only in the United States, but in

other countries. The power plant for the new shops of the Mex-

ican Central Railway Company, at Aguascalientes, Mexico, con-

tains a Sturtevant induced draft apparatus, consisting of two

steel-plate fans, each driven by a Sturtevant vertical engine.

Each fan is capable of maintaining a draft pressure in the flue

connection of each boiler equal to :

;± of an inch of water when
handling all the gases of combustion burning 35,000 lbs. of coal

per hour with a flue temperature of COO degrees Fahr. The ring

oiling fan bearings next to the fan are water-jacketed to prevent

overheating. A counterbalanced sliding damper permits either

fan to be cut off from the flues or both may be operated at the

same time. The engines are provided with regulating valves

which automatically control the steam pressure.

Aixis-ChaI/MEBS Company Awauds.—From the department of

publicity of this company the following, concerning the awards at

the St. Louis Exposition, has been received: The 5,000 horsepower

engine popularly known as the "Big Reliable," and the huge gen-

erator built by this company's electrical department—otherwise

known as the Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company—each won
a grand prize. In the Departmentof Mines and Metallurgy the

Allis-Chalmers exhibit was al.su awarded a grand prize, the highest

honor given by the international jurors. Among other features of

this mining exhibit, and contributing to the success which won the

highest award, are the famous style "K" Gates gyratory rock and

ore breakers, the Overstrom concentrating table, the Allis-Chalmers

style "A" and "B"' crushing rolls, the Gates ball and tube mills,

and the heavy G-foot Huntington mill, known as the "Anaconda"

type, manufactured only by this company. The Bullock Electric

Manufacturing Company's grand prize also covered all their alter-

nators, synchronous motors, direct current generators and motors,

and rotary converters. In addition, the Bullock system of multiple-

voltage control of motors won a gold medal.

What a Car Cleaner Should Do.—A passenger car new from

the builders or the paint shop is beautiful—but remains so only a.

few weeks when in service. The varnish is there under the dirt,

and the light dirt only can be easily removed. After a year's ser-

vice the varnish is still good, in fact, it is preserved by the dirt.

Then a "car cleaner" is applied, and if the cleaner is of cheap

material it is necessary to use force and abrasives in order to re-

move the dirt. This cleans the car, but it destroys the varnish,

leaving a dull, flat surface which will catch the dirt more quickly

and hold it more effectively than before. For this reason cleaners

have been given up by some roads in favor of water and brushes. A
satisfactory car cleaner should remove the dirt quickly without

scouring or demanding hard muscular labor. It should leave a

polished surface after being well wiped with dry waste and should

leave the varnish intact. The cleaner should renew the life, color

and elasticity of the varnish, and should leave in the body of the

varnish a certain amount of filler to prevent moisture from enter-

ing. With such a cleaner the car should return to service in con-

dition to carry no more dirt than when first turned out. Every

application of such a cleaner must benefit the varnish by feeding

and strengthening its body. Such a cleaner is believed to be avail-

able from the Beacon Baint & Varnish Preservative Company,
1313 Vine street, Philadelphia.

Mr. Clement F. Street has been appointed commercial engineer of

Hie Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company to handle

work in connection with steam railroads. Mr. Street is well known
among railroad men, and is well qualified to take charge of this

important branch of the Westinghouse work. He has had a wide

experience in the railroad field, gained through connection with

many important interests, and. his selection by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company is a high compliment to his

ability as an engineer. Mr. Street's career began in the service

of the Buckeye Engine Works, of Salem, Ohio, where he served six

years—three years as an apprentice to the machine trade and

three years in the drafting room. Leaving this company, he be-

came connected with the Johnston Company, of Johnstown. Pa.,

where he spent two years as chief draftsman. The next two years

were spent in the engineering department of the E. P. Allis Com-

pany. He resigned this position to assume one of greater re-

sponsibility with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.

After four years of service with the latter company as chief

draftsman in the motive power department, he entered the journal-

istic field on the staff of the Railway Review, of Chicago. While

connected with the Review he spent the years of 1894 and 1895

traveling around the world as engineer of the Commission World's

Transportation of the Field Columbian Museum, of Chicago. Upon
his return he made an exhaustive report to the commission \ipon

the railroads of North Africa, Egypt, Ceylon, India, Burmah, Siam,

Java, Australia and Japan. Upon retiring from this work he be-

came manager of the railway department of the Dayton Malleable

Iron Company, of Dayton, Ohio. His latest field of activity has

been with the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio, in the capacity of manager of their railway department,

which position he has just resigned. Mr. Street has not only de-

voted many years to careful study of the requirements of rail-

roads, but has thoroughly familiarized himself with actual shop '

practice as well. He is a member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, the Western Railway Club and the Railway

Master Mechanics' Association.

The heating and ventilating of large, high .studded rooms in pas-

senger terminal stations constitutes a problem in the solution of

which practice as applied in buildings involving large auditoriums,

may be advantageously considered. A recent example of up-to-

date heating ami Mutilation equipment is that of the new First

Church of Christ, Scientist, in New York City. This building is

attracting wide attention among architects and engineers because

of the completeness of its equipment. It lias two 100 h.p. boilers,

each of which is sufficient, alone, to supply all the steam needed

in the coldest weather, and a coal storage capacity of 200 tons

is provided. Two ft. Sturtevant fans, driven by 15 h.p. C. and

C. motors, draw air from a point 100 ft. above the ground, and,

after forcing it through steam coils in 5 sections, deliver it to a
plenum chamber between the ceiling of the basement and the

main floor. Fresh, warm air is delivered from here through ducts

to registers at the end of each seat and in the side aisles. Hollow
construction is also applied to the galleries and a uniform supply

delivered through 200 registers. In addition to this system, direct

radiators are placed immediately under the sills of all the win-

dows ; these are for the purpose of neutralizing the cold down
draft which would otherwise come from the windows. Two large

ornamental exhaust registers are placed in the ceiling of the audi-

torium, through which a G ft. Blackman exhaust fan draws air

for discharge above the roof. The space between the arched ceil-

ing and the roof serves as an exhaust duct. With these facilities

the entire volume of air is changed four times every hour. The
upper floors are warmed and ventilated in the same way, but the

primary coils for direct radiators are supplemented in some cases

by superheaters at the bases of the flues which conduct the air

to the remote parts of the building. All of the controlling dampers
are operated by chains leading to the engine room. Direct radia-

tion is used in vestibules, stair and passage ways. A Johnson
thermostatic system controls the temperature. The engine room
is provided with two Worthington steam pumps, a self-acting house
pump, two Loomis-Manning filters, three pumps for the drainage

sumps, an Otis hydraulic ash hoist, switchboard and a workshop
with a lathe and facilities for machinery repairs. Three electric

elevators were furnished by the Marine Engine & Machine Com-
pany. Each 20-passenger elevator is driven by a 35 h.p. Crocker-

Wheeler motor and a small 6 passenger elevator at the 96th
street entrance is driven by « 25 h.p. motor of the same type, the

elevator speed being 300 ft. per minute. A Sturtevant fan, driven

by a General Electric motor through a regulating rheostat, sup-

plies air for the organ. All the electric power is taken from the

Edison mains.

Wanted.—Position by a technical school graduate 28 years old.

Three years' experience as draftsman on two railroads and a loco-

motive company; Three years' experience as machinist and engine

house foreman. Address, "T," care editor American Engineer,
140 Nassau street, New York.
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may easily be Increased to maintain 700 locomotives and build

Him new ones per year. The gray iron foundry has a capacitj

of 75 tons and the car wheel foundry 300 chilled cast-iron

wheels per day. These and new shops nearly completed ft

Winnipeg, Manitoba, of about one-third of this capacity, will
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ANGUS LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR SHOPS, MONTREAL

Canadian Pacific Railway.

I.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

This is the largest railroad shop plant ever built and put

into service at one time. It is interesting, because it involved

a problem of combining construction as well as repairs of a

large number of locomotives and cars, and the broad-minded

and liberal plan of the works is exceedingly creditable to the

road and to the engineers in charge. The plan and the con-

struction should lie carefully studied by those who have to do

with the construction or operation of railroad shops, it is

an engineer's plant on a magnificent scale, combining an ex-

cellent arrangement of well-constructed buildings, liberal pro-

vision for 100 per cent, extension of every building and un-

precedented facilities for the storage and movement of ma-
il rial. There is ncj more interesting and instructive shop in-

stallation on the American continent.

Angus shops, situated within the city limits of Montreal,

will provide for the maintenance of about 500 locomotives for

the Eastern lines, the heavy repairs of from 5 to 10 per month
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tor the Western lines, the building o£ 50 new locomotives per

year, the construction of about 30 freight cars per day, and

of 100 passenger equipment cars per year. The capacity

put this road in an excellent position with respect to shop

facilities.

The plant tract covers 200 acres. There are 20 acres of

roofs and 28 miles of standard gauge tracks in the yards. Of

these 6 miles are inside of the_ buildings. There are over 20

buildings, the largest being the locomotive shop, 162 by 1,106

ft., with the other buildings in proportion.

A 75-ft. "midway," served by a 10-ton electric traveling

crane, forms the main channel of the plant. About this the

various buildings are arranged with a view of the relati'.e

importance of the transportation of material to each, con-

sidering both the volume and weight. In general, the loco-

motive material goes south and car material north, or directly

across the midway. There should be no doubling of material

on its previous tracks.

The locomotive group is at the south end of the midway.
At one corner is the locomotive shop, comprising the erecting,

machine, tender, boiler and smaller departments in one build-

ing, the arrangement of which will be carefully presented later.

This shop takes material from the storehouse, blacksmith shop
and foundry. It has all other contributing departments un-

der its own roof. Opposite is the storehouse, built in three

sections, one for locomotive parts and supplies at the midway
end, the center is for general stores for all parts of the line

and the east end provides for the car shops and other stores

which are easily transported. Next to the locomotive shop
is the gray iron foundry, with its out-of-door, overhead travel-

ing crane delivering material from the stock piles to the
charging platform on one end tuiu limshed castings to the

midway crane on the other. This building was placed close to

the locomotive shop, because of the weight of the castings
going to that department. Opposite the gray iron foundry
is the blacksmith shop, with two wings in L shape, in order to

separate the locomotive and car department deliveries without
making the building too long. This shop is admirably located
to deliver a large amount of car material to the truck and
car machine shops opposite and to the locomotive shop. The
pattern shop and fireproof pattern storage are near the foun-
dry. The car machine shop is located with reference to the
car wing of the blacksmith shop, and it is also near the
foundry. The truck shop takes material from the car ma-
chine and blacksmith shops, and passes it on in the form cf

finished trucks to the freight car shop. While the passenger
car shops take material from the car machine shops, it is not
in sufficient volume to necessitate a nearer location. To build
30 freight cars per day material must be received in volume
from its sources of supply, mainly the truck shop and planing
mill. Because of the volume of wheel movement the wheol
foundry was placed back of the truck shop, and far enough
away for a large storage capacity for finished wheels. These
pass through the truck shop, coming out in the finished trucks
en the midway.

As the freight car shop is an assembling plant for large
volumes of material; it was given most careful attention in
order to secure delivery in as direct lines as possible. Fin-
ished lumber passes directly across the midway from the
planing mill, with room for storage between the mill and the
midway. A small transfer table facilitates the delivery. This
space may be roofed over later, because of the heavy snowfall
at this latitude. Straight-line movement is further conserved
from the lumber storage to the mill, and the miU was made
easily accessible from the passenger car shops. Because of the
relatively smaller volume of material going into passenger
cars, this movement doesi not need to be as direct and short
as in the case of the freight car shop. Long material for pas-
senger cars backs out of the mill for transfer over the con-
necting tracks, while short material comes from the side of the
mill, near the west end, thus following straight lines through
the machines of the mill.

With most of the power distribution on an alternating cur-

rent basis, the power house was not placed at the center of

the plant. It was more important to put it near the mill and

cabinet shop, because about 18 tons of coal per day are saved

by the use of shavings from these buildings. The shavings

exhaust system is the most complete ever put into a railroad

shop plant, for which credit is due the Sturtevant people as

well as the engineers of the road. Aside from the use of the

shavings, the mill requires more power than any department

except the locomotive shop, which added a reason for this

location of the power house.

Whereas freight car construction divides into about 90 per

cent, of material to 10 per cent, of labor, that of passenger

cars is in reverse proportion. A car remains but one day in

the former and perhaps three months in the latter, if it is a

sleeper or a diner. These facts led to the location of the pas-

senger car shops in positions of general convenience. Two
long shops, with a transfer table between them, provide for

all the passenger car work except that done in the cabinet

shop, which, by the way, is the only building about the plant

which is evidently too small. Space between the transfer

table and the shops on either side provides for the storage of

trucks on the north side and for passenger cars outside the

building on the south side. Light repairs may be made to

coaches on these tracks. A yard for the storage of coaches is

located south of the passenger car shops.

A shop for making frogs, switches and switch stands for the

entire road is independently located west of the midway. This

building receives some material from the blacksmith shop, but

not in large volume.

The buildings were concentrated where they were wanted

with reference to each other in a track plan which combines

longitudinal and transverse tracks, the midway serving as a

long transfer table, with tracks on the ground as well as a

10-ton overhead crane. This is very nicely worked out. A
system of scrap bins, sheds and racks completes the plan. The
open scrap bins are on an elevated platform, with the shears

and scales housed in the center. It is likely that the bins

will be roofed over later. This department is provided for the

sale of scrap material exclusively.

A novel arrangement of platform scales will be put in later.

This consists of a 60-ton scale 15 ft. long and a 100-ton scale

60 ft. long on the same track, with a space of one foot between

them. On these scales the heaviest locomotive or the longest

car may be weighed.

The construction of the shops began about two years ago,

and they were put into service last August with the principal

departments turning out a normal output from the first.

The plans and construction were carried out under the

direction of Mr. E. H. McHenry, formerly chief engineer of the

road, and Mr. Henry Goldmark, engineer of shop construction.

Mr. Max Toltz served as consulting engineer for the equipmeut,

and Mr. G. B. Mitchell as resident engineer of construction

and installation.

The next article will show features of the buildings.

GAS ENGINE REGULATION.

In conclusion, the points brought out in this paper may be

summed up somewhat as follows: Regulation of angular ve-

locity through any one complete cycle of operations can be

adjusted in gas engines to as small limits with as great cer-

tainty as in steam engines, but the problem requires possibly

a more experienced man and greater care in application for

it involves more variables. The results, however, can be made
as good as for steam if not better. Regulation of speed, or

constancy of revolutions per minute, is a thing which calls for

a method of governing first and afterwards the application of

well known principles already developed for steam work. The
actual design of the governor mechanism to produce effects on

mean effort quickly and certainly is_ not an easy thing, and
there is a wide field here for both the inventor and the de-

signer which the author feels is not yet filled

—

Dr. C. E. Lucke,

before New York Railroad Club.
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SCHEDULE 2.

Lbs.

liles uphill 1,960 tons, at 10 m.p.h., 600 lbs., per mile.... 18,000
90 miles on level, 1,950 tons, at 10 m.p.h., 115 lbs. per mile. . . . 10,350

Total coal for trip 28,350

SCHEDULE 3.
Lbs.

30 miles uphill. 2,000 tons, at 5 m.p.h., 500 lbs. per mile 15,000
90 miles on level, 2,1 tons, at 15 m.p.h., 125 lbs. per mile.... 11,250

Total coal tor trip 26,250

SCHEDULE 4.

Lbs.

::n miles uphill, 2,0 ins, at 5 m.p.h., 500 lbs. per mile 15,000
90 miles on level. 2,000 tons, at 25 m.p.h., Uliu lbs. per mile. . . . 19,800

Total eoal tor t rip 34,800

SCHEDULE 5.

Lbs.

30 miles uphill 1,050 ton% at 10 m.p.h., 600 lbs. per mile.... 18,000
90 miles on level, 1,950 tons, at 25 m.p.h., 210 lbs. per mile.... 18,900

Total eoal for trip 36,900

Lines 8 and 9 show the amount and cost of coal burned

pei- trip. The other engine supplies and the train supplies

are the same as in the previous cases, viz., 1.5 cents per

mile, and are set down on lines 10 and 11.

Repairs are figured as before: 8 cents per 1,000 ton miles

for locomotive and 15 cents for cars. Line 14, pay of engi-

neers, is figured at 70 cents an hour for Schedule 1; at 150

miles and 1 hour overtime for Schedules 2 and 3, as the time

was 0.8 over the time needed at 10 miles an hour. For Sched-

ules 4 and 5 the 150 miles alone have to be paid for, as the

average speed exceeds 10 miles an hour. For line 15, pay of

trainmen, the same explanation holds good, except that ac-

cording to the schedule of pay, numbers 2 and 3 are figured

at 80.5 cents per hour for 15.8 hours. Roundhouse labor is

still considered at $2 per turn or trip, as shown on line 16.

As the 10-wheel engine will cost about 15 per cent, less than

the heavier consolidation, interest will be charged at 8V&

cents per hour, instead of 10 cents, as before, and 5 hours

will be added to each value of line 5 in order to compute this

charge. Thus, for Schedule 1, time between terminals is as-

sumed at 19 5 hours, and, with time used in turning, makes
24.5 hours to a trip, and 24.5 X .085 = 2.0S per trip; the other

schedules being computed in the same manner.

In line 18 we have the total cost of one trip, and it will be

seen that there is little difference between the various sched-

ules, although there is a great difference in the amount of

work done during the month by the locomotive, Schedule 5

handling over 50 per cent, more traffic than Schedule 1, with

a small increase in cost per ton mile.

(To oe concluded.)

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES WITH SUPERHEATERS
2-8-0 TYPE.

The Canadian Pacific Railway.

Recently the Canadian Pacific Railway ordered ten 2—8—
freight locomotives from the Canadian Locomotive Company
of Kingston, with Schmidt fire tube superheaters, eleven from

the Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal, ten of which

had Schmidt fire tube superheaters and one of the Cole type;

also twenty locomotives were ordered from the American Loco-

motive Company with Cole superheaters. These were all

built from the same drawings, and the order of twenty has

been completed by the American Locomotive Company at the

(American Engineer, January, 1904, page 12). The frames

are braced diagonally by means of a steel casting at the rear

pedestals of the forward drivers. They are braced again by

a substantial casting at the front end of the mud ring. Among
other good details are double suspension of the links, very

long rocker boxes, three-point suspension leading trucks, lib-

eral tube spacing with tubes at 2%-in. centers at both ends.

The circulation is also assisted by ample water spacing around

the firebox. These locomotives have grates sloping towards

the center to give as deep a throat as possible within the

available limits. Outside piston valves are used in connection

with double-bar frames, which, while slightly increasing the

weight, will, it is hoped, tend to reduce the breakage of

frames. The pedestal binders are exceedingly heavy, with

FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVES WITH SCHENECTADY SUPERHEATERS—CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.
II. H. Vaughaw, Superintendent of Motive Power. American Locomotive Company, Schenectady Works, Builders.

Schenectady Works, the first engine being completed thirty

days after the date of placing the order. Through the

courtesy of Mr. H. H. Vaughan, superintendent of motive

power of the Canadian Pacific Railway, illustrations of these

engines are presented. The drawings were prepared at

Schenectady under the direction of Mr. Vaughan, and the

exei ulion of this order in so short a time is in itself a re-

markable achievement, which is referred to elsewhere in this

issue.

This is an able freight locomotive of not excessive weight,

with the boiler capacity augmented by the superheater. Apart

Iron! this it involves no experimental feature whatever. The
i i will be reminded in this description of the Class C

design of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway

lugs 2*4 ins. deep. While ample heating surface is pro-

vided, no attempt was made to increase it at the expense of

circulation about the firebox and among the tubes, or by an

excessive height of the crown sheet. In general, more weight

has been allotted to the machinery of this engine than is usual,

and a high factor of adhesion (4.3) has been employed in an

endeavor to obtain an engine which should be as free as

possible from failures and breakdowns rather than one of the

utmost capacity for its weight. The tender is designed to

bring all of the coal to the fireman, with the sides of the

greatest permissible height and fitted with iron coal gates.

The center sills are heavy 13-in. channels and the side sills

standard 10-in. channels. The draft castings are of cast

steel, with Sessions-Standard friction draft gear at the rear end.
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FREIGHT LOCOMOTIVE WITH SCHENECTADY SUPERHEATER—CANADIAN PACD7IC RAILWAY.

H. 11. VTaxjohah, Superintended ,/ Motive Power. Amehioab Locomotive CoitfAinr, Schene- i un Wobks, Builder*.
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THE SUPEEUEATER.

The chief feature of interest about this engine is the super-

heater; not because of its absolute novelty, but because it

marks the first extensive use of the principle on the American

continent.

The superheater was first introduced on the Canadian Pa-

cific about three years ago, when Mr. R. Atkinson, then me-

1% Till to be bent sn ;is to lie close to top ofv
3Hlie their whole length

VSJt

Construction of the Schenectady Superheater.

tion and showed a decided and even remarkable fuel economy
over both simple and compound engines of similar capacity in

both freight and passenger service.

About a year ago engine No. 1,000 of the 4—6— type, a com-

pound and one of a class of 40 freight engines, was built weigh-

ing 172,000 lbs. At the same time engine No. 1,300, of another

and heavier class, of 40 4—6— compound freight engines,

was built, weighing 190,000 lbs.

These were equipped with
Schmidt fire tube superheaters.

The first of these was built by

Neilson, Reid & Company of

Glasgow, the second by the

American Locomotive Company
at Schenectady. These two en-

gines have also given good satis-

faction and a statement showing

their fuel consumption com-

pared with engines of the same

class not fitted with superheat-

ers is shown in the accompany-

ing table. This is not compiled

from tests, but is made up from

.

the operating fuel records of the

road, which accounts for the

variation of economy during the

various periods. The economy
shown by the superheater is so

well defined that there is no

question of its effective and sub-

stantial saving.

When the question of pur-

chasing more locomotives arose

last Spring it was felt that the

results so far obtained were suffi-

ciently definite to warrant the

application of the superheater

on a larger scale and that only

by doing this could this device

be given a sufficiently thorough

and practical test to develop

any defects which might occur

were it in use on a considerable

number of engines in regu-

lar service. If applied in a few isolated cases the engines

would perhaps receive special attention from enginemen and

roundhouse forces, even though such treatment was not in-

tended by the management.

Vl Holi drilled on VltIi. ;d cenler line at Wp .ifh

bnsbiQg i* placed in cylinder

Fned /;j^ smaller ilia,

lliiiu resl of bushing

' bej uepn [

Sections of the Piston Vaxve and Valve Bushincs.

t'hanical superintendent, applied a Schmidt smokebox super-

heater to an 18 x 24, 4—6—0 freight engine, No. 548. During
the succeeding two years this engine gave complete satisfac-

The decision between the use of compound and simple en-

gines was more difficult. It will be noted that taking the aver-

age economy of No. 548 over corresponding engines, at 30 per
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cent, am] the economy of No. 1000 ami No. J30U OVOI CO

ponding compound engines, at from 16 to 20 per eenl ,
tn<

ferenoe In thla relatlvt momy was al t thai which would

I., expected over a compound freight ami simple engine, in

Other words the superheater engines, Whether compound or

simple, show about the same p rcentagfl of economy over an

ordinary simple engine. This is in accord with the conclusions

of Herr Garbe of the Prussian State Railways, who has been

an extensive user of superheated steam in locomotives and

claims that the difference in economy obtained by the com-

pound engines using superheated steam is so small (not ex-

ceedlng as a rule 5 per cent.) that it does not compensate for

the increased complication involved. In view of these con-

siderations it was derided iliat the class of engines to be built,

in l he new order for 41 engines, should be simple superheaters.

The cost of repairs, as shown in the statement, is not of

very great value, as it does not of necessity represent the

relative cost of maintaining engines using superheated or sat-

urated steam, since the majority of reports received were not

dependent upon that detail. In addition these reports do not

simply represent maintenance charges, but include more or

leea shop repairs. Mr. Vaughan, however, states that the ex-

perience thus far gained would appear to show that the super-

heater engines will probably cost less for repairs than the

others. Engine No. 548, which has just passed through the

shops after making 70,000 miles, was in excellent condition and

the piston valves were put back without requiring renewal of

curred between these tubes arid the header in the front end,

it was found lliat all hough the engine still steamed sufli-

ciently well to handle its train, the leakage was easily de-

tected, showing that In W rvlce leaks may be easily detected by
water test. While these engines have been working In good
water it is not believed that the large tubes contain-

SUPBRHBATEB PfeEIOHl LOCOMOTIVES, 2-8-0 TYPE
i'anai.ian Pacific Railway.

Weight in working ordar 190.000 lbs.
1 in drivers 164,000 lbs.

ider 315,700 lbs.
Wheel base, driving 15 ft. 10 Ins.
Wheel 1 '.1 e, rigid in ft. 10 ins.
Wheel base, total 24 ft. 4 Mi In*.
Wheel base, engine end tender H 3U ins.
Tractive Power 30,800 lbs.

1 ttlng surface tubes 2,493.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox 166. sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2.659.7 sq. ft.
Grate Area 4.!. 8 sq ft.

Cylinder* 21 by 28 Ins.
Driving wheels, diameter 57 InB.
Driving wheels, centers 51 ins.
Driving journals, main 914 by 12 Ins.
Driving Journals, others 9 by 12 Ins.
Truck journals 1; by 11 | ns.

Boiler, extended wagon top
Boiler, pressure 200 lb-.

Boiler, diameter outside first ring 70% Ins.
Boiler, height of center above rail 110V& ins.
Fuel bituminous coal
Firebox 96% ins. long. 65 Vi ins. wide
Water space front 5 ins. ; side 4 '.. ins. ; back 3W ins.

Tubes length 14 ft. 2 '/. ins.
Tubes 2 ins. number 255
Tubes 3 ins. superheater 55
Smoke stack, diameter 16% and 19 Ins.
Smoke stack, above rail 15 ft. 3-16 Ins.
Tender tank capacity 5,000 gals.
Tender coal capacity 12 tons

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPARATIVE FUEL PERFORMANCE
Engines Engines

Date With S. Without Loco. Miles Tons 1 Mile Coal Tons
Heater S. Heater

ENGINES EQUIPPED WITH sl'I'EKHKATER AND ENGINES NOT SO EQUIPPED.
Ton Miles Total Cost Total Cost per

per ton of Miles of Mile for REMARKS,
of coal Repairs Engine Repairs

May/03 to
Dec. 31/03
8 Months.
Jany, to
Way/04

5 Months.
June to

September
I \hinlhs.

Jany. to
July/114
7 Months.
August and
September
U Months.

NOV./08 to
Sc|it./04

I I Month .

Nov./03 to
Sept./U4

1 1 months.

54S

648

048

1,000

1,

1,300

1,::ihi

4S2

616

596
634

997

9UG

1,319

1.319

34, 4113

31,857

16,812
15,722

15.76S
16,128
16,854

21JS67
19,862

3,7 10

5,666

22.987
L9,98a

10.9G4
[0,523

MONTREAL AND SMITHS FALLS.

33,183,463 1,541% 21,531
30,456,884 1,741%

14.403,672
13,247,527

2,450.861
2,560,092
2,749,553

25,321,322
23.277.71S

4,657.142
7,025,5 i9

931
1,167

467%
600
680 Vi

1.2711/.

1,499y
188'/.
409%

15,473
1 1,351

5,239
4,267
4,042

19,915
15,521

24,705
17,146

693. za
1,209.77

652.92
432 90

L'ss.i;::

242.83
618 65

1. 00
1,578 37

122.89
129.20

CHALK RIVER AND NORTH HAY.

17.074.757
15,090,9G2

,9,887,253
9.249,414

1.127 i/j

1.112 '/j

15.149
13,560 1,679 12

37,092
33,563

18,649
17,411

16,91 I

17,525
18,403

22,852
22,552

4,607
5,766

43,035
43,561

14.
3.6

35
2.5

1.8
1.4
3.4

4 4

2.7
2.2

3.2
3.9

Freight Service

Passengei

Freight

NORTH BAY AND CARTIER.

550 V.
OlU'.j

17,960
15,002

CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCOMOTIVES IN SUPERHEATER PERFORMANCE RECORD.

Engine. Type.
No.

616
595

634
1N2

997

L300

1319

4-6-0
4-6-0

4-6-0
4-6-0

4-6-0

4-6-0

4-6-0

4-6-0

• ioo<^ =

System.

Schmidt
Smokenox

2-Cylinder
Pittsburgh

4-Cylinilcr
Vnurlain
2-Cylindcr
Schmidt
Fire Tube
2-Cylinder
Pittsburgh
2-Cylinder
Schenectady
Fire Tube
2-Cylinder
Schenectady

20.000 lbs. draw-bar pull.

Kind.

Simple
Superheater
Simple
Compound

Simple
Compound

Compound
Superheater

Compound

Compound
Superheater

Compound

•Capacity.

100%

100%
1007c

Cylinders.

18 by 24

18 by 24
20 & 30 by 24

18 by 24
& 23 by 24

Heating Sur-
face Fire

Drivers. Tu
Firebox.

1
;

105%

135% 22 & 35 by 26

135T

150?

22 & 35 by 26

22 & 35 by 30

62

62
62

62
62

6

62

62

Super-
Heating
Surface Grate
sq. ft. Area.

150% 22 & 35 by 30

l.UGsq. ft.

1.291 sq. ft.

1,291 sq. ft.

1.428 sq ft.

1,814 sq. ft.

1,888 -q. ft.

2.420 sq. ft.

2,492 sq. ft.

^q. ft.

::ij7 23.44

23.44
23.54

28.64
28.54

Boiler
Pres-
sure.

180

180
180

180
200

Weight
on Driv-
ers, lbs.

96,800

95.400
96,800

94 160

94,100

Total
Weight,

lbs.

124,000

119,250
123.400

119,325
129,225

n 5

350 33.02 210 129,000 172,000

390

33.02

44.08

210

200

12.S.

141, 1

109,000

44 08 200 141,000 190,000

Hie rings, which are of the Schmidt design. All the pipes in

tlit> front end were found in good condition and it would appear

that the dryness of the steam has a positive advantage since

the additional added expense on that account is so slight that

it is more than compensated for by the absence of water in the

cylinders. The superheater on this engine, however, gives a

greater degree of superheat than the firetube type of engines

Nos. 1000 and 1300. hut in the new engines the latter type are

adopted on account of their simplicity.

No trouble has been experienced with the tubes containing

the superheated steam and on one occasion, when leaks oc-

ing the superheater pipes will give any serious trouble, ami
Ibal while they need slightly more attention than the regular

firet ulies the decreased demands on the boiler reduces the

amount of attention needed by the latter sufficiently to com-
pensate for the additional work required on the larger tubes.

The result is actually a net gain in the amount of boiler work
required.

The accompanying tables present the general characteristics

of the new engines, the records made by the superheaters
previously in service and a comparison of the dimensions of

the engines of which the record is given.
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POWER REQUIRED BY MACHINE TOOLS.

The following formulae represent average American prac-

tice, so far as the horsepower required to drive various

machine tools under normal operation is concerned and are

intended only as a guide in preliminary estimates based on

normal conditions and normal machines. Formulas based on

the size of belts used generally call for too large a motor and

are not as accurate as the following formula?, which are taken

from actual practice. The conditions under which machine

tools operate are so varied that it is impossible to make any

general statements which will enable all of the conditions to

be taken into account. The formulas have been based on the

assumption that tools made of water hardened steel are used,

and the average cutting speed has been taken in the neighbor-

hood of 20 ft. per minute. Where high speed tool steels are

used it is necessary to analyze the problem from the cut to

the motor and no rule can now be made except on the basis

of cutting speeds expressed in proportion to cutting speeds

from the water hardened steels. Recent observations, however,

indicate that the increase in power required with the high-

speed tool steels is not so great as the increase in output se-

cured.

Broadly speaking, machine tools may be divided into two
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These formula have been compiled Crom recenl successful

practice by the Industrial and power department ot the

Inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

KING-LAWSON DUMPING CARS.

in this Journal tor April, 1904, page 137, the Lawson du

Ing car was Illustrated. An Improvi men! prod il jointly

bj Mi. Qeorge I. Kin own <'ai Works, and Mr.

Thomas Lawson i.s illustrated by these engravings. This car,

which was tralll by the Mlddletown Car Works, Middletown,

Pa., has a single box, dumping upon either side of the tra

This car has been put into trial service on the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, ii dumps by dynamic ac-

tlon rather than by gravity. The box is moved KS in. laterally

from lis normal position and ih.-n lipped until it comes forc-

ibly against slops, which will shake out a refractory load,

sin h as wet clay. The principal dimensions are given in the

following table:

1UMKNSIONS.

Contents of lux level full 327 cu, ft.

nts o( box with 30 degrei heap M.r> eu. ft,

N Inal capacity .'

Approximate weight 1 !.

Length over end sills :!-4 ft. ins.

Length In Id box 28 ft. ins.
Center to center ol trucks 24 ft. ins.
Tin. k wheel base 5 ft. 6 Ins.

Width over side sills 8 ft. 6 ins.

Width over all 9 II 10 Ins.

d in il' in bannel side sills, and 13 In., 33 lb. chau-

1
1

-
i be end -ii! to Z form

and riveted to the longitudinal Bill, ami '

4 In. platform pi

a ', in, plate Is used id reinforce H inter Bill i oni ting

tie- Bide and center silli annel trussses and

beiw the members of each pair 12-in. east iron cylin

hi KING-LAWSON hi mi- CAB—OPEBATTvl DETAILS

ITU. KIV.-IAWSOX cai:— vakiiii s pos KS.

*
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ried bj the uuderframe of the car and is entirely automatic

in its action. The box is supported upon 18 cast steel grooved

rollers having antifriction bearings and rolling upon the cast

steel race rails.

In dumping, a squared rock shaft lying under the center of

the box is turned to the right or left and disengages locks per-

mitting the box to move to the right or left. Air is then ad-

mitted to the proper pair of cylinders and the box is moved

along the race rails to one side until stopped by large hooks

on the bottom of the box, coming into contact with stop pins

on the race rails. The box then tips under further action of

INSTRUCTIVE TESTS OF A BALDWIN BALANCED
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

BURLINGTON & MlSSOUBI RlVEB RAILROAD.

Engine No. 2,700, a Baldwin four-cylinder balanced com-

pound, built for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, was illus-

trated in this journal in September, 1904, page 356. This

engine has given remarkably good results in service, and

tli rough the courtesy of Mr. R. D. Smith, superintendent of

motive power of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad,

results of tests comparing this with three simple engines on

that road are presented. These results will cause even in-

creased interest in this balanced compound.

The numbers of the four engines and their characteristics

are stated in the comparative table of dimensions. The object

of the tests was to determine the relative economy of the

engines and their, ability to fulfil the requirements on Train

No. 1. The distance from McCook to Akron is 142.9 miles,

and the average grade between these points is 15 ft. per mile,

or 0.28 per cent. The maximum grades are 34 ft. per mile

(0.64 per cent). From Wray to Akron, 53.5 miles, the grade

is 21.3 ft. per mile (0.4 per cent.), and from Wray to Eckley,

14.8 miles, there is an unbroken stretch of 34 ft. per mile

(0.64 per cent.) grade.

Speed and drawbar pnll were taken by the dynamometer

car. An observer on the engine noted the steam pressure,

injector applications, smokebox temperature and water drawn

from the tank. The water measurements were taken from

a float, the tank having been calibrated. The coal put on

the tender was obtained from track scale weights, and that

remaining at Akron was weighed on platform scales, the

difference being the amount consumed on the tests. No indi-

cator cards were taken, but the indicated tractive force was

computed as follows:

Indicated tractive force equals (1) drawbar pull plus (2)

engine, frictional and head resistance plus (3) engine grade

resistance plus (4) resistance due to bringing the engine

from a speed of zero miles per hour to the speed at which

the engine was "shut off," times the number of starts. The

first item is known from the dynamometer record, the second

was obtained from the results of previous tests, and the third

and fourth items are matters of mathematical computation.

This gives the indicated horse-power to within a very small

error, but of course shows nothing about steam distribution,

which could be obtained only by indicator cards.

Train No. 1 usually consists of 7 cars, as follows: Mail,

baggage, coach, chair car, diner, and two Pullman sleepers.

This train makes three regular intermediate stops at Benkle-

man, Wray and Yuma. The schedule time is 3 hours 36 min-

utes, including the stops, or 39.7 miles per hour. Deducting

14 minutes for the stops, the average speed is 42.5 miles per

hour.

Test of Engine No. 2,700.—This is an Atlantic type four-

cylinder balanced compound, with 15 and 25 by 26-in. cyl-

inders, 78-in. drivers and 3,206 square ft. of heating surface.

On the tests of this engine the train was purposely delayed

at Benkleman and Wray, in order to give an opportunity for

making up time. On one test an extra stop was made at Wray
on account of a freight train in the way. The time made up

the cylinders until stops on the box frame come into contact

with the rail abutments. Springs in the cylinders protect

these parts from shock and it is clear that the rollers are also

protected from damage.

This car has been dumped on the low side of a track of

which one rail was elevated 3% ins. above the other. A load

of 30 tons of pig iron mixed with car wheel scrap has been

dumped in 30 seconds and 25 tons of water-soaked clay in 15

seconds, both loads being thrown entirely outside of the rails.

From experiments, Mr. King believes this type of construc-

tion to be entirely satisfactory for loads up to 30 tons.

on this test with 8 cars was 16 minutes. On another test

with 10 cars 2S minutes were made up. On another test with

12 cars running time was made with one extra stop.

Test of Engine No. 1,741.—This is a Prairie type simple en-

gine, with 21 by 26-in. cylinders, 69-in. drivers and 3,080 square

ft. of heating surface. On all the tests the train was late at

McCook, and from Vz to 6% minutes were made up.

Test of Engine No. 3,703.—This is an Atlantic type simple

engine, with 20 by 26-in. cylinders, 78-in. drivers and 2,990

square ft. of heating surface. On one test 1% minutes were

made up, and on two tests (all with 8 cars) 2 and 8 minutes

were lost, respectively.

Test of Engine No. 3,701.—This engine is like No. 3,703, ex-

cept that the driving wheels are 84^ ins. in diameter. This

one had 1-16-in. positive lead in full forward gear instead of

the ordinary valve setting off 1-16-in. negative lead. On all

its runs an extra stop was made for water at Yuma. On one

test with 8 cars 8Vz minutes were made up. On another with

8 cars l l
/z minutes, and on another with 9 cars 11% minutes

were made up.

In discussing the results the engine may be divided into two

parts, the boiler and the cylinders. The boilers are com-

pared by the water evaporated, from and at 212 deg. per

pound of coal for a given rate of evaporation. The cylinders

are compared by the amount of steam used per indicated horse-

power per hour at a given horse-power. The combination of

the amount of steam furnished the cylinders by a pound of

ooal and the economy with which the cylinders use it deter-

mines the horse-power of the engine as limited by the boiler.

On these tests the engine having the greatest horse-power run

at a given speed develops the greatest tractive force. There
are, however, two limits to the variations of tractive force

and speed! which combine to produce a constant horse-power;

one is the tractive force at starting, which does not allow the

engine to develop full horse-power at low speeds and the other

is the maximum speed at which the steam may be worked
through the cylinders.

Results.

Considering the locomotives as a whole, without separating

the boiler and cylinder performance, the comparative standing

is as follows:

Engine
No.
2700
1741
3703
3701

Rank.
1

2
3
4

Comparative
Efficiency.

100%
93%
87%
85%

Coal per
I. H.P. Hour.

4.30
4.64
4.96
5.05

Average
I. H. P.

1.122
966
895
927

If the engines are compared by cylinder performance alone
the following figures are obtained:

Engine
No.

2700
1741
3701
3703

Rank.
1
2
3
4

Water consumed per
I. H. P. Draw-bar H.P.
24.37 lbs. 36.78
30.10 lbs. 46.11
30.41 lbs. 4!i.r,4

30.45 lbs. 48.30

It is apparent that for all engines except No. 2,700 the water

rate is about 30 lbs. per indicated horse-power, the average

being 30.45 lbs., while No. 2,700 used only 24.37 lbs. This

saving of over 20 per cent, over the simple engines includes

the figures from test No. 121, on which the compound was

overloaded by a 12-car train, which it hauled on time. If this

test is left out of consideration, the normal water rate for

the balanced compound is 22.86 lbs. of water per indicated
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I Im.iii 01 at. over the con- McCook-Akron section In case additional cars are put on the
"""" "' "" simple D| train or when high winds or late trains are to be dealt with.

fence to the •vaporative duty ot These tests I by Mr. J. G. Crawford under
follows: the i

i: Mai H. Wickhorst, engineer of tests ot
f
-yfau ' "" ""%,';';:;' ;;-" at &£& "" l,iirlii*" 11 * '»"<"> H^^y-

Not Surf:... of surface. of coal

.lbs. 7.8 lbs. cPIRAnv mRBiirATEnRniicD TI ,DC1.

q ii 7«4 7.4 bflKALLY CORRUGATED BOILER TUBES.
::.7oi 2,«6u t.t.7-

2,881 q 34, I I
Ifl lbs.

Because ol the Interest expressed al the Master Mi
Other condition* coi "' Hon are aa follov

j ociatlon Convention last June In jpirally corrugated boiler

..,,,.. K
,

..riii'l"
tubea "" ° -

i,, '"'"->' na

No Vacuum. Tamperatun Length, Diameter. Hour. concerning their operation in service from everal railway

I]:: ?g|SH: UrteiS: VA soils
0fflcial9 wh0 are U8,n* them

- L*81 n tb a letter from
8701 g. 2 "i these gentlemen was presented, and with the Dermission
2700 1.8 In. 718d llirt. Uln. -', 24-87 ,• ,, ,. ... „-

'

ol Mr. (.. \\. West, superintendent of motive pon
a.s there was no coal record on test No. 122 with engine New York, Ontario & Western Railway, the following opinion,

No. 3,701, the figures for this lest are omitted in these aver- representing experience on that road.
I

"We have been running one set oj the corrugated boiler
11 will be noticed thai engine No. 2,700 shows the least tubes for four or five years, and can only speak of them with
nomlcal evaporation, although the smokebox vacuum is the praise. We have recently put in the Becond set In one of our

lowest and til,- iims are the longest. Of the other engines, wide firebox boilers, ami have every reason ., Ueve that
No. i.Tii. wiih long i s and high smokebox vacuum, gives they will lessen our trouble with leaky flues. We bad some
iiu- highest evaporation per pound of coal. in connection doubt on the start of our being aid,- to keep the flues clean
with the poor showing of the boiler of No. 2,700, it is worthy thinking that the corrugation would clog the flues, hut have

DESCRIPTION OF LOCOMOTIVES TESTED. McCOOK TO AKRON. 1904.

Engine number ITU 8703 2700 ^7ni
R3 P2 P3 comp. P2Wl I arrangement 2-6-2 4-4-2 4-4-2 442

Service Freight or passenger Passenger Passenger Passeneer
Bald* Itogers ..,;„ ^

ger

" '' '-''I' BelpaJre Extended wagon top Extended .agon top ried wagon tonradial stay radial stay radial stay
mall diameter 8514 Ins. . ins. 64 in? i„>
steam pressure, pounds -00 210 210 210

Fire box -Length 84 ins. 96% ins. 96% ins. . <tau. ins
Width 72 1ns. 66 14 ins. - Begins'
H iBnt, front and rear ...6614 Ins.. 6314 ins. V'^J"'- GS% lns - 70* Ins., US*, ins. 70« lns7 68% insOrate in.ii.-feet 12 44.14 111! 4414

^
Tubes Number 272 330 274 330

Diameter oul Ide li'i ins. 2 ins. 2', ins 2 Ins
Diameter Inside 2.01 la 1.76 ins. 2.0] ins i 7K ins
Length 18 ft. 3 11-16 Ins. 16 ft 6 ins. 19 ft ins. 16ft Bin*

Heating Surface Fire box, Eq. ft 178.6 L55.fi -, 7„r
[ubi Inside surface..2,596.4 2.494.5 2 725 5 94941-,

2,770.0 2.650.0 2 881 2 6500
Tube oul Ide surface 2, 1.6 2.834.5 3050 "

3,079.8 190.0 06 29900
Cylindei diametei and stroke 21 In. x 26 In. 20 ins 1 2 &25Im 1 26 Ins 20 ins 1 "i- it,

12-ln. Piston 12 -i„. Pi-ton 16-™ Plato™ 1B-M PistonWheel Driving, diameter 69 In 78 Ins. 7s Ins mi' in-
Truck, dial r 31 <, In 33 ins. „,.'

Trailing, diameter t2',»ins. (sins. 48 ins'
Whe ise Driving 13 ft. ins. 7 ft. 3 ins. - „

'

Engine 28 fl 3 Ins. 27 ft. 7 ins. 27 ftEngine and tender ... 55 fl 8% ins. 55 ft. 014 1ns. 57 fl 7',
I ~,k u ,,

Weight On drivers LSI 91,250 :,' ,.. :

'

S
01 engine 180,500 187.000

1 :m; .;,,.> 187 000
HI' ensim- & U-.ul.l. , 1 2.l.-..!MHi JTn.400

Exhaust nozzle tip diameter 5 ins. 5 ins. -,-. r In
Tendei Water capacity, gallons ...ii,o00 .;, i JXn

Cnul ipai - I ons 12 12 12 ,_

of mention that the crew was a new one for each day. and it had no more trouble in the clogging of flues with the corru-
was ea.h fireman's first trip on the compound engine. No. gated tubes than with the plain ones. We know the fines re-
2,700 being a compound, and therefore having a lower water quire less attention than plain lubes, and I believe these tu
rate, uses from 20 to 25 per cent, less steam per indicated will keep a lot of boiler makers out of the roundhouse."
horse-power and still less coal than the simple engin "Theonly thing I can add to the statement made to vou some
With the same sized boiler, consequently, on his first trip time ago in regard to the corrugated tubes |s thai the reports

with the locomotive a fireman is likely to fire too heavily l)ur- from the wide firebox boiler in one of our consolidation
Ing a tee! there were sometimes two or three different men gines are to the effect that the engine steams more fre

running Hie engine, which does not tend to improve the qual- uses less water and coal than others of the sam.
Itj Of the firing. It is quite possible that the draught on this that there has been no trouble whatever with leaky tube
engin could be increased with good results as to the economy yet."

Of 1 he evaporation.

THE Besi Locomotive. Self Propelled Vehicles, a Practical Treatis Tl y. < 'mi-

To men the requirements Of the Bervice engine No. 2,700 Rtruction. Oneration and Management of Automobiles, r.v

stands firs! „,, accounl of its low wa<er rate The low water &™
n£^ttTwL^^lMt. l^ceVoo**'

rate gives it effective!] a boiler of over 25 t><-r cent, larger .,-,
: -.,, , .... , ., -

, , , - , ,,1
I Ins is the second edition nf this interesting 1 k. It is valuable

capacity than if it were e simple engine, or if this engine to the student of machinery wl esires information on th tliods
had simple cylinders a tank of 8,000 gals, would be the eqniv- of automobile builders, to the user of the machines, to those who
alent of the 6,t U gal. tank and compound cylinders. The are concerned in the development of internal combustion engines

low water rate and effectively larger boiler give the engine ""' '" ''"' reader who is mererj interested in an important mechani

a higher horse-power which is needed at high speed, and this
,:l1 development. The author is thorough. He describes many

engine can run at a sustained high speed no! being limited I-
1

' 1 ''' 1 '""-"""i""- K«*s into the theorj of sasoline engines and
... . . .. . , . , ,

into transmission ?enring and other essentials of these machines.
by cylinder and valve motion design. The high horsepower .. „.- , . . ,-,,-,

, .,. ... "e presents an excellent chapter on Rfeam automobile boilers and
and the abllitj 10 attain high speed combine to give this ,,,,,,, „,„.,. Bubjec) ,-,„. „,,-.,, „ , |; „,,„,,, , ,.„,„.,,_ ^
engine reserve capacity, which is very much needed on the work is well indexed.
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ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE TEST.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad.

On November 12th the powerful highspeed electric locomo-

tive designed and built by the General Electric Company and

the American Locomotive Works for the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad was exhibited and tested in the pres-

ence of the Electric Traction Commission of the railroad and
their guests.

The results of the trial were extremely satisfactory. Ids
is the most important development 'which has taken place

in this direction and this article will be followed by one in

our next issue describing the construction of the locomotive

in detail.

GENERAL. DIMENSION AND DATA.
Number of driving wheels s
Number of pony trucks 2
Weight on drivers U9 tons
Total weight 95 tons
Rigid wheel base 13 ft.

Total wheel base 27 ft.

Length over buffer platforms 37 ft.

Extreme width 10 ft.

Height to top of cab 14 ft. 4 ins.
Diameter of drivers 44 ins.
Diameter of pony truc-k wheels 36 ins.
Diameter of driving journals &y2 ins.
Normal rated horsepower 2,200
Maximum horsepower 3,000
Normal drawbar pull 20,400 lbs.
Maximum starting drawbar pull 32,000 lbs.
Speed with 500-ton train 60 m.p.h.
Voltage of current supply 600
Normal full load current 3,050 amperes
Maximum full load current 4,300 amperes
Number of motors 4
Type of motor , GE-84-A
Rating of each motor 550 h.p.

MOW YORK CENTRAL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE WITH TRAIN.

rite <fiO" 46C

CONTROLLER WITH COVER REMOVED, SHOWING INTERIOR. REAR MEW OF CONTROLLER, SHOW1NC l'USES AND CUT-OUTS.
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r.MW VoltK CENTRAL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE—LON0ITUDINAL SECTION TIIROUGn FRAME.

The New York Central & Hudson River Railroad Company is

now electrically equipping its New York terminal for a dis-

tance of 34 miles on the main line from the Grand Central

slat ion to Oroton, and for 24 milfs on the Harlem Division

as tar ;ls White Plains. It is the intention to handle all the

traffic within this district electrically and this locomotive is

one hi from 30 to 50 which will be used in hauling the through

passenger trains, the heaviest of which weigh 875 tons and

must run at a maximum speed of 60 to 65 miles per hour.

By the use of the Sprague-Gener&l Electric multiple unit

system of control, two or more locomotives can be coupled to-

gether ami operated from the leading cab as a single unit.

The motive power may therefore be easily adapted to the

weight of the train with no complication in operation and with

ONE OF 1111. AKMATI liK-VXI.E UNITS.

uniform make-up of train crew. A single electric locomotive

will he able to maintain the schedule with a 450-ton train, two
locomotives being coupled together for heavier trains.

In (he tesls the locomotive developed remarkably easy rid-

Ing qualities at high speeds and during acceleration. The de-

is have secured the best mechanical features of the high
i steam locomotive combined with enormous power and

Simplicity of control made possible by the use of the electric

drive.

It is (he intention of (he railroad company and the General
Electric Company to make complete preliminary tests and
trials on llirse locomotives under all conditions likely to ob-

tain in service operation. For this purpose the railroad com-
pany lias set aside a 6-mile stretch of track on its main line

between Schenectady and Hoffmans and equipped it with
standard third rail construction. The track- is practically

Btraighl and ballasted so as to permit a maximum speed of
Ti» to So miles per hour being attained.

Power for operating the locomotive Is furnished by the Gen
«ral Electric Company, and for this purpose there has been

installed in the new power house at the Schenectady plant a

2,000 k.w., three phase, 25 cycle, Curtis turbo-generator de-

livering 11,000 volts to the line. A special high tension trans-

mission line has been constructed from the power station for

a distance of 5 miles to the substation at Wyatts. This bud

station contains a 1,500-k.w., 650 volt, 25 cycle General Electric

rotary converter with necessary static transformers for re-

ducing the line potential from 11,000 to 460 volts, and a switch

board consisting of a 600-volt d.c. rotary converter panel, an

a.c. starting panel and a high tension panel with electrically

operated type H oil switch. The rotary converter is self-start-

ing from the a.c. end, thus requiring no synchronizing or other

complication when throwing the machine into service. The
stepdown transformers are provided with taps giving 1-3, 2-3

and full voltage for starting the rotary converter, these volt-

ages being applied successively by means of double throw
lever switches. The machine 6tarts freely and easily without

sparking and without drawing more than full load current
from the line.

The apparatus in the substation, the location and arrange-
ment of same, the width anil dimensions are in general as

proposed for the substations to be built within the ele

zone at the New York City terminal, so that practical experi-

ence with the plant may be obtained while the locomotive tests

are being made and in advance of the construction of these

stations.

This power station, transmission line, substation equipe
and 6 miles of track is undoubtedly the most compli te testing

plant ever provided for a trial of electric railroad motive
power, and with the facilities afforded in addition to testing

the new locomotives much interesting and valuable electric

railroad information will unquestionably be obtained.
Owing to the fact that only a portion of the track to be used

for testing is available as yet, no complete locomotive tests

have been made. A full set of recording instruments has been
installed in the cab of the locomotive, and records have beeo
obtained of some of the preliminary runs made to test the I

ings and running qualities of the locomotive. Although these
records will be superseded by careful tests made on the full

length of track, bonded and with sufficient feeders supplied K>

minimize the drop, they indicate in a general way what may
lie expected of the locomotive running in regular service. Two
of the diagrams show the speed, current input and voltai
the locomotive all on a time basis, with an Scar train v

Ing 336 tons, and a 4-car train weighing 170 tons, both ex-

clusive of locomotive. The total weight of train, Including
locomotive and passengers, was 431 tons for the Scar and 265
tons for the 4-car train.

On these two running tests as high a maximum speed as pos-
sible was reached with the length of track available. The two
sets of starling tests show the more rapid rate, of acceleration
possible with the higher maintained voltage available near

/
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ation. 'The maximum speeds reached were 03 m.p.li.

(with the 8-car train, and 72 m.p.li. with the 4-ear train. It

will be noted that the trains were still accelerating at these

ds, Imt the length of track so far equipped did not per-

mit "of attaining higher speeds. These locomotives are not

designed for abnormally high speeds at intervals, but rather

in obtain a high average schedule, due to their ability to ac-

celerate more rapidly than is possible with the present steam

locomotives.

In the starting tests a speed of 30 m.p.h. was reached in 60

seconds with an 8-car train, weighing, including the locomo-

431 tons, corresponding to an acceleration of one-half

mile per hour per second. During certain periods of the ac-

celeration the increase in speed amounted to .6 miles per hour

per second, calling for a tractive effort of approximately 27,000

lbs. This value was somewhat exceeded with the 4-ear train,

where a momentary input of 4,200 amperes developed a trac-

tive effort of 31,000 lbs. with a coefficient of traction of 22.5

per cent, of the weight on drivers. The average rate of ac-

eoo 3000 oo

500 2500 50

400 -> 2000 ^ 40
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WHAT MOTIVE POWER OFFICERS ARE THINKING
ABOUT.

Km rOBl VI. C0BUE8I"0NDI \( I .

1 1 is b |ii astir tie i liscovei j ol I b • Mol Ivi

Power Department bj b aanager of an Important rail-

(The gentleman asked thai ins name be concealed, as

almo8l everybodj doe when thej bave anything Important to

ayj He has discovered thai the mechi partment

bad halt a chance, He Mmis that In one of his simps the gen-

roreman receives (150 per month for directing the la

of men whose pa] roll amounts to $60, ,
This man di

much less than any engii r in freight service, and yet the

line new simps tin the operation of which he is respon

a iiiun. The manager has just discovered ihat a

big roundhouse needs a man who is equal to any emergency,

ready to cope with untenable difficulties and do unheard-of

repairs with facilities no better than were provided under the

conditions of the days of woodhurners and engines weighing

GO, lbs. One ot his ndhouse foremen had titty en

which he was trying to keep out of the shops and marly an

equal number of new ones fresh from the builders, all of

which were expected to be in clockwork order during the

past winter, when everybody fell down in tryh "'rate

our railroads. It was last winter that the discovery was

made, and the motive power department may live to see

great benefits from that season of trial and grief. This gen-

eral manager said that he did not undi rstand how motive

power superintendents got along at all. and he promises, for

one, to "look into the matter and see what tan be done."

What needs to be done is that which has long been done

abroad—put the motive power departme pon an independent

give the h ad of the department independent authority.

allow him to.build up his organization on a basis of efficient \.

i ti hold him responsible for results. He should have a

salary instead of a remittance on account, and the position

should be such that the best men cannot afford to step out

b 'ans,' of superior attractions in other lines of activity. Not

until this is done will American railroads have the benefit of

the mechanical skill which they so greatly need.

It is encouraging to 6ave b railroad president say (though

ire have often said it) thai the motive power problems

ut a great railroad system cannot be properly dealt with by

anj officer lower in grade and authority than a vice-presi-

dent, repotting only to the president. "What we need," he

said, "is a mechanical vice president who has grown up in the

motive power department." To hear such a remark is the

crowning triumph of a good trip about the country. Win re

there is bo much smoke there must be some tire.

The roundhouse has been a storm center, especially since

the unusual CO I
of traffic combined with the Si

weather la<t winter. Many motive power nun now find it

, a ier in secure appropriations for improvements In handling

motives at terminals and the writer has seen s vera]

prehensive and interesting plans for new roundhouses which

are soon to be built The mention of engine failure and

roundhouse facilities brought Instant response on a number
of roads.

In one iase. and it is to be hoped thai there is only one such

in the country, a strung:' lack of business capacity on the part

Of the operating department was fve.iled. After exacting

a promise not to use his name, a superintendent of motive

power stated that the division superintendents on bis road

made a practice of ordering engines when not needed, merely

to keep one on hand for emergencies and "to keep it up to the

master mechanics to have their engines ready— in other words,

to keep the motive pow r d- partment continuously in a hole."

This gentleman showed me a telegram complaining because
an engine was not ready which bad not at the time arrived at

the terminal. I have heard of such things, but never saw the
evidence until now. A little intelligent co-operation would
mean something to the stockholders of that road.

I l\ POWPI ' |iai i ne III Heeds I

studied attenlli og offlc i 8, w hi o not

i ome into mgh contai I wit b

Apprenticeship ii lining the

railroads \ Isited. I n I »i t was ex-

t. but ii is lm ii mulling

is done. The railroads are arlj for neglecting ap-

prentices They will awake, but p rhaps too lab

linate officials may claim to be : o think about

apprentices, but before long ae must have sufficient

leisure to establish appi lj or all kinds of

b id i in n( '.- i 'nil as would naturall

from aegl the system of recruiting the workm

futun K\ rj year ol d ilay will in lifflculties of the

nexl generation ol managements as well a this generation.

An ad quate apprenticeship system requires as a foundation

a stable and bit e official organization, with a well es-

which will take the future into consideration.

The writer was asked whether anyone Is doing anything to

apprentice prob ad he was obliged to say

". of one railroad on which th< problem is even

fully iinder-in

It would be impossible to state the vital needs of the ap-

prentices too strongly. The apprentice is the embryo shop

man. and probably also the embryo officer, of the future. The

educational aspects "f hi ostitute the vital question of

the labor and organization problems of the future. Why
should it be 3( d?

In connection with the World's Fair at St. Louis the Baldwin

motive Works are doing a nice thing for their apprentices.

They are sent to the exhibit at the fair to stay three weeks, and

two are changed every week. Then are usually six thereat a

time. For two weeks the boys work about the exhibit and the

other week they aie left to themselves t«i visil the fair. All

their expenses are paid, and on returning to Philadelphia each

is required to write a report of sometl aw. This plan

is good for the boys and good for the firm. It is typical of the

s which bring the loyalty which is everywhere appa

among past or present employees of the Baldwin Works. The

uionai value to the hoys is immens and th< reports pre-

pared by them arc sai 1 to be very inletest ing.

At the St. i ouis Exposition the writer ran reral

groups of motive power men who were "doine," the exhibits

her. In one case a superintendent of motive power had

seven of his master mechanics with him and another had

three These people had arranged b meet the

various exhibitors on c a id they got a lot more

out of the exhibits than if they went ; ntly and alone.

writer was invited to joi these groups and [i

markabiy helpful studying the various improvements.

There seems to be a growing tendency toward "team work"

on the in leads. A number of hearis of departments are

bringing up their subordinates lo completely handle details.

in order that the big bt >ns of the motive power

problem may have appropriate attention. This tendency is

marked and it is exceedingly important.

Five years ago, when this ,i ;an a quiet campaign in

favor of l-cylinder balanced compound ; men were

cold and would scarcely admit the subject inio their conversa-

tions. Novi nil are watching them on the Pennsylvania and

Santa Fe, the Burlington and the New York Central with in

and two roads wish to borrow one of these en-

wiii'ti the Nevi York Central

and tiie Pennsylvania engines ari 1 from the World's

Fair exhibits much more will he heard about them. The

merits of this s; stem of construction o well

dished as to confirm the prediction of this journal that

the t-cyiinder compound principle will constitute the

line of the immediate d veiopment of American practice.

Everybody is ready to talk about improving shop practice

and everybody has improved records from certain machines,

while some have remarkable results to show. One gentleman
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said : "We are up against shop improvement in earnest. Wages
are advancing. For instance, our boiler makers' rates have

gone up an average of 17 per cent, in the past two years. In-

creased production of machinery and improved shop methods

are necessary to enable us to hold our own against increased

cost of labor. We must improve machinery and methods of

doing work and handling material, but we do not find the sup-

port we ought to have in the form of appropriations for new
machinery."

VAUCLAIN FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVE.

4—6— TYPE.

New Yobk, New Haven & Habtfobd Railway.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have built two of the 4-

cylinder balanced compounds illustrated in the accompanying

engraving in a lot of 20 passenger locomotives recently de-

livered to the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad.

These locomotives are not heavy, in general appearance they

resemble ordinary 4—6— construction, with the connecting

rods coupled to the leading pair of drivers. Except as to the

firebox and tender, these engines bear a strong resemblance

ciank axle is interesting. These axles are made of the built-

up type in order to insure the proper "working" of the ma-

terial used in the cheeks and crank pins, which is believed

cannot be properly secured in an axle of the forged type.

These built-up axles are put together with a pressure of about

110 tons, and it is believed that in addition to the proper work-

ing of the metal, which can be secured in this construction,

an additional safeguard is provided against fracture by pro-

viding an elasticity at the joints, which it may be expected

to prevent failure by fracture. If a crank axle is to fail it is

much better that it should become loose than to break. This

step is in accord with recent locomotive practice abroad, where
crank axles of large size are usually made of the built-up

construction.

The dimensions of the compound locomotive are presented

in the accompanying table.

BALANCED COMPOUND PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

4-6-2 TYPE N. Y., H. H. & H. B. E.

Gauge i ft. 8 i/j ins.
Cylinder 15 ins. and 25 ins. by 26 ins.
Valve balanced piston

EOILEE.

Type wagon top

VAUCLAIN FOUB-CYLINDEB BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE—NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN & HABTFOBD RAILROAD.

Paris pressed logethi

ami riveted
to the first balanced com-

pound from these works,

which was built for the Plant

system and illustrated in this

journal in March, 1902, page

72. The present engines have

narrow fireboxes.

The introduction of the 4-

cylinder balanced compound
on this road is interesting be-

cause the • present bridges

limit the allowable weight

on driving wheels and pre-

vent the operation of such

heavy locomotives as are real-

ly required to meet present conditions. It is significant

of the value of this balanced type of construction that the
eighteen simple engines of this order are limited to a weight
of about 110,000 lbs. on driving wheels, whereas the balanced
engines are allowed 123.000 lbs. In general features the two
designs are very much alike, except as to the factors intro-

duced into the two compounds by balancing.

The experience with these engines on this road will be

watchsd with marked interest because of the fact that there
seems to be something about the 4-cylinder balanced principle"

which leads to a remarkable duty in service, which cannot
be entirely accounted for on theoretical grounds. The Bur-
Mngton engine No. 2700, the report of tests of which is pre-

sented elsewhere in this issue, by its work justifies this state-

ment.

In connection with these New Haven engines the built-up

BUILT-UP CRANK AXLE.

Diameter go
Thickness of sheets , 8-16 ins.| ii-16 ins!,' %Working pressure 200
Fuel '.'.'.'soft

ins.

ins.

lbs.

coal
Staying radial

FIRE BOX.

Length 120% ins.
Width 411,;, ins .

Depth front 73 Ins.
Depth back 02 ins.
Thickness of sheets, sides, % in., back, % in., crown, % in., tube, ^ in.

WATER SPACE.

Front 4 ins.
Sides 3 ins.
Back 3 ins.

TUBES.

Material Iron
Wire gauge No. 12
Number Sis
Diameter 2 Ins
Length 15 ft. 1 his.
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DRIVINO WHEELS.
lilum- ter I

in iii- uf Inside
Journal . i

Dtbei
BIN] r»l ii. v. iii

Front, diameter

WHEEL RA81
Driving J3 « '

Rigid I

v, "•
\ 1

03 -

tendei :, ° rt
-
8 lns -

WEIGHT.
mi driving wheel
On truck, front 37,500 lbs.

kbout -'".""O lbs.

IfVLF-END VIEW AND SECTIONS THROUGH CYLINDERS.

TENDER.

Wheels No 8
Wheels diameter
Journals 5 ins. by
Tank capacity 5,500

FIRE RISKS OF RAILROAD SHOPS.

Opinions of an Insurance Expert.

Whether railroad companies insure their shops themselves

or with the insurance companies, the question of fire risks is

always important. In many cases the only precaution, aside

from providing hose reels in the buildings and hydrants in the

yards, is the separation of the buildings by distances supposed

to be sufficient to guard against a general conflagration in case

one of the buildings takes fire. Automatic sprinkler systems

are DOl used as generally in these shops as in other industrial

establishments. Having this fact in mind, and also Ihe popular

Impression thai steel roof trusses will resist fire better than

those id wood, the editor of this journal consulted Mr. John R.

Freeman, widely known as an experienced i \p rt on these ques-

tions. Mr. Freeman's statements are so explicit and so valu-

able as to commend themselves to our readers. He says:

I am a most hearty believer in slow-burning construction

with timbers rather than steel trusses, and also a believer in

the saw-tooth roof.

The result of our experience is a most earnest recommenda-
tion of complete sprinkler protection for substantially every

iiuiiiiiriL- i| railroad simp. Sprinkler protection is four-

fold in-
'

hi lessening the fire hazard than is a

BUbdlvlsion and Isolation Ot the buildings without sprinkler

In railroad shops, the woodworking and the painting must

always remain extra-hazardous, and these departments should

Isolated buildings. The interior of a box car, and espe-

mi hi .ii ii eh during the varnishing and finish-

ing process, an- extra hazardous and present so large an area

shielded from the direct action ol water from the sprinklers

that i ivabie thai a Are within may obtain sufficient

luiiiine go thai when II bursts out it will open a good many
sprinklers, and make extraordinary demands on the water sup-

ply. I believe that the cases will be found extremely rare

sprinklers will not confine a fire of this kind to the car

in which it, originates, but I .nising very likely considerable

smoke and water damage to the surrounding property.

The machine shop, smith shop, and the foundry must na-

turally be cut off from one another to insure freedom from

dust and dirt, and so these buildings should be isolated or

stand end to end and be cut off from one another by first-class

lire walls.

For the main machine shop, there will seldom be occasion

for one so large that it cannot remain a single area unobstruct-

ed by any partition. We, of course, realize that the more a

large shop is subdivided by fire walls, the better insurance

risk it becomes, but on the other hand, we recognize that ab-

sence of partitions favors low cost of production and we try

not to stand in the way of the best economy.

We now insure one-story machine shops from 600 to 800 ft.

in length, and from 100 to 200 ft. or more, in, width, without

hesitation, and at a rate not materially higher than for smaller

shops, providing the construction is first-class, and the sprink-

ler and hydrant system complete, and the net cost of this in-

surance in our companies for the past five years has averaged

considerably less than 1-10 of 1 per cent, per annum, which

you can easily figure out presupposes that the building and its

contents will not be completely burned up as often as once in a

thousand years.

We have come to make no distinction between buildings hav-

ing their roofs supported by steel trusses and those supported

by timber, although our experience demonstrates that the slow

burning plank and timber construction will resist fire far

better than any steel truss construction. We have found that

with complete sprinkler protection, there is very little danger
of the fire reaching such proportions that the trusses get

heated to the warping or yielding point, but without sprink-

lers a brisk lire of 10 minutes' duration can completely warp
a steel truss where a 12 x 16-in. Georgia pine beam 25 ft. in

length could stand for an hour before it would yield.

I' isonally, I am a very strong advocate of the saw-'ooth

roof, and believe it well adapted to car shop work. Some care

and skill are needed in working out the design to avoid con-

densation drip, and to avoid trouble from snow in northern
latitudes, but it presents no unsolved problem, and will af-

ford far better light than any roof of the monitor type, and is

much easier to heat and much safer against fire than any
lantern roof.

We may also look forward to the time, not far ahead, when
recording instruments on the tools will give the superinten 1-

ent a check on production and on the individual operator,

that Will enable him to keep track of the "personal equation"

in the shape of lazy workmen in a most accurate and impartial

manner, with corresponding benefits to the output of his toois,

the dividend- of the stockholders and the pay envelope of the

diligent mechanic— F. Ii. Dun, an. Franklin Institute.

The large?! all wood pulley ever built is on exhibition at the

St. Louis Exposition. It is 20 ft. in diameter, has a 50-in. face

and a 20-in. bore and is composed of over 11.000 pieces. It

will transmit 1,500 h.p. and was made by the Reeves Pulley

Company.
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Not one superintendent of motive power in this country has

all of the facilities and equipment which he needs in order to

keep up his locomotives and cars to their highest standard of

efficiency. The railroads are waking up to the importance of

improved machinery and improved methods, and we hope gen-

eral managers will soon give unrestricted assistance in pro-

viding shop equipment which will permit of economical main-

tenance of rolling stock. This journal is alive to the need,

and is endeavoring to assist motive power men by informing

them of every important step in progress. It is only fair to

ask for co-operation in an effort to help motive power men in

their work. We ask a simple and easy thing, merely that the

readers will mention this journal in asking for information

concerning improvements in machine tools or other develop-

ments described in our pages.

The results of the preliminary tests of the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River Railr6ad electric locomotive, described

mi another page of this issue, are very gratifying. The Gen-

eral Electric Company and the American Locomotive Com-

pany, who designed and built it, have introduced some very

radical changes in design from that of previous locomotives

of this type which have greatly increased its efficiency. The

quick acceleration, the easy riding at all speeds, the large,

roomy c-ab, the absence of smoke and steam, and the fact that

the engineer has a large, wide cab window, which enables

him to see the full width of the track to within a few feet

of the front of the locomotive, are qualities that forcibly im-

press one accustomed to riding a steam locomotive. With a

greater length of track for the test and better bonding of

the rails, it is reasonable to expect even a better showing

than has thus far been made. The high efficiency of the

locomotive over a wide range of speed is remarkable.

A manufacturer who had fitted up his shop with motor drive-

thought his power bills too large. He thought it due to waste-

fulness and took his men to task. The next power bill was

some 40 per cent, less and he was pleased—until he discovered

that the output of the shop was reduced correspondingly. He

then wisely told the men that he wished large power bills, his

reason being that the power was almost a direct measure of

the output. He next bought recording watt meters and kept

close watch of the power used in the different groups of ma-

chines, all of which led to a marked increase of output. Wait-

meters might be used with great advantage in checking the

work of departments and they should be more often used for

this purpose.

Those who first applied individual motors to machine tools

had very little information as to the amount of power required

by the various tools and based their calculations on the size

of belt used. But this method was not very satisfactory.

Another method which was based on early experiments in

motor driven tools and which gave fairly good results for

machines on which either the work or the cutter rotated was

to multiply the number of cubic inches of material removed

per minute by a constant depending upon, the material being

machined. The formulae given in an article in this issue are

derived from actual practice and each type of machine is

treated by itself. They are intended for preliminary esti-

mates only.

The use of dull or poorly ground tools means that both time

and power are being wasted and that a poor grade of work is

being turned out. The purpose of the article on "Tool and

Cutter Grinders," on another page of this issue, is to indicate

certain types of grinding machines which it is essential to

have in every well equipped railroad machine shop. This in-

cludes tool grinding and shaping machines for tools such as

are used on lathes, planers, slotters and boring mills; universal

tool and cutter grinders for milling machines, cutters of all

kinds and such tools as reamers, counter-borers, etc.; and drill

grinders adapted for sharpening both flat or twist drills. Self-

contained motor driven emery wheels should be scattered

through the shop, especially on the erecting side. These may
be used to very great advantage for smoothing off castings or

other kinds of work, in place of using a file, but should not be

used to any great extent for sharpening tools, as this work
should be concentrated in the tool room, where it can be

handled by unskilled labor.

A record of a reduction of 56 per cent, in boiler-makers force,

and a decrease of 80 per cent, in engine failures, accompanied

by an increase of 6 per cent, in tonnage handled and a re-

duction of 4 per cent, in the number of locomotives required

to do the work, is one which should bring the subject of water

purification forcibly to the attention of managers and presi-

dents. These results, as- obtained on the Chicago & North

Western, we describe on another page of this issue and no
more forceful argument for liberal investments in water puri-

fying plants can be required. Engine failures are becoming

the subject of rigid investigation everywhere, and if no other

advantage than their reduction is obtained the cost of the

plants is fully justified. It is safe to say that the experience

of this road may be repeated, and even in many cases sur-

passed, by other roads where the water is worse and the loco-

motives are of heavier types. This journal maintains that

there is no plainer duty lying before railroad managements
than the installation of apparatus for improving locomotive

,
boiler feed water. In bad water districts nearly every boiler

shop is overtaxed and men of the right sort to contend with
the work are growing scarcer. Their wages are advancing,
which constitutes another strong argument for a broad-minded
business policy in this important matter.
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It is h good plan to educate your successor so thai when

you are wanted for a higher position sum Is ready to

t.in i. Taking autlon Indicates a broad-

minded waj hi dealing with subordinates, and ' man who

prepares tor i< In this way usuallj

his subordinates are helping him make his record. A young

railroad officer, whose advancement Is announced in this I

is promoted largely because bis whole outfit of subordinate

were competent to carry on his work while he was called away

temporarily for Important special Bervlce. This is not merely

good policy : II Is an exi I
lenl I m Ins principle.

BOILER REPAIRS WITH TREATED WATER.

Records Prow Chicago & North Westers Railway.

THE BEST LOCOMOTIVE.

Under this heading on anothei page of this issue a four-

cylinder balanced compound ve Is shown to pro

the equivalent of 26 per cent more boil r capacity than if

ii bad Bimple cylinders with the same boiler. If a better

record of the advantages of a compound over a simple loco-

motive lias appeared in print the writer does not know it.

earn consumption of 22.86 lbs. per indicated horse-power

per hour for a large modern locomotive is a remarkable re-

sult, and the Burlington tests are therefore specially note-

worthy. The tact that the results come from the Aurora

laboratory organization is a sufficient guarantee of their ac-

i uracy and t rust worthiness.

These tests show nothing concerning the smoothness of

working of the balanced compound or oj' its effect on the

track. On another road the officials say that the saving in

repairs due to the use of the balanced compounds lead

them to wish for no other than balanced engines.

'I'o those who have expected much of the balanced com-

ds the i
1 tests and the opinions of the officials referred

in are exceeding!) gi atifj ing.

A PREFACE IN SUPERHEATING.

;t is significant thai the Canadian Pacific, being the road

hii h the Superheater was first applied to a locomotive

In American practice, should be the first to take up the prac-

tice on a large scale The reasons for this are stated in con-

nection with a description, In this number, of new locomotives

completed for the Canadian Pacific, the statements being

in . il as exactly as possible from the words of Mr. Vaughan.

Thus far there seems to be no reason to believe that super-

heating will be anything but satisfactory; at all events, notb-

of an unsatisfactory nature has thus far developed en

that road. The tabic of figures, lakfu from performance

>\\p is. is not entirely satisfactory : 's measure of the value

of superheating, but it certainly justifies the step taken by

the Canadian Pacific. The enginemen like these engines, and

the firemen at once notic i a reduction in the amount of coal

required. This indicates the possibilities for increasing the

itj of present locomotives, and because superheaters are

M as well as new locomotives, this prin-

ciple seems to bi one Of very .meat importance. It will mean
much to the railroads of this country if many engines which

deficient In boiler capacity may. by the addition of the

superheat r, be improved in effectiveness from 25 to 30 per

cent If iiic promises of the present are fulfilled, this will

in the hands of moth power officials that which they

have ions wanted, a means for Improving existing locomotn is

as well as n \-
i ing them capable of dealing with

inns which have far outstripped their capacity. The
decision o tadian Pacific may th< refore be considered

a most important one, and it is Likely to mark a new epoch in

American locomotive practice which no railroad official can
afford to ignore Th beauty of the superheater is that, while

revolutionizing in results, it
;

s very simple mechanically; its

use involves no radical changes in practice except, perhaps, in

lubrication, and in this ail will agree a revolutionary im-

Is required for ordinary engines.

The results in a reduction of boiler repairs and failures due

in tine leakage which ar being obtained through the Intro

ductlon ot wati arc now becoming available

alter two or more years ol service Thi Chicago & North

Western has Installed a sufficient num i to Bupplj

i to the locomotives running Into Clinton and itoone,

Iowa, and Mr. Robert Quayle, Buperintendei motive power,

has courteously granted permission for the publication of a

report by Mr. F. (!. Benjamin, master mi I linton,

whii ii contains i aluable Information of the sdi I I hat Is gi

needed. This record does not repi ! the advantages to

he had from the treating plants, because al t LG per cent, of

the locomotives had not been through the Bhops to

repairs during the period covered by the report, and tl

boilers have never been f I entlrelj from scale to givi the

treated water a perfectly fair chance From the report the fol-

lowing is taken:

With reference to the reduction that has been made in the

"i operating locomotives In Iowa, due to the installation

of water purifying plants, it is a little difficult to say exactly

what reductions have been made because of other influences be-

sides the purified water thai may affect the decreased i

The following figures', however, are submitted in testimony of

the benefits derived from this purified water. The boiler-

maker force, for instance, has been decreased as follows; In

1902 there were at Clinton and ISoone an average of 36 boiler-

makers, costing $10.40 an hour, and 12 boilermaker helpers,

costing $7.09 per hour, while in 1!'":: and thus far in 19H| an

ige of 23 boilermakers at an average cost of $7.71 per

hour and 35 boilermaker helpers at an avi rage cost of $6.70 an
hour have been sufficient. This means that the boilermaker
force has decrease.

I 56 per cent, ami the cost for boilermakers
has decreased 21.4 per cent. The larger percentage of the

men being boilermakers ami the increased compensation re

ceived by boilermakers makes th( difference in the percentage
of force employed and the cost of the labor.

This is not the only result, however, that has been pro-

duced, as the decreased number of boilermakers with the I

filial results from the treated water together have permitted
the engines to be kept in such condition that the number of

engine failures has dropped off to a remarkable degree. Be-
low is a comparison of the failures due to leaky conditions in

1902 and 1903:

Leaky flues
Leak; fireboxes 26
Leaky arch tubes

. . .
•

Total 358

From this it will be seen that the failures on account of

leaky flues in 1903 over 1902 wa- redui d pi cent.

The greatest benefits, however, from treated water did not
seem to be reached until along in August, L903, and a com-
parison of the results from August, 1902, to and including
June. 1903, and August. 1903, to and including June, 1904
shows the following very gratifying results:

Aug., 1902. to and In- Au
ludlng June, 190 I eluding June, 1 ! •<

> I

Leaky flues ".it
Leaky flreboxes
Leaky arch lubes ., \

Total 583

This gives us a reduction of Sli per cent, in failures due to

leaky conditions in these months. These improved results

in engine failures in 1903 over 1902 hav been made with con-

ditions that show a heavier ton mileage in 1903 than in 1902.

showing that the engines were worked up to their full capacity

and even under these conditions, made such an improvement.
The total ton mileage for 1902 was 2.934.130,377 ton miles

and this tonnage was handled at a cost of 28.7 lbs. of coal per
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100 ton miles. In 1903 the total was 3,154,484,507 ton miles at

a cost of 27.5 lbs. of coal. From this it will be seen that an

increase of 6.6 per cent, in ton mileage was handled during the

year 1903 over the previous year, and that this work has been

done with an average assignment of 159 engines in 1902, as

compared with an average assignment of 154 engines in 1903,

a saving of 4 per cent, in the number of engines. In each of

the years, 83 per cent, of the engines assigned were in con-

stant service.

From the above figures it will be seen that the boilermaker

force was reduced 56 per cent; the cost of boilermakers 21.4

per cent.; engine failures decreased 80 per cent.; an increased

tonnage of 6.6 per cent, was handled, and the number of en-

gines in service decreased 4 per cent.

It is rather difficult to say to what extent the cost for ma-

terial and labor has been affected by this item, but it is safe to

say that a very material decrease has been affected in this di-

rection, as engines are being taken into the shops right along

which required flues reset and new side sheets, where now
repairs to machinery and resetting a portion of the flues is

sufficient, thereby placing the engines in serviceable condition

for from six to eight additional months before it is necessary

PLANT OF THE LOCOMOTIVE & MACHINE COMPANY
OF MONTREAL.

The American Locomotive Company has recently acquired

the plant of the Locomotive & Machine Company of Montreal,

Canada. This Montreal plant is operated under its original

corporate name (The Locomotive & Machine Company of

Montreal, Limited); there is a local manager and staff at the

works, and a city office at Montreal, while the general offices

are located at New York.

The plant is located some 6 miles to the eastward of the

heart of the city of Montreal, being actually in the Parish

of Longue Pointe, Quebec. The plot, covering 63 acres, ex-

tends from the St. Lawrence River on the south, to the right

of way of the Great Northern Railway and the Montreal Ter-

minal Railway at the north. The plant is provided with a

complete system of tracks, connecting the various buildings

with the two railways mentioned, and through them to all the

to do the work that formerly would have to be done on the

engines when first taken in under previous conditions.

There are a number of things that can be mentioned in con-

nection with this as being beneficial, but which cannot be com-

puted in dollars and cents, among which may be enumerated

the benefits derived as follows: First, from the short time re-

quired for engines to go over the road, due to less engine fail-

ures and delays on account of leaking; second, a better tone

and feeling among our men, which necessarily means better

service; third, longer time at terminals, which means more

time to work on engines, consequently the engines arejn bet-

ber condition; fourth, less coal is consumed, other conditions

being equal, because they are less hours on the road, and the

destruction of the encrusting matter on the flues and firebox

sheets means a higher evaporating power of the fuel con-

sumed; fifth, there is less expense in the cost of delay and

overtime because of the shorter time the engines will have

necessarily been on the road; sixth, relief engines are not sent

out to protect important passenger and mail trains, or to pro-

tect trains on stock nights, as was formerly necessary.

All of these things cannot be stated in cost in, dollars and

cents, but they all count for economy and better results.

of the boiler shop 2, 20-ton and 1, 10-ton hydraulic traveling

cranes. All departments are provided with ordinary swing

cranes; the provision of cranes of this class being extremely

liberal.

The pattern and carpenter shop is 66 ft. x 100 ft. and is

of two stories. The pattern storehouse, adjacent to this build-

ing, is of the same size, but of one story. A storehouse and

office building is located at the southwest corner of the main

building.

There is also a large structural shop, 200 ft. x 300 ft, with

but two posts within 'the entire floor area. Conditions exist-

ing in Canada justified the expectation that a structural shop,

operated in connection with this locomotive building plant

would be a profitable enterprise. It is especially designed and

perfectly adapted to general structural work, either the build-

ing of bridges or trusses, steel work, etc., for steel buildings,

and a great deal of work of this character has already been

done and is now under way.

^^|rai^: 1SB ill 111 :'

n> iii ;:: as amm

LOCOMOTIVE & MACHINE COMPANY OF MONTREAL.

VIEW OP MACHINE SHOP AND OFFICE BUILDING.

lines which radiate from Montreal. The Government is con-

structing a dock and basin on the river front, from which

water shipments may be made, and at which supply materials

may be received.

The plant is seen to comprise a main building (including 5

principal departments), a power plant, a carpenter and pat-

tern shop, a pattern storehouse, a structural shop and a scrap

house. It is the most compact locomotive building plant in

America, the arrangement of the several departments of the

main building securing the free interchange of material and
minimum distances to be traversed.

The main building includes a machine shop 132 ft. x 420 ft.,

also a forge and smith shop and erecting shop, a boiler shop

and a foundry, each 66 ft. x 380 ft. The machine shop is di-

vided into two bays by a central line of columns. Electric

traveling cranes are provided as follows: Machine shop, 4,

10-ton; erecting shop, 2, 60-ton; boiler shop, 1, 20-ton; foundry,

2, 15-ton. In adition to these there are in the riveting tower

The buildings are thoroughly modern; the outer walls being

of stone up to the window sill line and above that of brick.

The roof trusses are of steel throughout. Many of the in-

terior partitions are formed by studding, supporting expanded

metal sheets and surfaced with plaster on both sides. Such

partitions serve every purpose in the way of dividing the dif-

ferent departments, and are also cheap to construct and oc-

cupy a minimum of floor space.

The tool equipment of the plant was very carefully selected

and is modern throughout. It is being amplified and enlarged,

and a very liberal policy is in force, under which new tools

or appliances which facilitate work or accelerate output are

always installed as soon as their merits have become known.

The exterior appearance of the buildings of this plant shows

them to be substantial and generally pleasing, but without any

unnecessary ornamentation. A photographic view of the main

building from the southwest shows the character of the build-

ings.
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As regards output, it may be said that under present condi-

tions, the works may be expected to turn out about 150 loco-

motives per year; with the additional tool equipment which
has been ordered, and with the improved methods and organi-

zation which are being perfected, this output can be advanced
to about 176 locomotives per year, when the force is on day
work, only, or to about 200 locomotives per year when work-
ing overtime. The boiler fhop has a capacity in excess of

the other departments, and can probably turn out about 300

boilers per year, but this excess capacity can be used to good
advantage, as many railways order new boilers to replace the

boilers of old locomotives which they modernize.
The company is building a large hotel and a number of cot-

tages to accommodate many of the skilled workmen. These
will be located on the company's land near the St. Lawrence
River.

In our opinion, there never will be any pronounced improve-

ments in steel ear painting and maintenance until ways and

means are devised to remove the flasb sole always adhering

to all new, common rolled steel plate; that, regardless of all

adverse claims, all flash scale, hard or soft, should be removed,

from the fact that when a coated over flash scale comes in con-

tat r with moisture through abrasion, it rots away from between

paint coating and true under metal and falls off in large flakes,

regardless of applied paint, in quantity or quality. On the

question of possible improvements, we would recommend that

the sand blast method be used to remove all scale from steel

car structural plate; that it also be used by the manufacturing
concern in original painting; that it also be used in railway

repair yards as a matter of labor saving and economy.

—

W. O.

Quest, Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.
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TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDERS.

Improved tool and cutter grinders are rapidly coming into

general use in railroad machine shops. With the advent of

the high-speed tool steels attention has been forcibly directed

to the importance of having the tools accurately ground to

suit the class of work upon which they are to-be used and of

having them kept sharp and in good condition. The old sys-

tem of having the high-priced machine' hand let his machine

stand idle while he sharpened his tools by hand and shaped

them according to his own judgment, is fast being super-

seded by a new system of placing in the tool room tool grind-

ing and shaping machines so designed that they can be

operated by unskilled labor and will quickly and accurately

grind the tools to the proper shape. As the various types of

milling machines have been developed and come into more

general use. a demand has been created for improved universal

grinders to sharpen the various cutters used by them. With

the introduction of the individual motor drive for machine

tools there has been a demand for self-contained motor-driven

emery grinders. The purpose of this article is to present

Other and moving parallel to the tangent plains of the I w

grinding surfaces. The slide-rests, frame and chuck are all

carried by a vertical slide having a long square bearing ac-

curately fitted, and the weight of the moving parts is counter-

balanced by a spiral spring, so that, although massive and

rigid, it can be reciprocated vertically with surprising ease.

The chuck for grinding curved surfaces is inserted in the

regular, tool-chuck, and a frame carrying a gauge and a roller

against which the former-plates work, is put in place in about

half a minute. Means are provided by which a tool filed or

ground to any desired curved shape can be used as a guide

or templet from which a former-plate can be ground in the

machine and afterwards used to exactly reproduce the tool or

a curve parallel to it. A chuck is provided for grinding the

side or base of a tool shank. Also a chuck by which a tool

bent at a right angle can be ground the same as a straight

tool without changing its position in the chuck.

The tool holder is capable of presenting the tool to the wheel

in such a manner that any face can be so ground as to have

a definite, predetermined relation to the other faces and to the

shank, and the adjustment necessary to do
v
this is simple and

FIG. 1.—UNIVERSAL TOOIrGBINDING AM) SHAPING MACHINE. WILLIAM SF.LLERS & COMPANY.

some of the best types of these grinding machines, and by a

few illustrations in each case to convey an idea of the wide

range of work for which they are adapted.

Fig. 1 illustrates a William Sellers & Company No. 1 uni-

versal tool-grinding and shaping machine adapted for tools

with shanks not over 2% x 2 ins. The wheel has two conical

grinding surfaces forming a V, with 90 degrees included angle,

for convenience in grinding the different faces of tools, for in-

i leasing the available grinding surface, and to enable small

and delicate splining tools to be ground. The tool-chuck can

be rotated about a horizontal axis parallel with the shank of

the tool, and can be readily set to any angle by means of a

graduated circle and vernier reading to 1-10 degree. It is carried

in a frame which can be rotated about a vertical axis passing

near the point of the tool, and can be set to 1-10 degree. The
frame is carried by two slide-rests at right angles to each

easily understood. The only shapes of cutting edges which

cannot be ground on this machine are concave curves and re-

entrant angles less than 90 degrees.

Fig. 2 illustrates the method of grinding a circular tool, Fig.

3 the application of a supplemental chuck as used for the

outside face of an inside thread tool, Fig. 4 the grinding of the

left side face of a large V tool and Fig. 5 an attachment tor

grinding boring cutters with correct and uniform clearance.

These few applications will give some idea as to the wide range

of work for which this machine is adapted. It is equipped with

a crane for changing the wheel on its spindle and with a

rotary pump for forcing water through a system of jointed

pipes, ending in an adjustable nozzle. The working parts of

the machine are protected from the water and the grit carried

in it.

The importance of correctly grinding the lips of a drill (>»«•
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proved drill grinding machine which is iii of a long

and painstaking research made by William Sellers & C pany

ii is Blmple, can i»- operated by unskilled labor and will grind

iiai or twlsl drills from "• 16 in. to 3 ins. in dlamel
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FIG, 7.—NO. 2 UNIVERSAL TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDER.

NORTON EMERY WHEEL COMPANY.

FIG. 10.—SHARPENING A SMALL END MILL.
FIG. 11.—SPINDLE AND WORK ADJUSTED BEADY FOR INTERNAL

GRINDING.
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no. 13. BHARP1 MM, END TEETH OF W END Mil.MM, CUTTEH.

lie. 14.—INTEBNAL GRINDING.

t

ternal grinding. These are but a few of the many varieties of

work which ean be done on this machine.

Fig. 12 shows a Cincinnati universal cutter and tool grinder

uiaile liy the Cincinnati Milling Machine Company. It is alsj

adapted for cylindrical, internal, face, surface and angular

Knurling- Fig. IS illustrates th<> method of sharpening the end

teeth Of an end milling cutter, Fig. 14 shows. an application ol

internal grinding. Fig. id the method of sharpening a spiral

toil] and Fig. 16 the method of sharpening a hand reamer.

A simple, self-contained motor-driven grinder, made by the

Northern Electrical Manufacturing Company. Madison. Wis
is shown in Fig. 17. The starting r.nd controlling mechanism

is located in the pedestal. A variation in speed of 23 per

cent is provided by the field rheostat. The motor is protected

from dust, dirt and mechanical injury. In Fig. 18 the covers

are shown transparent to illustrate the arrangement of the

parts of the motor. Fig. 19 shows the wall type of Northern

Electric Emery grinder arranged for grinding sprues in a

foundry. The wheel ai the right may be operated without a

guard or rest, so that large pieces can be conveniently worked.

Fig. 20 Illustrates the Milwaukee universal cutter and too)

grimier manufactured by Kearney & Trecker of Milwauk e,

wis
. and sold by Hill. Clarke & Company. A few of the manj

different kinds of wort which can he handled on this machine
liown on Figs. 21 to 2o inclusive. These show the metu

•~+~

no 12 — 1 mvkiis w, COO] ami ri iihi: c.ic.mpii:—CINCINNATI
MILT.IM, MACHINE COMPANY.

111.. 15. SIIAHI'KM M, \ SPIBA1 Mill

mis of sharpening a small end mill, an inserted tooth face

mill, and a rap. and also illustrate the machine arranged lor

not h internal aim cylindrical grinding.

DO IT NOW.

"Do it now. Do not wait a lifetime before putting what
seems to be a good thing into effect. Fix it up the best

can. and g i the benefit of the improvement while you live and
ran watch the results, and perhaps you can improve upon
them later." This is the rule of practici of a railroad official

who has advanced rapidly, and is still advancing. !'.• doing

this he ke,p, bis desk clear of detail and has time for tb«

consideration of important problems.
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FIG. 1(3.—SHARPENING A 1U.MI REAMER.

FIG. 17.— MOTOR-DRIVEN EMERY GRINDER—NORTHERN ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING cc i M 1>A N Y.

lie;. IS.— NORTHERN ELECTRIC EMERY GRINDER Willi TRANSPARENT
COVER I" snow MOTOR.

i'l<;. 11).—NORTHERN ELECTRIC EMUiY GRIMIER, WALL ivrl. 111,. 20.— .MILWAUKEE UM\E1CSAL CUTTER AND 1UUL UU1NDER.
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THE NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS ASSO-
CIATION.

to, -1. Mlllil'l \l.\'. MUM END MILL.

m New Fort City November 15th aud

16th. Alter discussing a Dumber of Important commercial

questions the subject of motor application to machine tools

occupied the moat important position in the proceedings.

In view of the fact that about 25 per cent, of the product

In lathes is arranged for electric operation, and considering

thai at preai d< motor-driven lathes are not standardized, it is

Important thai standard if practice should be eff'

which will permit of building direct-driven machined on the

duplicate part Bystem, which has been practised in building

lull driven lathes. This api only to lathes, but al !

>2, sn win n [HO INSERTED COW n I mi: mm I .

l KJ 23.—SHARPENING TAP.

The thermo-dynamic efficiency of all gas engines is now sc

much greater than any heat efficiency attained in steam en-

thai we can well afford to reduce economy, if need be, in

order to make more c rtain of good practical results—that is,

to make more certain of low cost for upkeep and repairs. In

my view it would pay in large gas engines even to reduce fuel

economy if by so doing entire immunity from breakdown was
secured. So far the best means of limiting tfmperature in a

simple way appears to be found in the addition of cooled ex-

haust gases to the charge before compression; and this method,

although reducing flame temperature, has actually increased

the efficiency instead of diminishing it.

—

Mr. Dugald Clerk,

British Association for Advancement of Science.

Hi.. 24.— IVI'l.li.NAL QBLNDLNG

BIO. 25.—OYLINDRICAX gbixdisq.

sorts of machine tools. At present machines with direct motor

applications cannot be built upon a manufacturing basis.

Mr. Fred A. Geier, secretary and treasurer of the Cincinnati

Milling Machine Company, read an important paper, in which

it was shown that the direct connected motor driven machine
tool has come to stay. He considered it necessary to decide

upon a standard speed range of variable speed motors which
would cover the entire field of machine tool driving, after

which there will be no difficulty in bringing out a line of

motors as a standard for machine tools. Because milling ma-

chines require a very wide range of speeds, he considered that

a motor which was suited to milling would have sufficient

range for any other machine. His company had found a 2V»

to 1 variation satisfactory, with the standardized electric drive

arrangement, for the milling machines built by them. He
deplored the variety in shapes and sizes of motors which re-

quired special parts to suit the particular motor specified on
every order. Mr. Geier suggested standardizing the size and
shape of the base, the distance from the center of the driving

pulley to the center of the base; the distance from the bot-

tom of the base to the center of the armature shaft and the
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diameter of the shaft. Two and a half, or at the most 3 to 1

variation, would be ample, and the maximum speed should

be kept below 700 revolutions a minute.

Mr. W. H. Powell, of the Bullock Electric Manufacturing

Company, followed with a paper in support of the same gen-

eral argument. He discussed the various distribution systems

and recommended a speed range of 3 to 1, with a minimum
speed of 400 to 660 revolutions, dependent upon the output

of the motor.

Mr. B. G. Fernald, of the Northern Electric Manufacturing

Company; Mr. J. D. Maguire, President of the American Elec-

tric, and Controller Company, and Mr. M. F. Reardon, of the

General Electric Company, followed with remarks mi the

efforts which each of these companies is making in solving

the question of motor drives.

The result of the discussion was the appointment of a com-

mittee, composed of Messrs. Woodward, Lodge, Geier, March,

Tuechter, Binsee and Wetsel, to confer with motor manufact-

urers and submit recommendations as to standard mountings

and dimensions.

The officers for the comingvyear are as follows: President,

William Lodge; first vice-president, William P. Davis; second

vice-president, F. E. Reed; secretary, P. E. Montanus; treas-

urer, Enoch Earle.

IMPRESSIONS OF FOREIGN RAILROAD PRACTICE.

Editorial Correspondence.

Paris.

While it is necessary to make more than a brief visit to

France to become sufficiently familiar with the locomotive

practice there to put it on record with authority, a week spent

in the study of French methods is sufficient foundation for the

statement that they represent the most scientific treatment

which is given anywhere to the locomotive to-day. For the

past 19 years there has been a systematic and continuous ef-

fort to produce locomotives to meet the needs of French rail-

ways and the practice has crystallized into a type, for pas-

senger service, which has been adopted by all of the important

French railroads and it certainly is well adapted to France.

This type began its development on the Northern Railway in

1885 when Mr. du Bousquet, of that road, consulted Mr. A. G.

de Glehn, of the Societe Alsacienne de Constructions Mechan-

iques, concerning a method of increasing the capacity of a

4—4— engine without increasing its total weight. The his-

tory of this development has been written and need not be

repeated here. It is sufficient to state that the co-operation

of Mr. du Bousquet and Mr. de Glehn produced the type of

locomotive widely known as the du Bousquet-de Glehn typa.

This construction has been most satisfactory and now no loco-

motives with separate tenders are being built of any other

type for the French railroads. There is much that is inter-

esting and instructive in the fact that instead of working in

opposite and conflicting directions the locomotive superintend-

ents of France saw the value of this construction. They were

broad minded enough to lay aside personal prejudices and

generous enough to adopt that which has proved itself
1

to be

the best to be had for their conditions. While France may
be considered the home of the de Glehn compound its use has

extended on the Continent and while it was developed origin-

ally for passenger service it is also extensively applied to

freight service. Furthermore it has formed the basis for the

work of other designers who have brought out four cylinder

compounds, using a part but not the whole of the principle of

the French engines.

There are no patents on the de Glehn construction and at

present several builders are using the drawings which origin-

ated with such care at Mulhouse. This is an example which

means much for the future of the locomotive in Europe. It

is a case of a locomotive building concern producing, in con-

nection with one of the leading railroads, a locomotive which

was so much better than any in use in France as to lead to

its general adoption to the exclusion of other types. It was de-

veloped from experience with two-cylinder and tandem com-

pounds as well as simple locomotives and represents an effort

to produce the best without undue regard to first cost of con-

struction and without blindly worshiping simplicity. In

France the coal question is exceedingly important. Coal is

expensive and the best must be imported, the available supply

of domestic coal being of poor quality. When the fine stuff is

mixed with an adhesive substance and pressed into briquettes

it makes an excellent fuel but is then more expensive than

coal imported from England and Germany. The cost of coal

in England, Germany and France explains the efforts put forth

abroad to render the locomotives as economical as possible.

In addition to the desire for greater economy there was an-

other reason for approaching the design of a four-cylinder

compound on the Northern Railway of France in 1885. Crank

axles on the 4— 4— simple engines of that road were breaking

and it was evident that a division of the work among a larger

number of parts was desirable. The first example of the new

type was built for 11 kilograms pressure and weighed exactly

the same as the simple engine and one ton lighter than a two-

cylinder compound of the same date. The question of weight

has always been important in France. This first four-cylinder

compound is now running and remains to-day the most eco-

nomical engine on the road. The next one was built in 18S1,

after five years experience with the first one. There are now
about 1,800 engines of this type in service in Europe. The

Great Western Railway of England has bought one of the

latest type of those in use on the Northern Railway of France

and one was built last winter (see American Engineer, June,

1904) at Belfort for the Pennsylvania Railroad. The writer

saw this engine during its construction and marveled at ; ts

beautiful design and workmanship.

After a careful but brief examination of the methods of de-

signing these engines, which is always done under the per-

sonal direction of Mr. de Glehn; after studying the shop meth-

ods of construction at Belfort; after riding on the locomotives

handling the fast trains on the Northern Railway and looking

over many records of performance in the offices of the leading

locomotive officials of France, the writer can not avoid the

conclusion that the French railroads are supplied with locomo-

tives which are better suited to their needs than are the rail-

roads of any other country prominent in railroad progress.

What these engines will do in England and in the United

States will soon be known, and a great deal of valuable infor-

mation may be expected from the tests of the Pennsylvania

engine at St. Louis. Whatever may be learned of these en-

gines out of France. American railroad managers, if they knew
of their performances in France, would not delay in sending

representatives to study them in their work at home.

English roads are up against a stone wall. They need more
power without increasing size and weight. German roads are

in very much the same condition. In the United States we
have size and weight, but need to use these more scientifically

in order to meet the exigencies of the present demands. Be-

fore trying something else, all should make sure that French
practice does not supply the very thing that is necessary. The
same sort of continuous, conscientious, broad-minded and con-

sistent effort which justifies the writer in his enthusiasm con-

cerning these French compounds must be applied in all of

these countries before they will be even with France in the

race for well adapted locomotives.

Locomotive development is also a development of "men. Mr.

de Glehn has personally superindended the design of every

new type of locomotive built by his concern during the past

20 years. He has applied an experience which began in marine
engine construction and he has been cordially assisted by the

railroads. The railroads have learned that competitive pas-

senger service cannot be satisfactorily conducted without good
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H vei . thai i motives mu com

plicated If thej an to do the work required of them and thoj

have risen to the occasion with methods "i handling an

caring tor these locomotives which are as necessary as they

are effect Ive, in i he United Btati s we make all machines mo

complicated In order to Increase power and to save manual

labor. POT example, note the present machinery for rolling

steel i..i; 10 note what it does. Likewise not.

Equipment ol a modern blast turnace, ol the air brake, of rail-

road signal and I Indred mechanical combinations. We haw
(implicated omotive bul we must not hesitate to do

bo If it i a necessary.

Locomotives cannot be improved unless the men in charge

and those who handle them also Improve. There must also he

an Improvement In the status of the locomotive departments

and an advancement ol the standing of the men at the

of these departments before the American locomotive will he

what it should be. These notes are not to say that we may

learn from foreigners what we should do. They are not to say

that we should, take any locomotive from any other country,

hut they are to say, and to say it emphatically, that American

railroads are making a serious mistake in their treatment of

i in- locomotive department as a whole, in making it subordin-

ate and in placing the head of the department in a position

which is inferior to that of an official of a commercial enter-

prise who has but one-tenth of the responsibility, who requires

hut one-twentieth of the experience and possesses even a

smaller proportion of all around ability. We cannot do much
when a large road has four superintendents of motive power

in as many years, and when it is possible for many of the best

men for these positions to be attracted away to other fields of

effort. Our railroad managements need to take heed of the

appreciation of locomotive officials in Europe. Our locomotive

departments are facing difficulties in the management of men
which are unknown abroad and it is earnestly hoped that these

words will not prove entirely ineffective. It is not a matter of

sentiment but pure business to put our motive power officials

In position to do things and to surround themselves with or-

ganizations which will make their lives worth living while

they do them. There must also be something softer than the

frozen world tor them to drop on, at the end. when they are

worn out. (J. M. B.

i. Tn be i "a 1 1 ii ued.)

POWERFUL PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

Lake Shore &. Michigan Southern Railway.

On page 413 of our November number a description of the

very powerful 2—0—2 type passenger locomotives of the Lake
Shore 4i Michigan Southern was presented. Some of the

tails are now available.

These engines have cast steel frames, which are 6 ins. wide
at their widest portion, as shown in the accompanying Illus-

tration. These frames are braced against twisting by cast

Steel bracing extending between the frames at the rear pedes-

tal of the leading driving axle. They are braced again by a

large fiat steel casting on top of the frames between the second
and third driving wheels and again at the slope of the frames
over the splice in front of the throat sheet. This practice in

frame bracing (Am etui w Engineer, January, 11104. page 12)
has proven very satisfactory in service. The pedestal bind-

ire rectangular in section except those at the rear axle,

« ii Ich are adjustable.

The tin mixes of these engines are 6 ft. wide and the Bre-

men handle them more satisfactorily than the Class J fire-

boxes, whii b are 7 ft. wide, indicating that a foot in width
makes a material difference to the Bremen, who prefer a fire-

box 6 ft wide and 9 ft. long to one which is 7 ft. wide and 7

ft. long.

Other iniet, sting details of these locomotives will be pre-
sented next month. Special attention has been directed to

frames because of the serious and general difficulty which
has been experienced with frame breakage.
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AGGREGATE TRACTIVE POWER OF AMERICAN balance at the rate o£ two each working day thereafter until

LOCOMOTIVES. tne order was completed. This schedule was carried out exact-

ly. The locomotive company had practically no material in

According to the 16th annual report of the Interstate Com- stock, and it was necessary to order the principal items, which

merce Commission, the total number of locomotives in service was done either by telephone or telegraph, on the day the

in this country June 30, 1903, and their capacities are as fol- contract was made. Special mention should be made of the

]ows: boiler, firebox and tank plates, which were ordered from the

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CLASSIFICATION' OF LOCOMOTIVES.
Four-cylinder com- Two-cylinder com-

l t m Single expansion. pound. pound.
Total. Average. Total. Average. Total. Average.

... 40,443 1,953 849

t ,.1 ™.;; pounds 855,609,361 21,156 59,665,313 30.551 26,640.866 31,379
Tractive powei ^ fegt j.,088.007 27 96,704 50 31,092 37
Grate surface

square feet 64,322.427 1,590 5,276,640 2,702 2,166,132 2,551

w*l£6 PTplusWe" of 'tender tons 2,306,763 57 194,010 99 69.932 82

Weight' of drivers . . ... tons i;862,194 46 137,236 70 57.702 68

From the above statement it appears that the total number Worth Brothers Company, Coatesville, Pa., by telephone on the

of single expansion locomotives on June 30, 1903, was 40,443, day the contract was placed, the formal order, with details,

giving an aggregate of tractive power, measured in pounds, of reaching them the following day. All of the principal plates

855 609 361. This gives an average of 21,156 lbs. tractive were shipped within five days from receipt of the formal

power per locomotive of this class. Of four-cylinder compound order. The shops of the American Locomotive Company began

locomotives, there were on the date named 1,953, with an ag- work on the plates six days after the contract was placed,

gregate tractive power of 59,665,313 lbs., being an average and the first boiler was in the erecting shop on the seven-

of 30,551 lbs. per locomotive. The total number of two- teenth day.

cylinder compound or cross-compound locomotives on the same The patterns for the steel castings were in the Montreal

date was 849, with an aggregate tractive power of 26,640,866, shops of the locomotive company. These were sent by ex-

or an average tractive power of 31,379. Estimating the average press the day after the contract was placed, arriving at the

tractive power of the 626 locomotives unclassified at below foundry of Pratt & Letchworth Company the next day, and

those of single-expansion locomotives, the aggregate tractive were in the sand the same afternoon. The first shipment of

power of the locomotives in service on June 30, 1903, may be steel castings, which included frames, wheel centers, etc.,

safely estimated at 950,000,000 lbs. was made by Pratt & Letchworth Company six days after re-

: ceipt of the patterns, and the entire order was completed by

A. C. ELECTRIC TRACTION FROM GAS POWER. tnem in twelve days.

A somewhat unique departure from established methods in HIGH SPEED TOOL STEEL.
electric traction has recently been undertaken at Warren,

Pa The Warren & Jamestown Street Railway Company is This article considers the treatment and use of high speed

equipping an A. C. single-phase electric railway system to tool steel and is abstracted from a paper on "The Develop-

operate between Warren, Pa., and Jamestown, N. Y., for which ment and Use of High Speed Tool Steel," read by Mr. J. M.

power will be supplied by gas engines operating upon natural Gledhill before the Iron and Steel Institute,

gas. The equipment is now being constructed by the West- What may be said to determine a high speed steel, as com-

inghouse companies at East Pittsburg, Pa. pared to an ordinary tool steel, is its capability of withstand-

The power station will be located at Stoneham, Pa., two ing the higher temperatures produced by the greatly increased

miles from Warren. The initial equipment will consist of two friction between the tool and the work due to the rapid cut-

Westinghouse gas engines, each of 500 brake horse-power ca- ting. An ordinary carbon steel containing, say, 1.20 per cent,

pacity. They will be of the horizontal single-crank double- carbon, when heated slightly above the critical point and rap-

acting type, direct connected to two 260 kw. Westinghouse idly cooled by quenching in water becomes intensely hard,

generators, furnishing current at voltage sufficient for direct Such a steel gradually loses this intense hardness as the tem-

use upon the high tension transmission line. The power perature of friction reaches, say, 500 degrees F. With rapid

equipment also comprises a 55 h. p. Westinghouse gas engine cutting steels the temperature of friction may be greatly ex-

for operating an air compressor and exciter unit. Natural tended, even up to 1,100 to 1,200 degrees F., and it has been

gas will be used, which has a calorific value of about 1,000 proved that the higher the temperature for hardening fs raised

b t u per cu. ft. above the critical point and then rapidly cooled, the higher

Transformer sub-stations, five in number, will be located will be the temperature of friction that the tool can withstand

along the right of way. These will receive the high tension before sensibly losing its hardness.

current from the transmission line and reduce the voltage In the heat treatment of high speed) steel, one of the most

to such an extent as to render it more suitable for use in important points is the process of thoroughly annealing it after

single-phase motors. The present motive power equipment working into bars. Accurate annealing is of much value in

will comprise four quadruple sets of Westinghouse single-phase bringing the steel into a state of molecular uniformity, thereby

motors, each approximately 50 h. p. capacity. An interesting removing internal strains that may have arisen, due to cast-

feature of the system is the arrangement for operating the al- ing and tilting, and at the same time annealing renders the

ternating current motors upon the direct current trolley lines steel sufficiently soft to enable it to be machined into any de-

within the city limits of the termini. sired form for turning tools, milling cutters, drills, taps, screw-

— ing dies, etc. Further advantage also results from careful

RAPID LOCOMOTIVE CONSTRUCTION. annealing by minimizing risks of cracking when the steel has

to be reheated for hardening. In cases of intricately shape 1

An interesting and important example of the possibilities milling tools having sharp square bottom recesses, fine edges

of modern shop equipment and methods is furnished by the or delicate projections, and on which unequal expansion and

record of construction of 20 locomotives recently built at the contraction are liable to operate suddenly, annealing has a very

Schenectady Works of the American Locomotive Company for beneficial effect toward reducing cracking to a minimum. In-

the Canadian Pacific Railway. These engines are illustrated creased ductility is also imparted by annealing, and this is es-

in this issue. pecially requisite in tools that have to encounter sudden shocks
Ihe contract was closed in Montreal under a guarantee that due to intermittent cutting,

the first two engines were to be shipped within thirty days In preparing high speed steel ready for use the process may
(Sundays included) from the date of the contract, and the be divided principally into three stages: Forging, hardening
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and grinding. I( ll very desirable that high speed steel should

be capable of attaining Its maximum efficiency, and yet only

require treatment of the simplest kind, so that an ordinarily

skilled workman may easily deal with It. The steel may be

raised to a yellow heat for forging, say, 1,850 degrees F., at

which temperature it Is soft and easily worked into any de-

sired form, the forging proceeding until the temperature low-

ers to a good red heat, say, 1,500 degrees F., when work on it

slum id cease and the steel be reheated.

In heating a bar of high speed steel preparatory to forg-

ing (which heating is best done in a clear coke Are) it is es-

sential that the bar be heated thoroughly and uniformly, so as

t<> insure that the heat has penetrated to the center of the bar,

for if the bar is not uniformly heated, leaving the center com-

paratively cold and stiff, while the outside is hot, the steel will

not draw oi spread out equally, and cracking will probably re-

sult. A wise rule in heating is to "hasten slowly."

The temperature for hardening high speed steel varies some-

what according to the class of tool being dealt with. When
hardening turning, planing or slotting tools, and others of

similar class, the point or nose of tool only should be grad-

ually raised to a white melting heat, though not necessarily

melted, but even should the point of the tool become to some

• stent fused or melted no harm is done. The tool should then

be immediately placed in an air blast and cooled down, after

which it only requires grinding and is then ready for use.

Another method which may be described of preparing the

tools is as follows: Forge the tools as before, and when quite

cold grind to shape on a dry stone or dry emery wheel, au

operation which may be done with the tool fixed in a rest and

fed against the stone or emery wheel by a screw, no harm re-

sulting from any heat developed at this stage. The tool then

requires heating to a white heat, but just short of melting,

and afterward completely cooling in the air blast. This method

of first roughly grinding to shape also lends itself to cooling

the tools in oil, which is specially efficient where the retention

of a sharp edge is a desideratum, as in finishing tools,. tune!

and automatic lathe tools, brass workers' tools, etc. In hard-

ening where oil cooling is used the tools should be first raised

to a white heat, but without melting, and then cooled down

either by air blast or in the open to a bright red heat, say.

1.700 degrees F., when they should be instantly plunged into

a bath of rape or whale oil, or a mixture of both.

Referring to the question of grinding tools, nothing has yet

been found so good for high speed steels as the wet sandstone,

and the tools ground thereon by hand pressure, but where it

is desired to use emery wheels it is better to roughly grind the

tools to shape on a dry emery wheel or dry stone before hard-

ening. By so doing the tools require but little grinding aftsr

hardening, and only slight frictions! heating occurs, but not

sufficient to draw the temper in any way, and thus their cut-

ting efficiency is not impaired. When the tools are ground

on a wet emery wheel and undue pressure is applied, the heat

generated by the great friction between the tool and the emery
wheel causes the steel to l^cmc hot, and water playing on

the steel while in this heated condition tends to produce crack-

ing. (To be concluded.)

The results of the German high speed traction experiments

thus far conducted have justified the following conclusions:

1. Permanent way. constructed in accordance with the

standard specifications for first-class main lines of the German
Government railways, is sufficient for electric trains running

at a speed of 125 miles an hour, but the radius of any curve

should not be less than 6G0 ft.

2. The collector used in the Zossen experiments is well

adapted for conveying electric energy at high tension and at

high speeds from fixed conductors to cars.

". The construction of the fixed conductor employed in the

German high speed trials has hern proven equal to the ser-

vice.

4, The Zossen trials have demonstrated that high tension

current can be used direct without the intervention of trans-

formers.

—

Alexander Siemens, International Engineering Con-
grest.

STURTEVANT PORTABLE FORGES.

The portable forges built by these manufacturers have stood

the test of years of service all over the world and now the

list of sizes has grown to 31. Not only has the number of sizes

increased, but the designs have been perfected in every detail

in order to Improve their service under the most exacting con-

ditions. The sheet metal work Is of heavy steel plate; the

running gear is heavy, strong and easy of operation. The

tuyeres, are made specially strong td resist the action of the

fire and the fire pan is of two metal plates, with asbesti

tween them to prevent the heat troto cracking the main pan

or affecting the running gear. The blowers used are of the

well-known Sturtevant pressure type, with babbited journal

boxes, which have been redesigned to give increased capacity.

These forges are made in seven distinct types, being classi-

STURTEVANT PORTABLE FORGE.

fied with respect to their capacity and the purpose for which

they are tfl be used. The forge selected for illustration is of

the C type, fitted with a blower driven by pulley put on the

forge, which is belt-connected to the line shaft or other drive.

The C forges are made in four sizes, fitted with a tight or

loose pulley, by which a continuous blast may be provided,

which is easily regulated by a blast grate underneath the fire

pan. The Sturtevant portable forges are adapted for the light

work of jewelers and the heaviest work for which portable

equipment is used. They are manufactured by the B. F. Stur-

tevant Company of Hyde Park, Mass., who are prepared to

furnish complete forge equipment, including portable and sta-

tionary forges, blowers and hand blowers for producing the

blast; exhaust fans for the removal or smoke, heating systems

and other similar equipment. Further information concern-

ing these forges may be had from the manufacturers.
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REMARKABLE TEST OF SPRING DRAFT GEAR.

The Farlow draft gear was illustrated on page 365 of the

September issue of this journal. A twin spring arrangement

was shown. Records of a remarkable test of a single spring

gear, of the same make, upon the M. C. B. drop testing ma-

chine at Purdue University, September 12, 1904, have been

received, and they admirably support the claims of those

who pin their faith to spring gears. From the official report

signed by Professor W. F. M. Goss, interesting facts are taken.

The first six blows were at 5, 7, 10, 15, 20 and 25 ft., re-

spectively. Then followed 5 blows at 34 ft., the full height

of the machine. The next day two more blows were given

at 34 ft.

The second blow, at 7 ft., brought the horn of the coupler

in contact with the end sill. Blows from 10 and 15 ft., re-

spectively, were successfully withstood without any apparent

effect. Slight bending of the angle plate occurred after a

blow at 20 ft. A blow at 25 ft. resulted in a slight bending

of the links. After this 7 blows at 34 ft. were delivered, the

FARLOW DRAFT CiEAR AFTER THE TEST.

gear being examined after each blow. Under this very severe

treatment there was a gradual increase in the distortion of

the metal parts, and a yielding of the timber work support-

ing them, but the gear was entirely operative at the conclu-

sion of the test. The photograph reproduced in the accom-

panying engraving represents the condition of the gear at the

end of the test.

Professor Hatt made an effort to determine the pressure

equivalent of a blow of the 1,640-lb. tup, falling from a height

of 34 ft. Two copper plugs 2 ins. in diameter and 18 ins.

high were placed on the squared end of the upper coupler.

The blow of the hammer compressed these blocks 0.282 in.

each. A similar block was placed in the static Riehle test-

ing machine of the laboratory, and it was found that a load

of 176,000 lbs. was required to produce a similar effect of

compression. If these two tests may be directly compared on

t'.:e basis of equal compression of copper, the force due to the

blow of the drop testing machine on the Farlow draft gear

is twice 176,000, or 352,000 lbs. It is not claimed that this

method is in the slightest degree scientific, but it may be ac-

cepted as an approximate measure.

The wooden draft arms when examined by the writer were

undamaged. This may suggest to railroad men the possi-

bility that wooden draft arms need not be abandoned because

of the liability of the old type of draft gear to be destroyed.

These draft arms were not even damaged at the ends next to

the coupler. After this punishment this test gear was taken

apart in 8 minutes by men who were not accustomed to the

work and who did not know they were being timed.

This is certainly a remarkable test, illustrating even unex-

pected possibilities in spring gears. Further information con-

cerning this test may be had from Mr. M. A. Garrett, vice-

president of the Farlow Draft Gear Company, Monadnock

Block, Chicago.

JEFFREY HAMMER PULVERIZER.

This type of pulverizer has recently been taken up by the

Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of Columbus, Ohio. The

illustration shows the interior or crushing parts. It is de-

signed for crushing and pulverizing a large variety of ma-

terial, including coal, and is designed with a special view of

simplicity. Its special features are its simple beater ham-

mer, its V-shaped screening surface, simple adjustment of the

beater arms to accommodate wear, the substantial and ad-

justable dust proof pillow blocks and large capacity hopper,

which permits material to be partly crushed while in ^.is-

THE JEFITSEW HAMMER PULVERIZER.

pension.' By taking out the rear plate and the side haul
hole plates the beater arms may be qhanged and the screening

surface renewed. The latter is made up in sections, so that

the change from one size to another is quickly made. 71 s

capacity ranges from 50 to 100 tons of coal per hour, dependent
upon the degree of fineness. The machine is in extensive

use and has passed the experimental stage. The Jeffrey Manu-
facturing Company offers to make crushing tests, showing the

capability of the machine, for those interested. Further in-

formation may be obtained from the manufacturers.

A NEW FAN WHEEL FOR MECHANICAL DRAFT.

Because of difficulties occurring in induced draft work, which
are-not met in other uses of fans, the builders have found it

necessary to prepare special designs. These have usually
employed two or three spiders, except in the very small
sizes. Fans for ordinary service have usually had a bearing
on each side, making the distance between the bearings com
paratively short, with no tendency toward deflection to the
shaft, but when fans must handle hot gases the bearings must
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amoved from the gases In order t'> avoid heating them.

This necessitates overhanging wheels, or placing one bearing

outside of the Inlel chamber built on, to the side of the tan.

'Hie American Blower Company b • d special attention

to the development of details winch will overcome the diffi-

culties of the 'i'ii.. i Mm of the shaft and the effect of the heat

upon the i sing in work ol this character Fig. l shows

their latest construction, which is giving good results In ser-

vo. • n lias a Bplder of i beams In order to secure maximum
ngth. In addition to this, every plate i.s braced with

braces from the outer rim to the center to overcome tenden

PERSONALS.

FIG. 1.

cies to twist. In the side of the Can housing a deep cone is

plfli ed. The Inner bearing Is jacketed and carried on a spe-

arm of cantilever construction; this is placed at the apex

of the cone, and the distance from the apex to the end of the

projecting shaft seldom exceeds 12 ins. A fan wheel mounted

on a shaft with a direct-coupled engine, constructed in this

way. is shown in Fig. 2. The extension of the base of the

engine, as shown, is not always used. In some cases an 1

FIG. 2.

beam grillage is built Into the brick foundation, the engine

being sci on top of the outer ends of these beams, and anchored

down, which makes practically a complete unit of the entire

outfit. Two large units represented by Fig. 2 have been fur-

nished tiie Wilkesbarre & Wyoming Construction Company of

Wilkesbarre, Pa. These wheels are fixed in a three-quartet

Steal plate housing; the wheels being 11 ins. in diameter and
being driven by 1:' x 10-in. vertical engine. They will fur-

nish induced draft in the power house of that company.

Mr. .1 I. Cunningham has been appointed master meel

of i he Pennsylvania Railroad at Columbu.s, Pa

Mr. P. J. I'ease has been appointed general foreman ol

Lake Erie & Western Railway at Lima, Ohio

Mr. ('. II. Hinsdale ha I n appointed general foreman oi

hops and roundhouse "t burg & Lake Erie Rail-

road at McKees' Rocks, Pa

Mr. J. T. Flavin has been appointed assistant master me
chanic of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa Railroad, with head-

quarters at Kankakee, 111.

Mr. ('. H. Welch has been appointed master no chanic of

the Midland Valley Railroad, with headquarters at Fort Smith,

Ark.

Mr. A. W. Horsey has been promoted from the position of

chief draughtsman to that of mechanical engineer of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, with office in Montreal.

Air. T. H. Ooodnow has been appointed general foreman of

the car department of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Railway at Air Line Junction, Ohio.

Mr. George Thompson hasi been appointed general foreman
of the car department of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa Rail

road, at Kankakee, III.

Mr. I. S. Downing has been appointed master car builder

re & Michigan Southern Railway at Engle-

L. G. Parish.

of the Lake Shoi

wood, 111., to succeed \ii

Mr. Joseph Chidley has been appointed assistant master me-
chanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway at

Elkhart, Ind., to succeed Mr. Peter Maher, resigned.

Mr. D. H. Deeter has been appointed master mechanic at
the Reading locomotive shops of the Philadelphia & Reading-
Railroad to succeed Mr. R. Atkinson, resigned.

Mr. H. S. Hunter has bsen appointed master mechanic of the
New York & Philadelphia division of the Philadelphia & Read-
ing Railroad to succeed Mr. D. H. Deeter, promoted.

Mr. L. L. Collier has been appointed master mechanic of the

Newton & Northwestern Railroad, with headquarters at Boone,
Iowa.

Mr. John Mailer, heretofore master mechanic of Hie Min-
nesota & Northern Wisconsin, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Fort Smith & Western, with headquarti rs at FOrt

Smith. Ark., to succeed Mr. K P. Alexander, resigned.

Mr. J. A. McRae has been appointed mechanical engineer of

the Boston & Albany Railroad with headquarters in Boston,

Mass.. reporting to Mr. K. M Whyte. general mechanical en-

gineer of the New York Central lines.

Mr W. S Clarkson has been appointed general master me-
chanic on the Nori hern Pacific Railway, with office at Livings-

ton, Mont., and will have charge of the Montana division, in-

cluding the shops at Livingston.

Walter H. Barnes died at bis home in Brookline, Mass.,
November 14, at the age of 70. He was for many years gen-
eral manager of the Boston & Albany Railroad, and one of the

best-known railroad men in New England.

Mr fJeorge D. Brooke, formerly superintendent of motive
power of the SI. Paul & Duliith. and afterward of the Iowa
Central, has been appointed superintendent of motive pewer
of the Panama Canal Commission.
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Mr. R. M. Crosby has resigned as master mechanic of the

Chicago, Great Western Railway at Oelwein, Iowa, to accept

an appointment as shop superintendent on the Northern Pa-

cific Railway at South Tacoma.

BOOKS.

Air. F. F. Gaines, recently resigned as master mechanic of

the Lehigh Valley at Wilkesbarre, Pa., has been appointed me-
< hani.cal engineer of the Philadelphia & Reading, with head-

quarters at Reading, Pa.

Mr. Grant Hall has been appointed assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Western lines of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, with headquarters at Winnipeg, Manitoba. He is

transferred from a similar position on the Eastern lines.

Mr. Peter Maher has resigned as master mechanic of the

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway to accept the posi-

tion of superintendent of motive power of the Toledo, St. Louis

and Western Railroad, with headquarters at Frankfort, Ind.

Mr. R. H. Gilmour, superintendent of the Brooks Works of

the American Locomotive Company, died suddenly in Schenec-

tady, October 26, where he was attending a meeting of the

works managers of the company.

Mr. W. H. V. Rosing has resigned as assistant superintendent

of motive power of the Illinois Central to become mechanical

engineer of the Missouri Pacific Railway, with headquarters

at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. William Moir has been appointed general master me-

chanic on the Northern Pacific Railway, with office at Tacoma,

and will have charge of the Rocky Mountain, Idaho, Pacific

and Seattle divisions, not including the shops at South

Tacoma.

Mr. F. T. Hyndman has resigned as superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg, to become

general master mechanic of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, with headquarters at New Haven, Conn., succeeding

Mr. F. B. Smith.

Mr. A. W. Wheatley has been appointed general master me-

chanic on the Northern Pacific Railway, with office at St.

Paul, Minn., and will have charge of the St. Paul, Minn., Lake

Superior, 'Dak., and Yellowstone division, not including the

shops at Como and Brainerd.

Mr. F. M. Gilbert has been appointed mechanical engineer

of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad with head-

quarters in the Grand Central Station, New York, to succeed

Mr. F. M. Whyte, recently appointed general mechanical en-

gineer of the New York Central lines. Mr. Gilbert has served

as chief draftsman for the past four years.

C. F. Thomas, who died October 25 at Albuquerque, New
Mex., was an exceptionally bright and able mechanical officer,

who will be sadly missed by many friends. His death is a

loss to the railroads, because such men are greatly needed to

cope with the problems of the present. His leading character-

istics were unselfishness and integrity. He did not count the

cost of efforts in behalf of others. He entered the service of

the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1S75 as an apprentice at Renovo.

After serving his apprenticeship he went to the Mobile &
Montgomery. After that he was connected successively with

ili Louisville & Nashville, the Chesapeake & Ohio, the East

Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia, the Richmond & Danville, the

.Southern, and in 1902 he became general inspector of the Rich-

mond Works of the American Locomotive Company. Mr.

Thomas was a member of the .Master Mechanics' and the Master

Car Builders' associations, and served these organizations act-

ively and effectivelj He was studious and enterprising, and

gave a great deal of thought to improvement in shop methods
and devices. By his personal qualities he endeared himself to

many friends.

Some After Dinnpr Speeches. With a Few Anecdotes of Famous
Men. Published by the Bookkeeper Publishing Company, 61
West Fort street, Detroit, Mich. Price $1.00.

This little hook of 220 pages will be found convenient by those

who are not apt entertainers and are occasionally called upon to

respond to a toast. It contains a number of speeches by well

known public men and some excellent stories.

American Railway Master Mechanics' Association. Proceedings
of the Thirty-seventh annual convention held at Saratoga,
N. Y.. June, 1904. Edited by the secretary, Mr. J. W. Tay-
lor. Rookery Building, Chicago.

In addition to the rules, and standards this volume contains a
number of valuable individual papers and committee reports. The
secretary is to be complimented upon the short time required to

get out this report, which covers over 550 pages.

Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Convention of the Air Brake
Association. Held at Buffalo, Mav. 1904. Edited by the
Secretary, F. M. Nellis, 26 Cortlandt street, New York.

This volume of 2S2 pages contains the reports, proceedings and
discussions of this organization, which is devoting its efforts to the

following object : "To obtain a higher efficiency in air brake ser-

vice." It is an important volume to those who have to do with
the air brake. This volume contains, among others, exceedingly

important papers concerning the advisability of increasing brake

pressures and the friction of brake shoes, both of which are vital

subjects in the present air brake situation.

Railway Storekeepers' Association. Proceeding of the first annual
meeting.

This association met in Chicago last May and the record of

proceedings indicates a very successful convention. The book of

209 pages opens with an elaborate list of subjects of papers which

is followed by the discussions which cannot fail to bring very

valuable results to the railroads because of improved methods of

handling supplies. Among the illustrations are engravings of the

store department supply cars used on the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern Railway. This association has been most successfully

launched and promises to be an important source of improvement
of methods of handlins storehouse material.- Managers and motive

power officials should read the discussions carefully. Mr. ,L P.

Murphy, general storekeeper of the Lake Shore & Michigan South-
ern Railway, is president of the association.

Report of the United States Naval "Liquid Fuel" Board. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

This elaborate report of 450 pages records the tests of the

"Hohenstein Boiler" and the "Liquid Fuel" Boards, constituting

the most authentic and exhaustive information collected by the

Navy Department under tin' direction of Rear Admiral G. W.
Melville. It is undoubtedly the best w'ork ever written on this

subject and contains information and studies in oil burning which

are of greaat value in the use of this fuel for other than naval

purposes. The classification of burners occupies 20 pages. Those

who are burning oil in locomotive service should carefully study

this remarkable report. Presumably copies may be obtained

through members of Congress.

Poor's Manual of Railroads. 1904. Thirty-seventh Annual Num-
ber. Published by Poor's Railroad Manual Company, 08
William street, New York. Price $10.00.

This volume, just from the press, contains 1.600 pages of tables

and summaries of railroad statistics. It presents detailed state-

ments of the operations and condition of every railroad company
in the United States, Canada and the leading lines of Mexico. It

also contains 24 colored plates, state and group maps and 44 maps

of leading railroads. According to the statistics the railroads

completed up to the first of the current year aggregate 207,603.53

miles, with 717.54 miles completed since the close of their fiscal

years. Poor's Manual represents 203.052 miles of line in its

statistics, indicating the value of the figures as representing the

railroad situation of the country. The tables are very complete

and are arranged to show thp progress of freight and passenger

traffic for 1". years, the .statement of railroad construction for four

years and other statistics concerning periods sufficiently long to

permit of making intelligent comparisons of progress. This book

needs no introduction to our readers. It is sufficient to say that

the present volume maintains, in every way, the repvtalion or

the previous ones.
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\i ter Oar Buildei \ ociation. Proceeding! of the Thirty-
eightli annual convention held at Saratoga, N. V.. Jane,
r.inl. Edited bj the secretary, Mr. .1. W. Taylor, Kookery
Building, i

"I'll- convention reports and proceedings in connection vciih the

interchange rules and the standards and recommended practice

constitute a volume of 584 pap'* mid n large number oi folded

Considerable credit is due the secretary [or Its earl] Issue.

NEW CATALOGUES.

American Railwaj Shop Systema By Walter '. Berg, chief en-
Lebigu vallej Railroad, Pa. 198 pages, illustrated.

Published by The Railroad Ua ette, 83 Fulton street, New
Kork, 1904. Price 12.

Mr. Berg Is well known as a painstaking writer, who appros

bis subjects In a logisal, systematic way. In this work In- has as-

sembled plans and informal oncerning all of the important rail-

road shops bail! in this country during 1 1 j * - past 11 years, anil Ihtse

Bed and studied In order to draw conclusions as to

acies of design. Instead of presenting original ideas, it is a

record of practice as shown In existing structures. The author lias

with great care presented In a book of moderate size all the rail-

road shops which are worth considering by railroad officials who
e mplate building new shop plants. There is no other book ou
railroad shops; and reader, who hit .nihil upon to design or run

struct new shops will find this work Invaluable. The author dis-

iiiKliti.il vs. cross erecting shops-but from the standpoint

of an engineer rather than a shop manager. His chapters include:

Classification and general layout, general repair shops, locomotive

repair simps, passengei and freight ear simps, store bouses, power
plant and machinery, structural work, and presents a very useful

bibliography of descriptions of shops from the technical press.

Thirty-six simp plans are shown, and the most interesting arc

illustrated in half-tone engravings and cross sectional drawings.

The book is the work of an engineer rather than an expert who
knows the merits of various shop arrangements because he is or

has been "up against" the problem of keeping down the cost of

repairs, but it is the best record of existing practice and, in fact,

the only convenient record available. Mr. Berg has put railroad

U under heavy obligations to him for this admirable book.

No new railroad shop should be built without carefully consulting

and studying this work. It should be in every railroad drafting

room, every motive power and manager's office, and the technical

schools giving speeial attention to railroad subjects should use it

as a text book.

Locomotive Operation: A Technical and Practical Analysis. By
U pge K. Henderson, .Member A. S. M. E. t'loth, by '.• ins.:

536 pages, 142 illustrations and 5 folding plates. Published
i'\ The Kailwav Aye. Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111. Price,

$3.50.

This book would make a high reputation for the author, if he

had not earned it previously, BS a railroad officer. His object was
to study the locomotive and what it will do, how it does"it and

what it costs in fuel, placing the whole subject before the reader

through an investigation of the results accomplished, which are

presented in detail. The work is a book of reference on the loco-

motive without specifically treating of the details of design. It

shows the relation between theory and practice as measured by

practical results. It is a scientific study by a man who has been

responsible for operation as well as design and construction,

inertia, action of steam, resistance, slipping and braking pref-

ace the chapters on hauling power and economical Bpeeds. Water
and fuel consumption follow. The author reproduces a number of

discussions of important factors from other authorities, and dis-

cusses tin- laws governing the subjects. The book is rich in

original diagrams graphically representing the conclusions of the

text, which are ex lingly convenient for consultation in solving

problems in locomotive performance. The mosl important feature

is the Stud} Of Domical hauling of trains, and ill presenting this

eel Mr. Henderson places the railroad officials of the world

under obligations to bim, BS he does iii the articles on the same
subject now appearing in the pages of this journal. The book is

original and covers ground never before attempted in any work
on the locomotive. The student will find the mathematics worked

out in detail, while the manager and motive-power officer will use

the diagrams for direct application to bis problems. Abide from

us interest to the student, operating official and motive-power su-

perintendent, Mr. Henderson's book must necessarily exerl a much

needed Influence tending in the direction of a clearer understanding

of the locomotive in motion. In this its effect will be timely in

connection with the promising tendency of the time toward more

intelligent railroad operation in which the locomotive is the lead-

ing feature. The book is not disappointing in any respect.

In writing f»r Hum catalogues please mention this paper.

PLANERS, I ] ii .ii SPEED.—Catalogue No. 1 from the Chandler

i Company, Ayer, M

t, vims. Catalogue B from the Draper Machine Tool t

pan.\, Worcester, M

RADIAL I mulls.— Set of leaflets from the Fosdick Machine Tool
i Company, < Hncinnati, < >.

l>isc Grinders. Panrphlel from the Ransom Manufacturing
< lompany, i Ishkosb, Wis.

Woodworking Machinery. Catalogue a from the "Oliver"

Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Micb.

Upright Drills.- Catalogue No. 61, 2nd edition, from the

W. F. & John Barnes Company, Rockford, III.

Lathes.—Catalogue No. 23 from the Bradford Machine Tool

Company, Cincinnati, O.

Wood Working Machinery. Catalogue 194 from the De-

Macbine Works, Defiance, Ohio.

Drills, Lathes, Water Tool Grinder. B. !'. Barnes Com-
pany, Rockford, III.

BOLT AND Not MACHINERY.—The National Machinery Com-
pany. Tiffin, Ohio.

Reamers, UNIVERSAL Adjustable.—F. B. McCrosky Manufac-
turing Company, Meadville, Pa.

PUNCHES and Shears.—Catalogue I) from the New Doty
Manufacturing Company, Jauesville, Wis.

Boring and Turning Mills, A Treatise On.—Catalogue D-ll

from the Bullard Machine Tool Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Horizontal Boslnq MACHINES.—Catalogue and treatise No.

3 from the Iiins.se .Machine Company. Newark. N. J.

Taps, Hits, Screw Plates, etc.—Catalogue and price list

from the S. W. Card Manufacturing Company, Mansfield, Mass.

WATERPROOF Leather Belt.—Circulars issued by the Graton

& Knight Manufacturing Company, Worcester, Mass.

Vertical Boring and Turning Mill, 64tInch.—Bulletin just

issued by the Gisholt Machine Company, Madison. Wis.

Chucks.—Catalogue No. 7 describing the Sweetland chuck

made by the Hoggson & Pettis Manufacturing Company, New
Haven, Conn.

Boring Tools, Chicago Adjustable.—Pamphlet issued by C.

A. NordquLst, 39 W. Randolph street. Chicago, 111.

WOOD WORKING Machinery.—A loose leaf catalogue from the

8. A. Woods Machine Company. Boston. Mass., describing tools

applicable to railroad shop work.

BORING ami Turning Mill.— Pamphlet from the Colburn Ma-
chine Tool Company, Franklin, Pa., describing their 72 in. widened

pattern vertical mill.

Grinding Machines.—Leaflets describing the universal and

plain machines made- by the Landis Tool Company, Waynesboro,

Pa.

Machini Tools. -Catalogue T from the 1 1 i 1
1<- - & .1 s Com-

pany. Wilmington, 1 ••!.. describing tools for working plates, bars

and structural shapes.

Machine Tools. Bulletins 530 to 538 inclusive fr The

C. E. Sutton Company, Toledo, Ohio, describing then punches and

shears, forging machines, mining machines and lathes.

Milling Machine in Combination with Planer, i

from the Adams Company, Dubuque, Iowa.

Kmf.uy anii Corundum Wheels ' atalogue and price list

from the Hampden Corundum Wheel Company. Brightw I,

Springfield, Mass.

Index Center For Shaper.—Circular from the Stockbridge

Machine Company, Worcester, Mass., describing their No. 2 Index

Center.
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Coburn Trolley Track.—The round trough track for shop and

warehouse trolleys, with trolleys and supports is described in a

pamphlet received from the Coburn Trolley Track Manufacturing

Company, Holyoke, Mass.

Pneumatic Tools.—The Chicago Tenumatic Tool Company

have just issued a very attractive catalogue of 122 pages which de-

'scribes the various tools made by them. It also contains some in-

teresting information concerning the comparative cost of hand and

hammer riveting.

pany and also other cars were manufactured by the Bartley Nut and

Bolt Fastener Company of Pittsburgh.

"JACKOHOL."—A leaflet from the Watson-Stillman Company,

204 East 43d street, New York, describing this improved liquid for

hydraulic jacks, which is a non-corrosive and lubricating compound,

will not thicken in freezing weather, nor cause the valves to stick

or clog, and which can be produced at about one-half the cost of the

standard formula.

Pneumatic Drills.—The United States Government has just

purchased from the Rand Drill Company 27 Imperial pneumatic

hammers and drills. These are to be used in connection with the

Manila harbor improvements.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.—This company has been

awarded two gold medals or the highest awards covering their ex-

hibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. They have secured the

highest awards at all exhibitions both foreign and domestic since

there first exhibit, which was made at the Cotton State Exposition

at Atlanta in 1S95. Mr. J. W. Duntley, president of this com-

pany sailed for Europe on November S on a four weeks' business

trip.

Gas Producers.—"Catalogue B" of the Wile Power Gas Com-
pany of Rochester, N. Y., describes gas producers for making gas

from bituminous or anthracite coal. The gas is suitable for heat-

ing furnaces as well as for running gas engines. This company,

also presents information as to the uses and cost of producing gas,
"

in their "Catalogue A."

Hydraulic Turbines and Governors.—Publication No. 112

issued by the Department of Publicity of the Allis-Chalmers Com-

pany, Milwaukee, Wis. It describes the Escher Wyss & Company
turbines, the Francis type turbine, the Allis-Chalmers high-pres-

sure impulse turbine and the hydraulic and universal governor

made by this company.

Russo-Japanese War Atlas.—The Continuous Rail Joint

Company of America, Newark, N. J., are distributing an excellent

atlas as a souvenir of the St. Louis World's Fair. It includes

Russia-in-Europe, Russia-in-Asia, Japan, Korea, Manchuria and

China. It is just the thing wanted in order to understand the re-

ports of the far eastern conflict. The atlas is by Rand, McNally

4 Company.

Shade Rollers and Accessories.—A new catalogue of 30

pages has been issued by the Stewart-Hartshorn Company, E.

Newark, N. J. The product of these well-known manufacturers is

illustrated and described with prices and dimensions. Special

rollers for railroad cars, tin rollers, self-acting wood rollers, new

bottom clips, shade pulls, guides, clasps and brackets are shown in

detail. This company has devoted many years to the development

of shade rollers and their methods of manufacture insure the pro-

duction of rollers of the highest standard.

Gisholt Boring & Turning Mills.—The general line of Gis-

holt vertical and horizontal mills is described in a beautifully il-

lustrated catalogue issued by the Gisholt Machine Company of

Madison, Wis. The machines are described, but without detailed

dimensions. Sufficient information is given to indicate the size of

work for which each machine is adapted, and the machines them-

selves are illustrated by means of excellent engravings. The pamph-

let also includes an illustrated description of turret lathes and of

the Gisholt tool grinder. These builders lay special stress upon

strength, simplicity, convenience, and the production of rapid and

accurate work.

Dry Kilns for Timber Products.—A handsome 78-page cata-

logue of dry kilns and accessories has been issued by the American

Blower Company of Detroit. It is really a brief treatise on kiln

drying and illustrates the system and the apparatus manufactured

and employed by this company. It is handsomely illustrated, treats

of the theory of lumber drying and explains the "A. B. C." moist

air dry kiln, its construction and operation. Heaters, fans, apart-

menl kilns and dry kiln appurtenances are illustrated in detail and

a number of kilns are shown from photographs of working plants.

The pamphlet also contains a large number of favorable reports

from users.

NOTES.

Electric Controller & Supply Company.—This company of

Cleveland, Ohio, announce that they have been awarded the first

prize for their exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition. This consists

of their various controllers, magnetic friction and stop brakes,

cushion type solenoids, electric lifting magnets, etc.

Nut Locks at the Exposition.—In the transportation exhibits

the nut locks on a number of the cars attracted the attention of the

writer. Those on the cars exhibited by the Pressed Steel Car Com-

Northern Electric Generators.—The new isolated plant in-

stalled in the 23rd Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, N. Y., will contain

two 75 K. W. Northern generators direct connected to Harris-

burg engines operating at 275 r.p.m. They also have a 35 K. W.,

600 r.p.m. Northern generator belted to a Nash gas engine

Prizes to the Westinghouse Companies.—Twelve grand

prizes, 8 gold. 4 silver medals and one bronze medal were awarded
to the Westinghouse Companies for their elaborate and instructive

exhibits at the St. Louis Exposition. This is probably the long-

est and most comprehensive list of high honors ever received by
associated interests at any world's fair. In addition to these prizes

a special award was granted for the best, most complete and most
attractive installation in the department of machinery.

Falls Hollow Stay Bolts.—An order has just been received

from Japan for 28,000 lbs. of 1%-in., 18,000 lbs. 1%-in. and
12,000 lbs. of 1%-in. Falls hollow round bars 10 ft. long, which is

to be made into stay bolts by the Kiushiu Railway. Other rail-

ways of Japan and the Japanese Government are also receiving

large quantities. The Norwegian State Railway uses this ma-
terial exclusively for fire boxes of their locomotives, and numerous
inquiries are coming from other European roads.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company of Philadelphia an-

nounces the purchase of additional land, on the main line of the

Pennsylvania, at Girard avenue and Forty-eighth street, Phila-

delphia, and also a tract adjoining the factory on the west, with

a frontage on the railroad. Upon this property a steel casting

plant will be erected, also an addition to the foundry and a large

addition to the factory for making steel balls. The increase in

the business of the company has necessitated the purchase of a

large number of tools and other equipment, which will provide in-

creased facilities for meeting the demands from the purchasers.

Mr. S. S. Eveland, manager of the company, is in charge of the

improvements.

A Large Heater Installation.—Over twenty-five miles of

1-in. steam pipe is being put into 111 "A B C" heaters in the new
Wanamaker building in Philadelphia by the American Blower Com-
pany of Detroit, Mich. The heating surface varies from 5,500 to

5,000 ft. in each heater. The installation includes 28 "A B C"
fans, the largest being 220 in. high and the smallest 30 in. The
completed apparatus will make a 10-car load shipment. Similar

apparatus is being eupplied by the same company for the Wana-
maker building in New York. The American Blower Company
has also received a contract for heating apparatus for the shops of

the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company in Philadelphia. The
apparatus consists of a heater containing 5,700 ft. of 1-iu. pipe and

10-ft. fan with a 7-ft. wheel operated by direct connected motor.

Electric Traction on Long Island Railroad.—The Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Company has sold to the Penn-

sylvania Railroad double motor equipments for 122 cars, with

Westinghouse multiple unit control for these cars and for Gl

trailers. These equipments will be used by the Pennsylvania for

its Long Island suburban traffic, and will be put into operation

next spring. The motors will be of the latest Westinghouse type,

with a rating of 200 h.p. each; they will embody the most

modern ideas in both electrical and mechanical design, and will

possess an extremely liberal overload capacity. The Westinghou.*e

Company has been very successful in the design of railway motors,

and in the design of this equipment will undoubtedly maintain its

very enviable reputation. The machinery .for the Long' Island

power plant which is now being installed is supplied by the West-

inghouse Company, and will include three-turbo-generators, each

having a capacity of 5,500 kilowatts as a notable part of the plant.
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